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A Small
Bunsen Burner
From Popular Mechanix 1915

An excellent bunsen burner for

small work can be made as follows:

Draw a glass tube to the shape shown.
to produce a fine

hollow point.
Mark carefully

with a file and
break at A and
then at B. Bore
or burn a hole

in a cork to fit

the tube. Cut a

V-shaped notch

in the side of
the cork extend-

ing to the hole.

Bend the lower
tube at right
angles and in-

sert it in a wood
block, previously slotted with a saw
to make a snug fit. A little glue will

hold the glass tubes, cork and base
together. The air mixture can be ad-

justed by sliding the upper tube be-

fore the glue sets.

Making Bubbles Carry Paper Figures

Popular Mechanics 1925

To make soap bubbles that will carry

small paper figures is an interesting pas-
time. A solution made of soap shavings
and water, with glycerin in the proportion
of one-third, is used. The solution is

placed in a bottle and shaken up until the
soap has dissolved, and is allowed to stand
until it settles, the clear liquid at the top
being used for blowing the bubbles.

The figures are cut from tissue paper
and a short piece of thread is attached
through the top. The other end of the
thread is knotted through a disk of very

thin paper. It is best to blow the bubble
through a glass tube, and when a bubble
of the desired size has been formed, place
the paper disk on one side; this will at

once slip to the bottom. Shake the
bubble olT and it starts on its aerial jour-
ney carrying the paper figure.—S. Leonard
Bastin, Bournemouth. Eng.

THE MEANING OF ATLAN
By KURT SAXON

Legend has it lhal Ihere was once a great civilization called Atlantis. It Is

said that Atlantis had a highly developed technology with everything we have

and more. Aside Irom airships, some even have said that they had links with

civilizations in outer space.

The story goes on that some great cataclysm destroyed Atlantis. Some say It

was from great upheavals in the earth's surface. Others say it was wiped out by
atomic war. The great majority of the people died of starvation, riots and wars
fought over what was left of civilization.

The survivors, most of whom were highly trained technologists, lost their

groat cities, industries and technology. This left them helpless and most of

them reverted to savagery. From greatness they were reduced to small bands
of hunters and gatherers of roots and berries.

Although Atlantis may have been a myth, the further back archaeologists go,

the higher the skills acquired by the ancients have been discovered. The cave

men. chipping crude flint axes and arrowheads may have boon the degenerate

descendants of men with knowledge and powers we can only dream of. A good
example of this is the degenerate descendants of the Mayas, living like Jungle

animals in parts of South America today, their ancestors a once proud race,

higher in science and mathematics than that of Europe of tho same period.

One might wonder how such giants of science and technology as the Atlans

could degenerate into the savages archeologists call the "first men".

Ur of the Chaldees. Sumer. Babylon. Egypt. Rome, etc., also rose and then

fell with a crash that left their survivors in various states of savagery. They
were not as primitive as the cave men since their technologies were more
simple and easier understood by the survivors. Even so, the fall of Rome
produced a thousand years of what we know as the Dark Ages. Tenth century

farmers plowed and planted in the great Roman Coliseum, wondering at tho

lush harvests. They didn't even remember that that plot of land had been
fertilized by the blood of thousands of gladiators and animals slain In the great

arena.

Years ago. I was fascinated by how civilizations rose, provided comforts for

the populace, erected great monuments to skill and industry and then fell. If

they had a system which worked for them, why didn’t they go on to ever higher

levels of refinement? Why did such powerful nation states as Babylon, Greece
and Rome fall to such illiterate savages as the Scythians, early Romans and
Huns? Imagine New York City of 1880 being taken over by the Sioux. (I think

they could do it today).

That these once great civilizations did degenerate to the point where they

could be overrun by primitive barbarians is a fact. Then, after each fall, the

survivors reverted to the most basic of the remaining wisdom, requiring the

minimum of knowledge and skill.

The survivors were usually of the peasant class who held on to their poor
plots of ground and scratched out a bare living from the soil. Warlike

barbarians would descend on such peasant groups and enslave them.
Requiring more food for their soldiers, for further conquests, they actually

contributed to the growth of agriculture.
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Live Bait Used
in Fishing

From Popular Mechanics 1916

With the simple device illustrated,

no fisherman need worry over running
short of bail or even regarding the

usual repeated baiting oi the hemic. A
small clear-glass bottle should he pro-
cured, anil several hooks wired to it

about the neck, or at each end, as de-

sired or found best after several trials.

After filling the hot tic with water a

live minnow is placed in it, and the bot-
tle is sealed with a cork, which is

notched around the edge to permit wa-
ter to enter or leave the bottle without
losing the bait. If live grasshoppers,

TN. Balt U X.,i Al,,< and Unharm(4 In a Betti*
Idif oao<H4 ant Kaoka

or similar bait, is desired the cork can
be used unnotched to form a water-

tight stopper. As illuminated bait for

night fishing, several fireflies can be put

in the bottle.

Shield for Heater in Chick Brooding

House
From Popular Mechamx 1919

A shield of sheet metal, having a

small heater m the center of it, pro-

vides a good
means of warm-
ing a brooding
house for small

chicks. The heat

is radiated from
the shield and
the chicks re-

main at a dis-

tance. seeking a

comfortable lem-
prrature. The
device may be

made easily by
cutting a sheet

of metal to form a cone-shaped hood

and fitting it with a vent passing emt

through the rocif of the house.

Gradually, warrior dominated peasants rebuilt civilizations, often far Interior

to the previous civilization. Of course, in the beginning of such civilizations,

only the strongest and hardiest survived.

But as agricultural methods improved, more people ware fed who would

have otherwise starved and taken their weaker characteristics out of the gene

pool. So unfortunately, this surplus was also the means of preserving

weaklings and defectives who should not have survived. Further, such

weaklings were enslaved by the ruling classes, and when not being needed for

agriculture, drifted to the cities and worked at unskilled )obs or lived on the

dole or by begging.

Of course, there were intelligent and skilled artisans and tradesmen In ihe

cities. But the bulk of the population gradually was made up of rejects from

agriculture

The average Romen was Jobless, a Proletarian, living on government

handouts supplied largely by the Legionaires bringing back grain and olher

booty from foreign colonies and conquests.

Today, the Proletariat are known as unskilled workers or welfare recipients.

Every culture, as it developed and assumed greatness, nurtured a breed of

politicians catering to the useless. Roman politicians financed, through

exhorbitant taxes, and even their own wealth, the Building of great coliseums,

where were held chariot races, gladiatorial combats and varioue forms of

entertainments such as feeding social dissidents, such as Christians to lions.

They also had millions of animals collected from all over the then known

world. These animals were slaughtered for the en|oymenl of the

simple-minded Proletarians in the stands. The Romans made extinct literally

dozens of animal species

The greater the show and the more degenerate the acts, the more votes wenl

to the sponsoring Roman politician Thus. Ihe most degenerate and wasteful

politicians gamed Ihe most power over the state end Its people. "Bread and

Circuses
1

was the method of not only placating an Idle and rlolous population,

but In perpetuating a Senate needy as corrupt as our own.

Tbe lack ol useful work, coupled with the low standards of social

acceptability turned a once great nation into a herd of Irresponsible,

weak-willed, feeble-minded degenerates which were the greatest contributors

to the nation s births. In fact, the term ' Proletariat" also meant "child bearers".

When the Roman legions reached the furthesi areas from which they could

loot food from their subject colonies, starvation and social collapse set in.

Thue, Rome fell. Ite artisans and Intellectuals died out along with Its

degenerate Proletariat. Then came the Dark Ages ruled by Illiterate princes and

a corrupt priesthood, both groups of which destroyed as many ot the men of

reason as they could find, mainly though Inquisitions.

The Illiterate princes raped the people through ruinous taxation to fight

useless wars with each other and In their stupid Crusades The Church nol

only sanctioned these practices, but kept hidden all the knowledge they had

collected In the monasteries, which, had they released It, would have done
immeasurable good. But their aim was religious domination, not social

advancement. Further, the Church chose tor its celibate priesthood, Ihe most
Intelligent youth, whose genes might otherwise have gone to improve the race.

Today, the Church has lost most of its power, although It does its best to

encourage the breeding of the poorest and most useless and degenerate of its

followers. Happily, though, its loss of influence spares more Intelligent men
who would otherwise rob our gene pool by celibacy.

In Its place, homosexuality Is taking over in the free world, Initiating into a

life of virtual celibacy many of the best specimens of our youth. Its spread

insures the robbing of our national gene pool by limiting future generations to

those less attractive, intelligent, and consequently less able to contribute to

society.

In 11$ lum, our civilization rose from virtual barbarism and has achieved the

highest technology in known history. Our previously vast surpluses of food

and fuel have led to a surplus population made up largely ot the useless and

degenerate.
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Windmill for

Light Power
From Popular Mechanics 1915

The windmill shown in the sketch

is one that will always face the wind,

and it never requires adjustment. It

consists of a vertical .<haft, A. provided

with a number of arms, D. on which
are hinged square sails, C. These sails

are preferably made of wood frames

covered with canvas. They are pro-

vided with hinges, D, attached to the

ends of the arms in such a way that

they offer resistance to the wind on
one side of the wheel, while they move
edgewise against the wind on the other

side, as shown. The shaft of the mill

can either be run in bearings set on
an upright post, the lower end of the

shaft turning on a conical bearing, or
collars may be used on the bearings to

keep it in position. The power can be

transmitted with gears or by a Hat belt

over a pulley.

A wheel of this kind is not adapted

for high speed, but direct-connected to

a pump or other slow-working machin-

ery will prove very efficient

SCIENTIFIC AXEK I CAN
CYCLOPEDIA

1891
C*»dlM. AdantanUne Cmulk*—10! lb. of

mutton talk"' ; 2** lb. of camphor; bw»wa«.
4 lb ;

alum, 21b.
A rnwUtc. I'wllf*. -For prrfumintf apart,

menu.—Molt balsam of Peru aud oampbor with
(fui material of which the candle* are m be
matte; or the wick* mu> be steeped In •on-.'-

aromatic tlnuture and dried.

Cam
,
lV<o*ed or Spmtf CO'i»Mce.-Tbe«* are

moulded In the oedinar/ way. nnd then turned
by means ol a special lathe; or they maybe
cost in rifled moulds, from which, on uuoitcif.
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instead of the paradise a controlled population could enjoy indefinitely, our
technology is only contributing to the breeding of half-wits, murderous
psychotics. Liberals and other perverts who are bringing down our civilization

by the year. Adding to ihls are the changing weather patterns, which will only
worsen In our time, plus a growing lack of resources, causing the mass
starvation of literally billions of people.

Wortdwid# collapse of civilization is Imminent

.

It won’t happen overnight, but in country by country and area by area, Industry

by Industry, and so on. It could hit you tomorrow. So whether you are an auto
mechanic, steelworker or nuclear physicist, you have only a relatively short

time in your present occupation . Your survival is up to you.
Years ago i saw the same factors appearing in our society which had led to

the collapse of past civilizations. I particularly noted the specialization of the

educated, on the one hand, and the frivolous interests and Idleness of the less

able on the other hand

.

I recalled the tales of the fall of Atlantisand Its resultant barbarism. Knowing
that the Ignorant masses were doomed and the more able were locked Into an
interdependent technology, I searched for answers, as did many of my
generation, i became a joiner of cults and causes, giving them all my all. Bui
almost without exception, every faction proved to be a dead end and led by
self-serving phonies or psychotic fanatics.

Again recalling the fall of Atlantis,
I
began preparing a method by which I

could provide knowledge to Intelligent survivors of the future collapse. My
mam idea was that ihe biggest problem facing the survivors would be the lack

of knowledge which they could apply to their own circumstances

As it was. the Intelligent survivor could only hope to scrounge sustenance
from the ruins. Such scrounging would prove futile In only a short time after

the fall.

I Ml on the idea ol collecting all the practical knowledge ol the 19th Century,

as it was relatively simple and easy to apply Also, it would insure a standard

of living tar from primitive and a springboaid to the technology wo have today.

Further, n is far easier for the layman 10 understand than modern texts on
science and crafts.

Back then, creative and knowledgeable people wrote their instructions for

use by anyone Inieresied, whether he had any background In iho field or not.

Today, books on science and technology are written mainly to ihose who are

expected to be already pretty well grounded on a particular sub|oct

.

Also, they wrote in plain language, not showing off their expertise In terms

only their fellow experts could understand, as Is often done today. Nlnotoonth

Century terms unfamiliar to us were not used to show oh. or to conceal

knowledge from the uninitiated. They were Just the lerms people used in those
days. Most such old-fashioned terms have been updated in GRANDDAD'S
WONDERFUL BOOK OF CHEMISTRY.

For years I’ve been collecting such knowledge and am now, and In the

near future, hoping to assemble all the practical knowledge applicable to the

needs of future Survivalists.

So Allan Formularies is simply a figurative reference to the real or

mythological Atlantis and a remedy for people In their comparative situation.

Alter the crash of world civilization there will be chaos and universal

suffering and death. Yet. unlike the original Atlans we can revert to a level of

technology the intelligent layman can implement-

The only savages will be those who ought not to have been bom )n the first

place THE POOR MAN S JAMES BOND will help Survivalists deal with such
doomed predators.

GRANDDADS WONDERFUL BOOK OF CHEMISTRY will enable you to

make the chemical compounds you will need In your dally struggles.

MEDICINES LIKE GRANDDAD USED TO MAKE will help keBp you well when
your modern doctor loses his contact with the pharmaceutical companies,
which will soon be out of existance. ( Nov part ol Chemistry)
SURVIVAL FOODS. PLUS will help you to prepare and preserve the food you

will need. (Nov part of Survivor Vol. 1)
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THE SURVIVOR volumes «vill take care of Ihe daily problems 19th Century

people handled with such ingenuity.

In short, my books will give you a level of technology both Interesting and

practical, useful even today. You need not fear dealh from want, ignorance or

from human predators

I have been told, and agree, that had I omitted the grimmer aspects of the

coming chaos I could reach more people Selling only nostalgia and 19th

Century handicrafts I could appeal to far more buyers and make more money.

But that approach would have had me catering to hobblests or nostalgia

buffs I'm telling it like It Is. I'm not interested in hobblesls or nostalgia buffs.

I’m aiming my material at the strong-minded individualist, the only type who
can. and should, survive.

I hava no political solutions or aspirations. My only admonition to my
leaders insofar as a future system is to not let another Atlantis happen again.

My paramount advice to future generations would be to llmll their offspring to

they are wound out.

OrurJiiir* Caiitfitt.—Mete over a water bach
50 part* or stearic acid and 6 lo W4 parts of
bleached beeswax last It remain over ita*

water bath for one-half hour, but di> nut «eir

or agitate Thou allow die Quid to cool, until
there la »i all# lit Dim on the surface. 1*001- lie
nut«a liiin mould*, whica Bate beta heacco to
the dams temperature. b«ii avoid stirring.

Ft Ota/. TaJUne Candles artt/i a Hard Sutetanti
uhiehulfi not Croc*:.—Dip the candles siixvt-

aively Into the following three mixtures: 1. 4
par(a white reeln; M part* good tallow; 0 pane
camphor; 20 parte maria acid; S part* dam-
mar realn. Melt.

B. M parte tallow ; 0 parts cambpor ; » parts
Stearin toll : 4 parts while p4ieh ; ID parts dam-
mar resin. WJt together.
& XU parts stearic acid; « parts -WU. -u

,

WpartataUow;flpsrta camphor. Mrti
Cblored Candle*.—Among Uw coloring mat-

tern iao<1 for oandlcc are the following

;

aaiuoe reds. VeUow: Gamboge, chroma yrl-

low. naphthaline venow. Orocn; Mixture of
bluoaod rellow colors. Purple <w violet :!Mix-
ture of blue and red oolora Neutral Tlnra:
Oildraof Iron, yellow ooliee, mukrort blank
Blank: Vrult of -SruMoMUn* uerfcfr-itok. aniline
blanks. In ordar tA dye paramo caodlca wltb
an anlUne base, such as mag-nra, the dye is

0 retd Basil »•»! In stearin, and a lllrh" of the re.

suiting stnareie » tddod to tbe parsOn.

S i are two waya lo wbkbr-"
blank: I. Anacsrlltim

only that amount they can provide for and manage with ihe love and individual

care which develops stiong citizens.

No social dependent should be allowed to enlarge his dependency. That is.

ihe individual who cannot provide for himself should not be allowed to

reproduce.

If this simple mis had been followed there would never have been a surplus

*kT population. Hoards of tenlle idiots and genetic defectives procreating like

bus unmanaged livestock would not have toppled nearly every civilization I’ve

mentioned.
t qo It is too lite for today s maiorlty to escape the fate of Atlantis. But with

dyed Individual offort and stern measures of population control, Paradise on Earth

SVJ could be a reality. The next generation, descended from Ihe surviving remnants

of this one. could inaugurate the next step in the evolution of human

i*;- civilization Then our surpluses could go, not 10 Ihe upkeep of human vermin.
,u* *

but to the provision of land and well-equipped homes for all. and then even

JS!S Starships.

beaawa* with the fallow to fffve durabilltyto
uic candle, ud to prevent its running. Thu
light from t tallow emuOk» can improve.! In

iKraem cod brilliancy by uslngunall wicks
which here beoo dipt—1 In spirit of tur routine

uid they nonskier that during tb« cucnbu#U..o

tbe lodlim and sulphur are both eliminated in

tbe fiw state, according Co tbe equation

:

4 HI X 80, - I. + 8 + 211,0

Lard Caulks.—1. Dissolve 1 lb. alum and 1 lb-
naltu-lvr In t qt. water over a amwflre; 12 lb
lardare added. The rtlrrlorniust he kept up
oonunuaJly until a12 the lard Is daauJred. Du
not leave on the Are tno long, na the lard la

liable to be discolored. It la arid mat cbeeo
candlea areauiwrioi to fallow.

2. Solid i'audit* from Lard.-Cut Irt lb. lard la
ktaall pieces, put lo a pot with <% lb. alum and
W lb. saltpeter (previously dissolved In I pt
water, over a alow flrel. 8Ur constantly over
SBlOW flro until aU lb* lard l» dbwolred. Allow
to stmme* until the (learn com to rise, then
remove from tbe lire. Tbeae candles are harder
fhau three made from tallow.
Mutton Suet Candles in ImVat Wn »/ Wax.

Throw quicklime In melted mutton iu«t: the
lime will fall to the bottom, and carry along
with It all the dirt of the auet. so <u to leave it

tts pure au-l as flue as the wax Itself .Vow. J
to 1 part of tQo auet you mix 8 parts of real
wax. you will have a very floe, and- to appear-
ance, a real wax candle; ai Iras* the mixture
could never be discovered, nor even in tbo
moulding uf wax uroauneuta.

Jfrrcurfcil Candles.—Kel sulphide or gray ax-
He of meroury mixed with wax. and a wick of
cot ion Inserted therein. Kecotnmcnded by
Mr. Collls for partial mercurial fumigation.
They are burnt uinlet a ghuw funnel with
cnrmd nr-ok.tbe upper urines of which 1» di-
rected lo the diseased pan.

Mexico, and among our own Bouthwaotarti

Indians. Tbe modal IDuwtratad hare, how-
ever. Is baaed upoa an Eskimo design, still

popufar in the Arctic. The throwing *lc*

has remained In use among the Eskimos for

camtiirlra because much of their hunting la

dome fa frail kayaks. Aided by tbe stick, an

Eskimo can hurl a spoor with great form
from a anting position without endangering

bis e^mBbrlum even wben handicapped by

rough water, floating 1m. high winds, and

extrema cold. A float, tmually an Inflated

bladder. Is attached to the spear by a BfW
line. The float guides Um hunter to tbe fra-

paled game and also hinders Os eecapa

An modified for use fa a target game, the

throwing stick Is simply a %’ thick piece

of wood about IV* long and 8* fa width at

CHARLES and BERTRAM BROWNOLD

AMONG the weapons of primitive man,

,
the throwing sock Is one of the skn

mret to make and me. and it therefore has

target gams, provided

sufficient precautlcma

accidental Infury to s

Prehistoric man Is

tbe throwing stick, s
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$t*ar\7U Gmdks.—TDe9e art mail*: of trie

HMdriikrOf Hlrorlc add obtained from billow,
to tbe name way u* Miner raonId candl-i The/
furnish a superior L^UI anil hum n loitf time:
t brw or four years age It wa* a KPfi<-r»l pwc-
tax* for tbu manufacturer. if' add a little ur»
nlous acl-J (»hnr nreeolc) to the .toerine, to
prevent It arjMAUiiliqr. and thus apouixnc the

or (be caudle; but owing tointmv the
spirited waj lo which ibis raauilltr wit cik*.
fd by die preije. il baa been diaioouniiod by all
the reapectuliUi hmw*.
ToOfHO CanOet To male bard tallow cm-

die*, use a mixture of mutton tallow. 10 os.;
camptior, U, oa; bt**w«x. • oa; ami alum, 3
oa

Thlloui OvuUm. to ffonfcn.—Dip drat In the
foUowliw; Ptcarlo acW. 50 parti; tallow, h
part"; oauiphur. 8 parte; while raatn. 2 parts;
gum .laminar. I part. When bard dip la
other MluUon. which ounelsta of TO tan* .

rlo acid ; lallow, tA parU; camphor. 3

white wax, * parta; xiuu dam mar, I port. For
u daiU •jitl mg dip in B*J v«rta iicaru: mid; \

nsrutof Uillow ; rimphor, 3 parta; while wax.
t parta.

YdOoie f’lKUttra. to Make. The ln.-mllcoia are
•l» -ill tf| l»«'f uud 'jj uiult'ill aucL The nan (if

1 Hi. Ol ulUUl wltu cult) A lo. of tailin' i« rtf.
oiDiuendU'l. Dissolve the alum in water, then
put III tallow, aii'l Mil until both are melt,
od together, tii n run In moulds. This part of
ibe uiHtnaiiiui la cmducuid as tolua-s: Tft*
win's* arw oenurrtl In thn ornirr of mrh rr.ooM
b* iHualnlf over too atloka. oni of wbu h urn
over um rop or tow uwun (con.apouuin>< u»
the bottom of (li* candlei and the other
acalnat tho bottom |*0ln«J of tao^mouW*. The
end of Ibe IwlsUid wick la faateued i Uck

«t. ta wltu the
jy ay-
hMMs.yum cm . .

nfl*T*»t'l rolling It fcuooj with a roller
*nliOi l i* i <w<ii'il. u|biu u tab.* formed of

on the top of the mould, and la drawn by a
Dumo of booked wire tbrougli eecb mould In

ucetaatoo. Waving » top outaMn too bottom
pnlnM of the mould; the li-’P* arc Mourcd
them by th« bottom atlck ia~i« ibrnuali

them; the wicks aro to rw drawn tlaht.and tlir

laal' ond Ued to tho upper ailck. The me.ced
tallow la thi*i poured lot*, the moulds and
allowed »-> iland alioiil -la bourn In a cool

ex. uftor which the bottom mok rami be
it out of Ilia loops awl the c,.ndlce with-

drawn from Uie moulds. The tallow abould
not bo haaied muon mom than U ik.o»uj to
UMtlL It.

IFnr (MmUa — Then am unde eliher br
pouring malted wax over tbu wh. li or by a
plytnalnn ivni In n aofl •

Of IHIII.I

G
lUoial walnut wood. They ar Ukucu
rotnixl. Tlio Diet part of r?d* | t» uau.

ally o inducted over dstrrna of om-IIM w>>,
and tlio wick# aro atrun* upon at.M hoop
asp-aded from tbotemn,.

/eilfdku Han iOi*dfm- -Jin mllow. cunped
by lorowlnir onwilcr *

* >;ul' hUnir lo It wbeu

J
elw-1 .

add 1 |«ri nr rut to H pan taUmw
ila maKta u bvautirul candle rewwmliiinif

jt l or aaltpeter aud W. lb of IJnr *» *>* «»*- "<
wab-r Dip tho «WU In thla. Tbi* prevenu
tb« tallow fiotn runniug. aild also improve*
the light. _

(UtHfle WitVa. fraponno. -TO imimmi in*

light, and prevent the toro r from running.
\»a the fidlnwlng prcnuvtion : L ««p the
wink# In a eilotion of Uitw water t*. wbu.-b
Mitiwter Inn barn added In the pr-jpjrtlon of
1U gab water. 3 or -ultpeler. •>* lb. lime. Pry
ibe wloke before u.,ug.
2. B>rev « n». calcium cbJorWa. aaltpeter

and chloride ammonium, much i-i diwjlv*

In 4>4 I|t. water, and dlu-r. bf«.k tho wicks in

thla wnluUon, then dry.

Camflaa, StealM or ArnmaUr.--Thtm arw
prciurol by introducing a very small quantity
of any appropriate aromatic Into the malarial
(faf, wax or wlclil of wblrb tbey aro mada
while it * in the liquid state. Camphor, gum
eemoln, balaam of Peru, oaaiwHIia. essential
oils. clc.. arc generally the auhManoesadeccd.
Otre muni be takeu uot to overdo It. wa then
tile i-miltea will bum atnoky and give little

light.
Camtta -wUh Snujtpai Wlckm.-1The great ot>-

IccOon to taUow candlui le the frequent nooee-
slty for rrmoviOK the suuff. ur charred wick-
which runs into the body of the Dame and ob-
scure# the Uir be. If the wk* can be exposed to
the air, It will be entlrel* oioaumed. 1 Thla la

on n*Ilea by plaiting the covtk»oa In compoalto
ton Inlii a H«L wick, which m It burna cu

Bor wire ta
. . .

setlmes a very
in the wick, which la usually dipped In a solu-
tion of borax. 2. Twist fhe wMk with ooe
strand shorter than the otbera. which •
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C«» Hib jcoa.B lint.

•Ilksr half-iauad or

•quoc*. t* KoU ike
llohi vpwdf. Shape
Um Wo.dl. owd bar* Hw

Hi. patl...; Ik.* glu*

ik. black. Topwr
ofi*r «h* glm hot mI

point. Just btyood tb«
la a groove for a Ugbl

throw, starting with tbs suck to

la overhand and with
Is applied to th* butt

' a stop

to

curry the spear moarUy lo t targst W
third seettem. of the arm. making It In s

i as long as tbs natural arm.
of a forward thrust

cm the spear for • lemgvr period, and at Iks

anm# Ua>« Um Up of tha stick moves through
Its arc move rapidly than does tho

To make a stick, cut a half- round or
gtoort % wld* and % deep dow. tho
tar of Um wood stock, ustag a brack saw if

a hols for tho forefiagsr as shown la the
drawing, and glua a small hardwood block
tightly Into the far sod of Um groove. After
to. glue has art. taper u» such lo shape

are <*' dowet rods U‘ long Om

coo end of each Is fitted a piece of metal
tubing Into which Is thrust s small Inked

for marking the target. These tar-

la diameter from

any chaap paper, or else con be
A few simple nilaa wUI

tltlpc exciting. Dree
at M and SO yards from the target,
have each player throw three spears

from each of these Boas for a Angie round,
stepping ov«r the ilos la a foul or foot fault.

tog allowed for a foul throw,
the bettor mark for a spear (hat

strikes tho dividing Um between two rings
ra the target. After six remade, total the
scores to determine the winner A differ-

cot colored Ink for each player will help to

tol* by automatically Mratlfylng all kits
Be sure that all players and Spectator*

stand behind the throwing line and that do
thrown arc made while spears aro being re*

trleved. The spears are thrown with ccautd
crable force, and tbe metal tips oould cause
—«• toJury

THE BICYCLE:
Viable Survival Alternative

by Dr.

Ever since the 'Energy Crisis" began
bicycles have gained in popularity, but
few people have jet looked into

twc»wheeled motocles* traniport as a

viable survival alternative for Ibe bigger

criaia to corn*.

Even after tbe Fall there are likely to be

stretches of unbroken pavement, side-

walks. hardpacked woods trails, abandon-
ed railroad rights of way. bridges, tunnels,

and whatnot open to bicycle travel. With
an easily portable lightweight or folding

bike that can be “broken down", the hardy-

traveler can even pack one on horseback,

mulehack. ox- or peopleback. on a wagon
or in a boat, over wddemess trails to

rideable territory beyond, along with

necessary weapons and household goods.

And any bicycle—even a heavy balloon t ire

job—can serve as a welcome adjunct to

available motor transport by lessening use

Spoke

of scarce parts and fuel reserves on short

and long trips alike.

Lest anybody think bicycles are just

glorified kiddie toys, be aware that the

Viet Minh and Viet Cong won their warn
by manhandling their Peugeot* over the

Ho Chi Minh trail with up to 600 pounds of

freight apiece. The U.S. Army one*
supported a bicycle battalion. British

paratroop commandos executed a
successful raid on a Nazi heavy water
installation in Norway using foldup bikes,

many hig-city police departments sponsor
special bicycle patrols in parks and other

areas where prowl cars are ineffective,

and tbe “humble” bicycle still outnumbers
the automobile in most of the world's

countries for transportation, freight

hauling and other uses. Bicycles are even
used on the largest supertankers for quick
hassle-free trips down those huge
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tha wick illghti > when the f*t mu.ia.
ffpentw^Caxtdtei.-Pprnnawti, dih«i

or oxabliml with bard wblce callow.

cha wick .l„ .. . _
rfttwr aiooe
1

1

t'lir. form*very taodrandlw but chey win not bear c*r-rylM about In the band without aomina th»
mallei portloo.

!

ACTION OF KltPOSOTE ON WOOD
h i. iscll known ilui krcaole hn. bren »p-

I'li’-'J W odvarrug® in ll«- prctcnaiion «»(

<iooil lor oginee: inh- |iirpnK»; and u
writer nllcmi I? to *l..uv ih*i thi. i* .lirtr. rirve.

If* coagulating nlbuniinous nit stance* anil
li'ing ihe •unfliiucv.t* c.l ;i r I'.imbiutn luiI cvl-

luii»r of young awul
; »cconJ. io in aim meting

ami nitprcpiiaiitis die oxygen in Uirpn cf the
wood, and preventing It* ncoi.m npin the •vco.lv
!i>»uc; iliitd, to in minifcirg wiiltia po»r»
of ll'.c TOud, i-ml till!* ext 1 1.ding tn*.t air ai.d
moinore

j
fourth, to lu acting «. j«iiiv0

(wUon lo the lower form* of ...imd and veg*.
uMa life, and protecting the iro«l a/mm.- t!,rwuck. of all |*»(Baltic otjrrf*. I, i, j ,Ul
the romndabl* rarage. m" the while ant an- pr.<-
vrttlad by ll« um of tiiia iubu»n,-«. .„J Utw n
may be con.iderad aa eol.ing all tin* problem,
jirncntad u. ivguitl to the pic*r*ar»in of .. .
oiHltr all clrcutmtano-*

INFLUENCE OF TI1KES ON IlAtN-KALl-

Tha milked intluenee of fotrttv upon the
auntU ill of ram-full of a nitmcry hu oxwlly
ntulu.l ti.iriking illiutranon "in thaexpari-
oncc of the Auiluluma 'Hir mndl ni dr-

unning the uuilwr in tha Ballarat duiri.l

ha. been to oiuk n roJuction of the rain

full from tUinv-ievcn nr.J a half <a

I -HI, to foiutoon an-l wir.qunru>r in.Tic* In

IN iH, To rriiMlily ihadilHniltr, nnd In Inkr

puificr nclh.ii (or n»luring the foroifi.nn m-
flicetor of »imc foreali ha» Urn appcnnlrd by
Ilia gO.eium.nl, ho ilia <.f piavont-

lug any further waste <>( timber, nnd*f tc

flaming forest trceo in li f»ei*m
]
aria of tiu

country.

ABSTINENCE.— Diseaae miv
oft b« cured by abstinence from all food,

especially if tbe disorders have been pro-
cured by luxurious living and repletion.

The latter overtaxes nature, and it re-

bels against such treatment. Indiges-
tion, giddiness, headache, mental de-

pression, Ac., are often the effects of
greediness in meat and drink. Omitting
one, two, or three meals, allows the

system to rest, to regain strength, and
allows the clogged organs to dispose of
their burdens. The practice of drug
taking ta cleanse Ou sUtnach, though it

may give the needed relief, always weak-
ens toe system, while abstinence secures

tbe good result, and yet does no injury.

Said a young gentleman to a distin-

guished physician of Philadelphia.

—

‘ Doctor, what do you do for yourself
when you have headache, or other slight

attack?" 'Go without my dinner,’ was
tbe reply, 'Well, if that will not do,
how do you proceed then?’ ' Go with-

cwt my supper,' was the answer. ' But
if that does not cure you. what then/
'Go without my breakfast We phy-
sicians seldom take medicines ourselves,

or use them in our families, for ive know
that starving is better, but we cannot

I Continued on Page

quarter-mile decks!

But even the least migratory survivals

will find a bicycle indispensable in his

horn t*alead or business. Knife sharpeners

in England utilize a small grindstone

attached to a chaingear run off the rear

wheel of their machine to ply their trade,

and an enterprising survivalist could do

this with very little effort. He could take

additional advantage of fuelless pollution-

free "pedal power" by using a stationary

hike to turn a generator for electricity, or

even gearing one to a circular saw for

woodcutting. With the appropriate gears

on a multi-speed bike, the operator of such

equipment needn’t even raiae a heavy

sweat! But if il'a exorcise you want, a

bicycle on a stand is an ideal way to pass

long winter months or states of siege

without the inconvenience of guing

outdoors; you can pedal hundreds of miles

right in yourown living room.

Part* for bicycles are very likely to be
available from junkyards, old or

abandoned machine*, and other source*,

even when car and motorcycle parts are

not, but it's still a good idea to prepare in

advance by gathering up frames, wheel*,

tires, cables, etc. NOW After the Fall

they “ill be invaluable for barter and a

good bicycle mechanic will be aa necessary

to hi* home and rommunity as the farmer,
blacksmith, and weapons expert. But even
the rankest novice will find bicycle

maintenance and repair are a snap
compared to looking after any motorcycle

or car. For starters I'd recommend the

simple little paperhack “How to Fix Your
Bicycle" by Helen Garvey and Ted White,

available for only SI .00 at most bike *hupv
This little gem gives easy-to-follow

picture* and text to help the beginner
solve almost any common bike repair

problem-even In spoking your own
wheels.

For do-it-yourself repair and mainten-
ance of a two wheeler only a few special

tool* are needed. Some old English and
American (Schwinn > bikes use standard-

measure tools, hut most all of the newer
and imported machines are metric. If you

already have a car then you hopefully

have a tool kit for it and most of these
Isockcta and wrenches) are perfectly

adaptable for bicycle work. Get a metric
set if your car is American. The only really

special bike tools you need buy. unless you
intend to set up a shop, are a chain
remover look a freewheel extractor and a

"cotterless crank tool" (all of these are
specifically for 5 and 10 speedsl. and a tire

repair kit. cone wrenches, spoke wrench
and punch for most all bikes. A more
complete description of these and other
tools can be found in the Garvey and
White book I mentioned above.

With jus; a little work and ingenuity,

every member of a household old enough
to ride can have his or her own bike or

share the use of one or more “common"
bikes. 1 would even recommend that

various types of bikes be used for

different tasks depending on availability

and rider preference; adult three-wheel-

ers with carrying baskets for transporting

farm products, tools, weapons, nnd other

bulky stuff; fi and If) speeds for faster

travel and longer trip*, especially in hilly

count ry. one or three speeds for flatter

terrain and shorter trips; tandems for

groups, and even Motocross bikes and

mopeds. "Motocrosses" arc bicycles with

reinforced, heavy frames built like dirt

motorcycles but without the motor, and
while heavy and cumbersome will last

practically forever; "mopeds" arc power
ed by liny engines of one hp or so and are
just the ticket for frail riders who find

regular bicycles loo slow or tiring. They
get over 160 mpg when motoring or can bu
propelled by auxiliary pedals with the

engine off. There are several types
(European ami Japanesrl available In the

U.8. and all are fairly expensive ($400 + )

compared to most regular bikes, but their

potential usefulness and simple upkeep
(compared to cars and motorcyclesl might
justify the initial oust, especially when gas
is scarce.

Even a lightweight 10 speed ran carry a

lot of stuff In frame-mounted baskets or

attached bicycle trailers (manufactured or
improviaed). Light-weight front and back
carriers are also available, the Jim
Blackburn tubular aluminum model being
tbe best, lightest, and (xwtlie.xt [ sincerely

recommend puncture-proof tubes with
sturdy tires and steel rims to stand up to

rough usage and minimize flats on long
trips, because a flat tire is no fun even
with a patch kit handy. Good lights and
reflectors arc also essential, even if you
don't plan to travel at night. No bicycle
light is perfect and most are shabby and
not worth a damn, but long years of

experimenting have seen me improvise a

law good ones using six volt waterproof
hunting lanterns. 1 recently rigged up a

dandy unit able to run on either straight

hatteries or off a lightweight genera Lor.

thus overcoming the draw backs of either
system alone (batteries lone juice when
cold and generators conk out when wet). I

use a rather expensive sealed- beam
diver's lamp, but an inexpensive six-volt

flashlight will suffice quite nicely.

Following is a short bibliography for

those who want to look further into

bicycles and bicycle history. The
publications marked • are especially good
for beginners and should he availahle at

most bike shops. Prices listed are as of
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Decemher, l97fi. All other books should be

readily available ar any good library.

Aldereon. Frederick. Bicycling: A
History; Praegvr Publications. NY. 1972

"BMX" Soldado Publications, City of

Industry. CA. 1974 Book an Mutocross

Caidin. Martin and Jay Barbree. Bicycle*

in War. NY Hawthorne Books 1974

Uuthbertson. Tom. Bicycle Tripping. Ten
Speed Press 1972 $3.95. “Bicycling'*

Western Publishing Co. NY 1974 $2.95

"The Bicycle Book'* Prioe/Stern/Sloane

Pub. Los Angeles 1972 $1.50. Coaster and
3 speed Bicycle Repair; Xyxvx Pub.

Cxnoga Park CA- 1972 $3.95. “How to Fix
Your Bicycle"* < Helen Garvcv A T White)

Shire Press ISF1 1971 $1.00. Humphrey,
Clifford C. Back to Use Bike; 101

Publications tSF) 1972. Sloane, Eugene A.
The Complete Book of Bicycling: Trident
Press NY 1970. SmiLh. Rubt. A. A Social

History of the Bicycle; American Heritage
Press. Woodforde. John. The Stacy of the

Bicycle; Universe Books. NY 1970.

{Continued from Page
make our patients believe it.*

Hippocrates (the father of medicine)
said wisely, that if a man eats sparingly
and drinks little, be is nearly certain of
bringing no disease upon himself, and
that a moderate supply of food nourishes
the body best. The quantity of food
which nature really requires for her
support is small, and he that eats and
drinks moderately at each meal, stands
fair to enjoy sprightliness, vivacity, and
freedom of spirits. Bodies governed by
temperance and regularity are rarely

hurt by melancholy, or any other affec-
tion of the mind- To have a dear head
we must have a dean stomach ; for this

is the grand reservoir In which the food
is first deposited, and thence Its nutri-
tive power is distributed throughout all

ports of the body.

ACETOUS CATAPLASM, or
POULTICE.—This is made with
vinegar and bran only, or with the addi-
tion of oatmeal, or bread crumbs. It is

a simple poultice, but very useful for

Sprains and bruises. As U becomes dry,
it should be moistened with vinegar.

AEOLIAN HARP, To Manu-
facture an.—I^t a bor be marie of

thin deal, the length to correspond ex-

actly to the breadth of the window in

which It is to be placed, five inches in

depth, and six in width. Glue oo it at

the extremities of the top two pieces of

oak about half an inch high and a quarter

of an inch thick, to serve as bridges for

the strings, and within-side of each end
glue two pieces of beech, about an inch

S
nare, and of length equal to the width

the box, which Is to hold the pegs.

Into one of these bridges fix as many
pegs (like thcee of a violin) as mere are

to be strings, and Into the other fasten

as many small brass pins, to which
attach one end of the strings. Then
string the instrument with first-fiddle

strings, fixing one end of them and
twisting the other round the opposite

Sj. These strings, which should not

drawn light, must be tuned in unison.

To procure a proper passage for the

wind, a thin board, supported by four

pegs, is placed over the strings at about

three inches distant from the sounding

board. Place the instrument in the

window partly open ; and, to increase

the force of the current of air, open the

Making T-Squares t roTn Popular

Mwhunix 1919
BY J. B. MURPHY

THF making of a fugle article of

any kind present* a riistinr* prob-

lem in itself. but the j«foducti*.:'. ol L

large number of the ‘amt article m j-t

be done in a il: Keren t way. if elliciciiuy

and uniformity i:i the product tie deni-
able qualities. Taking, for in«t;ncc, the

making of a large number id T-squares

the material is not made up in ihc umc
ma nr or x« for one. Where a number
of these instruments wls required, they

were rude as follow*, with m> other
cquipmrnt than bench loots and a ''anil

saw. The squares were made of ma-
hogany having both *U»ck and Muir
edged with rr..1plc- The hbides were
fastened to the stock with five -Vj-ln.

butirn he.il screw's.

The material for the beads and Ibe

Dimmm 1st • T-Sqwc »! WH.rt • NiPln writ
to lac Hatle » Djgkaa.e

blades was glued up ami finished to the

sixes given ar A and B. The material

was cut to gauge lines on the baud saw.

the blades being a scant t-g in. in thick-

ness and the stock*. ** in. Two of

each were cut from each pre|»ared
piece, first from o:ic side and then from

.>) K.lr M.lm.l In M.l.n, Ilf Pfllf, aid
U.f Jig lux Aiwmt>.lt|

the other. They were then faced lift on
both rides. and two more niece* cut.

With careful cutting, six blftdcj find six
stork- were made from each piece.

Ilii* left one fide of each piece to be
planed a.'ter sawing. The holes for the
»crcws w ci e drilled with a small hand
drill.

For assembling, a jig was made hy
nailing a piece of stock, % in. thick,

to a straight drawing hoard. One end
<»f the piece was planed straight and
true before it was fastened in place
Steps were piuviJetl tu locate the stock

and hold the blade square with it.

Wedges were used to keep both stock
snd blade against the stops while the

screws were inserted. The wedges
were not driven with a hammer, but
pushed in firmly with the fingers.
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A «quarc base block with neatly bev-
eled corners is now in order, which is

trimmed up squarely and a hole bored
centrally through it to receive the lower
end of the magneL Procure a neat
spool and make a hole in it large enough
to pass over the magnet . Glue the
spool to the base after locating it in

the exact center.
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Preview of life in coming

Hnuously outgrowing ordered control: they axe now
reaching critical dimensions of Instability. As yet, a

crisis in a single system would not be enough to

bring a great metropolitan concentration to a halt.

But a chance concomitance of stoppages in the
ame area could start a catastrophic process that
would paralyse Uie most developed societies anil

lead to the deaths of millions of people.

One cannot demonstrate s jriori, of course, that
a chance coincidence of events—decline, conges-

tion. and slowdown—must lead inevitably to dis-

aster: not. at least. In a deve'oplng situation such as

I describe. It seems very likely, however, that the
most developed nations we on the way toward
breakdown on a large scale.

Countries that are less advanced than others
(rither on the way to modernity, ur still under-
developed. or jus: backward) will only be involved
In the crisis to a marginal extent. Seventy per cent
of the population uf the world will not be much In-

lured by the first wave of destruction.

On the other hand, the more advanced nations
will be more vulverabla to die harm duel will ac-
company the breakdown or the great systems: in the
dark age that would follow-, their total population
might be halved.

Since these nations would include Europe and the
So\-.ec Union. North America and Japan, smr 900
aillHon people would be involved, or about 30 per
cent of the present population of the world

The death of 450 million people In the world's
most developed countries would mean that' scien-
tific development, technological research, large un-
dertakings in civil engineering, industrial mass pro-

duction ac low cost, the whale organizing and
directive structures that function In modem society,

would come to a complete stop.

Along with a certain setback that Lhe countries of
the Third World would suffer, there would be grave
secondary consequences: manufactured goods,
finished and durable products, medicines, produc-
tion facilities and managerial know-how previously

supplied by the more advanced nations—all would
be missing

There is one fact that wlU bring notable relief

to many survivors, the grim problems facing chem
will at least be completely different from those that
have been tormenting them in past years.
TTia problems of an advanced civilization will ha

repaked by those proper to a primitive civiliza-

tion, and It is probable that the majority of sur-
vivors may be made up of people particularly
adapted to passing quickiy from a sophisticated to a
primitive type of existence.

Western civilization doesn’t have to blow

Itself up to tear itself down, according to Roberto

Vacca. In his book "The Coming Dork Age." the

University of Rome electronics and computer ex-

pert predicts a massive breakdown of our enor-

mously complex technological systems between

I9H5 and 1995—a “knockout" resulting in a re-

turn to a primitive way of life^ The quality- that

set* Vacca’s book apart from many Prophet-of-

Doom manifestos is the logic with which he

describes not only dw coming technological col-

lapse but also Us aftermath. In the following ex-

cerpt, "Preview of Life In the Coming Dark

Age." he speculates on the problems facing the

survivors of a catastrophe we may not be able to

avoid.
*

By ROBERTO VACCA
It Is not necessary For a few kilomegitons of hy-

drogen bombs to explode for hundreds of millions

of people to be killed.

The same result may occur by less violent ar.d

more Intricate means: chat is, by virtue of the fact

that vast concentrations of human beings are in-

volved in systems that are now so complicated that

they are becoming uncontrollable. This hypothesis

—of an apocalypse that is impersonal, casual, and

unpremeditated—is more tragic than the other.

My thesis is that our great technological systems

of human organization and association are con-
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The first benefit to be enjoyed by che surigors

will be the end of congestion: there will be too few
people left in circulation to cause any congestion at

all

One must point out, however, that many who now
deplore the oppression, injustice, and intrinsic ugli-

"*•?'• of !if- In a technically advanced and congested

society win decide that things were better when
they were worse; and they will discover that to do
without the functions proper to the great systems

—

without telephone, electric light, car. letters,

telegrams—is all very well for a week or so. but

that It Is not amusing as away of life.

To some of the survivors It wfl] be an obvious ad-

vantage that so many durable goods will be avail-

able in excess of demand. The death of the greater

part of a city's population will make houses and
dwellings of all types available far in excess of

need
If. before die knockout (KO), there had been on

an average one car to ever/ two Inhabitants of a

city, arter the KO there will be some two oe three

cars per head, and for a time the survivors will be

able to satisfy cheir transportation reeds simply by
using one of the many abandoned vehicles. The car

Industry will disappear.

Later, when old cars have been used up and there

»rn no new ones, abandored cars will he the obvious

source of spare parts, until new needs begin to re-

new Industrial production. Then, production will

be on a small artisan scale, fulfilling small commis-

sions or making single parts.

Buildings will show a similar gradual breakdown
— an Initial superabundance resulting In the dis-

appearance of building as a great Industry. A small

number of people, forced to rely on themselves,

will be unequal to the adequate maintenance of

the buildings they are using; and they will give no

attention at alt to those they are not using

Empty buildings will be raided for fixtures or

odd pieces having some structural value, and this,

along with damage due to -weather, will cause col-

lapses. These will bring down other. Inhabited build-

ings.

In the long run. therefore, houses will be much
scarcer than they were before the KO. and r.ew

ruins will becoma a typical feature of the urban

landscape. Ancient and noble ruins will be covered

and obliterated by new ones in accordance with

a process that was familiar in the former Dark Ages.

Vandalism will add to collapse and destruction

In cities: and Inasmuch as it will not cau» direct

harm It will not t* punished, but will ewe of the

few entertainments still available to the young.

After the KO, u during the original Dark Ages,

the distinction between new and secondhand ob-

jects will lose the great importance that it has

present The only distinction will be between thing

that are effectively usable and those that are fcreuc.t

and beyond repair

Again, this will happen at first because of tr.s

availability of many secondhand things In good

condition. Then new objects will become extrenr-
ly rare, so that there will no longer be anything
derogatory ahout the term "used."
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Further, new products will often be of much
poorer quality than used products made of better

material and In accordance with finer methods of

production.

Before the KO the star-dard of living reached

by a large number of people in the advanced nations

made It respectable for them to buy books and

antiques secondhand, but certainly not clothes:

to acquire a used garment was almost unthinkable.

After the KO used clothes would nut only be bougnt

or bartered, they would hr* heirlooms.

One hopes that at least this new state of things

will gratify today’s detractors of consumerism and

all who are annoyed (perhaps not unreasonably)

that fashion should be so powerful In the field o;

consumer goods.

A very severe restriction of the movement and
use of cars will follow from the scarce and Irregular

availability of oQ products aid gasoline.

As a cor.aemienre, J«*n**y« 'or pleasure will be-

come very rare and will be reserved for the power-
ful or for tramps who will have to go long distances

on foot. There will oa.a largr increase In the per-

centage of people who nave never moved from the

place where they were nom. neither for work, nor

for sightseeing, nor tor any other reason.

The scarcity of travelers will provide opportunity

for the revival of brigandage. Pilgrimage will be

the motive for undertaking fairly long gurneys.

Indeed, we. may expect that the new dark uge

will favor the revival of a religiosity as simple a*

It will be widespread, and expressed In forms that

today »re unforeseeable.

In the rlell of economic relationships an Import-

ant element in the modern consumer structure that

will be missing at once is credit. In conditior.s of

extreme Instability, no one could possibly give x

creditor meaningful guarantees of future pavment
with interest.

It Is very MVc’y that ar first n.l fnms r.f money
will lose whatever value they have and rhat ex-

changes will be solely by barter. There Intrinsic

rarity will suffice to keep gold and silver coins In

use. and the old convention would be reestablished

•Thereby the weight of coins and ingots would be
the sole determinant of cheir value: even.' merchant
would include in his office equipment a small bal-

ance for weighing gold and silver.

Short-term advantages can accrue U> the so-called

developing countries inasmuch as they are actually

subject t » colonized by. or oppressed by more ad-

vanced countries on their way to regression. When
the regression of the advanced nations becomes
effectively obvious, their appresslon of others will

cease and che less developed rations will experi-

ence relief.

But It will probably be brief, because In the long

run much graver problem? will emerge, not oniy

because finished products from the regressing cour.

tries will then be lacking, but also because ger.

eralized armed conflict is likely to be the pattern,

either between nations in rpjfogresslon. or between
those that have not yet acvanced, or — at a more
microscopic level beewt-tn cities, villages, or

families, and between individuals.

Fr«r* *TT* Cvalni Ot't All* e**ri*rf

<eT tftt * A C* rvDi-tr** tr/ C*x*>i** *
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A Real Electric

Motor for a Cent
From Popular Mechanics 1937

- c*t. Whit* Fnim'l'd C»rp» wirR W,
Us Ui(C lei llx Brjtho an] Camnmutar

MADE from ordinary wire paper clips

and No. 26 enameled wire, this small

electric motor takes only a few minute*
to construct. It is a series motor and
will run either on a. c. or H. c. at a low
potential, such as that provided by a sin-
gle dry cell.

The framework for the field coils and
the armature are first made from paper
clips bent to Ihe shape indicated, and the

armature supports are then made in a
similar way. Wind 50 turns of enameled
wire on Fi and Fa, the direction oi wind-
ing on theye poles being opposite and
both coils brine connected together. The
free end of one coil is connected to the

battery while the rnd of the other coil,

marked F, connects to one of the arma-
ture brushes Bi, shown in the lower right
detail. The »t mature is wound next, 25
turns of wire bring wrapped on poles Ai
and A*, both coils being wound in the
same direction and terminating at Ci and
0». where the enamel is removed from
the wire, leaving the bright copper sur-
face which iorms the commutator. The
brushes Ilj and Hi are simply lengchs of

enameled wire with the ends brightened

to form good electrical contact and wound
in a spiral form, as indicated, to produce
a spring effect which causes the ends to

make good contact with the commutator.
The ficld-coi) frame, the armature sup-

ports and the brushes arc then fastened

to a wooden base with thumbtacks, and
the armature is slipped in position. Care-
fully adjust the brushes bo that they will

touch the commutator lightly, the proper
tension at this point bciug highly im-

portant. Now hook np Ra to the other
terminal of the battery and the motor
will run if it has been correctly wired and
properly adjusted.

The operation of the motor can be
greatly improved by having the coils on
the armature balanced as closely as pos-

sible and spaced exactly the same dis-

tance from the center. This point should
al‘o be taken into consideration when
forming the armature frame. The small

eyes at the end of the armature supports,

which ^erve a’ bearings, should make a

loose fit on the armature shaft, and light

machine oil may be used here to reduce
fnction. Drops of solder at the ends pre-

vent the shaft from slipping out.

Non -Metallic Objects

should be

Stirred before K dr'LfJ

*o that all the
j

pension. This
mixture is x
conductor of electricity and docs not of-

ier much resistance. When the coating

has dried, the object may be plated with

a heavy depos.t of copper, after which a

surface coat of gold or silver can be add-

ed. if desired. Before the cel-

: • - i.
I

• mg wpHB phed. •.'-vilJ.I hr fhor-

R5|l dried W-vtdcn nhjrct*
V|'i should be boiled in linseed oil.

which prevents the base coat

wpV soaking .n and cracking

THERE arc innumerable uou-metalhc

objects, such as flowers and fruit,

wooden novelties, glass and plaster knick-

knacks, leather articles, etc., that can he

given a beautiful and lasting finish by

electroplating, if they are properly pre-

pared before suspension in the hath.

The most important part of the procesi

consists in giving the object - coating

that will conduct electricity. Ihe coating

may he either sprayed on or applied with

a camel’s-hair brush. To I pr. of thin,

clear cellulose lacquer add 1 or. of copper

powder. Commercial cellulose lacquer is

often too thick and should be diluted by

adding lacquer thinner until the right

consistency for spraying is obtained. Th£
mixture may be slightly thicker

if it is to be applied with ^ brush. ABi”;
Some bronxr powders, sold as BP'
cupper powdn have an alnmi-

num base and are not otisiac-

lory fur ihi* purpose I he pure

fnppcr powder can be bouglil""“^^^M
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lynching*

Since I've been going on about the

hangman's noose, you are doubtless

itching to mike one oi your own. To start.

Uke some string, rope or whit hive you

and lay it out on i flat surface as shown

below:

The drawing is sideways in the intercut

of saving space. During your first few

attempts, points A, D. and C should be

held stationary to prevent frustration

from too many fouled knots. You can tape

the points to a table nr desk if you are

using suing, and tent pegs or similar,

work well for rope. There should be a

goodly amount of slack on the end that is

pointed on the drawing, ernregh to make

as many turns as desired. Don't worry

They are then pulled through each othei
as shown. Illustrated below are the
finished cuffs:

They are then pulled through each othei
as shown. Illustrated below are the
finished cuffs:

the wood. I’Usicr-of-

par is objects, which
mi glil be affn'ied hy

the electroplating solii

lion, should be slightly

warmed in an oven to

remove all muisture

und are then dipped in

lint wax or p.naffiu alt-

er which the copper

lacquer is applied. This
waving treatment should not be given to

fruits or flowers, as much oi the suilace

detail would be destroyed.

One electroplater ha* produced some

gleaming chromium drumsticks that are

very popular. The stick* arr turned out

of light basswood, boiled in linseed oil,

and painted with the copper lacquer mix-

ture. They arc then given a H<-in. layer

of copper, a thin tOOt of nickel, and a final

plating of chromium. The slick* arc plat-

ed slowly to obtain a smooth surface and

arr buffed between each plating opera-

tion. A weight is hung on each stick SO

that it will sink when placed in the plat-

ing bath. When Ihc sticks are finished,

they have about the same weight as hick-

ory, and arc practically unbreakable.

H i hr object to he plated has no base

to which the electrical connection can be

made, the conducting wire should be

wrapped around it loosely and the posi-

tion of the wire should be changed after

:ach plating process, so that any uneven-

ness on the surface, made hy contact with

:lie wiic. can be buffed off, as in Fig. 4,

If the object has a base, a more satis-

factory connection for the first heavy

coat ran he made by attaching the con-

MAKE A HANGMAN’S NOOSE
AND ROPE HANDCUFFS

ducting wire to the base with a small

amount of heated dental wax. The wax
hardens and hold* the wire in place firm-

ly so that it can be suspended in the bath

as in Figs. 2 and 3. The copper-lacquer

mixture should also be painted over the

wax and around the wire. This connec-

tion can be broken out after the first

plating process and the wire wrapped

around the article, as already mentioned,

ior applying the succeed ing coat*.

An inieiesting table
ornament is made by
8lnmg a few pebbles in

the bottom of a small

saucer and inserting a

branch among them to

represent a tree. Small

pieces of rubber sponge
glued to the branch make
realistic clusters of
leaves. By dipping the

article* in wax and then*

painting them with the

rlcetrically conducting)
coat, the piece may be

finished hy plating it

with silver.

By A.D. Robini

One knot that seems u> bold a perverse

fascination to some is the hangman’s

noose. It works by the slamming action of

the coils striking the victim’s neck, and in

so doing, breaking it. An interesting

sidenote is fhaL many states have laws

that attempt to regulate Lhe number of

coils a hangman's noose may have, the

idea being to prevent unauthorized

done. The finished product should look

like this:

Don't be discouraged if yours doesn't

look fit to appear on "Bonanza". As you
practice, your skill will improve and you
will be making perfect specimens with

ease.

Another fun project in knot lying, and
equally amusing, are the rope handcuffs.

They are amazingly simple and might
even eomi! in handy someday. They are

made by laying down two loops, the

second on top of the first, like so:

The victim's wrists are put inside the

two nooses. The ends are pulled tight and

knotted.

1 trust you. the reader, to find many
dever uses for both knots.
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let it stand, and then boil, Sc. Use
arid one teaspoon ful of the powder to
every pound of flour, and knead it welL
By this powder hot rolls may be had to

breakfast every morning-

, as its action
is so rapid, Keep the powder in a well
corked-bottle.

BEER, Excellent Table.—On
three bushels of malt poor of hot water

the third of the quantity you are to use.

which is to be thirty-nine gallons. Cover

it worm half an hour, then mash, and
let it stand two hours and a halt more,

then set it tb drain. When dry add
half the remaining water, mash and let

it stand half an hour, run that into ano-

ther tub, and pour the rest of the water

on the malt, stir it well, and cover it,

letting it infuse a full hour. Run that

off, nnd mix all together. A pound and
a half of hops should be infuse*! in water,

and be put into the tub for the first

running.

Boil the hops with the wnrl an hour

from the time it first boils. Strain off

nnd cool. If the whole be not cool

enough that day to add the yeast, a

pail or two of wort may be prepared,

nnd a quart of yeast put to it over night.

Before tunning, all the wort should he
added together, and thoroughly mixed
with the lade-pail. When Hie wort
erases to work, put a bit of paper on the

bung-hole for three days, when ll may
be safely fastened close. In four weeks

the beer will be fit for drinking.

Sou Herrsntx should be dtraotwl tv t»u«

oork into ere7 bnrrrl *• soon m I ha Up u
Inturn ont, *nd to tastou in th- nut-pec, the

air cauiin* ranks to become iuu»i».

BILIOUSNESS. — The first

thing is tn allay the irritability of

stomach ; second, to evacuate the

bowels ol their acrid matter ; third, to

remove spasms, irritation, or urgent

symptoms
;
fourth, to excite a healthy

secretion of the liver. For these the

Ntutra liu*g Mixture (see page 275.!

will be found applicable for the pur-

E
ase; given small tablespoonful ever*

alf hour, or as often as the vomiting

occurs, and when allayed take a gcod

purgative ;
such as 1 or. of castor oil. or

a strong dose of Rhubarb
;
or a purging

mixture : Glaubers sails. # 02. ; Epsom
salts, H or. ;

spearmint water cts. .

autimonial wine, 2 drachms : tincture o:

senna, % oz.
;
mix. and ukr 3. 3. ot &

table«por>nfuls for a dose, every 3 ho-
.;r<

until it operates. II these do not act

recourse must to hod to injections com
posed ol .—Sweet milk, 1 pint ; muci-

lage of slippery dm. 1 pint .
olive o 1. 1

gill
;
molasses. 54 pint ;

common salt.

1 or. ; mix. Use a large sixe syringe.

Should there be great pain in the lower

intestines add a drachm of laudanum ti»

each injection, it will relieve the griping

pain. Introduce as much of the injec-

tion as the patient can bear, to be re-

peated every hour or two until the

SURVIVAL ELECTRONICS
The following is presented to the person

concerned with defending an area such as

his home or farm. It is not aimed at the

person who. in a disaster, heads for the

hills with a knife in his teeth.

During any period of distress, it is

important to know what is happening

around you- Since almost all

communications today are electronic. 1

will try to present some ideas about the

simpler things that can be done.

Remember that there will always be

some kind of broadcast radio service on

the air. Radio station* that have had their

towers and buildings knocked down hy

tornadoes have been hack on the air in a

matter of hours. That is what is expected

of them, and their engineers know how- to

doit.

They will be sending important

information about relief efforts, weather

condition*, rood, water and medical

services that you may need very badly.

I am going in start with the first

requirement •• a good AM radio. At the

first thought, it seems like a good idea to

buy a simple I9.W transistor pocket radio

and leave it at that, but there are some
interesting problems to consider.

First, your ability to hear up-to-date

information during a national emergency
just may save your life. Are you going to

depend on a rodio that barely worked in

the store it was sold In? Simply put. you
need an extremely dependable radio.

Second, your little cheap radio always

sounds great listening to that strong local

station when you buy it. but the station

you need to hear may be distant and weak

or covered by sialic.

Third, during the disaster, are you

going to run down to the local store aod

buy a fresh battery? Hell no. You need a

long-life renewable power sourec.

There are several solutions to the

prohlem Let’s call them the simplest. Ihp

cheapest, and the best

THE SIMPLESTSOLUTION
The simplest solution is a quality

portable radio. Buy only one kind -

Panasonic. Any model in the $50 to Si 00

price rsngp will do which used ”D”
batteries, the common large flashlight

battery.

Why Panasonic? I am m no w av
connected with Panasonic, out I have had
considerable experience with the various

brands of portable radios, and many
•housands of dollars worth of laboratory

plprtronic equipment to test them on.

Other brands may he as good, hut why
take a chance?

When you buy your radio, ask for one

that does not have a tape player or

recorder in it. See that it has a button to

turn on the dial lamp, and make DAMN
SURE the store can get you the 12 V DC
battery adapter so you can operate your

radio from a ear battery.

1 am not giving model numbers, since

models are changing constantly. Most
changes are only external for sales appeal.

THE CHEAPEST SOLUTION
Surprisingly, you can often got a butter

radio fnr much less money, if you ran use

tools and do a little t hinking.

The modern automobile radio is almost

perfect. It is extremely rugged, uses 12-

V

DC, very sensitive, and uses an

omnidirectional antenna.

Portable radius, including Panasonic, use

a loop-type antenna for AM reception.

The pull-up whip is only for FM. The
reception of this type of radio is often very
directional. Thus, the station that you
npod to hear just may he in the radio’s mill

spot! You can waste a Ini of time turning

your radio trying to pull a signal in.

The whip or mast type of antenna used

on the car radio work* much better. It

picks up stations from every direction,

plus the whip in much more sensitive to

weak signals than the loop. Your car radio

also has special noise eliminating circuits

in it to remove some or the static.

Picking your car radio takes some
judgment. Follow these guidelines:

1 . Pick an AM/FM from a lulu model, if

you can.

2. DO NOT get one with an eight track

player in it.

3 . DO NOT get one with tubes in it.

Some special tubes made for car radios are

not available ANYWHERE I

4 . Use the original speaker if the radio

is AM only. Many transistor radios use

oddball impedance speaker.

5 . Take the original electrical plugs; it

will make your wiring neater and easier.

6. Simply use a piece of wire for an

antenna or buy a new one. DO NOT try to

salvage the original one. ThBt

heavy-looking cable to the antenna Is

actually very delicate.

7 . Make the idler teat the radio before

you buy iL
Additional Note: If you own one of

those God awful mistakes from Detroit

that has the "antenna” in the wind shield,

put a standard car radio antenna on your

fender and connect it to your radio. You
will he absolutely amazed at how much
better your radio will work.

Now let's get that prize of yours

working.

First, you need power. Buy a good

12-volt auto hattery and small charger.

DO NOT get some junker from the trash

pile of a gas station. A good dependable
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bowels are moved or ihc pain abated.
Apply Rheumatic Ijnament warmed

with a flannel dipped in it, to subdue
pain in the abdomen.

BLISTERED FEET.—Bcfor?

and after walking, wash the feet well in

a solution of SaJ Ammoniac—half an
ounce in two quarts of water. Let nnt

the stocking be wrinkled, or much
mended, when you walk. Easy boots
and shoes should be worn, and very

smooth next to the sole of the loot.

Or, the best remedy for this is to rub

the feet, when going to bed, u il.

spirits mixed with tallow, dropp'd
from a lighted candle into the palms o’

the hand,

BUG POISON.—The spirit ol

tar is a powerful remedy, applied by

means of a brush
;
chloride of lime is a

very good wash.—Hugs have become so

general a nuisance, much care is neers-

sary to get rid of them. Bedsteads

should be taken to pieces at the begin-

ning of the yenr, and each part washed
with a strong solution of corrosive sub-

limate. The crevices or cracks should

be stopped up with putlr, then the

joints and crevices painted with white

lend, to be well dried heforc the bed is

put together. Bugs do not like paint.

It is too cold for them. If the walls are

Infested, the paper should be removed,

and the walls washed with the conosivc

sublimate, {stopping all cracks in the

walls with plaster of Paris.) The floor

in inveterate cases, may be painted all

round the skirting-board to the extent

of four inches. As the corrosive sub-
limate Is n strong poison, the bottle con-

taining it should be marked, and a

caution given to those who apply it.

Coal oil, or naptha, is said to be a

sure destroyer of bed-bugs. Apply
plentifully, with a small brush or fea-

ther, to all places where they congre-
gate. The cure is effectual and per-
manent. Gill frames, chandeliers. Sc.,
rubbed slightly over with coal oil, will

not I* disturbed hv flics.

CANCER.—A cancer is a hard

indolent tumour, usually seated in son*-

of the glands, as the arm-pits, eye, nose,

lips, tongue, womb, and the female

breast ; the two last are most subject to

it It affects the aged more than the

young, and may exist for years. It

commences with a small hard tumour,

increasing slowly, and attended with

bauery can he used lor much more than

this radio. IF ITWORKS!
Build for your battery a nice wooden

box with a cover and few vent hoies.

Place it in a cool, NOT COLD,
well- ventilated place and run some heavy

wires tNo. 12 to 141 back to your radio.

Always connect the charger directly to

the battery. Use a hydrometer to check

the condition of the cells and charge

according to its readings. C«e only distilled

water to top off the cells and do not

over fill. Keep the terminals greased on

the outside to prevent corrosion.

if your house has metal siding, mount

the antenna outside of a window. If you’re

in a standard frame building, mount the

antenna on the box that holds the radio.

Your radio will have two power leads.

One operates the radio, the other the dial

light. Put a little switch in the light lead

so it will only draw power when you need

the light Make sure that the lamp and the

radio power leads have fuses in Them ' two

amp- is normal!. This could save you a lot

of burned up wiring or a fire.

If your radio has only one speaker wire,

the other terminal of the speaker connects

to the case of the radio, as duos the

negative wire from the buttery.

If you want your radio to be really

HI FI, mount your speakerisl in a baffle.

Build a wooden hox ol about three ruhic

feet volume. Any firm wood, plywod. nr

particle boord will do. IMPORTANT:
Line the Inside of the box baffle is the

proper term) with Wnwglaoi insu-auon -

glass side Ollt* Just glue lh« paper

backing to the wood. This won't sound aa

good a* $200 stereo system speaker, but it

will aound one hill of a lot better than a

bare speaker lying on a shrlf

Do the above with » K««d quality

AM/FM stereo car radio, and you will be

nmo/edattbe job it will do. It will work

better than any of the cheap three piece

stereo radio* that you would normally

buy. Plus, it will Operate for many, many
days off its auto battery during a power

failure.

THE BEST SOLUTION
The auto radio is a hard one to beat.

The only thing that would really be Heller

is a prole—tonal too—ninteaiions receiver.

This is what used to be called a

short wove radio. There is much more to

radio than just broadcast ar.d I B. If you

really want to know what is going on in

the world and li«tcn in on amateur lhainj

emergency message*, this is the way to do

it.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Almost all

amateur, military, marine and govern

ment communications are by two modes -

teletype and voice bv single side band

ISSBI. NO ONE uses AM except

international broadcast stations. ‘And

their broadcasts are. with few exceptions,

mostly propaganda- 1 The value of your

receiver depends on how well it will

receive SSB voice transmissions.

The old short wave sets were built

before SSR became common, and the

cheap, so-called multi-band portable

radios, do not have the rircuits called

BFO’s or product detectors tn receive

Nor are the dials designed for the

delicate tuning often required.

Because of these problems, the design

of the modern radio is quite different than

those of years gone by.

Whatever you do. do not try to use or

convert any old surplus military radio

equipment. It is simply not worth the

lime unless you are a well-trained

electrunic technician with a good shop.

Military equipment often uses tubes or

other parts that look like they were made
on Mars. Spares are difficult to find. The

radios usually require 24 volts DC for

power or worse, 400 cycle, three-plum*

AC.
The design of most surplus is obsolete-

i hat's why it it surplus! Yes. I know it’s

waterproof and its paint job matches your

tank: but do you really want a 30-yearw.ld

weirdo radio?

If you have the money, buy a DRAKE
Model SSR 1 receiver at $350. It covtra

from rhe bottom of the broadcast band, 'A

MHZ, to-way past the CB band. 30 MHZ
and all the short -wavo bonds and ham
bands in between. An excellent receiver

lor AM. SSB and code.it will operate from

12 volts and i» made in the U.S.A.

There arc several niher excellent

imported communications receivers avail

able. Seek out the opinion of a rouplc of

local amateur* to help you pick it out. I

DO NOT recommend the Radio Shack

equipment.
Short wave listening is a very complex

subject that T can not cover hero. This is

where world radio communications is

carried out, and whenever there is any

kind of disaster or emergency, the

amateurs will he on the air handling

messages tu and from the area.

In one serious flood in my area, teen-age

hams using their own equipment provided

the r.S. Army with most of its

communications for 'wo weeks!

In the meantime, you CB people will be

amazed to hear the job a professional

receiver will do on the CR band; far better

than any CB set you have ever heard.

Remember, if the world turns into a

total mess, yuu can always cobble up some

kind of transmitter for communications,

BUT ONLY IF YOU HAVE A
PROFESSIONAL RECEIVER TO
START WITH!
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acute sheeting pains
;
sooner or later

ulceration sets in. The discharge is «o
acrid as to inflame the part with which
it comes in contact. The place where
cancer occurs assumes a purplish ap-
pearance previous to its ulceration.

Ulceration gives ease for a time, but
the cancer penetrates deeper, and
spreads wider, corrupting the stream
of life, and reducing to the greatest
debility, and often terminating in death.

To Cure, remove debility, and im-
prove the general health. Regulate the

bowels, and give an emetic. Give a

vapour bath made of bitter herbs, as
camomile, hops, catnep, tansy, &c. and
boiling water and vinegar. Occasion-
ally rub the whole surface of the body
with the following liniment cayenne,
a tea-spoonful; salt, two table-spoon-
fuls; |*our upon them half a pint of
boiling water ; infuse three hours, and
then add half a pint of boiling water

;

infuse an hour longer, stirring occa-

sionally. Steaming with the bitter

herbs, combined as above, allays the

pain, swelling and inflammation, 'lhe
following pills will be of much use;
blood-root, one and a half drachms:
extract of dandelion, three drachms

;

lobelia seed, one drachm ; cayenne,
one drachm

;
senna, in powder, one

drachm
;

add three drops of oil ol

mint, and form Into pills. These pills

will be found very efficacious in the

cure of jaundice, and liver complaints.

Citric Acid will relieve the pain

of cancers. Dr. Brandini, of Florence,

had a patient, aged 71, affected with

cancer on the tongue. An operation

could not be made, for the affection

wits too extensive, investing the base,

the sub-lingual, and the »ub-maxillary

glands. In the midst of his pain, the

poor man asked for a lemon. It

abated the pain; and the next day

it gave him still greater relief. This

led the doctor to try Citric And; four

grains of the acid, in one ounce of

water
;
and this. as a gargle, entirely

carried off the pain, and reduced the

swelling of the tongue very much. The
doctor tried the same remedy on a

female with an ulcerous cancer on the

la-east, deemed incurable. Her tor-

ments were so great, that neither she,

nor llie other patients could get any

rest. He applied a pledget of lint

soaked in the above solution, and the

relief was instantaneous. It was re-

peated with the same success. Thus
Citric Acid promises to be a great boon
to mankind.—Citric Acid is prepared

from lemons.

Externally apply the following;

—Simmer cicuta leaves till they are

soft, then mix them with slippery elm

bark, to form a poultice ; apply morn
and nighc. It is valuable.—Or apply

the Irritating Plaster, for a continual
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Survive Through a Home Business
By Kurt Saxon

As our system slows down, unemployment will soar. Revenue lor welfare

will dwindle due 10 the scarcity of taxpayers and Ihe recipient will starve. Less

taxes will bankrupt the Social Security system and the elderly will starve,

industries will shut down and labor unions will go broke for lack of dues paying

members. Cities will become shooting galleries and small lowns will become

garrisoned city-states.

As bad as this might seem. now. il has to be so you might as well prepare to

ride it out.

Your only real hope in the near fuluie is a home business. This will not only

give you independence, but it will give you the confidence lhat destroys fear.

A homa business has many advantages over being employed by others First,

you don't have to commute to work. Also, being around the home all day

provides the best security as you are usually on hand to defend your home and

loved ones.

Another big advantage is that a home business is almost tax-free. Everything

connected with your business Is deductible Rent, utilities, your car or truck,

gas and just about anything you buy and can claim as a business necessity You

can also deduct any business losses.

The factory or office worker can't deduci his rent, car, gas or any

transportation expenses unless he’s s traveling salesman or something similar.

He must psy more lor cloth Inf so as to be preseniable to the public and hla

fellow workers. Working tor others Is very expensive Even union dues aren’t

deductible

So If you work for others, you are s virtual slave. A big slice of your earnings Is

taken from your paycheck each payday You never see It. You can't use If
.
Invest

It or even put It In the benk to drew Interest until April IS.

Many Americana take In millions each year and pay no taxes at all . They know
all the loopholes and declare only what they please. The working stiff, however,

has no loopholes to speak of and ha can t even cheat on his taxes. At least nol

where his main earned Income la concerned

Another good reason to start a homa business Is that you can’t be fired or laic

off. In that sense. It’s depression -proof . Of course, If you fall In your business,

you've created yourown depression.

For this reason, you must practice a lot of caution and foresight. Don't quit

your fob until you are making as much or more from your home business as from

your Job.

Part of the beauty of sterling ahome business Is that you can build It up while

you are holding a regular job. There is a lot less risk In starting a home business

than If you started e contracting or service business where you had to work

full-time.

Al Me point I want to advise you against the home business come-ons In

such magazines as POPULAR MECHANICS. Everyone has seen their ads for

home business or to be worked out of the home, such as upholstering,

lockamithlng, carpet cleenlng. TV repair, electrical appliance repair, etc.

These eds are all sucker bail

First, they are written by expert ed copywriters to appeal to the Ignorant and

unskilled. They have thetr testimonials, usually from the oneout-of-a-lhousand

who did succeed with their business.

They know very well that mosl of their customers will not get a return on their

Investment. A person with the skill and discipline to really apply himself to such

a business, would be a success at most anything and would have no need for

their course

And In most casee, it is simply a correspondence course. Such courses are 90

expensive, from S200 to $800 ,
the ed writers leave out the price of the course.

You have to send away for even more of their advertising

.

In most cases. If your community can support the business they advertise.
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discharge ncjsi be kept np, as the pa-
tient i.j able lo bear it. The douch
bath has been reixiir.mcnded, and
doubtless it has had a good cfTect in
many cases. The following applka-
lions are useful •

—

Cayenne and lobelia. seed, equal
quantities powdered

:
meadow-fern and

halm of Gilead buds, of cadi 3 ozs.

(these two stecpeJ in spirits for hvc or

six days, 'and marie into ointment, with

lard sufficient.) Unite the whole as a
paste, and apply to the cancer, covering
with a cloth. When the plaster is taken

off wash with soap suds.—Or burn a
quantity of red oak Imrk to ashes, anti

make into lyc. Boil the lye till it be-

comes as thick as honey. Then apply

Constantly. Such preparations, by thrir

Stimulating and relaxing properties,

excite a prerema rural discharge, or

cause a sloughing of the ulcer, ar.d thus
remove or lessen it. Use one of these

ointments principally, the Iflack Sa'vc
Occasionally, and after much tliscliurge,

dress with an emollient ointment. This
treatment has diceled numerous cures,

(bee Black Salve.)
A decoction of narrow- 1raved dock-

root has been found to produce rare

effects. Saturated cloths with the same
may also he applied. Or thr root may

be powdered, and mode into an oint-

ment with lobelia seeds powdered.

CANCER.— Use the cold hath.

—This lias cured many.—A bleeding
cancer was cured by drinking twice a
day a quarter of a pint of the juice of

clivers, or goose grass, and covering the

wound with the bruised leaves. Ano-
ther by thr following receipt :

—

Take half a pint of small herr. When
It boils, dissolve In It on ounce and a

half of bees' wax : then put in an ounce
of hog’s lard and boil them together.

When it is cold pour tlie beer Irom it.

and apply it spread ou white leather.

Renew it every other day. It brings

out great blotches, which are to be
washed with sal prunello dissolved in

warm water.

If it be not broken, apply a piece of

sheet lead beat very ihin. and pricked

full of pin holes, for days or weeks to

thr breast. I*urges should be added
‘very third or fourth day.—Or. rub the

whole breast morning and evening with

spirits of hartshorn mixed with oil. Or,
keep it continually moist with honey.

CANCER PLASTER.—White
oak-bark, 4 ox.

;
bmise it well, and add

urine sufficient to cover it. Infuse four

days, boil it till it becomes as thick as

tTcacle. Add 2 oxs. of honey, and 2 ozs.

of strained turpentine gum. To make
this plaster caustic, add 2 drachms of
white vitriol. Spread on soft leather,

or linen.— It may be applied toall kinds

of ulcers, white swellings, tor cancers

it is invaluable.
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th«re it already an established business In that line. But they avoid such

considerations. Their aim is to make you believe that an amateur such as

yourself can successfully compete with established professionals. This is

unrealistic at best.

But you might ask, if their deals are really rip-offs, how do Ihey stay in

Business'* Well, you take any ad. lull page, costing several thousand dollars

for each insertion, run month alier month, year after year. They couldn’t

afford these ads If Ihev weren't sellmo a loi of those courses

Bui where are their graduates? There should be a locksmith on every corner

wid a TV repairman In every second house on the block.

The truth is that most correspondence scnooiers drop me courses after a

couple of lessons. And the schools couldn’l pay for those ads if they didn’t

threaten to prosecute the student for payment for part or all ol Ihe failed course.

Another thing wrong with the majority of such courses is their specialization.

The course and the equipment you get is worthless for any other application.

Also, lor a smell tuition fee. you can take night high-school or college shop

courses on many of the skills these correspondence schools offer.

When considering s home business, instead of some exotic line, you should

choose a line you are familiar with. Even If you are not so familiar with a certain

line, there *e $0 m»iy now-to books on the market lhat you should be able to

find just the material you need

you should reject all lines which would not be essent ial after Ihe collapse

A Lamp Cooker

From Popular Mtchanix 1919

An ordinary circular-wick kerosene

lamp produce* enough heat to do con-

siderable cooking, provided the heat it*

properly utilized.

A simple and
practicable meth-
od of converting

such a lamp into

a cooker is as follows: Saw a hole, 12

in. square. in the top oi a small table,

or packing box oi about the same
height as 2 table. Cover this with a

piece of sheet metal, having a 4-in.

hole in the center. Place a 5-in. flower-

pot over the hole in the metal, and plug
up the hole in the bottom of the pot

with fire clay or plaster of Paris. Veg-
etables in jars may be set around the

flowerpot to cook slowly and a roast

in a pan on top of it. A wooden box,

or metal pail, large enough to cover the

arrangement, should be placed over it.

Air holes should be provided in the

lower box and in the cover.

To operate the device light the lnmp

and when it is burning brightly1
,
place

it under the tabic, elevating it so that

the top of the chimney is in the center

and baiely within the rim of the flower-

pot. Use little water in the vegetables

and keep the caps loosely on the jars.

The roast, if well buttered, will brown

nicely, and while the cooking will re-

quire* ronTiderably more time than it

would in a range, the results will be as

good, ii not superior. The natural

juices are preserved by the slow cook-

ing at comparatively low temperature.

The cover tnay be lifted to turn the

meat occasionally. This device will

appeal to campers, summer cottagers,

and others.

Homemade Electric Plant from Old

Auto-Truck Chassis

From Popular Mechanics 1933

Owner s ol a tilling station and gene-al

repair shop, where electricity was used ex-

tensively. found that the cost of pic cur-

rent was Inn high and installed choir own
generating plant, the main part of which
was an old auto truck. They set the truck

chassis on blue'*;* and fastened a multiple

V-pulley r.n the driveshaft. Jus^ above

this, a 20-amp. generator, was mounted on

the frame and was lulled :n the drivcshsft

pulley by mear.s oi five V -belts, which de-

creased hclt slippage 10 a minimum. The

motor was altered lo run on natural gas

by enlarging ihe a:r vent in the carbu-

retor With this plaal, electricity was pro-

duced at 1 cost of about one cent per kilo-

watt hour.
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CARMINATIVES.— Rind of
Seville oranges, 3 drachms :

fresh lemon
peel, 2 drachms

;
ginger, in powder,

drachm
;
hniling water, 8 on. Infuse

2 hours, and strain. Then lake of ihe

above, % oz.
;
spirit of peppermint. V,

drachir. ; spirit 0:' lav.-r:lor. % drachm.
Antifiatulanl Mixture.— Oil ol

anisceils, to drops
; refined sugar. 1

drachm. Beat up together, and add,
tincture of ginger, 3 drachms : pepper-
mint water. 6 ozs. Mix

; three table-

spounfula when uceiilul.

Another.—Assafcelida, 6 grains;

rhubarb, 4 grains
;

oil of aniseeds. 5
drops. Make two pills, and take every

five or six hours.

CARMINATIVE DROPS;
for Expelling Wind.—Angelica, 2

ounces
; lady's slipper, 1 ounce

;
sweet

flag, X ounce; anise, x ounce; fennel

seed, X ounce ; catnep flowers, 1 ounce;
moiherwort, 1 ounce; pleurisy root, a
(11met Intone HI 11 pint ot spirit* ol

wine for three or four days, oft shaking,

keeping it in a worm place ; then add a
pint of water, and a uhlrspoonful of

tincture of cayenne. Excellent in flatu-

lency, colic, nervous affections, pro-
moting perspiration, and refreshing

sleep.

Another Receipt— Auise, dill,

lettuel sued, uf each X our.ee ; catnep
flowers, and moiherwort, of each. 1

ounce
;
plcunsy root. 4 ounces. Infuse

in brnndy for aa hours, and then strain ;

to children, givr from rive to fifty drops ;

and to adults, from one to four tea-

spoonfuls, every three or four hours —
It eases ;nin, produces perspiration ar.d

sleep, remove* flatulency, colic, and is

an excellent net vine.

CARMINATIVE PURGA-
TIVE.—-Tincture of sci.na, 1 oz.

;

powder of aloes, 10 grains; pepfrar-
mint water, j uz», ; syrup of ginger, 1

or. Two kihle-spoonfuLs for a dose,
re pealed in three hours it necessary.

CHARCOAL, uucful proper-
ties of.— All sorts of glass vessels

and other utensils may br purified from
bad smells by rinring them out with

charcoal powder, after the grosses: im-

purities have been scoured off with sand
and potash. Rubbing the teeth, and
washing out the mouth with charcoal

powder will render the teeth beautifully

while, and the breath perfectly sweet.

Build a Pit Cabin
by Ron Lank

The nuclear war which the Pentagon

expects to devastate North America
before the end oi thii century will make a

k*t *>f charges in nor lifestyles. Or.e which
you may wish to make and live in is a pit

rahin.

Instead of building your lug cabin to the

usual heigh', build the well* on easily cm;,

well drained soil to a bright of only three or

fuur feet. This will save you (lie* _ibor and
hack breaking rink of lifting logs over your

head. A.so. when you put :bc roof on you
een stand on the flour unit work at un easily

.uve«ihle height, so von can do a good job.

Install the dour with the idea that you will

later want to extend it downward. If Ihe

ground has a slope, put the uooi on the

downhill side.

After the original low wall cabin has
been completed you can thin lower the

!k»uc by digging.

In .selecting ynur logy, cedar should be*

‘•h*c 1 ed us Ihe bot:om layer, in contact

with r he ground. 1‘op.jr or whatever else is

available may be used for the other layer*

and for the roof. The reason l‘m sugjtvxLiiJK

the uxo of poplar is the furl that there is «ti

much of il around. Spruce isalso excellent.

Poplar, when fresh cut. is fairly soft and
easy to work. After it has dried it becomes
very hard and serviceable

In using poplar, leave most oflhe bark on
lo discourage rot. Peel olf about a twenty
degree strip of bark off each log from the

side toward the inside of your rubin. This

will control the shrinkage ofthe bark.

After you have the basement dug out to

the size you wail you can line it with cedar

logs to keep :he dampness from the soil

out .
Cedar should be used because iL will be

the most rot resistant wood available.

Reside the ease and safety in building, a

pit cabin has other advantages. When the

winter blizzards slam agaiind the sides,

you’re going In ho hard to gel at even il one

should find ary openings where you iliiln'L

am enough moss, clay and stuff between

Ihe logs. It will take less firewood and

other stuff piled against those low walls to

double the insulation than on a

ruiivKuliuual structure.

With Ihe cold wind finding il so difficult

to get in, and the heat from your fireplace

finding it so difficult to get out. your new
home will be just plxin rury.

Il somebody doesn’t like you, attacking

you in your riHifcil over foxhole can he
ridioulousy hazardous to his health. You
may w.sh to camouflage ynur pit cabin by

adding rucks lo the outside insulation,

leaving only a few gun sliu» burn arid there

to help air the place.

Just how difficult and hazardous a pit

cabin can he to struck whs proven In the

Muuniies when they attacked Albert

Johnson. ’Ihe Mad Trapper, in his pit cabin

in lira Yukon. They nearly got him when
they threw that bundle of dynamite onto,

the roof. There's nothing like a roof built of

x row or two of good stout logs to

complicate that .sort of thing.

From Popular Mwhunir* 1932

CHARCOAL MEDICINE.

—

It is much U3€d in Mexico, and in South
America, where few drugs are proenra-

l>le save those "simples'* which the in-

gcmiity and experience cl the Indian
Htrbaliits have devised. Freshly-burnt

Charcoal, reduced lo powder and given

in water, is in great repute. Il irnmcdi-

S ha ping Sheet Metal without the Use
of a Bending Machine

To shape sheet metal without the us<

of a bending machine, place a suitable

length of angle iron un each side of tin

meial and clamp Ihe assembly in a vise

The sheet metal can then be bent b>

holding a block of wood against it and
striking the latter with a mallet.

Making and Using the "Bandilore’’

An East Indian toy. known at a "bandl-

lore,” is made from a piece of spool, about

Vy or in. thick, and two tin disks, about
4 in. in diameter.

The section of spool is tacked between
the two disks, exactly in the center. Tie

one end of a 3 or 4 ft.

length of stout cord
to ihe spool. The
bandilore is operated
by winding the cord
around the spool, and
holding the free end
of the string in the

hand. The toy is

dropped and descends
with great speed

;

just before the end of
the cord is reached,
the whole thing is

given a quick upward
jerk. This increases the speed and mo-
mentum of the disks so that the cord is

wound in the opposite direction, and the
bandilore climbs upward, the process be-
ing repeated as often as desired.
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ately removes ollensive odours from in- c ~
testmal and renal discharges, and puri- ;—£/ ^0
ties the breath, it removes offensive :AV ->
exhalations from any part of the body, tF^ a \ : 7 ^
cillui given in water, or in the form of ^ I

}

ft j_
:a| If

|

pills, mat Ic up in w!v:;i‘. ll.iur. or £< in -t 1B1I ^Kl dKl II"
-J

II
|

mucilage. It removes pa ns about lie? ^ 1^*
right shoulder caused by obsti. " nr, of If
the liver. As an antiacid, cither

_-
“

^=f\\ i

or combined with rhubarb, and car bo.. :~~jErv ~-

,

:
- IM|. *00»

ale of soda, it speedily and permanently S —

removes hearthum. Charcoal is a a
powerful antiseptic, removing, or check-
ing decay, and must be very valuable in ,

tte incipient stages of consumption. I NASMUCH a? there .s a great de
A mand for reed furniture and sine.

CHLORIDE OF LIME.— good weavers are comparatively feu

Sender chloride of lime on a board in a in number, it would be well to lean

Stahln to remove all kinds of flies, but the process ol reed weaving. lh<

more especially hiting flier. Sprinkling weaving operation* cat) be
beds of vegetables w itH even a weak learned much better through
solution, effectually preserves them from the construction ui «*'«ne

caterpillars, slugs, &c. A paste of ooe small article, such a- a basket
part powdered chloride of lime and one <ir jardinere co\cr 1 he cen-

naif-part of some fatty matter placed in ter is the most difficult part of

a narrow band round the trunk of a ,|ie basket making, and it is

free, prevent insert* from creeping up IL best to begin with wood bot-
F.ven rnts, mice, cockroaches, and t()fnSt as the wl**le basket can
crickets flee from it. be kept in a much better form

CHLORIDE OF LIMB.— due to the stillness furnished

It it n great purifier. One (touiid by such a bottom It i*. al*o

require* three gallons ol water
;
use the an approach to the reed lurni-

clear solution. To purify rooms, sprin- tU rr which is woven on framc-

kle on the floor
;
and if needful, on the work The objectionable fea-

bed-linen. Infected clothes should be ture of the wood bottoms is

dipped in it and wrong out. just belore the unfinished appearance of

they are washed. It purifies night com- the wood edgr slum*
mnrtrv, nnd wafer closets, Sc. ing through, hut Ibis

can be overcome by ^Cyyjfey ;

COCKROACHES, to Destroy. ‘he *>** of the roll \\x

—Mu bread crumbs. sugar, and corro- **“**'" •" ,hc ,llu ’’

sive sublimate, and place it near their ‘ration,

haunts.—Or mix sugar, laudanum, and While the wood
wafer together.—They are very fond of bottoms have been
beer, which might lie substituted for used for this cla*s of work for a num
water.—Some persons have found a |„.r oi veirf. t hc roll is new and i

mixture of plaster of Pans, sugar, ami ver>. popular with those who hav.
oatmeal, effectual. 'Powdered phos- seei ,^ ; t .

The roll can be place.
phorous, oatmeal, and sugar, form a

in raat;y wav , ^ d,flcrenl-shaped has
sure remedy. r

t.
'

...a ,.,i,_r

From Popular Mechanics 1915

, u-ing the same center,

Mi in. ill diameter Set

compas- points about

.. j**'5*J % in. apart, and step

S2*- f>£d' off spaces on the inner

drde to make 24 points. This will

have lo be tried out more than once,

lo get the spaces lo come out evenly

and just have thc right number of

points. Holes arc bored with a %-in.
bit, just inside of the inner circle, back
of the places marked by the compass

E"
its, as shown in Fig. S>. Cut thc

rd on the outside circle with a
coping, or turn, saw, to make I he cir-

cle, as in Fig. 3, Do not saw out the

Circle before boring the boles, ns other-

wise thc disk might split oul in place*.

Thc rcedt placed vertically arc called

spokes, and the horizon la I ones arc

thc weavers. For the spokes, what i«

called a No. 4 reed is u*cd. Do not wet
the spokes belore putting 111cm through

the wood. Allow the ends to pro;cct

about SU in. below thc bottom, as

shown in Fig. 4. Place thc bottom,
wnh the spokes, in water, and soak

them thoroughly, especially the part

below the bottom. About 15 minutes
of soaking will be sufficient lo make
them pliable enough to hem! over at

right angles. It will not injure the

wood bottom to soak it with the reeds.

As shown at A, Figs. 4 and o, each
spoke below the wood bottom is bent
down and back of the two nearest

snekes, B and C, then out between the

third and fourth spokes, (* and D, and
so on The la>t two spokes, Y and 7,

Fig. fi. arc forced tender thc spokes A
ar.d B, respectively In this illustra-

tion the spoke ^ is shown ns it is being
inserted under thc spokr A. When
thi* operation is completed, the bottom
will have the appearance of a fireworks

pinwheel.
Continue thc bending c*? the spokes,

:n the same direction, r.p : nil across
the thickness of the wood in front of

three cither spoke- and behind the

fourth, shown in Pip. ? Thi* would
nr>t cover the edge cr the wood entirely,

nnd, for this reason, other short spokes
must be inserted in front of each uf

the first ones before it is brought up

CREAM CHEESE.—Pul five

quarts of the last milking of a cow,
called " itnffingi," into a pan with a
spoonfuls of rennet. Wheu the curd is

tome, strike it down with the skimmer
to break it. Let it stand a hours, spread

a cheese cloth on a sieve and drain upon
it

;
break the curd a little with your

hand
;

put it into n vat with a a ib.

weight uison it. After standing 12 hour,

bind a fillet round. Turn every day till

dry
;
cover with green leaves, and let

them gradually ijpen on a pewter plate.

EGG PICKLE.—Boil from two
to three dozen fresh eggs quite hard

;

then set a sufficient quantity of good
vinegar over the fire, ginger, white

pepper, mustard seed, and a clove cr

two of garlic. Having placed the eggs

about i* in. -i|uate. auu «iraw

diagonal lines on it intersect-

ing at the center, then draw a

circle. 5 in ir diameter

as shown ir. Fig. 3

als<* another circle
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without sheKs into broad mouthed jars,
pour the vinegar, &c.. over them.
When ccld tie them down. The pickle
wil] be ready in a month, h forms a
pretty garnish when cut in slices, and
constitutes a piquant relish with cold
meal.

EXTRACTS, to Make.—Take
ol the plant, root, or leaves you wish to
make the extracts from, any quantity,
add sufficient water, and boil them
gradually, then pour o.T the water and
arid a second quantity ; repent the pro-
cess until a'l the virtue is extracted, lltcn
mix the severe! demotions, and evapo-
rate at as low a temperature as possible,
to the consistence of nn extract. l'x-

tracts are better made in a water-bath,
nnd n close vessels, anil for some very

delicate articles, the evaporation may
be carried on at a very lew temperature.
In a vacuum, by surrounding the vessel
with another cap mining sulphuric acid.
Manufacturing druggists usually add to

•very seven pounds of extract, gum
Arabic, 4 ounces; alcohol. 1 ounce;
olive oil, 1 ounce. This mixture gives
the extract n glass, and keeps it soft.

FEATHERS, to Clean—
Feathers may he cleansed from their
animal oil by steeping them in lime
water—J lb. of lime to n gallon of water,
• fir well, and then pour the water from

the lime.

To Cleanse Feathers from Dirt,
make a strong lather of white soap nml
hot water. I hit in the feathers and rub
them for 5 minutes. Rinse in clean hot
water.

FEATHERS TO CURL.—
Heat them slightly before the fire, then
sttoke them with the back of a knife,
and they will curl.

FEATHERS TO DYE. -Sleep
them a few hours in warm water.

—

lUue
may Hu dyed by extract of indigo and
boiling water. Simmer ov-r the fire a
few minutes.- Grrtn; Verdigris and
Verditer, 1 cz. each; and gum water;
dip the feathers, Or mix the indigo
bquoi with I'ersi.in berry liquor. —
lMac. Use cudbear and hot water.

—

Red. Brazil wood, a little vermilion and
alum, and vinegar ; boil 30 minutes ; and
then dip the feathers.— Yellmu by tur-

meric.—Scarlet, hy cochineal, cream of
tartar, nod muriate of tin.— Ready pre-
pared dves can be purchased at the

druggist s shops.

FRF.CKLES,—Take 1 oz. of
lemon-juice, a quarter of a drachm of
powdered borax, and half a drachm of
sugar; mix. let them stand a few days
in a glass bottle, then rub it on the
hands and face occasionally. Or.
mix two-teaspoon fuls of muriatic acid
with a ozs. of spirits of wine ; and

1

X

pint of distilled 'water. Or, 2 drs. cf
muriatic acid in 1 pint of water, and a

across the edge of the wood These
supplementary ‘poke* should be about
4 in. long The manner of inserting

thc«e spokes before making the bend is

shown at C and T. Fig. tf. The double
spokes must be preased down flat, when
brought up in place, without riding one
on the other. If the cods arc too long

and interfere with the next pair, they
can he cut off a little with a flat chisel,

or knife, being careful not to make
them too short, or the pieces will not
stay in place. If there is Mill an open
space, an extra, short spoke can be in-
serted to crowd the pieces together and
fill up the space.

When the roll is completed, insert
three weavers, ol No. 3 reed that has
been soaked about 13 minutes, placing
them between the spokes A and B, B
and C, and C and D. as shown in Fig.
8. Pass weaver L in front of the
spokes B and C, then lack of D and
out between D and E. Weaver M is

passed in front of C and D. back of It

and out in front of E and F. These
operations are clearly shown in Fig.
9. The weaver N is placed in front of
D and E, back of F and then in front
of G and If. At this point the weaver
L is used again. 'Ilie weaver farthest
behind each time is brought in front
of the two spokes nearest »o it. then
behind the third and out in front of the
next two spokes. Do not try to use
weavers longer than 8 ft., which is

about half the length of a reed. When
a weaver is u.*ed up. press it back to
the side a little, push in a new reed

about in., anil continue the weav-

ing. This is clearly shown in Fig. 10.

This weaving is known as the triple

weave, which cinches down well and
holds lightly. The first round should
be carefully worked, so as to get the
ends of the roll properly pressed duwn
flat in place. Each throw of the weaver
should lx* well pressed down.

The break-down-tight border is used
for the finish at the top. The firet

operation in making this border is

shown in Fig. 11. The spoke A is bent
over back of spoke B and out between
spokes H and C. The spoke B is bent
over back of the spoke t and out be-

tween C and D, and so on, until the
spoke E is turned down. Then take
the end of the spoke A, Fig. 12, and
lay it over B. C. D, and E, in front of
F. back of G. and out between C and
II. The end of spoke F is then brought
down, also between G and H, but back
of the end of A. The end of B takes
a similar leap, passes behind If and
out between 11 and J ;

then G is brought
down behind the end of B. in the same
manner as F was brought down back
of A. The last four or five spokes are
the most difficult to handle, as they
must be forced through the first ones
to correspond with those already in

place. It is best not to pull the ends
of A, B. C, and D down too tightly at

first, keeping in mind that the last ones

must be inserted under the first ones.

The last standing spokes are repre-

sented by the full and shaded lines.
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tca-ipoonful of spirits of lavender. Apply
with a camel hair pencil, or linen.

Or, horse-radish steeped in sour milk
for 12 hours, and a drop ur two of tinc-

ture of myrrh. Wash two or three
times per day.

FREEZING MIXTURES.—
If icc cannot be obtained, water may be
cooled to the freexing point by the fol-

lowing mixtures:— sal ammoniac, 5
parts

;
nitre, 5 [•«““

!
glaubcr salts, 8

parts
;

water, 16 parts. Or, nitrate

of ammonia, 1 pail ; carbonate of seda,

1 part
;

water, 1 part.——Or mix 1

part of muriate of ammonia, or sal-am-

moniac powder, with 2 parts of n.trate

of potash, or saltpetre this forms ont
/vuuVr. The powder to be mrxed with

it is formed of barilla, or the best Scotch
soda, powdered. This must te kept in

a cool place, well corked, as mult the

first powder. For use put an equal
quantity of these two powders into the

icc -pall, and pour on them as much
cold spring water as will dissolve them.

FRUIT SALT.—Tbi* excellent

article Is composed of a 01s. of Epsom
Salts. 2 ois. of Cream of Tartar. a% on.
of Carbonate of Soda, aX oxs. of Tar-
taric Acid. 4 on, of finely powdered
sugar. Mix rapidly altogether adding a
small quantity of Bromide of Potass.

Put into a dry bottle, uitll torktd. Take
a good tea-spoonful in a tumbler glass

ol waler occasionally. It is exce.lem
for quickly moving the bowels, pain In

the siomnch, Ac.

FUEL, Cheap —One bushel of

small coal or saw-dust, or both mixed
together, a hu«hcl* of sand. IX bushels

ol clay, made Into balls, or bricks, and
allowed to set Hrroly, will supply an
excellent fuel, and effect a great saving
In coals.

FUEL, to Save.—Take 4 lbs.

of chalk in lump®, not above M lb.

each. Make a clear fire of coal, and
place the lumps of chalk in the grate,

as coal is laid. The chalk becomes
red hot, so a* to hr scarcely distinguish-

able from burning cinders. A few ashes

or small coal thrown lightly on from
time to lime, will keep up a clear bright

fire all day. The same chalk may be
used 3 or 4 days, when it become? lime,

and manure for gardens or allotments,

or for whitewashing. Ilalf-a-pcck of

coal used thus with chalk, will give a

capital fire for x.j hours. The saving
in coal is I#- In grates the chalk

should be kept behind, and coals in

front
;
because chalk will not burn un-

less in has coal or heat on all sides

of it.

FULMINATING SILVER.
—Put Into a sraall-necked bottle, rest-

ing on a little sand, one part of fine

silver filing? and 3 parts of nitro-muria-

tic-acid. When the silver is dissolved,

pour the solution into a glass, add 5

If the roll illustrated in Figs II and

12 is too difficult. a simple break-down

can be used, such as shown in F’g 13.

To make this finish, spoke A is turned

hack of spoke B, 111 Iront of spoke C
and back of spoke D. but not out again.

Stioke B is bent back of C. in front of

D. and back uf E. The others are

turned down the same way. The
manner in which the two last spokes

are turned down and inserted i* shown

by the double dotted line*.

The remainder of the illustration*

show the method of forming a roll

between the first and second apokes

where only three spokes are turned

down before the throwing-aero** proc-

ess begins. The first three 'pokes

turned down are shown in Fig M,
and the throwing over, in Fig. 15.

The second beginning is shown in

Fig. 16. The finishing ol this top is

shown in Figs. I? and IS. The hill,

heavy lines represent the final inser-

tions. and the reed must be in quite a

sharp loop to make the end enter the

right place. It is then drawn down
and forced in front of the other reed

that passes out between the same

spokes.

When the basket is dry. the long

ends can be cut ntf rinse up with a

knife, being careful not to tut a weaver.

If there arr. hairy fiber? sticking out

they can he singed oil ovci a gas. or

other, flame that will not smut. If it

requires bleaching, brush some chloride

of lime, mixed in a little water, over
the reed* .mil set in the sunlight for

a short time. It is l>etter to leave the

finish a little dark rather than use

too much bleaching, as the latter will

give an objectionable whitish appear-

ance that looks like a poor job of

painting.

In working the reeds, do r.ot leave

them in the water longer thim neces-

sary, a* this will turn them dark. A
bleached reed will stand the water

much longer than in 'he natural state.

Dampen the reed frequently while

weaving it, as the weaver- j»ack down
much closer when wet. The dampen-

ing process i« also required to remedy

the drying out caused hy whi-killglhc

reeds ill rough the air in weaving ope-

rations. A great variety of baskets

can he made from this form, viz., low,

tall, tapering vase forms, bowl shapes,

etc., in plain or dark weaves.
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limes the quantity of water, thee take

spirit of bal-ammoiiiau, and pour it into

the solution drop by drop, until the
silver is precipitated to the bottom ;

decant the clear liquor, and wash It

Several limes in warm waters, dry and
place it on paper, to absorb the mois-
ture. II a grain of this powder is put
into an iron spoon, and exposed to the

flame of a candle, it will explode with a
loud report. The crackers are made
with this powder, a small quantity be-

ing placed in a bit of paper with a pea
and a bit of sand twisted up.

FURNITURE CREAM.—
Linseed oil. i pint ; spirits of wine, a
ots. ; vinegar, x ox. ; butter of antimony
K or.

FURNITURE POLISH.—
The cheapest is a mixture of i.nseed oil

ami turpentine, laid cn in a thin coat,

rubbed off with a soft cloth and pol-

ished.

Furniture in constant use is greatly

improved by washing with vinegar and
water, and afterwards applying cold

drawn linseed oil. nibbing it very much.
It should be rubbed ogam in a day or

two afterwards.

Or. linseed oil. t pint ; spirits of wine,

Vi gill. Mix well. Apply with a linen

rag. Rub dry with a soft cotton cloth.

Rub Inst and hard with 3 piece of old

silk. In time it will have a most beauti-

ful gloss. Or.

Linseed oil. bees wax scraped Into,

and gradually dissolved in turpentine, to

the thickness of cream. Apply as above
and nib well.

Or. 1 pint of linseed oil, I or. or finely

Kdered rose piuk, 1 or. of shellac;

: well 1 ox. of olkanel root, and add
it to the other. Keep the vessel in a
warm place for a week, stirring now and
then. This is excellent for darkening
new wood, and removing marks, Src.

Apply, and ni’o as before. Chamois
leather is the best to rub With.

FURNITURE POLISH.—
Spirits of wine, 1 pint

;
gum slieltac,

and gum lac, of each % an ex. ; gum
sandarac, K ox. Melt with very gmlle
heat, frequently shaking the bottle.

Double or treble a piece of cloth
; put a

little polish upon K ; cover that with a
piece of soft linen rag lightly touched
with cold-drawn linseed oil. Rub the

furniture or wood ir. a circular direction.
Afterwards, rub iu the same wav spirits

of wine, with a little of the polish added
to it; and a very brilliant polish will be
produced. Some furniture requires pre-

vious Scraping with fine glass paper, on
account of having teen polished with
wax.

Or, linseed oil, 1 pint
;
treacle. 8 ozs. ;

add a glass of gin
;

stir well
; apply

with a rag
;
rub till dry, and It will pro-

duce a sp.endid gloss,
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By CHARLES W MILLER

A Variety of Small Stools and

Foot Rests

F
OOTSTOOLS of reed are prefer-

able. in the home, to those made

of other materials, because of their

light weight, rounded edges, and com-
fortable. yielding tops. Reed, rattan,

and similar material, used in their con-

struction, withstand hard wear, and

will not easily mar floors or furniture,

a feature not to be overlooked,

especially since the footstool is a

favorite seat or play table of children.

Several types of stools and foot

rests are ’shown in the illustration.

A stool having a framework of dowels,

covered with reed, and utilizing the

frame to produce a paneled effect,

is shown in Fig. 3. The upper

dowel of the framework is covered

and woven over with the top, in

the somewhat lighter stool shown in

Fig. 8; the leg* are braced at the ends

with reed, arched and covered with

winding reed. The stool shown in

Fig. II is designed with rounded lines,

the bracing dowels being set low. and

a panel of openwork woven into the

side*. Figure 13 shows a foot rest, the

framework of which is steamed and

bent, and the top slanted to provide a

more comfortable rest for the feel. It

is strongly braced, paneled on the sides

with winding reed, and ornamented

with openwork scrolls. The details of

the construction of the frames and the

method of weaving the reed are shown
in the other sketches.

Dowels, in. in diameter, are used
for the main framework of all of the

stools shown. The dimensions of the

various stools may be made to suit

individual taste, those suggested in

each instance having been found satis-

factory. A good size for the stool

shown in Fig 3 is: height, 9 in.; width,
11 in. ; length. 15 in. The lower of the

horizontal dowels should be set at

least one third the height of the leg

from the top. The braces are notched

at their ends to fit the curve oi the

legs, and finishing nails are driven into

them through the legs. The comer
joints arc further reinforced by a bind-

ing of reed, placed over them. The
holes for the spokes are bored through

the braces before the construction Is

nailed together. They should be bored

about 1V4 in. apart, spaced uniformly,

according to the length and width of

the stool. The tops of the legs should

Kjcct about M* in - abov« thc UPP4*'

res. so as to produce a level surface

when the winding iced is applied

The upper end of the legs must first

be covered with winding reed, as

shown in Fig. 2. Tack a strip of ihc

reed on; then add successive pieces,

as shown, until the end is covered The

joint of the leg and the lower brace

must be reinforced, as shown in Fig. 2,

by tacking winding reed over it hori-

zontally. The braces must then be

wound with winding reed, the spoVrS

being inserted later. In winding the

reed on the braces, tack one end of it

to the brace at the left of a leg; then

begin the winding on the brace to the

right of the leg. and as each hole is en

countered mark with pencil on the reed,

so that if anv of the holes arc covered

they may be found easily, when insert-

ing the spokes. The marks should be

made on the lower side.

Tne spokes extend from the lower

edge of the bottom rail on one side to

the lower edge of the corresponding

rail or brace on the opposite side. Short

spokes are fitted between the upper

and lower rails at the ends of rhe stool.

The top is woven complete before the

sides are woven, the pairing weave

being used. In this mrthmf two strands

of reed are handled together, the first

passing behind one spake, and being
below the second strand, and then pass-

ing in front of the next spoke, and
being above the second strand, etc.

This weave is shown in detail in Fig. 9,

illustrating an article on "Taborets and
Small Tables for the Summer Veran-
da,” page 153, July, 1916. The weaving
of the top includes ihr covering of the

upper rails at the ends of the Stool,

which are wound in as spokes, the reed
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FURS, to Keep Moths from.

—

Sprinkle them with spirits of turpentine.

Or wash them with corrosive sublimate,

xo or is grains in a pint of warm water.

Or use borax dissolve*!.

FURS, to Improve. — Warm
hran in an oven. Rub it well into the

fur several times. Shake and brush till

free from dust. Rub light furs with
magnesia.

HARNESS POLISH —Take 2

ozs. of mutton suet, 6 ozs. of bees' wax,

6 om. nf powdered sugar-candy, a ozs.

of soft soap, and i oz. of indigo or lamp
black. Dissolve the soap in a quarter

0 1 a pint of water ;
then add the other

Ingredlenis
;

melt and mix together

;

add a gill of turpentine. Lay it on
the hameu with a sponge, and polish

oil’ with a brush,

HORSES, to Water.—Water is

as accessary to a horse as food, and
horses are found to thrive better by
having water aJ liti/um than by being
slinled. The beat way is to have the
mnnger divided, so that corn may be in

one half ond the water in the other
;
by

this plan the horse takes the water us lie

wants it, and nor when it is offered to

him. The plan of having dean water
In the mnnger has been tried by a great

number of the London merchants, und
found to answer admirably.

USEFUL HORSE RECIPES.
Horse Ointment.— Resin 4 oa.

;

bees’ was. 3 on. ;
hog s lard % lb. ;

turpentine. 6 ou.
;
dissolve in a pipkin

with a gentle heat
;
then add a 01s. of

fine verdigris, stir well together, amt

strain the whole through a coarse cloth :

cool for use. This is a good ointment

for a wound, or bruise in flesh or boof.

broken knees, galled backs, bites, crack-

ed heels, mallenden. or, when a home is

grided to heal and keep off the flies.

passing around them and being di-

rected hack in the opposite direction.

The weaving for the sides is carried

around the stool continuously, pass-

ing around the legs. One of the strands

in the pairing weave passes behind the

leg, and the other must be wound
around it an extra turn, to cover up the

space otherwise exposed. The reed is

wound around the legs to the lower
end. the strand being tacked at the

inner side of the leg.

The framework for the second type

of stool is shown in Fig. 6. The two
side rails are fixed Into place by the

same method used in making the first

stool, and the frame is braced on the

ends by sections of No. 12 or No. 14

reed. Yhese are fitted into place and
covered in the winding. The braces
should be fitted to the curve of the

leg, and nailed into place with small

finishing nails. The ends where the

Furge for a Horse.—AJoes 1 oz.;

rhubarb, a drs.
;
oil of mint, 4 drops,

made into a hall with honey.

Cordial for a Horse.— If the horse

is weak through travel, give him a

C
'nt of warm ale, with 1 oz. of diapente

it. Diapente will comfort his bowels,

drive out cold and wind, and may cause

him to carry bis food the longer.—Dia-

pente is composed of gentian root, bay
berries, bay leaves, blrthwort, mint, and
myrrh.

Sore Back.—If the saddle bruises

his back and makes it swell, a greasy
dishcloth laid on hot, and a cloth over

it, bound on fifteen minutes, |with a

surcingle), and repeated once or twice,

will sink it flat. If it is slight, wash it

with a little salt and water only. Alter

the saddle, that it may not press upon
the tender part, for a second bruise will

braces join the legs and rails should

be whittled down to a long, thin wedge,
so that they may be bound in securely

by the reed that is wound around the

legs, as shown in Fig. 4.

The spokes in this model, as shown
in Fig. 6, do nnt pas- through the

upper rails, hut extend from one lower

rail over the upper rails and to the

lower rail on the opposite side. This

makes it necessary that the upper rails

be set slightly below and in from the

top and outer edges oi the legs. The
lower rails should then be set in so as

to be uniform with the upper ones.

The lower rails and the end braces
are wound by the method used for the
rails in the first stool. The tops of

the legs are finished differently, how-
ever, as shown in Figs. 4 and <’». The
weaving is begun at the lower rail, and
proceeds until the side panel is filled

to the under edge of the upper rail.

r.i i>
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be worse iban the first.

Splint.—The splint is a fixed,

callous, bonv excrescence, growing upon
the flat of the inside or outside, of the

slunk bone ; a little under, and not far

from the knee, and may Lc seen and
felt .

—

Cure. To take it off, first cut the

hair close, then gently beat it with a
round rule until it appears hot to the

touch, then rub hard soap all around
the edge of the splint, to prevent the

blister affecting any ocher part, and
apply on the splint the following blister

ointment : mercurial ointment, i or. ;

Spanish flies, a dre. ; mixed well to-

gether
;
a little of this may be applied

once a week until the splint is removed.

Spavin.—The spavin is of the
same nature, and appears in like man-
ner, on the instep bone behind, not far

below the hough.— Curt. The same
blister as recommended for splints

;
if it

fails, firing aud turning the horse to

gTass for 3 months, is the best method.

ICE CREAM. — Put into a
bucket i lb. of icr broken very small

;

throw two handfuls of salt, among it,

nnd have it in the cco'.est place you can
find, Pul the cream into an icc-pct,

nnd cover it
;
immerse it in the ice. and

draw the ice round the pot. so as to

touch every port. In a few minutes put

a spotlit ft or spoon in, nnd stir the parts
that ice round the edge* lo the centre.

.Stirring quickly increases the cold.

There should lie holes In the bucket to

let out the Ice os it thaws.

The cream for icing is thus made
New milk, i quart; yolk* of 6 eggs;
fmr sugar, 4 ots. Mix. Strain. Heat
gonliy. nnd then cool.

INDELIBLE INK .—German
Rtctipt—Dissolve ao grains of sugar In

30 grains of water, aud the addition to

the solution of a few drops of concen-

trated sulphuric acid; the mixture is

then heated, when the sugar Is carbon-

ized by the action of the acid. It is

said that the writing is not only of a
solid black colour, but that the acid re-

sists the action of chemical agents.

IN K, Invisible or Sympathetic.
—Dissolve bismuth in nitrous acid.

When the writing is exposed to the

vapour of sulphur, it will become quite

black.—Make a weak solution of galls ;

write with It. To make it visible,

moisten with a weak solution of cop-
peras ;

moisten the paper with a solu-

tion or prus-siatc of potass, and it will

appear blue. Sulphate of copper

(blue vitriol) and sal ammoniac, equal

parts, dissolved in water, write colour-

less, turn yellow when heated. Onion
juice, like the last. Solution of salt

or saltpetre, shows when heated.-' —
Write with starch water—a weak solu-

tion of iodine will make it visible.

The weavers cannot then be returned
at the corner, and are cut off to extend
2 in. beyond the leg. Their ends are

thinned out, and then brought _arr>und

the comer against the upper rail on
the end, as shown in Fig. 5. Alter-

nately they are turned down on the

leg and against the end rail, produc-
ing a covering for the comer. The
strands of the top are woven over the

thinned-out ends, and bound over the

S
int of the braces with the up]>er rail.

ie comers may be beaten gently with
a block of wood to smooth them, and
to bring the weavers firmly together.

The wreavers pass twice around the

legs, as each strand is brought to the

ley. as shown in Figs 5 and ?. It

will be found convenient to place the

spokes in only one lower rail, as in

Fig. 8, while weaving the fir*t side

panel, and the top. As the work pro-

ceeds the spokes are bound down to

the upper end rails, and when the mid-

dle of the second side panel is reached,
they are trimmed off and fitted into

their holes, on that side.

The third stool differs fundament-
ally from the preceding ones in that

the framework is curved at the upper
ends, and the weaving of the top is

carried down over rhr ends The frame-
work is shown in detail, in Fig. 9. Ash
dowels. \ in. in diameter, are used for

the framework, and the rails are
notched Into the main sections, and
nailed, as were those in the preceding
stools. The length of the curved dowels
must he determined carefully, and it is

desirable to have the stock longer than

is necessary for the finished pieces,

so that inaccuracies in bending may be
allowed for properly. The distance

between the legs should be such that
a space of ft in. is provided between
the legs and the first hole for the side

spokes, and the intervening spokes
should be placed 1 in. apart. A satis-

factory size is to make the stool C in.

high, the end rails 8 in., and the side

rails 13 inches.

The method of bending the dowels is

shown in Figs. 15! and 13. They must
be soaked in hot water or steamed, and
clamped around the form as indicated,

being left to dry. A pipe fitted over
the ends of the dowels, to give leverage,
will aid in bending them. The form is

made by fitting pegs, suitably spaced,

into a board. % in. or more in thick-

ness. The curved pieces may be braced
temporarily, as shown, and removed
from the form when partly dried, so
that it can be used quickly for the sec-

ond piece. The pegs must be set close
enough together so that the curve at

the upper ends of the legs will not be
too large, making the legs appear short.

Care must be taken in bending this

short curve, as the dowels are likely

to break if the curve is quite abrupt.

Ry setting the pegs solidly and making
them long enough, two pieces of dowel
rod may he curved in the form at the

same time, and permitted to dry. A
convenient tray of galvanized iron, for

use in heating water for the moisten-
ing of the dowels, is shown in Fig. 10.

It is 28 in. long, but may be made
shorter if the points at which curves
are to be made are moistened sepa-

rately. A wash boiler, or any other
suitable vessel, may be used for heating
the water and dipping the dowels into

it. After being shaped, the pieces arc

trimmed off to the proper height on the

leg portions. Holes for the spokes are

then bored through the lower and side

rails, and they are notched and nailed

to the legs.

The cross rails of the framework,
shown in Fig. 9. are fixed into place by
the method used in the previous
models. The lower rails should lie set

about 2 in. from the floor, and are

bored for double spokes. The rails arc

set with their outer edges ft in. in

from the edges of the legs, so that the

weaving will be flush with the surface

of the legs, rather than project slightly

beyond it. The spokes for the ends
and seat, or top, pass from one lower
rail on one end to the corresponding
rail on the other end, and are sup-
ported on the upper end rails. There
are no corners to be fitted with the

winding reed in this model, as the

windings continue over the curves at

the ends and down over the latter, by
the same method of weaving as used
in the top. The weaving is begun at

the lower rails, and passes completely
around the sides and ends of the stool,

until about lft in has been covered, up
from the lower rails. The ends only
are then covered, the strands of reed

passing around the curved portion of

the upper rails, and around the dowels
forming the support for the top, in

weaving back and forth.

The ornamental weaving at the sides

of the stool is produced by spreading
out the double spokes and conducting
them to the proper holes in the upper
rails. Several types of design may be
made by crossing the spoke? in various
ways before setting them into the holes
in the rails. The short spokes in the
sides arc permitted to remain with their

upper ends iree and longer than ncres-
sary while the Ift-in. lower section is

woven. They must be cut carefully

to the size necessary to form the de-

sired design, and the ends glued into

the holes.

The stool shown in Fig. 13 is de-

signed as a foot rest, with a slanting
top. It is similar in general construe-
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INSECTS on Plants to Des-
troy.—Tic up sulphur in a muslin

bag. and dust the leaves of young shoots

and plants. A dredging box may be

used. Sulphur increases verdure. A
weak solution of alum sprinkled upon
plants is not relished by insects.—Or. a
thin mixture of soap and oil of turpen-

tine painted on the stems ol trees.—Or,

use a solution of borax.

Tainting the walls behind rose trees,

fruit trees, Ac.. prevents the visits of

spiders, earwigs, caterpillars, Ac. The
best paint for this purpose is gas tar.

ITCH.—It is a skin desease, in-

fectious. Sometimes it is caused by

poor living, unwholesome food, bad air,

unventilated and dirty houses, dirty beds

and clothes. The itch begins with small

eruptions, on the joints of the fingers,

on the wrists, thighs. Ac. They cause

a most intolerable itching, the scratching

of which only spreads the disease.

Remedies Sweet oil, I pound;
suet, t Ih. Melt and macerate; then

add powdered nitre, 3 ozs,
;
powdered

alum, 3 oes.
;
powdered sulphate of

zinc, 3 ozs. ;
oil of aniseed, oil of spike,

and oil of origanum, to perfume.

Or, mix 2 otv of lard with 1 o*. of sul-

phur-vivum, and a few drops of essence

of lemons, Before going to bed rub
this well Into the affected parts. In the

morning wash with soap and warm
water; change the linen and clothe*.^t the application, If necessary.

it the same time flour of sulphur

ami ertsun of tartar, in milk, beer, or

treacle.

Frequently take a Warm Hath. Th+
greatest cures have teen effected by it.

Wash the parts affected with strong

rum.—Tried —Or, anoint them with
black soap, but wash it off soon.—Or.
steep a shirt half an hour in a quart of

w ater mixed with half an ounce of pow •

dered brimstone. Dry it slowly, and
wear it five or six days. Sometimes it

needs repeating.—Tried.—Or. mix pow-
dcr of white hellebore with cream for

three days. Anoint the joints for three

mornings and evenings. It seldom fails.

—Or, beat together the juice of two or
three lemons, with the same quantity of

oil of roses.—Anoint the parts affected.

It cures in two or three times using.

The following is said soon to effect a

cure :—Sulphur-vivum, Venice turpen-

tine, 1 oz. each ; lard, J4 ox. Melt the

lard and turpentine
;
add the sulphur.

Apply several times a day.

Or, wash the body well in warm
water, and rub it with the following pre-

paration :—Lime, 2 ozs.
;
sulphur-vivum,

2 ozs. Mix in 1 quart of water. Pour
off, and use it when clear.

A decoction of white hellebore, with a

little lavender water, has been recom-

mended.

JVORY and BONE, to Stain.

tion to that shown in Figs. 9 and 11.

the framework being made of dowels,

bent to the shape indicated by means
of a form. The top and ends are woven
in the manner described for the pre-

vious model. A point of difference to

be noted is the bracing by means of a

woven panel below the side rails, as

shown in Fig. 15. This feature may
be carried around the ends also, or the

ends may be braced to the lower side

panel by the method of bracing shown

iu Fig. 4. The rails around the stool

are all on the same level. The double

spokes for the top are fixed into the

end rails, the spokes for the side panels

into the side rails, and the smaller

dowel placed at the lower edge of the

side panels, as a support for the twisted

•reaving shown. The weaving of the

top and the panels is by the method
used in the previous model. The scroll*

fitted into the open portions of the

sides are tacked into place, and the

strands of weaving reed carried over

them, where the curves touch the upper

and lower rails. A variety of designs

may he worked cm for the openwork.

The scroll* are made of No. 6 or No. 8

A Woven-Re

reed, and should be formed on a base,

as in Fig. 12, brads being used to hold

them in shape until dry.

Another type of foot rest with a
slanting top is shown in Fig. 14. 'Hie

framework is built up of dowels,

straight sections only being used. The
joint? are fastened by the method used

in the first and second models de-

scribed. The method of covering the

frame is essentially the same as for

the stool shown in Fig. 15. or an adap-

tation of that used in Fig. 11 may also

be applied. Where facilities for steam-

ing or moistening the dowels are not to

be had conveniently, this type of con-

struction will be found satisfactory, the

designs being limited to straight lines,

however. The method of covering the

framework used iu Fig. 3 is also avail-

able for the framework shown in Fig.

14, and the corners may be finished as

shown in Fig. 2. Numerous variations

and combination* of the types shown

may be worked out readily after one
has* become reasonably familiar with

the po«sibilities of woven-reed con-

struction.

d Footstool -

Bt CHARLES M MILLER

The vuiwus maUsnal* r*l*nrd to in this article by number nr *iw were desenbed in

HeLiil in an article on "A Heed Basket * in Volume lof The Survivor.

REED furniture has become very

popular within the Ust few years,

and the newer design* and methods

have been so attractive as to place this

constructive effort among the handi-

craft series of modem art. It i» pos-

sible so to analyze, simplify, and illus-

trate this work as to make it feasible

for amateurs, and at the >imc time

there arc possibilities which involve

problrms that may try the ability of

the skilled workman. In other words,

there are possibilities of progress in

this kind of furniture making. There

are places where careful weaving 15 the

principal aim; again particular atten-

tion will be given to corners, or. per-

haps. a nicety of modeling will be found

necessary t o
bring out the

proper curve*
involved.

Each piece

of reed iurui-

turc lias a
framew o r k,

usually of
dowels, hut it

may al*o he
made oi boards

iu such models
as small tables,

dressers, bed-

steads, chest?,

etc. The hoard
construction is more often covered w ith

flat reed. In footstools there arc both

kinds of framework. The illustrations

show the same parts marked with the

same letters throughout the senes of

sketches.

The framework of the stcxil is shown
in Fig. 1, in which the rails a:id post*

are made of dowels, in. in diameter,

and the brace* of dowels, % in. in

diameter. It will he noticed that the

posts extend to the top of the frame

for strength in this manner of construc-

tion. Il the rails rested on top of the

post S. the nails would have to be

driven into the end grain of the wood,
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—Blast ;—Rub over with diluted oil of

vitriol ; wash, and then steep in nitrate

of silver anil good ink.—Blue; steep in

a strong solution of extract of indigo

and a little potash.—Green; dissolve

copper in nitric acid, and steep the

ivory in it.—Steep in oxalic tin, and then

in n strong decoction of Brazil wood, or

Inc dye, a: id alum.—Purple; nitric acid,

a parts; sal ammoniac, i F°rt I mi*-

and steep the ivory in it.

KERNELS, to Blanch.—Sim-
ply put them into boiling water a

minute or two; rut* them between a

clean cloth, and the brown skins will

soon p-'H off, Almandi nnd other

kernels may be blanched.

KETTLES, Incrustation, or
Furring, to Prevent.—Keep in the

vessel a dean marble, a cockle, or

Oyster shell
;
these will attract the par-

tieliM of sand.

LAXATIVE POWDER for

Horses.—Crocus of antimony, finely

levigated, nitre, cream of tartar, and
(lout ol sulphur of each 4 o«. Powder
and mix well together. A table-spoon-

fill of this mixture may be given every

night and morning a few times, in a
mush or scalded bran, or a feed of com
moistened with water. This powder is

good for horses kept on dry meat ; and
for stallions in the spring, as they keep
the body r-*o| and open, and muse them
in taut their coat, and make their skin as

bright os silk.

LOBELIA.-An American plant,

containing most valuable mcdkal pro-

ponies. It was first used with peal
advantage, as an emclic, by the Ameri-
can Indians, and was brought into

roiori-ty by Dr. Samuel ThotnLson.
It !> emetic and stimulating, and Dr.

Botch says, "from its action on the

great sympathetic nerve, its effect Is felt

throughout the whole system. It ex-

ert- a peculiar action Upon the trachea

anil bronchial vessels, expelling all col-

lected mucus." It mii't therefore be
very valunhlf in asthma, croup, hooping

cough, and consumption. The greatest

benefit from it has been found in dys-

pepsia. coughs, asthma, liver complaints,

Kc. It ha? relieved asthmatic subjects

when on ibr print of .suffocation by
accumulated phlegm, cough. &c. Also

in pneumonia of infants.

It is also a valuable sudorific; it

relaxes the ccr.vlricled pores of the skin,

and promotes free perspiration. The
leaves, seeds, and seed-vessels may be
given in powder, and tincture. Dose of

the powder, from a drachm, or a small

tcaspoonful ;
of the tincture, a tea-

spoon fill.

LOBELIA, Acid Tincture of.

— Lobelia herb, I 01. ; cayenne, a drs. ;

vinegar, half a pint. Itoil the vinegar,

and 'pul all into a betde. cork well for 7

which makes the strength depend en- for the top extend down and out at the

tirdy on the bolding power ol the nail ends, and each may be of one piece, 32

in this position, as there is no binding of m long. As there are no spokes at the

the upper pact to the posts in the weav- top extending to the side pieces, short

mg. \\ idi the post extending to the spokes must be inserted at the right

lop. the nail passes through the upper time for the side weaving. The loca-

part of the post and into the end grain tion of the holes in the side rails is

of the rails, and the rails are bound to- shown in Fig. 2. The holes in the side

gether bar *0:1tally by the weaving. rails may be drilled straight 111 the

The material ior the frame consists wood,

of the following dowel stock: two The pieces may now be nailed to-

pieces for rails, in. by H iu. long; gether to form the frame, as shown in

two pieces for rails, % in. by 9 in. long; Fig. 1. If the top of the side rails A
four posts, in by ? in. long, and two aic c C t about Vic »’ hclow the lops of

braces. in. by 1? in. long. These ihe posts, the weaving will be almost
pieces arc shown in Fig. 2. If notches |«.vc I, as the winding reed is thinner

are cut with a small saw. a coping saw than the round rr.cd. The braces D are
preferred, in the ends of each rail and halved at the renter, on a slant, to

in the braces, as shown iu Fig. 3. they bring their upper surface* on a level

will tit to the when they r.re 111 place. The length of

posts better 17 in ., as given in the material list, is

and make a nr>1 accurate, as sufficient length is

stronger joint, given to allow the ends to be cut, in

While differ- fitting them in place after the frame is

rut makers assembled. The post- should stand
u»e a finishing vertical and square, Try the braces be-

uail; a barbed fOTP nailing them in place, to see llul

or corrugated, they <jo not draw the frame out of

nail; or a cc- shape.
it. ented. nr The first operation in weaving is to

R 1 u e
. Vrc

f
tc

.

d
- cover the top' of the four pouts, which

nail. I find the j* marled as shown in Fig. 0. A short
best to hr an

pjcce 0 f winding reed. <i. is first lacked
ordinary in place. A round reed can be split

4-penny nail.
jf onc j s ca rcful. in case winding teed

which on*wcra ht obtained. Tack* used by
the purpose well Do not drive the nail shoemaker- arc just the thing lor fax-

through the port* without first drilling lining these weaving* in place. Alter
a hole with a l-W'"- drill. A small fastening the weaving Ci ill place, an-

hand or breast drill will hr needed for other. H. is put on iu an opposite dircc-

this work. tion, whereupon J is fastened on the
Before nailing the frame together, same ag Q

(
and M , oil, until the post is

the hides for the *pnkr« in weaving covered, as shown iu Fig. 0. Perhaps
should be drilled in the rails. The a better way to cover lire post* would
spoke* may be No. 4 and the weavers to lack a 11 eight pieces on the post
No. 3 reed The No. 4 reed requires a pn c, and then weave them down to-

Vj-in. hole. The hole for the top and gather. It may not be necessary to

end side spokes may he combined, as tack them all on the rails,

shown in Fig. 4. The dotted lines After the corners arc all covered, the

show the vertical and horizontal diam- end rails B are wound with the wind-

eters. and E the outride and F the in- ing reed, the start being show n in Fig.

side of the rail, one hole being repre- 7, where the frame is shown in an in-

serted as sawed in two. The spokes verted position. The reed is tacked, at

BSTU RSTUVW BSTUVWXYZ

Tit Wll«:si erf Ac*»a it X*>ae la the S«™ Maw** * »t» Mai: n* a B.aket, with
ttw feratk Dowa Ic Fotm tka W|#
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or 8 days. Dose for a cough, half a
teaspoonful in any pleasant vehicle.

Repeat when the cough is troublesome.

It will require a larger dose for asthma
or croup.

LOBELIA, Emetic.—Take
lobelia powder, z ounce

; boiling water,

j pint
;

mix. and make an infusion.
Dose : A fluid ounce to be taken every
half hour, until vomiting ensues.

LOBELIA POULTICE.
I.inseed meal. \i or. ; slippery elm. i

or.
:
powdered lobelia. \ 'A ox. ; ginger,

z or.
;
whiskey sufficient to make it.

Good for all inflamed parts, as the side

In pleurisy, liver complaint, rheumatism,
lumbago.
LOBELIA TINCTURE.

Put i ox. of the powdered plant to i

quart of whiskey. Infuse 7 days. Dose,
a teaspoonful when the cough is trouble*
some. The tincture can now be bought
at most Herbal Stores.

LOOKING-GLASSES, to
Silver.—Take a sheet of tinfoil, and
spread it upon a table, then rub mercury
upon it with a hare's foot till the a metals
Incorporate. Lay the plate of glass up-
on it. and load it with weights, which
will have the effect of pressing out the
excess of mercury that was applied to

the tin-foil. In a few hours the tin-foil

will adhere to the glass and convert it

into a mirror. About a ors. of mercury
nrc sufficient for covering 3 square feet

of glass.

MAGGOTS IN SHEEP, to
Destroy.— Water, t quart; spirit of
turpentine, a table-spoonful ; sublimate
of mercury, as much as will lie upon a
shilling

;
cork In a bottle, with a quill

through the cork, so that the mixture
may come a little at a lime. Shake
before using. Pour a little of the mix-
ture upon the spot where the maggots
are, an«J they will creep upon the top
of the wool, and fall oft dead. Apply
afterwards a little train oil to the place.

MARIGOLDS, to Cultivate.—
Pull up all those plants, whose flowers
arc less double, as soon as they appear,
that they may not impregnate the others
with their farina. Save the seeds from
the largest and most double flowers.
Sow the seeds in April in places where
the plants are to remain.

MARIGOLD CHEESE.
Pound mangold petals in a mortar, and
strain out the juice ; put it into the milk
when you put in the rennet, and stir

them together
;
the milk being set. and

the curd come, break it as gently and
as equally as possible

;
put it into the

cheese vat. and press it with a gentle
weight. Manage the same as other
cheeses.

MILDEW, to Remove.— Mix
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K. to the side rail, and whenever the

winding comes to a hole, a pencil mark

is made to locate the hole later. This
mark is shown at L. When the two
end rails are wouad, push a bodkin, or

other steel point, in between the wind-

ings where the marks are located, to

make way for the insertion of the

spokes. It may appear to an observer

that the spokes could be put in before

the winding, but the winding cannot be
properly done after the spokes have

been inserted, as the windings would

separate too much around them. The
hole must be opened up through to the

opposite side of the rail. Single spokes

go through the rail, and they are only

put through one end rail at first, as the

weaving is much easier with one end

of the spokes free, but, of course, they

must be inserted in the other end be-

fore the weaving gets within 2 or 3 in.

of that end. An extra spoke is inserted

beside each spoke, as the weaving pro-

ceeds and after a strip has been woven

% in. wide. These short spokes are cut

just long enough to fit in between the

end rails. The weaving is done with

a single weaver, and it is passed over

and under double spokes as if they
were one. When the weaver comes to

the side rail, it is wound twice around
the rail, to take up the space for the

two strands across. If the weaver does

not go twice around the side rails each

time, either the weaving will take a

curve or the side winding will be loose.

The starting of the weaving is shown
in Fig. 8. where the extra spokes are
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inserted along the side of each spoke
that runs through the end rails.

After the spokes have been inserted
in the opposite end rail and the weav-
ing in the top completed, the braces
and posts should be wound. Where
the braces D connect to the posts C,
three strips of the winding reed are

C
ssed around the post and tacked on
th sides of the braces, as shown at

M, Fig. 9. Where the braces cross,
the winding passes around both pieces
for a short distance, as shown at N. It

is quite appropriate to use the brass
caps O on this model, but on many
stools their use has been discontinued
and the winding continues down to
within % in. of the bottom of the post.

In case the brass cap cannot be ob-
tained, the winding may be used also
on this model.

The side weaving is called the apron,
and in this case the pairing weave is

used. The short spokes will have to

be inserted in the under side of the side
rails, and the extra spokes are added
after the weaving is started and a small
strip woven. The pairing weave is

shown in Figs. Id, II, and 1 2. The two
weavers are represented by the letters

V and Q. The weaver P passes hack
of spoke T and out between T and U.
The weaver Q is then used in the same
manner, and so on. around the stool.

When the jmst is approached the
weaver that c mes out between the
last sjHikc and the post is passed around
the |><»t and in behind the next spoke
on the other side. It will be seen in
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soft soap with powdered starch, half as
much salt, am! the juice of a lemon, and
lay on with a brush. 1-et it lay on the

S
-ass day and night till the stain is gone.

r, take 2 ozs. of chloride of lime, pour
on it a quart of boiling water, then add

3 quarts of cold water ; steep the linen

10 or 12 hours, when every spot will be
extracted.

Mix oxalic acid, citric acid, and milk
together

;
rub into the linen

;
repeat as

it dries ;
wash, and bleach on the grass.

MUSTARD.—This plant is both
culinary and medicinal. As a condi-
ment it is generally used and esteemed.
As a cataplasm or poultice, it is made
thus ;—powdered mustard seed. 4 ozs.

;

vinegar, as much os is sufficient to mix
it for a plaster ; it is stronger bv adding
horse radish, scraped, 2 ozs. It is em-
ployed as a stimulant ; it often inflames
the part, and raises blisters, but not so
perfectly as cantharidcs. Sometimes
they are applied to the soles of the feet,

in the low slate of acute diseases, for

raising the pulse, and relieving the

head.
The white mustard acts not only on

the bowels, but also on the skin. It

wonderfully strengthens the whole line

of the alimentary canal, improves the
appetite, the digestion, and promotes
sleep, and the health generally.

When the seed is used to remove con-
stipation. take it an hour before break-
fast fasting. A small table-spoonful is

sufficient.

MUSTARD, to Make.— Mix the

best Durham flour of mustard by degrees
with boiling water to a proper thickness,

rubbing it perfectly smooth : add a little

salt, and a little tincture of cayenne, and
keep it in a small jar close covered, and
put only as much into the glass as will

be used soon, which should be wiped
daily round the edges.

OPODELDOC.— Dissolve 1 oz.

of camphor in a pint of spirit of wine ;

then dissolve 4 ozs. of hard while
Spanish soap, scraped thin in 4 ozs. of
oil of rosemary. It may be improved
by adding 2 ozs. of ammonia, tincture

of aconite, or opium 1 oz., and a little

oil. It is a good application for sprains,

lumbago, pained limbs, weakness of
joints. &c. Mixed with tincture of can-

tharides. or tincture of cayenne, it be-
comes more effectively stimulant.

PARSLEY, and other Herbs
to Dry— Pick them clean from all

decayed leaves. Put in a sieve ; cover

with blotting paper, and expose to the
sun

;
or in a very slow oven, and turn

tham often
;

the quicker they are dried

the better. Aromatic herbs, if not dried

quickly, will lose much of their flavour.

They may be dried also in a Dutch
oven. Rub them, and pass through a
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the pairing weave that the weaver be-

hind is always thrown over the other
weaver. This gives the appearance of
a rope twist to the weaving, and also
cinches it to the spokes and prevents
slipping. Always pass the one weaver
around the post twice to take up the
space for the one that cuts across the
corner. The weaving of the sides or
apron is done with the object turned
upside down, where it is in a good posi-

tion for finishing off, which is some-
times called breaking down.

If the weaving has been carried far

enough, the extra spokes are cut off

even with the weaving, and the break-
ing down may be done as follows : The
spoke R. Fig. 13, is shown turned down
back of the spoke S. and S back of T
and out. The spoke R. as shown in

Fig. 14. is back of S, in front of T.
back of U. and out between U and V,
but as R is brought out. the spoke T
is brought down back and parallel with
R. Likewise the spoke S passes back
of V, and U is brought down with it.

The spoke T is brought back of W and
V is brought down back of it. The
short end of R is inserted under the

roll, between the roll and the weaving,
and is left extending on the inside. If

it is too long, it can be cut off close to

the inside of the weaving. In Fig. 15,

all the short ends are shown brought
through to the back as far as the weav-
ing is illustrated. At the corners, the
posts are used as spokes. To finish the
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roll, the spokes will have to be inserted

through the roll, to correspond with the

rest of it ; hence, the beginning of the

roll should be left loose, as in Fig. 13.

In weaving, the weavers should be

kept wet. but not the spokes. Do not

put the reed in water and leave it for

any length' of time, as it will become
discolored. About 15 minutes will be

sufficient to make the reed pliable, then

it is best to have a sponge and bucket

of water at hand, to dampen long

weavers frequently by drawing the reed

across the wet sponge. Besides being

more workable, the wet reed, held in

place until dry. stays curved in the

form woven much better. Some work-

men leave the reed in water for a long

time and depend on bleaching to

whiten it. but so much of the bleached

work looks like a poor job of painting

that it is much better to keep it white
from the start. In case bleaching is

found necessary, a little chloride of

lime in water makes a good bleacher.

Avoid making the solution too strong.

It should be put on with a brush, so

as to get it into the interstices of the
weaving, whereupon the work is placed
in the sunshine to dry.
Any kind of reed used will have some

of the small hairlike fibers sticking out
after the weaving is complete, and this

should be singed off with a gas flame.

A blowtorch is good for this purpose.
Be careful not to scorch the weaving.

uwwi ufeCu furniture
Taboreta and Small Tablet for tha

Summer Veranda
Br CHARLES M. MILLER

T TTILITY and ready portability are

U well recognized features of woven-
rced furniture, but the qualities which
make it especially attractive for sum-
mer use in the open air, or on the ve-

randa. are its inviting comfort and

graceful lines. While furniture of this

type arranged in suites makes a par-

ticularly harmonious showing, indi-

vidual pieces may be used in combina-

tion with other furniture, lending a

touch of variety. Small tables or labo-

rers, of light weight and simple design,

may be made by the novice, and may
be adapted to a variety of- uses. Foot-

stools. jardiniere stands, sewing tables,

card tables, and smoking stands are

some of the possibilities. Three repre-

sentative types are shown in Figs. 1 to

3. and the general method of construc-

tion as well as the details of the weav-

ing are also illustrated.

A serviceable taboret or stand is il-

lustrated in Fig. 1. It is 18 in. high,

and 17 in. in diameter on the top. The
sides are 9 in. wide at the top and 14

in. at the bottom.

The framework for the top of the

stand consists of a disk of wood, 16 in.

in diameter, with a similar one, 14 in.

in diameter, directly underneath, the

edge being set under 1 in. all around.

Four legs of 1-i'n. doweling support it,

and two cross braces of doweling are

placed between diagonally opposite

comer posts, behind the woven por-

tions of the side. The grain of the

wood in the upper disk should run at

right angles to that of the lower, to

prevent warping, and the disks should

be fastened together with nails or

screws. Avoid putting them into the

lower disk, where the legs are to be

fixed.
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sieve. Parsley thus prepared is very

pleasant and useful
;

it breaks into parts

as small as are obtained by chopping.
When parsley and butter are wanted, it

is only required to put a small quantity
into the saucepan with the butler.

All dried herbs should be kept from
the air in paper bags.

PENNYROYAL.—This plant is

S
rrcnnial. It llowcrs in August and
sptember. It is warm, pungent, aro-

matic, stimulating, and diaphoretic

;

like spearmint, but not so agreeable.
It contains a volatile oil which is ob-
tained by distillation. The infusion is

warming to the stomach, and allays
sickness. It relieves spasms, hysterics,

flatulency, and colic, and promotes ex-
pectoration in dry consumptive coughs.
It promotes perspiration, and is most
valuable in obstruction of the menses.

PENNYROYAL WATER.—
Pennyroyal leaves, dry. 1 } lb. ; water,

from i $ to a gallons. Draw off by dis-

tillation, one gallon. It is a specific

remedy for female obstructions. It is

good for gout, rubbing the parts with it

till they are red
;
and if salt be added,

it is good for the side in liver complaints,
It is very warming to the stomach, pro-

duces perspiration, and therefore is good
for coughs, asthma, &c. An infusion of
the herb in hot water is nearly as good.

PENCIL DRAWINGS, to
F“ix.— Dissolve while resin in spirits

of wine
;

lay the pencil drawing on its

face upon a sheet of clean paper, and
brush the back of the drawing with the

solution. This penetrates through the

Sr, and as the spirit evaporates, the

is deposited as a varnish on the

drawing. It does not cockle the paper,
which watery solutions will do

;
and as

the brush only passes over the back of
the drawing, none of the pencil marks
arc in .-my degree removed.

Pencil, or Chalk Drawings, to
Fix.—Immerse the drawing in a
weak solution of isinglass

;
allowing no

part of the drawing to remain without
the isinglass passing over it. or it will
look spotty. Drain it, by holding the
drawing up by one end over a plate.

PLASTIC MATERIAL for
forming various objects new.
—By Professor Purkins. Five parts of
whiting are mixed with a solution of one
part of glue. When the whiting is well

structed of wood, 3 in. wide and 5 in.

long, Fig. 5. Place the gauge just out-
side the edge of the hole to be bored.
Nail it to the board lightly on the diag-
onal, as shown, and guide the bit

against it.

Before the legs are fixed into place
finally, the holes for the spokes of the
side should be bored. The parallel
lines of Fig. 4 now serve another pur-
pose. that of giving the location of the
spokes. Place one spoke V6 in. from
each leg, and the others 1 in. apart.

The legs are utilized as spokes in the

To locate the position for the legs,

draw a diameter on the under side of

the top. as at A, Fig. 4. and 4 in. on
either side of it draw parallel lines B
and C. Draw another diameter, D, at

right angles Co A, and draw the parallel

lines E and F 4 in. from the diameter
D. Where the four outside lines inter-

sect will be the centers of the holes for

the legs. These holes are not bored
perpendicularly, but are slanted to con-
form to the slant of the leg. A template
should be used in guiding the bit, as
shown at G, Fig. 4. It may be con-

worked up into a paste with the glue, a
proportionate quantity of Venetian tur-

C
ntine is added to it, by which the
tllcncss of the paste is destroyed. In

order to prevent its clinging to the hands
whilst the Venetian turpentine is being
worked into the paste, a small quantity
of linseed oil is added from time to
time. The mass may also be coloured
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by kneading in any colour that may be
desired. It may be pressed into shapes,

and used for the production of bos re-

liefs and other figures, such as animals

&c. It may also be worked by hand
into models, during which operation

the hands must be -rubbed with linseed

oil ; the mass must also be kept warm
during the process. When it cools and
dries, which lakes place in a few hours,

it becomes as hard as stone, and may
then be employed for the multiplication

of these forms.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.—Cer-

tain chimneys draw well ordinarly, but

are subject to violent fits of smoking in

certain winds, and generally in boister-

ous weather, blowing both flame and

smoke into the room to an intolerable

extent. For this particular class of

nuisance I have for many years past

adopted a very cheap and permanent

remedy, which has never failed. In-

stead of a common chimney-pot. I fix,

in the like manner, a o-inch drain-pipe,

a feet long, socket downwards, which

gives it a firm seal
;
and on this I fix

another like drain-pipe, having a 4-lnch

double junctions, inserted obliquely into

the 9-inch pipe. When the wind blows,

it rushes into these lateral openings,

which, having a turn upwards, direct its

blast against the downward ament
from the top of the pot. The fixing

should be in cement, and you have a

cheap chimney-top, which will neither

perish nor blow off. I use nothing but

drain-pipes for chimney-pots, which, as
well as being cheaper and stronger than

any thing else, admit of a second and
third story being added to them if the

draught be dull, or the branch pipe top

as 1 have described, if subject to down-
ward gusts. For kitchen flues. ia-inch

pipes are safer.—T. E. in the lluilder.

To increase the draught in the chim-
ney, some persons make a hole in the

hearthstone, providing there is a room
below, and cover it with a ventilator to

protect it from cinders and ashes.

Or, inflate a large ox's bladder, and
tie it by the neck to the middle of a
stick, and place it across a chimney, a

feet from the top, or at the foot of the

chimney-pot. The buoyancy of the air

keeps the bladder continually in a cir-

cular motion, and thereby prevents the

rush of air into the funnel from descend-
ing so low as the fire-place.

SOLDERS, to MAKE:—
Solder for Lead.—Tin, i part

;

lead, a parts. Its goodness is tried by
melting it, and pouring the size of a
crown piece upon the table, and, if it be

K , there will arise little bright stars

Apply resin when this solder is

used.

Solder for Tin.—Lead, io parts

;

tin, 7 parts.

Solder for Pewter.—Tin, I part

;

weaving. The spokes should be dou-

ble, and the extra spokes may be in-

serted beside the original ones, after

the weaving has progressed a few

rounds. Number 6 reed should be

used for the spoke* and No. 4 reed for

the weavers, which are woven back

and forth around the spokes.

Drive the legs into their sockets, ap-

plying glue, and pin them with nails, as

at H. Fig. 4. Tack strips on the bot-

toms of two pairs of legs and then

fasten two strips to brace them, as

shown in Fig. 6. The strips should be

put on and the distance between the

legs spaced before the glue sets.

It is best to weave the sides before

beginning the top. so as to prevent nib-

bing the woven top while weaving the

sides, with the stand inverted. The
side spokes should be 2 ft. long and

should be set into the top 1 in., with

glue. Turn the top of the stand down

on a table, and begin the weaving at

the under side of the top. Single weav-

ing is used for the sides, every other

round passing twice around the legs.

There being four sides in the con-

struction. there will be an even number

of spokes, even though there should be

an odd number to each side. The weav-

ing would thus repeat itself, in going

behind and before the same spoke each

time. This is not desirable in this con-

struction, and a change should be made

each round. To do this, go over two

spokes, instead of one. at the finish of

a round. Such a “skip" is an Indian

method, and forms a design that may
be carried in slanting lines back and

forth down the side of the stand. It

is best to confine these "skips"- to one

side. Another way to overcome the re-

peat, as the weaving in and out around

the same spokes in two successive lay-

ers is called, is to insert an extra spoke

on one side, thus making an odd num-

ber of spokes around the stand. It is

necessary then to conform the design

of the open work for this side to the

number of spokes. The design for the

open work shown in Fig. 2 will be used

for the stand illustrated in Fig. 1. and

to be described in detail. The first of

the two methods of overcoming the

"repeat" will be used.

Insert the extra reed for doubling

the spokes, after a few rounds have

been woven adjoining the top. The

method of weaving from the corner

post and the making of the open design

are shown in Figs 7 and 8. The
method of "pairing" for winding the

reed in and out of the spokes, is shown

in Figs. 9 and 10. The rear weaver of

the pair of strands is thrown over the

forward weaver, back of the next spoke

and out. The fore weaver then be-

comes the rear one. and is thrown in

like manner. This process is repeated

in order to make the complete rounds.

Figure 9 shows the weaving from the

side, and Fig. 10 is a view looking

down on top of the spokes and the edgq

of the weaving, shown in section. Pair-

ing gives a continuous rope twist to

the two weavers, and an even or odd
number of spokes is equally suitable.

For the open designs of Fig. 2, one

or more of which may be placed in the

side of the stand, the center spokes are

left free, as shown in Fig. 7. Before

turning the first weaver back for the

open work, as at M, start a short

weaver N about two spokes back from

the opening, and pair it with the regu-

lar weaver across the opening, and two

spokes beyond. In turning back on the

spokes, the single weaver goes twice

around the spokes, as shown by the

intermediate layers O. This is a short

bend and the weavers must be very

soft. Use short ones and wet them fre-

quently with a sponge. A sectional

view of the weaving at the opening is

shown in Fig. 8. as it joins with the

weaving around the corner posts. At K,

the weaver turns back on a double thick-

ness of reed, and at L. a short spoke is

set back of the other two, and the

weaver is wound around the three, thus

lessening the abruptness of the wind-

ing. The latter method is the better.

At the horizontal center of the open-

ing, two rounds continue across the

opening and around the stand. Pair a

short piece of reed across at the finish

of the openings, as was done at the

lower end at N, Fig. 7.

After weaving to within 5 in. of the

bottom of the legs, cut off the extra

member of the double spokes, and soak

the endv of the remaining spokes in-

water. Braid them into, the border fin-

ish. as shown in Fig. 1. The corner

posts serve as spoke spaces, and the

spokes nearest them arc w'ound around
the bottom ends of the legs. Short
spokes may be inserted beside the posts
and wound around them if the ends of

the spokes arc not long enough for this

purpose.
The top may be made next. Holes

are bored horizontally into the edge of

the under disk, as shown in Figs. 4

and 11. In Fig. 12 the holes are shown
bored into the edge on an angle. This
method gives a thicker rolled edge to

the top. although both methods are

satisfactory-. These holes must be
bored before the work on the top is

begun. There are two ways of begin-

ning the weaving for the top. The
radial spokes may cross each other in

groups of four, the upper and lower
courses being bound together with
winding reed, as shown in Fig. 13, or

a small maple disk may be used as a
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lead, 2 parts
;
bismuth, 3 parts.

Solder for Brazing.—Copper, 3
parts ; zinc, 2 parts

;
or sheet brass, 3

parts
;

zinc, x part. This is called
Speller, and is used for brass, iron and
copper.

Solder for Britannia Metal.

—

Bismuth, X of 1 part
;

tin. 1 part

;

lead, x part.

Solder, Soft.—Tin, 2 parts; lead,

x port.

Solder, Hard.—Copper, 2 parts;

tin, 1 part.

Zinc and lead are soldered with lead

and tin. not quite equal ports, lead pre-

ponderating.

To use Old Britannia Metal instead
of Block Tin in Solder. Take old

britannia metal and melt it ; and while

hot sprinkle sulphur over it and stir a
short time.

SOLDERING, Hard.-To
braise a pieces of iron together, file one
side of each piece bright, put on the

clean face a paste made of boras and
water, tie the two pieces together with
several separate coils of brass wire,

smearing more borax on these. Hold
it over a bright coke fire, and the brass
will melt and run into the joint. File

oft the superfluous metal. When the

brass melts a blue flame will be seen
to arise,

SOLDERING MIXTURE,
for Iron, Steel, Copper, Ac.—
Take any quantity of muriatic acid, and
dissolve as much zinc in it as it will

take
; then dilute it with % as much

soft water as of acid, and it will be ready
for use.

This applied to iron. &c.. cleanses it.

and leaving zinc upon the surface,
causes solder readily to adhere to it.

SPRAIN.—Hold the part in very
cold water for two hours. Or, apply
cloths dipt therein, four times doubled,
for two hours, changing them as they
grow warm, Or. bathe in good crab
verjuice Or, boil bran in wine vine-

gar to a poultice. Apply this warm,
and renew it once in twelve hours.—
Or, mix a little turpentine with flour

and the yolk of an egg, and apply it as
a plaster. This cures in a desperate
case.

Weakness remaining after a sprain is

cured by fomenting the part daily with
beef brine. Suppose the ancle sprained

:

—xst. Foment it with warm vinegar four
or five times every four hours, and.
Stand, if you can. three or four minutes
at a time on both your feet, and fre-

quently move the sprained foot. Some-
times also while sitting with your foot
on a low stool, move it to and fro.

3rd. I>et it be gently rubbed with a
warm hand at least thrice a-day. 4th.
Two hours after every application of the
vinegar, let it be just wetted with spirits

of wine, and then gently nibbed.
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center from which the spokes radiate,
as shown in Figs. 14 and 20. The cen-
ter-disk method is not difficult, and is

used extensively. The other type is

novel, and also quite feasible.
The spokes for the method shown in

Fig. 13 are bound together in the fol-
lowing manner: Place two spokes at
right angles to each other and wind
them with winding reed, the end of the
latter beginning between the two
spokes, as shown at P. Fig. 15. The
perpendicular spoke is uppermost. Add
a second perpendicular spoke and bind
it into place, as at Q. Continue this

C
Dcess until four perpendicular spokes
ve been bound in as at R. Place a

second horizontal reed into position
and go over each vertical spoke with
a separate winding, as in the first

course. Continue until four horizontal
spokes are bound in. and the end of
the winding reed is looped around the
last, as shown at S. The spokes should
be of No. 5 reed, and 24 in. long.
Four groups of four spokes each will

result by following out the process de-
scribed. Separate the spokes by draw-
ing the outer ones into the corner
spaces. They should have the appear-
ance of spokes in a wheel, as in Fig. 16.

Use two weavers of No. 4 reed, in the
pairing weave, as shown in Fig. 16. and

ir. detail in Figs. 9 and 10. Continue
the pairing weave until a center, 8 in

in diameter, is woven. Crowd up the

weaving closely, for the appearance of

the top will depend much on the first

few rounds. Hold the center with the

left hand, and manipulate the weavers
until they are well seated in their

proper places.

When a few rounds have been

woven, nail the center securely to its

place on the middle of the top. This

will leave both hands tree for the weav-
ing. After a disk. 8 in. in diameter,
has been woven, begin the triple weave
illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18. As the
triple weave is begun, add another
spoke. 8 in. long, between each pair, all

around the top. making 16 new and 16
original spokes. When two or three
rounds are woven, the new spokes will
become secure. Continue the triple
weave to the edge of the top. Measure
and cut the end of the spokes to uni-
form length. Curve the ends over the
edge to see how much will be needed
before cutting, allowing about Vt in.

for insertion into the holes in the edge.
Wet the ends of the spokes with wa-

ter until they are pliable enough for
the curve. Bending and tying them
down while wet and permitting them
to dry in this position, as shown in Fig.
19. is desirable also. Weave dowm the
curve of the roll and insert the ends of
the spokes in their respective holes

with glue. Then with the single, plain

weave on the under side of the roll,

weave well up to the ends of the

spokes.

For the disk-center method of con-

struction. as shown in Figs. 14 and 20,

use V£-in. maple, and cut it 5 in. in

diameter for the centerpiece. To locate

holes on the edge of the disk draw a

line Vit in. from the upper edge and
mark off spaces 1 in. apart, except four,

which are made in. apart, to make
a convenient division, practically uni-

form. Bore the holes % in. deep.

Number 5 reed is used for the spokes
and No. 4 reed for the weavers. The
disk should be toenailed around its

edge with brads, fixing it firmly to the
top before the spokes are inserted.

Proceed with the pairing weave, as in

the other method described, until 2 in.

of the spokes is covered
; then change

to the triple weave and add additional
spokes. Proceed as with the other type
from this point on.

The taboret is braced by two 1-in.

dowel rods, placed 2 in. above the bot-

tom roll of the sides and extending
from one corner to the other, diago-

nally. Their crossing at the center may
be made into a halved joint, by cutting
away one-half of each rod on the adja-

cent edges. The ends are fitted closely

into the corners, and are nailed to the
legs.

A taller stand or small table, the side

weaving of which has been described

as applied to the taboret shown in Fig.

1. is illustrated in Fig. 2. The construc-

tion in general is similar. A lighter roll

is used for the top, and the bottom
ends of the legs arc curved outward
slightly. The legs arc curved by steam-
ing the ends of the corner posts, clamp-
ing them into position, and permitting
them to dry.

The footstool, shown in Fig. 3, may
be made as a miniature stand, with
vertical legs, and the spokes set in a

circle under the top board. The spokes
and weavers will carry the form, if well

woven. The stool may also be braced,

to withstand hard usage. It should be
about 12 in. in diameter at the top, 10

in. in diameter for the body, and 6 in. in

height.

The method of forming the opening
shown in the side of the taboret in Fig.

1. and the weaving of the construction,

will be readily understood from the

method described. The principles and
methods presented may be applied

readily to other construction of the

same general type.
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From Popular Mechanics 1933

CROSSCUT TOOIM

workshop requisite

pin punch, as in Fig. '. bul

a saw-setting tool,as shown
in Fig. 9, is better as it is

possible to adjust the tool

so that only about one-

third the length of the

tooth is bent. In setting

with a punch, care must be

TUMOURS, Cure of.—To re-

move tumours. Dr. Simpson, of Edin-

burgh. introduces a hollow acupuncture

kneedl* or very fine trocar, into their

tissue, and injects in a few drops of

some irritant liquid, such as a solution

of chloride of line, pcrchloride of iron,

or creosote. The effect has been to

destroy the vitality of the tumours so
treated, and they have been separated.

We haye seen a similar plan adopted in

Paris by M. Maisonneuve. He had

slender stylets, made of a paste com-
posed of flour, water, and chloride of

Thesesine. are baked. A puncture is

made in the tumour, the caustic stylet

Is Inserted, broken ofT, and left We
saw several malignant tumours treated

in this manner, and some cases in

which a healthy granulating surface was
left, after the separation of tumours
which had been destroyed in this man-

ner.

WASHING, made Easy.—One
of the best bleaching and emolient agents

in washing either the person or clothing
S »,IAR ,.

,w kept in good shape, are ;<>

is common refined borax. Dissolve in
c mruiiM owner as a

hot water, X a lb. to to gallons ; a great

saving in soap is effected by its use.

The borax should be pulverized first.

It may be procured in the form of cry-

stals nt any druggist's ;
it will not in-

jure the most delicate fabric ;
and laces

or other fine tissues may be washed in a

solution of borax with advantage to

colour, &c.

WASHING, Ready and Effec-

tual Mode of.—Dissolve i lb. of soap

in 3 quarts of boiling water, the night

before washing. Beginning to wash,

pul the soap into the dolly tub, add 8

table-spoonfuls of spirits of turpentine,

and 6 ditto of hartshorn. Pour upon

the above 8 gallons of boiling water.

Have the clothes ready assorted ;
begin

with the fine ones. Dolly each lot

about 5 minutes, wash them in hot

water in another dolly-tub. if you have

it, next in blue water.—When the water

is getting cool, put it into the boiler to

boil kitchen towels, or any greasy

things.
. ...

N.B.—The quicker the washing is

done the better. As soon as one lot is

taken out of the doUy tub. put another

In whilst the others are being nnsed.

WATERPROOFING Shoes.

—Melt bees' wax and mutton suet, and

when you take from the fire, add a tea-

spoonful of turpentine. Or, India

rubber and gutta percha, dissolved in

good naphtha. Or. yellow wax. 4
ozs. ; rosin, 4 ozs.

;
linseed oil, 1 pint

;

oil of turpentine, X of a pint Melt

over a sltrw fire, and when melted, take

from the fire, and add the turpentine,

and stir well. Remember that it is very

inflammable. When required for use,

melt and apply.

WATERPROOF CLOTH.—

1 leugtli by a uccoinl jointing. This avoid*

• off too ninth at first which would

iM necessitate undue filing to shape the teeth

\i a rule, a saw in good contli-

it- in filing, lion should In- only lightly jointed, t hen

the teeth, set and filed, but if the set is nearly out

iw. as the of the teeth it is better to set the teeth

first, then lightly joint and file them. In

every case the procedure must be dctcr-

ju mined by the condition of the blade. The

r.I.n • handsaws and the mailer-diameter degree of the set depends largely on the

circular blade* The point* per inch arc work to be done. If the saw is t<> be used

than the number of exclusively on soft wood the set should

I nor in b as will Ik- seen from Fig 1 be sufficient to form a slight space or val-

•n
- '

I*

'

.-,l i. straight
between the alternate teeth. In hard-

*
I

',c>,g,,a *on *' ' ' • * wood, and for average use. the set should

be medium. If the saw is to be used ex-

li the teeth of a «««*
ctosivcljr in hardwood, the set should be

nged by running accidentally onto a
yffy , ig

'

h( pjj. | shnw* the approximate
nail or other metal Object, most partuu 4 -

dCgrees of set to meet various conditions,

ly if the teeth have been damaged only on
^ j, 1ruc of both crossrut am*, rip-

one bide of tit* blade. as frequently nap-

itiilsdone i’y'makulg'a
*»»££ blades may be sc, by using a

simple holder from part of an old file as

in Fig. 8. although a small jointer, as

shown in Fig. 5
#
can be obtained at al-

most any hardware store. 1 be object in

tointine is to brine all the teeth to the

same length before filing. Damaged teeth

should be riven onlv a light jointing; then
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Vise, roff HOLDING CIRCULAR SAW
AND DADO ML AD WHEN FILING

Pin punch

St I TING W1*N
PUNCH

JOINTING
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r<i l». A Fun* lor Hold..,, Ik. Abaativ. Sion.
When Jointing th. T.rlh d a Circular Saw

For those who would like to start a

\ 'mail community irjiair shop anil thus go
- into the nutter of *-aw filing on a commer-
cial l>a*i», investment in a saw-filing ma-

>i thine \s ill soon repay one for its cost by

‘ the -aving in time. Such a machine, driven

by a 110-volt motor, automatically files

/f and joints rip, crosscut, back, miter, meat
and all other types of handsaws, besides

circular saws from 3 to 24 in. in diameter,—with 3 to 16 points per inch. It is also pro-

vider! with an attachment for filing band
saws from to 4yt in. wide. Either a

4 bench or pedestal-type machine can be
U obtained to best suit the space require-

ments of your workshop.

not of s

smaller

care should be taken not to run the three-

cornered file deeply into the cutlet.

Figs. 4 and 6 show vises that may be
made from pieces of hardwood to hold

both the circular and straight blades for

filing. In the case oi both handsaw and
circular blade vises, the edge of the vise

should contact against the entire surface

of the saw blade, just below the teeth. In
the absence of suitable ready-made vises,

as shown in Fig. 3, these homemade ones
will serve very well.

»n blades

Sweets should be avoided. Salt and
water taken in the morning will expel

worms, especially the seat worms. It

may be made by dissolving a table-

spoonful of salt in half a pint of water.

It may also form an injection to bring

away the ascarides. — Camphor is

another remedy. Dissolve io grains in

a little spirit of wine, and add it now
and then to the tonic bitters.

Various Remedies for the Cure
of Worms:—
Take an ounce of tin, finely powder-

ed, and two drachms of Ethiop'i

mineral, mixed together ;
divide it into

six powders, and take one of them, in a

little syrup, twice a day : when they

arc! used work them off with a little

rhubarb. Or,

Spirits of turpentine, in doses of from

8 drops to a teaspoonful, in gruel sweet-

ened. Or,

Jalap, of an ox.
;
powdered rhu-

barb, H of an ox. ; gamboge, a drs. ;

syrup of bears-foot, sufficient to make
it into a paste ; then make it into ordin-
ary sixed loxcnges. Dose :—For a child

i
;
years old. } a loxenge ; 6 years, i

axenge
;
and so on, according to years.

Or.

Cowhage mixed with treacle. Give a
child a tenspoonful fasting for 3 or 4
mornings successively—an adult a ublc-
spoonful. Then give a purge.

Powdered rust of iron is a good vermi-

fuge. It expels the worms and strength-

ens the constitution. To a child 6 years

old from 10 to 40 g«*ins may be given.

An adult may take from a % ox. It

may be given in treacle or in beer. Dr.’

Rush says, "Of all the worm medicines

that I have given I know none mor
safe and certain than this simple / '>

preparation of iron.” It should /
always be followed by an aperient.,

The common male fem-root is a c

tain remedy for the Ax/e-worm. Two*,.™

3 drs. of the powdered root to be taken

in the morning, no supper having been
taken the night before. It generally

sickens a little. A brisk purgative is to

be given a few hours after, which some-
times brings off the worm entire

;
if not.

the same course must be followed at due
intervals. For the success of this remedy,
the root should be recently gathered ; as
after being kept long in the shops, its

activity is diminished or destroyed.

WORMS.—Take 2 tea-spoonfuls

of brandy, sweetened with loaf sugar.

every morning. Or. a spoonful of the

juice of lemons.

Or, take a tea-spoonfuls of worm-
seed mixed with treacle, for 6 mornings.
Or. x, a. or 3 drs. of powdered fern-root

boiled in mead. This kills both the flat

and round worms. Repeat the medi-
cine from time to time.— Wesley.

• «
.

**«Ht ot t'»lh Hand and Circular Saw.
Should II* Lightly DkuciI Down on the Side.
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YEAST, Dry.—Boil a large
handful of loose hops, or a heaped
tablespoonful of pressed hops, tied in a
muslin bag. twenty minutes, in three
pints of water

;
then take out the bag.

and stir into the hop-water a pint of
raw potatoes (grated.) Add one table-
spoonful of salt, one of ginger, half a
cupful of sugar, and one pint of flour

;

stir the flour In slowly, and pour as
much boiling water as is needed to
make It a smooth batter, stirring briskly
while pouring it on. till all is smoothly
combined, 'l'hen remove from the fire.

When lukewarm add a cupful of good

Cst. or one good yeast-cake dissolved.

t it stand one day in warm weather,
or two in cold, stirring it down as often
as it rises and foams. Then stir in

good white com meal to make it thick
enough to make into thin cakes. Dry
these cakes in the shade

; but where the
air circulates briskly, turn them over
often. The quicker they can be dried,
the better they will be. When dried
all the way through, put them into a
bag. and hang up in a dry, cool place.

Cakes should be small
; not over two

inches across, and half an inch thick.
One of these cakes will raise four or five
good-sired loaves.

YEAST, for Home-made
Oread.- Boil a handful of hops \ an
hour in 3 pints of water. Pour half.

boiling, through a sieve, upon a cup of

flour, mix, and add the rest of the hop
water

;
a spoonful of salt, half a cup of

treacle, and when warm, a cup of
yeast.

YEAST, to Make.—Thicken 2

quarts of water, with fine flour about 3
spoonfuls, boil half an hour, sweeten
with near 1 lb. of brown sugar ; when
near cold, put into it 4 spoonfuls of fresh

yeast in a jug. shake it well together,

and let it stand one day to ferment near
the fire, without being covered. There
will be a thin liquor on the top. which
must lie poured off

;
shake the remain-

der and cork it up for use. Take al-

ways 4 spoonfuls of the old to ferment
the next quantity, keeping it always in

succession.

A half-peck loaf will require about a
gill.

YEAST, to Make Another
Way.—Boil 1 lb. of potatoes to a

mash
;
when half cold, add a cupful of

yeast, and mix it well It will be ready
for use in two or three hours, and keeps
well.

Use double the quantity of this to
what you do of beer-yeast.

To take off the bitter of yeast, put
bran into a sieve, and pour it through,
having first mixed a little warm water
with it.

SURVIVING FATIGUE
by

BUI Abreu

An ever increasing problem among
many individuals is fatigue. Fatigue has

many causes, physical strain being only

one of them. However, other causes

include: lack of oxygen (as the case may
be in higher altitudes), lack of salt, sugar,

or water, and high temperatures. Fatigue

can also come from a combination of these

and other contributing factors.

Firstly, physical exertion does indeed

cause fatigue, as anyone who has worked
hard for long hours is well aware of. For
a long time this was thought to be the

only cause. But when studies were made
it was found that sometimes people who
worked extremely hard felt fine, while

others who had worked the same or even

less hours were totally exhausted. This at

first confused physicians who soon came
to realize that fatigue could be brought

on by demands, other than physical,

which the body makes. Thus the problem

is that it is often difficult to recognize

exactly what makes you feel tired.

Fatigue is also caused by jobs. Workers
get home and feel like doing nothing after

dinner but sitting down and watching

television. Usually this worker will

attribute his weariness to the job itself or

the fact that he has been working so

hard. Actually most human beings use

about one third or less of their full capa-

bilities.

Strange as it may seem, it has been
shown that productivity drops when
working hours are lengthened. But when
they are reduced the rate of production

increases, forcing the worker to put more
labor into each hour. Interesting to note

is the fact that people who work night

shifts are usually prone to more errors

and will produce less than they would

during the normal daytime shift. This is

because of a timing device in the human
mind called the circadian rhythm which

tunes our body functions to the rotation

of the earth. It also helps to explain why
some people feel more tired in the

morning than they did the night before,

while others are exactly the opposite.

Often, fatigue results when a person ex-

erts himself at certain hours when his

body adjustments dictate that he should

not. Understanding one's circadian rhy-

thms can be a great benefit to feeling and
working at your best. To do so a few
simple questions should be answered.

First, take into account how you feel

when you get up in the morning, when
you go to bed. and at what times. Then
decide if this schedule changes when you

go on vacation or elsewhere. When do
you cat your meals? Are they at strict

patterns or at random? Most helpful is

accounting the times of day when you
usually are the most happy and when you
are low.

Sometimes it is difficult to change your
ways if there definitely is a conflict in

your body clock. It is. however, fairly

simple to take certain precautions. Of
course, you should avoid any physical or

mental exertion at times when you are

least productive. If you feel tired when
you awake in the morning then you might
try waking up or going to sleep at differ-

ent limes. Obviously it is best to do the

most important tasks when at your high-

est peak of the day. Or writing a nasty
letter to someone when you feel your
worst. If you gat meals at regular set

times you can change your eating habit

schedule and see if you notice any differ-

ences in your highs and lows.

Sleep also has a lot to do with fatigue.

A person who has too much sleep may
perform just as badly as one who has had
too little. At wake up time some people
will fall back asleep for those "just few
more minutes." This usually results in

fatigue and sluggishness for the day
because of the fact that their whole
schedule has been thrown off. Keeping a

regular sleeping schedule so that your
body can properly adjust to it is also im-
portant. If you decide to try changing the
time that you go to sleep, then you should
stay with that set time for a few weeks.
And rather than hopping right out of bed
in the morning at the sound of tho alarm,

it helps to lie awake for a few moments
and stretch or sit up. This will save you
from the sudden shock of transferring
from a dream state to reality, and allow
the blood to start flowing. Instead of
coming fully awake at around noontime,
you will be most alert in the morning.

Exercise, though it can be a cause of

tiredness, can also help relieve fatigue.

The best kind of exercise for this reason
is one which is not too strenuous.
Naturally, after a few sets of tennis you
would be tired and worn out. however, a

short walk can be especially helpful. in

overcoming fits of fatigue. For one think,
walking gets the blood circulating,
allowing more to flow to the brain where
it is much needed. Another added benefit
of walking is that it relieves strain on the
heart. Thirty percent of the circulation of
blood is done by the legs when walking.
The constant motion pushes the blood
upwards through the body and to the
heart, reducing the chances of heart
problems.
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The way you eat can also have a lot to

do with whether you feel fatigued or not.

It should go without saying that the four

basic food groups (milk. meat, vegetables,

and bread) are much needed in your diet

to eliminate the chances of fatigue due to

poor nutrition. But often the problem lies

not in the kinds of foods eaten, but when
thoy are eaten. Many people have gotten

into the habit of eating very little in the

morning and afternoon, and then gorging

themselves for dinner. This is not a good
practice, for the blood becomes over-

loaded with calories in the evening, a

time when the person will most likely do
nothing to burn it off. It has to pump
harder to absorb the food, leaving the

brain with less blood. This lower amount
of blood to the brain causes fatigue and
leaves the individual feeling light headed.

Breakfast greatly affects how one feels

during the course of the day. However.
•he idea that people need to stuff them-
selves with food in the morning to

support them through the day is a mis-

conception. Too much food at any given

time again results in the blood having to

absorb it all. While it is a good idea to gel
the requirements in the morning meal,

one does not have to eat an entire feast.

Vitamin C cannot be stored in the body so

a glass of orange juice or a slice of grape
fruit should be consumed in the morning.

Cereal is also good for people who are

trying to keep their weight down, for it

contains low fat. Eggs, on the other hand,

contain high cholesterol and iron which

can be beneficial but should not be eaten

DOUBLE ROOFS
PROVIDE

IDEAL SHADE FOR
POULTRY COOPS

From Popular Mech. 1919

Having no native shade in our city

chicken yard, we noticed one summer
that the bens, especially those in the

low brooder coops, became droopy and
exhausted from the excessive heat We
studied the construction of the U. S.

Weather Bureau thermometer shelter,

which usually stands out in the sun,
and is no larger than our brooder
coops. It has a double roof with free

air-circulation space between the roofs,

hence the inclosed thermometers are

exposed to a truc-shadc temperature.
Wc then placed an extra roof on each
of the brooder coops, leaving a 6-in.

open air space between, the top roof

being supported at the corners only.

The arrangement proved so effective

that the hens sought the coops, against

the heat of unventilated inclosures on
quiet, hot days.

in excess.

Another important cause of fatigue is

boredom. When a person is bored he may
resort to eating or sleeping. There are. of

course, other alternatives but these two
are the most common. It is no secret that

an uninteresting book can make you feel

drowsy. And in most cases this drowsi-

ness is unjustified. A person may have

gotten plenty of sleep the night before

and be feeling just fine in the evening

when along comes his neighbor with films

of his wife and brats. It is then when the

normally alert person must start stifling

yawns to remain courteous to his guests.

Monotonous jobs are the major causes
of boredom. Even if the job appears
interesting at first, it can quickly become
dull after being overdone day after day.
Some assembly line workers can carry
out their jobs and productivity well
because they think about more pleasant
subjects while working. When finished
with their hours it has been shown that
they can scarcely remember having
worked at all. Daydreaming seems like a
no-no while on the joh but there is abso^

lutely nothing wrong with it as long as it

does not interfere with one's working
performance.

The most obvious way to escape job
boredom is to get a different job:
however, this can often be difficult to do.
If this change of occupation is impossible
then the alternative of daydreaming may
provide a limited relief. During long
breaks a short nap can be Uken. Though
it sounds like a child's pastime, short

sessions of sleep can be excellent for

recharging one's vitality. When off the
job and boredom still occurs exercise has

been found to be a good cure. Exercise
results in mental alertness and provides
the bored person with something to do in

his idle time. Again, a brisk walk is the
perfect kind of exercise for relieving this

boredom.
There are a few simple practices which

can be done for fits of fatigue when quick
revitalization is needed, such as an up^
coming important meeting or party.

Lying down with one's feet elevated for a

few minutes can sometimes increase con-

sciousness by providing less blood for the

legs and more for the brain (though the

temptation is great, it is wise to avoid
closing your eyes when doing this). Bore-

dom often comes from those who use
their minds for countless simple and
menial tasks. Enrolling in certain
community groups or school classes will

relieve the effects of boredom and supply
the individual with something more
important to do other than deciding what
to watch on television. Niacin (as men-
tioned in issue 6, volume 2 of The Sur-

vivor) can be helpful against fatigue, in

that it opens wide the vessels and
capillaries and allows blood to flrtw

(which, incidentally, explains the flushing

sensation).

When times get worse and you must
adjust to a different kind of living, fatigue

may be a major problem. But. as of now.
it is simply one which must be overcome
like the many others that exist in these

troubled times.

How to Make a Small Electric Furnace
From Popular Mechanics 1915

The furnace consists of a large

flower pot containing an ordinary clay
crucible about 6 in. in height, the space
between the two being packed with
fireclay. Two %-in holes are bored
through the sides of the crucible about
half wav between the top and the bot-
tom. Holes corresponding to these
holes are molded in the fireclay, which
should extend several inches above the

top of the flower pot A smaller cru-
cible is placed inside of the large one
for use in melting such metals as cop-
per. brass and aluminum. With metals
that will melt at a low degree of heat,

such as tin, lead or zinc, the large
crucible can be used alone. Each cru-
cible should be provided with a cover
to confine the heat and keep out the
air. The electrodes are ordinary arc-

light carbons.

The furnace is run on an ordinary

110-volt lighting circuit and it is neces-

m3

BKlrtf CofioirtiMi U Furnw*

sary to have a rheostat connected in
series with it. A water rheostat as
shown in the sketch will serve to reg-
ulate the current for this furnace.
Small quantities of brass or aluminum
can be melted in about 10 minutes in
the furnace.-
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A Perpetual Calendar

From Popular Mechanix 1919
SELF EMPLOYMENT FOR ANYONE

It is only necessary to set this calen-

dar the first of each month, by sliding

TT

ClflUtlf lOftj
ddEnjnr.n
cjnmnfnnm
nnnnnr/r

ll It Only Nxtuirr to Chine* lb* SUdia, Pmti
to Sit Ihi C.UnJ.r Ini Kuh Month

the insertions up or down, to get the •

proper month or week. The calendar,
as it is shown, is set for January, 1916.

Saturday is the first day and Friday the

seventh, and so on. It is not confusing
and can he read either by the day or
date. I* the day is known it will show
the date, and if the date is known it

will show the day. The illustration

clearly shows the parts, which can he
cut from heavy paper or cardboard.

Making a Catamaran Raft

From Popular Mechanics 1925

A simple raft, that will meet the re-

quirements for an inexpensive and simple

boat, can be made from two or three
logs in the manner indicated in the draw-
ing.

Two logs, about 12 ft. long, are used
lor the sides, and connected with cross-
pieces. spikes or wooden pegs being used
to secure the parts together. A piece of
split log answers for a seat, and two forked
branches, inserted into the sidcpicccs,
make satisfactory oarlocks. In the ab-
sence of regulation oars, pieces of board
can be cut to approximately the proper
shape.

By Kuri Saxon

There is something about working steadily for someone else that dulls the
human mind. Security is Ihe main reason people give for fixed employment but
the unrealized drawback is dependence.

With fixed employment you have a measure of security only If the business
is growing. You may even advance, getting higher wages. But when the
business levels off, so does your pay. And as the pay scale becomes fixed, so
does the routine. So you are at a dead end and become just a part of the
machinery.

A worker can go for years doing the same thing and getting the same pay.
Except for cost-of-living raises, which seldom make up for inflation's gain in

the same period, spendable income remains about the same.
When a business hits its peak and is serving as big a part of Its market as it

can reach, it usually starts going downhill. This is because the market has
been saturated. There is no more room for development, no new money
coming in.

Then, even cost-of-living raises are hard to come by. Then como the strikes.

Raises are given, prices of the products are raised, fewer people can buy and
less money comes in. As inflation eats into your strike-won raise, you must
strike again, get the prices raised, lose even more customers and on and on.

That’s the way it's getting to be all over the country. So if you work for others
and think you have security, you may be insane. You’d better check that out.

The main drawback of a fixed income is your dependence on things staying

as they are Rising inflation and increasing bankruptcies are throats to just

about every wage-earner’s livelihood.

My early career was wasted in wage-slaving. I was uneducated, unskilled,
unbalanced and a drifter from job to job. I could never keep a job long bul the
worst times were when I had a |ob I could do and stuck al it lor up to a year.

This was a waste of time as my savings never equalled the price of anything
worthwhile.

When I was going to college I worked pari time at a hospital doing kitchen
duties lor S27.00 per week take-home. This was in 1960 and my rent was only
$6.00 per week for a room with sink and a hotplate. I spent maybe $3.00 per
week lor lood so l didn’t need much.

Just the same, the hours were Irom four to eight p.m. and I didn’t like the
work or the money But a full-time job would have kept me out of college.

I was bitching to a wino name of Charles who lived in the same rooming
house He was a house painter and suggested I get In the trade. I'd never
palmed but had seen him at it and (igured il he could do it. anyone could. I had
watched him on a ladder once, hanging on with an elbow, with a fifth of

Thunderbird in one hand and a brush in the other. He fell often but worked
when he wanted to.

He wrote an ad for me: Painter; Fast. Reliable. Good References. S2.00 per
hour and the rooming house phone number and who to ask for. It cost me
about $3 00 to run it a week in the Work Wanted section of the local paper
under PAINTING. Then I quit my job and sat back. I had to because I'd have
been at work when anybody called It’s dumb to quit one job before getting
another. So if you work, put in the ad the time you will be home to accept calls.

That lying ad took effect the first afternoon it ran. I got a call from an old
lady with a tiny kitchen I told her over the phone that for $2.00 per hour I’d

supply the labor and the tools but she’d have to buy the paint. She had the
paint ready and I stopped by the Dime Store and bought a paint roller, pan.
three different sized hand brushes and a plastic drop-cloth.

I took this on the local bus and started my first paint job. The old lady

showed me into her dark red kitchen and pointed to the bright yellow paint and
went into her front room to watch TV.

I poured too much paint in the pan and just dipped in the roller, as fhe pan
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Homemade Shower Bath

A Sho»« li.m Th»i Com Lou
Th.n On. Dollar M U.h.

W hile in the country during vaca-
tion time, 1 missed my daily hath and
devised a shower bath that gave com-
plete satisfaction. The back porch
was inclosed with sheeting for the
room, and the apparatus consisted of
a galvanizcd-iron pail with a short
nipple soldej-cd in the center of the
bottom and fitted with a valve and
sprinkler. The whole, after filling the
pail with water, was raised above
one's head with a rope run over a
pulley fastened to the roof of the
porch, and a tub was used on the floor
to catch the water. A knot should be
tied in the rope at the right place, to
keep it from running out of the pulley
while the pail is lowered to be filled

with water, and a loop made in the end,
which is placed over a scrcwhook
turned into the wall. If the loop is tied
at the proper place, the pail will be
raised to the right height for the per-
son taking the shower bath.

The water will run from 10 to 15

minutes. The addition of some hot
water will make a splendid shower
hath.-

Devic* Enables Crosscut Saw
to bs Used by One Man

From Popular Mechanics 1925

A device which enables one man to use
a crosscut saw is shown in the illustra-

tion. Two posts are driven into the

ground about 6 ft. apart. Near the top
of each of these is fastened a pulley, and
midway between the posts is fastened an-

other pulley, as shown. A sawhorse is

placed beside one of the posts, the handle
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was too full to allow rolling the roller on ine pan's ramp. This doesn't work and
it was several tries before I got the idea of pouring some paint back into the can
and rolling off the excess paint on the pan’s ramp before rolling it on the

ceiling.

You can’t imagine the mess at the beginning I had paml on me and had a

totally yellow arm and a soaked torso through my shirt If that sweel old soul
hadn't been in the front room watching TV. she’d have fired me in the first five

minutes

I’m pretty smart so I go! the hang of it in the first half hour. I
did that little

kitchen in four and half hours and got $9.00 and even compliments.
A few days later this pervert called me and asked if I'd paint bare-chesied.

I

was pretty naive and didn’t understand and told him that I wouldn't consider
painting bare chested as I got enough paint on my chest as it was without
painting shirtless

That first week i painted two kitchens, a garage and a bedroom After awhile
I seldom had to pul in an ad. I got a lot of repeat business and. working only
when I wanted lo. averaged $34 00 per week That wasn't much, even in those
days. Bui it was more than I had gotten at the hospital and In fewer hours and
was sufficient for my needs. If I wanted something more, I’d just work another
day or two. So even in this poor trade my income wasn’t fixed and I could
choose my hours. I could have worked all the time If I’d wanted to.

Just In case you might want to try this, here are a few tips. Get a book on
decorating and study the painting section. Then go to a paint store and have a
clerk tell you what you’ll need. Your Ideal start would be to paint as much of

your own home as you can for practice. A couple of days painting your own
quarters would get most of the bugs out of your technique.

Charge about a third of what a Union painter gets. Don’t worry about Union
Interference. People who hire bargain painters want bargains. They won't pay
Union rates and so don’t really expect Union skill. Union painters wouldn't be
Interested in such jobs, anyway.
Three dollars an hour for non-professional work Is fine, especially since you

don't have to declare it for faxes. It’s all yours unless you want to pay taxes on
it. Most of the guys I knew In the trade never declared their Income becauso
there was no way the Feds could check.

No matter what, do as good a job as you can and be extremely honest. I was
never asked for a reference but those who 1 would have used as references
hired me for one job after another. These were mainly landlords who hired me
to redo vacant apartments.

After a time I charged $2.50 per hour and could have gotten more had I

become a contractor.

Never work for a non-union contractor. You won’t be fast enough to make a

profit for him and he'll fire you. If you are fast enough you might as well be a

contractor yourself.

Contracting Is where you give an estimate and accept a set fee for the |Ob.

When people asked for an estimate I would say I needed a license to be a
contractor so I just charged by the hour with no estimates. I didn’t have the
kind of mind where I could examine a job and fell how long It would take.

Contracting is more profitable, and I’m not sure about the license, but when
you make an estimate, you’re stuck with it. If you estimate a job will fake eight

hours and it drags out to sixteen, you’d be better off working by the hour.

I worked this way. off and on. for years. I was temperamentally unsuited for
steady work But I could be charming and polite to anybody for a few days,
which kept me a fine fellow through most of my bigger jobs. Most of my
customers were very nice and liked my work, although I was never really fast.

If I could do It. you can. too. You’d be surprised how much work goes
begging because unskilled people don’t know they could do il and skilled
workers price themselves beyond the property owner's means.
Work in painting, home repairs, etc. is all over the place and you'll learn this

if you’ll only put in an ad. One place I was painting at. there was this young
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removed from one end of the saw, and the

end of a rope passed through one of the
bolt holes and tied.

The other end is passed over the pulley
on the first post, under the center pulley.

A Two-Handed Cro.atut Saw It E.aily Handled kf
One Man H Thia la Ua«d

over the pulley on the other post, and a

heavy counterweight is then fastened to
it. With this arrangement, the saw may
be easily handled by one man.

PAINT MADE PROM POTATOES

From Popular Mechanics 1931

Potatoes provide the base for a cheap

and durable form oi paint suitable for use

particularly on farms for gates, fences or

machinery exposed to the weather. One
pound of potatoes are peeled and well

baked. They are then mashed in three or

four pounds of boiling water and passed

through a sieve. To the mixture is added

two pounds of powdered chalk mixed

with four pounds of water. This forms

a sort of glue capable of receiving any

kind of color, even powdered charcoal or

soot for a fine black.

PLANTS GROWN IN

AIR-TIGHT BOTTLES
Popular Science 1936

D AIS1NG plants on synthetic soil in bot-^ tics sealed against outside air, mois-

ture. insects, and plant parasites, is the

remarkable accomplishment of a Millburn,

N. J., woman botanist. The artificial soil,

which provides a scientifically balanced

food for plants, consists of agar-agar, a

seaweed derivative, combined with various

chemicals. Poured into bottles, it congeals

into a translucent, gelatinous mass. Seeds

and spores arc planted with a platinum

needle and the glass containers are sealed

with cotton wadding. In their individual,

sterile "greenhouses," the seeds rapidly de-

velop into healthy, thriving plants. A
moist atmosphere containing the essentials

for plant life is maintained through the

agency of the chemicals and the plants

themselves; with each change of tempera-

ture, mist forms inside the glass and

"rains’* back on the plants. Given sufficient

light, the plants will grow for years, or un-

til they are too big for their containers,

when they can be transplanted to larger

bottles or to an outdoor garden. Delicate
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moron also doing painting on a picket fence. He didn't even scrape off the old,

loose paint.

I noticed he had wet his pants and asked the lady how such a nebbish could
get work from anybody. She said he only charged Si .50 an hour and did all

sorts of little odd jobs. This was mainly for old people who simply couldn't

handle any sort of labor and preferred a mental defective to no one at all.

I met many other odd-jobsmen. They started out just as people who could do
something, or were willing to try. They simply advertised that they could do a
certain job and they had been busy ever since.

It doesn't matter what you do. Painting, hauling, odd jobs, home repair,

carpentry, electrical work, typing, babysitting; a few lines in your local paper
will keep you busy. An old fellow who was going with my mom had been a
painter. He told me he had worked my system all during the depression and
had always lived well.

It isn’t all roses. You'll get an occasional griping, abusive customer you can't

please. Then there are those who’ll want you to be licensed, bonded, insured

and all that. If you do your best at say. S3.00 an hour, they're getting a good
deal. If they don't appreciate that and give you a hard time, to hell with them.
They're stupid. But this type is rare. Most of your customers will be just good,
poor people who need a bargain and have sense enough not to give a bargain

like you a hard time.

If you happen to be a professional and a Union tradesman, this sort of work
would be moonlighting. I knew professionals who cut their pay by a third to be
Independent. A Union painter or electrician would contact apartment house
owners and be on call all the time. No need to worry about licenses. If you're

giving a landlord a bargain, he's not going to turn you In to the Union or the
licensing place or the IRS or anybody.

So If you are temperamentally unsuited for steady work or have been laid off

or llred, put in an ad. Even if you're in fine shape and just need some oxtra

income, put In an ad If employed, you can tell a caller you'll be free on the

weekend or at night. They don't care when you work If It's convenient for them.
You try getting work this way. even If you have a job. and you'll be surprised

how needed you really are. You'll never be worried about unemployment again
and the worse the economy gets, the more secure you'll be. Places have to bo
kept up and if money is tight. Union workers stay home.
Another good point is that while you're working on such Jobs you are still

Iree to follow up leads on better opportunities. You can also go to school or

work on some home business that you don't expect to make money on for

awhile. So if you are too young for steady work, retired, slightly handicapped,
a dingbat, have a rotten work record, or whatever, you are still highly
employable In this field.
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Mute but far

from "dumb,” four

voiceless hunting

doga, the first of

their breed ever to

be seen in England,

were exhibited at a

recent international

kennel show held in

London, Short-
haired and with
sharplypointed ears,

the curious animals
have never been

known to bark. The
dogs are called “Bas-
enjis," and were im-

ported from Africa,

where they are used
for hunting by some
of the remote tribes

inhabiting the cen-

tral part of the con-

tinent

and rare plants are said to be easy to raise

by this method and when transplanted out-

doors. they prove exceptionally hardy.

Because the chemical soil is nearly trans-

parent, botany students can observe and

study all the stages of root development.

Modi Balia on Roosts 'Keep Lice Away
From Popular Mechanics 1931

Moth balls have been found highly ef-

fective in keeping lice out of a poultry

house. The roosts were fitted with blocks,

each of which accommodated just one hen

and thus prevented crowding. A hole,

large enough to receive one moth ball,

was then drilled in each block and also in

the roost between the blocks, as shown
in the drawing. In attaching the blocks

woodscrews were used, these being driven

in from the underside of the roosts. It

seems that lice cannot endure the strong

odor of the moth balls.

Making Beaded and Velvet Handbags

Beads have been used by woman for

thousands of years, and she has not yet

wearied of stringing beads on threads

and applying them to a background to

form various articles of use and orna-

ment, such as the attractive beaded hand-
bags that are at present so popular and
—so expensive. However, there is no
obstacle to prevent anyone making her

own bag at a eo»t of only the trilling

sum required for materials and time.

The materials required lor the bag are.
fMUMD 10

M*y

From Popular Mechanics 1925
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a metal top, which mav be obtained from
most stores. • j yd. ol scrim, lining ma-
terial. and the necessary beads. In mak-
ing the bag care should be taken to have
the lines of the scrim run up and down,
as these lines serve as guides for sewing
on Inc bca*lv.

Make an accurate design of the pat-

tern to be reproduced, on tissue paper,
and trace it onto the scrim with a “4H"
pencil, a hard pencil being used lo pre-

vent blurring. After the design has been
traced, it is filled in with water-color
paints as nearly as possible the color of

the beads used.
The beads arc sewed on one at a time,

guided by the lines of the scrim. Linen
thread should be used; this is knotted,

and the needle is drawn through from
underneath, taking a bead of the proper
color on the needle. As shown in the

drawing, each bead is securely sewed
to the fabric. About
every third bead the

thread is taken back
through them in the
manner shown; this
makes the bag stronger

and the row straighter.

It is necessary to make
each row straight across,

working in beads of each
color as it occurs in the

design traced on the fabric.

Another effective and
pleasing bag consists of

colored-bead designs applied

against a background of

dark velvet, or satin. As it

is not possible to trace the

design on the surface of

these materials, the pattern

is applied lo the underside

of the cloth, and is then
worked out with colored

threads, which gives the

worker the necessary guid-

ance. the beads being ap-

plied a» described. Instead of using bead*,

the same idea can be pleasingly worked
out in cotton yarns ol different colors.

The design m ibis case is traced on tis-

sue paper sewed to the material at the

rv.ict location, and the yarn is applied

tbrooch the paper, which is torn off when
the work is finished.

Getting Extra Heat from the Stovepipe

From Popular Mechanics 1931

Usually the

heat passing
through - the

stovepipe and
chimney is

practically
wasted, but
with the -ar-

rangement
shown in the

drawing much
of it is radi-

ated into the

room. Take
an oil drum
and put two
lengths of

stovepipe in-
side as shown; then mount the drum over
the stove, and brace it to obtain the neces-

sary rigidity. The path of the smoke and
hot air through the drum and up the
chimney is indicated by arrows.

BARKLESS DOGS BROUGHT FROM AFRICA
Popular Science 1936
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Survival Tools
By T. Fitzgerald

The most basic and deadliest weapon

ever known is. of course, the human mind.

It has the capacity to turn even every day

items into devices capable of maiming and

killing, whether in defense or offense.

Beginning at a lower level we will

consider ways of using simple and often

disregarded items for food gathering

and/or defense/offense in an environment

of complete collapse.

Several years ago a railroad surveyor

was checking a section of track in the

Rocky Mountains. He was alone with no

weapon. Upon rounding a curve in the

track he found himself facing an angry

Grizzlcy Bear. Faced with almost certain

injury or death, this man killed the bear in

two minutes without injury to himself.

How? Very simple. The trackbcd was of

stones approximately two inches through.

He blinded the bear by throwing stones,

keeping out of reach meantime, and then

proceeded to stone the bear to death. This

man was lucky, the next man who tries

this may well be killed instead. It does

prove, however, that no man is ever

unarmed: he only thinks he is.

The stone is probably the oldest weapon

in the world. Some of its advantages are

choice of size and shape, readily available,

unlimited quantities. Also it comes in

many styles: The brick or half brick is

probably the style most familiar to

city-dwellers. The manner of use is still

the same.
Some disadvantages of stones as

weapons are they arc short range

weapons, they come in sizes too big to

throw and sizes too small to do any good,

and they can be thrown back at you.

possibly by someone with better aim than

you.

I>arge stones are good for defending

heights as they can be simply dropped and

stones too large to be thrown can thus be

used. It is very difficult to throw a stone of

any size back up at you to any advantage.

To attain any distance and real force

with a stone the thrower must have

assistance. The throwing weapon PAR
EXCELLENCE and of undoubted age is

the sling. The classic example is David and

Goliath.

There are two basic types of sling. The

first is two straps of flexible material

(leather boot laces are excellent) joined by

a pocket. The projectile is placed in the

pocket, the two ends are held in the hand

and the sling whirled round and round the

head. At the right moment one strap is

released (often there was a loop on the end

of one strap to go over a finger), the
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pocket opens and the stone hopefully flies

to the target. Actually, with practice this

can be a very accurate and deadly weapon.

Depending upon the length of the straps,

the projectile, and the method of whirling

and release, the extreme range of this

type of sling can exceed 300 yards. The

ancient Romans and Greeks cast lead sling

balls in order to increase the range of their

slings as war weapons. These balls often

had such mottos as “take this" inscribed

on them.
The second type of slings involve a staff

or stick. There are two main types of staff

slings. The first having a staff about 4 feet

long. One strap of an ordinary hand sling

is attached to one end of the staff, the

other strap being made long enough to be

held with the butt of the staff and thus

give an extra length to the outside curve

of the swing and so give more velocity to

the projectile.

Another type of staff sling, employed

mainly in military service, was a stout staff

with the pouch held securely to it by one

strap a few inches from one end. The other

strap was fitted with a ring which slipped

over the point of the staff. With a stone or

ball in the pouch, the staff was held in both

hands and swung from behind straight

over the head just like driving a sUke

with a sledge hammer. At a certain point

the stone shot forward forcing the ring off

the end of the staff and opening the pouch.

A modern sling is of course the

slingshot which propells a ball by the force

of rubber bands.

Any of these slings is an excellent

means of providing meat for the pot with

almost no noise and NO expenditure of

possible irreplaceable rifle or shotgun

ammunition. With the exception of the

modern slingshot they are also proven in

battle.

Probably the second weapon that man
discovered on his way down from the

trees was the club. At first merely a

broken tree limb it later evolved in many
ways.
Wooden missiles have been used as

serious weapons of war and effective

hunting weapons since prehistoric times

and. in isolated parts of the world,

continue to be used still.

There are two basic kinds of wooden
missiles. The first is the straight club

variety, generally with a large knob at one

end. which is thrown and is meant to stun

or kill with a blow. Of course, these can

also be held and used to strike blows in the

classic manner of a club or bat if the

enemy or quarry is dose enough. These
straight clubs ranged from 3 foot long

types used by West African natives to

break animal legs at a few feet distance to
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the clubs of Fiji, about 18 inches long with

heavy knobbed ends.

The African KNOBKERRI was the most

popular of the throwing clubs, being about

2 feet long, with a narrow rod-like handle.

These could be thrown with great force

and accuracy. These were used with great

effect against Hyrax (Rock Rabbit) and

PAUW (a quail like bird). Two hunters

moved about 50 yards apart. As they

roused their quarry they threw their clubs

so that in dodging one club the quarry

almost always was hit by the other.

The native Australians practiced

throwing their clubs so they struck the

ground several feet in front of an enemy

and bounced up. thus being harder to

dodge than if thrown straight at the

Urget.

The second club variety is the curved

clubs, which if flattened and properly

shaped can fly in a variety of courses and

even return to the thrower. The common

name of such an interesting weapon is the

boomerang.
Contrary to popular belief such curved

throwing sticks, even the returning type,

are not strictly a product of Australia. The

word boomerang, strictly speaking,

applies only to the curved wooden

Australian throwing sticks, but are now

used to describe any flat, curved throwing

weapons, for sport or war. that can or

cannot return to the thrower.

The true boomerang that returns must

be thrown with a great Jerk to give it a

spinning motion. When the forward

motion dies, if the boomerang is still

spinning fast enough, it will slide

backwards through the air. often behind

the thrower. This violent jerk when

throwing causes an accuracy and velocity

loss. Therefore, the returning boomerang

is seldom used for anything but birds and

exhibitions. The thrower also is in great

danger when one returns as it is still

spinning fast enough to injure or even kill

if a person is hit in the head.

Actual shapes, weights, and sizes arc

actually just a matter of choice. The light

return boomerangs have been thrown as

far as 50 yards. Heavier, curved, throwing

sticks, meant only for hunting or war and

not to return, have been known to break

bones and have a range of up to 150 yards.

Each individual stick has its own

characteristics when thrown and must be

thrown in the same manner each time to

fly the same. One stick may fly straight

for 50 yards and suddenly dive down, for

example. This means that there is not as

much danger in an enemy throwing such a

stick back and causing you injury as you

may have thought, because he would not

know how to properly throw your personal

throwing stick.

In India both iron and wood boomerangs
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were widely used.

In ancient Egypt boomerangs are

known to have been used as far back as

4000 B.C., generally as sporting weapons

for wild ducks, but also as a fighting

weapon. A type of boomerang sharply

curved on one end is still used in

Abyssinia and the Upper Nile.

The Hopi Indians of the American

Southwest also had their own version,

known as a rabbit stick, for its principal

target.
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T. Fitzgerald

Next up on the list of weapons is the

spear.

With the end of a stick pointed and
hardened in a fire, prehistoric man was

able to inflict effective wounds in a large

animal, or in his fellow man. Later

refinements were stone or bone tips, then

metal.

One very important contribution to the

development of the spear is a stop, or

crossbar, behind the point. This

prevented the spear from penetrating too

deeply in a large animal, thus putting the

spearer into range of the teeth, claws,

antlers, or whatever, of the spearee. The
spearmen could thus hold on to the end of

the spear to fend off his opponent until it

dropped from loss of blood or the hunter's

companions finished it off.

Spears for hunting gradually evolved

until they were perfected in the sixteenth

century. Hunting spears were between 6
and 7 feet long, with a blade of 12 to 18

inches long and were used for all types of

game, bear spears being larger in all

proportions. Animals were either hunted

down with dogs or driven into nets.

Sixteenth century hunting spears were

also well regarded as military weapons.

Lance and spear were originally

interchangeable generally, but from the

seventeenth century on. lance usually

applied to a spear with a long shaft and

small head. Today regarded primarily as

a war weapon, from early times it was
often used for the hunt. As a hunting

weapon the lance had limited uses. It

could be counted on for a certain kill only

on small game, but it gave a horseman a

better chance of reaching and slowing

down the quarry so a sword or spear

could be used.

Spears and lances were of various

lengths, to over 20 feet long. The long

spears and lances were at a decided

disadvantage in bushes, trees, and high

grass. Eventually a short spear. 6Vt feet

long, with a stout staff with a lead weight

on the butt, was evolved. These were
normally used on a horse and properly

used could bring down a powerful animal,

but brought the quarry dangerously close
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to both horse and rider.

Throwing spears, also called javelins

and darts, were short, light spears that

have always been hunting favorites.

Often they had feathered tails, like an
arrow, to insure additional accuracy. Top
darts were also thrown from the top

castles of naval ships. Throwing spears

were usually from 3 to 4 feet long w ith a

blade 4 to 7 inches long. The shafts were

usually wood but all steel models were

popular. The range of most throwing

spears was probably 50 to 70 yards, but a

French traveler in Persia in 1670 claims

distances of “six or seven hundred

paces."

To enable all but the heaviest of spears

to achieve respectable distance an

artificial aid. known as a spear thrower,

is needed. The simplest is a loop attached

to the shaft. The spear was rested in the

hand and thrown by the first 2 fingers

hooked through the loop. A similar loop

was used in some areas that slipped off

the spear as the spear was released.

Another type was strap with a loop to fit

the butt of the spear and the remainder

of the strap wound around the shaft. The

free end of the strap was grasped and

when thrown, the spear was given a spin,

supposedly contributing to accuracy as

well as distance.

Light throwing "arrows" are used in

England for distance contests only, and

have little or no value except for

amusement. To throw them a loop that

slips off as the arrow is released is used.

The record throw for this type of

throwing spear is over 372 yards. A
regular arrow can be thrown by this

method 200 yards easily.

The most effective and efficient spear

thrower was the throwing stick* found in

Australia. Central America, and the

Arctic. Almost all were of wood, between

lVi and 2Vi feet long, and many were
carved. The basic design is a flat board

with a grip at one end and a projecting

pin or tooth at the other end. The spear

was placed along the stick and held by

the fingers, the butt of the spear placed

at the pin. With the throwing stick the

force of the throw was at the butt of the

spear, in many cases doubling the range

of a spear. Some Australian aborigines

reached distances of almost 100 yards.

The Australian spear thrower was

normally fashioned in a long bowl-like

manner to enable it to be used as a holder

for berries and other food stuffs.

Spears with multiple points were also

made. The only real value of these pieces

seems to have been as fishing spears and

for use as frog stickers.

Harpoons are a specialized type of spear

used for such activities as hunting

whales, seals, walrus, polar bear.
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sometimes deer, driven or found in the

water, and hippopotamus. 1 doubt there

will be much call for harpoons and

harpooners.

•Throwing stick called an "atalatl"

< Eskimo work) B.S.
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The rope or creeper noose has been a

hunting weapon since man became man.

Set up or suspended in the trails of wild

animals, attached to the end of a long rod

for birds, or even for fishing, it was the

cheapest, the simplest of hunting tools,

and often the most successful. Early

American Indians were prone to capture

deer by a loop in the deer trails and

lighter rope or cords served both Indians

and early settlers for providing the main

ingredient for rabbit stew.

To be able to move and give range to

the noose the lasso was devised. This is

merely a rope with a loop on one end and

is now normally thrown from horseback.

American Indians were known to use a

lasso from a canoe on deer found

swimming in lakes and rivers. The
Roman mosaic at Utiqa shows a hunter

on horseback lassoing a stag. Pictures on

Scythian amphora (jugs or jars! found at

Chertomlyk show Scythians breaking-in

horses using lassos.

From time to time the lasso has also

been a successful war weapon. The
Sagarlians carried no weapons except

daggers and ropes made of twisted

thongs. When they engaged their

enemies they threw out their ropes, with

nooses in the end and whatever anyone

caught was dragged toward them and.

man. or horse, was pul to death. One of

the "five weapons of war" in the

Sinhalese MAHAWANSO was u rope

with a noose, running in a metal ring.

Whatever its use in war. the lasso is

primarily a hunting weapon. It has been

used as such in almost every country in

the world. Scandinavian and Lapp
hunters have relied on it for capturing

reindeer and bear; American hunters

have taken mountain lions with it: early

Californians were known to rope bears; in

Southeast Asia heavy lassos are used in

capturing wild elephants; and some
cowboys of the old west tried to rope

anything they thought no one else ever

had. It was in the American West and the

Pampas of South America that the lasso

actually became famous and it is still used

there for controlling horses and cattle.

The American lasso is from 45 to 60

feet long, made of horse hair, leather,

hemp, or other materials. One end has a

ring, generally of metal, by which the

loop is made. Lassoing looks easy. The
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hunter makes a loop of 5 to 8 feet, holds it

in the throwing hand, whirls it rapidly

around the head, and releases it at the

animal so it will fall around the head or

legs. The method of throwing can be

varied and the accuracy with which it can

be thrown at a full gallop is surprising.

However, the skill required to throw a

lasso thus is not easily acquired and the

lasso has only a limited range.

Equally or more effective than the

lasso is the bolas. They have longer range

and the skill required is much easier to

attain.

South American bolas are of three

types: One ball on one thong; two balls,

one on each end of a cord; and three balls

attached to cords and the ends attached

together. The one und two hall bolas are

nowhere near as effective as the three

ball bolas.

The cords, of plaited or twisted leather,

are from 3 to 10 feel long; the balls, of

iron. wood, or stone, and enclosed in

leather weigh from 1 to 1 '/i pounds each-

To throw the bolas the thrower takes

one of the balls in his hand and whirls the

other two round and round his head;

then, taking aim. he releases them. They
spin through the air; and, when they

strike an object, wind around it. crossing

each other, and firmly bind the object.

When the balls are stone they have

enough force to break a horse's leg.

Ralls of wood and as large as a turnip

arc used in bolas for capturing horses

without injury. Balls of iron can be*

thrown to the furthest distances. The
main problem in using bolas on horseback

is to be able to ride well enough to whirl

them so steadily round and round the

head so as to take aim and release them,

all the while at full speed. On foot the art

of the bolas is easily learned.

Another way to throw the bolas is to

grasp the cords where they join and twirl

the three balls together. In any event,

the effect is a pattern of shot about 8 feet

across that will tangle and disable rather

than kill. Each cord can be as much as 8

to 10 feet long, making a pattern about 20

feet wide. The range of the bolas is from

30 to 60 yards on foot and 80 to 100 yards

on horseback.

Eskimos use a lighter bolas for

catching flying birds. From 4 to 10 walrus

ivory or bone weights are tied to cords of

sinew or seal intestines 24 to 30 inches

long with a short handle of brass or

feathers where the cords join. Carried in

a pouch slung from the neck from which

they are quickly extracted and thrown,

the bolas are said to be effective at

ranges of 30 to 60 yards.

The American Indian version was used

in the northern areas and was two stones

joined by a single cord. One stone was
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held and the other was twirled round the

head. Thrown with a side throw across

water at swimming ducks, the stones

could skip scross the water for amazing

distances and were quite successful in

snaring or stunning ducks before they

could be alarmed and fly.
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Often thought of only as a child's toy. a

peashooter is in fact a miniature of a

very deadly and useful instrument. Other

weapons call for manual dexterity or

strength. The blowpipe or blowgun calls

on the power of a man's lungs; the air

blown out forcefully thru the blowgun

propolis the projectile with great force.

Often thought to be merely an

invention of primitive South American

Indians, blowguns were actually much
more widespread in their use. Ulus

trations in many European manuscripts

from the Middle Ages show blowguns

being used for hunting rabbits, birds, and

other small game. Because of the large

variety of other projectile weapons

blowguns were not in great demand.

Nevertheless their production and use did

not die out. During the middle 1800s

England had a passion for making

walking canes with one or even more

uses above that of a simple cane. Included

in these dual purpose canes were some

hollowed out for use as blowguns.

Advertisements listed tubes, darts,

pellets, pellet moulds, targets; touted

their use for rooks (crows). pigeons,

rabbits, vermin, etc., at ranges of up to

50 yards, and acclaimed them as a

pleasing source of indoor amusement.

They further bade the purchaser to

beware of imitations.

By use of a self-made blowgun. an

American reported kills on hares as far as

60 yards during World War II.

The blowgun's use outside of Europe is

mainly confined to two regions. One is in

Asia from Ceylon around to Borneo and

New Guinea reaching to Japan. The 'other

is Guiana. Brazil, and Ecuador in South

America, also appearing in Mexico and

the south east USA.
Native blowguns are of three

types: II bored from one piece of wood

or bamboo. 2) two long pieces of wood,

each flat on one side, are grooved on the

flat side and joined to form a tube, and

3) two hollow reeds or .canes, one inside

of the other. This last type uses very

light weight reeds and two are used for

sufficient strength. A wooden mouth

piece is normally used on all of these. In

Borneo a heavy wood blowgun is made

from 6 to 8 feet long Itype 1) and a blade

tied to the muzzle so it can also be used

as a spear.
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1/ength of blowguns varies from about

4 to 5 feel to an extreme of .over 11 feet.

This longer one is used by Guiana

Indians. Made from a very thin reed

inserted into a length of palm, it only

weighs about l'A pounds.

Bores of blowguns seem to be fairly

standard at about Vi inch.

Projectiles are either clay pellets or

darts. Pellets require murh effort to

produce enough force to stun a bird and

about 40 feet seems to be their useful

range. Darts are much more useful.

Borneo headhunters use darts 6 to 9

inches long and 1/16 to 1/8 inch in

diameter with a pith cone fastened to the

base. These are extremely light and so

relatively harmless in themselves.

However, they are coated with poison. Six

out of ten darts can be put into a potato

at 50 paces. Properly prepared and
weighted, the headhunters insist they

could kill a rhino.

In the Malay Peninsula a heavier dart

is used, with an iron point and twisted,

cone shaped piece of l»ark at the base,

plus poison.

The Japanese used a sliver of bamboo
with paper feathers, also poison.

South American Indians use leaf stems

of palm about 9 Inches long, with or

without poison, padded with cotton at the

base.

South India users shot a miniature

harpoon. A barbed head fit loosely on the

shaft and the two were connected by a

piece of string wound around the dart.

American Indians had their version

also and used milkweed fluff lied on the

base of a wooden dart.

The blowgun is primarily for use within

a distance of 50 to 60 yards at birds and

small animals. With poison it is also

capable of being used against about

anything you can think of, including man.

Careful preparation, and care that the

flight of the dart will not be disturbed by

a puff of wind or breeze, allows nearly a

150 yard range.

Modern, machine made, blowguns are

available for under S10 from various

firms, come complete with darts, and

extra darts are available for a small cost.

Or. make your own.

SURVIVAL TOOLS #6
By T. Fitzgerald

Bows
The world record distance for an

arrow from a handheld bow was recently

set at 1077 yards using a modern recurve

bow and a special short arrow. Hunting
arrow distance records are at 500 yards.

Bows have been in existance since
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Paleolithic times (from 750.000 years ago).

Actual bows dating from Neolithic times

(from 10,000 B.C.) have been recovered in

Switzerland. Made entirely of yew wood
and 5 to 7 feet long, they are of the type of

bow termed a self-bow.

1. Shorter bows from Neolithic times

averaging 40 inches long have been found

in Asiatic Russia. Some were of wood
reinforced on the belly with strips of antler

or horn, others were apparently laced with

sinew to prevent the wood breaking. These

were the earliest forms ofcomposite bows.

After a strong glue was perfected, the

three materials, wood, horn and sinew,

were joined into one strong piece, shaped

and fitted with two notches for the

bowstring. A bark or skin cover often kept

it from gettingdamp or excessively hot.

To increase the strength, the ends of the

bows were made to curve away from the

holder when the string was loosened or

removed.

2. In Egypt in 3500 R.C. both one piece

and composite bows were being used.

Later, several Egyptian kings boasted of

killing elephants, wild bulls, and lions,

using bows.
Mows were made of various materials.

Some woods used were yew. bamboo,
mulberry, birch, beech, sumac, cherry,

spindlcwood, elm, and whatever was at

hand. Also used in vurious combinations

were oxhorn. sinews of various animals,

various types of glues, silk, leather,

various metals, ivory, birrh bark, water

buffalo horn. bone. etc. Almost every

combination of these seems to have been

tried at various timos.

3. Possibly the ultimate bow was the

Turkish composite how. Short, about 3 feet

9 inches, unstrung, and three feet two
inches when strung, this bow is extremely

strong and elastic and requires a pull of

about 1 18 pounds or more.

The bow is mostly flexible horn and

sinew glued to a very thin piece of

wood 1/8 to 1/4 inches thick except for the

handle, and from 1/2 to 1 inch wide. The
wood offers no strength and is only the core

on which the other parts are glued.

Because of its length and thinness, the

wood is fashioned in three parts; the limbs

and handles, which were fitted together,

and glued.

4. The inside of the bow is lined with two
pieces of horn about 1/4 inch thick and are

butted together.

The outside or back of the bow is formed

by a strip of ox or stag sinew about 1/4

inches thick.

Thin bark, leather, or skin, is then glued

over the sinew to keep it from damage or

damp. The horn is not covered. In the

better bows the outer covering is then

painted red and decorated, dated, and

signed by the maker.
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Bow strings were originally made of

sinew, which was easily spoiled by rain or

fog. Later, silk bowstrings were
introduced. Sometimes wax was used on

the silk bowstrings, but it was not

considered absolutely necessary.

The arrow length is normally between 25

and 26 inches.

Todraw such a powerful bow. one cannot

use his fingers. Instead a "thumb ring" is

used. This is a ring, of ivory or other hard

material, fitted on the thumb, with a "lip"

on the side worn inside, which is used to

draw the bowstring. It would seem that

drawings bow with such a ring would hurt

the thumb but it is simply not so. You can

bend a strong bow further and easier with

such a device and the range of the arrow is

always further when using a thumb ring

than with the conventional finger pull. The

bowstring release with the “lip" of the ring

is quick and clean.

The best distance achieved by a Turkish

bow is over 800 yards, using flight arrows.

The range with a war arrow is in excess of

400 yards, using a strong bow and a strong

archer.

Compare this with the famous English

long bow. a self bow of yew. The maximum
range with a flight arrow is 340 yards, and

the range with a war arrow is about 20C

yards.

Bows have of course been used in

virtually every area of the world, for

hunting, offense, and defense, but none

was soeffective as the Turkish bow.

Arrowheads come in a wide variety of

shapes, sizes, and materials, beginning

with a sharpened stick, then fire hardening

the stick, pointed antler, bone, stone, and

finally metal.

Against birds and small game a large

blunt head is often used. Against just

birds, a double-pointed, broad headed.

point is used to inflict a large wound and

rapid bleeding if a killing blow is not dealt

immediately. And, when the target is

fellow man. an even greater variety of

designs is used.

Bows have even been developed to shoot

stones instead of arrows. These have only

limited powers though, and are only good

for small game and birds at relatively dose

ranges.

Bows are constructed as simply or as

complicated as desired. New on the market

are two completely different bows, using to

entirely new principles. One has two limbs

and a number of pullies. It is more powerful

than a conventional bow and easier to

draw. The other type has a series of pullies.

ONE limb, and a large moveable arc fixed

to the other end. More conventional bows

are available as one piece or takedown

models. Arrows are available in various

woods, aluminum, and fiberglass, with an

assortment of fixed or interchangeable

heads.

The disadvantage of the bow is the

extended lime and practice needed to

become truly expert with one. Advantages

such as ease of manufacture of bow and the

arrows to go with it. silence, and

effectiveness, make it well worth the

effort.

SURVIVAL
TOOLS #7
By SFC Theodore Fitzgerald

Before we proceed further, it is

important to recognize yet another
survival tool developed by ancient man.
but still used today. The "tool” was the

domestication or taming of wild animals

and of course the products of the original

taming are still with us and used every day.
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Dogs are the most important animal to

be considered here. Their use in survival

atmosphere will spell the difference

between life and death to many. many,

people.

Dogs were originally used for hunting,

burglar alarms, and at times for food when
limes were rough. All of these applications

are still current. A dog will be a most vital

part of almost any survival effort,

especially if things gel as dangerous as is

likely in a stale of complete collapse. A dog
will be almost worth your life as a danger
alarm when strangers gel near. You will

need to train your dog not to bark,

however, merely to give the alarm. A
barking dog could bring a gang upon you.

And, if you have a surplus of dogs, you may
have to use them as a food source at the

onset of collapse. You may be able to reach

no other source of food for hours or even
days. Any way you look at it a dog can save

your life.

I do not believe that dogs will be of

immediate value as hunters after the

collapse. For a considerable length of time

after the collapse you will not want to do

anything to draw unwanted attention to

yourself, and hunting would do just that.

You would be a walking invitation for an

ambush and your dog would probably be

loo interested in hunting to alert you.

Dogs are also useful for transportation ol

goods. In the winter they can pull a sled.

Winter or summer they can carry a light

pack. If you are moving around much this

will be a great fatigue saver for you and

will not hamper the dog. unless the pack is

loo heavy or improperly fastened. Don't

pack your spare ammunition or first aid kit

on the dog though, keep such valuables in

yourown pack.

Horses will probably gain their major

importance sometime after collapse. I do

not foresee an immediate demand for

horses, burros, etc. I-ater. of course, they

will be of almost priceless value as draft

animals for plowing, pulling wagons, etc.

Their immediate value will be as food

animals. Very few people will need much

transportation after the first few critical

days, but they will need food. The same
reasoning holds for cattle; their immediate

value will be as food.

This is not to say that you should

slaughter any cows and horses you see

because of their food value. On the

contrary, if you are not immediately in

danger of starving, you should make every

effort to keep any cattle or horses in good

condition. They will be invaluable aids for

long term survival, which is what it is all

about. You should also keep any goats you

can because they are too quick to go

completely wild and are correspondingly

almost impossible to recapture later. They
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are also much easier to keep than cows and
give good milk too.

Cals are a bit harder to classify. In

ancient Egypt they were trained and
guarded the granaries, much as dogs are

trained and used. An added benefit was the

mice and rats they caught, thus doubly

protecting the grain. I do not know how one

could train a “guard cat" but they are still

valuable as mice and rat catchers. Here,

once again, the immediate value will

probably be as food.

Guinea hens are good to eat. lay eggs,

and will give a loud alarm if strangers

approach. Here too. though, they may call

attention to your presence that you may
not welcome. For an established survival

group, capable of fighting off a sizeable

group of marauders, they should be of

sufficient value to offset this drawback.
Specimens such as cormorants for

fishing, hawks for catching birds, etc., are

not considered to be of survival value.

They are toys for an advanced or secure

culture.

Exotic species, such as elephants, will

By T. Fitzgerald

BACKGROUND:
Methane is a renewable fuel/energy

source. Manufacture of it is nothing more
than speeding up nature's million year

manufacturing process. For uncounted

eons plants absorbed the sun's energy and.

through the process of photosynthesis,

stored it in organic carbon bearing

compounds. When the plants died,

anaerobic bacteria tthose that live out of

contact with free oxygen) consumed the

decaying vegetable matter, and as part of

their metabolic process, combined one

atom of carbon with four of hydrogen. The
resultant molecule (CH4) is methane.

Natural gas. as found in underground
reservoirs, or as it come bubbling out of

marshes in the form of swamp gas— the

process is still going on today—is mainly

methane, but also contains 5 to 16 percent

ethane (C2H6) and sometimes as much as 8
percent hydrogen.

Natural gas is important because there

is a lot of potential heat energy stored in

those molecules of carbon and hydrogen.

Burn a cubic foot of it and you will get

somewhere between 1000 and 1100 BTUs
(British Thermal Units—a means of

measuring energy). Methane gas produces

about 678 BTUs per cubic foot.

Methane gas can be used effectively in

not be considered cither.

Pigs are of great value in long term
survival. Besides their obvious advantage

as food, they are quite intelligent and
easily trained. In France they are still

trained to hunt truffles, an underground
fungus esteemed as a food delicacy. In the

middle ages they were often trained to be
as good a guard as a dog. If you are hard up
for transportation, they even grow large

enough to ride. Given the spare and
opportunity, they will use the same area

each time for a toilet and given a pool of

clean water to lie in they will forego mud
and remain quite clean. You may even
decide to trade in your dog for one after
seeing all of these good points.

I have only considered those birds and
animals with definite survival advantages.
Chickens for example offer no survival

advantage as. undoubtably, wild game
birds will greatly increase and become
correspondingly easier to obtain. They
require much more care than guineas with

the place of natural gas or propane by

simply drilling the orifices (gas openings)

of the stove, lantern, etc., being used,

slightly larger as methane is not as "hot" a

fuel as natural gas or propane. Caution

must be used, just as when using natural

gas or propane, as methane gas is explosive

when mixed with oxygen in as small a ratio

as 14 to 1.

INTERNALCHEMISTRY OF
METHANE GAS PRODUCTION:

1. Anaerobic digestion of waste
material will occur at temperatures from

32 to 156 F. The action decreases below 60

and production is most rapid at 85 to 105

and 120 to 140. A temperature of 90 to 95 is

the most nearly ideal for stable methane

gas production.

2. The proper pH range for anaerobic

fermentation is between 6.8 and 8.0.

Acidity higher or lower than this will

hamper fermentation. The introduction of

too much raw material can cause excess

acidity (a too-low pH reading) and the

gas producing bacteria will not be able to

digest the acids quickly enough. The
addition of a little ammonia can raise the

pH value very fast. If the pH grows too

high (not enough add), fermantation will

slow until the digestive process forms

enough addic carbon dioxide to restore

balance.

none of the advantages.

METHANE GAS AS AN
ALTERNATE FUEL/ENERGY

SOURCE
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3. Although bacteria responsible for

the anaerobic process require both carbon

and nitrogen in order to live, they consume
carbon about 30-35 times faster than they

use nitrogen. Other conditions being

favorable, then, anaerobic digestion will

proceed most rapidly when raw material

fed into a methane digester contains a

carbon-nitrogen ratio of 30: 1 . If the ratio is

higher, the nitrogen will be exhausted
while there is still a supply of carbon left.

This causes some bacteria to die. releasing

the nitrogen in their cells and—eventual-
ly—restoring equilibrium. Digestion
proceeds slowly as this occurs. On the

other hand, if there is too much nitrogen,

fermentation (which will stop when the

carbon is exhausted! will be incomplete

and the "leftover" nitrogen will not be
digested. This lowers the fertili7ing value

of the slurry.

4. Dry vegetable matter has a carbon
content ranging from 5.000 to 8.000 BTU
per pound; that of green algae, or pond
scum. Is as high as 1 1,600 BTU per pound.

5. The "solution" must be agitated to

keep it in solution and to preclude the

buildup of a hard crust, thus limiting the
production of gas.

0. Methane gas also does not pose a

half-life hazard for thousands of years as

does atomic energy.
TWO SIMPLE METHANE GAS
DIGESTERS:

See illustrations one and two

A THREE STAGE TANK METHANE
GAS DIGESTER:

See illustration three.

TWO METHODS OF COLLECTING/
STORING METHANE GAS:

See illustrations four and five.

THREE METHODS OF USING
METHANE GAS TO GENERATE
ELECTRICITY:

See illustrations six. seven, and eight.

"SCRUBBING" METHANE GAS TO
REMOVE IMPURITIES:

1. Hydrogen sulfide (H2S)is present in

methane gas. It supposedly will “eat"

metal in digester tanks and will ruin or

impair an engine if it isn’t filtered out of the

methane before being used as fuel This is

only theory and many people with

experience with methane gas doubt it is

present in quantities large enough to be

harmful.

2. Methane gas can be "scrubbed" or

"cleaned” in various ways by filtering it

through:

a. Iron filings which are supposed

to absorb H2S.

b. Limewater to remove carbon

dioxide.

c. Calcium chloride to extract

water vapor.

d. Wood shavings to extract water

PRODUCING LIQUID FUEL FROM
METHANE GAS:

Methane gas can be compressed and

bottled, but it has been agreed by most

people who claim knowledge in the field of

methane gas production that this is not too

practical in most cases.

The most economical and best storage of

methane gas would probably be in

collection tanks (see illustrations four and

five).

Methane gas can be transferred to

storage bags or gas bottles carried on a

vehicle and used to propel that vehicle, as

was done on a limited basis in World War
II. This is normally not satisfactory and the

best possible uses of methane gas are

probably in generating electricity (see

illustrations six. seven, and eight), and/or

miminM » t
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used as a substitute for natural gas in

heatingand cooking.
Methane gas can be “scrubbed" or

’’cleaned” to remove harmful (?)

impurities.

Once produced, methane gas can be
converted to liquid form in several

combinations that make acceptable motor
fuels, either by themselves, or mixed with

gasoline. Only the carburetor must be
adjusted for handling the different fuel.

The formula

I

PRESSURE
yields anything Irom formic acid to

benezene. The chemical proportions,

catalysis, temperature, etc., must be
varied to determine the best product mix.

-J 1-
RmIaIIn

• 1-rr,

fnrwn

v1-

•-»«- f m* MUm

# *
flttttiM eo%*r

# %

vapor. Ur*.
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Shooting Gallery for Toy Pistols

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Skill in shooting toy pistols, blowguns,
and similar harmless weapons that use

peas, marbles, or wooden darts ior am-

A Plilol n-u lor Indoor U.r by M*»n. o(
[

Which i««

Yo«,n* M*ib«in«n Imwov* lit. SlMI. with

ll.tmU.i Wu|)Ona Su.h 4. Moral# a. Pm. and l>aria

munition, can lie easily acquired by p>ae

(icing on a target of the type shown in

the drawing. Clothespins, spools, and

some wire arc about the only matenal*

required. The clothespins, a spool be-

tween each pair, are placed on a still wire

or small rod and lilted in a box, as

shown. Hack of the clothespins and a

little above their lower ends in .« second

wire that holds them upright; this wire

should lie placed so that the pins will

lean forward a little. When these tar-

gets arc knocked over by an expert—
or lucky—shot, they arc caught by the

pin Setting rod at the back; this rod la

bent from a piece of stiff wire, ami is held

horizontally by n rubber band. When all

the targets have been knocked over, or

after each marksman’s turn is over, the

pins arc reset by a pull on the cord tied

to the pin-setting rod. If desired, the

clothespins can be painted and desig-

nated by numbers.

Jack Aids in Clearing Land

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Pulling Up Slump*. Smjll Tree*. *n*i Pool* ->«h d*
Aid of t Track lick L«mi «kc Ground

Rudy lor Immediate Plowm*

The easiest way to do this is to burn an 02 for the production of methane gas. When
flame in an atmosphere of methane and anexcessof sawdust, paper, etc., is used, a

collect what condenses. (Run a gasoline balance of internal chemistry must be

enginet perhaps to turn a generator) on a achieved (see INTERNAL CHEMISTRY
much too rich mixture of methane and air. OF METHANE GAS PRODUCTION
channelling the exhaust into an auto above). The digesters shown in

radiator, which is submerged in water or illustrations 1 and 2 can be filled up and

otherwise adequately cooled, and collect when the methane cycle is complete be

the condensed liquid-which should be OK. emptied and then refilled for another cycle.

By adjusting the fuel mix and the length of The digester shown in illustration 3 is

pipe between the engine and radiator— better "fed" less quantities each day as the

and. thus the time before quenching of slurry will move through as the methane is

equilibrium reactions—you can get almost released. Once the material fed into the

any combination of products. Of course, digester has been processed for its

this will involve a bit of experimentation methane gas it is gradually expelled/dis-

and you will probably not get a useful charged from the back of the digester (the

mixture immediately). type shown in illustration 3) as new

TWO VALUABLE BY PRODUCTS; material is fed into the front. This "waste"

GARBAGE DISPOSALAND or "slurry", both liquid and solid, makes

FERTILIZER; excellent fertilizer, probably better than

It is becoming more of a problem daily to any commercial fertilizer available today

dispose of garbage and waste. One mixing and at no extra cost,

of my small lawn produces in excess of 40 This will not be the answer for all. but for

pounds of grass dippings. A methane others this may be the answer to

digester uses garbage, paper, leaves, self sufficiency and independence,

sawdust, grass, manure, etc., as iu source

iumr**’ :c* t » «n~ oMti*

!in9mr:ca § b
Urn f#r ••mkW fu

An ordinary rale < ttlktl an cf- | : off 0* close M pOMtiblC to
frccivi! tool for palling I pulled out of the ground
ircBivi cliMin! •: ! !. ^:» l

m»ro4»tiiig bv the method shown in Fig. 3. an excava*
*mall tree*. '^>un in Fig. I. Figure 2 non around the root being necessary to
shows a method of pulling *tnmp* a rc- place the chain in position,
to** ix cut iii t! Stump for r e ick to Pulling stumps, instead of burning them,
'•« r 1 «** large stumps. ha% ,h e decided advantage of leaving the
it would pos'il.ly U- l.eiier 10 crack it into ground in good shape for plowing, the

ler and Ennuis is not burned out, and if the soil
extract the piece* in .the same manner. i, clayey, it will not be burned hard as
For removing the mam roots of a tree, brick.
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Screen

prepare

posters

and show cards

by the simplest

and speediest

stenciling method

colored

Supporting
(Fold a back who

Tit* (Kick man of point ii drown ocrou th* back of th* ion*
with o iquoaga*. A linglo »*ll-r*gulat*d itroto •• (uffkiont

D
O YOU ever need quantities of

attractive posters to advertise

an amateur theatrical show
club party, or home workshop

exhibition? Would you like to know a
way to earn extra money printing show
cards and posters? Then you should

get acquainted with the silk-scrcen

process. It Is. In essence, a process In

which thick paint Is forced, by means
of a squeegee, through u stencil at-

tached to a tightly stretched screen

of silk or other suitable material. It Is

Blmplcr and more rupld than ordinary

stencil printing and leaves no trouble-

some connecting links to be touched out.

By repeated printings, through prop-

erly cut and registered stvncils. any
number of colors may be applied. The
method may also be extended to print

on wood, metal, celluloid, fabric, glass,

and other materials.

The essentials are a wooden frame,
a baseboard or wooden table top, ma-
terial for a screen, loose-pin hinges,

tacks, gum-paper tape, artificial shel-

lac. a squeegee, and the necessary paint

and paper or poster board.

For making a small frame. 1 by 2-in.

furring strip is excellent: 2 by 2's would
be better for a larger frame. The inside

dimensions of the frame should be
large enough to allow a margin of
about 4 in. at each end and 2 in. at

each side beyond the largest poster you
intend to print Plane a ‘,-ln. bevel

around the outer edge of one of its sides.

The baseboard may be made from an

old drawing or bread board, or the

frame may be hinged directly to a
wooden table top. Loose-pin hinges are

used so the frame may be detached In-

stantly for Inspection or cleaning.

For screens, professionals generally

use stencil silk or silk bolting cloth.

The former costs about *3 a yard, the

latter from *6 to *10. Both may be

bought from any large dealer in art

supplies. For the limited requirements
of the amateur, however, ordinary white
organdie, costing only 40 or 50 cents a
yard, may be used.
Whatever the material, it must be

stretched as tightly as possible over the
frame and tacked along the bevel. Turn
the frame over and seal the Inside Junc-
ture of frame and cloth with cellulose
tape or adhesive paper tape. Apply a
strip of tape over this, on the outside,
With the frame hinged to the base-

board and closed down, drive a nail
through each of the sidepleces of the
frame right Into the baseboard about
\ In. deep. Pry the frame from the
base, clip off the sharp points of the
nails, and enlarge the holes in the base
a trifle. These nails and boles will In-
sure accurate register.

To support the frame between print-

ings. make a leg of wood, 6 or 8 In.

long, and attach It with a single screw

to the right of the frame, as shown.

The simplest way to make a stencil
la to paint It directly on the screen with
lacquer, shellac, or enamel. This meth-
od. however, leaves a slightly ragged
edge. Other methods Involve loose paper
stencils, photography, and patented
transfer films. The following la a proved
method, easily carried out, that pro-
duces clean-cut results:

First draw your lettering and design
In detail on a piece of cardboard or pos-

ter board the exact sire of the poster-to-
be. If it la to be of more than one color,

the design may be painted In the desired

colors, or colors may be merely Indi-

cated with a dash of crayon.
Fasten a sheet of tracing paper

smoothly over the finished design with
a thin coating of rubber cement. Allow
the rubber cement to become partly dry
before attaching the tracing paper.
Now give the upper side of the tracing
paper a coat of artificial shellac. This
comes under various trade names and
Is recommended for screen work be-
cause It may be washed out more easily
than real shellac.

Next, choose the first color you wish
to print and carefully cut through the
outlines of all the parts of the design of
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parts of the stencil that are to be open

Bhould then be peeled from the card-

board.

Now take your original, with the

stencil on it, and center it on the base-

board. Four little rectangles of card-

with a warm flatiron. If properly done,

the stencil becomes firmly attached to

the underside of the screen, and the

cardboard original may be peeled from

it Any mishaps to the stencil may be

patched with bits of tracing paper and
shellac. Fill the space be-

tween the stencil and the

frame with a coat of shellac.

The essentials for a good

my paint are that it be thick

enough not to run, yet thin

IIJl enough to go through the

screen without clogging; it

mu-n have l~dy, and it must
IIM not dry too quickly. Beauti-

ful oil colors, prepared espe-

cially for silk-screen work,

may be bought in large paint

stores. In a pinch, ordinary

fiat oil paint may be used.

First allow It to stand twelve

hours or more, skim off the

oil that floats on top. and add

a little lltho varnish. For sllk-

scrcen use. paint must be as
thick as apple sauce.

Good water-color paints

may be made by adding dyes
or show-card colors to a base
of molasses or com syrup
mixed with thick starch paste,

with a little glycerin ndded
to prevent too rapid drying.

Proper consistency must be

determined by experiment.

To print, dump a quantity

of paint Into one end of the

frame, raise the frame, place

a poBtor sheet ngalnst the

guides, and lower the frame
again. Then place your squee-

gee blade behind the mound
of paint and draw it with nn
even stroke across the back
of the screen. An ordinary

window squeegee will serve

the purpose, although special

squeegees are made for

screening. By varying the

angle of the blade in relation

to the screen, the amount of

paint forced through may be
controlled. For the next post-

er. the squeegee is drawn
back the other way, and so on.

After the entire run is made
with the first color, the re-

maining paint should be

washed out and the stencil

removed with alcohol. Tho
stencils for the second and
succeeding colors are made
and mounted exactly as the

first stencil.

Next page

board, the same thickness as your
poster, are glued to the base as shown
to act as guides.

Without disturbing the original, the

frame Is closed upon it, several thick-

nesses of newspaper are laid on the in-

side of the screen, and the screen Is

pressed Into contact with the stencil

that color. Use a sharp knife and bare-

ly cut through the tracing paper. The

(WI6IMU
ana*
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Burglar-Alarm Circuit

From Popular Mechanic* 1926

The buiglar-alarm circuit shown in the
drawing cannot be put out of order with-
out giving an alarm. The only special

apparatus required are a relay, which may
be of most any type, four coils of equal
resistance, and the closed-circuit battery.

With the alarm circuit completely con-
nected as shown, the relay will remain in-

operative because both sides of the bat-
tery. positive and negative, are connected
to each end of the relay winding through
equal amounts of resistance. The relay
is in a neutral position with respect to the
battery and receives no current. Now,
should the side of the bridge forming the
alarm loop become unbalanced, short-cir-

cuited, or broken, the current would flow

through the relay winding, causing it to
operate and ring the bell, or other alarm
device.—C. M. Crouch, Minneapolis, Minn.
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attached, as illustrated above, a bearing

a phonograph motor. The shaft and
are made from an old poppet valve, the

nection to the saw arm being made 1

operation always keep #11 parts well oiled

to insure smooth running. Attachment of

the saw blade is simple; merely bore holes

in the ends and bolt the blade to the ends of

the saw arms, keeping the joint well greased

to prevent heating. The drawings above illus-

trate arrangement of parts.

-

Trocing popor it ottoch.d .mootMy to Iho original d.i.gr. wMi
rubbor csm.nl; Ikon artificial .halloc i> applied to tho trocing
popor.

Efficient Jig Saw from Scrap Parts

From Modern Mechanics 1931

YOU can turn out some neat scroll work
on this simple little jig saw. which is

made from a few scrap pieces that every
workbench fan usually has around. The
arrangement of the saw arms is extremely
simple, and are assembled as illustrated

above. Mounted on the wooden upright, they
should be greased at the pivot points so that

they will swing easily. The saw table con-
sists of a wood disc, which is supported by
three pipes with flanges, as shown. The blade
passes through a one-inch hole bored in the
position shown.
pte novelty of this saw lies in the device

which transmits power to the saw arm. To
an upright made from a crank hole cap is

How to Keep Flies Out of the House

From Popular Mechanics 1928

There are fly swatters, fly papers and
various kinds of poisons for getting rid of

house flies, but all of these have some dis-

advantages. A better and more effective

way is to lake a small clean sponge and
place it in a dish after dipping in very hot
water. Immediately after dipping the
sponge, apply a few drops of oil of lavender
on it. Flies do not like the odor, and will

leave any place where it is present. If the

'Ponge is moistened about twice a day,
flies will not come around

piece of strap iron. The motor for operating .
*ATTUrv
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the jig saw may be connected to the shaft by 1 \ / m 2
gears, belt, or joined directly. A quarter

home motor will run the saw without a hitch.
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but a one-eighth horse will do in a pinch. In
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Keep Warm With Stove Made From Oil Drum

ASURPRISINGLY practical and
sturdy stove can be made from

an ordinary oil or alcohol drum, as
illustrated in the accompanying
drawing. The legs may he made
from heavy strap iron, which is

boiled onto drum. To make the
door, simply cut out a section about
14x14, attach a pair of hinges to one
edge, reinforce it with tin, then holt
hack in the position shown. In the
top cut a 6-inch hole and solder
around it a piece of tin to take the
chimney pipe. An old hike hell
makes the draft on the door.
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One of the simplest types of

hinge plates is pictured in I ig.

I. with accompanying trim to ..

match shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The making of the hinge dc- H-

ntands, first of all, a paper pattern

ruled olT in I -in. squares on which

the design is drawn. The completed

it.-,.
Dr-

From Popular Mechanics 1931

Jhiimu n iinliaivi i%u tu a nv o,

which can he either '/i-in. wrought
iron, or Ji-in. Swedish iron, which is

of the same Kcneral malleability but

of finer texture. Soft steel, which is

considerably harder than either of

the others but of fine quality and
fairly practical for shaping "cold,"

can also be used. Brass ami copper,

too, produce beautiful effects. The
design is first cut out with a hack-

saw and cold chisel, as in Fig 4,

and the edges arc then smoothed
with a file. Holes should he

drilled through the hinge at the

points indicated to lake fasten-

ing nails, and as the door itself

is not dependent on these fas-

tenings, they may be held in

pface merely with hand-
forged pyramid-headed nails.

These can be made quite sim-

ply by filing the heads of

round-headed galvanized
nails to obtain the proper,

shape, or by making dummy
heads from a fi-'n. square piece

of wrought iron, as shown in Fig.

6. The bar is first drilled length-

wise down the center, the end is

filed to a pyramid shape and the filed

portion then sawed off. The dummy
head thus formed is held in

j
lace

with a small finishing nail, after

which the dummy head is lightly
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peened over the nail head to cover it.

The door knocker to match this

set of hinge plates is made from two
pieces of J<-in. stock and shown in

Fig. 3, while its pattern is given in

Fig. 1. The bending from eye to

curl can be done by working the

ptock on a flat surface with a ham-
yner, as shown in Fig 7. The eye is

'-hammered first; then, by gradual

rolling from the sirfaller curves

into the larger ones, the com-
plete curl of the knocker is fash-

ioned. The piece can then be
slipped over a section of pipe

and lightly hammered to take

out bumps and hollows. Fig. 8

shows the assembly of the two

pieces, the knocker portion being held to

the plaie with a soft-metal rivet, fitting

the turned-over portions of the plate.

Like the hinge plate, the fastenings are

fake nails, but these should be as long as

possible in qrder that they may have

greater holding power. Round-headed

wood screws may be used throughout, if

the heads are hammered down later. A
door handle and plate, in a matching tulip

design, to fit any standard cylinder lock

are also shown. The handle portion of the

lock proper is bent to

shape and is round-
ed in the front, while

the concave back

can then be built up with solder

hardened with antimony. If the

handle is of the knob type, the

knob should also be hammered, as

in Fig. 18.

Other designs in door trim are

equally feasible. The more ornate

otd-English hinge with accompa-

nying hardware, as shown in Fig.

9. is particularly adapted to some
homes, while the simpler colonial

type, shown in Fig. 10. is well suit-

ed for either town home or lake-

side cottage. Hinge plates for

chests, toolboxes, etc., are shown

in Fig 5. Plain or hammered

brass, copper or aluminum
may be used for these

smaller items.
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Finishing the hardware is often done

by applying about three coats of linseed

011. burned off with each successive appli-

cation, which blackens the metal Tbi> is

the best finish for exterior hardware. Aft-

er the blackening process, the high spots

are brightened by rub-

bing with emery cloth,

and spar varnish is ap-

plied. Another popular

finish is obtained by rub-

bing the material, if brass o r copper,
with fine powdered pumicestonc. soap
and water. This will leave the metal quite

bright for a time, but it soon changes to a

deep, rich bronze color. If desired, cop-

per can be oxidized by dipping it into a

mixture of liver of sulphur and water,

brought to the boiling point. The piece'

are then rinsed in clean water, after which
a fine brush and pumicestone are used to

slightly brighten the high spots.-

It is quite practical to go a step far-

ther and make actual working
hinges, as shown in Figs. II and
16

.
for use on shutters and light

doors. Attractive shutter dogs or
"hold-hacks,” to match almost any
design, arc shown in Figs. 13 and
15. Both of these are cut from
flat iron to the dimensions indicat-

ed, and are held in place with a

j4-in. bolt, which is tapped into a

UfKrtw, as shown in Pif 14. The
shutter-dog design in Fig 13

should be made slightly concave

so that the sharper edges will not mar
the shutter. Hooks are also quite neces-

sary if a semi-adjustment of the shutters

is desired. The'e are readily fashioned

from J4 -
i n .

square stock, is shown in Fig.

12, while the twist can be made by means
of a pipe wrench, with the stock inclosed

in a W-in. pipe to prevent kinking, as

shown in Fig. 17. The eye and hook are

formed later.

The Horse as a Survival Tool
By Patrick Wastie

For many hundreds of years before the

advent of "modern" (and wasteful)

transportation such as automobiles,

planes, etc., the horse was the major

means of transportation other than foot.

The Arabs were probably the first to

domesticate horses. After the crash,

automobiles, etc., won’t be much good for

awhile since the sources of hydrocarbon

fuels will be shut down. That’s where the

horse comes into the picture. Although

not economical for individuals, groups

would be wise to latch onto some horses

and maintain them. Care is basically

simple and comes under four headings:

1). Food, this is probably going to be the

single most expense of owing a horse.

There is no average quantity of feed for a

horse. Every Iiorse is different and needs

to be fed accordingly. Some factors

influencing feeding are how much work it

is doing and how old it is. Of the grains

used to feed horses. Oats is the one that

is used in the greatest quantities. Second

is corn. Both these grains are grown
without too much difficulty so your

horse need never go hungry if you have a

farm. Commercial feed is a mixture of

oats. corn, barley, various nutrients, and

molasses. This glop is rilled sweet feed

and is pretty sticky on account of the

molasses. If you live where the summers

are hot. adjust your feed level as the

amounts of carbohydrates in sweet feed

can cause an animal to get sick in hot

weather. Sweet feed is about 45.00 for 50

lbs. or 10 cents a pound.

Hay is also a consideration. Don’t buy
junk hay. Steer away from hay
advertised as “cow hay.“ This doesn’t

mean you have to go out and buy $5.00 a

bale hay. Just make sure it is not junk.

During the cold part of the year feed

your horse one or two “flakes" (a bale of

hay is about 10 or 12 sections or Oakes)

twice a day to provide roughage and

nutrients normally provided by grass.

A mineral block is also necessary to

provide trace minerals and salt. They
weigh fifty pounds for the large size but
you can get them in 5-lb. brick sizes. Put
your block in a basket or some other form

of holder so that it can drain properly.

Pasture is usually about 1-2 acres per

horse. Remember, if things get hard,

horses can make people feed, if need be.

2). Water is probably the easiest thing to

come by (unless you live in California). A
horse needs plenty of clean, cool water to

maintain itself. A horse has been known
to drink 10 gallons of water in a day’s

time. Keep that in mind. When choosing a

watering container, try to allow 8-10

gallons for every horse using that trough.

The poor man’s trough is simply a used

bathtub that is plugged. 3). Shelter is

the least necessary item of horse care.

Sure, it looks nice to have a barn to put

your horses in. but is it really necessary?

Most horses prefer to stay outside. In

some of the most blinding storms, a horse

won’t go into a stall door 3 feet away. So.

building a bam can be a great waste of

money: but the choice is up to you.

4). Health care, is best left to a
veterinarian. However, there are a few
things that can be done by yourself.

Examples are giving injections, taking

temperatures, etc. Most health care is

routine, such as having hooves trimmed.
But in the event of an emergency, don’t

hesitate to call a veterinarian. Better safe

than sorry.

The above is only meant to whet your

appetite for an in depth review. Go to

your public library and chock in the

animal care section. They should have

some excellent material on horse care. If<

they don’t then they should be able to

order it. Good luckl

CONCRETE WATER
BASIN FOR POULTRY

From Popular Mcch. 1919

A concrete worker was asked by a
farmer to build a concrete basin for

watering the poultry. Having no forms
at hand, the mechanic used an ordinary
washbasin and a wood box as shown in

the illustration. The basin was greased
before it was placed in the concrete.

The completed concrete basin was
buried with its upper surface level with
the ground,

Homemade Soap Washes Clothes

without Rubbing

From Popular Mechanics 1931

A soap, which will wash clothes with-

out the usual rubbing, but only rinsing,

can be made of common laundry soap cut

into thin slices. 2 lb., sal soda, 2 lb., water,

10 qt. Mix the above ingredients and boil

for two hours, after which the solution

should be strained. Put the clothes into

a tub. adding 1 lb. of the soap to every

bucket of water. 1-et the clothes soak in

this solution overnight, after which they

are thoroughly rinsed.
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COMPARATIVELY few amateur me-
chanics have their shops equipped

with any device for operating light ma-
chinery by power, and many others have
forgone the pleasure of such machines
and tools on account of their lack of
power. This article describes and illus-

Windmill Power Plant for the Amateur’s Workshop
From Popular Mechanics 1925

A Simplf Otar Sutler tor Starling or Slopping tfca
Machinery Driven by the Windmill Power PUnl

• rates a windmill that will deliver suffi-

cient power to drive light lathes and simi-
lar machines. All parts of the mill are
of such simple construction that little or
no difficulty should be encountered in its

making.
The wind wheel proper is simplicity it-

self, consisting of a wooden cylinder into
which eight wooden spokes are driven.
The canvas sails arc attached to the
spokes in the manner indicated, and
given a coat of varnish. A hole is bored
through the wooden cylinder to take the
rounded end of the shaft, a pin serving to
hold the two together.

One-Inch boards are used for the wind-
wheel base ami its box support, as indi-

cated. the vertical pieces of the base being
drilled to accommodate the wind-wheel
shaft. A simple gear, having a square
hole through its center, is secured to the
square end of the shaft; this gear con-
sists of a wooden disk of suitable sire

in the circumference of which headless
nails, evenly spaced, arc inserted.
The vane, which holds the wheel to the

wind, is made by sewing canvas over a
stiff-wire frame, and varnishing the same

CMilnwIliail D.1.4, •< IM Wmgmill PUm
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as the canvas sails. The wind-wheel base
rests and revolves on a wooden disk

nailed to the top of the box support,
plenty of dry graphite being used between
the two surfaces to lubricate them.
The vertical shaft has mounted at its

upper end a gear similar to that on the
wind-wheel shaft, with which it meshes,
as indicated in the drawing. A metal col-

lar and setscrew serve to keep the two
gears in mesh. The power of the wind-
mill is transmitted to the machinery, un-
derneath. by another set of gears in the

manner shown in the insert.

For starting and stopping the machin-
ery. a simple gear shifter is provided, as
shown in the smaller drawing. A wide
groove is cut in the shaft over which the

S-ch • PUm !• ol OftxUni Light l.ithca
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gear-shifting lever is titled, as indicated.
To hold the gears in mesh while the ma-
chinery is in operation, a catch which en-

gages the bottom of the shaft hanger is

made, simple means being provided for

releasing the catch so that the gear shifter

can be moved.
Of course, the operation of such a

power plant is dependent entirely on the

wind, but if there i«« any wind blowing, no
matter from what direction, the windmill
will operate. Such an apparatus can be

arranged to drive such small machinery
as churns and ice-cream freezers, and the

--peed can be regulated by varying the size

of the driving and driven pulleys. The
gears, however, for case in construction,

should all he of the same size.

IS YOUR DOG FIT TO JOIN YOUR SURVIVAL GROUP
by Ron Lank

1 would like to emphasize that the

lifestyle I am writing about will be only a

temporary expedient. It will exist only
while those people who were unprepared
arc in a state of panic and dying for stupid

reasons, even though potential food and

other means to save themselves are at

hand. Soon you will have to go ahead and
begin the steps to rebuild, because only by-

doing so you ensure your long term
survival.

It is difficult for anyone to look at his or

her own dog objectively, someone else'*

dog perhaps, but not that one special dog.

You will be in no position to own a pel.

Your dog will have to be cold bloodedly

considered for what value he or she may-

be to you as a fellow Survivalist.

The job which your dog would be given
would be the one it knows instinctively,

sentry duty. With Fjdo. the night shift

sentry patrollinRit would be very difficult

for anyone to murder you in your sleep.

On the other hand your dog has to eat.

Also it would be impossible to stay

inconspicuous as you must if some idiotic

mutt keeps yapping at songbirds. When it

comes time for you to go hunting, most
extreme cooperation would be required
from your dog for it to remain quiet while
you stalk your supper.

The show dogs as a group can be

by-passed for survival use. They are bred
for looks, not brains.

The sporting breeds offer possibilities,

provided that the dog that interests you

has been bred for the field, not show.

Even then it would be best to avoid the

very finest of these. You want an

adaptable dog. not a specialist. At least

the hunting breeds have one vital

ingredient, brains.

The breeds of dogs which have been

deliberately bred to be house pets also

offer possibilities. They are small, and

usually alert and intelligent. Avoid any
dog with a stiff price tag. because as the

price goes up you approach the brainless

show dog strains. Many of these dogs are

high-strung: avoid them. Among these

small pet types you will find many
individuals, each with the potential to

become an alert sentry that doesn't eat

much and has brains enough to keep quiet.
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Don’t deliberately pass up any dog of make sure t hal you don't exercise such advantage if you can be suckered in. Not
any breed because of its small size. A cold str0ng armed leadership too often, at least all dogs are fit to be Survivalists. Leave
wet nose in your ear followed by a whining no t on his backside. the guts alone. Let them wait for your
snarl will have you instantly wide awake There is a chance that your friends are dog. Offer no alternative food. Turn your
with your fists clenched around your rifle. ap t lo mutiny against your strong-armed hack on your dog and the guts, and tell the

should the need ever arise. treatment of your dog! There is another others to do the same. Let your dog
For general defense size would mean way lo leach discipline to your dog. decide. To your dog it will be a matter of

nothing. Even a well trained team of killer However, it would be best to have your life or death. Your dog has more right

dogs is apt to see their expensive training dog already familiar with it when the time lhan you to make the final decision,

wasted by a carefully placed fusilade of comes. It is known as parade squaring the Unless your dog has been hopelessly

your bullets cracking over their heads and dog. spoiled, he or she will make the transition

thudding into their targets. After your dog's next act of more easily than anyone else. The dog
The German Shepherd has some disobedience tie a fifty foot or longer rope that barks at the postman, and later wags

excellent strains, but like any of the larger ^ your dog's cdMar. at one end of the h 's uil and Pences around to greet you at

breeds, it eats. The lower priced strains discipline area. Order the dog to “sit." If
the door is already halfway there,

tend to be vicious and stupid. If you can your dog refuses . pVe your dog a swat
stash away a considerable quantity of dog wilh an empty -|ove. not hard enough to
food, get one from a reputable breeder.

el people hysterical, just hard enough to
Tell him you want the dog as a house pet impr„s your dog.
that could provide home protection. That March lhe fu |l length of the rope,
way you’ll get a sentry with the two viul unCoiling it as you go. If your dog starts to
ingredients that a survival dog must have. follow you< pve the dog a swat, return the
brains and common sense. dog to position and repeat the “sit" order.

I don't blame you if instead of visiting a March the full length of the rope,
kennel to pick up that perfect Survivals. wilhout your dog. Turn around and call

you try to make do with your present dog. lhe dog. If your dog refuses or doesn't
Your dog may be just a spoiled mutt at the come fast enough, help the dog by reeling
present time, but when your behavior him in hand over hand. Tell your dog to
reveals the extreme gravity of the March to the far end of the discipline
situation, your dog will either watch you wilh your end of the rope in your
very closely for leadership, or die of hand . Call the dog. Reel the dog in if you
heartbreak because his good old days are have to. Tell the dog to "sit." Start
ov

f.
r

' ..... .
marching another lap. and repeat and

Your dog will have to learn to respond rcpeat and repeat
to hand signals. The two most important Afler lhf. la5l time have ^ 9wal
of these are the finger over your mouth your dog. do fifty more laps of the
meaning 'quiet, with the other hand discipline area. Untie the rope from your
clamped around the dog s muzzle at first dog and try one last Up without it. If your
for emphasis The other is the finger dog obeys, you are done. Pat your dog and
speared straight down at the ground, go do something else.
meaning "sit."

,fyour dog refuses, brace yourself. Next bUc'ken’the "bottom on The inside,' and

A FIFTY CENT
ELECTRIC STOVE

countered by the most extreme reprisal the small amount of brutality. Your dog the upper cd^cs beveled, as shown

at the earliest possible moment, will find this method of discipline at least Next bore the hole for the wire or flexi

preferably from the heavy belt around as severe as the strong armed method

your waist. I realize that delivering such a because of that horribly prolonged
I r~~C~TI ~fl

beating would sicken you with its monotony. Either way. your dog will get L La\IJ.I L
brutality. But I hardly think that death the idea. You order. He obeys! I

-r_
FjTrJ| |r. .

?

;
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coming to you and your group in the form When the time comes, your dog will \

| [HI.-..- I I
of starvation or a gang of looters would be have to adapt to some grim new foods I 91 «' I
any less brutal! A bit of leniency is not when our conventional dog food runs out. I E

j
VL-. : ^

really leniency if it results in a few dead He will see that you to have had lo adapt

Survivalists. 1° new foods. Switching over to a diet xVAri '
\ * //I

’
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By Tommy Murphy

Some foods store a lot better than

others, and the temperature at which they

are stored is an important factor.

Generally, we want to have at least a one

(1) year supply of food on hand. One year

is adequate as it is enough to see you

through the four seasons so that at some

point you will be at the proper time for

planting vegetables. Cost is always a

factor in such planning, so it is best to use

the food items that are most easily

adapted to everyday use. The ordinary

foods available from retail stores are not

entirely satisfactory for storage. Since the

storage life is not very long, these foods

most be replaced on a periodic basis. They

are bulky and require considerable

storage space. Why consider this type of

food in our plans? Well, basically because

of the low cost, easy availability, most are

ready for consumption with no cooking

required, and for the most part, no

additional water is required for

preparation. These factors have to be

weighed against the short term storage

life.

Since we are thinking about a one year

supply, at first thought, storage life might

not seem to be very important. There

would be no problem if we could know that

the items wc wish to stockpile were fresh

when they came off the shelf. Since the

items have probably been there a short

while, and in the warehouse prior to then,

it is comforting to know that most of the

items that we want to store have a shelf

life that is longer than might be supposed.

It is easy to build up a supply of goods

that arc packaged in the conventional way

without a strain on the budget. It is

usually quite easy for my better half,

for instance, to find, say peaches, on a

super special and to buy several cans

extra for our stockpile. Then she puts the

date of purchase on each can with an

indelible marker, and as the shelf life

reaches one year, she rotates the goods

into the menu and replaces with fresh

supplies. This method requires a little

record keeping and a little work, but it

sure is satisfying to look over the hoard

and know that we won’t be caught short;

it really creates a good feeling of security.

In planning a food reserve, good

nutrition is very important. It is expected

that in a survival situation, individuals

will be under a lot of stress so it is best not

to spring any new or unusual food on

them. Stick to basic family favorites. Go to

the local library and check out books on

family nutrition, and have the pertinent

charts and tables photocopied. Survival

demands a lot from a person, and failure to

observe a reasonable balance between

fats, proteins, and carbohydrates, in order

to insure an adequate supply of vitamins

and minerals, can cause health problems.

The storage life of supermarket foods

varies. Generally the foods that are least

refined are the most stable. Salt and sugar

for instance, can be stored for a long

C
riods without deterioration if they are

pt dry. Certain dried foods such as

beans, peas, and rice also have a long

storage life if protected from insects and
moisture. At 70 degrees F.. it is possible

to store unrefined foods and unprocessed

cereals and seed foods for periods of time

in excess of 10 years if properly packaged.

Also such dehydrated items as instant

coffee and tea. instant puddings and

gelatin, can be stored, again if properly

packaged, for 7 to 10 years.

The problem with most canned goods of

high moisture content is that they spoil

mainly because of corrosion and thus

deterioration of Che metal can. Even with

this disadvantage, cannned goods can be

stored at a temperature of 70 degrees F.

for a 2 to 4 year period. Containers that

are made of glass are better suited for

long term storage, but many food items

that are available in cans, are not in jars,

and of course, breakage could occur.

We have found that buying food for

storage is a very good hedge against

inflation. Also by buying food in case lots

we save even more. So. buy food and save

more money in a year's time than you

could earn on a savings account in a bank.

Not only is it an economical matter to buy

now and store but it ensures that you have

a reserve for any emergency.

As a rule to follow in the shelf life of

foods, remember that temperature plays

an important factor. Try to keep items as

cool as possible but DO NOT let canned

goods Jreeze. The rate of food

deterioration will double for every 15

degrees increase in temperature. For

instance, an item stored at 55 degrees,

with a 4 year shelf life, will only have a 1

year life if stored at 85 degrees.

When choosing canned goods, reject

any cans that have defects, such as rust

spots, or dents. You might as well start

with cans that are in good condition. When
opening a package or can that has been

stored for some time, carefully check the

contents for edibility. Look for any change

in color, odor, in texture, such as caking,

curdling, or jelling, mold growth, interior

rust, fermentation, etc. If it is the least bit

suspect, do not use it. Sometimes a

container will appear rusted or whatever

on the outside, but the contents will be

perfectly safe.

The following list will give you an idea

of typical items and shelf life to be

expected at 70 degrees F.

Package
*»

Life

Item: lype: at 70° F.

Applesauce glass 2 to 5

Apricots can 2U>3
Beef Stew can 2 to 4

Beans and Franks can 1 to 4

Beef Goulosh can 2 to 4

Beef Bouillon glass 2 to 3

Beverage/Base glass 2 to 3

Coffee. Instant glass 2 to 5

Corn Beef Hash can 2 to 4

Chicken & Dumplings can 2 to 4

Chicken can 2 to 8

Com can 2 to 3

Jam glass 2 to 5
Luncheon Meat can 2 to 3

Lima Beans can 2to3
Milk, non fat. inst. can 2 tof.

Peanut Butter glass 2 to 5

Potatoes. Instant can 2 to 5

Peas can 2 to 5

Peaches can 2 to 3

Pears can 2 to 3

Raisins carton 2 to 3

Roast Beef can 2 to 4

Tuna can 4 to 8

Condensed Soups can 1 plus

Vegetable Oils can 2 plus

Most food storage lists such as those

from the Office of Civil Defense, show

shorter shelf life than this one. mainly

because they consider the conditions

under which most people would store

canned goods, and thus are typical or

average. Now the people who read THE
SURVIVOR, are not typical or average.

We make sure our stuff gets the very best

treatment as does any "tool" of survival.

Dried foods are in the same ballgame

but come under different rules. Water is

needed for their preparation and cooking

is needed, (except some dried fruits can be

eaten as is). Dried foods are usually stored

in bulk containers, rodent, insect, and

rustproof galvanized cans, which can be

purchased at most feed and seed stores, or

co-op's. etc.

It is desirable to store grains, such as

wheat, corn. rye. etc., together with a

hand grinder. These items store much

better in their original form than in their

refined state.

Certainly there is a limit to the amount

of food that you can store. The purpose of

a food reserve is to get you through rough

times and in good shape in order that you

may have a chance to provide for your

future needs. There is really no secret to

being a Survivor, just a common sense

awareness of how delicate and vulnerable

our nationwide system of food distribution

is to any upset, whether manmade or
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natural, and preparing accordingly. With
adequate food reserves as well as

associated goods, come what may. you and
your family have a good hedge on
Survival.

By D.C. Besly

"His handwriting shows him to be
treacherous!''

Nineteen hundred years ago. Emperor
Nero voiced the above observations

concerning a member of his court. It was
the first known recorded conclusion

regarding man’s inner character as

reflected by the mark of his hand.

The significance about Nero's state-

ment is the paradox of the kettle calling

the pot black. If history is accurate, it is

doubtful if Nero's handwriting could have

stood up to a searching, in-depth analysis.

Nero reputedly murdered his mother

and later his wife. Rumor blamed him for

the great fire in Rome, but he accused

the Christians. It would be interesting to

have graphic evidence of the emperor

who recognized treachery in others while

obviously holding a lofty opinion of

himself. A universal failing that is

current to many modern day politicians

and others with special interest axes to

grind.

The analysis of handwriting allows the

analyst to see the inner being as he really

is as opposed to what he pretends to be.

It strips away the veneer of shame to lay

bare the truth of reality. An acquaintance

to whom this writer once demonstrated
an exercise in analysis later commented.

"Next to a twelve-gauge shotgun, that's

about the best self-protective device I’ve

seen yet! You can really tell who the

phonies are
!"

Subsequent articles in the months to

come will fully explore violence in youth,

dishonesty, integrity, leadership, mood,
emotional response, vitality, cunning,

hypocrisy and a diverse galaxy of useful

genres and accessories too numerous to

catalog here. For the moment, some uses

and history will be dealt with.

The ancient Chinese recognized the

psychology of handwriting. King Jo-Hua.

who lived between 1060 and 1110 as a
philosopher and painter of the Sung
period, observed that "handwriting
infallibly shows whether it comes from a

vulgar or noble-minded person.*

Cardinal Richelieu observed, "If you

give me six lines written by the hand of

the most honest of men. I will find

something in which to hang him!”

In France, every educator must have a

working knowledge of graphology, not

only to understand themselves better.
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Handwriting Analysis
but also to determine basic conflicts in

their students, the better to guide them
in addition to determining and developing

latent talents and abilities. Additionally,

a truck driver is not employed in the

same country until his handwriting Is

given a thorough, in depth analysis to

determine if he is a safe and careful

driver, but also to determine honesty, if

the job requires the handling of cash and
valuable merchandise.

There are twenty-five distinct trait

strokes that reveal dishonesty, but only

four such strokes need to be present in a

specimen of script to disqualify a

prospective employee for a position of

trust. The signature of a recent late

long time bureau chief of the nation's

leading law enforcement agency revealed

six strokes indicative of dishonesty. The
moral being, one never knows when and
where such unexpected evidence will

present itself.

On the staff of every school in

Argentina is a graphologist whose Usk it

is to keep track of student progress, and
to detect and root out negative traits

before they become deeply rooted. The
program is also geared toward guiding
each student toward his best potential.

Lloyds of London has been using

graphology in its business dealings for

over sixty years, and there’s no more
conservative firm in the world than
Lloyds.

The CIA uses graphology as does the

FBI. who denies it for reasons best
known to themselves. In certain

clandestine cloak and dagger circles, the
waste-basket contents of rival interests

are gathered and analyzed to learn

strengths and weaknesses about political

rivals, particularly of an embarrassing
nature. Such knowledge of another's

intimate personality that reveals chinks

in his armor could be an invaluable lever

in future dealings as most everyone has a

skeleton or two of one kind or another

hopefully locked up in the doset.

It is only natural that graphology
should have its disclaimers. Its poor
image in Amerio is chiefly the result of

the science having fallen into disfavor

through being identified with quackery,

the occult, tea-leaf readers, astrologers,

whose daily forecasts apply to every

person in the world born under a certain

sign, and pseudo-graphologists who give

one-shot analysis resulting from a

punch-card machine at carnivals and
county fairs.

All of the above have given the science

a stigma identified with turban-wearing

enigmatic "sees all. knows all. tells all"

oracles sitting cross-legged in front ' of

striped tents.

Graphology does not predict leisurely

moon lit ocean excursions to tropical,

flower-scented climes, culminating in

some romantic episode with some
vaporous dream idol with the inevitable

pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. The
only thing graphology can predict is how
an individual may be expected to react

under a given set of circumstances. The
discipline reveals the best and worst

facets of personality, and those seeking

an ego trip would be happier consulting a

fortune teller rather than a handwriting

analyst.

Most academician and layman dis

claimcrs deny the accuracy of the science

chiefly because of a subconscious fear of

self revelation, if the truth but be known.
In addition to being a fascinating subject,

graphology is also frightening, com-
parable to being on a par with

window peeping. As such, it isn't any
wonder that those with paranoic

guilt-complexes about some personal

weaknesses would hotly deny and shun
something that reveals the true inner

being. It might be mentioned at this point

that it is generally agreed among
psychologists that the degree of one’s

guilt may be determined by the

vehemence of his denials. The Watergate

Case is a good example in support of this

theory in that many who stoutly denied

any connection later pleaded guilty when
no further avenues of escape presented

themselves.

Those particularly in entrenched

positions do not like to have their snug
ways of life threatened, and fear of

self discovery could have an ego-shatter-

ing effect by finally revealing themselves
to be quite the opposite of what they

pretend to be. Many high-placed

individuals who demand a graphological

analysis of subordinates for a wide
variety of professional and business

purposes do not themselves submit to a

similar analysis.
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Once a student has mastered the art of
conducting an analysis, no one will ever
be able to deceive him again. The tragic

part of becoming adept at the science is

that it totally removes the aura of

mystique that surrounds individuals—
particularly the glamorous type—and
reveals their true inner being as opposed
to what they pretend to be.

In his excellent book. HAND-
WRITING-REVELATION OF SELF,
world prominent graphologist Dr. Kerry
0. Teltscher states: "World events and
complex political situations at home and
abroad demand that our political leaders

possess the necessary intelligence,

fortitude and character strength, and
insight to cope efficiently with the vast

array of national and international

problems. The analysis of the hand
writing of prominent statesmen and
leading executives (with periodic check-

ups for health reasons) would be of

invaluable assistance to the democratic
process itself. It is important . that

candidates for the highest office of the

land and other statesmen considered for

sensitive key positions in government
possess the mental astuteness, the

balanced judgement, the emotional

stability, the talent for diplomacy so

essential at the conference table.

Similarly, the analysis of the hand
writings of foreign leaders would aid in

giving us the intimate knowhow in

dealing with them.”
In this connection, the pathology of the

late President D. Roosevelt at the time of

his re-election to a fourth term waa a

good example of how a sick man can

irreparably damage a nation’s future for

S
encrations to come as indicated by his

pcisions during the Yalta Conference. A
victim of an advanced neuro-vascular

disease, he should have retired from
office without further delay, as much in

his own interest as in that of the nation.

Graphology, which is a social science,

unlike mathematics, which is an exact

science with hard and fast rules. Any
science that deals with personalities

cannot be exact as no two of us are exactly

alike.

It seems that our Creator has subtly

planted certain characteristics within our

physical and mental beings that not only

makes us unique, but which distinguishes

each of us from our fellows, and which

also provides researchers with a wealth

of endless material regarding the

mystery of man.

In his never-ending search for

knowledge, man has found that no two

sets of fingerprints are exactly the same.

As a trained former fingerprint

technician, this analyst has fingerprinted

many sets of identical twins, and for the

most part their fingerprint classifications

were at wide variances. Fingerprints are

accepted world wide in court as positive

proof of identity. Similarly, the legal

system of all five continents is based on
the assumption of the identity of the
signature, and modern money trans
actions would be impossible if the least

doubt existed that signatures could be
disregarded in money transactions.

In a nutshell, fingerprints tell who we
are. Handwriting tells what we are!

Police can determine the identity of an
originator of an anonymous phone call by
simply making a recording of the call,

later making recordings of voices of

suspects, then comparing results to

obtain matching voice patterns.

It seems only logical that our Creator
also provided man with the means of
obtaining an insight into his character
and personality by the evidence produced
by the mark of his hand. The only

mystery is why a certain stroke
represents a certain trait, but exhaustive

studies over the past 70 years keeps
lending added weight to the fact that

stroke formations do indeed reveal

character traits.

Actually, the term "handwriting” is a

misnomer. "Brainwriting” more accu
rately describes the action because
muscular movements of the forearm,
wrist and hand extended to the writing

instrument are only incidental to the
strokes: the direct projection of the
writer’s thinking. As mind is the builder,

whatever is predominent in one’s
thinking will also be reflected in script.

It makes no difference how the writing
instrument is held, the results will always
be the same be it the right or left hand,
between the stubs of the arms of an
amputee; the mouth or toes of one born
without arms, or the mechanical steel
hook substitute for a hand. Education or
lack of same makes no difference, nor
does legibility or illegibility. The
indicators will always be present to the
experienced eyes of the analyst.

The only way handwriting can
change-other than through a series of

exercises recommended by a graphs
therapeutist to root out corrosive
negative trails—is for the pers<*nality to
change for either better or worse, or as
new skills are acquired or latent talents
developed.

The uses of graphology are as varied as
human experience, and may be applied to

determining character, personality and
aptitudes. Loan companies and credit

managers may use it in connection with
determining a loan seeker’s responsibility
toward his debts. Personnel managers
can determine if a prospective employee
is the right person for a particular position.
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or in finding those within an

organization qualified for promotion to
posts requiring leadership and manager-
ship ability. Parole and probation officials

can determine if attitudes have actually
changed in those seeking parole, and can
keep current on their progress as well as

the probation officer determining basic

conflicts in youths brought before the

board to decide on future action.

A pre-matrimonial compatibility analy-
sis would save much future mental,
physical, emotional and financial ex-

haustion. Love is indeed blind, and many
rush into marriage for no more reason
than physical attraction during a time
when the lovers are putting their best
foot forward to make a favorable
impression. Quite often it is her sex
appeal that is most desirable while she
barters that for comfort and security. It

is only after the honeymoon when guards
are down that each returns to his true

personality and troubles begin. Some
couples are mature enough to adjust to

one another while many cannot, thus
resulting in all the disagreeable activities

resultant to severing matrimonial ties.

This tragedy is compounded when
children are involved.

Individuals considering going into

partnerships in a business could very well

submit their respective scripts to analysis

to determine if they could get along. Each
could determine his best potential for

their mutual benefit.

Psychiatrists learned in graphology
claim that they can delve deeper into a

patient's psyche from the evidence of a

couple of pages of script than a month on
the couch will reveal.

Medical graphologists are now de
termining the presence of cancer through
script up to three years before it is

detected medically.

Dr. Robert Neglar, professor of

psychology at the University of

Minnesota long ago adopted graphology
as one of his favorite testing devices. He
slates that the science has repeatedly
proven to be the quickest and most
accurate testing device yet known.
And last, but by no means least,

graphology may also be used as
corrective therapy. By changing a

negative stroke that could have a

corrosive, psychosomatic influence on
such a writer, and replacing it with a

positive stroke, the deteriorating influ-

ence will eventually be eliminated, thus
enriching the life and personality of the

individual.

The script of public figures may be
studied to determine if they are really

sincere in their promises to the public, or

if achievement to high office means only a

lever to achieve their own personal
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whims. In ihe months to come the scripts

of many past and present individuals will

be closely examined among which will be

the Kennedys. Nixon. Ford. J. Edgar

Hoover. Carter and a host of others.

By D.C. Besly

Before getting into the many specific

signs indicating traits that alert us to the

deceitful, criminally inclined, the con-

artist and troubled child, it is important to

understand how emotions influence all

traits.

It is dangerous for the amateur to try to

determine character on a one - for - one

basis. That is. to point to a single stroke or

two indicating a certain trait on the basis

that it is representative of the total

personality. All influences must be taken

into consideration to obtain an accurate

portrait of the personality. No two of us are

exactly alike despite our many similarities.

Each of us is unique in our individual way.

This is quite evident in medicine, where

one remody may cure while another has

negative side effects. This uniqueness

must be taken into account in evaluating

character and personality.

Tho emotional nature is the foundation

upon which all traits in a writer's character

and personality trait is rooted in the

emotions; the soil in which it developes.

and which influences all other traits in the

personality. The slant of handwriting

reflects a writer's emotions; indicating the

degree ofexpression and restraint.

The above is a reproduction of a

transparent emotional gauge used to

measure slant. One may obtain a

protractor from any stationery or office

supply firm. By using the above as a guide,

determine the emotional response of

themselves, their friends, relatives,

children, business associates or whatever.

The gauge is placed upon handwriting

with the horizontal line of the gauge

coinciding with the baseline of the letters.

Script written on unlined paper is best.

Lined paper exerts an unnatural control

with many writers unable to adhere to

ruled paper. The analyst draws’ in his own

baseline, then places the gauge at a point

where a letter touches the baseline at its

lowest point with the slant indicator

emerging at the highest point of the letter,

measuring only the upstrokes thus:
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One hundred consecutive upstrokes are

measured to obtain the predominent area

of emotional response, or how the writer

may be expected to respond most of the

time. You may draw your own conclusions

regarding the above specimen after you’ve

read further.

For now. we will be concerned with

explaining the various areas of emotional

response as they influence the personality.

The F minus slant, very reclined,

indicates emotional response ranging from

low tocomplete indifference. Reactions are

repressed, behavior evasive, attitude

generally reluctant. Interests are chiefly

egotistical. Such persons are independent,

hard to get along with, difficult to fathom.

The F - A. reclined slant, indicates the

introvert. A cold exterior masks inhibited

feelings. Attitude will be diplomatic if

script is superior, hypocritical and
insincere if inferior. In general, the

backhand is undesirable. Individuals who
write that way are too reserved, often

indecisive, not straightforward, and
sometimes contentious. Self - interest is a

dominating factor in this area. These

persons are chiefly concerned with how

they may benefit from others. Their

attitude is not what is the best course, but

-What's in it for me!” These individuals ire

often quite capable of putting on a

convincing act of friendliness, gregarious-

ness and sympathy for appearances sake,

but it is chiefly a pose for effect and

personal gain. It may be detected by the

unnatural backhand slant, a type of script

that is definitely negative while also

revealing withdrawal. Backhand is not

taught in any school of penmanship. Both

the F minus and F - A slants are beyond

poise and judgement. These persons

construct a shell of isolation about

themselves and withdraw from the world

in general, and as in the case for women,

chiefly marry for comfort and security. A
lest conducted several years ago by a

leading international graphology society

revealed that the F minus and F - A slants

composed a small minority of 5.3 percent of

those tested.

The A - B slant represents vertical

writing. Objectiveness is indicated. Mind

over matter. The head rules the emotions.

The subject has complete self - control.

The attitude is apt to be undemonstrative,

independent, detached, even indifferent.

The keynote is cautiousness. Self - interest

is still the dominating factor. Such writers

are more interested in the T than the

"Your They seek the best course to follow.
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This area of emotional response makes up

about 13.6 percent of the study group.

President Lyndon B. Johnson’s script was

chiefly objective. He was also an

aggressive arm - twister as well.

B - C slant. Lightly inclined. Signifies a

normally sensitive and healthily emotional,

well - balanced person when handwriting

is superior; when inferior it generally

shows mediocrity and conformity. This

area of emotional response has been

described as the slant that reveals the best

marital partners because it is half- way

between the two extremes of reclined and

inclined script: euphoria and hysteria.

However, there are two sides to the coin

regarding all character and personality

traits. In one respect we have tho

controlled mind softened by sympathy. On
the other hand the emotions are held in

check by the controlled mind. In other

words, we have a collision of thought and

feelings, which evaluates to ambivilcnce.

This latter can evaluate to a split

personality, or schizophrenia under certain

conditions. This is nothing to become
particularly alarmed about as many of us

have this characteristic to a greater or

lesser degree from a mere trace to

predominent. depending on circumstances.

Research has revealed that the B - C slant

has been found to be tho chief writing slant

of forgers and confidence artists who use

their wits for deceptive purposes, and

makes up about 14.0 percent of the study

group slant. It is the chief slant of Senator

Edward Kennedy.

C - D. Inclined. Signifies an ardent,

affectionate, amiable, very sensitive and

emotional nature. This slant makes up

about 15.7 percent of the study group.

D - E. Very inclined. Signifies an

intensively alive, ardent, passionate,

responsive, susceptible individual. Often a

veritable brush fire when supported by

great depth of emotions. Also signifies one

who frequently jumps to conclusions

before having all the facts in hand, and who
reacts immediately, instinctively, without

thinking and upon impulse. Such a writer

will often say and do things on the spur of

the moment that arc later regretted when
ample time to cool off has passed. Such

writers are inclined to over - react, and

often express themselves through a

variety of physical gestures. This area of

response is the most predominate among
individuals, and represents 33.0 percent of

the study. One may witness the conduct of

the impulsive at political rallies and sports

events by the cheering, yelling, stomping,

waving of arms, whistling, applauding,

screaming, jumping, swarming onto

playing fields to beat their heroes on the

back or murder the opposing team.

Madison Avenue advertising writers are

well aware of mass childish impulsiveness.
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and exploit this potential customer
weakness to the seller’s advantage with

clever slogans and attractive packaging.

The familiar bosomy, bikini - clad sex
goddess pictured on a wide variety of

men's products as always been a successful

come - on promoting sales if for no other
reason than to get the picture and
fantasize. One need but stroll through a

super- market to observe housewives
impulsively grabbing with both hands to

fill shopping carts to overflowing with junk
foods. The traits of gullibility and
submissiveness further lend support to

impulsiveness. If you are the impulsive

type, learn to control it. Later articles will

cover such methods ofcontrol.

E and E plus. Acutely inclined. Signifies

one who is fervid, excessively romantic,

passionate, jealous, easily offended,
demonstrative, excessively romantic, a

veritable volcano; and in certain insUnces.
hysterical. In fact, hysteria is perpetually

smouldering beneath the surface awaiting

the proper set of circumstances to trigger

it. The occasion, luckily, may never arise,

but it is always present. It must be taken

into consideration if the slant is

predominate or merely occasional. One
whose slant might measure fifty percent or
more of the script would be more
apt to lose control than one
whose slant measured less than a

dozen strokes. The weaker or
stronger a trait. like all other traits, the

more or less likely the change of

expression. The hysteric exaggcra t e s and
over - dramatizes every ailment and
difficulty, and is likely to lack deep ethical

feelings. Former President Nixon had
strong presence of hysteria in his script.

Nixon’s personality will be covered in a

future article. Of the seven areas of

emotional response found in personality,

the E and E - plus is the second most
predominant area of emotional response,

and makes up 17.5 percent of the study.

The above indicates the masses are

chiefly impulsive, jumping to conclusions
without having all the facts at hand, or are

hysterical, having the capacity to lose

self - control under extreme emotional

experiences when facing a crisis. Not
exactly an encouraging picture, but

something which may be hopefully

corrected when educators finally realize

the harm that has been done for centuries

by the built - in auto - suggestion inherent
in the school copy - book method of

penmanship that reflects the negative

qualities of those who designed the
exercises. After all, penmanship teachers

are not graphologists, more the pity. If we
are to survive, we must learn
self-control!

Constantly changing slant. Writing that

reflects a variety of slants indicate the
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unpredictable individual. These persons
are like a reed in the wind that bends every
which way with each vagrant breeze.

Ambivilence is present along with
contradictory inclinations; to yield or to

protest; remembrance of things past and
hope for the future; resignation and
optimism; opposition and assent: selfish -

ness and altryism. There may be a split

personality with conflicting loyalties and
tendencies. Such variable slant may
indicate frustration because the writer is

torn between love and hate with eventual
nervous fatigue. It is the sign of general
inferiority, lack of discipline, laziness,

erratic, capricious, agitated, nervous,
excitable, fickle, indecisive, non-
conforming, and lack of good judgement.
Such persons will greet you warmly one
day. then cooly ignore you the next. One
never really knowshow to take them.

SURV IVE THROUGH
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

D.C. Besly

Shortly after he left the presidency, a

press release quoted former President

Richard M. Nixon as stating. “We. as a

country, have to provide strength and

leadership.’’

This from a “leader", whose capacity for

leadership was about as low as it is possible

to get. and who is least qualified to discuss

the subject.

Leadership, the ability to assume
command is very often filled by those who
do not possess the ability to any great

degree. They have achieved their positions

by having been in the right place at the

right time when it was necessary to fill a

managership vacancy with whatever

material was at hand. For the most part,

history reveals that the world is and has

been run by mediocrities who have arrived

on the basis of a small talent, or who were
the tools of higher-ups. sworn to carry out

the programs of special interest groups.

Leadership is the sum of many parts.

First of all there should be education,

training and experience. A leader cannot
indulge in self-consciousness, self-center-

edness. or be greedy. There should be no
lust for power or to domineer. There
should be a capacity for diplomacy free

from the taint of hypocrisy; initiative, and
the ability to organize. There should be a

need for responsibility with the
competence to handle responsibility.

There should be broadmindedness—re-

spect for the opinions of others—practi-
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cality and unselfishness.

A leader cannot be emotionally or
menially unstable, have temper, irritabili-

ty. conceit, be ill-mannered, ostentatious,

vain, a show off. egotistical, or hold a
grudge even when challenged. A good
leader is one who himself has first learned
to lake and carry out orders, and should
possess no defiance to higher authority or
hold resentment.

Former President Nixon possessed
many of the above mentioned negatives as

shall be graphically indicated. As the
previous article explained emotional
response at considerable length, it will be
seen that Nixon's script reveals emotions
running wild for lack of control. The
extreme E plus slant gives unimpeachable
evidence of this. Here is emotional
instability. As previously pointed out. the
hysteric exaggerates and over-dramatizes
every difficulty and ailment, and is likely to

lack deep ethical feelings.

An over inflated ego is indicated in the
above by the super elevated capital letters

indicating a God like self image. Capitals
two and one half limes the height of middle
zone letters denote the egotistical,

conceited person. The higher the capitals

the stronger the trait. Here is one loving

display with a strong sense of exaggerated
pride evaluating to vanity. Vanity is

self-love, and as such admits to no faults or

mistakes.

That Nixon loved display was evidenced
by the pomp and ceremony surrounding
White House activities such as tho

comic-opera uniforms the security forces
were outfitted with in assuming a "palace

guard" image following one of Nixon’s
visits to Europe where some remnants of

decadent royalty still exists. The band
always struck up "Hail To The Chief’ each
time he appeared in public along with
trumpeters sounding "Ruffles and
Flourishes”. If any president was ever a

bloated ham for theatrics and attention,

Nixon took first prize.

Additional evidence of Nixon’s lack of
touch with reality is found in the
super-elevated small letter ”d" in the first

name. Graphologically, the small “d"
indicates the presence or absence of pride,

depending on height. In this instance, it

indicates vanity gone wild. Upper loops

represent the abstract imagination: plans,

ideas, theories, and spirituality if other
supporting traits are present. The

different height of the upper loop of the
small ‘‘h“ as compared with the small “d”
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are inconsistent, indicating theoretical

instability.

The extreme height of the ”d" reveals a

power-drunk vanity that is reaching

beyond its grasp. Vanity seals off one’s

guilt sense. It is pseudo self esteem, and as

such is above the law that governs

ordinary folks. Such a writer's thoughts

are not dominated by sober thinking, while

at the same lime the unusual height

reflects unrealistic idealism and flights of

fancy and illusions of grandeur. Here also is

revealed a fantasy world into which such a

writer retreats when he feels that the

world of reality does not accept him.

Below is an example of Nixon's signature

during his final days of office. The shocking

change reveals personality deterioration,

aided and abetted by an extremely
emotional being who could not stand up
well in the face of a crisis. Hysteria

overcame the super narcissist. Maybe
someday the masses will cease to judge
ovety aspiring politician in terms of

Simon pure morality that is even rare

among the clergy.

Just a cursory examination of Jerry Ford's

signature reveals unrealistic ambitions

parallel with Nixon's. Here again is the

God-like self image of the over inflated ego

along with the small letter "d" reaching

beyond its grasp, or ''out of this world" to

quote the moderns. The up and down
covering stroke of the “d" without a loop

formation, indicates one who is less than

candid in keeping his innermost thoughts,

feelings and plans secret. Inhibition and
insincerity are the basic meanings of

concealing strokes.

Like the formation in Nixon’s first name,

the exaggerated height of the "d" reflects

unrealistic ambition and flights of fancy.

Ford has already admitted that he "misses

the White House". No doubt the absence of

a cheering, handshaking public has made
itself felt. Once a politician has fed at the

public trough, he never seems to get over

it. and often tries and tries again following

a loss of office.

The jerky movement of Ford's script

lacks rythm. reflecting his accident prone

clumsiness in repeated falls, bumping his

head and dropping things.

Nixon chose his successor well. Ford's

pardon of his crony was a skin graft over a

cancer. Nixon put Ford in office so one

hand could wash the other. Ford was the

politician closest to Nixon's policies.

The glaring similarities in both the Ford
and Nixon signatures give unimpeachable

evidence that these two birds of a feather

were cut from the same cloth! Additionally,

that weird configuration of the lower loop

of the capital "J" in Jerry, along with the

triangular pointed formation of the small

“y“. indicates the bedroom athlete. Any
complex, diverse configurations in lower

loops reveal erotic fantasy that takes

unconventional forms.

For the moment, it should be
remembered that any exaggeration in

script indicates abnormality.

The diverse formations of the same
capital letters: "J". "E“. and "C" in the

Carter signature reflect* a dual, or split

personality. This rule always applies when
letter formations are written in diverse

forms. The last name. Carter, lends to

taper like a wedge from the "a” toV. This

tapering indicated presence of diplomacy.

For the most part, diplomacy has always

been regarded as an admirable trail. A
trail often used to gain one’s points, evade

an issue, or avoid a busted nose and
loosened teeth. I maintain the positives

will take care of themselves nicely. It’s the

negatives one has to be alert for in order to

survive this competitive, cut-throat

rat race. When one becomes familiar with

the negatives and how they influence

character, then we are better prepared to

deal with them in protecting ourselves. So
here goes with all the stops pulled out!

A diplomat has been described as one

who “remembers a lady's birthday, but

forgets her age." A diplomat— whether the

suave, morning coated, striped pants type

representing matters of state, or a seducer

using soft soap to charm a victim—is one

who is adroit in dealing with people. The
diplomat is skillful in negotiations, and can

maneuver successfully and without friction

in difficult situations.

The true purpose of diplomacy is to

prolong a crisis by pouring oil on troubled

waters. Other terms for the trait

are: dissimulation, cunning, pretense,
feign, artful dodger, machination,

double-cross, chicane, hocus-pocus,
knavery: take your pick. In the presence of

evasion, secrecy and downright deceit,

diplomacy evaluates to hypocrisy.

Remembered statements of former

Secretary of State. Henry Kissinger were
masterpieces of evasion. He chiefly spoke

without imparting information of any
significance. Some examples were. “We
have made significant progress. Our views

are in complete accord!"
Most bureau chiefs along with

presidental press secretaries have a

well cultured talent for speaking bureau-

cratese—that frustrating native Washing-
ton dialect that uses long words and
complicated sentences to convey practical-

ly nothing. Regardless of any speaker’s

position, any listener to such verbal

beating about the bush should be
immediately alerted to the fact that such
speakers have something to conceal.

As previously stated, diplomacy may be
recognized by tapering words and letter

forms, thus:

The Tapering ol Diplomacy

Graphic indicators that lend diplomacy

that taint of hypocrisy are: evasion,

self decept ion, secrecy, intentional deceit,

lack of emotional control and fluctuating

moods. Any one or all may color

diplomacy’s effect.

Evasion is recognized by the double hook

in letters as evidenced in the first capital

"C” in Carter's signat ure wheru the capital

“E" and "C" are connected. Other graphic

indicators of evasiveness may be found in

the small "a".V. "d" and "g." thus:

s#- - sQ - -d- 4-

Ooublo Hooks ol Evuslon rv

The evasive individual maneuvers to

obtain desires not by expressing an

untruth, but by evading the truth. Its

presence indicates a deep seated feeling of

insecurity which can only be overcome by

the individual's acquisition of more than he

actually needs as the hook formation also

has the additional value of the acquisitive,

grasping individual. Such individuals have

a talent for "talking around" a subject.

Here too is found the over inflated ego

represented by the over large capital

letters along with the super-elevated small

“t" in Carter. Here again is the unrealistic

idealism and flights of fancy reaching

beyond its grasp that were so much in

evidence in the Ford and Nixon signatures.

Significant is the lack of i dots in Jimmy,

revealing carelessness with details. Those

who omit i dots lack well-grounded ethical

ideals. The very low placement of the

t bars reflect extremely low goals and

vision so necessary toward planning long

range programs so important to good

leadership. Carter does not think very far

into the future, a thing that seems

consistent with far too many former chief

executives w-ho were more concerned with

the immediate now and feathering their
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The Survival

Mentality
By Paranoid George

(Co- hero of WHEELS OF RAGQ
SAVING AND HAVING

"Either man must be content with

poverty all his life or else be willing to

deny himself some luxuries, and save, to

make the base of independence in the

future. But if a man denies the future,

and spends as he earns (whether his

earning be one or ten dollars a day! let

him look for lean and hungry want at

some future time, for it will surely come,

no matter what he thinks. To save is

absolutely the only way to get a solid

fortune; there is no other mode. Those

who shut their eyes and ears to these

plain facts, will be forever poor, and for

their obstinate rejection of truth mayhap

may die in misery. Let them so die and

hang themselves. But no. They take a

sort of recompense in cursing fortuoe.

Great waste of breath. They might as

well curse the mountains and the eternal

hills. For I can tell them fortune does not

give away real substantial goods. She

sells them to the highest bidder. Men
never make so fatal a mistake as when
they think themselves captives of

fate—’tis the sheerest folly in the world.

Every man may make or mar his life,

whichever he may choose. Fortune is for

those who by diligence, honesty and

frugality place themselves in a position to

grasp hold of fortune when it appears in

view. The best evidence of frugality is

the five hundred dollars or more standing

in your name at the saving bank. The

best evidence of honesty is both diligence

and frugality."

The above words were printed one

hundred years ago, on May 13. 1877 in

THE HUMBOLDT TIMES. At that time

Humboldt County was a vital and

developing sector of Northern California.

In those days, especially in the western

states. America was still a young and

vigorous nation, peopled by energetic,

practical men and women. They lived by

the tenet. "If you need a helping hand,

you’ll find one at the end of your arm."

Neighborly sharing and cooperation

were valued and necessary, but an

individual’s prime responsibility was to

be self-reliant and productive. In that

way he became an asset to the

community and earned respect. People

were held to be responsible for their own
futures. Thus, a truly progressive society

was built, morally and materially.

Today, however. Humboldt County has

become modernized. The area now swarms
with welfare recipients and the county is

dependent on continuous Federal funding

to avoid depression conditions. And so

goes the rest of the nation.

Today, any local newspaper bold

enough to print an editorial like “Saving

and Having" would be deluged by

indignant letters from Liberals and

welfare recipients alike.

Our present welfareoriented society

confuses degeneration with progress. We

are told that the idea that everyone

should pay his own way is both archaic

and heartless. That those who produce

should be forced to guarantee the futures

and opportunities of those who neglect to

plan and provide for themselves properly,

and we support the vast and

ever-growing sub-culture of the parasitic

Welfare Class.

Indeed, the Welfare Class has become a

major power block in America and its

members are self-righteous and assertive

in demanding a better and more bountiful

standard of living. It is provided, of

j. by forcing those whd do produce

to support them by cver-incrcasing taxes.

A century ago it was no fun to be a

freeloader and all but impossible to

survive as one. Unheard of were the

Federally funded programs to take the

misery out of poverty and to support able

bodied welfare leeches. Those who would

not. or could not. produce, simply did not

survive to demand a free ride from

productive citizens. If a citizen was

dissatisfied with his standard of living,

there was every incentive to better

himself by saving or learning a useful

trade needed in the community. Ho knew
that if he didn't care about himself,

nobody else would.

In contrast are the arrogant welfare

lice today, backed by the Liberal creed

and a sense of deserving. It interests me
sometimes to hear what some of these

pathetic parasites have to say about life
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and the world. And so I found myself
lalking to a typical welfare brood sow
who was “on the county" as she put it.

Well over 200 pounds of bloated pork,

this able-bodied young woman was a

second generation welfare case. She wore
a garishly colored tent-like garment and
her hair was frizzed out. looking like a

used Brillo pad. Between sentences she
stuffed her mouth with potato chips from
a large box at her side. In one hand was a
king-sized beer. From the next room came
the foul mouthed cacaphony of her two
whelps at play, undernourished, in

contrast to their gross mother.

"It's a rotten life and a stinking

society." she asserted.

“Oh.” I said. "And what's stinking

about it?"

Well, if you was on Welfare you’d know
how it is to be poor," she accused. “On
the first and fifteenth of the month I get
my checks and I can have a good time and
liw right for a couple of days. But after
the party's over and the money's spent,
all’s I got is my Food Stamps."

"All you can get with them is grub, and
I'm on a diet. So I have to sell them so I

can get cigarettes and beer to last me.
But I think I'm pregnant and at least
that'll mean a raise. At least Medi-Cal
pays my medical bills and I live in

Government housing. But Hell, you can't
spend that. I want to live decent; at least

they owe me that much!”
When I suggested that perhaps she

could get a job and get out of the Welfare
rut, and perhaps ask the father of her
kids to help with their support, she
exploded with indignation.

"If I got a job they'd cut back on my
Welfare and I'd be no better than a
nine-to-five chump and be working my
tail off for $2.60 an hour. If you’d ewr
been on the County yourself, you'd be
smart enough to know that.

“And if I had some pair of pants
supporting me and ray kids, they'd cut
me clean off Welfare. What do you think.

I’m stupid?"

I asked her if she didn't feel ashamed
that a lot of people do work at low income
jobs and get no Food Stamps or Medi-Cal.
who have to pay taxes so that she could

get Welfare while refusing to work.
'That’s their problem,” she snorted. “I

have my own life to live. And don't give
me any of that work ethic jive. That went
out with high button shoes.”

Indeed it did. And that is why today's

society is saddled with a vast herd of
worthless human baggage who would
never have survived a century ago. amid
the vigorous, survival-oriented commu-
nities of our grandfathers. People who
looked to their own ingenuity to cope with

disaster, not dependent on giveaway
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programs to survive.

Yet. Nature has a way of cleansing
itself. And when our highly technological
society collapses due to its incompatibil-
ity with the laws of Nature, the gravy
train will grind to a halt. Then the
Welfare masses will simply starve. Also
decimated will be the ranks of the
unprepared, geared only for survival in

the present artificial environment of our

The Ticket to Mental
By Paranoid George

l Beginning with a short excerpt

from WHEELS OF RAGE)
"When they got back to the mausoleum

the other two ghouls had left. In his
drawer. Paranoid George was kicking and
screaming and trying to get out. If they
hadn't gone back for him he could never
have gotten out.

"When they opened the drawer he sat
up with his empty gallon wine bottle. He
was slobbering and was out of his mind.
He was so drunk that when he woke up in
the darkness and couldn't get out he
actually believed he had been interred. He
clambered out of the drawer yelling.
'Buried alive! Buried alive!'

'Then he ran out to his bike and roared
off into the night screeching over and
over. "Buried alive!"

“Big Mike and Pinochio left Gargantua
with his bent up machine and went to get
the camper. They came back soon and
loaded up Gargantua's scooter. Then they
all went home to Big Mike's and partied
the rest of the night waiting for Paranoid
George.

"When Paranoid George made his way
out of the cemetery he wandered around
for quite awhile before finding his way
back to Glendale. He was cold and drunk.
Feeling a maudlin need for some warmth
and spiritual comfort he stopped by a

Catholic church and parked his bike.

"He went up the broad steps and
opened the door and looked inside. There
was no one around so he went into the
lobby and peered around the corner at the
altar down in front of the church. There
was a priest busy arranging some candles
and a couple of worshippers kneeling in

prayer.
‘ Stumbling around sadly like the beaten

sinner he was. he found an open
confessional and went in and sat down. To
his credit, he didn't know where he was.
When he closed the confessional door its

darkness might have reminded him of the
crypt but there was a grille in the side for

the confessor to talk through. It let in just
enough light to make the place cozy.

“Soon he slumped over and went fast

asleep. Sometime very early the next
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cities. Technology will then revert to that
of the 19th Century. Morality must
likewise follow.

Survival will be the province of those
who. like the clear-thinking and
productive men and women, once built
functioning, bountiful communities many
years ago. . They had the wisdom to
realize that there can be no permanent
place for parasites.

Health for Survival

morning he accidentally hit the switch
turning on the lighted sign which read,
‘ Priest is in.' It was probably because the
light was on that no real priest opened the
door to the confessional.

“About seven o'clock a beautifully built

girl sat down at the grille and began her
confession. ’Father forgive me for I have
sinned.' Paranoid George woke up to hear
the girl going on to tell about what she
had done with, to and for her boyfriend
last night. He listened in amazement as
she described positions he could only
imagine in a motorcycle pileup. She
painted a picture that would make the
average skin flick look like an old
Victorian morality play.

"Paranoid George still nad no idea
where he was. All he knew was that a girl

he could barely make out through the
grille was telling him the horniest story
and had to be hot and wanting him.
"When her message was only too clear

to him he said. 'Okay, baby, let's make it.

My place or yours?*

"For a minute the girl couldn't believe
what she heard. When it finally registered
she started screaming and going into

hysterics. That brought five priests and a
bunch of citizens running. She pointed to

the confessional and shrieked. That
goddam priest in there propositioned met'

"The citizens were shocked and the

monsignor who was with the priests

jerked open the confessional door. When
the priests got over their amazement at

seeing Paranoid George sitting there in

his black robe and vampire makeup they

dragged him out and stood him on his feet.

“When the girl got a good look at him
she hollered. 'I confessed to that? Jesus.

God Almighty; what is it? It looks like a

Muppet!'

"The monsignor shouted, 'Young man.
how dare you sit in there and take a

confession. You're undoubtedly disturbed.

Made up like that you must be against
everything the Lord stands for. You must
be some kind of devil.'

“No I ain't." Paranoid George raged,
' Pm a Christian. I was saved at a showing
of Elmer Gantry.'

"Then he turned and bolted out of the
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church. He hopped on his scooter and tore

off down the street yelling. 'Buried alive'

Buried alive!'

The foregoing is a scene from chapter

seven of WHEELS OF RAGE, by Kurt

Saxon. The book is about the Iron Cross

Motorcycle club and our zany adventures.

Those of you who have read it will

remember me as an off-beat, often comical

character.

Rut there was nothing comical about the

paranoid, sometimes bizarre, thoughts

and feelings which constantly tormented

my fevered brain. Thus triggering most of

the looney behavior which earned me the

nickname of Paranoid George. Common
sense will tell you that most people who
have to get drunk or high before they can

have a good time, and those who must

indulge in hostile, anti social behavior in

order to feel fulfilled are often tormented
individuals.

In my case it was the paranoid feelings

of persecution that drove me to drink all

the rot gut Rod Mountain Burgundy I

could chug down my gullet. Also to wind

up doing 90 days in the pound for

stomping some naughty old coot who I

figured was trying to get queer with me.

If you are a troubled soul, your problem
might take the form of spells of

depression, unexplainable anxiety, out-

bursts of temper, or maybe just a growing

feeling that people don’t show you enough

respect. In any case, you are very

unhappy. Your inner feelings may tend to

result in social behavior which others see

ns wierd. They begin to see you and react

to you in a negative way. You sense this

reaction and become even more frustrated

and begin disliking people. This of course

results in additional anti social behavior,

be it verbal or physical. Or you may just

withdraw into your own little world. This

syndrome is no fun. as I know, having

been through it myself.

For example, up until recently I used to

wear sunglasses with two^way mirrors for

lenses. That's because I felt people were
staring at me. In the past I'd have a

compulsion to stare at a person every few

seconds to make sure he wasn't staring at

me. Not wishing to tip my hand by
exhibiting my own odd eye action. I began
wearing the glasses. In this way I could

check out any suspected starer in. say a

waiting room, up to 50 times without

letting him know I was looking at him.

Unfortunately. I found that one of the

best ways to guarantee plenty of people

giving you funny looks is to go around
wearing specs with two-way mirrors for

lenses. As you can imagine. I began to find

lots of proof that I was being stared at.

especially when I’d show up wearing those

sunglasses indoors or on rainy days.

As time went on. things got worse and I
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felt that my enemies were gaining on me.

Indeed, they were my best friends. At
night I developed insomnia. Sometimes I

sensed a vague warning bell inside me
that the chick sleeping next to me might
turn into a giant spider as soon as I drifted

into dreamland where nightmares were
the norm.
When things began to reach their utter

madness. I became afraid to be alone. But

I was also afraid to be with people. I

developed a terror of elevators, airplanes,

mirrors, cancer, heart trouble, the dark
and the supernatural.

After much introspection I came to the

conclusion that all my problems were the

result of a black magic curse upon me by a

wizard who was masquerading as a faggot

in Glendale. California. When I reached

the point where I began to have
hallucinations. I determined to put a stop

to this persecution. After 1 found that

stomping him did no good, my further

plans of attack included contacting a

sorcerer to make up a counter spell which

would save me from cutting his head off.

In a word, I was nuts.

If any of this sounds like you or a friend

or loved one. whether you feel you're

reaching the point of no return or simply

exhibiting some of the milder, though
unpleasant, neurotic thought patterns,

take heart. You may be merely suffering

from a condition which you can correct

within minutes.

The chances are great tnat you. like

myself, can find glowing mental health

and tranquility. It may come so soon and

so easily that you may be amazed, as I was

at my own speedy recovery. As I write

these words. I sit here with a peaceful,

anxiety free feeling. I feel generally good

these days. Gone is the erratic behavior,

crazy thoughts, nightmares, insomnia,

depression, and paranoia. I threw my
reflecto specs in the garbage last week

and I feel fine.

At this point you may expect me to

thank Freud that I sought expert

psychiatric help in the nick of time. Or
that I'll endorse Trancendental Meditation

or even self-control.

Not at all. In fact I look psycho therapy

for six months, as an alternative to a jail

sentence. But I was so paranoid that I

wound up accusing my therapist, a patient

and personable young woman, of being a

secret bull-dyke who was plotting to get

me committed to a nuthouse on behalf of

womens' lib.

What did cure me. however, was
fructose and niacin. As a result of taking

these I've started thinking straight. And I

no longer suffer from the CHEMICAL
IMBALANCE which had in fact been the

real cause of my so-called mental
problems. I have a niacin deficiency
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brought on by low blood sugar.

I make no pretense to being an expert in

the field of psychology or even in

nutrition. I do. however, know what has

caused a miracle in me and have since

observed niacin and fructose work on

other secret squirrels with amazing

results.

1 don't blame you if at this point you are

a bit skeptical. My first experience with

niacin and fructose came one evening

when, as usual. I was going crazy and

beginning to hallucinate. If someone had

told me then that after dropping 600 mg of

niacin and couple of teaspoonsful of

fructose I'd be perfectly normal. I

wouldn't have believed it. Yet. that’s

exactly what happened.

I’d recently moved to Eureka to go to

work for Kurt Saxon on the staff of THE
SURVIVOR. One night I was at Kurt’s

place and we were sitting around drinking

beer and enjoying light conversation. For

no particular reason I suddenly got the

idea that Kurt was crazy and he planned

to poison me, work black magic on me and

in general had ideas about doing me in.

"He can’t do me in. man." was my exact

thought.

But the most alarming thing I noticed

was that his forehead suddenly seemed to

be increasing in height while his face

started getting smaller. At the same time,

his eye movements and gestures appeared

to get quick and erratic. His whole

appearance was rapidly changing into

that of a super-looney psycho who
resembled Emperor Ming from Flash

Gordon. The guy seemed to be going
bananas right before my eyes!

"Hey." I demanded, "what the hell is

going on here? You can't fool me. You're

planning some rotten scheme and I won't

put up with it!"

Naturally the conversation deteriorated

rapidly at that point and the

recriminations flew thick and fast.

Somewhere along the line. Kurt started

talking about niacin and fructose as a cure

for depression and paranoia. He produced

a small plastic bottle of what appeared to

be aspirin and a jar of fruit sugar, or

fructose. He then suggested that I might

have a niacin deficiency. I didn’t believe it.

But about then I was ready to try

anything, even if it was to prove it didn't

work. So I picked up the bottle and shook

six of the little white tablets into my palm.

Tossing them in my mouth. I downed

them with a couple of gulps of Colt 45.

followed by a teaspoonful of fructose.

The first thing I experienced was a

burning sensation that felt like a sunburn

all over my body and I thought I’d been

poisoned for sure. I looked in the mirror

and saw that my face had turned beet red.

exactly like a sunburn. I later learned that
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(his is a harmless reaction caused by the

niacin releasing trapped histimines in the

body. It's called flushing.

Along with this flushing I suddenly

experienced a wave of carefree

self-assurance and tranquility. My
thinking became crystal clear. My
paranoia and visions of plots and

poisonings had vanished in seconds. In

fact. I could recall my crazy mental

process of a few minutes before and I felt

free and confident to discuss my former

wierd ideas. I laughed at them as the

absurd delusions they were.

The effect of the niacin and fructose had
been dramatic. And though I didn't know

it at the time, the high that I experienced

was merely the feeling which most people

have who are not chronically depressed.

In any case, I'd been cured of lifelong

depression and paranoia in ten minutes.

These days, instead of taking six niacins

like the first time, which was too much. I

just take one and a level teaspoonful of

fructose every few hours, especially if I

begin to feel low.

I'm told by a nutritionally oriented

psychologist that the effect of niacin on

most people is not usually so sudden as it

was with me. though the result is the

same. Usually a reserve has to be built up

over the period of two days to a week. But

it works.

So if you have periods of anxiety where

you feel something is wrong without

really knowing what, or get depressed for

no readily apparent reason, niacin and

fructose may be all you need.

Tranquilizers have the same effect on

depression and paranoia but they, just

suppress the wild imaginings without

healing the system, as is done through the

use of niacin and fructose.

Consider the probability that you may

have a niacin deficiency like I have. If you

do. you're actually among the lucky.

Niacin can be bought at any drug store

without a prescription. It’s just a vitamin

and sells for a little over a penny per 100

mg tablet. Fructose is simply fruit sugar

and can be bought at any health food store

for about $2.00 a pound.

When you get a flushed feeling from

niacin it simply means you've taken more

than your system can handle at that time,

try one 100 mg tablet and a level teaspoon

of fructose. If you don’t get flushed or feel

better within 15 minutes, take another

tablet and some more fructose. If even one

tablet is too much, break it in half. In a

short time you'll know how much to take

to feel better without flushing. It won't be

long before you build up a niacin reserve

and then you can take one tablet and a

spoon of fructose whenever you feel

depressed, anxious, enraged over some

small aggravation, etc.

Often when a person is depressed and
anxious, his feelings signal his adrenal

gland to release adrenalin for fight or
flight. But since there is no actual problem
worth fighting or running from, he is left

with a feeling of impending doom coupled

with impotent rage. Then he clobbers

some dude, or beats the wife and kids, or

starts shooting up the neighborhood and

gets the SWAT team in. This works the

same on women and is the main cause for

child battering.

What fructose does, in combination with

niacin, is to block off the unnatural flow of

adrenalin. This simply takes away the

urge for violent action against whatever

petty little annoyance crops up during a

period of depression. Fructose can work
wonders for anyone subject to alternating

fits of depression and anger.

Millions of people have chronic low

blood sugar, or hypoglycemia, as part of

their physical makeup. Millions more
produce this condition by eating too many
carbohydrates such as breads, potatoes,

etc. which the body converts to sugar.

Then there is candy, soft drinks, refined

sugar used for sweetening, etc. Putting all

this sugar into the system causes quick

highs, followed by an equally quick low

which lasts a lot longer than the original

high. Thb b what people mean when they

talk about low blood sugar. When your

system can't handle sweets, you
experience highs followed by miserable

lows. Thb is bad enough on the mind and

the emotions. But it b also a signal that

you could be developing diabetes.

So knock off the excessive carbohy-

drates and drop refined sugars altogether.

Fructose gives you the same high

without the resulting low. Adding
fructose to the diet can mellow you out if

you have the erratic symptoms of low

blood sugar. You may find that you can

deal logically and assertively without

being the victim of feelings of anxiety and
inner panic when confronted with a

stressful situation. Nor will you be in

danger of losing out to a surge of irrational

fury and the desire to kick somebody's

teeth in over a trivial matter or imagined
threat or insult.

When I began taking fructose I followed

a program. On the first two days I took

two rounded teaspoonfuls of the

granulated fructose dissolved in water

every two hours. When I went to bed I

had about five rounded teaspoonfuls

dissolved in a glass of water next to me so

that I could drink some when I woke up

during the night.

Following thb procedure saturates

your system with fructose and your

adrenal gland gets a total rest for two
days. I found myself to be totally collected

during the two days and I reacted to all

situations intellectually rather than
emotionally. The "flight or fight"

responses were greatly dulled.

On the third day I began taking a level

teaspoonful of fructose three times a day
and that's what I take now, along with a

greatly reduced dosage of niacin.

There’s nothing as good as fructose for

killing the urge for soft drinks or sugar. It

won't make you fat. In fact, if you have a

weight problem, fructose and niacin will

give you a natural lift which brings with it

energy you didn't know you had. You’ll

burn off that extra weight just in the

course of your daily activities. Fructose is

widely prescribed for overweight types.

In some European clinics, fructose is even

prescribed for diabetics.

Between niacin and fructose, I now find

that I’m pretty together and I seldom

have the urge for sweets, or even alcohol,

by the way. Alcohol is also converted into

sugar by the body. A depressed type

drinks and soon his blood sugar drops and
he's terribly depressed. The only way he
knows to get back up again is to take

another drink, and on and on. Niacin and
fructose takes away the depression so he

simply loses the urge to keep chugging
down the booze through all his waking

hours. So fructose and niacin is not only

the cure for depression and overweight,

but it’s also the only known cure for

alcoholism.

If your system is shot through years of

troubles, both real and imagined, you may
need fructose and niacin from now on. But

both substances are relatively cheap, very

easy to get and can bo stored indefinitely.

Considering what might lie ahead;
mounting tensions, lack of medicines and

general chaos, a lifetime supply of fructose

and niacin could keep you reasonably

collected through most of the chaos to

come. These two items could be the

cheapest and most important elements in

your survival program.

A Simple Wire Stretcher
A novel arrangement, that is simply

installed on any wire line to facilitate
lowering or
raising, or to

maintain a

uniform ten-
sion. is shown
in the draw-
i n g. It is
made from a
bent bar of
round iron.
Such a device is being used, in one in-

stance, to keep wire clotheslines taut, so

that no props or other supports arc

necessary* The wire is led through a

hole in the post and fastened through a

hole drilled in the bent bar. Turning of

the bar crank winds the wire around it

and tightens the line. The crank is held

in place and prevented from unwinding
by a loose loop, or link, which is slipped

over its end.
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How to Deactivate a Time-Bomb
I? cyru> Dickenson of Stress, Tension and Anxiety

Do you hear a strange ticking? Not a

loud ticking. Actually it might be more of

a vibration, and one that is somehow
connected to your body and heart. That’s

it, your heart pounding! Has someone
somehow wired a bomb to your heart?

No, of course not, but it may very well feel

like it if you arc tense, full of anxiety, and

under the stress well known to Survivors.

Where does stress, tension, and anxiety

come from? Well, they can come from

practically anywhere. But that question

could easily be one of the most important

you ever ask yourself. Actually, tension

and anxiety are the result of stress that

gets out of hund. This can be the result of

the stress being ( 1 ) overwhelming (ie. ten

men against one). (2) too many stresses at

once (ie. fired from job. bills piling up. a

bad cold, wife leaves you. or she comes
home. etc.). (3) not knowing what the

stress or stresses are or where they are

coming from, or (4) unchanging, unending

stress, including boredom. Then, stress

can turn to anxiety and tension because

the mind and body become exhausted with

no relief, no rest, relaxation, or variation.

If we are to deactivate tension and

anxiety we must identify the stress or

stresses and deactivate we must or fail to

survive. When anxiety reaches high

levels for periods lasting days, weeks, or

months, our body and mind begin to fail.

Ulcers, heart attacks, heart pounding,

rapid breathing, ridiculous fears, poor or

unpredict ble mental function, as well as a

host of other troubles besiege our system.

In short, we become physical and mental

wrecks hardly worth saving.

Why would it be* hard to detect stress

when it's obviously all around us? Well, for

the very reason that most people are

looking all around themselves and usually

fail to look within. Now I don’t mean
within one's head, but within his body

chemistry. Often others try to convince

us that there is something wrong with our

minds, but we are foolish if we accept this

as the cause or source of stress.

People whose body systems arc in good

balance don't have anxiety attacks. (I

repeat, do not have anxiety attacks), are

rarely tense, and enjoy a stressful

situation, as it becomes a challenge to deal

with and overcome, or reduce the

stressful situation. So, if you are having a

rough time coping, don't make the mistake

of blaming all your problems on other

people, places or things, or your mind.

They are stress contributors but do not by
themselves cause anxiety attacks. Only

when your body is out of balance can other

people and situations contribute to your

anxiety attacks and tension.

One of the best clues that the disturbing

stress is coming from within the body
chemistry is if the person tries to self

medicate with such things as alcohol,

cigareltesichain smoking). drugs, or lots of

sweet, gooey candies, pastries, pies,

cakes, cokes, or huge amounts of white
bread and other starchy foods. This is an
attempt to reduce stress by raising the
low level of sugar in the blood stream.
This helps momentarily, only to make
things much worse shortly thereafter.

Anxiety is our bodies' response to

unyielding stress. Anxiety can be felt by a

pounding heart, rapid breathing, head
aches, fearfullness of people, places, or

things that don't usually scare us. or just a

feeling of uneasiness. Anxiety is real. We
never have to guess if we are anxious or

not. Stress, also, is real in every case* and
is the cause of anxiety. In order to get rid

of anxiety we must find the true source of

the stress. This is our toughest and most
important task.

There are two places to look for that

disturbing stress. One is “out there"

stress. The other is “internal" stress. The
“out there" stress I will leave to you
Survivalists to deal with. I am a

Survivalist also, but my specialty is with

“internal stress." I am convinced that one
must check out the possibilities of internal

stress before exploring for “out there"
stress because an out of-whack metaba
lism or body chemistry can fool us into

seeing other people or situations as the

cause of our anxiety attacks. When this

happens we waste ourselves defending

against the wrong target while the actual

source of our discomfort continues to tear

our system down. We could bomb and
terrorize all the idiot's or organizations we
don’t approve of from now till doomsday
and would never be satisfied till we get rid

of the stress that actually is causing the

uneasiness.

What if we determine that an imbalance

or internal stress is caused by our eating,

smoking, drinking, or other habits? In

other words, if we have located a possible

source of stress on our body metabolism,

how do we get rid of it?

Many people do not want to hear the

answer to this, but it can be extremely
rewarding. The answer is DIET. Diet can

reduce or eliminate anxiety attacks and
tension, depending on bow strictly the

diet is kept. Usually when people hear
this they cringe. To have to give up
“habits" sends one into a quiet panic. It

hits right in the gut. But don’t take the

hard way out of this by saying

“Baloney that’s the stupidest thing I've

ever hear of!" Believe me. the easy way is

to think about this through your own
common sense after you carefully listen

to a plan to eliminate anxiety attacks.

There is no justified reason to panic. The
thing you subconsciously fear the most

will not happen. That fear is that you will

have to give up your habit (like sugar and
coffee for example) and you will feel even

worse than you already do. Right?

As you read on. a plan will be spelled

out to you where you can give up your

habits while replacing them with specific

foods that will not only avoid serious

withdrawal, but will leave your body in a

slate of balance and feeling better

physically and mentally than you can

remember or even imagine. This is no
exaggeration but like anything else one

must have a personal experience before

fully appreciating it.

Here's how it works. All food and drug

habita (or cravings) are caused by LOW
BLOOD SUGAR. When our blood sugar

is low our body signals us to eat. The first

signal is hunger sensations. If we ignore

this then our body tells us in other ways

like irritability, tension, aggressiveness,

fatigue, light headedness, dizziness, cold

clammy and sweaty skin, nervousness, or

fear, and when mixed with other stresses

that we are dealing with in our life,

anxiety attacks will result.

Hunger is triggered from a drop in the

level of sugar in the blood stream and not

by how much food is in the stomach. The
proof of this is that people are fed sugar

and other nutrients through a vein,

sometimes for months, without ever
feeling hungry. This is why many people

feel hungry or want to chain smoke, or

drink etc., even if they are full. Their blood

sugar level is still low. What goes in their

mouth only satisfies momentarily or for an
hour or so and then they feel even worse
than before.

What makes some people crave certain

foods, drinks, or other drugs, and not

other people? The answer is faulty sugar

metabolism. Some people are born with,

and others develop, imbalances in the

body chemistry. For example, a special

part of the pancreas, called the isles of

Langerhans, can be too sensitive to sugar.

This part of the pancreas makes insulin

(which the diabetic doesn't have enough
of). Insulin normally keeps levels of sugar
from being too high. When too much
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insulin enters the blood stream the supply

of sugar drops. Then we feel crummy. So
we eat. drink, smoke, or take drugs which

all, in one way or another, briefly raises

the blood sugar and then causes an even

lower level to follow for those with the

imbalance. The quick rise makes us feel

good, then the drop makes us feel worse.

Are you starting to see the dilemma
here? The harder the guy tries to get his

badly needed energy up, the worse his

whole life gets. His energy is either too

low or it's going up and down like a yoyo.

And when the blood sugar Is low the first

organ to be affected is the brain, which
uses a piggish 25% share of all the body's

energy supply.

To make things worse, when the

pancreas constantly keeps the blood sugar

down, other body defenses try to help out

and make things worse. The adrenal

glands, which are normally used only for

emergency energy, release their many
hormones, which make us want to run or

fight for our life. This is confusing to

others as well as ourselves. Then when
we find ourselves in a real need to defend

or escape, our adrenal glands are too

exhausted to do us any good. Did you
ever rip the phone off the wall during a

domestic squabble? Or. scream and rant

and rave over nothing? This can happen
and does when the adrenals are doing

their thing at the wrong time. This kind of

stress we can do without. We try to avoid

low blood sugar by eating or taking things

that give us a lift. This plan backfires for

those whose glands overreact. The
reward is more low blood sugar. This, of

course, lowers our chances of survival out

there in the rat race of life.

This lengthy explanation is necessary

before sense can be made out of what to do
about it. There arc three basic foods:

proteins, fats and carbohydrates. We
need all of them to be healthy. To
deactivate the time-bomb of anxiety we
must understand carbohydrates. Simply

put. they are sugars and starches and
would include fruits, vegetables, grains,

and especially table sugar and honey,

white bread and while rice. Common
sugar, white bread, white rice, and alcohol

are the most deadly time bombs because

they are wired directly to a hyperactive

pancreas.

In short, we must stay away from the

quick energy sources we need so badly.

So. we must replace these explosives with

carbohydrates (sugars and starches! that

work more slowly. This includes whole

grain breads and pastas, brown rice,

beans, lentils, seeds, nuts which also have
sufficient protein components which slow

the reaction in our bodies. To this we can

include the high protein groups of meat,

fish. fowl, and dairy products. A normal

amount of fat will be obtained in these

J41

high protein foods even without eating the

fatty parts of the meat.

What I have just described is commonly
called a high protein, low carbohydrate

diet and at the end of this article will be a

book list for you to refer to as this article

is limited to describing the stress factors

causing tension and anxiety attacks.

These inexpensive pocket books usually

refer to low blood sugar as hypoglycemia.

I urge anyone who suspects they have
problems with low blood sugar to read

these books, which can be found in health

food stores as well as other book stores and
libraries.

Basically, the diet stays away from
rapidly absorbed or refined carbohydrates
and relies on more slowly absorbed
carbohydrates and especially proteins

which are not normally used by the body
for energy. Rather, they provide material

for tissue building and repairing as well as

nerve functions. This diet leaches you to

think protein instead of sweets, starches,

or alcohols when you need an energy

lift. This is an excellent diet. But one

problem is that it takes the protein awhile

to break down in the body and eventually
bw available as sugar or an energy source.

Once the energy arrives however, it lasts

for several hours. So if one eaU small to

moderate amounts of protein several

times a day he can usually avoid that yoyo
existance.

Within the last few months an exciting
new addition has been added to this diet

which quickly curbs one's desire to take

addicting foods, alcohols, and other drugs.

It is FRUCTOSE, also called levulose or

fruit sugar. This must never be confused
with other sugars which are strictly

forbidden. Fructose has been separated
from other sugar in a chemical process in

Europe and is now marketed in the U.S.

The beauty of this sugar is that it (I) does
not stimulate the isles of Ungerhans to

produce insulin. (2) it' gives quick energy
to the brain and body. It also has the same
amount of calories as table sugar.

Synthetic or artificial sugars only trick

you into thinking energy is soon to come.
It won't. Fructose will give you the

energy you need without activating that

time-bomb of tension and anxiety attack.

Fructose will not helpif taken without the

special diet because the other sugars and
starches will still trigger the low blood

sugar. Fructose looks and tastes about
the same as table sugar and is slightly

sweeter. It can be purchased in health

food stores and through mail order. It is

expensive but easily worth trying. Prices

can range from four dollars a pound to as

low as $1.30 per pound which I found in a

Uo-op store. Tablets are available for a

ready supply away from your kitchen.

Refer to the booklist to follow for more
details and technical information on
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fructose.

Good luck on your new diet and the new
life to follow.

Abrahamson. E.M. and Pezet, A.W.,

BODY. MIND. AND SUGAR. New
York: Pyramid Publications. 1971.

Cleave. T.L.. THE SACCHARINE
DISEASE. New Canaan, Conn. : Keats
Publishing. Inc.

Marlin. C.G.. LOW BLOOD SUGAR
(HIDDEN MENACE OF HYPO
GLYCEMIA)

Fredericks. C. and Goodman If.. LOW
BLOOD SUGAR AND YOU.

Palm. J.. DIET AWAY YOUR
STRESS. TENSION. & ANXIETY (The
Fructose Diet Book!. Garden City. New
York: Doubleday & Company. Inc., 1976.

Yudkin. John. SWEET AND DANGER
OUS. New York: Peter H. Wyden. 1972.

Folding Attic Steps

The step* shown in the drawing are

particularly serviceable when the open-

ing to the attic is located in a closet, or

small room, where there is insufficient

space for
swinging a

full-length
ladder to the

ceiling. The
upper end of

the steps, or

ladder, is at-

tached to the

wall with
hinges, as in-

dicated. The
side rails are

sawed in two
near the mid-
dle. the cut
being made in

a diagonal di-

rection to 'af-

ford a longer bearing and to bring less

strain upon tne strap hinges by which
the sections are joined. By means of a

rope and pulley, the lower section is

folded inward against the upper section

when the steps are drawn up. The steps

are held In <be raised position by taking
several turns of the rope around a cleat

oa the wall

Insects Killed with Glue

From Popular Mechanics 1931

A new method of exterminating insects

on evergreen trees about your home is

'”KKCsted by experiments at the State

University of Ohio, where it was found
that a solution of glue and water was an
excellent insecticide. The solution is

made by mixing glue. 1 lb., and water, 5

gal It is sprayed on the trees and holds

the insects in the same manner as flics on
sticky paper, without injuring the trees.

Besides killing the insects, it also pre-

vents their eggs from hatching.
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SURVIVING WITH MENTAL PROBLEMS
Ry Rill Abreu

Some recently proven theories held by

doctors and nutritionalists may shed some
truth on the old saying, “you are what you

eat." In fact, from what tests and studies

have shown, it is possible for certain foods

lor lack of) to be the cause of an irritable

or temperamental disposition (not to

mention depression, fatigue, and a variety

of many other mental problems).

Food allergies, though mostly well

known for causing physical problems, such

as cramps or hives, can frequently cause

anti social behavior in many individuals.

These allergies differ from inhalation or

skin allergies in that their reactions can be

delayed for a period of hours or even days.

When this situation occurs the food

allergy can then be linked to addiction, on

the basis that the only way in which the

person can temporarily relieve the allergy

is to eat more of the same offending food.

One large contributor to food allergens

is food additives and pollutants which can

be found in cured meats li.e. hotdogs.

ham. etc.) to act as a preservative. These
additives, while giving the meat an

attractive red color and stopping the

growth of bacteria, can cause reaction

such as depression, weariness, hyper
activity, or tension.

But other foods, apart from additives,

can also cause reactions in certain people.

To find a person's allergen a doctor has
the patient fast for four to six days. At the

end of that period the patient is fed the

suspected food and if a change in behavior

occurs (though it may be subtle or drastic)

the cause can then be diagnosed

More specifically, salicylate, a chemical

found in food coloring the flavoring

agents, is a known- allergen linked to

hyperactivity. This chemical causes a

swelling in the lining of the brain (which is

then called cerebral swelling or allergies),

hence the anti-social behavior. In

experiments with hyperactive patients it

is shown that when salicylate is eliminated

from their diets, the majority of patients

calm down significantly.

The list of foods containing salicylate is

quite unfortunate, being that they are the

foods which many people are most fond of:

candy, cured meats, soda, and strangely

enough even some children’s chewable

vitamins (it's amusing to think that

Flintstone’s Vitamins can turn a child into a

tyrannosaurus rex— very loosely speaking
of course).

Salicylic acids can be found largely in

aspirin. This is very significant when one
takes into account that 27 million pounds

of aspirin is consumed yearly (enough to

treat 17 billion headaches). Even worse is

the fact that tests have proven that

aspirin has no more pain-killing effect

than does caffeine. Furthermore, it is

believed that aspirin, among other drugs

such as insulin, would now have a difficult

time being passed onto the market if they

had to meet the strict standards of today.

Salicylic acid, aside from causing cerebral

swellings, can also harm the mucosal cells

which line the inside of the stomach,

unless the tablets are buffered or if food

has been eaten prior to the drug's

consumption.

Ill aspirin must be bought, it is best to

purchase the least expensive brand,
because all aspirin must pass the same
ll.S.P. requirements.)

As of now you might be looking back
through your memory, trying to find an
instance where you ate an aspirin or

hotdog and suddenly were transformed
into a raving madman. The truth is that

the reactions are not that drastic nor that

immediate in most people. The situation

would more likely be that the person is

easily offended or quick-tempered (which

might be alien to his normal personality)

due to certain foods he has been eating
for some time. Though the change to

anti social behavior is gradual, the process

to revert hack to a more calm and normal
disposition can sometimes be remarkably
last. There have been cases where
mothers have noticed prominent changes
in their child's behavior within a very

short time; all for the better. (And what

about Paranoid George’s ten minute cure

for his problems as described in Vol • 2 of
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To find your allergen, if you suspect

that something is making you tense or

irritable, can be fairly simple. First, the

most likely suspected food (or perhaps a

whole food family) is eliminated from your
diet for three days. If no change in

altitude occurs then you move on to

eliminate the second suspected food.

Finally when a change does occur you

simply check to see what food has most

recently been eliminated, and obviously

drop that food from your diet completely.

To treat mental problems without using

standard methods, doctors will sometimes

use the orthomolecular or the megavita-

min therapy. There is not too much
difference between the two. except that

more vitamins are consumed by the

patient with the megavitamin therapy.

Both of these treatments arc much safer

than the usual methods continuously used
and in many cases they have even proved

to be better. For one thing, no foreign

elements, such as drugs and tranquilizers,

are introduced into the system, and those

excess vitamins which the body does not

use are simply gotten rid of. being that

they are water soluble.

However, it is not necessary to have a

doctor lay out a specific diet to fit your
personal needs, when it is possible for the

same results to be accomplished by
following a few simple and common sense

methods.

The first thing to do is to have a healthy

diet. This is not say that you should

immediately run out to your nearest

health food store and buy sea weed, bird

seed, or what have you. A well rounded
diet of foods containing the minimum
requirement level can be found and prove

helpful to one's mind as well as one's

health.

It is unwise to drop sugar of all forms

from your diet as some might instantly

assume (this would be difficult to do
anyway, since sugar can be found in so

many foods). A drop in sugar content can

cause depression, grouchiness, or fatigue

Also, too much sugar can over stimulate
the pancreas into pumping large
quantities of insulin into the bloodstream

to handle all the sugar. With all this

insulin in the system the sugar's original

purpose is thereby defeated. As
mentioned in THE SURVIVOR, fructose

is an excellent substitute for over-refined
sugar which is contained in many sweets.

Minerals are also an important part of

every diet and can be just as beneficial to

your mental health. In a well-diversified

diet, a sufficient supply of minerals will be
found in milk, milk products, table salt,

meats. The most abundant and important

of minerals is calcium which is essential to

every living cell. When a calcium

deficiency is present the effects are much
like those of a sugar or niacin deficiency.

However, it can easily be corrected by
eating more calcium filled foods such as

green vegetables, lean meat, and milk, or

by simply taking calcium tablets which

can be bought, non-prescription, at uny
drugstore. Calcium tablets are good also

for relieving headaches (better and safer

than aspirin), alleviating pain (two or

three can be taken before dentist visits),

or for curing insomnia.

Vitamin C can also be important for

your survival difct because it detoxifies the

effects of allergens which might somehow
work their way into your system, despite

precautions taken to avoid them. Often,

the trouble-causing allergen can be found

in some foods vou might be unaware of or

have overlooked.

Vitamin B6 is used largely in

megavitamin therapy for the treatment of

allergies to food additives, wherein the

patient is denied offending foods

containing additives and given large doses

of vitamin B6 along with minerals and
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other vitamins. It has been shown that

hospital patients lacking vitamin B6 tend
to develop depression, nausea, and
vomiting. Once these patients are given

dosages of vitamin B6 they quickly change
back to normal with no side-effects.

Vitamin Bl (thiamine) aids in producing
energy. However, this is not to say that
with consumption of three or four of these
vitamins you will suddenly be able to do
heavy work or run miles without tiring.

Vitamin Bl when taken with a well
rounded diet of other vitamins and foods

can be helpful. People without vitamins Bl
are fatigued, and constantly exhausted.
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These vitamins, if taken properly and
incorporated with a survival diet, can be

favorable to one's physical and mental
wellbeing. When the situation arises

where getting along with your fellow

survivalists is one of the main objectives

in surviving after the crash, it will be best

to have a complaisant attitude to keep
peace in a group. Eating healthy foods anc
proper vitamins can be the key to survival

in such a situation.

But this situation changes dramatically

when the deficiency is corrected. By way
of foods, vitamin Bl is included in bread,

cereals, and unrefined foods such as
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peanut butter.

Vitamin B3 is simply niacin, a vitamin
which is sometimes referred to as the
"morale vitamin." and is discussed
extensively also in Volume 2. of

THE SURVIVOR.
In that calcium is helpful in relieving

pain and headaches, vitamin D aids in

promoting the absorption of calcium.

Vitamin D can be obtained from
homogenized milk and when taken in

capsule form, should be consumed after a

meal which might contain fat. Because

vitamin D is used very little, it may
sometimes be sold by prescription.

PICTURE FRAME AND TRIANGLE CLAMP
From Popular Mechanics 1915

A picture frame or triangle is quite

difficult to hold together when fitting

the corners. It is still more difficult

to hold them together while the glue

dries. The clamp illustrated will be
found quite satisfactory in solving this

problem, and at the same time is very

simple to construct and easy to manip-

ulate. The material list for making the

clamps and corner blocks is as follows:

Pk(«r« fram# cUmp:
4 p.«#•. IW by IH by 15 Iq.

I iQ b, Ik br 5 .0.

Tnr^l

.*U
;

by IX br ,o«.

Cortr
lit br « it.

tr r blockt
4 p<c<f t. N by JH by JH Is.

9 pifcrt % by I by 2 ip-

Tbe pkctt mmlioof'l »{• ©I ©«k
I p««<« Vio. o>apt« lo# 4o«el«

Hlfdwilf
10 boll!, k by 2 to
4 boll!, W by 3 Ml.

2 bolu. h by 6 ta

The picture-frame clamp consists of

the four arms A. B, C and D, Fig. I.

A '/4-in. hole is bored in one end of

each piece, V4 in. from the end. A
series of %-in. holes, 1 in. apart, are

bored along the center in each piece.

The two short pieces. E and F, have

two V4->n. holes bored in their cen-

ters, Vz in. from each end. These
pieces are bolted to the four arms with

V4-in. bolts as shown in the sketch. A
%-in. hole is bored in the middle of

each piece E and F for one of the 6-in.

bolts K.

The four corner blocks G. H. I and

J. Fig. 1. have a %-in. hole bored in the

center of each and a dowel glued into

it with the end projecting 1% in. on

the under side and level with the sur-

face on the upper side. Each of the

corner blocks is fitted with two pieces

like X, Fig. 2. Each of these pieces

has one end round or a semicircle, and

in its center a %-in. hole is bored. The

other end has a %-in. hole bored % in.

from the end.

After making the small pieces, take

the four corner blocks G, H, I and J

and draw a line on the upper side in the

center, with the grain of the wood, and

mark the angles as follows, so that

one-half the angle will be on each side

of the centerline: On one end of the

pieces G and H mark a 90-dcg. angle,

on the other end a 45-deg. angle, on

the piece I mark a 90-dcg. and 30-deg.

angle and on J mark a 90-dcg.' and 60-

deg. angle. Mark the number of de-

grees of each between the sides of the

angle. Place two of the pieces marked
X, Fig. 2. on each of the corner blocks,

one piece on each side between the

different angle lines, so their round

ends will be toward the center and

toward each other with a space of Vi

in. between them. Clamp the pieces to

the comer blocks and bore the Vi-in.

holes through them to secure perfect

alinement. Put the bolts in and turn

The Coener Blech, on Both Plctur. *•••»« •"« JrUi
Molding together WMIo Pitting the Cornet end elec

ere eo
Securely

Thet They Hold the
the Gi.e le He.denlBg

the pieces first to one angle and then
the other, and while in the respective

positions, bore the %-in. holes % in.

deep in the corner blocks. Glue a

dowel in each %-in. hole of the small

pieces, allowing it to project Vi in.

on the unde/ side so it will fit in the

%-in. hole in the comer block. Be
sure to countersink the holes for the

heads of the bolts. All'bolts should he
fitted with wing nuts. All that is

necessary to change from one angle to

another is to loosen the nuts and swing
the small pieces around so the dowel
pins will drop into the other holes,

then tighten the nuts.

The triangle clamp is made in the

same manner as the picture-frame

clamp, except that the arms L and M,
Figs. 2 and 3, arc half-lapped into the

crosspiece P. The bolt O is % in.

and the head is cut off. Drill a %-in.

hole in the bolt, % in. from the end,

and bore a %-in. hole in the end of the

arm N. Insert the headless bolt O
in this hole and drive a nail through
the side of the arm N, so it will pass

through the hole drilled in the bolt.

This keys the bolt in the end of the

arm N.
To clamp a picture frame, set the

comer blocks G, II. I and J to the 90-

deg. angles and adjust them on the

arms A, B, C and D to accommodate
the size frame to be made, as shown in

Fig. I. Tighten the thumbnut on the

bolt K. and this will draw all four

corners together with the same pres-

sure. The comers can then be ex-

amined to sec if they fit properly. If

they do not. saw in the joints with a

hacksaw until they do fit.

The triangles are clamped in the

same way. The corner blocks are set

to take the proper angles. The ends

of the bolts should be slightly burred

over so that the thumbnuts cannot be
turned off.—
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SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
by Tom Murphy and not have it. Some items are critical to

It all began on a seemingly normal day.
|ife support, such as medical. thus start asking questions. This occurred

At least as normal as the days had been
j |e f, work carly j„ the afternoon. <*nce when someone dropped by my

being, each day’s news being filled with listening to the truck radio-lots of communications shack and saw a few
near panic events, droughts floods, many bulletin coming on from the big cities. cas« of canned goods and said. “Boy, I’ll

food crop failures, a new oil boycott, sharp demonstrations, blackouts, some looting- know where 10 «*me to when I get
rise in inflation, shortage of manufactured the militarv had pIaced on alert, and hungry.” There's no way to explain to this
goods, massive power failures, increased National Guard units called out to »yp* of person-sure hope he doesn’t try
terrorist activities crimes of violence. hc |p maintain law and order. I was going to show up. Hate to be hard hearted but if

People were scared and rightly so. It to slop by ,he store . bul lhe we share with everyone that comes along,
seemed that everything was building up parking lot was jammed with cars and 1 would denying my family to benefit
to a peak, you could feel the tension in the there was a |arge crowd in front of the someone else who screwed off and spent
a,l

j store. Unbelievable— right here in a small ‘he *r money on color TVs and boats while
I was not too worried since I had made joythern town-people gel scared and it’s

we did without to preserve ourselves,
advance preparations some time ago to

,ike a wildfire. I turned the truck around Everyone had the same chance to prepare
ensure he security and safety of my and headed for the house-looks like the and '* they didn’t see the need, then
family. We had bought a small farm well

time lo ul plan A inlo r(fect .

maybe they were too dumb to survive on
off the beaten path. 6 acres but quite Susan met me at the door, with a their own. Nature weeds out the inferior,
remote the cIos.-m Mfgbbor MM a worried look on her fare-Tom. I'm afraid Ithoughlaboutmyhalf brotherwho.se
half-mile away. We had been established

it-, sUrling lo happen." , told her lhal i
idea was to head for the woods, with what

over 3 years building up a nice sized j^ved that also, and to start plan he could carry on his back. I left him a
garden, a good well, and had lots of trees A_which is to nolify ,he p^pi, lha t were 'landing invitation to come be with us
for plenty of firewood. My wife Susan is a

to comp to our r ,.lreal for Mfe|y and when he got tired of tramping around. I

very prudent person and she beheved as I mulua , defense-Susans’ parents, mv believe lhat he’ll make it o.k. For many
do in being prepared for any occurrance. parents, and John and his family tSusan’s months he has been backpacking into the

Since we re so far out in the country, brother!, who lived 70 miles away. After woods on the weekend, lots of experience
we re more subject to power failures, so I qujck phone calls lo all. we began our own Rained. a* well as getting into shape-well
hud acquired an A.C. generator for cmrrgency preparations, which were not equipped. compass, topographical maps,
emergency use. The deep well has an extensive as we had been on “alert" for etc. He knows well enough to make his
electric pump and lots of fresh water is weeks. I looked with satisfaction at the presence known before he tries to come In.
important, not only for drinking and

|argc store of foodstuffs, bedding. The old wild west idea-shoot first and
washing but for sanitation too. The doihing. guns. ammo, tools, books, and a»k questions later-hard words but It’s
generator is housed in a concrete building agricultural supplies. Wished it could have gonna bo a hard life,

together with drums of gasoline, been morc bul wp did the best we could in He had one thought that sure seems to
lubricants, tools, and other survival

,he lime we had since wC became aware of make sense. Some talk about ’’Hugging
’

supplies, as well as a small chemical lab lhp jima,*,,,. Commercial power was still
oul and including books on how to survive;

Drums arc not ideal for the storage of working, so we began filling the water ho feels ‘h"« experience is what counts, if
gasoline as they tend to rust, however

jug5 . i cul Gff the butane to lhp hot wa ,pr you have to have constant reference to a
hey will last for many years. Gasoline wil hpalcr lo c„ns<.rvp> bul j, on (or ,hp book, your chances are reduced. 1 have an
keep almost indefinitely if kept in a dosed cookstove. I checked the gauge, about 2/3 extensive library, but I have lots of things
system. It s the exposure to air that fu ||. 250 gallon tank. I had in storage four * need to grab if we have to "bug" out. A
causes it to deteriorate. I had on hand 8 50 gallon tanks, so cooking should be no static location is best from the standpoint
drums for a total of 440 gallons plus 10 in prob|cm for a good while. of defense, with fortifications and enough
the generator or 450 gallons. With careful Surp K ,ad it

-

s summertime, won’t have People to defend it. It can be overrun, but

'r ..

W
°.
U

| ..

0r
.

al
,

le“ t to worry about burnmg wood with damn hard to do. the attackers have to
hopefully till things had stabilized. In that rcsullant ,moke for at least four months. Pa .v «hc price.
period of t ime, we would have had a dug again so as to not call unwanted attention. Someone's coming! It’s our parents in
well completed as well as expanded food With lhe ncw woodburning heater, there’s P'ekup ‘rucks with a big load on the back
supplies. So with power for the well, for not much smoke anyway compared to our «f each-foodstuffs, bedding, weapons,
communications equipment, deepfreeze, old open fireplace. Checked the camping etc., welcomed manpower and goods. Sure
etc we should be o.k. The generator has a sl0VP> lwo burner . 16 ga |lons of hope John will get here before dark. News
good muffler system and is m a sound Kerosene. 10 gallons, with two lamps, one Retting worse, everything coming
concrete shelter, it makes very little

|anlern . 1 broke oul lhe shovels and unglued. Had a quick meeting while I
noise, which is very desircable. I didn t

p ickaXes; sure going to be a lot of digging outlined the course of action-sent two of
want to call attention to my little when help gets here-defense positions, my sons out on guard duty, heavily armed,
stronghold when the chaos occurs. mantraps, punji holes, booby traps and with C.B. walki-talkics for communica
Over a period of years we had warning devices. I had long ago made up tions. I had an Army surplus field

accumulated a good assortment of duty rosters and plans for fortifying the telephone system which would be used on
survival supplies—all with the idea in homestead. occasions when we didn't want to transmit
mind of not being able to get it if we didn't Considering the amount of work over the air. and "they" have radios too. A
have it already. Travel would be very involved. I had thought about doing a lot couple of folks started stringing wire, one
dangerous during the panic, so we decided 0f it as I went along. However. I didn’t using a garden spade to make an opening
to do without a lot of luxuries so we could wan t to call undue attention to my future m the ground while the other put the wire
be prepared. It sure is better to have plans. AU I needed was to have company in the slit made by the spade. Other wires
something and not need it. than to need it drop in and see the field fortifications and were put down and run to stakes around
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ihe perimctcrof the land.

The chain of command had been
discussed on previous occasions. I pointed

out that this was my house and my land,

and most of the supplies were mine—thus
we don’t vote on issues. I listen to advice

and counsel, but I make the decisions—

sure stops a lot of problems before they

get started. It was hard for the parents to

accept this, but they did. After all. they

could have prepared and invited my
family and me over. Then of course. I

would do as I was told. They didn't. I did.

So that's the way it is.

Getting darker. John still hasn't arrived

from the city—the ladies are in the

process of supper, early to bed for all but

guards, no lights at night. Well, no lights

at all at least from commercial sources,

power just failed, radio on batteries, all

hell has broken loose. People going nuts,

the whole system has ground to a

hall—Overseas looks tho same. The
economies of too many countries are tied

up too much with that of others, one
affects the other.
Everyone into bed. I cut off the radio,

get my rifle, 45 automatic, and flashlight

and go down to the driveway entrance.

Skip is at the curve of the driveway, cover

ing the entrance. He's seen several cars go
by, but all is quiet. Gary has the dog with

him. we hear a dog barking in the

distance, our's has been trained to not

bark, but to give indication of "something

out there.” Sure dark tonight, overcast.

There’s someone coming, gravel road, can

hear a long ways. I went to the edge of

the woods to take position at the side of

tho entrance, in a ditch. Two vehicles, a

car and a truck, stop short of the entrance.

"Hey Tom. it's John"— flashlight check,

sure enough- -mighty glad to see them.

Both the car and truck are loaded down
with supplies. John said it was a good
thing they lived on the edge of the cily as

he thought that they would not have made
it if they had been further in. He said it

sounded like the opening day of deer

season. Lots of gunfire coming from the

main section. There were a number of

people out of gas on the roads leading out

of the cily. but just no way to help them.

Well, left Skip on guard duty and pulled

the car and truck up to the house. Sure a

lot of vehicles around now. Started to
unload but decided to wait until morning

in order to not show lights. Also decided

to take gas tanks off most vehicles and

close park them around the house for

additional bullet proofing. Also had

sandbags to be filled to put next to walls.

Hard to get everyone settled down again,

but soon quiet again—time goes
fast—time for guard change—quick call on

the C.B. to alert guards of change—(their

walki-taIkies have earphone jacks, which

they are using, also squelched tight, with
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short antennas as we only need short

range communications and they have
some freedom of movement without being
tied to telephone system. In the daytime
with better visibility the telephone

system will be used mainly.

I'm getting some shuteye. I go on guard
duty at 3 AM. Quiet night, just the way
we want it to be. Sun coming up. looks like

a nice day. hot though. There sure is a lot

of work to be done today. Had a quick

breakfast— got enough water for several
days -deep freeze should keep for 3.

listened to radio. National Emergency.
President pleading for calm, law and
order—gangs of looters going amuck,
stealing and killing anyone in their path.

I*ooks like we really need to be on the
alert.

Went ahead and ran the A.C. generator,
put freezer on lowest setting, ran well and
filled and refilled all available containers.

Sure glad I soundproofed the system as

much as I did. Can hear it running only a

short distance away. Ran it for two hours.

It’s a big job to get things organized, with
as many people as we have 121). it takes a

lot of food—the garden is in great shape,

lots of stuff needs picking today. Betty

(John's wife), is in charge of food,

procurement and inventory. We are going
to utilize the garden to the fullest extent
possible and save the other food supplies

for wintertime use. We have a large

supply of jars and lids, so there should be
lots of home canning this summer. The
only workable way to get this done is to go
back a long way—the women and children

do their work, the men stand guard, hunt,

and heavy work. This is the most
workable system, no place for women's lib

in a survival situation. Our forefathers

survived and maybe that's why.

I’ve gotten the digging started, a

system of defense positions first—then

obstacles next to impede any assault. The
only way to defend the house is to have a

system of foxholes or fortified positions

away from the house—if we tried to

defend from the house about aU it would

take would be one attacker getting close

enough to hurl one firebomb. By putting

our main positions of defense away from
the house, the women and children firing

from the house gives a good second

system. Also each fortified position has

clear angles of fire so that if an attack

came from only one direction, fire could be

directed from all positions toward that

direction. We have to stay on the alert and
not be surprised.

I monitor the radio quite often, things

are very bad indeed. The C.B. radio has

occasional calls for help, no way. Things

are starting to settle down into a routine,

and that's not good. A routine leads to

complacency which leads to carelessness. I
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changed the guard schedule up. Supplies

are holding out real well, fuel consumption
is low, mainly because the ladies prepare
easy, quick to cook, stick to the rib type
meals.

It's into the fifth week now. we saw
some smoke east of us yesterday
afternoon, and heard some faint shooting,

must be three or four miles off, there’s a

small town in that area. Don't know, but it

looks bad. Stepped up the watch, that

means that everyone goes around
armed—believe we are prepared. The
defenses look good, but I suppose could be

better, but then there are limits to what
you can do. I have seen signs of activity

from my neighbors—looks like they've

holed up like us. Being in the country, all

have a good start on survival. Lots of

water, from dug wells, to creeks and
ponds. Again we hear the sound of

gunfire, closer this time. Plan B into

action, carefully, homemade explosives

are taken from cool storage underground
to the stakes around the perimeter, wires
attached, and the charges buried. This is

extra manpower to defend against an
assault force. Top alert— no outside

activities, guards doubled.

I have dreaded it. and now my worst

fears are realized. There are people

coming down the road, armed. 16 in all.

There's a sideroad or two off the road

before my place, leading nowhere really,

and some of the group is checking each
road out. Their intentions are obvious.

The word is given. War Footing,
everything is ready, all positions arc

manned. I'm in the command fortification

with the explosive control box. each
charge on a separate switch, system
armed. We are discovered by two, one
goes back and through binoculars I see a

discussion under way. The one is joined by
another, they advance up the road.

That's far enough!" I shout. They stop.

“What do you want?” I asked. "Oh." they
said, “we are just looking for supplies. Do
you have any extra?" "No. I replied, move
on!” "Sure." and off they went.

More discussion, still from the road

area. A couple run up behind a seemingly
natural cover and open fire on the

house—and from the house comes a pitiful

reply of a couple of .22s from the ladies.

We must deceive the attacker, so that all

will commit themselves and can be

destroyed. If we had committed ourselves

at first, their tactics would have changed.

As it was. they staged a mass assault, all

atone time, which is just what we wanted.

Hold your fire, hold it, let the ones in front

go past the explosive charges, the ones
behind are over the charges now—deto-
nate—the explosives work very well, the

ones in front are stunned, quickly fire and
fire again. Nothing moves. A body count.
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the sane as were observed coming down
the road. Ixioks like we got them all.

Guards out. still max alert. I checked the
bodies, a real dirty looking bunch, one has
a sack full of paper dollars. What a fool!

All of their worries are over, except for

one still alive, but not for long.

Things are peaceful once again, sure
had a job with the burial detail. We
salvaged everything before burial,
including the paper money. Think I’ll

wallpaper my bedroom. There are very
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few* radio stations on the air.

communications have really broken down.
Everything is disorganized and there's no
telling when the situation will stabilize.

We'll just stay on the alert and do the very
best we can under the circumstances. No
person could ask more.

I often think of all the misery that has
occurred and will continue to occur. The
old. the weak, the sick, the very young,
the defenseless, all assaulted for the

things they might have that would be
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desirable Once the restraints of society
are off. the dregs of the human race come
creeping out of their holes, the worst side
of man comes out. I am thankful we were
prepared and I believe we will survive
mainly because we became familiar with
arts, crafts, survival information, first aid.

chemical processes, firearms, etc., all add
up to insure, as in nature. The Survival of
the Fittest!

Five Shop Machines Fold into a Portable Box

A PORTABLE workshop containing a

drill press, lathe, emery wheel, jig

saw, and circular saw, which folds into a

box the size of a tool chest and can be

placed on the running board of an auto,

may easily be devised by anyone who
wishes to take his shop with him from
place to place. It can be set up on a table

wherever a 110-volt 60-cyde plug is avail-

able and is ready to operate within a few
minutes.

The photographs and drawing show the
general layout. Ordinary *$-in. boards are

Used throughout. Be careful that the vari-

ous parts are perfectly square. It is neces-

sary, of course, to put cleats on the boards
to prevent splitting and warping; and these

should be placed across the grain.

When the shop is to be moved, the

shafts are uncoupled from the motor, re-

moved from the bearings, and secured to

the cover.

In most cases regular home workshop
machines of the smaller sizes would be

used, but the machines shown were built

by the author from parts found in junk

yards. The drill press, for example, was
made of short pieces of pipe and pipe fit-

tings, and a model-T Ford piston rod was
used to form the adjustable table bracket.

The drill press and lathe have four-speed

pulleys. A motor with a double-ended
shaft was purchased from a mail-order

house.

B, C. A. VAN DERVEER Popular Science 193d
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and. left, bow they ara packed
in th# boc. The ahafta are un-

coupled aod clamped to the lid.

The outfit Include* a .mail

lathe, jig aaw. circular eaw,

grinding wheel, and driU praaa
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CHICKEN OFTHE SWAMP AND
SUBSTITUTE SHRIMP

recycled plastic bread bags to put your

By Jim and Stephanie Watters

I've always liked frog legs, but I’d never

thought much about finding them in the

city until the slump. While driving home
late one rainy night I kept seeing frogs of

all sizes on the highway. When some nice

bullfrogs started jumping in front of my
van. I couldn't imagine where they had

come from, but I couldn’t stand to see all

that good chow just hop away. I got on

some streets where the traffic was

slower, and just began stopping and

picking them up. The big fellows would sit

there starting into my headlights and I’d

slip around behind them and grab them.

That really started me looking for frogs

in town. I located all the ditches and ponds

in the city limits. Some of them looked

more like garbage cans than I would like,

but when I went back late that night. I

could see plenty of red eyes among the beer

bottles. Ill one little pond behind our
church parking lot. 1 counted over twenty

pairs of eyes and took home twenty four

pairs of legs. That little depression doesn’t

even have water in it all the time, but it had

plenty of frogs. The big ditches near the

local high school and another church

parking lot has kept us in frog legs tor the

past two summers. The boat launching

pads near the park are another good plan-

And the people ul the restaurant within

easy walking distance of our house don't

know that the ditch behind their phtt
holds better food than they sell. There are

plenty of other good places, but 1

mentioned all these just to start you
thinking of how many places you probably

drive by everyday and never notice.

Lot’s say you've thought of a few places

and you’re ready to try your luck. How do
you intend to catch the frogs? (And
incidentally, they don't have to be real

bull frogs. Just take any frog that you

think is big enough to eat. Leopard frogs

and green frogs make good eating, too.)

You can catch frogs with a hook and line,

shoot them with pistols, rifles, shotguns,

air-rifles, or bow and arrow, or net them, or

club them, or spear them. I prefer

spearing, or gigging, as we call it down
here. Gig heads should be a part of your

survival gear, anyway. Go ahead and buy a

couple or be a real survivalisl and make
some. Fora handle. I've known some folks

to get by with a broom handle, but I prefer

an eight to twelve-foot bamboo handle

because, with it I can reach all the way

across a ditch. For a light. I have done all

right with just a two-cell flashlight but

you'll do better with a head lamp— it leaves

both hands free—or at least a six-volt

lantern. Stick your little two cell in your
hip pocket for a spare, along with some

frogs legs in. Sometimes I carry a folding

wire fish net to keep them in and cut the

legs off at home. But if you're by yourself

Td recommend cutting off the legs and

carrying them in hags. Cut them off at the

hump where the legs join the back bone.

You can eat the whole frog, as we have

done, if you want to. but most of the meat in

on the back kgs.
Frogging is more fun and more

productive with a friend. With one of you

on either side of a ditch, you'll find a lot

more frogs, because he can see them under

the overhanging vegetation on your side

and you can do the same for him. Also, a

dirert beam seems to hold the frogs better.

Anyway, it’s nice to have a buddy with you

when you're scrounging around our cities

at night. Frogs aren't the only things that

conic out at night, unfortunately.

Preparing frogs for the table is easy.

Just slice the skin across the hump on their

back, stick a finger under it and pull it off

the kgs like panty hose. Cut through the

leg hones at the hump and slit the belly

back toward the kgs. Cut off the feet, pull

out the nerves that look like strings so he

won't upset the wife by jumping around

greater quantity but you ought to be able

to catch enough to make crayfish cocktails

while you're spearing the main course.

When you get home, drop them alive into

boiling water. They're ready to eat when
they have turned bright red, but cook them
up to 10 minutes if you're going to use them
in cocktails. Most of the meat is in the tail

which will be easier to shell if you take the

crawdads out of the boiling water and put

them immediately into cold water.

Well, there you have it-- food good
enough a gourmet or even your
mother in law. You can begin now to learn

important survival skills right in the city.

There are many other good techniques you

can learn to incorporate with t hese. if you'll

just turn off the idiot box and get down to

it. It's not enough to read how—you have to

go do it yourself. Someday the simple

survival skills you can learn now may help

keep your family alive in hard times. But

if it never comes to that, you can enjoy a

sense of self-reliance while you chow down
on that delicious free food.

Improvised Post-Card

Projector and Enlarging:

From Popular Mech. 1919 Camerathe pan. trim around the rear vent if you
like, and toss him into* pot of water to soak

a minute while I rest.

All right, it shouldn't take as long for you

to do all that as it did for me to write it. I

prefer to soak my game for a while before I

cook it. and I always like to freeze my frog

legs before cooking. Believe it or not. it

makes them more tender. But neither the

soaking nor freezing is really necessary.

When you’ve washed off those beautiful

frog legs -and even your hoity-toity

mother-in-law will tell you how pretty they

are—you may want to just toss them in the

frying pan right away. That’s easy enough.

Just roll them in flour or corn-meal and fry

them in deep fat. or just a little hot grease.

Add a littk salt and pepper and try them,

and you’ll see why I’m a confirmed

frog-freak.

Now. about those substitute shrimp I

mentioned in the title: have you ever tried

crayfish? We call them crawfish down
here, but whatever you call them, if you

like shrimp you'll like these little critters,

too. Chances are you’ll find them
everywhere you find bullfrogs because the

bullfrogs enjoy eating crawfish, too.

Crawfish are easy to catch at night by hand

or with a little minnow net. or if you find

the really big ones, a forked stick. There

are other ways to catch them faster and in

AN outfit which may be used for

cither projecting picture post
cards or enlarging photographic nega-
tives was assembled as delineated in

the illustration. An ordinary camera,
which provides the lens and bellows,

is required, in combination with a dark
box which can be built in the home
workshop. The method of construction
is this:

Make a box about 8 in. square out of

Otiiuo a»*u Cumti. rm»d wvPined with Tfclt Attach
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V6-in. planed soft-wood stock. Nail
the sides, but omit, for the present,

the top and the bottom. The two
openings thus left will be called the

front and the back. Mount an 8 by
8 by board, D, which con-
stitutes a door, on the back with
hinges and provide a hook to hold it

shut. Cut a square hole, of the same
size as that of the opening in the back
of the camera which is to be used, in

another 8 by 8-iu. piece, E. This
will constitute the front board. This
front board is so cut that it fits in

between the sides of the box instead

of on the ends, as docs the back. In
the top, cut a square hole for ventila-

tion. A hood is provided over this

hole to prevent light being thrown
forward.

When using the arrangement as a

projector or magic lantern two 40-

watt tungsten lamps, A. are required.

Each lamp is mounted in a porcelain

receptacle held on the floor with
screws. A lamp cord, one end con-

necting the two lamps in multiple and
the other fitted with an attachment
plug, passes through a hole in the floor

of the box. Form the two reflectors,

B. of 8 by 7-in. bright tinned sheet-

iron pieces, each having holes along
one of its edges to admit of attach-

ment. The reflectors are bent to a

semicircular contour before mounting.
The card holder is detailed at C. It is

a piece of tinned sheet iron bent to

the form shown so that it will hold a
post card. A hole is drilled in its cen-

ter for a screw pivot. It can then be
fastened to the center of the back door
and can be turned into position, for

either horizontal or vertical pictures.

A washer is inserted on the screw be-
tween the holder and the door. The
thickness of the camera body having
been determined, a slide is fastened to
the front board, as diagrammed, to
support this body.

Before it can be used as a projector
it must be adjusted to operate with the
camera of the type and size available.
The adjustment, which must be made
in a darkened room, having on one of
its walls a white screen on which the
image will be projected, is effected
thus : Remove the back from .the cam-
era and place the camera in the slide
without extending the bellows. Open
the shutter. Insert a card in the holder
C. Light the tungsten lamps. Now
move the front board, with the camera
carried on it, back and forth within the
box until the components are in focus,
that is, until the most distinct image
obtainable is reproduced on the screen.
Then, illuminate the previously dark-
ened room and nail the front board in

THE PROBABILITY
OF NUCLEAR WAR

By Kurt Saxon Written in 1978
Although nuclear war becomes more pointless and suicidal each year, its

threat looms ever larger. Logically, such a threat is remote. But since

bureaucrats and politicians are seldom logical, nuclear war could occur at any
time.

However, there are some misconceptions concerning nuclear war which
makes its likelihood seem greaterthan it actually is at this time.

First, we are led to believe that Russia has a nuclear defense setup which
would save up to 80% of its populace. Such estimates are absurd. Even if

Russia had shelter capacity for the 200 some odd million people that figure

represents, this would only make matters worse.

Surviving a major nuclear attack is only the beginning. The devastation of

the cities, industries, croplands, etc .. would Insure the certain death of the

majority of survivors.

Many seem to think they would simply load this vast horde of survivors on
transports and have them invade America. But aside from highly mobile
weapons systems dodging American missiles on the world's oceans, Russian
shipping would be pretty well wiped out.

If the Russians got in the first punch and destroyed America’s capability to

fight outside our borders, so what? To destroy America as a functional system
is no guarantee of any successful Invasion.

The examples of past Invasions of Russia and China should convince

anyone that conquering continents takes more power than any nuclear

survivors will have left.

America Is vast. 2700 miles wide by 1600 miles thick. On the occasions I’vo

flown from coast to coast. I’ve been Impressed and even bored by the

emptiness of our land. The logistics of subduing all that space would be
beyond the capability of even present-<1ay Russia. Nuclear survivors would not

even attempt It.

Besides, the Russians remember the problems facing the German Invaders

and the damage done to them by guerrillas. The Russian guerrillas were
amateurs, compared to Americans. And the Americans didn’t have much luck

subduing the Vietnamese. Modern techniques of guerrilla warfare make the

armed civilian more than a match for any army of occupation.

America has more weapons in civilian hands than are owned by the rest of

the world combined. Civilian disarmament is only a Liberal's fantasy. Books
on improvised weaponry are so widely distributed that even total confiscation

of guns, if possible, would only be wasted effort.

Total surrender to Russia by our government, before a bomb was dropped,

would serve only to destroy our government and bring on nationwide anarchy.

No Russian generar would willingly send his men into a mess like that.

Too many people see Russia as a monolith just waiting for an excuse to

attack. The reasoning is that as they get hungrier they will have less and less

to lose by attacking.

This would be logical except for the Chinese. The Mongols were the most
successful Invaders of Russia. Their sheer numbers made them Invincible.

Modern Chinese see the Mongols as their ancestors, although, technically,

they weren't. At any rate, the Chinese believe they have a right to Siberia and

other areas controlled by Russia.

The Chinese and the Russians have hated each other for centuries and no

similarity of ideology will change that. Moreover, each considers the other, not

America, to be the major threat to Its existence.

Russia has more men on the Sino-Soviet border than in the Warsaw Pact

forces. Estimates of Chinese military personnel and civilian militia on or near

the border, prepared for invasion, are as high as 100 million.

Russians are so certain of a Chinese invasion that they won't allow a

Chinese restaurant in their land, lest it harbor a spy. That's just a little item
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the position thus determined. These
adjustments having- been made, paint

the box. inside and out. a coat of dead
black. Everything should be painted
black except the reflecting surfaces of
the tin reflectors and the incandescent-

lamp bulbs. The front board having
been fastened, subsequent focusing can
be effected by shifting longitudinally

the lens board of the camera. The
image of any sort of a picture that will

fit in the holder can be reproduced.

Colored post cards will project in their

natural tints.

To make enlargements with the same
box, a few minor changes are neces-

sary. When employed for enlarge-

ments the tungsten lamps, which are

required for projection, are not used.

They may, however, remain in the box
and can be disconnected from circuit

by unscrewing them a few turns. The
negative, or film. which is to be en-

larged, is held in the opening E. Where
a him is to be reproduced, it is held

between two pieces of glass which are

fastened to the inside of the front board

with small clips. If a glass negative is

used, the two additional glass plates

arc unnecessary. If the negative docs
not fill the opening in the camera, a
mask cut from heavy black paper will

be required to cut off the light.

The light for the enlargement is fur-

nished by another tungsten lamp
mounted in a porcelain receptacle

which is screwed to a board which con-
stitutes a base. This light source is

moved about in the house until it is

directly back of the opening E in the

front of the box and until the light is

distributed equally over the entire neg-

ative. To focus, move the camera back-

ward or forward. While focusing, use

a yellow glass, or ray screen, to cover

the lens. When focusing has been com-
pleted, the shutter is closed and the ray

screen removed. Then stop down the

lens to bring out detail, ana expose.

Completely

Homemade

Ice Cream
by Susan Kramer and Mike Thompson

Commercial ice cream is one of the

most adulterated foods on the market.

Ethylene glycol (same chemical they use

in anti-freeze), formaldehyde, and rat

poison are just a few of the goodies you

may be eating in your luscious looking

sundae. So why not take the time to

make your own ice cream?

Get yourself a nut and a bolt, a quart
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which happens to be true.

The Chinese are just waiting for Russia to get into it with America. Then

they will pour across the Sino-Soviet border in waves of millions and millions,

through the rain of atomic missiles, over the fortifications, and then on to

Moscow.
The Russians know that a war with America would mean an automatic war

with China. No matter how desperate they become for food and resources, an

adventure against the Americans would only set them up for slaughter by the

Chinese.

So don't be bothered by Russian threats and political doubletalk over here.

But don't discount nuclear war as an impossibility.

America. Russia and China are becoming desperate for resources. Russia

and China have oil enough for their immediate goals, since only a small

percentage of their supply Is used by civilians. But their future economy and

military needs demand that they latch onto the fabulous wealth of Africa.

American politicians are just as intent on grabbing Africa's resources as are

the others, but they are not so obvious about It. Before he left office, Henry

Kissinger was over there trying to get the Rhodesians to sell out and leave. His

next move would have been a similar arrangement with South Africa. He felt

confident that with the African whites out of the way, he could make solid

agreements with the black nationalists. Then. In gratitude to Kissinger for

removing the whites, the blacks would sell their resources to America, rather

than to the Russians or the Chinese.

Of course, the Russians and Chinese are arming the blacks and promising

them all the weapons, and even foreign personnel, to do the job. Whoever wins, it

will be the same for the blacks as it was In the 19th century. Whether a mine is

operated by the Americans. Russians, or Chinese, the foreigners will got the

minerals and the Africans will get the shaft.

During the 19th century. Europeans divided Africa among themselves and

there was little friction. But three major powers who need so much will not mako

such divisions. Each group wants It all.

I believe Africa will be where it really begins. One confrontation after

another is Inevitable. As the Russians commit more men and resources to

Africa, the Chinese will send more men to the Sino-Soviet border.

Sooner or later, the Chinese will invade and the Russians, feartui ot America,

will try to knock us out so we can't invade. Then everyone with nuclear missiles

will dump them on whatever foreign devil is handy.

This doesn't worry me since I’ve taken nuclear war into account. Survival

shelters of my design will keep the inhabitants safe for months. In coming

issues 111 detail such plans which any capable person can utilize.

Proposed and present Civil Defense survival shelters are mainly death traps,

both the family and the group types. A two-week survival shelter is an absurdity.

Your need for shelter and guaranteed sustenance will last for months, not

weeks.

The idea is to have homes with as much area underground as above. A foot of

concrete, steel and earth between the shelter area and the aboveground quarters

would insure a family's survival from anything but a direct hit.

If you plan such a shelter, here is an instance where you should not tell your

neighbors unless they too Show the same interest in a permanent underground

home. In the meantime, you could still urge them to make such preparations as

I've outlined before. A person who prepares for one calamity is already well on

the way to preparing for a worse one.

Of course, you probably couldn't keep such preparations secret from your

neighbors anyway. But don’t worry about that. Once you are tucked in. you can

wipe out anyone upstairs at the push of a button. Holocaust, rioting, famine,

plague, will not affect you. You can stick your head out often enough to see how

things are going.

In future issues I will detail survival homes anyone can build themselves with

little money. But unlike the publicized fallout shelters, useless now except for

storage, these will be livable and an actual part of the home. In this way. you

won’t see such a shelter as simply an extra expense in your survival budget.
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jar. and any gear driven hand drill. If you
don’t have a hand-drill, you may want to

read instructions for a home-made one on

page 122 of the “Survivor”, volume one.

Punch a hole the size of the bolt you plan

to use in the center of the jar lid. Starting

from the bottom of the lid. push the bolt

through the hole and fasten with a nut.

Clamp the end of the bolt into the

hand drill. Now fill the quart jar with an
ice cream mixture consisting of creamy

r\M
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In the meantime, pr.ee home power plants. A gasoline or methane driven
generator will supply the electricty. Several 55 gallon drums filled with fuel and
water will last for months if used sparingly.

Grains bought in bulk and sprouted for humans and rabbits will insure against

hme*
ef G<X>d b°°kS ' ,0°,S and compa, ' ble shel,er mates will help pass the

WEATHER FORECASTING

milk, sweetening and flavoring. For
flavoring you might like carob. chocolate,

fruit or vanilla beans. Vanilla beans must
be cut into small pieces and heated in

milk to extract the flavor. Do not use any
extracts containing alcohol as this will

screw up the process. Next fill up a con-
tainer (four quart size is ideal) with an ice
and salt mixture with the ratio of about
three parts ice to one part salt. Salt in

the ice makes it possible to obtain a tem-
perature of below 32 degrees. Place the
jar with the ice cream mixture into the
center of the salt and ice container.
Attach the drill and begin turning very
slowly for the first five minutes. Then a
faster speed can be maintained. You
should open the jar when the mixture
begins to get hard, and scrape the sides
of the jar so that the mixture can harden
throughout. When the entire mixture
looks just like ice cream, you're done!

By DON CART
Interrupted communications will mean

interrupted weather service. Be prepared

to forecast your own weather. The US.
Weather Bureau has prepared the

following chart.

Barom'tr Wind from Weather fedicated

High and SWtoNW
steady.

High&ris- SWtoNW
ing rapidly.

Hi & fall SWtoNW
ing slowly

Very hi & SWtoNW
falling slowly

Hi & fall StoSE
ing slowly

Hi & Fall StoSE
ing rapidly.

Hi* fall SEtoNE
ing slowly

Hi & fall SEtoNE
ing rapidly

Hi & Fall

ing slowly.

Hi* fall

ing rapidly.

lo&Fall

ing slowly.

Io & fall-

ing rapidly.

lo Aris-

ing slowly

lo & fall-

ing rapidly

Io& fall-

ing rapidly.

Lo Aris-

ing rapidly

EtoNE

EtoNE

SEto NE

SEtoNE

StoSW

StoSE

EtoN

Going
toW

Fair* little

temper Uirer

forlor2days.

Fairfoliowed by

rising temperature

A/ain w/in 2 days.

Kain in 21

U> 36 hours.

Fair and alowly

rising temperature

for2days.

Rain within

24 hours,

be reaa ing wind

w/rain in 12 to

24 ho uni.

Rain in 12 to 18

hour*.

be re-axing wind w

/

rain in 12 hour*.

Summer, light

winds, fair, winter,

rain in 24 hours.
Summer, rain in 12

to Uboura; win-

ter. rain or snow &
increasing winds.

Rain will contihue

forlor2days.

Rain A high

wind; clearing*

cooler in 24 hours.
Clearing soon A
fairfor several

days.

Severe storm soon,

clearing Acoolerin
24 hours.

NE gales w/ heavy
rain orsnow, fol-

lowed in winter by
cold wave.

Clearing Acolder.

Ahome weatherstation will be a definite

advantage to you. First you will need an

aneroid barometer. If you buy a new
barometer, do not bother setting it

according to the directions. All you will be

using it for will be to determine whether the

barometric pressure is rising or falling. You
will also need a wind direction indicator.

You can use a tree ora vane. You don’t need
to worry about wind velocity; just note

whether it is light, medium, hard, or

extra hard.

You will also need two thermometers.

Mercury thermometers are more accurate

than alcohol thermometers, but are also

more expensive. The first thermometer is to

record the temperature. The second is used
to measure relative humidity.

Tb make the second thermometer

serviceable -to measure relative humidity,

attach a cotton wick to the bulb at the

bottom of the thermometer. Next bore a

hole ft the top of the thermometer (be

careful not to break the glass tube*). Attach

a round handle to the thermometerin such a

way as to allow the thermometer to swing

freely.

Tb use, record the temperature on the

thermometer. Wet the wick with alcohol

(water will do. but is not as good) and twirl

the thermometer for thirty seconds. Record

the temperature which will lie lower. Divide

the higher temperature into the lower,

subtract the result from one. and multiply

by 100%. This will give you the relative

humidity. -For example, if the higher

temperature was 65°— 60+ 65=. 12; 1-.12

=.88; .88xl00%=88%.
You may wish to have a rainfall indicator.

Build a wooden box so that the inside

height of it is the height of the beaker you
will use. Have the top slanted away from the

center. Bore-a hole in the centerof the box.

the hole being the same size as the

diameter of the beaker. (Drill several small

holes in the bottom of the box for drainage).

Put a door in the box. Set the box with a

beaWr in it out in the open and you’re all

set

Keep a log of your weather observations

and record them every 12 hours.

Two Helpful Hints
1. Keep your thermometer in the

shade, protected from the wind for a more
accurate reading.

2. Turn your television to ctianncl 13;

turn the brightness down all the way.
Now turn to channel 2. When a tornado is

in your area, the television screen will

become very bright.
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CAST.mON
HOOO HANOI

H by 3-in. Ciil-iioa floor flange,

reamed lo form collar for boll.

Vi -in. bbek iron lee reamed lo re-

ceive ’i-io. pipe handle and *elded
to bead of H-ia. machine boll.

Vt by 954-in. Wacl iron pipe,

ihreaded boih endi lor handle.

54 -in. black iron pipe cap*, for han-
a’.j'SHCir
onaCKCT '

2 by 3/16-in. flat iron foe slriker

plaie. drilled and countersunk for
four No. 6 flatbead wood jerewa.

1 Vt -in. Xo. 6 flatheid bnghl wood
screw*, to fasten bed to bottom Sup-
port; 6—X-in. No. 6 screw*, for

striker plate and *-Ul floor flange:
4

—

H -in. Xo. 6 screw*, for 54-in.
floor flanre; and 4—

1 54-in. No. 6
screw*,to fasten platen cleat to plateo.

Utility

Press
FOR

BLOCK
PRINTING

THE design of this practical

screw press is the result of
considerable experience and much
experimentation in the use of va
rious types of presses for lino-

leum-block printing, bookbinding,
veneering small panels, making in-

laid pictures, and other gluing and
Making a print from a llnoltum black Tha bottom of

lha platan la paddad with doth thumb-itik.d to lha anda

pressing operations. The bed will take work
measuring 7 by 10 in or wnaller.

Either oak or maple b used foe the wooden
C-huo P"15 - •nd ,h* “*»' «®« should not exceed

three dollar*. The entire assembly b screwed
and bolted together. Clue b used for the mor-
tbe and tenon joinu, and four shelf bracket*
stabilize the side supports.

The working drawing* show the sire and
position of all member*, and the Ibt of

material* has been determined from actual

working conditions. Only two suggestions are

necessary to assist the novice. First, the two
outside bed boards arc lo be scribed and
cut to fit tightly around the side support*;
second, the platen is to be grooved at the cen-
ter of either side deep enough to form a guide
working against the %-in. rods.

It is an excellent plan to oil, varnish, or
shellac the wooden parts.—

A Window Refrigerator

A simple method of constructing a
window refrigerator that will not ob-
struct the light is shown in the illus-

tration. A box was made the width
of the window and was fitted to slides
fastened outside the window on the
side of the house. The exposed sides
of the box were inclosed completely
and the inner side was provided with
two sliding doors. A handle was
fitted to the side of the box so that,

by reaching out of the window, the

box could be drawn in front of the

opening easily. Several shelves were

A H°« P.M.d on >h, 0-1. Idr of ih. Winds- lo Slid,
in Gioovm i;>ov.d.. . Cotiv.Di.iil and lor.,..*-

•iv. K.lrtgriato. lor Wiaur Ui.

fitted into it and the materials stored
were not easily molested. Trunk
casters attached to the bottom of the
box improved the action on the lower
rail.

List of Materials

1 pc. 154 by 3 by 12V, ta.. foe ouisifl*

bottom supporti.

t jjC^IW by 3 by 1354 In. foe middle

How to Cut Duplicate Pieces

on a Bandsaw
From Popular Mechanics 1928

It is often necessary to cut out a num-
ber of duplicate pieces on a bandsaw. Saw-

ing three or four at once means, of course,

ijuite a timesaving, but the pieces must he

securely held

together dur-

ing the opera-

'i 011, A' 1 ea *>“

^ means to this

^ Cll< * ' 9 lo cut

two or m°fc
tapered slots.

•V

,ou ’ 1 iB -— deep, in two
atljaccnt edges oi the material as indicated

anil then drive a small wedge into each

dot. The wedges will hold the pieces to-

gether firmly and prevent their slipping

apart while the sawing is done.
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SERIOUS SURVIVAL
FISHING

By Jim & Stephanie Watters
Serious survival fishing is based on

these assumptions: 1. You need enough
lish to feed a hungry family; 2. Due to

some risk factor (such as hostile survivors

or unsympathetic game wardens! you
don't want to spend too much time at the

scene; 3. Due to those same risk factors

you need methods that leave no sign of

your activities in the area.

These are serious problems that rule

out most, conventional fishing methods.
But poor folks down here in the South
have been getting around them for years.

Most of them use some type of trap.

One of the easiest traps to make is

constructed from old automobile tires—

one of America;* most plentiful unnatural

resources. Laco the sidewalls together

with wire or heavy string. Stand the tire

up and cut three or four holes into the

tread about 2'/i to 3 inches across. These
will Ik* for fish to swipi into to hide or to

eat the bait. Now. directly down from the

big holes you cut, gouge, several small

holes into the tread, ahd it wouldn't hurt

to gouge a few into the sidewalls if you’re

not very strong. These are to let out the

water when you go to pull up your trap.

Keep them small or you'll lose the tasty

crayfish that often go into the tire along

with the catfish, perch, turtles, eels, and
crabs. Tie a rope or wire around the tire at

the top where you cut most of your entry

holes. That way when you quickly pull up
your catch, they will not be able to swim
out.

Tire traps sometimes work without bait

because fish use them for hiding places,

but they're most effective with bait.

Spoiled left over food, rabbit guts, almost

anything you can think of will work. The
worse it smells, the more action you'll get.

Set your tire traps in the bend of a

creek where the water is deepest, and
conceal the rope leading to it. Try not to

leave too many tracks in the soft mud and
check your traps from a different

approach each day. When you dean your

MINI AND MAXI
SURVIVAL KITS

By Alfred Orel Norton

The mini and maxi survival kits were

developed by Ron Hood who operates a

survival school in southern California as

well as teaching survival courses at the

University of California at Los Angeles.

One should always carry the light-

weight mini kit on one’s person: either

catch, save the guts and scraps for bail;

don't leave scales on the bank.

If you can scrounge enough old wire
fencing, you can make a very effective

trap that I prefer to all others. Make a
cylinder of the fencing about 10 20 inches

in diameter and three to four feet long. (I

have used bigger ones but they are hard
to carry along a woods path and require
much deeper water for complete
concealment). Over this cylinder of heavy
fencing wrap some small mesh stuff like

that used for chicken coops or rabbit

hutches. Close up one end of your cylinder
completely.

Next, make a funnel of the small mesh
wire and fasten it into the other end.

I^ave an opening in the end of the cone of

2'/* -S' diameter. Now to get your fish out
more easily, cut a flap in the small mesh
wire somewhere on the side of the
cylinder, and cut out one mesh in the
heavy form fencing beneath it. Tie it shut
with three or four pieces of soft copper
wire. Tie a rope or wire (which is easier to
conceal! to your basket trap and head for

the water with some good stinking bait

tied up in an old sock or even table scraps
in a paper sack Iso they won't wash away

too quickly). Follow same directions as
with tire traps.

Basket traps are also very effective

when placed in culverts or drainage pipes
or any narrow place in a creek or canal.

We sometimes catch muskrats in them. If

you want more rats than fish, use apples
and cattail roots for bait, and make your
funnel opening a little larger. Or you can
catch big snapping turtles by using a
bigger funnel and a bloody bait.

The muskrats are very good eating if

you remove the musk glands in their hind

legs. Their fur is soft and very
long wearing. The snappers are good
eating; all turtles are edible, but the
snapper is especially good. You can expect
to catch all kinds of turtles in a basket
trap. I don't recommend stink turtles or
horse turtles, but the others aren't bad if

you stew them.
If you can't find the fencing to make the

cylinder for a big basket trap, you can
make a box frame trap of wood and cover

around the neck or in a pocket. The kit's

contents may be placed in a 35 mm. film

canister. The kit is useful for general

camping as well as personal survival. The
kit's contents are: 5 windproof and
waterproof matches. 2 exacto razor

blades. 15 feet of 81b. test monofilament
fish line, five number 14 trout hooks, five

B.B. split shot, fifteen feet of number 24
brass wire. 4 small safety pins, five feet

of 1" adhesive tape, one dime, one shoe
lace, five aspirin, a bouillon cube, a

needle, a toy balloon (long), a match
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it with any small mesh wire—the smaller,

the better. Instead of a funnel opening,
make it like an inverted pyramid. These
traps work well. too. and are easier to

conceal in shallow ponds.

If you're living out of your backpacks
and can't scrounge any tires or fencing for

traps, you can still get plenty of fish for

your family. Find a black walnut tree and
pick up a sackful or a shirtful of walnuts
with the husk still on the nutshell. Pound
them up. tie them into your shirt or bag
and with the line attached, throw into a

pond or slow moving stream. In just five

minutes you'll be able to pick up fish

coming to the surface. You can use the
mashed up berries and leaves from a
chinaberry tree also. It's very common
around old homesteads hore in the south.
I've also heard that crushed poke salad

roots and berries will work but I've never
tried them because I know they're
poisonous to people too. Whatever you
use. when you get enough fish, pull out the
bag or you will destroy all the fish there,

and that's stupid.

There are other methods of serious
survival fishii.g. but these are the ones I'm

best acquainted with because they are
best suited for my area. In your retreat

area, you should determine which type
would be best for you. If you are going to

be near the ocean or even a little creek,

find out how the local poor people trap fish

and crabs. I got a lot of good information

on illegal but effective fishing methods
direct from our local game warden! If you
have the money, but a few commercial
crab pots or fish traps and use them for a

pattern to build more.
Whatever method you use. if you do it

right, you’ll catch more fish with less work
than you will with hook and line. And most
important, you can do it without as much
chance of giving your location away to

roving scavengers. Here on the east coast,

it is definitely a better way of getting

protein under survival conditions than
trying to hunt small game. It’s easier and
safer for the beginner or the old expert.

So save your ammo and try some
SERIOUS SURVIVAL FISHING!

striker, and a whistle.

The windproof and waterproof
matches, which may be split down the

middle to produce ten matches, are

invaluable in starting a fire. They burn

for seven seconds giving off a very-

intense flame. Of course, one brings the

small portion of a match striker to ignite

the matches. If facing extremely difficult

weather conditions, such as, rain with

high wind, these matches will provide the

spark for a warm fire.

One can attach an exacto blade to a
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thin piece ol wood by using some of the

adhesive tape. The knife wdl aid one's

cleaning a fish, and will also serve as an

eating utensil. One can also use the knife

to make incisions if bitten by a poisonous

snake.

Since fish are a good source of protein,

and in case of being marooned at sea a

source of fresh water, the fishing tackle

in the mini kit is extremely useful.

Monofilament fishing line is strong and

compact. If not used for fishing, one can

use it for lying, sewing, or making a

snare. The B.B. shot serve as sinkers. One
can also gig the fish by hooking the fish

anywhere and pulling it in. After all. your

life is at stake. All's fair in survival.

The brass wire can be tied in an
elliptical loop to form a snare. Also it can

be used for general tying or binding. This

wire could be used in lashing sticks

together to form a large spear.

The safety pins are invaluable in the

repair of rips in clothing or equipment.

Also an open safety pin can serve as a

fish hook.

Adhesive tape helps in first aid. By

forming butterfly clips, it can bo used to

close wounds. This means that one need

not have a suture kit. complete with cat

gut. One can also tape- blisters which are

easily formed on the trail. In winter, snow

blindness, produced by the snow s

reflections, can cause total disability for

several days. The adhesive tape can be

used to make snow goggles by taping

over regular eye glasses leaving only a

slim slit for visibility.

The dime can be used to call for help. It

also makes a fishing lure, attracting fish

by its reflection.

Not only can the shoe lace be used to

carry the mini kit around the neck; it is

also useful as a bow string for a

fire making bow. In order to use the bow.

one attaches the shoe string to both ends

of the branch or bow. allowing enough

slack to permit it being twisted once

around the drill. By turning the drill over

the string the resulting heat will ignite

the tinder in the fire board’s notch. After

the tinder's ignition, remove the board

and fan the tinder until it bursts into

flame.

The bouillon cube provides salt and can

be used to flavor wild foods.

The needle is invaluable in removing

splinters and draining blisters. By using

the fish line or thread from a garment

one can use the needle to sew. If

magnetized the needle can serve as a

compass needle.

The balloon serves as an emergency

canteen It will hold up to three or four

quarts of liquid. A tied-off short sleeve

will make a carrying sling for the filled

balloon.
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help. It saves one's wind and is more
effective than shouting.

The Maxi kit can be carried in a coffee

can. Together the Mini and Maxi kits

offer the full range of survival skills. The
contents of the Maxi kit are: four feet of

surgical tubing, a file (half of a 6" file), a

plastic tube tent 11 man), a whistle,

compass, knife, thirty feet of nylon cord, a

candle, a Mallory flashlight, half a road

flare. 2 or 3 zip lock bags, and a small can.

By punching two boles in the coffee can.

one can insert a length of wire and carry it

easily.

One can use the tube tent and surgical

tubing to construct a solar still. Puncture

a pin sized hole in the tent at a point which

will be over a water container. After

digging a 2 ,/»' wide by 2* deep hole, line

the hole with vegetable matter. Place the

coffee can at the center of the hole below

the hole in the plastic. Support the plastic

with rocks. Using a stone have the plastic

about two to three inches above the can.

Before using the plastic one should

roughen one side using sand or a rock.

When water begins to drip, be certain it’s

falling into the can. The surgical tubing

allows drinking of the water without

disrupting the distilling process. Inciden-

tally. the solar still will produce up to

three pints of water per day. Several stills

can be made by cutting the tube tent, for

one needs at least two quarts of water per

day. The zip lock plastic bags can be used

as reserve canteens in addition to the

balloon.

The surgical tubing can be used for the

motive force for snares or can be used to

make traps or a slingshot. Also it will

serve as a constriction band in first aid.

such as for snake bite.

The file, preferably a bastard file, can

be used for flint and steel fire making. It

also can be used to sharpen knives and

offers a good surface for striking

matches. Finally, the file can be used for

making wood or bone tools.

The tube tent (3 ml. thick), made of

clear plastic, offers shelter and serves as

a ground cloth or rain tarp.

When using the whistle, blow three

times—the international distress signal.

Whistles are useful for signalling other

members of the party and scaring away

animals, such as. cattle.

A Silva compass is essential for

navigating. Such compasses range from

the Polaris ($4.50) to the Ranger ($24.95).

All Silva compasses have an adjustable

bearing marker and a straight edge This

makes taking bearings, back bearings,

allowing for declination from true North,

and orienting a map much easier.

A knife b the most important survival

tool. The knife should be of high quality,

such as. a Swiss Army Style by Victorinox
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or Wenger. The Buck hunting knife is

acceptable.

The thirty feet of nylon cord should be

at least 260 pound test. One can use it to

erect the tube* tent by tying the cord to

two trees and suspending the tent on the

cord. One can hang food over a tree limb,

hopefully keeping it out of reach of bears

and other varmints.

The candle is useful for light. A scented

candle is preferable. Be careful that the

candle does not tip over. One should not

have the candle in the lube lent as tents

are extremely flammable. The candle

Will heat a small container of food or start

a fire in wet conditions.

The two cell Mallory flashlight is

compact, durable, and can be held in the

mouth, leaving one's hands free.

A road flare costs about 69 cents. One

only needs to carry the top half end with

striker. It can be used for emergency

signalling or for starting a fire in very

wet conditions.

Zip lock bags serve not only as

emergency canteens, but also as

containers for wild food stuffs or

preserving freshly caught fish.

The small can serves as a container for

other Maxi kit comiwnentt. It also can be

used as a canteen or as a cooking pot.

In order to cut costs, make four or five

kit' One can include in the Maxi kit a

wire saw for cutting firewood and

constructing a shelter. Also one enn bring

some Chia seed in a small salt or pepper

shaker. Chia seed is high energy
concentrated Indian food.

Lob and David Bassotl In front of homo.

Family living in plastic house
WAIIKON Minn i API - David and Lois Bassett

and their three chiMren arc snug and warm, even
though several layers of plastic sheeting is all that

separates them from temperatures ns cold as *8

below xero.

The Bassett family is spending one of the coldest

Minnesota winters on record in a shelter made of

tree branches covered with polyethylene sheets

Bassett. JS. sari the winter weather scared the

family a little, but they wanted to get onto their

<>wn land so he built the shelter near Mtlle Lacs

Lake in central Minnesota in November.
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Kinks on
Accurate Drilling
From Popular Mechanics 1928

I have been using a few kinks in laying
out jig work for the drill press with great

SlKip Tool* (nil Ilia ApplUj'ioa ui a K«w llaady
Kink. Will II. Ip In Online Arcu.a.a ItcU.

EO

success. A large magnifying glass, held

by a clamp so that the worker’s bauds are

free, is heller than a small one. One
method of holding the glass is shown in

Fig. I, It can he set to any angle. If no
precision center punch is available, the

surface gauge or a V -block can be used
as in Fig. 2. This keeps the punch at right

angles to the work. A flat scrlber of the

kind shown in Fig. 4 should be used. a. a

round one sometimes causes inaccurate
work. The punch should he accurately

ground to a sharp point, which will facili-

tate marking the work at the intersection

of tsvo lines. Use a center coinhiuaii>>u

drill of a diameter smaller than that of the

center-punch mark, and make the angle

sharper. For iu-tance. if the center punch
has an angle of 60*. that of the drill should
he about 70°. Then follow this up with
a drill like the one shown in Fig. 3. Thi'
has a tendency to make the drill follow*

the hole. If dividers arc used, keep them
sharp at all times. Whenever possible,

use a scale graduated in fiftieths or hun-
dredths of an inch, because the lines on
these scales arc liner than those on more
coarsely graduated rules. Such fine grad-
uations enable you to set your dividers

more accurately. If you are not sure ot

the accuracy of a layout, dnll small notes,

that is. smaller than the finished size, in-

sert the drill rod of the correct size and

measure over all with a micrometer. If

there is any error, use a round file to en-

large the holes so that the next-size drill

corrects the error. I have found that it

pays to blue the work, even though it costs

more than rubbing bluestone on it. as this

enables you to see the lines more clearly.

If the above rules are strictly followed.

SURVIVAL AND THE PARANOID
by Kurt Saxon

One suggestion; you should have the newsletter folded the opposite
way. The large title attracts the attention of the mail people and people’s
family. I don’t want everyone to know that I’m stocking up and thinking they
can come to me for help. So please have THE SURVIVOR folded backside
out ”. ..

...Tm also wondering if it is possible to have a subscription to your
publication. THE SURVIVOR, and/or back issues, sent to us In plain
envelopes. First Class, it necessary. Inasmuch as we live In a very conservative
community, receiving your publication in a plain envelope would prevent
alarming our local postmaster!". .

.

The above two writers may not be clinically paranoid but they demonstrate the
simple inconvenience ol paranoia. Both are so afraid of their own neighbors
that they will miss out on THE SURVIVOR. No big thing in itself. But what else
are they missing out on just because they don’t dare let their neighbors in on
their preparations?

The term “paranoid" is used constantly but hardly understood. The clinical

definition of paranoid Is one with delusions of grandeur coupled with foelings
of persecution. fA lesbian is a mannish dopressive with delusions of

gender— pass it on). A paranoid believes he has gotten to the hidden truths of

matters most important to him. He also believes that such knowledge makes
him dangerous to those actually running things.

Believing there are enemies all around, fantasizing about plots and such,
gives him a leeling ot importance, of being in the know. But that feeling of

importance is counteracted by the terror of the realization that one’s enemies
will step on him like a bug once he learns enough to be really dangerous to

them.
Paranoids can’t accept our social decline as a result of climatic change,

surplus population, reduced resources, mental defectives and other natural
Influences which have been knocking out civilizations throughout history. No,
paranoids see a plot behind the whole thing.

Some group, easily identifiable to the Initiated and aware, is manipulating
civilization. Our collapse is imminent. THEY are destroying everything THEY
can’t control when the time comes. Then. THEY will step in, run up THEIR flag

and assume complete control. THEY will then destroy all those who
anticipated THEIR fiendishness.

Ot course, these Agents of Darkness have sympathizers in every

neighborhood THEY are also entrenched in the Justice Department with links

to every local police station and dog pound in the United States.

So the idea of surviving civilization’s collapse is actually incomprehensible
to the paranoid. He may play at survival but THEY will win in the end. Of
course, it all depends on security.

To the paranoid, his only chance lies in secrecy. If a few hundred of the right

type can survive, in spite of all the traitors planted in their midst, good will

eventually triumph.

The above doesn’t fit every paranoid but too many hold to this general

pattern.

When I began THE SURVIVOR, an old man wrote to me about his homemade
security system, his advanced age and his ability to survive whatever adversity

might strike. I thought he was such a fantastic old man I wanted to share him
with others as an example of self-reliance in old age.

I printed his letter and address, thinking he would like to correspond with
elders in like circumstances, or young folk needing a granddad figure. As soon
as he got the issue with his letter in it he sent me a screaming note about how
I’d exposed him to the world, lowered his property values and generally put
him in jeopardy.

I answered saying that no one else within over a hundred miles of his town
took THE SURVIVOR. If his homemade security system was offensive to a
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and the tools arc kept in good condition,

no trouble will be experienced in drilling

holes within limits from .003 to .005-in.

centcr-to-centcr distance.

Fixture for Forming Wire Links

From Popular Mechanics 1928

A Simple J>i Which will riciUl.lt ih. M.hi". .1

Link* ol Kcjutl Sue

An inexpensive fixture for forming eyes

or loops in wire links is shown in the ac-

companying illustration. It is designed

to be held in a bench vise and consists of

a block. A. into which are fitted two pins,

the distance between their centers being

equal to the distance between the centers

of the loops or eyes to be formed. Two
smaller pins, also driven into the block,

locate the preformed wire centrally with

the eyes. A hole. D, equal in depth to the

length of the wire forming the eye. is

drilled in the end of the block, and an ad-

justable stop. E. is tapped into the end as

shown, and locked by a nut. The lever

L, which is used for forming the link eyes

around the pins, has a pin, G. and it is

drilled at F to fit the link-forming pins.

The process of making wire links is as

follows: First cut off the wire to the de-

veloped length of the links. Next insert

one end of the wire in hole D and bend it

until it touches stop E. Repeat thU bend-

ing operation at the opposite end of the

wire, being careful to keep the ''.ends in

the same plane, so that the pan iy formed

link will lie flat in the fixture. At this

stage of the forming operation the

link is shaped as shown in the detail.

The lever L is placed in position on one

of the pins so that pin G engages the wire

and the eye is then formed by rotating the

lever about the pins, after which the form-

ing operation is repeated at the other end

of the wire, producing the complete link

as shown in detail S-
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realtor or a potential buyer it could be taken out with no loss of property value.

Nothing l said mattered. He was going to sue if I didn’t take his address out of

the survivor.

I told him his address would be out the next printing, he had no case and he

ought to get his head read. This might have calmed him down except some

reader had to go and send him a letter. This started him off again and we had

another go-round.

Nowadays I’d Just have thrown his letters away, cancelled his subscription

and forgotten him. But then I was concerned. I felt I had caused him anguish

and wanted to make amends.

However, once you’ve gotten on the wrong side of a paranoid, there’s no

making amends. I’m now a part of the plot.

Anyway, my point is that paranoia is not funny. It is also a serious drawback

to anyone’s attempts to survive or to better himself on any level of endeavor.

Paranoia Is simply exaggerated and useless fear. Normally, everyone Is

afraid at times. Normal fear leads to normal caution. But when fear becomos

obsessive caution, distrust and universal suspicion, it becomes paranoia.

For Instance, say you decide to become a tightrope walker. If you are clumsy

and awkward and hung over and strung out and normal, you will fear falling

because of a lack of ability. If you really want to be a tightrope walker, you’ll go

over your shortcomings and eliminate them, thereby fitting yourself to

become what you want to be.

But II you are paranoid, you will disregard any of your own short-comings.

You will reason Instead, that the Circus World is controlled by people who will

feel threatened by any success you might achieve. Lest you become a star in

their private world, they’ll hire someone to shoot you off that highwire.

So the paranoid is actually a self-imagined winner, beaten before he starts.

If he isn’t actually mentally III. he has an overactivo Imagination, putting

non-existent obstacles In his own path. Instead of developing his abilities,

taking his lumps and successes as they come, ho relievos himself of the

challenge by stacking the deck against himself. He’s realty just a cop-out

artist.

Usually he has MBD (\fal.l p 64) which keeps him in a state of arrested

development. He’s like a child who Imagines himself the hero of his fantasies

but sees his parents and elders as blocks to any successes he might achieve.

An adult with this problem has lofty fantasies but replaces his elders with

various authority and power figures who might teol threatened by his

achievements. So he doesn’t really try to improve his circumstances. In his

fantasies he feels little guilt about being a loser. After all, if he weren’t so

magnificent and superior, would the forces of International Crud be united

against him?
Every paranoid, however, has sane moments the same as I do. He realizes

that whatever is really keeping him back, he’s far behind and he’s not very

happy. Maybe something got in his way during childhood which made him

stop testing the system. That’s the key to it all ;
testing the system to see what

one can get away with.

All chldren do. and if their elders understand and don’t over-punish, the

child will have a good idea what he can get away with and how far to go In

finding his limitations. But if a child has overly strict parents, or MBD.

punishment might be so severe, or seem to be. that testing the system is not

worth the effort, or it may even seem downright dangerous. So the guy reaches

adulthood, either not trying anything, as an individual, or becoming such a

Secret Squirrel no one will ever know what he’s doing.

This would be all right except the paranoid often tries to impose his own

fears on others who share his stated goals. This can be a drag, especially in my

case.

Years ago I saw books hinting at do-it-yourself mayhem. They promised a lot

more than they delivered but suggested that any stronger stuff would be

suppressed. Well. I’d dabbled in paranoid gutter politics for years and didn’t

believe such material could be suppressed. I set out to write, publish and sell

the most outrageous, potentially destructive manual ever created on this
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A HORSE DRAWN
SOD CUTTER

From Popular Mech. 1919

p.n—yg SURVIVOR. THE SURVIVOR isn’t an underground publication, it isn’t

political ’ 11 doesn
‘

l advocate any sort of criminality or extreme social acllvism.

\Y Nor ,s 11 pornography THE SURVIVOR is a family publication. Plain envelope,

W indeed'

Anyone really Interested in Survival will have to drop all his paranoid
" * '

1 fantasies The ones who inspired this editorial are too afraid of their neighbors

[

to have an effective chance at surviving.

Survivalists must examine each fear and eliminate it. There are enough real

* things to fear without being hung up on imaginary fears.

Every fear la an unconfronted weakness. I’m no longer afraid of the

* calamities which face the general populace. I faced my fears and eliminated
• their cause.

At one time I thought my mail might be monitored. Instead of frustrating the
• monitors by going out of business, I called my postmaster and had a long talk

ab0uf **• therein it was explained to me how mail was monitored and why
mine wasn't.

I think everyone gels flashes of paranoia whore he entertains irrational fears.

But rather than give in to such fears and work out elaborate habit patterns to

1 reinforce them, one should go slraight to the source and confront it.

Such an action not only eliminates a fear but makes It harder for new fears to
.ukt, ..a «i se„ie in practice makes boldness and the Survivalist must be bold.

blade, and Windmill Powers Grinding Wheel Thru Cable
( onl • P ,1CH ^

trmine the HERE'S a new angle on motive power for operating a

nienrinn “ small emery wheel. I.ay hold of on old auto speed*
,P

. ,
’ oinetrr cable and hook one end of it to your wind mill

>leted. the (jf yOU have one) and the other to tin* grinding wheel,
h starting Of course, the wheel will have to he geared up. about

2 to I. but this will be a
simple task. The wheel can
be used in any position and
can easily be carried about.

, One Man Operates

,
Irrigation System Modern Mechanics 1932

i A NOVEL and highly efficient one-man irrigation

system is in use in many of the northwestern
mjb states. The scheme entails the use of a vinegar barrel.

which is supported between the ends of two 2x4
>—r" inch pieces IG feet long by means of lag screws. Two^ * 2*4 inch pieces are then driven into the '•'Vik as

•T close to the edge of the water as possible to support
ti the arms. The ratio of the length of the arms should

be approximately 1 to 4; that is, the barrel end
should be 4 feet ling, the operating end 12 feet long.
The barrel is pivoted one inch above center so that

it can be inverted easily. To operate, the arms are
raised, lowering barrel into water.

The device may be made of any suit-
able width

;
15 in. between the* inner

edges of the blade, and the latter set
to cut a depth of about 2>£ in., being
desirable. The board is a 2-in. plank,
about 4 ft. long. The blade should be
set with the cutting edge slanting
slightly downward so as to make the
device "bite” into the ground. A
smaller cutter may be made for use by
boys, several of whom may draw it.
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Capturing Insects for

By Bill Abreu

In feeding fish, chickens, or whatever

animals you might be raising, the best

source of food to use is insects. Insects will

provide them with ample protein,

resulting in a healthy livestock. Also,

insects cost nothing to capture and they

need not be bought in stores, thereby

leaving extra money leftover for survival

needs.

Before you go ahead and start your

search, however, it should be known that

monarch butterflies and furry caterpillars

can be toxic when eaten, so it is best to

avoid these. But flies, grasshoppers,

beetles, and small insects are excellent in

feeding animals and the supply is always

plentiful.

One way to catch insects is to go out and

capture them in thfrir own habitat using a

net. The drawing helps to illustrate how a

simple net can be constructed using

household objects, such as a broom

handle, thin cloth or panty hose, and

preferably thick coathanger wire for the

net's frame. For catching small insects

which thrive in the grass, a sweeping

motion {back and forth) just under the lop

of the grass blades may be employed.

lifted, as most insects have a tendancy to

fly upwards to escape. Once at the top of

the net. the jar or container is slipped

inside and placed over the insect. The lid

is set over the top of the jar and the

netting slid out of the way. allowing you to

tighten the lid. Another way of getting the

insect out of the net is to use an aspirator

which will be discussed more fully in a

moment.
If slightly stronger material is used in

making the netting, aquatic insects can

easily be captured. This method is

Livestock Feed
especially simple in streams, wherein the

net is placed in the water, letting the

current sweep the insects into the net.

An aspirator is a device used for

drawing an insect into a pill bottle

container. A straw or stiff tubing is placed

through one end of the bottle and a

flexible tube of desired length is pushed

through the other end. On the end of the

rubber tubing is attached a small piece of

screen to prevent the insect from

escaping. The lube with the screened end

is placed inside the mouth and when an

insect is spotted, one strong inhalation

breath is taken, sucking the insect directly

into the bottle. A slightly improved

aspirator can be used when close to an

electrical outlet. Instead of using a flxible

tube, the suction end of a vacuum cleaner

is olaced over the open pill bottle end.

This system will allow you to pull in more
insects at a much faster rate. Of course,

the manual version must be used when
there is no electrical supply present.

If this is too much work for you then

there is an alternative. Rather than going

out to catch insects, you can have them
come to you. It is no secret that at

nighttime insects are attracted to lights.

There are different theories as to why
they do this lone is that they confuse the

light with the moon) but this is

unimportant as long as you know how to

make use of this instinct.

A white sheet is strung out against a

wall and a light bulb placed in front of it.

After a short while many insects (not jusl

moths) will gather on the sheet where
they can then be easily collected using an

aspirator or net. A cardboard box can be
used as a trap if the light is placed inside it

and a small opening made at the bottom.

Once the insects are inside they will

remain trapped until morning when you
are ready to collect them.

A trap for capturing ground insects can

be constructed using a coffee can and

some bait. First, a small pit is dug in the

ground and the can placed inside so that

the pit's depth matches the can's height.

The insects are attracted by the bait's

scent and they fall into the can. unable to

climb back up the smooth metal walls. The
best bait to use is a form of decaying
vegetables or a sweet substance. A
mixture of brown sugar, beer I use only a

little so that you have enough for your
next party), and molasses is stirred in a

sauce pan with a medium flame until it

forms a thick syrup. This bait can be
placed in the above mentioned trap or can
be applied, in patches, to walls or trees.

When applied to these surfaces it should

be placed where the odor will travel the
best.
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When looking for insects it should be

remembered that they can be found

almost anywhere: on trees, under bricks

or stones, on leaves, between cracks,

burrowed in the ground, amid moss, in

streams, or in old houses. If you live in the

city it is best to use the light and sheet

method to attract them to you. Often

silverfish (which are actually insects

belonging to the thysanura order) can be

found in bathtubs or sinks and though

they can escape quickly, it is wise not to

rule them out as a possible food source. If

you have a garden you can find many
small insects living there, in which case

you can use the vacuum method (as

mentioned on page four of THE
SURVIVOR) as long as the vacuum bag is

empty.
Another way to keep up your supply of

insects is by breeding (or rearing) them at

home. To raise crickets and grasshoppers
a large container— like an aquarium or

large can—is filled with four inches of

moist sand and some pieces of shredded

newspaper are scattered around. A screen

is placed over the top of the container so

that the insects will not jump out. About
twenty to forty fully grown crickets are

caught and all are placed inside the cage,

half of which should be females; identified

by the lance like protrusion coming from

the end of their abdomen. A water-filled

pill bottle with cotton stuffed in its open

rnd and placed on its side will provide a

constant supply of drinking water for the

insects. After about twenty or more days

baby crickets will begin to appear and in

approximately two months they will be

fully mature.

When the temperature drops below

seventy degrees a light bulb should be

suspended inside the cage without
providing too much heat. Because crickets

and grasshoppers are actually clean

animals, the cage should be cleaned

frequently of uneaten food and fatalities.

For an idea of how many insects to expect,

the female cricket lays 150 to 500 eggs in

one or two months. For more information

on crickets look on page 197 of THE
SURVIVOR in the Chamber’s Encyclo-

pedia.

Now for the last (and for some the fun)

part of preparing insects as animal

feed: once you have what you need the

insects must then be killed without

poisons or insecticides for obvious
reasons. The other alternative is to drown

them in hot water, though for beetles this

takes some time, as this species dies hard.

You can place the insects in a wire cage or
a cloth bag and then submerge them in a

sink or bucket of hot water. For moths,
butterflies, or other large insects a pinch

between the thumb and finger can be
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applied to the thorax (the segment behind
the head). Sometimes this takes practice
hut its advantage is that is kills the insect

instantly. Its disadvantage, however, is

that it takes a brave—or foolish—person
to use this method on bees or wasps.
Aside from crushing the insect to a

disgusting pulp, these are the only two
procedures which can be applied.

Using insects to feed your livestock can
be profitable and will leave you with more
food for yourself, your family, or your
survival group.

unarmed combat [Combato] KNEE BLOWS

by Bradley J. Steiner shiu.deri^d pul.^m tow/rd yTas^u
Cont. from Vol . 1 . page I

**1 kick. Drive your knee up AS HARD AS
. ,

. .. POSSIBLE. AND REPEATEDLY, into
Last lesson we discussed the basic low FLOW will automatically speed up when hi. testicles. Keep kicking until he

,idB kl
f*.

«PPl'«blt lo .ny sort of frontal your lift is thrvalenod, and you ‘II bo both coll.psM. You can apply this counter
oncoming attack, except Ike aort where ilnm„„e to l„, than fatal injury, and quite when a man grab* your lapel and yank,
the enemy u, armed with a trrearm. You cjp,blc o( dob.rrmg autnciently strong i„ l0w.rd, him. II a iloxe in ihoke
also larncd basic Iron! rhoke hold blow, with the natural" weapon, you've hold i, taken about your throat, thi, knee

rudi'mentso" eriou, peLn.l dTnJ” '^ ,our „ in lhr

nremiratlmt
"
for^'irtual

P
K3dlhaS pr0"M o( UndinK h" *i,,h b,ow b*tor* Y°u li( lh' opponent grab. Iron, Ihe Irontl

comhai Thr are mnnv ren.on, whv ihi,
?ou 8° inl° Ir,lon - People, juat like with a perfect set-up for the knee blow.

^^ buU wLYl mam^ru-^I “*»*• "*« * "*•“*•" »ord*HeTwh« Alternative to the knee blow“‘ b"‘ 1 W""' m'n, 'on 0,W
- your SENSE tell, you that phy.ical adminiatered to the groin, the FACE

‘ assault is immediate: HIT FAST. HIT makes a dandy spot for a nice, vigorous
The high kicks, the leaping jumps, the HARD, and HIT FIRST!!! Give no man an knee kick. This is the sweetest answer to a

spinning, wheeling and acrobatic lunging *Ven brcik in a fighl , Ncver hoW backi front djvc and tack |c at tcmpt. It can be
techniques you see in the kung fu flicks and GIVE NO QUARTER, once violence applied even when the opponent is

(and at martial arts demonstrations) are

strictly for “show” and for exercise—and I

don’t care what the black bell ’’experts"

say. Ask some fancy high kicker what he’ll

do in an elevator, on a stairway, in a

hallway, on an icy street or in a crowded

store, etc. when trouble starts. Ask him if

he’ll start his showy moves when some
junkie cut throat is slashing at his neck
with a razor. Or. will he simply GO IN. and

rip and tear and punch and claw for the

VITALZONES? I think we both know the

answer. Anyway, for unarmed self-

defense, forget the fancy stuff. Remember
that a fight starts fast and close, and that

if you intend to win it. you’d better gel it

over with before 20 or 30 seconds' time
passes.

I’m going to stress three things this

month—
ELBOW STRIKES

KNEE KICKS
HEAD SMASHES

—all close-in weapons, intended for use in

a serious fight where you can’t afford to

fight fair.

Even a small man. or woman, can
deliver powerful elbow, knee and head
smashes, with a little practice. Using a

heavy bag for strengthening one’s blows is

a good idea, but it’s not 100% necessary.

Remember that VITAL ADRENALIN

ACCESS AND FoRuA.gP

^ /i* &«c...
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AWARE OF IT!-- the appropriate re-

sponse.

In past articles I have dealt with certain

basic personal defense ("Combato")
applications. In future articles and books, I

will deal with many more, in addition to

training suggestions, body development

skills, etc. For now. I want to explain how

you. the Survivor, can condition yourself

and hone your reflexes to a razor's edge; so

that whatever techniques we've so far

discussed, can truly become "your
own"--i.e. become "internalized” and
imbedded within your subconscious mind.

Once this is accomplished, you will react

IMMEDIATELY and CORRECTLY to

whatever sudden attack your opponent

thrusts upon you.

THE GROUND RULES OF TRAINING
The following are the general

all encompassing "busies" that apply to

techniques of combat I've covered in past

issues of THE SURVIVOR, and to

techniques and combinations that will be

covered in future issues.

1.

KEEP YOUR OVERALL LEVEL OF
PHYSICAL CONDITION HIGH; TAKE
CARE TO GET AND STAY IN GOOD
SHAPE strong, fast and flexible.

The shape you're in enables your body

to DO what your mind LEARNS. It is a

glorious myth that strength and condition

don't matter in the martial arts! Don't

believe it. brothers! Armchair self defense

experts often end up in wheelchairs. Or
worse!

I wrote a book on physical conditioning

specifically for combat and survival (“FIT

TO FIGHT! COMBAT CONDITIONING
FOR PERSONAL DEFENSE AND
SELF SURVIVAL!"

)
Paladin Press.

P.O.Box 1307 Boulder. CO 80302 should

have this manual available within a few

months. Meanwhile, do everything you

can to get in shape-and stay that way! No
serious student of defensive skills or even

survival can afford to neglect basic fitness.

Mike Brown's articles on budget

equipment and fundamental fitness

training are great. They're as good an

introduction to PRACTICAL and SIM-
PLIFIED physical training as you’ll find.

In addition to Brown's work, let me urge

that you: Learn to jump rope, and then do

so, for about 5 minutes every day. Do
pushups, leg-ups, sit-ups and some

chinning, as well as jogging, or even

running in place.

Being in good all-round shape permits

personal defense skills to be learned more

easily, applied more effectively and

"remembered" by your nervous system

more surely.

2.

BE VERY CAREFUL TO SPEND
YOUR TIME LEARNING ONLY
SIMPLE. PRACTICALTECHNIQUES.

560
This is not merely a plug for my

COMBATO. It is a warning that could

save your life. DON'T, if you are purely

defense and survival oriented, involve

yourself with complex, "showy” skills.

These detract from your focus on the

practical, simpler methods, and they

SLOW reaction time, by giving you an

ASSORTMENT of maneuvers from which

your brain will be obliged to "choose” in a

critical emergency. Keep things simple

simple SIMPLE! Get those few fundamen
tal moves that ALWAYS WORK, and drill

them. Drill them until they're coming out

of your ears!

In these articles in THE SURVIVOR. I

will enumerate, over a period of time, a

wide variety of effective, simple, proven

defense skills. These moves will lack the

beauty and grace of. say. classical Aikido

or Karate; and they will lack the finesse,

possible, of many widely taught jiu jitsu

techniques. YET THESE ARE THE
SIMPLE MOVES YOU NEED WHEN
YOUR LIFE IS ON THE LINE. I urge

you again: KEEP THINGS SIMPLE.
Unless you are in the martial arts for

sport and play. DO NOT clog up your

mind and reflexes with a quantity of

"pretty" but nonetheless questionable

moves. By narrowing down on. say. two
and only two simple choke defenses, you

can DRILL these to the point where they

will become SO FAST. SO STRONG. SO
EFFICIENT and SO ACCURATE, that

they will be virtually 100% guaranteed to

work. Any opponent thus assailing you.

will be triggering his own demise! His

attack will serve as the igmtion spark that

sets into blindingly fast action your

pre drilled defense combination. Every

attack against you will become the first

step of the would be attacker's
destruction!

3.

PRACTICE THE ACTUAL PHYSI

CAL TECHNIQUES EVEN IF YOU
MUST DO SO ALONE. WITHOUT A
PRACTICE PARTNER
The art of Karate has an aspect of

training that is as poorly understood

today, as it is widely practiced: KATA.
We hear instructors and students say that

Kata is "essential because it is

traditional". We hear others say that it is

"unnecessary because it is senseless and

primitive". And so on. The truth is that

KATA, when properly studied, is the

surest way to develop potent unarmed
combat skills. The reflex-building and

training of the mind and nervous system

for combat in Kata is simply fantastic.

Kata-practiced PROPERLY -enables the

Karate student to IMBED both the

reflexive/mental responses and the

muscular/physical responses to all

possible attacks DEEPLY IN HIS
“BEING". The catch of course is that
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traditional Kata requires many, many
months or even years of study, before it

produces the desired results. This is

because it covers HUNDREDS, even
THOUSANDS of techniques, and must be

reviewed and drilled DAILY, for success

in actual combat to be the result of

training.

Today, in Combato. what I do is use a

form of MODIFIED or SIMPLIFIED
KATA that narrows down and very
simply deals with select, necessary
defenses. The exact same movements are

either drilled with a practice partner
(cautiously) or by oneself. PROVIDING
YOUR MENTAL STATE IS CORRECT,
you will be preparing yourself perfectly

for the "real thing". What is important is

to fully understand the physical

techniques movements and then PUT
YOUR BODY THROUGH THOSE
MOVEMENTS. REGULARLY.
While going through the techniques it is

necessary, especially when practicing

alone, to VISUALIZE AND VIVIDLY
IMAGINE THAT YOU ARE ACTUALLY
UNDER ATTACK. This means that

practice must be. and also must not be.

mechanical repetition. It must be
repetition, in the sense that practice must
be DRILL: but it must not bo
“mechanical", in the sense that repetition

of technique without "feeling" and without

“emotional immersion" cannot "take”.

Only practice that VIVIDLY CONDI
TIONS YOU. AND PUTS YOU
THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE. SO TO
SPEAK, can prepare and train you.

4.

WHEN YOU PRACTICE IMAGINE
THAT IT IS "THE REAL THING". AND
WHEN YOU ARE NOT PHYSICALLY
PRACTICING. IMAGINE YOUR SITUA-
TIONAL RESPONSES AND COMBAT
TECHNIQUES. The human nervous

system is both strange and wonderful.

Believe it or not. the vivid IMAGINING of

an event can produce within one the

conviction (within the nervous system)
that one has "experienced" that event.

Thus, if you sit down quietly in a chair,

every day for five minutes, and
concentrate hard on imagining, say. your
defense maneuver against a frontal choke

hold, and ACTUALLY SEE AND FEEL
your satisfactory, trained response to the

attack, you will be doing something just

about as effective as actually practicing

the technique! I say "just about” as

effective, because unless you do
something other than imagining to keep
your body fit and strong and flexible,

you'll not possess the CAPABILITY of

doing the defense maneuver under
fighting conditions-oven though you might
well "know” it perfectly.

The more your mind's eye SEES you
going through the right defensive tactic,
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the more that defensive tactic will imbed
itself in your mind and nervous system.

Keep programming yourself, regularly,

patiently and. of course. WITH THE
MOST EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES, and

sure enough, your reaction-time will

reduce itself to a hair’s breadth! You will

in not too long a period discover that an
aggressive approach from anyone under

any circumstances AUTOMATICALLY,
without your having to "think things

through", brings your physical and mental
powers into efficient defensive play.

In essence, what I’m speaking of here is

my modernized or "updated" version of

the mental state inherent in Karate
KATA performance.

ANOTHER ASPECT
OF THE PROBLEM

There is another aspect of the problem

of building fast defensive reflexes. It is

this:

Too many basically decent people have,

what I call, a "slop brake" within their

minds that automatically "prevents" them

from taking IMMEDIATE aggressive,

violent action. This, ironically, is the

penalty a decent person pays for not

having the psyche of a criminal or thug!

You sec. violent criminals are

conditioned to act/fccl or think and decent

people are conditioned to think or feel/act:

so there’s a problem in self taught

reaction timing. A punk or a thug looks at

you. then mashes your face in. You. on

the other hand, unless you’ve been

correctly self conditioned, look at and see

the thug, then YOU REQUIRE A
MOMENT OR TWO TO "REASON OUT
THAT. INDEED. THIS CREATURE
"DESERVES" ROUGH TREATMENT.
BEFORE YOU KICK HIS CROTCH IN.

All very, very noble of you. I'm sure; but

potentially a fatal policy. I'm afraid!

Reaction on your part to aggressiveness

must be INSTANT VIOLENT COUNT-
ERATTACK! Nothing less, nothing

slower, nothing but IMMEDIATE.
VIOLENT COUNTERATTACK.

There is no way to achieve this "change

in your psyche” unless you will devote

some attention to cultivating a NEW
thought pattern, regarding violence and

violent threats. Learn to distinguish

between PEOPLE and violent CRIMI-
NALS. People deserve, it is true, careful

and thoughtful responses, based in part

upon your considerations of justice, ethics

and fairness. Violent aggressors DO NOT!
There is a difference.

IN LEARNING TO BE COMBAT-
READY. THE SURVIVOR MUST
LEARN TO BYPASS THE THOUGHT-
PROCESS WHEN HE DEALS WITH
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THOSE WHO. THEMSELVES. REFUSE
TO THINK. THE SURVIVOR STUDY-
ING SELF-DEFENSE LEARNS THAT
THERE IS NO OBLIGATION WHAT
EVER UPON HIM TO BE "REASON-
ABLE". "JUST". "ETHICAL" OR
"FAIR". WHEN HE IS DEALING WITH
THE SCUM ELEMENT WE KNOW AS
THE VIOLENT CRIMINAL.

Hesitation is a great retarder of

proper reflex response. If you wish to

learn effective personal defense, learn-if

you are attacked-NOT to hesitate. Go
right into action at once! Immediately! No
delay!

Practice, so long as you are convinced

that it is incumbent upon you to be fair,

will do little to decrease your reaction

time. Until you have settled, once and for

all time, the question of "should you or

shouldn’t you go all-out. and do so at once"

in the face of violent attack, you are

working at awfully reduced efficiency.

Some years ago. in New York, a

tournament-winning black bell karate

practitioner was knifed to death while

riding home from a date, on the subway.
Why? Not. certainly, because he lacked

the knowledge of what techniques he
should have used to protect himself. He
died at the hands of two scummy misfit

animals BECAUSE HE GRANTED
THEM THE SAME TERMS OF
CONDUCT HE WOULD HAVE GRANT
ED A NORMAL HUMAN BEING: HE
TRIED TO TALK REASONABLY TO
HIS ASSAILANTS WHEN THEIR
INTENTIONS WERE INEVITABLY
APPARENT.

The youth, a fellow named Ramirez,

tried to REASON with the two varmints
who sat beside him on the train and
threatened him. while they demanded
money. Witnesses said that the young

black belt NEVER EVEN MADE AN
ATTEMPT TO FIGHT BACK even when
the chance to do so was glaringly open to

him.

HESITATION. THE ERROR; thinking

that what is appropriate with one’s

neighbors is appropriate with violent,

human (or 1 should say. subhuman)
pestilence. Had Ramirez responded to the

demand for his money by rising from his

seat and kicking in the face of one of his

assailants, as he ripped out the eyes of the

other, he would probably be alive today;

and there would be two less ounces of

scum-rot inhabiting New York and
cluttering up her streets.

Ramirez had been trained to SPAR, to

COMPETE: not to fight-not to SUR-
VIVE!

Once, a student of mine (a young girl of

about 14 or so) was walking home from
school, when she was accosted by some
stump of rot. He stepped in front of her

and reached to take her arm. Two seconds

later she was grinding her heel into the

side of his face. She didn’t HESITATE.
She didn't STOP TO DECIDE. When the
threat came, she RESPONDED I NSTA
NTLY1I
There is nothing spectacular about basic

personal defense COMHATO. It is simple,

based upon simple techniques, applied

vigorously, with not a second’s delay

between the materialization of the attack,

and the materialization of your defense.

The two are one: like, to use a classic

Oriental illustration-Yin Yang. One
follows inevitably into the other, even as

the other comes into being. With one.

there is the other. When the aggressor's

attack becomes a reality, your defensive

combination is there at once you cope with

it.

The development of the true fighter’s

'f*ce * — ALL
>N THE AtWo/
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reflex- reactions is NOT beyond your imagination and concentration to prepare if I did not know that it was crucially

grasp. It is possible to you. and it will mentally and to program your nervous important to every survival-conscious

provide you with the seif confidence and system and. finally, work toward the individual. In issues of THE SURVIVOR
security you need-IF you take the trouble development of a rational, self serving t® come I will elaborate upon many, many
to work for it. I assure you, it is worth you survival philosophy that encourages you Rood battle-proven techniques. If you
while. to differentiate between humans and really learn to apply what I've said here.

Get and stay in good shape. Narrow scum. and. most important to ACT those techniques will inevitably become
down your technique repertoire, to accordingly. In the face of aggression, this *n effective addition to your “survival

include only the best and simplest means to act INSTANTLY! repertoire",

techniques. Practice-practice practice Do your best to assimilate the message
those few. simple techniques. Use vivid j„ this article. I would not have written it
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courage. Yet we all of us have faults that

should be taken out of the dark recesses of

our minds and looked at. The ability to

withstand stress varies greatly between

individuals, and depends upon just what
sort of stress it is.

One example occurred during a military

arctic indoctrination exercise. A member
of the group suffered secretly from

claustrophobia, the fear of confined spaces,

but thought he could handle it so told no
one. He came awake from a dream at night,

alone in a cramped snow shelter he had
built as part of the drill, and in a sleeping

bag that had a sticking zipper. The sudden
feeling of intolerable confinement panicked

him: he tore the zipper apart with his

fingernails and ran blindly out onto the ice

of the Bering Sea. His action endangered
others and nearly cost him his life.

It's no disgrace to acknowledge a
personal problem. Most of us are good at

one thing, not so good at another. The thing

is. we need to accept and to give help. And
to try to anticipate, for good or bad. what
we may expect from one anol her.

None of this is to say that you should be
(•Hiking over your shoulder all the time.

OINTMENT FORMULA
by Stan Anderson

It is well to know how to prepare a good

ointment which may be used for many
things from boils to burns. When one

prepares such an ointment, one may be

assured as to the actual contents and if it

is made with various herbs there is little

chance of the harmful side effects of some

of the commercial preparations that are on

the market today. Besides this, there is

the satisfaction of gaining some worth

while do-it-yourself knowledge as well as

the joy of productive work.

For best results it is well to

communicate with the spirit of the plant,

toll it what you plan to use the ointment

for and thereby gain its blessing upon the

project. It has been found that more
beneficial results from the ointment will

be had if this procedure is followed first.

For the majority of ointments the

following plan is suggested as it has

produced good results for all who have

tried it.

Place into a double boiler pan one and a

half pounds of lard (preferably beef lard as

it has good drawing properties! add two

ounces of bee’s wax and place the pan into

the oven at* between 180 and 225 degrees

until the lard and bee’s wax is melted. The
lower the temperature used to melt the

wax and lard the better. Make sure that

the pan is stainless steel, earthenware,

unchipped enamel or glassware as certain

metals will precipitate toxic materials into

the ointment.

To the melted lard and wax add a pound
of fresh or one half pound of the dried herb
or combination of herbs that you desire to

use. You will know when you have enough
herbs by pressing them down firmly so
that the liquid barely covers them. Place
the pan back into the oven at the same
temperature for three to four hours. After
the first half hour press the herbs back
into the liquid so that they remain
covered. After three hours lift the herbs

with a fork to see if they are getting

brown and brittle. When this happens the

lard as a catalyst has drawn the value out

of the herbs and they may be removed.

Strain off the liquid into a measuring
cup and pour such liquid into small wide

mouthed bottles to cool. In warm climates

more bee's wax may be added so that the

ointment does not re liquify. When no
more liquid can be poured from the

mixture, place the herbs into a potato

riccr or wrap them in a clean white sheet

and squeeze them in order to extract the

rest of the liquid. In the event that some of

A New Survival Gun
by Martin Donnelly

Before we get into any arguments here,

almost any kind of weapon can be a
survival gun and we all know it. If I were

pressed, the 300 year old wheelock in my
collection would do. Or we can. any of us.

roll our own. given a length of metal

tubing and some wood and wire and a

handful of matches. Also true.

But let's be reasonable. I’m not going to

walk around with a thermonuclear missile

slung over my sholder. and neither are

you, although it would be handy if we are

to survive against man. But if we’re

talking about survival against nature.

with an emergency capability against

man. then the problem gets cut down to

size. We need a gun that is light in weight,

easy to pack, durable, and effective.

Within the limitations these criteria

inexorably impose.

The true survival weapon is a product of

the air age. It came into being because

airmen needed a compact weapon that

could be carried in emergency packs

during flights over unfriendly terrain. One
of the best of these is the still current

“Explorer’' Model AR-7, in its civilian

version, made by Charter Arms. This is a

magnificant survival arm. It’s a

fearful of others. Nor need you hi- too

introspective and fearful of yourself. True
that in our civilization wc have become too
interdependent, and that survival requires
self reliance and an attit ude of watchful
ness. But it also mandates cooperation,

between individuals and groups. Most
people, in the final analysis, will recognize
that they must help each other.

We need only to learn and understand
the frailities of human nature, including

•>ur own. To know our enemy, whether
without or within, so that we may all

survive.

the ointment hardens on various utensils

they may be placed in a pan and replaced in

the oven to re liquify so as to not have any
waste.

I-abel the jars as to the contents and
proper usage and place a couple pieces of

scotch tape over the labels so that they
will not come off.

Ointments are for external use, use no
more than is necessary unless it is covered

so that the grease does not rub off.

One combination of herbs which has
proved to be quite effective in many
situations is Comfrey. Plantain, Golden
Seal Hoot powder and Myrr. Using the

above method, fill the pan with half

Comfrey leaves and half Plantain leaves,

add two heaping tablespoons of Golden
Seal root powder and two heaping

tablespoons of Myrr powder.
The Plantain and lard have a drawing

effect, the Comfrey sooths and heals,

while the Golden Seal and Myrr also heals

as well as produces an antiseptic effect.

This ointment has proved to be effective

in burns, cuts, boils and absesses, blood

poisoning, poisonous bites and stings,

itching, infected wounds, rashes and

external ulcers.

Good luck on your ointment prepara-

tions and don’t forget to include a jar of

the above multipurpose ointment in your
survival pack.

semi-automatic .22 I.ong Rifle, weighs

only two and a half pounds, takes down so

that its barrel and action can be stored in

its hollow stock, and it floats. With this

rifle I can fire a two-inch group offhand at

fifty feet, and I'm no expert shot. I can’t

fault this gun in any way. as a survival

weapon.
However, times change. Something new

has come on the scene just recently. This

is the Garcia "Bronco’’ 22/410 over and

under, distributed by FI Industries of

Washington. D.C. This combination gun is

all metal, with a skeltonized stock and

pistol grip, and a unique rotate-open

action. It isn't pretty. But it’s rugged,

simple, and inexpensive. And it shoots.

It'll get you a one-inch group from rest.
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with the rifle barrel, at twenty five yards.

The shotgun barrel will pattern a good

50% at thirty yards with 7*/i shot. This is

shooting.

The gun takes down, almost instantly

with a twist of the wrist. The package
measures twenty inches. It weighs 4V*
pounds. The action opens by rotating or

twisting the paired barrels to the left, a

method so simple that it makes nonsense
of claims that an over/under action

SODIUM CHLORATE FROM SOL1DOX

By David Metz

With potassium chlorate both difficult

and expensive to obtain. I set about

looking for ways in which the survivalist

could produce his own supply. So far. that

line of experiments has not worked.

Instead I have discovered a cheap easy

source of sodium chlorate.

Sodium chlorate and the more familiar

potassium chlorate are chemically almost

the same. Both contain the chlorate ion. a

combination of the gas chlorine with the

gas oxygen. The oxygen is the important

part. The difference is that the atom of

)%mm m\ift taato iqtaft ifofc

an atom of sodium metal. Since both

metals have some similarities the two
vXwwitafcto ««« u\\wl\ Uw win..

There are some differences; I’ll cover

these later.

Our cheap source of sodium chlorate is

Solidox pellets. These are sold in

hardware stores for three to four dollars

a t wo pound can. Solidox is used as a

source of oxygen gas for a small portable

welding set.

The Solidox pellet is about l“x4" and is

black in color. They are made in slightly

different formulas to provide oxygen at

different rates to suit the different

setting Of the welder. The oxygen gas is

produced by burning the pellets in a

special cannister.

The formula of the pellet appears to be

80% sodium chlorate, to provide the

oxygen. The rest is glass fiber to hold the

burning pellet together and black powder

that appears to be a mixture of powdered

charcoal and manganese dioxide. The

charcoal serves as the fuel to burn the

pellet and the manganese dioxide acts as

a catalyst to increase the amount of

oxygen released.

absolutely must be enormously complicat-

ed and expensive. The weapon is all steel,

and has a near-rustproof black crackle

finish.

It might be argued that the Bronco
over/under is so much of a compromise,

with its limited two-shot capability and
diminutive calibers, that there's not much
left to go with. I wouldn’t take it out for

elephants myself, nor would I feel exactly

confident about its man-stopping effect

Our job is to extract the useful chlorate

from the rest fo the mixture. Luckily for

us the waste materials are all insoluble in

water. The desired chlorate is very

soluble in water.

The first step is to break up the pellets

so they will dissolve easily. Break up the

pellets inside the bag they come in. Avoid

breathing the dust as sodium chlorate is

toxic.

Dissolve the now powdered Solidox in

hot water. Start with about two quarts.

Stir the mixture well to dissolve as much
of the chlorate as possible.

Next prepare the filter. I used a large

supported with a wire hoop over a kettle.

The filler material is ordinary cheap
V*«v>-r towelling. Pick I he kind (till doc*

not have holes in it and use two layers.

While your Solidox solution has been

sitting in its container, most of the waste

material will have settled to the bottom.

Pour the liquid through the filter funnel.

The resulting liquid should be clear. If it's

not. filter it again.

Dump the black glop from the filter

into the container with the other

undissolved waste material. As before,

let it settle after you have added some

hot water to it. This time just use a pint.

Then filter as before. This last step

insures that all of the chlorate has been

dissolved.

At this point, discard all of the waste

materials. If your separated chlorate

solution is still cloudy, filter it again.

There are two ways to remove the

water from your chlorate solution. Since

moderate heat will not break down the

chlorate, the fast way is to boil the

solution until a thick paste is left. Then

spread this paste on paper towels to dry

out the last of the water.

against an enraged Phillipine More
tribesman. But it'U get you a lot of small

game. And there aren’t that many Moro
tribesmen around these days; I think that

your average aggressor, if he has sense

enough to be walking around by himself,

will not like the thought of a .22 LR
hollowpoint in his chest cavity and a .410

shotload in his belly.

The other way is to evaporate the

water. Place the solution in a shallow pan

in the sun. If the pan is dark colored it

will absorb more heat and the drying

process will be faster. Note that the

chlorate solution is corrosive like most

salts. Use plastic or other lined

containers that do not rust easily.

If you were careful you should now
have a little over 1 V* pounds of sodium
chlorate for your troubles. And at a price

of less than $2.00 per pound.

Here are the differences between the

two chlorates. First, sodium chlorate is

TOXIC. It is used for killing weeds. Be
careful, do not ^et it on the skin or invest

It. Unlike potassium chlorate, the sodium

compound will readily absorb water.

Thu« anything holding it must be
carelully water -prowled. When sodium

chlorate is used in pyrotechnics it burns

with an intense yellow orange flame.

Note that when sodium chlorate burns

it releases its oxygen and becomes

ordinary table salt. Expect it to be very

corrosive if used in primers and

propellants.

Like potassium chlorate, the sodium

compound can be used in igniters. It

works perfectly in sugar/sulfuric acid

system igniters. It can also be used mixed

with sulfer to make percussion caps. Note

that not all formulas may work with the

sodium chlorate substitute. Sodium is not

as reactive as potassium.

The possibility exists that a simple

exchange reaction will convert sodium

into potassium chlorate. If I can make
this work. I will report it in a later

article. LAST SAFETY NOTE: When
evaporating any chemical solution, do not

boil it to dryness. Impurities present could

cause a fire or explosion.

Leather Leash on Hammer Keeps It Always Handy

WHEN doing a carpentry- job. what could be more handy

than to have the hammer attached to your wrist with a

leather leash, as shown in the accompanying drawing, "'ben
not in use the hammer swings from the wrist, leaving both

hands free. A downward scoop of the thumb replaces it in

iho hand Any oiece of heavy leather or cord will do the
job.-
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Homemade Cut Press
From Popular Mechanics 1915

The person who has a little ability

in making wood cuts with a knife will

find it very interesting to make the
press shown in the sketch. A fair job
of printing can lie done with the press,

using printer’s ink spread on a piece

of glass with a hand ink roller, such as
can be purchased cheaply of any dealer
in printing supplies.

The press may have a base. A, of any
size to suit, but one l*/j in. thick. 6
in wide, and 12 in. long will be found
to serve best for most purposes. It

must be smooth and level. I lard wood,
such as maple, beech, or birch, is best

for all parts. The post B is l*/i in.

thick, 2 in. wide, and 5 in. long. Be-
fore setting it. slot the upper end for

the end of the lever. This is done by
making a saw cut, 1% in. deep, % in.

from cither side and cutting out the

core to make a slot •'}J in. wide. A
Vi-in. hole is then bored through the

prongs to receive a stove boll that

connects them with the lever. The
post is fastened with screws and glue
in a notch cut in the center of the base
end,

The lever C is made of a piece of

wood Vi in. square and 10 in. long.

At the forward end the sides arc pared
away to form a tongue, or tenon, that

will pass between the prongs of the
upright, and a hole is bored through it

to match those in the prongs. The en-

tire upper surface of the lever is round-
ed and the under surface is rounded,
beginning 6 in. from the tenon end.

Glue to the under side of the lever a

block. D, at the end of the under, flat

surface. The block should be about
lVi in. square by 1V£ in. long. If the

under side of the base is crowning,

A Ilaa4 Pift It PflMU* Ufm Cot. UiU *1 Wo*d.
u..»« Oid-our Pi IU

either level it with a plane or nail

cleats across the ends for feet. A

washer is used with the Stove bolt in

connecting the lever and post.

The cuts arc made of small blocks
of wood, about :

!4 in. thick and of a
size to take the characters desired.

These blocks must be level and the
printing side made smooth with very
fine sandpaper, or a scraper, before the
characters are laid out. Boxwood is

best for cuts, but pearwood, ap-
plcwood. birch, or maple will do very
well. Mark out the characters back-
ward. using the pencil very lightly.

Then, with the small blade of a knife,

made as sharp as possible, cut around
the outlines, holding the knife slant-

ing, and remove the adjacent wood by
cutting in at a reverse angle to meet
the boundary cut. Gradually deepen
the cuts around the characters until

they stand in relief about % in., then
score V-shapcd grooves, checkerboard
fashion, across the remaining high
surface that is not a part of the de-
sign. and chip out the resulting small
blocks to bring the entire secondary
surface of the block to a uniform level

with the portions adjoining the char-

acters.

A touch of glue to the hack of the cut
will set it securely enough to the bot-

tom of the block I) for printing, and
allow its removal without injury when
desired. To get a uniform impression

In printing, place paper on the base, as
at E, to the thickness required. For
controlling the printing position on
the stock paper, pins or tacks can be
stuck into the base and each sheet to
he printed laid against these guides.—

A Power Windmill
From Popular Mechanics 1915

The windmill shown is somewhat
different from the ordinary kind. It

is not a toy, nor docs it approach in

size the ordinary farm windmill, but

is a compromise between the two, and
in a good strong wind, will supply
power enough to run a washing ma-
chine, a small dynamo, an emery
wheel, or any other device used in

the home workshop. The wheel is

about 6 ft. in diameter, with eight

blades. The over-all length is about
6 feet.

The windmill is easily made and
the cost is within the means of the

average boy. There is not a part used
in its construction that cannot be

found about an ordinary manual-train-

ing shop. The most difficult parts of

the construction will be described in

Ar=. !o* Holding IS. BUin

detail. Symmetry and smoothness of
design should he preserved and the
parts made as light as possible con-
sistent with strength and durability.

The Wheel

As shown in the drawings, the wheel
has eight blades. Ordinarily the use
of eight blades makes it difficult to

construct a hub of sufficient strength
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to carry them. Where so many blades

radiate from a common center it is

almost impossible to provide an

anchorage for each blade. To provide

a maximum of strength coupled with

simplicity of design, the plan of using

two hubs of four arms each was
adopted in the construction of this

mill. The ordinary hub of four arms

is simple to make and quite strong.

Four pieces of straight-grained oak.

each 16 in. long and 1 vis in square, are

used in constructing the hubs. The
manner of notching each pair of pieces

together is shown in Fig. 1. The

slope for the blades is made to run

in opposite directions on the ends of

each crosspiece. The slope is formed

by cutting out a triangular piece, as

shown.
The two hubs, thus formed, arc

mounted on the shaft, one behind the

other, in such positions that the arms

will be evenly divided for space in the

wheel circle. These details are shown
in Fig 2. The blades. Fig 3. arc

made of thin basswood or hard maple,

and each is fastened in its place by
means of two %-in. bolt>. in addition

to which a few It.i.Is are driven in to

prevent the thin blades from warping.

The Q*»»»

This windmill was designed to

transmit power by means of shafts

and gear wheels, rather than with

cranks and reciprocating pump rods,

such as arc used on ordinary farm

mills. To obtain ti '-u. an old

sewing machine head was used. Such

a part can be obtained from a junk

dealer or a sewing-machine agent.

The head is stripped of its base plate

with the shuttle gearing; likewise the

needle rod, presscr foot, etc., are taken

from the front end of the head along

witli the faceplate. The horizontal

shaft and gear wheel are taken out

and the bearings reamed out for a

i/a-in. shaft, which is substituted. The
shaft should be 2 ft. in length, and 8

or 10 in. of its outer end threaded for

the clamping nuts which hold the two

hubs in place, as shown at A and B.

Fig. 2. The gear wheel is also bored

out and remounted on the new shaft.

The supporting standard is con-

structed of oak. with mortise-and-

lenon joints, as shown in Fig. 4. The
width of the pieces will depend on

the kind of sewing-machine head used

It may be necessary also to slightly

change the dimensions. The machine

head is fastened on the support with

bolts. A sleeve and thrust spring arc

mounted on the shaft, as shown. The
sleeve is made of brass tubing, of a

size to fit snugly on the shaft. A
cotter will keep it in place. The sleeve

serves as a collar for the thrust spring,

which is placed between the sleeve

and the standard. This arrangement
acts as a buffer to take up the end
thrust on the shaft caused by the

varying pressure of the wind on the

wheel.

The Vace

To keep the wheel facing the wind
at all times, a vane must be provided.

It is made of basswood or hard maple,
as shown in Fig. 5. It is not built up
solid, air spaces being left between
the slats to reduce the wind resistance.

Unless built in this manner, the vane
is liable to twist off in a gale. The
horizontal slats are Vi in. thick, and
the upright and cross braces % in.

thick, while the long arm connecting
the vane to the supporting standard is

1 • in. thick.

The supporting standard, carrying
the wheel and the vane, must revolve

about a vertical axis with the changes
in the wind, and this vertical axis is

supplied in the form of a piece of gas
pipe which runs through the support-
ing standard at the points marked C
and D. Fig. 4. Ordinary pipe fittings,

called flange*. are bolted to the frame
at these points. The coupling in the

gas pipe beneath the supporting stand-

ard serves as a stationary collar to

support the weight of the whole mill.

The vane should be placed correctly

to balance the weight of the wheel.

The shall passes through the frame-
work of the mill on the inside of the

pipe, as shown at E. A %-in. soft-

steel or wrought-iron rod is satis-

factory for the shaft, as no weight is

supported by it and only a twisting
force is transmitted. The use of a

larger rod makes the mill cumbersome
and unwieldy. The upper end of the

shaft is fastened to the shaft that pro-

jects from the under side of the ma-
chine head by means of a sleeve made
of a piece of %-in. pipe. Two cotters

hold the shafts and sleeve together.

At the lower end of the shaft, inside

the workshop, the device shown in

Fig. 6 is installed. The purpose of

this appliance is to provide a horizon-

tal shaft upon which pulleys or driv-

ing gears may be mounted. The
device is constructed of another sew-
ing-machine head similar to the one
already described. The head is cut in

two and the separate parts mounted
on suitable supports. The gap be-

tween the sawed portions permits a

pulley to be fastened on the shaft to

serve as the main drive. The wheel
propelled by the treadle of the sewing
machine will make a good drive

wheel. The small handwheel, originally

mounted on the machine-head shaft,

is left intact. This arrangement gives

two sizes of drive wheels. Heavy
sewing-machine belts will serve to

transmit the power.

The Towei

The tower can be built up in any
manner to suit the conditions. Ordi-

narily sticks, 2 in. square, arc suitable.

These arc well braced with wire ami

fastened securely to the roof of the

shop. The arrangement of the tower

with the mill is shown in Fig. 7.
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waiting to bring them out at the next big anything else, you get out of it what you Thomas THE BOOK OF THE LATHE; A
political rally. At any rate, they can be put into it. PRACTICAL HANDBOOK FOR ALL
made even more devastating with the Good luck on your new hobby or home CENTER LATHE USERS; Gustavsson,
addition of a few ounces of lead in the tip. business! Ragnar CREATING IN WOOD WITH
So there you have it. my friend—lathe- Books for further reading: Anderson. THE LATHE,

work can be an interesting and profitable Edwin P. HOME WORKSHOP AND
hobby, or even a home business. Like TOOL HANDY BOOK: Bower. Clifford

Put Your Garden in the
EASY EXPERIMENTS

Thia wiU not w ork. RubWHlB
however. »a litmus TubeJ^B'j
la not nearly aen- d|M
ltlve enough for

|

1,-' •*
|

•oil testing lWw The ‘Indicator"

"
\

or testing material

i \ that will serve your
[

1 \
purpose is a so-

i \ lutlon. In water, of
j

,
. V-'T.M

A' a dye <<«arnuoly I

BLfcJR*
",,okcn oi M " bn,m jtpTT.nMi thymol blue If you UL,, ,

*• like longue twist-

..
rrs. you can call It

,
1 by Ha full chemical

‘.B- name. Mlbi.

t hymolaulpbon.
phthaleln “ You can
obtain the small

quantity of the dye that you will need.

In dry form, from any well-stocked
dealer In chemicals or microscope sup-

plies. Take a tenth of a gram of the

test chemical and dissolve It In about
the chemical, as 200 cubic centimeters (nearly n drink-

nse of the word. ing glass full) of water, meanwhile
powder or soap beating the water gently- -say, to sixty

ur bome-labora- degrees centigrade (140 degrees Fah-
\ must be care- renhelt). Then dilute the solution w'lth

lcrwlsc the na- more water to a total volume of about
>ese substances 330 cubic centimeters. Tap water may

THIS SIMPLE TEST READILY REVEALS THE
PRESENCE OF PHOSPHORUS

ACETIC
ACID

FILTER

SOIL

Pfoc# o holf tooipoon- Now odd on# drop of Aft#r ihoking th# con-

ful of tK#* north in o
M
on#-to~tKr##“ ocntic tnnti of th# t#it tub#

t#*t tub# ond odd o oc«d (on# port glociol for holf o minut#
imoll omount of wot#r to thr## ports wotor) filt#r into o btoktr
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TEST
SOLUTION

Pu* o piaca of diaat

o• lump tin ia o lit-

lla of Iba fiHfo«*

and odd lad (olution

If o blua color op-
paori in Mm liquid,

tha (oil confoini tha

daiifobla ptwxphow
To pro«o Ihot toil raodily obiorbi poto(-

(ium. lat o (olulion of potoi(igm cMorida
or polonium corbonola laap through (oil

in thii opporotui. Tha liquid Ihol comai

out eontoini hordly any of tha polonium

be used If necessary; to insure ac-

curacy. however, it is always preferable

to use distilled water in making up
reagents, or test solutions.

Brom-thymol-bluc solution responds

to an alkali, even in small amounts, by
turning blue. When the dye solution Is

made neutral—neither acid nor alkaline

—it takes on a dark-green hue. In the

presence of an acid, it turns yellow or

orange, according to the degree of

acidity.

For soil testing, the solution should

be neutral or dark-green. Therefore,

the yellow solution you obtain from the

Bolid dye must be neutralized with

clear, filtered llmewater (calcium hy-

droxide solution). A few drops should

be sufficient. Don't attempt to Judge

the color of the brom-thymol-blue so-

lution by looking at a bottleful or beak-

erful; pour a sample of it Into a test

tube, and hold the tube between your

eyes and the light. If you have added
too much llmewater. the liquid will be

blue. A drop or so of extremely dilute

acid (taken from a solution, say. of

one drop of strong sulphuric acid in

300 cubic centimeters of water) may
then be added to the entire batch of

dye solution to bring back the cor-

rect color. If you use too much acid

and the solution becomes yellow, add
llmewater again, und so on. until

you finally obtain the dark-green

color that you want.

Keep the teat solution. If pos-

sible, In a bottle made of the

kind of glass used In transparent
oven ware. Ordinary glass is

slightly alkaline and may turn It

blue; however. Its color may al-

ways be corrected immediately
before use. as Just described.

To teat tho soil in any garden
or field with your solution, col-

lect bits of earth here and there

and mix them thoroughly to ob-

tain a representative sample.

Then place a pinch of the soil

upon a glazed white porce-

lain plate, a bathroom tile, or
un artist s slab. Add enough
of the neutral test solution to

the soil to make It watery.

Also place a few drops of the

solution elsewhere on the

plate, for comparison and to

make sure it has the proper
dark-green color. After half

a minute, carefully tilt the

plate, allowing the liquid to

drain from the soil and flow across it.

If this solution is now yellow or

orange, the soil is acid. If the drained

liquid is blue, the soil is alkaline.

Gardening books will supply the

rest of the Information you need

—

the soil requirements of various

plants. Azaleas, rhododendrons,

mountain laurel, and broadleaf

evergreens, for example, prefer an
acid soil. If they are planted in a

TESTING ACIDITY

Tha dyo (olulion mod in lading (oil for ocidily
o« ollolinity ihould ba moda nautrol by adding
limatrolar O' o waok acid (olution, ai neaded, un-

til il tolai on the charactariilic dort-giaan hua

soil that Is alkaline—say. one con-

taining limestone, building plaster,

or lime— they will surely die. The
soil may be replaced with earth

from the woods, or may be treated

w'ith applications of ammonium
sulphate, aluminum sulphate, tail-

or flowers of sulphur, to put the

their proper enLdronment.
Your brom-thymol-blue solution will also

come in handy for testing the water of your

outdoor lily pool and your indoor aquarium.

This water should be faintly acid, if your fish

nlc acid,

plants in
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are to thrive. To a ten-cubio-centimeter sam-
ple of pool or aquarium water, add half a
cubic centimeter of the dark-green soil-testing
solution. If the liquid turns blue, then it is

alkaline, and the contents of the entire aqua-
rium snould be acidified with a drop or two of
very dilute muriatic or sulphuric acid. Repeat
your test after you have done this. If the sam-
ple now turns yellow or orange, it Is definitely
acid -In fact, too much so. Aquarium water
of the correct acidity should give an in-be-
tween. greenish-yellow color with your test so-
lution. If the dark-green color of the reagent
undergoes no change whatever, the water is

neutral: it will sup-

To prepare this, ml* two cubic centi-
meters of a ten-percent solution of so-
dium nitrite

(not nitrate), five or six drops 'of a di-
lute (say. ten-percent) solution of cobalt
nitrate, and one cubic centimeter of
strong (glacial) acetic acid.
With this reagent, you can show that a

fertilizer rich in potassium, such as po-
tassium chloride or potassium carbonate,
can be applied to the soil with the as-

surance that little of the compound will

be carried away by drainage or excessive
rainfall. Dissolve about a gram of either
of these potassium chemicals In a liter

(roughly a quart) of water, and let the
solution seep through ordinary garden
soil In a vertical glass tubo of nbout ono-
Inch diameter. The Mquid may bo ad-
mitted a little at a time through a
‘‘choked-stem funnel,” made by plugging
an ordinary glass funnel with a short

strip of rubber tubing and using a
pointed glass rod as a stopper. Tho bot-

tom of the ono-inch tube contains a wad
of absorbent cotton that holds in tho soil

and allows the solution to filter through.
Test the liquid that has passed through
the soil with your sodium cobnltlnltrlte
reagent. You will observe little or no yel-

low precipitate, while tho original solu-
tion gives a conspicuous amount, show-
ing that the soil effectively absorbs tho
potassium.

ANTS can be a nuisance both In the

.
garden and In the home. You can

make a good ant trap by first dissolving
about three quarters of an ounce of or-
dinary washing soda, and then nbout an
ounce of arsenious oxide (called also

white arsenic). In a quart of water. This
makes a solution of sodium nrsenito.
Since It Is poisonous, do not use any
household utensil In making It up. hut
employ a tin can that can be thrown
away afterward. Mix one fluid ounce of
your solution with nbout a pint of honey
or molasses, to servo as bait for tho ants.

Pour the mixture over pieces of wrap-
ping tissue, or excelsior, resting In old
preserve-jar lids, and place tho traps
about the garden and the house.
Incidentally, you can readily destroy

sllverfish, the Insect pests that play
havoc with books by eating the pages
and the binding with the samo sodium
arsenite solution. Instead of mixing tho
liquid with honey or molnases, however,
combine It with starch or flour to form a
paste, and smear the mixture In old bot-
tle caps, where It will hnrdcn. Place
these little poisonous disks nbout tho
house wherever the Insects arc found—
but be sure to keep them safely out of
reach of children, remembering espe-
cially that a crawling baby delights In

putting every conceivable object In Its

mouth. The poisonous ant traps, of

course, should be hidden or safeguarded.

.o.u.ion uiea .or reinag ih. Oddity of yoor to.l oho - II t#ll yoo ..h.lher
wolsr in your indoor oquorium is acid or alkalis#. If ikovld bo faintly acid

port fish life, but not as well as water can make a nitrate test solution by dls-
that Is very slightly ncld. solving threa one-hundredths of a gram
Phosphorus contributes to the fertility of an organic chemical known as dl-

of soil. In the form of phoaphates of cal- phenylamine In twenty-five cubic centl-
clwrn. magnesium, and Iron. You can meters of strong, chemically pure sui-
tes! earth from your garden for the pres- phurlc acid. Keep this strongly corrosive
once of phosphorus with an easily pro- liquid In a glass-stoppered bottle If Ita
pared reagent. Dissolve about two and a color changes In time to blue, brown, or
half grams of ummonlum molybdate pink. It Is worthless for your purpose and
crystals In twenty-five cubic centimeters n new batch must be made up.
(about seven teaspoonfuls) of distilled To test soil for nitrates, follow the
water using heat to hasten solution. Ftl- same preliminary procedure as In test-
ter the resulting liquid. If It Is turbid. Ing for phosphorus. That Is. place half
Then pour It Into twenty-five cubic cen- a teaspoonful of the soil In a teat tube
tlmctcrs of pure, strong nitric ncld. Fl- fill with distilled water to a volume of
nally add fifty cubic centimeters more of thirteen cubic centimeters, add a drop of
d sillied wnter. Keep tho solution In a one-to-lhrce acetic acid, shake for half
glass-stoppered bottle. a minute, and filter Now place one drop

of the filtrate on a glazed white porcelain
plate and add six drope of the dlpheny-
iamlne test solution. A blue color de-
velops If nitrates are present.

POTASSIUM, or "potash.- In various
I forms Of chemical combination, also

TOTEST soil for phosphorus, place about
I a half teaspoonful of the earth In a teat
tube and add water to make a total vol-
ume of about thirteen cubic centimeters.
Now add one drop of “one-to-three” ace-
tic acid (one part of strong or “glacial"

acetic acid to three parts of water).
Shake the contents of the test tube for
half a minute, and filter. To one cubic
centimeter of the llltrate, or liquid that
passes through the filter, add a piece of
clean sheet or lump tin (not "tin” foil

from a candy bar. which Is actually alu-
minum) and five cubic centimeters of
your ammonium molybdate test solu-
tion. If a blue color appears—a reaction
requiring about half a minute then the
soil contains the needed element phos-

phorus. The depth of the shade of blue
indicates the amount of phosphorus
present.
Plants require nitrogen, too. and get it

from nitrate compounds in the soil. You

Fractions of o gram
of a chemical eon
be meolured by
dividing a larger,

ipread-out omoorrt
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Easy Designs in

Ornamental Iron Work

From Popluar Mechanix 1913

Many an industrious lad has made
money manufacturing the common
forms of wood brackets, shelves, boxes,

stands, etc., but the day of the scroll

saw and the cigar-box wood bracket

and picture frame has given way to the

more advanced and more profitable

work of metal construction. Metal
brackets, stands for lamps, gates, parts

of artistic fences for gardens, support-
ing arms for signs, etc., are among the

articles of modem times that come un-
der the head of things possible to con-
struct of iron in the back room or attic

shop. The accompanying sketches pre-

sent some of the articles possible to

manufacture.

First, it is essential that a light room
be available, or a portion of the cellar

where there is light, or a workshop
may be built in the yard. Buy a mod-

erate sized anvil, a vise and a few other
tools, including bell hammer, and this

is all required for cold bending. If you

I
o into a forge for hot bending, other
evices will be needed. Figure 1 shows
how to make the square bend, getting

the shoulder even. The strip metal is

secured at the hardware store or the

iron works. Often the strips can be

secured at low cost from junk dealers.

Metal strips about % in. wide and ^
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THE REAL ENERGY CRISIS
by Kurt Saxon

A while back, President Carter admitted to the nation that by 1985 the world

will be using more fuel than it produces. This was a promise of doom for the

majority of the Earth’s population, but few understood it as such.

Consider: Unrenewable fuels maintain world civilization. The world's

standard of living has been dropping steadily for years due to the Increasing

scarcity and consequent higher costs of fossil fuels. The cheap and easy to get

fuel has all been gotten, except for various limited government and privately

owned reserves.

Now drillers go deeper for oil. They go to undeveloped areas for It. They drill

under the oceans for it.

Coal companies must dig deeper for coal. They must move more earth to get

it even if it is close to the surface. Stripped land over coal beds must be

replaced at high costs.

Oil and coal must be transported greater distances, adding to Its cost.

All this Is pricing many home owners out of the fuel market. Prices for

manufactured goods go up constantly as a result of higher energy costs.

So as bad as things are. they will get worse. Carter Implies that by 1985 tho

home owner will have gone as far as he can go. At that time he will be one of

the priorities dropped in favor of industry. This also applies to gasoline for

privately owned vehicles.

So In 1985. when more energy is being used than Is produced, the private

individual won’t be able to buy petroleum products at all and the coal for

homes will cost at least three times as much as It does now.

So by Carter's figures, your world ends in 1985. Of course, he’sonlva

politician and isn’t expected to know anything for sure. His understanding of

the problem comes mainly from other politicians, wlshful-thlnklng Liberal

trash, for the most part, who don’t dare tell It like it Is.

They collect the statistics and set the deadline for real trouble always an

election or two In the future. The present figure of 1985. eight years In the

future, is childishly optimistic in light of the worldwide climate changes.

Another super cold winter will knock off a projected year due to more
emergency fuel use. Then the turning point year will be 1984. If the following

winter causes still another fuel dram, the projection will then be 1983, and so

on.

And don’t forget the drouth. Going deeper or farther afield for water takes

enormous supplies of energy.

No politician can accept the death of his constituency any more than your

average flea could comprehend the death of his dog. The worse things get. the

more a politician will implement purely political solutions. This Involves

transferring responsibility from one agency which can’t handle a problem to

another agency which can’t handle it.

Thus, everyone looks busy and the public Is pacified for a little while longer.

Then the optimists start beating the tired old drum about shale oil, offshore

oil. Alaskan oil. more effective use of coal, solar power, wind power, etc. By

1985, they imply, new sources of energy will replace what Is running out now.

In the case of shale oil they estimate 600 billion barrels. But companies that

have investigated the costs of wringing it from the rock are balling out. A plant

capable of producing 100.000 barrels of oil a day would cost $1.5 billion and

could not sell the oil for less than $18 a barrel. Arab oil costs $12 a barrel. You
can be sure that by the time Arab oil goes to $18 a barrel, shale oil will cost

even more.

These figures don’t take into account the tact that the shale oil deposits are

in an arid region. It takes massive amounts of fresh water to process shale oil

operations The area has barely enough for agriculture and public use. Forget

shale oil.

If you warn a laugh, or a good cry. consider offshore oil. Leaks and

blowouts from offsnore rigs are an ecological nightmare. Blowouts have

happened before and still, a professional crew can put a blowout preventer on
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in. thick are preferable. The letter A
indicates a square section of iron,

though an anvil would do, or the base
of a section of railroad iron. The bend
is worked on the corner as at B, cold.

If a rounded bend is desired, the same
process is applied on the circular piece

of iron or the horn of an anvil. This is

shown in Fig. 2, at C. This piece of

iron can be purchased at any junk
store, where various pieces are always
strewn about. A piece about 20 in.

long and 4 in. in diameter is about the

right size. The bend in the metal be-

gins at D and is made according to the
requirements. Occasionally where
sharp bends or abrupt corners are need-

ed, the metal is heated previous to

bending.

Although the worker may produce
various forms of strip-metal work, the

bracket is, as a rule, the most profitable

to handle. The plain bracket is shown
in Fig. 3, and is made by bending the

strip at the proper angle on form A,
after which the brace is adjusted by
means of rivets. A rivet hole boring
tool will be needed. A small metal
turning or drilling lathe can be pur-

chased for a few dollars and operated
by hand for the boring, or a common
hand drill can be used. Sometimes the

bracket is improved in design by add-
ing a few curves to the end pieces of

the brace, making the effect as shown
in Fig. 4. After these brackets are

made they are coated with asphaltum
or Japan ; or the brackets may be paint-

ed or stained any desired shade.

In some of the work required, it is

necessary to shape a complete loop or
circle at the end of the piece. This may
be wrought out as in Fig. 5. The use

of a bar of iron or steel is as shown.

The bar is usually about 2 in. in diam-

eter and several feet in length, so that

it will rest firmly on a base of wood or

stone. Then the bending is effected as

at F, about the bar E, by repeated

blows with the hammer. After a little

practice, it is possible to describe al-

most any kind of a circle with the tools.

The bar can be bought at an iron deal-

ers for about 40 cents. From the junk

pile of junk shop one may get a like

bar for a few cents.

A convenient form for shaping strip-

metal into pieces required for brackets,

fences, gates, arches, and general trim-

mings is illustrated at Fig. 6. First

there ought to be a base block, G. of

hard wood, say about 2 ft. square. With

a round point or gouging chisel work
out the gro6ve to the size of the bar.

forming a scat, by sinking the bar. H.
one-half its depth into the wood as

shown. In order to retain the bar se-

curely in position in the groove, there

should be two caps fitted over it and
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upside down, as happened m the North Sea. That caused 8.23 million gallons

of oil and mud to spew out in eight days, creating a 4200 square mile oil slick.

First reports indicate little ecological damage. But all that oily mud settling on
the spawning beds may (ust ruin hundreds of square miles of fishing grounds.

Phillips Petroleum lost Si 20 million on that blowout. That will be passed on

to you.

Ecologists are against atomic energy because of the risks. The risks In

offshore drilling are far greater.

Alaskan oil was touted as the big oil crisis bailout. Now il is acknowledged

to be only a temporary stopgap, if that.

Greater use of coal is seen by many as a way to relieve the fuel crisis. Coal is

not the answer. It is becoming harder to get all the time, which makes It

increasingly more expensive Companies using it will have to Install scrubbers

to remove most of the sulphur and other pollutants, adding more charges to

everyone’s bill.

Most average people with some foresight resign themselves to the eventual

use of coal over oil. They say coal was used before oil and will take over after

oil is no longer available.

This sounds fine except that coal is a major pollutant. It was replaced by
petroleum largely for his reason. In 1870 the sulfuric acid given off by burning
even high quality coal having the least sulphur content was eating away the
buildings in New York City. (See editorial, page 46 ) .

In 1870. New York City had a population of 942,292. Today. New York City's
population is about ten times that,

Evan with scrubbers, coal burned for about ten million New Yorkers would
kill them all. White House Energy Advisor. James Schleslnger now says that

New York City and Los Angeles won’t have to burn coal. This would have to
apply to just any city with smog problems.

II your city has a smog problem, you should realize that even scrubbed coal
would intensify the problem to the critical level. So since city dwellers, largely

unemployed, can’t maintain the rising utility costs, the cities will die.

II coal were used nationwide In quantities Carter envisions, coal pollution
would be catastrophic. In 1870 our population was only 38,558,371 and coal
pollution was a serious problem. There are about 200 million more people In

the U S. today

Concerning solar and wind energy, read my editorial on page 36 .

Over the weekend, the TV carried a story of clam bed pollution off Long
Island In New York. Health officials had extended the off-limits zone for

clamming another 300 yards out.

This was due to the sewage New Yorkers allow to run off Into the Atlantic.

Clam pirates were violating the area and taking potentially contaminated clams
to sell to their fellow New Yorkers. Aside from the pirates, most clammers
were either digging clems further out or going out of business.

Logic would suggest that the sewage should be kept out of the ocean, both
for the safety of swimmers and to insure the purity of the food taken from
offshore waters.

New York has a smog problem and a sewage pollution problem By diverting

the sewage into methane generators, one problem would be solved and
another eased. The methane from the sewage would go for cleaner power and
the ocean food would be made safe.

Friends or Allies:

Choice for Survival
By Kurt Saxon

In the 1950s. .several thousand people had nuclear fallout shelters built,

usually in their back yards. At first they met only ridicule by those neighbors
who considered themselves above such hysteria.

In time, however, it occurred to those neighbors that something had
changed in their relationship with the shelter builders. Often, those who had
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set-screwcd 10 the wooden base. These

caps may be found in junk dealers’

heaps, having been cast off from 2-in.

shaft boxes. Or if caps are not avail-

able, the caps can be constructed from

sheet metal by bending to the form of

the bar, allowing side portions or lips

for boring, so that the caps can be set-

screwed to the wood. Thus we get a

tool which can be used on the bench

for the purpose of effecting series of

bends in strips of metal.

Since the introduction of the law's re-

quiring that signs of certain size and

projection be removed fr..m public

thoroughfares in cities, there has been

quite a call for short sign brackets, so

termed, of the order exhibited in Fig.

7 . These sign-supporting brackets do
not extend more than 3 ft out from

the building. A boy can take orders

for these signs in almost any city or

large town with a little canvassing. The
sign supporting bracket shown is mere-

ly a suggestion. Other designs may be

wrought out in endless variety. A hook

or eye is needed to sustain the ring in

the sign.

The young man who undertakes to

construct any sort of bracket, supports,

frames or the like, will find that he will

get many orders for lamp-supporting

contrivances, such as shown at Fig. 8.

It is hardly necessary to go into details

for making these stands, as every part

is bent as described in connection with
the bending forms, and the portions are

simply riveted at the different junc-
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been friends for years came to despise each other.

It usually started like this: Sam would say to Paul, the shelter builder,

“Paul, I don't believe there’s going to be a war. But if it happens, I'll know
where to come."

Paul would say. "But. Sam. it's not a matter of belief. If it happens it'll

happen and if it doesn't happen, it won’t. Neither of us believes our homes
will burn down some night. But we both have fire insurance. So my shelter Is

simply my nuclear war insurance.

“What if you had fire insurance and I didn’t? If my house burned down,
without insurance, I could never rebuild. Would you allow me to move my
family in with you on a permanent basis?"

Sam might say, "But that's a poor analogy. I’d be glad to put you up for a

few weeks and even help you to rebuild."

••But," Paul would reply, "We both make about the same wages. What if I

bought a boat nstead of fire insurance, thinking, "What the hell, I'd rather

play with a boat than sit around home worrying about an unlikely fire.

Besides, good old Sam will bail us out. He's our ace in the hole.

“Would you want to be our ace in the hole if we left our welfare up to you
while we ran around in a damn boat while you sat home worrying about a

fire?"

"Harping on the boat again," says Sam. “I said you could use it.”

"Forget the boat says Paul. "The point is. that you considered the boat

more important than nuclear war insurance. You have all kinds of insurance

but you don't seem to know what insurance Is. It's not negotiable. You have

hospital insurance and I don't and I get sick; tough on me. You buy lire

insurance and I don't and my house burns down; your Insurance company
wouldn't rebuild my house.

“Like your life insurance, my shelter is nuclear war Insurance which covors

only my family If you want that kind of Insurance, buy it. Don’t expect to use

mine."

By now, Sam is seeing that friendship has its limits and he resents it.

"Okay," he says "Just suppose your war should break out. So I haven't

prepared. But we've been friends for years and I never put you off when you

needed help. And you've always been on hand to help us. But now. when it's

a matter of life and death, our friendship isn't worth a bo-diddly? Is that what

you’re telling me?"
“It’s not a matter of friendship." says Paul. "My shelter was built for my

family of five. It's for two weeks; maybe four if we absolutely had to stay

longer. You crowd your family of five in there and we’d all be dead In a

week."

“Maybe so." says Sam. "but the point is. you would just keep us out,

knowing we would all be sprawled around the door, dead as mackerels. (He

breaks into sobs.) And my littlest, Jenny, she’s only five, you know. Before

I'd let you close her out. I’d come with a gun."

Such arguments would go on to the point where the neighbors were no

longer friends. I never heard of a case where, rather than break up as friends,

the other neighbor built a shelter.

Telling the improvident their time is running out seldom motivates them to

prepare. The improvident are the improvident. That's their nature. They know
their basic helplessness, but will seldom admit it. They are more likely to

react with hostility to survival advice than to begin their own preparations.

The difference between one who prepares and one who doesn’t is more

important than a difference of opinion. If you prepare to survive, you deserve

to survive Those who can. but won’t prepare, don't deserve to survive and the

species would be better off without them. If you have the kind of intellect

that’s geared to survival, it may be a matter of genetics. Your neighbor may
lack these survival genes. Therefore, becoming his means of survival could

not only doom both of your families to death, but if you should make It. you

would have enabled a non-survival type to further pollute the gene pool.

That's a no-no, although you might take in one of his brighter children if you

really have enough room If you are really in a position to save someone, you
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turcs. Both iron and copper rivets are
used as at I, in Fig. 9, a cross sectional
view.

The best way is to bore straight
through both pieces and insert the
rivet. In some cases the rivet is head-
ed up in the bore and again washers
are used and the heading effected on
the washer. Copper rivets arc soft and
easily handled, but are costly as com-
pared with iron rivets.

Good prices are obtained for the

guards for open fireplaces made in

many varieties in these days. The re-

turn of the open fireplace in modem
houses has created a demand for these

E
ards and in Fig. 10 we show a design

r one of them. The posts are made

sufficiently stiff by uniting two sides
with rivets. The ends at top are looped
as shown, while the ends or butts at

the base are opened out to make tha
feet. Rings are shaped on forms and
are then riveted to the base cross-piece
as illustrated. Crosses are made to de-
scribe to central design and the plan
is worked out quite readily with the
different shapes.

The making of metal fire grate fronts

baa proven to be a very interesting and
profitable occupation for boya in recent

ought to be selective. But don't be too callous. Without basic human
compassion, you might not be worthy to survive, yourself. Aside from making

you seem callous towards others, your preparations puts you out of the

Good-time-Charley field and you are seen as a part of the establishment. You

are then no longer a buddy, but someone to use when things get rough. It's

hard to explain but it's sort of like when you go into business for yourself

;

your wage-earning friends tend to drop away. You have a kind of security

they can't aspire to. So they either drop away as friends or become actually

hostile.

So you see. friendship ends when you establish a permanancy and security

your friends can't aspire to. Maybe they don't care to put out the extra effort

or money. Maybe they're just lazy or stupid. It doesn't matter why they drop
away. Just recognize the fact that Survivalists are likely to see their friends

drift away.

So don’t expect to Impress a friend with your preparations. It's far better to

get him sold on the idea of making his own preparations.

It's very likely you can't get your friend to exert himself to make any
survival preparations. Serious preparation would upset his whole lifestyle.

Most neighbors would rather rationalize away the danger than do
something about it. Say you bought a house on an earthquake fault. So a guy
comes and tells you you'd better move or get shook to pieces.

So there you are. with everything you have threatened with destruction. A
Survivalist would move, taking his losses In money, energy and time.

But the average person would rationalize away the danger and never bring

up the subject again. If he was smarter than average he would try to unload
the property on some sucker, of course, never mentioning the fault.

So If you broach the subiect of survival to a friend and he gives you the

horse-laugh, just think of him as one who knows his house Is built on an
earthquake fault. He'll give you nothing but rationalizations as to why nothing
will happen. Best just to ease away from him and tell him nothing further of

your plans.

Since survival is the most Important subject today, and only a few

recognize it. you can't waste time with friends who have little potential as
allies. The time is coming closer when if a neighbor Isn’t an ally, he’s highly

likely to become an enemy.
Only those who are working on their own survival programs are fit to

associate with at this point. I'm not suggesting you snub your friends or give

up on non-survivors altogether. This would be rude and stupid. Besidos, an
intelligent friend might finally come around to your way of thinking as things

get worse.
So just be businesslike when talking survival. It's very serious, so the

drinking buddy would be more likely to be offended than Interested.

In survival programs, an ally is worth any number of friends. In the coming
months, you will learn to sort out your allies, who are aware of the coming
crash, from your friends, who think you're a nut if you worry about anything

but where your next baseball ticket is coming from.

As you come in contact with more Survivalists, you will be bored with your
old buddies, anyway And they will be bored with you. too. So don't feel

panicky at the thought of your old cronies drinking without you.

Of course, your first choice of allies should be among your friends,

especially neighbors. If you and your neighbor both ’had a roomy, livable

shelter, you could link them up with a tunnel.

Such a setup would enable you to share the burden of buying supplies.

Tools, books and the various items of hardware could be shared, rather than

having to buy two complete sets for two families.

Linked shelters would also permit visiting for moral support and economy.
They would also be handy to resist assault. If one’s shelter were under

assault by the mob. the other could go through the tunnel and help fight

them off. When the mob finally gave up and went off to die of radiatior

sickness, life in the shelters could become downright social.

In this way you can see how a neighbor who is an ally can be of great
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times. Not long ago it was sufficient

for the ingenious youth to turn out
juvenile windmills, toy houses and var-

ious little knickknacks for amusement
The modem lad wants more than this.

He desires to turn some of his product
into cash. Therefore we present some
of the patterns of fire grates which boys
have made and can make again from
scrap iron, with few tools and devices,

and find a ready market for the same
as soon as they are made. Figure 11

is a sketch of a form of fire grate bar
or front that is constructed with a se-
ries of circles of strip metal. The best
way is to go to the hardware store or
iron dealer’s and buy a quantity of
Vi-in., Vi-'in., and %-in. iron, about V6
to A-'"- thick. In fact A-*"- metal
would do in many cases where the

parts are worked out small in size.

The V&-in. inetal is very strong. Then
after getting the supply of strip metal
in stock, procure the usual type of

metal worker’s hammer, a cheap anvil,

a 9-lb. vise, a cold chisel, a file or two,
and a round piece of shaft iron, about
3 in. diameter and 2 to 3 ft. long. This
piece of iron is represented at B, Fig.
12.

The iron is held in position by means
of the straps of metal C, C, which are
bent over the shaft tightly and grip the
board base with set or lag screws as
shown. The wooden base should be
about 2 in. thick and large enough to
make a good support for the iron shaft.
The process of bending the rings in this
way is as shown. The piece of strip
iron is grasped at D. Then with the
hammer the iron is gradually worked
cold about the mandrel as at E until
the perfect form is acquired. After the
form is finished, the strip at the ter-

minus of the ring is cut off. In order
to get a steady base the wooden part
may be bolted to a bench. In Fig. 13

is shown the method of clipping off the

completed ring. The cold chisel is held
upright, and by delivering several
blows with the hammer upon the same,
the point is caused to chip through the
metal and release the ring. The shaft

or mandrel is marked G. The cold
chisel is indicated at I and the position

where the hand grasps the strip is at H.
The final operation in shaping the ring

is by driving the protruding cut, lip

down, to the common level of the oppo-
site point, thus giving us the finished

ring with the lips closed on the man-
drel as at J, Fig. 14. These rings can
be turned out in this way very speedily.

The next operation involves the process

of uniting the rings in the plan to shape

the design. The design work is often
worked out ahead and followed. Some
become so proficient that they can de-

velop 3 design as they proceed.
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benefit But a neighbor who depends on you to save his bacon is not only no*

an ally but he could become your worst enemy.

One way to help a neighbor to become an ally is to Introduce him to other

Survivalists. Then he will feel that you're letting him in on something. Also, if

you have three or four guys in your home talking survival, your neighbor will

feel he’s the isolated minority in his stand that this is the best of all possible

worlds.

Even if your area is an unlikely target for a nuclear bomb and underground

shelters are not in your plans, the ally principle is still very important. You

just can’t waste time with a friend who is of no use in your survival plans.

An ally can be a person you don't even like, socially. But if your ally shares

your enthusiasm for survival, he will be far more useful to you than a friend

who agrees with you on everything but survival.

PARANOID, FROM PAGE 556
A guy hiding his survival preparations might as well forget it. His neighbors

are more important to his chances than any survival gear. The neighbors I’m

talking about are working people who are acquaintances and potential friends.

I’m not suggesting one share his plans with welfare bums, winos. dopers and

general trash No. I'm talking about decent people who simply don't share our

views at this time. These people will come around to our way of thinking in

time.

The Survivalist's early preparations will give him status in his neighborhood

as things get worse. The neighbors will listen to him in the near future if he will

only give them the chance to agree with him now But If ho automatically

writes them off as hostile and potential looters, that’s exactly what they'll be

when things get really bad
I think some of you get survival preparations confused with having a fallout

shelter If you had a shelter and your neighbors didn't, you would be severely

mobbed in the event of a nuclear war. Your neighbor's lives would depend on
getting in. But an extra supply of food, weapons and trade goods in your homo
would not give rise to panic. There would be nothing immediate about it.

There won’t be a government message saying that everyone with a stock of

survival goods will live and those without will die. period. There won't be a

stampede to your place. Before things get bad enough for your neighbors to

loot you. they will still have time to imitate you. although not as cheaply or

with your wide selection.

But let’s say you're a real Secret Squirrel and have made your home a
storehouse of arms. food. etc. No one knows and finally the system collapses

and your neighborhood goes through the turmoil you might expect.

Now your neighbors, who you've considered enemies, have managed to

fight off some bands of looters and are setting up neighborhood defense and
help organizations Instead of being among the leadership, you are simply one
who shares what they have because they think you are in need

You're in real trouble because if your neighbors find out you’ve been holding

out and taking help from them, they'll shoot you. If you don't take their help,

they'll find out why and shoot you for holding out.

Your only real chance now is to give your neighbors the benefit of the doubt
or move to an isolated farm In any event, the more allies you have, the better

your chances. But if all you see now are enemies, that's all you’ll see when you
need friends the most.

Survival Shelters and the Dependent Aged
By Kurt Saxon

“Dear Mr. Saxon:

“I really enjoyed Vol. 2. No. 6 (Pages 235-250) of THE SURVIVOR.
Especially the article "Survival of the Fittest," by Tom Murphy, and "The
Survival Shelter," by yourself. However, at the end of your shelter article you
wrote something that is very disturbing to me. regarding older people.

“You state, 'Steel yourself to keeping her out. Better to reject anyone whose
life in nearly over.' Later you mention the elderly, unbelievably to me, along
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Figure 11 is a design of grate front

used for various purposes in connection

with grate fires. The series of rings are

united by a rivet between each at the

joining point. With thin metal the

holes can be punched with an iron

punch and hammer on an anvil where
there is a hole to receive the point of

the punch after the punch penetrates

the metal. For the heavier forms of

metal a drill is necessary. A metal
drill and brace can be purchased very
cheaply for this work. After drilling

the holes, the parts are erected and the

rivets inserted and headed up as each
addition is made. Thus the scries of
rings are united and then the side pieces

arc similarly riveted. The points at the

top arc then worked out and joined on.

These points arc filed down to the nec-

essary taper after the union is effected.

The finishing work involves smoothing
rough places with a file and painting.

Asphaltum makes a good black finish.

Some of the best designs of grates are

bronzed. Some are silvered. The dif-

ferent designs are finished as desired

by customers.
Figure 15 is another design of grate

in which the process of shaping the

rings is like that in the first design.

There arc some half circles in this pat-

tern and these arc framed by shaping

with the retarded, criminals and perverts, as 'unfortunate and helpless.’

"Mr. Saxon. I could hardly believe what I was reading. I had to check again

who it was that wrote the article. I was disappointed to see that you did. Is this

all you think of older people? Let me speak in their defense.

"First of all. who can consider anyone over 70 years old as anything but a

Survivor? What about all the priceless knowledge they have accumulated?

These old folks lived the very life that we Survivors will face some day. Who
better to have in a shelter with you? Did you ever meet an older person who
didn't know about animals and gardening? I never have. Old folks need very

little sleep and very little food. If not senile, most of them are walking

encyclopedias and history books.

"In short, they have been where we are going. How can you suggest that we
turn such valuable resource away from our shelters? I would sooner have an

old man or woman with me than nearly any useless young punk or bitch.

“To think that you. of all people, would classify old folks as parasites really

makes me think twice about where your head is at.

"Well, you've done so well otherwise that I will allow you this one mistake,

drastic as it is. Please think about it. Mr. Saxon.
Sincerely,

Ron B.

Calif.

The above letter is typical of many idealistic Survivalists. Without love and

compassion for others, society would be a worse jungle than It is. Howover, I

think a lot of my readers may just doom their own hopes ol survival by

including in their programs those who could not survive without our modern
technology, anyway.

A person of seventy who is hale and hearty, has his wits about him and is

making his own survival plans, may have a better chance than most younger

Survivalists. Such a one would be more likely to keep me out of his shelter than

the other way around. I'm not worried about the self-reliant elders, who make
up a big proportion of my readership.

The type of elders I suggest excluding are those who have glvon life their

best shot years ago. They are retired, feeble and given to dozing when not

watching soap operas.

Increasingly, we read of elders stealing food from stores. Never on a police

blotter before, but now they are brought in for petty theft. Others scrounge for

food in garbage cans. These are the Improvident. Their whole working lives

were spent earning wages from others. They were never self-reliant in the first

place. They end their days in miserable little rooms, rest homes or In a corner

of their often grudging children's homes. All such elders are too dependent on

a given system to survive without It.

Being old is nothing to be ashamed of but the sanctity of age for Its own
sake is a myth.

The Granddad image I've tried to project through so much of my writing has

nothing to do with old people. ''Granddad’’ was a young person. 20-40, living In

the nineteenth or early twentieth century. The most important quality he

possessed was self-reliance. Self-reliance has always been the individual's

best guarantee of survival.

In those days there were no supermarkets and people did have to know how
to do a lot for themselves. Only the affluent paid others to do services around

the home. The average person had to do for himself or do without. Today, the

average person will call in a S15.00 an hour plumber to put a washer in the sink

faucet.

As goods and services became more available and cheaper, more people

became less self-reliant as a matter of course. This is normal. A woman who
would scrub floors on her hands and knees with all the labor savers on the

market would be stupid. A man who learned a dozen household skills just to

save money would be just as stupid. (For other than a faucet washer, I call a

plumber).

In the last century, survival skills were not simply a person’s trade, but

consisted of home maintenance, food processing and such. Later, a man
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the same about the mandrel with the
hammer. In order to Ret the shoulders

close and the circle complete it is nec-

essary to heat the metal. A coke fire

can be made in a hole in the ground.
Then procure a tin blowpipe and blow
the llame against the metal at the point

to be bent. This metal will become red

hot very soon, and can be bent readily

against the anvil and the circular form.

Let the metal cool off on the ground
after heating. Fig. 1G is another design

which can be wrought out. The middle

adjustment is wire screen work which

may be bought at a hardware store and

set into the position shown. Fig. 17

shows a chipping off device useful in

connection with this work. Metal ehip-

pers can be bought at any tool store.

The chipper is placed in the jaws o1

the vise as at K. and secured there

The strip of metal in process of cutting

is marked M. The hammer head is

caused to strike the metal ju't over the

cutting edge of the chippe*- The quick,

hard blow causes the cutting edge to

S
i'iictrate far enough to sever the piece.

ending cold with a wooden form is

done as in Fig. 18. The wooden form

is marked I* and is about 8 in. wide

and 7 in. high, forming a one-sided oval

shape. There is a pin R set into the

base board of the oval form and the

strip of metal f«>r bending i' grasped at

S and the other end i> inserted back of

the pin R. Bv applying pressure, the

.strip of metal is bent to the form.

Figure If shows the hour-glass wood
bending form, made by selecting a

piece of hard wood block, about 6 in.

square and boring through with an inch

bit. Then the hole is shaped hour-glass

like. The view is a sectional on-. The
block is placed in a vise and the strip

for bending is inserted as at T.

The strip of metal is grasped at W
and can be bent to various forms by ex-

erting pressure. Fig. 2“ is another type

of fireplace front, constructed by unit-

ing the shaped inctal pieces In fact an
almost endless variety of designs can

lie wrought out after the start is once
made. A good way to figure the price

on the grate is to add up the costs of

the parts and charge about 12 cents

per hour for the work.

PLANING
ARROW STICKS

From Popular Mech. 1919

While making some bows one day
I discovered 1 had no suitable dowel
sticks for the arrows, so I started to

make them out of V4*in - square stock.

I found it rather difficult to plane these

pieces until I hit upon the scheme

could be free of most of this drudgery at little cost. When people no longer

needed most survival skills, later generations never learned them in the first

place.

So what’s all this about an older person being a goldmine of information?

Take a 70 year-old person; bom in 1907. By the age ol 20; starting a family;

well into a trade. Year, 1927.

By that lima, the only survival skills the average American knew was the Job

that gave him his living. This was especially true in the towns and cities.

Woman In the cities of 1927 were little more able to cope with gut-level

survival situations than are women today. They didn’t raise livestock, make
butter, soap, etc., and they bought most of their clothes and just about

everything they needed. Farm women bought every labor saver they could

afford from their Montgomery-Wards or Sears catalogues.

So tha parson who is 70 years-old today is hardly likely to be an

encyclopedia of 19th century crafts. There are far more young people of today

learning such skills than there are elders with any useful memories of such

skills.

An old parson is Just someone like you or me who has lived a lot of years. If

you stop learning after you establish a trade, you’ll be no smarter at 70 than

you are now.

At 45 I know many old people. I lived with old people during my college

period when I lived at the Wino Arms in Long Beach. Calif. There were a lo! of

retired old fellows there, just waiting to die.

One was Cap. an ex-skipper with a memory which kept me amazed. He could

remember every word that passed between him and a ruined woman he look up

with on the old Bowery. He could detail the complete action of a brawl that

happened in a Singapore dive In ought-seven.

8ut when I tried to pin him down to any relevent thing about Iho old days. I’d

draw a blank. All he and the others could recall was personal trivia, having no

practical or historical value. Later, when I got into this fioldand quizzed many
elders about common old skills I lucked out completely. They all remembered
people who kne*7 such things, and some even remembered having done such

things themselves. But when It came to detailing the process or updating It lor

today’s use; forget It. They had no need to retain such knowledge, don't you

see? So over the years they lorgot critical steps In the processes they had had

some knowledge of. the same as you or I would.

So put the matter of the old person in the shelter in its proper perspective. If

you consider saving an elder under any survival circumstances, don’t do It

because you will need that person. With rare exceptions, you won’t. If you save

an elder it will be because you love that person.

Now that we’ve established (as far as I’m concerned) that saving an elder is

most likely an act of sheer altruism, let's see what this would Involve.

First ol all, an elder is set in his ways and laced with the idea of going

underground and then coming up to total chaos, he’d probably rather take all

his prescription medicines at once and finish himself off.

Lei’s say. however, that he means to ride it out. (And when I say "he" I mean
Granny, too). So the elder goes down Into the shelter, finds it uncomfortable

and boring and simply dies. It’s as simple as that. When you are all battened

down and the elder dies, as you must realize is almost a certainty, what would
you do with the body?

Actually, the saving of persons whose further enjoyment of life would be cut

off by such hardship would be cruel. Better to put a little something in the tea.

Besides, if there is really room enough in your shelter for a person of little or

no value to your survival programs, common sense dictates that that person

should be a neighbor's child. At least a child has.potential.

The question of whom to save In such a circumstance is largely academic.
Who knows what horrible decisions an individual will have to make at the last

moment?
Thera Is a book that Is out of print but which you might find in your library. It

is "Flight in the Winter." by Jurgen Thorwald. This deals with Germany during

the invasion by Russians at the end of WWII.
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shown in the sketch. I procured a

piece of ordinary tongue-and-groove

flooring and clamped it in the bench

vise, then drove a nail in the groove to

act as a stop, and in no time I had the

sticks planed into arrows.

How to Bake a Fish in Clay

A clay-baked fish is so simply prepared,

compared with cooking it in camp, that

it w ill be hailed with delight. The best

kind of clay to use for the purpose is the

gray clay generally found along streams,

but in the absence of this, ordinary red

clay will answer. The fish i’ cleaned and
washed, stuffed if desired, and sewed up

in the ordinary way; the head of the listi

may he left on. The clay is packed

around the fish so that there will he a

2-in. thickness of it at all points, and it is

then ready to be tucked into the tire.

Previously, •> hot hardwood fire has been

kept going; ash is to be preferred be-

cause it produces hot coals that last a

long lime. It is generally a good idea to

convert the evening campfire into a heap

of coals for the purpose. The Ash is

placed at the bottom of the coals, cov-

ered. and left overnight. In the morn-

ing the coals arc scraped away, and the

hard-baked clay crust broken away with

the camp hatchet, exposing the thor-

oughly cooked fish, savory and palatable

lu the last morsel. A 5 or 6-lb. fish makes
an ideal bake.

A Candle-Shade Holder

From Popular Mechanics 1915

A holder for either round or square
shades can be easily constructed from
a piece of heavy copper wire to fit on a

T»© Form, oI SS.J.
M. i!» orCoPMf Wif, to,

• Candl,*tl<h

candlestick. One end
of the wire is looped
around the upper end
of the candlestick, then
bent so that the main
part will be vertical.

The top end is shaped
into a circle 2 in. in di-

ameter or a square having sides 2 in.

long, as desired.
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Aside from Hiller’s National Socialist doctrines in that period, the German
people then, before and since, have been close In culture and attitudes to
Americans. They were a very stable people, for the most part.

Thorwald recounted an instance of gut-level survival, to which I’m afraid
most Americans would act similarly.

As the Russians moved in. looting, raping and murdering civilians, there
was this last German ship leaving a certain port, headed for an area the
Russians wouldn’t reach. (I don't remember the ship or the port, as I haven’t
seen the book in years).

Germans swarmed in huge crowds trying to board that last ship. The captain
announced that only people with children could get on. As the word spread,
people went around the town stealing children for use as boat tickets.

Many lucky adults actually threw their own children over the side to wives or
husbands waiting 40 feet below on the dock. Most children who were caught,
died from the impact. The great majority fell into the water or onto the dock
itself.

Jusf as a sidelight, that packed ship was later sunk by the Russians, making
it the greatest loss of civilian life in any single ship disaster.

If the Germans, supposedly the most disciplined people in the West, could
act like that, what will you do when it’s every man for himself?

THE GENE POOL & SEXUAL SURVIVAL
By Kurt Saxon

A deer herd is led by the ablest buck. He takes all the does and fights any

challenging bachelor. Bachelors may never breed, but they stay, giving

alarms and fighting off predators while the does feed In the guarded aroa.

They are still in the gene pool. When the leader weakens or Is killed, the best

bachelor takes over.

The ablest wolf In a pack is usually Uie only breeder. Pack bachelors hunt

and guard the leader, his mate and pups. Females born to the pack leave with

the strongest bachelors and begin their own packs.

Sex among wild animals is only a driving urge to survive genetically. The

male is not turned on unless there is a nearby female In heat. The urge being

seasonal, the animals are peaceful for long periods between mating. Humans
are not regulated by seasons so they are ready Just about all the time.

Primitive groups ol men were regulated basically the same as the deer herd

or the wolf pack. The best man had all or most of the women to himself. But

since the procreative urge was fairly constant among both sexes, there had to

be rules, lest constant infighting destroy the group. Humans had to ritualize,

traditionallze and rationalize sex.

The Bible is the most explicit record we have of primitive peoples; nomadic
herdsmen and small village groups. Here Is graphic evidence that primitive

peoples replaced the animals' natural sexual restraints with the taboo.

These taboos were just as strong with primitives as biological regulation

was with animals. The human bachelor, too. had to wait his turn for an

available female. He could only find gratification through winning a female in

battle or buying her from his chief.

When Jacob considered himself worthy to reproduce, he went to his third

cousin. Laban and asked for pretty Rachel. The price was seven years of

servitude. Then Laban gave him his older daughter, Leah, Instead of Rachel,

Genesis 29:21-26. saying he wanted to get rid of his firstborn first. Laban got

Jacob to work still another seven years for Rachel.

As hard on Jacob as that was. it shows that he accepted the rigid sexual

taboos of his culture. Like the animal bachelor, Jacob was resigned to

celibacy until his mating was approved. As most men in his culture, he had to

struggle to pass on his genes.

As agriculture developed and more people could survive with less effort,

cities came into being. Here, there were not the controls faced by deer,

wolves, and simple herdsmen like Jacob.

The city fathers had the best and the most females. Males without properly
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Drill**r««« Improvised from Vise

•nd Electric Motor

From Popular Mechanics 1932

He/e is an im-
provised drillpress

for the home work-
shop. The motor,

fitted with a yi-in.

drill chuck, is

screwed down on
the bench in line

with a vise as
shown, so that clos-

!n<r o* latter

tow ut VIM In
044 J«ta

pashes the work against the drill. This
arrangement is quite satisfactory for odd
jobe where the work does not justify the

•tpease of a regular press.

DETECTOR
INTRUDER

By Tommy Murphy
Electronics can be put to many uses in

the situations that will confront a person

in a survival situation. Electronics makes
it easy to have a bunch of sentries to stand

guard for you. An advance warning

system can consist of simple materials,

some thin copper wire, a few staples, some
conductor wire, a battery and alarm,

either visual or aural, or both. I prefer

both as 1 do not want to be tied up by
watching light. If the perimeter
is penetrated. I want to know instantly

about it.

I would suggest that a number of

automobile headlights be rigged up on
high beam and put in locations that will

give you a circle of bright light. The
sudden glare will blind an aggressor and
give you an edge if the intrusion occurs at

nighttime. You cluster the lights as it is

quite possible that an attempt would be
made to shoot them out. Then of course,

that would pinpoint the location. Notice

that I use a 12 volt car battery, car
headlights, and as many other parts from
automobiles as possible. There will be lots

and lots of cars and trucks laying around
to salvage from. Also the electrical system
can be used in a homemade wind

generator to keep those batteries

charged.

Now if we are going to use electronic

equipment in our little stronghold, it

stands to reason that we should learn as

much about it as possible. You could keep

or influence took the leavings for wives or had access to prostitutes.
Prostitution may have been encouraged by the leaders to keep bachelors
away from their harems. Homosexuality may also have become tolerated for
the same reason.

Thus, the leaders controlled the gene pool, so did nol feel threatened by the
vices of common folk. At any rate, with the institution of cities, sex became
associated with pleasure.

Sex was not fun to Jacob; it was just a relief of his natural urge. To his

wives and concubines, it was only for the conception of children, a primitive
woman s only chance for fulfillment and recognition.

The fact that Jacob didn't even know he was mating with Leah instead ot

Rachel, Gen 29 25, shows that the act was as simple and one-sided as the
sex act can be. This is reinforced by the tale of Judah and his
daughter-m-law. Tamar (Gen all of chapter 38). After the Lord killed two of

her husbands. Tamar despaired of being goi with child. She then played Ihe
prostitute and seduced Judah on his way to shear sheep.
Now, Tamar was around Ihe house constantly, but Judah didn't recognize

her when he mated with her. No kissing or foreplay Just wham-bam-thank-
you-maam That was sex among primitives.

On the woman's part, there was no involvement. She was just a vessel
;
an

•ncubator. In Deuteronomy 25:11. the law slates that if a woman touches a
man s "secrets", even m defense ot her husband s life, her hand was to be cut
off. This taboo concerning the male organs was jusi a reinforcement of a
woman's non-involvement in the sex act

Non-Involvement for the female was essential since Ihe husband was oflen
away. Had she considered sex itself as pleasure, she might have been
attracted to other men. So sex among primitives was only for reliof and
procreation. Only m the cities had sex become a way of lifo. rather than
simply a part, and therefore a vice.

In primitive, close-knit societies, violations of sexual taboos had
consequences understood by all if a man's son took up with prostitutes or
other men. his father was denied grandchildren. If a bachelor deer should
choose the best young buck for a mate, when the lead buck was out who
would tight for the does? A lesser qualified buck would pass on the gones
while the prancing bucks ted with the girls. End of herd. If a bachelor wolf
frisked with the next in line for succession as pack leader, on the death of the
leader a lesser qualified bachelor would take over and the pack would die out.
In Jacob s group, life was so hard and infant mortality was so high that no
one could be spared from contributing to the gene pool. Had he took up with

a fellow herdsman, he wouldn't have worked fourteen years to got Rachel and
then the Christmas card business would never have had a chance.

As primitives became less primitive and more children lived, it became
easy for them to lose sight of the importance of the gone pool. So elders set

about codifying the sexual taboos Into law. But since sex is usually done in

private, the laws would have been hard to enforce. The best method known to

them of enforcing genetically proper sexual behavior was to say that the laws
wore given and enforced by the local diety. This worked, afler a fashion, but

as people merged and traded gods back and forth, the sex laws became
adulterated and their real purpose was generally lost sight of. This was
especially so in the cities.

Enforcement of the sex laws was in a large part responsible for the
Israelites' antagonism to City folk, their loose ways and their many gods.
They feared any influence by foreigners and their oflen more sexually liberal

gods.

Today's people seem ignorant of the natural laws concerning their gene
pool. This is especially so In this country, where homosexuality Is promoted
as a purely private matter and an individual right.

Opposing this growing attitude is Anita Bryant and her Save Our Children
campaign. I admire her stand and that of all her supporters. But her main
emphasis seems to be on religion. Primitives have almost universally been
anti-homosexual, regardless of what gods they worshipped. To ascribe a
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lots of spares but the better way is to

learn to keep what you have going. If you
are going to use a survival tool. learn as

much about it as you can. Electronics for

our use does not have to be complex or

difficult. The simpler something is. the

less parts there are to go bad. With this

perimeter detection device (anyone can

make it) yet it works as well or maybe
better than many sophisticated warning

devices. The important thing to remember
is secrecy in the installation. Hide the trip

wires well.

The major disadvantage is that the

circuit is live and uses battery power all

the while it is in operation. However, the

current consumption is small. The thin

copperwire is strung around the area you
wish to have covered in a double-loop, so

that you have double protection just in

case someone gets by the first section of

wire. The wire can be stapled to stakes or

trees throughout the perimeter area. As
long as the light on the system is on. then

the system is alright. When the light goes

out. the buzzer will sound, and to tell if it

is just a bulb failure or not. there is a

A Clos<c Lo./
CovJ,< PAo
W 1*0 0*9 Ce"Tiv»*v<

built-in check for light failure. Note that

six volt bulbs are used in the system,

because of the voltage drop that occurs in

the long run of warning wire.

The relay is of the type that uses very

little current and is quite sensitive. The

relay is held in a pulled-in position by the

voltage through the system. If a break

occurs, the relay will drop out and cause

the buzzer to sound as well as the

indicator light to go out.

Now you are using electronics, in a

simple form but very effective. With just

the use of your hands and a few bucks, you

purely genetic law to a specific god obscures the purpose of the law.

Anita says that since homosexuals can't reproduce, they must recruit. This

is her most valid point and conforms to the law governing the gene pool.

Since recruitment is epidemic in our time, this point should bo elaborated on

almost to the exclusion of other arguments. But in quoting scripture so

often, she makes homosexuality a Fundamentalist Christian issue. People

who aren't Fundamentalist Christians and have no concept of the gene pool,

simply consider anti-homosexuality to be religious bigotry.

That this is not at all the case is proven by the attitude toward

homosexuality by Russia and Red China; communists and therefore

atheists. In Russia, homosexuals are sent away, seldom to be heard of again.

In China, homosexual seduction is punishable by death, as it should be here.

As a Survivalist, you may consider our culture too far gone to be concerned

with a bunch of perverts taking themselves out of the gene pool. You may
believe they are natural defectives and so the species would be better off

without their genes. Also, with so many more people than the nation can

properly handle, the less children born, the bettor.

The truth Is. however, that homosexuals are not necessarily natural

defectives And concerning the surplus population, to call robbing the gene

pool "birth control" is Insane.

If homosexuals preyed only on inferiors there would be some posltlvo

results But whereas the normal male wants the prettiest, healthiest girl, the

homosexual is attracted to the best looking, healthiest boys around him.

Psychologists have found no evidence that any virgin Is naturally orlentod

toward homosexuality. There is no such thing as a born homosoxual.

Homosexuality is a learned preference. Also learnod aro the offemlnate

mannerisms and speech patterns.

Homosexual seduction usually occurs when a young person has passod

puberty but as yet has had no real sexual experience with another. He Is ofton

lonely, contused and alienated. He is then befriended by a homosexual and

seduced Since it's his only soxual experience and part of a friendly

relationship, it can become his preference, and then ho’s out of tho gone
pool

Not all youngsters are approached. Not all attempted seductions aro

consummated. Often, a lad is approached by a stranger and given a

particularly disgusting proposition or is offended by unwelcome physical

contact. In his ignorance he believes there was something about him that told

the pervert he would be receptive. Doubting himself from then on and
wanting to remove any such doubts from the minds of others, he becomes a

"queer baiter" The queer baiter often contributes to homosexuality. Not

content to insult obvious homosexuals, he will taunt a virgin lad with "fairy",

"sissy", etc., because the boy may be gentler and quieter than other boys. If

the taunting gets to the boy and makes him doubt himself, he may be a
pushover for the first homosexual he meets. A father who nags his son to go
out for sports and be a "man", often drives the kid right into the arms of tho
coach.

Homosexuality is indeed epidemic In our land. Los Angeles alone Is

reputed to have at least 30.000 or more little boy prostitutes, some
preteeners Homosexuals say they aren't interested in little boys. They would
have you believe the real culprits are child molesters— pedophiles.

These wretched pedophiles sometimes kill their victims and most often

injure them physically and/or mentally. The victim of the child molester is

usually traumatized and so is hardly likely to seek more of the same
treatment.

No. the 30.000 little boy prostitutes in Los Angeles and elsewhere were

seduced by predatory homosexuals who treated them gently and paid them.

And 30.000 little boy prostitutes couldn't get by in the trade without a large

clientele of active homosexuals who do indeed like little boys. There are at

least 200.000 homosexuals in Los Angeles County and over 100,000 in San
Francisco. Homosexuality is addictive and since it is spreading like a plague,

you might even say it's contageous.
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With ihe new tolerance toward this vice, every child is more vulnerable

now. Especially when he sees perverts parading across the TV screen to the

cheers ot Liberal "heterosexuals".

One such Liberal is Jim Dunbar, a San Francisco talk show host. A while
back, I heard him say he was encouraging his fifteen-year-old son to be
tolerant of homosexuals. I was glad to hear him say that. Anyone who has
done as much as Jim Dunbar to spread the acceptance of perversion deserves

to have his line die out.

On the same station, I saw Chip Carter come out publicly endorsing "Gay
Rights.” When the son of the president of the United States openly approves
faggotry. who then can say it’s wrong?
There is little you can do about the national gene pool. But you must guard

yoer own family gene pool. You should tell your youngsters that If any adult

gets overly friendly and tries to pet or fondle them, they should come home
and tell you. Now with homosexuals agitating to teach as Identifiable

perverts, our national gene pool is in even more danger. If I had a kid whose
teacher was an admitted homosexual. I’d see that teacher on the road or

under the ground.

- up all slack from the noose. Adjust the
r

catch string so that the noose will fill the

'N. space in the box opening when the trap is

get a security system to surround your

entire house. A system in your home is

good of course, but that means that they

are getting mightily close. This way you
have a little time to give them a greeting.

PARTS LIST
II—ALARM LIGHT—Use 6 volt bulb in

system due to voltage drop through loop.

Radio Shack #272-318 or 272-319 bulbs.

Light-Radio Shack #272-324 or 272-325.

R1 -RESISTOR-82 OHM. Radio Shack
#271-008. '/, watt.

SI -PUSH BUTTON SWITCH-Radio
Shack #275-1547, normally open.

RELAY— Miniature type, Radio Shack
#275-230 or 275-004.

Rl—BUZZER— Radio Shack #273051.

BATTERY-Any 12 volt-prefer aut»
mobile.

WIRE—#28, Radio Shack #278005.

ACIAV
wo4/M*u.V
Ope" .

for ClUhllf R.(,
II VOlT
6*T7t*r

BORAX DELAYS SETTING
OF PLASTER OF PARIS

Plaster of Paris may be used for patch-
ing cracked casts and similar work without
undue haste if powdered borax is added in

the proportions of 2 oz. to 1 lb. of plaster.

Mix the powders well in their dry state

and then add cold water until the resultant

paste is of the consistency desired. The
plaster will take almost twice as lone as

usual to become set and unworkable. This
is a formula often used by dentists and

How to Make a Bow Trap pic and strong.

From Popular Mechanics 1928 ^
'Lf*®*!

A bow trap is easily made and is very and nail a small

effective for killing rats and mice. To loop of string to tfie

make one suitable for rats, nail together box to hold down
four boards. 8 in. long and 5 in. wide, one end of the
Drill two holes. 1 in. from one end. to hold catch, the trigger

the bow as shown. Also cut an opening, being used to hold

2'A in. from the opposite end. for the the other end. Tie

trigger. Drill two holes. 2 in. in front of strings from the

the trigger hole, for the noose, which bow to the noose
should he made of fine wire. The bow is catch as indicated,

then attached; it carefully taking

.catch

doctors.
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Its Easy to Tool LEATHER

r\ECORATIVE leather tool-

ing is so simple that the

veriest amateur can do a pleas-

ing job. Although the work can

be done with only a nutpick, a

small thumb-shaped modeling
tool will greatly improve the
original job by bringing it into

sharper relief, and, as the

beginner gains skill, an
assortment of homemade
stamping dies, punches,

and other tools, as shown
in Fig. 1, may be added
to obtain a variety of
pleasing designs.

For a billfold, only

(our tool* are required:

n nutpick, a modeler, a

stamping die for the

borders and a leather

punch. The most satis-

factory material is English

tooling calf, which has a vel-

vety surface and retains im-

pressions readily. Dote calf-

skin or split cowhide with

00«e finish are ftl*n suitable.

A test of proper leather is to

dent it with the thumb nail If the

impression is retained, the mate-

rial is suitable. A ftcr obtaining the

leather, lay out the design shown,

or any other of your selection, on

a sheet of paper. In choosing de-

sign. pick one in which the lines

arc not too intricate nor too close

together. It is best to cut the

leather oversire and trim it down
after the tooling has hern done, as

the beginner may pull the piece

out of true shape. Besides, a little

extra leather permits the use of

thumbtack' or paper clips in

tracing, without marring the

edges. Get a piece of heavy
plate glass, such as part of

windshield, or a slab of
smooth slate or polished
marble, upon which to lay the work. In

tracing the penciled design, yon can fasten

the work to a smooth board with thumb-
tacks. Either a hard pencil or a nutpick

is suitable for tracing, leaving the design

plainly visible on the leather. If the point

in-

From Popular

Mechanics 1932

of the nutpick is sharp and has a tendency
to scratch, round it off slightly with a file

and smooth with fine emery paper or an
oilstone. There should not be the slight-

est roughness on any of the tools. A
modeler can be made by cutting off 2'/,

in. from the pointed end of a spike, as in

Fig. 7. flattening and bending the end,

and then grinding it round, somewhat in

the shape of a tiny thumb. Set it in a

hardwood handle. Fig. 8. so that the end
extends about IJ4 in. While making this

tool, you may as well add a pebbling die

and a flower stamp, as shown in Fig. 8. as

they will come in handy on subsequent
work. The pebbling die is merely the end
of a flattened bolt or spike, grooved with

a three-cornered file. The flown design
is made in a similar manner. Other dies in

Igrcat variety can he added from time to

Jtimc, among which a 'tar is often useful.

With the design traced on the leather,

deepen the lines with the nutpick as

shown in Fig. 2. having first moistened

the leather with a wet sponge, and keep
it moist hut nut too wet as you proceed

with the work. Alter the lines have been

indented, use the modeler to press down
the leather around the mam
outlines of the design ami

to work it into relief, ns

shown in Fig. 7. Do not at-

tempt this, however, where
lines are close together, as in

the hairs of the lion's mane,
hi petals of flowers and
leaves, etc. The background

around the figure can cither he pebbled
with the nutpick or with the pebbling tool.

For latge surfaces, the latter makes for

less heavy work, although the former may
perhaps give a more pleasing effect. After

the tooling ha* been completed, cut the

piece to finished 'ire. laying it flat on a

hoard and using a sharp, thin knlfcbladc

agamM a metal rule or straightedge.

For a billfold, cut a plain piece the same
sire as the tooled piece Score the toolnl

piece lightly where it i‘ to he folded, then

fold the two pieces along this line, us-

ing the hardwood crcascr shown in Fig.

10. Note that the inner piece will then

extend -lightly beyond the outside sec-

tion: trim the former llu-h. When this

I- done, the billfold «dl foU naturally,

w ilhnnt a bulge on t lie inside piece. With
a pair of dividers, or a rule and sharp pen-

cil, lay out centers of the holes for the

lacing on the tooled piece. They should
not be over % in. apart on centers and 54

in. from the edge. Use a leather punch of

about ^-in diameter, and punch holes in

the inner and outer pieces, as well as the

card-pocket flats, at the same time so that

all holes will register. If you cannot buy
thongs cut to suitable size from the shoe-

maker or leather-supply house, lay a long

strip of calfskin on a smooth hoard, with

Ci» Be GecMSr t-peo-ed *v Sifi

Ke'ie* •!» * F«* Haruaude Tool*



entire piece is embossed as shown in Fig. ing tool. After the embossing has been
5. The petals and leaves can be brought completed, a buckle and straps should be

into very prominent relief by using an sewn on by a cobbler to insure a first-class

embossing tool around the edges, as in job. The background of the design can
Figs. 6 and 12. Thb tool consists of a then be darkened with black leather color,

spike with the end flattened, bent to a .
, , , ,

curve and then ground to the shape
An cnd,css numb" of «**/“' and a «-

shown. It is worked around borders of
«rac,,ve objects can be made by the ama-

lh- rfesien nrv-d -oh , MM.hU*. ,CUr aS hc Ka,nS ^peTlCIXCe.

HJTUCK

0 GROUNO
POLISH!

COWMIDC,

CAKO POCMT I MBOSSiNO
tOOU

till- grain, and ran the knife along the

edge of a steel ruler, cutting off strips

about "Kn or •(, in. wide. Splicing can be
done by tapering the ends
x

/\ in. and using leather ce-

ment. The lacing is shown
ii| Fig 'l. At the corners,

the thong should lie passed
through the hole twice.

Knibossing a belt i> not at all difficult,

but requires time and patience. Of course,

it can be tooled by the method ju»t de-

scribed. but the embossing will not be a%

di>tinct as when a die is used. Huy a

strap of cowhide, oo/e finish, about I J4
in wide and the required length, with an
extra S-in. length of heavier cowhide to

serve as a die. Kay out the flower design,

as shown in Fig. 4. on the latter piece and
cut it in outline with an incising tool,
which is ground from a round file, has a
30° V-shaped edge and leaves a very dis-

tinct incision. See Fig. 11. Hold the tool
with a firm grip nearly vertical, cutting to

about Ms in. or more in depth. Next lay
the belt strap flat on the marble or glass

slab, moisten it. place the die over it and
pound with a hammer as in Fig. 13. This
presses the belt leather down between the
incisions of the die. and forces it up along
the lines of the design, leaving them in

sharp relief. The die pattern

is used successively along the

length of the belt until the

Bottlenecks Make Serviceable Insulators

J T>OTTLF. necks. Iwing made of glass, are ideal for3 insulators when secured firmly to a pole or in-

sorted through a wall. The easiest method for sepa-

rating the neck from the body of the bottle is by the
~ uv of a gas soaked twine, as described in the hundi-

K — kink item. “Emergency Ice Bag from Inner Tube,

£ -
~

~

Mason Jar." To make an outdoor suspension insulator

>- — — u*c a milk bottle neck, secured to the pole with two
e * ' - nails driven in as shown in the accompanying draw-

ft . mg. For a lead-in insulator, the neck of a medicine
little serves best. It should be slanted downward as

illustrated. A little putty will hold the glass firm in

ilfc the wall.—
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How Much
Cleveland \» York Time*

Will a Mother
Love Her Baby?Most of the time at the Rainbow

Babies' and Childrens Hospital here
the doctors talk about children and
their mothers. But sometimes, they talk

about goats.

Goats provide an extreme example
of how nature makes sure that off-

spring are protected. In the first ten

minutes of her kid's life, a Roat mother
identifies it as her own and becomes
firmly attached to It But if the kid is

removed for those early minutes, the

goal mother will reject it.

Two pediatricians — Dr. Marshall

Klaus and Dr. John Kennell assert

that something similar, although less

extreme, happens when humans are

born.

From their own research and clini-

cal experience and from studies their

work has spurred elsewhere. Klaus and
Kennell have concluded that the con
tact of human mother and child in the

first hours of a baby's life perhaps m
the first minutes — may have a long-

lasting effect on how attached the

mother will be to the child.

Although a mother's attachment

nearly always does occur anyway, Klaus

and Kennell say that in many women it

may not form as easily or as obviously

without extended early periods with the

baby.

They say the findings are especially

Important for mothers who are more
likely to have difficulty becoming dose
to their babies — because their children

are malformed, premature or unwant-

ed.

The doctors, who are both profes-

sors of pediatrics at Case Western

Reserve University, which is associated

with the Rainbow hospital, say that in

one carefully controlled experiment
they studied mothers who had had
hours of early contact with their babies

and compared them with others who
have had only brief contact.

A month after the children are

born, mothers who have had more early

contact with them are demonstrably
more affectionate — they fondle their

children and ga/e into their eyes more
than do the other mothers

At one year, when these mothers

are observed at the den tor s office, the

same affectionate ones hover about

their children more, soothing them.

They are less caper to leave their

children with anyone
At two years, they speak to the

children with a greater number of

words and questions and with fewer
commands than do the other mothers - -

a finding that could have implications

for intellectual development

Kennell says the studies indicate

that the earlier you put mother and
child together for extended periods, the

more powerful the effects will be."

Increasing contact any time in the first

three days appears to be effective. But

both Kennell and Klaus are convinced

that there Is something especially Im
portant about the time mother and
child spend together m the first hour or

9U minutes after birth
During that time, they say. the baby

and mother both seem to In- in an

unusual state of mutual receptivity. The
mother, if she has not been made
drowsy by drugs, is at the peak of

excitement. At the same lime, the baby
is more alert in the first hour than he
will be later. The baby's eyes may be
open for as much as 45 minutes later

they will be closed 90 per cent Of the

time
The baby's wakefulness is impor-

tant. Klaus says, "because the mother
can't make love to a baby unless the
baby makes love to her."

The lovemaking the pediatricians

describe is a kind of primeval dance.
The mother gazes into the infant's eyes
for increasingly long periods of time, all

the while talking to the child In a high
pitched voice — because the mother is

somehow aware thal babies are more
receptive to higher pitches.

The voice is the dance music. The
baby's movements often synchronize

ti\ with the rhythm Wow motion
pictures reveal an eerie precision m the
infant s body movements as the mother
talksi And the infant is following the
mother's face. too.

Since early contact appears to be
powerful in affecting the behavior of
mothers, say Klaus and Kennel, why-

make the attachments more difficult to

form by using procedures thal keep
mother and child apart’

So i hey support Ihe recent trend
toward "family-centered" childbirth
that allows parent and child to be
together immediately.

You Can Write on Metal
with this easily made vibrating electric pencil

of the handle to a depih of I '/* in., and a
5/J2-in. hole to a further depih of % in..

a mess in one side of

irmature spring.

A battery or a small transformer supplies
the current required to operate the pencil

By KENDALL FORD

TOOLS and other metal objects may
be permanently marked for iden-

tification with a homemade vibrat-
ing electric pencil of the type illustrated.

It may be easily made from odds and ends.
The handle is shaped as in Fig. I from

a piece of close-grained, round wood
in. in diameter and 6 in. long. A piece of
maple dowel forms an excellent handle,
but If it is not available, a satisfactory
substitute may be made *rom an old broom

as shown. Then cut

I he handle for I he

Obtain a piece of soft Iron rod, 5/32
in. in diameter, and cut tothc size and shape
indicated in Fig. 0. A 12-penny nail has an
approximaie diameter of 5 32 in. and will

serve satisfactorily for this piece.

Approximately 6 [(_ 0 f Xo. 20 double

cotton-c

the coil

strip of

handle. Drill a $«-m. hole in the large end folded

ed wire will be required for

Place a narrow

along the iron rod.

winding V: in. from
end of the wire is

(Fig. 10). after
tape is folded back
the first turn of the

will pass over the

of the tape and secure the
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starling lead firmly in place.

Continue winding until within % in. of

the opposite end of the core. Then fold

over the tape and begin the second layer

of the coil. As the second layer is started,

place a narrow strip of friction tape on
the opposite side of the core and proceed
as in winding the first layer. Three layers

of wire should be wound on the core, with

the ends brought out as shown in Fig. 3.

Shellac or paint the coil to serve as a
binder.

Obtain a piece of No. 26 gauge spring

brass, or phosphor bronze. J4 in. wide and

2)4 in. long. Mark off sections and drill

as shown in Fig. 4. This piece, together

with those shown in Figs. 6 and 8. serves

as the armature and point holder. Dnll all

the holes with a No. 40 drill, except where

a No. 44 drill is indicated Shape the

spring as shown in Fig. 5. Cut a piece of

No. 20 gauge soft iron to the size shown in

Fig. 6, drill and thread as indicated, and

bend to the shape shown in Fig. 7. Rivet

pieces S and 7 together with a piece of

soft iron wire, as shown in Fig. 3.

A piece of No. 26 gauge soft brass or tin

should now I* cut to the size shown in

Fig. 8. Drill as indicated and bend so as
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to form a groove for holding the needle or
cop|»cr point securely to the armature.
Secure the needle holder to the end of the
armature with a No. 4 40 machine screw.

Insert thr coil in the handle and bring
th.- starting lead to a small Fahnstock or
battery clip, as shown in Fig. 3. A clip

SURVIVE IN THE CITY --* it will put down all the trouble

inside of ten days. If the governmental
Hy noya Mill

force u abscnl- ,hc disturbances will burn

There are a great number of people who. themselves out inside of three w ecks. So if

when the balloon goes up. can not or will you are prepared to live isolated and

not get out of the bigger cities. Take me. protected for only 20 days, you will almost

for instance: I'm old enough to be your certainly survive the violence.

grandfather, severely damaged physically,

totally dependent on special medicines.

Also remember that civil disturbances

almost always give plenty of warning.

and unable to get out or sUy out in the Tension builds up. and there are many

boondocks to survive.

Yet I intend to survive. Here's how

Not everybody can bug out when the

small riots before the big one. Even so

violent a time as Watts lasted much less

than a week. Anybody can survive a full

time comes for rioting and looting in the week without any preparation, so long as

cities. The elderly and the ill are chained to he has a home that cannot be burned out

urban existancc. Yet even under the worst through misadventure. Just stay inside

conditions they can give themselves a with the door locked and barricaded, and

better than 50 % chance of coming through all lights out all the time, and wait until

alive and well. your radio tells you the All Clear is in

But first of alf’ dismiss any thoughts of effect,

nuclear problems. Chances are a thousand A toilet tank and bowl holds enough

to one that nukes will be like gas -much clean, sterilized water (it’s the same that

feared, much talked about, but never comes nut of your kitchen tap) to last two

used-in major conflicts, that is-because. people comfortably for a week, for

like biological warfare, it can rebound too drinking, cooking and scanty washing

terribly on the first user. For that matter, purposes. In the hot South Pacific in War
if it ever comes to such bombings just forget Two the GI's managed perfectly well on

survival planning. Living through it w ill be

a matter of luck, and nothing else.

Civil disturbances are a different

two canteensfull-tw-o quarts- each day.

Anybody who is worried about a little

contamination in a toilet bowl and tank can

matter. They have happened already, and put a teaspoon of Chkwox or Purex in each,

will do so. more and worse, in the future, and be thereby easy in the mind.

They also will spread out into the Fowl really is no short term problem,

countryside, particularly so long as Practically everybody above the total

gasoline is available. poverty level has far more edibles stowed

But remember this: No matter how on their shelves than they realize. And
terrible the conditions may be. they cannot besides, face up to it . a person can go for 30

last forever. If the government is strong days without ever, sometimes to their

taken from an old radio “B" battery will

serve. When securing the clip to the
wooden handle, take care that the wood
screw docs not extend into the coil. The
end lead of the coil should be brought out

through a small hole previously drilled

from the spring recess to the end of the

large hole in the handle.

Fasten the armature to the handle with
a small wood screw, and solder the end
lead of the coil to the screw, as shown in

Fig. 3. Glue a piece of tape or thin card-

iKiard over the spring recess, and paint the

handle a suitable color.

The point may be an old phonograph
needle or a pointed piece ol coppci wire,
hui since the effect of each varies on
different mctalj, it

i5 advisable to ex-
periment with both, in using the pen-
cil, one wire from the source of supply
is connected to the

at„flf lo be marked.
and the other wire

js t0nnectcd to the
clip on the pencil. From four to six

volts will be required lo operate

the pencil, and this voltage may be ob-
tained from either a battery or a small
transformer. The pressure applied to the
pencil should not be so heavy that it will

not allow a free movement of the vibrator.

physical improvement. Just five days of

canned edibles on the shelves can be

stretched, by quarter rations, into 20

man day* of food.

Sanitation will be most important when
one is cut off from the world and running
water. But t he solut ion is cheap and simple.

Get an inexpensive plastic bucket with a
tight sealing lid. .i dozen or so strong

plastic lugs larger than the bucket, a bottle

of deodorant-disinfectant such as Pine Sol,

and a few of the wire "twisters" used to

close breadbags or other plastic

containers. Pul a bag in the bucket,

lapping the b ag's edges over the rim of the

bucket. After using, put in a squirt of the

disinfectant, twist the bag closed and seal

with the twister wire, and put the top on

the bucket. Each new use, untwist the hag

top. then re seal. A dozen bags will last two

people more than a month. So it may smell

a little? That’s better than being dead.

Dead people smell a lot and a lot worse, for

that matter.

Riots are not continuous, nor do they

stay in one location. They flare up and
down, and move from place to place. When
the trouble dies down around your place,

join the looters or the lawful, to augment
your necessary supplies of water, food,

disinfectant, ammunition, medicine, or

whatever.

And if the edibles have been swept clean

from your market, look in the pet food

section. Canned or dry cat or dog
food-along with dog biscuits- are nutrit-

ious provender and some of them <so I'm
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told) are reasonable tasty.

Being ready takes little time or money.

Have, or be able to get. containers for 10

gallons of water per person; have your
sanitary bucket, bags and disinfectant

stowed under the sink; keep a week's
supply of canned goods on hand, and a bag
or twoof dry dog food.

Be able to close your door securely. Get a

doxen lag screws and. when the time

comes, drill the door so it can be screwed
shut all the way around from the inside.

Make up a sign on yellow paper or

cardboard; if you have access to an IBM
Selectric typewriter you can prepare a

very official document reading:

STAY OUT! DANGER!
QUARANTINE

This dwelling has been exposed toBU
BONICPLAGl

I E death. Do not open until

fumigated.

/S/Joseph Blow. MD
JOSEPH BLOW. MD

CITY HEALTH OFFICER

Put this on the outside of your door with
thumbtacks or tape, and it will probably be
better than a barricade against prowlers.
So lock yourself in. keep your lights off.

don’t try to cook, don't go near the
windows unless they are shaded, and just

settle down to sweat it out. Chances are
excellent that the disturbances will expire
before you do.

SCOTTISHSUNG STICK

top. Tie a soft leather pouch to the

flattened tip. and run a looped thong from
the pouch to about six inches lrom the

other end. Hold a small rock or such in the

pouch, against the flat spot of the wood,
holding the rock in place by tension in the

thumb holding the ot her end of the stick.

Sw ing the thing as pleases you best, and
release by slacking your thumb. These
St irks can be made as long as one likes, with

an increasing power and range. However,
if they are much longer than about 14

inches, after a few dozen casts you'll

develop a sore arm and shoulder you'll

regret for a long time.

HUNTING FISH WITH A BOW
A By Robert Maybeth

To

Hot*e-*AOl flSHinC

For thousands of years, men have been

fishing with bows. In some countries,

bowfishing predated the rod and reel.

Even today, bowfishing still has a place in

these days of graphite rods and computer

designed lures. Whereas rod and reel

fishing is a largely passive sport,

bowfishing allows you to actually hunt

your fish, rather than waiting for it to

come to you.

All that a bowfishing rig consists of is a

reel or other device attached to the bow to

hold the line, and a barbed arrow attached

to the line.

Some states permit archers to take the

so-called "rough” fish, while other states

forbid bowfishing entirely. It’s always

best to check your local laws, lest you find

your gear confiscated by an uncooperative

game warden.

If you don't already have a bow. get a

good target or hunting model with at least

a 30 pound draw weight. You won’t need a

powerful hunting model as the shooting

range is nearly always under ten yards.

In the equipment category, the next

thing to get is a reel and line. Sporting

goods stores and mail order houses sell

the protruding ends upwards and snip the

excess wire to complete the barb.

reels for as little as three dollars,

including line and the wire frame you tape

to your bow below the handgrip. It’s easy

to make your own. though. You don't even

have to use a reel: coiling your line in a

plastic drinking cup works fine. A paper

clip holds the line (usually about 75 yards

worth) in the cup until the arrow is shot.

The line should be at least 60 pound test,

as the arrow always comes to the end of

the line with a great yank that will snap

weaker line. Be sure to tie the end of the

line to the bow.

The best (and most expensive) fishing

arrows are made with shafts of solid

aluminum or glass. They are best because

of their lack of bouyancy. which gives

them more hitting power than wood or

hollow aluminum. If you're hard up for

cash, it’s okay to use wood arrows. But

they will deflect more and hit with less

force.

You can buy barbed arrows at the

sporting goods store, but it’s much

cheaper to make them. Just sharpen the

head of a regular field point, then drill a

hole through the shaft an inch below the

tip. Insert some stiff wire and bend it a

single turn around the shaft. Lastly, bend

It is open to debate whether fishing

arrows need notching or not. The short

range involved usually negates any

stabilizing effect feathers might have;

nevertheless, some bowfishermen swear

by them anyway. It's your choice. If you

opt for notching, there are sprays

available to waterproof the arrow's

feathers.

About the best way to attach the line to

the arrow is to drill a couple holes through

the arrow's shaft-one a little behind the

tip. another near the arrow’s end. below

the notching. The line goes through both

holes, resulting in a more stable night

than if you had just used a single hole.

Most states that don't entirely prohibit

bowfishing allow archers to take "rough''

fish—gar. cel. suckers, mudfish and carp.

Carp is the bowfisherman's favorite prey

and is found in waters all over the U.S.

They can be stalked, like deer, or shot

from a pier or boat. Whichever method

you use. gel as close as you can before the

shot.

Another favorite prey are frogs. More

common than carp, they are small and

elusive targets but stay on the surface for

minutes at a time. For instructions on

preparing them for eating, see Jim and

Stephanie Walters’ article on page 190.

#1 . I doubt if you will run into any

problems with your local Fish and Game
man while hunting frogs. It beats shooting

them with a shotgun, anyway.

The most pressing problem in

bowfishing is light refraction. Because of

it. fish look closer to the surface than they

actually are. Also, an arrow starts

deflecting upwards the moment it hits the

water. Therefore, you’ll have to aim below

your target in order to hit it. Practice with

weighted balloons in shallow water before

you go fishing— it'll pay off at dinner time.
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Dr»w on tho WlM and lh« H..d oad ToU Bab Up
•ad Dows

I he reverse. It is constructed as fol-

lows: Make paper patterns for the

parts, which consist of two body pieces,

a head, a tail, and the foot piece. The
shape of the parts is shown in the
sketch, the front body piece being re-

moved to show the connections of the

rubber and wire controlling the move-
ments. The view above shows the fas-

tening of the parts with nails. The main
sizes of the parts, which are made of

to Vi->n. soft wood, are: head. 1% by
3|ft in. ; body. 2 by 5«4 in. ; tail, 1 % by
3 Vi in. ; foot piece, 1% by 1 V6 in. Mark
the shapes on the wood, cut them out,

and mount them, with a rubber band
connecting the head and tail, as shown.
Nail the foot piece between the body
pieces, and pivot the head and tail on
nails. Connect the head with a wire,

having a loop on one end. Make the
holder, and cut a slot into it for the

draw wire, operated with the 6nger.

A TOY HORSE THAT WALKS
Popular Mechanics. 1919

This toy, amusing tor the young-
sters, and their elders as well, will

repay one for the making of it. Use
a cigar box for the carriage, making
it about 10 in. high, and shape it in the

design shown. Nail a piece of wood.

% by 2 by 4 in. wide, on each side

of the carriage, and drill %-in. holes

in them for the axle. For the horse,

take a piece of wood, % by 4 by 6 in.

long, and draw an outline of the head,

neck, and body. Cut this out and drill

V&-in. holes where the legs are at-

A VISIT FROM SAINT NICHOLAS.

CLEMENT C. MOORE.

TT.WAS the night before Christmas, when all through the house

-L Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;

The stockings were hung by the chimney with care,

In hopes that St- Nicholas soon would be there;

The children were nestled all snug in their beds,

While virions of sugar-plums danced in their heads

;

And Mamma in her ’kerchief, and I in my cap,

Mechanical Toy Pigeon Made of Wood
Popular Mechanics 1919

When the head of the mechanical
pigeon is lowered the tail rises, and

FIRSTPRINTING OF“THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS" IN A PERIODICAL

HARPER’S

MONTHLY MAGAZINE

No. XCI—DECEMBER, 1357 .—Vol. XVI.

51 (Cjjristmas (Jparlaiiii nf .
Slinrrirnii ^nems.

From ‘ Tut Poets ok TiiENwrrRitXTn Crntort.”

8vo. Super) ly Illustrated. Harper& Brother*.
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I ached.

Cut the leps as shown, about 3V2 in.

long. Attach them with small bolts,

or rivets, allowing space to move
freely. The wheels are made of pine,

>/& in. thick and 3 in. in diameter. The
axle is made of $fo-in. wire bent to the

shape indicated. V? in, at each offset.

Fit the wheels on the axle tightly, so

as not to turn on it, the axle turning in

the pieces nailed to the sides of the

carriage. The horse is attached to the

top of the carriage by a strip of wood.
A 3-ft. wooden handle is attached to

the back of carriage to guide it. Wires

The Toy .. Puihtd by M'.ni of ih. HirnlU.
Coming the Hone to Weld

are attached to the legs, connecting

with the offsets in the axle.

Adjustable Stilts

Popular Mechanics — 191S

The beginner with stilts always

selects short sticks so that he will not

be very far from the ground, but as he

becomes more experienced, the longer

the sticks the better. Then. too. the

small l>oy and the large boy require

different lengths of sticks. The device

shown makes a pair of sticks universal

for use of beginners or a boy of any
age or height.

Soltt Hiving Stirrup# That can Set it Any
Dttircd Ht «*ht

To make the stilts, procure two long

hardwood Sticks of even length, and
smooth up tire edges; then begin at a
point 1 ft. from one end and l>ore 12

hole?. •% in. in diameter and 2 in. apart

from center to center. If there is no
diestock at hand, have a blacksmith,

or mechanic, make a thread on both

ends of a %-in. rod. 12 in. long. Bend
the rod in the shape shown, so that

the two threaded ends will be just 2

Had just settled our brains for a long winter's nap

;

When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter,

I sprang from the bed to see what was the matter.

Away to the window- I Hew like a flash,

Tore open the shutters and threw up the sa:h.

The moon on the breast of the new-fallen snow,

Gave the lustre of mid-day to objects below,

When, what to fliy wondering eyes should appear,

llut a miniature sleigh, and eight tiny rein-deer,

With a little old driver, so lively and quick,

I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.

More rapid tluin eagles his coursers they came,

And he whistled, and shouted, and called them by name;

‘•Now, Dasher! now, Dancer / now, Prancer! and Vixen /

On, Comet! on, Cupid! on, Donder and Blitzcn /

To the top of the porch! to the top of the wall!

Now dash away ! dash away ! dash away all
!"

As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane fly,

When they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky;

So up to the house-top the coursers they flew,

With the sleigh full of toys, and St. Nicholas too.

And then, in a twinkling, I heard on the roof,

The prancing and pawing of each little hoof—

As I drew in my head, and was turning around,

Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.

He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot.

And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes nnd soot

;

A bundlo of toys he had flung on his back,

And he looked liko a peddler just opening his pack.

His eyes—how they twinkled ! his dimples how merry 1

His checks were like roses, hb nose like a cherry!

His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow,

And the beard of hb chin was as white as the snow;

The stump of a pipe he held tight in his teeth,

And the smoke it encircled hb head like a wreath;

Ho had a broad face and a little round belly,

That shook, when he laughed, like a bowlful of jelly.

He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf,

And I laughed when I saw him, in spite cf myself;

A wink of hb eye and a twist of hb head,

Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread ;

lie spoke not a word, but went straight to hb work.

And filled all the stockings ; then turned with a jerk,

And laying hb finger aside of his nose,

And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose;

He sprang to hb sleigh, to hb team gave a whbtle,

And away they all flew like the down of a thistle.

But I heard him exclaim, ere he drove out of sight,

“ Happy Christmas to all, and to all a good-night /”
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ncr for the ropes. The rail at the top

is made of four oak pieces, two of them
30 in. long, for the sides, and the other

two 18 in. long, for the ends; all 3 in.

wide and % in. thick. The ends of

these pieces are finished rounding, and
holes are bored in them for the sup-
porting ropes. The supports for the
rails consist of four pieces of %-in.

pipe, 15 in. long. The ropes are run
through the holes in the ends of the

rails, down through the pipes and
through the holes in the seat board,

where they are knotted.

A rope tied to a convenient post or
screw hook makes a handy way to give

motion by pulling. To get into the

swing, raise one of the side rails on the

rope.

in. apart from center to center. The
thread on the straight horizontal end
should he so long that a nut can be
placed on both sides of the stick. A
piece of a garden hose or small rubber
hose, slipped on the rod, will keep the
shoe sole from slipping. The steps
can he set in any two adjacent holes
to give the desired height.

A Porch Swing
(FROM POPULAR MECHANICS 191«|

The seat of the swing consists of a

board, 30 in. long, 14 in. wide, and 1

in. thick, with holes bored in each cor-

A Christmas Story

A Porch Swiog Hanoi
a Rail Thai locloara

lha Prraoo Sitnai la II

I was in Australia a few years ago and
found that Christmas came in summer. It

was still December 25th but Australia is

on the bottom side of the Earth and
seasons are just opposite to what they
are in America. When it's winter here,

it's summer down there. They celebrate

Christmas there, too. but since it comes
in summer there is no snow so they don't

have the same kind of Christmas stories

we have. In fact, it didn't seem to me to

be like Christmas at all but Australians

are pretty good at pretending and
besides. Australian kids weren't going to

be left out of the gift-getting business,

snow or not.

1 decided to write a Christinas story

which would fit them and thought you
might like to read it.

Australians speak English, but not like

Americans, at least with a lot of words

Americans haven’t thought up. Also, a lot

of them don't pronounce their H’». A long

lime ago many Australians were miners
always digging for gold and opals and

such and were called “diggers". The
angels in the story are called diggers

because of that.

A Wire-Walking Toy

Popular Mechanics 1919

A daring wire-walking performer
who, unmindful of the fact that a mis-
step may mean destruction, keeps on

SANTA’S KANGAROOS
by KURT SAXON

It was Christmas Eve in Australia and all the kiddies were waiting for

Santa Clause.

Some of them had been very good for a little while during the past year.

They were looking over lists they had made with just about every toy you
can imagine written down.
Those who had been naughty nearly all last year were waiting just as

eagerly. They figured Santa was an old softy (and he usually is} and would
only remember when they had been helpful. Like keeping out of Mum’s way
when she was picking up their toys or telling Daddy when they threw the
kitty down the well so that he could rescue her before she drowned.

Yes. they were all waiting. And. to be sure. Santa was coming.
His sleigh was piled high with koala bears and boomerangs and cricket

bats and prams with dollies in them and ever so many other things.

It was very dark that night so Santa had his red nosed reindoer to guide
him. This deer was very good at this sort of thing and had brought him
through the worst weather for years. But there was something up ahead
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going, back and
forth, so Iuiiu as
the motor runs,

or the crank is

turned, is a toy

AJjpwJ to Window n.ipliyi. Thu An
in Advcrtmag Value

nag Toy Hat

that boys can make easily. The wire is

stretched, not across Broadway, but
between two 1 by 1 -in. standards, held

upright by guy cords, or fixed to a base-

board. They arc fitted with forked
lops, at A and B. and pulley wheels. C
and D. A wire. F, is fastened to two of
the prongs, at E, and a black thread. G.
runs over the pulley wheels. A car-

riage, I, is formed from a 12-in. length
of stiff wire, and weighted, at L. to

balance upon the tight wire. The figure

K is cut from stiff paper, and made to

turn upon the carriage upright J. and
braced with thread, at II. Thus the
figure is always drawn forward, revolv-

ing on the support J at the end of each
trip. Power to turn the thread is trans-

mitted from a hand crank or motor. M.
by means of the double pulley wheel at

Mechanical Toy Alligator of Wood

Popular Mechanics 1919

A toy alligator that opens its mouth
and wags its tail as it is pulled along
can be made of wood by a boy, with
a jackknife. The various parts, as

shown, arc cut from soft wood. y2 in.

thick. The method of fastening the

parts is shown in the side sectional

view. When the wheels turn, the cams
A. set on the crank portions of the

wheel axles, raise and lower the jaw
and tail. The upper jaw is 1 in. wide
at the widest part, and 3 in. long. The
lower jaw is smaller, and the same
length. The body is 6 in. long, and
tapering in width from to % in.

The tail is 4% in. long, and % in. wide.
Holes arc drilled in each piece near
the edge, at joining points, through
which wires are drawn, and clamped,
as at B. The legs are shown in de-

tail. They are attached to the body by
drilling a Vio-m. hole in each, and a
hole through the body, through which
the fastenings are passed. The lower

end ot the legs arc fastened to the base.

that the guide deer didn't know about and so wasn't looking for.

It was an artificial satellite. That’s one of those things the Americans and
the Russians have been shooting up into the sky so they can hear it say
'Beep. Beep. Beep.” I'm not saying whose it was but they should have
taken the nasty thing back down. At least, on Christmas Eve!

Well, you guessed it. The guide deer didn't see it and the sleigh ran right

smack into it Santa was knocked out of the sleigh and the toys were scat-

tered all over the clouds and the sleigh's runners were all bent out of shape.

As if this weren't enough, the reindeer were frightened out of their wits.

Now. as you know, reindeer are very nervous animals and get upset over

the littlest things. Anyway, they all jumped out of their traces and went
as fast as they could toward the North Pole.

Well, there was Santa, just silting on a cloud wringing his hands. He was
wondering what all the Australian kiddies would think when they didn't

find any toys that morning.
And the satellite was hovering around his head and going "Bee^, Beep.

Beep?” Beep, Beep. Beep?” Santa grabbed it and sent it spinning in the

opposite direction to what it had been going. "That should make whoever
put it up there ask some pretty funny questions," he thought.

But there he still was. With the toys all out of their sacks and his sleigh

runners all bent. Now. it's a scientific fact that a sleigh won't fly through
the sky with its runners all bent. Anybody knows that.

While he was sitting there, a Digger angel named Frank uppeared and
sat down beside him on the cloud.

"You got troubles. Mate?" asked Frank.

"I sure do." said Santa. "Look at this mess. How'll I get them all

together again? How'll I fix my sleigh? I think I'm going to be sick.”

"Don't worry. Mate." said Frank. "I'll get 'elp and we'll fix you up
straight-away."
Then Frank gnve a whistle and three more Digger angels appeured on the

cloud. They were all got up just like Frank with floppy hats with hig, broad
brims. But so you could tell they were angels they hud on white gowns and

big wings. Two of them had bushy red beards and the other one had great
moustaches which hung down on both sides.

"Mates, this'ere's Santa Clause." said Frank. And to Santa he said "And
these 'ere are the 'Amgen brothers: 'Arry. Erbert and 'Umphry.”

"Pleased. I'm sure." said Santa.
Arry, Erbert and 'Umphry grabbed their hats by the tops, raised them

a foot off their heads and let them drop back down.
"Now. Mates.” said Frank, "we got to get the toys back into the sacks

and straighten the sleigh runners. 'Arry and 'Erbert, you round up all the
toys whilst I and 'Umphry works on the sleigh."

Arry and Erbert straight away bounded off and began picking up toys
and cramming them into the toy sacks. While they were doing this, a
Quantas jet liner came into view just below them. 'Arry immediately threw
a boomerang at it. The boomerang looped down in front of the plane and
barely missed cracking the pilot’s windscreen. The jet liner seemed to go
out of control, then, bucking up and down and swerving from side to side.

As soon as it got back on course 'Erbert appeared in its path pushing a
pram with a dolly in it. like a woman crossing a street in traffic. Again the
plane bucked up and down and swerved from side to side. Then it turned
around and flew back to the Sydney Airport.
As soon as the plane landed the pilot was called to the office to explain

his return. "Well, Sir,” he 9aid. "here I w-as. sixteen thousand feet up, mind
you. and a boomerang whizzes past my windscreen. Of course it upset me. I

lost control of the plane for a minute then straightened her out again.
"Then, just up ahead. I sees this bloke in a floppy hat and with wings on

and he's pushin’ a pram with a dolly in it. Sixteen thousand feet up in the
air and nothing under him. And pushing a pram with a dolly in it. Of course
I turned around and came back.”
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which is 3 by 9 in. long. Square holes.

1 in. wide, near each end. are provided

for the cams A. The axles and wheels
arc made as shown. The axles fit

HOC MCTO»«A&. View

ci0 g=3->*!-H
U»|-4

**©* teas

Tht Alligator It Drawn Along with • String. aoJ the
Jawi and Tail Fl«p Up and Down

tightly in the wheels, so that the lat-

ter can move the axles around with
each turn. The axle* arc made from
%-in. wire, bent as shown, and should
be long enough, after passing through
the bottom, to extend through the

wheels on each side.

He was going to tell the story all over again but some nice men took him
to a place where he could rest.

In the meantime, 'Any and ’Erbert had got the toys all back in thoir

sacks. Frank and ’Umphry had straightened the sleigh runners and
everybody was happy but Santa.
"Now you’re all right. Mate," said Frank. "She’s just as good as new and

not a toy was lost.”

"That's fine," said Santa, "but how can I go without a team? My
reindeer are probably half way home by now.”

Frank thought a moment and said. "Well. Mate, we’ll just have to outfit

you with kangaroos.”

The 'Arrigan brothers seemed delighted with the idea and immediately
disappeared. Santa didn't much think it would work but since Frank
disappeared just a moment later he couldn’t ask for explanations.

The four Digger angels scrounged the outback around Alice Springs and
soon caught eight bouncing roos. They had to drag them back by force

because the kangaroos didn't have any Christmas spirit at all.

But finally they got them to the sleigh and all hitched up. They even
gave them names: Bunyip, Geelong, Pimba, Gympie, Roto, Quilpie, Joe
and Sam.
As soon as they were ready Santa shouted, "Giddyap," and off they

went, hopping through the sky as nice as you please. But it was a dark and
stormy night and Santa sorely missed his red-nosed guide deer.

He had hardly gone any distance at all when ’Arry and 'Erbert appeared
with another kangaroo. They called him Fair Dinkum and his nose was
even redder than that of Santa’s guide deer. They had got his nose like that

by filling him up with good Aussie beer.

Then Santa started off again led by Fair Dinkum the red-nosed kangaroo.
And soon the job was done and every city, town, village and bush camp in

Australia had been visited.

When Santa got to Darwin and left the last of the toys he found his rein-

deer waiting for him. They had gotten over their fright and had gone back
to look for him. But when they saw the sleigh pulled by those jolly

kangaroos they figured they could take a rest during his Australian run.
When Santa got to them they welcomed him heartily and frisked about

his sleigh. Soon the kangaroos were unhitched and replaced by the reindeer.

Then Frank. ’Arry, 'Erbert and ’Umphry waved goodby to Santa and
disappeared with all the kangaroos. Santa yelled "Thank you and Merry
Christmas" toward the spot where they had been standing.

Then he turned his reindeer north and headed home.

The End
with a jackknife, a saw, and a hammer, and

add other tools as fast as you can pick them up.

As soon as your family know of your enterprise,

they will be likely to remember it in making

Christmas and birthday presents. Begin, any-

CHEAPLY AND EASILY MADE TOYS

Here is another selection of toys any

parent can whip up for the little ones

which will give them lots of playing time

with less breakage and at practically no

expense.

There are more such homemade toys in

Volume one of THE SURVIVOR.

TOY-MAKING
QOMEWHERE in your house there must

O be a comer where you may have a little

workshop of your own. With some packing

boxes of different sires, such as you can buy
at a grocery or dry-goods store, you can make
a bench, a stool, and a shelf or two. like those

shown in this sketch, and so make a beginning.

For tools you will need a saw, a hammer, a

try-square, a good jackknife, a plane, a ruler,

and compasses. A pair of stout scissors will do
for cutting paper, cardboard, leather, tin, and

so on; and a pair of cutting pliers will be use-

ful for cutting wire. Perhaps you cannot get

all these tools at once. Never mind; begin

iMir
iftwsi

bow. Your shop wOl grow, and your love of

it will grow. There is no satisfaction quite
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like that which comes from making things with

your own hands.

A dart is a good thing to begin with. Find

a piece of straight-grained shingle two inches

wide, ami cut it as shown in Fig. i. After you

have shaqicnrd the head end. balance the dart

on the edge of your knife-blade and at the bal-

ancing jioint cut the notch. For a whip handle

you will need a springy stick such as you can

easily cut from a roadside thicket. Cut it

two and a hall feel long, and a little less

than an inch through at the butt end. A
stout string or thong a foot long knotted at

one end and tied to the stick at the other will

complete the whip-bow. Holding bow and dart

as in the picture, sling the dart with a motion

such as you would make if you were to whip a

fiend ami had but one chance.

In the making of even this simple dart you

will have learned two things at least. One is

that it pays to save and store away in your work-

• * ;
1W

* and such like. Part

\ •Y7 of the fun of' a

.
|

AH-ja workshop b the

i I /\ i chance it gives you

; |

• ’ I to gather matehals

that will come in

! i handy at one time

1 1
k or another. The

other — a very dif-

ferent sort of thing

;

i
i

—b that wood splits

along the grain. Of

course you knew

!
j

that to start with;

i
| |

i

;
but no matter how

,'

|
, skillful and expe-

rt! I W rienced a -ood-

—
i——I * V" L worker you may

• * • h.»4 y r become> you win

always have to. take account of the grain

of your wood, whether whittling, or planing,

or carving, or sandpapering. Working with

the grain is like smoothing a cat’s fur the

right way,— all b serene and as it should

be; working against the grain.— well, you

know how the cat likes it!

The plan given on this

pageb for a urou-wnm-
u of the stem-wheel type.

You know that on shal-

low rivers and on rivers in

which there are sand bars to

go over, like the Mississippi

and the Ohio, stern-wheel-

ers are much in use. They
go pretty well in bath-tubs,

too. By consulting the plan

you will see that the hull

should be fashioned from a

Vi inch slab of soft wood, the

outline being patterned on
a piece of j by 8 inch paper

folded lengthwise to make
both bow curves just alike,

marked on the wood and

cut out with the scroll saw.

Remember in cutting out

the square inside comers of

the paddle opening not to

force the saw but to keep it

working up and down while

you turn the wuod slowly.

And then when you come to

the second inddc corner you
will have to back out and

make the last cut from the

outside, unless you have a
scroll saw large enough to

allow the length of the

boat to pass between its

shankv
The construction of the

rest of the boat b made
dear in the diagram. A
lack -hammer will be found useful in nailing

the parts of the paddle wheel together. If You can add realism to the short voyage
one of these parts splits, keep jutirnt and by sticking a small Christmas candle into the
try another. hole of the spool and lighting it.

Here are drawings that show you how to Ac other board* accordingly. Tack the three

make a non CCN. with which much fun may be together, the thinnest one in the middle, with

had during long indoor winter evenings. A three «mI1 brads; and smooth the throe parts

description of the nuking b on the next into one gun-stock.

page. Whittle or saw out D and E, the trigger

To make the gun. get two pieces of very thin P*«» Then pry oil one side of the gun; and,

pine or whitewood board. V, inch thick, a feet <*>->«« Ac trigger POtiUoo, mark lines / and

long ami s inches wide, and another board of f> “d ol Ac middle piece a piece along

the same length and width, but \i inch thick. Aese lines. Then pry oil part F of the middle

On one of the thin boards draw the outline of {“«*. »"d remove Vi inch

the gun. When this has been whittled or from its upper edge. Bevel

scroll sawed out. use it as a pattern and cut Ac edges of the- thin pieces

so that when the parts are marking the points at which this you can throw bolts

brought together again, the these pivot brads are to of wood as straight as a
barrel will look like the enter, before you finally rifle-ball across the room
section drawn at H. end fasten the stock parts to- at a target of paper pinned
view. Then put all the gether. upon » rug thrown over a
parts together, running By means of a staple, chair; and moderate care

beads through the two trig- fasten to the end of the in the aiming will do away
ger parts in such a way as barrel a good spunky rub- with any risk of damage
to pivot them properly. ber band, j inches long to the vases on the man-
You will see the wisdom of and Vi inch wide. With tel.
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There i* a wide field to

range when it come> t*>

selecting and making

the animals that arc

to !m* the inhabitants of

out ark. Here on this

|K\ge are given designs fur

what will he surely a

sufficient number tu stait

with. The outlines are

extremely lifelike, and the

effect if* especially real

when the figure* are made

UJi of three thirknrxso

that they will stand.

First of all make your

patterns. If you decide

<o make the tinirnul* of

just the *ize shown on

this page, trace off the

outline'* cm very .thin

px|>er. and transfer them
to the wood by piing car-

bon p.i|*er (ict tome
piec es of very thin wuml,

and select three pieces

thaf will match up pretty

well in vhr for one »»f the

figures. You may have

to flaw them n little.

Wood such as the school

chalk boxes offer, is a

hnntly gauge fur this

work Nail tlirsr pieers

lightly together with small

brads, and lay "ft the

pattern on the top piece.

1 hen cut out all three to

gether The pieces are then to I* taken a|urt.

and certain them changed. In the case of

the elephant, for example, the two outer thick-

nesses of the head part should I* cut away,

along the line iinloatrd in the fliagrarn; while

the middle phst diould have the head left on.

but the leg ' cut ml In .
, -h c-i«c, you see, the

centcr-pirci i> to bear t lie head, and the out-

side pir<« nc t" l-r.ir tli« leg- Where there

|« a tail, that til • • i to lie cm the center piece.

When the |wrt* are cut out according to thK

•cltentr, they ) »ihl hr glued together, and
when the) at* nt, thr %harp edges may be

rounded off amt :• murh carving done as you
care to try Finally come* the coloring. Th»
should l*c rloru villi oil rotors, preferably, as

IltCK colofi bta «•
» rich Aj»t>enrancc It is

letter m»r In try t»» moke many gradations in

the color of any one animal, simplicity being

safer an»l mure attractive

R59. Noahs Ark.

The Noah s aik is not so hard to nuke as
might be imagined. and it U a most delightful

toy. Begin with the bottom of the house, two

by five inches, and build around that. You
will need two duplicate gable ends and two
sides and two roof pieces, almost everything

being two by two in this ark as should be the

case in every well-

regulated ark. You
will notice that ooe

roof piece is nailed

in place, while the

other is left re-

movable. and is

caused to slay in

place by means of

an extra piece
glued to its under

side (see dotted

lines in end view).

The boat b sawed

and sha|wd from a

W beard. The
parts should all be

put together with

brads. Once to-

gether. the ark

should be painted

in bright colors. The deck,

as you will see in the illus-

tration. may be lined out

with different colors; and
there should be a painted

window at each end. or bow
could thr dose get out? It

would be a pity not to have

Nosh and his family, as well

as the animals which are lo

be explained on the next

page, and do you think you

could whittle them out? It

is not diftcult. Short pine

Sticks arc easily carved.

Plan *

Of* fell of loof mnfwd l. ikon

'**

TH
.a.

h .

7
ff1

1

_c 2

• **'-— n P-

l.-d**

JJ
**

1

111

!<?07

'r r •W? '*• Y
•~S;

3a«rww *e» «rrd *•
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Here is an snoctUSIU that sill give you n' x 5' bottom board of one-inch plank-

alniost as much fun in summer as a bob-sled or ing. The board must be raised sufficiently

double-runner will in winter. from the front axle, by means of a "riser"

The first thing to do is to find a pair of stout block, to l>c level, the front axle being lower

wheels. These are to be fitted to the than the rear. This “riser” carries the king-
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IkiIi or pivot of the front pair. To the under

side of the bottom board and four inches from
the end *rew two strips t' X -•* X 6'. with a

groove cut to receive the axle. Extending

beyond these strips fasten two brake-straps,

«' X *' X S', each provided with a groove

by i" by 4' to admit the brakes (see 4 in

Fig*. A and D). Two and 4 in the Figs. A and
D may l>e made in one piece; but remember that

the measurements here given are for 14* wheels,

so that a change in the length of the strap and
the location of the groove would have to be

made if your wheels were of a different siu.
lamps are to be bolted in place in a similar way.

Use cans with slip tops that may be r^daced

after the bolting has been done. Measure-

ments for the seat can be taken from the dia-

gram The rounding top b made of a cheese

box with the front cut and straightened out.

and the sides upered. Two sorts of brakes

are possible, but the foot-brake b to be pre-

ferred. Paint the car red. and don’t forget

the tail-number. If you wish, you can fix your

dark-lantern within the search-light can.

/

When "off." the brake >houk! rcM nne inch

from the wheels.

The Ikood is made of a box t / X 1
2* X i(*.

The boards are to be removed fatefully and

replaced when the bovends have been -hajird

ms seen in Fig B Before |*uttin£ the last

hoard on aj^ain reach in jind lx*!* .

light The search -light a 2 ijl. can.

Through it and through the pivot -block (1* X
2
m X j"> and the top board of the hood lxirr a

hole for the bolt, which should he set ju«*t ti^ht

dough to allow the light to turn The side
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No-soil garden
594

Chicago Tribune. Sunday. July 3. 1977

By Joseph Egelhof

SYRACUSE. N. Y.-The navy cooks at

Argentia. Nfld., are getting a year-round

salad garden.

It will be in three trailers, each 12 by
42 feet. One will grow tomatoes, one
lettuce, and one cucumbers.

From that growing area the cooks will

pick enough vegetables to make 400

high-quality salads every day. forever.

All that from 36 by 42 feet of garden?

How?
It will be a "total control" growing

system, developed here by General

Electric Co.

Destined for use one day in space ha-

bitats. GE’s new concentrated gardening

may revolutionize vegetable production

The Pentagon has Just signed a con-

tract for a movable system for the U. S
communications base at Argentia. It

could lie parked anywhere, from the

Arctic to the deserts, and stUI function

THE GE ENGINEERS and hortlcol-

turalists here say they have seen amaz-

ing improvements in the. production of

vegetables

Compared with greenhouse crops, they

are geiting 20 times as much lettuce,

nine times as much tomatoes, and six

times as much cucumbers, measured in

pounds per square foot of growing area.

The comparison with field-grown crops

is even more spectacular. Forty times

greater for lettuce, 30 times greeter for

tomatoes, 50 times greater fo: cucum-

bers.

The plants arc grown in open-topped

troughs without soil. A thin film of re-

circulated nutrient fluid trickles through

their roots from one end of the trough to

mother. The troughs are mounted on

Christmas-tree type racks so the verti-

cal as well as the horizontal dimension

is filled, to take advantage of all of the

carbon - dioxide enriched atmosphere

The racks are movable, so space for

only one aisle is needed. The "sun" is a

combination of high-intensity electric

lamps. The temperature and humidity

are controlled. You enter through air-

locks.

THF ARGENTIA system will have a

fourth trailei to house the nutrient tanks

and pumps and other machinery.

Happy with their success, the GE en-

gineers envision modules in other sizes.

A refrigerator size, to hold ornamental

plants for offices or possibly a year-

round small garden for homes.

Commercial systems might be in the

five-acre size, said Engineer Lewis W.
Fogg. He is manager of the controlled-

environment apiculture task force set

up four years ago by Thomas I. Paga-

nelU. vice president who beads GE's
electronic systems.

A five-acre tomato system would pro-

duce 8 million pounds of tomatoes the

first year Output would rise gradually

to II million pounds a year.

Fogg envisions three such five-acre

plants spotted around Chicago to take

care of the metropolitan area's entire

need for "premium-grade" tomatoes.

THE GE CROPS are of uniform high

quality and the system ran be adjusted

to produce varying tastes

GE grows lettuce to standard sized

heads of three-quarter pounds in 21 days
from the time the seedling is transplant-

ed But it added another six days and
produced a head weighing 2.2 pounds
and 20 inches in diameter. Too big for

the home refrigerator but ideal for tha

restaurant market. Fogg thinks.

The engineers keep the quality high

when growing giant lettuce and cucum-

bers. They think foar-pound cucumbers

that don’t have to be peeled could be

marketed wrapped in pieces.

Fogg said bis group is using "physio-

logical manipulation" on the plants.

"WE EXPOSE the tomato plants

when they are seedlings to cold shock,

10 days in a much lower temperature

than normal." be explained. "Tbe plant

‘thinks' it is going to die. so its life

processes speed up. When we put it In

the warm module, it is well ahead of

normal. It throws its first cluster about

six inched from the root and becomes a

very short, thick-stemmed plant with

three clusters at six-inch intervals."

The short plant Is suitable for the

rack-type growing structure.

GE is going into ornamental plants to

supply a company in the “plant party"

business.

"Tiiat's a geranium we grew frogi

seed in 6 weeks," Fogg said. "The
greenhouse operator normally takes six

months."
Pharmaceutical companies have asked

GE to grow the digitalis plant to elimi-

nate silica impurities and get a uniform,

hopefully higher percentage of the vital

* 4̂
havk GREAT confidence we

can increase the alkaloid by use of

nutrient factors and growth regulating,"

Fogg said.

Although economical on water, the

process is electricity-intensive, with 30

per cent of the cost going for power. But

rogg said in total energy of all kinds

consumed per pound of product, "We
are v*ry competitive with the California

farmer."

Some people can't believe GE Ls pro-

ducing live tomatoes.

When a Syracuse supermarket opera-

tor offered some to market-test the qual-

ity. saying GE had produced them in Its

plant, one customer reported back that

they were "better than real tomatoes.”
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TM1HS ARE COminG
(Practical Hydroponics)

COPYRIGHT 1948

by

Karix Augustus Scusaki)

An interesting, if illegal, example of indoor growing is the detailed
article on page 23 of THE NEW IMPROVED POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND, "Marijuana
G rower Shakes DEA" . The grower spent about $75.00 per unit on two A 1/2
x 2 1/2 foot units he built largely from easily available scrap. His
plants matched a normal six month's growth in only nine weeks from seed.
5i®J;

ightlng w
.

as
.

by regular fluorescent shop lights and used only about
$5.00 per month in electricity.

I his same method can be used to grow tomatoes or other plants.

I* k E l A C E

The present world wide interest in hydroponics. judg-

ing (rom die many Ictteis wlu<|| have ctsnie in die writer's

desk
.
stems from die age-old desire to luve at hand jii alxin-

ILLUSTRATION I Corn., ,k. -S.
i"0 .'16 tk. by -o, 0* Ik. lo.... A
kOWl.Q O holl mo.-. .6-6,6 ,6- b, w.- B,6--g •. lH.
lo-k. Pkolosreph by Mr. Roy 8r«,.

-all *> >«.

dam supply of fresh, tasty food. The world is still hungry.

And m those places wlteie it is either dangerous oi iui|Kissihlc

to grow vegetables, many have come to look to hydroponics

as a (xissihle relief from the difficulties.

But. in spite of this ititcicst, there is little of practical

value in the excellent bulletins and books on the subject

which the average individual can use to advantage. The first

objective of ibis volume is therefore to translate sonic of ibis

valuable information into a language understandable to any-

one with intelligence enough to raise a good gaidcn.

The present systems of hydroponics were designed and

developed in the interests of fundamental research. It was

never cxjicctcri that they could be used by people in general.

\ leccnt visit with most of the important investigators con-

firms this opinion. These systems arc about as perfect in

performance as could !>c reasonably desired, and arc to be

highly recoinmended for use in greenhouse establishments,

and by anyone having the scientific and technical skill

icquircd to operate them. But for the man with limited

time, training and money, it is generally agreed that they

cannot be made practical.

Considering the alsovc named conditions, the writer

began, scvcial scars ago. the development of a hydroponic

system which would do away with most of the mechanical

and technical fcatuics. yet allow the evident advantages of the

othci systems. The second objective is. therefore, to explain

in detail Ik>w lo construct and o|xratc this simplified form

of hydroponicum.

1 have not attempted to make tilings easy, or to over-

simplify I have delibeiately tried to make certain sections

intctesiutg reading. The book can have little interest for

those who wish to make a plaything of hvdvo|x>nics. or to

grow plants for amusement. It is intended for those who

wish toeat better through theii own elfoils. The language

is not for the plant-physiologist, or the technically trained.
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1

is for the gardener, whether he be a professional or one

who enjoys his little back yard.

There is another group for whom the book is written,

namely, those individuals who wish to make a living growing

vegetables and flowers for the home market. This group

((insists of people who intend to do their own work ami

Iiuiket their own product through local dealers. In fact, the

sy stern to hr described was developed in precisely this way.

It is expected that in a generation or so. through this system,

every village, town and city will Ik* supplied with the major

|ioi tioit of its perishable food supply.

I he third objective of this book is. therefore, to lay out

the general pattern for future hydroponic development in

the world, and to induce serious-minded |ieople. everywhere,

to begin laying, in this generation, the foundations for this

development.

I his I*'.ok is an cnlaigeinent ol a mimeogiaphcd edition

published and distributed by request in 19-17. under the title

How to ('.unitfuel twd Ojmoic n Sfifuatd-Hydtnfioiiicutn, in

the form ril five "l.cvsons." Through these lessons, this sim-

plified form of hvdro|ioi)ics is nose in o|ietatio<i in every

lUUSICAT'ON 7 A oop ol pole Uma b*o«i a-i-.n- la o *'©*« «*<* o
crop ol tonvoto** *»oi ho/v*«t+d tori'** tW TW •* t**

•nd»<ot«» tfc* rK# PKo*o$*opH fey Dr Chiles 0testn

major country of the world, by one or more individuals.

Some of these have consented to make rcjxiris on their success

or failure, and to give weather conditions. Photographs on

pages 49. 135. 143, 155, indicate the success of ‘students"

with the use of the type of hydroponicum to lie described,

h is Iroped that through this means, among those of us inter-

ested in having hydroponics become generally useful through-

out the world, an interchange of valuable information will l»c

possible. Indeed this is necessary, since up to the moment

no Departments ot Ministries of Agriculture have taken prac-

tical steps to satisfy the present desire for information.

An explanation might be given here for not emphasising

what is commonly known as "deficiency" troubles. The

obvious answer is that if we propose to give a plant what it

needs, there won t be any deficiencies. Thus, why worry the

beginner with such matters? But there is another reason.

The infoimation published is often contradictory, and thus

confusing: or. it was derived from observations made on

greenhouse material. These conditions do not necessarily

Itold in outdoor growing, in regions where weather changes

are often violent.

E. A. Spfssard

Conway. Arkansas

U.S. A.
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CHAPTER I

^JJijt/ro/tonic ^j/.cmS now in

1. THE BACKGROUND

A. PUBLIC REACTIONS TO NEW 11)1 AS. \\ Inn |||t* public

lira! Icarus iliat a new and pt.ntic.il dr-viir lux .i|)|nail'd

icad> for uic. it icccivcs the nc3ts with caner ew iicmeni, and
wails to wc who will firsi Isc- f«Mi| enough I" 113 it mil. During

this initial period llic “sucker haiicis liavi llieir little day,

and the stupid victims come, in time, m woiulci once more
why they were so easily 'taken in.” Bui a few will work
quietly at testing the new device, with the idea of hiiuging it

into general use: pcrhajts. of impiming it. So has it been
with hydroponics since iis introduction lo the ptihlii by Ellis

and Swaney. 1958; Turner and Henry, 19.19; Gciiikc, 1910.

ai»d Laurie. 1940. through their sejtaiaic bonks on llic subject.

In those references the leader st ill find the names of some of

the many people who have, in one svav or another, contrib-

uted to the development of hydroponics, as well as the princi-

pal universities and c*pcrimcm stations in the United Stales

and Canada, where ihc significant woik in hydrojtonics wis

initiated and carried to completion.

What the public does not know is tliai fot at least a

decade before any of these books were published, growing
plants hydroponirally for commercial use had been going on
in a few places. Also, it rarely le.uns that b.u k of all hydro-

|onics arc two centuries and a hall of tigid .scientific exjtrri-

mentation in the plant laboralories of the svorld, I.ct us

then set down tlic principal steps which weie taken in bring-

ing hydroponics to its present state
•*

B. first si i:ps. Finding out who did what, lir»t, is much
like try ing to find a needle in a havsta. L Suuieom- suggested

recently, in a magazine article, tint the Chinese gentleman
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who first discovered by accident that beans would sprout in a

wet sack, started hydroponics. Unfortunately, the man ate

the sprouts, thus failing to prove that the beans would reach

maturity in the bag habitat. He contributed much to the

bean-sprout industry and chop suey. but precisely nothing to

hydroponics. No doubt Leonardo da Vinci had a hand in it.

but there is no record of it. to the writer's knowledge. The

first real stej* in hydro|>onics were taken by scientists called

plant physiologists. These. are the things they did:

1. Showed that plants arc as alive as animals.

2. Prosed that water is absorbed by the roots, passes through

the plant, and escapes into the air through pores in the

leaves.

3. Proved that plants use oxygen in respiration, as do animals.

4. Showed that plants take up chemical salts in solution

from either soil or water by means of their roots, carbon

dioxide from the air by (licit leaves, and oxygen by means

Of their roots.

5. Determined what kinds of elements found in tl>e various

chemical salts arc actually used by the plant to make its

body and do its work. These they named "The Essential

Elements."

fi. Found out bow to balance these elements when fed to

plants in nutrient solutions of water and chemical salts.

7. Established the proper acidity of the nutrient solution.

8. Worked out formulas for making up nutrient solutions.

9. Demonstrated that plants could l>c grown to maturity in

the nutrient solution alone, or in sand, gravel or other

material flushed with the nutrient solution.

5

Let me repeat for emphasis, it took these scientific men

and women 250 years at least to establish these few simple

facts about plants. Why so long? Plant physiology is in

many respects a much more difficult science than the othets

Plants have no nervous mechanism for revealing their needs

and their troubles. They have no circulatory system from

which plant "blood” might be tested quickly for a diagnosis.

Their sap is in no way comparable to blood. The plants wc

ordinarily cat have so short a life span that any study we

make of one individual is necessarily incomplete. To argue

the point is not our purpose. It is desired only to point out

that to learn a few simple things about how plants live is a

most difficult task. The nine items given above arc not the

only ones, of course, which have been worked out in plant

physiology, but they arc the ones which had to be done before

hydroponics was possible.

The second step was also done in the laboratory. To git

oxygen to the roots: to keep the water-stream going through

the plants, regardless of the amounts of elements the plants

might use: to keep the acidity of the solution favorable to the

plants: to keep high temperatures from ruining the roots—all

HYDROPONICS

these problems had to be met through devising proper

mechanical systems for handling a large number of plants at

one time, and equally. Otherwise no proper conclusions

could be drawn. Plants have to l>e grown in numbers, and

under as like conditions as possible, for correct results. Out

of all this work came the use of such things as sand, gravel

and other subsumes into which the plants might he set, and

through which the nutrient solution might he run and

aerated. The second step, consisting of the mechanical de-

tails for doing all this. was. therefore, also developed in the

laboratory.

The third step was to apply the findings of the labora-

tories to commercial growing. In 1921. Pembcr and Adams.

at the Rhode Island Experimental Station, began applying

nutrient solutions to growing carnations in sand. By 1929

Cericke in California had demonstrated the practicability of

growing vegetables and flowers hydroponically, and received

nation wide recognition for his work. Two others, Biekart

and Conners, at the New Jersey Experimental Station, grew

flowers successfully on a commercial basis during the next

ten years.

In a way. these were all epochal events. For they demon-

strated that plants could be grown commercially by methods

used in the laboratory. The next question was, could this hr

done economically? Cericke, as well as Turner and Henry,

proved that it could.

C. Hydroponics remained for a long time in the hands

of experts. Only well-established greenhouse firms with

enough capital to maintain the expensive equipment, as well

.is skilled personnel, could hope to operate the systems devel-

oped in the laboratory. It should l>c emphasized that in a

laboratory, expense is not the first consideration. There, it

is the scientific result which comes first. But in glowing

things commercially, expense is of first importance, both in

construction and in operation. The next significant step

would he. therefore, that of bringing hydroponics into gen-

eral use by reducing its present complexities.

If wc go on the principle that after a certain point is

reached, precision becomes a luxury, it becomes a practical

necessity to eliminate in hydroponics all machinery which

does not pay its way. The problem then resolves itself into

one of doing away with the non-essentials without destroying

the advantages obtained by hydroponics. It was this problem

which the writer assigned himself some years ago. The tech-

nique developed, and the system adopted as a consequence of

this study, are here reported for the first time. It is hoped

s

that in this system wc now have a practical method for grow-

ing plants hydroponically. the world over.

II. The HvoRoroNic Problems

These may be grouped conveniently under two general
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headings. The first arc those fixed by the nature of the

plant's way of life. The second are those of the opetator, and

arise because he is trying to induce the plant to do its work
under a set of conditions not entirely natural to it.

Of the odd million kinds of plants growing on this earth,

only a few hundred arc cultivated for use. Left to them-

selves, they rarely grow in sufficient abundance at any one

place to provide a dependable food supply for man. But man
has been cultivating the choicest ones for so long, both by

agricultural and breeding methods, that they respond fairly

well to intelligent care. Since hydroponics is supposed to be
the most intelligent way, so far devised, for growing plants,

the one who attempts to master the technique of this method
should first acquaint himself with the plant's problems, like

any good gardener would. For. unless he first understands

what the plant is trying to do. he is more than likely to get

in its way. In such cases, the plant invariably gives up what-

ever ghost a plant may have.

A. THE piant’s problems. In general, these are the

'.unc as yours; namely, to grow up, protect itself against its

enemies, and to leave offspring. It has no way of enjoying

itself, or of being concerned about its own welfare. What it

does is done automatically, precisely as you do. with respect

to purely bodily processes. If you do certain things a plant

never docs, so a plant docs at least one thing you never do.

Before a plant can grow, it must make its own food. You
appropriate food either from animals or from plants. But a

plant cannot do this. This fact fixes certain problems which
one who grows plants must recognize. Ixt us now list the

c

plant's >|>c«ifi< problems which we may help it solve Itydio-

ponic ally:

!• A living green plant does work. This icquires that

energy be available to l>c used up or transformed.

2. The only source ol energy available is sunlight.

3. To capture the sunlight the plant has to "pickle" it

inside a chemical particle, called sugar.

I. To hr able to lock up sunlight requites that the plant

first have water, carbon dioxide gas, a suitable tempera-

ture. and the green-colored substance, called chlorophyll.

Any plant that docs not have this material cannot lock

up sunlight.

5. It frees this loeked-up energy by bringing in oxygen for

burning the elements, carbon and hydrogen, in the sugar

particle, thus turning these back again into carbon diox-

ide and water. The energy, thus liberated, is heat.

6. This heat is then used by the plant in various ways.

7. To furnish the oxygen for burning, the roots must be

able to absorb it, precisely as your lungs take it in during

respiration. This is a very important thing to remember
in hydroponics.

8. To build its body, the plant must also absorb mineral

and nitrogen-bearing chemical salts in solution, through

its roots.

9. To distribute these to the parts needed an extra supply

of water must be absorbed through the roots, and in

sufficient quantity to provide an unbroken water-mass

from roots to leaves.

10.

The plant's food is the same as yours, namely, sugar or

carbohydrate, fats, proteins, minerals and vitamins. But

before it can "eat" it must first take in the things named
above, and from them manufactuie its "food.” Titus.

7

strictly speaking, we do not actually Iced plants. I hev

Iced themselves from the food they manufacture. Out

pioblcui is merely to make it possible for them to do this.

This distinction is not merely an academic one. It has

ptactical significance. A considerable amount of literature

is going the rounds, charging that plants "naturally" do not

require "minerals." It is stated that plants grown on laud

enriched with "mineral fciiili/ers, produce puffy and tasteless

fruits." Such statements arc entirely misleading. Flic fact

is that very little "organic" matter is ahsoilicd and used

direc tly by gircii plants, and tastelc.vMicss has been shown to

be due. in sonic instances at least, to a lack ol certain elements

tathei than to their presence, as alleged. II minerals arc cate-

gorically "harmful" to plants and humans alike, then the

human tacc has liceii making an awful mistake in its eating

habits for the past million years.

In hvdroponics we use minerals exclusively, with the

normal supply of nitrogen included. The so-called \|>c< i.il

benefits of "organic farming," which the average objectors

worry about so inconsistently, are provided happily in carbon

dioxide, water, and nitrates in a hydrojxmirum. Plants scent

to be unable to prejudice themselves against the carbon,

hydrogen and nitrogen found in these substaticcs. They hold

the same attraction for hydto|>onicallv-giown plants as if they

had been born and bred in a manure or coni|x)st heap.

B. nit oi-iraiok’s problems. These arc. of course, to

provide temperatuie, light, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide,

and minerals, together with nitrogen-containing salts, to the

plant as it needs them. These are precisely the problems, in

general, of any good gardener. The problems peruliai to

hydroponics are:

1. Keeping the roots constantly supplied with oxygen.

2. Keeping the roots constantly supplied with water and

chemicals in solution.

3. Keeping the concentration and acidity of the nutrient

favorable for plant growth.

The problem of what to feed plants in a hydroponicum
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is like that of any other type of gardening. Plants use the

same kind of materials for food making, whether grown in

an ordinary garden, the field, or a hydroponicum.

Hydroponic “farming" differs from other kinds of farm-

ing only in the mechanics of operation. Instead of plowing

or spading, you flood tire tank with water or sterilizing solu-

tion and stir the sand. Instead of cultivating with a tractor

and shovel, you may use a frog gig for light stirring: and if

you arc really good at the thing, you omit the frog-gig. In-

stead of hauling and spreading manure or other "fertilizer"

you dump a pound of clean salts into a barrel. let it sit a

while, test for acidity, open a faucet or pull a wooden plug,

and let the sand soak the solution up.

Since the problems of hydroponics arc essentially the

same as those in ordinary gardening or farming, it is strange

to find that so many arc frightened at the idea of attempting

it. After all. is there so much difference between the expres-

sion *1-12-1 on a bag of "fertilizer" and the expression KNO,?

If one has to learn a few simple things in hydroponics to l*e

successful, docs he not also have to learn more things to gar-

den successfully? Give the same intelligent care to a hvdro-

ponirum that sou do to a g' idcn; get act ustomed to

oj>eniiig a faucet instead of dragging a plow; get into the

habit of saying "essential element" instead of ' fertilizer.’ and

the imaginary difficulties of hydroponics disappear, \ctually.

the number of |H*oplc who try to raise a garden and fail each

year is enormous. Vet these same dupes will |>eisist through

9

half a lifetime of semi-failure without once trying to elimi-

nate failure by learning hydroponics.

Another problem must be mentioned at this point.

There is an impression that insect and fungus diseases ate

eliminated in hydroponics. This is not the case. However,

such pests arc much more easily controlled in a hvdroponi-

cum, and at lower cost in labor and materials. If licasy sprat

ing is necessary, the excess may be washed from the roots

quickly, thus avoiding poisoning from this source All in all.

the ctop-carc. required in ordinary gardening, remains in a

hydroponicum. but (and this is most important), the heavy

labor and expense of plowing and cultivating are eliminated.

The problems of too much or too little rain are. of course,

practically eliminated.

The most acute problem in hydroponics is that of secur-

ing food-grade chemicals at a reasonable cost. Earlier writers

painted a rather rosy picture. They speak of buying chcmi

cals in carload lots. Now anyone is perfectly aware that only

very large operators could possibly afford to buy in this

manner. Tire "little fellow" has either to buy at "drug-store

prices or use a combination of better gTadc "fertilizers.' in

the first case, the cost is too high, and in the second, his for-

mula becomes rather cumbersome. This in turn makes it

impossible to be as precise in feeding as desirable for best

results. "Fertilizer." "chemical,' and "essential elements”

arc not identical terms, as the reader must learn. See Chap-

ters 3. 5. and 7.

It is hoped that by the time this book is ready for press,

positive steps will have been taken to improve the present

facilities for distributing food-grade chemicals to operators

of hvdrojionica.

Tire reader should be informed, however, that "ferti-

lizer" companies and "chemical" companies oj>erate under
to

different legal requirements. He should, therefore, not throw

blame on either one if he finds them hesitant to supply his

particular request The fact is. up until now. hydroponics

lias been either in possession of a few expats, large-scale

operators, or the armed fortes. Chemicals arc available to

these grou|n. The "Icitili/cr" eomjxinics. on the other hand,

have had their hands full, try ing to make up stuff that could

be applied to soil-growing exclusively, and lie distributed

legally. Iliere simply has been no comparable demand, so

far. for food-grade chemicals, because there arc too few hydro-

ponica in operation. Therefore, those who should and will

Ik- interested in this ir.idc have not yet appreciated the prob-

lem. They will in lime, as hydroponics grow, you may be

sure. There arc a few distributors who buy up food mate-

rials for grossing pet household plants, but they sell them at

prices too high to l»c considcicd in hydroponica except those

used as hobbies, and where costs aic not a consideration. In

shott. the small opeiator of a hydroponic uni has been left out

in the cold, with respect to buying his chemicals easily and

reasonably.

Another problem, and an important one in tropical and

sub tropical .ocas, is that of keeping mosquito larva, dysen-

tery amoeba and typhoid bacteria out of the tanks. This is

the same problem encountered in soil gardening, but in

operating a hydroponicum these organisms arc easily con-

trolled. thus making ficsh vegetables available anywhere on

earth, provided tire projscr type of hydroponicum is selected.

Let us now consider the various systems which have been

devised to meet the plant's problems by hydroponic tech-

niques.

III. The Hydroponic Systems

For practical purposes, we may group the various hydro-

ponica tvpes on the basis ol the mechanical arrangement for

II

getting the plant supplied with chemical wits, air and water.

All ol them, to be considered successful, must stand up under

violent changes of temperature, light, wind movements and

rainfall. The one that does this best is the one to use. pro-

vided ii can l»e built and operated economically.

There arc three basic systems, which may be conveniently

named: (A) Tin Clricke Svstem: (B) Tin "Aggregate"

System; (C) The Spessard System. They have in common
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a tank, or “basin," in which the plains to be grown, arc

placed. This is filled either with nutrient vdution alone or

some "aggregate" such as sand, gravel, cinders, clay |>e!lcts.

or even rock wool, over which the nutrient solution is passed

from a storage or mixing tank.

A. THE CFRICKE SYSTEM. The essential features of this

system arc:

1. A tank for holding the nun ient solution. This may
be reinforced concrete, wood or metal. It must be water-

proof and level.

2. A "litter or seed bed." made to covet the ' basin'' or

tank. It consists of chicken wire stretched across the top of

the tank, and over this, a wooden or metal ftanie is set.

3. Litter to fill the litter lied. This may Ire excelsior,

sawdust, dried cornstalks or other plant material. Anything
will do. in fact, provided it does not decay too quickly and
will keep moist. It is in this bed that the plants to be grown
arc set.

I. An air space between the surface of the nutrient solu

linn and the bottom of the litter bed

f>. Or. in addition to the air space, an automatic Miner
inserted in the solution of the "basin

0. A means for spraying the litter bed to maintain the

desired moisture conditions.
12

7. A means of keeping the plants from sinking through

the litter bed into the solution below, as they gTow older, oi

for keeping them in place until their roots make ptoper ton

tact with the nutiicnt solution.

8. A means for testing changes in com duration of the

solution, as well as changes in acidity. A technically trained

individual for doing this.

The remarkable success attained by die author ol this

system deserves serious study by any operator of a hydro

ponicum.

Probably no one has consistently secured as high pioduc-

tivity with both flowers and vegetables as has Professor

Gcricke with this system and his special technique for operat

ing it.

Its chief difficulty is die delicacy of operation required in

maintaining the litter bed in proper condition.

The chief virtue of this system is its lack of mechanical

incumbrances, and its versatility for growing a variety of crops

under skilled hands.

B. the aggregate SYSTEM. This system eliminates

items two to seven of the Gcricke System and adds ihc fol

lowing:

1. A storage or mixing tank of reinforced concrete,

waterproofed.

2. An “aggregate." which may be cither sand, gravel or

HYDROPONICS
similar material. This is placed in the growing-tank. The
plants arc set oi transported into this aggregate.

3. Either a system of containers for dropping the solu-

tion on top of the aggregate (sandt. or a pumping and drain-

age system of pipes and tiles for flushing it at regular

intervals.

-1. An electrical motor for driving the pump.
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5. An available electrical current.

6. A timing device lot keeping the pumping system in

operation at the stated intervals.

7. A technician for handling and repaiiing the ma-

chinery.

In shoit. while* this system eliminates sonic features of

the Gcricke System, it adds several more, thus adding to the

tost of constmeting and ol operating. The principal features

•*f the system uric develop'd at Purdue and Ohio Universi-

ties. and the New Jnsey Experiment Station, for research

purposes. It is in many respects the ideal set-up fot a hydro-

poniftun for greenhouses. Its chief drawback foi general use

is the cx|>ciisc and technical experience required to operate it.

Both the Aggicgatc and the Gcricke svMcim have l»ccn

used extensively in growing vegetables and flowers. The
United States army installed one or the othci ol these systems

at various places dining the last war. The system, as well as

the manual describing its operation, were designed and writ-

ten by Dr. Kolicrt Withrow, mainly. The army adopted,

rather than drvclo|x*d hydroponics.

C. THE steward SYSTEM. The essential features of this

system arc:

1. A growing-tank, with sand as the aggregate. This is

the same as in the Aggregate System, hut the tank is con-

structed differently.

2. A mixing-tank, or feeding-tank. It is of small capac-

itv. and of a unit sire to provide for a unit area of growing
bed. The solution is not returned to it as in the Aggregate

System, but it may. if so desited. Thus, all testing and pump-
ing svstems are eliminated. This tank and the growing tank
are constructed, or may l>c constructed, as a single structure.

it

The details ol this system will l»c given in the following

chapter. Its thief features are simplicity of construction and

o|>eration. flexibility in the use of aggregate, chemicals and

fertilizers. adaptability to variations in weather conditions

the world over, and low cost.

As far as it has been tested, it appears to be as produc-

tive of first class vegetables as the other systems.

Once constructed, it will last a century or more with

little or no repair.
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CHAPTER 2

-J) lliil-Otfnc JJijJiij/>c Vryarofiomcu

m

to assure a good crop regular ly, set not so precise as to increase

costs of operation or of construction. For precision carried

too far. is a liability rather titan an asset.

7.

It should take into account the fact that growing

plants are tolerant of rather latgc variations in concentrations

of the nutrient solution used, and of the kinds of chemicals

offeted them.

I. INTKODt'Ct ION

Before describing the Unit-Type Hydrojtonicum and

how it operates, a word should Ite said about what it was

designed to do. what objectives were considered to be of fitst

importance, and what of secondary importance.

A. for WHOM intended. The system was designed fot

use by anyone interested first in growing food for his own

use through his own efforts; second, for growing plants to

be sold on the local market: third, for those who have reached

that age when to lie able to work at v>mcthing without

exhausting lalior is a precious prixilcgc.

Such people arc located all over the world. There arc

regions where the population is greater than the land to sup-

port it. There arc regions where it is too cold to bring plants

to maturity because of a short season. There arc oilier regions

where tropical conditions make a garden both a difficult and

a dangerous affair, because of jk-ms and of disease bearing

organisms. If it is pssiblc through a simple liydroponicum

and technique to enable people in such regions to overcome

the difficulties named, then, by propci education, a system

such as the one proposed here should become an important

contribution toward solving the problems mentioned.

B. PRIMARY Klyl'IRI MINTS FOR A PKACIICAL SVSII.M.

Since the system is not intended for rescatc h purposes, it

should meet the following practical requirements:

1. It should be so simple that anyone with skill enough

to grow a garden might o|>cratc it successfully.

2. It should cost a reasonably small amount of money to

enable a beginner to construct a large enough unit fot learn-

ing the proper technique of operation.

3. Its operating costs should be low enough to enable

the owner, after learning the technique, to repay the original

cost of construction in one sear of operation.

4. It should be operable under all sorts of weather con-

ditions during a normal growing season, as well as udder

greenhouse conditions.

5. It should allow the use of a gteat variety of chemicals

or ordinary fertilizers, since there is no standard set of such

substances available at all places. It would be expected thjt

chemical salts of proven worth would l>c preferable to an

assortment of readily available feitilizers.

6. The technique of operation should be precise enough

8. It should provide a rapid, simple and convenient

means for measuring out the chemicals.

9. It should eliminate expensive mechanical details.

10. It should reduce chemical testing to the minimum.

11. Directions for operating it should be in the simplest

language possible.
|?

II. Definition of Unit

A. Growing-Unit. The growing-unit is that area of the

system in which the plants arc grown. It consists of 200

square feet of grossing spare.

This is provided by a com retc (ot other suitable ma-

terial) bed ot tank. 50 feet long and four feet wide, outside

dimensions. The inside depth of the tank is eight inches.

The walls arc two inches thick. The bottom is also two inches

thick, unless constiucted in cold regions. In the latter case,

it is reinforced and is three inches thick, being set on piers

sunk to below the fiost line, with a spec between the ground

surface and the tank bottom. In tropical regions alio, the

bottom of the tanks mas l»c raised above the ground level

to avoid insects and infestation with disease-producing or-

ganisms.

Hie unit may be built also as two 25 foot or five 10-foot

tanks, with other dimensions as given.

The specifications for building the growing-unit arc

given in Figures 1-5, Section VI. page 27 of this chapter.

B. solution or nutrient unit. This is one 50-gallon

barrel. This is chosen because it is a familiar unit to people

of tire United States and many other countries. It is also a

simple fraction (15) of the physiological units commonly

used, namely. 1.000 liters, or 1.000.000 grams, or five barrels

of solution. Finally, one barrel of solution is the amount

which will daily provide the nutrients required for one

growing-unit, having 200 square feet overall area (see A),

when fully planted. This was determined by expriment.

This amount of solution is calculated to give plants in

one growing-unit their daily ration at the time of maximum
requirements, which is near the peak of their growing period.

For tomatoes, this amount would be sufficient for approxi-
IB

matcly 130 plants in the unit aica given above. Smaller

plants would cover the same area, but would be more in

number, of course.
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The actual construction of the solution-unit provides

for three barrels rather than one. for this reason: During the

early growth of plants in the growing area less nutrient solu-

tion is required than when the plants are approaching

maturity. Therefore, it is convenient to make up three

barrels at a time, rather than one. A greater amount than

this, experience has shown with this system, is undesirable.

As the season progresses and the temperature increases, mote
and more water is given off by the plants. Therefore,

although the daily ration of chemicals remains fixed, there

has to be a provision for giving the plants more water. Since

the minimum of solution in the tank is one barrel, and the

total capacity is three, we have two barrels of extra water

which may be provided if necessary in very hot dry weather.

If the tank contains two barrels of solution, there still

remains one barrel capacity for providing extra water at the

time of feeding.

The dimensions of this nutrient-tank arc. therefore: 54

inches long. 4 feet wide, and 28 inches high, outside dimen-

sions, with 2-inch-thick walls.

Specifications for building this unit are given in Figures

1-5, page 27-30.

The unit, therefore, from the point of view of operation,

consists of a feeding-unit and a growing-unit to form a single

working whole. It may be redefined as a unit of solution (one

barrel) which will adequately supply the growing-unit (200

square feet) with the proper amount of nutrient solution

daily, when it is filled to capacity with plants at the time of

maximum growth.

The two may be constructed in one piece, with the feed-

ing-unit at one end of the growing-unit, or with the feeding-

unit placed at the midway point between the ends of the

growing-unit. The essential feature consists in having a

growing area no larger than the barrel of solution will provide

adequately. The si/e of the growing-unit was determined

by experiment in the region of Conway. Arkansas. There is

no apparent reason to suppose that it would vary from place

to place.

In later discussions it will be the unit-as-a-whole. which

will be considered. Once the operator learns how to operate

one unit, he may then double or treble or otherwise enlarge

his plant as desired. The details remain the same whether

one or a hundred or more units are built.

III. Selection of Site for One Unit

A. LIGHT. The unit may be placed anywhere that the

amount of light available is sufficient for the growing needs

of tiie particular kinds of plants to be selected. Vegetables

require more light, as a rule, than do flowers. It is a common
misconception that in hydroponics one may use an attic, a

cellar, a closet or any sort of ill-lighted place. This is not so.

Many believe also that there is need of ultra-violet light.

It is the blue and orange-red portions of what we call white

light which arc used in greatest amounts by green plants. The
amount of light, both as to length of daylight period and

intensity, is of great importance. Some plants do best whet)

the days are short, others when they are long. Fortunately,

most vegetables offer no difficulty on this score. Plants may.

to a certain extent, protect themselves against too intense light

and ultra violet light.

When the light intensity is too low. the leaves tend to

enlarge, as though in an effort to make the green material
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(chlorophyll) cover as large an area as possible. When the

light is too intense, the leaves may wilt or even burn, because

of internal disturbances connected with using the substances

given them through their roots.

B. water supply. The unit must be placed where a

constant supply of water is available. This may be near a

faucet, beside a pond or stream, or below a dam through

which the water may be led to the hydroponicum by pipe or

other means. The ideal locations of large hydroponica

would be on the hillsides below the great water-control proj-

ects throughout the world.

I estimate that the maximal amount of water required to

operate my own system, regardless of the number of units

built, is 22 gallons per square foot of growing area per 100 day

growing period. Most crops mature in this time. This may
be put in another way. by saying that the amount required

is the equivalent of 36 inches of rainfall. If we take a region

in which the annual rainfall is 10 inches, then by collecting

the rainfall over an area 3.6 times die si/c of one unit and

storing it for use as needed, enough will be available for grow-

ing one crop on one unit. Again, in a desert with an annual

rainfall of six inches, the water collected and stored from an

area of only 1.200 square feet should be sufficient to grow a

crop on one unit. In other words, by proper water conserva-

tion. growing vegetables for home use by hydroponic methods

is practicable. It is the common practice in many regions to

thus conserve water for household use. An extension of this

idea to include a small hydroponicum could scarcely be called

a difficulty. There is hardly a site in the world, where people

must live, with less than six inches of rain annually.

This estimate of the amount of water required may be

lowered in regions where the rainfall is heavy. Indeed, the

rainfall may so seriously dilute the nutrient solution as to
21

bring about temporary starvation of the plants, unless proper

precautions are taken.

C. shading. In hot arid regions, in order to reduce

evaporation, as well as to avoid excessive sunlight, shading
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is necessary for some crops. Likewise, an occasional sprin-

kling of the surface of the growing-unit with waiter may be
necessary to prevent accumulation of chemicals at the surface,

and to wash out wastes which tend to collect in the sand, in

the absence of rainfall.

to pass through. Newspaper will serve. Rock wool may be

too alkaline.

G. One hundred pounds of chemicals. It may be neces-

sary to buy this much of each major kind, used in the formula

chosen.

D. aeration of plants. The supply of oxygen for the

roots is discussed elsewhere. But there are regions where the

air is very humid. In such places the unit must be so located

as to allow free circulation of the air through the leaves.

Overcrowding of the plants must be avoided, or fungi will

attack the plants and destroy them rapidly. There is another

reason, quite as important as the first, namely, making condi-

tions favorable for the evaporation of water (transpiration)

from the under surface of the leaves. If this does not occur,

the plant has difficulty in obtaining a sufficient amount of

the chemicals offered them, and fail to use properly what they

do get. Circulation of air, if not excessively violent, is

necessary.

E. direction OF UNIT. There is no reason for believing

that the unit must be placed north and south rather than in

any other direction. But it should be obvious that in what-

ever direction it runs, it is necessary to observe that tall plants

must not be allowed to shade low plants, unless specifically

desirable.

IV. Materials Required for One Unit

For the convenience of those who wish to make an
estimate of what it would cost to build one complete unit in

their particular locality, an exact list of the materials required

is given here.

A. Slightly more than two cubic yards of mixed cement

and four cubic yards of washed sand for filling finished grow

ing unit.

B. Lumber: 210 linear feet of eight-inch-wide and 2lfi

linear feet of 10 inch-wide material for foims; 100 linear feet

of two-inch by four-inch material for bracing forms: 100

linear feet of one-inch by three-inch material for screeds or

guides; 14 linear feet of one-inch by two-inch material for

making screen to cover the nutrient-unit tank.

C. Two pounds of nails, assorted sizes; one box ol

carpet tacks. Metal screening, with mesh fine enough to

keep out mosquitoes; one piece 48 inches by 30 inches.

D. Three 3-inch nipples; one 8-inch nipple; one elbow;

two caps for nipples; two hydrant faucets. The diameter of

the nipples should be small enough to accommodate the

faucet thread.

E. Ten gallons of asphalt paint (not tar).

H. One glass graduate for measuring acid. One acid

tester, with color indicator and extra rolls of paper for re-

newal. One tin can 10 c.m. by 5.8 c.m. diameter for meas-

uring chemicals.

I. One five-gallon bucket. One garden hose.
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J. Ten 7-foot cedar or other posts for building a super-

structure for tieing up crops like pole beans, cucumbers, and

tomatoes: about 200 feet of poles or lumber for frame at-

tached to the posts; 150 seven-foot-long pieces of wire of

weight used in an ordinary fence, to provide each plant a

support suspended from the cross poles or frame.

It is assumed that the operator will have the unit built

by a contractor, who will know how to make forms for |x>ur-

ing concrete. If the operator docs this work himself, he will

have to know, of course, how such forms are constructed.

The materials listed provide for making one unit and

operating it for one crop. Only a partial renewal of the

chemical supply will be required for further operation.

The reader should be reminded that if he has to fight

insects and fungi, proper spraying materials will also be

requited to save the crop grown, precisely as in ordinary

gardening.

A greenhouse is unnecessary, unless the operator wishes

to lengthen his growing season by transplanting, or wishes

to grow plants catly. or desires to have produce for use when
the outside temperature is low. For transplanting. I use tin

cans large enough to allow the plants to become sufficiently

well advanced that one month of growing time outside is

gained. The capacity of such cans is about one gallon. It

tequiict one can for each plant to be transplanted. There

ate sevctal advantages to be gained through the use of this

size can rather than some other. First, tomatoes may be

transplanted when in full bloom, without harming the root

system. Second, they may be spaced to prevent crowding,

simply by removing even- other can. When not used for

transplanting purposes they come in handy on many occa-

sions. The most important use is to substitute them for the

large growing-unit or cement tank. Plants such as beans,
24

tomatoes, and beets may be left in this size can and brought

to Vnaturity simply by pouring the nutrient solution over

the contents by means of either a dipper or a hose. See the

tin-can technique for details. Chapter 4.

F. Ten pounds of glass wool, or some material which

will allow water to seep through freely, but not allow sand

V. Principles on Which Total Unit Works

The unit is designed to meet four practical working
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requirements. These are: First, providing adequate air lor

absorption through the roots; second, providing adequate

supply of chemical solution to the roots; third, meeting addi-

tional "'atcr requirements as needed; fourth, maintaining the

proper acidity of the solution about the roots in the grow-

ing area.

By means of two sand-retaining walls set on the bottom

of the gtowing-unit. there are provided two open channels,

one of which may be filled with solution, which then flows

under the retaining wall, while the other receives the solu-

tion as it flows from the sand area, and serves as a drain

towards the end of the growing tank and away from the

feeding-unit. The flow is regulated by properly sloping the

bottom of the growing-unit from the first, or feeding<hannel.

to the second, or drain-channel on the opposite side.

The solution is delivered into the feeding-channel from
the feeding-unit by means cither of a faucet set in the wall

of the feeding unit eight inches above the bottom, or by
means of a nipple set in the wall of. and at the bottom of the

feeding-tank. Sec Figures 2 and 4. pages 27 and 29. The latter

is the quickest way to deliver the solution into the feeding

channel. The former allows the solution to be aerated as it

falls the eight inches into the feeding-channel and the faucet

is less likely to become clogged with debris from the feeding-

tank.

Aeration is provided partly as described above, and partly

by alternately allowing the solution to fill the spaces between
»

the particles of sand through capillaiity. then muting an

to percolate downward from the surface as the water is used

up, or drains away.

The unit type of hydroponicum differs from the types

mentioned in the first chapter in several important respects.

First, the solution is delivered fresh to the plants each day.

and is not used over again. This may seem to be a waste.

However if a solution is made up in large quantity and

used repeatedly, all of it must be thrown away sooner or

later and be replaced. In the unit type under consideration

wc throw it all away, as in the case of the other systems,

but do it gradually rather than at one time. The principal

advantage gained is in not having to make chemical tests.

When the feeding is done skillfully, it is found that only a

few gallons arc discarded daily, but in doing so the effect

of a constant floss* of nutrient is approached. Also, the acidity

ol the solution in the regions of the roots is kept fairly con-

stant. a very impoitani point to be considered. However,

over prolonged pciiods of extremely high temperature, it is

more economical to sprinkle the sand surface with water

occasionally, or with slightly acidulated solution by means of

a hose attached to the faucet of the feeding tank.

Another difference to Ire noted is the lack of any extra

provision for root aeration. No pumping at regular intervals

and no air bubbling system is required. It Inis Irecn found

that duiing very hot weathei the solution may be left in

Iroth the feeding and drain channels to a depth of two inches

for a whole daylight ]>ciiod without becoming stale, and

without the plants showing injury from oxygen shortage.

However, this is not advisable, since the solution around

the roots, lacking a flow movement, tends to become alkaline

within a day or so. In pciiods of wet weather this trouble is

not encountered.

IUUSIRATION J. View ol do.b*o feediogaoxk. Thn .So-. tfc. Ol -h, growing v-il. Mvolog'opW by M/. Roy
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the surface of the sand, the growing plants survive very wet

spells nicely. This of course conserves the water, and lowers

the estimate given in (III. B).

27

VI. Structural Detaiis of Complete Unit

IT
a ,T

. _,l'/ | _«
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Figure 1. This shows a lengthwise section of the

unit, through the middle. Each growing-unit (P.T.) is 25

feet long, with the end walls and side walls (not shown) eight

inches high inside and 10 inches high outside. The solution

tank (S.T.) is 34 inches long, running with the bottom of the

whole unit, and 28 inches high, outside dimensions. The

width is considered as running crosswise with the growing-

unit. which is four feet, outside dimensions. (S.L.). sand level.

ST

Figure 2. This shows a lengthwise section through die

feeding-channel side of the unit, with a faucet (F.) and a

rapped nipple (D.N.) leading from the feeding tank to each

of the two feeding-channels, each 25 feet long.

Figure 3. This shows a lengthwise section through drain-

channel (D.C.) side of the growing unit, with a nipple (D.N.).

M
and an eight-inch nipple attached to this. This makes an ad-

justable structure which provides for both opening and clos-

ing the drain. In the upright position. (U.P.) as shown in the

sketch, the drain is closed, and the tank may be filled with

sterilizing solution, water, or nutrient-solution as desired. In

case of continuous rainfall, the outside nipple may be lowered

so that its opening is an inch or so above the inside bottom of

the unit. This allows for an overflow in case of sudden rain,

and also permits a certain amount of solution to remain

around the roots of the plants constantly. At such times, by

increasing the concentration of the solution in the feeding-

unit, or by scattering some ordinary garden fertilizer over

Figure 4. This shows the unit as a whole as seen looking

down on it. The retaining walls (R.W.) arc made of four-foot

slabs of cement, one to two inches thick. These arc set on the

bottom of the tank and hold the sand in place, while allowing

the solution to flow underneath them and over the bottom

of the growing-unit. In case sand flows under them, or

between the joints, glass wool, or pa|>cr. or asphalt roofing

must be used to seal them loosely, being careful to permit

a free flow of solution under them. See (S) . Fig. 5. This is of

»
utmost importance. The retaining wall should l>e so placed

to allow a feeding-channel (F.C.) thtee inches wide, and the

drain-channel (D.C.) one inch wide. A little extra space

in the feeding-channel, at the place where the feeding faucet

and nipple below it come through the solution-tank wall, is

very convenient. It permits free use of the hand, a pair of

pliers or small wrench. The retaining wall is held in place

by the proper use of spreaders, made of any convenient

material. Brickbats are excellent for this. The use of spread-

ers may be avoided by tilling the rctaining-wall against the

tank-wall. If this is done the slain should be made 9 inches

high.

Figure 5. This shows two cross-sections of the growing-

unit with the bottom sloping l^-inch across from the feeding-

channel (F.C.) to the drain-channel (D.C.). The space be-

tween the retaining walls is filled with sand, which settles

down about two inches after being wetted thoroughly, to its

final level. This makes the sand depth six inches and allows

a two-inch space above the sand for preventing splashing of

the sand out of the bed during a heavy rain.

In (A) the normal arrangement of feeding and draining

is given. In (C) is shown a variation of (A)

,

in which two

open-bottom troughs (T) are sunk down the length of the

growing-unit. These troughs offer a very convenient method

for introducing the nutrient-solution. It flows downward.
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increasing aeration of the roots and aids in replacing anv

highly concentrated solution which may accumulate near

the surface. It also distributes the solution more evenly to

all the plants. This arrangement is especially effective when

so

the bottom of the growing-bed is made to slope both ways

from the middle to the sides, making both channels, drain-

ing-channels. This arrangement is preferable to that in (A)

in hot, dry regions. The feeding-channel is unnecessary if

the troughs are used. (B) , detail of draining-channel.

nipple (D. N.). Figure 3. closed until the amount of solu-

tion introduced is taken up by the sand and roots, and the

channels then emptied of any unused solution. Care must be

taken to see that the drain-nipple is then returned either to

open or overflow position so that the growing unit will not

be flooded in the event of a big rain.

The feeding-unit is filled, of course, either from a water

main faucet, by gravity through pipes from a pond, by pump-
ing from a well, or by hand, according to the conveniences

available.

VII. Functional Details of Complete Unit

I xt us now see how the unit works in operation. Let us

assume that the growing-unit is filled with sand, is planted,

and that the plants are of si/c requiring feeding. Let us

assume also ihat the feeding-unit is provided with nutrient-

solution, and full enough to make a feeding.

First, either the faucet or the cap on the nipple in the

wall of the feeding-unit (Figure 2) is opened. If both sec-

tions of the growing-unit are to lie fed. of course lioth faucets

will lie opened. The solution flowsdown the feeding-channel

(Figures 2 and -I) until it is full, as shown in Figure 5A at F.

C. The solution flows under the rctainiiig-wall. out of the

feeding-channel, into the sand-filled area of the growing unit.

Here it spreads by capillarity in all directions through the

sand and comes into contact with the roots of the plants

growing in the sand.

From the sand area the solution finally flows under the

opposite rctainingwall and into the drain-channel. Figures

3 and \ . If the drain nipple (I). N. Figure 3) is in the up-posi-

tion. the solution will flow into the drain-channel until it

is l^ inch dccj>cr on that side of the growing-unit than on

the feeding-channel side. When the drain-nipple (D. N.) is in

the down-position, all excess solution not taken up by the

sand and the roots will drain out of the unit.

The faucet at the feeding-unit is closed when the feed-

ing-chamtcl is full, or when any other desired amount has

been introduced into it.

Si

In the event that the growing-unit is provided with the

troughs (T, Figure 5. C), the colutiou is introduced into them

rather tlun into the feeding-channel.

In the event that the plants griming on the feeding-

channel side grow more rapidly than those on the drain-

channel side, it means that the slope across the grow'ing-unit

teas not correct for the type of sand used. In that event, two

solutions of this difficulty arc possible. Father the trough

(T) in Figure 5 B may he added or a cross-channel

from the feeding-channel to the drain-channel may be cut

through the retaining walls and sand, straight across from

where the faucet is located. Thus feeding can be done

in both channels at the same time by keeping the drain-

Thc most economical arrangement for conserving the

water supply is that shown in Figure 5. C. page 30.

This chapter ends with infoimation on how the unit

itself operates. The next chapter will tell how to operate

it. In other words, we have been discussing the mechanics

of the unit. Now we must deal with something which has

to do with the judgment of the one who tries to make the

machine work.
K

CHAPTER 3

-JJow to Operate t/e Unit-Oi/per

a

. JJijtlro/ionicum

•Jl’
c

In order not to frighten the Iteginncr who is seriously

interested in building and operating successfully a unit t>%|>e

or any other type of hydroponicum. all technical details

have been reserved for later chapters. Nevertheless, such

things may not be put off indefinitely, if one is to increase

his understanding of what is going on and what he is really

trying to do. It will l»e assumed that lie is anxious, perhaps

over-anxious, to begin growing something in the hydro-

ponicum he has set up. Very well, let us sec how one goes

about grossing a crop of tomatoes in a unit type of hydro-

ponicum such as has beep described in the last chapter.

I. Chemicals You May Use

In Table I. page 68. you will find a list of chemical

substances which have been used by one ex|>ert or another

in making up satisfactory formulas for your use. In Chart

2. page 99. you will find some of these as used ill various

formulas. As a test, we will choose Formula VIII for our

present use: Potassium chloride, sodium nitrate, ammon-
ium nitrate, monocalcium phosphate, magnesium sulphate,

lime and nitric acid for the bulk chemicals. For the trace

elements we shall use ferric ammonium citrate, manganese

chloride, boric acid, molybdic acid, copper sulphate (blue

vitriol), and zinc sulphate. These will give us everything

the plant needs. We shall assume that you have all these

u
on hand and have the acid testing supplies mentioned in the

last chapter, page 22.
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II. A Practical M».i hod tor Measuring Out Chemicals

The following method is to be used for mixing up one

barrel of solution, which is the unit defined in the last chap-

ter. It is based on the idea that a given weight of a chemical

will have approximately the same volume regardless of

atmospheric moisture which it picks up and loses from time

to time.

I use a tin can 5.8 centimeters in diameter, and 10 c.m.

high. Each chemical was weighed out according to the for-

mula and its volume marked on the side of the can by

punching a hole through the tin. Thus a chart showing the

level of each volume of chemical used is easily made. The
can is filled to the desired level determined for each chemi-

cal used. It is better to have a can for each formula. But

the formula should be marked on the can.

» ...
Sec Chart 2, page 09. The amount of nitric acid required

to neutralize the lime would be about 20 cc.

Once the cylinder is prepared it is used as follows: It

is filled to the level of the 20 mm. line with monocalcium

phosphate. Tliis is then poured out into a container of

convenient size. Next, the can is filled with lime to the 33

mm. level for lime. The can is again emptied. The opera-

tion is complete when each chemical is thus measured out

in its turn. The order of measuring is not important. Inci-

dentally. one may use any size cylinder, no matter how much

larger, and mix up any quantity desired so long as the levels

remain as given. The whole would then have to be mixed

veiy thoroughly, however, before using. I frequently mix up

100 pounds at a time, including trace elements, except iron.

If this is done, slightly less than one pound of the mixture

would be used for each barrel of solution made up. Hut let

us proceed with making up one barrel of solution, by adding

the trace elements.

For copper, use two or three drops of solution made by

dissolving two pieces of copper sulphate the size of a |>ca in

a quart of water. For molybdenum, use enough of molybdic

acid powder to cover the period of this sentence. Do the same

with zinc sulphate for providing the required zinc. Of. if you

have an old wash tub or bucket filled with wood ashes which

are coveted with water, a spoonful of this will do. Or, in

most cases, it might be just as well not to bother about zinc.

Enough boron will l>e supplied if you ucovcr the word boron

with boric acid crystals or borax. F.nough manganese chlo

ride or manganese sulphate to cover the word "acid" will be

sufficient for the amount of manganese desired. For iron,

enough ferric ammonium citrate or ferrous sulphate to cover

the word “ammonium." would be sufficient to prevent iron

deficiency in most cases.

S6

All these chemicals, except the iron, ate now put into

the barrel of water and stirred. It is perhaps best to put the

acid into the water before any of the other chemicals are

added, although it may be done afterwards. However, never

put acid on the undissolved chemicals. Also, never put water

into the acid. This is particularly true when sulphuric acid

is used for it gets very hot when it is mixed with water. The
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acid used here is to neutralize the lime. To decide exactly

how much to use. make a preliminary test. Dissolve the lime

you measured out. in a gallon of water. Then add add

slowly, stirring it frequently. Test with the paper after each

stirring. When the paper shows a pH of 6.5 you arc through

(see III below). Note exactly how much acid was used.

That is the amount to use. It should he around 20 cc. if

nitric acid is used, and 10 cc. when sulphuric acid is used for

Formula IX.

HI. Adjusting tor Acidity

You now come to a very delicate problem. You must

adjust the solution to its proper acidity. Don’t do this until

six hours after mixing. This is called "pcc-aich." pH. and is

indicated as 4.5. 5.6. 6.0. 7.0. and so on. You are aiming to

adjust the acidity to 6.5. Above 7.0 the solution is alkaline

and few plants will grow in it. Below 7.0 it is acid. Most

plants prefer a slightly acid solution. None will do well

if the solution is at 4.0 for a very long period. It should be

stated that the acidity of the solution about the roots does

not remain 6.5 for very long. Whether it becomes acid or

alkaline depends on several factors. However, we shall begin

by giving the plants a solution reading 6.5. or slightly las.

and later test it as it comes out of the growing unit or by

sinking small wells down in the sand deep enough to fill with

some of the solution about the roots themselves and then test

this solution.

J7

The solution in the barrel is adjusted by adding acid

drop by drop until the paper reads 6.5 after thorough stirring.

If too much acid has been used, the mistake may be cor-

rected with a little lime or lye water or wood ashes. It taka

practice to make this adjustment easily. In practice, the solu-

tion should be made up the evening before it is to be used.

The acid adjustment may then be made the following morn-

ing. If you complete the steps given in Section II correctly,

no adjustment will be necessary. But check.

The iron is added to the solution just before feeding

and after the adjustment for acidity has been completed.

Otherwise it will precipitate out of solution partly and the

plants will show signs of iron starvation in spite of the

fact that it has been used regularly. Ferric ammonium citrate

is preferable to ferrous sulphate for this reason.

You now have a barrel of solution made up according

to Formula VIII. which I used during the past season and

which produced on one 200-square-foot growing unit 746

pounds of marketable tomatoes between April 1st. when the

plants were transplanted to the growing-unit, and July 12,

1947. when the bed was replanted in I.ima beans.

IV. Use Made of Ammonium Nitrate

The reader may have noted that ammonium nitrate was

not included in the levels of measurement on the tin can.

although it was selected to be used. This chemical will be

used in our tat to add nitrogen as desired. Ammonium
nitrate is a liquid. The form sold in bags has a coating

which rubs off easily when used on cultivated soil. In a

hydroponicutn one is never quite sure just when it becomes

available after being put into water. It is used because the

ammonium part is more quickly used by the plant than the

nitrate part, when protein is being made. For this reason it

u
is difficult to manage. It is easily possible to give too much
nitrogen at once by the use of this chemical. I have found.

Isowever. that if one adds gradually increasing amounts, be-

ginning with 5 mm. in the can or cylinder, no harm is done.

The very maximum would be 100 mm. This is done only

on clear days, as these grow longer, when the temperature is

in the eightia or ninetia. I never use it on dark days. The
whole problem of feeding nitrogen is discussed in the more

technical Chapter 6. Section IV. page 78.

V. Par taring the Growing-Unit for Transplanting

Before the tomatoa arc uansplanicd to the growing-unit

the sand in it must first be properly prepared. If washed

sand was used, it is first made to settle down by flooding the

growing unit with tap water. It is then thoroughly drained.

Properly done, this leaves the sand in a level condition. After

draining, the sand is allowed to dry out at the surface.

The sand is then thoroughly wetted with nutrient-solu-

tion from the solution-tank unit. The details of this pro-

cedure are given in Chapter 2. Section VII, page 31. How-

ever. a word must be said here. You arc now face to face

with sacral problems. First, you want to supply enough

water and chemicals to the roots of each plant for proper

growth. Second, you want to allow enough oxygen to get

to the roots so that they will not suffocate. This means

that you must not allow the roots to be covered with the

solution for too long a time. Remember that without oxygen

a plant cannot live and everything else we may do is useless

unless we provide this clement.

This is accomplished by filling the feeding-channel full

enough so that with the drain-nipple closed, enough will

flow under the reuining-walls to soak up the sand to within

a quarter-inch of the surface, and allow none to remain in

the feeding-channel, and only a very little in the drain chan-

nel. Since the bottom of the growing-unit slopes one half-

inch across, and since the sand on the feeding side has the

first opportunity to soak up the solution, a little time must

be allowed for the sand on the drain side to soak up its full

amount. Otherwise, the plants on one side will receive more

of the chemicals than on the other and will grow faster.

After this lime has passed what little solution remains in the

dram channel may be allowed to pass out. It may be col-
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Icctco and returned to die solution tank if desired. I rarely

do this because it is less expensive to discard a little every-

day than to bother testing it, since in time nil of it has to

he discarded anyway if it is reused.

VI. Transplanting to the Growing Unit

If you have bought your tomato plants from a nursery-

man or if yon have grown them from seed yourself, the plants

are transplanted as you would do in a garden. I make it a

practice to grow my own plants from seed, transplant them
into gallon cans three-fourths full of a mixture of compost
and sand, or of dirt and sand, and transplant from these

to the growing unit. The entire contents of the can is trans-

planted. The roots are thus not damaged, and some time is

saved. The plants are set just deep enough to have the roots,

with the contents of the can, extend down to the moisture

levels of the sand, but not with the stem more than an inch

below the surface. I find that dccjier planting causes the old

roots to die. thus causing a delay until new roots are formed.

I have not found that deep planting makes for sturdier and
more productive plants as some growers claim.

If there is danger of the stems rotting at the surface.

as sometimes happens in humid weather, it helps to wrap
each stem with a small wad of rock wool soaked in a little

40

copper sulphate, sulphur and lime, at the region barely be-

low the sand level.

The plants arc set in three rows dosvn the length of the

growing unit. They arc spaced about I -I inches in the row.

the plant of one row alternating with that of another row.

This permits the use of about 130 plants to the growing unit.

Once the transplanting is finished, the drain-nipple is

then dosed, and the growing-unit thoroughly wetted again

with nutrient-solution as described in Section IV above.

VII. Inducing Roots to Grow Downward

After the plants are properly set in the growing area and

fed. the next problem is to induce the roots to grow as near

the bottom of the sand as possible. If the sand is kept wet

at the surface, the lower roots will die of suffocation and all

the roots will spread out just beneath the surface of the

sand. If this is allowed to occur, many difficulties will be

encountered later. To avoid this situation we proceed as

follows:

First, the plants are not fed again after transplanting

until the surface of the sand has begun to dry out slightly.

If it happens that the season turns out to be very wet at this

time, it may be impossible to do anything to prevent the sur-

face spreading of the new roots. But let us assume that the

season is, at this point, reasonably favorable. As the top

portion of the sand becomes less wet. the roots will tend to

follow the water dow n and may even go as far as the bottom

of the cement tank. During this jieriod the plants are given

just enough solution to keep the bottom of the two channels

moist but without allowing the solution to stand in them.

By running a little into the feeding-channel three times a

day. the trick is accomplished. It takes at least one week to

do this.

41

Cauliflower, for example, set out in mid summer when

the temperature was 95 degrees F., and the sand surface 110

degrees F. for several hours during the day. recovered without

serious wilting in 24 hours. After that time they endured

full sunlight with a daily maximum temperature of 95-105

degrees F. for two months. The plants were not previously

hardened bur were grown in sand on the nutrient-solution

used in this discussion and transplanted without the loss of

roots. These plants wcic given Formula VIII for the first two

months and biought to maturity on Formula IX. Cucum-

bers. grown in another unit at the same lime, were similarly

treated. They were given a little ammonium nitrate and

some extra potassium chloride as fruit l>cgan to form. Sample

plants of both the cauliflower and the cucumber showed,

when pulled up. that the roots had developed nicely and

toward the bottom. It should be pointed out, however, that

surface tools must also be developed. 'Flic up|>cr roots serve

to absorb the oxygen, while the lower roots serve as feeding

roots.

Thus we achieve a situation like that in a wet garden,

where by ridging up the rows, the surface layers provide

oxygen ami some chemicals, svhilc the lower and wetter

layers ptovide water and chemicals.

VIII. Feeding Schedule

Beginners want to know first, what to feed the plant, and

second, how much. Thiid. they want to know how often. In

the Gerickc system feeding is continuous. In the aggregate

system, it is either continuous or c\cry eight hours. In my
own system it is once a day. In all the systems the plants

are feeding continuously. It is the number of times devoted

to renewing the solution that varies from system to system.

To go further on this point would require that we become

technical.

If the reader i» predated to understand that no matter

whit system is used, certain changes nniM be made in applying

rhe basic technique employed, because of variable factors, we

may proceed. Ram dilutes the solution in the growing area.

High winds and temperature cause plants to take out the

water faster than the chemicals are taken out of the nutrient-

solution. Dark, cloudy |>ei lods upset the plant's needs for

one kind of element or another. Thus the number of feed-

ings is linked up somewhat with a number of factors. By-

striking for an average and hoping for a little luck, given a

sound formula and a barrel of solution properly prepared,
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2. The weather may cnange, so that the temperature is

in the 50's and GO'S. Your plants will do nothing. Daily-

feeding then would not only be wasteful but it might kill

the plants. Feed only enough to keep the plants from wilting.

3. You might be faced with a week of heavy rains
,
even

before you have succeeded in getting the roots to glow down

(sec VII). You may do several things to get out of this

difficulty. First, double or treble the amount of each chem-

ical you put into one barrel and feed as usual. In this event,

you would keep the opening of the drain nipple at a partial

up position, so that two or three inches of solution would

remain in the bottom of the growing-unit, and at the same

time allow the excess rainwater to flow out before it floods

the growing-unit surface. Or you may leave the drain-nipple

open at down position and sprinkle some good grade garden

fertilizer, such as 4 12-4, over the surface of the sand between

the plants. Since the rain dissolves this slowly, and at the

same time brings oxygen into the sand, the plants arc both

led and aerated. In this event, you simply omit all use of

your feeding-unit until the weather clears up. Or thirdly,

you may feed as usual (sec A) by keeping the drain-nipple

at the overflow-position. This is what I do, if the roots are

fully developed, and have grown down to near the bottom

of the gTowing-unit.

4. Water loss. The plant uses up water independently

of the chemicals it uses. As it grows larger, and as the daily

temperature rises, more and more water passes through the

plant and out into the air through the leaves (transpiration i.

Water also evaporates from the growing-unit. At the same

time, however, the plant is also taking up the chemicals

more rapidly. How then are we to keep the concentration

around the roots favorable? Again, a full explanation here

would require that we become technical. It is enough to say

that if you increase the concentration suddenly, the roots will

be killed. If you decrease it suddenly, the roots will not be

hurl as quickly. What we try to do is to keep enough water in

the solution so that the chemicals in it will not become too

highly concentrated for a long period, and second, to keep

enough chemicals in the water so that the concentration will

not be excessively dilute. This brings us to the practical

way for solving this problem.

If vou note the moisture of the surface sand carefully,

you will come upon a time when one barrel of solution is

not enough to make it moist. Here is where the three-barrel

feeding tank comes in handy. Make up two barrels in the

feeding or solution tank according to directions in II and

we may expect rather fair results.

The general schedule then, keeping the above remarks

in mind, is as follows:

A. feed each morning. Use enough solution to make

the sand moist to very near the sand surface after the feeding-

channel becomes emptied. If this requires a whole barrel,

use that amount. If it requires only a quarter of that amount,

that is sufficient. The plant cannot use any more than the

sand will hold. Also it cannot use what you carelessly let

run out of the drain by insisting on using up the whole barrel

of solution. On the other hand, don't be stingy. If for some

reason the sand requires two barrels to wet it properly, give

it two. (See B 4 below.) You have used enough, generally,

by the time the solution reaches across to the drain channel.

B. variations. There are several situations which re-

quite changing this daily routine which is followed, ordinar-

ily. rain or shine.

1. When the plants are small, and their roots have not

yet spread out to their normal extent. less water and chemicals

arc being taken out of the growing-unit. Therefore, you may

not need to feed more than once a week during this initial
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III above. Now dilute this by filling up the tank to its threc-

barrel capacity. This gives you two barrels of food and one

extra barrel of water. Now feed as usual. If this dilution

is still not enough to satisfy the demand for extra water,

make up one barrel, and fill to capacity. This makes your

concentration only one-third what it would be normally.

But the plants will soon take up the extra water offered

them. This is, of course, a matter of using your head rather

than a rule. If you had a garden you would use a hose

for watering. Since you have a hydroponicum instead of soil

to handle, you simply add the water at the time you give the

plants their daily food ration.

5. Change of acidity in the growing-unit. The acidity

of the solution in the region of the roots changes. This may
become alkaline for several reasons. One of them may be

that you have not discarded quite enough of the used solu-

tion. Another may be that not enough solution has been

used to allow each spot in the growing area to be flushed

with fresh solution. To test this, dig small wells in the sand

deep enough to allow them to collect a little solution soon
46

after filling the feeding-channel. Test this solution with

your acid testing paper. It will show 6.5 or slightly less in

all probability. By adding a little acid to the solution before

it is fed into the feeding-channel, so that the paper shows a

pH of 4.5 that is. a little more acid than what is wanted for

proper growth, then, by the time the solution reaches the

roots, the pH will be concct. It is the pH, or acidity, in the

growing-unit that is important, rather than the pH in the

solution-tank. Regular feeding is most important in keeping

the pH correct, as well as proper dilution of the solution,

to take care of water loss by transpiration and evaportion.

6. High temperature and bright light. You may have a

month or more of high temperature when the thermometer

hovers above the hundred mark. This will require that you

not only dilute the solution to provide the extra water

lequired. but may require that you feed morning, noon, and

evening. Plants sometimes wilt, even though they have

plenty of water available. But plants also wilt if not enough

water is available. This is partly due to the fact that in

the region of the roots, the chemicals accumulate, particu-

larly at the surface of the sand.

Several things may be done. First, the growing-unit

may be sprinkled with water in the late evening. Second, the

solution may l>e fed over the surface of the sand between

the plants by means of a sprinkling-can, a bucket or a hose.

Enough would be put on in this way to have a few gallons

flow out of the drain-nipple. This is also a very good way

to correct the acidity in the solution of the growing-unit if

this is found necessary.

7. Finally, you may be growing a plant like a cucum-

ber, which requires more water than a tomato. In that

event you would feed the unit at least twice a day, and

probably three times, being careful, of course, to dilute the
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solution so as not to overfeed the plant with an excessive

amount of the chemicals.

I.ct us sum up by saying that you are aiming to provide

one unit, when fully planted and when the plants are growing

to maturity, with between one-half pound and one pound of

chemicals daily, on the average. This is less when the plants

arc young and small, and more when they are mature. The

directions, if followed, will provide for these requirements

quite satisfactorily. Or, putting it another way. a tomato

plant will not use up more than a half pound of chemicals

during its normal growing season. Out task is to give it not

more than it can use to mature propel ly. but to give it

enough so that it grows and bears fruit. That this schedule

is satisfactory, is borne out by the production report given

above in Section III of this chapter, last paragraph.

IX. Use op Your Time

The actual time and lal*or required to oj*ratc the unit

is very small. Much more time is taken in tending the crop,

and crops differ in the amount of attention needed. But a

few words should Ire said hcic on how to conserve what time

is needed for tending the hydioponicum itself. Following is

my procedure.

First, the growing unit is examined to estimate how

much solution might be required. Next, the solution is

tested for acidity. Then the faucets arc all opened for the

six units I now have in operation. 1 generally tisc the nipple

at the bottom of the solution unit, since the feeding-trough

fills in about three minutes thiough it. Fach unit varies

from the others, to some extent, in the time required for the

solution to pass over to the drain side. As soon as this hap-

pens. I turn off the faucet for that unit and lift up the drain-

nipple after a gallon or two hare escaped into the discard.

4H

It takes about twenty minutes to go the lounds of the six

units, waiting to have the solution flow into them, then

closing the faucets.

During this time I generally find an opportunity to

measure out. in separate containers, the chemicals for the

next mixing and for each of the six units. As soon as one

unit is fed. I note how much was used up. If exactly one

barrel, and if no more feeding will be done that day. 1 turn

on the water, put in the chemicals, and do something else

while the tank is being filled.

Some hours later, perhaps six. I open the drain-nipple

to down-position, allowing whatever solution has not been

used up to escape, thereby assisting aeration of the roots.

Thus, no time is wasted. Rather, the same time is used for

several jobs, or for just sweet rest.
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CHAPTER 4

paint and allowed to dry thoroughly.
2.

Materials for filling each can to within two inches

of the top. after settling. This may be good garden soil

which does not pack when watered, pure sand, half sand and

dirt, half din (or sand) and well rotted compost or old

plant debris, excelsior and sawdust, or even rock wool. I

use some kind of rotted organic material, mixed with sand

and any kind of din. equal parts of each. This is mixed very

thoroughly with a shovel. The cans arc all filled at once

from the pile, which is kept renewed continuously. Filling

the cans to the top, then watering them, settles the material

down to about the proper level. The cans arc then sterilized,

if desired, and stacked for use as needed. The material used

is accumulations from old weed patches, the lawn and the

kitchen, piled up. spiinkled with a little lime and wood

ashes, or better still, with a little fertilizer having in it some

nitrogen and |>hosphorus. If this is allowed to rot for six

months it is good for use. It should l»e kept wet. but the

rain should not be allowed to wash it.

Ole On ^JJijtlroponicum

Aftei all, a large growing tank is little more than a

gltnified tin can. The main difference between the two is

in having the solution offered to the plant, delivered through

the bottom of the tank, while that offered to the plant grow-

ing in a till can is delivered at the surface of the sand. or soil,

in which it is growing.

Everyone is familiar with the use of flower pots and

of tin cans for growing plants, but not all are familiar with

the fact that nutrient-solutions, made up by any chosen

formula, may he used as successfully by this means as by the

use of a laige hydroponicum such as has been described.

In fact, it is this sort of small unit that is used quite exten-

sively for research purposes at the New’ Jersey Experiment

Station particularly. This method is ideal for the house-

holder who has only room for a few plants in his back yard,

on a roof, or in any other small area which is easily accessible.

This technique is described for those who would like to

giow a few tomato plants, some Kentucky Wonder beans, a

cucumber vine, lettuce or beets near their kitchen door. The
cans may he set at any convenient place where there is ade-

quate light. The plants themselves will cover up otherwise

ugly spots about the home while doing their work of prosid-

ing some food for the family. It is an ideal way to learn the

first principles of hydroponics.^

I. Materials Needed

I. One tin can of a little less than one-gallon capacity,

for each plant to be grown. Seven or eight 14-inch holes are

punched through the bottoms with a road pick or other blunt

instrument. Tire cans are then (sainted well with asphalt

S. Asphalt paint, for dipping the cans or painting them

as indicated in (1).

4. The chemicals as given in cither Chapters 3 or 7.

5. The acid testing equipment as given in Chapter 2.

IV-H. or Chapter 9.

The only difference between this type of hydroponicum

ami the unit type is the use of individual cans as a substitute

for the growing-unit. The solution is kept in a barrel.

M
painted with asphalt paint, and is delivered by hand to each

can by means of a di|>|>er. or a garden hose attached to the

faucet set in the barrel.

II. Procedure

1. Plant the seed in the middle of the can as prepared

in (I). It is best to plant two or three. When they come up.

pull up all but the best one.

2. Press the dirt down with the fingers about one inch

from the edge of the can. so that a shallow trench tuns

around the now slightly raised place where the seed was

planted. Fill this trench with a dipper of water or of nutrient-

solution from the barrel. Use enough so that a few drops

come through the bottom.

3. Collect some of the solution that has dripped through

the bottom of the can in a saucer (clean and without trace

of soap). Test this for acidity as explained in the last cliap

ter. This should be 6.5. If it is more than this, flush out

the can with solution made acid to slightly below G.5. or even

as low as 4.5. Do this until the reading of the acidity of the

solution coming through the bottom is 6.5.

4. Do not water any more until the plants come up. If
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the cans are protected from direct sunlight the material will

not dry out, and thus prevent germination of the seed.

5. Dust the place where you intend to set the cans with

a little DDT powder. Dust the top of the material in the

can also.

6. Now arrange the cans together and cover them as a

protection from heavy rain.

7. After three days inspect for signs of germination. It

may take fourteen days for some seeds to come through the

soil. As soon as germination begins, space the cans as desired

at the place where they are to remain. Protect them from

dogs and birds by chicken wire.

8. As KX>n as the plants arc up. begin feeding them a

pint of solution once a day. Use more if necessary to keep

them from wilting. Dilute with water.

9. As the plants mature, space them so that none will

crowd another, or shade it. Protect the cans from becoming

too hot through direct light hitting them for long periods.

A little hay. straw, or newspaper will be sufficient to protect

them, if laid up against the side of the can exposed to the sun.

10. Climbing plants will have to be furnished with

proper support.

11. When you pull up a beet or a head of lettuce, or

any other plant, stir up the contents of the can. add a little

more if necessary, and plant another seed of something. In

this way, you may begin your can garden inside the house

two weeks to a month earlier in the spting. and carry it

through the whole summer. I always have 25 cans of sweet

corn ready to set outside after the danger of frost is past.

These supply me with roasting ears during die month before

the crop started outside comes into bearing. It is thus possible

to have a continuous supply of corn, lettuce, beets and beans,

with cauliflower, celery and a cucumber vine in addition.

It takes about twenty minutes a day to feed 100 such

individual-can hydroponica, by means of a garden hose at-

tached to the barrel of solution. Most people waste ten times

this amount of time about the home.

If the cans are set on the lawn, they must not be moved.

For the roots will fill the can and. sooner or later, find a

hole through the bottom and start going down into the

ground.

M
After the growing season is over, all the cans arc emptied

on the compost heap. Next spring this material is used

again.

Beets and beet gicens, which arc particulail) high in

vitamin A, may be kept throughout the summer, and remain

lender, if kept partially shaded. Lettuce will produce large

crisp and green leaves if treated similarly. The green let-

tuce is richer in vitamin than is head lettuce. Care must

be taken to inspect for aphids and other insect pests.

Here is a type of hydroponicum that even a child may

operate and enjoy. If a constant drip is provided for adding

the solution to each can individually, an added interest is

furnished.

This method is recommended particularly for certain

regions in the United States and Canada where mining is

going on. There, gardens are frequently destroyed by a

sudden shift in wind, which covers the garden with poison-

ous fumes sufficiently long to kill the plants. It is possible

to stagger crops in such a way as to have a new one going,

on a small scale of course, if such an accident occurs. Again,

such plants as tomatoes, if properly supported, may be moved

quickly to a safe spot until .the dangei from gas is over.

This would be impossible, of couise. for large groups of

plants. But there are many householders who have an in-

terest in only a few plants, but who would also like to save

them in an emergency. This method will serve their put-

pose nicely. I have found it possible to move 200 cans in

a half hour, to protect plants from an unexpected frost. It

is wotth the little trouble it takes. Incidentally, a number of

families in mining regions in Canada are now crying out

this method for saving theit little, but precious, gardens. It

was at their suggestion that the remarks above have been

offered.
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CHAPTER 5

^Mcnlial £11t nun 13--S)h

acm ica( Soured

tetr

I. I N IKODt'C! ION

Since what tve aie really trying to do is to supply the

plant factoiy with raw materials for manufacturing proteins,

fats, carbohydrates, vitamins and the like, it is clear that out

of the many possible kinds of substances available for this

purpose we must sift out those most agreeable to the plants

we wish to gtow. We do not select a chemical Irccausc wc

fancy it. but rather because the plant requires it.

The list of chemicals necessary for growing plants suc-

cessfully is not large. Shivc and others have used as few as

three. But to do this requites much skill indeed. Generally,

four or five bulk chemicals, and as many for the trace ele-

ments. are sufficient. The list given in Tables 1 and II is

larger than required to make up one formula. The reason

for this is simple. Some chemicals ate available, while

others, equally serviceable, arc not. Therefore, if the reader

masters the few technical details required, he may make up

a satisfactory formula, using what chemicals arc available »o
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him, anywhere in the world.

Plants do not discriminate between substances offered

them, by means of taste. To them, nitrogen is nitrogen,

whether it comes from ammonia, nitrate or urine. But thev

do differ much, both as to chemical needs and the conditions

under which the chemicals are offered to them. It is not

generally appreciated that there is as much difference
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between a tomato and a radish as there is between a man and

a hprse. Men occasionally cat out of a horse trough, and

horses have been known to cat food off of a man's table. We

arc not surprised to find, however, that as a rule each gets

along better on the kinds of victuals to which their bodies

are. by nature, accustomed. But we are surprised to find,

strangely enough, that while some plants do well planted

side by side, others do not. Why? This is a complicated

question, and the answer has. in all probability, little to do

with the phases of the moon. One plant may want more light

than another; one may require more acid than another; one

may require an amount of boron that it would kill another.

So it goes. Would one feed a baby |K>rk chops, because its

father, near by. required them? Would an expectant mother

be allowed the same diet as a girl of six years? Let us cease

this chatter in favor of something more important.

Many people have the impression that the chemicals

used in hydroponics are dangerous to human health. It is

human natutc to feat what is not understood. In this

instance, the difficulty comes partly from the inability to

reconcile report* on cancer research, with human consump-

tion of food; and partly from reports by individuals engaged

in forms of what might Ire called fetish farming. The latter

give out the impression that plants grown in certain special-

ized forms of compost contain no chemicals, and. therefore,

cannot harm people who eat the plants so gTown. The cru-

sade against "chemical fertilizers" is on. Chemicals are sup-

|M>vcd to be so "unnatural" as to be a positive danger. It is

time that this propaganda be countered with more complete

information. If a "little knowledge is a dangerous thing.”

it might be added that a little ignorance may be a calamity.

As a matter of fact, it would be difficult to find anything

more natural than a chemical. It would be impossible to

have a compost heap without them.
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Your body is made up of chemical elements. Nothing

else is in it. So also is that of a plant. It matters not whether

the plant is gtown in a hydroponicum. a garden, or in a

coni|x>st heap! Either of these may be deficient in having

certain essential elements, and either may furnish the plant

with too much of a given element. The consequence in

cither instance would be eithet a tasteless product or one

having less health value than desirable. It is not the way

you glow a plant that gives it value or makes it harmful, but

rather the chemicals which that particular method is able

to supply. Growing plants with the use of compost is one

of the most reliable methods for growing plants ever devised.

It requires a high degree of skill to practice this method

successfully. But it is entirely false to say that compost-

grown vegetables contain no chemicals.

This fear of "chemicals" is very real in the minds of

many. A correspondent from one of our seaboard cities

writes: “My goodness. Doctor, these chemicals frighten me!

What if I happened to drink some of the solution in your

hydroponicum?" When assured that there is nothing of an

atomic-bomb nature, or poison pill, in a head of lettuce, a

roasting car, or a tomato grown in a hydroponicum. the good

lady very sensibly settled down to the quiet regime of gar-

dening the "new way."

Birds and insects drink out of a hydroponicum and

appear to suffer no harm. I never do. I prefer to take my

minerals and other elements in the less raw state of carbo-

hydrates. proteins, and vitamins; and in the form of lettuce,

fruit juice or tomato. The latter demand their Epsom salts.

I do noc.

What. then, are the elements which a plant must have in

order to function as a living thing? They arc: carbon, hydro-

gen. oxygen, nitrogen, potassium magnesium, manganese,

phusphoi us. sulphur, calcium, iron. cop|>cr. molybdenum.

Iioion. and line. The number is fifteen. Some would say

more, some leu. But to keep blood pressure normal, let us

keep out of the argument, and stick to the fifteen. Thai

satisfies most plants-why not us? One of the fifteen may

be doubtful. It is said that the lack of molybdenum causes

flowei-diop. To decide die question is more difficult than

pronouncing the "d" in the word. Also, it should be made

clear that flower-drop may be due to a number of things.

One should not jump to the conclusion, therefore, that the

addition ol molybdenum to his nutrient solution will stop

this evil. One has to investigate, in order to decide which

of a number of pouibilities is the correct one. A woman

may. for example, lose her teeth cither through improper

eating habits, decay, or simply by having them knocked out

by hei lover, in the light of the moon, as a sign of engage

mem.

This bit of humor is intended also as a mite of warning.

You will be sure to have some trouble with plants if you

work with them very long. So many things have been said

about die elements plants need that you are likely to feel,

in the face of your difficulties, some element must be miss-

ing in the diet. You will in all likelihood jump to the

wrong conclusion, and proceed to kill them with an over-

dose of this or that. Look first, in case of trouble, for lack

of oxygen about the roots, and the pH of the solution about

them. Or. perhaps, you may be either overfeeding them or

underfeeding.
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W'c conic now to the first real stumbling block for most

people interested in hydroponics, and who have no knowl-

edge of chemistry. What are "elements." "chemicals,” and

the like? It is said that "troubles come not singlehanded,

but in battalions." So it is with elements. They come not

»
singly, as a rule, but in those "battalions or combinations

commonly called "compounds” by chemists. We do not

give plants "elements" on which t*» ruminate, but com-

pounds of elements. It is their job to get the elements out of

these compounds as best they can. They are experts at doing

this. But they can't takeout an element if it isn't in the aim-

pound we offer it. First, let us get out terms cleared up.

II. DF.riNinoNS or Terms

The chemist uses the terms "chemical" and “elements.”

The farmer and gaidcner use the term "Icrtili/er." lhc

plant physiologist, who is responsible for deciding what sub-

stances may be used in hydroponics. uses the trim "essential

element.” Without being technical about it. let us attempt

to make a practical distinction between them

A. chemicai. This is a loose expression, meaning

either an element or a compound of scvrral elements. Water,

for example, is a compound chemical, made up of the two

elements hydrogen and oxygen. Othei examples, to men-

tion only a few. arc urea and carbon dioxide, which .nr com-

pounds, and sulphur, nitiogcn, and gold, which arc elements.

Perhaps the simplest way to say what is meant by an element,

is to put it the way a child would, namely, one of those

substances used to make a chemical compound. Since this

is not intended as a treatise on chemistry, we shall let the

matter stand at that.

B. fertilizer. A fertilizer, on the othei band, may be

anything which has in it at least something a plant mav take

in and use for making its food. In other words, it contains

some substance used for building the plant or enables it to

do its work. It is neither a chemical compound nor a chem

ical element. It is a mixture of many chemicals, and is made

up to satisfy the legal requirements for distributing to gar

fin

deners and farmers just three essential elements. Tire only

essential elements ordinarily officially accounted lor in

"fertilizer" are nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

C. essential element. This term means exactly what

it says. It is an element essential to the well being of a

plant or an animal. It is an clement for which no other

may be substituted. Not only docs it have to be available but

it must also be present in a definitely minimal amount. This

needs explanation. Suppose, that to grow at all. a certain

number of corn plants, for example, require, as determined

by experiment, at least 26 pounds of nitrogen. They would

grow better, obviously, if 27 pounds were made available.

They would not grow at all if only 25 pounds and 15.99

ounces were available. In other words, although the essen-

tial element nitrogen is present in our hypothetical experi-

ment. still the corn must die because it lacks 0.01 of an

ounce of having just enough nitrogen to stay alive. In prac-

tice. if a plant refuses to gTow, one simply puts enough

fertilizer" on the soil to make it grow. Two mistakes arc

possible. If too much of a good thing is added, the plant,

not knowing a thing about balanced diets, may make a hog

of itself, and suffer accordingly. If the rule of the minimum
is ignored by the glower, the plant will die in adolescence.

In cither case the operator is out of luck, and the corn crop

is "trumped" in the midst of a promising career.

Foitunately for the operator of a hydroponicum, the

techniques involved, as well as the laboratory findings on
this point, make it fairly easy to supply each plant with the

minimal amounts of the elements needed. This is often

extremely difficult to attain in soil farming. It is some-

times inqiossible.

At this point a word should be said regarding the essen-

tial elements for man. It is man and his domesticated ani-
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inaIs that eat the plants grown. But it is probably not an

exaggeration to state that more is known today about a

plant's requirements foi essential elements than about man's.

Because a plant requires certain elements, and in certain

minimal amounts, it does not follow that the same require-

ments hold lor man. When Nebuchadnezzar took to eating

giaw. the silicon which is a necessary part ol the vitamin-rich

type of forage he ate. was of no earthly use to the king of

the Babylonians. Since it is known that man does require

retrain essential elements, and that the soils of the world

are in many cases deficient in those elements, it follows that

if these may be supplied in a hydroponicum, then the food

thus grown must Ik preferable to that grown on land de-

ficient in such elements.

III. Chemicals vs. "Fertilizers”

Comparative Cost

Ii would seem to be an imposition to a respectable plant

to offer it materials it cannot use. It is a helpless sort of

thing, this creature we call a plant. Just as a dog cannot

resist taking into its blood stream a bit of arsenic which has

been mixed with its meat and swallowed, so cannot a plant

keep from taking into its system the odds and ends of chemi-

cal debris thrown at it in manure, compost and "fertilizer."

Much care has been exercised in the past to reduce this

offensive material to a minimum. But unfortunately it

cannot be entirely avoided. There is. however, anotlici

aspect to this question of useless material, namely, the cost.

Let us now reduce the cost of "fertilizer" and food-grade

chemicals to common terms, and compare their values. The

common term is the amount of essential element bought in
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each case, since that and that alone is what the plant uses.

A. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN "FERTILIZER”. A 100-pound

bag of fertilizer is marked, let us say. 4-12-1. This means
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that there are 20 pounds of fertilizer and 80 pounds of other

material in the bag. Of the 20 pounds of fertilizer, there arc

four of nitrogen. 12 of a phosphorus compound, and four of

a potassium compound. Only 5.3 pounds of the phosphorus

compound is actually phosphorus. The remaining 6.7 pounds

is oxygen. In the case of the potassium compound there arc

2.8 pounds of potassium and 1.2 pounds of oxygen. Of the

total 20 pounds, therefore, four arc nitrogen, 2.8 arc plros-

phorus. 5.3 are potassium. 7.9 arc oxygen.

It so happens that the plant uses very little, if any. of all

this oxygen. This essential clement is taken in mainly

through the roots as water, or as the element itself dissolved

in the water. Therefore, the amount of this clement found

in our bag of fertilizer must be considered as so much

waste. This leaves us. then, but 12.1 pounds of essential

elements which may be used by the plant.

If the 100 pounds of fertilizer cost $4.00. or four cents

a pound, the 12.1 pounds of essential elements also cost

$4.00, or 33 cents a pound. In other words, by buying our

essential elements as fertilizer, we pay much more per pound

than is generally believed.

B. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN "CHEMICAIS”. I-Ct US buy

these in 100-pound Iota as in the case of our purchase of

fertilizer. A quotation for one bag. furnishing potassium

and nitrogen, with only two pounds of miscellaneous waste

instead of 80. and 47 pounds of useless oxygen, leaving 51

pounds of potassium and nitrogen, may be bought for $12.00.

The essential elements therefore cost 21 cents a pound. To

get the phosphorus for comparison, another bag containing

2 pounds of miscellaneous waste. 58 pounds of useless oxy-

gen. and 40 pounds of the essential elements, phosphorus

and calcium, may be bought for $8.50. The essential ele-

ments in the bag cost, therefore. 22 cents a pound.
fij

Of the 200 pounds of chemicals bought, we acquired 51

pounds of potassium and nitrogen and 40 pounds of phos-

phorus and calcium, making 91 pounds in all of useful

material, for $21.50. To buy the same amount of cssentnl

elements as fertilizer would cost $30.03. Or putting it the

other way around, for the same amount of money, one would

get only 45 pounds of essential elements.

Obviously, if we are intending to grow our vegetables

hydroponically. it is much cheaper to buy the essential ele-

ments as chemicals rather than as fertilizers.

Two conclusions might be drawn from the result of

this calculation. First, it would appear offhand that Un-

people of the United States who use fertilizer for their farms

are paying twice as much as necessary. Second, it might

appear that somebody is being gyp|>ed. Now let us sec to

what extent this is true or untrue.

Fanners and gardeners have at their disposal all the land

about them. Land is mineral matter. If it contains essential

elements, and if these are suitably mixed up with humus or

the dead remains of plants and animals, and if. furthermore,

this mixture is inhabited by minute living organisms, the

land becomes soil, fit for growing plants. In other words,

in good soil all the essential elements are present. The

gardener or farmer has only to do his work properly, keep

his soil in condition, and his plants will thrive as well as

in the best hydroponicum ever invented. But the record

shows that farmers in general, the world over, have not been

clexer enough to do this. It is an alarming fact that soil

has deteriorated throughout the world during the rapid

industrial development of the past two centuries. The con-

sequence is that while fanners and gardeners do not have

to buy all of their essential elements, they do have to purchase

some of the most important of them. Of the fifteen named

at the beginning of this chapter, most farming areas require

that the plant producer supplement his soil's essential cle-

ment content with purchased nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus,

potassium, boron, manganese, sulphur and copper. In some

legions, magnesium and zinc must be added to this list.

We are now in a position to decide whether or not the

cost of essential elements is too high for the farmer; whether

or not lie is being imjxssed upon by those who sell him

feitilizer. First, if the essential elements xverc delivered as

chemicals to him. lie would almost certainly burn up his crop.

This has occurred. And. as a consequence, dealers in fertil-

izers have been sued successfully. In other words, in order

to piotcct both the farmer from ruining his crop, and the

dealer of fertilizer from being perpetually called into court,

the essential elements must be mixed with a great deal of

waste material. Obviously, then, the farmer is not neces-

sarily being gypped. He is only paying the necessary freight

imposed by an unfortunate circumstance. He who buys his

mineral water in a bottle oxer a counter must pay more for

it than he whose house rests by the spring.

This rather tedious discussion seems necessary, if we

are to arrive at a reasonably true comparison between the

costs of farming hydroponically and the usual way. For one

of the important items is the cost of essential elements. If

the gardener or farmer has to pay twice as much for essential

elements because of unavoidable circumstances, then it would

be part of national wisdom to grow food by some method

where the cost of essential elements would not be conditioned

by this circumstance. Hydroponics would appear to be that

method. However, if the lower cost of essential elements is

offset by unnecessary mechanical and technical expense then
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chore can be no gain by adopting hydroponics. But let us

leave this point for later discussion. So far as the cost of

«r.

essential elements is concerned, hydroponics has the advan-

tage ovei other methods of growing plants.

Not only from the cost angle would the operator of a

hydroponicum use chemicals rather than fertilizers, but also

from the point of view of safety. Manufacturers of fertilizers

seem to feel that they are in possession of precious secrets.

Actually, any second-rate chemist can determine without

much trouble the kind and quantities of elements in any

fertilizer ever mixed. It is to be hoped that this mediaeval

attitude of imaginary secrecy may be educated out of the

minds of those responsible for making available the essential

elements required in all forms of agriculture.

In hydroponics, "fertilizers" may therefore be recom-

mended only in an emergency. In a 100-pound bag of it.

the 12-odd pounds of essential elements may be counted on.

But it is just as likely to be chuck-full of plant poison. Any

use made of it is possible only after experimenting with each

"secret" kind, and long enough to determine how much of

it a plant will endure before giving up the struggle. A fur-

ther difficulty is encountered when one desires to double,

let us say. his nitrogen without adding to his potassium. If

the bag of fertilizer says *1-12-4 that is all the nitrogen which

lie can get out of it. If he wants eight of nitrogen, he must

buy two bags. And if he does he must thereby take the

potassium that goes with it. Buying chemicals gives him the

chance to buy nitrogen without the potassium, if desired.

However, there arc occasions when chemicals cannot be

purchased. Then fertilizers must Ire used. It is necessary

at times to make a compromise between what is desirable and

what is practicable. During the war chemicals which were

imported became suddenly unavailable. Those manufac-

tured in this country became short of both nitrogen and

phosphorus, since these two elements were required for

ammunition. Since not all types of hydroponics permit the

use of ordinary fertilizer, this point must !>c taken into con-

sideration before adopting one for use.

IV. Chemicals Suitable for Use in a Hydroponicum

There are two types of chemicals which may be used in

a hydroponicum. "pure” grade and "food” grade. It is

assumed that the bulk of the chemicals used will be of food

grade, and that when these arc unobtainable, the pure grade

will be substituted. The calculations shown in the tables

will be made for both. In those cases where minute amounts

are used, only pure grade chemicals are listed. In order

that the operator may have a choice of several chemicals, in

case the one desired may not be purchasable, several alterna-

tives are given.

HYDROPONICS

It is assumed that the reader is not a chemist. Therefore,

the tables give only the information he needs to know in

order either to interpret properly the formulas given in the

following chapter, or to modify them to suit his own

demands. In order to make it unnecessary for him to per-

form them, all necessary chemical calculations have been

made and the results tabulated in the tables. The tables are

therefore to be used as a handy reference rather than as a

source for complicated calculations.

To manage the chemical aspects of a hydroponicum one

has to understand only two things. First, he must know

what chemical substances (or "salts." as the chemist calls

them) furnish the essential elements that plants need.

Second, he must know how much of each essential clement

it is possible to get in a given weight of the salt. This is

what the tables show. The amounts arc stated in grains.

To convert to ounces multiply by 0.0352. As a further

convenience, in the chapter on formulas, the amounts actu-

«7

ally used will be further reduced to practical volumes, in

terms of a tin can. And for those in foreign countries,

who have no acquaintance with this American household

container of green peas and the like, drawings are made on

paper for cutting out and making a container which is

familiar. F.veryone recognizes the rectangle and the cylinder,

whether or not lie knows grams or ounces. Thus, to use

the formulas, the reader does not have to weigh. He needs

only to take, as directed, a half can of this, a third of a can

of that, a pinch of something else, and throw the amount into

his barrel of water. It has been found that for all practical

purposes the average plant gTown has a tolerance for this

variation. On the average, the operator's errors will cancel

out. so far as the plant is concerned.

Since the essential elements required by plants may be

available in a number of different chemical compounds or

salts, the list given in Table I includes the number gen-

erally found in books on hydroponics, and in textbooks on

plant physiology. The reader must now refer to Table I.

V. The Term for Measuring Concentration of Essential

Elements-Parts per Million, or PPM

If, what we buy is either a fertilizer or a chemical, and

if. what concerns the well-being of the plant is an essential

element, then it seems sensible to agree on some easy way

for deciding just how much of any essential clement is to be

found in a given portion of the substance we buy.

Since the earth weighs something, and since the earth

is made up entirely of elements, then the elements must

weigh something. But what? There is no way of knowing,

except by weighing one against the other. This you won't

have to do. It has been done long ago. Let us arrange
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the elements you will encounter in the order of their rela-

tive weights:

Chau I. Relative veighli o/ themual elements.

Hydrogen, H- ,

Boron, B
r.irlwm r.

1

11

1?

Magnoium, Mg —
Phosphorus. P
Sulphur. S
Chlorine, Cl
Pouuiuo, K

-24
_SI

17

Minfcanesr. Nln

Iron. Fc
Cnnrrr Cat

Si
•*>

(.4

Nitrogen, N —

.

0.\)gen, O

•*

-14
_ 16

- 35

39

t opper, i-u

7inc. /n
MohUicnum. Mo

65

&
Sodium. Ka 2J Calcium, Cl _40

Suppose, for example, we consider the chemical called

nitric acid. Column 1 of Table I indicates that it consists

of hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. Furthermore, on obsetv-

ing the symbol for this compound we find that one part is

H, one is N, and three are O. This means that by weight

there would be I of hydrogen. H of nitrogen, and 3 X 16 or

•18 of oxygen. The total would be. of course. 65. This

number would then be the weight of nitric acid relative to

that of any other chemical compound. For comparison, let

us take potassium nitrate, found in the same column. In

that compound there is no hydrogen. Instead, the element

potassium occurs. The other two elements remain as in

nitric acid. Rut, since potassium weighs 39. the relative

weight of potassium nitrate is 39 for K. H for N. plus 3X16
or 18 for O. making a total of 101.

If you had 101 parts by weight of this substance, you

would therefore have 39 parts of potassium. 14 parts of nitro-

gen, and 48 parts of oxygen. Now then, suppose you sub-

stitute the word "gram” for the word "part" in the previous

sentence. Obviously, in every 101 grams of potassium nitrate

you would have 39 grams of potassium. 14 grams of nitrogen,

and 48 grams of oxygen.

Since we have adopted the word "gram” as synonymous

with the word "part." a million parts of water would neces-

sarily mean a million gTams of water. How much are a
71

million grams of water? About five barrels, each of 50gallou

capacity.

Suppose, finally, that we fill the five barrels with water,

then throw in the 101 grams of potassium nitrate and let

it dissolve. What concentration have we? Precisely 39 ppm
of K. 14 ppm of N. and 48 ppm of O; or. if we consider the

salt as a whole. 101 ppm of potassium nitrate.

Table I gives the relative weight for each chemical listed.

In column 2-A the relative weight is for pure chemicals, and

in column 2-B. the same for food-grade chemicals. In column

3 the percent of purity is stated, to identify chemicals when

being purchased. In column 4 the weights of the elements

found in the compounds arc given. Note, for example, that

kieserite, Epsom salts and magnesium sulphate arc three dif-

ferent grades of the same thing. They differ in percent of

purity, the water being considered as impurity. Note again

that in column 4. under Mg. the same relative amount of

magnesium is found, namely. 24. To get 24 grains of mag-

nesium one would have to use 260 grams of Epsom salts

(column 2-B). or 180 of keiserite, or only 130 grams of mag-

nesium sulphate of 92% purity.

All this means that if the latter costs twice as much per

pound as Epsom salts, since you would need to use only

half as much of it as of F.psom salts, your final chemical bill

for magnesium would be the same in both cases. But you

would have to pay twice as much freight on the Epsom salts,

which would make it cheaper to buy the purer chemical.

Note also that in buying 24 parts of magnesium you are also

buying 32 parts of sulphur, another essential element found

in Table I. column 4-S.

You may wonder why we select a million rather than

a thousand or billion grams of water as the basis for mixing

our chemicals. The answer is simple. The plants prefer it.

A little table salt (sodium chloride. NaCI) added to a glass

of water improves its taste. But a tablespoon full of it

would, upon being introduced to the stomach, cause that

organ to assume a rebellious attitude. Experience shows that

the toots of plants do their work of absorbing chemicals

best when the total concentration is between 550 ppm and

2.000 ppm. In practice, formulas arc made up so as to keep

within these limits.

This brings up another point. All waters used in hydro-

ponics commonly come from streams or lakes. These waters

already have some salts dissolved in them. This may vary,

as Gericke has pointed out. from 100 ppm to 3.000 ppm.

This must therefore be taken into consideration in using a

given formula. Some waters contain so much magnesium

and calcium, for example, that it is unnecessary to put these

essential elements into the solution. Indeed, to do so might

be very harmful. If in doubt have the water tested, and

make proper allowances.
7S

CHAPTER 6

C^onccfftionS anti ^ Ijiiconceptioni

rJintj 5ormuiai

I. General Considerations

Let it be emphasized at once that, contrary to general

belief, a formula for growing plants is not an equation. It

is more of a guide than an unalterable rule. Many beginners

seem to feel that if they only had a formula to go by they

could, with certainty, grow anything from mushrooms to

pineapples in the same jug of nutrient solution. Unfor-
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itinaiely, chat is not the way of life, any more for a plant

than for a happy human being. The best way to kill cither

the spirit or the body of a human being is to feed it the same

thing day after day. So it is with a plant. The plant has

no spiritual needs which must be satisfied, of course, but

the needs of its body require one thing at one pciiod of its

life, and something else at another period. Some things it

requires all the time. Until the operator of a hydroponicum

realizes that he is dealing with a living, rather than with an

inanimate thing, he can never quite realize that applying

a formula is not as simple a thing as applying the law of

gravity.

Therefore, let us consider some matters which form the

basis for constructing the formulas to be given in Chapter 7.

The reader will then be in a position to comprehend why
they vary as they do.
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II. Requirements for Making a Formula fok Growing

Plants

A. Tilt I'ERFECt FORMULA. This exists only in the

imagination of the novice. It implies that all plants tequirr

the same materials, and in equal amounts, throughout their

whole lifetimes. Neither is true. It is only the novice who.

as he approaches this business of growing plants hydru|Hinic

ally, makes as his first demand a foimula that tcquircs no

thought in its application. He wants one that will meet the

needs of any plant, at any time, in any place, svhether it be

spring or winter, and whether it be cloudy or sunny weather.

There arc those who find it profitable to base people believe

this. I .ct it Ire restated, as a nutter for emphasis, that there

is no such thing as a perfect formula. The Ircst we can hope

to accomplish is a compromise between the plant's require-

ments. the kinds of chemicals available, and the climatic

conditions existing where the plant is grown. For all prac-

tical purposes the best formula is the one that works.

B. PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A GOOD FORMULA.

1. It must provide the essential elements as determined

by testing in a reliable plant-physiology laboratory.

2. It must have in it the fewest possible waste ele-

ments.

3. Any unavoidable waste elements must be such that

they will combine to form harmless substances, or will not

prevent growth, or will not cause the solution about the roots

to become acid or alkaline quickly.

4. It must be sufficiently balanced, so that one element

will not interfere with another, or give the plant a chance

to over-absorb a particular element it needs.

5. The number of chemicals used to provide the essen-

tial elements should be as few as possible.
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6. The total concentration, after the chemical ingred-

ients have l>cen dissolved in water, should be between 500

parts pei million and 3.000 parts per million or lower.
7.

It should allow the operator lo grow several kinds

of plants, when used, with a minimum of alteration as the

seav til progresses.

The first requirement mentioned provides, of course,

the things a plant needs in order to grow properly. The

second is an economical proposition. One hates to pay

money for waste. Besides, it takes less time to handle

chemicals of this nature. The third applies to such cases as.

for example, the use of potassium chloride and sodium nitrate

instead of potassium nitrate. The latter is cxjtensivc. and

sometimes cannot be bought, while the other two can. But

these two contain chlorine and sodium, boih of which are

not icquired by plants, and both arc poisonous in certain

concentrations. If we use them in such a way that the two

unite to make common table salt, we prevent their poisonous

effect*. But we also make, thereby, another substance which

i he plant cannot endure in very high concentrations. By

washing this out of the sand occasionally, or letting the rain

do it. we get along very nicely. Requirement four is a tech-

nical one and will not be discussed. As for the fifth, it also

is concerned with economy of operation. The final require-

ment is inserted for making the feeding task less trouble-

sonic in running a hydroponicum. If one can Ik* taught

to grow several things at the same time without extra bother,

he will the more easily Icatn the trick of making the more

delicate changes icquired to grow some specialty, later.

111. Degree of Variation in Formulas

Anot It ct question frequently asked pertains to the fact

that there is considerable variation, one way or another.
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between formulas. The beginner has difficulty in seeing why

this should be so. Ixt us now pause to touch on ibis point.

A. extremes in variation of ppm . In looking over

a great number of formulas, I was myself amazed to find

that in actual use experts vary the ppm considerably, for one

reason or another. The formulas presented in the next

chapter arc presented to you because they are conservative

in this respect as well as of proven value. But let us see

what extremes arc possible, and yet have satisfactory results.

Following is the range encountered: nitrogen, 50 to 500

ppm; potassium. 70 to 1,000 ppm; phosphorus, 10-15-1 ppm;

calcium. 80 to 3.000 ppm; magnesium, 10 to % ppm; and

sulphur. 13 to 140 ppm.

Now this does not mean that one may be careless about

selecting a formula, or that one may simply put amounts of

each chemical together indiscriminately, so long as one keeps

within these limits. It means only that plants vary much in

their needs for specific elements, and that under some condi-
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lions show more tolerance than under others.

B. EXPLANATION. Sonic of the formulas to be given

became famous because they were surprisingly successful.

That is sufficient reason for making any formula acceptable.

They were successful, however, not because they differ, but

in spite of it. They were constructed after many tedious

trials in the laboratory. They repiesent the best of those

trials. They should not be changed by the beginner, with-

out sound reasons for doing so. On the other hand, they

cannot be used successfully without little changes as the

season and plant demand, and as these arise and are under-

stood.

The variations in ppm represent thus, in part, variations

in seasonal and plant needs; in part, pure experimentation

4 4

with respect both to tolerance, weathci conditions and kinds

of chemicals available for use; in |uri. an effort to keep the

water balance as well as the balance between the sugai .uni

nitrogen within the plant, satisfacioiy for best growth. Pei-

haps it should be added, that all these matters arc concerned

with the amount of oxygen available to the plant, as well as

with maintaining the acidity and total concentration of the

solution in which the plant is expected to grow.

In spite of recent publicity to the contrary, tlieic is

plenty of sound scientific and gaidcning proof that plants

do differ with icsficct to the amounts of elements thes use.

ihcir tolerance of soil oi solution acidity, light requirements,

temperature needs and |>eriods of growth. While these

matters may be considered .is refinements, nevertheless they

may not be ignored. I 'hey were all taken into consideiatiun

when the formulas to lie given were constructed. This is

important foi the beginner to understand.

Referring back to the list of variations (see A), it will lie

noted that magnesium is varied least. And for a very good

reason. This element, when in too high a concentration,

interferes with the absorption of others. It interferes also

with respiration, which, as we shall show later, is extremely

important.

flic greatest variation shown is in the use of calcium.

This element has many uses inside the plant, among these,

cou metaiting the poisonous effects of others. All in all. the

differences between experimenters as to the ppm to l>e used

is due not so much to a difference in opinion. I think, as

to differences in conditions under which tests were made,

and the kinds of plants used for investigation. For example,

sand, gravel and water cultures present not quite die same

conditions for growth, though they arc all successful. Tims

Gcricke. who uses only nutrient solution around the roots
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(except in the litter beds), keeps the ppm lower than do

most workers who use sand and gravel in addition to the

solution. Another factor in the variations observed is die
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fact that the total concentrations of the salts or chemicals

must be kept within a definite range for best icsults. All

die formulas conform to this requirement.

There is anodier important fact which might best he

consideted lieie. Of the elements mentioned above, the

plants use more of nitrogen than any other. The others

rank, with respect to relative amounts used, as follows:

potassium, calcium, phosphorus, sulphur and magnesium.

Notice that the ppin decided on do not run in this order.

.As an example, although the plant uses more nitrogen than

calcium, the variation in the ppm of calcium is much

greater than the variation for nitiogen.

All this discussion is intended to have the reader, first,

respect the formula he attempts to use; second, not insist on

considering the formula an unchangeable thing; and third,

have him become conscious of the high degree of tolerance

allowable, so that he will be less afraid to make changes

when they become necessary. The Purdue and the New
Jersey Experiment Station tests in particular seem to indi-

cate that successful results in growing plants hydropouirally

atc obtainable tlitough use of a considerable range in the

ppm of the various elements, as well as in the choice of the

chemical compounds which provide them.

IV. Plant's Use or Elements as a Factor

Probabl) the plant's use of a given clement is the most

important factor in determining a formula. This is now

obvious, although it was not always so. It was thought sev-

eral hundred years ago that plants live on air and water.

It was a very difficult thing to prove that in addition to

the four elements they get from these sources at least eleven

others are obtained from the soil, or some chemical. Actually.

95 percent of the plant's body is made up of carbon, hydro-

gen. oxygen and nitiogen. It will be recalled that the first

thtee are taken into the plant ditect from either the air at

carbon dioxide, or through the roots as water. The fourth,

nitiogen. is taken in only tliiough the roots in combination

with other essential elements such as potassium and calcium.

This leaves approximately only 1 percent of other elements

which are all taken into the plant through the roots.

This is not the place to go into the many details of why

these eleven elements, although used in such small amounts,

can be so significant to plant life. There ate writers who

believe that we concern oui selves too much with them. But

it is certain that if we try to strike a happy mean between too

much and too little concern, we will in all likelihood be

reasonably successful in growing plants.

One of the fascinating questions about plant life is what

becomes of the elements plants take in. A little information

on this point helps in deciding what to give a plant and

why. Plants take in. sometimes, more than forty of the
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known elements. Bui they don't use all of them. Silicon,

for example, is one clement that is used by many plants,

bui it is not essential to all of them. Others are taken in.

for example sodium, and simply tolerated. Let us now see

what use is made by the more important of the essential

elements, particularly of nitrogen.

A. nitrogen. Only about one percent of die dry

weight of a plant is nitrogen. But without that one per-

cent there can be no protoplasm, the living stuff itself. Con-

sider this as against the 44 percent of carbon. 45 percent of

oxygen and the 6 percent of hydrogen in the same plant.

Only five percent of the plant's needs for elements are gotten
HO

from soil water or the nutrient tank in a hydroponicum.

And of these five percent only one is nitrogen. Why then, we

may ask. is the giving of nitrogen to a plant to be considered

so difficult? I-et us spend some time on this question.

I. FROM NtTRATT. to frotcik. Laurie calls nitiogen the

"push" element, rather aptly. 1 think. It is given to the plant

in the form of nitrate (NO,), such as potassium nitrate,

sodium nitrate, or calcium nitrate: or it may be given in the

form of ammonium (NH
4).

such as ammonium sulphate or

ammonium chloride and urea; or as both combined, as in

ammonium nitrate. To lie useful, the (NO,) must Ik

changed by chemical processes inside the plant to (Nil,),

then to (Nil,) when finally it becomes part of the protein.

This in turn is the principal constituent of protoplasm. Thus

its importance.

In giving the plant nitrogen sve must therefore consider

that it takes the plant less time to change (NH
4)

to (NH,)

than it docs to change (NO,) to (Nil,) to (NH.) to (Nil,),

for one process is more direct than the other. That is why

we think of ammonium containing chemicals as a quicker

source of nitrogen than the nitrate containing chemicals;

a practical point of importance in cloudy weather, as we

shall see.

Without nitiogen there can be no protein. Without

protein there can be no protoplasm; which, in turn, means

no growth and in the last analysis, death.

But to make protein, nitrogen is not enough. There also

has to be present a specific amount of sugar. In addition,

there must be a certain amount of heat available. How arc

these obtained? First, as you no doubt recall, the sugar is

made out of carbon dioxide and water, when the plant is

in sunlight. Thus, sugar has in it. carbon, hydrogen and

oxygen. Of these two. carbon and hydrogen may be burned

to give the heat energy lequircd to make the protein.

Obviously, to get the job of making protein done, there must

also be available an extra supply of oxygen, or ihe carbon and

hydrogen cannot be burned. This is why it is so necessary

for the operator of a hydroponicum to make sure that the

roots of plants are properly aerated. After the final word

has been said about growing plants in field, garden or hydro-

ponicum. iu the absence of oxygen, nothing of importance

ever happens inside a plant but death. And that is highly

undesirable to a grower of plants.

Pioteins (and there are thousands if not millions of

them) arc found everywhere in the plant. If it were possible

to remove everything but the proteins from the plants about

your home, and keep such plants in their original places,

yt»u would still be able to recognize the lawn, the shade tree

and the tomato patch. The forms of the plants would remain

essentially the same. The same thing might be said with

respect to the water and sugar (or carbohydrate) in the plant.

It is instructive to imagine the plant Inxly as a mass of

branching water, standing alone. Indeed, the idea has been

used elsewhere in this book, to help understand another

point. But let us return to the nitiogen question.

2. getting mmoots into the plants. In giving the

plant nitrogen it seems clear that we must keep in mind not

only the supply of nitiogen in the solution but also the

amount of light available and the oxygen supply. During

this discussion we will add a fourth tiling to be kept in mind,

namely
,
the concentration of the solution.

In practical language, the plant uses its protein to grow.

If the plant must make its own protein, and to do this sugar,

oxygen and energy arc required, it presents the grower with

a very delicate problem to Ik solved. For on shady days

there will Ik less sugar produced than on sunny days. If

he gives the plant the same dose of nitrogen day after day.

regardless of the amount of light available, he will Ik run-

ning into one of two difficulties. On shady days, lie may Ik

giving the plant more nitrogen than can be used up. because

of a shortage of sugar, and on sunny days his plants will have

more sugar than is required to use up the amount of nitrogen

he is giving the plant. In other words, one day lie will be

building up a sugar-poor and nitrogen-rich plant, while on

the other he will be producing a sugar-rich and nitrogen-poor

plant. The first will be a flabby, weakly affair, the latter a

hard, woody, non-edible product.

The practical point to Ik considered is that nitrogen

must be fed in relation to the amount of sunlight available.

As the daily intensity of light increases, so must a little nitro-

gen be added to the solution offered rhe plant. The opposite

is done on cloudy days or when the daily amount of light

decreases. There arc other factors, of course, but here we

must keep our minds on one thing at a time, to avoid unneces-

sary confusion.

5. HOW NITROGEN SHORTAGE COMES ABOUT. There atC

two ways in which nitrogen scarcity may be brought about.

The most obvious way is to fail to put enough of it into the

solution, or. if one is a "dirt" gardener, on the soil. But the
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second cause is more subtle. It has to do with the total con-

centration of the solution into which we have put the nitro-

gen with other chemicals.

Everyone knows that in a concentrated solution there

is less water than in a dilute one. This is the same as savin"

that so far as the nitrate particles in such a solution are con-

cerned. there is a water shortage. The situation might also

be put this way: since nitrogen goes into the plant's roots

as nitrate (NOs), and only arm in arm. as it were, with just

8S

so much water, obviously, if the water is crowded out by too

many other things in the solution the nitrate particles will

not get sufficient opportunity to enter the plant. On a

beach, for example, overcrowded with many different kinds

of people, the individuals of one particular kind will have

much less opportunity to enjoy bathing freely and liesurely

than they would have if the beach were half-deserted.

The prac tical consequence of this crowded condition of

a concentrated solution is that one may have plenty of nitro-

gen in it, yet have the plant growing in it starve for lack

of nitrogen. One is reminded of the "Ancient Mariner."

who found that there was "Water, water everywhere, but not

a drop to drink." This is one reason why the total concen-

tration is kept well within the limits mentioned earlier.

The effect on the plant is to create an internal condi-

tion precisely like that discussed in the last section. In the

event that the sunlight is normal, and the concentration is

too high, more sugar will be formed than can be used up by

the little nitrogen getting into the plant. Therefore, little

protein will be made, growth will be slowed down, and the

excess sugar will be turned into starch or into cell walls and

wood. On cloudy days, such a concentration would be bene-

ficial. since the amount of sugar produced would also be

small, thus tending to balance the small intake of nitrogen.

In that event, one would expect protein and cell-wall pro-

duction to proceed apace.

4 . IHACTICAL I'SES MADE OF HICK COSCENlTtATION. In

transplanting young plants, it is desirable to harden them

first. Some growers do this by means of increased concen-

trations. Suppose the concentration is raised gradually on

bright sunny days, while more sugar is being formed. Since

relatively less nitrogen is entering the plant, the excess sugar

is used by the plant to make extra heavy cell walls: and.

what is more important, sturdy, woody conducting-vessels

which will stand the plant in good stead during its later life.

Such plants are less easily injured, and are less subject to

disease.

Mr. Turner, one of the leading growers of roses hydro-

ponically. makes a very clever use of this method of hard-

ening. It is very easy to oversupply roses with nitrogen. By-

keeping the ppm of nitrogen relatively low (between 50 and

100 ppm) and fixing the potassium also at around 100 ppm.
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he secures enough nitrogen to produce the protein necessary

for growth. Then, by lessening the water in the solution

through increasing the total concentration, be gradually

hardens his plants. Since there is not enough nitrogen for

making both protein and cell walls, and there is more sugar

available than required to make the small amount of pro-

tein from the nitrogen available, he accomplishes his pur-

pose nicely.

5. SUCCULENCE IN VEGETABLES. Now let US SCO what

might be done to produce succulent vegetables, in so far as

this is due to providing a plant with nitrogen.

In the springtime there is not as much light as in the

summertime. Therefore there is not as much sugar made in

the spring as in the summer. Part of the sugar is used to

make cell walls and woody vessels for conducting materials

through the plant; part is burned in the process of making

protein for the growing parts. If the nitrogen supply is

regulated to keep a little ahead of the sugar being made,

either by putting more nitrogen into the solution or by

lowering the concentration slightly, there will be less ten-

dency to have woody plants; and a greater tendency toward

succulence. But if the concentration is allowed to become

excessive, or if the nitrogen level in a more dilute solution

is allowed to become low. then there will Ire a sugar-rich

condition inside the plant with consequent lack of succulence

or tenderness in the vegetable.

There are only two ways to determine what is happen-

ing. One is to make chemical tests of both the plant struc-

tures and the nutrient solution frequently. The other is

to gain skill by practice in observing the plant grow. The

first is possibly only for those equipped to test. Most people

have to rely on their experience. Since this book is intended

for those who are unskilled in testing techniques, nothing

will be mentioned on that point.

However, if repetition is allowable on so important a

subject, obviously, to ptoduce succulence in vegetables the

nitrogen must be added to the solution with considerable

care, as the daily amount of light increases. It should also

be obvious that he who applies a formula blindly, rather

than by use of his head, must either fail completely or have

undeserved, but transitory success.

Incidentally, plants grown in greenhouses or in |>artinl

shade are sometimes more tender, for a longer period, than

when grown outside. This is because in partial shade less

sugar is made; and there is less danger of having an excess

which might be turned into wood. Or, putting it the other

way around, there is less likelihood of having a deficiency of

nitrogen, and an excess of sugar.

In midsummer, the formation of sugar increases very

rapidly, due to the long light periods. But high tempera-
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tures enter the picture also. If the temperature is moderate

and the nights are relatively cool, the problem is simply on?

of adding nitrate in increasingly larger amounts without get-

ting an excess, thus producing again a nitrogen-rich, sugar-

poor plant. Also, one must avoid, of course, increasing the

total concentration above the limits mentioned earlier. This

H6

problem is solved nicely by changing the formula so as to

give the added extra nitrogen desired without increasing the

total concentration. Here is where a study of the tables

given in Chapter 5 is helpful.

Actually, in so far as my own technique of feeding is

concerned, there is little possibility of having an over-

concentrated solution in hot weather. For the chemicals are

added daily, and dilution by water is made at the time of

feeding, by allowing water to enter the feeding tank before it

flows out into the plant tank. Thus the concentration of

solution at the plant’s roots is always less than that indi-

cated by the formula. Since the feeding tanks are filled to

mark each night, and the process repeated daily, the plants get

a specific amount of food daily and all the water they need.

Over-concentration is avoided over a long drought, by spray-

ing the sand surface with water.

6. HIGH temperature. When the temperature hovers

in the high nineties and over the 100 mark for long periods,

and the light is intense for long stretches during the day.

there arise disturbances inside the plant which may not be

controlled. In fact, not all of them are known. Everyone

knows that it is difficult to grow some kinds of plants in

midsummer, when the temperature is excessively high.

People in the desert are particularly aware of this. Here is

a partial explanation. First, up to a certain point, absorp-

tion increases with temperature. Second, sugar tends to be

produced faster than it can be used. Third, the respiration

rate also increases with temperature rise, up to a certain

point. The situation inside the plant really becomes com-

plicated: too complicated to attempt an explanation here.

Sometimes it happens that there is not enough sugar present

to satisfy the respiration demands. That is when the plant

starts to bum itself up.
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Now then, suppose you Iced your plant too much NH,.

This will be used to make protein at once. But. since there

is a shortage of sugar, the demand for new cell-wall material

will not be satisfied. Thus the plant will seem to thrive

a short while, then wilt and die. However, if you fed it

NOj. what would happen? If the oxygen supply were low

the N03
would accumulate, and the plant would use up

its body supply of oxygen. If the respiratory oxygen were

sufficient some of the nitrogen would be turned into protein,

and thus prevent the accumulation of NOa. So long as there

is sufficient sugar to take care of the burning process required

ro mr nn the NO., the nlants will do well. However, this

can’t happen if the roots don’t supply the oxygen.

7. FRUIT and nitrogen. Although excessive feeding of

nitrogen retards or prevents fruiting, nevertheless, it is neces-

sary to supply this element during the fruiting period. There

is more to be desired in a plant than succulence and flowers.

These things we like in a salad or a bouquet. But we wish,

also, to have such things as beans and tomatoes. These arc

fruits. Before they may be formed nitrogen conics into the

picture. Therefore, nitrogen must not lie allowed to fall

too low in the feeding schedule when the fruiting period

is on.

8. SUMMARY OF MTROCEN. If the above discussion has

been tedious, it is also important. Many more things might

have been said had space been available. It was intended to

emphasize the fact that giving nitrogen to a plant is rather

difficult, if the best results are desired; particularly if one

wants people to eat what he grows. The reader is urged to

master the few details given. The genuine student will seek

a fuller account in a standard text on plant physiology.

What has been said may be summed up under the fol-

lowing brief statements: M
a. Nitrogen is used to make the living part of the plant.

b. It is taken in cither as nitrate (NO,) or ammonia

(NH,).

c. It requires energy to turn the nitiatc or ammonia into

protein. This energy is secured through burning sugar,

which is made only when there is light.

d. Since tire amount of sugar varies, the amount of nitro-

gen given a plant must also vary. Otherwise we encounter

either high-sugar and low-nitrogen plants, or just the oppo-

site. Both are undesirable.

e. A high-sugar and low-nitrogen plant is produced

when the concentration is excessive, or when absorbed nitro-

gen is not used because of low oxygen supply or high tem-

perature. The result is that sugar tends to collect as starch

or as woody hard pans; or the plant stops growing Ixxausc

not enough protein is made for the required protoplasm.

A low-sugar and high-nitrogen plant is produced if the nitro-

gen is supplied too rapidly in the ammonia form when

there is cloudy weather and little sunlight, or if there is a

respiration upset because of prolonged high temperature.

The result is that the sugar is burned almost immediately

to provide the turning of nitrogen into protein, leaving

none for normal cell-wall formation. The water balance

inside the plant is upset, the plant continues to grow, but is

too succulent, wilts, is susceptible to disease, and produces

little or no fruit.

f. The amount of nitrogen given a plant is increased as

tire amount of daily sunshine increases, and decreased as the

light decreases.

e. A plant may starve for lack of nitrogen even though
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its roots are supplied with much of it. This may be due to

too high concentration of the solution.
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h. Best fruiting results are obtained with a moderate and

well-balanced nitrogen feeding.

It should be obvious by now that there can be no such

thing as a perfect formula, in the sense that all ingredients

may be made into a cake and applied to all plants everywhere,

in all seasons, under all conditions of weather, with amazing

success in each instance. However, there are "merchants" of

“plant food" who advertise this error as truth.

In introducing the other elements as they concern the

problem of making up a formula, we must necessarily be

brief. Some of them are varied as to amounts of feeding,

but none so much so as in the case of nitrogen.

B. potassium. This clement is used in the making of

buds, leaves, root tips, sugar, starch and proteins, though it

does not enter into the structure of some of these things. It

provides a sort of "kick-off to cell division. If it is not

present, and in proper amounts, particularly in the early

stages of growth, the plant cannot do a number of important

things. Its deficiency is marked in various ways. In a tomato,

for example, the lower leaves will turn grayish-green and the

margins become yellow. This yellowing eventually spreads

inward, the areas become brown and finally die. In a

cucumber the same thing occurs, but here one notices also

a bronzing effect, while the stem end of the cucumber fruit

remains much smaller than the opposite end. which is the

opposite of what occurs when nitrogen is deficient in this

plant. A potassium-deficient radish is said to have knobby

roots, with thick and leathery leaves, a characteristic some

claim also for other plants.

Potassium is absorbed readily, except when there is an

excess of calcium present. Thus there may be the proper

amount of potassium in the solution but because there is

too much calcium present the plant will be starsing for it.
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In such a case, the usual potassium-deficiency symptoms

would show up unexpectedly.

The minimum amount required is about 70 ppm. But

most formulas keep it around 150 ppm. Turner finds that

this may be raised to as high as 1000 ppm. during winter

and cloudy weather, or to offset excessive absorption of

either nitrogen or calcium in certain cases for a limited

time. The practical effect is one of hardening what would

otherwise become a too-soft fruit, as in tomatoes, and of

preventing the yellowing and withering of the lower leaves

which have absorbed an excessive amount of nitrogen.

Another practical bit of information about this element

is that it keeps the sugar moving from the place where it

is made to the place where it is used or stored. It is thus

clear that a plant like a potato requires a great deal of it.

since the sugar made in the leaves is transported through

the entire length of the plant down into the ground, where it

is turned, presumably with the help of potassium, into

starch. This is the principle substance stored in that under-

ground stem familiarly known as a "spud," or in foreign

countries, potato, or pomme dc terre, according to the lan-

guage.

C. phosphorus. This element actually becomes a part

of the living mateiial called protoplasm. Here again is an

element which selves several purposes, making it thereby the

more essential to a plant’s life. Sugar is converted into the

insoluble form, called starch, very quickly after it is made.

In that form it is quite useless. It must be put back again

into the soluble form. Phosphorus seems to be necessary in

this turning-back process from starch to sugar. Since seeds

are essentially infant plants lying dormant inside a wrapping

of oil. protein or starch ladcned tissues, it is not surprising

that phosphorus must be supplied to the plant particularly

when it is fruiting.

If the absorption of potassium is interfered with by lot)

much calcium, the absorption of phosphorus is interfered

with by too much iron. In fact, iron and phosphorus have a

mutual dislike for each Other. One precipitates the Other

out of solution the moment its concentration is high enough

to get the upper hand of the other. By keeping them both

down near the minimum ppm permissible for good growth,

this particular battle of the elements becomes less disturbing.

By keeping the solution a little more acid than one would

ordinaiily. both seem to forget their chemical feud and

enter the plant roots eagerly, thereafter doing what the plant

expects them to do.

Incidentally, this battle of the elements is fought contin-

uously also in a garden. In a hydroponicum we can keep it

under control much more easily than in a garden or a field.

If the plant fails to gel a sufficient amount of phos-

phorus. the deficiency shows up in stunted growth (a feature

of most kinds of deficiencies), purple veins or even complete

purpling on the under side of the leaves, slender stems, and

fruit that fails to set or mature. Even the roots fail to develop,

a feature difficult to observe without destroying the plant.

I have noticed that these symptoms are prticularly notice-

able in early spring when the temperature and light are low.

The plants invariably come out of it when conditions are

more favorable. This observation assumes that there are

no apparent reasons for phosphorus shortage, through failure

to keep the pH and iron-phosphorus balance reasonably

COTTCCC.

The minimum concentration of phosphorus is 10 ppm.

and it is generally unwise to allow it to exceed 100 ppm. A
rose plant, for example, does well with 10 to SO ppm. while
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a tomato, which forms fruit, would requite GO or more ppm
of this element, particularly during its flowering and fruit-

ing period.

D. calcium. This is the element which makes lime

so important. Lime has been put on soil in one way or

another for the |»asi 5000 years, with little idea of why.

Were words water, truly there would hate been a deluge

because of the prolonged debates over the use of lime. And
the debate has not ended with the birth of hydroponics.

Opinion among plant physiologists petmits the concentra-

tion of calcium to range anywhere between 80 and 3000 ppm!

Calcium is a very important clement in the life of a plant.

But, in general, such a high concentration of calcium would

never be wisely attempted by the beginner.

By some, calcium is ranked higher in importance than

is phosphorus. I prefer to consider one essential element as

important as another. However, some aie more difficult to

handle than others, which makes them important to the

operator of a hydroponicum. What makes calcium so ini-

|
tortaut is the fact that it is used by the plant for several

processes. For example, it neutralizes acids produced inside

the plant. When a large amount of nitrogen is used by the

plant a large amount of acid is produced. Since the plant

has no excretory system, the only way it overcomes this acid

accumulation is to neutralize it into some harmless sub-

stance. Thus calcium is used in a great amount for this

purpose.

Several elements, among them magnesium, are harmful,

if used in large amounts. In some way calcium helps reduce

this harmful effect. Sodium, which is not used by the plant

but which gets into it through the roots, harms the plant less

if there is sufficient calcium present.

M
Calcium deficiency is therefore not simply a matter con-

cerning this clement alone, but is connected with toxic effects

produced by other elements when there is not enough cal-

cium to offset them.

You may recognize calcium shortage by the fact that the

growing point stops developing, and dies: also, the upper

leaves turn yellow while the lower remain green. If the

plant is removed, the roots will be brown and poorly de-

veloped.

One tries to balance calcium with potassium. If one uses

a calcium concentration of 120 ppm. the potassium would

be raised to 200 ppm. These figures are not to be con-

sidered precise. The point is that for general purposes one

keeps the amount of calcium between the concentrations for

nitrogen and potassium. Which means that the potassium

is generally kept higher than cither the calcium or nitrogen.

When the nitrogen is low. say at 50 ppm. the calcium would

be at least 80 ppm. and the potassium at least 150 ppm. On
dark cloudy days, for prolonged periods, the potassium might

be raised to as high as 500 ppm. But suppose the nitrogen

feeding is very high, as in summer. Then the calcium would

be raised also to perhaps 400 ppm. while the potassium would

be lowered to around 100 ppm. It must be remembered

that these suggestions are intended as a help rather than as

a set of rules to be followed blindly. Simply remember that

calcium and potassium are another |>air of elements which

tend to interfere with each other, making it necessary for

the operator to be on his guard in giving them to the plant.

If the beginner follows the formulas given, he will in

all likelihood have no difficulties regarding calcium. The
only conditions which he should clear up are those in winch

the water used is already high in calcium. In that event none

at all or very little should be put into the nutrient solution.
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Or the sand used may be high in calcium. If this is so, it

must first be treated with treble superphosphate in water,

until the pH or acidity becomes stabilized at about 6.5. By

this means the sand (or gravel) is coated with insoluble

phosphate, and from then on the phosphorus in the solution

will not be made insoluble by the excess calcium. If you

don't do this, you will have to use more and more phosphate,

or your plants will show phosphorus shortage, and you will

have difficulty keeping the plant bed from becoming alka-

line. Adding more acid will not relieve the situation if a

calcium-high aggregate it the cause.

The minimum ppm for calcium is probably 80. There

are some who feel that it should be placed at 120 ppm.

Probably the latter figure is the safer.

E. m AGNLsitJM. Just as your blood will not be red

unless there is iron to form the nucleus of the hemoglobin

particle, so will plants not be green unless there is magnesium

to form the heart of the chlorophyll particle. Chlorophyll

makes the great majority of life on earth possible. Without

it. you and I could not possibly exist, since we, like all other

animals, depend on it to provide us with food. Without it

there is no food. Thus the importance of magnesium also.

For without magnesium no chlorophyll is possible.

The most obvious consequence of magnesium deficiency

would be a yellowing of the older leaves between the veins,

just as in potassium deficiency, except that there is no bronz-

ing effect as in potassium deficiency. Also the leaves tend

to curl upward. An excess of it. on the other hand, tends to

increase the total concentration and to cause hardening. It

has been reported that an excess of this element causes the

tops of plants to wilt in hot humid weather. Minimum
amount is around 10 ppm.

9->

F. sulphur. This element becomes a part of some
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proteins. It also imparts flavor to some plants and aids in

making chlorophyll, leguminous plants use it for making

their toot nodules. A shortage of it is not likely. If so.

the plants turn pale green and show tardy fruit formation.

T he minimum is around 10 ppm.

G. iron. This element is used in three main ways.

First, it assists in making chlorophyll, though it does not

become a part of it. Thus the first sign of iron deficiency

is a yellowing of the leaves, particularly the young ones. You

may determine this very quickly by pouting a solution of

iron citrate or iron sulphate over the sand (see formulas for

the proper concentration). The plants will begin to turn

green again within a few hours!

Second, it helps the plant to burn its manufactured

food, thus providing heat energy for use in various processes.

You may recall that sugar is burned when protein is made.

Thus an iron deficiency interferes with this important

process also.

Third, the living material itself, protoplasm, without

which nothing happens inside a plant, has iron as a structural

part of it.

Thus it seems that the plant really needs quite a bit of

this element continuously. But it is rather difficult to get

it served up on an acceptable platter, as it were. First, it will

be recalled, an excess of phosphorus will not permit its

absorption. Also, if the hydrogen ion becomes high, pH 7.0

or more, so that the solution becomes even slightly alkaline,

it is not soluble, and is therefore not absorbed. Then. too.

the concentration, if more than 10 ppm. is likely to inter-

fere with phosphorus absorption, and. if the solution is very

acid, so much of it will Ik absorbed as to become toxic, the

loots being killed.
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Another clement, manganese, when too high in con-

centraiion interferes with iron absorption. Thus, iron defi-

ciency may be the consequence of a number of things.

The practical point to be remembered is that if one feeds

his plants iron regularly, but in small amounts, he will have

little ot no difficulty.

The minimal amount required is probably about one

ppm. If one could always be sure that none of it is precip-

itated out of solution, feeding as little as 0.05 ppm would be

sufficient. So long as the phosphorus concentration does

not go high (some growers keep it at around 10 ppm), or

the alkalinity side of the pH scale is avoided, little trouble

will be experienced with iron absorption and thus iron defi-

ciency.

H. manganese. This is another element that serves to

help out in several processes as a sort of activator. There is

reason to believe that whatever concentration of iron is used

the amount of manganese should be just half that amount.

Thus, if one ppm of iron is used, then 0.5 ppm of manganese

should be used. This means that the toxicity of iron is due

in part to a shortage of manganese, if the manganese is lower

than the relative amount stated, and iron deficiency would

result if the manganese is relatively higher than the amount

given as desirable. Putting it another way. the absolute

amount of iron is of less importance than the relative amount

of manganese used with it.

I. iioron. At the New Jersey Experiment Station work

is being done to show how boron feeding is related to cal-

cium feeding. Perhaps boron is associated with the plant's

use of the other major elements. Whatever the use of it. and

however other elements may later be proven to be associated

with it in normal plant processes, it is known that all plants

need it.
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Great care must be exercised in using it. First, because

it is more toxic to some plants than to others. For example,

com will not tolerate it to the amount that cauliflower and

beans will. Second, because, as in the case of several other

elements, its chances of harming the plant depend upon the

relative amounts of other elements, particularly the other

trace elements.

A shortage of boron causes different effects in different

plants. In general, the growing tip of the plant first shows

browning, and soon dies. The leaf sulks and veins become

extremely brittle. The leaves have a tendency to burn at the

tips, to become malformed and twisted, particularly the

young ones. But the reader should be reminded that leaves

twist for other reasons also. The margins eventually become

brown and have a bumed-up ap|Karance. In strawberry this

is very pronounced.

The minimal amount varies between one ppm and 0.01

ppm. according to the kinds of plants grown, the amounts of

other elements present, and the condition of the nutrient-

solution.

For practical purposes, using a concentration of 0.2 ppm.

regularly causes neither a deficiency nor an excess.

Nothing need be said about copper, zinc and moly-

bdenum. the remaining trace elements, except that they

arc very toxic in even low concentrations. It is probably

best to use them in concentrations not more than 0.01 ppm.

and then only infrequently.

Now that we know what elements to use. and something

of what use the plant makes of them, as well as some of the

consequences of their excessive use or of their deficiencies,

let us next examine the formulas which have actually been

used and published. None of them can be used without
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some changes being made as the season progresses, as the

plant matures, and to satisfy specific needs of different spe-
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cics of plains. Bui they do serve as safe guides. And ihe

earnest beginner will soon learn by experience how to make

the required changes as they arise. Indeed, every time a

change is made, one has a new formula. But for practical pur-

poses the plants will tolerate a great deal of misuse of for-

mulas. provided the required amount of aeration is kept up
and the acidity or pH is properly maintained. When these

go wrong, no formula is worth its salt.

m

CHAPTER 7

We come at last to answering tl»e "sixty-four-dollar ques-

tion'*: "What formula do you use?” Here are given nine

different formulas for you to try. They are put into one

chart, Chart 2. and given a Roman numeral for identifica-

tion. The people responsible for them are identified in the

paragraphs which follow.

Formula I. This is the formula developed by Gerickc.

It is used for growing both flowers and vegetables. See his

HYDROPONICS
text for detailed directions on the technique used and the

manner in which the trace elements are added.

Formula II. Mr. Wayne 1. Turner, of Kankakee, Illi-

nois. kindly furnished this formula. It was developed for

growing roses commercially in greenhouses, using the aggre-

gate system. This formula is the result of many years of

practical research. The roses grown prove its worth. 1 have

seen the roses, and can vouch for the formula. Mr. Turner,

who is one of the outstanding pioneers in growing roses com-
mercially and who has spent much time and effort trying

to induce others to adopt hydroponics, writes me that in his

opinion "It is a practical, scientific, commercial venture for

anyone."

Since this formula is the consequence of scientific acu-

men and commercial experience combined, such a statement

by so high an authority would not be made without genuine

confidence in the formula itself. If the reader consults the

text written by Turner and Henry, he will discover that

the formula has been changed considerably between I9S!>
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and the present. It is hoped that the authors will soon

revise their text, and include the details which brought this

formula to its present form.

Interestingly enough, the only trace elements used with

this formula are irott and cop|»cr. the latter probably unneces-

sary. in the opinion of Mr. Turner.

Formula HI. This is also a rose formula, or, better

'till, a flower formula. It is the famous WP formula devel-

oped by Arttold Wagner and G. H. Poesclr at the Ohio Agri-

cultural Experiment Station, and. I assume, under the direc-

tion of Professor Alex I .auric. The r ecent paper by Kip-

plinger and Laurie indicates that this formula has been

tested over so long a period and covers so many questions

as to the use of different substances used in the gravel or

aggregate technique that it should be placed high on the list

of successful formulas.

It is used cither in J^WP, WP. or 2WP concentrations.

The reader must consult the book by ljuric or the papers

listed, for details. In general, the 1/£WP concentration is

used during tire early life of a plant, and the other concen-

trations follow in order, as the season progresses.

Formula IV. If one visits the New Jersey Experiment

Station at New Brunswick, he will sec roses growing with

the use of this formula. It was developed under the direc-

tion of Dr. O. Wesley Davidson, and is to be found in its

original form in a paper by him published in the July 1 946

issue of Soil Science.

Having seen the roses growing in this solution in mid
summer. I again vouch for a good formula. The reader

may be surprised to find that roses may be grown equally
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well in solutions which vary greatly in concentration, as seen

when comparing this formula with that of Turner. Professor
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Davidson very wisely points out that "The concentration and

balance of nutrients in the solution surrounding plant roots

in artificial cultures vary more or less, depending upon the

rate of application of the solution, or. in the case of solution

cultures, upon the amount of circulation. This is particularly

true of the nutrient substrata surrounding the roots of plants

in gravel cuhures. It is apparent, therefore, that the choice

of one nutrient solution over another one varying from it

slightly with respect to the concentrations of various major

nuttients present is unwarranted. This statement is not

intended to minimize the importance of the Italance of ions

in a nutrient solution. The point to l»e emphasized, how-

ever, is that such a balance is concerned with a suitable

range of concentrations of various major nutrients rather

than with the strict maintenance of given concentrations of

each.

"This contention docs not apply to the minor elements,

or micronut! irnt*. since small differences in the levels at

which they are provided in nutrient solutions are known to

effect pronounced changes in plant growth."

The reader may feel that so lengthy a quotation from

so scientific a paper in a book of this sort is out of place. But

let us see. Dr. Davidson has put his finger squarely on a

point that has not only interest for the scientific investigators

but also the commercial grower. The point is this: For a

formula to be satisfactory, you don’t have to insist on ttying

to keep the concentration of each major element in it at a

given level. This means that you may choose any fotmula

you wish, regardless of how it differs from another, so long

as you choose one which has been developed on correct prin-

ciples. It docs not mean that you can put just any old

thing into a solution and expect a good crop. Mark what

Davidson says in the first sentence quoted, and be impressed
ins

with the idea that the conditions under which a formula

is used is also significant. There is no one in a better posi

tion to offet this advice to a beginner than is Professor

Davidson.

Formula V. Here wc attempt to bring in the work of

the staff at the Purdue University Agricultural Experiment

Station. The formula given here is one of many developed

under the direction of Dr. Roliert Withrow, who designed

one type of growing tank used in the Gravel System, and

who. together with his wife. Dr. Alice Withrow, plant physi-

ologist, developed the formulas published in the army manual

on hydroponics.

This is tire now famous 2D formula, an honor which it

shares with the 2E formula developed by the Purdue group.

In recent years a number of new formulas were developed

on tire lines of these two. and for meeting specific demands

during the recent war. I regret that I am not at liberty to

report these here, through no fault. I am happy to say. of

Dr. and Mrs. Withrow, who have been most generous with

their information.

Formula VI. This is a tomato formula developed by

Arnon and Hoagland. and was taken from the Davidson

paper cited above. Since I have no first-hand information

regarding it. the reader must consult the paper by these

authors for details on how it is used.

At this point a word is necessary regarding the use of

micronutrieius. These have not been given with the above

formulas localise the authors use them differently, accord-

ing to the technique of using the nutrient solution as a

whole, and to the manner of mixing the trace elements them-

selves. They differ also in the frequency with which the

trace elements are added. Space does not pci mil giving all

these details here. Besides, most of the details mav be secured
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in the articles and Ixioks. especially the latter, listed in the

bibliography section of this volume.

Formula VII. This is the original fonmila developed

by the author and used up until the last war. A word should

Ik- said icgarding its origin.

Since the entire objective of my own efforts in hydro-

I
tonic s was to develop a system devoid of mechanical devices

and which could l>c operated with a technique that did not

requite much skill in testing, it was clear that the formulas

developed for other systems might have to he modified

because of a difference in the number of times the solution

would !>e supplied to the plants, as well as the difference in

i lie amount of flow or circulation which might he attained.

Since, also, the light intensity varies greatly in the Con-

way icgion through the growing season, an attempt was made

to apply the potassium nitrogen relationship suggested by

Turner and Henry. The plants grown were tomatoes, beans,

corn, lettuce and beets. The results were satisfactory in all

cases. The chief difficulty encountered was an overfeeding

of nitrogen to tomatoes, which resulted in the browning and

drying-up of the lower leaves, when plants were grown in

the greenhouse. This difficulty was not encountered when

plants were grown in the outside hydroponics.

Formula VIII. This formula is the consequence of two

unfortunate situations. First, the last war cm off the pur-

chase of calcium nitrate and potassium nitrate. Second,

there came a severe storm which blew down the building in

which my chemicals were stored, filling the storage jars with

water and debris. Since there was no possibility of getting

a new supply, and to waste the diluted material would have

been criminal, the only thing to do was to dip it out in a

No. 1 tin can. and guess at the concentrations. The surpris-

ing result was that the crops were grown to maturity without
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serious difficulty. As a consequence of these two disasters,

sodium nitrate, potassium chloride, lime and nitric acid were

substituted for the two unavailable chemicals.

For winter use, extra potassium could be supplied by

using extra amounts of potassium chloride, without serious

trouble from free chlorine. For summer use. a third chem-

ical. ammonium nitrate, was added to provide the extra

nitrogen required as the season progressed. By increasing

this salt gradually, and avoiding its use entirely on dark

cloudy days, very satisfactory results were obtained with

tomatoes particularly. One unit grown on this formula pro-

duced 716 pounds of marketable tomatoes between April I

and July 12. 1947. It would appear that the formula is satis

factory for tomatoes when grown in a region where the das-

light |>criods aic long and the tem|>eraiure, dining the gross-

ing period, varies between 40 and 100 degrees F.-whcn used,

of course, with the particulai form of hydioponicum and

technique described elsewhere in this book.

Formula IX. This is essentially the same as number
VIII. In it sulphuric acid is substituted for nitric acid, and

the potassium level is raised, while the nitrogen level it low-

crcd. Thus, this formula may l>c used in winter and for

starting plants, and Formula VIII substituted for it as in-

creased nitrogen is required.

It should lie noted here that there it a limit to supplying

extra nitrogen through the use of ammonium nitrate. The
maximum given in the two formulas it considered to lie

within safe limits. If more nitrogen is desired than |wovided

by cilliei of the last two formulas doubling the amount of

lime and acid should meet requirements, or use calcium

nitrate instead of lime and acid, as in Formula VII. would lie

satisfactory.
(06

It is understood that people arc frightened at the sight

of tables and charts. But it is hoped that the reader will

examine carefully the following Chart 3. It shows how the

nine formulas vary in the concentration of the various majoi

elements. Note that the potassium level is generally a little

higher than the nitrogen, and that the calcium level is con-

sistently kept below the nitrogen level. Compare this with

C"*«I S. r/tm I>l rath rurxtial rlrmrnl m rath lormula

1 II III IV V VI VII VIII IX

Nitrogen 168
( 50-

too 250 168 252
I68w 98»r

1
100* )22«i 281* 210*

Pouunim 590 100 211 500 550 590
1156-
590*

254 JS1

Calcium 80
1 SSw

520 192 184 120 160 160 160

Fliotphoru* — 62

(
101$

to 62 51 57 62 62 62 62

Magnesium _ 24 to 48 81 12 48 48 48 48

Sulphur 52 IS 520 1ST 160 64 64 64 64

— = winter or eaily spring,

s = summer, long days o( sunlight.

the situation in Chan 4, where the formulas arc compared

on the basis of the relative number of absorbable particles,

rather than on the Isasis of the concentrations of the elements

in them.
Cjcait 4. RrlaiM numbers of ebsoibabU pan,tits (tons) in the formulas

lorn 1 It III IV V VI VII VIII IX

Nitrate. NQ, 12 lit S3 163 10 10
( lOw
\ i/.

12- 7-

Ammonia. NM.

(66*

16 16 2
»>

1
'<* 16*

to-

1 1*

0w
u

Pouauuo. K to 2.6 Si i.c 10 10 { 7 0

Calcium. Co 2
113-
|23»

7.2 44 48 5

l'®»

1 4 i

Phosphate (HgPOJ 2 03 2-2 14) u» 2 2 2 2

Mirnmuiai Mr 1 0.4 ?X> S3 03 2 2 2
n

S-lphji*. SO. 1 0.1 89 I.S 5-5 2 2 2 8
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Cliaits 3 and 4 aic included here, not to complicate mat-

ters by a lot of technical details, hut to furnish you with it sort

of guide for making changes in any formula you use. if for

some \ahd trasoii you deem it to be necessary. That you

may understand Chart I a little better, let us explain it by

the use of Formula VI. For every two particles of ammonia

available for absorption by the plant there ate 10 particles

each of nitrate and K. 3 ol calcium, and 2 each of the otlicis.

Now let us note a few things. In Chart 3 the ppm of

potassium is higher than the ppm of nitrogen, in all but

Formula II. But in Chart 1 is revealed the fart that there

are inoie nitrogen-bearing ions available for absorption than

there arc of potassium. This is because the plant uses much

more ntiragen than potassium dining its lifetime. In For-

mulas VII. VIII and IX the difference between the number

of niiiogcn-bcaring panicles and those of potassium is greater

because these formulas were used in a region where there is

very much sunlight.

Note also that those who use the ammonia particle (or

ion) for nitrogen use it sparingly. This is because, as noted

earlier in this book, the plant uses the ammonia nitrogen

for nuking protein, while it uses the nitrate nitrogen for

nuking both protein and cell walls. Thus if too much
ammonia is used, the plant will tend to be flabby or over-

succulent. It is also apparent that an attempt has been made

in each formula to keep the various particles somewhat

balanced against each other. This happens to be a very

important matter, hut entirely too technical for consump-

tion by the average reader. It is enough, perhaps, to say

that no one has yet succeeded in balancing ions perfectly,

hut that what balancing has been done is most important,

and has been considered in making the various formulas

presented. In another decade or two, you will read books
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giving formulas much improved in this vcs]>ect. Since these

formulas work, it is probably safe to say that plants are not
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as much interested in parts per million and in grams as thc>

arc in the way one contrives to give them a balanced diet

of ions.

Use of Trace Elements

Trace elements may not be varied as to ppm as much

as may the major elements. Plants suffer from a lack of

them, and may Ire ruined by an overdose of them. The

amounts given below in Chart 5 arc considered safe. Direc-

tions for using them with my particular type of hydropon-

icum and technique arc given below.

One writer has said that plants show a deficiency trouble

only when they have not had any of a particular trace ele-

ment. That could scarcely Ire said to hold cither for iron or

manganese. I go on the assumption that it is safest to give

plants a little of each trace clement frequently, taking pre-

cautions against overfeeding them.

One writer notes that food-grade chemicals have enough

of zinc, copper and molybdenum in them that adding any of

these is generally not necessary. Turner writes that Ire has

never observed signs of cop|tcr deficiency' in Iris hydroponi-

cum, though he uses copper very, very sparingly for no par-

ticular reason. I have found the same to Ire true with regard

to all the trace elements with the exception of non. in the

Conway area, and with the kinds of chemicals I use.

Another writer observes that the amount of inangancw

it red should he just half the ppm of iron used, lie seems to

ft cl that if one has added, let ns say. twice as much iron as

the plant can use. the toxic effect can Ire countered at once

by adding manganese. In my own experience I have found

evidence of iron deficiency in tomatoes aftei growing for

iw
sonic time in a unit which had liccii stetili/ed with potassium

irermaugaiiatc. Taking a tip from the above suggestion I

aigucd that the plants wcie not siiffciing from iron deficiency

mi much as front manganese excess. The plants were then

given a watering of iron citrate solution, and rcrovcied in

four hours. This appears to support the idea that keeping

the two in pro|>er balance is mote important than the abso-

lute ppm of either iron ot manganese.

On the other hand, still other writers point out that il

too much manganese is offered the plant, this clement has the

effect of inducing the plant to take up more calcium than is

good for it. Thus, since calcium in excess interferes with

iron absorption, we have a sort of merry go-round situation:

Give the plant too much manganese, it speeds up calcium

absorption. When this gets too high, there is an iron short-

age. Add more iron to relieve the shortage, not only does

the plant fail to absorb it but the iron now begins to inter-

fere with phosphorus absorption because of increased con-

centration. Please do not try to figure all this out. It is

unnecessary. But it should warn you that the part of wis-

dom demands care in the use of the micronutrient.

Boron is another element that may not be used without

caution. Some plants like beans and cauliflower use much

more than coni. Thus, if yo|i had these plants growing in

the same unit and fed them enough Ixiron to satisfy the

Iscans. the corn would suffer toxic effects. It would take

several books to review all the possible mistakes which might

be made with trace elements. I think 1 shall end these re-

marks by saying that, in general, you will have little or no

trouble with trace-element deficiency if you use food-grade

chemicals, and. once in a while, add a pound of commercial

lock fertilizer mixture such as is used for <n dinary gardening.

I think that much too much has l*cen written about de«i-

no
ciencies. so far as practical hydroponics is concerned. The

only exception to this statement would he those regard-

ing iron.

With these remarks in mind, now turn to Chart 5. and

the directions given below for the use of trace elements.

Cm>11 i. Timer rlemrnli—amounli and hot* lo mi/.

Weight* given lot IXOO Him. or 1000.000 gram.. or five 50f*llon turret..

Tlore rlrmenl
drilled III ehemieal lomt* lie* Table II)

Ppm
usrd

M’eighl

required

1*0% IcnK ammonium titrate oi Inron. uilphate 10

(gram.)

5.00

M4SCAMJft Manganove .him tile oi manganese vulptiale 0.* 1J*o

Bo*o\ Boiic acid or borax 0.5 2X0

tee Znw vulphate oos 025

<4»ma Coppn vulphate (Mu* vitriol) 0.02 0.10

M»»i \ m m
CSSSSSBZ

MollUln a..d 001 0.02

IIIRECI IONS IOR USING (noc including non);

I Mile ihe nutrient Kiluilon ihe proper acidity (pH) before adding.

2. Weigh out an uiairly ONE FIFTH of eich amount given in chart, (or

Ihe chemical, .elected IV time a. SAMPLES. Keep in very .mall contain

era lor reference Small glau v.al. are good. These are the amounu foe

ONE BARREL of nutrient solution. NO LUMPS.

S Uae a vimllar measure (*lal) for determining amount, to lie wed.

Thi. a.oid. ue.rh.ng repeatedly, and I. accurate enough, provided extreme

care in Judging Che .olume of material i. uken.

«. Ai an alternative to direction S. make a .cock volution a. follow.:

(a) Weigh out 20 time, amounu given In chart, (b) Diuolve in .lightly

x„t water ONE GALLON (Mock dilution). (C» Uae I cc pe. quail i «.

pet gallon, or 200 cc. pei barrel of nutrient volution ONCE A S' F.EK. if volu-

tion .. uied repeatedly.

5 If nutrient vohitkm i. renewed daily. USE ONLY 2S cc. PER BARREL
DAILY, from the Mock aoluiion

6 If nutrient aoluiion n tenewed daily, and direction 2 i» followed. USE
ONLY TWICE A WEEK.

DIRECTIONS FOR IRON:

- DiMol.e amount gi.cn in direction 2 (ONE-FIFTH) in acid water, if

fenout vulphate i. used, fte dry if ferric ammonium citrate it uied.

* Add to nutrient tank Juit before feeding. Mining it up-T'VlCE A
WEEK.

% In ate of iron deficiency (yellowing of cop leave*) either uve daily oi

water cbe bed with iron volution bv meant of tpnnkling can.

Ill

CHAPTER 8

Mou, to IL iL CUueJZULa in
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or (Changing Jormutai

I. The Direct Method

This is a technical chapter. It should not be read by the

beginner until after he has practiced hydroponics a while,

and wishes to gain some information on how to do the

arithmetic involved in determining exactly how much of a

given chemical is required to produce the given number of

ppm asked for. So far as the beginner is concerned, all such

calculations have been made for him. Table II tells exactly

how much of a given chemical is required to yield one ppm

of any essential element, for any chemical listed. This is

a mighty handy table.

For example, if you should happen to know (see Chart S)

that a certain formula calls for 100 ppm of nitrogen, you may-

turn to column one. Table II. and find that you have seven

different chemicals (including grades) furnishing nitrogen.

In the last column of the same table you would find that it

Likes only 285 grams of ammonium nitrate, while it takes

G43 grams of calcium nitrate to yield the 100 ppm desired.

So it goes with the other five listed. But. if you happen to

choose calcium nitrate, how would you know how much

calcium was included with the nitrogen? I-et us see.

By dropping down the table to the calcium group, and

spotting the 90 percent calcium nitrate, you find that -1.50

grams of it yield one ppm of calcium (column S). Obviously.
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then, one gram of it would yield 0.222 ppm (I : -1.50) of

calcium. Thus, since wc used 643 grains of this salt to get

100 ppm of nitrogen, we also got 61.1 X 0.222 or HI ppm of

calcium in the deal.

Now let us try it the other way. by finding the amount

required to yield 143 ppm of calcium. There arc six ppm
columns already calculated for your convenience. Now. 143

is the same as 100 + 4X10 + 2+1. At the bottom of the

ppm columns for 100. 10. 2. and I. you will find the amounts

of calcium nitrate required to yield the respective ppm.

Thus. 450 + 180 (4 X 45) + 9 + 4.5 gives us a total of 644

grams. This is within one gram of what we determined in

the previous paragraph. This is close enough agreement,

for all piactical purposes.

II. The Millimole Method

Now let us do the same thing by another method. Many
workers, for scientific reasons, use the relative weights (mole-

cular weights) as the unit of concentration. By taking 180

grams (see Table I. column 2-B) of calcium nitrate and

dissolving it in 1.000 liters (1.000,000 grams) of water, we

have what is called a millimole concentration. In columns

4N and 4Ca of the same table we find, after calcium nitrate.

28 in the N column and 30 in the Ca column. This means

that in one millimole (180 grams) of calcium nitrate there

arc 28 ppm of nitrogen and 40 ppm of calcium. In one milli-

mole (200 grams) of the 70% calcium nitrate there would

also be 28 ppm of nitrogen and 40 ppm of calcium.

Now then, how much calcium nitrate would you need

to supply 100 ppm of nitrogen called for in our example

above? This is \ery simple. Since 180 grams yield 28 ppm
of nitiogen and wc want to secure 100 ppm. then 1 00 -5- 28

tells us that we need 3.57 times 180 grams. This amounts to

IIS

611 grams, which is the same as wc secured by the direct

mctliod.

\s Isefore . let us sec. by the millimole method, how much
calcium was seemed in these 643 grams of calcium nitrate.

Since we said alinvc that I millimole (180 grams) of calcium

nitrate contains 40 ppm ol Ca. and since wc had to use 3.57

millimoles to get the nitrogen required, evidently wc also got

in this deal 3.57 times 40 ppm ol calcium, or 1 12.8 ppm.

Tills again agrees with our calculation by the direct method.

The srcict of this agreement is very simple also. The
direct method depends upon the correctness of Table II.

But. Table II had to l»e determined from Table I! If the

calculation* had not been made lor you. you would have had

to' do that calculation yourself, il ever you came up against

the problem of trying to decide just how much ol a given

c lieiiiual it takes to make one ppm of any element in il.

In the event that you ever have to add to Table II this «s

the rule to follow: Divide the molecular weight of the

chemical by the weight of the element wanted, and point

off properly. For example, if there are 28 ppm of N in

180 grams of calcium nitrate, then 180 +• 28 gives 6.43 grams

as the amount necessary to furnish one ppm of N. when dis-

solved in 1.000 liters of water, of course.

I II. Selecting the Chemicals

Since wc have a choice of several chemicals in making

a formula to provide the required ppm of the various ele-

ments. what chemicals would serve liest? The following

rules are helpful:

A. It is more economical to use a chemical having two

essential elements in it than one that has not. For that which

the plant cannot use is a waste. It costs money to ship waste

material.

B. If a waste<011 taming element cannot be avoided, then

use also a second chemical with a waste element in it and one

that will combine with the first. For example, chlorine is .1

waste in potassium chloride, and sodium is a waste in sodium

nitrate. We may use these together, because the sodium and

chlorine unite to form relatively harmless sodium chloride,

or table salt, which is easily washed out by rain.

C. Use the chemicals you can get. rather than insist on
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having precisely those called for in a formula. So long .is

you keep pretty close to the ppm called for. it matters little

what chemical you use. But it certainly is unhandy to have

to make such adjustments. For example, if you cannot get

potassium nitrate but can get calcium nitrate, you would

have to get your potassium from some other source. Perhaps

you would have to get added nitrogen from some other

source also. For, by adding more and more calcium nitrate

to increase nitrogen you would soon get more calcium than

would be safe. You could solve both difficulties by using

potassium chloride and sodium nitrate.

D. Use as few chemicals as possible under the circum-

stance*.

F.. In an emergency, if you happen to lack a specific

element in the chemicals on hand, such things as wood ashes

may be used to supply some potassium and calcium. You

would have to use acid, of course, to make the pH correct.

I sometimes keep these covered with water in a galvanized

tub or bucket. This dissolves zinc, and some copper from

the tub. A cupful of this added to a full tank of nutrient-

solution. once in a while, furnishes these elements in suffi-

cient quantity. 1 have never yet noted poisoning from this

source. This should be done, however, not more than once

a month. The reader will think of other things which may-

be done in an emergency.
IIS

IV. Procedi're in Detmmimxc Weights

Suppose that you know how many ppm of each major

element are prescribed in a given formula, but do not know

how much of each chemical containing them should be

weighed out. After all. sooner or later one has to trans-

form parts per million into weights. Let us illustrate the

solution of this problem by an example.

Wc shall select Formula IX for use in this explanation.

Sec text. Charts 2 and 3.

The ppm called for each essential clement (Chart 2)

arc: Nitrogen (w). 98: potassium. 351; cakium. 160: phos

pliorus, 62; -magnesium, -18: sulphur. 64.

Let us assume that we have the following chemicals

available: potassium nitrate, calcium nitrate, monocalcium

phosphate, magnesium sulphate (Epsom salts). potassium

chloride, nitrate of soda (sodium nitrate), lime, nitric acid

and sulphuric acid. You see. we have gotten hold of quite

a number of chemicals in advance, simply because wc

wished to prepare ourselves for an emergency. We know,

for instance, that the little potassium nitrate wc have was

hard to get. The next time we order it. we may not be

successful. Therefore, we have very wisely taken advantage

of an opportunity, and bought up a small supply of potas-

sium chloride and sodium nitrate when we had the chance.

But we are not going to use all these chemicals simply

because we happen to have them. We shall follow the rule

of using as few as possible, to supply the essential elements

in the concentrations called for.

Potassium nitrate gives us two essential elements—potas-

sium and nitrogen. Calcium nitrate supplies another, cal-

cium, as well as extra nitrogen. Monocalcium phosphate

provides the necessary phosphorus, with some calcium.
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F.psom salts has in it what it takes to supply sulphur and

magnesium. Four chemicals arc all wc will need, provided

we can succeed in weighing them out in proportionate

amounts. That is. provided wc do not get t«x> many ppm of

•me element while getting the tight amount of another. It is

a sort of trial and error affair. But. since you arc new at this.

1 will give you the trial without the crroi. to save confusion.

Rule one: If a chemical contains two essential ele-

ments. satisfy the formula l>> use of the heavier of the two.

first. This will leave a small balance of the lighter ele-

ment to be supplied by another chemical. On this basis

we chouse potassium nitiatc. suite it contains both potassium

<the heavier) and nitrogen (the lighter).

We need 351 ppm of K. Table I shows that it takes

110 grams of potassium nitrate to provide 39 ppm of K.

Thus. 351 ppm : 39 tells us that it will require 9X HO

grams to supply 351 ppm of K. In other words, wc have

used 9 millimoles. But for each millimole, we also got 14

ppm of nitrogen. Thus. 14 X 9. or 126 ppm. is the amount

of nitrogen we also have.

Obviously, we are in a jam. Wc only want 98 ppm

of nitrogen. If wc use only 7 millimoles. 7 X 1 1 "ill give

us exactly the 98 ppm of nitrogen we need, hut only 273

of K (7 X 59). Here is where a little head work comes in.

For my own part. I would look over Chart 3. to find that

Foil mi las II and 111 both use less potassium than Formula

IX calls for. One of these. Formula II. is for growing roses,

and the other. Formula HI. is celebrated as a flower for-

mula. But, since vou insist on growing tomatoes, and

Formula VI was developed by an authority for tomatoes,

it would be wise, perhaps, to approach the solution of the

problem by substituting potassium chloride and sodium

nitrate for potassium nitrate. This upsets our desire to use
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.is few chemicals as possible, and to avoid waste, but some-

limes it is necessary to make a compromise. I-ct us then

make the substitute. But let me add this. In all probability-

sou could go ahead with the reduced amount of potassium

without much difficulty. However, don't make such reduc-

lioiu unless you are in a mood for experimentation and are

willing to take the consequences.

Thus we make a second start. It is certain that wc will

have to decide the potassium amount first, since potassium

chloride is our final choice of chemicals. By the same
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method used before, since one millimole (80 grams. Table

1) of potassium chloride yields 39 ppm of K. it will require

g (351 _j_ 39) millimoles to yield 351 ppm. This amounts

to 720 (80 grams X 9) grams. But this leaves us with some

chlorine waste. How shall we get rid of that? Well, it so

happens that when a millimole of potassium chloride (80

grams) is put with a millimole of sodium nitrate (90 grams,

see Table I). the chlorine and sodium unite. But in doing

this how much nitrogen did we secure for our formula?

Since one millimole (90 grams) yields 14 ppm of nitrogen,

then 9 millimoles of sodium nitrate yields 9 X 14. or I2G

ppm of nitrogen. Again we have too much of this element.

Again we are in a jam. If. however, we use only 7 milli-

moles. 7 X 14 gives us exactly 98 ppm of nitrogen, the

amount desired. But this allows extra chlorine, since only

7 millimoles of the 9 of potassium chloride used were neu-

tralized by the 7 of sodium chloride. These few extra

particles of free chlorine will in all probability find some

stray hydrogen partners, and hook up with them to form

hydrochloric acid. If this happens, the tendency for a solu-

tion to go alkaline about the roots will be counteracted some-

what. On the other hand, if they remain free they will either

evaporate into the air or tie tip with some dead material not

wanted anyway. n|

Thus wc settle on 7 millimoles of sodium nitrate in-

stead of 9. and weigh out 7 X 90. or 630 grams.

Wc now come to the problem of solving thk calcium

requirement. This is tied in with the phosphorus needs,

since they both occur in monocalcium phosphate. Table 1

shows that one millimole (254 grams) of this chemical

furnishes exactly what we want for phosphorus (62 ppm).

This amount carries with it. also. 40 ppm of calcium. Sub-

tracting 40 from 160 ppm. the calcium requirement, there

remains 120 ppm of calcium to be supplied. We cannot get

this from calcium nitrate without increasing our nitrogen.

We can get it from lime (CaO). by adding enough sulphuric

acid to neutralize its alkaline effect. Table I shows that

62 grams of 90 percent lime will yield 40 ppm of calcium.

Therefore, if we use 3 millimoles of it (120 -*-40. the ppm
wanted, divided by the ppm in one millimole) it will

require 62 grams X 3. or 186 grams of lime to provide the

remaining calcium required. Likewise, since it takes one

millimole of sulphuric acid (98 grants of concentrated) to

neutralize one millimole of lime, it would take 98 grams X 3.

or 294 grams. (Note: You would have to use 2 millimoles

if nitric acid were used).

This leaves only magnesium and sulphur to be sup

plied. One millimole of Epsom salts (260 grams) yields

24 ppm of magnesium and 32 ppm of sulphur. Thus. 2

millimoles yield 48 ppm and 64 ppm respectively, and the

job of calculating is complete for the major elements of

formula IX, for the ppm required.

V. Checkinc for Other Factors

A. total concentration. It was stated earlier in the

text that the total concentration of salts in a solution should

be kept between 500 and 3.000 ppm. as a rule. Adding up
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the final weights determined in the last section above, we

find tliat the total concentration is 2.170 ppm. Referring

to Chart 3. and adding up the total ppm of the various

essential elements, it is found that their total is only 993

ppm. This is less than for some other formulas, and more

than for others. Thus, the choice of chemicals seems to be

satisfactory from this point of view.

At this point a common confusion should be cleared

up. It will be recalled that we have been talking of making

up 1.000 liters of solution, whereas in the description of the

Unit System we refer to one barrel or 250 liters as the solu-

tion unit. The 1.000 liters are used for calculation, since

this has been adopted by plant physiologists as the most

desirable dilution when a molecular weight of a given

chemical is dissolved in it. In other words, it is the milli-

mole that is adopted as the unit for calculation. One may

use. however, any multiple or fraction of it. to secure the

ppm devil cd. The confusion in question is this: If 2,170

grams of total salts are used to make up 1.000 liters, and

we use one-fifth this amount or 434 grams to make up one

50-gallon barrel (one-fifth of 1,000 liters), will not the ppm
for each element also be but one-fifth that calculated? The
answer is that the ppm for each element will remain rela-

tively the same. This holds also for the total concentration.

Although you use only 434 grams to a barrel of water, you

still have a concentration of 2.170 ppm total salts in the

barrel. This is because you kept the relative amount of

water equal to the relative amount of chemical salts used.

Bui, if you diluted the solution to two barrels, after once

making it up. the total concentration would be one-half

that given. And if you doubled the amount of salts weighed

out for one barrel, and put that into one barrel of water,

then the concentration would be doubled.
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B. choice »OR special REASONS Table I lists a num-

ber of chemicals in which desirable elements arc tied up

with sulphur. Such chemicals are often cheaper than

others, and an excess of sulphur ordinarily docs no harm.

But 1 have found that in regions where the temperature

is excessively high, and with the use of my own system,

sulphur bacteria have a chance to thrive, producing not

only obnoxious gasses but toxic to the plants. I have

never found this with the formulas 1 have used. But others,

who tried to use commercial fertilizers, at the suggestion of

a fertilizer agent, had serious difficulty. It has always been

my practice to use a minimal amount of sulphur liecausc.

quite by accident. I found tliat onions, radishes and lettuce
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grown (his way seemed 10 have less bitterness or sting to them

titan those grown in the garden. Icicle radishes, in lenticu-

lar, were not at all "hot." 1 now know the reason. Dr. David-

son reports, in a personal communication, (hey discovered at

the New Jersey Experiment Station that it is excessive

sulphur which appears to be the culprit in producing "hot'

radishes. It is thus apparent that the beginner has much

to learn about securing best results, besides having a for-

mula and a satisfactory method for applying it.

VI. How to Handle Variations in Puritv

Throughoui this discussion we have intentionally used

food-grade chemicals, of the |>erecnt specified in Table I.

But what would you do if the chemical you bought were

of different purity? This is very likely to happen. If the

purity is only a few percent lower or higher than those

given, you may make a rough guess by weighing out a little

more or less, and let it go at that. But if you made a mis-

take of 25 percent, in magnesium, or phosphorus, and

perhaps nitrogen, there are times of the year or periods
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in the plant's life when this would l»c harmful. It is bettet

to make proper calculations for corrections in purity.

All you have to do is corral column 2-B in Tahir I.

Follow this rule: Multiply the moles ular weight (column

2-A) by 100, and divide by the percent purity of thecheinic.il

you have bought. Don't forget, hours rr. that by thus chang-

ing the amount you actually weigh out. through this collec-

tion, the ppm of the essential elements remains the same as

for the pure chemical.
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CHAPTER 9

I. Che micais

As noted in a previous chapter, the chemical and fer-

tilizer industries have not yet organized their sales depart-

ments to supply the needs of the hydroponicum opetatoi.

This is due to the fact that not enough hydroponica are in

operation to warrant their doing so. It is therefore neces-

sary to warn the reader that he may not be able to secure

his chemicals from the sources listed, although the writer

has no reason for believing that his requests will be ignored.

The Monsanto Chemical Company furnishes the mono

calcium phosphate in several grades. The purest grade is

99 percent. The branch offices of this company are located

at St. Louis. Missouri; Akron. Cleveland, and Cincinnati.

Ohio; Mobile. Alabama; Houston. Texas. It is possible

to send this chemical to foreign countries, through their

foreign trade service.

Calcium nitrate and potassium nitrate may be pur-

chased in 200-pound barrels from the J. T. Baker Chemical

Company, Phillipsburg, New Jersey. Specify food grade.

As a substitute for calcium nitrate, one may use lime

and nitric acid. I have done this since the supply of calcium

nitrate *as cut off. It is handier to use calcium nitrate,

and it may be a little cheaper. But if one buys the nitric

acid in quantity sufficient to supply the needs for one year,

it is possible that this and the lime combination would be

more economical. Certainly, lime may be had anywhere.
I2S

and nitric acid is easily secured through any chemical

house. Technical grade is the kind to buy. In using lime

one should make sure that the magnesium in it is not too

high, or at least uke this into consideration in feeding

magnesium sulphate.

W. H. Curtin and Company. P. O. Box 1 18. Houston I.

Texas, and Greene Bros.. Inc., 1812 Griffin St.. Dallas 2.

Texas; will supply the trace elements. These companies

are distributors, not manufacturers, of chemicals. Their

quotations must therefore be a little higher for the bulk

chemicals than one would expect to get from the manu-

facturers. since the latter sell in large lots. You will find

these companies ready to give very favorable quotations on

100 -pound lots, for the bulk chemicals.

Calcium sulphate, or gypsum, is supposed to be easily

secured through local fertilizer merchants in the United

States. I have not found this to be true except in limited

areas. I have been informed by Mr. L. I.. Coleman of the

Brown-Miller Pickle Co.. Texarkana. Arkansas, that the

United States Gypsum Company, 500 West Adams St.. Chi-

cago. Illinois, will supply information of the shipping points

for this product, upon request. They have plants at Sweet-

water. Texas, and Gypsum. Ohio, among others.

Sodium nitrate (Chile), potassium chloride (muriate of

of potash) and ammonium nitrate may be secured through

local fertilizer merchants. However, the supply of these is

not yet certain. The Arkansas Fertilizer Company. Little

Rock. Arkansas, is in a position to supply these chemicals.

Magnesium sulphate, as Epsom salts, may be secured

from any drug company. McKesson and Robbins, Inc.,

Chicago, Illinois, and the Baugh and Sons Company, of

Baltimore, Maryland, are two companies suggested.

IIS

above, sell another t>pe, which should be satisfactory. It

is just as satisfactory to use any type available. The readci

may contact any chemist in his neighborhood, and scenic

information regarding the use of such testing papers. Litmus

paper will not do. The kind to use is one that will register

the pH between 4.0 and 8.0.
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The F. \V. Berk and Co.. Inc.. New York City, used

to handle potassium nitrate, under the trade name of Potnit.
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All in all. ilie distribution of fertilizer and chemical Under the above caption we will consider the economic
manufacturing centers has changed v> much during and aspects of the garden crop as a whole. To grow plants
since the war that it is difficult to find them. Tlie rcadci profitably the operator of a hydroponicum must not only
may uncover sources neat his home, through the local succeed in raising a ctop but he must also disjxnc of it.

Chamber of Commerce, in many instances. Disposing of it requires in turn that he crop it carefully.

The Hydroponics Distributors. Inc.. P. O. Box 191. S,adc 1,1 c,cin »«• »ans,>ort have a ready buyer, a satis-

Little Rock. Arkansas, is being organized to contact manu ficd and a profit. What is requited to grow the

facturer* of those chemicals used in hydroponic*, and to
C, °P "ai ****** in Chapter 6. But planning when and

serve as distributor to operators in the United States. This wha ‘ '° *1W -
in °,dcr ,hal a Profil «>'>>• be had, is some-

will be of inestimable value to small as well as large opera ,hin$ m,n > a ga«dc»cr and farmer cannot figure out. So

tors, since they will be in a position to have their needs sup-
" ,n '« •* "i,h ,ho* " ,10 approach carelessly this business

plied in a single order. It should save considerable shipping
o! bydioponics.

and time loss. Fertilizer companies furnishing suitable ferti
Then ,hc,c is a,so ,hc P,oblcm of costs; financial sup-

lizers for hvdroponica will find an outlet for their product P°r ‘ in ^-ning such an enterprise. Since these arc

through this same channel.
encountered first, let us take them up first.

I. Construction and Operational Gosts
The Dow Chemical Company. Midland. Michigan.

, lhint lha, ,hc b„, way to introduce this topic is to
furnishes magnesium sulphate.

give an example from my own experience. My present

Armour and Company, Chicago. Illinois, supplies am- plant consists of five full UNITS (see Chapter 5 for defini-

monium sulphate and potassium sulphate. Branch offices ‘ion) comprising 1.000 square feet of growing area. These

throughout the world. UNITS cost anywhere from $18 to $70 each. The differ-

ence is due to the fact that two of them I poured myself

II. Special Apparatus 3nd ,ook advantage of opportunities for buying materials

.
cheaply, while three were contracted for. When the latter

Only .wo piece of .pec.al apparam, arc required ,o „ donf ,he comraclor-, pro(il . Ubor , and material, com-
operate the Spcssard unit type of hydroponicum. These i»
arc a glass graduate, which any druggist will supply, and an bine to make the cost high. This will ol course vary simi-

acid indicator. I use at the present the Aik-Acid Tester. lari> plate to place. There is little to go on for corn-

sold by the Fischer Scicntfic Co., of Pittsburg. Pennsylvania. paring c°*s «>f constructing tanks for the various systems

and St. Louis, Missouri. Greene Brothers. Inc., mentioned «'**•. accept to say that it costs approximately twice as much
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to construct a V-bottont tank used in the highly incclianizcd

systems as it does to construct the flat bottomed tanks used

in the others.

'flic 0|>eratiou costs for running the hydroponicum

proper for the 1.000 square feet, from April 1st to July

15th, were:

Measuring out and mixing the chemicals. 8 Ins. S8.00

Opening and closing drain nipples. 8 Ins. 8.00

IDO llxs. of chemicals 15.20

12.500 gallons of water 5.00

Filling tanks is done while other things are licing

‘lone, such as pruning, taking a meal or tying up toma-

toes. These are not chargeable to hydru|XHiics cost. If the

operator himself will count his profits as his own labor

cost, lalior Iteing c onsidered an item when it must Ik- Ixiuglit.

the SI0 would be deducted from the above. If the o|icrator

is investing money only, and cxjvcu to have tlie hydro

ponicum operated by hired lalxn. the $10 would of course

be included as overhead.

To make the illustration complete, litis patticulai crop

of tomatoes sold foi $.118 on the local market. In tuber

words, the liydro|xmic tint itself was paid foi by one crop of

tomatoes. This same area can lie used to raise at least two

other crops in one year, with outside glowing weather.

One of the units. o|*rated the previous year for a full

season and which cost $18 to construct, netted two crops of

tomatoes and one crop of brans. SI 111 for the 200 squaic

leci. I his year, the wine unit netted $120 fot a single crop.

The first tost—the const! union cost - of a UNIT is. let

lllUS!*A!ION r. A .n. ..it *o-i-9 *.
Ihe typ* ot -a* ivpportl wilh (oopt uip*~rf»a from -<**!*« ho-~t obo.», OlS»r

«"'*» ma l *>• ***" •" '!*• boclg.-ourd. IK» lomeloo obovt boH g<s>«. rVoCo-
g>oph by Mr. (toy Bruce.

iis say. on the average. $55. That area has the productive

equivalent of 12 areas of ordinary gaiden space. Each year

the garden has to be plowed, ot spaded, and icpeatcdlv

worked until planting time, perhaps several times, and
kept constantly cultivated, weeded and mulched. If all

iso

this heavy wotk of turning soil is considered foi one glow-

ing season only, and summed up as lalxn of the hardest

kind, it is found that it costs no more to build a UNI I

which is gcxxl for a bundled years, than to do this, hard

work for one year. But the telling |xiiut is this: In the

UNIT, you are sine ol a crop. In the garden, the drought

or high water may make your laboi a loss.

llltmtATION SSo-.rtf .tfju.'.bl. <yp. o» rfrel* ilppl. I.ad.ng (torn It,.

4*^*<k+**«! —4 •*! «»+ll ik# Qr»«nhovs« set wk*K »h« hydropo**vm
•t* Hu Iwi'vf* •• tk« Sp»»nifdTfp# #f kyd'oponicvm wot o<W#d
fry D» CVpiti •ko mod* pk#»»Qtoph
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II. Financing »or iio Smai i Oioraior

If wc go chi the principle that one should not double

bis UNIT until lie has first learned to opci.itc it. so that

ii juvs for itself in one ycai of full o|>cration: and if. on the

contrary, be is not afraid to double it altei lie lias achieved

this success: and if lie will icfusc- tcc double u after bis hydro-

jxniic tun gels Large enough io give him a xatisfac lory income,

oi is not prcxlncing ai the desired |xiint of effic iency, then

he mas in confidence ask for financial siip|*ort from bis local

bulker. This would lequiic that lie first base ambition,

skill, and money enough to build his first UNIT liimscl!

aixl settle down to the task of learning how to operate it.

lie need not concern himself alxsut high cost of chemicals,

if hr lias to bus them in small quantities during this learn-

ing |»ciiod. Since during this period his one objective is
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to a crop successfully, and deieiuiinc what crojis aic
profitable in liis region. Any bankci knows that ibc larger

the operation the better arc the opportunities lor oonomical
buying. It costs 35 cents for a pound of Kpsoat salts, if sou
buy it one place, and 3 cents if you bus it at another, foi

example. Chemicals are bought generally in 100 pound
lots at least, even when operating no more than a thousand
square feet.

III. A Successful. Wav mmc Securing a Dealer

I operate on the principle, in so fai as marketing is

concerned, that there arc three people concerned in this soil

of transaction who must Ik- mutually satisfied to consider

the deal complete. Otherwise it is hoc business, but a

racket. Let us illustrate the point by use of a tomato crop.

The three people concerned with a tomato arc the

man who produces it. the merchant who sells it. and the

person who eats it. If the man cannot make a resiwcuhlc
132

living producing it he is a loss to the others, for he will

cither quit, or complain about the unfairness of the culler

two. If the one that sells it cannot make a profit, oi if he

takes a low, he cannot stay in business. Thus the grower

and consumer arc both out of luck. If the one who buys

it finds he has purchased a faulty fmit, having ncithci

taste, nor satisfactory appearance, in short has ihh his

money's worth, lie feels that lie has been cheated, will coni

plain, and go elsewhere to buy. Thus both the marketer

and the producer arc out of luck. It is stuiige boss stupid

people arc about such a simple nutter. But. since they ato.

the successful tomato grower will fiist produce a tomato

that tastes well, looks well, that the merchant is happv to

sell, and the consumer will buy in preference to other

tomatoes, even jrerhaps at a higher price. People will do

this if they feel that they arc getting their money's wouh.

Since he is growing for local consumption the opcratoi docs

not have to consider shipping qualities of a tomato. He
can concentrate on taste and appearance.

This is the arrangement I make with my merchant. I

agree to sell him tomatoes or other produce in first claw

condition on two conditions: first, that he suffers no low

because of poor sales or of poor fruit. I take that low up
by not delivering him more than he can sell in one day. and

by delivering only fruit that is salable. I am the one that

watches the market, not he. The merchant is therefore

guaranteed a 20 percent profit on every dollar of my goods

sold, and is not obliged to buy a dollar's worth. The other

condition is that I set the price at which the goods are sold.

This price is governed by the local market, plus compara-

tive values as between other types offered for sale, and the

rcadinew with which the fruit moves. The merchant is at

liberty to buy any other tomato on the wholesale market,

but is required to furnish me with separate display space.
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In other words, the tomatoes arc on their own. Experience

shows that merchants arc more than glad to cooperate on
ibis basis. I have not dealt with chain stores, consequently

know nothing of their response to this type of merchan-

dising. It should not be necessary to add that I am par-

ticularly scrupulous in seeing that I keep my side of the

bargain, that the merchant is to take no loss, and that the

complaining customer must be given new fruit without

questions asked, in case a defect is reported. In selling

1.500 |K>unds of tomatoes only one tomato was reported

black inside, and only three pounds had to be taken back

because of unsalability. This is probably a record in mer-
chandising perishable fruit. It is this kind of merchandising

that will knock out the waste which is now so enormous.

In fact, it is this waste tax which the hydroponicuin opera-

tor is in position to collect. No other producer is in that

position.

On this basis, if wc assume that one mail could not

opciate more than one liydroponicuni actc of tomatoes

hiniself. he would have to prepare a set of merchant cus-

tomets who would be able to absorb approximately 80

bushels of tomatoes daily lot a period of 10 days, and from
one to 50 bushels a day for two weeks before and after

the high producing point. A town of 7.000 people will have

al*>ut 15 stores handling fresh tomatoes. Most of these

could not sell tnoie than one bushel a day. for eating pur-

ifies. when the maikci is high. The latgest store would
not sell more than 10 bushels. Consequently, cither the

prite would have to lie cut or a market would have to be

sought clscwlictc. or both, if the crop is not to be a loss. In

other words, the operator must be a merchant who knows

his market saturation point, when it will in all likelihood

hit him. and be prepared beforehand to meet it.

l»l

Retail men bants and growers have foi a long time been

the victims ol wb.it is known as the middleman difficulty.

Hie consumer is likeh to jump to the conclusion that the

middleman is ic'|«>iisihle (oi the high tost ol food as well

as its mfeiior quality. The fauna also <oinplains that the

middleman promises one thing, and docs another. This
leases the |)00I middleman in an embarrassing |»osilioil.

lie must of course !*c cxj>ccted to look out for his own
imeiesis. If lie agircs to take up a cat load of tomatoes at

a certain pi ice. and at the time the tomatoes are delivered

the car exjrcrtcd is two days away on a railroad siding, eithei

Ire has to refuse the tomatoes oi take a loss. Naturally, he

•HU refuse the tomatoes. Thus the producer is left holding

the hag. This sort of condition lias characterized merchan-

dising. since the writer licl|*cd ship a car of peaches as a

boy. only to discover that in the li alls.ict iotl a widow was

left holding the l>-.g. It is llicrefoic not without a reason

that lie has sought for a way to eliminate this wasteful con-

dition winch satisfies no one. The evil lies not with people
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JO much as with the system. Om e we winced in pioducing

perishable food at the |>oim where ii i* consumed. all over

the world, the vicious system ol present merchandising waste

will disappear, and there will lie more profit at the pro

duction end. This is not theory. It is the report of an

actual performance which may and must Ik- duplicated in

every small and large town in the world.

IV. Thu Family Humcoi-onicom

To he really practical, a hydro|ioniciim should l»c of

the sort that rati be readily adapted to the production of

food for a family. In the last section it was utged that

growing a garden is actually more expensive, the way gar-

dening is done now. than opeiating a hydroponicum. I hc

difference may be stated succinctly. The old way of gatdcu-
IJ6

ing is done in sweaty overalls: the new is done in cIcjii

lounging clothes. The old confitms the barlmic belief

that sweat and toil are necessary virtues to trjic happiness;

the new subscribes to the gentlemen's philosophy that

unnecessary sweat and toil arc an aesthetic abomination.

All of us ate gentlemen at heart. Now is the time to

be one. in the home hydroponic garden.

A. size REQUIRED. If the family is small (not more

than three persons) the tin-can method (see Chapter G.

Sec. IV) may be used to advantage. The initial cost is

low, there being no other expense involved than that for

providing paint to cover the cans, and the chemicals. The
chemicals, if the bulk ones are bought in 100-pound bags.

will cost around $25, bui will last several years for a small

hydroponicum of cam.

If the family wishes to can carrots, beets, corn, tomatoes

and the like, for winter use. a larger hydroi*onicum would

be necessary, and a UNIT or more should be constructed.

To be conservative, you may count on 200 square feci of

tank space (ac tual growing space) as equal to at least I .GOO

square feel of garden space: and may. according to locality

and skill, be made to equal 2.400 square feet of garden space

in productivity.

B. crop PLANS for unit. The only examples I can

give arc from my own hyproponic garden in a locality

where three crops on the same UNIT are certain during

the period from March to December (some things being

kept in the sand bed over winter), and where five crops,

when accurately timed and spaced, are possible. The
examples follow:

A cei tain UNIT, let us call it No. B. had tomatoes,

with flower buds showing, transolantcd to it April 1st. It
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went through two light frosts, the support frame being

covered with newspapers. The crop was 570 [rounds of

tomatoes of useful grade. The UNIT was cleared and

sterilized July Sid. washed July 1th. and replanted in giant

Lima beans, July 5th. This crop lasted until November

13th, and yielded 58 gallons of beans in the hull. Onion

sets were planted deep in the sand on November 14th, and

were mulched with compost for winter, after coming up.

Some were used up during the months of December and
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January, during the time the sand was not frozen. In

February, a second set of onions were planted in between

the cross rows of those already beginning to turn green

again. By the middle of March these were coming through

the sand, and the winter crop was ready to sell. The second

crop of onions was out of the sand on April 12th. when the

UNIT was again sterilized, and tomatoes with flower buds

showing or open were planted in it April 15th. after frost

danger had passed. The onion crops yielded a little over

5,000 spring onions, with five-inch-long tender and sweet

bodies. Thus this UNIT, as planned, grew one crop of

tomatoes, one crop of Lima beans, and two oops of onions,

in a 12-month period.

On another UNIT, by beginning in September, two

crops of onions were raised over the autumn-winter period,

a third in the spring, tomatoes in early summer, and Ken-

tucky Wonder beans after these, making a five-crop rotation

in one year on the same UNIT. These examples should be

sufficient to indicate the possibilities.

Those who live in regions where to get one crop is all

that is to be expected, because of limited temperature and

light, will of couYse not be interested in rotation, but in

growing several things at the same time, in the one UNIT.
The following suggestions may be helpful. Any good book

t»»

on gardening will give information on wh.it grows Ih-m

with what. This is not a |tcoili;nitv of the liydro|K*nicum

but is inherent in the plant's nature.

Tomatoes may he grown in the same I'M I as used for

]xMatocs, Imt the potatoes should be plained ncai the sur-

fitce of the sand and coveted w ith straw m leal mule It and

kept moist, so that the potatoes will form under this lathei

than in the sand proper. Or. sand may l»c hc.t|>ed up

around the potato stems, and held in pl.ue l>\ a wooden

flame set on the sand.

Corn and eggplant do not grow well togciliei. Celery i>

a special crop, requiring less phosphorus than tomatoes and

more calcium, potassium and nitrogen. The /»H for tom.r

toes and most other crops should lie around 6.5 or lower,

while that of celery would lie altovc this. Tlius celery will

not do well with other plants. Ii will go to seed. In gen-

eral. you may plant the following in the familv hydro|ioni-

cum: Cabbage, beans, peas, lettuce, carrots, tomatoes. Iiccts.

cauliflower, onions, potatoes, sweet corn, and strawberries,

if you arc in the colder legions. In the warmer regions,

where grow ing plants separately is more easily done, because

not all of the vegetables need to come in at the same time,

okra, black-eyed jieas, peanuts, eggplant. Iiuttcrlieans and

melons may be added to the list.

In all cases, of course, care must lx- taken that no

’-I 'V
4
..*?

o A

plant shades another. Some will do better than others,

when grown together, but the objective Iicing to feed a

family rather than to produce bumper crops, one must be

satisfied with this limitation if only one UNIT is available.

Experience alone, as in a garden of ordinary type, teaches

one the really fine points of individual preferences in food

by different plants.

Perhaps it should be emphasized once more that some

plants simply will not thrive in extremely hot weathet

over a prolonged period. Only experience will tell you

what these are. Although much sunlight is needed for good

growth, when that becomes too intense, and the tempera-

lure reaches the high nineties or goes ovci the 100 mark,

efficiency on the pan of the plant stops, and in some cases

drops too low for its survival. The reasons arc too tec hnical

for discussing here: but knowing ibis is of practical im-

portance. For it is little use to attempt to grow plants

under conditions too far removed from those naturally

RlUST*AT!ON 10. A«*h« .!•- of the boon crop «So-n in lll.itrotion 3. iho»i"e
M orfdtton o ponton of on. fo«J.n9-tcnl which J, be*.... two JSfoct fl-O—
'*9-**'"*- fo«»9'0»«d. on. of thee# „ eeen pJof^.d in covliflo-er. The tern-
p#*a* .re MtheMelhe pho-Cflroph -a. tokon. wo, 110 deQfeet f. Noirhor the b.om
noe th. ee. ‘lo-e- hod mm thre-oh a foin. *ho'OCfOPh b. Dr CSorl.i Dee.en
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required by the plant. There is a limit, in other words,

to what a plant may be expected to do.

It may be of interest to know that growing "roasting

cars” in the home hydroponicum will make them cost

around five cents apiece. Rut that is about what one has

to pay for them at the store. In the frozen package they

cost around 15 cents each. However, one who has once

tasted a hydroponically grown ear of corn, after it has been

shucked and cooked immediately in boiling water foi seven

minutes and no more, will be willing to grow his com there

after that way, even if he has to pay 25 cents a pound for his

chemicals. This is admittedly comparing the incomparable.

Finally, if it is cost that bothers you. sell yourself your

produce at retail prices, since that is the way you have to

buy. and you will find your hydroponicum a piofit to vou.

at almost any level of prices.

Hi
CHAPTER II

Dihe Danis Dire Conima
The first hydroponicum used by nun was a broken

fragment of coconut shell in which the juice of that fruit

was fermented and sampled to the satisfaction of a primi-

live human palate. This may be stretching a point, since

the microscopic yeast plants grown in this early form ol

nutrient solution were utilized incidentally, though thes

no doubt contained some vitamins of value.

If the first incentive to grow plants in solution was the

irresponsible one of providing a jag. the last is inspired by

fears of malnutrition, the high cost of living, the fear of

famine, disgust with the present uncertainties and waste

of food distribution, and intent on getting those elements

essential to the maintenance of a sane and physically com-

petent human race. For the first time in his history, man
is genuinely concerned about the prospects for his survivil

as a species. And this concern derives as much from the

world food situation as from concern over atomic warfare.

I. Present-Day Interest in Hvdroi*omcs

Among the many articles on hydroponics which have

appeared in the press recently, three were responsible for

bringing to my desk a flood of letters from all parts of the

world. They are, in order of the articles published by their

reporters, the Log Cabin Democrat, the Arkansas Gazette.

and the Magazine Digest. A review of the interests expressed

in those letters is impressive.
•« 143

The foremost interest is in improved nutrition. Iioth

for the individual household and the world. "One loaf of

bread.” writes one. "and a can of condensed milk with fish-

head stew for a variety, is our diet for a family of eight. I

figure if I can learn this thing they call hydroponics, and
I think I can if anyone can. we ll be eating better along

this bayou
.“

Perhaps the following illustrates best the second poini

made: "Being farmers at heart, my brother and I arc eager

to take up hydroponics at our suburban home just out-

side the city of Damascus and, following your footsteps, gbt

to something which might go really far. considering that

hundreds here die of typhoid and almost 100 percent of

the Middle Fast population suffer from some form of dys-

enteiy. Not counting those, who. like us. arc absolutely

fed up with choosing between that and a permanganate

slow-poisoning diet . . . The world, Sir, is becoming smaller

even day and it would l>c a |*eifect example of international

cooperation if your scientific effoits could be used in far

away Arabia. It will take a lot of such efforts to make a

better world.”

The pi evident of an air lines company in Mexico looks

to hydroponics as a means of providing his employes, from

tropic to desert landing field, with better green food. An
official invited to study the pros|>ccu for improving meat

UlUSIRAtlOH 11. tX. rn.1.1 b-.-.l l..a.-B u-» ol Ik. -Apolo Simwid H,d.o.
po»ico- o« ft* dm Jo~«"«. I*enl, I* tov‘M of contraction, at mod'lifd ond
COmPvCtod by Mi A S JexeUen. ingon*out grntl.mon shown in tKt photogroph.
Spoc*l tokon in comr’vdion 1© ovoid growing diffkvftitl duo
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and oilier food supplies for the people of Peru wonders if

pari of ihe soluiion of his problem is to be found in incor-

porating hydroponics into his general plan. Iii Brazil,

Venezuela, Cebu ami Nigeria the concern is the same as in

Arabia. In Palestine and Australia the interest is in gelling

control of drought, the great enemy to crops. In 1jborador.

Canadian outposts, and cold regions where the growing sea-

sons arc short it is the desiie to get away from the inevit-

lil

able tin-can meal that causes (xroplc to look upon hydro-

ponics as a possible relief. In farming provinces of the far

North it is hoped that by this means the canning industry

may he made more profitable, and more people employed.

My answer to all such inquiries has been if proper care

is taken in planning, and sufficient time consumed in mas-

tering the rather simple details, there is little doubt that

each and every one of these needs may be met satisfac-

torily through hydroponic methods of one sort or another.

I believe this to be line, though it is also true thpl it will

take time, good will, money and intelligence. Probably

the best results will Ik- accomplished without government

aid, since to be successful the economic problems must be

solved through accepted economic procedure. Money is not

a consideration when a scientific problem is to Ire solved,

ui when a political Mutation mtiM Ire l.unl. But if one is

to eat out of his own hydroponicunt. or buy food fiom

another operator, that liydroponicutn which cannot operate

within the all-around monetary requirements from producer

to consumer must become a disappointment, a white elc

phant, and a thing to stay away fiom.

This brings us to the second interest expressed in the

letters, namely, that of growing vegetables and flowers fot

the market. This is inspired by the glowing reports which

have been achieved by isolated individuals here and there.

It is encouraging to note that there is not a single gen-

uinely crack-jrot letter out of the whole. The public is

quite prepared to understand the inevitable exaggerations

which appear. Only one individual expected to quit his

job. turn his few acres immediately into tanks, apply the

"perfect formula," allow the plants to light off their own

enemies, if not prune and crop themselves, and himself

become rich the first season. When informed, of course.

i«
that formulas may be had lor a dime a dozen, and that hydro-

ironic perfection is not yet of the magnitude to be found

only in paradise, the inquirer very sensibly gave up his

premature ambitions.

If the letters represent a fair sample of public opinion,

the public is definitely past the wild-eyed stage of hydro-

ponics, and is prepared to look at the thing sensibly. People

are not asking so frequently. "IIow much profit can I make

out of it? How much does it cost?" But they are asking.

' How do I go about learning how to grow plants this way?"

There arc two groups interested in hypdoponics from the

commercial standpoint. One is the individual who wishes

to build gradually in his home town, unit by unit as it pays

for itself, until he has a good livelihood, and who expects

to operate no more than he can handle himself. The other

group consists of organizations interested in cooperating for

marketing purposes, but having the individual operators

work, plan and maintain their hydroponic establishments

independently. In other words, it is the individual growet

on his own as far as producing is concerned, hut all united

into a son of union for pooling their information.

The latter groups are convinced that this can be done

economically, or are at least inquiring if this is so, and that

if so, believe that their community's basic wealth will,

through adopting proper hydroponic methods, become

gradually more stabilized than it is at present. By basic

wealth they mean, I take it, individual and community

health plus increased productivity of the local land area.

The interest is primarily in permanent community building

and against mutual community exploitation. It is as though

these people have all read and hope to disprove the passage,

"Each one strives against, not with, his brother. Thus each

strikes a wretched bargain 'gainst himself, and knows it not."

l«0

The third group consists of elderly and retired people.

They arc the people of the world who have met up with

those years when to be able to work is joy. It is their dream,

a dream that also is my own. that through this simple device,

this little thing we call a growing lank, the whole world

might come more quickly into possession of its daily bread;

that through it we who differ so much from land to land,

yet are so much alike, might find a way to help each other

even as we help ourselves; that there can he small fear of

war once all peoples are well fed.

He who works now for long hours over his little hydro-

ponicum in an "old people's home" sits no more in loneli-

ness. I do not know how well he has succeeded, but he

has now the most valuable thing on earth: something to do.

It is significant that he should write again to ask, "Is it all

right to let some of the others here grow things this way?"

A retired sea captain, writing from a ship as it enters

a Caribbean port, insists that hydroponics is "just the thing

to keep me from spending my days dreaming of the many

ports I've visited, and wishing I were at sea again.”

A man of 85 years, who rides a hot bus 300 miles to

see for himself what ail this is about, finds a new way to

exercise his joy in learning. And he tucks his lessons under

his arm, rides back home at once, saying before he leaves.

“I was once known as ’Celery Jim’ up North. I will make

a go of this thing. I won't make anything out of it myself,

but my grandson will. For I will teach him how."
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These are ihe people who refuse to look backward.

Then we come upon that group of people wise in

human weakness—doctors, men and women old enough to

cam rest, and rich enough to quit; who, as one said, ' never

do quite get used to seeing people die": and who look to

H7
their hydio|xinic garden as a place where they may for a

few minutes each day. work out in the open with the lovely

things of life, and forget. They have a million patients

whom they wish to teach, after they have learned them-

selves. in order to keep those neurotics from having to spend

hours on the couch of a psychiatrist.

It would hr a hit impertinent to suggest that either of

these groups is the more or less significant sector of the body
politic. Together, they show that interest in hydroponics is

worldwide. They represent significant portions of the world

population. Their interests may therefore not be ignored.

But. although much publicity has been given hydro-

ironies during the past two decades, a publicity which no
doubt accounts in part for the present rcs|*onsc. the most

significant Tact is that little of the vast amount of reliable

information on hydroponics has been put into a form wliidi

may be consumed by the nontechnical public. The public

is not stupid and is not moronic. But it is frightened at

the sight of unnecessary technical verbiage. Also it is rather

fed up on soft-coated hydroponic pills, and has become
slightly disappointed and suspicious. Yet. in spite of this,

we have the response recorded above. It was to help fill

IllUSTRAllON 12. A Mtrion of u«il (vt.nUr Mn g-o--*g at a
MCoftd «.op ahmr ho»*Umg lomo-o.. TK» plonf. had j-.* pourd f-o -••W o>

—aolKai -han (ha t«mp.io*ur. r.oth.d 10S d««iaai f. doily. Tha Wat «o*
p-olec'.d Iron w« 3~d tfcu. lha l<o..i >Ao> «ma at *ha liaa 'ha

>.01 lalan. Thil lot o( .Inal p>od.-tad a llna c/op at i.i.«b.n dw/iag Sap^—h^
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the gap between our technical achievements in hydroponics,

and the common hope for using the scientific knowledge

available, that this book was written.

II. Tm Hydroponics Future

This is not a prophecy. It is a plan. It is a plan in

merest outline. To fill in the details, one man would be

incompetent. The plan is based on the assumptions that

the first step in making hydroponics generally useful has

now been successfully taken, and that jseoplc the world

over are ready to adopt hydroponics'as a permanent method

for glowing much of their food.
14*

HydrojMinics is here to stay. It has already been estab-

lished as the sensible way to grow gieenhousc produce. It

has been adopted as a means for growing vegetables by the

army, which is in a financial position to use the more

mechanically refined techniques. Many individuals, either

1411

army trained oi having the technical background and finan-

cial (lacking, arc at present engaged in hydroponics success-

fully. But all tbit is but a drop in the bucket. It remains

to teach the intcicstcd public how to equip and ojieratc a

hydroponic home garden, and also those who wish to glow

plants for the local market. It might take 200 years to

bung hydroponics into general use. but it may be done

much sooner if we plan intelligently. It would seem that,

granting the assumptions stated above, what therefore

remains to be done is essentially as follows:

First, hydioponii information must be gotten to the

public through our regular channels, namely, the press,

radio and the schools. Second, a liaison group must be

trained to translate the technical details worked out in the

experiment stations and plant physiology laboratories into

the practical language of truck farmers and gardeners. Let

it be emphasized at this jioint that the public cannot iti

reason insist that a research man be an investigator and

at the same time what he is pleased to term "practical."

The most practical thing that is ever done. I submit, is

what the laboiatorv man is doing. But. it is true that

someone must act as gobetween for him and the final

applicator of his work. In other words, it is not a ques-

tion of what is or is not practical, hut one of language. It

is also a matter of efficiency. With this out of the way,

let us go on.

Third, young couples, interested in founding a home

in ihe suburbs or countryside, and at the same time intelli-

gently interested in food production as a livelihood, must

be given the same chance in training as wc now give to

the more orthodox phases of agricultural training. I am
not at all prepared to endorse the idea of giving this train-

ing below the college lex el at the present stage of develop-
1S0

mem. The couise. as I sec it. xvould include eight hours
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of general botany, eight of general chemistry, eight of plant

physiology, and sixteen of actual work with operating a

hydroponicum. This latter would mean growing two cro|»

through two seasons successfully, after constructing the

hydroponicum itself. Four hours of economics, including

principles of marketing and financing, would be added.

This program of education would do two things for the

individual: It would give him a tool for making a living,

and leave him time enough to get a real fine arts education

also, which in turn would be his equipment for living. To
give this training to people of high school age would in

all likelihood degenerate into a system of giving easy credit',

ptobably the most pernicious disease of our American edu-

cational system.

Fourth, the building of hydroponic tanks must now In-

stalled by interested individuals first in the home garden;

next in the home town outskirts for truck farming to pro-

duce for those without a home hydroponicum: next, large-

scale hydroponica. individually controlled and operated, but

associated for large-scale marketing in near-by cosmopoli-

tan aieas, and within a few hours of hauling distance.

These four steps arc intended secondarily as part of

the food defense of a country in case of atomic war. It will

be imicli more difficult to destroy an enemy's food supply

if that food is gtown in scattered arras and at the points of

consumption. Even though the main transportation system

of the nation Ire knocked out. people will be able to feed

themselves from the local latdci. It is not a question am
more n! national or individual finance. In an emergency

such as atomic warfare, money saved will have much less

mitiitional value than a carrot in the hydroponicum. And

in those places where the people are not killed it would be

stupidity pa i excellence to be caught alive, and without

one's own hydroponicum. after a Irombing disaster. It is

not my intention to lie facetious at this point. I am not

counting on the inevitability of atomic warfare. But. if

such is the inevitable, then it is now time to prepare against

it. And the hydroponicum is the clica|>cst instrument we

have for this purpose. The distribution of hydroponica

would be such as to extend the present limited growing

areas into mountainous and desert regions. In Chapter *

it was shown that if the annual rainfall is properly conserved

in even the driest part of the globe a definite amount ol

food may be grown in those regions for supporting human

life. This will undoubtedly be done.

The fifth and final step would be. of course, the con-

version of farm and grazing areas into hydroponica. This

must Ire a long time in coming. But if wc intend to plan

at all. we might as well make our plans worldwide, and

with an eye to contributing to world peace by striking at

the heart of one of the causes of world war. We forget.

sometimes, that the human race has never yet had three

square meals a day. People, like cows, must have a full

stomach regularly, to long remain contented. And con-

tentment is a consequence of great and successful planning.

We will turn out farms eventually into hydroponica for

several reasons. First, wc will thereby conserve our ''fer-

tilizer'’ supplies. The way wc now use these is a waste tax

which cannot be supported indefinitely. Second, our pres-

ent plans for water conservation takes into account only the

prevention of floods, loss of topsoil, maintenance of rec-

reation areas, and the water supply to laige industrial

population centers. As a matter of fact, except in the deseii

areas, practically all of this controlled water becomes river

and stream again without l>cing metered out first for plant

IM
growth. This will Ire corrected, once wc become hydro-

ponically Imilt up as a nation. Third, we will insist on

having our chickens and cattle fed from hvdroponically

prodiKrd food on the Spot. because this will I>e done

more cheaply than is now done by out roundabout methods,

and because the meat, milk and eggs will be thereby move

nourishing. Fourth, we will go to hydro|>onic farming

just to get out of liaid lalror. Man has desired, more than

any one other thing, a way to avoid sheer toil and sweat,

lie can stand the tears, but loo much hard work gets him.

llydro|Kiiiic farming wipes out most of this.

I-ct us see the picture as it will look to the world after

we have done those five things.

Food will Ire available all the lime, everywhere.

Cattle and chickens will eat their forage from hydro-

ponic mangers and feeding beds, the whole year around.

Harvesting of forage crops will be eliminated. The
billion dollars spent now on machinery fot harvesting, cur-

ing. haling, and hauling such feed will be s|>cm to better

purpose.

The attack on insect enemies and parisitic fungi will

Ire planned differently, and will be more successful.

Plant physiology departments will become the bureaus

of food production, and will provide the basic plans for

distributing and feeding people, livestock and poultry in a

unified prergram of food defense, either lor peace or war.

The people, of course, may choose what they will cat and.

to a certain extent, where they w ill car ii. Bur the downright

independent, thioiigh and-through individualist in such

matters, the one to whom cooperation and any semblance of

coordination are intolerable, that one must Ire permitted to

ISS

go fishing, or must Ire driven with the sheep, cows and hogs

to his segregated feeding trough.

It will not be long until the incompetent will not Ire
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allowed to grow food for oilier than ihcii own consumption.

To farm lor profit will require proper licensing as re-

<|nir c<l now for leaching, doctoring, and preaching. Farm-

ing for profit under license requirements is preferable to

farming without profit, as millions now do. The high cost

of ignorance is reflected in present low standards of eating

throughout the world, in the malnutrition due to lack id

essential elements because of improperly grown plants for

food of Ireast and man, and in the awful waste of food

liansjxmatiou, food storage, anil political blundering. This

will be largely done away with, after the hydroponicum is

established as a part of the equipment in households around

the world. And it will not l>c difficult to do so. for once

the missionary, the teacher, the county agent and. in time,

others gel going oil this tiling, people of the world will

catch on quickly, and will make their own ranks our of any

and everything handy.

Itelow and above die giant dams being built for water-

shed control, along the main and tributary streams large

scale hydroponic systems will cover the now unused areas,

to be operated privately, in cooperatives, or under govern-

ment control, lor pioviding canning and freezing units

with the food-storage requirements, which will not lie as

necessary then as now.

Paradoxically, more |ieople will lie engaged hi glowing

plants than arc now. Most of them will lie growing lor

ihcii own use. 01 for profit The countryside will lie more

populated, and the lake resorts will he home, rattier titan

a place to sisit. For it will lie more pleasant to lire in the

iminiiy, as well as piofitahlc. While the hard I.iImh and

•UUSItAIIOM IS. A •( I>m |«l. buu. by D-. Cho.l.. Dh.ii
*» Wta kydr#*#**** ot CllHH, Mtiiinippl, PKotoguipH by Df. Dwrtn
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the lined labor will be eliminated largely, the delightful

I.iIkh ol lending the growing plant will remain. And ibis

must in ihc end l>c of inestimable aesthetic and spiritual

salur IO the whole nation that succcds in going lisdiojtonic.

Hie mule, the plow- and harrow, the tractor, all arc on

ihcii way out.

The ranks are coming.
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pcactkal requirements for. 74
•he Gerickc. << ahlnmia)

. 100
tlie New Jetscs. I0|

i lie Ohio. (UP). 101
the Purdue (2D). 103
the Spcasanl. |til 103
‘lie I inner. 100

the Wagner Pooch. 101
I he “perfect" 74. 89
tanaiicms in. 7.5-76

winter use. 99. 103

FRUIT:
nitrogen feeding for. 87 89
phosplioKisis rcsiuunnent. 91
sulphur. 93
lard*. 93

FUNGI: 9.23

C
GARDEN: 7. 8. 57. 91. 129

CERICKE. W. F.: I. I. II. 77. 100

GERMINATION: 52. 31

GOLD: 59
GRADUATE, claw: 22
GRAVITY: 32
CRAMS: 67

conversion to ounce*. t>6. 70
GREENHOUSE: 4. 18. 23. S3.

ICO. 104
GROWING AREA: 19
GROWING MATERIALS 21-22
CROWING PERIOD: 20
GROWING-TANK: IS. 24
GROWING-UNIT: 21-38

slope of. 30

GROWTH:
energy for. 81
feeding at peak of. 17-18

iron for. 95
irregular. 39. 80. 84

oxygen for. 81

plant. 102
proteins for. 81. S3

stoppage of. 88
stunting In pltuspliorotis. 91

GYPSUM: 68

HAMMOCK.
J. M.: 155

HARDENING: 82. 93. 81. 90. 91
HENRY. V. M.: 4. 104

HOAGLAND, 1). I.: 103

HUMIDITY: 21. 33
HYDROGEN:

7. 57. 68. 70. 79. 80. 81

HYDROPONICS:
army’s use of. 13. 103
background of, I

Itools on. I

commercial. I. 2. 4. 100. MG
distributors for. 124

first steps in. 2
future of. 117-133
general use of 4,

misconceptions about. 19. 53, 57,

73.89
practical method of, 5
precision in. 4. 16

present day intcicst in, 141-114

principles of. 49
problems of. 3-10
systems of. 10-12

3cal. 10
OPOMCUM:

battle of the elements in. 91
chemicals suitable for. 66

costs, const me t ion and
operation. 127. 128

financing. 131

for home use, 127. 131

lor various icglon*. 13. 20

futuic of. 1 17

light foi
,
(I

piactical iraiiiicmciiu fur. 15-16

technique of tqieiaiiiig. 32-33. 108

tin-can type. 19

type* In use. 11-15. 49

INDICA TOR. ACID: 22

INSECTS: 9. 23. 51

IN TENSI TY. LIGHT: 19. 20

IONS: 106 107

IRON: 37. .58. 68. 70
addition of. 37

chlorophyll and. 95

excess of. 95. 108

deficiency of. 35. 37. 95. 96. 108-

109. no
growth and. 95
manganese and. 96. 108

minimum ppm. 69. 91. 93. 110

phosphorous absorption and,
91. 95, 109

/dl and. 91. 95

precipitation of. 37. 91

uses of. 95. 1 10

IRON CITRATE:
68. 98. 99. 109. 110

IRON SULPHATE: 98. 99, 110

JACOBSEN. A. S.: 50. 143

K
KEISERITE: 68. 71

KIPPL1NGER. D. C.: 101

L
LABOR: 47

LAURIE. ALEX: 1. 101

LEAVES: 19. 20. 89. 90. 104

LEGUMINOUS PLANTS:
sulphur need. 95

LETTUCE: 49. 54. 101. 120
LIGHT: 41. 46. 139

for energy. 88
for flowers. 19

for site of hydroponicum. 19

for sugar, 80.85
for vegetables, 19
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intensity. 19-20. S3
long ami shore day. 19. 85

protection. 53
ultra-violet. 19

used by plants. 19

I.l M.VBFAN5: 37

I.IMK: 13-36. 51. «8. 92. 10.5

neutralization of. 3*. 36. 118

nitric acid used with. 103

LITMUS: 12.7

LITER: 98. MU
LOG CABIN DEMOCRAT: I II

LUMBER FOR CONSTRUC-
TION’: 22

M
\l \C\ESIl M: 57. 61 68. 70. 76-78

calcium and. 92
chlmophsll and. 91
deficiciicv of. 91

excess of. 91

in water used. 72

minimum ppm. 69. 76. 91

sulphate. 32

use ol. 91

variations of. 77

MANGANESE: 15. 37. 61. 68. 70

calcium relationship, 109

chloride. 32. 1.7. 68

deficiency. 96
excess of. 109

Iron ratio. 96. 108. 109

ppm. 96, 110

sulphate. 32. 6.7. 68

use of. 69. 96

MANURE: 7. 8

M VTERIALS:
acid tester. 22
comtiuctiuis. 21 22
operating. 21-22

where to Ini'. 122-121

MARKETING: 111 111

MEASURING: II. is

graduate, gln*s 22
method of, S3 07

tin-can for. SI

MILLIMOLE: 112. 118

MINERALS: 6. 7

MISCONCEPTIONS: i. 7. 9. 19.

33 38. 61. 1 19

regarding essential elements. 77

i ega tiling formulas. 73. 89. 102

MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE: 133

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS
(relative weights): 68. Ill

MONO VMMONIUM
PHOSPHATE: 68

MONOCALCIUM
PHOSPHATE: 32. 68

MONOPOTASSIUM
PHOSPHATE: 68

M01.YBDIC ACID: 32. 68
MOI.YBDNEUM:

35. 58. 68. 70. 97. 1 10

MOSOUI FOES: 10. 22

N
NAILS: 22
NEWSPAPERS: 22

NEW JERSEY EXPERIMENT
STATION: I. 13. 19. 78. 96

101. 120
NIPPLES: 22. 21

drain. II

overflow. 28

NITRATE: 87

absorption of. 82

cell wall formation. 107

protein and. 80

use of ammonium. 105

NITROGEN: 57. 39. 60. 62. 61.

65. G8. 70

649
amount m plant. 79
and calcium. 92
ami clouds weather. 38

and light S3. 88
and [amwiiin lulaiKC. 103-107

and uigai.77.ft0.82.Si

as nitrate or as

ammonia. 33. 88. 105

deficients. «2-83. 85. 88

difficult' in feeding. ft0-R8

excess. 3ft. 85. 87. 90. 101

feeding. 3ft. 78. 80 8ft

for fiuiiv 87
f*»r hanIdling 81

for rines. Si
increasing. 105
minimum ppm. 69. 76
rich, sugar-poor plant. Sft

sugar-rich.

nitrogen -poor. 82-83, 88
uniices of. 80

use of. 80

Ni l RIG ACID: 32. 36. 70

ami lime. 105

XI TRIF.XT SOLUTION:
16. 17. 21. S3. U

ami balance. 102
aciditv of almtil n«"» 2.3. t5. 91

choice of. 102
circulation of. 102. 103
concentration of.

71.77.81.83 86. 75

ililliliun >4. 1.5. 16. 53. 86
discarding. 25. 39
for hardening. "I

quantity of. 15

rate ol application. Hr.*

sprinkling with. 16

testing of. »’<

total (ontmtiaiitm. 75

vaiiations in. 106

wjtei o'cil.

allowjimc l*o ihcmirals in.

72. 91

0
OHIO AGRICUI.TI’R VI.

EXPERIMENT STA I Ion
IS. I0|

Oil.: W
OPER VI ION:
method for one unit. 19. 32 • 18

ONION: 120. I3S

ORANGE- RED: 19

ORGANIC FARMING: 6. 7

OVERFLOW: 32. II

nipple. 28

OXYGEN:
24. 38. 10. 57. 62. t*. 70. 79

absoriHitm In toots. 6. 21. II. 88

ami wilting. 87

in ptotetn inanufatlutc. 80
n«C"it' for. 81

shortage of. 25. 3ft. 77. **

P
PKMBER. F. R.: 2

PESTS: 23. 5i

pH (acidits) : 21. 3G. 16. 58. 77.

114. 124
for iron and phosphorous. 91. 95
stabilization in high calcium

saml. 94
PHOSPHATE: 106

monoammoniitm. 68. G9

monocalcium. 68. 69. 9i
uuinopocasstum. 68. 69
treble-super. 91

PHOSPHORUS. 5.7.60.62.64.65.
63. 70. 76. 78. 105. 114

and iron. 91. 93. 109

and pH. 91

and sugar. 90

deficiency of. 91. 91
minimum ppm. 69. 76. 91

use of. 90
PLANT:

aeration of, 21

chemical test of. 85

composition of. 79
formula for starting. 103
growing period. 20
light requirement. 6. 19. 77
nitrogen-rich, sugar-poor. 82
nutnlier in one unit, 13
problem*. -1-5

shading of, 21
starvation of. 21
successful gtowing of. 10. 79
sugar-rich. nitrogen-|MMtr. 82

support for. 11. 23
tolerance, 16, 77
transplanting of, 21, 19
use of ammonia nitrogen. 107
use of elements. 78-98

PLANTING: 52
POESCH. G. H,: 101

POND WATER: 20

POTASSIUM: 57. GO 62. 61. 63. 99
absoiption of, 79. »9

and calcium. 89-91

and nitrogen htl.mie. 'Ml. 101. 103
and |>utato. 90
anti sugar, 00

chloride. 33. -II. 68. 69. 70. 73. 76.
7ft. 105. Ill

deficiency, 39. 89. 90
minimum ppm. 69. 76. 90
nil t ate. 7. H. 68. 71. 75. 80. to

I

IKIIIMIIgJIlUte. 109
plui.phatc. mono, 68. 09
sulphate. 68. 69
use of. 89

POTATO: 90. Lift

PPM: 91.95.96. 106 107

constancy of. 1 19

converting to weights, 115
definition of. 67
fisr nitrogen. 76

for |K>tanium,90
fot tosei. 81

for trace elements. 110
limits. 72. 75. 91
low. 77
table for each element, 69. 110
sariations in. 76. 77

PRACTICAL METHOD: 3
PRECIPITATION:
of iron ami phosphorus. 37. 91. 95

PRECISION: 4. 16

PRINCIPLES: I. 21. 102
PROBLEMS: 58

hsdroponic. 5-10. 81 82

in nitrogen feeding. 84-88

iron and manganese feeding. 90
•ton and phosphorus

feeding. 91-95

PROCEDURE: 52
PRODUCTION: 105. 128. 136
PROFIT: 127. 139

PROTEINS: 55. R7. 90
and ammonia nitiogcn, 107

and potassium. 89
production from nitrate. 80. 88
requirements for manufacture

of. 81 84

PROTOPLASM: 79. 80. 88. 90. 95

PURDUE UNIVERSITY: 11.78. 101

PURITY:
of chemicals. 68. 71. 79
how to calculate. 120-121

R
RADISH: 56. 120
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potassium deficiency in. 89

RAINFALL: 9. 20. 42. 44. 75
RESPIRATION: 77. 86. 87. 88
R ETA IN ING-WALL: 24. 29. 31

RHODE ISLAND EXPERI-
MENT STATION: I

ROCK-WOOL: 22. 39. 51

ROSES: 84. 89. 91. 100, 101

formula* for. 99. 100, 101

ROOTS: 9. 53

aeration of. 21. 21. 25. 30. 3S.

41. 81

and phosphorus deficiency. 91

cate in transplanting. 23, 39

change in acidity about. 15. 58

concentration about, 43. 86. 102
growth. 40. 93
niincial absorption by. 6. 72. 79
nitrogen absorption. 6. 79. 88
oxygen absorption. 6. 87
phosphorus and iron

absorption, 91

|Mitas*iuni need of, 89

s
SALTS: 06. Ill

SAND: 22. 21. 30, 40
calcium in. 91

denning of. 38

preparation of. 38

spraying iron citrate. 93
spraying with water. 86
sterilization of. 28
washing of. 75

SCREENING: 22

SEED:
germination of. 52
high calcium content. 91

phosphorus need. 90
jilanting of. >2

SHADING: 21

SHADY DAYS: 82. 83. 88. 105
SIIIVK.

J. \V.: 35
SHORT AND LONG DAYS: 21
SILICON: 79
SITE:

choice of. 19 20

SLOPE:
of growing. nmt, 29

SODIUM: 68.69.70.99
and calcium. 92
chloride. 72. 1 1

1

nitrate. 33. 68. 105. 1 1

1

reaction with chlorine. 75

SOIL: 8. 79
SPACING:
of plants. 23. 10

SPENSARI). E. A.: 11.121
technique. 108

SPRAYING: 22
SPRINKLING: 25. 96. 93. 109. 110
S EARCH: 88. 89. 90
STARVATION: 21. 88

STEM ROT: 39
STERILIZATION: 8.28. 51. 10*1

STRUCTURAL DETAILS: 27-.Hl

SUCCULENCE:
excessive. 88. 107

lowering concentration for. 81

use of nineteen for, 8U85. 107

SUGAR: 87

anil high temperature. 86. 88

and light. 83
and nitrogen balance. 77. 80. 88

and phosphorous. 96

and potassium. 90
and protein manufacture. 80

and woodinevs. 85. 88

burning of. 87. 88

deficiency. 82. 87
energv from. 88

excess of. 82. 83. 85
manufacture of. 80

rich, nitingen-poor plant. 82-83. 8S
use of. 77. 84-85

SULPHURIC ACID: 36.68. 10'.

SULPHUR: 38. 59. 61. 68. 70. 78

and fruiting. 95
and radishes. 120

and lont-nodule*. 95

deficiency. 93
in fertilircn. 120
minimum ppm. 69. 76. 93

SUNLICHT: 139
SUPPLIES:
where to buv. 121-128

SUPPORTS: 23
SW’ANEY. M. W.: 1

SYMBOLS: chemical. 68 70

SYMPTOMS:
ammonium nitrogen excess. 107

liocnn deficiency. 97
browning of tomato leaves. 101

calcium deficiency. 92
Magnesium deficiency. 91
phosphorus ikficicncv. 91

Siauium deficiency. 89. 90

I MS OF HYDROPONIC '

10 13. 49. 77. ion. 101

TABLES: chemical. 68 69
TANK

growing. 13
solution or feeding. IS

TECHNIQUE: 16. 52. 86. 108
TEMPERATURE:: 37. 41. 44

high. 25. 46.85.86.88.95. 105.139

TERMS: definitions. 59
TESTER: acid, or pH. 22. 124

TF5TING: 13. 22. 36. 39. 45. 52

of nutrient uilution. 85

of plant. S3

TIME: utc of. 128
TIN-CAN: 31. 67. 101

advantages of. 23
hvdropnmciim. 49*54

materials for filling. 51

measure for chemicals. 31

sire of. 23. 34. 51

technique. 49-51

TOLERANCE: plant. 18

TOMATO: 25. 32. 37. 46. 47. 56.

92. 108. 117. 129. 136

browning of lease*. 104
formula for. 103

hardening ol fruit. 90
overfeeding. 101

phosphorus needs. 91

potassium deficiency. 89
productivity of. 105

TRACE ELEMENTS (mkronu-
trients): 32. 68. 69. 100. 102
chart of. 1 10

deficiency of. 1 08
directions for use of. 110

od grade chemicals. 108

and many
in

iron and" manganese balance. 108
measurement of. 35
ppm and weights of. 1 10

use of. 101. 105. 103-110
TRANSFORMATION OF

ENERGY: 6
TRANSPIRATION: 21.44.46
TRANSPLANTING: 38. 39

by tin-cans. 23. 51

hardening for. 84

spacing of. 23
TROUGH: for feeding. 30 32
TUB: galvani/cd. 114

TURNER. W. I.: I. 4. 84. 90. 104

and roses. 84. 100. 101. 108
TYING UP PLANTS: 23

U
ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT: 19

UNIT (Spcssard):

area for growing. 19

construction of one. 18. 27-29
definition of. 17-18

dimensions for. 18, 27-30
doubling of. 19

feeding, for one. 13, 19, 24

growing, 13, 19, 21

materials for one. 21, 22
operation of. 33-48, 108

plant capacity of one, 18, 40

productivity of one, 37. 105

site for, 19. 21

specifications for. 27-29

type of

hydroponicum. 13-15. 25. 32

URINE: 55

UREA: 59,80

V
VARIATIONS:

factors of. 78

in acidity. 3

in concentration. 16, 85

in feeding. 3.42.44.46,78.82
in formulas. 75,76
in plant needs, 76
in ppm. 75. 76
in purity of chemicals, 68. 69. 120

in seasonal needs. 76

in temperature. 85

in total salts in water used. 72. 77

nitrogen and sugar. 88

VEGETABLES:
growing together, 138
hardening of. 84

marketing of. 131-134

succulence of. 84. 85

svoodv. 82

VITA MIN- A: 54. 55
VOLUME: measurement. 67

w
WAGNER. ARNOLD: 101

WALL, ictaining: 24. 29
WASTE: 62. 113

elements. 79. 114

sodium chloride. 75

solution. 25
WATER: 46

and carlion-dioxide, 80

amount required. 20. 24

balance. 77. 83. 88

containing calcium and
magnesium. 72, 93

calculation for desert

hydroponicum, 20
loss. 4

1

sprinkling, 46. 86

supply. 20
transpiration of. 44, 46

variation in total salts, 72

WEATHER CHANGES: 42. 44 45

WEIGHTS. RELATIVE: 67-70

calculations of. 113

WILTING: 46. 87. 88. 94

WIND: 42

WITHROW. R. W.: 13. 103

WITHROW, ALICE: 103

WOOD ASHES: 35

WOODINESS OF
VEGETABLES: 82-85. 88

Y
YELLOWING:
of leaves. 89. 92. 91. 95. 110
preventing, 90

ZINC: «. 66. 70. 97. Ill
ppm. 69. 110
sulphate. 33. 35. 58. 68
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RADIO CONTROL
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. , Oprrutmn
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ttnati

1 here u a miwhn idea ilui radio control is difficult. tbit on*

ohm boiK- up on the science << electronics in oid<r to operate an

RC |iUn«. boat. auto, or wltat haw you.

I he truth n ihn anyone nn inttall hkI opnnr Mttnil*ll|

(Ik imIIu equipment ikik available it the hobby shops uting pin

the iitanulieturtl't directions Hut lor the w-comn to avoid com
monly made mitliltl end misunderstanding! inherent to iny field

where written ilirntiom mutt be Interpetted jnd applied. it it desir-

able iImi the btginner benefit Ironi the advier oI lellow hobbyist!

alrvitly tuccetsfully tutted, and quickly obtain a little first hand
experience with the practical lundamenuh.

Uiiloiluisanly. lint iui‘t alwayt possible When he finds uach

a coilin’ impossible, the beginner natuially lurnt to books and
magariltc ittnlev I he bookt

a
utually aic written by tome electron*!

expert who ptovidet plenty o! theory ami a minimum oI practice,

magazine aiitclet arc nattered piece meal over a period o( yean.

‘this booklet it intended, lliercloee. hi gi»c llie practical kind

ul inloritiuliuii that will assist the inti retted reader in building

and operating hie radio ciuiiiol mmlel While the practical ude of

RC modeling It eni|ili.i>irtd. enough background intontiation about

railim and equipment it inihided to rueiml not the pceturc.

Iloweter. the booklet n not Umitcd to the beginner. Alter the

llieill ol the hit! lew tucienlul Opelations. the hnlibyiti comes up
against llu- problem ol maintaining reliability. I he information

herein not only will lielp you get into the an. but n will assure you

utitljctuiy ii|«r.iln>is> nntnili in and month oul
Happy Hying!

Chai-ih I .

Cnama II .

OtAPtaa III

CHArtta IV

CONTENTS
The Future

Trmmmittm

. . Relays

THE PICTURE

Before the Federal Cootmunicationt Commission a few years ago granted,

lor the (among other) purposes ol controlling model planet, boats, etc., by

radio, the examination liee (Cmrent' Radio Service) (ree)uencics ol tbj and

f? »S megacydn. this "RC“ hobby was limited to licensed ainatcurt or 'hamt."

The hobbyist could build hit own model provided Ivc was willing to have some

radio amateur operate the controls lor him. Model buihlen lucky enough to

pouett -ticket!- and -ho. eontequrntly. could opecatc their own modelt-such at

lira Walker. Wall Good. Joe Raspante-became lamout betaute they were

man eis of something that was mysterious, presumably costly, and not available

Today, radio control it simple enough lor any moderately skilled builder to

maun and. although mote expertise than other types ol modeling, it it within

thf financial reach ol many hobbyists '1 he combined cost ol |danc. engine, sup
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pli«, and complete radio equipment may b« tew than 5V> Hi aurrr tiling bn own
tranwuitter and receiver from parti. the builder may realize funber uving* On
the other hand, elaborate ci|uipment for operating three, five. or even mure
control!. may be purchased at pneet Irom approximately It VI up

For price* and deuriptiotiy of the variout radio control outfiti on the market,

the reader it refrrrrd to the ad.citrtementi appearing in the current murt of the

varioui model airplane magazine. Technical, deteriptitr matter about thru

producti may be obtained by writing to the manufacturer! hated in the

advettitemenia.

While
I lie two ftequcncici ael aaide foe ua midelrry. at menikined ataoxc

are looaely dracrihed at "licente free.
-

they actually are only 'examination lire"

and you get your licente by filling out and mailing in. or bringing to. the nraitu
FCC field oftte. the printrd lorm 505 you found with your new radio equipment
when it cornea from the factory Thtt application form alto it available from the

FCC All the tranwniurrt and recriveit currently advernted in the model plan
field operate on theat convenient examination free frequencies

In ilt timplrat form, the typical radio control outfit conuwtof a uanumttcr.
a receiver, a lentitive relay (uaually part of the reeeiter. although it n wmwumm
mounted trpraicly from the receiver), and an actuator (uaually an ewapemeni
device)

.
for moving the control aurfaee or turlacca. A aignil tent out by iF>

irammilier it detected or picked up by the receiver, ihit ugnal ii.ara a «ha«<e m
the amount of elrciiMal current Kowmg through the rexriver’t tube. It it tfin

cuirrnt change that cautet the relay to operate-eilfier opening or r>mug the
relay, depending on the type of receiver The relay then zlmet a contact a.

complete a circuit that primut electrical current to (low to ike actual** which
movea the rudder right oe left to alter the plane or boar Ike moat lypwal
actuator, the rttapcmeni. 11 an electromechanical device When enrigued In ibe

electrical current, ill magnet rauart a revolving arm to be rrleaaed to provide the

phyaieal force nereaaary to move the control aurfacra fhit lorre it available Irom

a twined or wound up loop of modrl airplane rubber

The overwhelming majority ol radio control modrli are down bv meant ot a

tingle control, the rudder, the capabilmea ol rudder only eonirul .fi-.u:d nor be

undcretlimatcd Potuble mancuveri range front umpir turn, and u.Uv. to wing

o*ert. Immelnuna, rolla. laiy eighta. loopc and apcralx With rudder only you ran

complete the ttandaid AMA ruley pretnion pattern uaed at tomeut Although
multi control planet can do extra Hunt maneuver!, tuth aa aerlaial dixea. outiulr

loopy, and married llight the lighter, rudder only jobt hate often miij.xntrd lar

more rxpenaixe and complex equipment. even at the National (•mini I he 1951

National Comm, lor example, waa won by a rudder only airplane

Fw apemenit may be combined in certain waya, with a ungle channel radio. 10

permit limited motor and/or elevator eomroli A dulled diet, therefore, ran tackle

lucceaifully auih advanced inanruvera av inverted llighi with i»e cheapen reeeivrn

on the market Multichannel receiver! with ajipropruie actuating devMra do
provide a irnoothneat in elevatoe control nor readily obtainable bt other tvitema

and allow prrene trimming of the machine while in the a.r Rodder only it

recommended (or begmnert
I be uaual method (or moving ihe rudder u a tell neutralising type ol ewajw

rnent. When a tignal it iranamnied, ihe rudder it moved euher left or right The
rudder will remain in that potinon at long at ugnal la maintained when the
tignal lerriinatet, the telf neutralizing ewapemeni retutnt to a neutral or

noconirol potitmn. hence in name V. ihe length ol ihe tcgnal. determined by

S (LCMCNTBj
nuuNNT, one,

AW ALATt

i »*f *>ir*cr n mi»«» i iuo «li4ftmlt «il(i|u«ul) o|ieriU
• h»f <•«*•; r«>

1 % Mulii 4 I« 4 «i«kI I it|»k. miMKiikiu coitlfoH, <om|ilo air

1.4* ru
. U Itli if *«th 4 Rural ImimUlton ol Itym*

vamr.
I . .. h...v .1-1 |».irliil .11 jil.net an i»H ntttwvary in order H> tarty radio

1
".1 lor th' l »g>.ni and hue »* rectivcr. tomjilcit with batitrivt and

a J*»ii wkh .(quo.,

m

.11 tv v,v terl ol v|.ai>. with .1, rngini ilnj loc t iiiciit

' growing at if- -.it ‘y, j.iumlv. n Mifiiini Fin iliarnul idiot have Inn
I I'd .red Iki-n uiurvlulli. intluding loojn, in dujn with av link jiiuxt at an
r.nrl X|.,m <J tly la) Ini arc ailri|iialr. t u n lor mini mulii thannrl ratliru.

how long yiKi hold shut ihe irammilier keying twiuh or buiion. detrrmuvex the
amount ol turn and bank imparted to the airplane I pon ihe neti ugnal. ih.i

type of ewapemeni will move 10 the uppoute poi.tion lor example if righi

ruddrr had hern applied firtt. ihr next Ugnal would pe.utuec Irft ruddrr Th.t
tequrncr make, it neteuaiy at timet to paw quickly through the unwanted rodder
ixnitiin. to obtain or to continue turn in ihe deviled dweenon 1 k.t it eauly
accomplithed breaute irantninting a ugnal. which it inuantly termmaied. doet
not give the rudder lime to affect the (light path of the airplane

One that allow, either left oe light turn at will, and potuble utr ol a teeond
(oiiirnl. it ihe compound type of ewapemeni I hu device it dewgned to give one
rudder petition -left vay right rudder-upon one ugnal unpulie from ih, iractv

mmer. and to give oppoutr. or left, rudder, upon two ugnal unpulm Three
quick ugnal. dote an decimal tontaci in the compound ewapemeni. rawing the
auxiliary ewapemeni to elote and move the additional control Variout ebenw
motor driven device! oe wr.ot may be tubtt.tuted foe ewapemem, Modelert have
deviwd variation* of thu bant tyttem lor obtaining peeeite control in the atr.
but alwayt at the tow ol more thmgy that can go wrong

By the addition of an electronic ot mechanical pulurvg dex*r-teixdtng out a

weady flow of wgnalt. and utmg a magnetic tape ol aciuaiot which ala.ex
accuraiely (ollaw.ng thote wgnalt-a proportionate tape ,d control m*. be had
It it potuble to vary the rate of the polling, or the lrng,h of the putiei or both
umulianeoutlt, )0 obtain multi control etfetit with a ..ngleebannet radio
However, tuch tywemt require much home building ol equipment, although
uteful device* are beginning to appear on the market

Mow modrl radio operate* on a wriight carrier wave (CW). Thu uax( it

tranimitird to the receiver only when the trantmiuer twitch or button it doted
However, tome equipment, particularly ihe mulii-channel. operate! by tone mod
ulation. Wnh thew trantmutert a weadx carrier wave it tent out at toon .1 i>«
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At tl* oihcr n(rTO. ihut to loin iuo< |»Janc% with i>»* Moll .\ « ta*» « 1*11110 lew

jiowcr. ha*c become very |R>]Kilir. I lit all rouml iii|iUnr »wW Kju Utvrt"
lour arvl five leu o( wing, ami wixiM be |«wirtil ^cnnlin^l) *ith an n>gin

Iwiwccn W ami IV «!»*f»laCoHv«U

kilt ol all me K<. nxxJilv are available at your luJW.v *l»op I In muikl
airplane migi/UKv |»ubl»l» <oi»mu*i*on ariickv ami ilnir lull wr plan* maw U
purrhauxl Irom iKe pilblMWfl I <• - vmalUr «l<x»»x. ra*l»M*««rollr'l maid boMi.

kilt ami plant arc similarly available.

Whuli kn you buy. or what ma&a/im jwlati you *ufk ilcpnli «m iN<

tire ul yotir Hying area, yuur nork bemli. ami ym»r jajrkct l«a»k
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Chapter Two

TRANSMITTERS

Ai hi li external appraisert it lomaaO. two June typa o

I

Binamm
are used: tV hind held type. and the stationary type Each hJi advantages and

disadvantages. For all ihr frequencies used lor modeling purposes. a handheld

transmitter exists. but the stationary type n not suitable lor 465 megacycles TV
465 transmitter it highly dirrrlional. and u aimed a< the a.rpline. and tVeWoce

a limlird 10 the hand held arrangement AnocVr interesting lari abooi 465 a

(hat ihr iranimiurr ii noi crystal coni rolled, ai arr ihr 27.755 umu. boI. on ihr

oihrr hand, only an approved larioey made iranimiurr may V used according

to FCC regulation! So you cannot make and operate your o>n 465 tranuniiter

under the law.

The main advantage ol the hand held type ii iu convenience on the held; ihe

Bier can walk away Irorn can. people, or oiVr obstacle* He can take up a pouuori

near the landing ipot. which iniurei a higher percentage ol good close by landing*.

II ii difficult to hil a ipot Irom a dutance. or when Handing to one ude ol tV

Sight path ot ihe airplane Alio, ihe iranimiuei may be held in any detirrd position,

enabling ihe operator io place ihe antenna in any desired relationship to the

positron ol ihe plane's antenna while il is in flight. This avoids plating ilie plane

o a -null" or blind spoe and increases reliability.

The wave pattern ol ihe irarsmiued signal vanes with ihe type ol anirnna
used TV vertical whip” antenna is almosi standard lor modrlrrv Each lypr

has its arras ol strong and wrak signal ttrrrtgih and usually ihrrr is a small

dead sport or null With ihr whip antenna this null is directly overhead, lying

within an inverted cone ol approximately 15*. Actually, ihe model generally is

resjrocuise even overhead except at high altitudes The plane quickly hies out

ol a dead area anyway. II not. have your helper nit ihe iransnuiter lo incline iu

Ihis is the reason why a hand held whip antenna should never be pointed

at the airplane. Also, ihe receiver's anirnna should be Ihe same type as that used

on she transmitter A light music wire tenicat whip anirnna may be attached

so she tutelage When a loose wire anirnna n stretched Irom cabin io rudder
sop. ii may be lound during ground checks that range is lost when ihe ship is

held horsrontally. broadside io ihe iranimiurr. and is then routed through 560*.

With ihe hand held iransmtuer ihis is not so important because the transmitter

s readily tilted io maintain signal strength io the receiver.

1 V biggest disadvantage ol iV hand held type is iu inability to conum
large batteries w.ihm the ease however, one set ol batteries may last an occasional
tics lor a season, and several seu should sulliee foe the most active flier. Tile
haisdVM type is easily used simply emend or insert the antenna and you arc

1

8

The suoorary type is popular because it contains batteries large enough to

Ian at least one season with a sustained high voltage. Since battery dram is slow

lo reduce the available voltage ol large batteries, the flier is insured ol a high

average ouput trosn his transmute! And. possibly, the sight of the Urge black

box is reassuring, even though live “weeks" occupy a small portion ol the barnlike

mo roe' Placed upon a ear loot, the stationary type performs most ellrctively. the

metal roof acting as a ground plane reflector. This type ol transmitter does

Imnt she psloc to one location.

In ait* discussion ol iiansmiuers and receivers the subjeet ol tubes comes up
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Although III* till* may 0* <a|«.blr ol performing various functions welt a.

amplification. ii n nwd In Ihe typical .ingle tube tnnimiuer 10 generate owd
l.inom. n in "oscillator " 1 hr licquency ol ihete owdlatiom » determined by

•he choice Ol oiliti (oni|«nrnii Thu owillaiion frequency > referred to at

Radio Frequency or ~RF." Tin. RF output radiate. Iron t lie intmru
Wlirn ihr hUmrni in il>r vacuum tube it heated (by ihr A batteries). n

iluovi out huge number. ol etceiron. Cum * fiotMivc charge ol rkrinmy (by
iIh H Unit)in) < near by metal object (ihr plate) will attract these rlnuon
1 liry thrn flow toward lllr plate. In ihr oieilbtor lubr there it a third abject.

llu> gi Ml. whirh It placid Idtirn ihc Mamrm ami Ihr plate When negatively

cllarged. ihr grid imeuupi. or nop. ihr How ol electron. toward tin plau. When
potiiitdy durg.vl ihr gild allow. llir rlcclront to How Ihc god. ilrrrlorr.

<oiinoli llir owillaiion ol ihc lube 1 hit type ol lube it known at a inode Oihrt
liilirt nuy have iwo ot orn three griilt or arnti gndt. air known at tetrodes

oi pentodes

Moil ol ihr unglr channel irammutnt on 27 2*S mrgaeyclrt employ single
utbet. null ai ihr JAS. SVf. ami 5D6. wuh a 1^ *oll A or Aliment banrry. nirh

* die Hiirgrti IF or in equivalent in olhrr bramli. ami ISS io 1*0 toJu (depend
mg on ihr ittlie and make ol iianiniiitvr) R at plair .upfify Iroei a wnlr vaucty
ol batt.iies Choict being ilrttinuned by ipacr available m ihr iianwniairr 1 he A
batiniit may alvo be flashlight cell., doorbell batteries etc Typwal M batteries

eangr Irom Burgrn XXdl’t lo M 30». or ihe biartd equivalents The «44 iran,

miller Utet a CK370J mbe anrl lequur. a tit volt banery. torh at ihr Burgeta

Ihr terhmrally minded trailer thould cocmdt a.a.iablr mbe (ham and
caialognrt I lanitniliei trhrinanct ami their component pant are imitated in
nunufariurn't direction. accompanying thru equipment or may br found m
watknci inrntrl and radio niigaiinrt

For grraicti Kliabilily iiMall a SO rmll.ammeirr in the B plm line of the
irannnillrr in wries wuh ihc keying trad The ad.amaget ol a meter are iruly
important For cample, ihr N.rr will know roughly what reading h.t itwter
chon Id ihow w hen llir iiammittrr it in tune Mr will nocr abnormally high
tradings dangeroui io lubr and iryual. and imfirau.r ol bad iuii.m The
mnrr will help him lime ilw unit II iherr it iritfna ol failure tomewhet,
ranrt io drirrmme whrihrr u it tlir irantmmrr or receiver that n cawing ihr
trouble

Transmitter output vatic. in accordance wuh opnaimg condition! and. lot
brti rrtulii. rnuntng may br requited to tuu ihotr condmout Thn u rtprcially
Ititr ol tome of ihr tialionaiy lypet a urong ugnal nut be tem out wuh the unu
on top ol a car but -ben placed on ihe giound. the Uinuuuirr becontrt detuned
and no ugnal it produced Such Charactermict drprml on ihe dewgn of ihr
uanimiltri moir Ilian anyilung rite Mult, mbe Uamninint arr let. mbyret
lo detuning Laigr cubbr. tttnion cup. or leet" nuy br Kurd to the -mlrrudr
ol ihr troublesome bo. io mintmue tuning change, wuh change. ,m .hr foe anon
of ihr transmitter

The output ol the nand held lypr vanes depending on whrihrr n it being

held (irmly in ihe hand, or plared upon a bench, eir The body MM at a

ground or reflector

A held tlrrngih meter u mu a nrcruny bus toonrr or later, ic will pay efl

in detecting latlmg mitput ol ihr transmitter. a. might occur Irom bad tuning.

|ioor tube, bad twiiili. lauliy Iradi or ailing binenet Ii ,. mow helpful when
tuning ihr Hammuirr. whai count, mots n whai ihr irantmuirr actuals pot.

out (a. shown by ihi. mnrr) more than ihr amount of current dram a. thown
by ihr inillutnmrtrr Ihr built-in mdliammrirr. though an important adprncs
doet nol nrcmanly prove lhal ihe irantmuirr it developing good ugnal turngth

Sfiraking ol me let. and tuning, it it important lo know that ihr au.imum
ugnal turngih ol a irantmuirr it nol alway. ai ihr amount ol milliamfern a*

"milt" drain (op the rflilliammelet) recommended by ihr manufacturer. This
it why a held turngih mnrr, giving actual output raiher than drain, n ihe i

accurate check on your output

Moil Irarvtmiurri uted by ihr examination lire Biers arr
Low cost it a factor While tuih Iranimilirn ate adequate, tom.

an ability lo linker, go in lac iwo or more lubrt where ihe output of the
otcillaiof lube I. amplified by the mood tube which actually uantmiu ihr
ugnal. Thu drciram ihr load placrd uptn ihe hru tube, increases lubr and
crytlal life, and pcovidrt a moir .table and reliable transmitter However, the
wtiiri ha. nude thoutaml. ol flight, wuh .ingle lube iran.miiiert and the
occauonil lailuret have been iracrable to lauliv twitches broken battery leads
and ki on.

In ihe audio Or lone modulation, multichannel transmitters more elaborate
circuitry it necessary Two. three, lour, even more lubet may br used Such
irantmiitrrt air a .Irlu.e iirm Irom a modeler', pome of view Bui ihe. are
ctsfntial Cor reliable tone oprtiiton

Hand held (nninillen lor tingle channel ute are operated by meant of a
conveniently plaid murotwiich or pu.h button, ihe former gi«rta mocodelicatr
leel and an aud.ble click, helping tmooih out ihe control ol ihe ...cals One
multi-channel hand held tnnimiuer hat a built-in .tick loe operating the ground
control unit, which it a .mall device lor determining which lone u teni out b. the
irantmuirr Thit tuck may be lurnd lell. right, forward, or backward, giving
left, right, down, and up movement retpecnvely. An extra posh button on ihn
iranuniiirr box (or on ihe ground conirol unu, il u n irparaie Iron, ihe
irammiiier) it utd lo gel a change in engine .peed The stationary type ol
transmitter tomrtimrt hat a built-in push button but almoti invariably it

equippd wuh an easy to uw flexible keying lead io which ihe mHrotwuch
ii attached

It is exiremely important that no Irayed end. complete a contact between

ihe iwo wires ol ihe keying lead, otherwue a tirady tigrul could tttuli and the
plane could tpual into ihe ground A routine check ol ihe irantmuirr thould

be nude before eery flying teuton Check voltage, undei load: iran.milier

turned on to check ihe A battery, button cloved lor signal-on to check the H
batteries Hold ihe button on lor hvr or tix second, io note whether or nol ihe

voluge begin, co lade. By doing this you may delect a B battery lhal can't take

is Old batteries can be deceiving.

In three instances the writer obwrvcd transmitter lailurr caused by the

internal lailurr of a B battery. One tuch failure wa» traced lo a clerk who had

dropped the battery when wrapping it B bat terin are made up ol .mail celll

tucked one on the ocher, and the connecting wuct can lie biokrn by tough

Since tw«. ihi.t or even mote battrnet aie sometimes wued in tenet fo*

transmute. B voltage, n i. a good idea occasionally to read individual voltages

rather than pivt il«c end voltage. Sometimes one battety will be lound lo tag,

nr u> nad noticeably lets thu. dragging down the entire set Even a new battery

carnuc be taken lor granted When battetie. hi loowly within the tnnimiuer

taw. they should be tightly packed against movement with waddeil fujier or

theer balsa Where terminal post, might come into contact wuh the metal caw.

cement thm. protective wood againtt ihe caw. ot cover the pout with tome kind

al upr Look over the various wuet and soldered joints A nut on an antenna

pot! may work loow. and a lead fall ofl

Some advanced flier, a.oid vanable battery voltage, by eliminating B
biiienc. entirely Thit it accomplished with a power pack which it conncclrd by

lead, to ihe automobil^ battery. Thn unu converts the car banrry voltage into

the profirr voltage loc the B supply ul tlw transmitter. A 22 ohm. I watt motor
will cut .he IW supply to !>/, volt! lor the A tufiply

Although such a power topfdy eliminates all worriet about liattrrirs or

their coac. it does make the flier inoie immobile than ever on tlw held and

mcieawt tlw i lungs to be done bclorr the model can be flown. Qualified hobbyitu
ran make tuch units bui hnithed item, arr available Irom radio supplier! who
advertise in radio and model i-iblicaiiocn
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Ihc newcomer u> ihi» field frequently atauma that goal range ii nor

poattble with ilie typical receiver! and low output tranuomen he teet in ute.

For die examination lice Hier. ihc FCC limit! ihe input u> the Snal tube of the

iraiumiurr 10 five warn maximum The number of warn i> eauly computed,

one wan bring equal to a curreni Bow of one ampere ai one volt Voltage it

multiplied by niilliamperev If. lor imianee. ihe vofiage were IS5 and ihe current

Bow 70 milt (a mil. or millumperc. being one (houiandth of an ampere) the

input would be 2.7 want Actual output of the uantnutter it leva

Good equipment, properly tuned, with good batteriex. will operate reliably

at a ditunce too great lor the Hier to maneuver the plane without the aid of

binocular! Licenud amatrurt utually retort to much higher input on other

Irnj tenciet. tomrlimn with let* aentitive reeeiverv becaute thit reducer the

chancet of interference. Reliability it inereaied with retro* output, at the ugnal

itrenglh may male up lot tome accidental deficiency in the receiver during Bight.

A five watt input mntmiiier may be capable of a one mile ground chcxk

wiih a Minilive one tube receiver. Multichannel equipment with at little at y$
watt input have ground checked up to teveral mi let with three (or more) tube

receiveri

Auuming that everything it in good working order, range depend! on proper

tuning of the recover to Ilie UanwntMci and correct tuning of the trantmitter

ittrll (or maximum output The manufacturer buildi into the trantmMtrr a

variable tuning condenwr which may be turned in or out. to inrreatr or drxrratc

capaciuncr rrtpritivrly. Thu operation it done with a tuning wand, oe rod. made
of nonconducting platlie. bakrlitr. etc That windt are incxprntive When
tuning the iranimmcr keep in mind that exceptionally high current! may burn
out the tube ot track the trytul. For thit triton, milliammeim are an important

part of every modrlcr'i equipment Indnpenvablc lor tuning the recover u a

0 to J. or 0 to 5. millummrtrr. Deniable lor tranimiiter tuning it a 0 to W) meter
Morn vary grraily in prirr but any told through the hobby thop are acceptable

A rheap meter lor the trantmitter trivet jutt at well at an rxperuavr one. The
mover meirr thou Id be calibrated againtt tome other modeleri more riprrxnr
morr ami adjutted to give rorrrtponding reading! il nerrtaary

A JO mil meter thould be Interted Into the iranunuier Rplua lead, il there

it no meter built into the box. to begin tuning With ugnal on. tunc to obtain

ihr trading ipecihrd by the manufacturer or known to be approximately comet

Ine your irantmillrr. II you have , held iirmgih incur, further tuning adyuu
menu may U made In a |hiwIi your neeiver will tutnutuir lor the held tirrngth

mrlt* (>n.e the nttivi r n tmwd in tlir iremntitirr In* maomum ore nr drop,

dcj.-nilinc on ihr type of irttiwr involved, lurther tuning may '* louitd to

iiwrraie that oh- or drop, a turr ugn ol higher output
li It had |at*<liti, however, til tune the iranimitirr lor abtnluir peak output

Il will be noted that when the tuning condentet it lutnnl too lar on* way. the
trading on th* milfiammrltt will begin to rite tlowly. too lar the other way. and
the trading will thorn up abruptly II you arc uting a held urrwgth meter in
tonjunitlnn with the milliammrirr. alio noie that ihr ugnal mrngih diopt od
tlowly wltrn the trantmiltef tuning it varied loo lar in one direction, or very

abruptly In the other Whar it happening? Whai thould you do?

Vitualirc the wave at a long tteep hill, followed by a near vertical drop Ai

you turn in the tuning tnndetiiei. incrraung the taparitaner. you gradually tune

the liamniiltrr higher and higher up ihe long dope II tuned at the very peak,
thru il a thanre that ihr tuning may wander enough to fall od the near mural
tide, down to the valley floor. to to ipeak. and the iiaotmitiet it then out of tune

1 hit it hccauir the ia|iacitan<r may he varied by movement of your body rletr

to the irantmitiee or Uy changet in the (union of the keying lead Peaked tuning

ran rautr Ion of runtrid in Bight

The lorrert method it to tone uniil ihe peak it found, then back od on ihe

long dope tide ol the peak until a dight Iota in (*=-rr output » woewed Thit
will thow up on the held tirrngth nwier ai a (light drop Irom matimum reading

On the milliammrirr it would ihow up ai a (light incrrat* in the current being

drawn with ugnal no (about 7 mila inereate it (ulhoem) The mdliammeter
will rrgnut minimum lignalon curreni when the uammiun tuning n prakrd

Chapter Three RECEIVERS
IV mow widely tool icioier n ihr unglc-tube ty(ie However, twxnube

typrv in which the tteniwl lube it uwd to tlcp up the current available to a

relay, aho are (qxilar. V»eral more advanced l>|ici (or lone upcratiim, uliliring

three or wrare lubev alvo an on die market, there being attooaied with mote
complex wrath lv and living teehiiique

At to the leu rawly tv|icv m wide tit*, there aie two diitinct kiitcli. rarh with

tpteial advanugev On* urn a gat tube, u-rli a» the Raytheon R Kfil or the

I wglidi Hlvar XFC. I. Ruth ol theve lubrv me
I (* voltt lor filament and fJ voltt

lor R ot plate tupplt Ihc otlier lyjae utev the haul lube, tucli ai a JVt What
it die didrreixe between a ga% tube ami a hard tube 1

IV gat tube it one in which an min gat hat been injected intidr the
envelope it glow* with a dim |niiplidi light which ilimiiuiliei nniitcably when
the n.nei.1 Bowing through iltc tuU is rnlHOil 4% %khr« « %ij;n*l it rtccivrd.

The hard lubr it cme (ram shuh lira air list !«n rsacuncd. a% in an electric

l>gli U.tb Ihc |it n»Ws air saul io U «iM*e ifitsilitc trail llray do not last a%

fang lithst is pc ol fetenrr ran t«r carried by an <H9 engine Ihe haul l ubr

almost iniimly raill oatlur llsc iir|4inc

The gas liibr icccisvt rr«|uifrs ihr rate of j poirnttoturlc
I
or

*
'po«,

M ai it II

jUni calksl on the Iraki. Vraiilt into live |4nif lit |Rii|otr is to maintain a

recommended mIIim* on lent (rahraii u irail on the mi I liammeter inserted into

the pel sirnf into ihr It plus lead) Maul inW ovkiirrs usual It irtttall the

pofrrairamici »m»i) Ut»«K n is liaisds <o* cilliff iy|* of ircetser
) lor checking

the relay pull im «nd dropout values. With ilu haul irabrr. however, thr potciv

i iorarm may be attached to the meter null ami dors not Inn to I* carried

The hie of the gas imIn is trlatisf to tin amount nl t intent at whuh ihr

reef »set •« opmtnl l soalls tins ulln^ isiuein is I 5 10 I •• mils L*|«0fl signal

the ora Ifin all drop to ^ «*l a trail less at a distance, d es er s tiling is m order.

Without the poac nuoraicief ihr t;a% iiiIk rai.nld rallt ii sisrral mils, puiliahly far

non ami %«<Mild uiudh b»Ma out Its raissilivlly bctoutis less as the idling

Cirarrm •% iMieasesl. ga% tubes bring most vtmnisr at loun idling corirnts.

pirtrauUih stlrara iw \ mi ra imIk that api* .us nssenutise at .» Inglrat railing

cirarccu mas U uiiUmivm sIrm tlir cunritt »s tniinsl down by means ol the

|ixcfs4»o«m ter l«ra esaraijdc.
I or I I trails It is not practical in one ltdie mstalla

irons lo ledmr dra mIU Imiliri Irasansr a matgits of salftv is rcs|ininl aliovr thr

relay teitmg-ai lean J anil an |*j4ttce

Whrra isrsR. a gas tube mas shos* op rarll Oft bench tists but have a very

limned range on the fra l»l Ira tins case, idle thr tohr lira IS minutes at 2 mils and

reehrcl t’soally. die range improves Sometimes srseril such idling periods are

needed

both the RK hi and ihc Miser have long wiie leads wh.fh air dipped to

he Bewird Vitg.h lo. wrauiuiwg Mow iad.ot uung Ihete lulw. have .mall Br.

ilip( into whwh there wiir leaJ. air intrrlrxl. ilie lultr Iwuvg held Brmly lo ihr

.h.vu. by RfMI <4 a lubber kop Ihr ludl dMNlM MW v.Mnrxl !<• ihr

ilipt. nor (houM raldrt b* permiticd lu llu» op (hnmgfi ihf wiir connrrtion

Iwlow lo ihe rod .mo whwh ihr lube l.ad. hi Ihr hrii from w.ldn.ng can

ibmagc (he gat lube Sm.ll lube (ockriv. called Ciitdi he.itngawd rackrn may

Iw lound ai rad-> .upplv Woeev Non uve and core raldrt »i conodon and

l«uwal Irakagn .cvuli IV a good reuo <01* raldri (uch a. Keden

Idling outiM ol the hard lube, on (hr oihn hand, may be anything ihal

rnulu from ura of irromnwnded bailrnn and. depending on (lie lube, will vary

Irom I k lo * or 1 m.h Frw i«a.l.<»l .cnudfrairanw .1 .hmild unneeeuaiy lo

icquue more lhan r. cetiaiulv f. milt The curreni, u|-«n rireipt ol lignal. doei

not drop %o near mo li il doe. wuh ga> lulim. bul ihr acuial amount ol current

drop oe curreni change between, vay. 2? "»•!» »dV anil 1 on ugnal, il roughly

ihr tame ai il would be w.ih ihcgai lube

Ihe hard lube receiver lomeiimci hai two tuning coniroli. one lor control

ling the idle rwnen. ami the yrnunvM) ol the receiver, often referred lo ai ihe

irnwnviL control, ihe weond. lor tuning lo Irrquen.y There i. a cetuin amount

of interplay between ihr iwo II manulai lureri' direction! aie lollowed in either

raw. tuning will prove eat. One odd thing Ihal mod be guarded againu -hen

turine remverv o am condition ihai alleeli die radio, leading to detuning when

ihoie coodniom are removed Few example, a type ol mover ihai dnplay. tenu

livity to bodv rapacity require, careful handling Don't Iran again.! ihe antenna

while tuning. e« In general. Ihe farther ihai the body and hand, can be kepi

away from ihc receiver and Hi antenna during luning. the lot likely you are

io encounter poor range m the air.

Hard tube reertvet. which have a ten.iiivuy control thould never be tuned

lor maximum leiuiiivuv In thr ait. ihe plan* may become ihe victim ol a

fluctuating wiling curreni I »Rgrring the relay and "rudde. walking " would be

the lean of ihe uodevirabV ihmr that might happen. When tuned loo icnuiively

the hard lube reeetver will reaet with the tranimmei anienna-evrn when ihe

iramnwiter n turned o»l and laullt Conrrol trtulit when ihe »hip it in the

vicinity of the trantmitter

One check (jtumung you do not have the advantage ol the manufadurer'i
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directions) it to carry the plant close to the transmitter with the receiver turned

on. II the escapement it operated without a signal being ten I. the receiver a
id )micd with too much sensitivity. If the ship <J" be brought to within i loot

ol tht transmitter without thit happening, it thould be tale in the an. During

the ground cheek, be willing to sacrifice tome range, perhaps a .1 mil drop, to

intuir liability

Hard tuba rocelvora (unction aa transputers quit* effectively
and tha nor* t»nnuv. tho edjuttnent, th* acre they broadcast.
Under certain conditlona, a hard tube receiver ear spin down ano-
ther airplane hundreda o( feet away. Tor aafe flying, practice
Keeping your receiver, a* well aa ttananitter. dead while other
planea are In the air.

In the gas tuo-luber, the aecond tub# la connected Into
circuit In auch a vay that it Idlea at zero or a aaail fractional
part of a ell but rises to 3 or even i nils upon signal. depending
on the voltage available and the resistance of the relay. Tho
first, or detector tube, functions precisely as It does In tto
noreal one-tuber, but idles at .4 or .5 ell, waeiiret htgner. The
principal advantage of tho ayaten la the large Currer.t charge
available for relay operation
The wide range ol relay operation ihai routtv together witn greater spring

tendon and contact pressure, mako the trlay virtually vibration Iree. Some lien

take advantage ol thit latt to intull the relay without benefit ol shockproof

mounting Othcn pci' such receivers in small but high powered planes or ia

ship! with rough running |io»cr plants

11k fif'S receivers employ a 6M or 6AK4 tube requiring sia -olu on the

filament. A battery drain is rather high, but mull hearing awl batteries lot H
supply have nearly the equivalent ol shell life TV reason lot the long B battery

life il the low idling current of about .2 mil. which rises to l.l to I f on signal

Fliers have found that by using !>/, "oils (five pen cells) . the A batteries stand up
a great deal longer. No harm is done to the receiver. On medium me planes,

ten pen cells, or in larger planes, five medium flashlight ceils, may be carried

without diflxulty. A battery life then eatends into weeks, or evrn mdhihs
In the beginning, the 465 receiver was not tunable by the builder Actually,

it didn't require tuning, unless damaged, in which case it was so be shipped so

the lactory for realinemrnt. A newer 165 receiver is tunable, like any other single

hard lube receiver.

The more elaborate receivers lor tone operation and multi-channel work
contain many special features. In ooc case. Iiermelicatly sealed relays with a

current change on the order ol A mils are provided 1 hese receivers will not

respond lo straight carrier signals and obey only the selected tone sent out by

their own transmitters However. a straight carrier wave transmitter, when the

operator holds steady signal, will prevent, or block, the tone receiver to that it

cannot respond lo its own transmitter, hut. on the other hand, the tone outfit,

functioning as il dots with a steady camel turned on. will eHtetively prevent

anyone ground checking, much less trying so hy. any other type ol carrier wave
operated equipment

Advantages ol sealed relays are that the contacts do not become dirty and
do not require adjustment, the latter because cl ’he substantial current flange
in this particular type ol radw> and retailing positive action. These receivers are

not likely to be spun in through out side interference and will be highly resistant

so vibration diftcullirs because ol large current changes in the relays Whereas
airqlo tobo rucaIvor use* that lubo to poeforn i»v«4l distinct
functions, tho typical ton# receiver usm a tube for each putposc,
auch aa detection and amplification. Therefore. It ia t heoret Ical-
ly the eoat reliable and stable In operation.

The Out 1 1 -Channel receiver requires a separate relay for each
actuator (except when secondary actual or a vork froe a coapound es-
carpment or servo). In the case of a rudder drive servo that ia
roved one vay by one Channel, and the other vay through a aecond
rlewsl, tvo relays are required for the one eorvo. Two to five or
aia relays are usually munted on auch receivers. One nanufacturer
uses flit era to Cause the proper lone to operate tho correct con-
trail at least three others use a special reed bank In uhich tuned
rewda, vibrating at specific frequencies, ioaf»nJ only to limit
particular tone. Tfe agitated reed then nakes tha coniacti that
closes its particular relay, arvd the relay energizes tie proper
actuator.

Inoxn arc imiallnl in tin auplaiM hy v.noui meant, tuih as Horn

rubber bands from rh« lo.ii lorn* ft ol chr <hat.it to l.elr onto tli< cabin wall*;

•> wtapfwd in loam rvbbrt. or art upon a bid of loam luhbrr atlaihrd to a

plywood ink Details arc given in iIk rhaptrr on installations
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Chapter four

RELAYS

Wlieu your receiver comet (torn the manufacturer. its relay ha» been prop
rrly adjiuinl. However, ii U pouiblr lor the relay u> pi out of adjMMM, either

during shipment or later. and il certainly will require readjustment from tune

to lime during the lilenme ol live model We would like 10 «ay ihai you do nor

have 10 know how to adjuu a relay but the unforiunaie math is that. if you

expect lo fly a great deal, such knowledge is esaenual-unlesa. of course. your

receiver happens to have a tealed type of relay

There are. perhaps, a dozen makes of relays that are used in radio models

Of these, the Kurmani and Sgmai are most widely uted It should be panted out

that some relays were not intended primarily for modeling purposes, despite

the fact that they are advertised foe such use and can. in fact, be used success

fully. Foe example, some suppliers ofler a Sigma that originally was designed

for electric blankets. It mainly diflers Irons the more lamiliar Sigma If commonly
used for RC in that rigid, screw adjustable contacts are not provided While such

relays are genuine, they are not aw ideal at the factory supplied yob designed

loe our particular requirements Whereas Kumiaits have not had screw adjust-

able contacts until recently, the new Model BRA manufactured expressly for

Berkeley does have this leature Sigma's new 26F will supersede the if.

'Ihe impiwiani parts of the relay are the magnetic core or pole piece, the

arnature. the tension spun;, and contacta. Special direction*
foe adjust inj the relay are Included with tvanufacturor'o llteia-
ture - but the purchaser of randoa relay* doe* not benefit fron
such directions. A few handy hints will be added here.

All the single tube receivers have a steady current (the idllnu
currant) flowing through the relay. On all the single-tutus but
the 4CS. this current is sufficiently high to Cause a angnetlMd
core piece to attract and pull in tie nearest end of tin acnaturoi
lists, when tfw receiver is turned on. tf<* arnaturo .lutomt ically
pulls in.

when a signal Is received, the currant flowing through t)m re-
lay is reduced, ana becooes insufficient to hald in thu atulma
because of trw tension of the spring. Kov being greater, this
spr ir.y tension causes the relay to release tho areatui e which then
'drop* out*. The other end of the areature will then rout against
the lower contact. All the upper Contact does, in this case. Is to
prevent the arnature fron touching tie raj net ic pole piece when
pulled in. which would nagnetlze tho wtole assembly so that it
could not function properly. By adjusting the spring tension and
contact gaps, the flier can set his relay to operate ai any de-
sired current value, as reed upon the rater Inserted In the B-plui
lead or the Ship's wiring.

Wish receivers (and twotuben) the operation is reversed Having a low
wiling cuiiewl (sreond lube, in two tuber) noi sufficient so altraei and hold in ihr

armature, spring tcns.on holds ihe srmaiuie against the diopped out (lower) ton
sat* When ugnal is reenved the current flowing through the relay metrites. the

armature pulli in. and rmi against the other Ionian 1 he live eontaet, in this ease,

is opposite to what it was before It will be nuted that when the relay pulls in on
ugnal. the upper contact is wired into Ihe rwapement citcuil. when it drops out

on Ugnal. she lower roniart is wiled in.

Anything that makes ii more dihcult for the relay to pull in, will raise the

pull in reading on your meter More spring tension increases this euncni. but an

cseetuve gap between ihe lower roman and the armature (measured when the

armature is pulled in) does the same thing l( the uppei roman is so set that loo

much gap results between the armatuie and pole piere when pulled in. the oper*

anon will be marginal and tubyrrt so vibration

The dropout current depend* ran ipnng tension only. For a quick rough
adjusuneni ol a Sigma, insert a psree ol ngarette package cellophane between the

core p«e<« and the armature Adjust the uppei screw eontaet to maintain that gap
when the eelav is pulled in Ihen the inanmum gap between thr armature and
the lowre eontaet-when pulled m-thould be the thickness ol a dollar bill Changes
in tjwing tenwon should be immmieed because they have dtattic effect This pro
cedure applies to both N.gmas amt Rsirmans operated at typical values Son.ewhere
between, say. and I ? milt lew wngle tube operation it is ben not lo have less

than I mil ililleiencf between pull-in and dtopoul

Narrow gaps are subject so vibration troubles breaute any movement induced

in the ennjlnee. ne contact aims, may cause touching between aimature and Ihe
live contact While higher spring icniiont do increase immunity to vi|>ration,

they do not do so when the gap is too small

When she armature it permuted to mike against the core or pole piece, il

-ay become magnet ired Repeated pulsing of the signal may build up residual

magnetism until the armature nicks lo the contacts, resulting in faulty o|-ration
or a crash Ruemani have the pole pieee treated to (-event this condition

Another relay seeing increased uie is the Neoenatil Fouesied ol high rein
tanre lo vibration mil another relay, the polarised type. The armature it

mounter! vertically, moves bark and forth between two screw contacts A built-in

permanent niagnn replaces she spring tension feature. Dropout and pull in values

ate controlled by varying the two serew contacts

Vnse you w.ll hear the word "ohms" when relays are discussed, it would be
well to understand what the teem means The amount ol current that flows

through a wire, relay tod. or resistor, etc
.
depends on the voltage applied, the

thickness and length ol ihe material, and the nature of the material itself The
resistance so the passage ol current n measured in ohms A resistance of one ohm
•nulls When une volt it needed In make one ampeee of current flow through Ihe
ubpet- Ohm's law stain that the Current equals Voltage divided b, Resistance
ft* example, an ew 4j»ment having 1 ohms rtusiancr when S volts ate applied,

has* a mill" ol « u-t-fr ot bOO mil*
Tor nradcl use • sonsltlvs relay la d.alred. one Hue norr-re,

‘“~***“ «*• **srngo. -nsr* vibration Is a problon or unorutbo relay vast operate at unusually lov cueeent values, high oh-
nag* Is dea.red because ot the resulting greater contact pres-
sures. I«. relay settings tend to pit tho contacts. Cloae Con-
tact* are absolutely essential In any relay, it is lnj>ortant that
the contact* be (-leaned v.ih rson- abrasive naturlal. too a dollar
bill or clean piece of paper - never a file or sandpaper, lough
contacts lead to pitting ar.J aliening. and finally cocrpleto lall-
ore. To prevent -arcing* betwoon arnature and Hvo contact, place
* '“ca resistor and a .« ir/d. condenser in aeries across the
relay ont«cu.

When used with twotubc received with a large current increase, a relay

may be set with a large movement of the armature and a wide gap. Since the

second tube idle* at virtually nothing, the relay is dropped out regardless o!

whether the receiver n switched on oe off. Upon ugnal. the large current increase

imparu a slamming action to the armature. The relay may be set to operate

over at least a .k mil diflerence between pull-in and dropout, such as I mil

to M rails.

Mounted as pan of the receiver, a relay automatically is shock protected

againsc vibration. Whets mounted separately, it should be given such protection

of us own Some builders put the relay on a one- to twopound Lord shock mount

reliably on snail Mounts of currunt c
hav# a real stance of about 4 . WO to 10.

e. 7he relays we use
otei. Five t. Hi tit
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but muM be cartful that the relay to mounted doet not swing through an *11

large enough to Wilt any object The relay alto may be mounted on a

ply bate and impended in the tame manner at the receiver.

For relay admitting a ten rig may be made, eontittmg of a <>g*i I

which may be plated Urge batteriet (aa old trantmmer batteries)
.
Four

of dowel are interted into holet drilled in the bo* top. The
between the dowell, jutt at it might be in the airpUne. A plug and locket

aiiangcment enablet the quick hooking up ol the receiver. The jack and poten

tionveter are initalled conveniently in the bo* top. ute a tmall elect ric

indicate relay action, inttrad of the etcapemem

The la it pre flight check of the relay u to try the rudder by

with the engine working. II the rudder tkipa. or doe* noc follow signals perfectly,

the ship thouId not be flown .Sometimes the etcapemeftt it at lault but moat

often the relay it bothered by vibralioet. Changes in prop tue. throole setting,

and to on, may be retorted to but ihete are tricky

may change in the air. Ihe relay mounting should be

vibration With the rceetver properly installed, and the relay correctly

you should have no trouble with vibration.

AMTRON
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hearing aid* When uting eompound eteapemenu that operate au.iliary eteape*

menta. don’t use two pen eella when the plane tan tatry more or heavy batteriet.

However, two pen cellt are not a touch and-go prepetition At an example of

what a tmall pUne will cany, a good 09 engine, with a thin bladed 8 x 5ft

.
T. toll tote at much at SO ounce*

Should battery boiet be uted> Thu it a matter ol penonal preference. Many

t prefer to make up battery pack* taping batteriet together into conveniently

toed blocks to flt compartment* the leads ate voldeied to the batteriet. TTtui.

any possibility of poor battery eontaett it eliminated Alto, awkward combina-

tion* tuch at S or 10 pen cell* irally require packt.

Lightweight, old ttyle ignition battery botrt requiie a wrapping of rubber

or a spring tightener, to tnture good pteuure upon the batteriet and to

the banmet (torn bouncing low in erathet and hard landing!. Heavier

anar

' » <3>

©©q8

R.C. BATTERY DATA

Chapter Flwo

BATTER IES

Manulacturert’ dhectiont alwayt include data on

batteriet that may be uted with their equipment I herMore. we will not turvey

batteriet required lor particular reeeivert and t/antmitter* but will make tome

observations helplul in deciding what batteries to chooac. at well at a lew (acts

governing battrty lile and maintenance

The bigger the battery that ean be uted. the longer iu life, and the leta

lusting with receiver or irantmitter. Bigger batteriet are more reliable than

•mall one* especially on hmg fl.ghl. The tmallcr. optional battery irrangetnenu

should be used only when airplane tiie and power makes heavier, bigger batterie*

impractical.

All the Mnglechannel. ttraight carrier wive receivers requite an A battery,

usually ol I ft volt* but 6 to 7ft volti on 465. a B battery, which it 45 to 67ft
volt i loi gat tube receiver* and usually 67ft lor hard tubers

Let t consider the .049 RC detign. the imallett you’ll ever want to fly. Thu
power it adequate for either a tingle oe two-tube receiver, with two pen cellt

in parallel for A. and two 22ft volt hearing a.dt in tenet lor B with gat tube*

or three tuch batteriet or two SOvolt hearing aid* at tpetiSed. for hard tube*

The etcapement should take two pen eellt in tenet (or 5 volt* although English

typet may require 4ft volt*

Regardless of tire of plane, two pen cells in parallel to give I ft volts will

tu&cr lor A tupply with ungle tube reeeivert but. when .09 dnplaermem a
reached, four pen eellt in tenetparallel may be uted lor longer A life If a .15

or larger engine it uted. it makes good tente to twitch to medium tired flashlight

cellt throughout. Excepting the 465 receiver, it may be deu.-rd in bigger plane*

to increase B battery lire, substituting, tay. a 67 ft volt Burgeu K-45. or its

equivalent, for three hearing aid* or an XX-50 or equivalent lor two 22yfrvoh
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gauge bote* especially designed lor RC work, aie available. Special plastic boiet

foe lour pen c*4H ate olitainable. The batteries fit vertically into ihete boxes

Each bo* it in two section* held together by meant ol a lung tcrew Convenient

flanges make it caty to act the boiet upon bearen cemented to the facet of

adjoining bullhead.

Connections are made in vaeiout ways II bo*et are not uted. the wires are

soldered directly to both A and B batterie* and etcapement cellt at well. Avoid

overheating the Uattenet with an overtired iron, especially hearing aid* Some
batteries have plug in or ttrap«n connection feature* Secure the itrap (tnapa on

lake dress snaps) with tape lor safety.

For transmitter* B battery ute n limited by the bulk and weight in the

I held tnc. but in stationary types the largest |wuible batteries are reeonv

foc long lile. Sufhctent tpacc emu in any transmitter (or r reasonable

A battery Reference hat already been made to cheeking batteriet under

When the transmitter keying twitch it closed it will be lound that B
ha thrms may drop anywhere from a volt or two. to In-tween 5 and 10 volt*

depending on the tire and age of the batteries Hut once the battery hits the

minimum voltage under load, at shown on I lie volt mete*, watch to tee il it

gradually keeps on losing voltage, tuch at 15 or 20 volt* II to. discard it
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designed plan? mainumt a perfectly banked turn one? that turn hai been begun,

it'* a matter ol dihedral, and center o( (mu, petition. mot? than anything ehe
When uted with a pulling lyttem. a magnetic actuator doei povadr propoc

uonalr rudder eonlrol in either direction lloamr, while thit tyurm allow* more
peeite maneuvering on rudder, it addi more gadgetry and thingi lo go wrong.

It It neceiury to have an eleetrlc motor driven, or electronic, pulung device

attached to the tranimitter Thu gadget, uiually about at big at a vmall me
cigar bo*, replace! the keying lead twitch The mechanical pulter conutu ol a

revolving drum and a control nick whote inner end tlidet along the drum,
making contact, when moved right or Ml The turlacc ol the drum at one end n
entirely metallic, at the other end it 11 entirely ol wood At the neutral point, or

midway potition. where the ttiek it held lor neutral, the surface ol the drum
ptrtcnit an evenly tpaccd alternating wood and metal turlacc at it revolve*

tach time the tuck pauet over the metal turiace ol the drum a ugnal it

irantmittcd. The length ol the ugnal obvioutly dependt on the length ol time
thr tuck rent up.in metal, or the percentage ol metal on the ortumlerence oI the

'•rum at the point where the tuck makrt contact Thut. thit it a pulte length

tyitctn At the one end ol the drum, no ugnal would be tent at the other tad.

a conti nuout ugnal would rnult In nruiral. the onoili are ol e^oal length, the

tudilcr wigglev bark and lorlh in response. but motet too lau lor Ihe airplane

to obey and ttraight Bight reiulu.

The magnetic actuator in the airplane it connected to the relay in tuck a

way that. •! the relay drop! out. it motet in one direction, turning the rudder
an rcjual amount. II the relay pullsin. the actuator move* in the opposite

direction At the ground controller nick it moved to one ude ol the drum or

the other, the relay in the plane lendt lo remain longer m die cMrtvpundmg
poll Iion It it either pulled in mint ol the lime, nr ifropprtl out non ol the

lime, depending The rudder, therefore, will tend in rtmain longer to one ude

imparling the etan drgire of turn cloned by the plot

One drawback ol thr tytirm it that a failure ol any lyp. inch.fan, Hying

nut of tinge, retulu in a tpm in Thr ingenious reader ran devne a lathree pool
tytirm working from additional ritnuclt that rime if and when the rudder goo
full over.

All manner ol control twtithrt and beep bnveV have been dented. other

to pnvidr additional control! or to remove conluuon when ovmg any tr^umet
ruaprntrni 1 hr typical beep bov it a variation ol the revolving drum pulter.

however, rnttrad ol a variable metallic turiace. the drum it ottirrly ol wood or

tome other nonconducting material, and hat. piling up Iron* Mi turlaee.

iliatrgically plactd pint or ttop Movrmrnit ol the corurol turk engage the

pope Hop. ami. during ihe brief interval of lime contained in moving Icom

oeve uop to anocher. a contact arrangement at one end of tlir dtiuii k-ihIi out

the telexted number ol tignalt A tlippng clutch tytirm allowt live drum to

rnume tpred at toon as the Mick divengaget the iatt Hop.

When etmmlering toch tyttemi or multi-controls ol any kind, ilo not write

of the tangle-channel receiver and rudder-only control without trial Rudder-

only a a thoroughly taiidytng way to fly and it rain a top notch plot, even

with the move eipnuve equipment, to beat out a capable rudder-only man at
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Chapter Seven

INSTALLATIONS
The installation ol the receive!. kulicfirv *“<1 rtcapem.ni in an aiipfawe

should piovide protection 10 the rr«ci.<r. |i»o««.in*n u> iIk airplane Iron iha

batteries ami imivri in a mil up <i~l annubiliiy io iha receiver loe mis. is*

ami 10 the bananas for rhaekmg and tr|.laer.iimi lha cwaprsneni and iu

lubber should be accessible lor m»«ias lha teen. id a r-.l .n.ialUmio n to

know where everythmg hat 10 go halorc iha arrpbcte it hisidwtl. Ihe plane

should b* dcugnrd iiomikJ live radio ajuipmrni

beginning point is a rah.n spacious enough m allow eatt inttallaiiOM and

ifmo.al ol Ihr receives and ol the Ixnnifs an.1 rvapcswani. il thow unit, happaw

10 Ik within ihf cabin peopir Receivers usually air umumnl by two nwcho.lt

suspended Irom rubharUaints alia, had 10 hookt on ihc <»'«>" -alls. ua on loam

rubbfi. preferably attached lo a sliding l«a. ol plywood which his agam., iha

1 1uni bulkhrad ol iIk labin I ha taller it lha supreme method bcieww si it

quickly removable and highly crash resistant I o promt a ruld«rband suspended

rfcrivfi Irons thooling baik and loath in lha cabin whan lha plane tinkat an

obsiaclr. a Ifihrr lord it lifd baiwaais lha rear ol lha rhitan and -™ sol~*i,

niMumrd tlruclural pari, like lha irar wing holddown dowels leave only tbghi

slack in ihf cord In cnhfi iiKihod ol mourning, ba tore lhar iha mciirr cannoi

bang against polenliomrieit. jarkt. or oihar objects tucking oui horn iha

cabin wallt

Wire laadt arr ailarhad by two meihodt lo iha matter to lahntrruk dipt

at ihf cor nett ol lisa chasm {which also hold iha rubbar tuspenesun bandt). or

as a cahlf ItrminaKcl in a plug, lha — III loe which it prrmanrnlly i.wmesud in

a tpacial plywood parlilion. bulkhead ru W.rat Item iha baurrm lar-unai.

on lh» untlertidf ol ihf tmkei l.iat ihf undentd. ol iIk torkri wuh irnwtH to

present vibration Irom breaking otf iha tolderutg labv

Hallrrift may U mourned in tapitl logailiar packt in a mug humg inmpaii

mem {coniliuiied iKlorr lha lusalagr it rovered) with a con.cniani hauls auhea

on lop ol ilia now. under Ihf non. Of iindfi lha raben lha 1*01*1 earner id

giavily
|
xmlion utoallv ilcmamli rhar rhata baiianct be toiled loawani ol iha

leading edge Ihf uructurr should I* lifd logarlsar rlctignwiw m lhai batteries

cannoi knock tone lha adyacani bulkhead, nor thosiW lhai bulkhead ha aatd»

•pill 1 hit bulkhead should be tupporied at lha fndt aod in iha imd.Ha Mswood

nmpbhf 1 ilia problem

Hattrry bo.rt mini be accrtsiblr 1 he platiu rypr wnh setHeal moonnng
may ba reached easily liom lha lop ol iha note On larger planat "Ktal bo*o

may ba muallad in lha now or. il spier it cramped, undermarh the raUn Boo*,

wills a laiga ifiisovablf hatch Ionising ihf bocr.mi ol ihc luwlaga al lhai poem

Tlif floor thooWI be plywood; yt ply should ba adequate lor iha largesi ol planet

vardTj.^ mPASaSSi

Kmiuibn J-..U lx ludiil mwk lln i
almi in »»h a uuiiixi llial tin'

tavctvv* —~ U —..I til U|d-I ilciM II Imii.iwv niH go iiwwlr ilw lilmi.

|daw vm |awiwal (imipmii
Ihi —*n pl-w. il. weight all iwi|.iwwi al IIn ia.il min |««|«v Him

wwg »kh ill ... Uigo |4am. ill iiaiain* iwa|....ill ||<|Uinw king had.

with a in-il* k» nl ItaMttv sullage aim., iln Inn Inr viaib lia»«l. il I.

diwiaUi in wnnMW ih. .u a|a un lit al ll. Hal i4 lln lalxti, aiii.ulili- rhluwgll

Ihr .*•» ty‘ *4 il. Inw lag* ttne. an rwa|trwwtii sln.ikl I- txautind |-.n-li

• all. M c •» pla.1 ll ... a |d«u...l .Ink illali*. mom
lie la |4a. ia| ..I hH.kii. inapniill i«U.c \>»al M-.4 < iwi lln aw a|xvniiil

dull a. llw Ini nil l hull lln dull ami l asm |.<n...iii.

Wuh lha loaward niouninl atcapamrni. iha linkage may ba Ifngihatsad ai

nrectaary by meant id a lulu tinp or maial tubeng. io iha tods of which are

attached iha yoket Or. il a bellcrank n employed wuh a putli Jfcd. rha crank

t attached soldi, to ihc cabin floor Ihc thape ol iha manulacurad RC ball-

eiank. tuggntt oli.tout arrangtsismit Vrvoi. ol eourta. always ata inouniad

within the cabin, clow lo the center ol g'atuy. because id then greater wrighl.

MagnatK acisuiort shewskI be metalled wall forward.

Although iha bellcrank anangemem it tunable lor normal uw. lha coition

rod it more easily moved and placet no dead weight upon the escapement When
iha plana it ill a neatedown pmiiion. iha escapement mutt till iha seeighi ol Ihe

push rod With elevators, iha weight of ihf puth rod. plus the weight of the

scarfaert when deflected, placet heavy additional loadt on iha escapement which

couU tail ex taller in a crucial potuion. Such additional loadt trantmilled to

the Ctcapenscnt mean that u will have higher pull-in voltage, if. ordinarily, il

pullt rrt at 2 voiu it might not pull in at leu than. say. 2y, volu. when handi-

capped by a poorly designed control system
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lull. .ml to ptewnt iS. ic.r.iet lium bieaking low.

•<> ol UK >1 a*|iM|mK»l ha* loom! IIk l«« mum <.l doing to

™ ladnn an ••mttnvtl. all limit <•! gtmmitk* l,4 ‘ f

nu.lrl.it ihn»%ri»e* IV above .l.-ii|.ium n ptevent* 11*

Potentiometer!. phone jack*. and mldNl alto ihould be conveniently

loci ltd. out ol lhr way lor launching (tonietime* i.iuKn arr accidentally flipped

ofl during launching), and out ol ihr way. inmle (hr plane, lor (he inci'Ii

when it bounced about by rough landing, Iluully. chow paru may hr grouped

loan* her . perhaps In a lino. The cabin -all. *l the point of in.

at all a( ion. should b. romforced with a piece ol 1/16 inch thicK
plywood. The location of llveae parte varies. but n..t conmmly m
at the left of the fuavlajc. readily available to the launch*!.

Sonet inea switch** Jut out fie* the funela** button oe Iron the
fusel eg* top, baclt of tho vinj.

The milliantmetcr thould be attached directly to the phono ********

long lead, may alrct tuning. 1 he mein can then be intend imu the phono

jack during ground chirk. willimii hating io hold it with the l»W V"°. <* •»

plate the plane u|.*i thr ground became you don’t tote three armi toaeumea

it it detiralilr to tl.p a mein into thr cncu.l with ihr rng.ne runmng to help

itolatc trouble, thrieiorr. place the Jail io that the mcier can be med without

taking oM a umg II two )ack. are utnl with a t.oiuLe mover, pouimn them

that two meter, may be u*d tnmillancoully it detmd

Wiring inti tic the plane thould not run h«*ly Iron, point to point, but

iliou Id be btought along, and laurned to. the l-telagc udn or bouom to that

it due. not ihilt about with odd rflret. upon the receive* Look »*••"* “

vulnerable to vibration With cithci battery bosei or pack. it will l* lowml

that wire, can be grouped together. K|«rat.ng only lor attachment to ike

mciyer or to the tockct into -Inch tl* mover .aide plug. Ind.-dual -in.

may be held do-n by cu.ofl pmt. ot ,»«*. bent V diaped. and lorenl .mo the

wood like tuple., and fatally cemented. Don’t make ogid w*re connection,

anywhere, but allow enough .lack to make a mull p.gta .1 to atoorb v.bratmn

Thu n particularly important where wire, attach to iw.uhe. or enerr battery

bo«e» Uie toggle iwitchet rather than iliJe typo

Fo. the flier with more than one airplane it .. a good idea to i.andard.ie

•niiallatiom. to that one receiver may be dulled Iron, plane io plane A room
rable with plug and locket .. ideal, and the received mourned upon a Uw*e n

moil rauly interchanged II oh.n mtrrioe.’ are held to a uandard d.memmn.

a balta boa can be built to hold the teco.er, the ewaperamt or imoad l*™P*
die tour.ie. with .11 the wiring Switches. etc .

uould br mounted on the bo.

and proifiHlmg lum. .uch a. .witch handlev tould be dropped through hole,

fin in the airplane .km The meter )aek could be ....cried ihrough a hole to

reach the bo..

J?
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Chapter light

THI AIRPLANE

Tke RC airplane I. a. much a special do.gn a. a U-control uunter. ipeed

model, or conteu I'rt flight. It once — romMlered neecstary to have a high

1—n.d monwer ol eight or imlout wing i|ian lor RC. with a grow weight

running a. high ai hiteen pound*. It* 'crew" would *prnd limit ol the day

tinkering with ill innardi and then utually iratkup along aboul Mtmcl. IV
budder wa. -Hiked merely lo *e* it fly. No *|«rial attention wa* given lo how

it flevr. or to tV flight characteristic* it ihould j-**eu.

Ike modem RC job ipani anywhere Irvin thirty inchc* to u« Iccl. though

a lew piople alway. will want then, big! Hall A engine* a.c practical. A .IF to

.19 engine will earTy anything mjuirrd. and .»'* to SV» will Hunt the hcavinl

multi chaniKl receiver on the market

I he newcomer lo RC ha. mncomcpCiom alxiut "low power.” II a llfomrol

Hunt model weighing thiny ounce n powered by a Fo» S5. lie natont. how

can i hi* loaded down RC job be opened lo lly w.th hall tlie power? Actually,

the RC ship i* tnmnwd to By-flat, doe* not hang like a lire flight. *» that mo*,

ol ns ihiutt I* de*ottd io pulling ihc airplane and not lo Idling in dead weight

vertically. A 29 in a lightly built hveloot RC job will separate (V men Irom

he boys
lilt liiggil. Ina*m. initlli • hamiel loll—lv >ln~,UI la -mnnliil iw »t«il

JIII. unit tin iiiiimiIi. tilin'* diteitiim. Mwal —I»I»H tlww laa*Hi Ugg«i

V
ilB 2

’

:

u
v* f

i
*

• • k-
•} • r
•#
o •
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d opposite rudder Measured on straight dihedral, an ancle oi approKinuiely
*•7* pm hm all around performance.

Wing and tiabilirer settings arc impuruni lor stability. resistance 10 nail

build upc. and quid mumv Wnh a tyrnmetrical mnvseeiion vlabilirer, (Ik

angular diSerersce thou Id be ai lean 1|$’ and noi more ihan S’ Wuh a lilting

type Mabalucr. ihit angular diBetencr thould never be less than S’ beiaute, in

sparalt. duet and other maneuvers where an speed buildt up. rhe vtabilncr may
develop mote lrfi in proponion to tlie wing and dive thi vltip into the ground
For the tame reaton. n u dangerout to inereavr the poiinvt rntidenee in the tail

by meant oI than Once the angular diBcrcncc becomet too unall the plane hat

poor tull retinanr r. may roller eoattrr in tlie wind, or dive in trout a tpiral.

Virtually all RC plana require tarving amounu id tight and dowmbrutt
This probably average! out to about ?’ right, and S’ down. Some airplanes have
harh wing and tail trt at a positive angle so that, while the llmist line appeal*
parallel to the ground in the taleofl position. there it actually a built-in, though
nimble, downihiutt Downthrutt will male tht plane lly latter through itt

rieet on trim It is imperative on slow gliding planet that seel to by appreciably

I asin under power.
Two batK tyuemt ol trimming are planned, your thonr determines whar

you do to the lusclage during tonsmunon With either system, the center o(

gravity, or CG. should br well lorward. anywhere (rum thirty to lony |«-r rent
•4 the dvord bail ol the leading edge (Placing the CG laithcr to the rear invites

trouble) The resulting note heavy glide u rtmpi nvaird lot by iiureaung the
angular diflerrnce. usually by increasing thr amount ol negative inndrnce ol live

iiahil.rer In the hrti syuem thr wing is placed bat u|*on the luselage top which
should be paralkl to she ground bnr I In vlabilirer is then tet with its leading
edge .1 a negative ingle .4 r, lo I**’

lh< vcrorwl syvi'in involves pi*. in, both wing and vtabdirer at a povmvc
r u. a l.nr parallel t.. the ground line, as mueh as bve to *’ lor the wing, and
« 7ly' lot she tail oi wunr other .mount depending on the necessary angular
reocr Ihas vy.iem remove, unvighrlv downthruu av lar as the eye it con
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cerntd. arvd lend* to gi*c a 4it|Mm mi mjnruxrv one ihai “pop" *rll
(or loops The fcr»< %yitrm may rr^ult in a highly rciponwc ship on nxldef and
high wind penetration III looping ability may br reduced somewhat and dowiv

thrust is apparent to the eye.
Both tricycle and two-wheel landing gears are widely uiiO. It-#

forircr rukvw the surer take-offs and protects propvll+rs Uu«r on
rough fields. The 1 utter is lighter, easier and cr t to Con-
st ruct. arvJ will take off, provided the gear is placed far rnwjh
to tht rear.

Mulct control planes haye begun a irrnd io»av«t nmwuuil w#ng wtnow.

1 U U-COflUOi uunwn. .nd ihort coupled iuwtagr* Such nduitn —I! pctlona

ouuidr loop* a* rauly it the inwdc wicl) and -ill remain on their back* mote

(tidily chin thow uwng »ech airfoils a* the Clark V 1 1* i.nnvtiricil muon

DDE

iNmH be anchored and rernfocced i.birgla** now covering it becoming popuUr.
fibitjiiu pitching kiu mat be obtained ai boat uipply houm and tome hobby

thopi Che 6breg lav* •* attached with a ipecial torn which haidrns within an

hour M application. The trtuliing turlace 11 imperviout to hard knocki
Mow trouble* mulling (tom wing ronttruction comr (rom waipt Warpc

create crvdlew difttfuloev in adjuvung and Hying and mutt be removed. Silk and
nylon covering* nen a po-rrlul pull -hen drying, and may continue 10 pull

tighter and tighter (or *omc week* alter completion o( the job A wing or

tabihrer may pick up a -atp -hen Handing in the hot tun

Almott any wing can be given -arp resistance by the addition ol a top tpar

(airly c'o*e to the trailing edge It ii the rear corner o( the wing that icndt to

pud up thn tendency * acute on a single »pat wing Geodetic comlruction,
a la the Hogan tvpe ol (tee (light, would be eacellent on radio yob* Watch the

-tng paneli -hen the hr*t coat ol dope n drying Counter any warp* at the*

•**»» »° •{***' l**ldlri the Mlll-wt fi.n. In thu correct poa-
llion Mil II is dry. I-,*-. a half vinj at a tino 6<I your at ton-
tr^i -on’l be divided. Thin the dope If it appears unduly thicK.
Add abort dror* or castor oil to tho ounce or dupe rot the
lest coat or in, This prevents excessive pulling.

To <*-•». varp* in a finished vinj, to id the panel over . at.am
•attie cc other safe source ot heat and. vhllo tho vino 1- lit.
tvist it In the opposite direction to the varp. Create a varp in
tha opposite direction as the original varping tendency will Can-
cel :t o..i. or the .inj nay he placed Hat on tl. henchi wipe the
utcier surface lightly and guicKly with a rag vet vith ihtr.nor.
This vail eolten the ( inish. Huld tho ving true until dry.
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n. II Tint v. ’.'timet happen* lo lit* mott etpen builder* Fur rtample. a plan*

' ••in* a had wing warp may (all ofl on ihc wing *n»J tittle into lh« ground when
h anj glided ll may Imtld «ip a tpin under pmn and. nppotilr tonllol.

«ouW kH Ihe ground

I ngme on mi fighti ai* mad* with a modriair amount «l power, Do 004

tSrottlr all the way kill, at kith a rich mtxure. became tiiBiii*nl ihruu n n**d*d
lo pull the machine through mild nallt o* muthy mm altitude*. Do not lean

ih* oihrr hand, because pool trim may rttult in tlolrm toomiout thee

and mint khtch couW p*f the beginner a hard lime One Rood lyvtem it lo pul

ih* |truy* Hr* on hallturd. lh*n pnitul lh« engine lo l*» up. About one-third

ih* ihima it lovl Iml ihe engine kill lun irliably and ilrirtofi enough ihititl lo

climb ih' machmc. lonjuc don not vary diatucally khrn ill* prop it reverted

On Ih* kru It* flight* trt* enough lutl lo laM ihmy seconds lo a nnmilr, al

Ih. mow 1'lJ 10 keep ih* |«lane kill out in from o( you. and do nor. ai hrtl.

mak. am lorn mutt lhan k-nlioul recently in ih* op|»tilr direction Thil

Hi * i tilt the thip Iron break inf. auay to head doknumd ai the tctuli ol over

omirolling cm your pari A !* thori. upturn) flight* with a niinimuni ol

mam uvfVtng. kill give you ih* 1**1 ul ih* cunilolt and indual* kheihrr Ol noi

control aciton thouId lie intrratrtl or drtrtaied lo* reliabli irtpont*.

Rudder n action kin varv with ih* living t|K*d ol Ihi airplane. diBcnng
poweron and |»—er«a€ High

I
Whenever ill* mne mo. at when ill*

thtp haogt on a prop or niutlm during normal flight, rudder r*t|uni* it tluggith

J o *lim.i>arc prtwdic lap*. in rfleciivr ruddrr action he tur* ih* thip it mmmrd
proper l» I cv lo minimi** ih* diHeren** bfiwten powrr on and glid* iperdi by

krtptng ihr glide a inflt Ian and ih* engine ihruM lllghlly reduced In a |«ope(l<

dettgrtfd ntathinr. rhit diBrrener u n*»*r t*v*i*.

Ruddrr response thould be sufficient lo take ihc airplane oui ol a tie*p turn

and IO tktng n tout a turn hi rhe opposite dirrciton I hut. tl ih* airplane it

placed madtertently in a tpnal you can be mi* ol making a recovely Many a
km B-ghi hat been made by holding rudder tieadily againti an inbuilt lurn

tendency, put became enough rudder tetfunt* had nor been proviJcd Thii it

Chapter Nina

HOW TO FLY

Before eontidering adjustment! and flying procedure. it n kell to under

ttaild the cBecU ol vanout detign Iraimct upon the airplane. flight I a ’**m
with, a thip that hat much Idl ihrutigh tmh haluitt at a thick uc high bit

airloil, pronounced dtealage (angnlat difference). •< light weight. cry n.v

binaiion ol there ailiibuui, mutt In- flow It kitli relacivrly low |>.».r and ai

raihn low t|i**di that are inaichcd to ihc- tlow gliding ipnd At a rule, iltit It

a calm weather airplane, bui one iliat l<»|tt rauly wltcn Hunting >» i.<utol A
thip having any or all ol ih* oppcnti* aiirtbum will fly latrer and with betier

wind penetration.

The RC job it hand glided like any lice H.ght airplane and the lamihar

trim correction! arc mad* (O obtain a tail, .Haight glttl*. without a trace ol Bare

al ihe landing. II tail heavy, ih* weight may be thiltrd forward. incidence tecoo.ed

from Ihe wing, or added lo the Mabtlieer. But it argular difference muM be

decreated beyond the vale limm previoutly described n it necessary to change
the CG potilion. even if tome rebuilding it neceuary. II ih* plane appeart note

Iteavy. any or all ol the required correction, are m oeder. II umeatocuble oe

tlratltc adjutlmentt become necevvary. revue the airplane belort attempting to
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another rriton why lung motor runt ihould not be uted with a new ih:p or by a
beginner pilot. Poorly adjutird modrk -huh includes moit nr> airplanev may
build up violent maneuvers. nprially when the Hirr it innprnrnnd. u it it

(assuring to know the engine trill not run lorever. Ot roonr. too much rudder

retponte it j»uible. II you think you have r»tra rudder rrtfmnte try the control
gingerly thr Am time, and don't hold down the button

Mow much rudder movement; How much area> While tint it hard to antwer

became ol tariationt in detign. it ran be appronmated, auuming CC pouuoa
lorwaid ol (oily per rent o< the wing chord In thit rate the movable rudder
ihould be about twenty per rent ol the total vertical tail area. A call thm rudder
it preferred to a ihori. wide one. at m action it more effective The latter typ
II extremely weak on the glide, comrqurntly lorcmg an rxeurve amount ol

area or movrment that maket power Bight too retponute In the cate ol an .09

to .15 powered thip. y% inch movement ol the rudder to either ud< ihould be
plenty to begin with, and it may be tut down to S/lb or even I, mrh movement
lain il drtned Other me thipt may be judged accordingly 1 hn «t up ihould
give abrupt reijionir, enough Ui lake care ol any lootingency during tot Bighu

Ai toon at the plane becomet airborne it will he obvious immediately
whether or not it it out ol trim Any tendenciei to itall or turn mav be rutrreted

It it dmrable to judge theie thing, hut (torn the glide II adjuumenu become
necessary in Older to make the plane Hy at all. before vou get chance to uudy the
glide, remember that, ultimately, thr glide ihould be prlectrd and only then,

the power portion of the Bight I In. n the tame procedure uted in free tbght

Power adjuumenu are controlled by down and tide chi-u IV tide ibn.it to

make the thip Ay itraight and down thiutt to hold down the noae while the
engine it running It it impottible to make hnal power adjustment! until the

Il it imart pactice to Iraie jutt a trace ol a circle in the plane, both under
power and in the glide to that, il anything ihould go wrong, the thip would
cover a minimum amount ol pound befew r roming to earth.

II it becomet impottible to hold down thr note with downlliiuit tinder

power, the glide being roriett. a tmaller engine nr leu thiutt it required I hunt
can be reduced by uung lower pitch penjn. tmaller ditmeirti. and rich running
Wide bladet thick bladrt. with a lot of wood, will reduce rjim't by 500 or more
Sport luelt. adding eatior oil to hot lurk will help An e »tra big prop oltrn hat
the oppoute elleci to what the Bier fmprcti tngmr rlhiieney may dtop ofl, true,

but the propeller eftcirncy it to high that the combination ol engine and propellet

it more elective than before. The intake opening can be cut down with a wooden
plug to that revolution! are lei* even when the engine it leaned out Ot r event
the pop

The mow important trick ol the tiadr it the killing ol ttallt. mulling Irom
maneuver! during which tped buildi up. by ute of tudder When the note comet
up. turn the thip with rudder, jutt enough to convert an incipent room into a

cluuUng turn I nn a well adjutird plane tomeiiimi ttallt. at in a recovery Irom

a tpnl Amacing thingt can br done with rudder. A thip that n tlightly note

heavy undee powet. can be kept aloft by Hailing a hum lit mu diei.thMi. thill

ibrupcly tevmi ng it. and comnnaing the acunn lot at long ai IK1(Italy. I'ni|«tly

done, the plane apjetn U* luck Irom tide to tide I hit rucking nuitiini will get

a plane into the air alter a poor launch that might tliikc tin gimunl. nr liclp

clear obstacles that loom ahead II will aHett « good landing when tin jil.nr

comet in too ttrep and Ian Mowly waggling the rudder, leaking llw wingv will

being up the note and tlow down thr tjecil Smooth three- |«uni lainlnigt i;n be

made by turning the note tlightly while Hill a lew Int in the air. piking Up
additional tpeed at the note dioju larthn, then unrig o|i|>nitr mdilti lor

recovery Tlte e»ua tpeed |uotidrt enough lili now m note u|i tlie crall. Haling

out lor a tcale typ landing.

Holding ttrady rudder produett a tpral: break the teiovery o—n ami Mall

bv turning. II a tpiral it eontinutd long enough and ru. lurteclitv- alKai taken

at the plane begins itt recovery mom. the thip may iimiiiun- nvri l<n a lieauiilul

loop A tnap roll tometimet can lie perlonnrd tlniin* thr rerotety limn a tpiral

by quickly applying and instantly relating rudilir. at lell iiulder alter a right

hand tpral «hm routing and hohlmg tlie milder (light in llm raw) A tluw

roll may be done by holding rudder bnelly until tlie war vtait. down in a turn

(beginning of tpral). then uttng opp»u< iud.ler until the tunc again iKRim to

drop « the other direction, and repeating the tucking action mud the jtlanc

almost goet on itt back When it ajipaii that tin tlnp it ready lu lull <lvet. Itohl

Heady rudder to comjdete the job II there it uiHuktii aliunde, play around with

tpirah done alter ipirali. all of brief duiatnm. and you'll diuntii nuiliodi of
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performing many advanced iiunciixn

Wind tHnit Right A yob iKji it trimmtd Im a duw gli.lt in ..In. »aiht
may tull in the wind <*. il trimmed lor windt weather thing. •« '"ay gtyl» u«
Uil in a calm, Since inodclrri art |>l.gm. I with wiml. il K h«ir.r to inn I.*

modtrair bteecv. Cncurol roqxwiM- may lx..an. .Inggivl. rvfot.ll. .hn llying

crou wind. I he green ("l.it may U fooled l»y th. ilcbynl aaimi lam ih.uling

he hat no control at all. It it mirvuri to hold ttgn.ik l.nvgri K>~U<> dt|mnr
that permits only a gentle turn in th. taint inoluldy w.ai'i tarn th. vhip at all

in the wind Himi.c control action it rc«|iii!td It it atititahlc w .wqA,. (More

control action than actually needed at all num tankages. cnMinl I—vm. and
belle,ankt alwayt pelmi I adjustment lor inon or lot lunirul anm

The way to maintain control mi IdinUry elayt n lo kny tin ship well

upwind: alwayt avoid letting th,- plane gel Irchind yoo. or down.tard Vat lar

enough upwind to that all tuent may lie i.impleted with the thap trill rn Irucit

ol yoti Foe tnnir tliangi- rcuviti. a radio |ol> it much am dUluuU to By bail

againtl tlx wind, looking at n wise on. than n r> lo tontrol it whin it rt gexng
away fium yin. into the wind Avoid all violent turn, and aeroluiMs in wrong
wind Anticipate manevmn. II, lor e.ample. you with to tec.«ef Ir.mr a rum
on a <*)• heading, apply rippmite rudder well in advance ol W. other.nr the
•hip ">a> «t»l up with a IRO' torn’ II thingv gec too hot. lei the thrp Ry ukII
lor a lew tetondt until it tnnxidit mil ill Right path. Thu u a good tule. too.

when pcilomung itutm when ilw thip geu into tome awkward |.<utxn It wdl
My iitciC out ol troublr.

CtfWItmrnK, jcrurjir tpi* Ijmlinj;* can be ma«lc by uanJing; «•* o

t

n nrii
the >|»t at pottihle and Ivy following a ttandard procedure or l.nd.ng patient,

a. n done with lull Male airrrali II a ttandard |>a Ilent it followed. n should be
|xitiible to get the airplane into an identical kty potnruo lor .very approach,
provided,* ol Comte, that enough altitude ctuiaini altce the engine q.otv I he

writer pielm ill. plain to pate on ih. hit gliding downwind, that la tw.og
around 90* into a hat, l,g (crnttwind) ami hitallt men ai-wlwr 90" into th.

Snal appro.ih I he Unglh nl tune on the downwind arwl haw hut ran lie tanetl

with peatlicf, actocding to the wind, gorng Uniter rbiwnwind when the

trim n y
It Wliall. ami vice tcra H* Wiling up a Ur- Itg. you

I
"trt.de

with a multiple muither id pointv (torn winch the thip can hnally hr turned

inti) the dual apyintaih. With piailMi, it Icriunn pmtilde to round the coenen

«l thit pailern. making a IM' turn iiom th. downwind leg into die iput Rig

ami tinall, heavy ami light inotlelt wdl taty greatly, but a ttamlaid pattern

niiinmitit eittxi

When high up It It better to manetivtf uteihead than it it to glide lai away

hi order to makt an a|ip<oaih *lhe long appioaih it very hard lo fudge. o|"
•ally wuh a Ini, thallow gilding plane kttetv altitude tan be dm< paced by

gliding hack and hmli Irom title to ode ntrrheaij. finally t-mging M m begin

the lamlmg pattern, (.reatrr pcoprller diametrrt and lower puthet aiuit climb,

especially in rmiilnnanon laiw pitches make loe wuew tialH once thruM at

maintained well drtpiie a now high almude ihr plane hangt on the piop and
may whip uall High pilch peopa dip enough to lake the edge u4 tulle Hut tn

a tpiral nr other high ipeed maneuver, ihe high pitch propt really dull geait

and very high ait tpeedi mull.
1 hr mod tunable ptopt lor all around petlomiantr 9 » « to 9 t b on .IVa.

It . \y, to * . b on 09*.. 9 • 6. 10 a b. II * 4. on 19V II a 9. II *. II a t.

I? a * on 2V'» I'inpt thould be matched to the plane Foe rtample. a tmall. Ian

Hying IV job would utr a 9 a 6. but a ttow-r. luggci thip would get mat Imom
thruit (torn the II a 4.

When do willhrud ia prrwnt. oe when wing and fib ’•«? borh are wt at a

pollute angle lo the thruit line (that aho it dowmhrutij . a low pitch, laat

turning ptop. wdl mereaw thruit at low airplane tpeedt. at alter the launch,

lending to pull the now down until loeward tywed brio,no high enough to

develop ilw necetury lilt, when the thip nowa up I hit anounit lie the leudeney

ol tome RC"t to dive toward Ihe ground on launch Hut thit low pitch will make
the plane drop dead" in rhe air. yutt at low pitches do in Ueontrol I he higher

pitch will climb nnooihly but. developing lower thtuti at low airplane tpeedt.

at in launtlting. requires harder running to get the plane aitborne.

Marginal ptrlormance molting Irom overweight may be Itn- roved by

rtperiinctiti with propellers. A tluggith 09 thip tontrtimo will co (spare with

an equivalent 15 airplane by the ute ol a thin blade • • prop A IS yob

will petk up with a thin blade It J Co to narrow, thin, light bfodcs loe higher

tpin't and additional thruit.

II. despite proper mounting ol ihe radio and adjuttmene ol the relay, you

encounter vibration doublet, make turc that the peopelleii are carefully balanced
and that the engine it turning within tome uuooth range ol tpm’k A 1 oep 19.

lor mitance. mint at tmooth at tilk at hegh rpert. at on a V t S. oe eten an II t 4.

but throttled back and nehened up n can thake a tr*rn pound airplar

enough to make the rudder tkip. Many eng.net have rough
range the detigner umply did not intend them to be uwd with .

or at medium rpm t Perutleni overheating, even ol broken in

retult Irom overly big propt. high puihev hot luelt. and hot

a Imoil certainly retultt when all thete lactort are prrwnt on a hoc day Ihe
engine will teem to lean out pertatlemly-bui it may be a bad cate o4 o»etheai.ng

For normal Rying. once raperwncr hat been gained,

adequate motor run The time teemt mueh longer in the air.

eonterve batteriet Unlrtt you require a lull tank ol fuel lor contett work,

il tmall justification to ritking a valuable plane with trtsmmuie noiof
particularly on windy dayt Iven the heavwtt RC job can rvde a thermal

Full ituntability drpemU.on good luel feed Do at you would do in
night, cheek the engine running wuh ihe now ol the plane up. but get the

engine to run rwnedown at well at now up' It may be neeetvary to plug the

venturi to achieve thit happy condition A good uni installation will Ired lurl

"caddy to any engine m good condition, d the (cell line itn*l loo long, in any

maneuver on a iuddrr««ly airplane. Any ourrwrrd lire Right lank n suitable

but one o4 the beat arrangement! it a thort Ueontrol wedge tank, with the
wedge clown Mount the lop cd the tank about one third tlx tank depth il.iv>

the needle valve level- A combination graviiyiuciioci Ired result! Over Honored
planet which go through abrupt changer in duection may compel the uw id a

feature type ol tank. wuh at the Walker balloon uni with regulator.

Sooner oe latrt every R.er lilet to male a long trmttouniiy flight. In ihr

daaunce. the plane it little more than a blatl dot It it diRwult to tell which way
M it turning Supfotr. lor cample, it tm flying btoadude to vou. ami you uted

tael How can you be positive which wav u tuimd did it

at did it go the other way? II you loigot the sequence, thit • an
happen easily. Such trult at painting one hall the planr one color, and the other

t. ut aider lo cheel tuent. it impractical, becauw tlte thip It opaque at

Chopfer Tan

OPERATION

VilivlactuHi limn nuking numuixi. ll.ghtt with a minimum ol lust retultt

Itunt a elearetii ofxtatiom procedure. Thete it inevitable chore work, tueh as

• heeling 1011010. rilay operation. int|ireting escapementt. making ground
•her It tic blit tltese duuei air rtixlrrcvl painless U incorporated into a standard
|xmcvlnre Kegin by putting both die ship and equipment into order before

tlw thing wsuchi Don't e»|xct to do it on the hehl l'nr>|«tftl problem!.
Ixivioer cental, may ruin a Hying vcuion A |icrHighi check tliouhl include an
i"v|xctto« ol wsiirvg. rcplacoucnt of weal lottetiet (receiver or irantmiticr)

.

a cheel ol ihe relay and etcapenwnl. linkage, etc., and finally operating everything

wiik the irintmiuer
Aruviavg at the hehl. ileeide upon the best location, according to wind

direction. open area, nearby housing, tie. (Why is it lltat modelers tend to group
undo the only tree within a quarter mile’) II you have a stationary type ol

uanuuittev let tt up before doing anything cite. Check the airplane batteries and
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kv tint die lianunuiri operates (he receiver before walking out on you* (round

Ihtrt. ThU check should be simple and quick, not a tour four* Conference.

Attaining you have a helper. work out an eat) tynem of signals you can't ulk

back and forth with. tay. 800 fret between you and the helper while other engines

are running.

When ready to begin tuning, hold up the arm. the helper twitches on the

nantmitter in retponte (why wear out batteriet while willing hack and forth*)

Make a circular motion with the upheld hand, indicating that you want a Heady

lignal held on. while you tune the receiver. Then, at you note the signal on the

meter plugged into the plane, begin to tune loe maaimum drop or rue. at the

cate may be When tuned, raite the hand again, helper Mill holding signal. then

drop (lie hand He cuu o« the ugnal. Hy up and down movement oi the hand

>0.1 can call for any tpced or duration ol ugnal you want. Idea a. that whenever

the hand it up. the helper holds tignal. when die hand drop., he releatet ugnaL

The circular wave in the beginning it to ugmly that you don't want the ugnal

cut off w lien the hand it dropped in order to tune Later, you can dupente with

the rotary lignal. for the helper will know that you intend to tune For long

ground clicekt wave a white clock to (lardy signals

It It turpriung how miaed up two people can become during a ground

rlteck. Suppotr you call lot a tignal and the meter indicate! nothing So you

glare at the helper lot stupidity in not turning on the transmitter But he can't

tee thii. You wave frantically to wake him up Meanwhile he hai been tending

a neatly tignal. and wonden if the transmitter it on the blink Confusion can be

avoided by having the helper follow your hand ugnak When the receiver doet

not work ami you have your hand ratted tlcailily. he holds hit hand up lo wgn.ly

obedience. You know ihen that the iranuniitcr probably it working

A commonly made error during ground checks n to walk out a goodly

distance belore calling loc a ugnal. Although the recover teemed in tune not

to (lie iranuniitcr It may be lar enough out oI tune at a medium diuancr not to

pick up the lignal. 1 hit can lead to lulilc ami protracted tuning if the adpiM

in.ni it lost. while baiierici run down merrily and other 8wit on the held grow

griuit|iy. It it better to try the ground check quickly at. uy. 40 or even P» feet,

and only llicn at progretuvely greater dittancrv Alter you know your rquipanmi

you will find dial a certain rite or drop take, place at a certain distance and

iiqicr ground tlitekt are no longer necessary.

When tcady. tn By. assemble the thip-donl lotget any of the wing oe tail

hold on rubber*. (And who hasn't seen a wing come oH in the tut) When you

see that you can ulrly Hy, allowing lor other fellows whow plane, may he gliding

silently overhead, itart the engine; have the helper hold the ship tail toward you.

fifteen or twenty feet away, and cheek the rudder operation by wrwlmg a number
of quick tignalt. 'Ihe rudder should follow esaclly If it mnaet even once do not

fly until the rraton it found If everything checks out. wave the launcher the

rebate signal. Always when cheeking the rudder, have a known position coming

up. Make It the cause position on every Bight. Mom Bier, rhoose ‘ right neat"

became it is opposite to a left turn tendency caused by torque. If coeretlton muM
be made lor a poor launch, one ugnal would give right turn, and two left, on
self nruualuing escapements

If you own a handheld transmitter, you may have a beg advantage in being

able to launch the dup yoursell while holding the trammitter Cradle the tmn*
miller in die nook of one arm and launch the plane with the ocher. The rudder

cheek, motor running, can be made by Handing the plane against some object

to prevent in rolling II the plane becomes dippery from eihauated fuel wipe

it off before someone makes a bad launch.

If a long Hight is made, allow the batteries to recuperate loe a similar period.

Check the escapement rubber windings for a long, active Bight can run od a

double row of knoti on the rubber. Othetwue. alter every three Bights. wind the

escapement at routine and. alter a half doren Bights, check the airplane battetm
Should the wind be blowing, stand the model on the ground, tail to the wind, to

pervrnt the ship's being blown over. In the hot Min. place a rag over the wing
holddown rubbers whieh otherwise might inap perhaps in Bighe

One ol the most annoying aspects of radio control n the aerial traftc jam
on 7J.25S megacycles Field etiquette it cuential People muM tooprrate snth

each oilier il everyone it to get in his lair thare of fl«ghts-and how about the
oal who fill* up his tenminute tank when a do/cn guys are watching that unking
sun) Il is recommended that a common takrw* point be ncabhihcd II many
Biers are pretent. they dioukl line up planes ready for taker*. Anyooe with
engine trouble diould itrp aside to the neat man up Who doesn't know a char
eter who jams up tuch a line lor fifteen minutes until he <liwo.fr. the glow plug
ii burixt) out?

Some group* u*o flag*: gfftn loc ihc air i* clear, red lot toracone on the air.

Trouble is that Hags can't yell and everyone iorgeu to look at them People
paint plants various colors lo designate frequencies, or use nifty ugnt and deeak.
and no one appear, to pay any attention. A blait on a police whistle just before
launching wakes up ilic dreamers but once a ship is high in the air. they forget
about it. Noisy engines help-you can't hear an 049 at 300 feet while bigger
engine, run near by. When many Bier, are our. keep your lying near-by and at

low altitude; don't let them forget you!

But people who By a great deal together find it possible to operate without

talking, il tins have to fasten lor engines uarimg I he ehap who walka out to

ills filing line. With engine tunning, should I It given the air II you do that, tarry

lung enough Iwluce launching lo mall sure that random iransmuiers are not

milking snui rmfiler

It i« iiii|araiisr that KC Birrs group lugrthrr on the field Rugged indi

sutiialisU ami Inm wolves are icrtain to Wlrrl ..mrone's plane. A cooperative

giuup ill Hint always went id know uh»n a ship i> in the air and don't hesitate

in tdl when a tccornl plane make, ready loc a launch Iidore the air n Itee.

Chaploe llovon

•OATS

Radio control hoati base becoewr popular ami thru number increases daily.

Boats Isave many dca.fi 14c leaturn When rompind with aircralt. there it no
danger of lots, an oulol sight Hight being impotsiblr Damage lately results from

equipment failure of operational error and then usually only when a largish,

fau boat Mrikrs a roocr.tr wall or other solid iibtiaclr Wind it lest ol a handicap,

In warm weather a boat fin in lirtler with Ismily activity, time it can be taken

more readily on twimming triyis. punas, ete.. and rrquurs leu space in the car.

A bull it ideal lor capciimcnting with radio equipment.

Mom bout are built Irom kits Lsccllrnt ronttruetion kilt, tome being wale
models and ocher* of original design. are available from your drain, knginf

manufacturers are following through with various lines ol marine engine*. Ironi

Hall A't lo Tft or so Many of these are genuine marine engines, not just auplane

cnguws with special aitachmrnit At lean iwu manulacturril make small out-

board type internal corwbuMion engines. It takes a critical eye to tell them (torn

the real thing Ihrse engine* clamp unto live boat transom. jum like a big out-

board. and arc adjustable lor angle, and have |miII cord starting Other engines

are produced with an awareness of live heat problem Irom enclosed running.

Water cuulrd marine engines arc lound in at least the .019 and .09 categories.

.Several <um|4c«c lines of marine hardware are available, such as beautifully

machined profilers siuBing born, diive shahs, universal), and to on There

is Utile than can be added here in the way of information because the boati. the

necessary hardwair. and suitable |«iwrrplantt are abundantly available; all are

of tup quality and it is peaciKalty impossible lo bungle the Job.

Boats do have noticeable diflrtcrwe Irom planes Battery weight is relatively

unimportant aa that big. dependable batter ies ran be used for long life and iteady

operation kquipment ran be made accessible by meant of decks that lift ofl.

mwovabh pilot bourn, and to on Powctplant and escapement ol td'o irutalla-

IiOvts require qwnal attention Internally mounted enginev adapted Irom air-

plane designs, sometimes have given cooling problems in the past, this being

aggravated by pour ventilation
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Son.,- hobbyists. especially ex arepfanr modelers. go in to. a.r boats in whkh
in aicpUm- type engine and propeller «e mourned on a pylon ai the Mere The
|*op may U either a traesor or a pusher. aaimed advantages are simpler

i

‘•on*. elimination of boat hardware. such ai slufcng bo.rv and dial...
eooling ami easy starting Rut |o the puriu tueh a boat may be an
especially when nine bcautilully budi trail, orhrrt.lv to realc. n marred by the
unsightly pylon with its engine and massive air prop Moreover, ah beau are
said to be tricky on rough water or when traveling crotawind

Boats oder many possibilities unthought of in aircraft. Foe example it m
Suite praetieal to install a mill,ammeter m the boat and to read .1 by mein, of
binocular: while the trail is tn aetion One well know radio eou.pmem designer
has just sueh a rig Hit boat it powered by an eleeuie motor and haiterwv lu
t|M"i i .inning allot., the owner to myst.ly Reeks ol duek. a ( rest ort the .tin

r.saaptsnrtMv ..say l< a problem on b.ggrr. hea.ser. fasm boats beeause she
load, "I"’" «»« luildet an g.rater than those on an airplane rudder When the
rudder swing, me, .n a plane, it .mourner, small resistance. but water .. ineom-
prmubh Water must be ,mdi.d out ul the way. and this delay, eseapemen,Mo“ ,uU

*J
ihe ewaptmen. „ ealhd lor In a boat ol any ronseouene,

« U.tnr dr.sfu serso, with gear dn.e would ...ally enlumr the Re..b.lirv
.* f. i Im mils . hiNiH’ sptsial m. lu. boat, are on the market and more will
H- JVdiljMr wxm

Although tadtit ioctroi it a bunm.ng activity, the surlaer hardly has been
-tat.lHd la-Miaimg J-nub.lt.HX arc ahead A radio controlled model boat ha.
suicrsslully sailrd

l lie I nglith Channel Unde. International Rules go.ern.ng
|.i.iu s./e, weight, ami wi „n. radio model airtralt hate established
t«u.d, Potn. lopo.ni Rights with landings and takrod, at d.Rrrmt air hrlth.
Ilosed course ra. mg (lot plane, or boa..), aerial OHlurr taking, a., among the
hat, already a....mj.l..hed Kajml teehmaal progrrss lowa.d mult. control, means

1 >**'* P*")«Hiionsie. mult.euni.of system, will become avail-
able. Ih sky t, the limit-or i, is> tND

A Supply - Battery or |«wvt munr
used to heat the ftUmrnt.

Actuator - llcctio meihatiieal device

lor moving eontrols.

Ampere—Unit of current IU.w (reus

tame ol I ohm at I volt).

Amplifier—Usually a vacuum tube eir

(uit ined to amplily or liuild up
ill. lianunilter at receiver energy

Anode-Plate ol the vacuum tube.

Antenna -Conductor. as long wire,

rod. etc., to tnteree|K (a, on re-

ceiver) or radiate (a, on Iran,

milter) energy, in radio wave

iorm.

Armature — That part ol the relay

which is movable under influence

ol changing magnetic strrnglh.

Audio /reyurnay-Frequency heard by

A Supply- Voltage applacd to the plate

ol a tube to produce an eleerron
Row Iron, the Aliment to the
plate. Usually «to67**.ohslm
receiver, and 67** in 110 soils

foe iransnsiitm.

flattery - Power „„r foe
rlettriial or ckeirome tloiv

Capu.ty - Ability lu siuet elee.r.e.l

chargev
Carrier — Nhoet l.m

rent ur fr, queue, of

CafAWr - I

which ileeiror

CA.mnet-S.ngli-. parti,ular lrrv)>emy
ol carrier wave.

CA»*r - High imlmiarwc “

iug passage ol

bur allowing due.

Mreal pan, Uuugbl together
mplnc a .ir.cn. as in .witch.

Ciyitef-OuaiK .n Rivlu lie wall nys
•at vut an small ihiti dm wjuare
*•* masMauMug a gnen bsv|uruiy.

C II —Aldaissatiun lor catriev wave.
/had. I win muaiicng ealhud. aid

jdaK !* juswagr ul turn tit ill

owe •huelion.

f lealiu* Smallrst iliaigi nl negative

rhstlnily.

t.uaprmrat — Actuator driven by
prwst ol t(-

«

twisted ni Idier.

filament- Hcaur in a lube, ntiitai so

the hlanirnt Witt sn light bulb
FAlei -tanuinnaiMm ol tewsumev III

I.Mianerv etc. to allow passage
ul min" IrivjuefMHs uuctsdrxl

lu ofcrate iworr than — actu

asm K(plans IuimIhmi ol am|

flea if.pt-SauaB inesal lla*l|w so l.,|d

wee h ads .4 solan, cy.la.ts ...lie

• aid
IM-Ikvsradr tube ilsat allows,

*•* shut, .At. isassagr of slselami

r.iiwd-
I hr A Plus nr H Mann side

id a luitety and ilie ("in so
wlmli all ..mu.urn to

fd6*g imitml - \iimiist id Iiurvest

drawn In teteistt at iuhatnl In
milliaiumtss hnertrd urn H
Pin. lead (no signal).

/•<dw. tame - (J. alar SIII.III ad noil!

**n •*> inwviaon ol (dug
Aifneyefei - One ihousamJ eyelet

Megwhm _ One million ohms.
Mrgaryah —Osh uuIIh.ii astles pts

Merer - lh via Saa imlaa ale measured

• helical ijiiaMiits ad t urrmt. re

•numi. ets.

llfl—pla -One ihuusandlh pari of

an amj.at
Alai. - Ald*esialataa% ul M.lliamiwcn.
UMmmmrh - Mtt|f ca.li.ig mill

amjHVtv
M*dcMf*m-«awm*n.W sanation ol

ainjdiiiMk ua lrt«|wney ol eartitf

wav, reading So transmitted

<Mm — Amount ul resistance at I soli

and I ampere.
Pentode - Fi.r il.iiviii saauum tube.

Plate - Outjiut aliment, or anode, in

vacuum lube.

Plug- Machined nutel end lur wire,

inserted in jack to lonneei exter-

nal units into existing wiring.

Plug may have provision lor one

or more wires so match circuit of

jack.

Pula >try -Indication of which termi-

nal i, positive and which rsega

live.

Potentiometer - Device for varying

amount ol curtrnt flowing through

a lead Called "pot" foe shoes.

Power input- Wauagr fed imoa radio

lube, determined by voltage limes

current consumed.
Power output — Power delivered into

the tank circuit ol a lube. Always

less than the power input through
losses in the lube and circuit

components
Pulse-In modeling terminology, a sys-

tem by which repeated signals are

transmuted, varying as to length

and/or raif.

Receiver - A tadlo receiving set.

Relay -Device which operates a sec

ond ciiruli Itom cutrent changes

in the hrst circuit.

Resistance - Opjmsiiion to current

flow.

Reiutor - Unit ad known, denied re-

sistance placid in sireuil so re-

duce or limn current Row.
Af —Abbreviation lor radio Iteejueney.

RFC - Radio frequrnry choke.

Servo- Ilecinc n.mor driven actuator.

Socket - Tube socket

Tank riarutt - Coil and condenser

combi nation plated in the plate

eiresiis of a tube.

Tame-Sound, having particular pitch,

superimposed on carrier wave, to

operate control! by means of

modulated or audio receiver. An
audio modulated trantmitirr re-

ceiver system

Tranmilfea - Radio transmitter for

broadcasting the signals.

Teiode- Threeelement tube.

Tube - Number of electrodes pack-

aged in an evaluated envelope.

foilI - The ~lor<e“ in a battery or

power source which pushes the

current through the citcuis.

Well - Current flow, I ampere and I

volt

Wove length- Distance between peaks

ol same polarity, equal to velocity

over frequency.
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MICROPHONE BUTTON

As in the preceeding work on remote controls, the tubes and some
other components may be impossible to get as they are obsolete. Even
so, your Radio Shack salesperson should be able to tell you what mod-
ern components have replaced them.

EXPERIMENTS
With The

MICROPHONE
TRANSMITTER BUTTON

- ' ' ' r ^ ' '
' ' ^ ' W , ^ ^ ^

si:
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Ganaral Instruction* on tha Microphono Button

You »ill find It posy to build o Microphone Tranimittor Button.
Th.t porticulor dcv.ce lend* .tself odmlrobly for use in rod.o ond elec-
tncol circuit*, ond in view of the foct thot mony do not realize to
«bot importont use* such a button con bo put, it i* odviioblo to cover
tha u*a of th.» little transmitter in it* voriou* field* so that one will

eovly see how eoch ond every one of the *ystcm* are applicable to
radio uses In the illust'otion a transmitter button ho* been token
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opart so os to show Its internof construction.

For those who wont to build their own Microphone Transmitter

Button, it will be seen from the exploded view of the button, that it

really is quite simple. The one illustration shows all the ports neces-

sary for the complete construction of the button. The ossembly of

the button is illustrated in the smaller drawing.

The large DIAPHRAGM is made of either light copper or tm
sheet metal, about the thickness of the metal used in a tin can. This

mokes if sensitive to picking up noises The small or INSULATING
DIAPHRAGM is made of either a stiff cardboard, but very thin, or a
thm sheet of mica A thin sheet of mica is the best, but if this is not

available, use o thin sheet of rigid cordboord, something similar to
post cord weight.

The ossembly of the button is quite easy, and the only difficulty

you may hove is inserting the carbon granules ond cementing the
insulating diophrogm to the brass cup. The cup should be about
HALF FILLED WITH GRANULES (Do not fill up.) These should
be loosely pocked, so they con move freely Before you cement the
insuloting diophrogm to the brass cup, remember to assemble the

button up to the first brass nut. Once you cement the ports together,

you will not be oble to get ot the screw to tighten.

When you hove finished the button, you ore reody to proceed to

experiment with the button. Read oil ol the booklet carefully before

beginning your experiments.

Tho rcmorkoble thing obout this transmitter button is thof it con

be mode to transmit in ony position, cither horizontal or vertical. It

Is so small that it can be readily concealed in ony of a dozen or more
places, ond thus serves os on odmiroble detectophone. For mstonce,

it con be ploced in a watch cose; on old wotch cose is used ond o tiny

hole drilled in the center of the bock of the cose The screw of the

transmitter button is then pushed through the hole ond the nut *
tightened on the screw. This wotch cose may be concealed behind o
group of books or may be ploced in view on the foble, ond there is

very little possibility that onyone will p.ck it up to investigate The

wires leading from the transmitter con then be hooked to o regular

amplifier, or else may be connected In senes with o battery ond o low

resistance phone.

II the transmitter button Is held up ogoinst the throot It will be

Eslblc to transmit speech without octuolly talking of the button

•ehments In tolking through the threat ond olso folk.ng through

chest, hove been numerous, ond ot the present time most of the o.r-

plorte transmitters for communication between observer ond pilot

employ thifeot microphones. These microphones ore stropped to the

throot of the user who talks just os though he were talking to o
friend alongside of him In this way the noise of the eng.ne is over-

come end successful transmission is possible If o tiny hole is drilled

into the side of o gloss and o person should folk towards the gloss.

It will be found thot speech con cosily be transmitted m this manner.

This mokes o very nice little experiment for electrical dubs

Music from a phonograph con be transmitted to d.stonf ploccs by
employing the hook-up wherein o small hole is drilled in the side of

the tone arm of the phonograph, ond the screw of the transmitter

button is inserted In thot hole There are several other meons for

doing this perhaps o little more efficiently thon indicated here, ond

these will be described elsewhere in the article.

These transmitter buttons con be used os detectophoncs for con-

veying speech to detectives or operatives stationed elsewhere in o
hotel or in the house. In the one cose o microphone button is mount-

ed In the bock of the picture The tiny screw on the surfoce of the

picture is not noticeable to the cosual observer ond ony plot could

not easily be detected. It is odvisoble. however, in placing micro-

phones in suspected positions, to locate several of them in the some

room ond use different sets of wires for eoch, running eoch pa» out

of the room through different exits. In event then thof one of these

dctectophones Is discovered, there are still two or three of them m
the room which remoin to be discovered Most criminals will ossume

thot when they hove once destroyed one detectophone thot 'hey ore

free from further interference on the port of this silent watchmon

If several detectophones ore ploced in the room o complete tran-

scription con readily be token by the reporting stenographer

In event that o minister should hove several sick members be-

longing to his parish who ore uncble to offend Sunday services, it is

possible for him to place one of these small microphone buttons in

front of him in the pulpit. In this way he would be oble to transmit

the complete text of his sermon to ony of those who core to listen ond

who ore interested enough in going to the expense of stringing o few

wires from the point ot which the tolk takes place to their homes

For those hord of hearing such a device would be of particular

benefit, os the church could be fitted with several sets of earphones

ond the speech, greotly amplified, would be impressed upon the dia-

phragm of the eor, ond thus transmitted to the inner ear ond brain

m a much stranger monner thon if the voice were merely heard in

the usual monner. For transmitting the sound of a violin to persons

hord of hearing ond olso for the production of various stoge effects,

tlje microphone button con be screwed tost to the body of the violin,

or preferably to the bridge, os this loiter position in no woy domoges

o volucble instrument. In this monner all live tones of ilvc violin ore

foithfully reproduced in the dis'ont receiver, or they may be ampli-

fied by meons of o regulor vocuum tube amplifier such as you hove

in your rodo set, ond then transmitted to the crowds in the donee

boll. Several of these microphone buttons ottoched to the various in-

struments m the bond ond oil connected to o good omptificr could be

mode to fill the lorgest hoi I with music. The bond itself need not

nccessorily be very krrge.

Sounds from a telephone receiver con be mode to travel to o dist-

ant receiver. Here the microphone but’on is mounted inside of o

cigar box ond the receiver is then ploced right on top of the position

of the button

The microphone button con be used to transmit the sound of o

piano to o distont room. The button is preferably fostened to tho
soundmg board in a piono, but it may be fostened to any convenient

ploce cn the piono to occomphsh this work. This is of value whore
there moy be a sick patient in o home on the second or third floor for

remote from the piono, ond who would like to listen to ony music
played on the piono by some of his friends

Rcd*o music con be transmitted to distont points ond incidentally

amplified ot the some time. Here the microphone button is soldered

to the diophrogm of the receiver as indicated, ond then the leads

connected in senes with several dry cells ond a low resistance phono.

Foe cxpcnmcniers desiring lo gel greater sensitivity ond volume
for either radiophone transmitting stotions or foe ordinary phone
transmission. Here five or six microphones ore mounted upon o thin

metol or o heavy cord boord disk The screws prodding through the

cordboord ore then all connected by meons of flexible copper wires,

or in event that o metol disk is used, the metol disk Itself will serve

OS the meons for moking connections between tho screws ond one
thm leod soldered to the disk will suffice. In order to make O more
clossy tob of the device, on old molded voriometer makes o fin*

microphone cove The wire is removed from the voriometer ond then

•he cose *s pocked with fell lining which should be glued to it. Tho
disk with the five microphone buttons mounted thereon is then sup-

ported m the center of the voriometer cose by means of three rubber

bonds. The front ond bock of the cose ore then attractively covered

with fine silk gouze. This mokes o very presentoblc instrument which

looks very much like those m.cropliones used in our broodcostino

notions.
Numerous questions hove been asked os to why the transmitter

button does not work properly. In eoch and every cose, the answer

is sample: "The button hos not been hooked up in occordonce with

directions " There is no electricol circuit thot is simpler to couple

thon on ordinary transmitter button ond o receiver. T)ie experimenter

should remember thot every transmitter button requires o diaphragm

of some sort or o substitute thcieforc The size of this diophrogm de-

pends entirely upon the work which is to be accomplished or the na-

ture of the motter to be broodcost or amplified

For ordmory speech, o diophrogm opproximotely 2 Vi inches in

diometer is better suited thon one Nor 18 inches in diomctcr. The

smoller diophrogm enoblcs the listener to recognize the voice of the

person transmitting, whereos the loigcr diophrogm hos o tendency

to decrease the pitch of the transmitted voice. But when doing de-

tective work. It might become necessary to ottoch o transmitter but-

ton directly to o large convos picture. In this particular cose, the

conversation thot is picked up is the oll-imporlont consideration ond

one does not core obout the quolity of the sound |ust as long os the

speech con be recorded
Now os to the quontity of corbon granules in this button, blightly

more then holf is o splendid proportion. For more sensitive work, the

Ouont.ty should be decreased ond for very crude work, the button con

proct.colly be filled up. Therefore, the fewer corbon granules in the

button (of course within limits) the more sensitive will be the nature

of o pick-up. Coincidentally o frying noise might be produced when

the.v is not o sufficient omount of corbon granules to properly distri-

bute the Current (frying being olso due to too much current.) At no

• .me should the current through these buttons be so high that it will

produce o frying noise. While many experimenters odvocote rhe

use of a AYi to o 6 volt battery, the use of telephone transformers

•os likewise suggested, but for those reoders desiring to use the

stendord radio transformers (oudio frequency types) the voltage on

the button con be increased to from 22 to 45 v° l, s. dependent upon

the resistance in the primery of the transformer. If the reproduced

voce develops o frying sound, the button is being overloaded; if not,

then the voltoge should be increased until it is just below this frying

pomf.
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Amoiing Microphone Tronimitter Button

One of the most interesting little pieces of electrical apparatus is

the Microphone Tronimitter Button. The above illustration shows
the construction of the button. The bross cup is the rear electrode.

The front electrode Is o brass screw mounted on on insulotmg disc.

Use inner chamber of the button is filled with carbon granules.

In oil of its uses, the Microphone Button is attoched to a dia-

phragm. Usuolly this diophrogm is made of metal, but ony stiff,

resonant material is satisfactory. When sound waves strike the dio-

phrogm, the vibrations couse the carbon granules to be alternately

comprossed and released A pressure wove is exerted upon them cor-

responding to the sound wove that is striking the diophrogm.

Carbon gronules conduct electricity more readily when com-
pressed, so thot each sound wove striking the diophrogm is convert-

ed Into a fluctuating electrical current wove in the circuit that posses

between the rear electrode ond the front electrode. It is this electric

current wove thot transmits sound wove to receiver or omphfier.

All the uses of the Microphone Button are bosed upon this obilify

to pick up sound waves ond convert them into flectricol impulses It

is o minioture telephone transmitter.

Electric Telephone

The simplest ond most basic use of the Microphone Button is the
Telephone Hook-up. This is illustrated above ond is self-exploratory.
For best results, the microphone button should be kept in a vertical
position. The carbon granules should be loosely pocked in the but-
ton, so that they ore sensitive to the vibration of the diophrogm. If

button foils to operate sotisfoctorily when first tested, it should be
tapped firmly but gently to loosen up the granules.

In the Telephone Hook-up, ordinary I y, volt floshlight batteries
(or No. 6 dry bottcries for longer lifel ore used Two cells ore satis-
factory for good performance up to 100 feet, but for longer circuits,

additional bottcries should be added
NOTE: .The Transmitter Button circuit works best with a low re-

sistance earphone. A 6 ohm earphone is ideal, if available.

\Z INCH HOLE
COT INTO A WOOD

BOX COVER

HUCHOHHONE
BVTTOH

SPA!N6i
OH RUBBER
8AHDS

Suspension Microphone

In order to increase the sensitivity of the microphone, the suspen-
Sion arrangement illustrated obove is convenient to use. An ordi-
nary 6-inch tin pie plate suspended In o wooden frame is quite satis-
factory. This serves two importont advantages. One: the suspension
prevents diophrogm from picking up other extraneous vibrations.
Two: the increased size of the diophrogm picks up more sound waves.

"Frying Noise" in the Circuit

While it is esscntiol to hove sufficient current in the circuit to ob-
tain moximum results, o "frying noise" in the circuit indicates too
much current. Ordinary dry cells work very well, but you con also
use o telephone transformer. II o stondord radio transformer or radio
botteries ore used, the voltoge con be increased up to 22 or 45 volts.

Remember, radio bottcncs deliver high voltoge, but little current.
Stondord floshlight or No. 6 dry cells deliver 1% volts, but o foirly
strong current Use os much current os possible, but just below the
level thot products o "frying noise" in the receiver.

A stethoscope is o "sound mogniher." It picks up ond magnifies
noises. A doctor uses the stethoscope to listen to body noises—the
heort, the lungs, etc. A mechome uses o stethoscope to detect un-
usuol noises which reveal faulty mochinery. A jeweler uses a stetho-

scope to overheor irregulor wotch noises It is o general rule thot in

well run mochinery, there is o certain rhythm. Once you become
fomilior with thot rhythm, ony discordant sound will instantly reveal

trouble.

If the sounds ore loud enough, the ordmory cor is capable of de-
tecting these discordont notes A pilot of o plane, for exomple, con
usuolly tell from the sound of his motor whether it is functioning
sotisfoctorily.

A tin con is used to pick up ond collect sounds for greater sen-
sitivity. Two or more microphones con be used They ore connected
in parallel ond ore mounted to the some tin con or diophrogm By
"parallel" ~e mean thot oil the rear electrodes ore connected to-

gether ond oil the front electrodes ore wired together.
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Induction Telephone

A Microphone Button Is connected in series with o coil of wire ond
batteries. Several feet away another coil of wire is mounted porollel

to live first coil. This second coil is connected to o low resistance re-

ceiver. Thus, you ore reolly "broodeosting" the voice through the
olr. This is essentially the principle of rodio.

This some principle con be used in moglcol or mystical oofs. In

one cose, a coil of wire was wound into a carpet. The second coil wos
ploced oround the woist of a medium A tiny receiver wos fitted mto
the ear of the medium (similar to those used in heoring aids! ond
conccolcd by o Hindu heod-dress An ossistont telephoned the secret,
written questions to the medium vio o Microphone Button connected
with the coil In the carpet.

A simple experiment to sh.w how impulses may be transformed

into different medio. The sound waves ore transformed to electrical

woves by the Microphone Button The electricol waves ore trans-

formed to light waves by the bulb. If you hod o Photoelectric Cell

for Electric Eye), the fluctuations in the omount of light given off

by the bulb could be used to octuote another circuit. Thus, by o

spoken commond you could hove a door open or o window shut or a
bell ring. ISec also Relay Circuit).

If ordinary flashlight cells arc used, a 3 volt flashlight bulb is

sufficient.

The musk or talking from a phonograph con be reodily picked up
by means of o Microphone Button ottoched to the tone-orm of the

phonograph. The front electrode of the button must be soldered or

firmly ottoched to the orm. Ordinary telephone hook-up circuit is

used Or, the button con be wired directly to on amplifying circuit

(see the Rodio Hook-up) ond ployed over loudspeaker, or even
broadcast

.
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The Burton Aa o Radio Detec to.

The Microphone Button con be used at o Rodio Detector to pick

up broodcott programs when used in the monner illustrated obove.
For loudspeoker volume, a more elaborate circuit has been devised
which is described elsewhere.

Secret Detectephone

Perhaps the most difficult application of the Microphone Button,
yet one of Its best uses, is as o Detectophcne. It requires nox-mum
sensistivity and complete freedom from extcrnol interruptions.

The stondord Telephone Hook-up is used, but on oddihonol bat-
tery should be odded, to moke certain thot strong current supply is

fed into tho circuit.

Where possible Ihc largest sited dKtphrogm or sounding boord

should be used. The Microphone Button mounted in o tin con I see

Stethoscope! ond ploecd firmly ogoinst o toble gives o good p-ck up
Tho table octs os a sounding boord, ond the tin con is o very receptive

shopc for picking up sound waves.

There ore mony other woys in which the button con be concealed,

two of which ore illustrated here Oftentimes o framed picture offers

the best location. It must be kept in mind, however, thot the button

should be located as close to the source of the talking or noise os

posstblo in order to get moximum results.

IMPORTANT: Good, continuous wire should be used Any splices

or connections should be soldered

Electric Musical Instrument!

Most people hove heard the "electric" guitor and other novelty

electric musical effects. These are all created the some way A
microphone pick-up unit is connected to the sounding boord ot me
instrument ond wired to on omplifying unit or radio. Almost any

musical instrument can be used.

When using your rodio for amplifying circuit, the button is con-

nected directly to radio detector tube. (See Radio Mike' . For best

results, it will be necessary to try out the microphone button in sev-

crol .places on the musicol instrument.

Doors Open ond Mysterious Things Happen
At Your Spoken Commond

When use of o reloy circuit, you con by means of o spoken com-
mond. moke a window open, doors close, lights go on or off ond many
other things You ore only limited by your imagination ond facilities

os to whot you con do
The circuit is quite simple It merely consists of connecting the

button to one side ot o relay. A spoken commond couses tho amount
of electricity m the button circuit to chonge, which in turn operotes
the reloy This closes or opens o second circuit which contains the
motor or mechanism which opens doors, etc If o light bulb is con-
nected in this second circuit, it is turned on or off.

Rodio Mike—Talk Through Your Radio

Microphone Button is connected directly to detector tube of rodio.

Locote detector tube from tubes listed here or with help of rodio ser-
viccmon Shut off set. Remove detector tube. Hold tube in bond
w.rh prongs pointing up. This corresponds to bosc of tubes illustroted
here Twist wires tightly oround correct prongs os dcsignoted in dio-
grorn Insert tube m set. Be sure thot boro port of wire does not
touch ony other prong or any metol of set. If mike foils to operate
reverse wires Before using ony tubes not listed here, consult your
radio serviceman.

7A4
784
7C7
7E7
7R7
14A4
14E7
14R7
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The tronsmitter fannis of on ordinory telephone hook up. with

the recc lei -otcr. The .c<c..e. muU be protected from the

water b, wc«. yet the drophrogm mutt be exposed to the woter in

order to tfOtUHNl the SOuttd woves

The receiver cso consists of on ord.nory telephone hook up. with

the microphone button under woter It b protected from the woter

by sokjenng it to the bottom of the inside of 0 tin con. The leods to

the button should be protected from water.

This KMut .1 only suitoble for short distances. Longer distances--

up to about 100 feet- con be set up if on ornplify.no unit is used

... the transmitter along with o loudspeakor instead of on earphone

for the under water transmission.

iweeea
AUCTION (UPS

Listening Through Well*

ll is we' I
kne-n that when o person ploces his eor ogoinst tho

port.ticn. he con heor the entire con.c-sot-on m on

provided that the co-versot.cn .s loud enough andthot the |ja «

veil is net sound-proof. This position IS t.resomc both for the listener

ond unprocfco! for detective work. TTte apparatus consists of ownoj

. -r f ,
•, brnss or the like, to which two rubber suct.cn cups ore

i as ind-coted The transmitter button itself is mounjedoj

end o! O lev. screw with o thumb or knurled nut for

operation, the rubber suction cups ore moistened with a MM]ft-
ccnc io moke them odhere more firmly to the 'other po.ous wo l o

which they ore to be attached After the

™

place the Ihum: nut .s turned to the right until the button just

touches the wail The receiver, which in this cose -s o 5joJ5 <*m

receiver, reproduces the sounds with the p-ope'<*£•*<* oc^rocy.

A A to 6 volt battery H ploced in the circuit ond the detective oper

atmg the device con si. at o desk and copy down

t.on in The othcrv« protected room Th.s form of co,”. dr°^n° ,J

more cait.mote than installing detec.ophones m suspect s room.
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Chambers’ Encyclopaedia 1891

CONTINUED
FROM SURVIVOR
Vol. 1,
PAGE 403

There have been several comments on the Chamber’s
Encyclopedia section; mostly uncomplimentary. The
most common complaint is that the same information
can be obtained from more modern encyclopedias in a
more comprehensive and updated version. For the
layman’s purpose, this is simply not so. Modern
encyclopedias are written mainly as introductory
reference material. It is supposed that one with an
interest in various chemical compounds and technical
subjects need only the basic introductory material and so
will go elsewhere for the working details. For this
reason, the modern encyclopedias ard sketchy in their
descriptions or so technical that one must already be well
grounded on a subject to profit from the modern
encyclopedia’s description.

The writers of the older encyclopedias, however,
operated on the principal that theirs were the only
descriptions of the subject the reader would have access
to. So their entries were far more comprehensive than
are the modern texts. Further, they operated on the
principal that although the interested reader might be
ignorant of the subject, he ought to be able to
understand it if he could read at all. Therefore, entries
were written so that any literate reader could
duplicate the compound described whether he had any
former familiarity with the compound or not.
You have but to compare a subject written in

Chambers’ 1891 Encyclopedia with a modern
encyclopedia to see that the former was written for
someone like you, rather than for one who was
considering the subject for further study or already had
some education in it.

In short, the older version is simpler, more complete
and more applicable to the needs of the layman who may
never see another reference to the subject.

KURT SAXON

CfMUry (Gr W. -I burn
1

), in Medicine, in
ojad of toy aubaUnoe which born* the ti/«u«*.

Olamilneb the poj«iUr »un.f land cvriiip
(too) of CArt"toH*uM nutjus, t perennial

(’ll., term potential cautery,* an applied to causticnoatenoea, u becoming obaolete.) The actual
cauterr U an inalniment with a head or blade of
•teal, Iron, or platinum, which in heated in a 6re or
•pint- lamp. In the thermo-cautery (or Paquelin's
oantery, from ita inventor), the head or blade ia

made of hollow platinum. so arranged that a flame
of henioto can be kept burning in ite interior. The
galvanocautery connate essentially of a platinum
wire which can be heated to any required degree

*
paaaing a atrong galvanic current through it.

e cautery “ used for three main purposes in
•urgerp : to produce counter. irritation over an in-

. . ,f
art Buster) (actual cautery); to

check bleeding (actual or thermo-cautery), by
•lowly deatroying the tissue* at the bleeding point
or surface

; to perform operation*, where the tissue*
to be divided are either very vascular (thermo
cautery), or very difficult of accem (gal*
cautery). See Caustic.

Celandine (CfeMoaiM mjm) ;

•j I tWscT.

ceous herb, which, although not uncommon in
Britain, is doubtfully indigenous. Its pretty foliage

l™r ( Y3ktiij£jic

{RarMuculuM Fic*ria\.

mill umbel* of
small yellow
flower*, * which
Mourn from
Muv to August*
might alone
attract atten-
tion, but it*

ancient repute
mixing herbal-
ist* ia due to its

yellow milky
juice, which m
very acrid anti

pnisnnoUB. E.X-
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ternnllv it »as
applied to wart!
and ulcere, and
internally ad-
ministered, it

»» supposed
to be n specific for jaundice, apparently on no
1tetter warrant, however, than that drawn from
its colour by the ' doctrine of signature*. ' It* old
English name Swallow-Wort, which appears to he
almost a translation of the botanical one, seems
founded on a supposed association between the

lieginning and ending of it* flowering time and
the arrival and dc|>arture of the nwallows. It I*,

however, the Leaser CELANDINE which i* more
familiar to general readers, at least since Words-
worth devoted no fewer than three poems to it*

honour. This in RuiiUH<nh<s Fieuria, also known
a* the common fig-wort or pile-wort, a quite unre-

lated renunculaccons plant, which grows in ahuud
nut patchen in fields and coppices, and brighten*
them in early spring with its plentiful golden

(lower*. I Is tuberous root* and swollen sej-arahh-

buds give it additional IniUumcaI interest, while it

i* ulso noteworthy that these result* of peculiarly

vegetative Imhit aru associated with a frequent
imperfect maturity of the pollen.

Celluloid, or Parkemne This substance was
first made byMr A. Parkee of Birmingham in 1866

or 1866. It chiefly consists of a dried solution of

gun-cotton (pyroxylin), or of what is nearly the

same thing, and oil. A variety of it can be made
with pyroxylin and camphor. It reeemblee ivory,

horn, tortoiseshell, and hardened india rubber, as

regards certain propertiea
.

The pyroxylin is prepared by treating Celluloee

fq.v.) from such vegetable materials as cotton or

flax waste, rags, paper-makers' half-stuff, oc paper

Itself, with a mixture of one part of strong nitric

add and four parts of strong sulphuric add. It is

convenient to call the product so obtained pyroxy-

lin, although the two things are not quite identical.

The distillate obtained by distilling wood naphtha
with chloride of lime is used a* a solvent for

the pyroxylin, hut other solvents, such as nitro

beoiol or.aniline. and eomo camphor are added with

advantage. When the txctm of solvent is removed

from the pyroxylin, it la mixed with a considerable

quantity of castor-oil or cotton-seed oil. and made
Into a dough or paste between heated rollers, ror

a hard compound the quantity of oil should he les«

than the pyroxylin, for a soft one it should b*

greater. Chloride of sulphur is sometimes added to

the oil When article* made of celluloid are in a

elally manufactured state, they are soaked in

Iphlde of carbon or chloride of lime to remove

any trace of solvent, which would render them apt

to shrink if allowed to remain. Celluloid is of a

somewhat combustible nature unless the substance*

used to colour it are such as will neutralise this, or

unless some non -combustible chemical, tungstate

of sola for example, is added to it.

Proptrliuand Utn. —Celluloid has many valuable
properties. It is luiff or pale brown in colour, but

It can be made as white «• ivory, which it much
resembles, or manufactured in a transparent stale.

It can be moulded or pressed into any form, and
turned, planed, or carved. Neither the atmosphere

nor water affects it. It is elastic and can he united

by Us own cement. In a plastic condition celluloid

can he spread on textile fabrics, or it may he made
ns hard as ivory, for which it is largely used ai a
substitute. Billiard balls, piano-keys, and Comb*
are made of it. the latter two articles extensively.

It can be coloured to represent amber, tortoiseshell,

or malachite. In imitation of red coral it has been

a good deal used for jewelry. Like vulcanite,

which it excels in durability but exceed* in price,

it has very numerous applications. We need only

mention finish-backs, knife-handles, buttons, nap

kin-ring*, card cases, thimbles, and dolls. It is

useful tor optical instruments and for some surgical

instruments. One of the most recent applications

of it is for shirt fronts and collar*. The manufacture
of celluloid, although an English invention, ha* been

most largely developed in the l' nited States, where
it is mostly, if not entirely, made by one firm, the
Celluloid Manufacturing Co.. Newark, New Jersey,

who use this won! a* a trademark.

Cellalose is the substance secreted by the
living protoplasm of a vegetable cell to form it*
investing membrane or cell -wall. (See Cell, and
HISIOLOOY. Vkc.etabLE. for account of it* mode
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•if formation, iu ligneous, corky and colloid change,
iu mode of arrangement and union in cell-walls,

&c.k It is obtained in a pure state by treating any
unaltered cellular tissue with alkalies and acids to
reidove mineral matter and protoplasm, and sue
eeaaive washings with water, alcohol, and ether to

remove soluble substance*. Cotton-pith or vege-

taNe-ivory. although much coo Ira*ted in hutologi
cal properties, are alike remarkably pare celluloee

.

Cellulose has the
chemical composition C.bL.O,. and spec. grav. I 32.

Among iu familiar natural modification* gum is

an isomer, and starch dextrin and grape-sugar are
all of similar ultimate composition, while iu woody
and corky modifications ( lignin and suberin

)
pumas

an increasing proportion of carbon. Iodine alone
tain* cellulose yellow or brown, but blue wbeu
strong sulphuric acid baa been previously added.
Strong hot sulphuric acid chare it. while brief irn

me reion in the cold couverU it into a tough and dense
modification, well known in parchment paper, and
prolonged treatment dissolve* it altogether. Dex-
trin may thus be prepared and next transmuted,
by boiling the watery solution, into grape-sugar

(see Dextrine, GLUCOSE). By immersion in a
mixture of strong nitric and sniphone acid we
obtain Gun cotton (q.v.J. while dilute nitric acid
or potash oxidises it into oxalic acid. Ammoniacal
oxide of copper dissolves it without change, as is

shown by IU reprecipilAtion on dilation. By beat
ing in closed vessel* under pleasure a dense coal-
like mass is formed, while in ordinary dry distills
lion. gas. tar, and acetic acid are given off. pro
cease* which throw light on the formation of coal
in nature and on the chemistry of gaa-making. In
natural decomposition cellulose turns yello. and
brown with gradual formation of human

Although so constant and characteristic a pro-
duct of vegetable life, the conditions and mode of
iU formation are still very obscure. From that roll-

cycle or rhythm of change between the passive and
cellulose walled *Ute and an active and wall-lm*
cos, which U so characteristic of the lowest forms
of life, and of which we find sureiving trace*
(Eg. the rejuveoracer.ee of the pollen grain) in the
reproductive processes of even the highest plants
(see CELL), it would appear that there is some
relation between this increase.) passivity and the
formation of cellulose. And in this way arise* the
speculation that cellulose may berimd essentially
as a (mechanically coherent and thus useful)
excretion, an incompletely utilised waste product
corresponding to the earhook- acid and water given
off by Ibe completer respiratory oxidation and finer
evolution of eoergy of the active phase. Once
f. yed by the plant, it may be again alaorhed. as
is well seen in the union of a row of cells into a con
tinuou* vessel, or in the consumption of endosperm
of a seed during germination Many seeds, such
a* vegetable ivory or date, have a great pro-

portion of their reserve material in this form : and
this must he digested into gluroae by the growing
embryo, and again worked up into new protoplasm,
which deposiU cellulose as before. Like the plant
lUelf. the similar digestive fermenu of the animal
might thus be naturally expected to digest cellu-
lose

; and this is actually, to some extent, the rase
with the delicate young cell wall# of many green
vegetables, os can be experimenUlly verified, even
in man ; while in herbivorous animals this power is

much developed, ami the nutritive utilisation •>!

their fodder is thus increased to an important
extent.
The cysts' of auxrhw and other protoion appear

to be at least largely composed of cellulose, and the
external tunic of ascidiara (see TlINICATA) is of

identical, or at least isomeric, composition Cellu-
lose has been described a* a pathological product,
even in brain tissue; and Chitin (q.r.), every char
acteriatic and in many respects comparable animal
product, baa been sometime* viewed as cellulose in

association with a proteid substance

Cement*. These may be roughly divided into
three classes: (I) The *tooe cements, including
Roman and Portland cement*, and ordinary mortar,
which are used in thickisb layers for uniting stone
and brick work, and for protective covering* to
buildings; (2 ) substances which form binding
joint* of much less but still appreciable thickness,
such as white lead, red lead, and putty; and (3)
cements which require to be used in extremely thin
coatings, such as glue, isinglass, and dissolved
caoutchouc.
Ordinary Mortar is a mixture of slaked lime

{calcium kvdronde
(
and sand, made into a paste

with water. Generally one part of lime to three

or four part* of sand are used, but the proportions

vary according u> the purity of the lime employed.
Vefv pure or fat lime, such as that made by burn-

ing white chalk or white marble does not make
so good a mortar as lime obtained from less pure

limestones, which are by far the most abundant.

The more thoroughly the ingredients are inter-

mixed, the more complete will be the subsequent

hardening of the mortar. As commonly laid in the

joints of brick or stone work, mortar sets suffici-

ently fast to allow building operations to proceed

from day to day with occasional longer intervals,

but it takes yeare—perhaps iu many case* con-

turiea—to reach its maximum hardness. The
setting arid subeequent slow hardening of mortar
are usually considered to lie due, in the first in-

stance, simply to the loss of water, and afterwaids

to the absorption by the lime of carbonic acid from

the atmosphere, the carbonate of lime thus formed

binding together the sand and stone. It is doubt-

ful. however, if this i* an altogether satisfactory

explanation. The mortar used in many medieval
buildings is largely mixed with small pebbles. In

a number of cases Ibis bon proved to lie of a more
durable nature than the atone used along with it.

/‘utsolana or Fonuolana, a loosely coherent

volcanic sand found at Pouuoli, near Naples, ha*

been long celebrated for it* property of forming

a hydraulic cement when mixed with ordinary

lime. It is composed of silica, with a little

magnesia and potash or soda, alumina, lime, and
oxiqe of iron.

Roman Cement.—Certain natural mixture* of

lime and clay are called cement stone*. The clays

of some of the newer geological formations in the

south of England, for example, contain courses of

septarian nodulc*(#ee SlPTARIA >, which have been

in great request for making the beat kind* of

Roman cement. They are concretion* of impure
calcareous matter, many of them having this

analysis Carbonate of lime, 66; silica. 18; alumina,

7; and protoxide of iron, 6
;
or consist of these sub-

stances in nearly that proportion. Cemrnt-stono*

are carefully calcined in kilns, and afterwards

ground and sifted. Good Roman cement should

ret in about 15 minute*, and ibis quick-setting

pnqierty makes it valuable for work which requires

to be executed between tides and for other purposes

where the cement used must harden quickly. It i»

at best of but medium strength. Home natural

cement* are slow-setting, and three do not contain

more than 22 par cent of clay. They set under
water when half their weight consist* of clay. Tho
proportion of sand used with Roman cement should

not much exceed that of the cement. When em>
ployed for external coatings of buildings it is apt

to effloresce and become unsightly.

Portland Cement.—This is considered by far the

most important of the stone cement*. It is an

artificial product, named from it* resemblance to

Portland Stone, but is much more largely used

than Roman cement. In the manufacture of Port-

land eement on the banka of the Thune* and the

Medway bj- the wet process, three parts of white

chalk are mixed With one part of day or mud from
the lower react** of these river*. The two sub-

ee*. along with water, are placed in a ‘wash
’in which strong revolving knives or cutter*

reduce the whole to a creamy * slurry’ or slip.

The slurry then passes by gravitation to back* or

reservoir*. There it ia allowed to settle for some
weeks, when the superfluous water ia removed by

decantation. The mixture in next dried on heated

iron plate* or bn the floor of a heated chamber,

and then burned in kiln*. Finally it u ground to

a fine powder. Modifications of the wet process

by which the large reservoir* are dispensed with

have bee® introduced in recent years, in other

parts of tbe country Portland cement is manu-
factured by tbe dry process from the hard lime-

atones of other formations than the chalk, along

with clay or shale. These limestones are crushed
small, mixed in the proper proportion with clay

or shale, then roughly burned, and ground to
powder. This powder slightly moistened is named
through a pug mill, ana then made into oricke,

which are afterwards burned in kilns and reduced to

powder.
Since Portland cement is hardly ever employed

in the pure or neat state, its strength is perhaps
beet tested when it is mixed with an oqual weight

of sand. The best cement bo mixed and moulded
in the state of a stiff mortar, into any convenient
shape, when tented after the lapse of seven days,

during six of which it i* customary to keep it
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immersed in wale r. exceeds in tensile strength
900 Ih. per square inch, and in crushing strength,
tested by li-incb’cnbee. 1000 lb. for the same area.

Its strength in the unmixed state is much greater
Much of the Portland cement made is. however,
little more than half as strong as the beat kind.
Roman cement of good quality mixed to the same
extent with sand an the above, and tested under the
same conditions, has on an average a tensile strength
of 30 lb., and a crushing strength of 200 lb. in each
case per square inch. Portland eemeut is slow in

setting compared with most varieties of Roman
cement. Both Portland and Roman cement form
hydraulic mortars—that is. they set under water.

No mortar will do this which contains less than
10 per cent of silica.

TUI close on 1840 Portland cement was hardly
kdown, but the use of it has extended rapidly,
repenally in recent ymrs Its most important
application is in the construction of docks and
harbours, many of which arc partly or wholly
built of it. mixed with sand and broken stones, in

the form of a concrete. In this state, or simply
mixed with sand, it is also much employed for

other purposes where strength and durability are
required. Owing to the nature of some of the
extensive engineering works in which Portland
cement ia largely used, it is plainly of great con-
sequence that its properties should be thoroughly
understood. Numerous failures with it have taken
place. The chemical investigation into the case
of the Aberdeen docks in 1887 distinctly showed
the deleterious action of sea water upon this sub-

stance But it is also known that object* mads of

uamixed Portland oement from .the works of sons
of the best makers will sometime, keep good for

nearly twenty years, and then crumble to pieces
svsn when not expand out of doors uy all. Of
course explanations ol-threo failures are forth-
coming. They are generally attributed to careless-

ness in the manufacture of the cement, or in the
selection of the material, for it. But if they occur,
as they have done, with cements that have stood
very well the ordinary mechanical tests, how can
any cement of this kind be entirely depended upon
for durability T Twenty, thirty, or even fifty years
is far too short a time to tret the lasting property
of a building material of this nature, fhe use of
Portland cement in pavements and for architectural
ornaments ia not attended with much risk, and
for such purposes it ia very suitable The capital
employed in the manufacture in Great Britain U
probably near two millions sterling. For American
cements, see Koskndalk.

Scott'e Selenie Cement consists of burnt limestone

mixed with about 5 per cent, of sulphate of lime

In the form of plaster of Paris, and ground to

powder. The presence of the sulphate arrests the
alaklng action of the lime, causes the eemeot to

set more quickly, and admits of more sand being
used with it than ordinary lime does. This cement
baa been a good deal used for plastering, and to

some extent also for mortar.

Plotter oj Pane {see Alaiiastkk and UtmtM).
—This material is used for cementing marble and
alabaater in much the same way as mortar ia in

brick work. It is also employed for uniting tbe
separately moulded pieces of any Urge object cast

in tbe same material. Sometimes it is selected

for fixing metal mounU to glass.

Keene e Cement is made by saturating plaster of

Paris in small lumps with alum and recalcining

It It then forms a Irani plaster for the projecting

portions of halls and rooms, such as pilasters,

columns. Aid skirtings. It ia capable of taking

Parian or Realm?t Cement somewhat resembles
Keene’s. In its manufacture borax as well as

alum is adefcd to the plaster of Paris.

Martin't Cement is another kind, with pUster of

Pari, for iU basis, but instead of borax, carbonate
of potaah ia added, and sometimes hydrochloric
acid aa well. With the exception of Scott's, there
plaster of Paris cements are only used in plastering

or other internal work—not for mortars.
Mattie Cement, consisting of a mixture of burnt

cUy or limestone in a powdered stale, with boiled

011 and litharge, was more in use formerly than
now

;
but though expensive, it is an excellent

material for preventing the admission of rain-water
at certain joinU about building, such as where
wood and stone work come together at windows.
It was also used for covering external mouldings.
Rust or Iron Cement.—Joints in iron-work, such

aa there for hot-water pipes, are filled up with a
cement of iron borings or turnings, mixed with

at least 2 per cent, of

sulphur in powder is added,
and forms a i

Sometimes
The iron oxidise*

,
firm joint. •

Sulphur Cement.- For jointing earthenware
pipe*, and occasionally for fixing bars of iron

brick-dust. It ia a cheap but not a strong cement
where metal is concerned.

Water flam CemenU—Yoe furnaces one kind
consists of burnt and unburnt fireclay made
plastic with silicate of soda or water-glass.
Another cement, capable of standing a high heat,
is formed of asbestos powder made into a paste

with silicate of soda. The i

with ground glass makes aa ad

White and Bed Lend Cements. -Either whit*
1 by Itself, or a mixture of both, is

as a carnet for

by simply

i U> request eeu cseneet for the jatu of slate

&t*:2earraS
and electrical purposes. White and red lead

cements are mads up with boiled linseed oil, and
sometimes gold sire is added. Mixed white and
rad lead make a very hard and firm cement. A

bago ia equal parts, mixed withWft
aland a great brat in steam-joints

ShellJoe Cements —An excellent cement ia made
by digesting 4 ox. of the finest shall lac in 3 oa. of
methylated spirit in a warm place. It should be
made into a consistency like thick syrup. This
makes a firm cement for mending pieces of glare,

china, ornamental Moore, and ivory. It U not

soluble in water. A cheeper, but still very

shell-lac ia wood aaphtha. For
* ““

shell lac itsalf ia used as cem
it
Marine Glue ia a mixture of shell lac in a solution

of India robber. It ia msd. into thin sheets, and
melted when required for ore in shipbuilding. Ac.

Gelatin and U^lat, Cement, -Full glue,
gelatin, or Isinglass fq.v.), made up with dilute

acetic acid and other bodies into a jelly or thick

liquid, produce* a cement slightly varying in its

nature, for mending china, glare, ivory, boar, and
other sub-lances. Foulkes cement and liquid
fish-glue are cements of this class. Three can be

obtained in a convenient form for ore in hardware

or druggists* shop*. They are more or Irse soluble

in water, so that article* mended with them must
be quickly -ashed Cement of mixed glue and
glycerine, sometimes with tannin added, ia occa
•tonally used for leather and cloth.

Armenian or Diamond Cement -The following
is the reputed formula for preparing the cement
used by the Armenian jewellers for attaching
diamonds. See., without any metallic setting:
•Dissolve fivs or six bits of gem mastic, each the
sue of a large pea. in as much rectified spirit of

win* as will suffice to render it liquid i and in

another vessel dissolve aa much isinglass. previously

a Utile softened in -aler though none of the
water must be used— in French^raady. or good
rum. aa will make a 2 ounce phial of very strong
glue, adding two very small let* of gal banurn or

* ‘ lust be robbed or ground
mix the whole with

which
till they ar
a sufficient beat Keep the glue in a phial cloeely

stopped, and when it is to be used, set the phial in

boding water.*
Elastic Cements.—One part of caoutchouc dis-

solved in 3 parts of chloroform ; also. 5 parts of

caoutchouc in 3 parts of chloroform, with I part of

gum mretw added, ^nrole^is someumee

vie by a mixture of gutta-
dissolved in bisulphide ofpercha and cat

carbon. The solvents of loose

be exposed to any but a gentle

Resin Cements. -There are a great number of

cements partly formed of ordinary resin. One
kind consists of resin 4. beeswax 1. and whiting

1 part. The proportions of these ingredients in

the same order for another are 15. 1. and 4.

Another is made from resin 4. and plaster of Paris

I part. These cements are used to fix pieces of

glass. Ac. to handles when grinding them.
rax, and plaster of Paris or
up in various proportions into

»ed for fixing knives and forks

of equal weight* of reein andin handles, ia

brick-dust melted wXT;7 superior

h

Ua
k^u»t.

**rU *>f rf*iD
‘

1 0l 1 of

Copal varnish, mastic varnish, Canada balsam,
and gold size are each useful occasionally for
cementing substances like two pieces of glaaa
together.

Orebro-spinal Fla Id ia a clear, almost
colourless, slightly alkaline fluid, closely resem-
bling lymph in its composition, hut containing less

albumen. It is contained partly within the ventric-
ular system of the brain, anil in j>art in the loose

connective tissue I subarachnoid meshwork), which
lies between the Arachnoid and Pia Mater (q.v.>,

being continued from this latter situation along
the lymphatic shdaths, which closely invest all

the blood- vessels in the nulntauce of the brain
and spinal cord. The space* which contain it com-
municate with the lymphatics of the head and of

the nerves, and with the venous sinuses in the
dura mater. Its main function, liesidcs that of
removing waste products, is to equalise the pressure
within the skull. As the hlood pressure increases
that of the cerehro spinal fluid diminishes, and i-ire

rersA. As the hrain atrophies it is replaced bv a
proportionate increase in the fluid. In some din-

test*, such aa acute and chronic Hydrooepbatua
(q.v.). it is greatly increaaed, and then it becomes
a cause of atrophy of the brain. Its value aa a
water-cushion in diminishing the violence of shock
from external injury baa been already referred to

at BRAIN. Cerebro spinal means pertaining to the
brain and spinal cord together, to the cerebro-

spinal system.

Cerium (aym. Ce, eq. 92) is a rare metal
found in cent* and ’a few other minerals. It

ia a white metal, him not lieen obtained in any
quantity, U not therefore employed in any manu-
lecture, and forms two liasic ••*«.ire and a numerous
clasa of salt*. The nitrate and oxalate of cerium
have been employed in the vomiting of pregnancy,
their action being somewhat similar to that of the
submtrate of bismuth. Cerium biscuits are biscuits
containing a small proportion of the oxalate, and
they form a very' convenient medium for the
administration of the salt. Cerite or Oehroite is

the silicate of cerium, and is found as a mineral
in gneiss, near Riddarhytta, in Wcstmanland in
Sweden.

Oru mrn i* ear-wax, the yellow waxy matter
which i* secreted by certain glands lying in the
passage that leads from the external opening of the
**r to the membrane of the tympanum. It lubri-
cate* the passage and entangles particles of dust

farther'in
n"'CU

' P,,ventinK ‘hem from getting

<iialii/il. The tiral layer of albumen dcj-islted

u|»>n the yolk of an egg as it descends tlm lord's

oviduct, i« peculiarly vi-coiih, and thus liocome*

twisted into two strands which keep llm yolk in

the middle of the more fluid albumen. TIlOMJ

card* are also called chulane.

Chalk, a soft earthy variety of limestone or

carlsmate of lime, forming great strata, and claim-

ing the attention of the geologist oven more than of

the mineralogist < see ClibTAOKOt'S SvsrKM ). It is

generally of a yellowish white colour, but some-

time* snow-white. It in easily broken, and has an

earthy fracture, U rough and very meagre to tho

touch, and adhere* slightly to the tongue, It

generally contain- a little silica, alumina, or mag-
nesia, sometime' all of these. Although often very

soft and earthy, it is sometimes so compact that it

can l>c used as a building-stone : and it is used for

this purpose either in a rough state, or sawn into

blocks ot proper shape and sue. It is burned into

quicklime, and nearly all the houses in London are

cemented with mortar so procured. The siliceous

particles being separated by pounding and dilliising

in water, it becomes whiting, of which the domestic

uses are familiar to every one. Canrenter* and

others use it for oinking marks, which are easily

effaced : the blackboard and piece of chalk are now
common equally in the lecture-ionm* of univeisities

ami in the humblest villagc-wdioola. Chalk, i>er-

fectly purified, is mixed with vegetable colouring

matters, such as turmeric, litmus, saffron, and sap-

green, to form pastel colours or coloured chalks

;

but vegetable colours which cuntnin an acid arc

changed by it (son Crayon ). The I’iennu ichiti

of artist* w simply purified chalk. In a perfectly
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|iurilicii state it is ailminUtcreii as h molicine ta
correct acidity in the stomach. Chalk i* *U»
ox Icioi'cly used as a manure- See I.IME, Mam iik.

Ui.ack Chalk is a mineral i|iiile different fiuin
coiiiiiiiiii chalk, uii<I apparently receives its name
from resembling it in ineugreneaa to the touch, in

soiling the lingers, and in living used for dinning,
writing, &<\ It is also called Iliawing slate. Ills

of a slaty structure, of a bluish or grayish-black
colour, easily cut and broken, and make* a per-

fectly black mark on paper. It is used for dial-
ing and as a block colour in painting. It becomes
red by exposure to heat. It is essentially a kind of

Clay ( «|. v. I,
and derives its colour from carbon,

winch it contains. It i* found ussociuted with
schists, A’C. in Spuiu, France, Italy, &c., also in the

coal formation in Scotland. ItKlANgON Chalk and
FitliN’CH ClIAl.K aie p>ipuhu names for Sonpatona
(q.v.). Hkii Chalk is «/iry ral rlup itvH ore,

coiininting of day auil Hindi peroxide of iron. It is

of a brownish-rot colour, and a somewhat slaty

Htructure, the emu fracture earthy. The coarser
varieties are used chiefly by carpenters for making
mnrka on wood

;
the liner, by |ciintere. It uccure

in thin beds in clay-slate and graywuckc -late in

some pnrl-sof (Jenuany.

point of i he new plain.

The affinities and systematic position of the croup
thus still afford ground fordi-eua-ion, although now
within narrower limits than formerly ; some syste-

matists regarding them as a somewhat aberrant

Cp of Alg®. while other* insist on their resem-

X to the arcbegun iate crypt

table Kingdom ). The fruits

have been gigantic Characew
(

from the

toganis.(see Vege-
ol what seem to

Spirangium) occur
to the WeaJden, and ordi-

nary Charucca* are abundant in the Tertiary strata.

Charcoal is a term most frequently applied to

charred wood, or coni produced by charring wood.
Formerly, charcoal was the name for charred sea-

coal or mineral coal ; and the word is popularly
used for the cailmuaceons residue of vegetable,

animal, or mineral substances when they have
undergone smothered combustion.
Animal Charcoal, Bone-black, or Ivory-

black. is prepared from bones by heating them in

dose retorts till they undergo the process of

destructive distillation, when combustible gasm
and water, together with the vapoure of various
salts of ammonia, and oil, are given off, and lone-
black i- left in the retort. It la generally reduced
U> coarse grains from about the sire of small |«aa
down to large pin heads, and is extensively used ill

the art* for decolourising liquids, such as the syrup
of sugar, and solutions of urgol (impure cream of

tartar) and of the alkaloids, aa also in Filter*

(q.v.) for separating chemical impurities from
water. Tire general mode of using the hone-black
is to allow the coloured liquid to percolate through

a layer of the charcoal, when all colour is arrested,

ami tlie syrup or water runs clear and colourless

from under the stratum of charcoal, Thi* power
of absorbing colouring matters is also olwervahle In

vegetable (prat or wood ) charcoal, hut not to such
an extent as in lame black. The application of

heat to the luuids before flitretion greatly facill-

UUa the dttolouriaation, and where the volume of
liquid to be o]K-ratol upon is not great, the most
expeditious method is to boil the liquid and bone
block together, and then strain through tillering-

paper or cloth. The eomposition of bone-black in

100 parts is 10 of pure charcoal, associated with BO
of earthy aalM-i.e. in the proportion of one of

K
re charcoal in 10 of the commercial lame-black.

• power of absorbing colours appeal* to be due
to tlie |Kim«ity of the sul-tanoc, and is not resident

simply in the pure charcoal ; Indeed, the earthy
matter* (principally nhusphale of lime and carbon-
ate of lime) can he dissolved out of the bone-black
by dilute hydrochloric acid, and the pure charcoal
thus obtained only pc-swwe* alaiul one third the
decolourising power of the total amount of bone-
black it was obtained from. Thus, if UK) part* of

ordinary bone black have the lower of arresting
tlie colour from ten volumes of a given coloured
liquid, then the 10 parts of pure charcoal which can
be obtained from the 100 parts of bone-black will

be found to decolourise only three volumes of the
same coloured liquid

;
so that it is apparent the

earthy matters in the lame black influence and
increase the absorption of the colouring matter,
and thus render a given weight of the charcoal of

greater commercial value. When syrup of sugar
and other liquids have licen nin through bone-
black for some time, the pores of the latter appear
to get dogged with the colour, and the clarifying
influence ceases. and then the lone-black require*
to undergo the process of rerixnfication, which con-
sist* in reheating it carefully in ovens, or iron pipe*
inclosed in a furnace, when the absorbed colour is

charred, and the hone black can l»e of service once
again as an arrester of colour. After several re-

burnings, the lame-block la-comc* of very inferior

absorptive quality, and is then disposed of for tlie

manufacture of oone-nah and dissolved bones (see
Bone Manures). Bone-black has likewise a great
wer of absorbing odour*, especially thoee of a
(agreeable nature, and can thus lie employed
deodorise apartments, clothing, outhouses. Arc.,

wherever animal mutter may be passing into a
state of active putrefaction.
Wood Charcoal is the most important, though

not tlie purest kind of Carbon (q.v.). Wood con-
sists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, the last

two being in the proportion to form water. When
heated in the open air, it burns completely away,
with the exception of a small white ash ; but if the
supply of air be limited, only tlie more volatile

matters bum away, and most orthe carbon remains.
This is tlie principle of the process of charcoal-

;
in countries where wood is abundant.

Churn. The Characen- or Stonewort* are a
small group of common aquatic plant* found grow-
ing in large tuft*, or even covering large expanses
on the bottoms of fresh water pond- and -hallow
lakes, brackish or even wilt-water lagoon*. Ac.. and
of which the systematic nn-iiion has undergone the
moat extraordinary and instructive vicissitudes.

The early botanist*, with K. Bauhin. had no hesita-
tion in describing them a* horsetail* ( Equisetiini).

In 1710 Vaillant proposed for them a separate genus
(Chara), while Linnivne, although at first disposed
to regard them as Alp-, as their habitat suggests,
decided that the small red male reproductive body
must lie a stamen; and the larger green female one
a pi-til, and accordingly placed them as flowering
plant* among the Mowerui Monnutna. Hi- pupils

at most ventured to remove these to the Monandria
Monoyyma, while I>* Jussieu regarded them a* a

Co- of Nniadacen* (q.v.), an order of monocotY-
>noua aquatics with much reduced flower*, in

similar opinions he was followed by De Candolle
ami other eminent systcmatint* i and it was not until
IK51 that a careful re examination of their -trueture
and mode of reproduction by Thuret finally din

Eid the phanerogamous view, and established

cryptogamic nature. Since that time the
group has attracted great attention, and is now on

Binds of neculiar instnictivenesa, both morpho-
,-nl and physiological, one of the

classical forms usually presented to . . > ,

the beginner, not only in crypto-
gainic botany, butgeneral biology. yp'
Commencing with the vegeta- VHil/

live system, we find t his apparently W
consisting of a stem with regular 'Tx
whorls of leaves arising at definite I .'

Cnt* (nodes) of the stem. The ttjf/ /
ornodes, or distances between

these, are at first considerable
;

W
but as we approach the apex these
are shorter and shorter, and at
length we lose sight of them in

the crowded terminal bud. The .

resemblance to a young shoot of V 1 /

Equisetum is so far satisfactory, Tl 1

and the mineral incrustation (in

sonie species so abundant a* to

lead to the substitution of the f \

plant for scouring metal) appear* \
to confirm this. The incrustation, Fig. |

however, is calcareous, not silice Shoot of Char*,
ous Even under microscopic ex-
amination we may at first sympathise with the
old observers, and seem to see in the stem a
multicellular structure, even a cortex ; nay. to

see under our very eyee the actual circulation of

the sap. More careful scrutiny, however, enable*
u* to repeat the work of later and more accurate
observers. We see that this movement is not the
circulation of the sap in a stem, but a streaming of

the protoplasm within what is simply a single
enormous cell stretching from one node to the
next (eee Cell). The apparent cortex is a single

layer of cells

covering this
intcrm-lnl cell

;

and the whole
vegetative

with the -pecMs. Commencing with (lie female

(fig. 3a). which *ri»c in the position of a branch,
we find this to

il i i A be obviously a

gj ibortconl iuxl

Qilfa
fffiftrl

on
U

li fn lutemode and

It Xjr mode,tlmc«mn
f

' / / div woo, anti be.

J MV //i- come* enlarged

i
/ m&tt / aiui *

/

®
zf? •/

•
Mo,° •tArc,t

if liA/'wr *«*d °'^cr rr *

‘ T j

^ (

material

wn to k a
Fig. 1-Nodi btarioc reproductive mere modifica

oceans: t*on of the (ami-
«. Mitw ; Ii TW »«-r liar cortex. In

in-chcA-niXt****. the male m-
ratu*. or .antiter-

idiuni, the branch ^tmeturr U further mlifml: it*

apical cfll MNiilarly rtinain^ all but <vilr, furmin/
only a »hort mule and internode

;
l*it Sf|giiil>talk>n

now br/ims thu* recalling tlie beliavioar of a nodal
cell—with which, in bavin/ below it an intemodal.
and not as in the we of tlie e// cell, a noilal cell

(fi/. 36 1. it 90 far correspond*, ti/lit quadrant
like cells are formal, but these now sr/ment «>»T

oew cells in the interior of the spherical maa^. and burnings, the Ume hlack become* of

in the

/

tow tli and development of tlm vl absorp'
anil intemodal alternation of onlinan* re/etative manufacture of

growth can still be traced. Soon, liowever. a mini
her of Ion/ -wgtnenled filament* are developed, ami do
the protupV.\«in »d these nuievffoet rejuvenescence, dii

arul becomes mmlificd into a ciliated ^permatozoid.
When the reproductive or/anf are ripe. thL* arche-

WWm U radly broken, and iu filaments *-pre.vl

free in tlie water; the ^pennatoroids e<ape in a
Biyrkul, and *onie reach tlie e//-cell of the nrchc-

f
oninm bv means of a *mall oj^nin/. uhi^h b left

y the all l*it incomplete u|>/row th of tlie cortical

cells which form the wall of the arcbe/oiiiurn.
After a period of rest, the fertilised ovum germin-
ate*. producing, however, not directlv a new Chant
plant, but a simple filament of celt called a pro-

embryo. of which one cell -e/meaL* into a node,
and the oldest cell of this becomes the growing turning
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Hilletx of wood arc built up vertically in two or

three rows into a lar^c conical heap, which ia

covered over with turf or moistened charcoal

-

anil, and holes left at the l*>ttom for the air to

IlM in. An open apace is aUo left in the middle
of the heap to serve a* a flue. The heap i» act

on fire by putting burning wood into the top
of the central opening. The combustion pro

cecils gradually from the lop to the bottom, and
from the centre to the outside of the heap ; and
ha the central portions burn ah ay, fre*h wood
in continually thrown in at the top, so to

keep the heap quite full. The smoke is thick and
white when the pro*** is goin£ on properly : if it

becomes thin, and especially if a blue flame ap
|**ars, the wood in burning away too fo*t, and the

rnnilni»tion must be checked bv closing the holes

at the ltottoni, nr by heaping frrwh a.«he» «>n the
top and side*. An soon a.h the combustion is com-
pleted. the heap ih completely covered with turf or
iimIich. and left to cool for two or three day* It is

then taken to pieces, and the portions still hot are

cooled by throwing water nr sand upon them. It

in found that MX) parts of wood yield or the average
from bl to &5 parts by measure, nr 24 part* by
weight, of charcoal. The charcoal thus prepared

is the l**l suited for fuel. In Kngland a large

quantity of charciml is obtained in the dry dis-

tillation of woes I in cast iron cylinder*, for the ore

paration of crude acetic acid. The charcoal thus
prepared is preferable for making gunpowder, but
is inferior for other purpose*. A peculiar kind of

charcoal of a reddish-brown colour, and hence
termed churbon roox or rcti i» frequently

prepared for the manufacture of the gunpowder
wml for siMirting purposes, by subjecting wood in

iron cylinder* to the action of supcrbeatetl strain

under' a iirtssure of two atmospheres. I'owder

inode with this charcoal almnrlt* moisture more
rapidly than ordinary gunpowder.
The general Properties of wood-charcoal are. that

it ih black and brittle, and retains the form of the

wood frtmi which it is derived : it ih insoluble in

water, infusible ami non volatile in the immt in

tense heat ; its power of condensing gases ia

noticed under (Carbon (q.y.)j and from it* power «»f

destroying lm\ smells it bus !**«m n-gard^l ait

nowsMing considerable antiseptic properties It i*

lieijuentl> Mated that eh itrenal is Mil conductor

of beat, blit a good conductor of electricity. The***
pro|H*rtieH depend upon the nature of the charcoal,

the lighter wood, such as willow, yielding a pocow-

charcoal, with little j>owcr of conducting heat or

electricity; while ImixwimmI yields a very compact
charcoal, which is a j(ood conductor of heat and
electricity, and Is admirably adapted for tho ex hi

hition of the electric light. Charcoal never rovt*i»C»

entirely of pure car U»n. the degree of purity vary,

ing iliicctlv with the t#iii|**rature at which it is

formed ; thus, charcoal charred at l*V (241» C.)

contains 65 per cent of cm Ism, w hile that charred

at 750* (Str 0.1 contains HO. and that charred at

2730* (14W C.) contains «W
;
hut the bws of char

coal wasioned by these high temperatures is very

S
eat, tho percentage yield of charcoal correspond

ij to these teui|>erHtim*s being 50, 20. and 15.

The uses of wood-charcoal arc numerous and
extensive. It is very largely employed a* a fuel,

taking the same place in many countries that coal

occupies here From it* Is-ing proof again«t all

ordinary chemical agencies, superficial charring i*

often employed to protect wood from decay, a* in

the cnae of fence poets, of telegraph poles, or of

pile* which are driven into mud or into the bed* of

rivers to serve os foundations. With the same
design it is not unusual to char the interior of tuba
and casks destined to hold liquid* In a finely

divided state it is commonly regarded, a* ha* been

already stated, a* an antiseptic
;
and there is no

doubt that the offensive effluvia from animal
matter in an Advanced stage nf putrefaction di*

appear when the putrefying substance is coveret l

with a layer of charcoal
:
but in reality the decay

C on, without the emission of any odour, till at

th the whole of the carl*>n i* di*-ipated a*
carbonic acid go*, and the hydrogen a* water,

while the nitioccn remains a* nitric acid. It

has been shown trial the action consist* in a rapid

process of oxidation, dependent upon the power
which finely-divided charcoal p»m»<*w of conden*
ing oxygen. In a finely divided state, charcoal not
only condenses ga*c* to a marvellous extent, hat
has the [lower ofab-torbing colouring matters, bitter

principles, &c. ; and hence it is of extensive v, in

the laboratory. From the rapidity of it* absorbing

action, the ns* of a respirator filled with charcoal
has been suggested to protect the mouth and
nostrils in an infected atmosphere; trays of pow-
dered wool-charcoal in diwcling rooms, in the
wards of Ixsipitak, and in situation-, where putres
cent animal matter is present, exert a most hene
ficial influence in sweetening the atmosphere, by
absorbing and decomposing the offensive gases.
Charcoal ia accordingly valuable in filters, not only

for decolourising purposes, bat likewise for assist-

ing in purifying water for donioaic use. It is also

successfully used to prevent the escape of noxious

•apoun at the ventilating opening* of sewers,

as it allows tlic free |.i»Mgr of air. hut condenses

the offensive effluvia in it- ,<ores. where they are
destroyed by a yrnw*. id oxidation. Beside* its

employment in the manufaeture of gunpowder it

ha* many ap|Jic*tk>n. in the ait*. In medicine it

ia at present chiefly Used to destr»>- fetor ;
for

which purpose it is applwd in the form of powder
or poultice to gangrenous sores, phagedenic ulcers.

fit. ; it is also largely employed in Until powders,

as by it* medianical actum it remote* mcnista
tnms'. while by its cheuiiral action it destroys feU*r

.d the breath In indigestion accompanied liy

much flatulrnee it may U- gi»en in iIm of two nr

three teaspontifiiU sn-[«eisTc«l in water, or may lie

administered in the form of rharmal-hiscuiU <eee

Bucrrm Very finely divfiled |s.|dar elmrenal is

regardeil as tlie lirst for metlieinal use*

Cheese » a highly nutritious food suhatanre

made from milk by elaborate precede* which can

only he explained in the light of a know ledge of
science, chiefly chemistry Cheeses may he roughly
divided into two great classes - A.<n/ and tuft.

The various Koglish. Scotch, ami American cheeses
belong to the first da—, and are made so tUt they
will generally keen foe months, and often continue
to Inipmte in quality. Soft clieesr. are tlu.se wliirli

prevail in some parts of the Continent. Many of

them require to lie consumed immediately after they
are manufactured. Their rapid decomposition is

associated with a strong ami to most [esiple an nl»-

jeethinable smell. ClMM is mode fmm tlie solids

ol milk—via the rasein or chief alliuminoiil con-
stituent. along with tlie greater part ol the cream nr

butter-fat. and much of the mineral ash. In fresh

milk, wliidi i* slightly alkaline, these miI*lances

maintain a sort c.f indewerihable union with the
watery portion and the miIk sugar—tlie whole, as
is well known, being liquid. Tlie presence nf an
acid, or of Kennel («|.v.>. counteracts the natural
affinity of tlie •ul.stancr* for each oilier, and the
lailk nf tlie solid* -epaiate out. fomiing a soft jelly

in the early stage*, leaving tlie Isilk of tlie water
containing the sugar as a greenish liquid called
'VIiev |q. v. ). The rhemieal processes involvel are
a* vet only very imneifeetlv understood

.

Mill* in dceomi*wing. as St rapidly does in Iwt and
sultry wratlier. lecmss sour in virtue of a natural
nrnee" of fermentation Kennel induces another
form of fermentation which doe* not end when the
product erases to be milk, but U carried on in the
cheese luring tlie pcri**l of it* ripening or mellow-
ing. In the early stage* of tlie prorr** of hard
cheesemaking, the incipient acidity which induces
that condition in milk termed * ripenr***,’ aids and
hastens the action of the rennet. A* tlie work pro-
ceeds. and tlie aridity intensifies, it hardens and
contract* the cool, giving it a leatheiy character,
thereby aiding in the expulsion of tlie whey. One
«l tl~- must itutsirtaiil matters in rlieesemaking is

to wafi h the •leielopment of acidity both in the
ilk and its first product, the curd. If thi* is

allowed to go tno far. the quality of the cliee-e

is seriously injured, ami it* keeping power i*

reduced. It cracks through Incoming t<>< dry
and brittle. The delicate flavouring oils seem
to lie expelled, and tlie smell lev-one- high and
the taste ‘acrid’ or ‘ biting.* The formal ion

of tlie arid is one of the great kelps in cheese-

making so long as it is kept in due control. If

the arid develop* rapidly, as in hot weather, in a
teni|>erature winch suits the germs producing it.

the wleilc process *4 manufacture ha* to lie pushed
on quickly, whereas in cold weather aridity comes
slowly, ami tlic operator must wait until it has
come sufficiently. There are several methods
adopt*.-! in inducing aridity. Acid used to le
largely mldrd. as sour whey or buttermilk, hut
greater uniformity i* got bv delaying until natural
Acidity develops. Thi* it does most quickly w hen
the temperature of the material is ke,»t up near
to bbs-i lieat. ('hilly draught* paralyse the active

organisms producing acidity.

llcat i» communicated to milk or to it* product*

in the early stages of cheese-making by two

methods—either by warming a portion of the milk
or whey (though not allowing it to rise much above
100* F.— say a limit of ISO* F.—aa to boil it would

do injury by changing its constitution), and
putting it into the miiin hulk, or by having an

outer shell of wood to the tin or iron cheese-tub,

with a apace between into which steam or hot water

can lie injected. This arrangement possesses the

additional advantage of being clean and of saving

labour, although the cost of the apparatus is

greater. When the temperature of the evening's

milk require* to be reduced to insure it* keeping
overnight, aa in hot weather, cold water can be

employed in the same manner as hot water or

steam.
It would be misleading to fix definite tempera-

tures or assumo definite roles of any kind in speak-

ing of the broad principles and practice* of British

cheese making, because there are so many systems

which differ materially in important particulars.

A thermometer should be used at all time* and
in all systems. The old method of tearing by the

hand hardly now exist*, and certainly not among
good cheeeemaken. The ordinary temperature* at

w hich milk i* set or steeped vary w ith the system
adopted and the temperature of the atmosphere—
from (W to 90*. uwre or lu.r, is the nearest indica-

tion that it is safe to make. High tenmerature*
are used in making </«/• cheeses, such a* Cheddar*

;

low temperature* in making ihallow cheeses, aa the

old fashioned Dunlop*. The Gloucester ia a wall-

known variety set at a temperature nearer to BO*

than 00" F. Bv netting at too high a temperature

the curd gel* hard and tough, though it needs a
considerable amount of consistency if it ia to retain

a symmetrical form in a deep chcree. If worked
too cold, the curd is soft and the whey difficult to

get out of it, the processes of rennet fermentation
and arid fermentation do not go on sufficiently, and
their work is imiwrfect. In all cases the greatest
regularity in method should be maintained from
day to day.

After heating, the colouring matter (now almost
invariably Anna!to, q.v.) Is put in. This is not
considered an adulteration, m it U innocuous.
It in no way improves the quality of the cheeae,
the effect being only upon the colour. All cheese*
are not coloured, though the practice is widi-sprcod.
Kennet ia put in about the same time, and after
thorough stirring for the purpose of mixing these
added ingredient*, aa well aa for keeping down the
cream, it- ia left for 40 or 60 minutea

Breaking the curd to let out the whey ia tho next
proceaa. Networks of thin wire, or series of thin
knive*, are paused through it in various directions
with great caution, to prevent the curd substance
Wing carried off with the whey, which would give
it a white rather than it* natural green lino. As tho
curd hardens it i« more quickly worked and finally

broken into small part-idea, so as to allow the whey
to escape. The expulsion of the latter ia helped
on by the contraction of tlie curd, duo to tho
gradual increase of acidity. Acidity develop*
naturally if time i* allowed, but it is judicious to

hasten it by tlie addition of warm whey during tho
process of working. Another method of bringing
about the necessary amount of acidity is to expose
the curd to tho air for a time before it is salted.

Salt, l-raidc* giving a flavour, stop* tho action of

the acidity in cheese after it has done it* work
of expelling the whey. If allowed to go on, the
acidity would deatroy the cheese by curtailing the
ripening action of rennet. Exeeea of salt retards
the latter proceaa.

After the curd ha* been broken thoroughly, on
bcint- allowed to settle so as to drain off the whey,
it adhere* together into an india-rahWr-like mass

;

this is cut and broken up into small piece* by it*

passage through a 'curd-mill.' The finest quality
of dairy salt should be used ; the crystals being
large ia an indication of it* purity, especially from
magnesia salt*, which give a bitter taste and other-
wise injure all dairy product*. The quantity em-
ployed is, more or lea*, about I lh. of salt to 56 lb.

of curd dry enough to bo made up and put into the
cheese press. Iu amount should vary- with the
degree of acidity and the amount of moisture
prraent. In some cases salt is applied wholly or in

part dry, or aa a brine, to the outside of the cheese
after it has been so far pressed. In very rare case*
salt is put into the milk before coagulation.

The curd is finally packed into a ' chereel ' or
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press vat, which huui temporeir lining a cloth

of open texture called a ‘ cheese-cloth.' The vat.

which in a strong wooden or tinned-iron Teeeel

with perforation. »n the aides and bottom to allow

of the escape of any little anrplaa moiatnre. ia

placed in a preaa. and the cheeae .objected gredo-

ally to a preaaare of aloat one ton. The cord

noon nunme* the form in which it ia to remain aa

a cheeae. For a few day. the elotha are token off

regularly and changed
;

the eheeea being tamed
over each time to make it keep iU shape. Ripening

is the next proem of importance. Deep cheeses are

bandaged, and some are covered with cotton cloths

(cape) made to fit tightly. They are then placed

in the curing or ripening room, which ahould be

dry, well ventilated, and maintained at %n even

temperature of about 70" F. There the green indi-

gestible and insipid curd changes nutnrally into

the .went, mellow, nutty, and full-flavoured pro-

duct cheese, which, if taken in moderation, and

especially towards the end of a meal, ia an aid

to digestion. The ripening process, which is

also associated with drying and shrinkage of

about 10 per cent in weight, varies in length

from a few weeks to a few months. Acid cheeses

are soon ready for market, and spoil if kept for

a long time. Sweet chpaaea are alow in matur
ing, and continue to improve even if kept for

S The tendency in cheese making both in

Britain and in America has recently been to

early maturity, the strong inducement being that

of early returns.

The Cheddar tyUem of chew making, which

first originated in Somersetshire, ia. if we embrace

Great Britain, Canaria, and the Unite*! States of

America, the moat widely practised system of all

The old methods have been much altered in recent

times to suit the tendency in the market for early

maturity. The following is an account of the

system as now practised, with improvements tug

geated by American and Canadian experience

The cream is removed from the evening’* milk

after standing overnight, and ia only returned to

the full hulk immediately before putting in the

rennet
;

the object ia to prevent the cream being

mad* oily by heating to a high temperature The
rennet ia added at a temperature ranging from 9T
to 88* F., but the milk is healed a few degreee

above the point fixed upon for steeping, and left to

ripen. The temperature falle to the required point

meanwhile. The higher range of temperature ia

adopted when the milk Ia eweet and recently

drawn from the cow. Low temperature* auit old

milk or warm weather. If the cheeae ia to be

marketed within twenty day*, enough rennet

ahould he added to induce the initial stage* of

coagulation within eight to twelve minutes. After

this it ahould be left for twelve to eighteeo

minutes, then breaking begins with the perpen-

dicular and horizontal cutting knives. It is stirred

for about fifteen minutes with a hand-rake, and
the temperature afterward* raised to 96"-96" F.,

or even by aome up to 102* F. The whole la allowed

to settle and remain nearly an hour to • cook ' th#

curd. As soon aa the latter is elastic enough for

the particle* to retain their independent shapes on

being grasped and squeezed by hand, the bulk of

the whey is run off. What remains and the curd,

still in small pieces, are removed bodily from the

steep-tub or vat. and placed in a Bat cooler

with an inner movable, sparred, false bottom, to

secure drainage. TBe vreael ia lined with a cheeae-

cloth. On this the curd ia exposed to the air and
well worked by hand, eo aa to preaa out the whey
and keep the particle* from adhering to one another

at too early a stage. After being well worked and
exposed it is left to ran together, being covered np

to preserve heat. It ia subsequently cnt. piled,

ana left covered with a cloth for periiape half an
hour. The curd then smell* and taste* slightly

acid. It is either milled or pul through Harris s

stamp lever breaker, which cute it into piece* like

finger*. It is subsequently weighed, and should
amount to fully I lb. to the gallon of milk, and ia

again exposed to the air to get auit of taints, and
to toughen before salting, which ahould he done
when a velvety feeling is noticeable. The salt is

added dry at three separate times, and well mixed.
The curd is then left to cool down to about 70’ F.

before being put into the vat Pressure for about
two and a half days is followed by ripening or

seasoning. The whole operation of making up the
curd may be over in five hour*, or may take six or

seven hour*, according to circumstances. A good
Cheddar cheese contains when ripe about 28 per

cent of casein, and nearly 34 per cent both of

butter and of moisture.

Ckukirt Cheat* are manufactured in Cheshire,
Staffordshire, and Shropshire. In their deep shape
and also in many details of their working they
rreemble Cheddar. Setting is done in a square
covered vat. and after making up they are often put
into an oven to cook for a night before going to

In the latter they remain for nearlya week.
Cheetti are steeped and worked in a

rhieh closely corresponds to the Cheshire
system The salt, however, is applied externally.

added externally. They

CKtetce are made by a sweet process
very much the aame aa the Derbyshire process.

Double and Single Glouetetere are identical, with
the exception of th* thickness and the consequent
rate at which they ripen. After a time they are
•craped clean and painted with Spanish brown.
I.neater Chertee are amall and flat, and made by
a swret process. They are at first lightly salted,

bat salt continues to be added
take a long time to n

Slxlion CAeae, are mads mcstly in

They used to be double cream chews, but are now
successfully made of the milk as it comes from th*
cow. The cure! i* not subjected to pressure like

that used in making th* previously mentioned
form. While on the shelves ripening it is sup
ported by a bandage, and during that time the
characteristic blue mould should form throughout
it* substance.

Gruyirt CAeae. made in the canton of Fribourg.
Switzerland, is a whole-milk cheese, aa are also the

Dutch cheese, of Gouda and Edam. The fancy
cheeses of the Continent, aa Camembert. Brit. Rogue
fori. Limburg. Gorgonzola, tit., command a high

retail price in Britain because of their perishable
nature and because (heir consumption is restricted

to a limited and wealthy class Imitation, have
been made, but of a spurious and imperfect kind,
owing to the itnporeitxlily of securing the secret*
of their manufacture. The broad facts are known,
but not the details For example, it is qoito
understood that some soft cheese* are made by
mixing old ami new curd together The quality of

th* natural pasture* also affects some, notably the
Parmann cheeses from northern Italy.

The American system o< cheese making has been
reduced by improved mechanism and association in
th* form of the factory method to the most eco-

nomical point. This method of manufacture was a
growth by necessity rather than a discovery. A
large dairy -as divided by th* death of U* owne.,
who left throe son. The son. united and menu
farlured their milk at the old dairy, and in time
neighbour* joined, and the firet factory was estab
lislird in ISM under the management of the oldest
of th* three brother. In course of time the busi

increase. I .nd became reduced to a most
cal las... while by the employment of

skilful operatives the quality of the product was
gradually raised. The factories were greduallv
enlarged until the milk of 1200 cow. could be
worked up in the largest, and an average factory
received the inilk of about 400 ffiw» One ('an*
dian factory makes 216.000 lb. of cheese

th* milkf

yearly
of 1300 cow*.

The curing occupies about three month*, the
temperature of the curing room being kept at 65* F.

Gang presses are used, in which a large namlcr of
cheeses laid on their sides are pressed at <>nee by
turning one screw. A common tret by which the
ripeness of the curd for pressure is determined is

by touching it with a hot iron, and when long
strings are drawn from the curd by tire iron, the
curd is ripe.

Milk ia brought to the factory twice daily, and
ia weighed and run into the vat from the delivery
window. The milk is either bought by the factory,
or is worked up at a staled charge, or the factory
ia managed on the co-operative plan in which the
net proceed* are divided periodically. Under thi*
factory system the quality of the cheese ia uniform
and aa high aa is secured in any well-managed
private dairy. About one fifth of the cheese pro

duced in America is made in private dairire in

which the same system prevail*

There are several other kinds of cherec made in

loth fartone* and private dairire. as Edam ( the round

Dutch cheese ). a small cylindrical cheese similar to

the English Wiltshire, weighing 10 to 14 lb. ; a fiat

cheese called English dairy cheese, similar to the

double Gloocretcr cheese and coloured as highly ; a

few Stilton cheese : cream cheeses for lmmcduJiate
u*e : and very good imitations of the European

LiISburger. Schvreizer. Nesfrhatol. Brie. Gouda,
Carnembert : and * other fancy make* to supply

the French, German, and other immigrant popula-
tion.

The cows used in the cheese dairies in the

United States and Canada arc mostly ‘grade’
shorthorn*, or native cows improved by creases of

horthorn, Devon. Ayrshire, and Dutch breed*
Jersey and Guernsey cows, and the l>est of the

higher hred animals, arc used for the highest class

of cheese of the fancy kinds. The profitable ex-

ploitation of the dairy in America has raised the
value of land* suitable for grazing cows to an
average value of nearly $100 (£20

1
per acre for the

fee simple, which is twice as much as that of

grain farm*. The cheese dairy business prevails

mostly in the states of New York. Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Iowa, and Wisconsin, and in the province of

Ontario, Canada. The cows are chiefly fed upon
pasturage aided in the latter part of the summer
by soiling crops, of which maize ia almost uni-

versally chiefly depended upon. The cheese-making
season liegins in April and continues until Novem-
ber. See X. A. Willard's Praeliral Dairy. Hus-
bandry (I87.S). I. It Arnold's A mrriran Dairying

(1877). and Henry Stewart’s American Dairyman's
Manual,
Ciuksk prism. The most common form is the

Uitr pres*. A powerful steel end or spring is

sometime* sulmtitutivl for the lever. In large

factories the gang press is employed to press a

large number of cheeses at one tune by mean" of a
rowerful horizontal screw. The old method was

by placii%> a heavy stone (hence th* name stoning
cheese

I
on the lid of the rliemet, or by hanging it

by a ring fixed to ils upper side from the end of a
(-usedn fixed to it* upper side from the end of a

earn which acted a* a lover and paisnl
ovej tlie lid of th* cherec press vat

Chealral Affinity is the name given to the
tendency to combine with one another which is

exhibited by many substance*
; or to the fore* by

which the substance, constituting a compound are
held together. Th* tendency of any given element
to unit* with a number of other element* varies
greatly. Chlorine, for inatanoe, unite* with great
readiness with mot metal, and with many non-
metallic elements, much heal being produced dur
ing the union: but it has little or no affinity
for. or tendency to combine with, oxygen, so that
compounds of chlorine with oxygen can only bo
obtained by roundabout methods, and are very

IUU* to eoddrn and explosive decomposition into

chlorine and oxygen. Where the affinity of ele-
Mate for each other ia great, the compound* pro
dooed by their union are decomposed with difficulty,
and where the affinity ia feeble, decomposition is

easily effected Bee also Chkmistrv.

Although chemistry has only
taken its place aa an exact science based upon
accurate experimental investigation within a com-
paratively recent period, yet its origin dates back
to the earliest times of philosophical aludy. It

will be convenient to give in the firet place a abort
sketch of the history of chemistry, and then to
state aome of the principles of the science, illustrat

ing these from the simplest facts. When possible,

such illustrations will be chosen as are likely

to be not altogether unfamiliar to non scientific

HiMoneal Sketch. The word rhrmirtry has
to as from the Greek through the Arabic,
own in oar *ticle ALCHRMY. With regard

to the chemistry of the ancients, we know
that the ancient Egyptians. I’hwnicians. Greeks,
and Romans were acquainted with a very con-
siderable number of useful substances, and that

processes for preparing some of three did not
in any essential particular from those now in

naa. It does not appear, however, that they have
left any chemical records behind them, or that they
knew anything of the science of chemistry Several
metals were Known to, and employed by, these
ancient peoples, who were acquainted with process**
for reducing them from their orea Amongst these
metals were gold, silver, mercury, copper, tin, lead,

and iron ; whilst they also knew and worked with
brass, although they were not aware that it was
aa alloy of copper and zinc. Various alloys were
employed for bronzre for statues, and these usually
contained copper, lead, and tin. The processes for
manufacturing soap, starch, glass, leather, vari-
ous mineral and vegetable pigments, stoneware,
and other useful substance*, were all known and
carried on in very early limes

; and wine and beer
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appear likewise to have been prepared and used as

beverage* long before the procre* of distillation,

which wa* unknown to the ancients, had been

introduced. Vinegar, sulphur. and carbonate of

wad*, were also known.
We find the application in medicine of many

chemical product* at a comparatively early period,

and the Arabian* appear to lutve i**n the first

who tried to prepare new medicine* by chemical

method*. Geber, who lived in the 8th century A.D.,

* the most noted of the Arabian chemist*, and he

has left some writings which show na what waa the

state of chemiiitry ,h* 1 earl
.
v dat* Ocher knew

for instance, how to make and distil vinegar and

nitric acid, and even sulphuric acid waa made and

u*«l as a aolvent by him. He knew, amongst

other aubatancea, white arwnic. borax, common
alt, alum, sal-ammoniac (ammonium chloride ). cop-

peras (ferrous sulphate), nitre (pntasaium nitrate),

and corrosive sublimate (mercuric chloride), and

was acquainted with a number of their properties

He uaed almost all the kinds of apparatus that

were commonly in use down till the lMth century,

and understood the processes of distillation. filtra

tion, sublimation, and crystallisation. In one of

his works he drecribes the construction of furnace*

for chemical purpose*.

From the 8th till the 17th century but little

real progress was made in chemistry as a science.

The new knowledge that was gained during this

period was mainly due to the asaiduit" of the

alchemist*, who, in their vain search for the philo

a stone, necessarily made usefal discovenre

to time. Many of the alchemists so

i mere tricksters who deceived their

dopes by more or Ires clumsy experiments, which
appeared to demonstrate the production of gold

from baser metal. Others, however, were really

earnest and untiring in their labours, and held the
fullest belief in the prospect* of the ultimata
success of some fortunate worker. The new sub-

, obtained by the alchemists were frequently

in medicine, and it i* to these infatuated

workers, therefore, that we owe our first knowledge
of many potent medicines. The writings of many
of the alchemists are preserved, but numbers of

them are entirely worthless from a scientific point

of view, as the descriptions of processes sre mixed
up with so much of mystery and extravagance that

they present a wholly unintelligible jargon. For
more detail, however, regarding this remarkable
period in the history of chemistry, see the article

AlXHKMY.
As ticber has been called the patriarch of chem

islry, so Robert Boyle ( 1027 91) has been called
the father of modern chemistry, since it w**
Hoyle wIhi first tried to free chemistry from the
trammels of alchemy and to place it upon a true
scientific basis. Boyle in his Seeptieal Chtmitt
tried to discredit the salt, sulphur, and mercury of

the alchemists (as well as the Aristotelian earth,
air, fire, and water) as elements or ultimate con
•tituent* of substance*, and he gave a scientific

definition of an element. Boyle was an expen
mental investigator of considerable skill, and to
him we owe the introduction of the air pump and
the therm.. meter into this country. Hi' expert
menu upon the physical properties of gases led to
the formulation of the law concerning the relation
of the volume of a gas to the pressure, which is

commonly known as Boyle's Law.
Theory in modem chemistry begin* with Becher

(1036-82) and Stahl ( 1660 1734). The latter

adopted, with some modification*, a theory pro
pounded by the former concerning elements and
compounds, and formulate*! the phlogiston theory
of combustion. The views of Becher and Stahl
regarding elements were not so enlightened as

those of Boyle, and must be considered as retro-

grade. Stalil's phlogiston theory ( 1697 )
was at once

adopted almost universally by chemist*, and for

fifty years it was held to give* the full explanation

of the phenomena of combustion. According to

this theory phlogiston w as a constituent of all com
bustible Hulwtancre. When a substance burned,
the phlogiston made it* escape, and the product of

combustion was regardcl as the other *ul>«tance

with whfch the phlogiston had been previously

united. W|*en * nieUI such a* lead was heated in

the air, it lost its phlogiston, and the oxide formed
wa. looked upon as the other constituent of lead

Itesidea phlogiston. The process of reduction of

lead from it* oxide by means of charcoal was the

transfer of phlogiston from the charcoal to the lead.

It did not present itself to the adherent* of the

theory as an absurdity that a metal, in losing it*
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phlogiston oo oxidation, gained weight, although

some of them at least were aware of the fact- The
idea of gain of matter being a necessary accompani

t of gain of weight is *o familiar to us that we
scarcely realise that it was not always so

regarded. To this mav fairly be attributed the

persistence with which the phlogiston theory held

it* ground for so long a period.

The Dutch chemist Boerhaave ( 1668-1738). who
did not accept Stahl * theory. Polished in 173* hi.

system of chemistry*, which was a compilation of

practically all that was known up till that dale,

collected with great labour from a large variety of

alchemical and other writing*.

The interval between the introduction of the
phlogiston theory and iu overthrow by Lavoisier in
1772—*5 was one of ereat advance in chemical
knowledge, and a number of very eminent chemists

preceded and were contemporaries of Lavoisier.

Id Germany. Marggra/ ( 1700-92) studied the

properties of the almost unknown alumina and
maanraia. and made considerable advance* in the
qualitative analysis of suhstancre in solution.

Amongst British chemist* of note may be men
lionrd Halm (1677-17611. who was amongst the

first to experiment oo ga*m ; Black ( 1728-96), who
in 1736 published hi. research on Maynejxa Alba.
showing the nature of fixed air or carbonic acid

gas. and of the difference between caustic and mild
(or carbonated) alkalies; Primtley (1733 1904 1,

who, in addition to hi* discovery of oxygen in 1774,

investigated nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, sulphurous

acid, carbonic oxide, hydrochloric acid, and

ammonia gases, being specially attracted to the
study of gaseou* sulslaoces and their properties

;

and Cavendish (1731-1810). who investigated the

nature and properties of hydrogen, analysed atmo
spheric air. and discovered the compound nature
and composition of water and of nitric acid.

Lavoisier ( 1743 94 ) wa* one of the ablest chemist*

of his lime, and bis labours include a vast variety

of subject*. His stuck upon, and eventual demoli-

lion of the phlogiston theory , and hi* experiments

in connection with hi* new theory of combustion,

occupied him for a considerable number of year*.

He Uught that com bustioo was the union of the

combustible sub-lance with atmospheric oxygen

;

he wa* the first U> introduce •'Mm into chemistry

and chemical research; he determined the con-

stitucoU of a large nunilrr of substancee. including

sulphuric, phosphoric, and carbonic acid*, numerous
metallic oxide*, and many animal and vegeUblc

be. along with Berthollet. Four
Morveau 11737-1616). introduced a new

it system of chemical nomenclature.

Two contemporary Swedish chemist*. Bergman
( 1733-84) and Scheele (1742 86). must be

liooed before leaving the phlogiston nge.

man investigated,

acid gas. *1

made advances in the processen and reagent* i

in qualitative analysis. Scheele was one of Uie

moat laborious chemist* of hi* time. He discovered

citric, malic, tartaric, oxalic, lactic, hydrocyanic,
arsenic and other acid*, and chlorine, breidre in-

vestigating the nature of a large number of other
bodies and independently discovering oxygen.

It was toward* the end of the IBib century that

the value of quantitative analysis of subalance*

began to be generally rerogm-cd The question a*

to whether the quantitative composition of a given

always the name gave rise to a dis

Isated for several years, and waa at

length decided in favour of constant composition.

The researches of Richter (1762 1807 1 on the

quantities of various acid* neutralised by a given

quantity of a base, and of various baare neutralised

by a given quantity of an acid, led him to the
general conclusion that the quantities of two acids,

a and a', which form neutral salt*, a b. and o' 6‘.

with the quantities of two bases, b and 6\ are just

the quantities required to form two other neutral

salts, a b‘ and a b. This fundamental discovery

•a* erroneously attributed to Weoxel by Berreliu.

in 1819, and the erroc has been carefully per-

petuated in a considerable number of text-books

since that time ( Kopp. EntruJcd*ng der Cbtmu
in der neueren Zdt. P- 251).

Berthollet ( 1748-1822). who was one of the

active opponent* of the theory of the constant <

position of chemical substance*, contributed valu-

able researches into the law* of chemical affinity,

and applied chlorine to processes of bleaching. The
processes of chemical analysis were improved, and
large number* of analyse. especially of minerals,

were carried out by Klaproth ( 1743-1817). Vauque

3
if, amongst other thing*, carbon*:
d the phenomena of affinity, and

in the processes and reagent* used
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lin (1763-1829), Fourcroy ( 1755-1809 ). and other*
;

and many quantitative observation* of all kinds
were made about the eml of the 18th century, all

preparing the way for Dalton’s statement of the
Atomic Theory (q.v.) in 1803 4.

The progress of chemistry during the present
century has been immense, and it is not (•oHsible to

do much more than mention the name* of some of

the most prominent worker*. A stimulus was given
to research by the publication of Dalton's atomic
theory

; and the labour* of Gay-Lussac ( 1778-1830),
who experimented with gases, of Dulong ( 1783-

1838). and Petit ( 1791-1820). who pointed out the
relation between specific heat* and atomic weight*
of element*, and of others, supported and amplified

l>alton's view*.

Wollaston (1763-1829) discovered palladium in

1803, and rhodium .in 1804. The first Alkaloid
( morphine

)
wa* obtained pure by SertUrner in 1818

,

and t his lew! to the discovery of a number of other*
in a short time.
The decomposition by electricity of the liases

|..t**h and soda by Davy
<
1778 1826) in 1807, and

the *wparation from these of the metals potassium
and sodium, threw an entirely new light on tho
nature of these substances. The metal- weie more
fully investigated by Gay-Lussac and Thintfil
( 1777 18571- Davy is noted also as the inventor of

the miner*' safety-iamp, and for experiment* on tho
re*piration of nitroua oxide and other gases.

Amongst the forenioet chemist* of the earlier part
of the I9lli century wa* the Swede Rerrelioa (177©-

1848), whose careful and exact analyses of mineral
suhslance* contributed a good deal to the confirms-

of the law of constant pro|>ortions and U» the
fixing ol the atomic weight* (see ATOMIC THEORY)
of the element*. Berzelius was very conservative

with regard to new theorieu, which ho declined to

accent without nulling them to the etricteat experi-
mental test*, lie formulated the electro-chemical

theory of the constitution of salt*, introduced great
improvement* into tho method* of quantitative

analysis, increased the value of the blowpipe a* an
aid in mineral analysis, discovered many new sub-
stance*, and further examined and elucidated point*

concerning many already known, both Inorganio
and organic.

The artificial production of urea in 1828 by
Wohler (1800-82) marks the beginning of a new
era in Uie branch of organic chemistry, and enor-

mous stride* have been made in tbi* department
since that time by Dumas ( 1800 84). Liebig {

1803-

73). Laurent (
180/ 53). Gcrhardt ( 1816 56), Wurtx

(18)7-84), Kolb* (IHIHH4), Baever, Cannirwirn,
Frankland, Hofmann, Kckul«, Williamson, and
many other*. Advances in general inorganio
chemistry and analysis have been made by Leopold
Cmelin (1788-1853), H. Roe* ( 1763-1864), Saint*
Claire Deville (1818 81), and Bunsen: whilst in

connection with advances in chemical physios may
lie mentioned Faraday (1791-1867). MiUcherlich
( 1 794- 1 863 >. Graham ( 1805 69 ). Regnaul t ( 1810-78 1,

Andrews (1813-85), and Berthr lot. Three list* do
not include all of even the moot prominent namre
that might he mentioned in connection with each
department.
The moet striking feature of modem chemistry is

the extraordinary development of organic chemistry,
the account of one branch of it—tne chemistry of

the coal-tar product*—constituting of itself quit* a
literature which receive* additions ever)’ day.

Amongst the most recent triumph* of chemical
research may be mentioned the artificial production
of indigo and grape-sugar, and the isolation, in

sufficient quantilire to study it*' propertias. of tho
hitherto all but unknown element fluorine.

Of the greaUat possible interest from a theoretical

point of view is the fact that since 1870 three now
element* have been discovered—gallium, scandium,

and germanium—the existence of all of which had

been predicted, and the properties of which had
to a certain extent been described Itcforeliand by

Mcndrleeff. (Sec periodic law in article ATOMIC
Theory.) ...
Of 1st* much attention has been given to

measurement* of the quantity of heat produced

in various chemical changes, notably by Berthelot

and Thomsen. “
Elementary Principle* of Chemitlry.—The science

of chemistry deals with a certain clans of changes

which matter undergoes when subjected to l>ar

titular conditions. Similar treatment may produce

very different effects upon different substances, an,

for instance, the effect of strong heat upon a piece

of quart/., a piece of limestone, and a piece of sugar.

The quartz doc* not suffer any permanent change.
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that is, it has the same properties after it is cold
again as it had More the action of heat. The
limestone, although not necessarily much altered in

appearance, has its properties entirely changed, and
what remains is n new kind of matter—quicklime.
The sugar melts, darkens, and chare, an<l liecomes

f
rit* manifestly changed into more than one new
ind of matter, for gaseous product*, having the

smell characteristic of ' burnt sugar,’ go off, whilst
a Mack coaly mass remain*.

The first of the above changes is merely a
physical change, from cold to hot ; the other 'two
are chemical changes, which result in the pro-

duction of new kinds of matter having properties
entirely different from those of the kind* of matter
from which they were obtained. The existence of

chemistry depends upon the existence of different
kinds of matter, and it U with »uch different kinds
of matter and the change from one kind to another
that chemistry hvt to uo.

When the properties of matter are studied, it is

found that lor chemical purpose* all kind* of
matter may be divided into two great cla-aea,

which aro called respectively elements and com-
ininiuh. The name element is applied to any
kind <rf matter that has not been proved to be com-
p<»cd of more than one simpler kind of matter
This conception of an elementary mil-Unce we
owe to Hoyle, and it will be noted that sonic of
tho«e nubilniter* which are now looked U|-»n a*
element* (see article Atomic Thkokv fora list of
the OK known i-h-nients) limy hereafter lie proved
to be cmtpomtds, or kind* of matter eoni|-*cd of
more than one simpler kind, just a* Mime *uh
mIhiii .'m wlilcli wvra M our time rightly classed as
element* (according to Hoyle* drtinition | arc now
known to l>e compounds of two or more element*.
The compound nature of a •|*cinicn of matter

may l«- proved in one or other (or loth) of two
ways, tine of llteno metliol* is called Synthesis

I *|- v - ». and con*i*l* in building un the comisnind
riom the ponent simpler kinds; the oilier i"

culled Analyst* (i|.v.|, and eon-i-t* in -rpantting
nmro than one simpler kind from the compound
kind.

The distinction between chemical compounds
mill mere median ical mixtures i* a fundium-nial
one. anil must !«• fully underetorel. T lie >iil«tain-<-

gunpowder, for Instance. i- an intimate mixture of
finely |io« lined sulphur, charcoal, and -alt|*-tr.-

(i«itas>nun nitrate), certain precaution* l*-ing
oWrvcl during the mixing in order to avoid
explo-ion. riiese aubstnnre* are not combined
together chemically in gunpowder, lint are only
mixed, a fart as to which wc can easily -ati-f’v

ontwelve* in various way*. Wr may examine (lie

gunpowder under the iiiicruseo)*- and identify the
separate particle* of the ingredient*; or. by tbe
use of appropriate solvent*, wr mav dissolve out
first the saltpetre and then the sulphur, and thus
recover all three ingredient* separately. The explo-
sion of gunpowder when heated to a sufficiently

high temperature is due to the occurrence of a ecru-
of changes of the kind we call chemical, for these

change* result in the production of new kinds of
matter, gaseous and solid, which possess properties

in no way resembling those of sulphur, charcoal, or
saltpel re, and from which these sill-dances cannot
now be dissolved out.

A hi i < I urc c* to a greater or lew extent
the properties of it. respective ingredient*

; a com
pound, on the other hand, ha* not a* a rule any
properties resembling those of it* con-tituent*. A
piece ot magnesium wire heated in the air to a
sufficiently high teni|iei»ture takes fire and bum*.
This is a chemical change in which the metal mag-

nesium combines with the oxygen of the air to form
a while, brittle, solid compound called magnesia or

magnesium oxide. This magnecia does not in the

least resemble cither magnesium or oxygen in it*

properties, and the moat powerful microscope fails

to reveal particle* of either of these substance* to

our vision.

The Atomic Theory (q.v.) is baaed upon tho

assumption that matter of every kind i* mode
up of extremoly minute indivisible particles called

atoms. The atom* which exist in a substance may
be all of the same kind, as in elements, or of differ-

ent kind*, as in compounds. Chemists believe that

the element hydrogen consist* of molecules or

aggregate* of atom*—each molecule consisting of

two atoms
;
further, that the compound substance

water consists of molecules, each composed of two
atoms of hydrogen and an atom of oxygen united

to each other by that force which i* called Chemi-

cal Affinity (q.v.) ; and that similarly every other

compound substance is composed of molecule*,
each nndecule consisting of two or more different
kind* of atom* united by chemical affinity. The
weight «.f a new eoiu[-iurvd formed by the union of
;wo or more substances is in every case equal to
tlie sum of the weights of its constituents. In
rhrmical actions it is only the Lind of matter
which is changed, whilst, as in every physical
change, the Quantity of matter concerned remains
constant and unalterable.

It has already been seen that one of the char-
acteristic* of tlie chemical combination of two sub-
stances u chat tlie properties of both disappear and
are not olaervable in the compound. Another and
n most important characteristic i* the evolution of
heat, which is a very frequent although not an in-
variable accompaniment of chemical action. The
heat example* of this may be seen in the ordinary’
pin-nonico* of Combustion (q.v.k All combustion,
whether it be of magnesium wire, coal, phuephoiu*.
paraffin oil, or a candle, is nothing more than a
chemical action accompanied by the evolution of
heat and light, oxygm gas of il* Atmosphere Iwing
alnn-t invariaMv ooe of the suMance* taking
part in surh action
The condition* under whicli MiMnncca art chemi-

cally ii|sm each other are very various for different
sill*lances. In tire liret place, certain substances
cannot be got to act upon each oihrr at all. Such
»iil*> I«ncc» may Irave little atllnitv for each other,
a* chlorine and oxygen, or no allinitv. as fluorine

to

cr If, however.
in an atmoephere of oxygen, it I

burns with great brilliancy. The diff.

formation.
Chemical Notation.- For the purpose of shortly

expressing tho composition of chemical substance*,
ami for representing chemical change*, chemists
employ a system of notation which is in extremely
common use. In the table of Atomic Weights (see

Atomic Theory) it will 1** noticed that after the
name of each element is placed it* symbol, which
usually consists of the first, or of the first and another
letter of the Latin name of the element. Each
symbol distinctly indicate* the clement whicli it is

intended to represent, but it must always lie borne
in mind that the symbol for an element is nut mcrelv
a contracted form of its name, hut that it ntamfs
for a definite quantity of that element, this quantity
being the atomic weight expressed in terms of the
unit of weight employed.

The un

and oxygen. Other outdance, again, only act upon
each other with difficulty. Tire main condition*
upon which action of one eobataac* upon another
depend* are the state of physical aggregation and
the temperature. Certain chemical actions take
place at ordinary temperature*, a*, for instance,
the combination of rblorioe with metallic antimony
or copper, or tlie .mmianrou. ignition of «<»e of the
compounds of pWphonu and hydrogen when
brought into contact with oxygen. Other actions

only take place when the temperature of the rati-

stances which are to take part in them ha* been
sufficiently raised Thu* magnesium requires to

be strongly heated in air before it takre fire
;
once

the action is started, however, the beat given out
by the combo»lion of oae part of the magnesium is

sufficient to raise another part to Hie temperature

necessary for comlaistion to go on. and so the
change is propagated. Coal-gas only burn* in air

•hen it in raiwd to a bright red heat A jet of

coal-gas escaping into the sir may be easily ignited

by applying a brightly red hot poker, but when tlie

poker cools to dull rednrw it -ill no longer ignite

the jet. A bar of metallic iron doc* not undergo
*ny chemical change on exposure to dry air at

ordinary temperature, but if iron in tlie state of

very fine powder (a form in which it can easily lie

obtained by appropriate methods) be thrown into

the air, combination at once take* place with the
evolution of heat and light. When a piece of iron

(say a moderately fine iron wire) is heated to red

ness in air, combination with the oxygen of the air

take* place with the formation of a scale composed
of a black oxide of iron, but Urn quantity of heat
given out during the combination is not sufficient

propagate the combustion from particle to

tide of tbe iron after removal of tbe source of

tific

SvrrxM),

as suit. H
t6-4

•it of weight
iHa and scien-

gramme (see Mktric
be adopted for illustra-

t this article. With the gramme
1* for I gramme of hydrogen, Cl for

ri universally employed by cbem
mb in general is the gramme
km k and that unit will be adopU

it this article. With
da for I gramme of hydrogen, Cl tor

of chlorine, O for Ifl grammes of

it tho composition of a
compound, the evmhols of the various elements
which occur in the oompound are written ride by

tide, and this collection of symbol* ia culled a
formula Thus, MgO represent* 40 (- U + 16)

grammes of magnesium oxide, and HOI U Mi
( - I » 65*4

)
gramme* of hydrogen chloride. When

a compound contains more than one atom of the
element the symbol for that element U not

,

Jed. but the number of atoms is indicated by
a sobeenbed numeral. Thus the formula for water
ia written H.O. which indicates that the molecule
of water contains two atoms of hydrogen and one
A oxygen ; and the formula for sulphuric acid la

written H|K04 . which indicates that the moleoute
of sulphuric acid contains two atoms of hydrogen,
on* of sulphur, and four of oxygen (besides the
quantitative signification of three formula- already

mentioned). A number subscribed to a portion

of a formula inclosed in brackets multiplies the

portion *o inclosed. Thus the formula 6a ( NO.),
represents one atom of lieriutn united to twice the

quantity of the group NO* whicli is represented ss
united to one atom of poUaaiuiu in tlie foimuls
KNOr A number prefixed to a formula multiplies

the wools of the formuls that follows. Thus 2H.O
represents twice the quantity of water represented
by H,0. •
Chemical symbols and formula- are used to repre-

•cat shortly- chemical changes A simple illustra-

tion of the method of usinu them may be given to

represent tlie com of the burning of magnesium.
To* symbols for the magnesium and the oxygen
entering into combination (condocted by the sign

• ) are written on one side of what is called a
chemical equation, whilst tho product is written on
the other side, thus:

2Mg O, - SMgO.

Tbe formula for free (or uucombined ) oxyjren is

written 0„ because a molecule of oxygen is bellevod

be raised to a red
it takes tire and

rc noticed

here in due to the presence in the one caae. and the

absence in the other, of the diluting nitrogen which
forma nearly four fifths of tlie air volume.

There are certain chemical actions which in tak-

ing place are accompanied, not with evolution, but
with absorption of heal. In such case* heat has U.

be supplied throughout the action, and not merely

to "tart it. This is frequently noticed in the com*
bination of sutotance* whicli Imre feeble affinity

for each other/ and the compounds produced are

lesa stable, o* more readily break up into their con-

stituent*. than those which are produced with the

evolution of heat. In generaf terms it may he

stated that tbe quantity of heal given out in tlie

formation of a rotu|»ound is a measure of the

stability- of the compound. When a given weight

of magnesium unite* with axvgen to form magnesia,

a quite definite and measurable quantity- of heat i*

E
ven out. In order to separate the magnesium
>m the oxygen again, exactly tlie same quantity

of heat must be supplied. In the case «d those sub-

stances in the formation of w inch heat is absorbed,

wc find, as we should expect, that beat is given out

during their decomposition, and that it* quantity

is exactly that which was absorbed during tlieir

oxygen unit« with each other (under
hich are not expreaacd) to form an
rnesium, and that these elements are

to consist of two atoms (see Atomic Tiikoxv).
In order to represent Ui« element magnesium, the
lumpiest possible formula (Mg) is employed be

there is no evidence for writing a more com-
2Mg

M
rimp.y represent* twice as

The above equation when fully interpreted gives

a great deal of information about the change which
it is intended to represent- It show* that mag-

unit« with each other (under
conditions

**"" ...
oxide of

united in the compound in the proportion* by
weight of 24 of magnesium to 18 of oxygen;
utd. further, it enable* us. by applying a simple
and easily remembered rule, to calculate the volume
of oxygen taking part in the action as well as its

weight. ’ This rule for ascertaining tho volume
may be conveniently stated here. From certain
theoretical considerations, as well a* for con-
venience in calculations concerning the volumes of

,
chemists writ* the fonnulir of gaseous sub-

in such a way that the quantity of a gas
represented by its formula, in terms of any unit of

weight, shall occupy, under similar conditions of

temperature and pressure, the same volume ss
two unite weight of hydrogen. Thus, the unit
being the gramme. H, represents 2 grammes of

hydrogen, and 2 grammes of hydrogen at stand-
ard temperature (0* C.) and pressure (760
millimetres of mercury) occupy a volume of
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22'33 litrra (see Mktkic System ). Similarly,
the quanlitie* in ((nrarao of oxygen, carbonic
anhydride. and nitrous oxide, represented by their
respective formula-

, O, ( 18 « 2 - 32 gramme*). CO.
(12 + 32 = 44 gramme*). and N.O (28 •* IS 44

gram me* ), each occupy, wnen mruuml at U I

and 760 mm. pressure, 2233 litre*. Thu. rule

hold* for other gaso*. and also, with a certain

I
aalification, for the lapoun* of volatile liquids
i the case of the latter, of course, conditions of

temperature and procure must lie clown such that
the substance is in the state of vapour

;
and the

S
antity in gramme* which, a* a vapour, oceupie*
c name volume an 2 grammm of hydrogen under

the same conditions, is the quantity which the
formula is chosen to represent Thus, the formula
H,0 informs us that 18 (- 2 Itt) grainmea of
water occupy, in the form of ateam, the same
volume as 2 grammes of hydrogen when both are
measured at the name temperature and premure.
It must, of course, be uuderst.-.l that the formula
for a nul"lance is chosen so a- to repreeeul the
observed facts. The formula of a volatile liquid is

deduced from the determination of the mpour
(Until;/ of the liquid

;
this determination i- made

by ascertaining the weight of that quantity of the
liquid which, when converted into the -tat*- of

vapour, occupies the same volume as a given weight
of hydrogen, both being measured at the same
temperature and pressure.

Returning to the equation already given, it will
lie seen that front it we learn that 48 ( = 2 . 24)
grammes of magnesium unite to form magnesium
oxide with a quantity of oxygen (32 grammes)
which at 0' C. and 760 mm. occupiee 22 33 litre*

What volume this quantity of oxygen would occupy
under other conditions of temperature and pressure
can ls> calculated from formulie deduced from the
laws of (.’harlcs (relalmn of the volume of a gas to
the temperature) and Hoyle (relatiou of the volume
of a gas to the pre-wire). See further m article

HASH.
As there are certain conditions under which chcuii

cal combination takes place.ro there are- detinue laws
which regulate combination. The tirsl of these has
Uvn called the law of constant proportion'. and it

»tate« that any chemical compound always contain*
llir name con-tit Its and ill the MUM pTOpOrliOM
Thu* magtivsiiim oxide, MgO. always const -ts of

initgiiesiurii and oxygen in the pni|s>rtion* hy
weight of 24 to Itt one atom of magnesium weigh
iug 21

,
being combined with one at. oxygen

weighing Itt No compound of inagrireiuni and
oxygen Cniitalning them- element- In any other
proportion has ever Urn obtained. If in pnq>aring
iiiAgnesiuiii oxid>* quantities of magnc-oiim and
oxygen were employed differing from tin* propnr
non, tiMH HUM CUllCr Ol HU magnesium or ot me
oxygen would remain over after the action, accord
ing a- the former or the latter had been employed
in excreta of the right quantity.

Intimately connected with the foregoing law i.

the law of mulhplt proportions. Whilst certain
element- combine with each other in only one pro
portion by weight, Other* combine in two. and
sometimes more than two different proportion-
The law of multiple proportion* -tale, that when
elements combine in two or more proportion* Ilies*
various proportions can lie expressed bv simple
multiples of the atomic weights of the element-
concerned. Thus carbon and oxygen unite with
each other to form two different cnmi-,und* 12
parte by weight of carbon unite with Itt parts by
weight of oxygen u* form carbonic oxide, <’«»; 12
parts hy weight of carbon unite with 32 parts by
weight of oxygen to form carbonic anhydride. CO*
Here the relation is of the simplest kind, for the
one compound contain* exactly twice as much
oxygen for the same Quantity of carbon a* the
other. Again, iron and oxygen unite with each
other to form three different compounds : 5tt parts
by weight of iron unite with 16 parts by weight of
oxygen to form ferrous oxide, KeO ; 1 12 parts bv
weight ol iron uniic with 40 parts by weight of

oxygeu to form ferric oxide. Ke,0, . 168 parts by
weight of iron unite with 64 parts bv weight of

oxygen to form ferroao-ferric oxide. I r,Ot. This

case is not unite so simple as that of the oxides

of carbon, lor here it is necessary to employ
multiple* of the atomic weights of both elements
concerned in order to see the simplicity of the

quantitative relations existing amongst thew-

oxides of iron. The law of multiple proportions

is, however, fully illustrated by noth acrire* of

oxides.

It may be useful U* call attention here to the
simple explanation furnished by the Atomic Theory

(q.v.) lor Uie recurrence <4 compounds illustrating

this law of Iimliiple |mq««rtiop.*. Tlx-tr is on com
pound intermediate in rumpsilinn ><eiween car-

lonir oxi.lr and carlsmic aribvdrulc. The atomic
theory explains this very simply. I’ndcr one set

of condition* we eaa obtain a c-m|«out>d of one
atom of cart-m with one atom of oxygen, whilst

under other coadilKms *e obtain a compound of

one atom of carbon w ith two Mimi* of oxygen, or

exactly twice as much. This it why we find Mich
marked interval* in rnniptrdtiun between two or

more compound* of tlie same elements. The mole-
cule of one compound cannot differ from that of the
other by less than an atom, and tire addition of an
atom to a molecule necessarily forms a new mole-

rule differing in weight from tire old one by the

weight of the added atom.
The last law of combination has been called the

law of roluwrt It *Uto tint w Iren gaso combine
to form new compounds, the volumes taking part

in tlie action leor a very sample relation to each
other and to tlie volume of the product if gaseous

when all the volume* are measured at tlie same
temperature and pressure. Thus <*»e volume of

hydrogen combine* with one volume of chlorine to

form two volumes of hydrochloric acid gas; two
volumes of hydrogen combine with one volume of

oxygen In form two volume* ol water vapour
;
two

volumes of cartamic oxide combine with one volume
of oxygen to form two volumes of carbonic anliy

•Iride, and an forth. The very simple relation* of

tlie volumes ronernud in these examples are *uffi

rienlly man ifi-t. and much greater complexity is

mil frequently met with.

Oiemisli. divide the elrment* into two great
rlwr*, live typical member* of which are very

different in their physical and rhenncal character*.
These are mrlali and non mctah, and a* rrprreenU-
r.ive of each clam may le innlkml copper ami
sulphur. Tlie more prominent physical rliaracter-

istio. of metab are the mrullie la.irr. malleability,

ductility, ami tlie property of cashiering lieat and
electricity, all of wWIt are possessed to a more or

lews marked degree; whilst mm metallic elements
as a rule j-— il*-r |n|«rtirs to a very limited
extent, if at ail IHlfneocrs in chemiral lehavmur
are also very striking in ly|ural representative* of
each group It nm-t be Isene in mind, however,
that all the wrmlrra of each group are not typical,

but that there i« a gradual trandtion from one
group In the Ollier, ami certain .4 tire lran*ilion
elements ~ -use of the properties of Is.th

grou|i*. as in the cases, for iia*tabcr. of arsenic and
antimony.

Willi the exception of luomine and fluorine, all

the element* enter mtn roitilunalion directly or

indirectly with oxygen !*• (.urn oxides The oxides
produced from metallic elements are quite different

in rhrmiral character flam those produced from
non metallic dement*. We duvll hwk ftret at the
oxide* of tlie metals Every metal forma one or
more oxide*, ami at least roe oxide of every metal
is a Anne oxide - i.e an oxide which has the pro
periie* of a llasr iq.v.k A distinction is roado

between wnai are rolled anhydrous basts and
Kylratrd basts at Aydrandts. the oxide of lead,

PU>. is an anhydrous base |oe basic oxide). whiUl
the compound obtained hy the action of water upon
calcium oxide. CaO (a basic oxide, and the only
compound of calcium and ox vgen known)
a hydrate! Ims* (or hydroxide) The
the latter f

ie only
called

of

represented by the equation

CaO • 11,0 = Cal HO h.

The oxides produced from mm metallic element*
are very frequently and oxides—ie oxides which
unit* with water to form the dare ol bod ire called
Ands (q.v.). The oxide* themselves are often
railed <ind <iaA>r/ndtt. whilst the compounds pro
diced by the acUon of water upon them are called
acid*, or Kydrogtn salts. When phoaphoru* burn*
in air. phovphorie anhydride. P/V i* obtained.
Tin* is a white solid wilalattce which unite* with
water with the evolution of much heat to form a
solution of metanheophoric acid, or hydrogen meta
phosphate

:

P.O, . 11,0 = 2HF*0,

There are a few acids known which do not con-
tain orygen. and are not obtainable by the com
hination of an oxide with water. Example* are
hydrochloric acid. HC*1. hydrobmmic acid. HBr,
and hydrocyanic acid. HCN. These are also called
hydrogen chloride, bromide, and cyanide respec-
tively.

’

The two classes of substance*, base* and acids,

are nearly related to the very large rises of salts.
* *-*• ' which can be obtain*!.A salt

amongst other ways, try the action nt an acid upon
a Use. water being almost invariably eliminated
at the same time ; and just as we saw that the pro-
perries of two element* are totally different from
those of the compound formed by their combination,
so we find that in the formation of a "alt the
properties of both acid and base to a great extent
or altogether become neutralised and disappear.

If to a solution in water ol iM>ia.t*iuni hydroxide,
KHO (which is a powerful hose), we add a suffi-

cient quantity of nitric acid, HNO,, that is until
the liquid on thoroughly mixing does not posse*
either the acid or the alkaline reaction, we obtain
a solution in water of potassium nitrate (saltpetre),

and nothing else—the water eliminated in the
action simply mixing w ith that w hich is already
present ;

KHO . HNO,* KNO, 4 H,0.

Acids have already liven mentioned as hydrogen
•alta. The alsivc equation show* how- hydrogen
nitrate is exactly comparable with potassium
nitrate an atom of potassium taking the place of
an atom of hydrogen and a characteristic of all
hydrogen salts, or acids, is that they contain hydro-
gen. which is capable of removal and of having it*
place thus taken by an equivalent quantity of
another metal In the example above mentioned
every I part by weight of hydrogen ha- Ha place
taken by 39 parts by weight of potassium. These
quantities of hydrogen and of potassium are equiv-
alent, both being capable of uniting with the
group NO, Thu group is an example of what
u cal Ini a tompound radical i.c. a group of
elements which u ca|«iMe of going as a whole
through a series of change*. Acids which contain
in their molecule one atom of hydrogen replaceable
by another metal are called monobasic acids.
Nitric acid is thus a mono liasic acid, whilst sul-

e
.uric acid, H rSO,, U dibasic, orthophoaphorio acid,

. 1
*0,. is tribanc, and so on.

Raare. likewise, are sometime* spoken of as
monac%d, (hand, tnand, and ao on. according as
oaa molecule of tlie base require* one, two, three,

Ac. molecules of a monobasic acid ( as nitric acid

)

to form what is called a normof salt, that is, a
sail in which all the replaceable hydrogen has
been replaced by another metal Thus poUssium
hydroxide, KHO, is a monacid base; calcium
hydroxide, or slaked lime. Ca( HOU, is diacid;
bismuth hydroxide, lli(H0)„ is triacid, and soon.
Equations may make this clearer (see the equa-
tion above for a uiouacid Imvsv

) i

Cal IIO), . 211 NO, Ca(N0,b + 211,0 1

Hi (HO), * 311 No, * Hi (NO,), . 311,0.

Halt* are formed in many case* by the replace.

it of only a part of the replaceable hydrogen of
a hydrogen salt by another metal. Such are called

and tails, and h llSO, is an example. This -alt.

KHSO,, may lie looked upon as intermediate l*e-

tween the acid. 11 ,80,, and the normal salt,

Slany salts are known which may he looked upon
as liase* which have their liasic character only oar.

tially neutralised by an acid. Such salts are called
basic mdh, and as examples may lie mentioned
BiOKO, and l‘b( OH

)
NO,. The former is inter-

mediate between the normal nitrate, Ui(N0,),,
and the oxide. BijO, the latter between the nor-

mal nitrate, Pb( NO, )„ and the hydrate, l’b(OII)r
Such liasic salts are often produced by tlie action
d water upon the normal salts, as, for instance,
in the case of the basic bismuth nitrate :

Bi< NO,), * H,0 - 2HN0, * BiONO,
Salts are looked upon as being composed of metal

and salt radical, the latter name being given to all
of the salt that is not metal, Thus SO. is the salt
radical of tlie sulphates. NO, the salt radical of the
nitrate*. Ac. This way of looking at salts arises
from the phenomena ohsened when sails are
decomposed by Electrolysis (q.v.), metal and salt
radical Iwing the primary products of decom-
position.

Chemical Somcnclaturr. —Chemists endeavour to
make the nomenclature of compound substances as
systematic as possible, and a certain amount of
system has even been introduced into the nomen-
clature of the elements themselves. The oxide* of
the metals ore named after the metal which they
contain, as magnesium oxide. MgO; aluminium
oxide, AljO,; and the series of salts derivable from
three oxides are similarly named after the rnetal.
Thu* MgCI, is magnesium chloride, and A 1,(80,),
is aluminium sulphate. When a metal forms more
than one hasic oxide, adjectival terminations are
employed to distinguish these

;
thus the two liasic
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oxiden of iron are named ferrous and ferric ->xidea
(FrO and Fe.O,) respectively, and correspondingly
there are ferrous and ferric salt* FeSO, is ferrous
sulphate

; FcX‘1, is ferric chloride. Acid salts and
in general salt* which contain more than one metal
are named after the metals which they contain, the
compound radical NH, (ammonium; see Ammonia)
being regarded ns a metal for purpose* of nomen
clature. Thus, KHSO. i* potassium hydrogen
sulphate, whilst HNaNH.PO, is hydrogen sodium
ammoninm orthophosphate.
The nomenrlature of non-baaic metallic oxides

has been rendered systematic by the use of names
descriptive of the number of atoms of metal and of
oxygen contained in the oxide, as. for instance,
trimanganic tctrnxide for Mn,0_. A considerable
number of non basic oxides, aa BaO.. PbO_ MnOr
&f.. are somewhat less systematically called per-
ozul/t.

The acid anhydrides, which, aa lias already been
stated, are oxygen compounds or oxides of the ooa-
metaUie elements, are named after the eiemenU of
which they are oxides. As there are frequently
two or more each acid anhydridee derived Iron ou
element, different terminations amt, where nece*
•ary, other deuces of nomenclature are employed
to distinguish amongst three. Thus there are two
acul anhydrides derived from aulphur—aulphnrous
anhydride. SO,, and sulphuric anhydride. s6, The
latter unites with water to form sulphuric acid.

IWO
v
and it is believed l.y Milne chrmists that

the solution in water of sulphurous anhydride <a
gaseous siilmtaui'c

)
contains at l«asl some of the

corresponding sulphurous acid, H ./<(),. From sul
phuric acid there is derived the series of salt,

called sulplinfM, from sulphurous arid the series
called sulplufev. It •omeiinire happens that an
acid and series of salts are known of which the
corresponding anhydride i» unknown, iu*t *i> the
oxiaUtnee of certain acids is doubtful although the

corresponilinff anhy dride is known. In other cam
series of salts ore known, although laith the corrr
s|s>nding anlivdride ami acid are unknow n Certain
of these peculiarities, as well as some further forms
of nomenclature, are illustrated by the table given
below of the compounds corresponding to known or

unknown oxides of chlorine
i

tlx.tr. Aciil Mali Nani* .4 all.

CLO HCIO KCIO I’olaa-ium lh iss-hh.ritc

- licit), KCIO, .. chlorite.

(CIO,, not an acid anhydride).
— HCIO. KCIO. .. Chlorate

IICIO, KCIO, „ Perchlorate

It lorn recently boon proved that the aulsttoner
•le-ciils-d in most text l-siks as chlorous anhydride,
0,0,. is really a mixture, and that a- yet 01

,
0,

hits not been prepared. The hypothetical chloric
nnd perchloric anhydride* would have the compo-i
lion 01,0,

and 01,0,
rmpectiv ely.

A very large number of salts and other chemical
compound- arc commonly known by popolar names,
the latter Iicing frequently of extremely ancient
origin. The popular name a- a rule Conveys no
information as to the composition of the substance
For instance, couper» (ferrous sulphate. FeSO.)
is not recognised l.y its name as an iron compound,
nor calomel (mercurous chloride, Ilgf'Da* a met
cury Cohl|Hiuiid. nor litharge (lead oxide, PbO)**
a lead compound. It i« the aim to convey, by the
systematic name of a sulmtance. the greatest
possible amount of information as to its comp—

i

tion. It is not posaible to attain to a perfect

system of nomenclature, as new di-roverie* render
clinnges necessary from time to time

(Srnphic Formula. In n<ldition to representing

the composition of a substance by means of

formula*, chemists endeavour to express certain

ideas as to the* toiulihtlion, or arrangement <d

the atoms in the molecule of sob-tanee» by
means of graphic formula*. It must not lx* sup
posed las has sometimes erroneously been done)
that graphic formula- arc intended to represent

the shape of molecules or the arrangement in

apace of the atoms constituting such molecules, but

simply as a short method of expressing on (taper

certain facta. No one supposes that a printed word
in any modern language is an attempt to draw th-'

object spoken of, or that it is more than a method
of representing on paper a given series of sound-,
and yet criticism nosed upon assumption scarcely

Irea absurd, has been directed against graphic for-

mula*. In a graphic formula we nave the symbols
for the different elements grouped in a particular

way, so ns (I | to indicate the valency (see the
article ATOMIC Theory) of each element, and

(2 ) to express ideas based upon obeerved facta

aa to the most likely arrangement of the atoms
in a molecule, when various arrangement* are
conceivable-

The following may be given as simple illustra-

tions of (I):

H—t. I. hydrochloric mod; H—S— H.sulphuretted

hydrogen; Mg —O. magnesium oxide ; NVH. aui

H
II Cl

H-C-H.mouia; H-C—H, marsh gas ; H—C—Cl. chk.ro

I I

h a
form; 0-C<^!j. plm-gene ; 0=C -O. carbonic

anhydride; S (! S. carbon bisulphide. Sf. The
letters representing monovalent atoms are written

with one stroke proceeding from them, those

representing divalent, trivalent, and tetravalent

atoms liemg written with two. three, and four such
stroke* respectively.

Illustrations .4 (2 |
are :

Una. Asm.

-

nan. c,sasI*.

H /H
O— " and O-C-K-N^IJ

There two sulwlances illustrate two other points of

importance One of Ihr-e is the occurrence of the
nitrogen atom sometimes Irimltnl, a* in ammonia.
NH,. virxrlixin protamUmt. as in the ammonium
salt* e g. an.UH.mun. chloride. N 11,(1 In am
nonium cyan*re one atom of nitrogen is represented

os trivalent am! the other aa |-nt*> alent. The
two sulodancrs. moreover, illuslmte Immeritm
Iq.r.y, or the existence id |WO .w more com-

ix.uri-li containing exactly tin* same elements andpound- containing exactly the same eb-OH-nt* and
in the same •ru|->rt»oa*. and yet differing from one
another in rherairal and phystral |ruj*«ts-.

Chemical Change*. —There are several kinds
of chemical changes which are of very’ frequent
occurrence, and may conveniently la- rlassrfied.

The »im|>lr union of oae element with another

haa already l<en mentioned, ami ehswly related

to this kind of change U lit* union <4 a compound
with an clement >r with anotlier compound.
Along with the-* changes may he classed those in

which a compound Iml- up into two or more
element* or simpler compounds. or into onr or

more of each AH llu-«e variations are illustrated

by the following equations
:

ill ! ft. - roll, (direct union.

Cat) • CO, can),)

<v>. • (H,n . N, jfg’KSjrCal HO), CaO * 11,0 J

thy heating I.

One of tie* nmst important kimls .4 chemical

change is that sailed double r/rr-a^af,.., This

uecurs perhap- most frequently when solutions of

•alts are mixed with rarh other. ami it is rharar

tcn—l b) a mutual exchange .4 metal and salt

radical. If an aqueous solution r4 —hum chloride

he niite-l with one .4 potareium bromi-1*. although

no visible change takes (4aee. we have reason to

Iwlieve that dnul4e decomposition gore on to a

certain extent, with formation of some sodium
bromide ami some r-.ta.-mni chloride, whilst some
of each of the original salts also remains, a state

<4 equilibrium being eventually e-tabh-hed amongst
the four salts. lb however, .me of the new pro

duet* formed Ire double deeom|-mUun he insoluble

or practically iawIxU* in water, as soon as any of

it is formed it will appear a* a arretpitate. and be

thus removed from solution, so that no condition of

equilibrium eon he established until formation of a

precipitate no longer occurs—ie until the double

decomposition »• complete. Thus, if solutions of

sodium chloride and silver nitrate be mixed in the
proper proportions, the extremely insoluble silver

chloride vrill be. precipitated, and oniy sodium
nitrate will remain in solution. The action may-

be represented by an equation :

NaCl AgNO, = NaMO, . AgCI (precipitate).

The action of sulphuretted hydrogen on many
metallic solutions illustrates double decompositions

in which the action is complete, as.

HgO, - llrS - HgS . 2HCI.

•here the mercuric sulphide formed is resoluble in

water, and is consequently obtained as a pre

”?n^»nnectiofi with the subject of double decom-

position the bearing of the law of Kichter (already
mentioned in the historical sketch) may lie illus-

trated Looking at the quantitative signification

of the following equations,

KOI * AgNO. AgCI KNO..
NaCl . AgNO, AgCI . XaN0„

we see that the quantity of chlorine which was
united with 39 part* by weight of potaosiuiii or

23 of solium to form a salt i» exactly the quantity
required to form a salt with ION parti, bv weight of

silver, whilst, similarly, the quantity of the group
NO, which was united to these IDS parts by weight
of silver i» exactly the quantity required to form a
salt w ith 39 parts by weight of potassium or 23 of

sodium. The same hold* good generally for double
decompositions.

Another very important kind of chemical change
is the displacement of one element, in n eom|~iund
by another. Oilorine. for instance, displaces the

iodine in potassium iodide and takes it* place .

2KI t Cl, 2KCI . I,.

The greater affinity of polaasiuni for chlorine than

for iodine is the explanation given nf this displace-

ment Displacement of one metal by another is n
familiar phenomenon, although the rhrmUtry nf

what taking place may not be familial (<> all who
have M*on it. When n niece of bright iron or steel,

a* a key or the blade of a knife, i* dipped into an
acidulated solution of cupric sulphate ( blue v itriol),

a reddish deposit of metallic c»p|ter is formed
almost immediately upon the surface of the metal.
This copper IS derived from the cupric sulphate
solution

;
but w bat i» not manifest fniiii ol«*erva

tion alone, is that at the same lime an equivalent

quantity of iron i- dissolved away and goes into

a< ilulion os ferrous sulphate. The m linn i»,

CuSO, . Fe FeSO, . Cu.

The whole of the copper would eventually lie

•eparated from the solution in the metallic stale if

enough iron were pre-.- in, ami for every 03 part* of

popper precipitaU*! it) part* of iron would go into

solution.
Jnifrtfanie nod Orytmif CArmitlry. The whole

subject of chemistry boa Is-en .livided into two
great divisions, named respectively inorganic
and organic Made originally to sejiarato front

each other the chemistry of purely miueial sub.
stance*, and that of sulsttances of iinintnl or

vegetable origin, which wen- at the time sup
!-• U* ra|«Uf* of formMion only as prinluctJi

of viul thin -uUliviMon U'l^uinoil Mill

inMiilv as a iiiMIrr of ronvrriivnrr. Tlir <li vision

of organic chrmmlry aoii»ctii»irn »|K>kcn of no* ha

llic cWniiMry of the coniiKiuml* of mrUiti
; hilt

this t% no! a > cry utrict Hrtinttion, as many cAvbon
<x»in|M»imtlA occur in nature as jmirly mineral aiiI>

"Unrcq, am! having really no connection with
organic chemistry, such an numerous mineral car
UKiaU» A* haa Wn already Matol, it i« mainly
for cMvenience that the contidemtioit of the
majority *>f tlic c4iin|Miunila of carUrn in taken ha ii

separate branch, not Ikthuac of anv difTcrence in

the chemical pnnclplfw involved, hut rt'aJly on

account of the very gn-at number of theae oom
pounda, and of the gTcat complexity of many of

them
It i* in the domain of organic chemiatry that the

•tody of the cooatitution of eulietaticeA )iha been

moat diligently proMCUte^l. and with the grvatcet

amount of apfiarcnt pucctaa. The graphic formula
which chemieta a^ign to acetic acid { to take a

Mvnplr example
)
in,

H

II C-C-O—ll This formula is a<lu|itevl in order

H o
to express a numtor of ideas concerning (lie sup-

poscl IIM-Ie of arrangement of ihe atom- in acetic

acid, dsluced from the study of its formation, its

decompositions, and the action ui«<>n it of various

sub-touee-. The known facts find suitable expres

aion In the formula, and there i- no ..Wrvnti.in

yet nimle as to the chemical relations of acetic acid

w hich is at variance with llie constitution indicate-l

by it. ll Would not I-- possible here to quote
evidence in favour of a particular constitution for

any substance, hut it may Is- stated generally that
chemists endeavour to lix the constitution of the

simplest compounds on the firmest i—ible liosis,

and. in passing from the simple to the more com-

plex. to make secure every step.

The tetravalent character of the caila.n atom,
and the great facility with which cail.in atoms

enter intocombination with other cutl-m atoms and
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with the nlxiins of other element*. give their imprasi

to the whole of orgnnh' chemistry. The graphic

formula' of organic -ul-taneea amply illustrate thn

former, whilst the synthnu* <if u long array of

simple and complex organic compound* aa amply
illustrate the latter.

A certain amount of knowledge of rlieiiiisiry io

eminently useful in almost every walk of life. An
intelligent knowledge of the chemistry involved in

the processes of the kitchen, the dairy, the dye*

house, the farm, or the manufactory, places the
possessor engaged in any of these processes on a

different level from the rule ofthmub worker, who
i» os ignorant of the reason for adopting a particular

method as he U of the properties of thr material
he employ*. Technical clitiniatry <leaU especially

with the application of the principle* and procennfn

of clirniUtry t4> lilt avia arid manufacturi**, and it

is to those who are engaged in minuftcturti of

almr*t every kind that a Knowledge of rheinUtry

U a particular advantage It i" not a <ju«iti*)o of

expediency alone. but one of alwolute nmiity
that a technical education, including chemistry &

a

one of iIm principal Aubject", alioula form not the

lean! important part of the equipment fur hi* work
of any artisan ta li«» »h to excel in hU employment in

int^lligrtnen and "Kill.

In connection with tlii" aiticlc "hould lie read the

article ATOMIC THEORY, which ia to ft certain ex

tent supplementary to tlii*. ANIMAL CHKMfeTRY

and YliiCTAttU C»« KMisTKV arc separately treated.

The readier in al*> referred to the deacriDtion of

each element under iuname, t4> tin** of the acid»

under their name*, and to the following on amongit
the moat important of the large nuinher of

chemical article* throughout this work s

Acids. iOlyc#Hn# jOiUaa
Alcohol. itaMhtnt lsomsnsin. liMlu.
AIIaUm. Pftwdsr. I»int<vp*lam. 1 ***
AlUloM*. DlstllUOoti Ufflf. inearvh.

Allotropy. tttmsnt*. Mttala !Au*w
Anslysfr. Ktl.r rc IMl iveth-*U
Aromatic Ksrtsa K»u w*ur
Atm«|Acrf Eimi«ntoUoo I Radial* I

t hrmlftlN and Drugglnlft. Up t4> the

ing of the Pharmacy Act of 1M8 the term chemiat
and druggi"! ww merely a title dnacnptive of

certain branches of trade, juat aa * tailor and
clothier,' nr any other nuch combination Any one
wna five ao t4> dcfieri!* himarl f and to pn»reut*
that calling to the beat of hit ability, untouched by
any apecinl legiNlatinn, either regulative or pro
tcetlvt. The claaa. like the Apothecary <q.v>. waa
in it* beginning* cloaely allied to. if indeed at all

4liHtingiiiHlmhIe frtim, Unit of merchant* and grocer*,
and lievn formed a diatiflCt guild, and. until the
IMiarniareiitieal Society wan foundml. waa with
not permanent organisation. And owing L» (lie

nWnce in Scotland of the apothecaries, aa a dona
diNtingui^hahle from druggiit*. the history of the
latter daaa in that country doe* not, at least up to
the punning of the Pharmacy Act of IMH2. correspond

Accurately with I hat of their Knglt")i brethren

The policy there latter punmed for a long pet tad of

I hell history may I*' described m. purely defensive,

and any orgiuiiKition they fonne«l wan in response

to noiiio attack from one of the other order*. Aa
earl)' ** l*<tf Audi a defensive association woe
formed, and from IHI2 to IHI5 engaged in vrry

active oppoaitinn to the bill promoted by the
' Amionitted A|Kitliecarie*/ One of the object* of

that bill wa* to bring the chemist* an«! druggist*

under the control and surveillance of a body
confuting eh idly of apothccariew, on which the
chemist and diuggixt waa not represented at all

The upshot wim that the promoter* of the lull

introduced a clause into the Act of 1815, which it

won understood At the time would completely
exempt the chemiat and druggist from the operation
of the hill. 111 spite, however, of tlii* understand
ing, which Hernt" to have l"*en re*iicetrd for twenty
*\x yearn, the bill wm in 1841 made use of to
puiiidi n chembit and druggist for preset ituug
medicine, although that vw a function which,
lightly or wrotigiv, lie had exercised previous t4j

1x15. In 1KI1 a l<ill again threatened to subject tl.e

chemist and druggist to the control of the apothe
curies, hut was at length defeated. It now Wxmr
evident, not only that a permanent society to pro-

(Ml the iliterrxts of the craft wna Itereaimry. but
that the only wise policy waa to educate and organ-
ise themselves in such a way as would deprive the
physicians mid npotlirraries of any excuse for fur-

ther interference. This led t« the formation of the
rharniociMitiinl Society of 1 1real Britain, which
was founded in I mi and incorporated hv Koval
Charter in 1843 As declared in the charter, the
main objects of the society were ll»Mof ‘advancing

chemistry oral pharmaev and unuiuiiiig a aniform
system of education at rimer who should practise the
same

; oral abo for tlw protection of tiers- who carry-

on the business of rhrniist* and druggist*
;

‘ and u>
enable it to carry there <nt succersfnTly the society
appointed rrufmon and examinm, ami afterwards
prorecleil to promote a lull in |<ailkan>ent for the
recognition and protection of the titles they pro
posed to confer on those who pa**r.| the examtr.a
lions. Tfci» —os naturally a work of lime, and in

the meanwhile an important net in relation to the
sale of poisons—via the Sale of Arsenic Act f 1S5I |—
woe pawed, and drew tlw attention of government
to the aWnceof a definite chuui of (wnioiu qualihed
by training and education to have the custody and
ale of poisonouc aulolancew intruded to them

;
no

that this to some extent Ini up to the passing of

the first Pharmacy Art oi |&« | he maiu result
of this act wo* to create a rlw of • Pharmaceutical
(Tiemiste,* alone empowered u. use and exhibit that
or any equivalent title, and consisting. I*t. of those
already memberw of the society j and 2dly. of tuch
persons as should ms* the exaaiinations. as con-
dueled by iu two Boards m hj.glan.1 and Seotland.
The bill, os passed, involve<l no compulsion on any
person* to go through these examinalhma. nor did
It confer any privilege or monopoly on the pharma
ceutiral dienu-t except tlx* exclusive right to that
title. The dispensing of medicines and sole at
poisons wna still left open to anv onr w ho chose to
engage in it. Nor was it till the Act of I ‘>68 that
the term chemist aml druggist came to signify a
snrcinlly qualified person or one joiessing ex
elusive rights Kv that act all persons not in
Ixisincss on their own account prior to 1 st

August IHH, ha. I I except some wlsi for a time
were allowed to pass a * modified examination *| to
|>o-s two Preliminary and the Minor F.xmminn
turns, and after that were entitled to have their
nanmw placed on the • Uejnster of nieiiiisU and
Druggista for the I'nitxl Kingdom;' and no
person who was m>l on that register could legally
Use the title, or (with certain rxreptums in favour
of physicians, apothecaries, veterinary surgeons.
\c.) sell or dispense certain |saMUis sperihrd in
scliedulea to th# act. Any person wishing u> Use
the Style • Phnrmareiilwnl Oieini*!.* ha.1 to |>ass

a further examination called the * Major,' and thus
nrow the two giodn. m wlmt we may now call, in
view of iu educational qualifx ation. tlie jsideuion
of pharmacy.

4’blrk Pr« KVerr). a genus of the vetch tribe
of IcKUtniisar The common chick pea ( C.
irrirfrau.nl is an annual, I* to 'f feet high, of a
tiff upright habit, covered with glandular hair*,
with inflated pods containing a few angular and
wrinklrd pern. It is largely cultivated in southern
Kunrpe and in many parts of the lost, and hence
occur* frequently also as a -erd m cornfield*. It
is also grown in Spanish America, large ijusn
titles ..f the peas are exported from British India
umler the name of pun. no* well known in com-
merce; but the name is extended to other East
Indian kind* of pulse. The peas are used a* food,
either Imilrd or masted, and are the mist common
yarrcAttf putt* of the list They are a notable
article of Spanish and French cookery

; while their
importance in Knman lime-, is e. wlrnced by the
phrase, /tuh tiftriM rm/fior ('buyer of r.««le.|
chick iwos >. *s a conversational e<|uivalent for a
poor felh.w. Its cultivation extends as far as
southern tier many; I-it in the climate of Britain
it is found loo tenaler to be profitable. Tl»e hrrUge
affords fodder, and the seeds are one of the oeea

*ul»titutes for coffee. In >ummrr weather
drop- exude this plant, whirh, an drying.

leave crv-tal* of almost j-ire oxalic acid The too
free anil prolonged uv of chick iieos a* fiwd isfree and prolonged u»e of chick |<a.-> as food is

Iwlieved to be liable to I.retime the came of danger
mi and olBlinale form- of disease.

f hlckwred (
Str/tar,

a

iw#m|, one of the most
common weed- of gardens and cultivated fields.

i» a specie* of Stitchwort |o.r.| It is a native

of most ports of Europe and of Ada. appearing
luring the raider inontit. even on the plains of

India: on annual, with a weak procumbent stem
ami ovate leave-, very variable ; some of the

smaller varieties in dry sunny situations sometimes
puzzling young ls»*nni*l» from having no petals or

only five or three instead of ten stamen* : but
always characterised hv having the stem curiously-

marked with a line of hair*, which at each pair of

leaves change, from ooe side to another, and in

four change* complete* the circuit of the stem.

The leave* of chickweed afford a fine instance of

the dttp of planti. closing up on the young shoots

t. Chickweed is a good sulmtitute for
or green*, although generally little regarded

except a- a troublesome weed, or gathered onlv hv
the poor to make poultices, for which it is very
useful, or for feeding cage-birds, which are verv
'ond ..f ,t- lea.e. ami seeds A number .if

specie* of n nearly allied genu*. (Vrastium, al-,,
bear the name of < 'hirkweoil. or Mouse-ear Chick-
w-ced. and the name i- occasmnallv given to other
plants, either U.ianically allie.l, or of souiewlint
aimilar appeamnrr.

(IhlfOry, or St'CCOKY ( Cichorimn l, a of
Cftm|Khiu«(wili onlcr leipilitlora* 1 ,

with fv

w

*|iocics,

all liorl»ac^ous fiWJiniais, with *pn*a«lin*: hrancli*"
ami milky juice, nativen oi Huiujk? an* I \Ym Ama.

Tin- f'orimKin

Clilcurj’ or Sue-
ton

( C. If\ty

^f/A) is wiM in

Knj’lfinil ami
most |kartA of

Kmio|m\ j*r»\v

iiitf in wav*
w«lc*. lamliMa
of fivhU, kVc,

It lias a lonj;

<• ur r nt • I i k e
n«nt,cxt*nially

<»f a illrty <»t

li r ti w it i
h It

yellow rolotir,

ami whin* with*

ill Till* Ht4*|||

risrs
|
to.'I feel,

tin* h*iiv«*ti fxt*

will l'l iri# tliov

of III.* .Ian
dolioii; tin*

llnwor -IicihU
JIM* iw

Clkniry (CV^nnuui Intpbus ) illary, laitfc 1

1

m
%
M«lf

;
i', k * |or«i* II* *»* t to I J

nil'll ),

am) Uiumiftil,
rally Mnc. more VAVely |*ink or wlnt«*. Chiron

I* l»i«*ll> 4’iiltivni.tl, ImiIIi in Kti^fliilal

Ami in :!m* i

«

iiit iiM*iit of |j|io|M*. ns. .iImi hi Cali-
forma, tor iU room, wliih* itn i* i;«kmI fo.nl

for rattle. The blanrht*4 leaven ant *4Mii«Uiiie«i umnI
a- a sala. 1 , ami arr fi Jtilily |iroeun*il ill winter hy
placing the r<"itH in a Ux with a little raith in a
et-llnr. To tliia K*r*»un belong iiIho the Kndlve

I
q.v, |.

Chicory ha> Ux'it u*dl an a AuUtitnta for rntlaw,

or to mix with coffw, for ut IraAt a Oi'lttury. Till1

root* are pulled up. waalie«l, cut into miml) niece",

an.l fined on a kiln, whieh leaven a nlirivelled iiiann

not more than one fourth the weight of the orijrinal

riwkl It i" then rikaAtdsI in heated iron cylinder",
w hich are kept revolving aa in eoflee roimtinit. during
which it Icrnr* t4i 30 pot cent of it« weight, an.l
evolves at the name time n dt"iit:r»-cahle mlntir,

rnsrmhlin^ bunted tfiittfcrhrcad. An improvoinent
L» the chicory during maMing is the addition of

2 IU of lard or butter for every cwL of chicorv,

which c^.mmunirate* (4. it much of the lu*ti* and
general ap|warancc «.f cofTee. It i" then hand
picked. t4i remove el»i|m oi w.nhI, "tone". &c., ami i"

rtstucci to jKiwder. and eo|J "eparatelv iw< rAvrnry

a(tr, or ad.hsl to ordinary ^nnin.f C4>tTee, and
id ir ft mixture. Chicory conuin* a^no«l deal

*»f "u^ar. I«ut otherwise »hn*" not *»*r\e to rupply the
animal ec«HM>ni>* with any useful ivi^rcftient. It

Kixrm «dl a dmi brown oJonr to water when an
infuehm iiia-l*-. and hence it** main unr in roller.

Some |Ks.p)r dislike t hr tiu*t.* of chicory, and when
largely une. 1

,
it bar a tendency to produce dUrrluea;

hut many |H*op!r nrefrr to w*c cidfee inixcil with
cliic-iry *»w»n^ parllv to the taate it commnn irate*",

Iftit mainly to the nppeHiancc of "t relict h which it

giver rU o»tTee

lillums OI Jl4iiiKlt (AVrm>/My//i4 a

tfeiiuw of Ilea. MHiiewiiat mimller ih;m tin* familiar

l*ulex t hiid without it*, jiinipiti^ legw. It ih an

Amiihnn ]"*!*!, full ml for almut ifOdr^reen on each

si*l.* of thr e»|nat4»r, but t*r<j"*eially nhiindmit in the

Wist India** and in the mirth of South Ainerku*

It found a!***, in the W^t Afiican eutial* n^inn.

Onr of itv many namca- the Vvnnd llcii' imlieutea

it> favourilc haunt aiimn^ Hand. It M'eiitH alwuya
t*. keep near the alnulc** of men. The mule" and
iiiirii.itnn* fcmalo live like other flea* oil chance
lot***, and ivlinli of nmiwe the Mood oi animals us

well as I.f man It i>tlie iiiipixr^natefl female which
is the chief trouble. Like many other nuiniaU i»

.M*ek* a safe and quiet breeding place. Thi* i*

f* mill under the skin of uiiiinaK cm the feet or
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hypnotic it i* moot valuable in caeca where opium
or morphia is dangerous or undesirable (in children,
in diaenae of the kidneys >, and where eleepleoxnea*
is combined with excitement (delirium of fevers,

delirium tremens, insanity); but it may be em-
ployed in many other ouu- with advantage In
tetanus (lockjaw), and other diseases attended l»y
convulsions, it i« often of great value, It acta as
an antidote in poisoning by strychnia and Calabar
bean. It must be employed with the greatest
caution, or not at all where there is any reason to
auspect weakness of the heart, or embarrassment
of the circulation from any other cause

;
in such

> are very readily prod uced
tually employed to procure sleep,

than opium; hut some-
time* ‘profound melancholy and enfcehlement of
the will, muscular lassitude, inability to sleep
without the drug.” and other untoward symptoms
(called collectively cAlo,nliim\ re-ult, and only
disappear when its use is discontinued. Moreover,
fatal accident* from it* indiscriminate use are far
from uncommon. Poisoning by chloral should be
treated by keeping the patient warm, attempting
to muse him, administering coffee and small doses
of strychnia or atmpia.
When chloral hydrate is treated with caustic

potash, pure chloroform i- obtained
;
hut owing to

the expense, this proca*. life* not comp into use in
Great Britain. It ha* licon supposed that it*

anawthetic properly is the result of a similar
formation of chloroform in the Idood, hut no
evidence of this is forthcoming.

('Iiloranthn'rrn*. a -mall group, chiefly tropi.
cal, alliel to the (nippers, aromatic and stimulant,
VhlumnlhHt is the dm Ian of the
Chinese, who use it for perfuming tea*

Chloric Acid. lino,. i> the arid correspond-
ing to the hypothetical oxide of chlorine, repre
rntesl by the formula Cl,0* It i- n syrupy liipiid,

with faint chlorine odour and acid reaction. A
piece of paper dipped into it become* charred and
take- lire, and it i* instantly drcnmiHiscd by Cun
tact with organic matter. In itself it is not of
lunch importance, but it forms a Has* of salts

railed rhloralr*. one of which at least i* well
known. CAtomlt of pulanh, KOIO,, is mi article

of rummrrrial value, and mav lie prepared by pare-
mg chlorine into a solution of caustic potash, heat
lug the liquid. and crystallising out the salt It

folio- pearly plate-, which, when heated, melt and
give off oxygen in abundance. Sn al-o when
thrown on ird hot rliarcoal, oxygen i- given oil,

and violent deflagration ensile-. On account of

thi- property it i- useil in the preparation of
cohniml lire-, lull it- use i- not unattended with
danger, owing to their tendency to spontaneous
combustion and it- explosive pm|M>rties when
trituiatesl with sulphur. Mixed eiuitioualy with
antorphmis phosphorus, pre» ioualy iiioi-ioiicd with
alcohol, it form* a mixture which, when dry. ex
phsles if t«p|M*| with a pencil This mixture i-

employed in the mnnnfaeture of some kinds of

matrites, which give a -light e.xpln-imt when struck.
If a riystal of chlorate of |>itash !*• placed on a
pliss* of pajier saturated with luriwntine, atul a
drop of sulphuric acid added, it causes the in

flaming of the luriwntiiie with explosive rapidity.
The chlorate is also used i n medicine, and in‘n
eompir—ed form ha- Iwcoine n |sipular remedy in

certain forms of mire throat

t hlorimetry i- the process of estimnting the
proportion of ’available chlorine' in Bleaching
Powder fij.v.l, which may vary from 20 to 40 per
cent The term oraSabir applies only to that
portion of the chlorine which i- easily lilieratcd,

and which take* part in the bleaching process.

Chlorine, which is present as chloride, as in chlo-

ride* of calcium, CaCL lias no bleaching power, and
is not estimated by cfiloiimetry.

The process is one of volumetric analysis, and
the apparatus u-ed is similar to that deaciiWd in

the nrticlc on Analysis («j.v.). There arc several

practical methods ot chlonmetry. all baaed on the

principle of measuring the oxidising power of tho
bleaching powder. This is arrived at by making
a solution containing a definite amount of pure
sulphate of iron, arseuious acid, or other MiWtAnrt*
capable of being oxidised, running in the solution

of bleaching (siwdrr very slowly, and then by
suitable test* determining the exact point when
oxidation has taken place. By calculation the
amount of • available cfilorine ' is at once obtained.
Where substance* other than bleaching powder
are under examination, slight modifications of the
process may be necessary.

Chiun ia an sjnorpbous white substance. It
contain* nitrogen, but is free from aulphur. Iu
renutanc* to acid, and alkalies is very great

; it a
unaffected by digestive fennente, by water, bot or
cold, by alcohol or ether. It may be dissolved by
strong mineral acid, (hydrochloric or sulphuric),
and prepared from the cleaned excake-leton of a
loheter, or better .Oil from the pen of a -fluid.
Chemically it is regarded as a derivative of carhex
hydrate, and may be >p!it up into .agar and

According to Ledderboee. iu formulaSWA. !
according to Sundwik,

* ' CM®* dangerou* symptoms
by it- When habitually e.

Chiton, a genu, of marine mollusc. type of an ** b hurtf" 1

important subclass which may be regarded a.
introductory to gasteropoda. Unlike the lop aided

enaila. the chiton, are bilaterally aymmetrical.
The head ia at the anterior end. the anus pc*tenor

;

the foot' oceupie* the whole of the ventral .urfaoa

;

the heart, the gill., the excretory tubes, the genital

Chigoe {Sarcop$rfla i*ntt>ani )

:

«, iml* ; 6,

under the toe nails of man. There the minute
creature swell* up enormously, attaining under the
pressure of tho growing egg* the size of a i>ea.

Kospiiatoiy communication with the outer world is

kept up by an air- bole at the posterior end. In

than a week the eggs are ready to be liberated, for

the hwvw are lint parasitic. Tho mother-animal
Inis meanwhile undergone a marked degeueraliun,
the internal organs Wing much Kiiiuered and
atroiibied by the growth of the ova. The entrance
of the female chigoe is marked by a tingling and
iu'liing sensation, but if tbo development be
allowed quietly to proceed no evil result* seem
to follow. I’lessure and premature attempt* to
isolate the intruder may, however, lead to ulceiu
lion. Its evil effect*nn to have been exaggerated.
When t lm development of eggs ha* Wen completed.
tln> untire nnini.il with it* progeny may W gently
removed, and in tlii* operation the \\<~>t Indian
ne^resMi* are «>X|m>ls. Wn*liing with tolmcco-
juit'e is also remit ted to, and the leaves are some
tint®, pressed on tho feet n* n preventive.

Chilblain* are localised inflammations of the
•kin which occur in cold weather, and affect the
part, farthret from the centre of the circulatioo-
vi*. the hand, and feet, more rarely the earn or
none. They are at first bright red. hut a. they dis-

appear assume a purplish tinge. Sometime, they
break and give rum to ulcere, which are alow to

heal. They occur moat frequently in young people,
affect women more often than men. and are gener
ally associated with weak health and a sluggish

circulation. They are often extremely irritable

and painful, especially when the affected part ha*
been chilled, and i. quickly wanned again In
their treatment, regard must be hail to the general
health ; good feeding, exercise, and tonic, .bould
be prescribed. It is very important that tight

ahoee, glove*, garter*. and bracelet, should be
avoided

;
and that the affected part* should W

warmly covered when exposed to the open air.

Wically, when the akin is whole, some stimulating
agent answer. Wat ; tincture of iodine, noirit of

crjiiplior, or mustard applied moist and rubbed till

It dYire. If the skin be very tender, collodion
painted over it i. useful. Broken chilblains should
W drwwed with resin ointment or Peruvian balsam
on lint.

Cbltln, the substance which forms most of the
hard part* of jointed footed animals (arthropod*),
•uch a* crustaceans, insect*, and spiders. It

was discovered by Odier in 1823, but regarded
erroneously a* free from nitrogen ;

rediscovered

by I,ns**igne in 1843; and since then recog
meed in all the four chief classea of arthropod,
and in some other types. Huxley ha. given
nn account of it* formation in the crayfish.

Chitin bu been demonstrated in many arthropods,

also in the pen of cuttlo-fishre (Molluseu), and
in the stalk and shell of Lingula analina, a
hrarhiopod. It* presence is at least probable ina nther case*. In arthropods it ia not con

to forming the firm and often very hard
exoskeleton, hut occurs internally in supporting
plate*, &c. among the tissue*. In tbe crayfian
it seems even to form the -heath of the strong
ventral nerves. In arthropod* the greater portion
of the gut is formed a* an intneking of the outer
skin (ectoderm) from in front and behind, and the
resulting portions known a* fore- and hind-gut are
also lined by this chitin, which frequently exhibit
special internal thickenings for food-grinning pur-
pose*. The chitinous coating or cuticle is formed

name Folyplatopkorr,, alluding to the multiple
shell-plate*, hasWn bestowed. Nor is the order

a small one Of the genu. Chiton alone over 400
species have been recorded, and other smaller genera
are al»> distinguished. The British species are
small; those from warmer climate* sometimes
measure 3 to 4 inches In length. They are un-
doubtedly representative* of a primitive type, and
include numerous fossil form, from the Silurian
onwards They are not. however, the simplret
gasteropoda, for a few other forms, known It U
true with low fullness, exhibit the same reecoUal
feature* in even simpler expression Three are^aj

and P run-omenta, and (A) the single genus Chsrto-
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ChIorine{f)m.Cl; atom. *L 35’5; fir. eA/dror,

' pale green '
)

is h non-metallie element discovered
by Scbcele in 177-1. and named by him dtphUyUli-
rated marine. air, Afterward*. in 1810. Davy
proved it to be an elementary body, and gave it the
name which it now bear* In nature it i* always
found in a ^tate of combination. I'nited with
Midium, Na. it ocean* very largely; a* the chloride
oi nodiiiin, Nad—common *alt— in the ocean; in
lar^e beda, a* rock-salt; in all natural water*,
including even rain-water; in clays, soils, lime-
htone; in volcanic incrustation*; and in the vege
table and animal kingdoms. The preparation of
gaaeouH chlorine by its liberation, directly or in-
directly. from common salt, has Urn hilly described
under R(.r,*CHIN<: I’owukb, which is the form in
which chlorine is prepared and employed commer-
cially. For experimental purpose* the gas may
be received in jan* tilled with warm water at the
pneumatic trough, when the chlorine risen into the

jar, ami displaces the water. \l lien thus obtained
it \h a yellowish green gas with a iwenlur and
Hutlocaiing odour. i> not combineible. and i- a very
feehle supporter of ordinary combustion. A lighted
candle placed in it hums with a very smoky name,
owing to tin* hydrogen of the nil alone burning, while
the Carlam is liUmleil. Several of the metals,
such ns antimony, copper, ami arsenic, in a line

state of division, or in the condition of thin leaves,

ut once laconic red hot. and hum when introduced
into the gns. A piece of thin |*per soaked in

turpentine likewise hursts into Hame. Chlorine i»

a very heavy giu*. nearly 2) time* heavier than air.
its a|M)cifir gravity Uing 2 470 (air HjOO); it i»

soluhie in cold water to the extent of two volume*
of chlorine in one of water, and y ields a solution
resembling the gas in colour, odour, and other
properties The principal pioprrtim of chlorine

are time of a bleacher of cotton and linen |*e*

IlLKACHtNU) and a most powerful Disinfectant
II' v. I ltd hy pressure and

cold into a transparent dark greenish yellow limpid
liquid, with a •necific gravity of |*Ml (water

I 0U0 ). which also |*w*sc-*«-* bleaching properties
ami a most powerful odour. On the animal s\*tem
chlorine act*, in i er\ minute ipiantity, by produc
ing a sensation of warmth in the respiratory
passage-, ami increasing th» *x|*vtoration

; in

large ipiantltv. by causing sjiasin of flit glottis,

violent cough, and a feeling of *ntf*nation. The
workmen in chemical manufactories, who get

accustomed to the chlorine in small <|uantitic*.

are generally stout at least, lay mi fat—bat com-
plain of acidity in the atoraarh. which they correct

by taking chalk, and also suffer from the comsdon
of their teeth, which are eaten away to stumps.

The antidote* to the evil effects of the introduction

of chlorine into the lungs are the inhalation uf the
vapour of water, alcohol, ether, uc chloroform

;
but

the Utter two should never be rioted to except
under medical supervision.
Chlorine form* with other stiUUnecw a ver\

largs ii u hi I m* r of chemical compound*. .Mixed with
hydrogen in c.,iml volume*. and exposed to sunlight
or flame, tiniori take* place with expkwdve energy,
and hydrochloric acid, lit *1. i» produced. This
ai hl hums an extensive elasa of salt* called *hhtrt*U%
l
***** llviMcm'ilLimii: Ai'IIH. but many of these
limy >*« produced l»v the direct c<mil»ifiatiofi of
chlorine with the metal*. as in the e\|*Timents
•iPM'iiltcl I lilnrim* if|iliim nihri rlnifni.
»r "f iilimm in nru*iii>~ r..ni|.iiin.U, lorimoj;
ailnrn <li'rivntit<*“ In cmnliinnlion w ith rartan arul
li.vlrnj'-n ii Imiiu- runny -iil-ranre». aiiiontf which
(lilohiforin

I >|
v

i i» |.-r lnt|.. chief. ( lilnrine form-
-illi nxyui'ti n -orim nl h\yj>i-ii aci.l. vi*. Him-

Hr III.: rhloric. IKio,;
nnd IVr.lil..ric Arid. HHO,; tlie more iui|ir>rtant™ which Mr*. r..f..rrc<l t« llll'lcr «*-|>ilint<-

4'hloroil) lit* i* « |uiit"ii( mmlieine «f on-
«ii|prnltlo i«o|>uliuitv, invented Ity Hr .Inmr^ • ’••Hi*

I(rowin' (1XI1» XII. lull Inryely imitated hy varinm*

ehemb«t« It column- chlnrol.tnn. j>iu»»ir

arid, mid jmdmhU linlimi lieni|>. and i« lUvnmcd
with -Ilnur mnl |n*|>|>ennint. A* u U ant t*.

Httpiinilr into two lii|iiiiN on “tundiiijj. it “li'Mild

never lie taken unU~- it ha- |trcvin«i-ly l»*cn well

dllikrll ; mnl m>. in Inkin'* A dn~e of cliloimH ne. the

l>atient -walhov- .in unknown .ni.nitity of thrrr
or four of the <l.*iv« 1 1ii—

t
|>oL«iii- with wliieh »r nre

ncijiminteil. it i- nlw&y“ mlvi-ahlc to U*^in with
munll (Iostk. It i“ uiu|uentionnh|y a coiu|>«in<l

which Honietime- 'Uccectl* in nllnyin*_* i>ain aii.1

iniliirinK "lecjt » hen o)tintr. liAve f-iilcl : Imt
w hether a (ihy-icUn i“ justified in iccontinenHinj:

a remedy with the e»ni|H*>itinn of wliieh lie t» un-

Acnuaintetl f a doubtful question. To meet thU
dirficoltv tlie MolicAl Council, in tin* IKSi edition
of the Briti-h I’lonmAoii-riA. Itave intn-luced tl»e

tincture of chloroform And moqJiiA. which |.rarti

eAlly re(imeAte rhloroilyne. Five to 6 fteen dnijo
i» the Average done.

Chloroform. CHCI,. «». .li-o.vered ah a
chemical nn<Mlv al.iat tin- ante time ( 1X31

|
hy

Cutline in Anierira. I.m-I.i^' in Crnuany, and
Souhriran in France Siam. Iioaeirr. it> pro-
pertie- Ah a Htimolaat alien taken internally
attracted Attention. And when in 1X47 it »a»
I.fought into priuninrnt notice a» *n an.r -1 belie l»y

Sir Jninr. Siuipo*. it »a> At once rrc*-niM>l a-
.Hie of the uio-t lahiAlJe font (ihxtilMr. of clrt-ruicAl

“Cienr.- to uilh-iiiio Imimaity. See A\.»>rilK“IA.
rhlofoforin i- rumpnel of l‘J |«it- of rArUin.

I |«rt of hvlro^ea. And lost nul> of chlorine. It

may I* |«i»Iiht>I in xwul «.«»>. Imt in thi«
ronniry at h-a-i tin: pi'^e— h\ which it in .J'lainel
fl'HU Me.whin" i.'W.h-r h> the nnl> one a«lo|He«l
•>n the lar^e M-.ile Tlie inatrnaU etui.loicd are
MeAcliin^ |«.wder. .ilcaded. Alwl water. The Uracil
'»« |*»»'ler aihI walei are mi\r.l together to foiiu

a thin cieam, I Ik* alnJed A<hlr<l. and the wUile
l>l.v»l in a capaciow' -till, connected with MiitaUe
chi.len-ini: Apy>ara!ii<>. tin tlie A|.|.licnli.m of heat
the »mt.*nt. rapidly froth up. and even though
|Ik* external Applh ali'm of l>rat le 't«H'ite«l. the
rhemienl action i- <i.4rat that the elilorofnrni

dSlih o\er ia|mll\ ahia^ with water and auy
e\re». of alroled A- « ol4au>e.| il i« eery iunmie,
aiel rrquii*. to hr ranfallr I icaid with •nlidiuric

and. and then ic.li-till.d hrforr it m for
nni-thelic hire elihuofoim i« a limpid,
Iiiidule, colourlrw. wdatile liquid, with a rhaiarirr
i-tir ..hair, and a powerful .werti-h la-te. When
diluted with alcohol it enter* into the com p ..it ion
of artificial fruit rw-ener-. to whkli it give, a
Mavour akin to tlial of ripe apple*. It i- a venr
heavy liquid. it» *|wciSc rratilv being about |*.V»
(water I «*»». ami a* it dorw n<H readily mix
with or dtHod.e in water, it fall, to the I'mttom
Wlien )>'iirnl into a »r—el <d that liquid, forming
a di-tmet layer. (Iilomform i. rea<lily miwrilde
with alcohol ami ctlier, ami it dboolvc camphor,
amlier. gulla percha, wax. Mack and red -ealmg.
wax. iodine, aad IntHnine. a. well a> -tryclinme
and otlier alkahml*. It di>~d>r. a .mall iroi-ir.
lion of water, Ivins alwi -lightly -olulde in that
liquid. Chloroform |. not coailai-liUe in the
ordinary wn- of the term. l«it wlwo it- vaj-.Hr i*
Iwoiiolit m cimlact with Hame it imparting
a green tint to it, ami irritating fume- are pro-
dm-*.l. Pure chloroform i* not met with in
eoimnerre owing to the le.vlim*- with which it

fk-romi-ee. wlien exj.Mxl to light. In .*der to
joevent thi» a -mall poq-Htino alcohol is added,
tho-pecilic gra* ity Icing Ihu. redm-ed from I SUO
!• ISB7. Mhen on III* hand no
•lasagmxibk* mlmr sltoakl !<• notkrahl*. and wlirn
shaken will MilpliHiic arid only a very slight
discolorAt h4i of tlir ami (due to the mil pm-
|M>rlt*>n >4 *lndn»l) »1i«>uM Bosi«lcs it*

ann^cltrtic pfuf^rtim. wlnrh arr rl-r«hw ilis

rr.«*e*| AlUXTHUM), cblnroh.fm is used in
inrslirmr hmh *\trtnally ss.l lateinally. When
applied t«. tl»* skin or an\ *.f th^ nin«s»«% mrm
I4anr* it art* *« n ^mrrfiil irritant. |-r<sluctng a
Iaiming script stn. nod on this aremnt it is nl
valur as an A|'|di«-*!i<tn in rbrnmattsm. lumliago.
•nil iHuralgia. As an applh^itnMi to a decaynl
t-4li IU art ion I- tttnf.Jd, as a stimulant and
ronntrr iiritant Imrally. ami *l*o to a |«artial extrnt
o>on atm-stlirtir. Takrn internally, tlUutcd with
alrohoi. it a |M»wrrfnl >timuUnt. and rrmlily
nnslllrrs a stsrrir* of iMnlkltiiNi. It is h\ vtmr
lialntuallv taken As a namxir luvwfv. As chloric
ether. A prodart diXille«l from hlcarhing imwder.
and euntAining rlikuoform. it enters inUi the cx>m
(swition of cough mixture, jack me ups. Ac.

f hlorophy II, a* its name implies, is leaf <jrten %

tlie ordinary colouring nutlet of t rgetation. Micro-
examination *.f |4ant tissues show^ it *sm#.

time* lo tinge tlie nlmle pn*t**p)asin of the cell

( though nrrrr l

I

k- cell sap l Much mow grnerallv.
however, it i* rdlrTtel into detinite bulks, the
ni called chlorophyll granule*, or Itw fmjuently, as

in si4ne .»f tin- h»wrr alga . arrang>-«l in starlike

masses (Zxgnrmai or spiral lan*l* (Siar<»g\ ra). A
brief imvnervi«4i *»f tlie *|ecivi»en in ansdsi) sutfices

to dissolve .nit tin- chlorophyll, ami lea%e tlie ftfn
d the chh»r«*|JivII Usln-s unailere* I ; ami tlie **du
that may then le r«4ivmientl> stiulir*! in a fresh

state, ns it gradually ftule* *»ri keeping. It in <d a
deep rich grrrii by transinitte«l. but of charartenHtic
deeji red colour h\ relh-rte*l light

;
in a word, ix

highly fluorescent. The al^orptinn sjantruiii is

«|uiu* character i-atic
; yet the complex nature of the

**u l^lance i* strongly argue*! f*»i mi the ground of
th.- fol hming «'\|H*riineiit. Shake up the alcoholic
solution mill lieu/ud, luid when the two fluid* have
bail time to >*M»ar*t*\ wc lire! the green to have
disAp|«cartsL The lighter alcohol alxnv in now uf a
strongly yd low hue. while th.- subjacent U*nxnl is

of a distinctly Iduisli green. To these colouring
matter* tlie natiien .Von and aie
com iinoily given \\ hije their >M'| Pirate sjs'ctm are
«|Utte elinriu teristie. th**ir eonilutied Hpectruiu oeeiiis

l*. restore that *»f rlilorophv II. The hitter sub
stiinee resell

•
Men the Hue green oflmring matter of

"••me of the Iowi-m alg.i- < t lm*illatoiia, \'e. ). while
the \ el low siihwttiH** icealU that n( many luid*
and flower*. Otheis. however, maintain that these
‘ulstwirt^ are n-allv the trunk of u deslmetive
*lec*mi|Mr«iti«m of true ehloioiiliyll

;
while fiiiutier

has even i*r**|Mr»s| gn*en needle like rr>*tnb wliidi
lie regards ru% ehtorophyll in n nitre state The
rhrmieal <*uniM^iti«»n of clihir«»iih> Il is uUmi matter
of fonsi.leralde ditlu iilt.v, both on account of it*

ow n easy «trs*«»»ii|iMilril
1

1

\ .
and its Uung necessarily

Aceo»n|iani«*<l h> othei extmctiw Hul^tance^
;
thus

the t|i»e*tion <*f the prcMUive nr nlnenrc of iron has
much .leUle.l, n matter whirl M?cm« hi in-

dirate \aimhility of coinjs^it ion. Thia ih further
borne out by the labours of s|irrtrosropiHtM. Thu*
in addition to the fannliur well detined analogous
colouring matteis wliieh rlmmcteno- rrs|H*ctivdy
the blue green alga-, the brown ami the nsl <se‘e

KhaWKKIk), reseatdies siieh as those of Sorhv and
other* seem to indicate n tiuinln'r of varieties too
numerous even for enumeration This varietal
range, however, may U»*t lw ai»proaclii*l after
eorisidering tlie condition^ id which chlorophyll i*

forme* I. tlf the chemu al fact-os little can lie said
«*vc that the presrme of iron in the soil seems to
la- .mite iitdi»|Nttu\h|e

j the physical conditions
are, however, simpler.

A aiftltieirnt t4*ui|ieratiire i* necessary to the for
mation of ehlorophdl; f.*i spallings from 4* t*i KM!,
1- iiig a iiiitiiiiiiim. while the process |s Maid to take

B
‘%re most rapid Is , on the average, at alanit 3.V V.

k- ni«s*i ioi|s»r taiit comlition is. however, the pre*
ence of light

;
with late except ion*. nUiit* cannot

form any chloi<»ph\ II in darkness The hlanohiiig
of «I-Iciy or leek* is a familial instance of this, or
conversely, the grveri coating ac«|iiire«l hy a iMitat**

tulirr where it happen- to have lieen denuded of its

Covering of earth. Slumts foriiftcit hi darkness form
colouring matter imle* d. hut only of u pule yellow
hue. the on called rttu/ia after a very brief rX)Msuro
to light, especial

I v if direct sunshine, chlorophyll
appears, aupnrenth 1} direct transformation of the
former. The otliei colouring mattem of plant*
are -Miietimes in protophu*m granules (chroino
pU«ts). hut more fic«|iient)y also hi solution in the
sap; and Uieir freminently an? present in such/vbuiul
ance, fA|4cially in the epidertnis, Ae.. as to mask
the chlomphylf altogether. happen* especially in

•o many «if *»ur hothouse plants with ihcorativc
leave* The general tendency of research i^ to

indicate that all the phenomena of plant colour
seem intimately connected with what we iiih) tcilil

the general life history of clilorophdl Thu* the
yellow M and reik of young sloots and leaves in
spring may l*r interpreted a* having some relation
U» the devchipmeiit of chlorophyll, if not ali«olutely
Stages of the proems ; while the satin- suggestion
via* with regard to tie- colouring matten- of
flower*, which arr similarly t** lie regarded as
imperfectly vegetative dints, although in tliUease
through the onset of the reproductive fiinctiun.
instea-l of inerelx by reoaon of irnmatunty. Finally
also with regard to the autumnal hues, in which
the chlorophyll pigment seems to l*c disintegrating
through colour stages analogous to those of its

evolution in spring, or of its arrestment in the
flower. In favour of such a view evidence is forth
coining from either end of the vegetable kingdom.
Thus Cienkowflkv has shown that in the case nf

certain unicellular nlg.e, which like the common
I’riituroreu* of rain-water, prwsess red pigment as
well a** gioen when |>aKsing into the resting stage,
the quantity of retl may be increo^exl in proiiortion

as autumnal conditions arr reproduced by artilicially
lowering the teni|H-iHture. ami r/>c rrr*d. The
oanie ex (Aliment may l>e made with the common
Semperv ivuins, Sdluuia, &c*. whose leases Income
more or Im red in autumn or w inter . tliuav of
Thuja ( Arbor Vitfr

)
similarly i>ecoiiie bmwnish,

but recover themselves in spring. Aiming almost
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all cultivated plant®, varitgaUU varieties tend to

arise, that in to Rav, we have certain rrl) *»f

the leaf-parenchyma ftartituU? of chlorophyll. The
condition® of thfe are ntoenre \ ariegatki>
PlaNTS); but it i* noteworthy that this lo*» *>1

rhlnrophyll may al»n take place in lower plant*.

that there i* romtiderahlt! ground for ri|f*r«liiij*

at 1
Ctiit many apparent ftm^i asMinply olgir which

have di'Konerateii in thin respect through parasit

inm. Phanerogamous parasites like Toothworf
(q.v.) or Dodder (q.v.l similarly become almost
completely blanched.

Chlorophyll apparently identical with that of

green part* of ufanu, can I* experimentally de
rnonntrated in the tissues of certain animals; and
although thin has in many case* been shown to l»e

due to the presence of symbiotic algii* <*r« Sym-
li Ioars h there remain caw -e.g. Ifyira riru//#,

%Sre., ami at the very least Parmturnum nrv/e, in

which we have umlcmublv intrinsic chlocopnyll,

ami I bin of truly vegetable function

The development of nur knowledge with respect

to the functions of chlorophyll i*»ttll far from com*

plete, and may in any case Ik? more conveniently

treated under L>:.\r and Vegktablk Physiology

( q.v.l ;
Murtice it then-fore to state here tlieelemrn*

tary and eMtntial fact that it* presence m every

cum? constantly amuimUil with the |>n>ce*» <>l

itSMMiiatioH, or elaUrJlCtun of new products bv help

of the energy of sunlight, upon which the continued

intuition of the green idnllt iIciwihU
;
and of which

the formation of starch with «u*ct»iii|H»Uion of car

In.iiic aidivdride and di-engagement of oxygen are

the ime*t ohv |ott* chemical icnidt*.

4Tiokc-tlarnp. abo called nfltr (Limp or /ouJ

•

damp, in the carbonic acid gas given off by coal

which accumulates in coal-mines, and may suffo-

cate those ex nosed to it It is distinguished from
firedamp, the niamh-gas or light carburetud
hydrogen which causes the explosions

t'liolrstrrlu, C»HMO0 is a fatty miUunc*.
origins II v found in gall iitonr#, but now known to
bo prteeht in the yolk of egg, the blood corposclee.
milk, and other animal Hinds, as well sa in |»ra*.

barley, rye, See. It is soluble in alcohol and
Other, and separates from its solutions in glistening
nacreous scales.

4lt ro in I ta in (ayn i <V, atom, weight. .V2-3) is a
metal. cnlhM ‘colour ‘I from the many-
mlnure<l compound^ it produce** It was discovered

bv Vauqtielin in I7U7, in the chromate of lead,

rhi’rl),, on#* of its rater oir* As chrome iron
ore. KeOf.'rjOt, ir is extensively dUlrlbutcd in

Auicricn. Sweden. Hungary. Ac
The metal Iiilh Wen obtained in several modi ft*

cation*. one of which U so icfractory as to l»e

infusible at a trniperntur** sutheient to volatilise

platinum, while it may be heated to redness with
out oxidation, and r«d*t* the action of moat aci#ls.

Another variety is a |«wdet which hums brilliantly

when heated m mr, and is readily dissolved hy

acids. The metal itself has not leen employed in

the arts, but initnv nf the eliromatew xrc much used
in painting and colouring. Chromium forms four
compounds with oxygen, of which the chief are

chromic oxide. CV/lj. and chromic acid, CfO*.
Chromic oxide (chrome green

)
possruea a bright

green colour, ami i* the colouring ingredient in the
emerald. Owing to its indestructibility by hrat,

it U ummI in porcelain painting ;
while, being non-

poisonous, it h now introduced as a sulutitute for

the dangeiout arsenical green pigments which were
formerly universally cinployetl in the manufacture
nf w all jMipers.

Cltmiiik aeid or anhydride, CrO,. forma dark-

red crystals, containing no water. When strongly

heated it becomes iiieaudcsceAt, ami is converted

into chromic oxide. It forms several claws of

salts ! tin? Chroimttt*
%
»ucl» as chromate of lead,

Pb('r0
4

; the Bii'hrmnatu. of which bichromate of
potash, K.X’r/);, or K*02( ‘Hk, is an example

;
and

the trichronmte* *n«f tetraenromates, which are
uniiiiportant.

ChrwHiiU of Lead, PbCr04, ii well known to

artists a* ' chrome yellow.' It is readily preoared
by mixing h solution of acetate of lead with one

of chromate of potmb. When l>oite<i with lime,

its bright yellow colour disappears, and a scarlet

Ifeidc chromate is obtained, which is used in the
dyeing of calico.

firornate of Poinsh % K,C r.-O*. is prepared from
chrome ironstone, by calcination with chalk and
carlxinutc of pnlanli, arul subsequent treatment
with nitric acid. It forma large red crystal*, and
ha* many u*e» in the art*. When added to a solu-

tion of gelatine and allowed to dry. it i* found that
on exposure to light the gelatin becomes insoluble,
and a l>a*rd un this property ha* been used
to some extent in

agent in galvanic
while mixed with sulphuric acid it is used in the
bleaching of oil*.

f "hror trie acid and its talt* are all more or less

ring to their corrosive and oxi

photograpM^^As^an oxidising

Utwrira il i» veiy eArll'f,

potsonott*.

action on organic
Chrome Steel containing a small ana .anaDie

percentage of chromium. u highly valued in America
lor ite toughnena and strength.

variable

Churns are machine* used for (lie production
of butter from cream or from whole milk. By
agitation the butter globules are thrown again.it

each other until after a period which vane* in

length with the quality of the butter-fat, tbe tem-

perature. and the condition of ‘ ripeness.’ «r incipient
acidity of the cream. Churn* are of great lariety

in form and diraenaioi from the ladies' glass hand
churn producing a few ounce* of butter at a time,

to one driven bv water, •tram, or horse-tower, and, -power,

churning the whole milk of a dairy at one opera
The pluA'ti churn or thump c

the oUeU ami most simple varieties.
uon. churn

uuru/ht hand chum seen in country place* is per-

hap. the best known form of it. but the principle

u equally applicable to larger churns The Mr
chum, either •d.long or cubical, is stationary like

the latter, the action l«ing brought about by
•dashers' or 'works* made to revolve on a hon-
rontal spindle passing through iu centre.

K'l olvtitj chums, taking the shape of a boa or

barrel, are supported from two point* on a rigid

framework, so that the whole body of the chum u
turned round at the rale of forty to fifty revolutions

per minute by a crank handle after the fashion of

an ordinary grindstone. Sometime* the motion is

a simple rotatory one. as when the barrel is sup-

ported from the centre of both ends, giving it the
position of n Urrel rolling on the ground. It may
also be hung from two corresponding points, on* on
each aide, ami occupy an upright position while at

re»L The action u then called end over end.'

An eccentric notion is given hy hanging the body
unevenly. Tltese chum* also contain 'dasher*' or

•diaphragms' which increase the agitation of the
man. Their great advantage ia the e*»e with

which they can he worked—a matter of firet import-
ance when hand lalmur is employed. Smnmng or

'cradle' chum- are iccreaaing in favour, tecauaa

they are so eitreniely easily worked, ineipenniva,

and simple, and l<cau-e they contain no movahla
' dashers,' which demand much care and labour in

keeping them *w»*t ami clean. The body,

slating of an elongated bo*, may t*

by four chains oe thin iron rods, or it mar bs

carried on four Hat. Hesihle iron supports. It ia

pushed an that it swings hark wards and forwards,

giving the cream within n course which assumes

the form of tire figure 8. The Hcistern chum ia

upright and rigid lu dashers, which are attached
to a iwrpendicular -haft, are worked at high speed.

Thu enables the operator to reduce the tempera-
ture of the cream by nearly 10" P., as compared

with the temperature at which it ia put into an

ordinary chum Churning ia then done in summer
at 50* F.. which gives the resulting butter product

much greater firmness and a better texture.

f hataey, an E*M Indian condiment, V*ry
larvely used in India, and to a considerable extent
in Britain. Indian clmtaey is a compound of mao
goes, chillies or Capsicum (q.v. ). and lime-juke,
with some portion of other native fruit*, such as
tamarinds, Arc., the flavour being heightened by
garlic. It is -oraetime* manufactured for sale in

England. Families occasionally make it for their
own uae. and employ the following ingredients

:

Chillies. I to It lb. i
apple*. I lb. : rod tamarinds.

2 Ih. ; sugar candy. I lb. ; fre*h ginger root. I* lb ;

rlie, 4 to # lb.
;
sultana raisins. I

j i
lb. ; fine salt,

distilled vinegar. & bottle*.

Chyle. Chyme: Food, having been partially
digested and ahwnbed in the stomach, is then passed
on into the small intestine. It Is of a pulpy con
atsteney. and ia termed thyme. Both digestion
and absorption continue in tbe small intestine
(*ec Digestion L Of tbe digested chyme a portion
find* ite way directly into the blood-reaaela of
the intestine. Nearly all the fat. however.

n?

into a special system of Lymphatic* (q.v.l termed
larteaU These lacteal «e»«ub lie in the walls
oi the intestine, and. during the fasting condi-
tion. are filled with a waterv looking fluid called

lymph, which exude* from the neighbouring blood-
vroela. During absorption, however, the lacteals.

in addition, become filled with th* absorbed fat

which is in a state of minute subdivision. This
gives the eky/e, as it is now termed, a milky
appearance. The lacteals convey the chyle into a
large vessel, the thoracic duct, which filially con-

duct* it into tbe large veins at the root of the
neck, where it mixes with the blood. One may
observe the lacteal* on opening the abdomen of

an animal killed some lew hours after a full

meal containing fat When fillod with chyle they
resemble white threads branching in the substance
of the mesentery — a membrane stretching between
tbe intestine and the back of the abdomen, Micro-
soopkally chyle consists of a fluid containing
minute fat-globule* and a fuw corpuscles, similar

to white blood-corpuscles. Chyle is alkaline in

reaction, and coagulate* when withdrawn from the

body. It may be looked noon as lymph plus the

fat which has been absorbed. It contoms ( I )
Pro-

teids, such as serum-albumen, scrum-globulin, and
fibrinogen. Fibrin is formed during the process of

coagulation. (2) Fata—palraitin, stearin, oloin,

andnUo cholestorin and lecithin. (3) Extractive*,

notably urea and grape-sugar. (4) Salt*, especi-

ally sodium-chloriue.

Clratrination tLat. Cicatrix, •« -car
' i. tbe

process of healing or skinning over nf an ulcer or

broken surface in the skin or in u mucous mem-
brane, by which a fibrous material nf a dense resist-

ing character, covered by u protecting layer of

epithelium, is .ulslituled for the lost texture. The
new tissue in such a case is called the cicatrix,

ami usually resembles U. a considerable extent the

structure which it replaces
;

il is, however, less

elaatic, and from it* shrinking in volume mav pro-

duce an appearance of puckering. This shrinking
sometime* leads u> serious result*, especially after

extensive Bum* fo.v.). The gland- and other

special structures of the original tissue are w anting

in the cicatrix, which, however, perform- perfectly

well, in most instances, the office of protection to

the parts below the surface. See iNEl.AMMATiOH
and L’lckkaTION.

(Inna bar, an ore of mercury, from which

almost all the mercury of commerce ia obtained.

Chemically it ia a sulphide of mercury containing

M-2 part* of mercury' end >*'* o* aulphur. It

occur* both crystallised and maaeive, not unh»-

quentlv di—eminated. It* cryaUla are aix-aided

prisma It varit* from perfectly opaque to elniret

transparent: ha* an adamantine, almost metallic

lustre, and a carmine colour, with a bright scarlet

streak. 1U specific gravity is If lo 82. Hepatic

Cinnabar, so called from iu liver-brown colour, ia a

variety containing a little carbon. Cinnabar some

time* ocenrs in primitive rocke, but more frequently

in those of tbe onal formation. Tbe einoabar mine*

of Almaden. in Spain, have been worked for about

2300 year*, and have been surpassed in productive-

neae by those of New Almaden in California.

Cinnataar mine* exist also in Idria, Ceraiany,

Hungary, Peru, China, and Japan. Cinnabar 1»

used a* a pigment under the name of Vermilion.

Cinnamic Add. C.H.CH = CHCOOH. exists
in tbe free state in the hal-aiu- of Tolu and Peru,
in liquid storax, and in gum heumin. When oil

of cinnamon (see Mow) is exposed to the air, it

*>*orba oxygen and dejio-ita crystal- of cinnamic
acid. Cinnamic acid forms colourless crystals
readily soluble in alcohol, ether, and boiling
water, hut sparingly soluble in odd water. It is

not of any uii|strtance in the arts, mid i- elilclly

interesting as lieing the acid eonesi-inding to
oil of cinnamon. This nil is the aldehyde nf

cinnamic acid, and is represented hy the formula
C.H.CH = CHCOH. Although i.omcnc with oil

of cassia, it has a -lightly different tlavuur. and
i* much more expensive.

' Both of these oils arc
employed in tnolicine as aromatic stimulant*, hut
chiefly as pleasant adjuncts to di-gui-c the taste of
nauseous drugs. From a chemical point of view,
the cinnamic acid and oil nf cinnamon are ivlatod
to Henroic Acid (q.v.l and Oil of Bitter Almonds
(o.v.). Ben coir acid is regarded as C,II,COOH.
while the oil of hitter almond- i* the corresponding
aldehyde C,H,COH. On oxidation cinnamic acid
i* changed into Iwnuiic ncul.

Circle. Mack*, a -pace in which son-ereiw were
wont to protoi-t tliem-clvc* from the fury nf (lie

e»il -pints they hod raised. This circle was
usually formed on a piece of ground about nine
fee! -quare tin the East seven feet appears to
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l'»vc been considered sufficient). in tin: midst of
linrk forest, churchyard, vnu It, or othrr lonely

Bin! dismal spot. It was dc»eril>ed »t midnight in
certain conditions uf the moon ami weather. In-
"«'!« the "<iter circle wn* nnother somewhat lew. in
the centre nf which the sorcerer had hi* wit. The
*I ,IU

’M !*•tween the circle*. ns well at between the
parallel line which inclosed the larger one, were
hllr.1 * with all the holy name* of fin.)/ ami n
variety of other character* Mim*»c.| to lie potent
against the powers of evil, without the protection
of thin circle, the magician. it wa« believed, would
have Wen curried oil by the spirits, a* lie would
have l»eeii hud ho by chance got out of the
channc.l space. Another figure which, described
upon the ground, enuhl luir the omuage of a .lemon,
wa« the I'tutitifiitm. ltea.len.of Faust will renieni-
her its ellect ii|»on Mephistnphclc*.

Circulation, in Anatomy and Physiology, la

the term used to designate the course of the blood
from the heart to the most minute blood vessel,
(the Capillaries. o.v.), and from these back to the
heart. To simplify the consideration of the subject,
we shall consider-HU the General Anatomy, t II.)
the Comparative Anatomy. ( III. ) the Physiology,
and ( IV. ) the History.

I. The organs of circulation consist of the heart,
arteriee, veins, snd capillaries. The course of the
blood through three organs will be best elucidated

by the aid of n diagram, which is eoually applicable
lor all other mnnimixl* aa well as for man, ami for

diagram. commencing
with the light mirifle, J/i
A. The right auricle

fOhlmcting Upon the XVvVc' vl-

'

venous or impure blond -/ :V
with which wo suppose
it to be filled, drive* this Fig 1.- Di*«rsai of Cir
into the right ventricle, oaUtin* Byrtsm (from

B, through an opeuing Usnls).

C
arded by a triplo (or
cuspid )

valve, which almost entirely prevents tbs
regurgitation of the blood from the ventricle into
the auricle. The ventricle, B, being now filled,

contracts, and as the blood cannot return into the
auricle, it is driven along the dark vessel, c,

which is the pulmonary artery, conveying the blood
It the lungs. At ita commencement it ts guarded
by crescent. shaped (semilunar! valves. which en-
tirely prevent the blood which has once been pro-

£
lied into the pulmonary artery from re-entering
s ventricle. The pulmonary artery gradually

divides into smaller and smaller branches, which
ultimately emerge into capillaries freely distributed
over the interior of the air cells of the lungs. There
the blood gives off carbonic acid gas, and absorbs
oxygen, becoming thereby 'pure.' The capillaries,

in which the blood is purified, gradually unite to
form larger vessels, and finally the blood ia collected
into the pulmonary veins, which pour their con-
teuta into the left auricle. C. Thence it ia pro-

pelled into the left ventricle. D. through an open-
ing guarded by a double (mitral or bicuspid) valve,
which entirely prevents the reflux of the blood.
The left ventricle contracts and drives it* content*
into the large artery, e, or Aorta (q.v.), which
by meaaa of its various branches supplies the whole
body with nure blood. From the aorta and he

There the blood undergoes important changes
associated with the bile secreting and glvcogen-
forming functions of tlic liver. The blood, enter-
ing tin- liver from two sources, from the portal
vein and from the hepatic artery, leaves it by the
hepatic vein., which join the inferior vena cava.
It i» aU. ini|*ortant to notice the entirely distinct
set nl vtvwd* known ax lymphatics, which conduct
the products of digestion into the veins (see
Lymph).

Tlie above docrilied double circulation I through
the lung, am! through the laxly) la exhibited by
the blood from the time of birth during the whole
period of life. The circulation of the blood, how-
ever, begins before birth—indeed, at a very early
period of intra-uterine or ftrlal existence ; and
the circumstance that before birth the lung, do
not act as organs of respiration induces a very
important modification in the course of the Wood
in Iulsl life which will be described under FiKTt'B.

II. I’vunmnitii't.—The circulatory system in man,
as above drocrilwd, may serve as type of the bighcet
development, differing but slightly from that of
oilier niaiiiiiials. nr that of birds. It is convenient
now to begin at the other end. and to note briefly
tlie sahrnt steps of prngrexa in the gradual evolu-
tion of tlie system throughout the animal series,

In ihr unicellular animals the movement of the
protoplasm and the s|iecial activity of 'contractile
vacuole*/ represent, to some extent at least, a
circulatorv function More the appearance of any
system. The canals which so completely irrigate
a sfionge, likewise illustrate in low expression a cir-
culatory system not yet »c|«rat«d off from tlie others.
InCu-lenterates. too. Hie system is still unseparated :

•gastro vascular* prolongations of the alimentary
cavity penetrate the body, aa may be verv well
seen in the disc of a common jelly-fish. In tho
loser worm-types also, where no diatinct body-
cavity is yet developed, the nutritive fluid simply
diffuses through the body, ami no vascular system
ia differentiated. Hut in higher worm# there is

generally a body cavity, and with it the gradual
appearance of a definite vascular system. In some
we simply find a lluid moving in tho laxly -cavity,

occasionally clear, usually with corpuscles i in
ollirra, iKirtiona of the l.idy-cavity arc separated
off as blood spare*, or eventually as Wood vessels:
throe may remain in connection with the general
cavity, or may at length form a closed system,
The manifold worm-type* afford aWiudant illustra-
Uon of all the stages in this differentiation. In
the bristle-footed worms (Chn'U>|>ods. q.v.), and
in some others, the perfecting of the Wood-drivlnn
mechanism may be instructively traced. Often a
doreal vessel is diffusely contractile, has frequently
the ventral

; or there may lw contractile connecting
loops between doraal and ventral vessels, as in tho
earthworm ; or lastly, a special region in the
dorsal vroscl may become the main seal of tlie
vascular contractility. Such a dorsal heart is

fonnd from this point onwards throughout the
Arthropods and Molluscs. (The well developed
and very difficult vascular system of Kchinoderms,
which co-exists with an abundant body-cavity
fluid with relatively few corjuisclo*. has no special
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severs) contractile lateral veraela niay often be

observed lo enter the doreal vessel
;
in the Peariv

Nautilus, which has four gills, four efferent vessel*

dilating into four indistinct auricle-, enter the

median dorsal heart or ventricle ; in almo*t all

bivalve* the entrant dilatation* or auricle* are

reduced to two, one on each aide ;
while in moat

Gasteropoda and Pteropod* the specialisation haa
gone further, and the heart consist* of a single

auricle and a thicker muscular ventricle. The
latter drives the blood through the body by a single

or double aorta
Passing now with equal brevity through the

vertebrate -erics, we notice first that the heart

arises a* a dilatation no longer of a dorsal, hut of a
ventral vessel. Up to and including amphibian*,
the heart logins aa a specialisation of the 'sub
Intestinal vein ’ in the throat region ; in most, if not

all higher vertebrates, it arises from the fusion of

two vessels. It always lies in a pericardial sac.

( 1 1 Among the degenerate Tunieata there is con-

siderable variety in the vascular system. In one

case no heart is present; in several there are no
definite vessels or blood corpuscle*. The main point,

however, is that in most cases a tubular ventral

heart drives blood to tin* respiratory pharynx. In

all rases where the heart has l**en oIserved, the

direction of it* heats ha* been seen to undergo
reversal at regular short interval*, a phenomenon
which ha* also been noticed as a rarity in certain

worm-type*.
(•2 1 The vascular system of the lancelet or

amnliioxuB is of a peculiarly diffuse and undiffer-

entiated nature. It ha* in one sense no heart,

in another sense many ;
for while there is no main

centre of contractility, there are small pulsating
dilatations at the base* of the vrwwl* paming
to the gill-slit*, while the portal vein ami ventral

vessel in the anterior pharyngeal region are both said

to be contractile. In general course, the circulation

la like that of a lisli
;
the hhssl pawn from ventral

vessel to respiratory region, thence to dorsal aorta,

thence to body, thence by united sub intestinal

vein* to the liver civcuin, and thence to the ventral

vessel from which it started.

(3) In tire Round Mouth* iCyeloatomaU) the

typical Hah-circulation is established. The mus-

cular ventricle drives the blood hy a ventral

vessel ('ventral aorta') to the gill-aara; thence

the purified blood U gathered into efferent dorsal

vessel*, which form in uniting the 'dorsal aorta.

The latter irivoe off branchee lo the greater part

of the body, the head-region being directly
supplied from the anterior efferent branchial*
The Mood returns from the anterior and posterior
regions into a uniting v«-el behind the heart
('the linut vtnosm '

), thence into the receiving

auricle, and from that to the muscular ventricle.

(4) It is enough after the above to notice in

regard to the fishes proper, that with the excep-

tion of the double breathing mud fish (Dipnoi),
the heart never contain* anything but impure
blood, that it drives this wholly to the itepira-

tory organs, and i* in no direct degree 'systemic.'

The ' dorsal aorta ‘ supplying most of the body ia

formed from the union of efferent branchial*,

and does not arise, as in higher vertebrates, from
the heart. It is important to notice that the
five or so arches which spring from the ventral

aorta are almost all quite alike, and arise

(except in Dipnoi) at slight interval* from one
another. A great part of the differentiation

in higher vertebrate* obviously concern* these

aortic arches, which are seen in .
Cyclostomata

and fishes in primitive uniformity, but become
modified in higher verri brutes into the caro-

tids. suh-cliwians. aortic urcluf*. and l-ilmomiry

arteries. Tlw heart of a li-li cnnsi-t* of the .<»"«

reiamis or general junction, running transversely

U-liiml the heart Ipenieting h.-nee onward*,

except in adult bird* niul mammal*). •>! th«

auricle and ventricle, and except ia IcWostet

of a specialised contractile portion "f the latter

known aa the conut arteriosus. A dilatation

of the beginning of the ventral aorta ia dis-

tinguished aa the bnlbus artmosvs. In regard to

the general system, it is worth noticing that in

fishes (a* in amphibians and all reptiles excep*

Chelonian* ) there is a renal portal, a* well as an

hepatic portal system. Veins from the caudal

region of the fish come into the same relations with

the kidneys a* the portal veins do in regard to the

liver. The hepatic veins returning from the liver

do not unite with the other posterior veins, but

enter the sinu venotut independently. Thus fiabca

have no inferior vena eatu. (4a) The Dipnoi are

interesting aa leading on to amphibian*. The

ea c*

F-X. 3.— Arterial Syrfem F« l-ArterUl System

sIFfch: .4 A-phiWa:
ll.hnri:< s«»l. Mtmorsrrt w.nclrt»-fWW:«s.Mfrids;

thrtiaur tactual vr»* ;
v, wnincW

;
r^u» *n<f*

brwhul K »l«** <- «Hi4 ****"»:

UfW* <4 bmrkul Alike*

;

~U; k. briiKfcul vmm f*. ^IMZwm.fmUmmUftitetrZ
krai (ftpdp; m. ***<*> *•; F*. |«t»«ary
HA. mI tk* A. etty

VTJVx.
.Ural H. uury I- My; W4h th*

VHram t*. U

^ mrttei <AfU*

heart receive- pm* as well aa impure blood, drives

blood to lungs in addition to nils, m u> part

systemic (driving purr hhwd in T-rotopteras and

Lepidosirrn through the bnl two pairs of archo.),

ha* the root* of the aortic arches ck-e together,

and is practically three chambered In the-*

respects it rrache- forward lo the condition seen

in those amphibians -l.icl. retain their gills.

131 The heart of amphibians is three chambered,

a right auricle receiving impure blood (rom the

body, a left auricle receiving purified blood from

the lung* or from tile lung* »*
ventricle which driven the blood, mingling l«~

than might he sum-wed. to head or body or

respiratory organs In some cases, as one would

expect, tlie partition between right and left auricle

is in ipelfeet ' In the tadpole- at tb# fidi like stage

there are four aortic arches, of which the first threw

supply gills. Where gill* persist, such supply ..

always of court* ia some degree maintained In

sueh a metanv.rpho.is as that of the frog where all

trace of gills is lo-t. the first beanchml arch become*

the carotid ; the second is the systemic, which

forms, hy uniting with it* fellow, the dors* aorta ;

the third dwindles away ; the lourth ooppHoa the

lungs
The same is generally true of the higher

vertebrate., except that it i» usually the third

branchial which forms live pulmonary artery . An
inferior wan com is definitely in amphi-

bian* ; there is a renal i-wtal as well a* an hepatic

portal system ;
special lymph Iwarl* are sometime*

present connecting the lymph system with the

vascular.
, ,

(6) Among the reptile-, the differentiation of

the heart goes a etep further. In Chelomans. Lucer

tilia. and Ophidia. a strong muscular ridge form*

mi incomplete partition, div iding tin- ventricle into

« right portion containing |-nely venous Mood,

xn.l a left |—tinn containing mixed and arterial

hh»*l. The i-ilinonary orU-i v ii*ing from lie right
' ‘

lil<>si to the lung- ; ofentity lakes purely v«

the two aortic -robes rising from Ike left cavity,

the left nortn contains more venous limn arterial

blood, lb« right aorta more arterial than vd-.u-,

lu t'rocodilia, however, there is a complete aeptnui

in the ventricle, and thus for the brat time a four

rliambered heart, though it i. not certain that the

division is exactly comparable to that of lards mid

mammals. From tlie right or venous ventricle n*e

the pulmonary artery and left aortic arch (taking

venous, not mixed. Mood to the viscera l ; from the

left or arterial ventricle rises the right aorta, with

pure Mood to tlie greater part of tlie body. Though

the division of arterial and venom chamlwre brings

the crocodilian lieart t*> the bird or mammal level,

there arc two aortic arrlie*. one venous, the other

arterial, which unite as u-iud. and also communicate

),y a foramen at tlieir root*. In all reptile* there

nre two MpffK»r rvi^r ettnr, An inferior rtna mra
fivrmr*! from tlie onion «d the two efferent rcnals.

and a renal portal system except in ( Wmla In

tank and mammal* a single aortic arch forms the

dorsal aorta, not two or n.itr a* in reptile*. In birds

the aorta goes to tlie right, in mammal- to the left.

hut except in thi- variation and in the structure of

the Heart (q.v.l. the circulation in Birds (q.v.) and
mammals (*»/*r<i) is practically identical.

III. I’kyriof <-/y.—The linwt important conditions

of circulatory function arc
( 1 )

a general con-tancy

and rapidity of How. and
(
2 ) a power of adapting

this to special need*. The condition- <«f the former

are mainly mechanical and physical—tlm-e of tlie

latter depend upon the nervous system.

( I )
Tht Mechanism of Circulation chiefly depends

upon the rhythmic contractility of the heart, the

elasticity of the vessels, and the friction in the

small arteries and capillaries. The lieart i* a

muscular pump contracting under the influence of

it* automatic nervous mcrlianbiui, hut also respond-

ing in the nature of its l>cat to the conditions of

the body. The human heart usually beat* about

seventy two time- a minute, and hi the eight-

tenths of a second occupied hy each Imnt, three

distinct events occur- the contraction {tyitale )
of

tlie ventricles, a * |sx—ive intertill ' of relaxation

{diastole) of l-illi auricles mnl ventricle*, ami thu

decidedly briefer eoiitractiou of the auricle*. Tho
pumping action of the lie.irl is llm- oliviiuinly nil

inlvniiitlent force which drive- the IiIihhI through
the closed series of elastic ftiluw fiumeil hy tin)

likssl vesM-U. To tliu latter attention must now
l«* dilvcUsl.

The iirtfrict me snirounded hy niUHCiilar tissue,

mid me coiitrartilr as well n- highly elastle. As
they break ni> into branches from the norlu to the
capillaries, tlie eapneily for holding blond i« con-

tinually im-iva-ing. The How of bl.ssl within

them, tliongh nmliuimus, come- in gn-lie- enrre-

-|smdiiig to the liearl-U'iits. The vein, ilv of the

— t ii’.vin i- gn-ati -t the nearer lira heart. Tho I'lfir*

1

1

a-tii than the arteries, and have a

much greater total capacity for holding blood. As
Ibey unite from the capillaries to tlie vi-n.e eiivie,

the total capacity i* coiitiniinlly diminishing. T'lie

How of hhssl within them is coiitinmni". hub with
relatively little force and small velocity. The
ia/allaiics have a veiy small calibre, hut me l-itli

•In-tie mill con ttactile. They ate periiieiihle hy

fluid-, nnd nl-o allow the eoriiiiMdes to pas* through

their walls. The velocity of the flow i- hero at its

niiniinuni. Tlie resistance to the How of bh«»l,

doe to the friction of these minute inissages, works
buck along the aiUiriul system to the heart, and i*

one of the mo>t iin|>m1nnt faetnrs in detenniniiig

tlie mitorv of the cireiiloliini.

To ret nr ii now to the actual ineehmiiMii, it i»

only nec.issary t-i note («) that the whole system is

always over filled with Id.ssl, which consequently
causes a lire—ate on the wall*; (//) that the cause of

the eirriiliition i- tho differonce of pn-—me lietwcea

the hhssl in the aorta and puliiioiuiiy arteries on
the one hand nnd the vciuc cavie and pulnmmuv
veins on the other; (r) Unit thi* dill'orauce of

pressure i« due to tin of the heart ; and
(if) that the interm pled runout, wlijcli would natur-
ally arise from the inti-i inittcnt action of the heart,
lice*vine- continuous lujcnuMj of the mjiidity <if the

lieats, the ri-.-i*lnnee in the small arteries and cilpil-

Fig. 5. - Circulation of s Reptile (Tortoise):

n-lit auricle: In. l<n aunclc; re, n^lil (Viiittiu) |ioHinii «if

vmulck; tV. left (artifi*)) |H»rt»«ii» <tf MviiiirK*; Inn, lift
( tr icot4)4 hi 3cm«'Ii

;
)•', |tnliuMiuirynrl«‘iy;y«tf

ao^lk: arch; l»
t
biaiicU^ t*« f«<r.|Miib«

: Ik; j*r.

l^tlnioMry vrinf
; #tv. mjtcrior viim* ca\ a*

.
itv. Iiiffiluf vcua

ana
;
a>. *l««rvtl

;
»uf, oa-Hmc artcrj Uj \ ioct ju (Alter

Xtilit. )
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- o! aosne magnc«iain *Uy riih*. -After a peri«xl of aUmt on hour, nmn)
>gT*&QUtinjc U effected oils, liko the former. Kiightor than water, arc

placing them in a pan obtained, and ho on the iliHtillation procef* In, with

proportion to the citric successive intervals, yielding what arc known as

i together into a paaty Crooaote oila, and finally Anthracene oils, the

a co*r*e riddle, and residue in the still being pitch.

Sc heat. At firat, when anthracene won nf little import*

0, is prepared by anoe, distillation was not pushed so far, ana the

aearbonatc of mda. ft anthracene oi!s were allowed to remain in the

I
ueacent powder, which pttch

;
but ainc* the dincovery of the proccw for

ic in caarw of fever. making artificial Alizarin (q.v.), the heat is pushed

is of much value in ** far a® poeaiWc consistent with the production of

oae* of 20 to 30 grains. a pitch that will sell. The tint light oils yield

only be ohtainnl in chiefly benzol, carbolic acid, and naphtha. The
porated decomposition creosote oils yield creosote and naphthaline, while

A|n. It is employed, the anthracene oils produce anthracene and lubri*

* diaeanaa. eating oila

of Iron and QviHinc After this enumeration of the chief coal tar pro-

number of compounds duct*, it will be possible to realise Urn great im-

wn or greenish bmwn portance of this suUtance. The naphtha, limideti

m rordirin* In theee Wing used as a solvent for india-rubber and gutta-

in the citric acid, but pereba, is burned to produce a line variety of corlmn

which it is assuriated. *«r printing ink. The benzol, including In this

rM * MiiaiMliary action. term many nearly allied *utalarior*, not only yields

scale preparations,' as many brilliant dyes, but is lined for cleaning gloves,

iky taste, so character- silks, 4c., and other article* which would be injured

tee! drops, is in great by washing The creosote in it* crude form is

rid also forms a scruw largely uacd for preserving wood, enabling it to be

ric ethers, of which exposed in damp situations without rotting, while,

pie. Lemon juice, in when burned, its smoke yields lampblack. The
active ingredient. « , naphthaline, beside* being a Murn of many dyes,

•curvy, and when it i» employed in the Albo-carhin light to give to

may be uMd aa a sub- ordinary coal Ran very high illuminating power,

on does not. however Finally, the rmidual pitch i* in conutant requisition

ve aa the juice iUelf. for making roofing felt and asphalt pavement.
Beside* theae primary producte of coal-Lor, there

uf « leaiing a fluid are of oounte numerous compound* derived more or

in the cm*- <4 It.-, i
In** remotely from it Hueh are the aniline dye*, the

-latin in fininp Itnt.-h Quinine substitutes, antipyrin, anlifebrin. .Ve., and

itainiag much ••tgam- the sweetening substance, Saccharin* (q.v.
»,
which

indnn and in ehrinn al may be uacd to replace augar In many case*.

^rganie Co'C* ( Krylkroxj/lou Coen—which haaof coume
beounee hralthi and n" Connection with Cocoa or with Cocuu mils), n

n elanlied by -.training -I'tuh of the order Krythroxylaccu-, of wliieli the

4h, or through sand ..r
<">"'•>' an impoilant narcotic anti -limuliuit.

'tearing Nut (q.v.) for The "'""h i- <1 "i H feet high, and somewhat re.

I in India. A very -euthl.-- a blackthorn Imah - the leave- are ovate.

ho.1 of clarification i>
lanceolate, aim pip, and with entire and 'lightly

lories, mid the elu-ticity of the arterial walls.

(2) The Con!tot of the Circulation .—The pheno-
mena referred to above are mainly physical ami
mechanical, mid in their essential feature* can he

readily roprudiM-rd on a model. Hut in a complex
living organi-m there is a i-on-tmit necessity for

inuililiahility. The aqatu* vary iu their requite-
liients, and I lie external condition* are frequently
changing. Miulilimtionu in the rirciilatioa are
brought alaiul hv cluing.-* in the heart'* licat, ami
in the cnlihre ami re-i-tmu-e of the small arteries.

Itulli these diange* are under the direct control of

tlio Nervous System lij.v.J. Minlilieation* of less
iinniirUuiee ul*o occur iu the capillary resistance
and in the t.itnl quantity of blood ; hut the
important point i-. -imply the general fact that the
requirement.-, of the organism are met by the
dominion of tliu nervous *y*ti-m over the circu-
lation.

IV. l/ittori/.—Aristotle mid the ancient* thought
of the heart iu» a liliiiiil-fountniii, but Ira. I no con
cep lion of rirculnthni. (hvh-n

|
till -201 ) disproved

the tire valent notion that the arteries contained
nil-

,
I’alvin's coriteni|~nan Servnlu* demon*trMtwl

the pulmonary < iu-nUt ion, and varioii* phv-iolo
gi-l* had a di-lin< I notion of the centrifugal llow.
In IU2H William Urn 'ey inihlislu-d Ida Kjtr>,t»tio
/fwilmnni ili M'tn (iiiiiii <t tiani/iuim in Am
imililiuk, iu w liidi hi* discovery of the real naluie
of till) circulation W.v. uX|~>nmk-d. Soon alter, tlw-

tlre of the niicro-eopi- revealed to Malpighi ( IMil

)

nnd Istuiiwunhovk |I0T»| wluit Harvey h.ul Imm
Ullllhle to trace the eupillary eonmetioii Is:tween
arteries and Vein*. Since those days the detailed
prohldiii* nf cin-iilation. He- hydraulic NK-ehaiiism,

tlio action of the heart ami its valve*, and the
nervoiiMeonti.il htwo hceu svofkisl at by many of

tho greatest physiologist*.

Citric Add. 11,1,11,0,. i* the acid to which
lemon and limn juice owe their anurnr**. It alao

occur*, in mm- ca»«* along with tarUric acid, in

orange*, rherricN, currant*. guoMel^rrie*. and other
fruit* having a aulmcid loate. For practical pur-

pom* it i* ulvvay* obtained from lemon, lime, or
hergnmot juice, which contain it in large quantity.
The fin-t limned of them- contain* from 20 to 40
grain- of citric acid in each fluid ounce.

Citric acid i» prepnml from these juice* by a
very simple procew. The juice having been heated
to the boiling-point to clarify it from albumen,
mucilage, Ac , i* mixed w ith chalk, CaCO,, which,

combining with the citric acid, fall* to the bottom
aa citrate of calcium. The aupernaUat liquid
being drawn off. auluhuric acid u added to the
precipitate, deooaipoalng it, with the formation of
citric acid and *ulpliat« of lime, CaSO, By
cryatalliaation it may l») obtained pure la the form
of colourlcna, odourlcee priauia, which effloreeoe in

dry air, ami |—rw* an agreeable acid taate and an
acid reaction. It in readily aoluble in water aad
alcohol, but almuet inaoluhle in ether and chloro-
form. A solution of it in water cannot he kept
owing to ita tendency to ferment. Diaeolved in
yrup it koopa much longer, and ie uaed largely in

the manufacture of lemonade and other aerated
beverage*, communicating an acid, fruity taate.

When heated, the cryeUla melt, then decompose,
and are finally reduced to a combustible form of
charcoal. In addition to ite employment aa a
flavouring agent it i* largely used in the manu-
facture*. Calico-printer* employ it for diacharging
the mordant from the cloth in patterna, and it la

used in dyeing *ilk with nafflower, Ac.
Citric acid may alao be prepared artificially, but

the procea* is too complex ever to come into prac-
tical use. Chemically it is of creat intercut as
exemplifying that as soon os the cliemicsd constitu-
tion u* known there i* a possibility of producing
the Rubetance artificially. There i* a popular idea
that some day quinine, morphia, and other natnral
producte will be funned by the random mixing
together of chemicals in the chemist's beaker, bat
the firet *teo towards Uii* result must be the
knowledge of their constitution, to be followed by
a series of careful experiment*.

Citric acid is a powerful tribaeic acid (see ACIDS),
and the solution in water readily dissolves zinc ana
iron. It forme a close of salts called Cilratee,
many of which are employed in medicine.
The so-called Citrate of Maqnuia . a granular

nubetance, which effervesce* on the addition of
water, and is very popular aa a gentle aperient, is

not really a citrate at all, but consists of a mixture
of tartanc and citric acids, bicarbonate of soda, and

Cjco
< AVvMr-ry.«i Coca

}
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the Indian*, to whom Ion*; ami ililttfult journey*,

heavy Inmlenn, an tl constant |»iivatiun have always
been familiar.

< in k.—

I

n Euro)*. little importance was
iMidml io coca until llic Veteran pharmacologic l

«

*li«i>tbM»i» uwakciunl interest hy pcntonaily verify-

ing iu ohl n^e itn mint lining powers luveatiga-

lion* followed, ami the alKainnl artHMt* upon
which I he licit vi? pru)u?rlti-* itiainlv tlt*|MMul. La*
now cntuo into tegular use a* a local amvathetic,
hy lidfii of which m>l nicicly Mime of tin* <>|K-rations

of itantfcliy, l>nt much iiimv serious Htir^icnl m*ru-
lions, can he |tcrfurutixl without chloroform. To
ociiliftt* it in of *jovial value, at once dtlatiit^ the

uml removing all sensibility. C’wwuf intoxi-
cation ami ahmu? uri* not iiilr«*«|ti<?ul with the leave*,

ami have been already recorded in connection with
I In* nion? iiowerlul »\\luict.

I'ut'rilllis IlMlirilH (lul. ro>W.r, berry’)

is the
I mi I i»l the ptikiculotn, a climbing

blirnl* found in tin* eastern tmrt* of India, and in

the Malayan Archi|H?lng«>. It w.ls iutioiliKcd into

Hi ituiii in the Iid It century for the iauf|MM of

htunefying fish mi tltnl they might W caught
by hand. It nets an an acrid liaicolie |mm>ois

;
and

Vi In n tin •" i • it tie I hfuu it ii ll i|>btl)
|ioi*Mlis liny lislt in the indglilMinilunnl It contain*

a eryshtlline |>rinci|de culled ldcinto.sine. which i*

very jNHMMiutK It ha* often Utii aMtrrtnl th.il a*

coccuhiN indicua inilMirt* to \m*r a Uttri t.w-te, and
at tlm mime time .1 lullucsn and rubitr**,

it U largely it *1*1 in the niuiiiifuiliiiu of thut Ujver-

iige. An iu Hhvl* me v el \ •lelcl»M ion*, com*aInable
attention wa* dhvclod to the but no eiidencu

i> ih yet fortlu'oining to hii1a-(uiiImU' tin* *tat«*inciit

In |h7iI the 1 c|mm t of the Lihoratory IV|»ailiiMmt

of the Inland Kovenue ntutvd that in no cm* wero

the olllecra of tin* department able to detect it

idilier on llin iMtWtr'l pmninr* 01 in the heer It* -u
Of tho huge fpiantity lnt|M»rtr<l into HngUnd,
11 early the whole h re -exported to the Continent.

I** «f male

In litix»ia and elsewhere it a popular nwaly
for tain*worm, lire, A<\

;
but when applied to the

yralp it i* not unattended with danger, as several

dentil* have nrenrn'd from its m*e.

CiM'llIncnl. ll •ly.-t'ilT employed In 'Iveing

scarlet uml eritiiwin, and in the preparation of the

pigments CaiwSno and l.ake

Cochineal comfat* simply of the hodie* of the

female* of a npecies of Cm?eiia(<|.r.), mIM C. aidi,

because it feetln opm plants of the Cactus family,

particularly on one. therefore designated the roch*

Ineal plant, hut known in Mexico a* the Nopal

[OpunOa C0tti9v4lifm9) %
fignrrl in the art ode

Cachlc. This plant in nearly allied to ttie

prickly pear, and assume* a eomewhat tree like

lonn^ The insect a* well ai» the cactus are native*

of Mexico and other warm parte o< America, but

they are now cultivated chiefly in Guatemala.
Thin cultivation was carried oo by the Mexicans
long before the country waa known to European*.

Tho insect ia not uncommon on wild cacti in Texas
and Florida. Both plant and insect have been suc-

cessfully introduced into the Canary Island*. Algeria,

calmer water* nf Ihe Weatfiflrd t<i -pawn. Then
tlic fishermen. assembling m immense nuniliera,

cairli the In'll In net or baited line A good ouch
for n boat. with a crew of live men itml n 1-iy,

i* from to I2IKI lidi
; and some idea of the ini-

[

•rtance of tlii» indnxliy i- obtained from ilic

act that in a -ingle year these lidierien alone
employed 4<*«> vijwl*. with i\ crew of 27.000

men. the catch nnmntiting to 2S,0<KI.(ifW nf fiah.

The tuliing-ground* Wing near tlm shore, the

fish are at once cleaned, and the liver* re-

moved. Three may be treated in different ways,
the various Qualities of cod liver oil being the

result. The nneet oil, known a* • non-freezing
pale oil.’ i* obtained hy warming the liver* hy
means of steam heal, when the nil separate*, and in

either removed hy straining or by allowing it Ui

float to the surface. It i* then cooled to 14*
(
- 10‘

C. 1, and filtered, either by mechanical pressure

or in the usual way. A white la) low like sub
stance remain* in the flannel filter, and a blight

cod-liver oil passe* through, which i* now capaole
of being exposed to frost without turning lurliul.

In the case of those fisheries which are situated

at some distance from the nhore, the liver* are
placed in tanks, till a sufficient quantity ha* lieen

collected, with the result that nartial putrefaction
takes place. The oil ohtniniNl in this way i* of

a dark-brown colour, and |»**i'**c* a nausoou*
•moyrriunatic taste.

A still coanwr variety is manufactured for use in

leather making. In it the liver* of the cod. herring,
haddiM't

, &< are indisriiininately used, a very
fishy -tasted Oil being the result.

It will lie seen from the alsive that the differont

are cut varielie* of cod-liver nil may Is* produced from tho
same liveia Thus, that obtained by pressure or

four or fire steam heat from freah liver* is the freest from taste

and coloui. while the oil Imeouie* darker and darker
a* the liver* become Ic-s frreli, It ha* lieen sup
pmml by mime authorities that the dark brown oil

u the more efficacious, but other* find no dilletence
in actual nrnclioe, while the pule oil can alone l«*

loleratct by delicate stoniiu-h*. God li.eroil mainly
consist* of oleic, stearic, and nalmitic acids, in com
binatiun with glyootine. In ruldition to those,

yaduin, a substance of biliary origin, but posse**
ing no recognised modicinal virtues, i* pre-cut
along with iodilM ami bromine. Some have
aacnbed tho virtue* of cod liver oil to the iodine or

hrnrnine, but a* the h-litie is only present in the

proportion of I part in 20WI mirta of the oil, this

view aecrn* untenable. Bometuae* the oil i* ad It I

teiat*- 1 with simriuu* nils, to which iislinn ha* boon
added, and thw may Ire assumed if the proportion
of iorline exeerris Umt -tat*>d al*>vo. There are
unfortunately no chemical test* that can with

thoy are collected certainty detect the presence of other oils, although
me Hay are placed there are test* which distinguish liver oil* from
d to 160* F. They the** of other origin. Thus with nitric acid, cod
• dried ia the too. liver oil yield* a purple colour, changing to a
deo ueed in killing brown

;
while a drop of sulphuric acid produce* a

way the inwt u violet colour, soon changing to brownish rod. In

order to prevent it from becoming rancid and fiahv-
nfeno.r ku,d

. U*ted. it i* well to keep it secluded from the air.
°*ogTtag yteaple Cod-liver oil is at. present one of the most import-

the materia Medic*. Although
te»*» »» yr poMeaaing a high reputation on the Continent, it

mount u genermiy
not till 1K4I, when J'rofrwwir Hughe* Bennett

,1 ui'!i.!!T (q v.| of Edinburgh wrote a treatiae on it. that« core an in -

t CAIDf inlo ,^nrra| UIW.
|n Britain. It is most

, . , valued in awe* of pulmonary consumption, chronic

linedvwi
BC° rheumatism, and gout, bende* all disease* of a

scrofulous nature In all these it i». however,
lined from poppy- uurlnw to expect K^od re^ult^» nolew the remedy

has bwn regularly Uken for several we«ks.

obtained from tlie ^ ^ action is uncertain. While some

loti likewise from kold that it merely acta as a nutrient, it is

a*l ti*h. tor*k. Ac. certain that pork-fat, butter, and other digestible

ic <i \ \ containing OlU, do not have the same epeciBc action that

. the H.cr. in which characterise* ood-liver oil. It i* given in doare of

whiUt in other half a Uympoonftil to one Wbleepoonful three

the oili* differed or fo“'

aniniAl The sup exc*«ive donee, such as a cupful or more, are of

ukd to W derived benefit, while they are a aevere strain on

i
N«r»av now enp- theidigrelive organ*.

;,eat Britain. The A* it* peculiar flavour is very repulsive to msay

I
lulling ground" is patients, various device* have been adopted to

in the -utcr -horn render it more palatable. The addition of a trace

I* of fi»h Iwgin to of sulphuric ether, while rendering it more easily

: to the storm* to digested, doc* not improve the flavour. It may,
Iv a comparatively however, be made into a jelly with iaingla**, or be

HOO) engage in the teken floating on the surface of porter
;
while in

inning <*f January, the form of KmuUion, of which many varieties are

in«l» ami enter the in the market, the flavour is more or Ires skilfully

Cochineal (Own reti|

:

a, Dviscoa n»i «»<(—. fte J; K ><•; r, (rmW.

Java, and Australia But the attempt to produce
cochineal in India ha. been practically a failure.

The cochineal insect is a small creature, a pound
of cochineal being calculated to coatain 70.000 in a
dried state. The male ia of a deep red colour, and
has white »inga The female, which ia winglres,

ia of a deep brown colour, covered with a white
waxy powder

;
flat beneath, convex ahova

In some part* of Guatemala large plantation, of

Nopal exist for the cultivation of the V. taHi.

Before the rainy season comment,
this cactus plant covered with three

off and stored in building* to protect them from the
weather. When the wet
months afterward* (October), the plantation, are

again stocked from (hew* supplies. Little * nret*
1

of some vegetable fibre, each containing about a
dosen female*, are placed on the spine* of the cacti.

The egg* are soon deposited, and when the young
females are developed, they spread over the plant*,

attaching themeefvre to the leaves, and looking

more like vegetable excrescence* than insect* They
become covered with a cottony substance. The
first crop of pregnant female*, only three being
valuable for cochineal, is gathered io December,
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disguised. Mc*t druggist* also keep gelatin

capeulos, containing from one to one and a half

leaapoonful, which are easily swallowed.

Cohesion depends upon (he molecular force*

which keep together the part* of bodies, and are
insensible at deniable distances. In the case of a
mall body these forces are much more efficient in

keeping the part* together than are the mutual
gravitational attraction* of the part". On the

other hand, in the caac of a large body, »uch aa the

earth, gravitation i* much more powerful in pre-

venting rupture than cohesion. The term adhesion

ia generally, though quite unnecessarily. used when
the cohering particle* are dissimilar -aa when water

e part* of a body have l-cn separated, so

aa to form an incoherent hum, the force of cohesion

may he again brought into action hy the applica-

tion of pressure sufficient to force the particle* dose
enough together. Thu* two smooth, freshly cut

pieces of lead can he made to adhere by slight pres

sure accompanied hy a screwing motion. Also two
very smooth laba of marble adhere, if preaaed to

gethet. «o that considerable force must be exerted

to separata them. Barton mode a set of cubes

with surfaces so true that, U twelve of them were

piled one over the other, the whole senes could lie

lifted by raising the upper one. Lead mqciIh Are
made by Applying prtMuri to powdereo tfTaphite,

ao a« to nmke it cohere.

4'okc in A form of fuel obtained hy the heating nf

coal in confined miocch whereby it* more volatile

constituenta eve driven off Taking c«i*l i* tl»o

liumt Hilitable f »r tlm manufacture of coke. uliieli,

in it* principal qualities. Ia approached by the haul
anthracitic coal*. The proce** nf coking ia con-
ducted ill in ln-apn or mound*, or in oviia

;

but coke U el hi i produced in tfa» vetorte. where;
however, it in merely a wvniidary product. Cok
»««K »n mound* a method now little i»ractU*d in

done In a way Htnilai to that employed for prepar-

ing eharcoal from wood. The coal m built up into

round alack*, around a wide open chimney or

column, llic larifcr miuiHrn beinjc placed ill the

cenlre, and mii.ill broken coal oUUldr. the whole
being coveicil with wet cokcduat, except at certain

air•hole*. The mound of coal ia ignited from
above, and litirvm gradually downward* And out

ward*. giving off at fimt niiicli amok? end vapour,
which eon*i»t mainly of tar water and coal gen.

When the tire cwiwi to he ainoky. the proceae of

coking in concluded, all oprnimp* arc covered over
U> exclude air and oxtinguuin eombuation, and
cooling of the mound in aid.nl by drenching it with
water. The prineiple of making coke m coke,
oven* in the haiiic, Imt the iivoce** i* much quicker

and more economical, and the resulting coke in

I letter in quality than that made in mound*.
Formerly the heat and volatile ga*e* given off in

coking were allowed freely tneenpc, but in mmlcm
coke oven* airaiigeinentH are made for utili*ing lint

eombuation III one retort to force the heat of an
other, hy prtvdng the hot ga.*c-« in Ant** amuri-l

contiguous ovens. The whole of the gaarn pa**
from tlu*wi* line* into a common Hue, by which they
arc carried away to heat "team boMer* In a
similar way the coal ga* in. from certain kind* of

ovens, collected arid hurried, and the tar-water
evolved i* condensed and lined a* a *onrcf? of

atnriinilta and #a* tar product*.

Coke i* a hard, brittle, porou* *olid, with a ateel

gray, somewhat metallic lustre, and it doe* not toil

the lingem when being handled It i* principally
valued for the inten*e heat whieh it givr* utf in

cuinbuHtion, for it* freedom from Mnuke in burning,
and Itecauae it doc* not become |u»tv and adhe*ive
in the fire. The procciw of coking; al*o driven off i\

RchhI ileal of the nulpliur which may he present in

coal, and all tlic*e properties render coke a mo^t
valuuhle fuel for many metallurgical operation*,

and for tine where intense *rnokele** rornbu*tion ie a
deaideratum. The higher the temperature to which
coal in coking i* submitted, the harder and more
valnAhle in the resulting coke, and the heAt it gives
off im relatively more intense. In chemical constitu-

tion coke consist* of a modi tied form of graphite
contaminated with earthy impurities from the a#*h

present in coal. Coal yield* by weight about TO
per Cent. of coke, which, however, increa.'ce in

volume in the proreaa of coking by about one
fourth. Coke will absorb about 30 per cent, of

inoUture from the air. a circumstance which should
Im? Unite in mind in it* purchase .and it* u*e, for

Mich moi-ture in lw( driven <•« greatly reduces

(lie calorific value of tbs sulotaace.

C’olfothar is the nams given by the alchemists
to the red powder (mainly red oxide of iron) which
remains in the retort# when green vitriol or die

sulphate of iron U raleinerf. It U used for polish-

ing glam and the like, and is called crocus by

Cold Cream i* the term applied to an oint-

ment containing rose water which ia used as a

mild and cooling dressing for the skin. It may
be prepared by melting together almond-oil fire

parts, spermaceti one part, and white wax one

part. Three parts of nee water are then added

with brisk stirring, which ia continued till the

whole is cool, ana of a soft creamy consistence.

Aa cold cream prepared in this way » liable to

turn rancid, glycerine is sometime* added, or the

almond oil is replaced by white vaseline. Cold

cream is a pleasant application to irritated surface*,

protecting them from the influence* of the weather,

and promoting the healing of wounds and chapped

hands

Colic |(!r. colon, * I be huge inteatia*;' see

Intestines), a name employed by the later Greek
and the Roman plivsicMn- to denote J iWMts
attended with severe |«in ami flatulent distension

of the abilomen, without diairltu* or ol

the bowel*. Tlx* alb-ease (oMiitoonly called $></*•

or belly atl>t ) U now generally belie* rd to be spa*-

iiwslie in charactci, ami to lie dr|>rniirnt iijkiii

irregular rontrartioa. of the muscular «-.«! of llic

intestine* : its supposed |artirnlai connection with
the colon, or largr infantine. huwerer. i* not
usually to be made aat from the symptom*. I

fnl disorders of the bowels are very fivqnvnt in

prisons who are not attentive to the irgulai

evacuation., especially when tliey an- exposed to

cold so as to exiciicnce cliill or coldnc** of tin-

feet, nbicb will often suflite to liring on nn nttark
of cidic. Tin* disease i. u.nally atlimlol with
C‘on*li|iati"n Iq.v.k and cea*es alien tire irgulai

action of lire bowel* is irstond. altliougli often In

thi* case tlie operatmn of lunlirinr i. ntlcu.lcl l>\

continued |«m f..r A time. Warm fmnenlation* to

the alslumen may le employed with adtantagr,

MMuetimaa mclicnte.1 with omum. or decoction of

poppv-bends ; and great relief is cnmumnly rxpen
cb a*from friction with a warm liniment, wrl

opoalcbloc. or tlie map nml ofnnrn liniment. l*ies

sure with tlie Imml met tin* painful part comnionlv
diniinisbes tin- snlfeiing for the lime in simple
colic, Imt ineiea»»» it in mors serious disease*.

Warinlli to the feet, and tlie recumbent pelurr,
are also to he recommended In very *<«ctr or

protracted case* opium may be taken internally.

A good remedy in such case* is a full drew of
castor oil lone mince or more for an adult i. with
30 or 35 drops of laudanum, « of minium of

morpliia. (Opiate* idmuhl not le given to children

except under meilical advice, and in very reduced
done*.) When colic iwi-t* -och mibl and simple
leinerlies a- 1

1

s' above when it i* ace<mi|tanicd by
lernlcrnos of tlie Indlv. or by ImpI -welling in any
part of it -w I»en constipation i* obstinate, nrxoniit-

Ing i* prew-nt wbrn there i« foeii-bm-". or ten

dency to exhaustion- or when tln-rc is imoni to

belie* e (lint it tnay depend on any other cau-e than
the mere accumulation of the |e>slncts <4 digestion

in tire intestine*. time *b<*dd 1* k-1 ioeecking
the lent inesliral assistance that can Is- pmciired ;

foi edic i* closely allied as n *ymp|om to mo end
very «* cere and dangerous diseases. • Inc of these

complicated forms of rolir i- termed liens, or iliac

pa-'ioa ifiom tl»c nlea tliat it* seat wa* in tbe *niall

intestine i/r»» l It is attended with ol>*tnicti«ii

id tlie IrnweK, often from mechanical misting <«t

inxidiltion of one [art with another (lienee termed
nJcoltn i. This I*, of course, a disease of exticme
danger. Tlie only treatment that can he altcmpteil

without medical assistance is the employment of

large iniectmaa hy the lower bowel, and opium in

inmlcrate arol re|--atnl iloses ( i gram to I grain, or

12 t" St* dmp* of laudanum l hy the mouth, care-

fully watchc>i. ami di-eontinned if tlierc is any sign
of narcotism (sec Opii vi. Colic pain* aie also
present in l*eritonitis (q.v.). another roo-t danger-
oil* form of ili-ea-e ; and they form one walked
symptom id tie- slow j.iro.ning lw lead, occasiiinally

oWmd a# the <i*i-"|umcr of contamination of

drinking water by h-ailen cisterns A'C. In this

form, the tieatment i- different from that of
simple c»lic, and will be treated of umler Lead-
POISON IXti.

C'olliinatnr. a *nl**idixr> tele-c«^w u-cd io

detea-t or isrrm’t errors ill collimntion (io. in

di reeling the sight to a fixed ohiivt | when «i>ljilsl

mg for transit nlMrrvatimi*. When the vorliml

llii«-.vl III the lield of view exactly tmillcidc* with

the i erlical axis of a leleso*!"*, the iiislriiiiient i*

co/Ilot'llft! vertn-.dly; and when the Imii/oriiul

spider's thread jii't onvers the linrimntal axis, the

instrument is mint ill liori/.uital t-olliiu.il i-in li

thtee solid pier* stninl on the nn-ridnui, *<i tluil the

t.-h— ope tu »«• te-teil can )«• laid lietwwn the co|-

limato.- and have it- axis coincident with Imlli of

their., the principle of correction Womew almost

self nhv ions Removing the gicat teleseope, the

colli nml in-
< A A' and III) in lig. ) are adjustcxl till

the cros. wire* in one coincide perfectly with tho^
of the other in all possible positions. Then re-

placing the 'transit circle,* it U examined and

tested bv reference, first to one. and then the other

collimator, the verification requiring that it bo

turnrd through 180* till the threadH in the three

lield* of view absolutely coincide, and the collitna-

tion is pronounced perfect-

Practical astronomers set great value on the col-

limator (in the arrangement just described | for

having entirely enpersednd the •meridian mark.

Ity Kittonhonsc'a principle a telescope can become
its own collimator, especially in determining the

nadir point When the axis is vertical over a

vessel containing mercury, the lelerioope will be

collimated when the rn« wirra arc brought to exact

coincidence with their Image Men in the mercury.

Collodion (Gr. kotlao, 'I stick ) la a solu-

tion of Gun cotton or pyroxylin. Cotton
itself i» not soluble in alcohol or ether, but when
treated, either in the form of cotton wool, mgs. or

paper, with a mixture of live parts uf strong nitric

and. and «ix of sulphuric acid, it is found that it

can now lie dissolved in ether, or in n mixture of

ether and alcohol. To this modification the name
pyroxylin is applied. There are many varieties nf

collodion divisible into surgical or medicated collo-
dion*, and pliot<igrntdiic collodions. When one
part of pyroxylin is dissolved in thirty six i>iuta of

ether and twelve patts of alcohol, a thickisli liquid

is obtained, which evaporates rapidly, leaving a
thin film of pyroxylin. /Vs nn application to
wounds, wheie it is desired to keep the edges clear

together, this form of collodion i- of use, owing to

the contractility of the pyroxylin film which it

leave*, but for general purposes a flexile or flexible

collodion, as it is called, is desirable This is pro-

duced by the addition of n little Canada lialsnm
and castor oil to the ordinary variety. Flexile
collodion is largely used as a covering for abraded
surfaces, as a remedy for bums, for sore nipples,

Ac., and it is also the basis for many medicated
collodions, such as styptic collodion, cantharidnl
or blistering collodion, &c. Sn)icylated collodion
is well known ns a popular com" cure, and it is

certainly moot effectual in removing hard or soft
corns with but slight inconvenience. It contains,
in addition to salicylic acid, the active principle,

a little extract of Indian hemp, which prevent*
the slight pain, which might otherwise prove

troublesome. Collodion plays a very important
part in Photography (q.v.).

Colloid is a name applied by Graham to any
soluble substance which, when exposed to Diatyii

i

(q.v.), does not paas through the porou* membrane.
Starch, gum, albumen, and gelatin are examples
of colloids; and the name is used in contradis-

tinction to crystalloid*.

Coma, a Greek word used in medicine, to signify
a state of moie or less profound insensibility allied

to iJcep. but differing from natural sleep in it*

characters as well as in the circumstances under
which it occur*. In coma the patient lie* on his
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Wk, and is either simply insensible l«> external
impressions, or has a confused and dull perception
of them, with restlessness and low Delirium (q.v.k
The former kind of coma occurs in apoplexy and
epilepsy, and also in many other organic diseases of
the brain and its membrane*, of which, indeed, it

may be said to be the natural termination. It is

al»o seen in narcotic poisoning, and most charac-
teristically in poisoning by Opium (q.v.). In the
most fatal forms, the breathing is very slow and
m»isv (snoring or stertorous), accompanied with
puffing of the cheeks

; the pulse is at first strong
ami regular, afterwards feeble ; there is often
lividity

; and the pupils are either contracted or
excessively dilated, but in cither case immovable,
and totully insensible to light. In the second
variety of coma, (here is perpetual resile** delirium,
without enough of sensibility to lead to spon-
taneous and regular voluntary movement*; the
patient mutters slightly, and 'grasps feel.lv and
without purpose at any ohject in his way; the
pupils are commonly contracted, and the tongue
i> apt to lie dry ami brown. This kind of coma t«

mainly seen in many fevers, ami forms one of the
inodes of their fatal termination. The treatment of
coma i- that of the disease or accident leading to it.
" hero there is a reasonable chance of recovery,
the iwitient must he rou-ed to consciousness as
much as possible, either by fremicnt movements
or strong impressions on the -kin, or hv the use
"I galvanism, «* a» to maintain the re-plmti«n (-ee
opirNL Blistering of tlm head is p|sn -mnetlines
resorted to with good elleet.

tom bust Ion is the term commonly applied to

those chemical procenne* which an* accompanied
in a marked degree by the production ol heat
and light The most familiar of such processes

are those in which oxygen of the atmosphere com
bines chemically with the constituents ol w hat are

ordinarily spoken ol as combustible siils.tan.-c-

such as ivissl, eoal, fats, oils, Xr Chemical coin

bination is, as * rule, necompaoml by the evolution

of heat and frequently of light (see ClilMIsTKY);
hul every ease ol chemical combination i» not railed
combustion, because in many cases the quantity of
heat evolved U inconsiderable

When we apeak of the combustion of, for
instance, coni or wood, we mean the chemical
proee-s which ennaist*, in general terms, in the
combination of the oxygen of the air with the
carbon and hydrogen which constitute the greater
part of the combustible portion of either of these
substances, and in the pnsluciinii of rnrlmnie acid
and water. Many in'land's are known to chemists
in which the oxygen required fill a combustion is

not derived directly from the atmosphere, but from
some oxidising lor oxygen-yiehling) agent, and
frequently tire place of the oxygen may lie alto-
gether taken by -nine other element, as. for instance,
when metals, such ns antimony in powder, burn in
chlorine.

The comlm-aimi of every combustilde substance
i» accompanied by the evolution of a quite definite
qnnnlilj of heat, which is invariable for each
-ulrstniire, whether the combustion takes place
rapidly or slowly. A piece of phosphorus, for
instance, as i* well known, glows in the dark.
This is a process of very slow combustion, and is

never accompanied l.y much rise of temperature.
When moderately heated in air, a piece of phos-
phorus hursts into lliunc. and the combustion is

rapid ami is accompanied by a considerable rise of
temperature

;
w hil-t if the phosphorus be burned

in pure oxygen, the combustion is an extremely
brilliant spectacle, and a high temperature i*

attained. In each case the actual quantity of

beat given out is identical for the same weight of
phosphorus, hut the time occupied by the combus-
tion varies, and consequently the temperature at
any given instant must also vary.
The quantities of heat given out by the combus-

tion of the same weights of diffurut substance*
vary greatly. The measurement of quantities of
heat produced by combustion and in other wavs is

called caloiimetrv (see Hkat).
The name combustion is applied to a particular

process in the analysis of organic compounds. See
Analysis (Organic). See also SPOfiTANEOira
(’OMBCSTION.

('omfrey (Symphijl a common (^iliarctic

genus of Boraginacea-, somewhat coarse |iereiuiial

lierlm, although occasionally to lie seen in flower-
borders. 6*. offiriiia/r (blue) and InUriMum

(
yellow

) are frequent in ebmly ami moist idaces.

S. I'J/irimalr was formerly lunch esteemed as a

vulnerary. Its young leaves and it- blanched
shoot- are still orcadonallv u-*d a- U.ilo.1 vege-

tables. The Prickly Comfrey {S. m+trrimmmy.

a native of Siberia. 6-10 feel in height, baa been
recommended for feeling cattle. Hie stamens
arc covered in this genus by five awl shaped

piLdicil in from tl»e uut>idc of llie corolla,

ami meeting so a- to form a false bultom
imjxuv.vldc to anl», llie», ami oilier small Iwoiey-
tldeves, but which ran be llinwt aside by the

Tig- L

tWrry A*.- tffUmtf |

bumbhl^m which ab.no fertilise the flower

Many !«., Itowrvrr | r-|os-ially II. Urrtttru and
one ,ir two otlwml, prefer to lute a bole in tiro

of the coroll.i ladow ibis cover, and the tlowww may
thus I«r aeon t<> l>e 'idled U.ih in the legitimate
ami illegitimate way.

(ompnvs MAKINMl*. •• a magnetic instni

rnent u«e.| liy niarinem to radicate the direction of

the ship with risqwet to the magnetic north and
south line, or. in other word-, to give tire anmuth
of tin* ship with respect t*. the magnetic meridian
That the manner may know hi* direction with
rrsjieet to the geograiducal mendian. Ire must know
the angle lielw een the magnetic amt geographical
meridians | see l»m.lN AlloN), and a- this angle is

different in dilferml tears ami at different places
on the surface of the globe, tlie mariner must l«e

able at any time fir determine Ins position, when
his rhart- will give lom the iimsor.v data to
supplement hia compass reading.

The directive property of the magnet seems to

have l>een unknown in bu>i|* till tire 12th century.

It appears, however, on very good autlmrity that

it was known in Oiina ami throughout tire Hast

generally at a very remote period. The Chinese
annals assign its ill-coven to tire year 2634 lie.,

w lien tlrey •») an instrument foe imlirating the

south was constructed In tire Kmperor llo-ang ti.

The earliest reference to tire making of inagnrts i*

in a Chinese dictionary of 121 .v.n.. wheie l.-l.-toire

i* defined as 'a stone with which an attraction can
be given to the needle;' l-il Uiis property .d the

lodestone could not lad to have lieen observed at a

very much earlier time. At first the
Chinese would appear to have used the
ctMiqrass exclusively for guidance in

travelling by land, and vre Irear of their

using it by *ea only sonrewliere about
9>0 A.D. Acronling to one account, a
knowledge of tire compass was IwiMiglit

to Korope by Marco Polo on bis return

fiom bi- travels in Cxlltty ; l*it a- a-jain.1

this, the late Mr William CbnpueU. in a

letter to Xatwn (June 15. IS76I. jwo-

•luccd evidence to show that we owe lire

appearance of tire roBipass in Kur<q>e in

tne 12th century to imle|>endent discovery,

and not to importation from China.

Fiir. */.

lire ordinary iiinrinci * corn pass is mode
up as follows

:
The npnlln is n niagncl

ised strip of steel, or m the Itetter com-
pa.scs a numlrerof thin strips niagneti>e*l

•*Mraiely and then hound together.

This i. lialnnrcd «r ns to awing liori'oti

tally on a line pivot. Fastened to the

upper surface «>f the needle ami swinging

with it is a circular > ird marked with

the thirty two •jHiint-.' and having the

point marked N innoetliately ov.-i the

end of the needle that is attracted to the

north. The pivot .in vvlileb the needle

swings -lands up from the bottom of n
Ciqqrer bowl, which has a glass covering

to protect the contents from wind ami
weather. The compass howl i- made of

copper ( a good conductor of electricity
|
in outer to

damp the vibrations of the needle. For the needle

in moving induces currents of elect rieity in the

copiwr Isiwl. the elertro mngnetie force- ot wlijeb

tend |according to lam* - l.u" i U»op|-rw the motion

pr-.lncing them. For the name pni|.~- al-i I he coin-

|ie- Is.wl i- sometimes tilled with spirit, hut the
additional friction of the liquid interfere* with the
sensitiveness of the needle. The Ik.vvI i. siiplanted

in Cimbals (ci.v.)*o as u> remain horizontal ill all

(Hisitions of tlie ship. The whole arrangement is

placed in the binnacle, situated when possible in

the fore and aft line, and having provision for the
placing of lamps to illuminate the compas* caul by

compile* oAiil L* rfpn*M*nl«'d in I. Tin*

four ean/'Mft! direction* or • )H«sntH * am* tnavked
\. K. S. \\\

%
unci tlirrr \* a convenient not iU inn for

ioteruieilixte |N»int*. Tltux tin* point nmlw&y be-

tween N. arnl K. in called NK.. that n^ain U*twe«n
N. and NK i> railed NNK. (lead north north east ),

an<l ho on. The iriiwininj; sixteen (HiintN. *ucli ua
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NMS. (reail north Uv rastk Arc namerl «m a plan
which w ill Ik* reiwlily made out liy an rxAininnthm
«>f the figure. Three thirty-tnu |>«»iiit* arc often
hiMhcr »nlidjvtded into lialvre, quarter*, and even
ci^htliH. ami then we have NjK.. and no on. When
tie* »lii|t lien in the manure n* vurridian, ami |*»inl«
U> the north, the S. |«»ilit on the curd i* directed
toward** a Idock line. called the InhWrV line,
market I nti the ilinuli* of the romp.i** I-ml. Itoxinx
the coiiijwtsH mcaiiH reading off Inmi inrinory the
thirty two |M>ii»t» in nnler nmtid either
way.

Modified forint of the comim** are in dm on land
hv surveyor** ami miners, ami need not W further
nllmlc'l to here.

It> any of Miiiiinaroin^ the iiitalificitlioitfi of
a compile, we '•hall ilf^rile the Im ron.|W
hi m*e Sii \\ illiam *ri»*»MiM»n e, patented in IH7H
\ thin iihitntitittiii rin^ i lip. 1) h «onm cte.l h\ »iJk

tlnriuU with /in Aluminium !»•»«*%. which m* on an
aluminium nip having a centre hteee of »*nt»|4iire

|m»Kc»I oil an iridium point llitf Si. I hotcm I of a
•'iii’jlc needle there are eij'lit thin »tri|i» of wteel
fastened to the -ilk thread* iv* »li«wn in the figure.

The thin paper rim heivim* the pmiitu i» divided at
interval* *m» that the contraction* ami expaxiMinna
line to change of tcni|rt*rat lire may not |»r*>duce

war pine of the ahiinininni. The whole arrange
nieiil weigh* only grain** or «», ami tint* there
I* very little tenilency to tlatten the |roiat of tha

HupjHrrting m-cdle. Ilenco the * friction cn«»r can

lie nuule very atnall in fact, if it U foiaml that a

card can lie lliarle to real even half a degree out of

the magnetic meridian, the aupporting t*»inl i»

mwtel for a *lmr|*er one.

The weight. Midi a* it la.

Wing m«»cly in the rim.

the |ierii»d of vihration of

the card U long 140 mtomiU.
or *n). which mtktn the rani
very uteudy. The howl i*

waved from violent »**cilla-

tion by having m the Uaunn
acpinntityof cantor oil. The
giniWw are *M|ii*<»rtcd on
knife etlgiw, and llieir bring
marie of unu* wire n»pe di*

iH*n*e* with the not ver\

dtimhle imlia rubber pad*
otherwise uaetl. A "imph*
device prevent* the card
from jumping olT the pivot

when heavy gun* are fired—

a matter of mmim ininor lance
in an engagement The bin-

nacle ha* complete nnivMoci
for atowing away the magnet.*, wilt irnti i*r*. and
rphcrca lined to counteract the magrieti*ni of the

iron of the aliip.

Along with ThoniHon* com pa** i* *up|die«l a
piece of apparatus for converting it into an nmiuth
(Oinpaea, which i* a conipu** for finding tlie angle
*»lhtended at the observer* ey»*>*y the projection*

of two object* on the Imri/ontal plane.

For the earth’- action on a magnetic I needle
HHHj*endc«l free to move hori/oiitally ami vertically,

Mtc the article* M m.nminm. lHtt*u*.tTioN

Tho great dilliciilty connected with the u-e of

the roiniMiaH urine* fiom the di-turhmg influence

of the Miiip'a magnetinn i, of which part i* con
*ideriNl |H*riiianelit, ami part dm* to the eoft iron

i* temporary. ami varire with the |*»«itiofi of

the *hip. Various nietli«»d* are in n-e to regulate

thin dillicnlty. which in iron vwum»U i* m»tnr*

time* AO great a* to make an ordinary coin|w»
alnmat uwlw. The princifial are 1 1 1 counter
acting the permanent induced magnetinto by pro
|>erly placed permanent bur niagiteta ; and (2 )

inpplying a I-nit the rompa** -oft iron viia^ea in

Mich a way that, however the whip turn*, the
t nutrient induced magneti-tn on the left nl the

comp:wvi riiall >** exactly equivalent to that on the
light. Many of the l»ewt whip* carry a standard
CfiinpOMi placed iv far n* po*N|hlc from the iron of

the tditp, enjieciitlly from vertical uouview like iron

manta and tunnel* When it U mentioned that an
error of one point

( 1 IJM in -taring mean* an error

of *l>om one mile in five, the luiceaitv for the
various preemption* w ill l»e readily rcco^nmed. For
detail* on thin subject, *ee the AdmimUy Manual
on (he /A'Viatioju ;/ the CV^/nmi, and the reference*

there given.

Compressed-air Motors. One mode of

employing air aa a motive |»ower ha* r»cen devenbeu
under AlR EKOINK <<pv.). Another obviou* way

aiiuhr it in Uie
But the

Fi«. X

i* (4i tl»-- air ami thru

manner «*t high |*cr»urc 4fxm. flut thr great
of power, din? prinnpallv t4i lire di^ipatbvn of

the heat which re*ult* frnwi tltr high romprwion
of the air. will a!way* vc-ndei lire etopbiymerit of

such a motive power very* wasteful. There are,

however, many condition* umlev which tire lire of

compressed air h cmvrnvfit arwl adv antage<»us.

Tfce air gun. although owe a toy than a useful

weapon, h one of tie oldest cxainjde* «>f a coin

fTr^l tir ••tor. Partly l*y ctmpiev40fi and

partly bv exlrausthui »>f air, pneumatir tul» are
worker I m connection with central po-t office* for

the traiiMui'odoii of letter* ami inr^agrw U am!

frma varinua distort* in large cities. In Uwing in

ruifM**. and in Malting ami tunnelling ir|ieratiiKia,

co«nprr*Msl air t* an rxceetlingly useful agent, the
powt*r Iwing radly eariierl l*y tule* into confined

area* where the air when hU-mted. after it j-eiformt

it* primary duly, i* of great value f4ir aiding the

ventilation of tie spaces. In the

application of automatic brake* to uawvenger train*.

cs>mprev>eil air also l-een found to be the movt

convenient power. Air Wpmwd
and stored in a reservoir «n.b-r the vehicle hah alt**

a* • inutile |«>“ «-i fui tiAiuwAV cai*

••I ci.mi.rw
l>rodurtnui

IlCCIl lirOfflAed A» A BKltl'C |«»« ««» ttAWWAV c«n
In A .lirfrrml direcdoa llu- Ajerwj .rf coui|«WM>|

Air ii imporUnt in the aitiliciAl |>r'-lurl.«ui of

cold for cbillinK for i.irji (.tr.rr. Ai ion on

bunl. Anil ft* frojrn HirAl rlonul. i. f.u (uwfving
frr*li meal hMUtl »rwcb.

4'niiiprrvslun and Coni|>rr<.sibilU). When
A Inly » .ulijrrlrd |a ll*r uln* of Aliy finer which
cau.c« it to occupy k« vofumr, it m «a»iI to I*
cornpmnr.1

.
Ami tlir diniiuutiiui <>t voluinr i. tcilin'd

cnm/j'fttinji. Thr term complex*ihilily ». fir

i|urntly uni to •wnity iIia! |«»firrty of l-«lir«

whereby tliev yield lo that imitleiiUr fur* of etfCM
known .v« |<r^urr j lull niiwr «lrirtly it i> rmpkiynd
to item^e tlw nwttautr ..f th«- inonerty a* |...wnred

by dilfrrrnt uiM.iiim I min the «««• |>rr«orr

it |. oli« ioa« tint Ilir M*ie .oliime >4 vnriou*

>aM*nm will ilimmiidi by dilTemil Mu*nl>i
ami. to nH-a»ure tlitw . Iianko. the cow./oc«ih.f//y

i* ilefinc"l t«» I* Ike lalri of flip niiHiuui if

cofwpreeioii nrr unit eulnme 1“ the oi*|in>d«i
force a|>|iIk.I It thu* nu) I* detennimnl h\

iiii'.vomiiX tin* amount of CMBlUTwil of klH.wii

volume when umlrr a rrrtmn |*rw«r» ; alia idtnf

thia by tin* |>r-luct of tlm onv>iinl volume aivI tie-

pfMii’rf jt>ra tin- a««-r«p* cmapteMltlily (|w>r

unit |im*uiol of the .nl..tAi»rr thfou^l.iut tin*

range of ptr»*urr nnployrd. Tlir unit of |ar.-m'

mieralty ntd i. »" nrnmpJrcsv. which ! •b-tm.-l

in thi* country a* Irinc thr «r«lil <>f a eadnmn «l

imrc'ir. .
on.' ~|UArr inch in -rtinn, »*!.'• iiiHe-

in liright. at llr trmiutaI iitr of O' U. ami wriglinl

at »e.» Ir.el in lie* latitmlr of I ••mlmi It. actual

value in pnamK weight ]»-" u|umr inch i<« neatly

hi 7 ; *i that I.V.* .1 alininf.liri.-. if |«rwur. |,

e>|iiivalrnt t<» a |*»w»uir of n» tun <o|uar<- inrli.

In KM. tlr trlation Ir-twren |iiMWrra*l vohnnr

i« given liy llnylr'a l_vw (v-- vir. thr

.oliimr of a given n«» of ga* i- invetwel.v |«ni

|>orti>ilutl to it» i>ri-»»uir Kioto tlii» it follow* that

the cotuprerubililj i. invrrwely w,up>Ktioml to the

pmmtte—i.* thr ilmnmition of volarne ilnr to u

givrn nctrimul of i.fM.i" i* neirUMnlili/lj
•noil I a* the prc*»uic i« grr.vt Tie I.-Iumoiii if

a ipti umlrr pn-wuio i. duelj relatnl tin*

proximity <4 it* truijiriAtiirr to lie nilv J i.-int

(«w tlKirii vi. Tkmi i*ii>m:|; fut if 1-hio tin*

tem|irtatarr tlir ga« can, and if above

it. ramuit liouelii'l by p«r**ui<>

alone. It i. only »itKr IS,7 tint

lb|iirfActiam Ita* Iwwui rlkctid in Umm>
g.x-r* fimacrly tertnr.1 |H-nuHnrnt.

From thr irtt attrmpUi to <oui|K*--

11*111id* it ron.lo.lnl tliAt th<«
wrrr incurapterdble. loit «

'.-in ton in

1 70’2. by a toniparattvdy *iro|Jr evprn
nn-fil. dimrrd that thr niiii|4rN*ilulit,t

of water thoogh *tiuill i« «|iiite amir.'

ciahlr. ami that it i« lt~r at Inglr i

titan at lower teniperaturr*. Thr
mra.*nrr,nrnt if thr coni|ur*'il>ilitJ of

li<iuid* t* a«ttaily made in a gla*- veVel
(«r fig. 1 trrnml a piezometer. A tnlie.

AIM’D, open at .me end. I». ia bent
Ufmn itwll between (• and l>. widened
at one end into » cylindrical bulb. A IS.

and at tlie other into a ri*iem. D. Tie
li-inrl experimented on fill* the hull.

and stem lo C. from which point to

D. mercury fills the tube. On the sur-

face of the mercury at C an index

floats. Thr instrument is placed in a larger and
much -troiigei vessel containing water to which
prewure ( nirasurr-l by an attached gauge) i#

applied. The content- of the piezometer being
thus cotiipic'sc. 1

,
the mereuiy column ascend- in

the Mem, and when the pressure is relieved the
index i. left at that |siint to which the mercury
r«>ee unih-r the highest pressure applied. The
actual amount of cnmpte-Uion, and the originoJ
volume, as well as the pressure. 1icing known, the
compressibility caii lie thereby calculated, a correc-
tion being finally added for the compression of tho
gl:iv> piezometer itself. From experiments made
with such apparatus, tlir following conclusions {see
llj'orl oh some of fht 1‘hijei‘ill J'ru/ttl'lifi Oj Frfsh
II uttr ahi/ Sat- wafer, by I’tofessnr 1’. Ci. Tail;
Chaltrugfr Expedition Vommimon Jlfport/i, Physii *
and Chemistry

,
part iv. | seem now tola' well estah-

lishesl rrgatding the compressibility of liquids, more
i-.prcially of water. The com|iiev.ihility of water
decrease, a. lioth the temperature and pivtaure are
raise.)

;
under moderate pressurea {e.g. one or two

atmospheres
I it has a point of minimum value about

tlO C., while its actual value at I0‘ V. and at a
pressure of one ton pci square inch is very nearly

trl.i' Rea. water i- less eompie-ihle than fresh

water; the ratio of the rmupi '•-nihility of the
formet to the latter Unrig !»I3. Solutions of com-

-All nr.' less cximpreH.il, le ol< they are stronger

;

the compressibility falling oil" uniformly with in.
rreiisisl strength. Ilotli sea water and salt solutions
diinitiish in roinprewibility with temtieiatute and
iin-sMire in the same manner as fresh water. It

I *a- also been proved that the maximum density
l-iint of water I- lowered by pie-suie; the actual
amount of tins lowering Wing 3*1 per ton

ir. water under a ptessure of one ton per

-I in ha* its maximum density point at 0 1),

instead of at «*, as under onlimuy almoaplieric
pressure.

The cornpre—ibilit
y

of solids is generally very
ller than tliut of either liouids or gases.much •mall

It is l*ovt measured by noting the shortening
of a rod or fibre of the material tested whilo
- object .-

1

to hydrostatic pressure; the linear com.
pressibility thus olituined i-, t» n an fliclent degree
of approximation, one tliinl the cubical Compir*.
sibility. Far glass it is OOOOUHCft |*er alum
splorr.

Concrete. There is hilt little difference be-
tween concrete and coarse mortar. The mortar used
in the masonry of castles and churches erectoI

during the middle age- is in fart a concrete with
small |icbblen instead of the larger ones used in

modern concrete. Any mixture of lime, sand, and
water, with broken stones or bricks, hit* of slag,
gravel, nr other hard material, is called a concrete.
Tire hard lumps are termed the lunreipitr, and the
mortar in winch they are embedded is called the
matrix The mixture varies with tho nature and
quality of the materials, but it often consists of I

pari of quicklime. 2 of -and. and 5 of gravel. It i«

l-'tter lo use such a material os broken stone rather
than water rolled gravel, which has often too smooth
a surface. Lime concrete, as the kind above de-
*•-tilled maybe termed, is usedprincipally for founda-
tions. that i-. a thick t«**l of it i- formed below the
lowest course of stones or bricks in walls, in cruses

w here the ground itself is not sufficiently firm and
solid. Not unfrequcntly, in some countries, walls
llii'insclvra arc formed of concrete, by laying a foot

or two of it in height at a time between boards, ami
giving it some time to harden, It then forms an

ittilicisl stone. Ollier iih-UiisIs of building walls
nl i oneiric arc in us.^

I‘»rtland cement Kiiaretc is nuule either by
ivirig n with gravel alone, or more geiientll) by
using tbc cement along with sand and broken
*i--n,-v. The omcretc ustsl at I’nrtland Breakwater
Fort and at folk llailsuir have nearly the same
ct irn|>< i*i Iion The cubic yard of it at the former
pi 'iec «»» made by using of I’ortlnnd eeinent

feel, nl sAioi 10 cubic feet, and of liniken
-|.oi<- (not more than b gauge) 2M cubic feet,

along with gallon- of water. A concrete with
lh®* materials in much the same proportion has
•"•cn ux-l at other places, but ilifferi-nt proportions
ar<- al-wt employed. I’oitland cement being the
binding material in tlu« concrete, the qurwtion
•'‘rises whelhei there is siillicient CX|-uicnC0 of its

duialiility, es|«‘cially where it ip e\|->-cd to the
action <•( -ea water. In warrant its employment ill

stniriiirnl works of great or even of moderate size.

See Cements.
C.n,rf«te made of the hydraulic lime from Tail
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in France, uhidi coiunin* 66 j**r cent, of Mlfcatc
of lime, luus lM emplciYCil ill the conatructinn of

hreukwjiters ami similar works :it CUerl«oor^
t

Maiveille*, ami other places The Teil hydraulic
lime i* one of the known, ami the eon

Crete imutr with it hit* the action of nea

water for many yearn. Ordinary lime concretedor*
not srt iiinler water.

A cmiciete U made of Inoken *t4>n»^ and tar. about
1*2 gallons of the latter l*tn" u<«al for every cubic
yaul of concrete. ItitUltieii or aaphalt i* belter

than i^ia-tar for thU pnrjN*4\ and either may !*?

hardened liy the introduction of dried and pounded
lime, clay, or hrielt duat The laatcriaU should be
IteaUsI I

h* foie tain# mixed with the tar or bitumen
For backin'? armour |daten m fort* a concrete of

caihtdrun turniiiKN, u>|»halt, and pitch lui* licen

lined. < iravel mixed with mllie r more than a
thirtieth part, by bulk, of iron tarin#*, waa *oc
ce^fully UWtl an a concrete at Stranraer pier.

and aromatic ami pungent condiments, ti

mustard. ginger, pepper, w.d pickles.

vviiuocvmin

i'omlcnscr i* an apparatus in which aqueous
or other water i» comienml into a liquid ferm
cillitT by Ilie introduction of cold water, a- in the

cnmtni.ing Steam engine (q.v ), or a> in di-tilU

lion, hv placing the eonditiiner in another ww«l,
through which a current of cold wain p**»o*.

When the water-supply deficient at w or «n the

coast, "alt water may lie distilled and condense*!

See Distillation, <i.\s.

The Klkctric < 'on iiKN.xm i- an apparatus eon
Slating essentially of two parallel conducting plates,

separated hy a layer of non conducting material or

dielectric, employed to leeeive ami tetairi quanlitka
of electricity greater than either or Iroth <>f the
plates wouhl <hi alone. The simplest and typical

form of condenser is that which »*» first used l»y

Franklin. It is sim lily a sheet of glam., <’ (see

fig.), both aide* of which, excepting a margin at

the edges, are covered with tinfoil,

3 A and It. To charge such a con
denser, one of the sheet" of tinfoil,

nay It. i- connected with the ground.
K | either hy some metallic eonnr-
tion <u hy being placed on the hand
of the expert while the

sheet. A. remains insulated If A
lw now rharged with electricity,

li positive for example, a negative
charge i" induced on that -idr of It

S
nearer A, while an equal quantity
passe** to the ground. Increasing

the charge in A induct* a cone
ponding increase in II This pro

|gg§k cna, although by means of it largo

H£3\ quantities of electricity may l»

, H \ _ accumulated, cannot go on indt-
' finitely s foi on reaching a certain

limit, depending on the dimension,

Ac. of the Apparatus, the nature of the dielectric

used, ami the difference of potential of the two con

ducting plate*, cither a diiruptivc ditchnrgt (see

ELBCTRICITV) takes place, or the charge )>*-** off

through the insulating supports of the condenser.

All the various forms of condenser* satisfy the

definition given alwve. One useful form is that in

which the two conducting plate- rue fixed on the

end" of brawl rods which pass through hrass knobs

on the top" of two glass pillar*, the dielectric in

this case being air. The more common form, how

in which

CW)r, i" the Leyden Jar (q.v.). Another is made
up of sheet*” of tinfoil and paraffined paper,

placed alternately in layer* ; the lust, thud, fifth.

Jtc. sheets of tinfoil ore connected to nne terminal,

ami the second, fourth, sixth. &e. to another.

The capacity of a condenser is defined to be that

iiiantity of electricity with which one plate most

up of

placed

&c. "he

Another is made
paraffin'd paper.

C
anttty ol electricity witn wmcti one plate must
charged in order to raise it* potential by one

unit. It can be shown that, in the case of con-

denser* of the Leyden jar form, the capacity is

numerically equal U> the product of the outer and
inner radii of the coating, divided by the difference

of the radii-i.e. i» greater a* that difference is

lees. Hence the thinner (within certain limita)

the glass between the two coating* of such a con-

denser, the greater is its capacity.

Condiments, or seasoning agents, are thoee
substances which are employed at table for the
purpose of imparting a flavour or seasoning to the

ordinary solid or liquid food. The principal condi-

ment* are saline substances, such as common salt

;

acidulous bodies, such as acetic acid or vinegar

;

oily condiment*, such as butter and olive-oil;

saccharine substances, such as sugar and honey

;

Conductors and Non-conductor* of
Electricity. When an electrified body is placed

upon a metallic stand, so that it is in metallic con-

nection with the earth, all trace* of electrification

disappear
;
but if placed upon supports of gla«* or

ebonite, iu charge i" still retained, the body then

being said to be nuulatcd. In the former case, tho

electric charge having pasned to the ground through
the metallic support, the metal is termed a ro*
duclor of electrtcity ; in tl>e Utter, the Hus or
ebonite is termed a mom condmetor or intnUdur,
since by its means the charge i, prevented from
leaving the body. Tins distinction i. -no-hat
artificial, since no sub-lance U known to he eiih.-r
a perfect conductor or an aloolutc iasnUtnr. The
Mlbanner* n. frequent ure a- readurfit* ami non-
conductor. may be arranged in the f.4h—ing order
of their eondNClivily, loginning ui(l, die
•Silver, —.per, gold. bra~. rinr. platinum. j„H ,.

tin, lead, mercury. trenuan silver. graphite, .rd
phosphorus. lumrial acids, saline solution-.
water pure w#er. alcohol. wn»l. we. vegetable
oil., lime, chalk, camphor. porcelain. wool. hair,
•ilk glare, wax. sulphar, resin. amber. gutta iwreha,
"

.
.

paraffin, ebonite, ail and oiU-i
It ts found tliat the eftrieary of a mm conductor,

when used as an insnUtor in elect..Malic expert-
menu, depend* very largely on tin- state .if its
surface. In a .tamp almo.pl-re.
emte, with a thin nlm .4 rooi.t.i.e whirl. cn-nlrr
ably Inwen. IU insulating pawn. lienee |he-e
experiment* succeed l-Hter in div weather

;wbe the apparatus requires to l« Iwat-a. „ ,|».
glAi« insulator* employed m I- mated w|||| shclLv-
varnish, upon which mnktnre lines not re.vlily
dep°*it- In metals, conducting power de. i-iu.-.when the te.nperal.ire k .a.—I ; on ll«- othr,
hand, glare wax. -ulphnr. ami some ,alwr
bodies which are etiiemelx had cn.lurt.w. at
orainary teraprraiuie., conduct very mud, l-|lr ,
wlH-n rai—l lo t -flkueatly high (emiwialure.
It has been oWeried that a —ies .4 metal,
airangcl in order of tlreir Hectr.cal conducting
powers, exhibit" the sanre mder a* ul-n •miilailr
arianged for their thermal conducting i.—er.

; m
other -oeds. metal* wind, conduct electrieitv veil,
comlucl beat well Also, that when two Specimens
of Urn saute metal differ m electik —I.KIi.itv.
they differ in thermal eomlnrtivitv. ami in ti— same
way. See LtnilTNINii Coxim .tuk

fi’unvulalon. Mnlicine. k -unetimes used
of any inv.dunUiy cootr^t..*. <4 the vofonlaiy
muscle- of llie l.ulv - Imt r*|>s-tally «d seinires in
which the Isulv k thrown into violent .^sim.li.-
contraction., the sensil.ility ami voluntary motion
lwmg Inc a time Mtspemled In adult* convul-mn*
almost always imficate the prere-nce of grave
disease, cither of the licain (|wr«ictila>ly Kpilei—v,
q.v.) or of tire kidney*. In children.' reprciallv
Iwfore the age .4 thirc years, tlrev are of much Imue
common occurrence, and. tlmagh serious in them
selves, may be dne to tempoiary ami comparatively
trailing cause- The following de«,ipii„„ applies
chiefly Ui the convulsion* of children A fit of
convulsion* may l**t fr*mi a few minute* to -omc
hour*, and may .nulily prove fatal, if not relieved
within a short pe.iod. The first symptom ob-
served is often a twitching of particular muscle*
or groups of muscle-, ami a duvnge in the habitual
expresmon or colour of the face, with di-tension of
the feature*, and turning of the ghd«* of tlw eves
soddenlr upwards IV fingem are sometimes
clenched in the palm, and the feet turned inwanls •

sometime*, however, convulsions occur absolutely
without wanting, of this kin.1, and even in the
midst of perfect apparent health. Tlieir cause is

usually to be found iu some -ourre .4 irriUtioii,
especially in the digestive organs ; a*, for in.laner.
disordered dentition, worm, in the intestine, inaisoroere.1 uenuticn. womc in tfir intes-tme. in
digestible or un>uilaMe food, Ac. Mmt epidemic
fevers are also apt to I- attended, in children, by
convulsions in tlieir early- stages, and if severe,

particularly in the case of whooping cough, during
their progress u well ; and disease* of the brain
and iU membrane* at every stage. Convulsionsan.i iu membrane* at every stage, t^mrulsions
are greatly promoted by bad ventilation and in

judiciooa feeding, with deficient exercise; and a
great part of live cure com
removing the causes of the c

When a child k sudden
ency to spasm, soch as twiu

in discovering and

- lb XIIHUIU w
iilacr-l at once tn a very free current of air. with iu
feet towards the fire ; the extremities should be
kept warm, and a cold lotion may be applied to
the head, especially if there U much flushing of
the face

;
a little castor-oil may lie given unlean the

bowel* are loose ; and if there is flatulence, the
belly may be roblied with a warm hand, or with some
simple stimulating liniment, such as camphorated
Oil If an actual convulsion occur, the fhet, or if

re—ihle the whole body, should at once be put inhot wau-r to winch a little luustmd has been added,
an.t cloths wrung out of cold water frequently
applied to the head. If there is any suspicion
that worm, nr undigested food may lie the cause,
a purgative Clyster (q.v.) should he given; ami
arK-nont nredictne by tho mouth as well, if the
child I* .hie U. swallow Nothing more "Imuld
t-c attempted w ithout medical advico. The further
treatment generally consist* in the administration
<! nerve "datives, especially bromide of sodium
or potwium and chloral, and in ulwtinate rases
chloroform, with careful attention of course to any
cau«e of irritation that may bo present-.

fonvnlsiofi" are rare amongst homes and cattle.
In young dogw. however, they frequently occur
from inUwtmal womis, duordered deration, or m
connection with distemper or other dehiliuting
disease* : they usually duappe., when their aMoU

Copaiba, or Copaiva, Bai.xam or, a valuable
drug, consisting chiefly of a resin (resin of copaiba)
and a volatile ml (oil of copoilm). It flown from
incisions in the "tern* of various specie of copaifera
ire—, natives .if the American tropic*, which belong
to the natural order l.egumim^n*. When thou trees
liecome old or mircharged w ith copaiba, jt is no mi-
umibI thing l«r the »tcm* to burnt with a loud boom-

a.mnd The balsam Ini* * peculiar, aromatic, hut
disagreeable <"lour, which, however, i« liiglilv

pemiatent. while it* tnsu.« i* decidedly acrid. It low
stimulant pro|>erii<-». is diuretic, laxative, ami in
large do-.-, „(u-,i nn active purgative. It is, Imw
ever, meetly on Mxmunt of it* powerful action on
the mucous membrane that it in umsI, ami it is

areoixlingly much I'liiploycl in affecliona of tlm
unno genital system, in clironic catarrh*, Ac. The
resin itself lias l«een found elficociou* given in tho
form of a i-mgh irill, llnlnuin of ro|uiilia is some-
time' adult-rated with castor-oil or volatile oils,

l b- former of these i« readily detcctcl if any rnilki-
nev» is produeed when the habnm i« shaken with
ten times its volume of petroleum l*«nzin. The
volatile oil* may Iw recognised hy "baking the
lwlaain with a little alcohol, wliyn, being morn
•olulde. tliey are removed (imt-

Copnl. a rminotu auhalnnce used for a variety
of purpose* in the art* It appeara in commerce
ill MuooUl rounded masse., colourlm or lemon-
yellow. translucent or lrnn»|s»reut-, ratiier brittle,

ami in a cold < tale, almost without smell or taste.

It is readily furible and iiillnniinahlc, i« in.oluhVi
in water, and only partially "olublo in alcohol and
oil «>f turjrentine, hut liecomi-' entimlv solublr in
them when it has Imrn for n short tune limited.
Variom useful pale-yellow or almost eohiurlesn
varaklm and Ucqui-i* are made by dissolving
melted coiwl in alcohol, oil of tiiqmiitiue, or hoileii

lii,seed-oil. The chief source* of copl sro the
Hast Indie-, Africa, and South America, but tho
varietka derived from time conntriee difl'er in their
origin. I'he East Indian is the exudation of a large
tree. f’nfcrM Indira, and possibly also of different
sticcins <4 Hymenea. winch probably yield the
Brazilian variety. Much copal is obtained from
West Africa, where it is found in rounded manse",
embedded in sandy noil. Gum Animt is the name
applied to a copal of this nature.

Copalrhl Hark, a b*rk resembling Caacarilla
Hark (o.v.) in its properties, and produced by a
shrub ol the same genu". Croton mVeiu, a native of
Central America (see CROTON), lire lark is in
quill- u foot or two in length, and ha* a thin corky
epidermis. Copalchi Bark is much u»ed a, a sub-
stitute for cinchona in Mexico, where it goes by

suddenly seized with a tend-
an twitching of the feature-, or

epidermis. Co

the name of IJiiina Manta, and ia imported, although
not to a large extent, into Europe. It contains a
minute proportion of a hitter alkaloid resembling
quinine.

Copper. This appear* to have been the first
metal employed by man both id war and the peace
ful art*. Like gold and silver, it is found native,
hut. except in one or two district*, only to a small
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in different part* of tht world for supplying heat
to copper furnace**, hut at Borne places lt'liaa been
given up, after a short trial, owing to the costly
repairs which it cause*. There are never fewer
than six operations in the Welttli process of
copper smelting, and when so limited, a favourable

admixture uf ores, Midi as copper pyrites and
copper carbonates, in necessary. In the first, the
ore is calcined in a furnace for at leant twelve
hours, hv which time the greater part of the nub
phide of iron in dccompoBed, and much aulphuroua
and other acids have formed and escaped in fume*

i.e a (kartial oxidation of the iron and sulphur

extent. It can, however, be extracted from its
ores at a comparatively low heat, and it is not
altered by exposure to ary air ; although in moist
air, in the presence of carbonic acid, it soon takes
on a coating of the green carbonate of copper.

The uh* of copper by ancient nations b well known,
through the weapons and other object* of Bronze

S
.v.) that is, copper mixes! with a small quantity
tin, Ac*—which nave been bo hugely collected by

nrclneologhta. Some prehistoric implement* are,

however, of unalloyed copper. It was obtained by
the ancient* from various places, but especially from
Cyprus—whence the name. Copper has n charac-

teristic fine red colour ami takes a brilliant polish.

It U nearly nine times heavier than water, it*

npocific gravity being from 8*8 to 8D6. Next
to diver it i* the best conductor of heat and
electricity, hence it* many ueeful application*. It*

point of fusion lies between silver and gold, Imt
unlike these metals, it abeorbe oxygen when ntrongly
heated in the air, ami scale* of block oxide form
rapidly on it* surface. Copper U moderately hard,
und in highly malleable, ductile, and tenacious,
although not ho strong as iron. When held, in the

form ol sheet or wire, in iv flame, it communicate*
to it a highly characteristic green colour. Where**
steel in hardened by being heated to redness and
suddenly cooled in cold water, copper is softened by
the same prove.**. Copper forms two important com
pounds with oxygen cupmii* ami cupric oxides

Cuprous Oxide (red oxide, sub oxide), Cu,0.
This is obtained by heating Co redness the black

oxide with nearly it* own weight of finely divided

copper in a well-covered crucible, to protect the
mixture from the oxidising action of the air. It i*

got a* a hydroxide by adding grape-sugar to a m>Iu

tinn of Nulpliatc of copper, amt then caustic soda,

till a blue precipitate, which is first formal, is tr

dissolved. The solution, on being gently warmed,
deposit* the hydroxide n* a rich orange-yellow
powder. On continuing the heating till the liquid

Cupric A rsenile, CuIIAaO, (Schcc)e'i green), is a
well-Known green pigment, got by adding an jdka
line arsenite to cupric *ul phate. and washing the
precipitate till free from nulnhate. and drying-

ThU colour baa been much used for wall-papers, but
ha* been »uppwd to hare insanitary effect*. See

Copper A eelale, Cn(C.H 10,)f . » got by adding
copper hydroxide, or carbonate, to acetic acid. It

forms dark blue prisma If acetic acid is allowed

to act on metallic copper in the pnwence of air and
moisture, a basic acetate is slowly formed termed
cerdigrit ; this has less acetic acid than the previous
compound, and is much fom soluble. Ithosabloish-

green colour. Vevdirris and aiwenious acid boiled

together in water form the fine colour termed

emerald green—an aceto-arsenite of copper.

Copper Stearate is obtained by adding stearate of

soda to sulphate of copper in hot solutions. It is a

light bluiah-grren powder used lot colouring candlea.

The pigment, Bnuutnet green, used in the art*.

Kie. I. Section id a Kcvrtlivrstnry CtoppcMm’llins
I 'nriiRcc

:

A. nicflsre ; II. Hre-brldg*
; C, bol ©J i-isl

;
D, melted coppsr.

takes place. In the teeond, the calcined 010 is

melted along with siliceous slags obtained in later

stages of the process. Here a fusible slag, consisting

in great part of silicate of iron, is fanned, and the
sulphides of iron und copper aro run off as a regulus,
termed course metal, and granulated in water. A
section of a melting furnace is given in fig. I. In

the third, the coante metal it calcined again for

twenty-four hours, during which time most of the
sulphide of iron is converted into oxide. In tho
fourth, the calcined coarse metal is moiled with
slags rich in oxide of c>ip]M<r, and also with rich orru,

a* oxide and carbonate. TIicm oxidise any sulphide
of iron remaining, and a regulus called white metal
is formed, consisting almost entirely of sulphide of
cop|ter, and containing nlsnit 7.1 |«cr cent, of tho
metal. In the//**, eallcd • rousting,’ tlio regulus
is very slowly melted, so as to allow of the gradual
and thorough reduction of tho sulphide hy heated
atmospheric air through the formation of oxide- of
copper. When oxide and sulphide of eOMtcr aro
heated together, they decompose each otlior, tho
sulphur escapes a* «uli>hurou» acid, und impure
metallic copper, culled llnter cower, is produced,
while other foreign 1— lit-« ate for tho must nart
removed in the slag. In the tuth, the copper from
the pievioua operat ion is icfincd. To effect this, it

is melted in a furnace, and rvm.ved to the oxidising
influence of the nil for from fifteen to twenty hours,
by which time it is full of dioxide, and this is in

turn induced hy throw ing purr coal on the surface

of the molten inctnl. and tlion itirring it with a
|*>lo of Rrtefi liireli wood,

At tbc*e MndUng work* where the *ulhlturoun
nrifl |wiiduoe<l in tin* calcining or roanlmi* nf c opper
pyrites i* saved for the itiamifactim* of Hulplmric
.nriH, peculiar fnrnnccs, stirli tv* Gcr*tcn!idfer>.
HoBcnrlever and IIcIIur «, and Mulctra'H. arc used
foi looting the ore. Shaft or cupola furnaces,
instead of l1»n*e of u icverheratory kind, arc used
in M>mp count Ties, for smelting copper ores where
these are highly ferruginous, or oxidised, or com-
paratively poor . Coke, anthracite, or charcoal ia

uped ivh furl in cunohi furnace*, which require* a
hlaM of air at a rtuxletate jMwmre.

Wet Copper Extraction Process, Soon after iron

pvrites (sulphide of iron | began to be used about
thirty year* ago as the source of sulphur for the
manufacture of Hulphuric acid, it was thought
desirable to recover the copper, amounting to n
small per cent, of the pyrites used. The burnt
pyrites, consisting chiefly' of oxide of iron, along

with 4 or 5 per cent, of copper, is mixed with from

12 to 15 prr cent, of crushed rock salt and the

mixture properly calcined, when tho whole of the

copper is oonverted into a soluble chloride. The
masted mass is then lixiviated, and the copper con-

tained in the station thrown down as metal by

scrap iron. This precipitate contains about 75 per

cent, of pure copper, and is mixed with the copncr

of the latei stAgea of purification got in the cm
process.
Applications ok Copper.—

T

ire metal ia uaed for

a great variety of purposes. It is moat largely con-

sumed along with zinc in the production of Brass

( q.

v

. ), To a less, but still considerable extent, it

hj 1* reached the boiling-point, and maintaining the or llllv_ ’ R^timr, lt * n.K
ebullition for oma time. U.o powder change. ia(e » Uv„ rcd oxMp Mll u«, *
tlm red anhydrous oxide. This oxide U u**d in bonale of copper aiound it Tire larg

colouring glass a line ruby tint It i- not acted on nal jv, are oUainrd from mil

by air or moisture. and for thU reason m produced *n .l fntni bearing .trata in ti

on copper surfaces a* a bronie to keep the metal |„.H | ,4 l*k. Superior One mu 1

It*o»f from becoming -tamed. The salt* of thu MinneeoU in IKM. weighing Ml
oxide ure generally colourlen*. but they are liable required the work of forty me for a y
to absorb oxygen ami into the Mae-colourcd

t , The largd yet obtained was
cupric -alt*. Cuprous chloride ui the most ini- the Central mine*. Uke Superior,
portant salt, being used for abaorbmg carlronic «oo ton.
oxide in go* analysis The ore* of cotter are umcraM
Chpne Oxide (copper monoxide, hleck oxide), copper, <-</•/>*• or.de, ne nd oxedt of

CuO, It the -calc or nut of copper which peels off rirtre-t ore. It coatain-. when pme.
the -urfnee of the metal when heated. It i» got for c <-nt of ropper. Jfafu'Ar/r (q «.

.
or g.

chemical purposes by heating nitrate of copper to ofrapper, coo-i.U, when i-ne. ..I 57 p
redness in a cniclhle with occanional -luring, and metal. Till' »ee <r.ui. Urgel \ in |

carefully avoiding any irowiblc adml—ion of cr^ly Au*lralia. and in w.n.e aim.-, in S.

matter. By tho u«e of cupric oxide Liebig e«tab- Chf-uylite, a;mrite, .k Uo> <eul~«*te •

li-hcd the method hy which the composition of all pare .tato contain* 55 per cent. ..f r

organic Bubstance- ha* tieen determined, — it eoparite. copper pyilet. or ye!U>o «»/..

readily gives up its oxygen at a red heat to rarbnn phide of copper -nd iron. .
. fmw .

and hydrogen, converting them, respectively, into
t h,. mint important «i <h«

carbonic acid and water, from the weight of which containing, »li<-n pur^. X*> p- r ren
the composition of the organic body is calculated. Vrt HO nrcount of impuriti--. what
This oxide i« used for staining gls**. t" which it fcugUml doe* not yield, on mi aver-
impart* a green colour : and it* -olution in ammonia h |--r cent. »f the metal. Some of 1

has tho remarkable property of dissolving cotton copper pwitr* ..I «!*• western -talc

fibre- The Hydroxide, Cil(OH^, is obtained a- a and elsewhere i- worked a- an me
blue precipitate by adding caustic soda to sulphate. Colu). or pnrvte

. Tper
nr ottier salt, of copper, which, as in the cnee of •.nlpliide of copper in which '.he j-o

the cuprous oxide, becomes anhydrous on boiling, metal varies from CO to TO |-< nut.

the blue precipitate becoming block and granular. or gray copp'- —r. U a snlpli-antiam;

Tho salt* of cupric oxide are readily obtained by nf very vanabb* nmip iiion. Uii oft

di-Bolving it in the necessary acids; for example. from 30 to 40 |»r cent of cpi-r. .V

in sulphuric acid for thesulphate, and in nitric acii (q.v.) i' an ux}.|iloii>|r of t..p|HT m
for the nitrate of copper.

_
and found in other cmintur*. Mdao

Cupric Sulphate (sulphate of copper, blue vitriol I, oxide of copper, and ChryareoUa.

CuSO,, occurs native in veins of copper and iron copper, are m*^ smelt* I a*
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i» made inUi krona; .xml ^un-metal, in which it i>

alloyed with tin and other metal* (see BKONZKI
Alone it is employed for boiler*, •nil*, looking

vessels, seamless and other pipes. wire and wir»-

clolli. uni Is, and spikes. In the form of.thin plate-

it has long been in demand for engraving and etch

ing upon, and in the shape of strong rollers it i-

extensively employed for a like purpose by the

calico-printer. Copper doe* not cant very well, but

it is admirably adapted for producing works of art

in electro-deposit instead ol canting them. Tins

process Is extensively employed, and do** even for

objects as large as life-sized statues. In this way
engravings and pages of type are also copied for the

printing press. For its use m coating oilier metal-,

see BRONZINO. Copper is the metal usually

chosen for lightning conductor*. Writing pen* ar>

made of an alloy consisting for the most part ol

Copper, and for some purpose* are better than

those made uf steel, as they do not corrode nearly

so soon. These pens arc usually white in colour

An alloy of copper, 'yellow metal,’ i* uwd f*u

slicatliing the boltroii* of limber skip*. m> a- to

prevent molluscs and seaweeds from enrnmliering

them. Copper, owing l>» iu* ductility, may nm.li-

into pipes, lulling, by high pressure alone,

without luml

(!opperatl is the commercial term for the sul-

phate of iron, and is used extensively in dyeing

black, in making ink, and ha. been found useful a.

a dressing for crop*.

Coriander [Conamlrum uthvum). an annual

plant of the natural order Uiobellifero-, with

liranching atem, I to i feet high, the lower leave*

biiiinnat*. the ui.j-’r leaves more compound. and

glolsne fruit. It is a native of the south of

Europe and of the Host, and ho- long l*cn eul

tivnUtd for the sake of it* fruit ; and ha. thu.

become naturnlise.1 in some iiarta of England,

although it* fruit (cornuider need I is much less u«*|

in Britain than in Cermany ami ~»mc other Kuro

paan countries. The whole plant, when fresh, ha*

n very olfenaivo smell ; but the ripe mid perfectly

dry Ifiit has an agreeable aromatic smell and a

sweetish aromatic Iasi*'. It is used in medicine as

a carminative, and a- a corrective of certain porga

lives ; also in domestic economy as an aromatic

being very often mixed with bread in the north of

Kuru|io; spirituous liquor* an* flavoured with it;

nnd confectioner* cover it with sugar to make *

well-known kind of comfit. In the w>uth of Kng

1hi i<I it I* common to now coriamlrr aml earnway
together, the coriander yielding a crop in the mat
year, and the earnway in ycAi* following < on-

ander delight* in a rich noil, ami w much cultivated

and u* in Indio,

Corrosive Hublimale. the popular name of

the highly poisonous bichloride of mercury ( nier.-uiic

chloride). See Mki»;i'hv.

Corrugated Jlrtnl. I«»n and other metal*

in islicet* and pUtes luivc communicated to them

enormously increased rigidity and power to mbt
hack line and collapse hy Iwing corrugated. »h«

process in merely an application to metallic aab.

kUnwwi of the old contrivance of •gonenne* or

* piping.' by ntcann of which frills are stiffened and

kept in afiope. The metal to be cornigated is

passed between pairs of roller* with ridged surfaces,

the ridges of one lilting into the hollow, of theother,

nnd the sheet* or plates opeAted on are bent and

compressed into the wavy outline of the rolls.

Walls and roofs of light and temporary buildings

arc extensively made «f corrugated galvanised

iron— i.e. sheet-iron first cornigated and sub-

sequently coated with sine by droning the sheets

into a bath of the liquid metal. The moot import-

ant mechanical application of corrugated metal has

l»een for the Hue* of large steam-boilers. About
1878 * system of annular corrugated iron Hues was

introduced, which increased the resistance of the

Hue to collapse, and saved fuel became of the

greater heating surface presented by the corruga-

tions. A spiral corrugated flue gives the grentest

amount of strength.

Counter-Irritants, agents applied to the

skin so as to redden (rubefacients), to vesicate

(veskatorie* or Blisters, q.v.), or to produce pu*

tuler, purulent issues, or even sloughs of skin

and of the subcutaneous textures. The milder

counter-irritants are mustard (see Cataplasm!.

turpentine applied on warm cloth*, amt .pint or

acetic acid in lotion. Tl.e stronger are Ml-ten* of

Contliaris (q_v. )oe of ammonia -. of Croton oif (q.v.)

or Tartar Emetic Iq.v.). in ointment; W<o»,
caustic or pea-isu.es, and the nuu ; and al.ive

all, the actual Cautery (q.v. ) or hot iron Nooe
of the stronger counter irritant* should be u*rd
without eon-ful cunsideiatsm and medical advice

;

great mischief is often dime hy thrir can-lne* nr

improper u*e. Counter irritants relieve internal

pain, check inflammations, and ten*) to promote

the absorption of raurbid effusion*. Their effect is

probably due mainly to rellex action, produced by

the impression they cau« noon the nerves of the

akin to which they are applied.

Amongst Irocsro. counter irritant* are much used

for strains and diseases of the ininU. Isit should

never he applied, a* they too often are. in recent

caoes. or WttUC the part a Irot or mrtamed. Can
t handInc preparation*, or ointment of biniodide of

mercury, are the most convenient. For cows, use

fomentations, followed by the smart infliction of

mustard paste; foe dogs. Map liniment, strength-

ened. if required, hy ammonia or turpentine.

Cowling** Cowagk. or Cowitch, consist* of

short, slenik-r. brittle ham. which cover the puds
of species of Mucuna, n papilionaceous climber,
particularly M pr.nra. of the Went Indie, and M.
ureiu ol the Rant. Throe hairs readily stick in the
•kin and cause intolerable itching, and were bene*
formerly used (ns still in their native coontry ) as a
vermifuge. They are administered in ayrop. and
of course .ol mechanically. The nnri|u> pods are
eaten like kidney-bean*.

f rank, in Machinery, i* a lever or aim on a

shaft, driven by hand (e g. a winch handle or by

a connecting-rod, it* object l*-ing u» convert reeip

rocnlmg motion into rotary motkm Engine crank*
w Inch convert tin* to nnd In. motion of tin- |<i -ton

into continuous rotation of ctatik slurlt nte cm
ncctcl to the |n-toii 0-1 m>l by tie- Mnrrtlit! rod.

They are. when -ingle, ol steel, wrought iron, o,

cast iron, tire ernnk in tin- ense Mm- rttbrr a
simple ami. enlarged at •*«• «-n.l In lit over lire

-halt, ami with a |«n at tte otlrc, cn.l rntloaccl l.y

tlwn-leml |lig. I ) : or che a due centred on tire

•liaft, with crank |«n a* Wiwlfw. Tlri* Inst

form is well luUncsl tVhrndnaldr. * i« n-nnl in

Urge engine (I.g. 3). they nrr now rdletr l-rilt up

ol Steel, the two arms lieing shrunk on to the draft,

nnd pin on to them. In two pnilirn* •Inring ench
turn, a connecting ro*l exerts no i-iwer of rotation

Tlie*e are wlren ru*l A and ernnk ana- It are |*ar

•lie! (a- in lig. 3 an*l o|*|->*ite p«*-iti**n L ami are the
tlrtnl rr/t IIts ; nil llm |aidi *«r (mil of tlie rod only
can«e» prfosnre on shaft-hearing- T<* carry tire

crank over these |"*nt- cither a heavy wheel (lly.

wheel) r* attache) to tire -haft, which *l»*c*s up
rnergv during oilier |>art.s of the revolution, and

gi\e« it out at lime points, «*c cl-e two **r more
cranks are -n placed **n tlu* draft tlmt when one i-

on its dead centre, the other* are exerting nearly

their maximum effort, which i- wlren rod and crank

are at right angle*.

Cream of Tartar exists naturally in gram-

juice. hut lieing insoluble in alcolrol. it i- gradually

deposited, in tin: form of nrgol. as the sugar of the

juice become, converted into alcohol by ferment

atum. In the prrporation of cream of tartar

the argol is dissolved in hot water, to which

diaroal or fine clar i- added. to take up the

cdouiing matter ; by Imiling and filtering a

clear colourle** elution is obtained, from which,

on cooling, the cream of tartar separate* «.*

crystal*. These crystal*, after being exposed on

linen for several days, become whiter and con-

stitute the f/vttaJ* of tartar, or. when ground

to powder, the cream of tartar. Although cream

of tartar i*. practically *|«*uking. the bitartrate of

potash. KHC.H.O, |-ee Tartaric Acid I, yet it

usually contain* from 5 u> IU per cent, of tartrate

•if lime, while ailulteiant*. properly sfieaking, may
&l.io br present. tcutiato of lime i* <leHve»l

from the cbiv tiMisl to )Mirifv it. uimI i** more or

l«m pxx-^nt In all wtmnwxvM MUiinlos. In I8KH,

h.mcvcr % crraiii of tditiai wax offcrfil in the market
containing 9U |»er cent, uf biiurtrnt* of jH>ts^xli, ho

that it may !»«• imuined that in futimr a jmrer

article will* »*c forthcoming. f’roAin of tartur in

le-viily soluble in li»>t Neater, th<iitgh it takes M)

of cold water to dimolvo one part of it

SoftMr erram of tartar is piepared by dissolving

together *2 |>artj* of llorax f*|.v.| and .
r
* part* of

cream of taitur, evapumting U> diyneMt And nowdrr
ing. Cream of tartar haft an acid tiwtc and gritty

fee!. When taken iv^watodly in email thws of u

scruple to a drachm, it art* aa a refrigerant and

diuretic; in done* of one two draclnns. it is

useful ax an aperient
;
and in larger dose* of front

two to three dnielim* it actx ax a purging agent,

accompanied bv flatulenr*’ and griping. Iinutrial

liquui ih prepnred hy dk^dvirig ab»ut a drachm nf

cream of tartar in a pint of boiling water, and

adding a little lemon jreel and sugar to flavour if
;

when an agreeable icfngerant drink is obtained,

which iv highly wvmlili! in allaying thirst in

fevennli ravi. ('team of tartar whey is obtained

by adding two drachms of the salt to a pint of

titilk.

4’rCA*Ote {<• r Lrra*, Mlesli;' *6lO t ‘I pro*

serve *| is an oily substance obtainod from the tar

produced by the dcstruefivc dixtillntion of wtaal.

When (*oal lar ix distilled, a certain portion

calbnl croAMbtc oils |uv**ex over, and from tins

much of the creitsute of eomineice is obtained.

Thi«. although similar in some rxwjiecla t*» wuud
cmwxole, in ijuito distinct « beinically. TliO coal

pi oduct consists largely of carlmlic acid, along with
ei'CAMil and xylenoT. while the vbood product, to

which alone the name cieaioto rightly Udongu, enu
biniti of guaiarol, oreasnl, and iihlorol. Am it Con-

tains several substance, so its boiling point ranges

from :i«2 to 42H-
(
200* O. ). The leading char

t ier of wood <
fie^sotc is that it Instantly roagulaU’H

all men, 1ml docs not eougulate (*olbxlion |i|,v.h

in tins respect d lifering from cwrUlic acid It hits

aver)* remarkable power of arresting the decay of

meat oi wood, and when meal is tieated with so

small a )»ropurtioii hundredth of iix wdglll
of crewMitc, and exposes! to the nil, it docs not

putrefy, but Iwrotnr* hanl and dry, asMimiiig the

taste and odmir of smoked meat Indeed, there

can It no douht that liams cured bv tneana of

w«md smoke owe their pre<w*rvat ion and flavout to

^une extent to the volatile crcanoto In the sinoke.

K ill way xlee^iers and w<mkI liable to be frequently
wet .%ie often saturated with the coal t»u ercAaotc

j

or, where economy is not so essential, with the

w«**l rrra/iote. and are thereby preaerved in-

definitely. In toothache, where the caune of pain
is a carious tooth with an cxpo*cd, inflainerf nerve,

a drop of crvaiiote,- carefully inserted, after previ

ouslv cleansing the cavity, will often give relief.

In this case it acta by coagulating the albumen
and destroying the nerves Crcasote acts power-

fully on the skin, producing a white stain when
a|ip)ifs) to it. A few drops adder! to a pint of ink

preecrvo it from nmuldinrss. Medicinally, it is

given in doses of one or two drops, and Ima hi-en

found flKcAcions where them is a tendency to

fermentation of the contents of the stomach and
bowrk Owing to its ar t ioii on the xkin it acta a*

an energetic fau-on when taken in large rlosea.

The ('rvftMtc I’lant { Larrtra mesa-ana)* growing

abundantly on the lsmleiv of the Colorado Dnwrt,
••mits a xtrong <»dour of rreasute. Tin? odour arises

fnim an exudation similar to Indian gum lac, and

is caused by the punctums uf an insect, Cnrtcria

Ia

Crcalln, <>r KRBATIN |(Sr. krmt
%

a Resh*h a

constant amt chararteristie constituent of the *tri|»ed

musrleof vertebrate* It was discovered by Clievreul

in IS3o. but little wjl- known alg>ut it till l-iebig

published bis roearcltOH on the Chemistry of Food
in 1K47 Its chemical formula ixC

4
II,N 30,. Bxcept

in one doubtful case, it hies always been found as

above indicated
;
it is very uncertain if it ever occur*

in unstriped muscle*, and st Juts never been deni<m*

xtraUsI in invertebrates. A dehydrated Conn, known
Itx Creattra'n. C4H,N*0, occur, as a conatant eon

atit.ucnt of urine, and ha* also been demonstrated in

fish muscles, lender the inllueoce of acide. creatin

becoriKw creatinin, and by hydration the transfor-
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(nation may be reyeraed. As throe change? may
readily occur during extraction, there ia often

doul it whether cn-atin or creatiuin ia present in a
given ease.

eepAaiui), which ia said to make iuelt heard ‘at a
dulance of a mile.' Cluaelv allied to the above
genu* ia Myrmecophiia, a wingless cricket with
extremely atroog hind leg*. Only the females arc
known, and these live paraaiticallv in ants' neats.

The Mole Cricket ( Gryllotaiva) belong* to the same
family, and ia dktiBgniahe<l by the enormous bor-
rowing fore-leg*, by the large site of the anterior
ring of the thorax, and be the alwnce of an ovi-

positor in the females. Trie only European specie®

{G. rWyoru) » a large and formidable inaect. some
times attaining a length of two inchm. It is of a
grayish-brown colour, with a ailken sheen. It bur-
rows like a mole in field* and meadow*, but i*

sometime* seen in (light in the e> ening*. N uiueroua

gop. inclose.! in n cocoon, are laid underground.
The larva? are long in becoming adult- The mole
cricket often does damage by bating at the roots of
vegetable crop* Like the field encket. however,
it feed* very largely on ground insects and the like.

A South American and Went Indian specie, (G.

habit of life, nr© some of the more important char-

acteristics of the family (Gryllidm) of which the

cricket ia a type. The female* are fertilised by

means of peculiar npermatophorea, and a* in allied

Orthoptera there ia no marked metamorphosis in

the life-history. In the genus Gryllna the head is

blunt, the antenna1 are long and thin, the wings

are always present, the hind legs are very broad and
strong, ana me Icinale* have a straight protruding
«KK l»y»ng organ. -The Field Cricket [G.camvettm)
w very common throughout Europe in fields and
meadow*

< local in England |. and is very well
known from the tounu, by means ot wnten tne
main ttMlvilM bin mat*. The body i* comprmed,
the heiu! u black aiul shining, the wm^coven are
brown and yellow at the root*. A« in other cricket*,

the noina of the male* ia mada by rubbing tha win*
coven against one another. The under aide of one of

tha narvurea bean ovar a hundred sharp tnuiaverv*

ridge* or teeth. Tlicee inurcU hide in burrow* in

tha ground, and aometime* do much damage to

vegetable*. The female lays numerou* egg» in the

burrow, and tha larva* remain a* such through tha

winter.—The House Cricket (G. ) ha* a
lanker, ycllowiah brown body an inch long. A
recent arrival in the United Sutes. it is common
throughout Europe in houses, i* said u* occur in

the open air in Madeira, and even in Britain occa-

sionally wander* out of doom in summer. It

hides in nooks and crevices, and loves the neigh-

bourhood of the lire, especially in winter. IU
incny not*’ luw Income associated with ideas of

domesticity (a* in I lickcna's C't'k't un the l/earlK).

Critical Temperature is that temperature

below which a sulwtanee may. and above winch it

cannot, be liquefied Ay preuurt alone. Thi* Urn-

B
alme for carbonic acid gas. lot example, u
9* C.—La below that temperature, the liquefac-

tion ot the sutnlaoc* may be easily effected if

sufficient pressure be applied; Ult above it tin

substance cannot l>e liquefied, no matter bo»
In tin premure to which it is subjected. The dis-

covery of the critical temperature by l»r Andrew*

in 1869 first gave tin means of distinguishing

between a true gas ami a inn vapour; for the

former is a suUtanee sbn«c. the Utter one below,

iu critical temperature. When any substance is at

this temperature it i* in the critical state i.e. its

passage tnmi liquid to gas. or net rent. is nw in

which the two |-ut-. Isquwl ami gase.ni*. so merge
into one anotlnr as U. remler them optically imh*

tingukhaUr. Tin critiAl temper.ture* of oxygen,

hydrogen, and nitrogen I formerly termed ‘pennon

ent
'
gases ) are all extremely low. and hence lique-

faction can only be effected (as it has already l--eii)

by tlw application ol intense cold na well os

ronwdernble per—are On the oilier hand, such

vaporous l-slie. as sulphurous anliydrulr, alcol.nl

capour. ether vapour. & c. cas. provnle.1 Urn lues-

sure he uiffirientlv great. I* ls|uHir.l at ordinary

air temperatures, since the** ate much Mo* tMr

talked bv
I’UmI «lf f«W«t ).

in*! tetniiied

Home Cricket (f'ryttas *tomt»titu$)

:

MI'RNIWII lim ; \ i»ii|*: r. perfect Insect

Without till? heat of l lie fui\ St. Iicwmr* more
or lew dormant it. winter. It remain* quiet dtir-

lug tho liny, but hunts about actively at night

|--nd«>d t.1 (Ik-

? i /.f of t li r

U»W. ktWf of

IIk* \vin|>on«

*nu\ll am! cimIt handled. nhilr nllim w ere of largo
dimension*. and required a machine of the Mtmr af

a vindlim. «1W a 'imclimH* «*r •gaffle.' to enable
the how to W pnqirrlv lent. IV t»f tW
lltb century vetv almost Jill tlmx equipped. The
•ijiurrrU’ emplovrd varied with the *i/e of the
l»m, lml generally they wen* short >hmt *liaft*
all-»ut 1 H incite* hnn:. winded with hom nr bather,
am! 1laving a inel*l point, whirh wo* tometime*

Mol« Cricket and eggi (Orftotalp* vubaris

\

for crumb* And other scrap* both 'animal and
vegetable. For the sake of both food and warmth
it often freouenta bakehouse* The larr« ore
wingless, and the pup® have only rudimentary
wings. The loudeet noise made by a cricket u
probably that of a Sicilian specie* (G* mcgalo-

*ba*p. lml iifteii lozoiigc-shnpcd. o!itti*c, and in

dented at the side**. Some cit*ss1>o\vk had a tube
or kind, with a slit for the Itow-dring, and di*-

charged balls of clay, marble, or lead with such
force that they were more formidable weapons than
the earliest firearms. The larger cro**l»ow* were
really military engine*, which required several
men to work them, and threw proportionally
heavy mbatlcsi (*oc BaLLUTTA). The ertmsbow was
iis«l in Kngl&nd chiefly during the 13th century

;

after that it gave place to the longbow, which
wo* found to be the more convenient and easily
handled weapon of the two. It* use, however,
was general among the continental nations of
Kurupe after the I'itli century

;
though the lateran

Council of 1 139 forluule its use as Wing too murder.
oub a weapon for Christian* employ against one
another.

Croton, a genii* of plants of the natural order

Kuphoi l»iuct*;t*. with numerous *|H*cic*, which are

moHly tropical »>r auihlvopicul trees or sliniht, a
few kerktctsxiH. The mowt important is the

l^urging Ciut«n(C'. Tiylinni ), a small tree, a native

Croton

of Iftriia and thi MOTO OMttvIv tio|.i..d parti of

.\«ia. I’lie leaves are extlt*in«dy acrid; I (to unod'

tu a firih slate ii n ilia*ti«\ and in it dried slate, a
iiMUT mild purgative; and tin* Mnxls ( C/•#/•/#/ Sffifa,

o r;«v S'**!*
I
air It very jK>wei fnl liras! if pur-

r
tlive, toniM'ily inneli employed in Kurope. hut
itterly di-n-od’ mi uvonnt of violence and uticor-

t.dnly of action, although itill valuable as yield

in*: croton oil Tliet aim oval or oval •ohlorijj;,

tlsMil the -i/e of liehl Ihiuii. So givat n their

acridity, that dangerous elleel* have eiiMted from
w.irkitig f •• -Mae limnw with paekage.i of them,
fhr Mil i*. Iilt.illiol mostly liv expro.'iot), and paitlv
by treating the «.ike with ideoliol. I lie wnnd and
-»v|* of f i'tnaHir are employed in some uart* of

!'»e K.wt hi fit* same tvay it* tho-e of <\ ligliuM.

Other -pecie- |miw^ sindhtr nropertiei. Vcrv

Mil!, r the piojKTtir. Ilf (I..* -p. c.. . %v|ii< !l

yield tWartUa tq.v.l ami ('opulcln l«|.v.| Katk*.

Other ^»ecie» are still more atomatlc, and sonic

delightfully tragrant. containing in great abund-
ance a (nicktsh hulfuiniic sap. The .rap of C.

i/a i* emploN.il as n perfume and <s>e«i»ietic

at tlie Tape of f ..hhI ||op«*; that »»f C. *rr"juni/iflinoi

i-* uh«s| in the West holies »is a substitute f»»r

llai«ani *»f t 'oiutiv a
;

th.it off. iMiUumt/enfw, ulsii

\N e**t Indian, turni^lie*. fom <tr by di>tllla

lion: and the lialsntiiic -Jip of some South Amerimll
*p*-eid ii dried and •met! %> nteema*. The C. Ihwo
and other >pi*eies yield a IiIimhI i»h 1 juice, whieli,

when dried, forms tin* lineal kind of dritg«»nVh|ooi|,

and is of itstriiigetil properties.

('lunu> Ult in the oil expressed tr.nn the see*

U

of the (\ Tojhtun. mid is ;% sherry colotnvil, viscid

liquid, with :m :i-rid ta^te, a somewhat rancid
>iiie*ll, and a lliiorescenl a|ipeataitre. It eontakti*

i number of oily holies, none of which have a*
yet licet! infinitely *hown to lie the cause of it*

purgative and vesicating properties. Croton-oil
is a violent purgative, in most eases a single dmp
1-eing sufficient to remove constipation. When
niiiocd ii|Miit the skin it proilitee.s rul-efuetion and
pustular eniption. and thereby tends to relieve .some
affection* of the internal organs. It is used either

bv itself in the unmixed state, or diluted w ith olive-

oil, xwip liniment, alcohol, &c. It i* not to be
employtsl except under the advice of a doctor.
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Croup, a trim used in SotIan. I from an early
period to describe a certain train <>f laryngeal symp-
toms, was fiist applied hv Dr FiancU Horne, in

1705, to ait acute inflammatory and mm omtn^ion*
affection of the Larynx (q.v.), in which there is the

formation of a IoIbo membrane or fibrinop* depoait

on the mucous surface of the windpipe. The in-

vasion of the disease resembles that of simple

Catarrh (q.v.). and may be very insidious. The
child is languid, feverish, and thirsty, and a dry.

shrill cough is gradually developed, but those

symptoms sooner or later give way to thoee of the

second stage. Here the respiration becomes diffi-

cult, the drawing of each breath having a hissing

and ' croupy ’ sound
;
the voice is almost inaudible

or greatly modified, and accompanied by a harsh,

brassy, or may be stifle*! cough ; the face is ml and
swollen, and covered witli sweat ; and the noetrils

are rapidly working. If the little patient is not

relieved by coughing or vomiting up some mem-
braneous shreds and glairy mucus, a stale of greater

dysiimca ensure: the lips become livid and the

nails blue
;
the fever is higher, the pulse quicker

but weaker; and the child* efforts to relieve the

increasing obstruction to the breathing are most
distressing to witness. A period of extreme rest

lessnees and suffering is ( unless relieved by imme
Hate treatment -see below) soon followed by death
from increasing coma, syncope, or exhaustion.

Croup seems to he caused l*y a damp atmosphere

of low teni|ieratiirc, and is got In exposed situations.

It it most frequently met with -between the years
of two and ten, although all ages and classes are

liable to suffer from it. It i* commoner in hoys
than girls. Croup requires to he distinguished

from simple catarrh of tne windpipe; from so railed

false croup, a spasmodic affection of the larynx
the Laryngismus Stridulus of Dr Mason Gomf; and
from Diphtheria (q.v.), an infectious disease in

which a false membrane is usually found on the

pharynx or palate, as well os in the larynx. As
croup Is an acute and very fatal disease, the treat-

ment requires to be active and decided. If the

case is seen early, apply an ier lag to the throat

and give ice to suck, but if you suspect the pres-

ence of false membrane, give a full dose of an
emetic, such as ipecacuanha, sulphate of copper,

or sulphate of rine, which should he repealed in

three or four hour* if necessary and effectual in

relieving the breathing. The child should at in-

tervals be placed in the hot lath, and inhalation-

of steam or medicated vapours administered An
inhalation of lactic acid is often of great use in the

first stage. If these means fail, Tracheotomy (q.v.)

muat be at once resorted to, to nave the life of the

patient, as recommended bv Trousseau.

Crucible* ( Low Iat. crnnbtilutn ; from the
root of Old Fr. crurht, 'a pot') are vessels made of

material* capable of Iteing exposed

D
to high temperature* without altera

tion. and used for fusing sulwtanre*
together, such as the materials for

glass making, or metallic ore*, with
various fluxes to obtain the several

metals they yield. Crucibles should
resist the corrosive action of the
sulmtancea brought into contact

Crodbl*. with them, anil are generally nude
of fireclay, porcelain, graphite, iron,

platinum, and, for some special operations, of

silver. See AnSAYIXa.

CryfltAllORraphy (from the Greek knutatloa,

//K

Fig L
Drawing* of two crystals differing: much In ip(«sran«. but
with ingle* at a shown to be constant when -.mitor toctlcn*

arc made.

•ice.’ on idea among tlie ancients being that

rock-crystal, which may be taken as a type of

crystalline minerals, resulted from the subjection

of water to intense coki). Minerals, salts, and in-

organic bodic* generally (example*. rock-ery»tal,

fluor-spar, alum, and sugar) exist in the crystalline

State
;
and when we examine all crystals, whether

occurring naturally or obtained artificially, certain

laws have been discovered, and phenomena observed,

and theoe laws and phenomena constitute the

science of crystallography. The following are the

more important laws and principle* of the science

:

( 1 ) Law of Coiutaneg ofA nglu. —Crystals of the

same substance may differ much in general appear
nnce, but when the angles between their face* are
measured these angle* are found constant. Thus
the crystals A and B (fig. 1), when cut through in

the direction xy at right angle* to the pri-m. give

shown at A". B* ; and in each section

FigZ
•f Iks ptoses

by dolled Iim to • ptoM of
•jmcr.try

the
the angles * will be found the same—viz. 120'

;

again, if the angles between the faces ofr. be.

at. be measured, they will be found identical in both

ofSymmetry. -Suppose we cut a crystal

in two. and then place the two parts with their cut

surface* on a mirror. The mirror will reflect each

part, and may or may not produce the appearance

of the original crystal If the mirror will produce

the appearance of the original crystal, we have

severed the crystal in a plane of symmetry. Thus
with a cube, if we cut it in eitlwr of the planes

d,
t'

tmn
)*hm

.
nh'j. Ikn. gmk. and

place in each case the
two severed parts on a

minor 10 the way de-

scribed. the reflection

together with the object

will reproduce a culm.

There are then in Urn
cube nineplancsof sym-

metry. Tne octahedron
ami dodecahedron simi-

larly have nine plane- of

symmetry. " ith such

a form as a common
brick there are three

plane* of symmetry,

while with other forms varying number- of plane*

of symmetry may he found, until with a sphere

there are an infinite number of planes of symmetry,

for it i* obvious that if a sphere be cut anywhere
Ire a piano passing through its centre, and, the

half thu* obtained be laid u|.m a mirror, the

appearance of a complete sphere will be produced.

Sow examining all (hohdwdrall crystal-, it k
f-.und that Urey fall into one of the following six

categories or sy-tem* : (I) A northie Sytlrm. No
plane of symmetry examples, copper sulphate

and anorthite. (2| Oblige Suite*,. One plane of

symmetry gypsum and washing soda |3| Pnt-

matte Sgitewi.—Three plane- of symmetry at right

angles to each other- beryl**, saltpetre, and native

sulphur. 14) RAombohedral Syitem.- Three plane*

of symmetry *t ISO* to each other- ealcite quartz,

and ke (5) Pyam.dal Syrfr-.-Piv* plane* of

symmetry -casaiterite, zircon, and idorrare. (6)

Cubit Smtem.-Nine planes of symmetry— floor-

par. galena, and alum.
(3) Law of Rationality of Indieet.—The various

plane* of crystal*, os explained below, are indicated
in the Millerian sy-tem by three number*, which
together form the symbol of the plane. Thus we
have planes represented by I 2 3. bv I I I, by
1 I 0, Ac. Now the law of rationality asserts
that the symbol of a plane must be represented by
number* which are rational—Le. number* which
can he expressed exactly, not threw like \ 2- v/4,

Ac., which can only be obtained approximately.
Thus by the law of rationality, no plane of a crystal

can have such a symbol as I v’3 5, 1 V2 0. Ac.
Cryitalloejranhic Notation . —Several methods of

representing plane* of crystals by symbols are in
ore Two of these only need be mentioned—viz
Miller's notation and Neumann's notation. In
both systems the plane* arc referred to three axes
rorreynding in direction to three edge* of the

TTabt (fig. 3) represent parts or parameter*
cut off from three axe* xyt, then in Miller’s

system the plane 1 1 I represent* a plane which
cuta the x axis nt onc-oneth of a, the y axis at
onc-oneth of b, arid the
r axis at onc-oneth of c.

Such a plane is indicated
by pgr. The plane 1 2 3

means a plane which cut*
the x axis at onc-oneth of

, the y axis at one-half of
. and the z axis at one-
third of c. Such a plane
is represented by itn. fig.

4. The plane 1 I 0 means
a plane which cuta the x
axis at onc-oneth of a, the

y axis at one-nneth of fr,

and the z axis at one-
noughth of c-i.e. doe* not
cut e at all, or is parallel
to it. Such a plane is represented bv tmet In fig, ft

In Nanmann'a system some form i* selected as
the fundamental pyra-
mid of the crystal, "and
hi* pyramid, which cor-
respond* to Miller’s
form. III. i« represented
by the letter I* in all

-vstema hut the cubic ( in

this system it is called
Ol and (lie rhiunbohod-
ral (in this system it i*

called RL Thus the
.

id mien marked P ( lig. 61 a cry.ul -oh the torr-i mark'd
lorm the fundamental in Nauniaimt notation

pyramid, the planes IP
are tluwe of a pyramid one-half the height, while
the basal plane i* represented by oP or a pyramid

of no height, while the plntie> oo F represent a
pyramid -if infinite height.
Drawing and Mapping ,«/ t Yf/ital/ Vnrimni

modes of representing cn«t*l» have lieen adopted,
Per-poctive drawings are mode hv projecting the
axe- accord in- to the. rules of Projection (q.v.),

Fig. fl,

Ttv» ptanr ) lOln Miller's
fixation.

Fig. ft

M.-Jr -M drawing a crystal from ('rejection of atn.

then the various planes are indicated, and from

these their intersections are known, and tlie-e

intersections form the drawing of the ciy-tal.

Fig. 7 represent* one octant of the form 2 I 1

drawn by this method. Some writers represent
crystal forms by orthographic projections—that is,

represent them in plan and front elevation. Of
all methods, however, of representing crystals
from measurement* made with the goniometer,
the most elegant and convenient is that of spher-
ic*! projection*. Two kinds of spheric.il projec-
tion arc in use viz. the gnomic itml the ’teeeu-
graphic. Imagine a glass sphere placed within a
crystal, as in tig. 8, and suppose the faces of the

The
i

F«1
i'll 1 b M i!l«r'*

outioa.
Tkri

Rg-4.
If US m tutor’*

Mlp|MSe
crystal to move parallel
to their original posi-

tions until they touch the



Rg.&
Sphere within
Whun pUnet ar* ino

a crynul.
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sphere, and where the
faces touch let dots J*r

marked on the Mihere.

Thun the face a will pro-

ducc the dot a\ the face
O the dot o\ and xo on.

When the sphere in thu*
marked with dots corre*
sjxHidinv: t<> the several

faces, the next thing it to

make a map of the dots
in their proper position.

If the map in to be made
on the gnomic projeetion.

thi/ioticnui iptii-n. w'h.N the sphere L- *up|*»«ri
<iut« *r* ma’keit. to In* placed nn (lie paper

nn vvlucn the map in in l»* imule, an<l the eve
in llien placet I at the centre •>! the M.here. The
various (tola when prnje<*te.l nn tn the paper as
seen l»y the eye placed at the centre of the .uliete
produce the map. II the map i* In la* made nn
the stcreograpluc project! Mipjxi-r a piece of
^las* to paw through the centre of the -pliere as
in fig. 9. and let (Tie eve lie placed tom-liing the
sphere at E. then the dot* as they appear on the
glass to tin* evo at E fnnn the map. Such a map
of the crystal of fig. 8 is given in fig. 10. In the
stereographic projection all great cirri™ on a
sphere are represented on the map by either straight
lines or arcs of circles, whereas in the gnomic pro-

jection they are represented by straight line*. The
map (fig. 10) shows not only the position of the
dot* or pole*, but also great circles passing through
(he sphere. These great citric* «iirir»|*mil to the
dime* of symmetry nf the euhcllig. 3) and other
drills of the cilhic system. These .telegraphic
maps, ns will be seen by reference to tivati-v* on
i:

Tlif tyv plrt<»xl at K ••

lnw*r \*\

Oie pltnt

«»••• tt|«

Inwi f I*»rl Mf rt|ltl«IV

Mt’rvi’trnii'ltic* Mpnl
Oh- rr>-Ul .4 Ihr.

0 ft» *«I»Uh..* 1 by
Nile J

the subject, convey a gnnd deal nf infotniMion

meeting the rrvMfll* llicv |nirtmy
Plan«w of fryxtal* fnnn a z*thf when tin* inter

Motion* of the |)lan«0 (m» the are |uimII«I

to each other. Time, in fig. •> (lie for** <A\ U\
P, and 00 P form a juine. Now in MilU*r notation

tlicec forum have the indice* 0 0 1. I I *2. III.
I I 0, and it will U» nuticeil that all tln>r «)tnU»l»
have a common ratio. -tlm*. the firM and sromd
index aicc«|iial to each other. It nm\ 1** xhnwii that

thi* in universally true ; hence, knowing the indie**

of a |datu\ we ran eay whether it i* on a |*urfu ular

zone, or knowing that a plane lie* in two /oik -, wc
can dcternline it'* indices Thu*, the plane- I :

2

:t.

I 2 4, I
'2 Ctc., are all in one zone, a* the

aviiiIkm* have the common ratio
I 2, and the plane

A I A cannot Ik* on thi* zone, l«Tnn>e it* *vmU»l
dries not contain the ratio I 2

ifotohri(ri/nn ami //Ofir/i/vfoW. C V\>taK which
have all face* present as required hv the law »»f

symmetry are termed linhdicdral. Where, a* i*

often the case, only one half of these hues are

present, the crystal )s said to lie Itcinihedml ; while
if only one fourth of the full riiiinl*ei of f.»<vH are

prenent, the crystal i* haiiI to !*• tetartohcilral.

/VfiywVftf CnjsUiltivjnifihtj. —'HlC phyximl pm
perticHof erjxtals have snnic interesting ivlattons

Ui the symmetry an<l form of the crystal, and
these properties are included generally with crystal-

jogra^liy. Thus, if in the regular svstein a face

i* striated or list* any peetiliarity, this striatum nr

peculiarity will 1»e found on each fact* which is

present by the law of symmetry. Again, limet
crystals cleave (i.c. break easily i in certain «lircc-

tionx, nn«l the cleavage plan*** follow the law ol

aymmetn*. Again, when v-xamimsl by
light, otlier prn|K.*riKe* of crystals in relation to

symmetry an.' brought out. Thus, crystal* of the
regular system (except in a few certain ras»*.*| do
not doubly refract light, no matter in what direc-

tion the light is incident. With crystals of the
rhoinlxdicdral *y*teni and the pyramidal 'system

light Is not doubly refracted when it falls parallel
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to the vertical axi*. lait in other directions it is
doubly refracted : while in the remaining systems
two directions can I* found in which t lie crystal*
of these systems ilo n«t doubly refract light, though
they .lo so in all other direction*. Again, heat
i* conducted differently in different systems «,f

crystals. Suppose crystal* tumid in a lathe into
spiteres. anil tint the centre i* mad.* suddenly hot,
then in the regular system the heal spread equally,
and after a time the surface erf tlie sphere is
uniformly raised in temperature; with other *v»-
tem* the effect is different ; with the pyramidal
and rhomhnlierfral systems a similar experiment
woohi result in the surface of the sphere being
heated uniformly over belts corresponding to an
equator and parallel, of latitude, but the tempera-

ture of the different Irelt- would lie different, thu*
bowing that beat is propagated in two direction*
at right angle* to each otlier with different veloci-
ties. With otlier system* more com|drx result*
would be obtained ..sing In heat being imipagatfd
in three directions with different vrluritir*.
When soluble crystals are place. I in a nil vent

the face* are eaten out differently, pn during
hgure* terineil Ire German writera • art/liguren.'
rbe-r figures sill often indicate the symmetry of
the crystal, and have been useful in .urh deter-
mination. A- phy-ical |«upertH*s generally are
relatcl to ela-ticily, i.mth -ute* that the best
way t» define a crystal is that it i* a solid My.
the elasticity of which i* the same in all iiamlfel
direction*, hut on tire contrary i* different in dif
latent directions.

Crystalloid » a name given hylirahnin to a
class of substances which when in solution pas*

easily through membrane*
;
as uppo*r*l to aJtoidi.

Metallic *alts. sugar, oxalk acid, are crystalloids

f ubebn, re Cl HKn I'kitkm. the drie<l lrerrie.

of I’l/nr t*bthn, a climUng »lir«ib. a native of
Sumatra. Java, and So.ul.rrn Borneo. Tire lerri«
are al**ut 1th of an inch in diameter, ami are
furnished with a thin »talL a little longer than the
Irerry itself. Tire fruits of otlier >|iecie* of I’ipcr

are sometimes *alotitut<*l for the true rulwl., -u.h
as lluwe irf Pi/fr Ionium. Ac.. lmt in geneial tire

talk* of there uletitutr* are rithri wanting or are

le— than the length of (Ire Irerry. Although known
to the Aral* in the middle age*, and u-ed in

nielicine *» well as in culinary art. rulreli* fell

gradually into disuse, till at the Ireginning of thi*

century all reference to it was omitted in medical
laaik*. ami it* iui|*irtation iato Itiitsin rmrel
entirely. It i* again. Imseirr. coining into u*r.

A* a -t.imachic and carminative in indige-tion it

has a certain value, while in |iile> nml in mkc
thr>>.it- it* a.lniini*tration i* attended with henrfil.

CiiWIh contain- a volatik- nil. a ciy*talline sub-

stance called '•a/ef.is, anil re*iwms I—lie-, one .rf

wliieli i* rnbrln'- nen/. The culrehin i* inactive,

while the volatile oil i* mil lrelieve.1 to have the
full virtire of the cnlrelw. It enter*. Imwe'^er, into
the conipisiition .rf a well-known voice hireage. to

« liicli it iui|aarts highly *liinulnting |vn)eitirs.
The diuretic protrertie* are held bv some to Ire

entirely due to the re*in»u« hodie*. but on tbi*

paint tlrere i* difference nf opinion. The dn*e of

|»wdered culreb- i* from .me to three drachm*,
that of the volatile oil ten drop*, and of tire

oleorrsin five to thirty drop*.

t-udbrar. Tire lichen* from which, and the
process l.y which, tbi* dyestuff i« obtained, are
dcscrilred under tire head AkCffif.. cud Irear Ireing
Minplv archil |.o.*te dried ami ground. It i% very
iieeliil t<> tire w.s.l-dyer for producing, in con-
junction with iniligo, l.pgw.-sl, fustic, ami other
colouring material*, rich shade* of brown and
chocolate. The pre|>arati«n of arebil, known aa
French |mrple. wa- u*e>l for a -hort lime in calico
printing, ami pro.lucol fine ami .lelicalc sliarle* «f
purple. Imt it* employment for tbi* pui)-rre reared
*«»n after the intr-luction nf aniline mauve a* n
d ve-tuff. The ancient Cretan pm|>!c wa* iin.luibl v
obtained from the -nine murce a- archil I Ire name
cud Irear i* a corruption of CmUUrl. and i* derived
from that of I *r Ciitlilrert Cordon, under slm*e
management (Ire manufacture .rf tbi* dyestuff wa*
begun m Leith about the year I7J7, by- Mr
Macintosh of Glasgow.

Cudweed, the popular name nf many .small
inconspicuous species of composite weeds of tire

genera Gnaidiarinm. Filago. an-I Aalennaria. the
stem* and leave* of which are more or lex- covered
with a whitish cottony down. The heads of the
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flowers consist, in great part, of dry involueral

scales, and may Ire kept for a long time without

undergoing inudi apparent change, so that they

may oe rcckone*l among EtvrlasUtig Ftwnrt
(q.v.), AtUunnritt ilioico (al*o called Cat’s-foot)

i* very frequent in dry mountain nastures. All the

throe genera are represented in the United State*,

where Gmi/Jur/tHM fmlgrtphulum has mimic repute

in domestic medicine.

Culm, a kind of impure Anthracite <q.v.). In

some district* the culm obtained from the pits in

a broken and crumbling condition i« used as fuel,

being made up into ball*, with one-third of its

bulk of wet vweid clay. It burn* without llume,
producing a strong and steady beat, well adapted
for cooking (free IlRIQCKTrES). Tho term Culm-
mrasurt* i* applied to the carboniferous "tratu of
Devonshire, on account of tlie working* for culm

r Hideford, and other places.

C'urarl, Uhari. Woorau. or Woorama, i* a
crlebrate.1 ireisnn used by Mime tiilH*. of South
American Indian* lor |Ku*oning their arrows.
It i* by memiK of tbi* poi*on that the *mnll
arrow, .hot from the Blowpipe (q.v.) become
so deadly. It i* brought to Euro|>e us u black,
brittle extract, resinous in np|reuinnce. and en-
crusting the sides ol little gourd* containing it.

the sourer of this deadly itoiaon was for long
unknown, owing to the native* jealously guard*
ing the secret. The process of manufacture ha.
now, however. 1 h*.*.i witnesacil nml de*cii)«d l.y
several travel Iera, and in each case some *|ieeie.

•u- other of Stivclm.i* lots Irecn recognised as
the source of the poi-on. There *eem to Ire

four distinct varieties of cuiari, each character-
1st 10 ..f a dilleieui t.a. t of country, ami probably
varying m tlnu physiological action; but for our
purpose we may online .uinudte* to that kind
whirb i* u-e»l in physiological exjreiiinent*. I.'iimri
i- one of those i-m-oii. which have little action
when taken into the stomach, owing to llicditH*
culiv with whirl, they are al«orh.*d. hut when
.nlr<»lne«.l into a wound it act- with great prompt
ire.. The symptom, caused are lo- of ii.n*euiai
power, feeble r.>|nratiini. and death hv suffocation.
My mean, of artilirial re-pi rat ion it i- iiossihle to
-..tain life for a lengthened irerio.1, although the
animal u apparently m.vusihle to pain. In this
way it U employed in vivisection experiments os
an ammlhelic.
At firwt it was *up]re*e*l that curari cODtaincd

•trychoinc, but as its action wan so entirelydifferent,
this View was .-.on abandoned. Prolonged research
has separated a npocial alkaloid, Curarine, which
piwsesses the leadiug pro)rerties of the itobon itself.

CWnNc dirteiw from all other crysUllisablc alka-
loids, save one. in containing no oxygen. It forms
alia, and is said to be twenty times a* strong as
curari. In mediano curari is very little used. It

has been proposed to employ it in lockjaw, hydro
phobia, and as an antidote in poisoning by
strychnia; but although it quiets the spasm, It

ha. no direct curative effect, and it mnv cause an
equally fata! paralysis.

Besides curari proper, there are two other arrow*
poison, called Corroval and Vao. These, which
are brought from New Granada, have an entirely
different action on the body, as they primarily stop
the beating of the heart, whereas with curari the
heart continues to beat after breathing has ceased.

Currant Wlae is made of the juice of red or

white currants, to which is added about one pint of

water for every four pints of berries employed,
About a pound and a half of sugar is afterwards

added to each pint of the liquor, a little spirits being

generally also added, before it is set aside to ferment
A larger quantity of sngar is sometime* employed,

and no water, and a stronger and sweeter currant

wine is thus produced. Fermentation require*

several weeks, and the wine i* not fit for use for

at least some months afterwards. Black currant
wine is made in the same way from black currants,

but the fruit is put on the fire in as small a quan-
tity of water as possible, and heated to the boiling-

point before it is bruised.

Carry Powder, or Curry Paste, Is a com*
pound or turmeric, coriander, pepper, ginger, and
various spiers

; it in used to a large extent hi India
and elsewhere as a seasoning (or a variety of

dishes.
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Cuticle, a "heath formed outride a layer of united with oxygen in cyanic acid. Foe the pro

cells, either by their secretory activity or by a pertie* of cyatudtt. see Hydrocyanic Ann.
modification of their external portion*. In the Cyanic And U a compound of cyanogen which
strict sense, a cuticle is not in itself cellular, but can hardly l«r prepared in the free state, owing
consists of the products or of the modified portions to its great tendency to decompose. It forms
of underlying cells. The thin envelope which may a class of salts called ryanatn. of which the

be readily stripped off a leech or earthworm when chief is the cyanate of potash. ThU salt is pro.

killed in spirit supplies a convenient example. A duced when cyanogen gas is passed into solution

cuticle is usually formed outside relatively passive of potash. The foimula of cyanic acid is UCyO,
cells, hut even ciliated Epithelium (q.v.) may that of the potash salt being KCyO.
have its cuticular outer laver through the pores
of which the cilia emerge. * By continuous modifi-

CyhUn> <-vsnc Oxide, forms a rare variety
CAtioiiR of the cell* coniWenble IhiekneM of cuticle

f
“ i •*!*.,. i..*

v it* MmMMt

may be developed as e.u. the hard lininu of the
“f “uTll J^'ii fo^ fSSShTSS

gizzard in many buds % chemical modification „ow £nJtl
/o( ^. .ided crystalline

ot a well-developed cuticular lormallon very vaned ' w ,
f. w,i„»j-

i in .mmania. and t* thereby
protective and offensive skin structure often SS d uric
Jesuit. Thus the peculiar gelatinous, cellulose

distinguished from the simdar crystal, of unc

containing tunic of Ascidinns in for the most part

a cuticle
;
the shells of molluscs am cuticular for- DftBMUIceiilng. or Damaskkximg. is a name

inations plus lime
;
the raspers of snails are formed which ia given ( 1 ) to the watered or striated

from cuticle
;
the hard armour of Arthropods is a structure seen in certain sword Unde* and other

cuticle associated with the formation of Chitin weapon*, and (2) to the ornamental incrustation

< q. v.
) ;

the bristles, jaws, and firm sheaths of many with gold and silver of steel and iron surface* The
worms are also cuticular, and so on. For the use term in both its applications originate, from the city
of the term in special connections -e.g. the cuticle of Dameacu*, whence the cnisadeni brought into
of the hair or of the teeth, .ee special article- Europe .words and other weapon, of irmarkable
The term must not bo confused with culu, one of strength, elasticity, and keenncM of edge, the <» “H. aceoiding ... ll

the name* for the under skin or drrmu j nor should surface* of which 'were beautifully stnawd with «•* I he geographical un-

it ever be used as equivalent to skin. waved dark and light line*. The hill* of .uch the niea-uieiiu-ni of llii

weapon*, and the whole aurface of defensive armour «iH-ter, and <«n-i>l»m
fulling" are branches or portions of branches from the same source were in many case* elabor tabling the two iiov—

m

of tree* or shrill**, employed to produce new plants, ately ornamented with i.:crusled gold, and hence

by burying the lower end in the earth so that new one term came to be applied to the peculiar structure »•"'• 'ho ac.u

root- may arise from the node*. Nothing ia more of the metal, and to its ornamental treatment. It
*" rl ' to'lriii.u-nl.

easy than to propagate willows, fuchsias, pinks, ia probable that even in the crusaders' lime, the *—
• ‘ J«» » "'T

geraniumi, currants, gooseberrie., Ac. in this -ay; mnW of the -.called l>a».a»ru. blade and the -tan-(. tW p.ll

but many other plants, commonly propagated by art of damascening -ere Persian, and to thi. day K'«*lijaieil '"He 1( < I

nuttings, require greater attention on the part of they remain characteristic ,4 that country, the ;•«"« '7"'" ,""

the gardener, wwmth. a uniform -lamp atmosphere, practice having spread these* eastward into India,

and shade. The term cutting ia. however, u.rtully while the Pen.,an. .till supply the Turk, on the .<• ' " ,ll<

;

extended by n,c*t horticultural writer* to any part w«*t with their l-*« and u««t highly ornamented '** l‘T* « 'r"u
of a plant which can I- separated to become an weapon- The production of a watered or dan.as A gnuiuate.1 arc. A. la

individual similar to it- parent; thus some plants cened surface is illustrated by the manufacture of “><• upnxlrta. and the

rimy be propngaMd moat rcarlily from simple leave*
1 Damaseoa twist

1 Imneb f-.r -porting gun- The We-cope i* marked b>

or portion* of leaven, other* from a segment of stem metal for the barrel* i* prepared from rod* of iron altarhed to the axis n

hearing a single leaf with a hud at it- base, other* and steel, piled alternately and fomd and welded hung the level L. f»i

from offshoot- at the has* of the parent plant, -rrne together into a single -did rod of .mall section. pretlMU to making -

again Iron, the younger shoots, and other* from Three of these romp—ile rod. are used in forming es-ni—bux is another

partially ripened wood, and on. Hence there i* a l-rrel. They are separately twisted in contrary joining the zero points

rootn for considerable experience and -kill, and direction- till each has the appearance of a line axis of the tele*co|*.

Declination Needle,

[hen tliey are welded together into scope thus move round together mi an axis passing
hich in its turn is spirally wound through the centre of the azimuthal circle. When
lie edge* till the requisite length an nl-ervation is made, the instrument is first of
cl are formes!. The re-ult of the all levelled, and the telescope directed to a star
fine Inniinx- of steel and iron is a which is cither on the astronomical meridian or
-eened surface which show* it-rlf whose position with respect to it is known. The
has been treated with acid. The 'railing of the inner circle then gives the decline*
rm«. armour, and other obiect- of tjon at once, in the former case

;
if Ilia latter i.e.

Siv^v'n^jrrnri2\mrh
h

if Ul' ’ur '* nnl ll '« meridian, the reading of
tensivelv practise-

1 in the North
innpl pJrr |P j,a. to !«• corrected by adding or

Th*
Oracling, a- the cav may be. the poeition of

* •* KuU wo,k °* *«'*§“»• TbB
thr .u, in azimuth, in ruder to give the decline*

Ked out i« undercut la the metal,
,,nn . In orvler to obviate error due to the non-

id or .liver wire ia laid, and the coincidence of the magnetic a, ..I geometric axes of

>nten down -ith a hammer, thn* ( | a
«. ncr-llo. a around reading i- taken with the face

r in iU position. Another melho. ,|lr needle revei-e-l ; the mean of the two read
hing the .urf.ee, and beating into i„ uken a- the true declination.
,ra the gold * silver wire, after U i. f„„„d. however, that this instrument only
surface is burn -bed to remove the gives rroulL* approximately correct, and has in

comcqucvict In^n *ii|»cr*tNled in oWrviiiorie* and

_ . .... l4 t
. * #k naimrtic mines* by a form of the utiMilar magnet

IT. in Horticult e. the death
,
of

For £ of the determination of
rs« Of moisture in the -oil ana

lpo | in(4tioil |,y this latter instrument, sec Maunkt*
»ung *r«dlu>R> »» owi.fKR. Details a* to the value ami secular change
larly liable to it Although the

u( (hfl declination at different places on the earth 1

1

mtly obvious, prevention u not wU , , m fouIlJ „ n ,ier Macnktism.

closed on account of Decortlon. the term applied in pharmacy to

he way of tbe ventila Um soluliun pr<Kur^d by Wiling an organic Hub-

* desirable, and it ta <I,inc« »»th water.

agxiaUa amaod them, Derolorlmetf r, an instrument for detenu in*

retj low, that plaaU mg th© power of portion* of lmne*black or animal

charcoal l4i alwtmrt colouring matter. Sec CHAR-
COAL.

Drconiposltion in the rather comprehensive

ti*nn applird Ui the breaking up of complex nub*

fcLuice*. oi eubmanceR of delicate Htabilitv, into

other* which ar«* leaa complex or more ©table.

Such breaking up in very familiar in rnanv chemical

changes, and may result from incxeaae of tempera*
t.r tUrc. the action of light, the action of ferment* and

the angle micro org&iiiim*. and bo on. The ordinary process
0T of alcoholic fermentation i* a good example of

Declination Needle, or

Th^ magnetic meridian passing timjICT

-m the earth’s surface ^ * vertical plane wh«ee

direetiuo t that in which a magnetic nrodlle froe

to move about a v«l«lm cenro to rr^tunder

the intineiKr of llw ea.lh* magnetic force. •«

general, the magnetic and geograph-^al

r.omicil
)
nieriduun are not rouw.dent •

between i> tenned the magnetic dcdiaation
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decomposition, which lake* place in the presence
of, and Li dependent upon, the life and growth of
yeast in the saccharine solution. Similarly the
oxidation of nitrogenous organic matters with
formation of nitrates, if not dependent upon, is

greatly accelerated by the presence of a micro
organism.
The term decompoiition is constantly applied in

chemistry to the changes which compounds undergo
in the most varied circumstances when subjected
to change of conditions. See also CHEMISTRY,
FBItMKNTATtON, I'lTTRKFACTION.

DellairratIon i" the term applied to the rapid

comlmstion of ignited charcoal when a nitrate (such
an nitrate of potash) or a chlorate (such as chlorate
of potash) is thrown thereon. As chlorates do not

occur naturally, it follows that deflagration with a
natural salt indicates a nitrate ; ami if the defla-

gration be accompanied by a violet flame, it is char-

acteristic of nitiate of potash (ordinary nitre or

saltpetre); and if by a strong yellow dame, it ia

indicative of nitrate of soda (cubical nitre).

D«*llqiH*KO«*nrc it the term applied to the

C
iperty which certain snWunces have of absorb-

;
moisture from the air. and becoming damn,

and even running inty liquid. Caustic potash,

and the chlorides of calcium and magnesium,

are examples of substances which undergo this

change.

Delirium i* a condition in which there is

jterversion of the mental processes. In it* nwential

nature this symptom i* analogous to insanity ; in-

sanity i», in short, a similar state, unaccompanied

by the obvious conditions w hich are the causes of

delirium.
. ,

In health the mental processes correspond to

present sensory impressions or to the memory of

those which are post, but in delirium this corre-

spondence erases, and the result* of cerebral

activity hear no tme relation to reality. I»e

lirium has three well known mental phenomena,

any or all of which may be present in any indi-

vidual instance. The mind may be po*se**ed by

false ideas or dilution*

;

sensory impressions "•»>

produce false perception* or iUh$i»hi ; or there

may be fictitious perceptions or Kulludiuitiona,

without the presence of any sensory iinprr*«ion-

The morn common causes of delirium are four.

1 1 )
Local diseases of the brain or it* envelope*,

as in the cam of Inflammation of the lining mem
brain--. |*2i Toxic substance- circulating in the

blood, which may have their origin within the

system, as iu the retention of wa-te poslucU

during the final stages of kidney disease-, or may
lie introduced from without, such as the specific

poisons of the acute infectious diseases, or aetive

substances like alcohol. (3) High l-ly tempera

lures, which mav occur apart from any bkmil

poison in a local inflammation of some distant

organ. (4) Inanition, which may often he seen

in the concluding periods of wasting diseases.

Delirium Tremens is the term employed to

denote one of the acute phases arising in the course

of chronic Alcoholism <q v.) It in as a rule pre

cipitated by a period of imlulgence in excessive

drinking, and shown itself at first in the form of

B
neral uneasiness and restlessness dunng the day,

lowed bv sleepl<-s-ness, nr disturbed deep with

distressing dreams, at night. These initial symp
toms usher in the stage of delirium, always accom-

Eied bv constant muscular tremors. The de-

irn almost invariably present* the three main

varieties of mental disturbance-illusions, halluci-

nation*. and delusions—to which reference ha*

been made in the preceding article. An attack

generally last* about three days, but it may exist

For a period of six or seven days, and, *o far a* is

at present known, there is no means of shortening

it* duration. The chief danger lie* in the gTeat

tendenev to exhaustion which the disease shnvr*.

One attack appears to have a power of predispo*

ing the individual who ha* suffered from it to

Bulwequent recurrence. The affection frequently

induces some degree of mental weakness, and this

ia more likelv to be the case in thoee who belong

to families which have a hereditary tendency to

insanity. A* above mentioned, no mean* la

known of cutting short an attack, and the em-

£iymcnt of drugs in this disease is of at least

ibtful utility. Tho only rational treatment

consists in the use of every expedient which can

tend to sustain the patient, and avert the great

tendency to exhaustion of the vital centre*.

Demand and Supply. In Political Economy
demand ha* reference to the quantity of goods
asked for in the market, and supply lias reference

to the quantity of goods offered
* The laws of

demand and supply may be thus stated ; w lien

the demand exceed* the supply, competition grow*
stronger among the buyer*, and ions rise, and
when the demand falls abort of the supply, com-
petition grows -tmngcr among the sellers, and
prices fall

;
or llm*. falling prices tend to tes*en

the supply ami increa-e the demand, while rising

price* tend to increase the *npply and lewcn the
demand. A ri-e in price* tend* to encourage pro-

duction, while a fall in price* tend* to di-eouiage it
Conversely. i-on*uuiptmn i* promotes) by falling
and lessened by ri-iug yriem The result is that
demand and supply continually tend to equilibrium
Under such a system it ia assumed that buyer* and
seller* or producer* and consumers are free to fix

their own prices In other words, the laws of

supply and demand prevail under a system of free

comnetition.

Demulcents ( Lat. dtmulcto. • I v.ften *
). bland

and lubricating liquid sulatanre*. taken by the
mouth, for the purpose of soothing irritation ..f the
mucous membrane*, and promoting tire dilution

of tlie blond, and the increase of the secretions.
I>eniulcenU are chiefly composed of Starch (o.v.),

or Hum (q.v.), or of suUtances containing these,
dissolved in water

; sometime* also of oily matters,
or the while of eggs, and other albuminous or
gelatinous substances largely diluted. Tire de-

coction of altha-a. or marsh mallow, u a favourite
form of demulceat.

Dengue, or Kueak honk Fever, also called

DANlri and Buocirr Fever, ia a disease first

certainly known to have occurred in 1779 80 in

Egypt, parte of the East Indies, and probably in

Philadelphia. Since that time there have been

great epidemics in India and Further Indin ( ltM-
461. America and Wm Indies ( |K»3B). Southern
United Slate* (1050). East Africa, AraUa, India,

and China (1970-73). boddes numerous minor

outbreak* The disease occur* almost exclusively

in tjie tropic*, in hot weather, and in towns eithei

near the sea coast or on large river*. It is charac
tensed hy sudden onset, with high fever, and ex-

tremcly violent pains in the bone*, muscle*, and
joints ; by a remission, usually at the end of one

or two dais, during which the patient feel* almost

well
; and after ooe or two days more by a second

C
riod of fever, lean severe than the first, which

t* for two or three day* Each attack of fever

ia often accompanied by a well marked skin

eruption. Though often followed by much ema-

ciation and lom of strength, it ia very rarely fatal

or succeeded by serious after effect*. It occurs

almost always in well marked epidemics; but

ohservem are much divided upon the question

whether it iu communicable directly from the sick

to the healthy. See Hirsch. Vtograph.tal and
UiMontal Pathology, vol. i.

Deodoriser* an- chemical sulatanrc* em-
ployed for the purpose of absorbing or destroying
the odoriferous principle* evolved especially from
decomposing animal and vegetable matter. Thus,
freshly burned charcoal is a powerful deodoriser
because it ah*orl» sulphurous acid gas, ammonia,
and other odorous gase* They la-long to the

clai-ew of substance* known as Antiseptic* (q.v.)

and Disinfectant* (q.v.).

Deoxidation is the term applied to the process

of withdrawing the oxygen from a cnmooumJ. a* in

the reduction of tlie native peroxide of iron in the

smelting furnace* to the condition of metallic iron.

On tlie small reale. in experimental mquine*. the

pmce« of deoxidation may be earned on More the

Blowpipe (q.v.). where the inner or reducing flame

is essentially a deoxidising one.

Drphloglstlcated Air. See Phlogiston.

Depilatories (Ut dtpdo. 1 mill out the

hair ‘
) are chemical agent* employed for removing

superfluous hair from the skin. They were exten-

sively used by the ancient*, but are now restricted

in their employment to the face, and to tlie removal

of the Hair from the scalp in the treatment of

certain disease*. They should only be used under

medical advice.

Desiccants, in Medicine, are substances with

astringent properties which are serviceable in

checking secretion ajid exhalation.

Desiccation i» the procc-w «f drying by the

employment of heal, dry air. or chemical agents
winch have an affinity for water. Examples of

the clast of dtsitctodx or drying sultstances are

fused chloride of calcium, quicklime, fused car-

Iinnate of iHitash. anil oil of vitriol. The latter is

employed by being placed in a separate vessel near

the MiWnncc to 1 h- dried, and under a bell jar.

Not a few of the lower animals are said to

be able to endure drying up without loaing the

power of recovery. Some of the Protozoa form

protective sheath* oi cyst* from which they

emerge on the return of moisture. Nematode* or

thread-worms (paste eels) have l*en known to

revive after fourteen yean*’ desiccation, but trial*

beyond this limit were unsuccessful. With those

animal* the interesting fact has Wen noticed that

the longer the period of desiccation, the longer

the time required for recovery. Kotifei* are

also dewrilasl as reviving after prolonged and
thorough desiccation, but experiment* have shown
that, in tlie case in question ut least, only the

associated eggs retained their life. The egg*

rapidly develo|>ed on the return of moisture, hut

the adult organisms proved to lie really dead.

The I«-ar animalcules or Tardigradcs have been
thoroughly desiccated and even heated to a high
teni)«eralure without, it is said, losing jn.wcr ol

revivification. A state of latent life i» also

assumed in consequence of cold, absence of stimu-

Ins, &r„ and a relative quieeecnee oeeur* natu

rally in hibernation, or lithologically In trance.

Among the lower plants, resting spoiea, &CM may
•urvive desiccation; and, among the higher, seed"

are well known to have a similar |n>wer.

Drsmlda (/Mrom/e.r) are a proup of conjugate
Algir (see Aui*| related to diatoms. but readily

distinguished from these hy their bright green
instead of brownish-yellow colour, their cellulose

instead of silicified walls, and their general form,

which is usually more or less deeply constricted in

the middle line. A* with diatoms the lower form*

or*, however, united in long chains, so indicating

a relationship to the lower and filamentous Conju-

E
Ue (Spirogyr*. Ac ). About four hundred specie*

ve been described, but throe an- often variable

and ill defined. All are inhabitant* of fresh water,

but chiefly occur in the standing pools of heaths

and peat mossco. They rarely form large aggrega-

tion-
;
hut u-millj occur a-aoclotod with filament

on* ulg.c, diatom-, and otliei fniiu- of microscopic
life On account of the siliguhn beauty of I heir

genoiid form they mo niiicli priced hy the uiiero

-c»>pi-t
;
theii mude of division, too. i» nmi.iikuhle,

yet akin to that ••( diatoms, the two linlves of tho
vx-ll being pixo-cd apart at I Iso median uoiistrieiion

o

• . Ortitiijou* film -
r I ..r .shAtmiMNitt rtritbiulmix

;

A, V<(>U-

rofoJn. c. .V. •/, /yn«.*|^rv ».f

tWc %xu\4
;

/. c7o»I«mum /, Cl .it. .ii «•.
j

.»;»

by the development of two new bud halves to com-

plete them <*ec fig.), two new desntiiU i>cing (hue

gradually formed, which become a* ayin metrical as

the original one, yet with the two apparently
similar halves of very unequal age. Conjugation

also occur*, with formation of a renting apore ; the

cyst of which may have peculiar markings or

hook-like prominence*.
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Dextrine (ayn. -British gum,’ ' torrefied tic* in the may

i Inn.l i
’

). When starch is careful!} heated u> rwr gluten of wheat
(200* C.|, or until vaj>our» urine from it. it becomes with
soluble in cold.and hot water, and tones it.* g«*la i

linoua character; it also ha* the property, when •

viewed by polarised light, of turning the plane of
polarisation to the right ; hence it* name. It i»

j

often uwhI as a substitute for gun, arable in the
processes of calico-printing, and for -tirt'enuig i

different goods; it is also applied to the Isick ot I

postage ntiunps Its value a* a substitute for gum I

consist* ill its being more flexible and lew brittle I

when dry than that substance. Starch may he con •

verted into dextrine by the long continued action •

of dilute acids at a high temperature; also by the t

action of Diastase (q.v.). Dextrine and starch are t

isomeric, both being composed of but '

dextrine may be distinguished from the latter body *

by "« not being rendered blue by iodine, which d

given with it a dingy purple tint. i

•

Dlabe'leH (Gr„ lit. 'a syphon.' from duibaind, f

•| go or flow through'), a disorder of the general “

system, of which the principal symptom is a 11

greatly increased flow of urine. Diabetes is of two •

distinct kinds: the one, Jmbttea iniipidtu, in a ft

mere exaggeration of the water excreting function s

of the kidneys, accompanied hy extreme thirst, and fi

hence called jmlydipna ( Ur.,
1 excess of thirst ’) by w

some authorities
;
the other is a more complex dia e

order of till- assimilation, consequent on the forma 1
lion tint, and the excretion by the kidneys after- *

wauls, of an enormous excess of animal sugar c
| see StiiiAii), the sugar being found in exceai

not only in the renal excretion, but in the blood. Diagnosis (Gr.. from Jut. • through.' and onont.
and in nearly all the secretions which have l«een 'knowledge ’), in Medicine, the discrimination of

examined. The pathology of this disease, called disease. It include- the .tudy of all the vital

diabrlft mfilltut {
I.at mtl. 'honey'), is very phenomena of diseases, and also of thru ap|«ar

obscure, notwithstanding the numerous recent anee* after death, in so far a* thi. ran aid thru
physiological researches which lend to throw light discovery during the life the patient It i. u *ual
on tlio development of sugar in the animal organ to -poak of rational or pin •lofogical diagnosis, or

-toi.il, i„ m »i stu mm Sat
undoubU*lly• U- regarded as bcamrn on the solution diagnosis. d.agn In ..gn. . e
of the iirnhleriis connected with this disease tihcnotttena mnrm.lJr l„ . K ..

l-'nhappily. the cure of it is still entirely unknown. otarrvrr The' latter method of duumov, »«
ept in so far as ,t may I- controlled or reUrded J*,,, mui-b eala'SS m ™ 7by g.Ki.1 management of the diet, drink, and cloth importance by lUmodUn m llir

,i
!(

ing. The comae of the diSMM. however, i. very Auscultation Ŷa v la X lit
different at different period* of life. Before middle by the great advance- made in ehv-inj,age it is severe, prog,.wive, and almost invariably Sry, and by .1 ^ m^uT^k^Tn
fauil. After that period precisely similar symptoms diagnosis i. oo* of tin- higher gift- S the Id,,.,olu-i, appear. especially in gouty persons, but are cion, and nothing Ji-a,ng..,.h~thr J h.,,,.
so muel, ln*a dangerous, and much more easily experience from the two ...„,e iha. .hi.
control ,al. that many authorities areunwilling to tns.ght into -.me unirm di~ase.
pla-e then, III the samp rlass as true dial»-tes. All
diabetics, arc subject to progressive emaciation, and |>|n| and IMalllnff A
they often become subject to a chronic disease of ment fm nieJor.n •

L

.

,

.u 1,
the lungs, closely filing true tubercular Con- the .un’s shadow r*.t hr a »ti!r IZi \

"*

•umnUoa (q.v.)t it b chieify warding off this :

;

,llr rnfi^
termination, nr some other more quickly fsul. and *nd before dork* and -.tehea iLtme s'

1

-u. mitigating the symptom, of the milady, that «„ m «nir.T u ^ lZ™ ^l?nuthe nmiioal art can la- of service.
,1
"

iV.Z . . ,v . tm *
.1 7°T!?

The lirst fact oliserved in cases «,f diabetes is SStbK^ZrJE ^ndm^nv|
K

.

U
.T'"usually the me reused flow of urine, when it {Tr.'iuiri Hoi? '

.

ill ISXiZTmn™becomes so great a. to amount to a practical
M

,

‘V

inconvenience; and also a considerable increase
' '**•*''*''* "«*) Dial making was

of the appetite, and an unquenchable thirst,
,hrn branch of mathematical study

j

which rarely fail to accompany the disease from "0“
'f

'* n,ofT *? obJ*c ‘ 0' ''•o.ity than utility

the beginning, but often do not attract atten.
' d,

J‘‘

*»® uarta - the rfi/r or gnomon,
tiim, or at least suggest the idea of anvthing ‘he **lge of a plate of metal, always made
wrong, till an advanced stage of the disorder. Par“ lel

.
to ‘h* earth s axis, and pointing towards

When the patient demand, medical assistance he nort
,

, ‘ •n, • dirt/ pinni. which may I--

in usually somewhat thin; the pulse is quiet, the “7 l,*rd *«>l»*tnncc. and <*n winch are marked
skin cool, the heat of the surface, indeed, habitually the direction, of the *ha<hiw f..» the several hours
rather low and easily depressed There i. often a ol the ,h* ,r «|"»rtefw. Ac Dial- receive
complete alccnee of perspiration, which gives a ‘'•nous oame., ncoirding uustly tn the position.
IHxuliar feeling of harshness to the surface, cm-. »bjch they are cm.tnicte-l to occupy. When the
cially of the palms of the hands. With these d“' » °" »bc banana, the dial i.

symptoms the first approaches of pulmonary disease f*lle'1 bonaonUl dial ; w lira |-r}«-ndiculsr to that
may concur. In the very last stage* there is some- plane, a vertical dial. An equinoctial dial is one
times dropsy »»f the feet

; nnd the urine mav be P, “ P*rmllrl *« ‘b« equinoctial plane
natural in quantity, or even diminished * For

j ,

“u‘'- north dial. c*>t dial, wet dial, polar
the other character)) of diabetic urine, see Urixp. «*•*'. declining dial, are name-1 from the position
Diabetic persona bear excitement and fatigue.

®* ,he dial plane Tlic cylindrical dial is a dial
either mental or bodily, extremely badly ; and im- drawn on the canal surface of a cylinder. The
prudence in this respect is not unfrequentlv follow .-d

nnP d 'al “ an '"p-ntous «mall portable dial, but

, . , .... rather a curious toy than a philosophical Insiruby sudden or rapid collapse and death. The treat- ment. A aiolf or -ocf-r-o/ ,/,*/ in an instrument
ruent consist* mainly in removing from the diet, as for showing the hour of a* night bv the «hadow of
tar as consistent with comfort and due nourishment, the n,.wn or star* Moon dial* mav be cn*tnicr<-d
everything which easily turn.* to the formation of relative to the moons motion

;
or ihe hour mav beanimal sugar in the system, especially all excess of fouod by the moon* shadow- on a sun-dial ' Butfarinaceous food The complete suppreswon of l«cau*e of the irregularity of the moon* motion“ ™omn?*nd*1 Ion8 due to it* varying speed ’at different parts of iuago by Kollo, has not been found possible in prac- orbit, the time *o found is subject to considerable

: cases Bread composed of

t starch, or bran cake* baked Dialing. -Tli’ .rfr/r of a dial being parallel

_ or biscuits made of almonds, have been ‘he earth s axis, those familiar with spherical trigo
gly recommended; and in roost of the great nomelry will readily see that tin- problem of con-
als. as London and Paris, baker, may be found .tructing a dial resolves itself into that of aver-
regularly furnish bread suitable for thi* un- taming where the hour lines cut a given circle, with

fortunate class of sufferer*
; indeed, any intelligent » view lo the graduation of the dial plane Suppose

linker who will take the trouble may. under Vep (tig. I
),

a hollow and transparent sphere ns
medical direction, be got to manufacture such of glass, to represent the earth and -iippo-o its

bread when required; or it may be ordered in the equator divided into 24 equal |.xrte by lit.- m-n
form of cakes and biscuits, in quantitie- at a time, dian* a, b, «, J, if., one of them i«iA*iti'g through a
from London house* It is of importance, however, give* place, say London <*e* HoitlXtis ). at tin-
that it be ascertained that the bread or flour point u. If the hour of twelve be marked at lie-

applied is really suitable; for Dr Pavy, one of equator. U.tli or, the latter meridian and Hint
the chief authorities on this disease, ascertained uppusite it. and all the lest of the hours in unlei mi
that some of the so ealled food, for diabetica the other meridians, those meridian* will he the
:ontam little lea. starch than ordinary bread, hour-circles of London, la-eaus.-, n* the sun appear-
saochann |q.v.| ha. lately been of great service to l4 , mov ,. ,.«„,d the earth 24 lioum, he will pa*,
liabetiea. as it supplies the flavour of sugar without f„ 1In a,,, meridian to another in one bout. Then,

T Jhlf Properties Medicines ptoper if the sphere has M) opaque axK a** Vrp
%

t4*nninat
ilmuM be u-fd only under tU advice of the i„g ,n the ...le. Panda, the aliadnw of thi. axi*
jhysician. There is no .perihc, and the unguarde.) wc.ul.l fall, in the courwe of the dav. on eves mu
.se of strong remedies Mole c.mdemned. Of all Ueular meridian and hour, a- th<- -un .arm- to the
nedictnea that have le^n used, however, opium ..lane of the ..p.—ite mrridinn. and would thusmd morphia have been found most frequently urn- .how the time at Loodou. and at all other place*
ul in delaying the progress uf the disease. Flaouel on the same meridian ns London, If the -irliere

hould he worn next the skin, and the languid were cut through the middle by a plana AIM'D, in

unction of the cutaneous perspiration aided bv the Ihe rational horizon of Unidon, and if -traight lilies
rami bath, mperiully, perhaps, the vapour bath were drawn from the centre. E, of the plane to
i.g. that form known as the Kuwian hath The the point- where its circumference is cut by the
I'urkiah bath, which aUtrocta a large quantity of hour-circles of the sphere, those Inn-* would ho the
rater through tire skin, U less uttobfe to such b«mr line, of- Imrironul dial foi London; for l lie

shadow of the jvxi» would fall upon ea»h |)ivr 1

1

<ulnr
hour line of the dial, when it fell up the like limit

circle of the .pliers. Similarly, if we nuppoav the

sivhero cut by any other plane laeing the meridian,
the hour-circles of the sphere will cut the edge id

the plane in Uh>m» point* wliiili tin* hour Iiim'h

mwt drawn Htrau;ht from the centif ; and tin*

axm of tlic sphere \% til cast a ulnulow on thouc linen

at tli# respective Iiouib The like will hold of any
plane, whether it face the meridian or not, jnovided
it do not coincide with it, or do not coincide with /i

plane through the poll*, and perpcnriinilftr txi I In-

planr of the equator. In the latter cane, the iixt <

F*. a
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would have no elevation above the plane of the

dial
;
in the former, the shadow would not move

circularly.

The universal dialling cylinder, an invention of

Ferguson's, is represented in fig. 2. ABCD is a

glass cylindrical tube, closed at lioth ends with

Imuoi plates, on the centre* of which a wire or axis.

EFG. is fixed. The inbe is either fixed lo a hori-

zontal board, H, at an angle equal to the latitude

of the place, or moves on a ioint. *o that it may be

elevated till its axis is parallel to the earth's at any
latitude. The 24 hour lines are drawn on the out-

side of the glass, equidistant from one another, and
parallel to the axis. The XII next B stands for

midnight; the XII next the hoard, for noon.

When the axis is adjusted for the latitude, and the

board levelled, with the line HN on the meridian,
and the end towards the north, the axis EFG, when
the sun shines, will serve as stile, and cost a

shadow on the hour of the day lunong the parallel

hour-lines. As the plate AD is parallel to the

equator, ami EFG perpendicular to it. right lines

drawn from the centre to the extremities of the
parallels will be the hour-lines of an equinoctial

dial, and the axis will be the stile. A horizontal

plate, ge, il put into the tube, with linns drawn
from the centre to the several |»arnlleU cutting iU

edge, will I* a horizontal dial for the given lati-

tude; and similarly a vertical plate fronting the

meridian, and touching the lube with iU edge, with

lines drawn from it* centre to the parallels, will be

a vertical south dial, the axis of the instrument in

both cases serving for the stile
;
and similarly for

any other plate placed in the cylinder. If. instead

of being of glass, the cylinder were of wood, any of

tlieoe dials might be obtained from It by simply

cutting it in the planes of the plate-, and drawing

the linen on the surface of the section.

Dialling sometimes occum as a term for surveying

by help of a compass with sights, such as is called

n • miner s dial.* and is used especially in under-

ground surveys and mine surveying.

IMnHtnsr is a peculiar ferment developed during

the germination of all seeds. An impure solution

of diastase may be procured by adding one part of

hot water to two parte of ground malt <-re Hxkr).

or freshly germinated barley, and. after standing

for a short time, straining through a cloth. The

usual share of scientific and even popular atten-

tion. They were discovered by Leeuwenhoek ia

1702, and their movement* by O. F. Muller eightyMuller eighty

proportion of diastnso in malt is not more than

1 pait in flOOparts, and yet it performs important
function*. Thus diastase has a powerful action

years later : tlieir thorough investigation, however,
has only become posulJc with tlie development of

the compound microscope.
The reader who aidiet to view the diatoms

other than as mere microscopic marvels must
begin with a dear grasp of the -Jnictue and
mode of life of the Iilauienton- conjugate alga-,

such as S/urogyra, ami next olurrve that of those

higher menilier* of tire group which we know- a*

iH-mi.U (we Au;.r.. Dinmihs). Thew simpler
form- under-lood. let him next imagine a desmid
(in which the chararteri>-tie division of tire uni
cellular lodv into halves is di-lim-ilv but not too

deeply marked) to Iv-comc somewhat unequally
developed : next let thee In- 141-wnl together -o

that the larger half -Isles a little way met the

smaller, niaeh like tie- lei of a canister or the
halves of a pill-box. 1*1 tire two lutlvr* or .hells

of tin- cell wall now heruuic strongly dlirilird.

the tcHnhwc only remaining unaltered are I flex-

ible round tire narrow ’girdle baud' connecting

them ; next let variation ari-c in tin- general Jw|c
w llol tire original l«n-*laic leome- ellipiii-nl

or wavy, squared, nr inurr often i.iintol. or even
un«vmmetrtr-ally curved

;
finally. Vt the mIi.--.hi-

shell, lo-eonte eavrtnl with lire lust delicate

stria! ion- ami roarking-, ami these character i»li-

cully varied, not only from group to group, hut
from qitrin to »pecir«. A grlatimtu- envelope
may aUo he developed, or this may be secreted at
one pole only, forming a stalk.

Tire living |«oto|»la-ni slmua less variation than
might |«rliana have Iwen c\peeU-l ; it In..- the
siliceous shell, leaving a large central sap-cavity,
often iraver-ed l«y protoplasmic |ilament-. Very
votin.M.nly, lu.wever, thi» i- ilivsN l.y a large

central iimw- of piolnplasm usually containing the
nucleus, w hilc similar riceuti.ulalhuis mayW formed

upon starch, and at a temperature of IW F. one

part is considered powerful enough to change 2000
part* of starch into dextrine, and then into mallow,
a variety of sugar. When obtained separately,

diastase is a white tasteless snbstancu, soluble in

water and in weak alcohol, and having no action
on gum or sugar. A similar principle is found in

the saliva of animals, the actum of which on starch
is identical with that of diastase. When bread is

masticated, the saliva is rapidly secreted, and the
animal diastase converts the starch into sugar.

IMu f Im'hI.h (Gr. dm. ' through.* and lifk>mi.

•I place or arrange’), a Greek word signifying a

disposition or Arrangement, and applied by the old

medical authors to the predisposition or constitu-

tion of the Irmly wliieli lender- it prone to certain

diseased states' By iccrnt writers the term i-

applied to the general constitutional tendency of

an individual, to indicate not merely the eb» «f

disease* to which lie i- most likely to be liable,

hut also in many case* Uie manner in which In*

normal function-, l-.tlr bodily an.l mental, arc

carried on ; and i* thus opposed to Cachexia (q.v. I.

an unhealthy condition assm-iated with actual

disease. Though the study of diathesis apart
from existing disease is very apt to lead to over*

refinement and the pursuit of intangible nhatrnc-

lions, yet a proper appreciation of a |wrsnn's con-

stitutional proelivitie* or diathe-i- often enable* a

medical man to advise him how to regulate In*

life and habits to the best advantage—wluat to do

am! wlml to avoid -ami may furnish important

guidance as to hi- treatment in disease. The
diatheses must Usually recognised are the -anguine,

the nervous or neurotic, the bilious, the lymphatic,

the strumous, and the hamrorrluigie. Numerous
mixed varieties are also described by some writers.

Diatoms fDdUotnaeor) me a group of alga-

which, on account of their microscopic interest

and geological importance, have acquired an uri

rr re-

Vit 1 .

ftssshna »>'-*<•
r I. a.

nl.» ; N •»!» <4 car
twiisst on.

Rg.2.
'Vol >vtxa Iln -icS lh« ei.-|-»l
*•!•». stomaf iu>iii«i m—t l<wi-

lose emit. hut develops within it, by rejuvenea-

cencc. a two shelled diatom of the largest size,

which issues lo divide in turn.

Of the 2000 .jK-cies, 400 are fresh water, the

remainder marine. Their distribution i- uhiqni-
ton-, and the genera and even s|torie* sei-ui little

di-pci.ilent «i|«.n temperature or climate, ninny
l- ing apparently cosmopolite, and some having
l«-cn dc-crile-d as occurring in glacier water, yet

also in hot spring'. Their minute «i/e and resist-

ance to drying favour their distribution in the

form of dust : hence the calcination of the dust

which falls upon ships in mid-ocean has been

shown to yield an appreciable diatom residue.

Every soil which in overflowed teem* with them,

notably, therefore, that of Egypt
;
harbour mud

often contains one-fourth to one-half it* volume

of diatom shells, while in many part* of the world

there occur strata of purely dialomacoous origin,

which are frequently of vast area ami considerable

thickness. These are in all states of preservation

and hardness, from the loose Hergmehl of Siberia

and Lapland (which still contains so much un-

decomposed organic matter as to be mixed with

flour in limes of scarcity) to building stone, and

even the extremely hard polishing slates of Tripoli.

Diatomaees.ua deposit* were found in Skye m 1H86.

The dialornite may be used for making dynamite,

siliceous plazed paints, steam-pipe casing*, Otc.

Diatoms live in enormous abundance at the surface

of Uie sea in cold, temperate, and arctic latitudes,
and the mud of the sea bottom is lienoe very
largely composed of the shells of dead diatoms,
which are falling from the surface in a gentle hut
unceasing rain.

Dle*8lnkln|f, the art of engraving the dlo or
stamp used for striking the impression on coins and
medals, and for stamping thin plates of ninUil into
various shapes. The method of sinking the dies
used for coins or medals will serve to illustrate the
general method of die sinking. Suppose the coin

to be of the size of a shilling ; a cylindrical piece of
carefully selected steel, als.ut three or four inches

in length, and two in diameter, is prepared by
slightly rounding ono end of the cylinder, then
turning and smoothing upon the inlddlo of this a

flat face equal to the size of the coin. This blank
die, which is carefully softened by the process of

Annealing (q.v.), i* then engraved with the device

of the coin in intaglio. This is a very dollcato ami

t IWnnrttiK In-™— •— 1»» : n. eenUlo-

«•» o*rtrw-ilwi, — . i. r«4k U*4. Valve. Ml as-
•lo-l-l. llw Ml 4-r—»~ •*— V luilsp.

at the ends. Tl.e colouring ".aller may .wear in

minute granule-. «« la- csdlrctrd into one or two

large * eodoehrmoe-plate* ;
’

it enai-t* of rliloro-

pl.vll, masked by a eh»dr allied yellow pigment
(/^wearasfAiak Starch i* ab-eat

;
oil i* fn-

qiienlly |we»ent. eitl-T in minute vacuole- «-r

collected into a ringle large drop

The niecliani-n. of the peculiar creeping or

milter gliding moieraent- ha* brag halfed ime-ti-

gators; lliese. however, are not .lire to difturi-.n

urrent* a* some Imre maintained, me to the

agency of am ordinary cilia or p-eudopciia. but

seem to Is- effected bv mean- of a lorontnlnr hand
of protoplasm which L- raid to la- pintrudcd

through a longitudinal slit in tlie surface of the

.-ilireooa sliell- <»ce tig. Ik

Tie inode of multiidkation i» primarily l.y

division, and is effected on the same principle as

in Desn.nl* (q.v.). Tim* the two halve* «d the
diatom are not only of unequal age*. lait since the

new half i* always formed within the previous

<»ne, a cootinuons diminution of we take- place.

At a certain limit, however, division slop*, and
rejuvenescence may occur, with fornu.th.ii of a

resting spore; ».'« frequently, however, this is

preeolcl by conjugation as in de-.ru.l-. tfouigh

sometime- complete union may not uke place.

The resultant uiwfOf ' ha- a coniinuou- cellu-

artintic oj-eralion, and is effected by a great num-
Iwr of careful touches with small, and very hard
steel tools. The face of the die is now protected

with a thin coating of lampblack and linseod-oil,

and then placed will, it* face downwauls in a

crucible containing animal charcoal. Ill till* posi-

tion it ia raised to a cherry-red heat, then taken out,

and hardened by being plunged into water. When
properly tempered, it is in n state to l>o used for

stamping the coin ; but die* of superior workman-
hip. from which many impression* arc required,

are not thus directly used, as the exiieiiHe of

engraving is very great, and tho risk of breakage
considerable. This first engraved .lie, called the
matrix, is therefore reserved only for making other
die*. An impression in relief is made fiom this

matrix on a small hloek of soft steel, which is called

the puncheon
;
this is retouched and hardened, and

from it the die* directly used for striking tho coins

or medals are impressed. When the engraving is

not very costly, a small number of impressions re-

quired, or a soft metal i» to Is? stamped, as in livery

butt/ms, for example, the work is stamped directly

from the engraved die or matrix. See MINT.
Die-engraving i* a very ancient art, and was per-

haps first suggested by the closely allied art of
engraving gems. Notwithstanding the great num-
her of ancient Greek coin* which have been pre-

served, il ia stated by Mr K. S. Poole, of the
British Museum, that only one of the many dies
which were used for these has ever been found, or

at least only one believed to lie of undoubted
authenticity. The Greek coin* struck between the

years 415 and 336 b.c. show that the art of engrav-
ing dies had then reached the highest point of

excellence which it ever attained cither in ancient
or modem times. As works of art, the Italian

medals of the 15t-h and 16th centuries come next in

merit U> Greek coins, hut none of these of the
15th, and only the smaller sized ones of the 16th

century time were struck from dies. All the others
were cast either from wax models or from patterns

made in other material*. The art of cutting diee.
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it two miscible liquids be separated by a mem- water to rite to 40tT (d>l C.), ami occasionally
branc °f bladder or of parchment paper, Ac., higher. The digester in of great value as n means
diffusion takes place through the septum at rates “f preparing m*u|w of various kind*, and especially
wh'ch are usually very different for different in the extraction of gelatin from bones,
liquids. This phenomenon is known a* Omoi

«

*... .
W*ll

..*
ret

.
1
i
U? i

k tb* 1 ' U » insertion is the change which food midvig.k'*

hUdder' iti
»l?>hoI l* elated by a piece of In order to im-parc it for the nutrition of the animal

“SJ*, ‘“ft' i & a '"‘ '»'*«! <•» »' 'he higher animal, in the

££**?£? id
V V?£* bee*TL2,

,
US of “"i-”*' Kk t*u,|u,Ue) particles of food may )m

increase of the content. of the veaael which it drawn into the body < which possesses no *p.viul
cJoscs. By this mean, the vanout constituents of organs at any part of iu surface), mid may then
a mixture of colloid and crystalloid substances be digested. In higher organisms, however, parts“y “ !r^

ay ***** exUaL »*• have lnx*niiir? fVolvwl, whirl) hrrvc molt? v
at which liquid* diffu« into cAch other through U,e function of diction. Thus* in (lie common
i septum depends greatly upon the molecular Action *ca ajirtinuie there i* u Minnie liourli which lend#
betWMB them mad the Mtin. inwnrdb from the centre of the cl.utcr of ton.
Diffusion of C<ue±-U eoch filled ude* Into tftiU fi*l. mid other fo«»l are .Imwn

with a different At a given pressure And aimI «lijp»U»l, while tho iimUge«ft<Nl |mrt-* an: after,
tempermture. be pUced in common icAtion with wank voided through Che unite unurliiro l>v which
ftAch other, the #am* will be found to interdiffuae* they enteral. In *t«ll higher organuiim, man him.
The rate of interdiffuMOKi u shown by theory to m*Ii include I, thin hiuinle |Kiurh in changes 1 into a
be nearly in mvene proportion to the square root complex iui.I greatly elongated tuhe, s\liieh in in...

of the product of the dentitiea of the two gaacA, vhleil with one a|iertiiie (the mouth) hy which AnkI
and the experimental reeulU are in accordance cnleiv, and another a|hjiXuuj (dir aim*) ihrough
with the theory. which nndigCMted matter leavea the liodv. Tho
Effusion of Gases.—ThU in exhibited in the whole digestive »y»lcni U linial with a hoft mein*

isa.inr. tfr.5a isvs&ittttssxtsSL
ftjSr sjrs=HE.7

? arrAi ,aas nasts?

»

•&
proportional to tbe procure, and tlis equivalent finger be thrust into the back of the mouth and
kinetic energy u proportional to Urn product of tbe mucous membrane gently icSLT Sf’flSS

«*sawixw s«atrtj,

s
i7x«rimJut arssarai^ ssr*

di^uo°—'t* ** «>«£ Kisy!
Mr experiment. He showed, further that when a membrane, ao that the whole digestive system is

nkXXZZ
‘

* 10 * fi0,t* U"ck°'**
.

UtJ>#d ' orin* ,1iK0,lion wit,, flui^ having ‘a digs?
*£!**£-_ «"* 0" food. In addition there mo

tube This auCicct was .US in.^igaOd ^ of

jst’s-svs? £susprt.
-
jc

,,« T- - «« “ir: ss
opp°.Ui°n to the flow of gas ie due to Viscosity digtstive system by their d

The rates at which different gases pass through
fine unglued earthenware are inversely as the
square roots of their densities. Hence we bare a
means of separating gases the densities of which
are different (see AtmolvmH If the septum be
made of caoutchouc, which is not porous, the pas
sags of gases still occurs. Th» gas seems to com.

his creased in siu that they have got far outside the
*•“ Wuv® •>•*•». ami havo become situated in neigh-
the honing of ,he body only connectcl with tlm

lucta or elongated mouths.
Through these ducts their secretions, like Um (
of the micr.«.opic ninrou. gin,id, n.mr into llm
cav ty of the digestive system. Outside the nmcmis
c««i we have the muscular coat, the function of
winch is to movo the fowl onwards in it« enuno,
and to mix it with tho digestive juices. In the
moiuh. throat, and the upper |mrt of the gullet,
the muscles which move the food on wards, ilh in
swallowing, are. when examined hy tho microscope,
seen to be transversely striped, and like other striped
uiuades their contraction i* rapid. In other parte
of the digestive system, however, the muscular coat
consists of smooth muscle, and like all other

Diffusion. TI10 particles of all material
bodies, oxcept such iu. may be totally devoid of
heat, are in rapid motion. In the case of solid
bodies tho excursions of sny ono particle aro
limited to u small space

; but in Hui«Is a particle
may move more or lens freely throughout the whole
space occupied. This intermixture of molecules
may occur also when different fluids are placed in
contact with each other, hut it may be prevented
by the existence of tension at the common surface
BOO 8UKKACK-TKNSION ami CAPILLARITY). When

It does occur, the fluids are said to rfi/um into each
other.

lhjfxuion 0/ Liquids. -The diffusion of dissolved
"alts may ohvimuly be considered under this
bending, The phenomenon may be conveniently
studied hy introducing u strong solution of some
highly -coloured Halt, such as bichromate of potash.
Into the bottom of a tall glass cylinder nearly
tilled with water. The rale of diffusion varies
with the nature of the liquids, (irahain was the
fimt to investigate the subject carefully. He filled
a number of similar glass vessels with solutions of
different salts. The mouths of these vessels were
carefully ground so that they could be closed by
means of glass plate*. Tho different vessels were
then placed in equal glow jam, and covered with

water to a definite extent. Next the glass coven
were cautiously withdrawn, and tho diffusion was
allowed to go on for a certain time. The rate at
which each liquid diffused was thua obtained.
Graham found that, for any one solution, tho rate
is proportional to the gradient of concentration—
Le. to the rate at which the quantity of salt
dissolved per unit-volume varies per unit-length.
Thus tho law regulating diffusion of liquids is

analogous to that which regulates the conduction
of heat in a homogeneous solid. Hence the equa-
tions obtained by Fourier in his Thfori* dt la
ChaUur apply to the problem under consideration.
Graham found also that rise of temperature

greatly increases tho effect. He divided subetancca
into two classes. Colloids and Crystalloids, the
member* of the fimt class diffusing very much
more slowly than those of the second! Hu Inves-
tigations have been much extended by more recent
observers employing various methods of observa-
tion.

Digester. I’ANX’s. i> a strong boiler with a
closely fitting cover, in which aiticlm id l«— I may
he boiled at a higher !em|«-ntlmc than 212*

( Kxr
t .). As its name implies, it waa imrnted l.v I'spia
(ii.v.). ami a common form i» the dutorlaif, fig. I,
where the lid can he turned round under clamp* or
ears, ami thus be rendered steam-tight. Another
form u given in hg. 2. wlrcre a portion of the tide

1**1 m'* !>•=«.ter

L« removed to exhibit the interior. The lid, A. is
fastened down hy a wiew, B. and lire ,t»-ani gener-
ated in tlw 1-oiler is allowed to escape at a *top-
rock. C. or by racing the weighted valve, I). The
increased prc--suie to which the eunients of the
boiler are exposed rmw* tlic boiling.jkiini of the

Fig. L—Section through Mouth, Note. tc. z

A ***"*’’ • *• >'" *• cphrtoMi
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smooth muscles this coat contracts slowly. On
thin account the food rapidly swallowed passe*

very slowly along the reet of the digestive system.

Having showivthat the digestive system is a miieo-

muscular tube, wo may now consider it more in

detail. The mouth (fig 1. m| is lined with mucous
membrane, and into it is poured the secretion of

three pairs of salivary glands—the parotids, situ-

ated in front of the ear; the aubmaxillarv, within

the angle of the lower jaw ; and the sublingual,

under the tongue. The mouth m moat animals is

provided with hard tissue* teeth, beaks—for the

subdivision of food before it is swallowed. Vege-

table feeders, eating tough grains, roots, and hbre*,

have large molar or grinding teeth, while the car-

nivora have these same teeth modified so as to

present a cutting edge, with which and their

pointed canines meat is torn and cut into

pieces, which are then swallowed (see Teeth h

The mucous membrane of the mouth is covered

externally by the muscle* of the cheek and

lips. Into ite cavitv the muscular tongue projects.

On looking into the mouth with a looking-glass,

one h*cm back into the throat The entrance to

the throat will be observed to be hounded at the

sidrn hv two niuwulnr curtains passing downwards

obliquely to the "ides of the root of the tongue

These are termed the anterior pillars of the Uucro.

and behind them, one on each side, are masses of

lymphoid tissue, subject to enlargement, called

tint iMii'diK Ahove, another curtain Immii? «lnwn.

It in called flio knf|
]
*uIdto, ami scpnmli* tin* mouth

(nun Hih hinder pint u( tin* natal cavity. Project

in# (mum ik centre i* n little conc called thr uvula
I litf. 1 1 Tin* ciivily rtf tin* pharynx. or tin* interior

of tlio iluont. U mint her wvlly lined liy raiimui
mumiiImii in*, with iiuiMMilnr wall'. Tli«**o init>rha

rufi*ti let It (cnrtMliclniw), Unlnw, «Im* cavity

into tin* pullet nr u-nuplingu*, mid iii front of thU

uiOtnWaM a innumerable -UimW. which nwrctc
llwiliKvtiwjuicmul tin* »t«»aiac li I fitf. 41 If thr

*4 thr utnuhraac lir examined with iiMmii;*

kip. ll** aprttuicnaf tkFM* little Klnnd* may
In* mvr, Tliey run lUwn fnun the aurfaito into the

1 1r«|* r put* *4 the muco«i« MeaNUinr. Tlwy air
1 1 u*'« I hy MmtltK* rdl«. The j;rrau*r nuutU-r i4

^IsUiiN Mtiulol in inoortH nitf tiil«i Afir« luivc tin?

Mmph? »tra>tiiio dlatfraunnattrolly rcjiriKfiUJ in

li£. I. Kale li ^Uinl kin a neiuth i«c ftbiHl 4utl lined

!•> crll*. ltrlew Kiel- tie* littkj UlltC U liliol lev

%% I • i
«

*1 1 on win tin* jlnv |trs Iiliar tee tier ^Ulid.

Tlii* |*.ul MeugiiiiK> Uviik'Ih*". Uut»id«i

tier "land I4i«il <*4|iilluN*n ramify, which supply
tin* ^Uu l With Rn*lil*leN»<lit

#
fluNin^ it tie itt.itiu

ira thr tflkllim which it nentav Till*

f
Mih* Jilin •- «u4, ami lleo diM m*l MtnrUnl

li) •Inwhloiir ariil. Tlii* h (ifluol at thr car-
diac. lent int at thr pvloiir end. Tlic mUtuMn*
ntlM ptpunt. uhirh i' iwCMry far •li^r-tioM,

h ley I la* while of tier -l.tinlv 'flw

rare Il4tf ;;LineU thnefnie Mrfflf Uefh

.mi* I lh**\ !»•**" I w«» mi«U %4 erlU, tktrr hKh'Ii

lienn the- h\e||»H lihevic nr*l le ili;' U^*rf Mild NHMU
X (Millar 1 1mu thr eeilirr ~»it which mvrrie (wimnc.
Hh* pyknic gUnd* wiictii^1 |**|*dne have only tmi
knot «ef crll Mieiil ir fee tlte j**ie^iur-Mvrrtii»^ crll of

the* nuelkie rid. thiU4tf the vft*r«ilir ami j;hotdn-

Ur iitucuti* coat, ami united to it ley m looms delicate

ii: V Tin under turfurv of flu 8<«nii*ch mid l.ivitr

which cro icimmI to thow cImi J)u«*Icimiiii «>ol ffci.ci

•

i.h j

N lsM .etli; Me p>l<Uk *1 S I. liver; y, unit l’M«kl
:

*1.

ityeliui.Nl.e Xtei^lilM loMH tl(f )«y|e«l »- tflld *4 Ilf it« ..a III*

Its* front, eehew llsN Mijsrmi ir* Metluli! llOl)1

,
I'|i<m|« |)k

MtWUUtfl. *•». |*lriCHAe . spl'CU 5 4l
#

IMMtU.

furiniin' ohh»n" paUlin iiIhimI two iikIich loiiif,

air cnlldl IVyctV putchcn. 'I'lirM* ait! alUvU’il nt

typhoii! fever. In tuhlition to the follicle* <if

LUberkufan nml the l'IhihIi of IhnniMT, iliera lire

two very i»ii|M>rUMit i;lnri<l%iliir ntriioliirv*, the liver

an<l the leancrtsa*. which |Mur their di^rttive juicea

into the miiuII inU-Htini*(li«. ft). The hik% which

i* the accretion of ihu liver, is fonucil ciMitinuallv

hy that or^iiii, hut thr amount thn» formed U
greatly inllucnceel hy the kind nml nuaiitity of

ftunl taken. It jwi*woiitof tin* liver by the two

Fig. 2. — Vliunii Alimentary
CUnal

;

effected chiefly hy the w i *«oa2l
elevation of the noft »Dte4tinr ; /. biLUrylact

: g. jaa-

palate, which acta aa du<i
i ^ 4^«yJlaj colca

;

n valve. The pharynx ^ mousi
*

rommunicatea in an

dition with the mid-
dle ear hy the EunUchion tubea. and this may
\yt> nundered evident if the mouth and nowr be

<*l«mo«l
v
and a violent expiratory effort made at

the aame time. Ab the prrswure of air within the

throat in increaaed. the Euatachian tub« which

pri‘viiiu»ly were collapsed now become dUtcndi’d.
and A little wave of air at high pressure Lh furred
inUi the middle ear. causing a buzzing M*un«l

Occaaionallv the middle car comniunk*ate» with
tlu? external an throu-h congenital or 4u:«piirci
ajKirture^ in Uiu incmhruna tvmpani. In thcae
Mmenmke may Im* piii|ielleiK from the throat out
of one or but 1

1

ear*.

The tpillet or utiopliagtfe* lli-s. I, 2, and .1) ia a

Kig. fi.—'Section of IhtcUiiul Mucou* Mcmbrano:
L. UctfAl Id CMitrtf *4 viMim; K. o|M»Krlhm» o>i.rii»^ vi

it. K. Ml Irk- *4 ktrbcfkuhlt
jart of Mlitary tfmvi

;
M, nui»oi!ar libio«.
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hepatic duct*. and mucli of it passe* by the cystic tine i»

•Kiel into the gall-bladder, where it i-> .*10101 up. greate
tacnce

From this the bile psrees into the common bile iihmcs
duct, which joins the duct of the pancreas, and tbe ,|j* ^
two open into the duodenum by a common aper- amnia
tore. The bile is to be looked upon not only as a vcnU.nl
digestive juice, but an a drain or channel of excre- bock i

tion, whereby effete and useless matters are re- nnicmi
moved from tho body. The flow of bile is easily The la
restrained, as by inflammation of the duct, or the in* col
presence of a tumour pressing on the duct, or a colon |

gall-stone. In this case, tho bile already formed is makes
reabsorbed with the blood, through the lymphatics, miirnti

and we have jaundice due to absorption of the a|
colouring matter of the bile. The secretion of bile

. j,:,
goes on before birth

; the meconium of infants con- h |„,.
siatlng chiefly of biliary matter. The pancreas ia

very nun il nr in structure to a salivary gland. It
i ( ,

.

secrete* the paucreatic juice which pours with the
bile into the digestive system. The mucous mem-
brane of the small intestine contains, in addition to
the structures already mentioned, little projec-

tions called villi |fig. fl). These are not. to any
great extent at least, secretive, hut they are im-
portant abeorbanta. This property they share
with the whole of the digestive system, through
any part of which, and especially through the walls
of the stomach and small intestine, digested matter venieot sue
passes into the numerous blood-capillaries which addition, is

form everywhere a dense network. The villi are of the mout

Callar, however, for each one contains, in addi
i to blood-vessels, a small lymph-vessel ®

lacteal. Nearly all the fat absorbed by the digs,

tive system ia taken np by the little cells of th«

villi, and passes on into the laeteals, and thenc
to the blood (fig. 7 ). If eomo o-mic acid, whicl

rh to the most recent Investigation, the bolus is pro-
“• pelled with great rapidity through the pharynx and
rl

' gollet into the stomach. If the finger be placed
" upon the hyoid bone, or Adam's apple, and too ear
"c placed against the upper third ot the back of a

^ patient, the movement of the hvoid bone indicat-

“j uig the ooromenoement of swallowing is almost 00-

1,
incident with the passage of food down the gullet,

a*,
which produces a very' audiblo sound. Following

s*. tbe propulsion of the food downwards, there is

.,,1 a wave of contraction, which, commencing in the
pharynx, travels downwards through tho gullet,

,). This, however, is comparatively slow. It is seen

. then that ewallowing u not due to the falling of

,

liquids down the throat. A home drinks 'up

'
hill,' and the juggler-, or indeed any one, can

drink or swallow with the head vertically down-
'j wards.

“J
When the food has reached the back of the

mouth, the rret of the act of swallowing occurs

irrespective of the action of tho will. The nervee,

which commence in the mucous membrane of the
Uocemenit 0/ food it Ike Alimentary Canal. - pharynx and gullet (sensory branches of vagus).

When food ia taken into the mouth it ia at once carry impressions to the brain, which disengage of

swallowed, unless it is in the solid form. In this themselves the appropriate muscular movements
case it is chewed or masticated ; the oae of which without necessarily involving either the will or con-

is to divide the solid fragments lakea into a con edousne**. Thus, in alcoholic stupor, or fainting

for swallowing, for which purpose it, in from drowning, in both of which conditions con-

mixed with the viacid saliva and juice* sciouanoas is suspended, food and liquid placed at

a The chewed food, moreover, is more the back of the mouth are at once swallowed,
easily digested, inasmuch as the gastric and other There is a possibility that during swallowing

juice* can act more readily upon finely divided the food may go the wrong way— i.e. it may pass

than upon larger inasara ol food Many animals into tho larynx and windpipe. It will be seen
can hardly be said to maaticaio ; such are the from the diagram that the food in its jaaaage to

carnivora (dog. eat. Ac >. and they are not pro the gullet must actually pass over the aperture of

vided with grinding teeth. In moat animals living the larynx. It is prevented from imreing into it

on vegetable food, which freoueotly consists of by the elevation of the larynx (this can lie felt by
hard grains, roots, and fibres, large flat grinding the hand placed on the throat), which pushes its

molars are found. In thews animals, not only is aperture against and under the hack of the tongue,
the food finely divided in tbe mouth, but the food, which at the same time is pushed backwaids. In

largely consisting of starch, is partially digested by addition, there is a valve called the epiglottis,

the saliva. In mastication, the Iwad u firmly fixed which is pushed down over the larynx by the move-
by the powerful muscles of the neck, while the m»«t just de-rribed. and by muscular fibres, which
lower jaw is moved upon the upper. The lower act upon il for that cepccial purpose. If the
jsw is approximated to the upper by powerful epiglottis be destroyed, ns by ulceration, gun shot
muscle- | lb • temporal, masseler. andlntemal ptcry- wounda. Ac., it ia necessary fur tho patient to have
goida). which pass upwards, and are aitarhrd to the food he take* carried over tho aperture of tho
the side of the head and face. Their contraction larynx into tho gullet by a feeding-tube. It is

a be felt by placing tbe hand in front of the ear obvious that one cannot sj>rak with tho jarynx
voluntarily contracting the jawa The lower »hut. and with the larynx open we cannot safely

iaw is depressed by musclr* which pass down the swallow. Food is prevented from passing into the
front of the neck. Most of these spring from the nose by the elevation of the soft irelnt* which meets

S
oid bone, which may be felt deep in the tissues the constricting pharynx, and shuts off the cavity

the neck above tbe ' Adam's apple.' Routing of the nose like a valve (fig. I ).

movements and those of protrusion and retraction The walls of tho stomach and intestine are, like

of the jaw are produced chiefly by the action of the the gullet, provided with muscular fibre. An ex-

pterygoid muscles. Il is obvious that during maati- ternal layer passes in tho lengt h of the gut, and
cation the food would naturally tend to rwcape from within this ia a circular layer. These muscles,

between tbe grinding surface* of the teeth, and unlike the muscles of the limlw, contract slowly on
would collect within the mouth and outside the stimulation, and they are outside the domain of
gums. This is prevented, however, by the muscles voluntary action. During digr-tion they contract

placed in the auUtance of the cheeks ( buccinator*) pensUltically, urging the food towaida tho rectum,
and lip* (orbicularis oris). Throe keep the cheek The peristaltic waves may begin in any part of the
and lip walls closely opposed U> the outside of the gut and pass slowly downwards, followed at vary-

teeth. On this account food will only recape from ing intervals by otlier wave*. It ia probable that
between the grinder* into the interior of the mouth, what is called antiperiataltic waves may occasion-
from which it is collected and pushed back between ally occur, tending to bring tbe food hock toward*
the teeth by the moscula) tongue

' ‘ *

The very complex muscular movement* just
described result from very perfectly coordinated
nervous impulses, which pare from the brain to the
muscles, and cause and regulate their contractions.
One can masticate ‘ at will’—that ia to say, one can
consciously cause the muscle* to contract. In
order that the mastication may be effective, how.

ever, it is necresary not only to know the sixe*. but
also to be aware of the ever-changing positions of
the part icIre of food. This is effected by sensory
nerves, which pare to the brain from the mucous
membrane of tkmoulh. Although mastication is

frequently voluntary, yet, like moat other volun-
tary actions frequently performed, it can be per-
formed reflexly. In this case the eeneorv impulse*
pare from the mucous membrane to tbe brain, and
initiate appropriate motor impulse* which pare to
the muscle*, without exciting attention and apodal
volition in their passage.

As a result of mastication, the food is gathered
in the form of a round moist bolus on tbe upper
surface of the tongue (se« fig. 1 y. It is now readv to

be swallowed. In the first place, it is pushed back-
ward* by tbe tongue, and eeizatf bv muscle*, monv
of which are attached to the hyoid bone, which can
be felt to move during their contraction. According

>. !>. C.vcuin indolrii. dried,

and opened to drew theanaiige-

nient of tlio valve :

turrainotiiin »f 1 1»- llcun: ft. awrnd.
nits colull ; «. rerun! : if. « (.'an*-

vtru: const ru*:ii**it |tr*»>'trtn»g in*»>

til* ckciiii: </. I!m «*r tUc viiic

icMratlu^ the tuall fcvm 11* Ittj*

inU-etiii.?
; gt

the i ci uiifi-r.ii ippn*.
•llX of ttVCCttCHIW

^ Small In*

tcstir.o di&UjmUi
fitnl )uidcited by
alcohol, ami U;«l

OJHJtl to KllOW

tnc vulvuhc c<m-

lilt tilted.

emetics, fcttch as uumtanl, hut \vaU;r, or a hut
solution, tartar enu:ti<\ ijMviuiianlia, sulnliato

of zinc, an«l alum are a* I minion**!. Hy tirklino
the kick id the throat with a feather, llie “lomi
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iiliarvnuesil nerve is stimnl.iUiI, aikI vomiting «wy
rt adily he produced. It i» of frequent accurtcncc

when painful irritation of the uterine nerves in preg-

nancy, of the nerves of the liver nnU kidney* duviit*;

the n;w»a^e of a hepatic or

lenal atone, nr indeed when
irritation of any neitiiory

nervea takes place. Nerve

iinpitNes may j to the

hrain lluou^li any one of

tlicao channel* (tig. 10), or

may U? excited in the biain

itself hy the (right or smell

nr even the thought of any-

thing ilU£U*titig, ami they

produce, if the per>on be con-

ttoioutt, a feeling of nau>ca.

In any cam? there i* a ‘Itv

chaise of nerve inipuUe*.

which, an a ie»iilt of this

stimulation
,

|«iwwi to tins

£iiiU of the mouth through

chorda tympnni uer\c.

and pr»Hluces a liipid llow

of saliva. In addition, motor

nerves carry iin)tub** to the

muscular walls of the ah
doiiteii, und to the wall* of

the stomach itMsIf. As a
result of the modular cun-

traction which follows, the

content. of the .louiach an,

«H SC. fm-.i i-iumu propelled upward. into Dm
1', lun«. I., jwll blvit.r |„oui|i. Just More vomit-

... I«vun, ami til*.* MWVIUI* •>«

tho larynx < KlottU I
UeWd.

Tho diaphragm tl«*> nmscU, which w|«n*lw tl»-

thorax from ilm aMoumii <l» " ’ I*'’"" 1

.town upon tin- abdominal v«.nU?nt*. and “-"•'l* m
lUu n*t i.f vomiting. ‘hue* in which irritating <>•

poisonous suWtances uro swallowed me mi frequent.

Dun ovei v one should >«o awaru ‘hat 11 l*"K'
,

*l
Urt ' 1

tlty of hot liquid. i-»ll> II " * ojitmn« I*

or mi iio mustard, fono* o safe and .-oirlic.

bin valuable sedative, und often prevent#

vomiting. Tlio undigested food when it reachra

tho lower |>*rt of tho intestine (rectum). exciue

sensory nervoe whioh carry nmiu Me to the brain

and spinal cord. A feeling of distension rreulU.

nnd voluntary contraction of tho abdominal muv m

710

Fit. 10. — Sfiuory
Norvc* concerned 01

Vmalting i

N* r » «>» n>mo to vurolti

^•*i

cx.fl JIC. fh*n
lilflK* l.»

li.StortiKh t. KM
hid'Utin/ I

ami of the ‘ diaphragm -an inspiration usually

taking place expel* the undigested matter. Thu.

voluntary effort is aided by tnc contraction of the

bowel itaelf. and by the relaxation of the band of

muscular fibre* (sphincter*) which. dunnK the in

terval* between evacuation#, remain contracted.

In many anlmala. such aa the sheep, ox. and

camel, the stomach consist- of several eavi»i« com

municating with one another. In the ox and sheen

both the cardiac and the pyloric portion# are each

subdivided into two compartment*. The cardiac

part consist- of a very dilated cavity, the paunch

[rumen!, into which the food is pa-«e*l a- soon oa

swallowed In addition there ia a smaller pwt. the

reticulum (honeycomb), ao called from the fold- of

lining mucous membrane which intersect, forming

a reticulum. The uvloric half ia divided into two

parts. Tho p'ulteriuni fmaniplicsl. *o called from

the iHMlhUd appearance of its mucous membrane,

communicates \.ith the Inst division, the rennet

stomach (abomasum, fig. II).

Fluid tmsaes either into the lint, second. <* thud

part- of the stonmcli. aud thence on into the four th

Solid matter, such as gross, loota, Are.. mthc

into the paunch or reticulum This » mixed with

the saliva swallowed with it. and m addition it t.

mixed with juice* formal by the nmcou. membrane

of these cuvitiw*. When tlm animal him lini'hrd

feeling, it liea down and rumination commences.

Due in part to tho contraction of the abdoomml

muscle* und diaphragm. the food is propelled m the

form of rounded pellet, from the paunch and »**•

ch 111lu ill. into tho mouth. I he pellet* are there

thoroughly masticated, anil arc relumed in a pulpy

condition to the stomach. Now however, tin- food

passe* into the naalteriuin, and finally into the

rennet ntomuoh. It will be seen.
_

therefore. that

the consistency of the food determine# into which

part of the stomach it passes. The walU oli tljo

stomach near tlm gullet arc thrown into two folds

or lips which, when in contact, form a tube leading

from the gullet into the i*alterium. Along this

tube the masticated and nuid food can pa—. The
mouthfuls of grass which arc first swallowed pa—

This

fie II. -Oouipoor
SMiucb ol Ox

:

Fit 14.—AliuwnUry
fxmd U Fowl

:

fc. ««*«. « a. --^4—u. ;
*. c.-p; <. j*o.

-1-4— o* wuIi-tJo^ <*r »«*•< •(!

-c-*-l u«.acb ; 4.— *—«h i < Bnjxnl. « In-

K tkml •*.—rt. 1 «. •»««- |SMI*X UMiiach ; «. *“»-*•

..—1. <* .U—dl llaxl nut, /,
»«•

/. .!,< Jiv<l<bdln «-«l «-»• •*-
(Wifdia)
9t Ult* 1*1^11^

between their lip-, and find their way at once into

the paunch or reticulum.

In tho bird -ome interwtmg modification, in the

structure of tho alimentary canal are seen ( fig. 12).

Tho gullet at alnnt the middle of IU couree is pro-

vided with a pooch or crop. Into Urn the food

paasce. and in bathed by a Mere t ion formed by it-

glamU. It is then propelled onwards into a dilated

cavity, the peoveotrieulus. ami is acted on by dmcn-

live juke* Thence it passe* into the giMarJ. Tbi*

cavilv is provided w.xh muaenUr walls of enormous

tbickne— in the case of bird* that are vegetable

feeders* It ia lined by thick and corneous epithr

Hum. and in iu interior are genorally found piece*

of stone, chalk. &c The gix««d ia a ooweriul

mill, which grind* the food into a -oft pulp, upon

which the digoative jnice. can readily act .

TKt Artiom oflkt IH^rtxv* Juitu -By digention

ia meant that procem by which food ia rendered

raimbleof pareing thr.«igh the wall* of the .ligewtivo

-y-tern into the blood ve—el. and lympliatio.,

in «ueh n form that it may !w of use to the

economy. The mo* e—e-ntiaJ change which food

undergoes is one of solution. Albumen, -larch,

fat. and other food -tntr* are quite insoluble in the

circulating H-id* of the body, ami srere they in

ieete.1 into the blond they would .imply block up
tli# smaller hlood ve—eb* Ihiriag .ligretion these

pa— either into nearly allied chemical wibstaneea

whidi are readily di—olsrd in water, or in the ease

of fat i«ortly into a soluble «oap. and partly into a

tale of niK-nisco|dcally minute sul«livi*ion. It is

not sutlieient. however, merely to luxve a soluble

fowl -luff in order that it may be absorbed and

used by Die body. I ane ( table I
sugar is soluble in

water, but it »- of no u-e a* cane sugar to tire body.

If injected into lire Id.iwl vessels, it ia nt once

secreted by the ki<lne>» Ihiring digestion it is

conveite*l into anollicr -ugarle— soluble, but in a
form which ran lie u«ed hy the economy.

It mu-t clearly I* underetood that food intro

duced into the stomach i- not received into the
system. It is still ’outside the body.* It i- only

when it has become ah-nrled. and Has passed in a
suitable form, carried I*)' tlie blond, to Die tissues

of the brain. mu-ele>. Ac.. tluU it h> maile use of in

ao called vital nuxnifreUtioos. Tlie relief and stay

llial a meal gives is cliiedy duo to nervous action,

the result of gastric di.trn.i.Ki, Clay and other

non nutritive matter may be swallowed, and will

temmirarily produce the «ame effect.

Tlie digestion of (*>! is brought about by the
action of juices, tlie -alita. the gastric, pancreatic,

intestinal. Ac. These are mixed with the finely

diviiled food l*y the moreaients of the aliment-

ary canaL Tl>e digestive juice# are in all cases

secreted by tint nurra-CopM celb which line the

various gland* opening into tl># digestive system.
Tire digestive juice, whatever he iU source, con-

tains either an acid sulotance or an alkaline one.

and in addition a mi I'-lance termed an unorganised

ferment. These ferment- differ iu many particulars

from the organised ferment# ( bacteria, micrococci ).

found in putrefaction, disease* such as anthrax,

scarlet fever, cholera. Ac. Tlie latter are whole
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living c«1Ih, having definite imria or organs* They
live and multiply, consume, and excrete in the Ihml

tlicv inluihit. The cligentive fenuenta are not

whole cells, they are the products of edit. They
ate not the broken-down useless substance*, such

a- ,-arUnic acid, water. Ac., which all cell- give

out, and which an animal, like man (an aggrega-

tion of cell-), excrete*. They consist of very com-

plex active matter, of which we know almost

nothing, and which wc clot® with w»ntc other sub-

stance* of which we know little more, under the

head • albuminoid-.’ These ferment* in fact posses*

many of the qualities of cells themselves. They
are tilled bv the temperature of boiling water, like

all other living thing*. They have a certain range

of temiierature, within which alone they evince

activity, and within the limit* of that range they

are more active the higher tho temperature. Then

again they require the presence of water, in which

fluid they are soluble, In their action they seem

to he hydrolytic, that is, thuy produce important

change*' in the substances tlmy attach by, amongst

other things, adding the element* of water. These

digestive ferment*, together with the other con-lit

ornti of the digestive juices, are secreted by the

cells of the digestive glands. If wc study these

glands and their cells with the microscope, they nl

present several point- oi similarity. Each gland

lias a duct, which, a- iu the case say of the -alivaty

glands, divides into se\ei*l lirancfuts. The duct,

or iu. branches iu the latter case, terminate in the

secreting tubule- of the aland. These are little

tube-, which are lined by the secreting cells, leaving

only a -mall cavity in the centre of each tubule for

the escape of the secretion into the duct. Outside

the tubule there i- n dense network of line blood-

capillaries, from which the liquor of the bloisl

r -ca|->, Willing tho gland and the cells within it.

These imbibe the liquor, and they have almost cer-

tainly the |M»wer of -electing such constituent* of

it a*’ they require. The sub-lances derived from

the blood sre 0*0.1 by tlie cells, which manufacture

the juiec which they excrete. Thu constituent* of

the excretion are nut found, it will I- olwcrvcd,

in the hlood
I
they result from chemical prorc»-e-

which go on within the cell*, which u*e Mood a* a

raw material. Tho cell, arc very sniMI. Wjng about

„V*Ui to th of an inch acioss. Ilicy have

each s vers thin envelope, within which the finely

granular content- of llm cell aro -ecu. In the

centre i- a kernel or nucleus. During digestion

the cell enlarges, and granule* appear in It. I huso

are lanufocturod pnnlucta: ifioy nrn diachargcd

into the duct of the gland.

We have now to consider how it is that the glands

sre regulated in their secreting powers, how it t.

that at certain times, and in sufficient quantity, Dm
secreting juice is poured into the digestive .y.toiii.

This i* brought about by the action of the nervous

«\ stem. All bough in some cases e g. the Htoinm li,

I.M-al nerve cell* placed in the walls of the digestive

system itself, -eem to regulate in part the secretion,

yet in all case- ncive coll* placet in the brain am
chietlv «nicer I. It was thought atone time Dint

the brain acted by causing the ldool vessel, of the

gland to enlarge, and in consequence the food

•npidv and -ccretion of Dm gland to greater.

That this i. not the whole tnilh, is shown by Die

administration of Mlndomm. If a rather large

.lose of thi* drug Ire taken, the mouth l.connic. very

dry and unpleasant, and it i. difficult to speak and

to swallow. In other wools, the cells of tlm salivary

glands are paralysed, and the customary flow of

saliva i- for tlm lime being nl an end. It is found,

however, that during tin* condition the blood-

vessels are by no means contracted. This experi-

ment. twethn with other*, suggest* that although

during Dm secretion of a digestive juice the blood-

VO-.I- dilate. Dm activity of the secreting cells i-

nnt always associated with the condition of tlm

blissl vessels. The latter arc undoubtedly under

the influence of nerve# (vasomotor) which regulate

Dmir condition, and it i. probable that the secreting

cel], are themselves under the influence of other

nerve#, which are -i*eeinl secreting nerve#. \'e

have already ~-cii that in the <*.«>• of the movement*

of tlm digestive system, llm iuotor impul-es which

-iarte.1 from the central nervous system were called

into action bv sensory impulses starting from the

mucous membrane of Dm digestive system. So in

like manner tlm nervous impulse* which pass to the

blood-vessels and the gland, are caused, in the first

instance, by sensory impulse# from the mucous

membrane.
‘

If food'll taken into the mouth, espe-

cially if it be ‘ tasty,' tt secretion of saliva rapidly
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follows, -and even the tickling of the mouth by a
feather. Or the stimulation of the mucous membrane
with electricity, will produce the same remit. In this
cose sensory impulsesposa to the brain through such
nerves oh the lingual and glossopharyngeal, and
roftexly excite the glands through the medium of
the brain, the outgoing impulses passing through
nerves such an the chorda tynipaiu (fig. 13). See
Brain. In the case of salivary secretion, the
smell or sight of food may excite a secretion. In
this case the sensory impulses pass from the nose
or eye along the nerves of these organs to the
brain. When the thought of fool produces a flow,

this is due to the recalling of previous sight and
smell impressions in the brain.

When food is passed into the stomach, secretion
occurs. This too may result from mechanical
irritation, as when through an opening (fistula) the
mucous membrane is brushed with a feather. In
all case* the stomach, pale before, becomes suffused

with blood.

After a little time another portion tested in a
similar way given no reaction whatever, the erythro-
dextrine having in iu turn disappeared. The starch
is now converted into sugar, mixed with a little

unconverted dextrine. This heing an achroo-
dextrine. uncoloured like the rrythro-dextrine by
tincture of iodine.

the gastric juice
is poured out.
The flow of the
intestinal juice,

the pancreatic

juice, and bile,

all follow the
stimulation of

the mucous
membrane, and
in all cases the
bloodvessels en-

large so as to

give the cells a

3X;:!
as we have seen,
they themselves
actually pass
into a condition
of activity, as a
result of the in

Huence of special
secreting nerves.

We have now
to consider the
digestionoffood'
stuffs, ami the
parts that the

various gland-, play in this impoitanl process. For
our present purpose it is sufficient to speak of
food* US belonging to four classes i (

I ) Protoids
—albumens, globulins, &C.—C.g. the white of egg,
the chief constituent of meat, the gluten of bread.
(2) Carbohydrates starches, sugars, gums e.g.
potato-starch, cane or grniie sugar. (3) Fats and
oils -c.g. suet, marrow, olive oil. (4) Minerals
e.g. water, table salt, iron, phosphutra. .See also
DlKT. Fool*.
Some few sulwtance* are absorbed without being

digested at nil
|
they do not need to be. Such are

water and the minerals, although oven many <>f

these undergo some change or other. Grape-sugar
is absorbed, and probably proteids too are often
absorbed to some extent at least. Fat is profoundly
modified during digestion, although not as the
result of any digesting ferment. It may be -aid,
however, that the great mas* of fond stuff which is

classed under the heads of proteids and carbo-
hydrates is all digested by the action of ferment
like Ixslica. The saliva, of which about 30 ou

lif. 13.- Nervous Meclianiim of
Accretion

:

0. brains C, root
; H, nerve (•••

In# ftunt ftoucou* Mitinbfniit <»f mimth
to Umn; KH, n#rvi» lMum* to rrli in

“•‘viff trUinl; VM. »rrv» to

bmq'WfttlP «>f icUutf.

are secreted during the 24 hours, contain* a ferment
termed ptyalin, which i* capahlo of turning starch
into a soluble sugar called grape-sugar, or accord-
ing to other observers, into another soluble sugar
termed maltose. This can easily be demonstrated
in the follow ing manner : Take a tiny pinch of
ordinary starch powder, and shake it up with a
tablcspoonful of water. It will not dissolve. Then
boil it, when the starch will swell up, forming a
thin starch paste. Dilute a few drop* of tincture
of iodine with several volumes of water, and add a
drop of this to a small Quantity of the starch paste.
It will become of a riel. blue colour. This is the
test for starch. Now add to some of the original
starch paste about one quarter of its volume of
saliva from the mouth, and keep the mixture bv
the fire at a temperature pleasant to the hand. In

a minute or so take out some of the starph in order
to teat it again. Tho iodine no longer gives a blue

colour, but produces a beautiful mahogany brown.
This shows that the starch has disappeared, the
brown colour being the reaction given by erythro-
dextrine into which the starch has been converted.

This is but

*»(« Gr»i» *-as»r.

C.HuO, * H,0 = C,H„Or
The ptyalin may be extracted from the saliva or
from the salivary glands themselves. It does not
appear to be much exhausted during iu activity
and has the general characters already dircuraed
of unorganised ferment*. The saliva is alkaline,
and the starchy food is no doubt partly converted
into sugar dunng its sojourn in the mouth and
gullet by iu action. When the food has reached
the stomach and the acid gastric juice has mixed
with it, the saliva is unable to act. and is probably
killed. Any undigested starch is subsequently
converted mtu sugar when the food reaches the
small intestine by tlw pancreatic juice.

When the food reaches tl»e stomach it causea
a reflex secretion of gastric juice.

•lowly produced when insipid liravy
ruagulaird white of egg. lotto] meat, sago, Ac., is

•aten. but flows readily when soups, broths, and
fluids containing salu and extractions in abund-
ance are taken. Thu* we have a scientific reason
for commencing a dinner with soup, preserving the ?t,A
piit€ dt rtmitamet until the stomach has secreted Hilfei
gastnc juice for its digestton. The gastric juice,
several pounds of which are secreted dailv, is acid
in reaction containing free hydrochloric acid. In
addition lactic and butyric acid, are formed during
the progrrea of digestion. T»>e ferment peculiar to
tlw stomach is termed pepsine, and it requires,
unlike the ptyalin of the saliva, an acid medium
for iu actum. IV|winc and hydrochlonc acid convert
proteids into substances termed peptone*. The latter
bodies are soluble in water, and are not coagulated
by boiling like many of the proteids. In addition
they pas. readily through an animal membrane,
and are therefore easily absorbed. Tlie proteid
does not pas* directly into the peptooe. but like Urn
starch is chanve-1 into at least one intermediate
body. In the first ease the proteid becomes con-
verted by the hydrochloric nerd into what is called
syntonin. or acid protein, and it is this -yntonin
which alone the pepsine has power to change into
peptone. The syntonin

_
become, a propeptono

which is intermediate in lU properties Vtwren a
proteid and peptone itself. It is very probable that
the whole change from proteid to peptone consisU
in some simple change in the molecular character
of the proteid. together with the addition of water.
A peptone may be termed therefore a hydrated
proteid, and the pepsine a hydrolytic ferment.
Within the stomach, and capable of being readily
extractal from the stomach of a calf, is a ferment
called the milk coagulating ferment ( rennet I. This
causes milk to coagulate, and form a clot or curd.
It subsequently contracts and squceres out some
fluid termed the whey. It is difficult to assign any~ to this ferment, for the acid of the gastric juice

Id cause of itaelf the milk to curdle Still
difficult in it to explain the existence of

ferment in the pancreatic juioe, for
suppose that any milk can even pass

through the stomach to be subjected to ita action.
The milk indeed often forms dense dot* which
cannot afterwards he digested, and which cause
considerable gastric irritation. Milk when drunk is

frequently found to disagree with some stomachs

;

but even in such case* it may often be * sipped

'

with impunity. In this case the formation of

large clots is prevented. Lime-water causea the
milk to coagulate ia small soft clot*
The products of digestion, peptone and sugar,

together with water and many soluble rails,
are absorbed into the blood vessels which ramify
in the gastric mucous membrane. When gastric
digestion is over, the undigested food (chyme)
passes through the relaxed pyloric sphincter
into the small intestine. The chyme consists
of some proteid and starchy matter, together with
fat and oil and indigestible substances such as
vegetable fibre, pure wax, cartilage, Ste. mixed
with gastric juice. Intestinal digestion is an
alkaline one. and all ibe digestive juices of
this part of tire digestive system are alkaline in
their reaction. They soon counteract the acidity
of the chyme, which now become* alkaline. The
proteid* which remained undigested by the stomach
are now acted upon by a ferment called trypsin

found in the juice of the pancreas. This converts
the proteids into peptone* through an intermediate
nropcptonc. The paucreatic juice contains other
ferments which operate during digestion, notably
a hydrolytic ferment, .similar in its action to
ptyalin, whereby the remaining starch is converted
into sugar. The juice itself is thick and viscous.

It is stronglv alkaline and secreted in rather small
quantity. It is said to possess a ferment capable
of splitting oil and fat into glycerine and fatty acid,
which it doc* by adding water to the fat, which is

then decomposed. The fatty acid unites with the
free alkali present, and a soap is formed which is

subsequently absorbed. The alkaline content* of
the alimentary canal also emulsify fat-i.e. they
cauM' it to become very fieelv divided, forming
a milky fluid. The minute microscopic globules
which result para readily through the walls of the
alimentary canal into the lymphatics (lacteal").
The emulsification of an oil can readily be shown
by adding about half its volume of carlxmato of
soda »3 per cent. I solution to cod-livcr oil. The
latter becomes at once very similar to milk in its

appearance.
The intestinal juice, the secretion of l.icherkUhn'a

follicles, is strongly alkaline. It assists in the
digestion of starch and of proteid matter. In
addition an impoitanl ferment called ' inverting is

found. This hus the power of changing cane into
>o sugar and an anil'll substance. • Iwvuloee.

hr**- Imdie» have the same formula, but
differ from one another in their action on polarisod
light,

(*M-.iig»» W.l.r Ompr»iK»r. U-VIllose,

1

,
H.„0|, . H.0 . C,H„0, v <:,ll„0.

The importance of this ferment will be appreciated
when we consider how large it quantity of food is

taken in the form of cane-sugar, and that cane-
sugar introduced into the blood is not of any use to
the body, and is eliminated at once by the kidneys.
The bile may lie looked ii|>nn both as an excretion
from tho body and as a digestive juice. The
colouring of the freces and urine is due in part- to
a pigment hydrubilimhin (urobilin), which is an
altered bile pigment. If bile is excrete*! rapidly,
the fn-ces are dark in colour, and they may lie

white owing to deficient excretions. Many sub.
stance* such as mucin, eholcaterin, Ac. found in
the bile are excreted to form part of the firee*. On
the other hand many bile constituents, such as the
bile ralts, are reabsorbed and used again in tho
economy. Ilile has an important act ion in digestion,
as may l»- shown by making biliary fistula hi dogs,
whereby the bile leave* the body at once through
an aperture in the abdomen. In this case the

animal loses flesh ; the fat which it take, with
its food passe* nnabsorbed through ita digestive
system, and its excretions aro offensive. The bile
seem* then to araist in fat absorption, and to have
••one antiseptic action whereby putrefaction is
prevented or lessened within tho 'digestive system.
Bile assists in the aloorption of fat not only by
assisting in ita emulsification, hut also by helping
in some way or other the epithelial cells, covering
the villi to take up tho minute fatty i-articlo*. In

addition it is supposed to stimulate minute muscular
fibres within the villi, which by their contractionD the aboorlied fat on into tho larger

_
latics.

*

Within the small intestines most of the food
undigested hv the stomach is rendered fit for
absorption. This takes place through the tissue
of the mucous membrane

; much of the sugar and
peptones find their way into capillary blood-vessels.
Ali-orbed products, and notably fat globules, pass
into the lacto&ls. and thence into the blood, cir.
rulating through the veins at the root of the neck.
The contents of the lacteals during absorption aro
called chyle. The content* of the small intestine
para into the large intestine, where digestion
occurs to a very slight extent. Absorption is, how.
ever more rapid, and the contents become far mors
solid a* they nass towards the rectum, due to the
deprivation of water and soluble substances. The
absorptive power of the large intestine is important
to remember; for injections per rectum of liquid
food, especially if it has already been artificially
digested, may frequently sustain life for long
periods.

°

Artificial Dilution.—The digestive juices are
occasionally detective.in amount or in quality, and
in this case they may be supplied artificially. All
the digestive ferments may be separated by very
simple processes from the glands which secrete
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them, and many may readily be obtained in the
market. Pepeine and hydrochloric acid, taken with

or before a meal, are often of great service, the
moat reliable preparations of pepeine being the
ordinary pcrisina porci. Food may be digested

outside the body before ita administration. Beef-

tea and milk-gruel may be prepared in the follow-

ing way : To bring the food to the proper tempera-
ture, boil half of it, mix it with the other half, and
keep warm near the fire. To this add a prepara-

tion of the pancreatic ferments in the proportion
given in the directions which invariably accompany
the bottle containing the substance. The food

should now be kepi warn for an hoar or so, and
then boiled in order to prevent any further action

of the ferment. It may be taken by the mouth or

administered as an enema. Preparations of the
pancreas are alone to be used in peptonising food

outside the body, as pepalne preparations produce

a bitter and unpleasant taste. Pancreatic

ind,

powder, or ns tincture or infusion,

ulce, containing minute quantities of a mixture of

the active principles, are also employed. The
leaves owe their activity to the presence of certain

bodies, which have been named digitalin, digitalein.

digitoxin, and digitonin. the three fimt mentioned
having the characteristic digitalis action, while the
fourth is entirely different, and closely resemble*

saponin in ita effects. The leaves and their prepara-

tions have a bitter taste. When given in largo done*

by the mouth, they produce violent vomiting and
purging) this may prevent their absorption into

the blood, but if absorbed, they may cause death by
paralysing the heart's action. When the leave*

are administered in medicinal doses, a peculiar

action Is oxerted on the muscular substance of

tho heart and blood-vessels, causing the former to

beat more slowly, regularly, and powerfully, and
contracting tho latter. By this combined action the

blood-pressure is raised, and if dropsy lie present, a
diuretic action is exerted. Digitalis is also used in

many organic forms of heart-disease, in nervous

and functional irregularity of the heart’s action,

in cardiac weakness from long-continued disease,

ernal hemorrhages, and
taken for a long time it

may cauno nausea and other digestive disturb-

ances. and in a very few ease* sudden ami serious
symptoms of poisoning come on. This constitute*

tho so called cumulative action of digitalis. In

therapeutic doses digitalis should slow the pulse;

if too largo dosoo be given, the pulse becomes rapid

and irregular.

manufacture of ammoniac*! products by the dis

Dilation of bones. A mixture of oils posses o*sr.

and these, after being repeatedly distilled, eventu-

ally yield an aromatic liquid, free from fetid

This obtained a great reputation as an an
.

modic, and being present in the old spirit of harta-

horn, gave It properties somewhat different from

those of the modem sal volatile. Owing to the

careless way in which it was nsnally manufactured,

and the consequent disgusting odour and taste

which it possessed, it has been qi

is no longer used in medicine.

in redoma of the lungs, interna

other conditions. When

712

tinal. hepatic (known as yellows), and nervous.
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The catarrhal always accompanies and frequently

precede* the other form#. The eye* are red or

fellow, weak, and watery ; the nose dry end hot;
of the animal readily

or cough ; there i* dullnee*. fever,

of appetite. The thickened slimy mucus
inflamed membrane after some days

lions on the other hand are useless when taken
with the food, as they are destroyed within the

stomach.

Digital

I

h, s genus of Scrophulariaceie. native*
* the south of Europe and temperate part*

One only, the Common Foxglove (q.v.).

( D. purpurea ), is a native of Britain. Other species

have been introduced, notably D. lutea and

chiefly of the south of Europe and temperate parta

rea), is a native of Britai
* d. notably D. lutea and arai

Mora, with vellow flower*. The botanical ns

Digitalis (late Let. di<jitale,

'

the finger of a glove')

refers, like the popular English name, to the form of

the flowers.

The leave* of tho Digitalis purpurea, collected

before tho expansion of the flower* and dried, are
largely used in medicine, either in the form of

Digitalin gran

'anQQcmtnl
ffe Hill (no

and Diseoi^s of the Ik*, by J. Wood
new ed. Lood. ItWlk

The term distemper is sometime, applied to In-

fluents in horse*, and spUooUc Fleur©
|

(n.* » U mule.

in i

of copper.

DlsteniKr I* S typhoid inflammation

the mucous membrane* of young does, and

bling in many respects the strangles ofyoung horse*,

and the scarlatina and other such complaints ol

children. Like these, it is generally contagious,

occurs only once in a lifetime, runs a definite course,

is accompanied by low fever and debility, and »
most successfully treated by good nnmng and

attention to diet and regimen. It w divided into

five different forms—catarrhal, pneumonic, rote*-

paw
rived

late* about the eye* and nostrils, pare

in the bronchial tube*, prevents the

free secern of air and the proper purification

of the blood. Hence ensue distressed breathing,

weakness, and symptoms of nervous

gait, chorea, and

fit* All dog* are liable to distemper but the

"25 *'2Wlr ,S,

r35i*t

avoided, and a good dry bed in a comfortable

airy place provided. The stomach, which is gener

ally overloaded, should be relieved of .1* content*

by an emetic, which, for an ordinary sired English

terrier, may consist of two groins each of tartar

emetic and ipecacuanha, with eight or ten groins

of common salt, riven in a wine glassful of tepid

water. If no effect is produced, the dore must

be repealed in twenty minute* Constipation, if

pre-ent^hoold be corrected by half an ounce, each

of castor and olive oil. to which, in Urge dogs, a

few groins of grey powder is a useful addition. The
febrile symptom,, if scute, may be alleviated by
giving four time* daily, in cold water, five drop* of

Faudanum, and five grains each of nitre and
breathing will ’ be

relieved by applying to the cheat andI ©idere for an

]hoor or two continuously, a thick flannel doth,

wrung at short interval.

throat may also be nibbed with hartshorn and oil.

and the nc-tril* sponged and steamirf occasionally.

Give frequently, and in small^quantities at a Urn.

milk and bread, or any other such simple and

digestible food; and when recovery is tardy, and

weakness ensues, codfavour by nursing, tonic*,

and stimulant*, to support the irength. See

over together and the distillate to be

in a single receiver, it is evident that

nothing would be gained ; for tho different liquids

would re-minrie in tho receiver. If, however, the

temperature be raised very slowly, and especially

if the vapour requires to rise through n high
head, or tube, before passing into the condenser,

it will be found that the more volatile liquids

over first in a state of comparative purity,

and while tho other* follow a* the heat is in-

creased. If the receiver be frequently changed, a
serif* offraetiom, or portions of liquid, are obtained,

corresponding to the different sulatances present in

the still. For example, if a mixture of glycerine,

water, alcohol, chloroform, and ether were distilled,

the ether would distil first, then the chloroform, next
the alcohol, and lastly, the water, while nearly all

the glycerine would be left behind. This then is

fractional distillation.

Destruetiie Distillation, or Dry Distillation as

it is sometime* called, i* lx**t exemplified when
coal is heated in an iron still or retort, os in

the manufacture of gas. Now, in coal there are

only traces of moisture capable of distillation, but
when strongly heated, the foal is destroyed, or

decomposed, and a large number of sulmtanccn distil

over, some of which, like lighting gas, are perma-
nently In the gaseous state, other* like Creosote

(q.v. l
are liquid, while others, such an naphthaline,

are solid bodies at the ordinary tern|>erature. Here
no distillation take* place until the substance
heated is destroyed, hence the term destructive

distillation. Further examples are the distillation

of wood in cluoe vessels, at a red heat, when char
coal is left in the veasel, and wood-vinogar, wood-

spirit, tar, &c. pass over in vapour, and are con-

densed ; and the healing of hour* in similar re

toru, when animal charcoal is loft in tho retort, and
Dippel's animal oil distils over. Seo CHARCOAL,
Coal-tar, and Difpkl'n Animal Oil.

Distillation in Vacuo.—When water is heated in

a kettle it eventually boil., and if a thermometer
be plunged into it. the mercury Is seen to remain
stationary at a temperature of about 212’ ( 100" C.).

It will be noticed, however, that when the baro-

meter is low, tho temperature of tho boiling water is

hsl below 2I2
V
(lOO* C.», and that when tho

|i Mint 1(1'

of applying beat to a liquid, or. it may b*. a solid,

5=? ss
inthe form of a liquid. Wben the vaponr d<x* not

condense as a liquid, bet oaly os a fine dost or

flour, the procere is called Subtlmatum (q.v.). The
natural evaporation of water, by the beat of the

ion. or warm air current*, the smut of the vapour

into the colder region* of the atmosphere, and the

condensation there into cloud, and mist*, with the

subsequent rain shower, form together the grandest

example of dUUIlatioo. The apparatus for artificial

distillation re-entioll. consist* of three parts, the

8 till (or RxTOirr. q.v.). Condenser, and Receiver.

The still is msde of glam, copper, iron, or earthen

ware, according to the nature of the sub.lance*

to be placed in it In expenmental chemical

work, glam is almost the only material admit

aible. while in the preparation of alcohol from

”t2rrnWCUTS
og to condense the »spoor* disengaged

still ss rapidly and effectually ss

possible. For this purpose it U important that

the condenser shall expore a Urge surface to the
water or air. Owing to it* rapidity

and the thinnma of pipes made

„ jaiiTStaww:
the principle is the same- vir that the hot vapours

pass through a tube or veasel surroundod with cold

water, which running in a constant stream, passes

away more or lees warm after it has done lU work.

The receiver merely consists of a suitable vessel in

which to receive the distillate. As the forms of

apparatus are capable of infinite variety, so the con-

ditions of distillation are innumerable ; the best

defined type* going under the name* of Fractional

Distillation. Destructive Distillation, and Distilla-

tion in Vacuo.
In Fractional Distillation a mixture of liquids

having different boiling-points is put in the -till

and heat is applied. If the vapour* were allowed

barometer is very high, the temperature i» also high

On the summit of Mont Blanc, it U found that

water boil, at about 180' |K2' C.»; while in a vessel

from which the air ha* l»een removed by an air-

pump. it continues to boil even when the tempera-
ture falla down to tho freezing-point (see BOILING.)
There are many substance* which are Injured by
heat, such as extract of malt and sugar, and whon
solution* of these 1—lies require to be evaporated

on a large scale, they are always distilled in vacuo,

so thst the water may bo removed without unduly

heating the veasel.

There is another very’ Interesting method of dis-

tillation whereby liquid* which, alone, cannot l»o

distilled without decomposition, are made to distil in

i of the vapour of some other liquid. Thus,

Scerine i« not, practically speaking, capable of

ng distilled, but when heated with high-pressure

steam, it readily distils over, and can thus lie

purified. The great object of distillation is purifica-

tion, and in the manufacture of the fragrant volatile

oils of lemon, lavender, Ac., it is necessary to distil

them along with water so as to avoid overheating

of tbs oila, and consequent injury. Not only is the
flavour improvod by this treatment, but they distil

at a lower temperature along with water than when
alone. The term distillation in excise language

refers to the distillation of alcohol alone. I or

information on this subject, see Fermentation,
Alcohol. Brandy. Gin, Spihits, and especially

Whisky ; under which latter head the subject of

the duties payable and of illicit distillation are

also treated.

Distilled Water i* the condensed product

obtained by the distillation of water. All natural

waters, even roin-waler, contain certain saline

matter* (common salt, &c. ) in a state of eolation,

from which they can only be completely freed bv the

prooeas of distillation. The characteristics of dis-

tilled water are, that it possesses a mawkish, insipid

taste, without odour or colour, and when evaporated

to dryness in a vessel, it ought to leave no residue.

Unless very specially prepared, it is sure to contain

traces of free ammonia, and, when this is the case,

it is liable to form a green vegetable growth in any

lottlc containing it. The oilier nropertir® of dis-

tilled water will be noticed under Water.
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Diftilled Water* in the nun for what is obtained
by distilling water along with the part.- of planta
containing essential oils. Rose-water and lavender-
water are familiar examples.

,

Diuretic*, medicine, having
increasing the aecretion or exc

the nroperty of

of nnne, and
on this account much employed in drepsiea. as well
as in a variety of other diseases. The principal
diuretics are the salts of potash, especially the
nitrate, acetate, and bitartrate (cream' of tartar);
•qnill, in powder, vinegar, or syrnp

; digitalis or
foxglove, in powder or infusion; the decoction
or infusion of broom-tops (leoparium)

;

nitrous
ether (in sweet spirit of nitre)

;
caffeine, the active

principle of coffee ; the alcohols and ether., with
moat of the volatile oils, especially that of juniper, I** 1" 1

.
“> lh« cleansing and whitening opera

as in gin : the berries of the common elder; the d«<fn1

b®d und
?
r BUUCHMO ; that the water ii

tincture of cantharidee or Spanish flies : turpentine, sodclear, and the vessels free from rust and per-
is the nature

7X3

from natural products had reached a high state of
perfection when Perkin, in 1856. introduced the
hmt of the coal-tar colours. Since that date the
progn*. of artificial colour making has bcon so
rapid, and the application of the new dyes made
so *impie, that u now s«ms doubtful whether
many of the older dyestuffs and processes can
continue much longer in use. The experience
acquired in dyeing with any colouring material

bo undervalued on account of iu partial
and some illustrations

practical
‘

here be given, in describing
of dyeing.
Assuming that the textile material has been sub-
cled to the cleansing and whilenimr operations

is soft

and some illustrations, though of Ires
importance than they were lately, may

given, in describing the general principle.

Spanish
The last named (from the alcohols oo

in the above enumeration ) orA more or lees irri-

tating in their effects oo the urinary organs, and
should not be used without due consideration as to
the requirements of the particular case. Cream of

the broom -decoction form ooe of the
best diuretic mixtures which can be

employed in domestic use
;
or cream of tartar may

be given alone, either dissolved In hot water
and allowed to cool, or in sabstanee along with
syrup.

Ductility is that property uf solid, in virtue of
bio'll they can Ire drawn out so an to 1

whicl
their length at the expense of their cross dimensions.
Thus silver U a very ductile metal, while platinum
is not so ductile. Hut although platinum cannot
lie drawn out to any very great extent hv the
ordinary process of wire drawing, it may lie drawn
out by Wollaston’s process. Wollaston fitted a
platinum wire into the interior of a hollow nsl of
silver, ami then drew out the compound rod to an
MUnt limited only by the ductility of silver. He
then dlreolved ofl the silver, and so obtained an
excessively line platinum wire, the diameter of
which was, according to IreslU, inch. Italic
also aavs that, by draw ing out a thickly gilt silver
rod. a li

I in of gold only .g( i, ia inch in diameter
could lie obtained. See M ai.i.kahimty. Wim.

[Modymenia palmata ), a seaweed.
of the h loriden* (see SKAWKins). growing on root.
In the sea, and used as food hv the poor on the
coasts of Scotland. Ireland, and othir northern
countries it is eaten raw or roasted, and with
vinegar

1 t ij an important plant to the Icelander.,
and after being washed and dried, is stored in
casks, to be eaten with fish or boiled with milk.
In Kamchatka, a formonted liquor, is made from
it. Sheep are fond of it.-One or two other edible
r loridow bear tho same name on different parts of
the coast, ami the pungent Uurenru, pinnat.jUa
is known as pepper dulse.

Dy ring is the art of imparting colours to textile
and other materials, such as cotton, silk, wool, and
loaUier. It has been practised among eastern
nations from time immemorial ; ami in the Old
Tegument, we read of the purple dyed vest-
ments of the high priests, of linen cloths dyed
blue, purple and scarlet, and of nuns' skins
dyed red. Die famous Tyrian purple, obuined
from one or two specie* of shell fish, is believed to
have been discovered by an inhahiunt of Tyre

fectly clean, the next point to

of the fibre. Very often if this is of animal origin,
such as silk or wool, a simple immersion in a bath
containing the colour will dvr the fabric

; but coloor
so applied to vegetable soUtanc* as rotten, linen,
or jute, would be easily washed away. The fibre in
the latter case require, some special preparation to
make the dye adhere, and • mordant is employed
for this purpose Mo r .

danta are usually mineral salts applied te the yarn
or cloth, so as te leave their bases in intimate ron
tact with the fibre. A claro of mineral colours may
he first described, as their production depends on

eaeliona similar te tlx-e occurring in the
of modan u. One of these colours, chrome

yellow, has been already noticed under Calico
PRlNTlxo. They are the result of an interchange
of the bases and acids of two soluble salts in the
material of the fibre, ooe of the new salts being
soluble and readily washed out, the other insoluble
and the tub.lance having the colour.

Prussian blue (q.v.) may be taken as an in
stance of this mode of dyeing. A bath to
dye 7 lb. of silk is made up as follows: 10
gallons water; 24 oa nitrate of iron solution,
specific gravity I« : 4 or. stannous chloride. And
another bath with 10 gallon, water; 6 ox.
yellow pnisaiate of potash ; 3 ox. sulphuric acid.
The first hath lias a temperature of 130* F. The
•ilk la turned through it till it ‘e thoroughly pene
trated with the liquor, then washed, and Iran.-
fr"**1

,

,h* "ccood b“h - »*•*«*• «• warm.
The silk, without washing, is returned to the first
bath, after which it ia again washed and placed in
the second bath. The first Uth is now strengthened
with 6 ox. of nitrate of iron and 2 oi of Mannou.
chloride, and the second hath with 3 ox. of sul-
phuric acid sad 2 ox. of yellow prosaist* of poUsh.
Once more the silk is returned te the first bath,
washed, and transferred te the second Uth. After
this steep, it ia wrung out and left for six hours,
when it is washed, raised, ami dried in the air.

There are several thing* to be learned from this
process. (I) The solution* must be dilute; (2|
several operations are required te get an equal
•hade

; (3) an aci*l solution is necessary te prevent
iron oxide from depositing oo the cloth, and thi.
is made more certain by strengthening it in the
last dipping ; and |4) time is given for any action
of the air before the final washing is given to the
dyed silk. Three or similar matter, require atten

-

lion in dyeing generally.
Buff is produced on rottoo by a Uth of nitrate of

iron, followed by one of dilute and clear liine water.

fifteen hundred yean. B.C. ; afterward* this purple drying. In this case peroxide of iron

dyed With
I*ft

.

,n lh* fibr
T-

*nd
(
nrm* the colouring material ;
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two chloride*! of tin and sUnnate of soda, form the
greater portion of the material* employed.

Suppose that cloth i* impregnated with acetate of

iron, which ia a combination of the peroxide of iron
with acetic acid. This oxide in a feeble base, anil
the add ia volatile. Consequently, when the cloth
is placed in a hot chamlrer filled with moist air, the
acetic acid is expelled, and the oxide of iron is left

in tire fibre, which is what the dyer requires. The
application of the acetate of alumina a* n mordant
is explained in the name way.

In the case of salts with non-volatile acid* (nitrate
of iron or sulphate of alumina, for example), lime
water, caustic «o.la. carlrenate of soda, or similar
bodies are used te precipitate the mordant* in the
material te be dyed, ax in the instance* given above.
But in some kinds of dyeing the assistance of an
alkali is not necessary te decompose the salt, as
merely boiling it with the fibre is sufficient to
separate the base and liUrate the acid, the cloth
retaining the former, and the Utter adding te tho
acidity of the Uth. If freali alumina were added
te the Uth ui combine with the liliemted acid,
the process could go on indefinitely, hut when a
certain amount of free acid has accumulated, the
fibre ceases te effect the deconimxsition of the salt.

In practice this is not the method follower I, hut a
potash salt of an organic acid is added te the hath,
the potash of which neutralise* the strong mineral
acid ; the weaker organic acid being -et free, which
lias not the same |*>wer of preventing the nlmnrp-
lion of alumina by the fibre. Tarter or argol

|
im-

pure arid tartrate of
(
iotaeh) i. much used along

with a!oin for wool mordanting, and also in silk-
dyeing with tin mordants.

Several sail* of tin are much used as mor
I ante—

the most important Wing stannous chloride or
muriate of tm-al«o called • tin salts * ami • tin

a.tal*.' Stannic chloride or perehloride of tin is

-wise used, ami a solution of the motel in
hydrochloric ami nitric acids, called Min spirits’
and ‘oxymunate of tin,’ is in general use, The
Utter i« a mixture of ataunnu* ami stannic salts,
ami requires very great rare in its preparation.
The salte of tin are decom|a*e(l readily by the
fibre, and the tin spirits require to lie used when
freshly made, as domxit* soon appear in the anlu-
Uona. SUnnate of soda Is al-o much employed in
dyeing. When the fibre is charged with it, the
insoluble stannic arid is liberated with dilute
sulphuric acid.

The mordants mentioned above are employed
chiefly in cotton-dyeing with the vegetable elves
or the similar artificial alirarin coloom. Wool and
•rik are not usually mordanted in the manner
Merited, and the following ol-crvation* apply to
cotton and other vegetable fi hre.

’ ’

Often, in dyeing, copper boilers ,.re used with an
ordinary fireplace for heating them. The dyestuffs

became the hedge of royalty, and cloth dy
it commanded a princely price. Purple of various
•hailre was dyed not only at Tyre, but at Tarsus,
Alexandria, and other place* on the shore* of the
Mediterranean, though other colour* were of course
employed. The Egyptians, Creeks, and Romans

Ectised the art of dyeing. There is an ancient
man dyers workshop with ite apparatus to lie

seen among the ruins of Pompeii. Gradually the
art became more and more widespread a.* civilisa-
tion advanced. In earlier time*, dyeing was
much more extensively followed ^a* a domestic
art than it is at present, but income outlying
parte of Europe ami even in the Highland’, of
boot-land, thd colour* imparted te home-made
fabric* are still u> some extent obtained from
native vegetable dyes. Many of the ordinary dye
•tuffs and dyeing agent* have been u-cd in England
for more than four centuries, and te three America
added cochineal, as well a* some important dye-
woods and barks. Dyeing with colours obtained

the nitrate of lime being readily soluble in water,
wsshre out. Thu i* an instance, however, in which
the cloth has been mordanted as well as dyed, and
if we wuh te give it. say. a black or dark pi

lire* te be imurenwd

purple

of

give

colour, it only reqi

logwood.
Supposing that in place of nitrate of iron we had

used a solution of alum nr other soluble salt of
alumina, as the sulphate (alum cake) or acetate
(red liquor). wc should l,*.* had th* hydrate of
alumina deposited in the fibre. As. however, thi.
is -imply white, the appearance of tire cloth would
not have altered; hut if placed in a logwood bath,
a pink or red colour would be tire remit. the lint
and depth varying with the strength of the solu-
tiona. In such a case tire doth is dyed with an
aluminous mordant
The mordant* moot largely used are the salts of

iron, alumina, and tin. Acetate* and sulphates of
both oxides of iron, as well a- of alumina, and the

rating them. The dyestuff*

are used either in |»wder or rasping* among the
aster, or their extracts are employed. Tire dye
solution* are generally warm ., r boiling, and lire
g"sl» immersed in them require to be kept in

TSSvSS"' " r ne*,ly ">l l° ln’"rc u,* i," r"'Hy

Dyeing Cotton.—The following in a brief out-

cidoiu*
,n u"® f" r • important

Black is produced by steeping the good* in a
dreoctmn of sumac

; then passing them through a
-dulion of acetate of iron. After washing, they are
next |«sor.| through a decoction of logwood.
Brown „ usually obtained hy passing the cloth

through a decoction of cuteh or Catechu (q.v.), ami
afterwards throuid, a solution of bichromate of
potash. Logwood, fustic, or airy of the red colour
ing stuffs, can Ire afterward* added according to
tire shade of brown wanted.

Purples and lilacs are got from logwi**) au.l
alirann with mixture* of iron and alumina. With
madder colours, red* and pinks are got hv the use
of alumina and tin.

Reds are also got from various dyewooda, as
•appan-uood. peachwood. harwood. Arc., with tin or
alumina, the cloth being hist soaked in an axtrin-
<ent. a- sumac or gall-nut*. The coal-tar colours,
safranine, &c.

,
have almost entirely superseded

these woods in the dyeing of reds.
Yellow- is got from fustic, quercitron bark, Persian

berm*, &c., with tin or alumina mordant*. Better
shade* of yellow are now. however, produce.! hvauramme ami oilier coal-tar dyes. Blue coloum
are not obtained from the natural dyeing materials
with the usual moidante, and green is produced
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nv dyeing a yellow such as fustic over cloth

already rendered blue.

The [(reduction of Prussian blue on silk has been

fully given, and the same method i* applicable to

cotton. For the dyeing of indigo blue.

Turkev red is a very bright and permanent colour

on cotton, obtained till recently from madder, but

now almost entirely from alizarin, by a special

process in the treatment. An oil mordant, as it i»

termed, is employed in combination with the fibre.

Formerly a coarse olive-oil was made into an emul-

sion with a weak solution of crude pearl-ashes,

through which the cloth was pa-sed, then wrung out

ami hung up in a stove. The oil absorb* oxygen, and

thicken* into a varnish containing free fatty acid*

The operation was repeated six or eight time*. A
Turkey-red oil is now sold which is chiefly the oleic

acid of castor-oil in combination with ammonia or

soda, and of this oil the cloth require, only one or

two applications. The cloth is also mordanted

with alumina as usual, ami then passed
_

into the

dve bath, which is gradually raised to l-nling. I he

bath may be charged with ground madder, natural

ali/ariii, or the artificial product, and generally

sumac or some substance containing tannin is

added. The goods an- brightened bv boiling in

soap solution, ami finally in a bath of tin wnU,
In dyeing cotton with coal Ur colours (with the

exception of the a»> group >, the goods are lint

mordanted bv passing them through a solution of

Unnic acid, and then through one of tartar emetic;

To'

or they are first passed through a decoction of

and afterwards through a solution of ktannatO of

m.lo. The goods are usually nut into the dye

lx*ck in a cold state, and gradually raised 'oaheat
of about 120* F. a* the dyeing proceeds. ith the

axo group of colours (see below) no previous

mordanting is required, but a little sulphate of

soda or common salt is added to the dya-beck to

make the colour go on more evenly. These aio

colours are dyed at a boiling heat. The reds of

this group are not very satisfactory on cotton.

Aniline black i< poxluced on cotton yarn directly

by the oxidation of aniline with bichromate of

potash and hydrochloric acid.

Dyeing of \V,aJ. This fibre aU-wba both colours

and mordant* so much more readily than cotton,

that for the must imrl the method* of dyeing it

ditfor from iIium that have been deacrilwd. Sul-

pliniic add has little action on wool wa compared

with cotton, consequently many operation* in

wool-dyeing are conducted in acid solutions at logli

temperature*, where cotton would U' destroyed.

,\n instance of producing a Prim-ion blue mi

worsteds may Isj given :
• Worsted. 100 II* Make

cold solution* of 9 lb. red priwaiate of |*>tash,

21 lb. tartaric odd. 2* lb. oxalic acid, and 2 lb.

I in composition. Pour these together and add

the mixture so produced to about 300 gallons of

water at 100* K., and further arid Iff lb. good oil

of vitriol. Enter the goods, turn well, beat up
-lowly to the boiling |xiint. and boil for half

an hour.*
Here it will be *een no -alt with an iron base is

Ent to form a Prussian blue, and consequently

ronsUtucnt must be got from the decomposition

of the reil urusaiata by the oil of vitriol, the wool

absorbing the colour a* it i* formed. A blue pro

ditced in the way already given for -ilk would be

comparatively cheap, but none of the mineral

colours obtained by the mutual interchange of

acids and bo-ct- in the fibre are successful with

wool. Wool is dyed to a much larger extent than

either cotton or -ilk with dark colours, and for these

logwood and the astringent dyes catechu, nut-galls,

sumac, &c.. are chiefly used along with indigo,

alixarin. and fustic for special shade*. The wool w
lint, a- a rule, boiled with bichromate of potash,

sulphate of copper, and oil of vitriol, then with the

dyes—for instance :
• Black. For 55 lb. wool. Boil

with 17 02. each chromate. Milestone, and oil of

vitriol for 1} hour. Dye in 22 lb. logwood and

I lb. fustic. Wiling 1 hour.' Sometime* the chrom-

ate is mixed with tartar for the lint treatment of

the wool, with or without sulphuric acid Wooded
black* are the best for woollen cloth*. By this

method the wool or cloth is lint dyed in the

indigo vat a light or medium -hade. It is then dyed
a chrome black by a process the same or similar to

that just given in which bichromate of potash and

logwood are the chief ingredients used.

Generally when dy« on wool are required to

stand milling (*ee WOOLLEN MaxukaCTVRE), the

good* are first mordanted by boiling them for an

714

hour in a solution of bichromate of potash and

tartar Brown, olive, drab, and similar colour*

are dyed with madder or alizarin, camwood, fustic,

and logwood, in proportions varying with the shade

require<L
,

Until quite recently, the most important of the

material- for dyeing wool, next to indigo, wtt
cochineal. It gives with tin and alumina mor-

nts very brilliant pinks, crimsons, ami scarlets,

produce scarlet the cloth is boiled in tin spirits

generally with addition of cream of tarter-unUl

mordanted with stannic oxale. then washed and

boiled in the ground cochineal till the aMutaon gets

colourless, that U, till all the dye is absorbed. A
second boiling i- given with cochineal mixed with

a little more mordant and tartar. Benxidme rods

are now replacing cochineal.

With coal tar dyes almoat every conceivable

colour can le obtained on wool. In roost case* it

U onlv necessary to add a little sulphate of soda

and sulphuric acid to the dye-beck, no previous

mordanting being neee-rtry. Tin spirits and

tartar brighten a number of the colours.

In dveing wool, alizarin blue solution i* **ud to

giv- heaatiTal deep Uue .hade*, as fa-i as indigo to

fight ami milling, and i* regarded a> a groat *ncoc*«

a- a substitute for the natmal dveware ; artificial*

indigo i- as yet u»> nMiMivr • c-uu|etit**r.

Silk, when dve-l dark mlnui., may bo used with-

out the same bleaching .qwralion* for the removal

of the guiu. roiuire-l foe lwigfiter tints. Tlie dye*

and mordant* Inr tliew are much the same a* for

wool, but the laths are usually hot amp solution,

containing the dye*. Cochinea l give- a poppy red

u ith a tin or aluiuilta mordant, and annotto in

alkaline snlulbm an ..range yellow with U»e latter.

Archil ami **lHo»er give vinM* ami pink* without

a mordant. but they are fugitive.

Silk a di ed with tlie real tar clour. by a simple

immrminn in a ailuthm in -ater or. if aeee.-ary. in

spirit Usually the -an -diiiion of tlie silk gum i*

taken, and lire odour I.Tightened l.y nnsiag in acetic

octal. For the oxvaxo dym sulphuric octal is added
U> the |Midi,

DYterrrrn.- Tlie principles of tlie art of dyeing

being already Stated under the bead of l>YKl»<i.

it i- only neees-ary U> m-tie* here, in the first

place, the more i.u|-.iUnt of tlie ol.ler dyestuff. of

commerce, ami then to give mom account of tlie

remarkalde group of artificial dve* known os Die

‘coal-tar colour-.' Tlie hr-t of those was intro-

duced in IAM. amt the number of Uiem now in use

is considerable. Still many .4 the older colouring

material- to a large extent Itold their ground, and

it i« hv mi means certain that tliev will ever lie

entirely displaced by puiuly chemically prepared

K*. Natural dyestuff* are chiefly product* of

vegetable ami animal kingdoms.

Vegetable dye* are obtained from all part* of

plant*, such a* the root*, the wood, tlie bark the

leave*, tlie flowers, and the seed* or fruit*. That
is to aav. of certain |4ant* .me or other of the** i*

the dye-yielding part, bat sometime, the wliole

plant i* employed. The number .4 plant* which

yield colouring material, such a- could be applied

in the tinetonal art* is very great, and if we in-

clude th.oe employed by savage race*, the number
of these dyestuffs actually used is still large. Those,

however, which are well known are not very

numerous. A fuller arc*Hint of a few of tlie more
important of tlw*e noticed below is given under

their separate heads.

Madder (q.v.). from the root of Rvbui t,netarum.

CHAMBERS

'

inglv to cotton. It is a costly material, and before

the introduction of aniline colours, the cultivation

of safflower was an important industry in India.

Brazil-wood (q. v. ), obtained from one or more
species of Cmsalpinia, according la some authorities

from V. braziliensis, according to others from C.

cehinata. Peachwood and Lima-wood are probably

mere varieties, and the colouring matter from all

three i* supposed to be identical. These red woods,

as tliev are called, are chiefly used for cheap calico

print*; and to some extent for dyeing silk.

Archil ( q. v.
)
and Cudbear < q. v.

)
are dyes prepared

from lichens. The colouring princii«le in each

apiieare to be the same, and in fact there is no
essential difference lielween tlie two stuff*. Archil

U of a purple colour, and U most useful, along with

other colouring matters, in the dyeing of wool

shade* of brown and chocolate.

Panama Crimson.—This dye is used by the

natives of tlm Isthmus of Panama fir dyeing their

straw-hat* a fine crimson tint, which is sold to

with-tand in a remarkable manner the action of

sun and rain. It is obtained from n vine, but is

scarcely known in commerce.
Chrummuiie acid i. a dye obtained by treating

A loo* (q.v.
)
with nitric acid. From it a purple can

lie obtained on -ilk, black on wool, and pink on

linen. It can lie used with advantage along with

aniline dye*.

Harwood and Camwood (q.v.), winch ore pro-

duced by tlie same tree, are employed in the

ground state along with proper mordant* for dye-

ing wool quiet red* and reddish browns ;
also for

producing an imitation of Turkey-rod on cotton.

On wool the colours are permanent, but tho dye on

cotton is less so.
t ...

(Jarre,Iron. From the bark of QatrCHt tmetona

a useful yellow dye is obtained. An extinct of this

liark called ‘flavine' is used by woollen dyers.

Quercitron hark is most largely used M tlie yellow

part in compound coloum.
„

Fastic (q.v.).—There are two dyosUifls called by

this name : the one is • young fustic,' and the other

•old fustic.' The latter l» the produce of Morns
tinetoria. a large tree growing in Central America,

and is the more important. The wood of this tree

is ground, or an extract of it is made, and used like

quercitron hark in the dyeing of compound colours

on wool and cotton, for which it furnishes the

yellow part.

Persian Berries, the imit of Hhamnns inferior, ui,

and [lerhapa other sjieclcsi. They are known also

as Yellow Berries, French Berrios, and Turkish

Berne*. The fruit is not much larger than a [reo.

The dye is employed for wool, hut most largely in

the printing of calico a* the yellow part in such

colour* a* green or orange. A decoction of tho

berries is made. The colour obtained is bright, but

not very permanent.
Turmeric, the root of Curcuma longa, a plant

largely cultivated in South Asia It is rich in

yellow colouring matter, which is. however, very

fugitive. It is one of the few dye* which will fix

itself on vegetable fibre without the help of mor-

dant*. Turmeric is largely used for colouring test-

paper for chemical purposes, but it* use a* dye for

textiles is falling on.

Annatto or A motto (q.v.), a preparation from

the seed- <4 Bins orellana. It produces a Imff

colour upon cotton, and a flesh colour upon silk, no

mordant* being required. The coloum obtained

from this dye are fugitive. The chiof use of it is to

dyeing red and for producing,

along with other d\w and with certain mordant*.
has Ireen

compound colour* ancient Until the

discovery of a ymcerm of making artificial Alizarin

[q.v. [—the chief colouring principle of madder—it

warn largely cultivated in the Levant. Madder, and

not artificial alizarin, is -till used for dyeing <*liA»

in Hernia and some part* of India, luit a compare
lively small quantity is now brought to western

Europe. Tliere are other two specie* of Ktlhia

yielding dye* somewhat resembling madder which

are employed in India. These are R- eordifolio and

R. stLiimentis. the dye from tlie former being

called ‘ naanjit' or Indian madder.
Uaraneine bind dyestuff prepared by treating

spent madder with sulphuric acid. It is of less

importance now than formerly.

Safflower, from the flower-heod. of Carlhamus
tinctorius, yields both a red and a yellow dye, but

it is only the former that is useful. The red. or

rather pink, a a beautiful, though not a permanent,

colour applied to the dyeing of silk, and more spar-

improve tlie appearance of other dyed coloum.

Indigo (n.v. I U obtained from two or three

species' of Indigofera. chiefly /. tinetoria. The
indigo-plant is found wild over most part* of

India, but generally near places where it lias been

cultivated. In that country the plant is extern

sivelv grown, there being two sowings in the year.

It is' cut iust as the flower* liegin to appear. The
process of extracting the dye consist* in steeping

the plant for twelve hours, or rather more, in a vat

with water, after which it is transferred to another

vat where men agitate the liquid with sticks,

thereby effecting the oxidation of the green colour-

ing matter into blue particles of indigotin, which

settle down aa a sediment. Thus is next boiled for

five hour* and re|ieat«dly passed through a strainer,

by which the dye-particles are separated. After

drying, tlie dye i- pressed into slal* 34 inches

thick, from which the eulie* of commerce are cut
For other plant* from which indigo can lie obtained,

see I sumo. This dye is one of the oldest known,
and is still largely used for the dyeing of wool and
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Wuad. Thi* in Urlievc< I to l«e the bine dye with
which the Ancient Briton* stained or coloured tlieir

'kins. It W obtained from the leaves of the cnici-
/emus plant Imiis tindoria, which ha* Wen long
cultivated in Great Britain. In England woad is

still used along with indigo in the dyeing of wool,
hut it U no longer employed in France or Ger-
many.

Ij"<juy<t<l (q.v,),—This well-known dyestuff con-
of the heart wood of Hrruuitoxglon aunpedt-

itmmn, a tree indigenous t*> Central America.
Applied in small quantity to textile materials,
the colour which logwood give* U> them is a fur-
tive blue. At some pl.icr* on the Continent it

is used along with a mordant containing a largo
proportion of alum to dye wool a blue colour. It is

employed to some extent as the Idue iu»rt of com-
pound colours in the dyeing of cotton, (nit the chief
use of logwood is in the production of different
shades of black on cotton ami wool, for which suit-
able mordants are necew-ary. Tliis dye stamls best
when applied in largo quantities for dark coluum.
The following vegetable dyes are of some import

ance in India, a few of them Wing also used in

Europe: Sap|>an wool (Cina/piuia Sa/i/mn

)

yields
a rod colour; Sanders-wood ( Pteroearpu* .«iula

o pink; Catechu (q.v.) (an extract of .Ionia
Cut#:An), browns, dial™. ami grays; the root.* of
Morinda ritrifolia, a useful red’; the twigs of
SlrobilmdhujUietidifolitu, Assam indigo; the fruit-

rind of the pomegranate (Punien granatum
), a

yellow
;
and the powder called * kaniala/ from the

fruit of Maliolut /ihifi/ipint/un (otherwise called
HolUera 1 1 u'torin |

Several plants, either indigenous or naturalised,
in Great Britain >i«-ld dyes. Among others, weld,
the stalks of KtJteda luteola. was used fur ilycing
yellow up to recent time*. Dyer* Broun ( Utnirta
findona )

also yields a yellow colouring matter.
From Wuunnut tathartinu and ft. frangula green
and yellow dye* are obtained. The cultivation
of the common yellow U-d-traw (Galium verum)
for red and yellow dyenluff* waa at one time
attempted.
The following arc the chief dye* derived from

animal sulistAiiCes

CikUhoiI (q.v,), obtained from the insect Coccus
tacti, is the most important red colouring matter
for animal fibres. See al*»v*.

Kermu .—A colouring matter which, though not
ohtaineil from the same insect, i* identical with
cochineal. Several specie* of Coccus, of w hich the
most common is C. dm,, yield kermea. Tin* dye-
stuff m chiefly employed for dyeing woollens and
leather in the enuntrie* of which the insect is a
native—vi*. Spain. Turkey, Morocco, and the south
of France.

I.ardge.—In the washing of stiek lac (see l,ac),
the colouring matter secreted by the lac insect
( Coeeus farm) i« dissolved in the water, and
recovered by boiling down the washing*. The red
dye i* then made up in the form of small cak«.
Lac-dye usually produce* duller red colour* than
cochineal, bat from a pure extract of it the same,
or very similar, colour- are obtained. It is still

used a* a dye in India, but very little now in
Europe.
Murrxxdr.—This beautiful and delicate purple

dye, prepared by the action of dilute nitric acid
upon uric acid anil treatment of the product with

ammonia, was largely used in l«k> and I85« for

dyciug wool and silk, and fur printing u|*>n calico.

'I he uric add required for its production was got
from guano. Murexide hail only lieen tried for

a year or two when its manufacture was rendered
unprofitable by the introduction of aniline colour*

The only mineral dyea of much im|»>rU»nce are
Prunnan /line and Chrome Yet/oir (q.v.). The
method of producing the funner is given under
DvBISti.

Coal-tar Colour t. —The dyes now manufactured
from products obtained in the distillation of
coal-tar are extremely numerous, and new ones are
daily added to the list. With the exception of
anthracene, from which artificial alizarin is pre
pared, the raw materials cliielly used arc the
naphtha or lieiuenc and carl-dic acid ; naphtha
lene, a crystalline solid body, ha* lately been com
mg much into use a* well, more especially for
dy«« competing with cochineal. These sul-itance*,
although not constituting a large percentage of the

tar, are more than sufficient in amount for any
supply that could be required, the quantity of tar

aining azote or nitrogen connecting two gron|>*,

may b* neutral. I.nt U.e group, may al*o be

from the gas work* in Great Britain ahmc being
nearly half a million ton* per annum. The total

annual value of tlic*c eolonr* produced in England,
Germany, ami France is about £4.«inn.uno.

Tbe rapid >lcvelo|snent of thi* industry is the
result of the ywgmsi ..f organic chemistry. and
these dye* can only lie nadrrstmd and rla-vdfird

from a chrmiral point of view, leaving out aitili-

cial alizarin and indigo at i»rernt. tbnw colours

may be arrange*! in three divisions: ill Aniline
Ayer-—These are com |.mod amiitea. Iiodie* of

the nature of ha**u. <*) Phenol Ay«.-The*e
are derivative* uf carl-dic acid or phenol and
similar rhrinical l-idie*. and have more or less

acid properties. 1 3 1 A;u Uqfi. These are Isulie*

con tan
'

and may l

either of a basic or scid nature.

I. Aniline Ayr. The preparation and pro-

Ciea of aniline bare l*-en described under that
I. A lm*c <*f the -ante aerie*, toluidinr. and

another fr.sn naphlhab-nr. are u-*l along with it

for certain colour* Tlw iuriho*l of pir|Mration for

all these Isslie* is nearly alike—viz. by tlie action
of nascent hydrogen .si the requisite' nitro coin
pound and di*lillati*si of the pr>*luct with soda
Iron filing* and liydrs'hloric acid are generally
taken to obtain tlie hydrogen.
When a mixture <4 aniline and udueline i« heated

with arwenie arid f..» several hour* a trniiwrature
of about 3BU* F . a na- i* left fro... winch r.w*ni-
line is separated, tlie compound* of which chiefly
fonn the aniline dyes. Stannic chh.ri.le ean he
used in place id ar-cnir arid. hot tlie latter gives
better results

; careful attention is required in tbe
c|iaration of arsenic from tbe dye*. Tlie residue

after coolmg i* powdered and treated with l-uling
water, which di**ulvr* aiseniatr ami anwnite of

rosamline. and leave* a residue eonlaming other
colouring matter*. When tlie solution ha* common
salt mixed with it. double decomposition lake,
place, ami tlie arsenical salt* remain in solution,

while rnsaniline as hydrochloride is precipitate.

I

This sulotanrr is m>t insoluble in water, but in w ater

containing -alt it is precipitated nr 'salted ouL‘
Tlie mixture of bases treated, called ' aniline oil.'

mini.me with oxygen from tbe arsenic arid, which
remove* hydrogen in the form of water, the residues

coalescing into the more complex molecule of tbe
colouring matter. Another process -the one now
chiefly used for the preparation of rnoanilinc is

healing aniline with nitroiienrine. pmtorliloride <4

iron, ami iron filing*: in thi* rase the OXVgeti is

derived from tlie mtn.l^niene. The residue «
treate.1 as in the previous pror**-. The |*»liicl is

t
iinhe.1 by <-rv.talli-.ition from water, and the
tdro. blonde of nrsaniliae so obtained is the Colour

TSi,ne itself is coliMirle**. ami crystalline* in
neetlle* or plate.. It -^(wrsie. from magenta on
adding sisla to it* solution, not bring very soluble
•n water

; it diswdve* more readily in alcohol It
fonn. salt* with acid., ami these air tlie aniline ml
dye*. Magenta,or fadwine, i*chiefly hydrochloride,
ns^ine tlie acetate, azalrmc tlie nitrate, hut pure
simple salts are noi usualI v —>1.1 Tlie salt- have
usually a green metallic fuMie, and red in thin
plate* by transmitted light. Tlie solution- have an
intense crimson colour, and arc not fluorescent

Kosaniline is accompanied, as usually manufac-
tured. by an almost similar substance •aramsani-
line. The difference is that of homologue- of the
-arnr series, and as parar.eaniline is the lower, we
-hall use it in the following comparative fomiuhr,
showing the replacements producing the various
colour*.

Methane (mamh gaa). CH,. is the simplest of a
series of hydrocarbons, and contain* I atom of car-
bon and 4 <4 hydrogen. The hydrogen atom- may-
be replaced one after another by various elements
or compound groups. In chloroform 3 are replaced
by chlorine, giving tlie formula CHOI,

; and if this
body, under certain condition*, acta on benzene,
C.ll,. we get hydrochloric acid and a hvdrocaibon
named tn phenyl -methane.

CI1CI, 3C,H, = C(C,H,),H e 3HCL
The suls-litution product*. -or their compounds,
derived from this hydrocarbon are the various
aniline dyes.

By treating tri phenyl-methane in the same
manner as benzene is treated to get aniline, we get
a tri arriido base termed paraleacaniline. By tbe
addition of an atom of oxygen to this body w:e get
pararosaniline, which by solution in acids, as already-

slated. forma the. aniline reds,

the respective forrnulte :

Irl- |£myl -u-rtliam-. P*r*lciic*ni:inc.

fC.ll, /C.H/NH,

c (c,H,
c Ic4h 4 nii,V

I
/• II v< r* 99

*\J|

IS"*

The fullowirig are

l-uirntsnlliua

C.ILNII.
c.h.nh;

oSf"‘
Aniline Blue,—When the hvdrogrri atonic in the

Ainiiiu grou|m (NHa) become replaceil in luirnroeharii-

line by phenyl, C,H„ methyl. CH,. ethyl, C,H„ or
iniilar ^roup#i, the aniline blue colours are jho
ilucnl The or<)inar>* njiirit win Mr. blur ha* an
atom in each of the antido poujxi reiiUcrfll by
phenyl, and it the hydrochloride of triphenylatrii
parAHMuniline, and Imia the following formula

c.H.N ;g»
H»

c."i n' :
(

rf

H*

C.H.N - C.II. HCI.

Thi* blue is obtainr-l by heating rosiiuiline to a
high U-iiijteratiire with a large excess of aniline
along with home benzoic acid— the action of which
i- n<»i understood. Animotiia is fornn-d during the
»|H-rntion, and c*ca|>e» along with the exce— of
aniline, which i* di*tille*l off. W'lir-n the oclion
cease*, the product i* cvKilcd, and execs* of hydro-
chloric acid added, which forms an insohihh- emu-
pound of the baw. giving, when washed and dried,
tlie spirit blue.

It will 1-- seen by the formula that there arc -till

two free atom* of hydrogen in the aniido groups.

These ean W substituted by methyl or ethyl, and
blue* of a purer -hade obtained. All the varieties

are only soluble in spirit, and to a small extent

;

they give very pure blue colours.

Soluble lllne.—The spirit blue, so called from

lieing insoluble in water, i- to a large extent con-

verted into a roiii]N>und -oluhlc in water, termed
‘soluble blue.* thereby giving it a much wider

range in it* application. The compound is a aul-
phonic acid salt

, and m prenarevl in the usual
manner by mixing with sulphuric acid, gentlv
« aiming, and after a time pouring the mixture
into cold water, in which th« free acid ia insoluble.
After washing, it i* cautiously dissolved in soda
•olution, and salted out. It i, then dried gently,
f'trmmg a brownish cake. It dissolves readily In
****?• •• monosidphonaie of the dye, and
called alkali blue.

Water Hint or Codon lllue ia a trisulplmnate,
and is prepared hv longer lu-ntiiig at a temperature
a little over 212" F. The excess of sulphuric acid
used is separated from the solution by milk of lime,
this sulplmnic acid being soluble in water. It i*
converted into a uoda or ammonia salt.

Methyl Violet. —If five of the aniido.hydrogen
oms in rosamlinc arc substituted by methyl, this

c<dour is produreil. The methyl group* arc subiti-
tule.1 in the aniline, and the process of oxidation is

then nearly the same as in the preparation of
magenta. Pure di-methyl aniline is treated with
chloride of copper, and some common salt is used
to moderate the action. After the mas* la cold it

i* carefully treated with water, to form a strong
solution of the salt, in which the colour ia insoluble.
After tlie salt is carefully drained off, the colour ia
dissolved in water and any copper removed hv sul-
phuretted hydrogen. The salt nr fonn in which
this colour is sold is often a double chloride of the
«*•"«» with chloride of zinc, which is crystal-
line. The double zinc salts are frequently used for
a similar purpose, a* they crystallise readily, giving
the product a definite form and appearance, and the
oxide of zinc is readily soluble in acids And in caustic
alkalies, and having no colour does not interfere
with the dye*.

Ueiuvt rosamtine Violet.—The methyl groups in
the violet described can be replaced by )tea(iii>( the
colour with the chloride of benzyl, a body prepared
with toluidine, the benzyl group. CyHy, producing
a bluer colour.

Malachite Green.—Thia i» a colour belonging to
a claw having only two amide groups in tri plicnvl-
mrthane. The formula will beet illuBtratc lu
structure. That of brilliant green in aUo given.

MilACl.it* Green. BrtJIlAUt Crt«D.

[C4H*

11H.N|C,H S >,
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coalesced into more complex basic forms. The and orange colours. ...
second of phcooU. with sul-ntution. yielding acid The -«la -alt- of the sulphonic acids are now
compound* The third section, now to be con- mixed with r small proportion ot cliloraU' ot potn-'h,

sidered, in it* simplest form is neutral, but bv and heated under pressure with caustic soda to

reactions with amine* (bases) or phenols (acids) WO’ F- for twentv-tour hours. Water is added

, „ v tK_ -Kertdrnl in sufficient quantity to keep the soda liquid, and

^ ^hrr Ultfons This lhr ni ' x,urr to be con-Unlly stirred. or the
p^rt.eeof eaherof thr.alw. ***£*-• ™ materials would not con,., together. The mas*

Ratine \w v ™idnre !7™mtonS obtained is ground and dissolved in water lie,I-

h^- mnt^IXiu «r^he -.tr^rat^«^ InUnwd with hydrochloric acid, when the ali/nrin

Lre ih^nimr S 'LI nllr^T Th^n- “P*™** It is filtered and prtreed.

foilawine Aliumn as sold contains three colouring mat ten.
mBd*”t0°d fr°n ‘ M]'""nS

-alizarin, giving blue; anthrapiirpurin. red ; and
ftavopurpunn. orange shade*. They may all Im>

eTH'vJTTaH - *H n W^HNNF II
produce! ^paratcly from the different sulphonic

«n; - 4

n

;
u 1 tekk Thrir prtij*rtie* *h dye* arc Miinilar,

We have here, it will he *ern. MfupJe phenyl

.oT,« ,Te
d
sIr,ao^ Dynamo-electric Machines are machines

is neither haaic nor «. i.l If n, of niiroben-
*0T 8*n®n‘l,n8 electric current* by means of tho

L ni,,T len .,^?e Of . h«L hllr^rW, wl*live »f conduct™ and magnet*.

ST L?''
''

,^,‘vn
discovered in 1831 that an electric current

would hair been oroduced Tl.r nimcit-al develop
u *nduec*1 in a conductor when it is moved acres*

olVhe -^1 of U,c vr^ h«S .

,h** P°'® «» * n.agnet. so that it cut* the line*

^nnecIrJl JZu '.u?in ft cL>£ tbs
oi "»**«** force, or (more generally) whenever

«... i
.

,i hydrocarbon croun- with
the num,* r 0< *1**® lin«* which paw* through

amid^d TiXx I
-.mu^ whl. thXli^- n

,he circult oi the ‘“*"‘ucU.r is in any way varied.

tZ ^mh^rlciLoTof thereT,.^ r»v „u„dw7 7am ,f- for * cul1 °<W *'* ®'*ds of which

d^rs mlv bTld^l
" «« connected so that the whole forms a closed

of rke~. tlve* frrai |«.n ,rn, sod the lower e,rcu,l>
he suddenly withdrawn from the pole of a

memhJre erf iE lirir. are .X ^bl.n kt niagnet. • »"«•*•»« electric current i» indued in

when hydrocarbon* -ill. more «arl-jn atoms are it. whllo the lines of magnetic force which proceed

Jd. loch a. £?..ol ami naphtha!^, id. and
Jjj" ‘ft bTretC^n cXn^^'lillolln

bi°~
k*vi"*

tf'iiJUtst !: SK"
/,

.1 ii I’Ktautfi r Braini <<r This is
* transient current is induced if the coil

ar/i^^d*

.

1,0 IoTm^aUvc- and Md *» "bile the magnet is drawn away ,

2 irS JTiiTiS sri ,,r
-
^*in ' «

^

«• that «l
I, i.

direction of the lines of force through it becomes

Tt*— '• ! ssLaAfa.&inni^s£s
2C,H,(NII,I, UNO, 211,0 induction through the coil produces a transient

NH,C,H,NNC,II,2( NH.k current, the electromotive force of which is propor-

These colour* are very easily prepared
;
a* a rule the t»«*nal t*. the rate at which this alteration takes

colour precipitates when iucomponent* are brought pUf* The whole amount of electricity produced

together Lb-odc* tlw dyeing of cotton and wool i* the same whether the movement Imi fast or slow,

thu colour i. mud. used* for dyeing leather. It is When the movement i. slow, the current lasts

u«d as the hydrochloride, a dark powder. longer in proportion a* it. strength is less. To

y,ut Ytllor

’

is the notassium salt of a sahdranic produce the movement requires an exertion ot

Jd ii. cun«tnirtioil i- wen by the formull l.ieclianical work, which find, it- equivalent in the

UVI\ <• II v vi - II ' VII eneriry of the indued current.
hSO,C,H,NM.II, NH r Faraday’s discovery was immediately followed

Oxyaio dye* are pre|>are<l with |-henoU. and have hv the invention of numerous forms of magnoto-
becorn* the n**«t important of tin- c<»al tar enlo.ro> electric machines, as they were then called, in most

They are nearly all sulidH.ni. arid compounds, and of which a steel horseshoe magnet was made to

usd in the form of soda salt* of these arid.. The
yellow and orange coloare are sold as Tropwolin. ;

rotate over a |wur of cod* wound on a lixd anna-

fast red. K-rrcllm
;
darrt rd. Ilonlrau* ; warlets. tore, or the aimaturo and coils were made to rotate

Biehrich. rr.--.-in. Ac. An example mav be given »hile the magnri was held fixed. Fig. I is an

and then oxidising with nitric acid. Crude phthalic of the comi-»ition of one of thr>« colour-, tint example of one of the»c early forum, hi winch the

acid ho obtained is converted into water and the known a* .'fri-ter. -cartel, now d.l as scarlet <i :
animtnro, HH, with

anhydride of phthalic acid (which ia volatile) by . .OH ,, HSO . fk
‘ho WhWn». t, I),

heating.
k.H,ib ll,l,>>CMH,(OII i UNO, I, n which cmisUt of toils

GalUin was the first discovered of these colour-. Thi» dye i- tlw -alpimnic arid n-df, bat usually an X wound upon iron

and was produced by heating pyrognllic acid with alkaline salt i« empiovd in tlie dveing )ro>cere. aa WWW lix«'.l M IlM

the anhydride. It is chiefly made into cerulein. the ackls are more or less in-dnblc A compound B (l B _
armatiiro, revolves in

CVrufc.n is obtained from gallein by heating with of the acid* with alkaline bisulphite* has lately l « . .
. an3 fi'"tt of the ningn.t

sulphuric acid to 400‘ K. till the colour change* been used w ith «ume sncce*- f i f) » H«s.N.K. In every

b. brownish-green, then, on cooling, mixing with a The benzidine and allied cob*,., recent
l>

intro- 5- E „ t»i half • revolution tire*

large quantity of cold water. The treatment ha* duced belong to the tciraxo group of tin- oxvaro B I .t
J*"®"

uf nmgnetic

removed an atom of water. The cerulein forma a dyW. Three lusve the valuable property of dveing I - 1 ll",""k'h the

blackish powder. It is insoluble in water, bat dia- cotton without a mordant. Almost any .hade <>1 ’ N
I "'i 1 L ’I

lu'“
"‘"l

1

solve* in alkalies with a beautiful green colour. blue, green, vellow. and re-l e*n be .d.iniur.1 from
-j
=

I )
direction ro.eive.l,

Fluoraeun, Botin.—This is the rreorein phtha tbetu. They «mori..g and milling, and are ; K W l 3 Bill
a

.

lu,
.

A eenw of trnn-

in the arnido groun* by methyl, and in brilliant

green by ethyl. These coloure are chiefly sold as
zinc double salts or oxalates. They generally have
a rich metallic lustre, and arc readily soluble in

water.
Helvetia green and other- are sulphonic add

derivatives of these colouring matter-.

2. Phenol Dye*.—When tne hydrogen atom* of

benxene are replaced by hydroxyl. OH. bodies of

an acid or semi-acid kind are formed, called phenols.
These are mono-acid, di-acid, Ac., according to the
number of hydrogen atoms substituted. This is

seen in the following formula*

:

C.H.IHOV

Naphthalene yields the most important bodir* of

this class, called naphthols. A general method for

their preparation ia to melt the sulphonic acid of

the hydrocarl ons with cauatic soda, and add to the
solution of the residue an exema of hydrochloric
acid, which Mipsrale* the phenol.

Some of the important yellow dys* arenitm com-
pounds of these bodice. They are got by cautiously
mixing the phenols with strong nitric acid, ana
generally fin{siting with the aid of heat. Practi-
cally better result* are got by firet forming the
sulphonic acid.

Picric Acid is trl nitro phenol. Iu formula

is C.H^NO.kOH. It it sparingly soluble in

water, to wliion it give* an intensely biller taste,nnisable in fibres which have been dyed with
t crystallises in thin yellow laminw. The

salt* form fine crystals, and are more or Ires

ex plosive.

A aphthol Yellow, Martin*' Yellow.-Thi. is di-

nitro-naphthol. and was the tint colour of value
made from naphthalene. It is insoluble in water,

but give* fine yellow or orange coloured anils,

crystalline and soluble in water. They clowely

resemble tho pierstre. A sulphonic arid of thu
yellow ia also used a* a dye.

Hotolic Acid, Aurin.— If tri phenyl-methane con-

tained phenol instead of amine groups, a* in rosani-

liner, it would represent three dyte. In fact, the
roaolic acids and rosanilinre are convertible into

each other. These dyes are now of little import-
ance in practice.

PhthaUint.—'These form a very important clase

of dye-yielding materials, and are formed by the

union of phenol* with the anhydride of phthalic
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half a rcvonu..in, nn«l tlien \%ith a
for tlie other half, while K i> in con
Uct first with «, am! then with *h

with the effect that the bUeemin
current* all have the same ilinttin
in the external portion uf the circuit
The collector in then cal!*! a corn
nmtaton A common form of com
mutator i* »howti iti fig. 2.

Fig. 2.
An ideally simple form of dynai

ia represented diagrammatically in

fig. 3, which represent* a conductor
confuting of a single loop of wire revolving in

the magnetic field between the poles of a magnet.
NS, ho that at every half- revolution the lines of

force have their direction of passing through the
loop revenw*l. and a *crie* of transient currents ia

consequently induced in the loop. Here, again, a
commutator ia

required if the
currents are
to have one
continuous
direction in the
external pinion
of the circuit.

In the position

sketched | l»y

full line*), the
Hide, a, of the rectangular loop i« cutting the line*

of force in one direction, and the aide, A. i* cutting
them in the other, and l»oth the** movementa are
contributing to produce electromotive force in one
direction round the loop; the other two -idee (i.r.

tho front and the hack) of the loop do not cut
linen of force, and therefore do not contribute to
tho production of electromotive force. A* the loop

approach*" tho vertical ponition (ahowin by dotted

linen), the COm|Minenl motinn of the -idea

the linen of magnetio force become- reduced, and
the electromotive force diminishes, till, ai the
vertical ponition, it disappears entirely, for (here
the Hide" of the loop are moving (ut the iu-tant)

along the linen of force. After that they begin to

cut the line* of force again, but in the revme ducc
lion, ami an electromotive force op|>»i(e to the

l«*l begin* to act, which rcache- it" maximum
when the coil in again hurixontal. The Mine vniia

tiona am repeated os the coil turn, through the

remaining half of it- revolution. The -trength ut

the current follow- *imilar llnctiiatione. being deter-
mined by the eleetiomotive force and by tlm re.i.t

unco of the circuit, including the re-Utancc of the
revolving loop iteolf.

The effect of tlm revolving conductor in produc-
ing electromotive force may bo increased ill by
increoaing the speed of rotation; (2) by forming
the loop with mom than one turn of wire so as to

make a coil, the whole effect i* then the nini of

tho effect* due to the individual turn-; (3) by
Btiengtbening the magnetic field. One very im-
portant method of doing this i» to furni.h the
revolving coil with an iron core, the eth-ct of which
i- to increase the magnetic induction through the
loop, aero— tho "pace from jh>Ic to pole, by Drot ul-

ing no easier path for the line- of magnetic tome to

cm— thie gap. In early dynamo* the armature
< iv« the revolving-piece is

ealled
)
frequently consisted

of n coil of ninny tnrn-
wouml on an iron com. in

the manner illustrated by
fig. 4, which "hows in "co-

tton the "imple shuttle-
wound armature intro-

duced by Siemens in 1850.
The emla of the coil were
brought to a commutator like that of fig 2. and

the effect wo- to produce current- which were uni-

form in direction. They were, however, very lar

from uniform in strength, varying from rero to a
maximum twice in every revolution of the -haft.

In the early dynamo- permanent steel magnets
were used to produce the field in which the arma-
ture moved, but it wa- coon recogni-cd that electro-

magnets might be employer! instead, and in ISM
Mr Wilde introduced a machine with large electro-

magnet-, winch were exerted bir a email auxiliary
polt* of a per-

re thi* it had been proposed
armature revolving lietw

innnent magnet. Bcfo
. .

in machines with permanent magnets to supple-

ment the magnetism when the machine was in action.

S
' having coils wound upon the magnets, and by
lowing the current produced in the machine itself

to pa— through tltc-c coils. It was not till 1887.

brushes require to have what i- railed 'lead,' and
this lead ha* in general to be adjusted whenever
the output of the niarliiiii- is cuiisidcrably varied,
more lead being needed if it happen that the arma-

ture current is increased while the field magnets
remain of com-tant. or nearly constant, strength.

The adjustment of the brushes is n mutter of much
XO.W/MVjJ j/J lX»- MUMIU'CWU) of U

dynamo, for the -parking to which faulty adjust-

ment gi*c* rise njwedily weaiw away tho commu-
tator liain as well an the brushes themselves.

A small practical Gramme dynamo of an early

form is shown in tig. ti. In thin example two ficld-

ma-meu conspire to produce a north |xde at N1

,

and other two to pu-Iuce a south pole at S. The

i
ins mutator ia a aerie* of copper l-ii» mounted on
an insulating hub lixod to the -baft, -ml separated
fiom one anuthn by tl.iu stripe* of mica or other
insulating material

; thc-n Wr. liavo radial pro-
jections, which are soldcied to the junctions of
Huercssive armature coila. Kuril loud, ronsist- of
a lint bundle of cooper wire- pressed light l> against
the conimutntor by a spring. The wire of the
armature is a ring made up of iiiuiiy turn- of s.ift

lion wire, on winch insulated coiq.fi wire i* wound
to form l be rolls It i. essential that tho Coro of
llm annul mo should nut be solid, for in Unit ca-o
current- would be devchqied in ilia sulntetice of
the moving iron itself to such an extent n- vary
seriously to impair ilia ellicieiiey of the machine.
Hence tin- corn of dynamo armatures i. alwuve
nilslividiil. by being made up eilliei uf wire, or
more usually of thin plates inure or less carefully
insulated from one another. Fig. 7 shows the

however, tliat it Ixeame known that -led magnet-
were wholly nMMcewy. ami that dynamos with
electro aiag. ets might lie made entirely -elf-excit-

ing. Even when the cores of the electromagnet-
are of soft iron, there L* enough n-dduAl magnetism
to initiate a feeble current ; this develop- more mag-
netism. which in it- turn devclopa more current,

ami «o the proce-c* goer* on until full magneti-ation
i* reached. Tire principle of -elf excitation wa-

in', and almost -iniulUoc-enunciated indepen-len

on«lv, by Wheal-tone, \Venter Siemens, and S. A.

Varfey ; it is now ma<le use of in all except the
-mallr-t machine-*. The terra • dynamo-electrie

’

wa. at first applied to distinguish those machines
which were -elf exciting from * magneto-electric

’

machine*, which had permanent magnets to give

the field ; hut this distinction i" no longer main-
tained, and tlie name ‘dynamo' is now used in the
wider sense defined above.
An extremely important step in the development

of the dynamo was taken in 1870 by Gramme, who

introduced a form of armature which, for the first

lime, gave a current not merely continuous in

direetioo. bat also senribly uniform in strength.

The Gramme ring armature i» boon
matically in fig. It

diagram-
ng-eJiapedof a ling I

iron core, re-

volving in
the magnetic
field. and
having a
senesufcoils,

A. B. C, &c.,
wound up.n
it. These
aro joined to

•me another

in a continu-

ous serins
and nl-i to

the insulated
segment- of

a commutator, «, A. c. wlncii revolves witn the ring,
ami from which tin* cm rent i- taken I* l.iu.lic*,

II. K. • ‘on-iiler now the action of the h.M iu pro
dliving electromotive fore* in any one of the «*.ils.

such as A. Near tie- place in winch it is sketched,
the oil A is moving in a direction imraUrl, nr

nearly parallel, to tl«< Inn. of force, and. tbcrefm.-,
is having little or no rlcctiomotive force induce*! in
it. Ifill by tlie lime the ring ha. made half a
revolution, tlie *amv coil will Im.e tlie lines of fmee
within it reversed. Ilrlwmi three two pi.limn',
therefore. tln-re nmd linve been a generation of
elcetronmtite fore*, and tliis will in fact Im going
on most actively half-way Utwcvli the two plan**.

Tlie roil f i* at p«-~nl tl-- s>-i active coliil-iioi
of electromotive fmre. but It ami l>. the coil, lying
in front of ami Irhiisl it. are nlm contributing n
-hare, ami the whole electromotive foive lirtween

A ami K. mi far a- that -ale of the ring i- con-

cerned, will I* tlie Mini of ll»e several effect- due t*i

all tlie ciiU from A to K. A little consideration w ill

"bow that tlie same na'timi is going on on tlie other
hie of tlie ring, mi that if tlie brushes be applied at
« and t tjiey will lake off to the external poition *if

the circuit a current, half of which is eontrihute*!
by ore- able, ami half by the other -idc of the ring,

tne two -idc* acting like two groo|M of lattnj cell,

arranged in parallel ami .if equal winner ami
equal chs'lroiiiotiie f.ucc The whole electromotive
bore in tlie ainratuie is the -ame a- tint im-lurcd
by .the coil, mi oar .i.le -W. but the iuU-mal
resistance i* Imlwd by the division of the current lie-

tween the two ride* In actual Gramme amiatuiea,
the number of coila on tlie ring is very much greater
than the number sl-iwn in the -kiUrh, and each
brush is made v* idc enough where it proofs on the
commutator to touch two of the segment- at once.
Hence the current is never interrupted, and the
fluctuation, in it- strength, which occur as unc
segment po-sc out of cooloct ami another comes
in, may he made nluiost imlelinitel.v mubII. A*
each coil |«x-Be*. it is f.« the instant -l-ut-circuited
through the InoJi. ami this would give rise U« a
“•ode of euetgv in the toil ami to -larking at tlie

Un-die*, were it not that tlie UuJss are m-1 to
bear on the ernmimtatnr at tlie |minte where tin*

•levtlo|imcnt of rlrctrasiitiv'e fora in the corre-
sponding juir of r.iiU u a miniinuin. Tlie-e
neutral point-, as they are called, are not cxacily
midway between S ami N. Iait are in advance of

that j-e-ition in consequence of the magnetic field
within the ring l^ing distorted throngh the action
of the current- in tlie armature coib*. Hence tlie

FH 7.

armature of a small Gmmiiic dynamo, removed
from it- place between the |x>le-pieee-.

Two yean* after the intitsliictiou of the ring
armature by Gramme, it was shown by Von Hefner
Altcncck that tlio Siemens armature ( fig. 4) might
l« mmlilied so that it also should give eontinuous

cm rente of practically con-tent strength. In the

original Siemens armature there was but one coil,

all wound naiallel to one plane, ami the current

fluctuated from nothing t»> a maximum hi oveiy

half-revolution. In the modified form the coil is

divided into many parts, which are wound over

the same core, hut in a -cries of different planes,

the piano of each successive coil being a little

inclined to the piano of the coil before iU The
coils are all joined in series, and their junctions are

connected to the bars of a cuiiiiiutator just os in

tlie Gramme ring. The Siemens- Alteneek or drum
armature may, in fact, lie compared to n Gramme
armature, in which the coils, instead of l>emg

wound on auocfts-ive iKirliuns of a ring, are all

wound on one piece of core, preserving, however,

the angular position they would have in the ring.

Their action depends *>n their angular motion, mid
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is therefore the same in both caae*. As the drum
revolves* that coil which U passing the neutral
plane (viz. the plane peqcmlicular to the line* of
force ) U for the moment inoperative, and the broshe*
arc #ct to touch those !**»» of tlie commutator
that aio connected with iL The other coil* aiv
more or lew operative, the most active contributor
of electromotive force beta# that one which U for
the moment perpendicular to the neutral plane.
The electrical elfccU in drum and in ring armature*
are the Mima Nearly all continuous current
dyn&uuxs have one or the other; moat makers
prefer the ring type, mainly fnun considerations of
convenience in construction; but the drum type
holds its place in mum of the beat modeni
iimcliinr*.

An important element in the clarification of
dynaimn is the manner in which magnetism b
induced in the Held- magnets. These may of course
l»c excited from an iudei’CiideiiL source of electri-

city
;
blit when the machine is self exciting there

Are three important alternative method*. in the
curly machines the coils on tlm held mugm t* were
connected ill series with the external part of the cir

cnit, and consefjuontly the whole current produced
by the machine (maned through Mil. This arrange-
ment is diMingtiishod aa writ* winding, and in

shown diagiammatlciilly in lig. #. It was first

pointed out by NVlicaUtono, in 1867. that the
magnet coils, instead of being out in series with
the external conductor, might lx* arranged as a
•limit to it. thereby forming an alternative path
through which a portion only of tlio current would

Mfr 8. 9.

pjy»H. In this arrangement, which is called *A**4
mtuliAfl (fig. 0), the magnet roils consist of many
turns of enn»|Mirativoly lino wire, ho that they may
not divert an excessive quantity of curirnt from the
external circuit. l imilly, in onti/toutui wimlimp
llig.

10 J

the two previous method* an* combined.
Hie livid magnet* are wound with two toils; one
of those f which in short and thick) U connected in

series with the external circuit, and the other
(which is long ami lino)

is connected ns a shunt ..on
to it. This plan appear* I

to have boon find u*ed 1 1

by Varley in 1N7I5, and PI
,

9fW
afterward* by llnisli,

who |H>inUd out that it, J ft
along with simple shunt <T* I
winding, has the advan-
(age r»l maintaining the
magnetic field even when cfe#' j -fc

the external circuit is T>interrupted. It has. j 1
'

however, when pro)M»rly .
J..

applied, another anil I (f

mmc important merit, oa
\\ //

will npjicar below. I -

In a series- wound
dynamo the magnets do

| + —
not become excited if the
external circuit is 0)1011, Fi

fc- 1&

and become only feebly

excited when the external resistance is high.

Lot the external resistance lxi reduced, while the
armature is forced to turn at the same speed. The
current will now increase, producing a stronger
magnetic field ; the electromotive force b thcrcfoie
greater than More. A curve drawn to show the
relation between the current and the difference
of potential lictween the terminals of the machine
(which is a little short of the full electromotive
force, in consequence of the resistance of that
part of the circuit which is within the machine

itself I will in it* early portion rise

pair of Inithc* Mill serve* to take oil the cimcriL
In notne caxi* the coils arc connected to coiiimtl*
(atom of sjacial dedgu, which have the elfect that

each coil i*< mtiiclv rut out of circuit for 11 time,
during that part of it* movement in which there is

little or no elect ri •motive force induced in it. The
Hnivh dynamo, which took a prominent place in

tin? early industrial development of electric lighting,

iu»d the Thonison Houston dynamo, are instance*

in noint.

In attcruatf ctrrM/t th/nttmw the armature cr»n

* :M* usually of a group of coils joined in parallel

or series attached to a disc which revolves in the
fcpacc laetween a corresponding group of pair* of

magnet-polos, so that rapidly alternating transient

current* are induced the coib pass the successive

(nttf>. and f.ht^M* cut rents pa<s \n the external circuit

tluough a simple collector which is not o commu-
tator. In <omc eases the armature is stationary,

aud the field-magnets revolve. The field is usually

excitoil hv an auxiliary dvuanio of the continuous
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•

than traversed by a chain of very small

thit movable bone« <fig. 2)» which connect the mem-
brane of the tympanum with the internal ear. It

oeot ** it* name implies, between U»e external
meatus and the labyrinth or internal ear, and opens
posteriorly into the cells contained in the mastoid

bine, portion of the temporal bone, and anteriorly into
The cavity Is of an irregular

very delicate ciliated

longation of that of

taenian tube.

current type. It i* impo**iMc in the space At our be accomplished with a total loss of no
disposal to dcacribe the great variety of forma ]j per cent

;
the efficiency of the root<

which alternate current machines have taken in of the generator being above W pei
the hands of Siemenn. (jortlon. Ferranti, Weating- Alternate carTentayracK* form £sL
house, Montey, and other*. Dynamo* of this clue motors when driven bv alternate eon —
are now acquiring a -pccial irnportAnre from their require, however, to be sUrted in synchronism with posteriorly

use in connection with transformer* in Electric the impulse* received from the generating machine, portion of

Lighting <q.v.|, and are being made for thia purpose but once aUrted they tend to remain in synchron- ***« Eustachian tube,

of very great size and power. In alternate current ism. Special forma of motor for alternate currente 'hape, *"<* u llnod by
dynamos, the relation l«tween the strength of the have been designed by several inventor*, but these epithelium, which is a

current and electromotive force induced in the have scarcely as yet paaeed the experimental stage, the pharynx through the

moving coil* depends not merely on the re* u>tance Ita external wall ia in great part formed by the

of the circuit, hut also on its coefficient of self* Ear. The apparatus of hearing, as it exista in membrane of the tympanum, which is nearly oval,

induction, which has the effect of making the maxi- man and the mammalia, is composed of three parte and placed in a direction slanting inwards, so as to

mum of strength in each transient current lag behind —the external ear, the middle ear or tympanum, form an angle of about 45 degree* with the floor of

the maximum of electromotive force. It has been and the internal ear or labyrinth. the auditory canal (see fig. 1). The handle of the

shown experimentally and theoretically, by Adams The trUmal tar consists of two portions, the „ ...
and Hopkinson. that in consequence of self indue- *i-r*c/« or pinna (the part popularly recognised as <" r hummer), the first of the chain of

lion two similar alternate current machine* driven the ear), and the auditory canal or eHtrnai nuatus. <°«* r
'f.

2 >- •» **"nly attached to the

, ,
1“ *an. the auricle, on its outer or more exposed H"

1" of
l

‘ 1"" m««brane »» - vertical dim-
Independently, but started at the same speed, and surface, prwenU various eminence* and depressions ,lon far downwards as tbo centre, and by
connected in parallel, will control one another, so resulting from the form of its cartilaginous frame'

drawing it inward*, renders its external surface
that the phases of the currents will continue to work. Three have received special
agree. names to which it is nnnrrr—sn t ; advert further . ,

>nlt,nal ho* two openings communicntlng
Dynamos, of whatever type, may be regarded as than to mention that the deep capacious central ?*,• ‘ , ",cr

,

nal ®". «“•' «>< ">*wli is closod by a
machine* for converting energy from a mechanical space u> which several aroorra conferee is termed ?

chc* ,« in®ww*»«- * I"*"® openings are termed,
into an electrical form, and from thia point of view the ctfvAo and that the lovmt and r^rdnlona rmr ,

1,1

,
ir,r rcajKjetive ulmpe^ lUv. Jf.nc.siru orufti, and

a matter of prime importance is what is called the t on of the ear ia termed the lot* Th,
fbo/cncrfm rviuiuht

;

tlio former leads to (he. y«*U-
efficiency of the machine, which is the ratio of the forming the l«sU of the external ear consist* tA on# r" ’ ? .

'* c'"""xl°' !*>' "lomhrano with tho

electrical power the dynamo give* off. available for principal piece In which tlmTa^^^ ol
}'

,e

-‘T" ( °^
*'"u

l'- «'“J. ‘

use outside the machine, to the power used to drive «hich orefilled up by fibrous membrane. Sev^S L? °*MeU* i " l,,lc tl,e ,*lu,r "l*”"* ln,° «•'«

SKtfS: T&szSzlXix erttfsrxa vr
,,f

"r
ly

""z
ffS °edjy ’to'ta V&hL in *•*«<> ~t notice

j
to S toSb Si

JSiSu hv
y
|mSSLitS rore of ti n r ms

lHe" --eto-U. attcUmi ->cctod with themcmbmno of the tym,u,nnm by

• raj inMMl!?1riclion or ’ hv
{ °' lu/Mnur

,

auru >- **» <Mraktnt asm. (or "'<•»"« "f ,»«• baudle. Through (his cwmection, the

whTch sv«? TysrLl of n^atiam in X’ iroi
a*lt™r rtlmAtatayrtm (or^orterssr '-"“o® «•' «b"» '"omb.a.io »»'«y U. .mslilicd hy the

rhl^ awrw). which ,^s from adjacent port, of tberoalp * Oiu-rle which 1- attached U> this

S52a cun^nu^'irrihnTsrJl *? ,h* ‘bouKb '»«*•• ds.dewd thu This muscle i« the ItHtor tympuHt, which
UuctIMI of odily currents, (4) the eotncy ®o"

i
the previous group, are of little or no rrafTniuort “l*** f»""» tho under the petrous imi

.tf-ttS
1

!
t,

'°,
ma«fne,,c 1

“"J aare in man ( at least in his civilised Mate l but are
°* 11,0 *4""Por*l “ l" 1 l - inwrtwl into

h ^i-u'^o
0
/ u srsar 01 5 5

5

szsssst rs «• 2 sss 1 ^
Xp'lfZilTA fZiTSS *tiioa are aatticMatly m-licatc. hy the., aamre

machine aliout W» per cent, of the dnvmg power is « , The mode in which
avallableas electric energy in the external circuit. t Li. Ill /A \ tl... hiaIIoii* aitlcu.
Dr Hopkmaon has shown by careful measurements ,

y
. J I atoh with tlio incus

that machines of the type illustrated in Jig. 12 may i * jAfl
Jr \

sulllclcntly ox.
atuin an elliclency of over 93 per cent. / iJH/ 1^. I >1allied l.y the llgurc.

The Df/iutmo n* n Molar. --Just a* a conductor /
. 'JPU if/ a The iticua much iimru

when made to move acrorn the line* of magnetic JJ mf closely rcs4>mhlc.< n
force has a current generate*! in it, so when a cur g 41 ^ 1), molar (noth with two
rent is nmdo to pass along a conductor placed in a Wg f/S ' fang* than the anvil
magnetic field, tho conductor tend* to move acrore '' ton. which It dorivos
the field in the direction which would reduce the tt. W its name. Of (lie two
current by inducing an opposing electromotive ,'Jry ") iW processes which it

force. Even before Faraday’s discovery of the .a r..
gives off (see llg. 4),
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pari of llic petrous |>oition of the temporal hone.

They communicate externally with the tympanum
by the two opening already ilmciibol — the

fenestra ovtilit, and the Jeutilrn rotunda

;

«ml
internally with the internal auditor)- canal, which
conveys the auditory nerve from the cranial

ntt ity to the internal ear. The very dense hone
immediately bounding the-o cavities i* termcl
the otuout labyrinth, to distinguish it from the
membtanoxa labyrinth, which lie* within a portion

of it.

The rtttibuU is a coninion central cavity into

which tlie xeniicireulitr canals mid the cochlea open
I
see fig. 3, V> It is nl-ntt a fifth of an inch in

height and in length from Wfoic backward*. iu
lI'AIHivciM! diametCf (frum side to side) being some
what less. On its i»»>terior mill arc five orifice*

the lonoei is con*
sidcralJy smaller

II
than the latter, a

l A 7 H”*d, termed the

i f QJ J ||
!«'•?* »i«-

V\ y/ oMuittey between—-—'V'v tlie in. At certainV |«dnt* recent in-

vestigation* have
tig. 4.-Schcm* oOlsiamal.-. Mmun that the

unj-nnik: membranous is

"r'r **““•'«? •-

V+WZ to **,» .Jock n .jec*. the lllllfl »UlfllC«
ttvrly

:
cinli« «i of the u*»cou*

laky riutlL The
\i>liliuUr portion of tvu mo. :ui up|ier and
larger one, of an oul *hape. tinned the t*frrV*/tf*,

a 1

1

-
1 a lower and mnailer our. •

4

a glolmUr sham*,

culled lire s*m*/*». The luriuliuonflU semicircular

c.maU rrscmMc in fc»rm and arrangement lb© imc-
i»U' oiuh winch uicIumj tlvein. lml aiu only one-

third of the diameter of the latter.

It will lie iriurmlrail lli.it tin* »truclurt

• »f tlie cochlea is that id a tula? almost hut mil
quite divided into two hy tlie lamina ^•imlia

waa l lic 4iiw**n i* ounjdrtcd lij the lamina

a.Uiutiiu >).iiw|U<wa. with t**i v •* fr on cochloar nerve
K Umiiii* iiicudcdtifci* u . «, liitu-t **•! %# |tlU$lr i>

r lair evil : ci.
• titer r<»l m )ii!Ui

rvcIU; /, iK'ivt- liWrs; y, luviulmuu tcoUUtfu

otoliths, which mi* Ku*]»ciidod around the macula*

:

l»y exactly what means this suspension is diceted
is at (irocitt unknown. The cochlear I •ranch »d

the auditory nerve probably terminates in the
inner and outer Imii'-cells of the nrg.ui of t'oiti (see

lig. 0). Tin* saccule and utricle communicate with
each other and with the interior of the skull
through the rrttibuli, while tlio

tujutdHilit* cocAfra connect* the pci il> mpli of tin?

Main tympani with the arachnoid spiu«?.

rilVSKUXXlY.—(1 I tf/tfu A'r/nvio/ !\m\ - A I mu
auricle only exists iu the mammalia, and in thi*
class it varies fi nu i little moiv lli.tii .m invgiiliuly
>h.tjKs| cart i luminous di*« with little or no motiuii,
it* in niun aim! the qtnnli iiniatm, to an elongated
funnel-shaped cat trumpet uioviihU- iu oil •litec*

lions hy nuiiirmiiii huge iiimm )©*. in the Imrse,

the aw», •md the hat. The mode in which we
it em|i)o\uil hy those animaU in which it is

highly devidojKMl Milliciclltly indiiales that its

mam filiation is to rolled and eniteelil late the
mmiimIh which fall upon it. Hut the experimental
investi&t tiihi* of Sa\ait. with au a^ijMi.tliiH eon
*trnctcU to refill hie tin? tympanic nieinhmne
and the exteimtl auditory appAlallts, show that
tln-M* |«aits me also adapted to enter into vihta-
tioiis in uiiiMiit with those of the air; and lie

Ml^Xtfwted that tin* human auricle, hy the various
direction^ of dilleieut (Witt* of its surface, could
always nrCM’iit to the Jiir a eetl.iin nimiUcr of putts
wIimm* dn (N’t ioii i^nt ritflit angles with that of the
laioleruUr moveinunt of the air, and thetefote is

the lno«l favomahle pudlioti foi having the vihta
lions cot nn t nideated.

I. Illlviuir of the Omuls l.ahyriilth

;
40. fciiuivluct «»f III* vt«nl «*!••; r.

{t)0/th« TiaipaiiuM .<«</ iY* Cuntfull,- Snvan's
cx|H>iiinuul» *hoM llml llic nuiiuhmm* uf lltc lym-
|«auum i- thrown into viluntimi hy Iho all, nml
Hint it always akmuUts vihmii<ui» ci|itul in number
t.i tlx** of Hu* sunoron- Imtly w hich excite- I lit*

uscillatiun* iu the air. Hu fiullici /u-.ii uincil tlml

tha malleus |»articipBt«< in the nscilliitions nf the

tympanic membrane, and that these vibrations arc
propagated to the incus and .*lnpen, and thus to the
membrane of the frnrtlra ovalit. The malleus has
further the office nf icgu luting, through the trumr
tympani muscle, the tension of the tympanic mem
brnrie

;
and to allow of the motion necessary for

this pur|H>«r. we find movable joints Ih’Iwim'ii it ami
the incus, and again between the latter Ikme and
the stAixw The contraction of the st«|«vliH- iiuwrle
similarly nuxlilir, the tension of the iiiembrano of

the/rwsfraoiWr*; nml ns compiesoiou or I lie r«'ven»e

exercisryl on this membrane extends to the |N>ri

lymph, and is propagated through it to the /c<-r»/nr

rotunda, the tension of the membrane of the latter

opening is also influenced by tlie muscle in ijiics*

lion. The incus i- much* more limited in if*

motions Mian either of the other bones, and .its use
seems to be to complete the chain of ossicle* in

such a manner as to prevent any sudden or violent
tension of the membranes, »Uch as we can easily
conceive might occur if the conductor between the
membranes were a single lame. The presenee of
air in tlie tympanic cavity serves a double purpose

:

i a uniform tempera
of the fenestral mem

laatieity in

if, satin lynpiiil, Uh.w lliu Unillis. Ml.-i.Un> I U|
iluiiivlurs.

fm the semicircular caiuilv, one of the orifices being
eon i iiioii to two of 1 1m cumtU. Anteriorly, the
•oeIdea outers it by a single opening, partially

die idm I by mi im»cou* partition the
*/>ii>ilia On its outer wall i» the ftuxkl>»

ovalii, ami on its inner are the mntnl<r cribrour,

ertntninlng several minute orifices for the entranee

of filaments of the auditory nerve.

The umidrculnr rnualt an* three in numlicr, and
open into the vestibule by means of five onfiecs,

the two vertical canals having at their non auipul-

late extremities a common orifice. They vary

in length, and notwithstanding their name, each i»

considerably more than a semicircle, the superior

vertical canal Jicing the longest The average

diameter is about a twentieth of an inch, one

extremity of each canal exhibiting a dilatation or

ampulla. Each canal lies in a different plane,

very nearly at right angles to the planes of the

other two. hence their names of the supinor
rtrtieal, the iuftrior vtrtieal, and the horuontal

canal*.

The rofhlra, which derives its name from it*

resemblance to a common snail shell, forms the

anterior portion nf the labyrinth. It consists of

an osseous nml gradually tapering canal, about

an inch and a half in length, which makes two

turns and a half spirallv around a central axis,

termed the modiolus, which is perforated at it*

base for the entrance of the filament* of the coch-

lear jKirtion of the auditory nerve. This spiral

eannl gradually diminishes towards the apex of

the cochlea. At it* Im** i« present* an openiog

into the vestibule, partially divided into two. In

the recent state, one of these openings |«nln
/yi«/*r.if| due* not communicate with the roti

hide, but is ch»ed by lira iiwmlrrHtM of the
Jfnrsti'U rotauda. It.* interior is MiUlivideil into

two passages {srulu ) by au osseous lamina. This
is Ihe lam/v'i -p/ia/is, wbii li im-onpletidy diviile*

llo* cochlea into uii limior l*u~*agc, tlie te«/n

t. * throosh the «

KjnUyo i

Willi*, SliKk kltrCWSlJ, •»

•K>|| Up-n »)- -.il*,.
..--MW. -I IbMhrt; ~

l«*l fr>«M IU w»|«f— I b -C.*» Is.—

shuIU luciutosnar*** (or l«a«ilar iiM-mlwaiH'l.

rrom m-.u the juaelHM of tl*« o^cous with the

uirMhiaauu* lamina spring tl*> nsml*.ns< of

I.Vi—ner, whirl, stirtchiiig imw» to the wall of

tlnr umbos os-hlca. skill, olf a third sjuu-e kmiwn
a* the durtm effc*. The cochlear duct termin-
ates Mindly at both coil*, but near iu lower

extremity is connected with tlm saccule througb a
delicate meniluanoo* chanind known as tlie dmtug
rvanwaa l'|-*i the basilar uirmbrane is situatol
the organ of t'oeti, which CunMsC* uf tlnr following
W*'t* (to name only throe of most in>|-irtnucv)

from within mil ward*
: ( I ) a single row of so-m the two mduxd ‘-’orti

t,„ fir. t pU^. U |ir^rvr,
,uv,u

turo on the outer si.fac
hrAnca, and thu^ Huppitvta a lixwl

them, which would not 1 m? the caae if the> wew?

t« the fr^'y «X
1
K^* ^ ordinary atrnoaphcric change ;

and aocondly, the Aetion of the chain of imxiclc* hm

conductoni of Mound i* materially inereaMO<l hv their

being corn|deU?ly fmrround.Nl by air, a>- \h obvious

oiew littudal in front the Bret principle* of acoustic*
: further, were

iiVtilar cAimU au«l on n,, t Jor the pre*cnc* of air within the tympanum,
„ the dmin inmihranc would bo htoIkmI inwards, and

In thr latter Mtuati<M) the reaultinK dia|ilaeemeiit aiul change of tension
II crraUlline bodies, called would produce deafne*M.

(3) 0/ thr /sihuriufti. —Sonorous vibrations may
be conducts! t-» the labyrinth through the lames «if

the akull
; but during the ordinary art of hearing,

the movnnrntM of the tvmpanic membrane are

d propagate! thmugli the chain of icicles and the
labyrinth, and thus i>erceived by the auditory
nerve. A considerable amount of mystery sur-

rounds the functions of the saccule and utricle

;

^
indeed, on this subject mo little is at present

' accurately known that no gixsi pnrpiMc would Ik?
^ nerved by dtNcumn^ it further. The view, until

recently accepted, that tlu^sc part- were concerned
Fit- ^ in the perception of aound* as distinguished from

vnlUsI inner hair cells

(kirn* it as inner ami outer); (3) hair
•if outer hair celU. Tire me again protected by
the curtain like wnLiumt hrint*r%u.
The auditory nerve louts the medulla oldongaU

t«igether with tlie facial, and i^Miig
internal auditory loeatnx, divhlca lain two brunches,
uliicli icMrrtivrl) to the %estxUile ami the
odikra The former nnls iu a

X
d helium with projecting pi

> i%iii|Milla* of the seiMiri...

ceituiu >pot.M within the -acciile ami utricle, know
*> tllC HHtrutiZ

me uI-m> tuunJ
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tonr* (i.«\ itnte*), haa ren<lerc«l doubtful by

recent itweaidies.

The nenucireular canal* have Wen of late jreara

mvle object* of *tn<ly bv many phyMob^'int*. It

hi* now been conclusively <lrtimn*tnUcil that tli* y
are intimately a&ttoeiate* l \v ith the matnteaar.re «>t

the body in tfie erect |M»itinn. Injury of a *emi
circular canal tend* lo (irmluc* rotatory movement*
of the body ami even, ami it ban therefore hern
BUggestod that the functions of clie»e organ* may
be connected with the reflex act of listening, a* ex
enmlificd in the lower animal* by pricking the ear*
and rotation of the head. From <x|*nwrnt> .*n

an i mala* and olMcrvation* on the human *ubjcr( in

dbcaae, it ha* now lieen provial that a legion of the
neinicircular ranala is followed by giddine** m
vertigo, which inanife*U itnelf either in involuntary
falling, rotation, or in a subjective condition, dm
ing the continuance of which siiriounding objects

earn to revolve round the (tatieiii. It i* generally
believed by |)hyaiologi*t« that the rochlea Ine. the

uponal function id analysing sounds It baa be**n

found that the IxasiUr membrane i* not equally
broad throughout, but that it incrc*** gradually
from ba*»e to apex. It therefore orvsente a nerie*

of airing* of different length*, amt the short one*
are mummed to vibrate in the |»erc*ptiori of high
noU», while the long otieaarr stimulated to motion

S
low tone* The lower part of the cochlea in

ftrefer* chiefly concerned in the perception of

aouiuIh of high pitch, while the upper parts re«)«>nd
to (hoM of low pitch. Some oWtvrr*, however,
do not Accept thU view—e g. Voltolini ami Kuther
ford, hut Wlievr tliaf sounds are analys'd in the
auditory centre, which, according to the inveMiga
lion* of Muiik and Ferrier, * Inrated in the tern
poral Kobo • For the hearing of birds, reptile*, Ac.,
m*‘ Bird, Karri lkx. &c
THK DtHKAMKH UK TMK Kan. -It is manifestly

imi>o*sibte to attempt any account of the variou*
individual eardUeoM** in an article like tin- present
Since aural nurgerv haa Worn* an exact lienee, the
miNlical pmfession have come to reallie that such
phrases a* a ’cute for deafricas. * or a 'treatment
lor earache,' are not only inexact lair a)*urd
Dcafnc** -varying in degree from a slight impair
went of hearing up to total inability to perceive
Hounds may lw* due to a great variety of rau** r
and any of lln se causes may produce not only deaf
liens, but noise* in the heari. Thus the auditory
canal may Is* blocked b> wax. the product* of *km
eruptions Affecting its lining membrane, tumours,
masses of fungus, the results of inflammation.
Ac. The tympanic membrane may l»- displaced or
tlnckeiUNl. the ossicles may U- im|w*l««l in their
movements by the picscrie* of exudation, or by
fibrous ad Illusions or swelling of the inncm. mcni
brittle within the lynipanum Then again the**
part* may l*e injured either by disease 01 by
violence. The auditory nerve may Is- afl'cctcl in
any part of it* coumc from the auditory centre
U) the labyrinth, and thus deafness ntav result

We have only indicated sonw of the pathological

causes of .impaired hearing, hut enough ha* 1*rn
said toahow that liefore deafnesa can Is- prr*erihrd

for with any hope of suceens. an examination of

the oar must 1 *? made by a competent medical
man.
Turning now to earache, let us consider some of

it* causes. Sometime* it is due to tin* presence *»f

lioils in the auditory canal, or the whole lining

membmne of the puasage, including the •inter

layer of the memnrana tyinpcuii, may liecwine

inflamed IVrliaps the mo-t common cause of • .0

ache i* inflammation of the drum-cavity. Such
inflammation often slops Indore the infUnatnatory
product* have taken on a purulent charactei.
This mild form in very common in children, and
often sows the seeds of deafness in after life if

ipropriate treatment be not applied. Occasion

y earache is altogether due to the presence of a
diseased (oolli, which need not necessarily lie tender
or painful. Bv for the most dangerous form, how-
ever, i* that which arises in connection with a *)•

called ' miming ear The general meaning of this
symptom in such cilsc* is an A4*ciiiiiulation of dc-

curn|M>*ing niHtter and sometime* diseased l*>ne in

close proximity to the brain, and a fatal result i* >y

no means uncommon Vertigo, nr gi«hlincv>. i* a
very frequent aviiiplntuof »-ur dLseast*. and can often

be relieve! or cured by attention to this organ.

A feeling of fulines* in the head, and disinclina-

tion for mental effort, is far from uncommon
Rarer or less important symptom* of aural atte*

;n

practitioners

tii.n-. an* (I ) anomalies ..f taste. owing t« involvr-
ment of the cltonla tviupani neive .in it* wav
through the dram-ravit* ; ( 2 ) par«xv*mal cough
an. -ncering: (3) neuralgia the hrad ; and (4)
e,n!e,r.v : the last named being fortunately ex-
trenedv uncommon. We should m* 1* justified
a..lilting to Hiention that na*al di-care*. e-peci-
ally in children, are often the raure* of deafi
This is all the more important. I«ecau-c such
»ljen taken early ran almost always be cured.
From what has been said, it will be obvious that

any remarks we could, without unduly extending
this article, make with regard to treatment would
be useless. We feel it. however, to be our duty to
warn those who suffer from ear disease from con-
sulting unqualified quack* ThU resort to empirics
is all the more uncalled for as there are now num-
bers of reepertalde highlyqualified
w!m> devote attention to aural maladi
There are, however, a few point* of general

interest and of great importance which may be
touched upon.

J

It U a common delusion that it ia a dangrrnn*
thing to cure a di-ehargr from the ear. Now this
is by no means true: indeed it mav be at once
stated that life is never safe mt long* a* a chronic
putrid discharge i*«ir* from the ear. In all -itch
case, it U not only safe tail necessary to syringe
the meatus with a warm disinfecting solution, such
as borneie lotion, or water to which -omc Condy s
fluid ha- Iwen a.ldr.1. The ear slrnuUI then he
dried by carefully intra<lacinr a wick of almirhrnt
c.ittor wool Tlie origin of Um- supendition anent
the danger of -top|>ing a discharge is easily ex-

Cined. If the ,-iln<l mallei Is* persmt. it i,
ter that it should find its way out. Now, if in

such a rase some physical obstacle prevents its
exit, a fatal result U *pc u> supervene. It had
thu« l«een noticrd that in many ca-r* the • running
from the ear' stopped More dangerous syuiptoms
set in. and hence the delii-i<m Another point as
to which murh mi»ap|.rrhen«i..n exist*, U the
danger caused by the piocnce of a foreign Is.ly in

the ear. It l»a- Iwen ol^ervrd by a isdcl -pn ialist
that • the point of a dagger in tlie meatii- is less
likely to do harm than unskilled efforts to remove
it.’ No endeavmir sImuM evor 1* made to remove
a foreign body which i« not seen, and all pndung
in the dark is to he alswlutely avoided M.*l
extraneous objceUrnn he rvumvod simply hv means
of waim water ami a syringe use. I by a' skillol
hand. If tlie ol.ieel Is* a |-*a. bean. «*r any other
Issly which is likely lo -well fiom alworlung
moi-ture, it i- lietter mtexen t.. attempt syringing,
and to wait until skilled advice can l-> olHaincd.

Sh.Mild an in-ecl get into the ear, it can aluiml
invarinhlv In* syringed mil with warm water, or if

a syringe l«e not at hand, the ear may bo filled with
warm oil or even water.

Ihrafnes- is-ca-ionallv runs in families, and the
-yamtom i- then usually due to chronic thickening
of the tympanic structures. IVrwtns m whom this
herrditaiy temlencv exi*U should, on the first

indication of ear trouble, seek advice.
It need liardlv l^«aid that picking tlie ears ought

to Is* avoided. Thi* habit may lea.1 to tlie 1 ear pick

'

being driven through tliedntm memWane. Should
tlie ear t* made to Idenl. and -limild there Is*

any doubt as to whetlier the drum membrane he
wounded, scrupulous care dmnM lie taken to pre-
vent tlie entrance of fluid If the tympanic mem*
Uane lie Accidentally perforated, syringing, or in
stilling ear drupu is alusxt certain to be followcl
bv mlainmatioii After fifty tlie I tearing tends
to iall off a little, but except poodbfv in extreme
old age. markcl tleafams for conversation is always
abnormal. It i- a curious fact that elderly i>enple
wl»t require a watch to I** |sit ouite close to the ear.
can often Itear conversation well This is explained
by the f.wt tint after middle life the auditory nerve
,, less .*cn»iti«e. and tlie powrr of-rea.lilv perceiving
high -pitchr.1 tnw, i, then lev- acute.

Aceonling to the writer’- experience, almost com-
plete deafness in me* ear. while the other i- perfect,
don. not ncce-sarily endanger the sound organ
Other., however, take the opposite view. It must
b* renitmbmtl that in mm* c***. impairment uf
hearing i* InUurral. an«l thi* U alwava the ca^e
when deaf persons have to be a.ldre«ed
elevate.) voice.

pet* now advertised makes any det&ile<l account of
them impossible. The application of one of three
principle* exist* in moat, if not all. to wit

:
1 1

1

n
tube With a suitable car-piece nt one extremity,
and a more or less conical mouthpiece *t the other

;

(2

1

a bell-shaped sound collector, with an ear piece
for insertion into the auditory ennui

; (3j appliances
for tilting the auricle forward-. There can be no
doubt, that a nciuon who desires to purchase an car-
trumpet will best gain his end by carefully tenting
a large number of instrument*, ami choosing that
which suit* him liest.

A* a rule small invisible instrument* are useless.
PoliUer has constructed n small tube made of vul-

canite and tieah-Utiird. the object of which is t.»emg the tragus bnckwar.l* : in a very few cases
is found to Is* an exception to the alsovc nde.

The same authority ha* attempted, by a s|«-cial

appliance, to conduct the vibration* uf the auricle
directly to the tyni|iaiiic lueiubranc. The Audi
phone (q.v.l nnd dentiphone me only useful in a
lew ca*--.

j in l>otli the ohjecd i* to convey sonorous
vibrations through the teeth anil the auditory nei ve.
I’he so callr.1 fouifero i- a r.sl for connecting the
larynx of the speaker with the teeth of the auditor.
In wime cases tho-c in which the drum membrane
i» destrayrd the introduction of nn artificial drum
I* useful. Thi. fact ha* lieen taken advantage of
by unscrupulous qunrks, who *ell for several pounds
an appliance not differing in it* essentials fiom
* Toynbee's artificial tympanum,* which can bo had
for a shilling or two.

.
tbs name applin.1 by the alchemist* and

earlier cbeimtU to certain sulwtanrc* now known
to be oxidee of metals, which were distinguished

S
being infusible, and by insolubility in water.
e terra waa made to include the oxide* of calcium,

strontium, and barium, which undergo chemical
change by contact with water, and yield alkalino
solution* On account of thi* property throe oxide*
were called the alkaline earths. Tlie term earth
is now disappearing from modern
chemistry. See SOIL*.

Em de Cologne, a celebrated perfume, the

r&mZr'0 ' °! wh,
f\}* ;

,0,"'n" Maria Farina

Cologne in 1709, though hi* claim to be the Inventor

term earth
texl-liooks of

U not undisputed, secrot of the process of
iu manufacture u claimed by from thirty to forty
Bnoe, beanug the name of Farina, now exuding in
Cologne The recipe u said to bo twelve drope of
•ueb of the essential oil* neroli, citron, bergamot,
orange and roeeraary, along with ono drachm of

r

T^"U!

n,
?

n" ot r«clifl«d
epirft. The whole i* distilled together, ami the
condensed liquid constitute* Kau de Cologne. In
®2* 1 chemist* and other* make an
article little, if at all, inferior to the imported one,
the oil. are ueuallv mixed with a highly purified
ejihjit, and the subsequent distillation dispensed

Nearly all gam
water, the amount

of

in an

The instruction and training of children who
have been born deaf ia dealt with in tlie article
Deaf and Dcmb.
Car-TKL'mfCTS, Arc.—The number of ear tram-

ie are more or

soluble in water, the amount of solability

depending on various condition* of pressure and
temperature. A* a rule, the lower the temperature
and the greater the prresure, the greater u the
solubility of a gas, so that when the temperature

of such a solution ia raised, or the pressure lowered,
the gaa eacapea in small bubbles, giving rise to the
phenomenon of effervescence. The most familiar

instance of effervescence i* when a bottle of soda-

water is uncorked, the excxws of carbonic acid ras
over what can remain in solution escaping with effer-

vescence. Again, when a seidlitz powder is mixed
with water, effervescence occurs, owing to the
inability of the water to retain the gas in solution.
Many slight circumstances affect efforvescenoe.

Most people know that by stirring a glass of sodMr

water, or by dropping into it n fragment of cork or
a crumb of broad, greater effervescence occur*.
Bometunes the liquid is rather viscid, and a per-
sistent froth is produced, a* when a siphon of
lemonade is discharged into a tumbler. In such a
rase, the addition ol a few drops of milk or of a
little aloohol causes more rapid effervescence and
settling of the froth. In the former of these cases,
the bread crumb or the stirring acts by making it

more easy for the gas to form bubbles and escape.
In the latter case, the effect of milk may have a
twofold cause, one similar to that of the crumb,
the milk globules acting as nuclei; the other
similar to the calming influence of oil on aea foam,
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Utter *rr usually calle*! cuKffKrfar*, *n*l inclmlc home point in the cimunfnenco of the circle the

all ordinary mt-tal*. Such conductor* can l>e other H|iliere is lixml. If the sphere* arc dinrge<l,

electrified only when tbev are insulated. the rod bearing the movable sphere will take op
When a body i- sufficiently strongly electrified a portion of equilibrium under the combined action

and brought very m-ar another l«l> originally of the electrical force and the torsion of the sus-
uncleetrified, a .park will |«*". between them even pension ; and theee, aa regard# their rotatory effect
before they an- made to touch. If this second Opoo the rod, moat be equal. But by the laws of

• ill Ire elasticity, the force of tomion is proportional to the

f?
*n twist of the wire, and the twiat itaclf is aa easily

measured as the distance between the spheres.

Hence to the degree of accuracy to which tfte geo-

metrical configuration of the system ia known, the

electric force can be calculated in terms of the

elastic constan!* of the wire. In this way Coulomb
proved, in 1785, that two small charged halls re-

pelled each other with a force which diminished as

the square of the distance increased.

Sir William Thomson's quadrant electrometer

is, in a certain sense, a development of Coulomb's
torsion balance. Its many nice electrical and
mechanical devices render it a peculiarly delicate

and accurate instrument for measuring minute
differences in electrification. Essentially it non-

•ists of four hollow brass quadrants, which when
fitted close together form s squat hollow oylinder
hounded above and below by parallel plane faces.

For electrical purpose* they must, however, be

drawn a liulo apart, m> that when looked at from
alsrve or from below they hare tlm ap|*caruncu

a* shown in the figure—vi(.

that of u circular disc with —

.

two mutually perpendicular s' I X
diametral clefts. Kaeh quad- / I \

, ... - rant •* iuiulatod on its own /
,

"'x/*v' \\
drawn to the ftle they .,|

(l„ w,,h.„i . Inn each is { ) r\

.
*

| , ...
cine action To mvo-u oppuUto by a V' 1 /

[1) Hint the pieces of glass repel «*,»• «*>»/: <2> gate the pr.qrerlie- of aa electnc fiekl it i. gener- M , el.-.u iealb they \ /
that the piece* of resin repel each other j 431 that ally nerc-^n.y to bring into it a conductor, an in K„ in pain.. From one of VI,/
each piece of glass nttrncUi each piece of resin, the experiment just described. In that experiment each pair a vertical rod leads
Exactly tlio same phenomena of attraction and the induced electrical condition of B «aa studied to the outside of thu dew in F.«. 3.

renul-ion Will M shown -only much more power |,v 0 f a phv.iohvical vensatimi. partly whirl. lire whole i*- hwkMftl.
fully because of the greater efficiency of the ruh optical, partly muscular. A far better way. how- Tie*. ixsl. are called the cU<t>odu , ami tliuir

blng— if the piece- of resin arc rubbed with cals , ....... „ u . . . . • function i. to luiug the pain* of quadrants into

f"

Au«lt|

th

|«f r^Val^^hT'VisV^ H pith ball for
"'“U ol !}” f* .l-’iir .l cwinocfion will* exlermd bodios. Tho

ivnmnle' I.- ended r lie end of a ill. fhread
‘,0*' betweS* elctrilicl I—lie., ns inside eoinoi of the lop and l.itt ol each quad-

r'ld^wdi fie uf,Cte hv .low rhe reren ^Th. Mc •H’ 1 '"1 •'« -t- mat i- rut away. SO lliul ... the cl. tie n Hlimll

I if l.T l
•

, ?, .

h
t

*' “* k-M-htl Aetnacmw. C.Hilood.'a Umdon cirouls. -pace is left concentric with the exte.nul
Klitss. But if it is allowed to come into contact quadiant ek-cirom. -te,. \c imdri. nl surface of ll.uq.iodrunt- In fho hollow
with. s«y, the resin, it will immclia e y kt rwIW -pare incka.nl hy tho quadrants a light charged
by tho re-in and strongly attracted hy the glass. |„ the goU-k-af ek-eli i invented by Ik-mirt |„lv I K in fig. 3. « in fig. 1) of a convenient sliami
And if it NIMUM M allowed to touch the glass. it to IT-; light stupa of gokl leaf lung fr.sn l,*,,™. it- H \U of siispcn-iou passing up through
will at once I- re|>elliNl by the glass and strongly the lower .-i-l ..f a metal i-l. which |uw--- ve.ti-

t |„- ciroulsr central space iust mentioned. The
attracted hv the resin. By such contact the pith cully through an «q. riing in ll.e l.q> of a glass lishl l-sly can roUUe alimit tills vertical axis oiilv,

hall itself becomes electrifie.1 ; for it will repel a bottle and ex|s%n.l» lln« into a plate. If a |dece and its motion is controlled by the torsion of the
.4 in 1.1 s' 1 seal mg-wax or sa-|w«sU«i. If tlm four qumfrauls are all con-

• IW ttn plan snl dlitlfbntlnn »r Uw r..|lo«iK| article. MS - other CMCUlIM Issly Is* nc<-te.| logi llicr, tlm Mispeu-iun makes thu light
th« -pltom* In th# CDScInrtlnc i*r»ifT»ph. Th# »onl fltrlrv p Isought neai lire idate, lire ImwIv hail'’ M> ns to Ho with it" lotIUOl' axis of

BgSSyagggJt W""“m °"b"‘KB «S leaves will ,L-« each to SfTtiS dESSJXSS
—» r .

*'
II I...II.-I.. .-I IV. .» Ik... Jk

Ollier and diverge. In other w-painting the riundiniils. If, howo'or, tlm poire
-•cond pith Ull M.i.ilarU treated. W e are thus ft

..f'—ajJSrt* «« <liN0HM«l«i. and hy connection
ed to the following conclusions. Kem.l.io,, p.-U ri-lis- »f the plate, rod. nod external Isslics |.rought into different electric
between I—lies winch are .nodailv electrified, and Bl ...j.i I...,,., l-_„ i„t,0 . ...
attraction la-twii'n »«lies which are iqqs-itely donwl into 'an electric field, conditions, elect rieul fmx-c* will ut uncu act upon

electrified. Iksliro, elect rilie.1 hy nmtnal nibbing. ,*" | ,“l* in la-
l,,r

|

c,“u3pl '""b
become oppositely elertrifieil. A burly, elcetnhcl (idr^I emue rlectrifred by mdnrlion. *n“, ,

.°,
UW "

by contact will, an electri lie, I l-Jy. lwco.es IBfi .1 This is show, by Uw le-nl. ‘*'7

fleet rilied -iinilarlv to that l—lv. Sul-tanr.*- whirh IBB I mi between the •imilarly
•*'»'>«* •

'*>' ‘ l"'
, . ^

ike -ilk raided glass repel sflk-nihWd glass wl deetrUrel gold leave-. The ,,o«io.. \
uttmct wad nihlssl resin are vitrenudyur tu,utterly Ire: _ - nearer the electrified Issly « »*<« suspeiiMon. / s

..i- \
dcctrillwl, while l-li.-- whirl, attract -ilk mU- 1 h l-r-igl.t. the si i- r 1 "*'' ,*t

. /,
’ K

ft. \
loss and repel W.-d rilld-sl re-in are icinou-lv or -HP "rei the ck-ct.ic field MUl.umding I"- 1 .' v f 1/ \
ooptfirW.v electrified. The indication of the two 1,10 ^ ,l"‘ “bier *!'*• 4

I
.

kind- nf‘ electrification hy opisi-ite -ign- i- very do die gold leave* diverge.
cnnrg«Hi

; i i

appropriate, hut the application of the is»rti\e Hen- rvidently the repuUun ™ •"
l

1 '1 " <
*ign to om. rathe, than U the other a matte, of tend* to HI* the centre of

convention a,id purely arbitrary.. ^ 2 gravity »f e.«-h gukl leaf, and «J«ged l.rter \ ^ MT*
To study electrical phenomena hy» of . ,

'-'anecl by tl.e • “'V'

'

metallic suMar it I. ..recsenry lirwt of all to action ,4 gravity A c> hade, of w ire gau/e place.
"Te a hi gher Fig. 4.

iu.mlatr i.e. U» -up.-.t them on gkaw. re*».mM.lc tlw gUss cw^. tmprevw the artiun of *
"

clrerue
VillMnUr. imraHi". n, to hang them by -Ik m

Shan the amis marked Blf. Then .the charged
thread*. The significance of the term umlataNi ‘^*nKrt "cpcn.i tor tu.tr octam upon ttm *

will appear f.om the following ex,--rime,,, Hang ewS^dwha." ***1 Sgf® w Jf
“>

two metal ball-, one by a -.Ik thread and the other
Jii I iK.T? ri-Tfo,i,t.

<
l
Uftdra?‘u’ ** the "lalive electrifications of

l.v a wire, and touch them with a piece of wax 1 deamctioci, imgf.t Is- railed tlie natenal force*. pairs of quadrants is reversed, the charged

strongly electrified hv frirtion. On trial, tire -ilk- c«,|o«b» tondoo Ulsnce i- historically the bpd -
v wil1

.
n,ove °ther "V- Ttomtipmu

SU-liendcd Ittll will Ire found electrilicl ;
but trot S„t lrnc elcc«romcter-ie. tire liml instrunreut and measured by meant.of a Irenm of light

so the wire snspendcl Imll. «>.. again. - t a metal „!**. ,«.li«li. I„ were oiable of quantitative reflect^ from a sma minor fixed loathe vertical

Ih%11 mi /\ jtlum 9ii|»|ior( % l»ut U*t a win- connrcl it interpretation In it the force with which one °f sus^nsion of the body and moving with it

with the table or tl.e hand. It will Ire found small charge.! -H'-rc b retrelled hv another simi- Henceforth we shall one the unqualified words

impossible to ehvlrify it by contact will, an elec Urtv charged i. balanced l.y the tomion of a wire, electroocope and electrometer as meaning the gold-

trihe.) Ire.lv, Hut remove the connecting wire, and which acts as su-|ren-ion to a liorirontal insulating leaf electroecope and quadrant electrometer respec-

inimdiatelv a single contact will suffice to electrify rod hearing tire one splrere at one of its endo.
_
By tivelv.

. ... .
.

the hall. Thus we re.rogni*e two kinds of *..l^ roUtioa of tire upper cn.l of tire wire tins sphere We are now in a poeiUon to make an accurate

stance*— viz. ixmlaton and Hon-imstdaton. The can he made to move in a hurizuntal circle ; and at study of the phenomena of induction. We shall

applied to the appearance of a whit
on the surface of certain bodice, m
loeos its water of crystallisation, at

white powdery appearance on the a

mon washing-soda exposed to the
good illustration of this phenomenon.

Electricity.* If a Stick of sealing-wax i* electrified conductor
nibbed vigorously with woollen cloth it will Ire a. and bring prettv
found capable of attracting small shred* of paper, near to it a -eeond
This is the simplest experiment in electricity, insulated cmductor B.
Many other solntanre*. Mich a* resin, vulcanite, hut not -n near o» to
glass, ffec.. can Ire made to show the -ame plieno* cause a -park to ire-w.

menon. To obtjiin the Ire-t effect with any given
If, then, the finger Ire

Dillntance, a particular rnhlrer must Ire clu-ren. For brought near enough
example, a cut's fur. slightly warmed. L* very etti- to B a -hock will Ire

cient in electrifying vulcanite or re-in ; while silk, felt, a -park will pa*» Iretween B and lire finger,
amongst simple substance*, should he used to excite altlmugh B wa* onginally not eleetrificl. Thu- II

glare.. It is now known, however, that any two |ia, become electrified by being brought into tf.e

different substances, which can Ire ruhhed togetlrer. neighbourWI .4 A. Thi- mode of dcctrilkwtion
Irecome electrified bv the friction. Ilm*. if wax ami j, called elrririfieation by inrluetum. A- Fatmlay
glass aro ruhhed together, they will both become dearly pointe.1 .-it, it • hi* the character of a fir-t.

electrified— i.e. capable of attracting light object*. r«wntial. ami fumlaiaental principle.’ and it-
And so, in the oilier instance-, it can be shown by thorough comprehension i* >4 prime importance
experiment that the cloth i* Hevtrilierl as well as A- it i* oar purpose to regard the whole subject
Ibc wax. the cat's fur as well us the vulraiiile. the

from the Faraday point of view, it will l«- «-on

•ilk as well as lire gla-s. Moreover, the two suh venient to define certain uwfnl terms. The >U<tr.<
stances so ehvtnhed by mutual rubbing are found ftJd fi. any region of air. glo«. vulcanite, or othei
lo attract one another, being indeed op/xmUiy non conducting .ulr-tancc surrounding or contain
electrified—a term which the following experiment mg electrified hodiea In it and through it the
will elucidate. electric force- act ; hence it is convenient to call

Iret two piece*, of glass Ire electrified by rubbing „„ch insulating -al-Uncr* dtrUrtrits. especially

each with a distinct piece of resin. Tho piece- of when attention i- being
renin will also Ire electrified, and it will he found ,,|*v as trau-iniltem of r
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Huppoa«, when nothing ia to the contrary,
t' at all our conductor* are of one metal, say brace ;

that they are at the loginning of every experiment
inaulatea and unelectrilied ; that the electroacope

and electrometer quadrant* arc likewise anelectri

ficd at the beginning of each experiment : and that

the dielectric i* air.

Experiment I.
Set a cylindrical braaa vewl on

the electroHCope
;
and let down into it. without

coming into contact with it, a noeitively charged
conductor A. It La convenient u> riang thu charged
ball at the end of a short ailk thread from the lid

of the vessel, the lid itaclf being lowered or raised

by mean* u( n silk thread Ai
noon a* the ball in brought inside

the veasel the gold leave* will

diverge. a» »ho»n in fig. 5: and
the vessel I). an regards outside
nlijecta, will behave a* if positively

electrified. Now touch B with

the hand or with any non innulal-

ing material connected to earth

in technical language, but the

vreuwl to earth — ami tlie gold

lease* will fall together, ami all

appearance o( electrification will

lie dentroyed. Uemove the earth
connection no a- to insulate B
once more, and lift away the lid

/ \ and the attached ball, care being
taken to prevent A coming in

Kig. 5. contact with II, The gold leave-

will again diverge, ami the vessel

B will be found to be negatively electiihed

The nature of the charge oil the vessel and gold

leave- I* indicated at once hy the appro*. h of an

electrified hody If a piece of rnbW sealing wax
or any negatively charged l»*ly in brought near,

the gold leave*, if negatively electrified, will

diverge mill more
i if positively electrified, will

tend to fall together.

In thu* charging the ve»-el II negatively by

induction, we have in no way diminished the

original positive charge on A i anil we may use thi

•

aanio charge an indefinite nuinlier of tint— in

charging negatively other l»odie« like B No doubt
in each laxly -o charged hy induction we have a

new. formed noiirce »l energy ; hut tin* baa been

derived, not from the energy -pent in originally

charging the hall, but from the energy -pent in

separating ngnin«t their mutual attraction the
ponitivoly charged hall and the negatively charged

vowel.
Exyertnunt II.— Begin again a* in Kxpenment

I., introducing the charged ball A into II. and
putting B to enith, so that the gold leave* fall

together. Now connect A with It. No effect will

lie observed on the electroscope. even though, aa in

the former experiment. A should be removed.

Thu* the charge on A haa been completely de-

ployed ; hence, there must have lieen on B, Just

Iwduro the contact waa maile, an equal but oppo-it*

charge. Thi* is. in fact, the very charge which

made it* presence evident when, in Experiment I.,

the ball A waa remove*!.

Thu*, if a charged body A be completely sur

rounded by a closed vessel B. which ia put to earth

and then insulat'd, the charge induced on B ia

equal and opposite to the charge on A To make
thi* induced charge apparent »e mint remove A.

hxprrimrnt III.—Kepcnt Experiment I.

after having charged B negatively by induction,

introduce A into another connnctor C. initially

without charge and insulated. If C i* re-ting on a

gold -leaf electroscope, the gold leaves will diverge

with positive electrification a- in the earlier stage

of Experiment I. Bring now A into metallic con

nection with C. If C <ompltl'ly surround* A. no
change will bo observed cn the eleclrrecnpr,

although a spark may l>e '..card at the instant the

contact is made. The b?ll A, if removed without

again coming in contact with C. will be found to

have lost all it* charge; and if B and C are brought

into metallic connection, all appearance of electri

lieation on them also will be destroyed. In other

word*, the negative charge induced on B has beeo

quite deatroyed by union with the positive charge

transferred to C. These charges therefore must be

equal and oppo-ite. Thu*, the charge originally

on A haa been wholly transferred to C.

Wo conclude, then, that wn«n a conductor b
electrified, ita electrification residro wholly on the

surface. Any portion of it removed from the inside

will be foun<{ uneloctrifiod if taken quite out of the
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influence of other electrified bodies
This experiment, or one very similar to it. waa

hi>t performed in 1772 by Henry Cavendish, who
deduced front it by rigorous mathematical reason-

mg that ’electric attraction ami repulsion must be
inversely as the »quare of the distance ’ He
inclo-ed' a metal globe within a hollow conducting
shell which -a* built up of two hemisphere*. The
ghrfic and *hell were connected by a wire and
charged. The glo»«e was then disconnected from

the shell, and immediately tlieieafter the bemi
sphere- forming tlie sltell were drawn asunder.

The globe, now left exposed, was tested for elec-

trification : and. to the degree of accuracy of the
experiment, none was found.

Maxwell re|*at*d tlie experiment in a much
more delicate manner than *i* possilJe before the
invention of the quadrant electrometer. During
the rliarging of the shell and inelneed globe, three

were connected bv a short wire ’ fastened to a
small metal disc hinged to the shell, and acting as a

lid to a small bole in it.' After tire charging, this

lid was lifted up la means of a silk thread, and the
communication between the shell and the globe
done away with. The sltell was then discharged

and kept connected to earth. Through the amall
hole in tlie *1—11 a wire was led connecting the
glol.e with one electrode of tlie quadrant electro

meter. Not the -lightest deflection cx>uld be

ol-rrved.
It i* impossible then to charge a body by placing

it in*ide a charges! conductor. In otlrer words,

there I* no elcctnc field within any region Imunded
hy a conducting surface, however much that

surface may itself Ire charged, unless there be

within that region other insulated and inde-

pendently charged bolire It matterw not what
electrical phenomena may he taking place in the
region outside sueh a conducting surface, such
external electoral phenomena have alwolutely no
internal electrical effect ; and race rrrtA. any purely

internal electrical change can produce no external
electric effect. In shoet. any closed conducting
surface divide- -pace into two region*, which are

electrically independent the one of the other—
i.e. so far as electrical action through either ia

concerned. Tins |>rinriidA ia taken advantage of

in the construction of the quadrant electrometer,

the ewsential internal arrangement* of the inatru

ment being inehawd aa far aa possible within a

conducting v creel, the quadranta rommunicaling
with external apace only hy means of their

electrode*.
Exvtnmrnl IV.- The conclusion* ju*t stated

may be easily illustrated by use of the quadrant

electrometer. Thu*, aa in Experiment I.. let the

iM*itively charged body A he introduced into an
insulates! and initially unelectrified cheou conductor

B. Then, as we know. It become* electrified,

and the region round B become* an electric field.

Tho condition of thi* electric field may l* studied

by mean* of a small sphere C. joined by a h.ng thin

wire to one electrode—i«. to one pair of qoadrente

of the electrometer K. The other electrode ia

supposed to he kept connected to earth. • Before A
was introduced into B. the electrometer showed no

sign of electrification. But aa soon aa A ia intro-

duced into B. C and it* connected quadrant*

become elect nfied. The deflectioo produced on the

electrometer will depend upon the portion of C
with regard to B and upon the original charge of

A It ia quite independent, however, of the

ition of A. which may b* moved
r way affecting the

deflection on the electrometer. A may even be
brought into contact with B(a* in Kxpenment III.)

so as completely In Ire* it* charge
;
and yet the

electnfication of C, as shown on tire electrometer,
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held outeidc li i* independent altogether of any
purely internal change* which m*y take place

inside B.

Suppose, now, that when A ha* lieen introduced
into It. and a corresponding deflection obtained on
the electrometer. B is put to earth. At once the
electric field around ft i» deatroyed, C and it*

connected quadrant* recover their original un-
electrified condition, and the electrometer give*
tern deflection on it* scale. Thus the charge on
A ia completely masked by being surrounded by a
closed conductor nut to earth.

Further, let B tie insulated again and A removed
with it* charge then, aa we already know, B will

he left negatively electrified. The region round B
will again become an electric field, and C and it*

connected quadrant* once more electrified. But the
deflection on the electrometer, though equai to
that finit obtained, will he in the opposite direction,
opposite because of the opposite character of B’s
electrification.

Thia experiment may he taken as an illustration

of one of the moat fundamental facta in electro-

static*—vit that the genei&tion of so much (xsiitivo

electrification implies the generation of aa much
negative electrification. Here is a conductor B
apparently without charge. Remove from it hy
any proco** a |—ilive charge, and an equal negative
charge is left Itehii.d. The aainn i* true when
bodies are electrified by friction, a* may be proved
hy operating inside a closed insulated conductor
joined to one electrode of the electrometer The
moat energet ic rubbing of the two hod ire, and their

ubaeqnent separation, each in a highly electrified

condition, produce no effect whatever on the electro-

meter thu- showing that their inductive effect* on
the inclosing conductor are equal and oppoallo-i.e.
their charge* are equal and opposite.

Erpenmrnl V -To study in greater detail the
propertiro of the electric field around a given
charged conductor II, take two small insulated

sphere- and connect them hy thin wire* to tlio

electrode* of the electrometer, each to one. Suppose
throe sphere* to he at firel in clone contact at some
part of the field ; then, since the pairs of quadrant*
are in tlie a*m* electrical condition, the electro-

meter will show rcro deflection. Now gently
separate the sphere*, both insulated of course, and
in general a deflection to the right or to the left

will be obtained on the electrometer. By trial we
may find tho unique direction of separation which,
for a (riven distance of separation, gives the maxi-
mum deflection. Thia will be to the right or to

the left according to the relative position of the
two sphere*. It will lie found, however, that a
separation of the sphere* in direction* at right
angle. to this unique direction doe* not cause

any deflection ..n the electrometer. It is far easier

indeed to find the*e direction* of »e|>*r*tion for

which there is no deflection than to find the
direction of maximum deflection for a given separa
lion. Supq-i-e in fact that the one small sphere ia

fixed in position, and that the other, which we may
call the exploring sphere, is moved away from con-

last with it in such a manner that the electrometer

always show*
rero deflection.

The centre of the
ex

particular pc-ition of A.

about inside B without in

exploring sphere
will describe a

I©
FV.7.

b

—

ia in no wav altered—in other words, the electric

curve, and can
be made by sue
cewsive trial*

drocrihc an

finitv of curves,

all Iving on a
certain surface
which passe*
through the centre nf the fixed sphere. We shall

call tin* the surface S. Now with the exploring
sphere lying anywhere on this surface, let the fixed

sphere be shifted in toward* B till the electrometer

deflection i* unity. Then shift the exploring sphere
correspondingly until the deflection i* brought back

to zero again, 'and proceed as in the first position

to trace out a second surface, which we shall call

S I. and which will pass through the centre of

the fixed sphere in it* second position. Shift the

fixed sphere once more till unit deflection is

obtained, follow up with the exploring sphere, and

trace out the third surface 8 + 2- In this way.

step by step, the electric field mav bo supposed to

be mapped out by a aerie* of surfaces, differing in

value V unity a* measured on the electrometer

scale. W* may pan* out to the surfaces 8 -
1

,
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S - 2, S - 3. &e., as well a» in to the .art**-
S+l, S + 2,S + 3 t &c. The®« surfaces at* «J1

clo*wd, anil cannot cut oach other. For suppose
two ilul cut each other

;
then, by putting the fixed

sphere in theaupposed line of intersection, we could
move the exploring uphcre from the position S to

the position 8 t 1
,
and produce no change on the

electrometer
;

which ia a man ifeat absurdity
,
a

a

S - 1 ia defined in terms of 8 and a change. If

the electrode* of the electrometer terminate on any
one of thene surface* there is no deflection; if they
terminate on different surface* the deflection is the
difference of the name-value* of the surfaces. Evi-

dently the conductor B is such a surface, for if the
e^ctrode* terminate on it, all the quadrants, being
in metallic connection, will be in the same electric*]

condition, and the electrometer will show no deflec-

tion.

The surfaces we have just deecribed are called

equipotential surfaces, the term potential having in

electricity much the name import aa temperature
hue in heat or pleasure in hydrodynamic* When
a channel exist* between two masse* of fluid at
ditTcrent pressures, fluid will flow from where the
pressure i* higher to where it ia lower. Similarly
if we have two charged conductor* whoae electrical

condition" aa tested oy electroscope or electrometer
become changed after they have been connected by
a wire and disconnected again, three two conductor*
are said to have been at first at different potential*.

If they had been connected to the electrode* of the
electrometer, each to one, the electrometer would
have .hown a deflection ; and thU deflection would
havo been a measure of the difference of potential.

If tho difference of potential U great, the*- tb#
contact of tho two conductor* U evidenced by an
obvious electrical diacharg* In the form of a visible

audible spark.

If we directed our attention to conductor* only,
wo should not find any apodal advantage In oaiag

the phraae ‘difference of potential
1

instead ol
•differently electrified but when we follow Farm-
day in regarding the dielectric aa of at Ireat equal
importance a* the conductor, the conception of the
potential ia found to be one of peculiar vain*
Thu* any conductor or any ayatem of connected
conductors must have all poinU at the aame poien-
tial whereas, in a dielectric, the potential may
vary from point to point, and indeed must vary
if the dielectric ia aeparating two conductor* at
different potential*

Within each a dielectric we may suppose traced

out, after the manner of the laat experiment, a
aerio* of equipotential surface*. To fix our ideaa,

let tho one conductor be completely inclosed within
the other—aay, a spherical globe within a concentric
apherical shell-and let this outer ahell be put to

earth, and let us call ita potential sere. Then w#
know by Experiments II. and IV. that the electric

field exuts only in the region between the ahell and
the globe, which we shall suppose to be at a high

Cntial V. The symmetry of the ayatem requires

the other equipotential surface* will all be
sphere* concentric with the globe and shell. Now
wo may compare this electrical system of globe,

shell, and intermediate equipotential surfaces to a

system of Contour (q.v.) Imre representing a hill

with a flat top rising up from the sea-level—the euc-
cessive equipotential surfaccs in the electrical ayatem
corresponding to successive equal-level lines in the
geographical system. If the substance of the hill

were to become fluid, the whole would be reduced to
the sea-level, and the contour lines would beeffaced.

So. if the dielectric were to become conducting, the
equal and opposite charges (see Experiment* II.

and IV.) on the globe and ahell would combine and
destroy each other, and the electric field with its

imaginary equipotential surfaces would cease to
exist. Again, to earry ooe pound of matter from
the sea-level up to the top of the hill requires no

much work to be done against gravity
| aee ESEKUY ).

and this amount of work ia proportional to the
height lifted through—Le. to the number of con-
tours crossed So. in the electrical ayatem, to carry
a small positive charge from the shell to the globe
will require ao much work to be done against the
electrical force*, and this amount of work will be
proportional to the number of equipotential surface*

crossed. Further, exactly aa the pound of matter
taken to the top of the hill xrill add to the height
of the hill, so will the addition of this small extra
charge to the globe increase it* potential. We
moat not, however, push the analogy too far. since

in the one case the force of parity overcome is

constant and acts downwards, whereas in the
other the electric force varies inversely as the

square of the distance from the centre and acta
outwards.
We have assumed in the above discussion that the

successive equipotential surface*, experimentally
determined by means of the quadrant electrometer,
are really such that the work done in carry ing a
given small charge over the inter* al separating any
two contiguous surfaces is the same. It is usual in
treatisos ini the subject to begin with the dynamical
definition of the potential at a point a* the work
done in carrying a unit of positive electricity from
infinity to that point. It is then shown that the
quadrant electrometer is an instrument so con-

structed a* to fit io to this definition.

Assuming then that our equi|»tential surfaces
have tlie property just mentioned, we are in a
jwmtion to study the energy relations of the electric

Coulomb established by experiment that the force

of repulsion between two similarly charged I-dir*
was directly as th* product of the charges. Hence,
as the charge of the globe inclosed in the shell is

increased, the electric forces in the field increase in

the same proportion Hence the work done in

carrying a given charge from the shell to the globe
against the electric force* increase* in the same
ratio. In other words, the number of equipotential
surfaces in th# field grows uniformly with the
charge. If the potential of the globe is V. we may
wnte the charge CV. C being a constant so long s*
the geometrical dimensions of the system remain
unchanged. Since the shell ia always kept con-
nected to earth— le. at tero potential, there ia a
charge - CV distributed over the inside of the shell.

To add a small extra charge to the globe may be
regarded a* equivalent to taking this small charge
from the shell, carrying it across the dielectric, and
distributing it over the globe. The work done in

effecting this is evidently proportional to the charge
taken and to the number of equipotential surfaces
c ross ed . But ss the extra charge i> added, let us
suppose, at a steady rate, the potential of the globe
is increased at a proportional steady rate. Hence
the whole work done in adding a given charge ia

equal to the product of the charge and the mean
potential of the globe during the operation. Thus,
in chargiog the globe from zero potential to potential

V, we do an amount of work equal to half the
product of the final potential V into the final charge
CV-in symbols *CV* or *QV or *Q*yC. where Q
is the charge, and C the constant which depends on
the geometrical dimensions of the system.
We have already seen that positive and negative

electrifications always coexiswbai it is impos
sible to generate so much pceitive charge without
at tho same time generating as much negative
charge. Faraday took implicit sccouot of thu
troth io hi* conception of linm of electric force
traversing the dielectric. Since no work is done
Against the electric force* in passing Along ao equi
potential earfAce. we readily *ec tnat the electric

force At Any point is perpendicular to the equi-
potential surface there. This direction is, in fact,

the unique direction of separation of the two
terminal sphere* in Experiment V. t which, for a
given distance of separation, gave the maximum
deflection. If, starting horn anv point, we move
always perpendicular to the equipotential surface

through which we are foe the moment passing, we
shall describe a curve which at every point of it is

tangential to the direction of the electric force

there. Such a curve is called a Line of Force.
Take any small area on an equipotential surface*
and draw lint* of force through ita perimeter.

These lines of force will form a so-called Tube of

Force, whose section in general will vary as we
pass along it Following this tube of force back-
sards to its source, we shall finally come to a

positively charged conductor
; and following it

forward* wr *h*!) ultimately come to a negatively

charged conductor. Every such tube of force has,

in abort, two ends. It spring* perpendicularly from
a positively charged area, and terminate*, also

perpendicularly, on a negatively charged area.

According to Faraday's view, and to the view

now generally accepted, it is along these tube* of

force that electric induction take* place
;

so that

the negative charge on the terminal area is exactly

equal to the positive charge on the area from which

the tube springs.

In the symmetrical system of glot* and shell the

lines of force are obviously straight radial lines, the
tubes of force portion* ol cone* terminated by the

spherical surfaces. Some nf them are indicated by

the dotted linn* in fix- I* H we lake each tube lie

springing from an area (waring unit charge, then

there will lie in the region a* many lulu-- of force a*

there are unit* of charge i.c there will lie (j| = CV)
unit tul»re of fore*. Three O unit tuliea ol force

with the V equipotential surfaces will cut up the
dielectric info (jV imaginary cells, each of which

may be regarded a* containing half a unit of

energy. In fact, exactly a* a stretched piece of

india rubber contain- in every element of it no much
energy in virtue of the elastic «trc»*c» noting

throughout it, so we are U> regard an electric field

a* a kind nf Attain existing in the dielectric, ho

that in every element of the dielectric so much
electrical energy i» stored up in virtue of the

electric strerere' Every complete' unit tul»c of

fore# contain* JV unit* of energy
i
and Iwtwcen

any two complete oqui|"itrnlial surface* differing

bv unity there are ^ unit* nf energy stored up.

Claarly the electric strain will be giea(."it where

the unit tu»>re of force are narrowest and where the
equipotential surfaces are closest.

Suppose, now, that in the region between the
glolw and shell an insulated conductor originally

unsloctrilied is introduced ; or. what comes to the
same thing, suppose a marked off region in thb
electric held to liecome conducting, thi* region

will at once lie reduced throughout to the same
potential, and it* surface will form |iart of an
equipotential surface. Hut, since originally the

potential in this region fell steadily as wo passed

outwards from tho globe, a transference of charge
must have taken place also outwards in order that

the potential should become equalised throughout.

The introduced conductor in fact act* os a channel
along which electrification ia transferred

;
so that,

if tested, the end facing th" glob* will be found

negatively electrified, ami the farther end positively

electrified.

Now it is evident that the introduction of this

conductor into the field has very much changer! tho
configuration of tho equipotential surfaces in it*

vicinity, tho now configuration being something
like what is indi-

cated in tho d in-

grain (fig. W). As
a consequence, the

tubes of force,
which are neces-

sarily perpendicu-
lar to the equi-

potential surfaces,
must also suffer

a corresponding
Fig. U. change of configu-

ration. A certain
number, springing from the globe, will fall per-

pendicularly on the nearer part of tho introduced
oond actor, while from the farther part an equal
number of tubes of force will apring and continue
outward* to the shell. Where the tube end* on a

conducting surface, there we find unit negative
chargr

;
and wtiere it spring" from a conducting

urface. there we find unit positive charge. Thus,
bv consideration of the equipotential surface* and
tubes of force, we are led to a conclusion in strict
accordance with the experimental truth that an
uncharged conductor brought near a charged con-
ducuir becomes electrified by induction, so that the
nearer end show- an njqmsitc charge, and the
farther end show - a similar charge, to that whirl
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cxi-t* mi the charged conductor.

Generally -|»e*king. the effect of the presence of

the introduced conductor U to cm*h the tube* of

force in the neighbourhood cWr together, and
therefore (wince thin mnnlier remains constant ) to

coni|>el an exiionaion of them el-ewhere. The
terminal- of the tube* on the globe will obey the

-nine tendency toward* concentration and expan-
-ion. In other word-, the charge tj, nt finit dis-

tributed uniformly over the *<loW. Uom™ redis-

trihuted and fend- to accumulate on the aide facing

the conductor. The nearer the conductor and globe

are brought, the greater will thi* tendency be: and
at la-t, when they are near enough, the dfelectric i»

unable to -u-tain the high electric ten-ion along the
ever—luinking tube of force It yield-, a more or

lew* midden trao-ference of charge wkea place in

the form usually of a -park, the potential" of the
glol«> and conductor are practically equalised, and
the tul>et* of force I"? Iween them are annihilated.

Thin i" the phenomenon which i* exhibited on a

large -calc in every lightning Hash, and on a -mall

-calc in every -park between electiilied laid ire.

SupiHMf, however, that before thi* catastrophe
ha- taken place, the conductor i» joined by a wire

to the -urrounding -hell, and consequently brought

to wrn potential All thoae equipotential Mir-

face* which at tint inclo-ed the conductor—i.e.

lay lietween, it am! the ineloamg -hell, will b«

shifted a- to lie between it and the globe. The
tube* of force will nhift corre-pondingly

; and aa

no ml-1 can now pa— from the conductor to the

-hell, none will spring from it. Hence the charge

on the conductor will lie wholly negative. Now
experiment -how- that when the conductor in

brought to zero potential in the way ju-l described,

a -park always pa—e- at the in-tant the connection

i* made. Thin -park mean- -o much energy- in the

form of light, aound, and heat, and mu-t therefore

mean a disappearance of energy in -nine other form.

Thi- cannot be other than electrical energy. Con-
sequently the number of unit cell- in the ilirlrctric

mu-t b* dimini-hod But the charge on A ha* not

changed, so that the number of luliee of force ia

exactly iw More. The change mu-t therefore he

in the number of equipotential -urface- ; and since

the ahell and the conductor are at xrro potential,

the diminution mu-t take place in the potential of

A. Thu* we aee that the potential of a po-itively

charged body ia diminished if a conductor at

potential ia brought near it.

Thi- remit lead* naturally to the discussion of

co/Hinty. The capacity of a conductor la measured

by the ratio of it* charge to it* potential. Hence
if, aa in the experiment juat de-cribed, we have a
diminution of potential with constant charge, tlua

ia equivalent to an increaae of capacity. The
greater the capacity of a conductor, the greater the

charge it can hold at a given potential. Hence if

a number of conductor* are at the name potential,

the charge- inuat lie diatrihuted amongst them
directlv a- the rapacities. The experiment juat

dMCribed allow- how we may arrange matter* ao aa

greatly Ui increaae the capacity of a given con-

ductor. It ia sufficient to have clo-e to it another

conductor at zero potential Such an arrangement

of conductor* ia called an aerumulator or tondrntfr.

and the mo-t familiar form of accumulator used in

electrontatic exDeriment* ia the Leyden jar. ao called

from the city where, in 174-'. it* properties were

accidentally discovered l>y Cunmus. About the
siuiie lime, nnw*iblv n month or two curlier, alumni

exactly the -nine discovery was made by Klvi*t at

Kiunmin in Pomerania. In it* modern form, a Lev-

den jar U a cylindrical glas* bottle. lined in-hle and

outaide with inetnl foil up to within a »hort distance

from the top. A lira— rod con-

1* nccted below with the inside coat-

>.1^ ing pa**re npwar.1 through thecork

. or -topper, and terminates gener-

BiiJmal ally >n a ball °r knoh. A Leyden

iifflllU jar then consists essentially of two
conductors, the one almost com-
pletcly inclosed in the Other, and

I 'WM separated from it only by the
'/ Sflu thickness of the dielectric. If

J&-
a

either conductor U put to earth.
* tW1-'* and the other insulated and

charged, an opposite and nearly
rig. 10

. equal charge is induced on the
former. If we could completely

surround the one conductor by the other, the

induced charge would, as we have seen, be exactly

equal but opposite to the inducing charge. Leyden

separated by
outside region i» concerned,
charge Q ;u distributed over
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jar* are imfej»riuaUc for earning oat illustrative

experiment* in electricity. When used in combina-
tion, they arr said to form an electric batten*.

The essential nature of tlie mode of action of an
accumulator or condenser may be illustrated a*

follow* : Take anv charged inductor with its asso-

ciated electric field. Let Q be iu charge, V. it*

potential, so tliat JQ\\ U the measure of tlie electric

energy stored op in the field. Having fixed our
attention upon .any equipotential surfaceV, inclosing

the conductor, let «w suiim* this surface to become
conducting. Tltere will tie no transference of charge
over thi* surface, because it U from the very begin-

ning an cquipotenlial «urface. There will le no

change of the electric field either inside or outride

the surface V, ; but tlioc two region, will now l«r

conducting surface. So far a* the
we may regard the
conductor co exten-

sive with tlie cxw-

ducting surface V,
(xe Experiment* III.

and IV. I. and may
quite disregard the

nidnm of tlw ori-

ginal conductor nl

potential V, The
electrical energy
stored up in thi* out-

-hie region is tliere-

hue a |QV,. Let n«
now connect thi* new-
formed conductor to

h- eaith ao aa to reduce
it to rein |iolriitinl.

By ao doing, we di*chxrge the conductor. completely
destroying the electric Held ont-idc of it and the

JQV, units of electric energy stored up in it. Thi.
therefore i* energy hot to the original system : and

the energy stored up in the dielectric m i.,Mating the

two conductor* Iwcntm-. a )Q(V, - V,h Now.
since the inclodn* conductor In* lawn reduced to

wro potential, theunanlily <V.- V,|mot n-prc-cnl

the new potential of the incloeed conductor

In abort, the bringing of the inclosing conductor

to aero potential, being a purely external electrical

out by the same amount—tit the potential

inclosing conductor before it *u put to earth.

The potential of the Incloeed conductor has fallen

from V, to V, - V,
:
and hence, a* the charge Q ha-

rmnained uorbang'd, tlio capacity ha- increased in

the ratio V.- V. : Vr Thu*, with either conductor
fixed in -ire. tlie capacity of the -vatem grow*
greater and greater a* tlie thickness ol the repaint

mg dielectric ii diminished. If. aa in almost all

practical com-*, the dielectric i« very thin comjcited
l«i tlie sue of tlie conductor*, we may av-ume
that the »uceresi*c equi|»tential surface* come at

«en*ihly equal interval*. so that the aurfoce half-

way between the conducting «nrf*ce* will haveEximately a potential value half-wav between
itential* of the conductor*. Thus it is easily

*cen tliat foe acoadeooer built up of elutelv opposed

surface*. wlietlier plates or cylinder*, repainted by

a given dielectric, the capacity rarie* inversely as

the thicknew* of the dielectric.

Take, for example, two concentric aplieres.

slightly larger tlian the other, and let the inner one

have a clmrge Q. and the outer one be at zero

potential. The negative charge on tlie outer sphere

will, by a well known proposition in attraction*,

exert no electric force throughout its interior.

Hence, if a is the mean of tlie redii of the aplieres,

we may write Qfa* a- a very approximate value for

tlie mean electric force acting in tlie region separat-

ing the =|diere*. If C is the small distance between

the two surface*, the work done in carey ing unit

charge from the outer to the inner surface is

the product of tlie distance into the wean foice.

ThL* therefore measures tlie difference of potential

of the two -phere*. so that rc/l «* tlie capacity.

Now. we shall -oppose that I n kept constant and

that o is made to grow indefinitely ; then if we
w rite Q = 4*aV. tlie quantity r will he the charge

on unit area of tlie inner surface. Hence,

ultimately, when tlie coocentric spheres become
two parallel plane*, tlie difference of potential

between them L- measure*! by the quanUtv 4r<r f,

where a b the charge on unit surface of tlie one

plane. - « tlie charge on the oiqm-ing surface of

the other. ( the dbtar.ee between the planes, and
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r the ratio of the ciicuniference of a circle to i's

liiarneter. The force i* measured by the rate at
which the potential changes, in this ease sirnjily
4»fr. arid i* therefore the same not only at every
point between the planes, but also (or all values
off.

Now we may calculate the electric foice veiv
close to any charged -urtace on the suppoaition that

tlie contiguous suiiacc element i* part of an infinite

plane having the same charge jwr unit area- in

oilier words, the name surface density. By xiufaCO

density at any point of a charged comluetor wr
mean the limit i<! the ratio of the charge on a small

element containing the j«>int to the area of the
element, a* the element L* taken smaller ami
smaller. Such i* the quantity <r just discussed

Thus the electric force just outside a chargml con
ilnctor i* equal to 4*<r, where c i" the surface

density at the contiguous juiinl of the conductor.

It i« a" repulsion when a i* positive, nn attraction

w ln*u a i» negative.

We may me the result just obtained for finding

the force acting on an element of the charged -hi

face it>i-ll Consider the two parallel plane- nt dis

lanre I and
difference of - 6’

potential *

ivrt.rWing ' 0

oa above the
charge on

' —A
unit area. Kig. Ii
Hence the w
energy stored up in a tube of forcm stretching from

the unit area on Bio that on Aiil«. 4wet m Sire’f.

Now. with A at zero potential, let II be moved
away to double its original distance from A—Le
through a distance f U> B . If the charge on unit area

remains constant, the energy stored up in the cor

raeponding tube of force has Imcum* simply doubled,

eo that tnere has tmen an increa/w in electrical

energy represented hy the quantity 2vr’f But this

mast m equivalent to the work dune in removing
the charge t through the distance I against the

electrics) force; hence, the value of thi- force eeti-

mated per unit charge must he 2»e. Thus the

forre nor unit charge acting on the inr/nrr i* juat

half the electric force acting on unit charge at a

point in the field just out-ide the surface. Other-
wise, if F is the electric force at a point just out

side a charged surface, K/«» i- the inra-ure of the
surfaco density at the contiguous surface element,
and ia the foroe per unit charge acting on the

surface.

The importance of this rreult is that it give* us a

simple method of measuring electric force in terms

of weight. It is the principle of Tlmmeon'" absolute

electrometer, which is cwsentielly two parallel plates

at different potentials, one of which i» made no that

a email area at it* centre is movable under the
action of the electrical force. Where this small area
Is. tlie electrical system does not differ appreciably

dates weref what would be the case if

T

0
Fig. 13*

tho |>

really infinite

v-o We may hud-

imethe "mall
uret nun*
pended hy ft

eplTftl ftpriftK,

ft n d the t,

when the
plfttee ftre nt

the e ft m o

|M>tentiul, \V

K r a in in e b

muni be laid

on the tmaJl area to bring it *o that it^ lower ear*

fftoe U flash with the lower surface nf the re»t of

the upper plat*. Ix*t the weight W tie removed,

and tne lower plfttft \te put in connection with the
conductor whose potential is to he measured. Now
rftfae or lower thin plate until the biurII nreft, which
with the reel of the upper pinto is kept nt zero

potential, is brought Again to he flush with the

upper plate. Then we know that the BU*pen*don is

•tretched by a force equal to the weight of W
pxmtn«. Now, if the potenliftl of the lower plate

u V, and ( the distAncc between the opposed Bur-

facen, Vjt is the electric force in the region between

the tunac**, and V/4wt the measure of the charge

on unit area. Henco the force acting on unit area

ia JV/I x V/4rt ; and finally, if A be the area of

the small suspended portion, we have

V*AW
8rf*
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In this eonation W* A, t are all known, nencc V in

mcasurco in term* of definite unite. In the univer-
sally adopted system of scientific dynamic unite,
we must multiply W by the quantity g .

which
measure* the number of unite of force equivalent
to the weight of one gramme. Then we find

V = /.

region FQ' than they were m the region PQ thundercloud
Hence, the remaining unit luhm of force which nan- friction*
tpring from the rest of the conducting surface are. acquires a chi
taken as * whole, more expanded over the rest of rvlinder or
the spheroid than they were over the rest of the plate The op-
sphere. Thus, the average density over P'Q is po»ite charge

rter than the average density over the rest of on the rubber
spheroid. Sow we may suppose this almcwt may be trans-

spherical spheroid to become elongated little by feired to an-
little. At every step a readjustment of the line* other cou-
nt force will take place, until at length for a pro ductor. which
nmineed ellipticity they come into the position- is usually put
I*"A", Q'lr. At a far enough distance, however, to earth. I.r

these line* of force will be indistinguishable from Hoy’s or Win-
the original position* PA. QB Hence, the electric ter’s plate
displacement aero*, a far away section of the t«ihe machine is

Wing as before, the charge on Pg* will lie the shown in the
borne by PQ. Thus, the diagram (fig.

paoid lire<imr». the greater I®)-

Essentially

As a special case, suppose that W is 30 grammes,
and A one square centimetre

; then, with g = 881.
we find V = 11 10 I, and 88 3 units of charge on the
unit area. The unit of charge here referred to is

that quantity which when placed at I centimetre
from an equal quantity will repel it with a force of
I dyne -La a force which, acting on I gramme for

I eooond. will increase its* velocity by 1 centimetre
per second. Thu quantity is called the electro-
static unit of quantity ; and the electrostatic unit
of potential u the potential of a sphere of

radius I centimetre, and charged with this unit
quantity.

Generally speaking, except in such obviously
symmetries! cases as concentric sphere*, infinite

coaxial right cylinders, and infinite planea, the
surface density will vary from point u> point of a
conductor, and where it is numerically greatest
there also will the electric force close to the surface
be greatest. In the case of a simple elongated
conductor, the surface density is greatest at the
ends. Tills may be proved very eaailv by experi
ment. by. for example, measuring the charge which
a very small disc carries away after contact with
the conductor. The following reasoning will lead
to the same conclusion Take a uniformly charged
sphere in wide space, so that the rquipotential
surfaces are concentric sphere*, and the tube* of

force radial cones. If this sphere, by appropriate
expansion at right angle* to a given diameter.

same as that o
more elongated .... ...

is the relative concentration of charge towards the
ends. It may be easily shown that the lines of different in its /•< fB#"* ^
fore* springing from Pt|* are branches of a hyper action is the
l-da confocal with the spheroid and having' PA. elect ropkorus,

“ r—

gb for asymptotes invented by
This accumulation of electric charge towards the Volta in 1771. /

end* of a pointed conductor i. well exemplified in In its mint Fig. Ifi.

the lightning conductor, whirh is simply a very improved
elongated piece or metal in contact with the earth modem form it consists of two plates, one of metal.
A charged l-sly of air. such a> we have accomiumy and the other of resin, vulcanite, or rlsmite bucked
ing a thunder cloud, pa—e. near it. The tube- of with metal. Insulating handles can lie screw rd on
inductive force are at once concentrate-1 on the t« ihr Imcks of the plates ; anil one plate at least
elongated conductor

; the electric force at the point must lie so insulated. The surface of the rlmnito
become- so intense that the air can no longer act •* hn*t eleclrilieil by friction, ami the metal plate
as a perfect insulator

;
rlectneal discitarge takes •« brought into close on lac t with it The metal

place along llrese very ten*e l«br* of force; and in plate, from its greater proximity to the negatively
a more or less gradual manner the cloud is rohlieO charged surface of the el-mitc, will be at u lower
of its diarge. ami the evil effects of a sudden liglit )“>ten«ial than the metal back to the ebonite. If

ning-llash miiiiini-cd. On ihr same principle, these are then brought into rontnet ronvenienlly
electric discharge through air i- facilitated by the effected by means of a metal pin passing through
use of |>unte<l •-•imlnctors. such as the combs which **••» elmnite—* transference of charge will take
are »o important a detail in lam liiiKts for generating place, so that the metal plate when lilted away
ckvtrMty by HMNM «f Melina. “'ll lx* hmnd |«i-ttively charged, while the metal
We have -cen that tlie ra|«city of a condenser •*»ek is left negatively charged. In this machine,

depend* u|->n the ilistanre t--twrcii the surface, or the original negative electrification on the nibU-d
plate* which compose it ; it also, bon ever, depend* surface ol the solid dielectric is used again and
very materially on the nature of the dielectric again, in accordance with the principles nl elpetm-
Snpi—e. for example, that we have a -cries of con static induction and convection, to produce a
denser*, made of the same conducting material, and practically unllniiteil amount of either kind of

all exactly equal as regard, ilxnr geometrical and electrification.

pace relations. Isit all differing as regards the In Nicholson a 'revolving doubler ' we have the
dn-Ir- tn.- wlmh MfMUMca their (dates. Thus let parent form of a number of rotatory machines
one have Sir a. it. ilieh-rtnr. so-Hlier (dale glass, “huh, like the eleclroplmrus. dr|iend for their
another paraffin, another mica, and so ,m I,rl action upon induction and comection. They make
them now -ill l» l.rmight to tl.c same potential, then direct u«c of the principle of • doubling ' discovered
disconncct.sl and testeil as to rliarge Die charges bv llcnnct. bv which the diffcience of |Mitentml
Will lie found to he all different -lieing. in the four let ween two conductors is indefinitely increased,
raws we Imvp mentioned. ap|Koxin>ately pro|.ir Thomson's repleni-hcr. which is an important part
l tonal to the numliers I, 8. 2. b 8 *ITi.-e f.«n nun of quadrant electrometer in its perfected form,
b*r« are the values of wltat is termed the •/»r*v/r i* perhaps the simplest and most compact of these
imint-hr* nt/ut'ity of air. gla*«. paraffin, and mica, machines In it, a turning vertical shaft of elsinite
Thus by merely inserting a plate of mica between beam, at the ends of a horituntal cross-piece of
two nlatcw of an air cuuh-nwr, we increase the capa elmnite. two metal piece* called camera |rr in the
city by as milch as if we ha.1 apprisarhcl the plate, diagram, which represents a horizontal section),
in air through a .li'taiire equal to X'> ( 5 t> ft 6) of Three camera rotate in the region between two
tile thickness of the mica ()tlierwi>e. let there I* in-ulatr-l metal inductor- <o, i| in the form of
twu roeuJ plate*. A. B, separated by a thin plate of cylindrical segments. When the earners are in

mica, and on the other position All, they come into niomciitaiy contact
£T\ A *•*» • tli i r*l with dcin-atc soring* attached to the neighbouring

equal -irr-l plate f !-• inductors
;
mid when they are m po.ithni «.’!>, theyFig 14.

to become a conducting surface. We may express
this by saying that the electric displacement across
any section AXB of a tul*> of force is equal to
the charge on PQ, the area from which the tube
springs. Now let the sphere change form in the
manner described, but to such a small extent that
no appreciable change is produced at the distance
<>A. The electric displacement aero** AXB is

therefore the name as before; and, if we follow

hack the tul»e of force to the conductor, we shall

find the corresponding charge distributed over the OmU the distance between A and 'll ia atout 6«
area from which tuo tube springs but. the con- timoi the distance between A and C.
ductor Wing itself an equipotential surface, the ... , ,

lines of force must meet it perpendicularly. Hence, W c D '*-v
,
no" consnier the principle, of

near the deformed conductor, each line of force will
cUon •* v»r,ou* mwl.ioes that are used for

suffer a displacement as shown in the figure, where k'enereting clectncity. The rubht^J piece* of reain,

AP' repreaent* the new pom tion of what wa* Wi,Pn® r. were gradually -occ+*M by
originally the line of force AP. Similarly the sphere*, cylinders, and circular plate* of lhr*c
line PQ will ben<l inward* to the position BQ . material*, which, a* they revolved againut prepared
In other word** the tube of force a* it floringa from rubber*, were kept in a constant atate ol electri-

the Mpheroidnl aurface P'Q' lie* wholly within fication. Any insulated conductor brought near
the tube of equal strength which sprang at firml enough to a pi»rtion of tuch a cylinder or plate at a
from the spherical area PQ. The unit tube* of diatance from the rubber will become charged, the
force which compose the tube which passe* through dielectric strength of the air breaking down exactly
AB are* therefore, more concentrated in Hhe ** in the ca*e of the lightning conductor and the
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will move on till it com™ within the inductor b, to

w hich it will give up nearly nil it* negative charge;
while the latter will simultaneously give up nearly
all it* positive charge to a. Thu* every complete
revolution each carrier tweome* once ‘negatively
charged and once positively charged, giving up its
negative charge to the one inductor, and it* p»i-
tive charge to the other. The inductor* therefore
steadily increase in positive and negative charge*,
or in other word*, their difference of potential
steadily grow*. If the carrier* are rotated clock-
wise, the opposite efTect will take place, a acquir-
ing so much negative charge every revolution, and
b »o much positive charge. In the electrometer, n
i» in connection with the charged body, which is

suspended inside the quadrant*. A very elegant
contrivance enables the 0|>erator at once to tell if

thin body i" charged to ita normal condition. If it

is undercharged, a few turn* of the replenisher in
the proper direction will bring the potential up to

it* pro|>er magnitude; if it is overcharged, a few
turns in the reverse direction will bring the potential
down to it* required value.

The same principles of induction and convection
are made use of in the so called influence machine*,
which in recent year* have quite ecli|*ed the older
frictional machine These are generally known
hv the name of their inventors, such as Topler,
Holt/. Itertach, Voss, and Winisliursl. Of these,

the Wiinshurst is the latest, and apparently the
most satisfactory. It consist* of two circular glass
plates, mounted on a common spindle, ami capable

of rotation in opposite direction* with equal -need*
Each plate carriw twelve or sixteen *tripa of thin
sheet-metal, fixed radially at regular interval*

apart. Theao *trips lie on the outside of the cloaely

opposed gla** plate*. At the extremiliea of the

horiiontal diameter of the plate* the main coo-

ductoni are placed, insulated on gla** or vulcanite
pillar". Horizontal arm* with the usual rami*
project inwaol*. embracing both plate* a* far a*
the Inner end* of the meUl strips. In front i*

(lxe.1 a diagonal conductor, called a •neutralising
rod;' and a similar rod i* fixed behind at right

aox to the one in front. Throe neutralising
terminate at both ends in a small metal brush,

which touches the metal strip* or carrier* as they
pasa. By thia contact of brush's and stripe, every
strip on either plate is, very soon after it has
passed under the collecting combe, brought into

nn<litlli.i Connor l ion for a moment with the strip

dinim-liicully opposite it on the some plate.

Suppose (he principal conductors to he at dilTcrcnt

potiTit ink, then exactly ns in Thomson’* re-

plenialier—the carrier* a* they leave the brushes

uf the neutralising risi »>.i acquire a charge,
negative or positive, according a* they are nearer
the positively or negatively charged main con-
ductor. Rut. evidently, each earner on the one
plate will act as inductor to the carriers on the
other plate : and a moment's consideration will

show that this inductive action will everywhere
accentuate the inductive action of the main con-
ductor*. Thus the positive conductor is being fed

S
the positive charges brought by the strire on

* upiH-r half of the one plate and on the lower
half of the other ; while the negative conductor is

being fed by the negative charges brought by the
strip* on the lower naif of the one plate and the
up|M!r half of the other. The main conductors are

provided with anna, which reach ont towards
other, and between whose terminal knobs dis-

tal;e* place. Spark*. 3 to 5 inches in

can easily be obtained with thia machine,

far we have confined our attention almost
entirely to electrostatic phenomena— i.c. to pheno-
mena connected with the existence of a steady

electric *lrain in dielectrics. When compelled to

deal with the transference of sacallrd charge from
conductor to conductor, we had regard rather to

the initial aifd final equilibrium conditions than

to the intermediate condition of change- This
condition of change, however, ha* clearly very

important energy relation*. In all case* of elec-

trical discharge there i*. in the language of Fara-

day, a concentration of the line* of force in a
certain region of the dielectric, until that become*,

a* it were, overstrained, and yield* with a more
or lew. evident appearance of .part of the energy of

strain in the form of light, sound, and heat. The
particular manner of transformation into these

commoner form* of energy depend* on a variety

of circumstance*, such a* the pre**ure and tem-

perature of the dielectric, the form and relative

sire of the conductor*, and so on Even if tliere

Iw no »uch energy transformation* apparent to our
sense*, it can be shown that any equalisation of

potential without increase of total charge necc*

mrily result* in a loss of electric energy to the

ftytt*m
Thu*, let there be two insulated conductor"

of capacities C and C. originally at different

potential* If they are brought to the same
potential V by being connected by a thin "ire of

comparatively insignificant capacity, the original

chargee on the conductor* will become rediatrtb

uted. end the final charges will be CV and CV.
Whatever charge the one conductor has lost, the
other ha* gained. Hence we may writ* the

original charge* as CV p. CV - a. where o ia the
charge which ha- been tmadefied from (f to C
No of anv charged

2*3into the potential

divided hy theor half the square of the
capacity. Thus the final energy, after equalus
tion of potentials, ia

:

*cv» *ev*.

while the initial energy wee

4
<cv»£)'

t , i(ry

more pari

muil be d

trieity will take place alone the channel. Thia
flow whose existence ia indicated only indirectly
by the electrometer, must be measured by some
one of its direct effect*.

These effects ere conveniently grouped into

physiological, thermal, chemical, and magnetic.
The electric 'shock,' experienced when the

experimenter use* himself a* a discharging con-

ductor, is a familiar example of the physiological

effect of an electric current. The electric dis-

charge cauaea a muscular contraction, lu 1790
Gnlvani observed that the limb of a frog, when
touebed simultaneously by two different metals in

contact, was convulsed exactly as if subjected to

an electric shock ; and Volta, following up this
observation, discovered in 1900 a new source of

electromotive force which could sustain an electric

correct through a conduct
period of lime. From
of Galvanic or Voltaic
more commonly called, current electricity,

. The
electric shock, however, depends upon variation!

in the amount of flow
; a steady current produces

no shock, except when it ia beginning or ending.
In the eleetnc spark there are of course thermal

effects
; and generally, since, as we have seen, a

transference of cliarge or flow of electricity means
a loss of electric energy, an evolution of heat ia a

a conductor for a lengthened
'rom thia dates the development
ilteic electricity, or, as it is now
called, current electricity. The

Towards* the close of last century the

position of water by an electric discharge was
observed by Van Troostwijk and Deiman ; while
with Volta's electrical discoveries s new era in

chemistry as well as in electricity wee inaugurated.
None of these effects, however, give a ready

method for measuring s steady electric current—
La the amount of electricity which is transferred
across any section of the conductor in a second,
or in any other choaen unit of time. For this we
must go to the fourth group—via the magnetic
effect* of currants. This branch of the subject,
which includes electro magnetism, end as a cones-
quenoe much of electrodynamics, dataa from 1990,
when Oersted of Copenhagen discovered the action
of a currant uoon a magnet suspended near it
Ae a matter of history, tbo discovery wqa merle
by means of voltaic eloctricity

; but that there
was some close relation between magnetism end
electricity had long been recognised by expert
mcuUl.su. Lightning had been

'

and even reveres the polarity of

Steel and iron had been magnet
iog electricity through them ; but the* effects of

{ had been known to destroy
polarity of shin*' compasses,
ren magnetised by diacharg-

Hence, since ’( *• «dweys positive, we

•e* that the initial enem is necessarily greater
than the final energy. The lose of energy ia repre

•entod by a quantity which ia proportional to the
square of the charge that has been transferred. If

we look more cloaely into the significance of this

quantity, we see that it represent* the electrical

er.ergy of the ay*tem of two conductor* of capaci-

tiea C and C when they are charged each with p
unite of either positive or negative electricity ; or.

tirularly, it represent* the work which
done in carrying 9 unit* from the one to

the other. Thi* is an example of the general

principle that the work dooe by the eleetnc field

in compelling a transference or flow of electricity

from one region to another i* exactly equal to the
work which must be done against the electrical

forces in carrying an equal quantity of electricity

back again.

It i» convenient, especially when the flow of

electricity is the subject of consideration, to use

the term Electromotive Force instead of Difference

of Potential We may suppose it measured by
mean* of the quadrant electrometer. Thus if the

regions A and B are connected severally to the

electrodes of the electrometer, the deflection will

measure the electromotive force acting along any
conducting channel which may be supposed to

bring A and B into communication. The flow of

electricity which this electromotive force compels

will tend to bring A end B to the same potential

;

and in the ultimate vanishing of the deflection on
the electrometer we have the evidence of such a

How having taken place. But we may suppose

that, by «on.e mean*, notwithstanding the con-

ducting channel between A and B. their difference

of potential is .ustained, so that the electromotive

force acting along the channel is kept constant.

Then the electrometer will show s steady define

tion ; while at the same time a steady flow of elec

such sudden discharge* were extremely capricious,
and quite I*filed all attempts to co-ordinate them.
We may. however, by discharging a Leyden jar

through s carefully insiilated wire suitably coiled
round s magnet, show that at the instant of dis-

charge the magnet ia displaced.
The broad fact established by Oersted was that

every electric current tend* to make a magnet set
iteeli perpendicular to the direction of the current
To make the effect specially apparent, the wire
conveying the current should be coiled again and
again round the region in which the magnet is

placed. The same current is thus brought again
and again into the vicinity of the magnet, and has
s proportionately greater effect. An instrument
consisting in this way of a coil of wire surrounding
a magnet free to route in some plane passing
through the axis of the coil, ia called a gaJvan
omtUr. The ooiled wire must he covered with
gutta-percha, silk, or cotton thread, so that the
contiguous coils may lie ioRulsted from each other

:

and, for ordinary purposes, the plane of the ooii

should contain the magnet when no current ia

flowing. We may suppose the magnet to be sus-

pended hori ion tally under the Influence of the
earth's magnetic field ; then the plane of the coil
should con lain the magnetic meridian (see Mao-
nniu»L The ends ol the coiled wire are called
the terminals of the galvanometer. When they
are connected to conductor" at different potential*,
a current will flow round the ooil of wire, and will

indicate iU presence by compelling the magnet to
move out of iU normal position of equilibrium.
The tendency of the current in the ooil is to oaks
the magnet tarn itself at right angles to the plane
of the coil—Le. to set itself along the axis of
the ooil, magnetic east and west. But this is

resisted by the steady action of the earth's mag-
netic field. The result is a compromise, and t£s
magnet is deflected from its normal position ia tbs
magnetic meridian through an angle which de-
pends on the relative valoes at the current gad
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the earth’s magnetic force. Since the latter u
tically constant, the angle of deflection will

cpend on the vaKie of the ament, being greater

for the greater current. It is not our pqrpose

under this heading to enter into the magnetic
relations of current*. For that we refer to MAG-
NETISM. It in BufFicient at present to know that

in the galvanometer we have an instrument which
can measure current, exactly as in the electro-

meter we hnvo an instrument which can measure
difference of potential or electromotive force.

In discussing the equalisation of potential in

electrostatics, wo purposely confined our attention

to one metal only. The reason was simrdy because,

in general, two different metals, or in fact any two
different conductor*, can

never when in direct con

tact lie at theaame potential

The discovery of this fact

we owe to Volta. Take,
for instanre, any four con-

ductor* BAXB, put them
in sene* as in the figure.

an<l connect the terminal
manlier*, which are of the
same material, to the elec-

trometer. According to the

character of the conductor* AXB, there may be.

or there may not be, a deflection on the electro-

meter.

< I
)

If there is no deflection, the two Ba are at

the name |»»tenti»l
; and yet, according to Volta’s

discovery, the three different eulwtanoes ace at

different potentials This may be shown at once

by breaking tlie chain at any of the separating

surfaces, when a deflection on the electrometer

will bo observed. During this act of separation,

the mqiarnliiig surfaces, on# of which must of course

lie kept insulfttird. act like a condenser with a con
sunt charge, the difference of potential changing
because the capacity is changing. The reason why
the B'a are at the same potential is that, whatever
lie the differences of potential between B and A
and between A and X. the difference of potential

between X ami B is always such as to re-tore B to

its original value. Thus if the separation of B and
A gives a deflection of 20 to the right on the eloctro

meter, and the «<|>arnlioii of A and X give* a

deflection of H to the left, the -ejiarmiinn of X and
B is found to give a deflection of 12 to the left.

|2f If. however, llierb is a deflection produced on

the electrometer, then we know that the two B’s

must Is* nt different |s»tentials. so that, if we con

neot them by wires to the terminals of the gal
vannnictar, a current will Is* Disserved to flow.

Such a combination of materials, in which twoedn
doctors of the same material are kept at different

potentials by being linked together by at least two
other ami different materials, is railed a voltaic or

I
llvania cell. If we join the two terminals either

irectly or by means of any other simple conductor,

a current will necessarily flow round the circuit.

But this current mean* a transference of charge
from one conductor to another at a lower potential

— i.e. a loss of electrical energy which is pro-

portional to the square of tin* quantity transferred,

lienee, if, as is practically the case, the electro-

motive force or difference of potential remains

fairly steady, it must Is- Isvausr electrical enerip

is supplied as fast as it is lieing lost. Consequently
there must be in the circuit somewhere an original

source of energy. In fact it is found that a
permanent electromotive force of the kind just

draverilssl i" always associated with a tendency
to chemical action between two at least of the

member* of the chain ; and that, when the circuit

is complete and the current is flowing, chemical
changes are going on within the oelL in this case,

also, we may, by separating the chain arils various

surfaces, show that at every surface there is an
electromotive force of contact sustaining a dif-

ference of potential. But whereas, in the former

ca»e, the algebraic sum of all the different** of

potential between the successive paii* of materials

as we pare along the chain from B to B vanishes
identically, in the present case it has a finite value,

which i» the total electromotive force of the com
bination a» measured on the electrometer. A com-

bination of two or 11109- voltaic cell* is commonly
called a voltaic or galwanie hattery.

There are innumerable forms of voltaic cell*,

built up in different way* of different materials.

Copper and zinc dipping into dilute sulphuric acid

is one of the simplest forma. When the cell is

riot'd— i.e. when the copper and zinc are joined

externally by a wire, a current will be obtained
flowing in the wire from the copper to tlie zinc. At
the same time the zinc will be dissolved in the acid

;

and it is from the energy set free by this chemical
action that the electrical energy is derived. Such
a single fluid cell is not. however, very steady in ita
action. We shall therefore take as a type of a good
cell one of the rla*» known as two-fluid cells ; and
of these we shall choose the Daniel) cell. In its
lest form, the Darnell cell consists of copper and
zinc plaint dipping into saturated solution of
sulphate of copper and seini saturated solution of
sulphate of zinc respectively— the liquid* being
oho in contact but prevented from mixing by a
porous septum. Connect tlie copper and jinc
plate-, or a* they are technically called, to the
electrometer. A deflection will be produced which
will measure the electromotive force of a Daniel!
cell when it i« not being used for the production of
currents— i.e. when it is 07V-. We .ball Uke tins
provisionally, ns our unit electromotive force, and
WS may sup|.**e the electrometer scale graduated so
as U> show unit deflection when tlie |*>let» of a
Daniell cell are connected u> the electrode* of the
electrometer. The deflection is such as to indicate
that the electrode connected to the copper is at the
higher potential lienee tlie copper is -pnkrii of as
the positive pile, and tlie fine as the negative pole.
Take now a second Ihmirll cell, connect its tine

to tlie copper of the first one. and connect tlie free
pole* to the electrometer The electromotive fore*
of the two cells so joined will he double that of one
—i.e. equal to 2 And geneially. when a number
of cell* are arranged in srrtcu (i.e. with the zinc
of the first joined to the r..Her of the second. the
zinc of the second to tlie copper of the third, and so
on», the electromotive force of this lottery, id
term* of the electromotive lores of one cell, is put
the number of cells composing it. Theoretically
there w no limit to the electromotive force obtain-
able by means of eclls; practically tlie difficulty
consist* in keeping a large number of cells in good
condition. With a large enough hattery we can
obtain effects in every way analogous to the effects
produced with fnetional electricity. The electne
light in ita e*'bret form was obtained between
carDin terminals p>in«d to the i-.lrs of a Urge
battery of cells, (.enerally speaking, however, the
difference* of potential in electrcwtatic experiments
are much greater than the electromotive forces
commonly used in experiment* with electric
currents Thu*, the electromotive fort* of a
Daniell cell is very modi smaller than the electro
static unit of potential as measured on Thomson's
absolute electrometer in the manner previously
described. It would require a hattery of shout 778
Daniell cells set in senes before the electrostatic
unit of potential could be obtained

; and it would
require the nee of shout 10.400 cells in
compel a spark to pass directly between two parallel
plates connected to tlie poles and distant 00* third

of a centimetre from each other. With such
comparatively .mall electromotive force* many
substance* can he used as insulator* in current

electricity which are fairly gooff conductor* in

electrostatic*.

If. at tin* -amo time that the poles of a cell are
connected to the electrometer, they are connected
by .tout short wires to the terminals of the gal

vanometer. the galvanometer needle will lie de

fleeted, while the electrometer deflection will be
unchanged, or at the next diminished slightly. If

thin long wire-, are >ulotituted for the thick short

connections, a very great diminution will he observed

in the galvanometer reading, and perhaps a very-

slight increase in tlie electrometer reading, the

apparent electromotive force of the closed cell

approximating more closely to the electromotive

force of the o|>en cell. Thus, we may alter tlie

current at will by employing different length, anj
different thickaewae* of inn-, for transmitting tlie

current : an -I yet the electromotive force between
the pole* of the cell » but slightly if at all affected.

In other words, the current, as measured on a
galvanometer, depend, not only on tlie electro

motive force acting along the cliannel. but upon
->me property of the cliannel itself—some property

independent altogether of electromotive force.

This property we may indicate by eitlier of two
words viz. Conductivity or Kesritance. These
words denote contraries Thus, a body of small
conductivity has a great resistance : and a body of

low resistance has a high conductivity. Qnanti
tatively. the one is tlie reciprocal of the other ; and
they are measured in terms of current and electro-

motive force by what is known an Ohm’s Law.
We now know (see Thr Elertriral llrsearehn of the
Hon. Htnry Cnrendith, edited by Maxwell, 1879

1

that Cavendish had in 1781 established thin law,

and compared the resistances of iron wire and
' iirioui saline solution* to electric discharge through
them. He acted a* hi- own galvanometer, nod
compared discharges by their ‘shocks.’ Ah reganln
the historical development of the science, however,
it is to Ohm that we owe the full statement of the
Law

(
1827 ). Since his day it has been subjected

to the severest experimental testa that the scientific

mind could imagine, ami lias stood them all. It is

really the basis of our whole system of electrical

measurement* -, and i« to electric currents what
the law of gravitation is to planetary motions.
Ohm's Law assert, that the resistance of a con-

ductor is measured by tlie ratio of the electromotive
force between ita two ends to the current flowing
through it. Thus, if E is the electromotive force

as measured on the electrometer, and ’
I the

current ns measured on the galvanometer, and if

K, H measure the conductivity ami resistance
respectively. Ohm’s Law give, nn these relation. :

KK a I, E* IK.

The Iaw i. purely empirical. Assuming ita truth,
we shall here del uce from it certain relation., which
experiment accurately verifies.

The peculiar value of Ohm's Law lie* in the fact

that the prn|>erty designated resistance, though
measured in term, of electromotive force and
current. i* absolutely independent of them. Hence

long as (lie physical condition, ami therefore the
irwistaiice, of each conductor remain, unaltered, the
currents in anv sy.tein of conductor* are propor
tional to the electromotive forcea ; sternly currents
imply steady electromotive forces; sternly electro
motive forces imply steady currents. And thus, if

the potentisl at one imint i» steady, the Potential*
at all other point* w ill In* steady

;
and thin mean*

that whatever quantity of electricity flow* into a
point mu.t (low out again— for Otherwise there
would be a gam or loss of charge at that point, and
therefore a change of |>otenlia1, which U not con-
templated. In the particular case of a single

circuit, it follow* that the current is the same at
every (.art of it. and must therefore be regarded as
flowing through the Daniell cell from the zino to
the copper, as well as through the rent of the circuit
from tlie copper to the zinc.

If a steady current i* flowing along a conductor
of one kind of material, say a copper wire, the
potential will fall oil continuously as we pas* along
in the direction of the current. Let AB lie the
wire, and sup-

pose the cur-

rent to lie flow-

ing from A to

B. Join U to k.

one electrode --—

V

of the electro- (
ineter ; and let

1

a wire from the
other electrode
Is* led tei any Fig. 20.

point I* on the
w ire. Then as the point of contact I* is moved up
towards A. the electrometer deflection will increase

continuously. Even though All i* not all of one
material, tlie some steady growth of the electro

ineter deflection will lie shown as the point I’ is

made to travel from B tei \. Tims suppose AC to

Is* zinc, and CB tei lie copper, ami no current to lie

flowing; then according to Volta* discovery the
potential. otherwise constant, will undergo an abrupt
change at the surface of separation at C. But, as

we have seen, the liras, quadrant* of the electro-

meter will not on this account be at different
potentials, even though I* lie* in AC. Hence, if

any difference of |»tential thou* itirlf on the elrrtro-

in’ter. it must l>e Iteoause a current is flowing along
AB. Thu* we may extend Ohm's Law to hetero-
geneous circuits.

The measurement or. more strictly, comparison
of resistance* is one of the most important ojiera-

lion* in the modern science of electricity. For this

purpose we first choose a certain standard, say a
j-articular length of a particular piece of wire at a

certain temperature. It is obviously convenient to
have a standard which ran lie exactly reproduced
should the first standard be hist Or in any way
damaged. Hence scientific men of all nations have
.•reed to use as the unit of resistance the resistance

column of pure mercury 106 millimetre* long.T*
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1 square millimetre in rrnas section. at the Mmpera-
ture of melting ice. This is called the legal ohm.

It differ- very slightly from the theoretic ohm.
which in defined in Mime of what are called the

electro. magnetic unite of current and electromotive

force. Sec MaONETIHM.
Such a mercury standard, though fulfilling the

very' neceaaary condition of accurate reproduction,

in not convenient for practical u»e- For thin pur-

poec copie- of the ohm must I* made in aolid wiree

of aome inetal or alloy. German ailver haa long

been a favourite suhetance for making aucli orar-

Meal standard* ; and of lair a somewhat similar

alloy called /4alinoul han come into u»r Ohm's
I.aw at once suggest* a method for copying the

standard mercury ohm. Kirat. let the mercory

column I* included in a circuit with a given

battery and galvannmrMr. and the deflection on
the galvanomeMr noted. Second, let the mercury

column lie replaced hy a wire, and the length of

the wire adjusted till the galvanomeMr ahows Uve

same current. Then, provided that the electro-

motive force of the batMry is the same in the two

caaee, the reaiaUnce of the substituted length of

wire is I ohm. We may obviously construct an

Indefinite number of such copied standards

If we put any number of theee single ohms sad

to end In seriee, we shall get a whole resistance

eaual to aa many ohms as there are conductors.
Tnia is an immediate consequence of Ohm's Uw.
For sinoe it is the same current that is flowing

through all the single ohms, the fall of potantial as

wo pass from beginning to end of any one i* the
same for all ; hence, the fall of |BiMutial ns we pa**

along, say, three is three time* the fall a* we pa*»

along one ; hence, the current being the same for

the three an for the one, the resistance of the

three must lie .1 ohms. A special case of tin* i«

that the resistance of a wire, otherwise constant in

it* physical relations, is directly a* the length

ThecoinpleMly general statement is that the re*ist

ance of any single continuous channel is the sum of

the resistance* of its pari*
Suppose, however, that the single ohms are -o

arranged that they all begin at one point, A. in the
circuit, and end
at another point.^ B. Then it is

Ay' clear that they
must all he

\ \. v traversed not by*—' * the same current.

Fig. 21
bot hy equal cur-
renla. Hence,
there will flow

Into A and out of B a current eaual to tho sum of
all then© equal current* Thus, if there are, say.
three single ohms connecting A and B, the total

current flowing into A and out of B must be three

times the current flowing in any one of the
branchf*. But for constant electromotive force the
ouirent is directly a* the conductivity, or inversely
as the resistance. Hence, the conductivity of the
threefold conductor between A and B i* three
times the conductivity of any one of its oom
ponents ; or, otherwise, the resistance between A
and U is one third of an ohm. Here, again, a* a
special case, wo find that the resistance of n wire,
otherwise constant in it* physical relations, i- in

versely as the are* of it* cn~* section. The eom-
pletaly general statement ia that the conductivity
of a multiple channel whoee branches all begin at

one point and end at another, is the sum of the
conductivities of the branches. These multiple arc

arranffomonte, as they are technically called, are of

peculiar value in all electric*! investigations and
applications. Cavendish, who staMs the law of the
double-branch circuit with particular accuracy, w**
tho first oxperimonMr who used the arr&qgement
By discharging a Leyden jar through a branch
circuit consisting of an iron wire and his own body
ho obtained a certain sensation, which he compared
with the sensation produced when a column of salt

water was substituted for the iron wire. By adjust-
ing the length of the salt- water column until the two
hocks felt equally intanse, he had data from which
a comparison of the resistance# of iron and salt

water could be made. Thia comparison Cavendish
gave in a paper published in 17.0, without, how.
ever, giving hia method of experiment, which lay

hidden in the unpublished manuscript* for fully a
oentury. Hi* result was that iron conduct* &3S.&5A
times better than saturated solution of salt, a
result in remarkable agreement with modem
galvanometer measurement*. In comparing resist

ance* of materuih. we must find the reeistancee of
portions which have the same length and the same
croes section. The result* given above, connecting
the measured resistance of a conductor with it*

dimension*, enable us to effect thi* comparison
without difficulty. Thus, if r ia the resistance of a
wire of length /. and eras* section *. the quantity
njl evidently measures the resistance of a wire of

unit length and unit cross-section If the unit

length i* a centimetre, and the unit area a square

centimetre, the quantity which measures this reei-t-

ance i* called the resistance of the inaMrial.
The substance which ha* the small™* specific

resistance ia the beet conductor of electricity. The
be*t conductor is silver ; but copper is nearly as

good. The specific resistance of iron is nearly six

time* that of copper, and that of mercury nearly
sixty time*

In Cavendish's experiment ju»t descril-cd. the
iron wire acted a* a *>»/ in the circuit of jar and
body

; for the mn*t*ncr of the iron wire wo* much
leas than the re-i.lance of the body. Hence, the

discharge through the wire was proportionately
greaMr than the discharge through the body. In a

double branch circuit lire current divide* il*rlf into

two part*, which hy Ohm s Law must be directly

a* the conductivities of the branches If we put
the galvanometer in one of the Wanchr*, we may

.

by adjusting tin- resistance in the oilier branch,
vary the current in the galvanomeMr through a
very large range, while the total current supplied

by "the battary remain- constant. l*-l All be a
wire of unit resistance, forming part of a circuit

;

and let the
point* AB lie

connected to

tlie terminals

of llie gal.an / \
ometer. whoee ^—

x

resistance wo f A
-ball supine . I

to bovery great ^ -

compared to 1 1 1 '

the rrsi-t-in-r Fig. Tt
of the wire AB.
-av, .VlU> nluns If is the cuirrnt a* measured on

f* a
-ay, .VlU> nluns If is the cuirrnt a* measured on
the galvanometer, fluxi is the electromotive force

acting along AH; am! tins multiplied l>y Ilie con
ductivity of Ibe double branch portion lying Iw
tween A ami II will give the total current entering
at A and leaving at B. The conductivities are I

and ,Ai respectively. -> that |||| is the conduc-
tivity of tlic whole

; and. hence. 3001 r i. the total

current supplied l»y llie battery. Sup|»-r. now,
that instead of connecting the gahamunrMr ter-

minal with II. we connect it with It'. w|*-rc Hit'

represent* another ohm of resistance Then if t* i*

the current in the galvanometer, we have MW I* a-

the electromotive torce between A amt M\ The
conductivity of the double- branch portion is nos
4 * lAl. be. M*A : hmee. the current supplied

by the hattary i» 2501 f. But in alino-t all ranee
of importance—except when extremely accurate
result* are wanted the fourth significant figure

in any numlwr is negligiMe Indeed, very few
galvanometers can le trusted to measure current*
to such an extreme of accuracy. Hence, the resist

ance of the whole circuit is practically tlie name so

far *« tlie possible measurement of rurrent is eon
cerned— i.e. tlie currents 5001 . and 2501 .• are

equal
;
ami, hence, to the degree of approximation

staled r=2i. In short, the galvanomeMr of high
rcwWtance u«*d in the way ju-t described, in which

the main current is shunted through n compara-
tively -mall reelstanre. really measure* the electro
motive force between the ends of the shunt. For

many purpose* we may n-e such a high resistance

galvanomeMr instead of the electrometar.
From wliat has just *een said regarding the

accuracy to which a galvanomeMr deflection may
he read, it i* evident that if the comparison of

resistance* depended on the m/ocuremcnt of current,

it would be impossible to compare resistance* to

any very great degree of accuracy. The coin pan
son of resistance* may. however, be effected by the
method known as the Wheatstone bridge, without

so much a* a single measurement of either electro
motive force or current.

Consider the cm# reprearnUrf in fig. 23. in

which tbe current from a battary is made to flow

along two distinct channels from A to B. Along
each the potential falls from it* value a at A to it*

value 0 at R. Henoe. for any point F in the one
branch there moat be a corresponding point in

represented in fig. 23. in

m a battary is made to flow

tbe other which has the same potantial, r, say.

Let the point* F
l* _ and Q be joined to

, tlie terminal* of

/-'C U—. _ \ 0^ tbe galvanomeMr,

(
rZ>c s' AO. Because of

V -
j _ / the equality of the

\ 0 / potantisls at P
and Q, no current^—till

^ will flow through
_ ~ the galvanometer,
***' ** however strong

the current* may
be in APB and AQB. Thus, a* no current How*
between F and Q, the current in AF must lie the
same as the current in FB. and the current in AQ
mast be the same as the current in tjll Hence,
by Ohm's Law. the mutxnom of AF nnd FB inu-t
be proportional to the electromotive force* ai ling
along them— i.e. in the ratio (a v)/(v-6>. Simi-
larly the same ratio expresses the ratio nf the
resistances of AQ and QB Thus the existence of

no current in the galvanomeMr circuit—a condition
which ad iniU of tlie moat delicate of M-t»—implies
that the resistance* o( the four brandies AF, Ay,
FB, t^B form a simple proportion, any one forming
the fourth proportional to the other three proiierly
taken. Two equal lengths rut off from a fairly

uniform wir* may be assumed U» have approxf-
matalv equal resistances Let them bo tlie

branclir* AF, AQ. l-et FB lie the standard ohm.
Then, by adjusting the length QB ol a given wire
till no current flows through the galvannmetar. we
obtain a copy ol the ohm, accurst* if the re*i«t-
ance* A I* and AQ arc really equal to each other.
Hoppnae, however, that they are riot quita equal,
bol that AF/AQ is equal to I « where u ia

aaually a small quantity, and that therefor*

AQ/AP * 1/(1 w). l/ct l lie tbe length of wire
required in yi» when the standard ohm is in PH. -o
aa to aattslv the condition of no current in FQ;
and let /' he the length of the same wire required
in FB when tlie standard ohm is in QB, so a* to

fulfil tbe same condition. The lengths f and /’ will

differ ao slightly that we may assume them to lie

aerurataly proportional to their resistance*. If L
m tbe length of wire whose resistance is accurately
I ohm. tbeo evidently

/- L(l «|->,r- L ( I «);
aad hence, multiplying we find

irm L*

;

or the length of wire whose resistance is I ohm ia

tbe geometric mean between the lengths whose
resistance* balanced the standard ohm in the two
raeea deacribed. This discussion is an illustration
bow, from a first approximation, a second and
much clo*er approximation ran he obtained.
To facilitata operations in the measurement of

resistance, it ia expedient to construct a serif* of
graded resistance*, which are multiple* and occa
tonally subrnultiplo* of the chosen unit of re*ist

ance. We may obtain, in the manner iust
d«*rrihed, any number of copie* of the ohm. Then,
by potting two in series in the one ami of the
Wheatstone bridge, we can measure off a piece of
wife having a resistance of 2 ohms

; and so on, step
by step, we can measure off lengths of suitable wires
whose rmist slices will be any imaginable numlier
of ohma Again, by potting in the arm* AF. AQ
very different reeietancca, say 10 ohm* and I ohm.

we can construct resistance* of fractions of an ohm
e g if 1*B IS I ohm. IJB will be the Mnth of an

ohm For such fractional resistance, thick win*
or mam strands nf thin wire* in multiple arc must
lie uaed. For tli r lu^lirr rr*i*UvnC€* thin wire* RT«

c*>nveni«*nt. Suj>|*** we h*\e, in this way. enn-

strode*! reeinUincow lia'iitK the value* I,
4
2, .1. 4, 10,

20. 30. 40. 100. 200. 300, 400. 1000, 2000, 3000,

4000. 10,000, 20,000, .3<),<XX), 40.00T)
;
then we may

bv i>roj**r c<uii1nnation any integral number
of ohm* from 1 up U> 100,000 Tima, the rc*i*U\nc©

70W i- built tip of 4000. 3000, 4IKJ. im, 2(X>, 40. 10,

4. 2. Thrrr ar«* *r\rrnl wav* in whicli tlieHe twenty
rauaULfkCtn can lie armn^e<l ho a* to a* Imit of rapi<|

combination of anv requirerl numWr. Sucli an
arraii^rcmcnt i* caIIH a lx>x of rcai^tavice coil*, «»r

Dimply a reniHlAncr 1k»x. It id an iiulispetia&ble

|hart of tlie a)>uaratUH of a phynical lalKnatory.
We have aiready aeen that the paMfa^e of an

electric current iti«»an* a lo*a <»f electric energy.
Wl»at l•n•o!l»^^ nf thi.* energy i.e. into what other
form i* it trannformeil—in a«(uesttnti which require*
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to be answered. The answer was fully given by
Joule of Manchester in a magnificent series of

experiment* On the heating effects <>f electric

currents. It was early recognised that tlie electric

Current ami electric discharge hail a healing effect

on the comlnctor along which the current flowed or

the discharge took place. As early as 1M>1. very

soon after the discovery of voltaic electricity.

Wollaston exhibited before the Royal Society the

glowing of a thin wire joining the pole* of acelL

To Joule, however, we owe the complete statement

of the irreversible beating effect* of currents. In

1H40 lie published the important result that
1 when

a current of voltaic electricity is propagated along

a metallic conductor, the heat evolved in a given

time i» proportional to the resistance of the con-

ductor multiplied by the »<iuaie of the electric

intensity.’ The heat so evolved fully account*

for the electric energy b»t. Suppose we have an

electromotive force h driving a current I through a
resistance K. fc i* the measure of the work done
in transferring unit of electricity along the channel.

Now I ia the amount of electricity transferred in a
second of time. Hence the product El measures
the work done per second by the electromotive

force in driving trie current I. But by Olim'a Law

El - Rl*;

and this is the very quantity which Joule showed
appeared as heat in Oia wire. Here evidently we
have a then.al method for comparing resistances.

Set the various conductors in series, so that they

are traversed by the same current. Then the resist-

ances are proportional to the hcato developed in

them. To measure the heats so evolved we must
know the rise of temperature and the thermal

capacity of each conductor.

If a very thin wire forms a part of a circuit, it ia

there that wo slut II beet observe the effect of the
heating. For the heat evolved per unit length of

any conductor is directly as the resistance- -i.e.

inversely a* the cross-section. But, with the circuit

all of one material, the rise of temperature ia

directly as the heat evolved and inversely as the

mass heated ; and tho moss per unit length ia

directly as the cross-section. Thus the nao of

temperature is inversely as the square of the cron*

section—to. inversely as the fourth power of the

diameter.
This is the principle of construction of the in

candescent electric lamp, now so common a source

of Illumination fsee F.i.r-CTHir LIGHT). A thin fila-

ment of carbon U made to glow by the passage of a

powerful current along it. To prevent the ‘burning'

away of the carbon in air, it is inclosed in a her-

metically eealrd glass vessel quite empty of oxygen.

of the magnitude of the Joule

iuetor of given resistance traversed

5
a given current, let os take a resistance of 10

me, along which the electromotive force is equal

to that of one Daniell cell, then the heat evolved io

an hour will be aboat 100 gramrae degree units of

beat—Le. an amount of heat capable of raising the

teruj>eralare of 100 grammes of water by I* cents-

Bo long u we are dealing with metals or simple
conductors like carlmn, tho currents derived from
the Daniell cells in the circuit do not appreciably
change in value from the first instant onwards for

several hours. If the currents are powerful enough,

there will lie slight diminution during the first lew
minutes, due to the heating of the conductors ;

for

the resistance of nearly all metals increase* with

rise of temperature. But this effoct will not in

general be appreciable.

A very different set of phenomena confronts us

when we introduce into the circuit a Conductor like

a solution of sulphuric acid, or of any sulphate, or

indeed any ordinary chemical compound, either in

solution or in a stAte of fusion. Such conductors

can transmit currents only at the expense of their

constitution
; or, in the words of Faraday, in them

• the power of transmitting the electricity across

tM substance is dependent upon their capability

of suffering decomposition.’ Such substances—the
whole terminology of the subject was introduced in

1834 by Faraday-are called eleelrolytet ; the con
doctors by which the current enters and leaves the

electrolyte, the electrodu ; and the whole proceee
by which chemical compound* are decomposed by
means of electric currents is named deetrolytu.

Take, for example, a dilute solution of sulphuric
acid nearly filling a glass vessel. Dip into thia

electrolyte two platinum strips, some little distance

apart and not touching. These are the electrodes

;

aa •sample
in a oonducl

mi
-au
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and it is important in such an experiment to choose
as electrodes materials for which the electrolyte
haa no chemical affinity. In this respect platinum
Ls, over all. by far the most satisfactory. Now

connect the one platinum atrip

to one pole of a Daniell cell,
' the other to one of the

terminals of the gal vanometer.
The other terminal of the gal-
vanometer and the other pole
of the cell may be connected
at will, so as to complete the
circuit. When in thia way
the circuit is completed, a
current will be observed flow
ing through the gal vanometer

;

but this current will very soon become extremely
feeble, and, even though it may not altogether
vanish, will produce no continuous decomposition
of the fluid. Let now a second Daniell cell bo
added aa shown in fig. 34. where B is the batterv
of two Daniell cells. G is the galvanometer, and C
f*

tho electrolyte. Then the galvanometer will
indicate the existence of a pronounced current,
which dqring the first few moment- will fall con
siderably below it* original intensity, but will

reach a steady value. At the same
derably

ultimately
time small bubbles of gas will appear at the surfaces
of both electrodes, and will form steady ascending

io the electrolyte. Throe products, or
as Faraday celled them, may be collected in
rate vessel*, as shown in fig. 27. where the

imulate at the top of tmt-tubro inverted
over the electrodes, gradually pushing out the
liquid which at first filled throe tubro It will 1*
oolioed that the volume of gas given off from the
ooe electrode Is twice that given off from the other

;

oo that if tho trot tube* are exactly the same size,
the oae will beooms quite emptied of liquid when

the other is only half emptied. TV greater volume
of gas accumulate* over the elrctnalc by which the
current leave, the electrolyte. When tested, the
gas which come, off in greater quantity will he
found to hr hvdrogen. and the other oxygen. In
fact we have here separated from one another the
constituents >4 water llJI We may therefore
say that, whatever the intermediate stage, of the
process may he. the final re-iilt of |*~ing a current
through dilute sul|4inrir arid is to decnini***
water.

Tire characteristic (mints to le noticed here are
that one iMnietl cell rannot drrornpnee water

;

that
when two or more are u».*f. the current markedly
falls off in intensity during live lir*t few moments

;

and that. alien the current has Iwcirne constant,
steady streams of Isihide, of gas ascend through
the liquid from lire surface* of the electrodes, and
from them only. Three are some of the charac
tenstics peculiar to electrolytic conduction

;
and.

when present, any one of Ibcin b sufficient to
distinguish an electrolyte from a simple conductor.
We shall discuss them more fully in order.

( 1 1 Exactly as one Daniell cell cannot decompose

•

one electrolytic cell of dilute acid, so two Daniell
cells cannot decompose two electrolytic cells. Take,
for example, a trough MM with dilute acid, and
forming with its platinum electrodro one long
electrolytic cell, C. which is

traversed by a current from
two Daniell cells. B A din
tinct deflection will be observed
on the galvanometer. G. and
the ions will be given off at
the electrodro. Now, let a

K inum plate, P (shown
led in fig. 25). of exactly

the breadth of the trough
be inserted somewhere' be-
tween the electrodro. and
pushed down Ull it comes into cl—c contact
with the bottom of the cell. Very soon the current
will die away, or only a very feeble one will
remain, which Von Helmholtz haa shown to be due
to the presence of free gases dissolved in the
electrolyte. There will, however, be no eon tim
production of ions at the electrode*, even

*

in which this feeble current has not been eliminated
The reason is simply that by so partitioning an
electrolytic cell »e really make it into two. To
obtain distinct decomposition in these two cells we
must use four Daniell cells in series

; and then we

—iM>

&
Fix. ».

Id observe the ions given off not only at the
terminal platinum plates, but on both sides of the
partition plate. Thus it appears that the process
of electrolysis u
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not merely a
question of cur-
rent, but also a
question of elec-

tromotive force.

(2) To study
more closely the
second point in-

dicated, take
two platinum
strips p, q,

tboron ghly
cleaned by heat-

ing in a flame to
bright redness,

dip them into

the electrolyte, and connect them to the electro-
meter. The electrodes being both clean, platinum
will have the same contact electromotive force
with the electrolyte, so that they will be at the

Cential. Hence the electrometer will show
action. Now put the electrolytic cell in

circuit with the galvanometer and a liattery of two
or more Daniell cells ; and suppose the current to

flow from p to o through the electrolyte. Then it

may be observed that, as the current through the

Svanometer falls off during the fir*t stage*, the
erence of potential between p ami

</
iu« measured

on the electrometer increases. If we apply Ohm’s
Uw to (he pmtion liotween p and </, we see at once
that the ratio E/I has considerably increased.
This ratio, which for simple conductor* measures
the resistance, we shall *j>e«k of as measuring the
Impedance. Impedance m fact is n more general
term, synonymous with resistance for sternly
current* through metals and simple conductor*,
hut including other quite distinguishable properties
when electrolytes are the conductor*, or when the
current i. variable. It should be mentioned that
during these early changes in current and distribu-
tion Of potential the temperature of the circuit lias

not appreciably altered, so that we are precluded
from explaining the effect a* due to increase of
resistance in virtue of rise of temperature,

After the current lias liecome steady, let the
circuit I*" broken. .The galvanometer needle will

swing back to zero
j
but the electrometer needle

will swing back only a certain distance, and then
continue slowlv and mure slowly back toward*
zero. Thus, a/ter the current from the liattery has
ceased to flow, the electrodes in the electrolytic

cell remain at different potentials, and will remain
so for an indefinite period. This phenomenon i"

called the Polarisation of the Electrodes. From
being in a state of electrical identity these elec

trades have been brought, simply through the
agency of a current, into a condition of electrical
dissimilarity. In other words, the electrolytic cell

has virtually Income a voltaic cell
;
the electrodes

have become poles at different potential*.

Let now the polari«ed cell be joined up in circuit
with the galvanometer— i.e. let a wire bo set in
where the Ultory at first woe. The electrode p
being at a higher iKitcnUal than the electrode </, a
current will flow from p to q through the galvan-
ometer. and from q to p through the cell i.& in a
direction contrary to tho direction of the cm rent
which firstcirculatcd in the circuit. As thia current
flows, the deflection nn the electrometer will rapidly
fall off, until very soon the potential* of p and

q
will be practically equalised, tuid the current will

disappear. Thus although. because of the polarisa-
tion of the electrodes, the electrolytic cell haa nl
first all the virtue of a voltaic cell, this virtue is

rapidly l«**t when it is used as a source of current,

for there is nothing to sustain it*

It this polarisation of the electrodes we have one
explanation of the increased impedance of the cell.

Aa soon os the current from nn external source
begins to pas* through, decomposition begin* in the
elcctrolvte. The ion* accumulate on the platinum
electrode*, which liecome coated with oxygen and
hydrogen gw*. They arc no longer platinum,
platinum, flipping in an electrolyte

;
but oxygen-

laed platinum, hydrogenized platinum, dipping in

the name. Of these the latter i* eminently oxidis-
able, ju-t as the zinc is in, say, a simple platinum
zinc voltaic cell. Hence the hydrogenized platinum,
which i« that by which the original current left tho
electrolyte lq in fig. 26), behaves like the zinc in.

an ordinary cell, but behave* like the zinc only so

a aa it is hydrogenized. When, then, the polar-
electrolytic cell is included in a circuit other-
free of electromotive force, a short-lived current
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will How lit the expense of the electromotive force

of polarisation, its energy being derive! from the
reunion with their appropriate associate* in the

water molecule of the oxygen and hydrogen cling

ing to the platinum electrode*. We ma> express

the result very simply in symbols, thus : Ia*l E l»e

the electromotive force acting round the circuit, r

the resistance of the electrolytic cell irAe* /Acre u
no polarualion, * tlie resistance of the rest of the
circuit (galvanometer, lottery. and connections ».

Then if I l>c the initial value of the current before

polarisation nets in, we have, by Ohm's Law.

I(r . ,) = K.

Hut at once |Hilari»ation lwgin», and the revened
electrOMiotive force due to it more or Iran quickly
attains its maximmn value t. If ,1 is the linal

value of the current, we have, by Ohm’s Law.

J|rti|» E-r,
in which E and r are sup|**ed to U- the same as
lelore, Kvidentlv J in less than I Again, if we
write the quantity ' in the form Ji, wheie i
measure" something of the nature of resistance, we
may nt once trail-form the equation thus

J<* » r i) K,

The quantity (l * r) measure" the impedance.
The unavoidahle pnaluction of thin reversed

electromotive force due to the polariMtinn of the

electrode* is a great hindrance in tin- way <>(

measuring the true resistance of electrolyte*. If

we put an electrolytic cell into one arm of a
Wheat-tone bridge, ami operate as we do in the
case of simple conductors, we should messure the
impedance, not the resistance Suppose, however,

that we have in some thoroughly >ati*f*cto»y

manner mea»ured the true resistance, which |terhu|«

might Iki Im>»I defined hy Joule's law in terms

of the heating Hlect of a given current in a
portion of the electrolyte fai removed from the
electrodes, even then we should l«? in doubt as to

the true significance of the rest of the so called

impedance. We see that the electromotive force

of polarisation explains a part ; hut doe- it explain

all 7 It- existence depends on the accumulation of

the ions at the electrode", and it is quite coneciv

able that the existence of such accumulations may
mean an extra resistance in the true sense of the

word.
(3) We pass now to the consideration of the ions

themselves. As we have seen, the electrolysis of

dilute sulphuric acid results in the appearance at

the electrodes of oxygen and hydrogen The
oxygen in given off where the current enter* the
electrolyte, and the hydrogen is given off where the

current leave- the electrolyte. A very simple

experiment will show that the amount of water
decomposed in a given time is proportional to the
current a- measured on the galvanometer Suppose,

for instance, that with two Daniell cells in the

circuit, the test tube over the negative electrode in

the electrolyte fills with hydrogen in 20 minutes.

Then, if four Denied cells are put in circuit, and
the external resistance* slightly adjusted so ae to

make the galvanometer indicate double the former

current, the test tills- will be filled with hydrogen
in 10 minutes. With -ix cells, and three timr*

the original current, the tube will Is- filled in

minutes, and an on Thus we may compare
current- by the quantities of a given electrolyte

which they decom|-sw in a given time. Faraday's

voltameter, a- shown in tig. 27. ia intended for

this purpose. A" compared with a galvanometer,

the voltameter ha- the obvious disadvantage ilia?

it cannot measure a current at once, but only after

the current ha- lieen flowing for some time. Hence

it measure- only the average current during this

time; bo that unless »c know the current to be

very constant we cannot draw sure conclusions from

the indications of the voltameter. Then, again,

there are other source* of error which must be
guarded against if anything like accurate result-

are desired. Thus, in Faraday's voltameter, the

ga-ea. as they collect in the test-tubes, are at

somewhat, diminished presiurr* i:i the early .'tag-',

so that their volumes do not grow quite propor-
tionately with their iium. Hut a greater source of
error lies in the fact that all the gas given off doe-
not collect in the tubes. Some remains dissolved

in the fluid, and this

is specially true of the
oxygen, whteh, l-->idi->,

comes off partly in the

form *«f oast
as tlie jJr-iio

P 1
'
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an electrolyte which me decomposed by the passage

of an electric current during a given time is equal to

the number of units of electricity which arc trans-

ferred by the current in the same time.' Now
during electrolysis the products of decomposition

appear only at the electrodes, and nowhere else.

The electrolyte consists in fact of two groups of

components, chemically bound together everywhere
throughout the liquid

‘ Hut the .steady appearance

of the ions at the electrode* -how* that the two
groups of component- must be steadily travelling

in opposite direction* through the electrolyte.

Hence it follow* that although these molecular

group* are chemically bound together everywhere

throughout the liquid, the individual component
groups are constantly changing their associates.

For example, in the ca-e of tlie electrolysis of fused
silver chloride any individual silver molecule is

banded on. »o to speak, from chlorine molecule to

chlorine molecule till it reaches the negative

electrode and is deposited theie. At the same
time, each individual chlorine molecule passes in

the other direction from union with ono silver

molecule to union with the next, until finally it

reaches the positive electrode and liccoincn free

i.e. there is constant dissociation and recom
lunation going on in tlie substance of the electro

In i lie lit-* tie- voltameter oxygen nisi !

will collect ; in tlie second. chlorine will ni*«**r nt

the rarlsin. and niiv 1st eoM.-rtr-l. xl.il* silver will

Is- i|c|4o)tc.l on tin- -liver win-; and in tin- tliiid.

copper will he departed on the negative electrole,
while the positive electrode will gradually dissolve
away. After the current ha* flowed for some
time, measure the amount* of gw collected, and
the amount* of silver and copier deposited The
last two are easily measured by simply weighing
the electrodsn l-efore and oft* the procero the
increment* of mo** of the silver and copper which
acted a* the negative electrode* in the silver and
copper salt- respectively giving at once the amount*

deposited on them Suppose, for example, that 2

milligramme* of hydrogen and 16 milligramme* of

oxygen have collected in the volumeter
;
then it

will Ir* found that 70* milligramme* of chlorine

hove collected over and on the rattan. 216 milli-

of silver have hren deposited on the
ligmmnie* of copper

Now ibe*c numbers

what are called tlie chemical equivalent* of

euletancn. -Urey are proportionol to the quantities

which enter into similar combinations Thus, in

Elrnchloric acid, for every 2 gramme* of hydrogen

re are 70 8 grammes of chlonne; m cupric

chloride, for every 70* gramme* ..f chlorine there

are 63 gramme* of copper
;
and *o on. right through

all the related compound* of these sulotancc* See

Atomic Theory.
Maxwell ha* thrown Faraday* fundamental

laws of electroly-i* into a suggestive form by firet

defining the electro chemical equivalent of a sub-

stance a* that quantity ‘ which m electroly*ed by a

unit of current passing through the suUtance for a

unit of time. or. in other words, by the pas-age of a

unit of electricity.' Then the law of electrolysis is

that ‘ the number of electro-chemical equivalent* of

m.
silver, and 63 milligrammes of copper on the

copper electrode. Now tl»e*e number* measure

lyte Clausius ( l»C>7
|
*upj-we* that this procos- is

going on in the liquid at all times; hut that, when
an electromotive force acts nj-in it, a direction of

motion i* given to the eomponent molecule* in

their momentarily free condition, so that they drift,

the one set of cnin|Minent- with the electric current,

the other «-t against it. The feeblest electromotive

(orer IS -mheiriit to compel a certain drill of ions,

which we may supnw to l»e conveying the current

<»f electricity by a kind ol con lection through the

liquid. W lien the ion- reach the electrodes, they
no longer find ions of tlie opimsite kind to cnnihino

with, and begin to accumulate on the rlretr.idre.

Hut for this a finite electromotive force is noce-ary
;

for with tin- accumulation of inns on the electrode*

a reveiwxl electromotive force the so called electro-

motive force of polarisation begin* to show itaelf.

Tin* grows with the aicumulation of the ions up
to a certain point

;
and if the external electro-

motive force is not greater than tho electromotive

forte of polarisation so produced, the nim-nl will

cease to flow, or at least »•* so enfeebled aa to he

practically useless in causing electrolysis.

The ions, a* they apj-iar nt the electrode*, mar
not »*- the real eom|*oncnt* of the electrolyte which
are being urged in oppo*it« directions through

the liquid. In the case of fused silver chloride, the
ions are no doubt throe very components ; but, in

the ca-r of dilute sulphuric acid, wo have no right

to regard hydrogen and oxygen as the real original

products of electrolysis. Indood. we know by ex-

l- rniicnt that the purer the water the greater iU
i.-i"tancc ; so that we have every reason to believe

that absolutely pure water i* a non conductor and

cannot la- electrolysed. Probably the secondary
action* which in tlie ea-e of dilute acid tran*fonn
the real original ions into oxygen and hydrogen may
1 «- somewhat similar to what i* certainly part of

the action when a solution of sulphate of soda

is electrolysed The component- ol the molecule

N’s^SO, are Na, and SO. i n. «<*iiiim and what is

called -ulpliion The sodium molecules drift with

the current, the milphion molecule- against it. Hut
the 'odium, when it appears at the negative dec-
tri»lc, at once acta chemically on tho wat*.-r. forming

-oda. N'a.<>. and lilierating hydrogen, Hr Again
at toe positive electrode, the sulphion not tiemg

able to exist in the free -taU«, break* up into SO,
and O; and then the aulphurk aei.l i^.lisaolvod up
in the water, ami oxygen is given off. Thus, again,

the constituent- of water. H,0, a|)(-?ar as the
ions, exactly a- in the case of tin- dilute acid.

Here, however, the molecule of the electrolyte i*

not really Na,SO
t .

hut has *o much water united

with it. Thus there may l"‘ a direct deeompreition

of water, a* well as of the sulphate of soda. What-
ever the real process of electrolysis, it is certain

that in manv eases secondary chemical actions quite

mask it. Tlu~*e *econilary action* do not, however,

atfect the accuracy of the law of electrolysis. What-
mer 1^ the apparent product- of decomposition,

•hese. if they can he caught and measured, will

appear in quantities proportional to their chemical
equivalent*. It is further evident that if one

electro chemical equivalent of an electrolyte is de-

composed, it must be deoomi>o-ed into component-
chemically equivalent to one another and to it.
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Hence it w enough U» measure carefully the electro-

chemical equivalent of one of the ion* or products

of decomposition. By moan* of a table of chemical

equivalents we shall then be able to calculate the

electro chemical equivalents of given electrolytes.

So many are the causes, both physical and chemical,

which tend to disturb the perfect accumulation of

the ions on or over the electrodes, that the accurate

experimental determination of the electro chemical

equivalent is a matter of great difficulty. Large
copper electrodes in copper sulphate yield fairly

good results
;
but the only completely satisfactory

combination is a particular solution of nitrate Of

silver with pure silver electrodes. The electrolysis

of this electrolyte by means of a current, whose
strength should be adjusted to the size of the elec-

trodes, so a* to give a particular amount of current

C
r unit area, is accompanied by an accurate trena-

•ence of so much silver from one electrode to the

other. In other words, the one electrode loses as

much aa the other gains, a degree of perfection

which is hardly over altainod in other cases. Kecent
independent determinations by Kohlrausch and
ltayfeigh agree to the fourth significant figure; so

that we may safely say that the unit of current

known aa the auiptre will reduce out of a solution

of nitrate of silver 1118 milligrammes of silver per

second. This therefore is the electro chemical equiv-

ale ni of silver. Now in chemical combinations

210 grammes of silver correspond to 18 grammes
of water and to 06 grammes of xinc. Hence a

simple calculation gives 0932 milligrammes aa the

electrochemical equivalent of water, and ’336 milli-

grammes as the electro chemical equivalent of xinc.

The unit of current which has just been men-
tioned, the amp*re namely, is one-tenth of the

electro magnetic unit of current, which may be

defined in several ways (see Mao urns* >. For our
present purpoee, however, it will be sufficient to

indicate experimentally what magnitude of current

the ampere ia If an amp*re is parsing along a
conductor of I ohm resistance—eay. a column of

mercury 100 centimetres long and I square milli-

metre croon section—the electromotive forts along

the conductor—Le. the difference of potential of

its cods—will be the quantity known aa I volt ; and
the volt is such that the electromotive forts of a
Daniel I cell ia about 1 08 volts. In connection
with electric lighting, these unite- the volt, the
amp*re, and the ohm—are in univernal use.

Intimately connected with electrolysis is the

theory of action of the ordinary galvanic or voltaic

cell. For. whenever such oells are being uaed for

the production of electric currents, there ia going on
within them chemical actions essentially electro

lytic. Take, for example, the Daniell cell with

its copper and rinc plates dipping respectively in

solutions of copper and xinc sulphates. When the

cell is closed, the current Hows externally from the

copper to the xinc, and internally from the rinc

through the xinc and copper sulphates to the copper.

Tbs oloetrolysi* of these electrolytes is a necessity,

with the result that the xinc is gradually dissolved

away, and copper deposited on the copper electrode.

The net chemical result is the removal of oopper

from the sulphate and the substitution of an equiv.

alent of zinc. But this chemical reaction ia accom-

panied by the evolution of heat—Le. the libera-

tion of so much energy available for transformations.
It is this energy which is the source of the electric

energy when the replacement of copper by rinc in

the sulphate ia effected in the particular arrange-

ment known as the Paniell cell. Now. according

toThomson‘adetenninationa of heatsof combination,
the consumption of 1 gramme of xinc in a Daniel!
cell means the evolution of W»3 gramme-degrees,

that is, an amount of heat that would raise 8063

S
amines of water 1* C. in temperature. Hence
e consumption of an electrochemical equiv-

alent of zinc— i.e. ’336 milligrammes—means the
evolution of 2-706 gramme-degrees of heat. This
then ia the energy which ia aeeociated with the pro-

duction of one unit of electricity. To reduce it

to dynamic units we must multiply by the factor

4-2 x iO7
,
which i* the number of unite of energy

equivalent to the heat required to raise the tem-

E
'rature of I gramme of water 1* C. Thus we
nd 1 *14 x 10* as the energy which a Daniell cell

liberates per second when it produces a current of

I empire. If E is the electromotive force aseo

dated with tills unit current, then E measure* the
work done per second by the current

;
and assum-

ing that this is the energy liberated in the cell, we

find E - 1 14 « 10* electro magnetic < C. G. B. » units

of electromotive force—Le. volts, according to

the definition of a volt. This is slightly higher than

the real value of the electromotive force of a Daniell
cell, but it is close enough to warrant the conclu-
sion. first enunciated by Sir William Thomson
( 1851 ). that the electromotive force of any electro-

chemical apparatus is, in absolute measure, equal

to the dynamical equivalent of the chemical action

that take* place during the passage of unit current

for unit time. There are many cases of galvanic

combinations for which this principle fails to a
degree which cannot be even approximately referred

to errors of experiment Some other principles,

either chemical or physical, most be involved.

There is no question, however, as -to the general

application of the law enunciated by Thomson *
We are now able to see why it is that one Daniell

cell cannot effect an electrolysis in which the
constituents of water appear as the Ions. It is

simply because the heat developed in the forma-

tion of an equivalent of water by direct onion of its

constituents is shoot half as great again as the heat
svolved in the combustion of aa equivalent of rinc

ia a Daniell cell. Hence to decompose an electro

chemical equivalent of water require* more energy

than is supplied by the combustion of an electro

chemical equivalent of rinc in the cell

The general principle here indicated may be
stated thos : A current i flowing through a given
electrolyte decomposes electrochemical equiv-

alents in unit time. But this requires a definite

amount of work done, which we may write u.

where e measures the work which must lie done
to deeomprac one electrochemical equivalent.

Hsnca the energy of the current must be at lout

m, or in other words, t measures in absolute
measure the smallest electromotive force with
which distinct electrolysis can be effected

All the phenomena which accompany simple
electrolysis are encountered in the action of gal

vanic cella. The poire, like the electrode*, become,
or tend to become. polarised. This is re|cosily
the case in single fluid cells, in which the apparent
electromotive forco very markedly diminishes dur-
ing the first few moments of action, due to the
reversed electromotive force of polarisation produced
by the accumulation of the ions on the poire. In

the so-called constant elements, such as the Daniell.

the Bunsen, or the Grove, all of which are double

fluid cells, the ion is either of the same nature as

the pole at which it appears, or is dissolved in the
fluid so as not to accumulate My such means the
electromotive force i« kept fairly constant so long

as the strengths or character* of the solution* do

not greatly alter. The chief conditions to be ful-

filled by cells which are to yield strong steady cur-

rents are (I) small polarisation.
| 2 ) a plentiful

supply of electrolyte. (3) a small resistance This

last condition ia obtained by using large surfaces

for the electrode*, which are opposed to each other

as closely as the arrangements of the cell will

permit
Th* difficult!** of mewiTing the tme refti«taiir*

of electrolyte", and therefore of̂ alvank cell*, have

already been touched upon. We must here con-

fine ourselves to the chief results which experiment
has established As compared with metallic con-

ductors, llie specific resistance of electrolyte* is

very great Then, again, rise of temperature dimin
when the resistance of electrolytes, whereas, except

for selenium, phosphorus, and carbon, it increases

the resistance of simple conductor. Finally. in

the case of solution* in water of such compounds
aa sulphuric acid, nitric acid, sulphates, chloride*,

nitrate", and so on. there is in general a definite

solntion which conducts better than any other

solution of the same substance—i.e a definite

percentage composition which i* associated with a
minimum specific resistance. In all cast* a con

dition of infinite resistance is approximated to a*

the solution is taken weaker and weaker ; an 1 in

instances (sulphuric acid, for example! the
condition of infinite resistance i* hinted at for

infinitely strong solutions—Le. for the pure non-

hydrated substance. Kohlrausch. who has prob-
ably worked mo*t extensively at this subject,

speculatee upon the necessity of solution or of

mixture of stable chemical compounds before con

duction can take place. In other words, snch
compounds, if absolutely pure, would be non con-

ductors.

We cannot hope to understand the true nature

of resistance till wo know what an electric current

really ia The fact that electrolytes obey Ohm's
Law aa accurately aa simple conductors suggest*

that the proceea of conduction is essentially the

same in both, notwithstanding the many difference*

that exist in the accompanying phenomena The
view that an electric current is intermittent—Le.

i* a succession of distinct discharges st extremely
short interval* of time, i» one which seem- to l»e

involved in all the best theories of electrolysis chat
have been elalmraicd. Maxwell has shown that

a rapid intermittent charging and discharging can
give rise to all the effects of a true resistance.

Suppose we have a condenser of capacity C, whose
plates nre. hy means of a tuning-fork interrupter,

alternately brought into contact with the pole* of

a lottery and with each other, -o that tlm con-

denser i- charged and di-charged u times a second.

If E is the electromotive force of the battery. EC
is the electricity whidli pauses at each discharge.

Hence in one second EC*t units of electricity |>a**

;

and this is the current I. Thus

I - EC*.

so that Cn measure* the conductivity. The greater
a is, the greater tile conductivity, the less the
resistance. Hence, if the electrie current i» of the
nature of intermolecular discharge, we see that
greater closeness of the molecules, Wing in all

probability associated with more rapid charging
and discharging, will give rise to le— resistance,

This would so far explain the inueli greater resist-

ance of electrolyte* as eumpared with metallic con-

ductor*. For a very complete statement of this

new. consult Professor .1. J. Thomson's /l/WiWr-

lion* of Dynamic* to Phymc* and Chcmatry
|
IH8K).

The hypothesis just given of the intermittent

character of electric corid notion obviously suggests
that the mode by which electric transference lakes
place in simple conductors, electrolytes, and di-

electric* is fundamentally the saute. In many
dielectric* the phenomenon of ' leakage'- the name
given to the gradual low. in charge of a conductor
in contact with the dielectric present* cliarnc-

teriatira very similar to tree ohmic conduction.
Then dry glass, although a very good insulator at

ordinary temperatures, becomes distinctly conduct-
ing at temperatures above 200"

<!. a' fact first

noticed by Cavendish. Later experiment* indicate

that the conduction of hot glass i« electrolytic, tho
electrode" becoming |x>lanacd. In the case of

gases, electrical discharge seems always to W of

an intermittent character. A certain electromotive
force, deluding on the shape and sixe of the elec-

trode", on theii distance apart, and on the density,

temperature, and nature' of the gas, i- necessary
Wfore discharge takes place. For smaller electro-
motive forces, the gas, if free from convection
current*, *eems to insulate perfectly. The insulat-
ing power of the gas under given conditions is

measuied by it* dielectric strength, which vnrie*

a* the square of the electric force. The dielectric
strength incrcax’* markedly for very small distance*
be «een the electrodes, a very remarkable fact
which may possibly lx* due to a greater density of

gas close to the surfaces of tho electrodes. For
smaller and smaller distances such condensed Invent

would of course play a more pronounced rftle. This
explanation agrees with the fact that the dielectric
strength of gases diminishes as the density is dimin-
ished. This, however, does not go on indefinitely,
but it reaches a minimum for a certain low density,
which ba* a different value for each gas, ami which
is also a function of the diameter of the tube in

which the rarefied gas is contained. A pressure

of 2 or 3 millimetres of mercury gives the density
for which the dielectric strength of air reaches its

minimum. Further rarefaction beyond the point
of minimum dielectric strength is accompanied bv
a rapid increase of insulating power, until at length
it is impossible to make a discharge pass through
trie extremely attenuated gas. it thus apjwant
that electricity cannot pass from electrode to elec-

trode in a perfect vacuum—Le. a region void of

ordinary matter. Whether this is due to an

resistance* betwe the electrode*
vacuum, or to the absolute non-

conducting power of the vacuum, is a point not
jot settled Electric discharge through rarefied
gsees is accompanied by very beautiful luminous
effects, which are often enhanced by the phosphor-
ssoence of the glass forming the vacuum tube*.
These tube* ore usually called Geiseler tube*, after
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the Ant great maker of them ( the glaaa-blower and
mechanician, Heinrich Geimler, 1814-79). Into

their manv curiona propcrtira we cannot here enter.

The polarisation of the electrodee during elec

trolyaU haa within the last ten yean acquired a

greet practical importance in connection with the

oonatraction of aecondary batteriee or accuniu-

laton An accumulator ia aimply a polariaed

electrolytic cell capable of supplying a steady

ourrent for a lengthened time. Theoretically of

course, all polariaed electrolytic cella are accumu-
lators ; but usually the currents they supply are

ahort-lived and feeble. It was not till IHOU that

Plante constructed an accumulator which could

supply a really efficient current. The Plante

aecondary cell ia formed by the electrolyaia of

dilute acid with lead electrodee. With nufficiently

trong currents, the result of the electrolyaia is

that the poaitive electrode becomes covered with

peroxide of lead (PbO
( ), while lea. I accumulate-

In a spongy form on the negative electrode. When
the polarisation has been carried on to a sufficient

extent, the cell la aaid to be charged, and it will

be found to have all the properties of a true gal

vanic cell of low resistance and fairly high elec

tromotlve force (about 2 volts). On being closed,

it will supply a current sufficient to keep a thin

wire glowing for aeveral hour* At the same time,

the peroxide of lead will liecome reduced to a

lower oxide, and the spongy lead will he oxidised,

while the sulphuric acid present gives rise to other

reactions During the greater part of the dia

charge of the cell, the electromotive force remains

very constant, and only logins to diminish a* the

depolarisation approaches completion. When the

charged cell haa thue, through use, loat nearly all

ita accumulated electrical energy, it is put into

Circuit with a primary source of current energy and

re charged. The modifications of construction intro

duced by Fours in I MM I gave a great impulse to

the development of accumulators as a practical

source of electrical energy. Instead of using

merely lead sheets as electrodes. Faure covers

them first with a layer of minium or red lead

With these as electrodes the electrolysis of dilute

•ulphurio acid is effected, the result being, as

before, the formation of peroxide of lead at the

poaitive electrode and spongy lend at the negative

electrode. What chemical reactions taka place as

the accumulator dischargee itself are not fully

understood. The final result, however, seems to

lie the formation of sulphate of lead on hoth dec
trodon. He charging from a prime source restores

the peroxide of lead and the spongy lead as in the

flint charging. As jiart of the recent development

In electric lusting, the efficiency of accumulators

baa been gfcatly increased: and they are now
largely ubort as the direct source of power. They
must, of course, be charged and re-charged at

intervals depending upon the particular rate at

which they are made to give off thoir stored up
energy. A battery of Bunsen or other cells may
be used for charging purposes ; but if the wasteful

voltaic oell had been our only prime source of

electrio energy, the secondary cell could never

have assumed the practical importance it has.

It la beoause we can generate electric energy

dynamically and economically (see Maomktum)
that we find a use for the accumulator, which is

almplv an arrangement for the storag® of so much

electrical euergy in a form convenient for future

purposes.

Of all the thermal effects produced by currents,

the Joule Effect is the most conspicuous and by far

the most important. But there are other I hernial

effects which ere associated with the transference

of electricity, and which arc readily distinguished

from the Joulo effect by what is known as their

reversible character. Thus the Joule effect always
means a rise of temperature in the conductor
whatever the direction of the current through it

;

whereas these so called reversible effects mean a

rise of temperature when the curtent passe, in the
one direction, and a fall when it passe in the oilier.

If at any part of a circuit, in which a current is

flowing, a fall of temperature i» observed, »e are

probably safe in regarding this cooling effect as

one of these reversible effects. We may test this

directly by reversing the current ; but occasionally
the conditions of the experiment may prevent the

31ication of this test. Thus, in some cases, a
(&nic cell, in circuit with a large external resist

ancc, is found to cool. Since the current due to a

given galvanic combination must always flow in

the same direction through the cell, it is impossible

of course to apply the test of reversal. Other gal-

vanic cell*, again, when similarly joined uj> » itti a
high external resistance, are found to ri-e in tern

perature under condition- in which the true Joule

effect is inappreciable Such thermal effects seem
to be true revendblr effects ; and ut-m them Von
Helmholtz luuw* hi* explanation of the apparent

failure, in many instance*, of Thomson's dj muuiral
theory of llie electromotive force of a haltery

I
*<-*-

above). In root care-. the electromotive force is

-mailer than what the rhemiral reactions imply ;

but in some it i- greater. In the former t)»ere is

intrinsic heating in the cell ; in the latter there is

cooling—exactly the relation- which the principle-

of energy require. For, as in the latter case, if the

electrical energy generated is greater than the

'htmual energy supplied, it must lor row heat from

the surrounding aubaURMa to make up its surplus

energy The further fact that those cell*, which
either heat o» cool of thenwelve*., have electro

motive force- which vary with temperature, point-

to thr-r living truly reversible thermal effect-. An
electromotive force’ which grow, with temperature

is associated with a cooling effect in the cell as the

current is flowing, while an electromotive force

which diminishes with rise of temperature i* associ

ated with a beating effect. This must lw *o : for

in all rase- of transformation- of energy, the Imal
effects react so as to rest*! the changes that lead to

them. In the prerent care, if a heating effect to
existed with an electromotive force which increased

with temperature, this heating effect would raise

the temperature -till further, inriease the electro

motive force still moie. and cause a stronger

current to flow, which to it* turn would cause n

further rite of temperature, ami so on indefinitely

-an obvious contradiction of all ex|*riener. We
-hall find -ome simple applieaUon- of the -ante

dynamic principle of react*... in the other reversible

thermal effects of elector current- Tliere arc

intimately connected with the whole -object nf

thermo electricity, which we shall now disru-
Thermo electricity date- from 1*21. w hen Seelwck

discovered i hat a eurrent was generated in a circuit

composed .4 copper and antimony, when tl*e junc

tions were at different temperatures With a

sufficiently delicate galvanometer, the umr pheno-
menon may be shown not ooly with any two
different- metals.-’ but aUo with the -ame metal
in two different condition.. Thu., .a stretched,
twisted, or (if possible) magnetised wire will

give thermo electric current* with a piece of th*
same wire which has not legn so treated. Slight

impurilimgaure tnatioci mango* in thermo elector

properties ;
indeed, thermoelectric current* may

often he obtained in a circuit of two wires, which
IK) other physical test can differentiate. The
fundamental fact of thermo electricity is that, in a
circuit built of two or more different conductors, a
current i» in general generated slim one junction

at lea*! differs in temperature from the other*

For the sake of definiteness, cun-ider a circuit of

tlir two metals iron

ami copper, with
their junction* at

A and !». and wjjh

a delicate galvan-

ometer included for

the measurement of

current. If A and
B are at different

teni|>erature-.acui

rent will in general
be -ct up in the cir-

cuit :
and for mode-

rate ternj»eratures

up Pi 430’ C. or so.

this current will

flow from copper to

iron through the warmer junction, and from iron te

copper through tlie colder junction Now this

Currenl i must derive it- energy, ci, from some
source ; and the only anurre that exist* i- the heat

which is available in virtue of the unequal di-tiibn

lion of temperature. In virtue of thermal conduc-

tion and radiation, the tendency i* toward* an
equalisation of temperature, the warmer junction

luring heat, and perhaps the colder junction gain-

ing heat. But it thi- heat i* also being partly-

drawn noon to sustain an electric current, the

equalisation of temperature will be hastened be

cause of thi* transformation into electric energy.
Hence, we should expect the therrno electric current
to )w associated with, at any rate. a cooling effect

at the warmer junction. That such an cfiect

really does exist was established experimentally in

by Peltier—hence the name Peltier Effect.

He showed that heat is absorbed or evolved at the
junction of two different metals, aero** which any
current is made to pa**; and that if the direction

of this current is the same os that of the thermo-

electric current that would !*> produced by heating

thf junction, the effect i- nlsoirption of heal i.e.

coding; and rirc irr»A. Thus, in a copper iron

circuit at moilerate temperature*, the thermo-
electric current is associated with a coding effect

at the warmer junction, and a heating effect at the
cohler junction. Icilius proved by experiment

<
103) that the Peltier effect is proportional to the

strength of the current. It is also known to vary

with the temperature, sometimes increasing with

nseof temperature, sometime.* diminishing, accord-,

ing to the particular kinds of metal* used.

The Peltier effect i- defined a- the heat absorbed

bv the pasmige of unit of electricity in the propel

dliection aero** the junction ; or otherwise, the
heat absorla-d per second by the passage of unit

current I>et i> the Peltier effect at III" warmer
junction id a thermo electric circuit, mid its value
at the other junction A*-uming that the Joule
ami Peltier effect* are the only thermal acemiiparii

men I* of a thermo-electric current i. we find for the

whole amount of heal alnorlwd the quantity pi,

and for tho whole amount of heat evolved p'i « ri1 ,

where r i* tho resistance of the circuit, and where
the heat- are estimated in dynamic unite. If we
•upj-tue throe to be tho only transforniations of

energy involved, we have at once

pi “ p'i + ri* orp - /»' «• ri.

In tlie latter equation, the difference of the Peltier

effete appear- a* the electromotive force associated

with the current i From this point of view the
Peltier elleet i- to Ik- regarded a* an abrupt change
<>! i-itential at the junction of the two metal*. It

must not l«r confused, however, with the electro

motive force of contact discovered by Volta.com-
with which it i* extremely «mnll, andpared

tienuefrequently of op|H>rite »ign

rliu* we may suppose thermo-electric current* to
t- explained in term* of the IVIticr effect*, regarded
a* electromotive force* at the junctions, But the

-Inking phenomenon of thermo electric inversion,

discovered hv Cuiniiiing in I M23, ms-ess dale* the

uppnriliuii of other than Peltier effect* for a satis-

factory explanation of thermoelectric current*.

Take.' for example, the coppci iron circuit, keep
the one jnnetioii II at a steady temperature of, any,

l(T t\, and rai-c the temperature of the other
junction A steadily and indefinitely from 10' C.

to about a dull red heat. A* the temperature of

A ri*'*. the current -citing from copper to iron

through A will increase to a maximum, then
decrease to zero, ami finally become reversed. Tho
temjwiature at which tin* maximum current i*

obtained i* a definite temperature for a given pair

of metal*, being quite independent of the temjwm-
t ure of the other junction. It i* called the Neutral
point. If the temperature of the one junction i*

a* much nl-nc the neutral temperature as the
temperature of the other junction i* below it. there

i* no current ; and the mean of these two tempera-
ture* i* the neutral temperature. For copper-iron
the neutral point i* about 276* C. ; for zinc-iron,

about 210' C. ;
for cadmium-iron, aliout 160* C. ;

and mi on. In the majority of cases, the neutral
joint, occurring either nlove or below ordinary-

ranges of temperature, cannot l»e easily ohtverved

directly : but it* lorition i* usually indicated by
the mannei in wnich the electromotive force f»

found to vary with temperature. Now suppose
that the one junction A in the copper-iron circuit

i* kept at the neutral tcni|K-raturc (275° my);
then whatever be the tempcralnre of the oilier

junction, whether it is higher or lower than 275°,

the direction of the current will always be the
«ame viz. from copper to iron through the junction
A. Consider the two case* : ( 1 ) B at temperature
270'

; (2
1

13 at temperature 2K0\ In the first case,

if the only reversible thermal effects existing are

the Peltier effects at the junctions, then there
must lie absorption of heat at A (copper to iron),

and (if anything) evolution of heat at B(iion to

copper).
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Bui in llit* second ca*e, iht* «m« oaxump
non require* lliat there must 1« absorption of heal
at B lirun to copper), ami (if anythin") evolution
of heat al A (copper to iron). Now three two
ntntemento are incompatible unlem there be neither
absorption nor evolution of brat at A— i.e. unlcu
the Peltier effect vanish at the neutral point. But
this being *n, it in at once evident that in the fir-t

case there is no alworption of heal at all. Heat i»

evolved at B, and heat is evolved because of the
Joule effect; but there i« no evidence of any
absorption of heat to account for the energy iff

the current. Hence the original assumption muni
wrong— i.e. there must lie other reversible

in the circuit beside* the Peltier effect* at

the junction-. There must be a cooling effect

either in the copper wire, or in the iron wire, or

possibly in both. This theoretical conclusion was
tiret obtained by Sir William Thomson ( IK3I ). who
proceeded al once to test it by an apical to expert-

incut, It wa. found that Isitli of tlie»* predicted

effects take place. A current passing from cold to

hot in copper is associated with an absorption of

heal ;
while heat is evolved if the current passe*

from hot to cold. On the other hand, for iron,

thing* are just reversed
;
cooling i» associated with

the current that Hows from hot to cold, and heat

with the current that Howe from cold to hot.
nunpanic*

ly healed

conductor'll called the Thomson Effect. It is said

to be positive in copper ; and is therefore negative

in iron. Cadmium, zinc, silver, gold, nickel

between the tempcinturre of 230“ C. and 310* C..

ami iron almve a dull red heat, have, according to

effects

urn.
320-.

of heat is brought opposite to the one face, the
junctions ending there are heated by radiation,

while the alternating junctions on the other face

remain at the temperature of the air. Each pair

of junctions give* rise to a thermo electromotive

force e. and therefore the n pair* to nr. If t i* the

resistance of each pair of strips, and r the resist

ance of the galvanometer and connecting wires,

the current i is given by the equation

i(r **)<*

Thus r is always greater the greater n is
;
and if.

as is usually the case, the resistance of the thermo-

pile (ns) is small compared with the resistance of

the galvanometer, the current due to the n pairs

is very nearly n time* the current that one pair

Mild give. Thus a thermo •-six pairswoul _
of junctions will give an electromotive of nearly
one-tcnlh of a volt for a difference of temperature
between the face* of 25* C.

The Peltier effect between bismuth and anti-

mony at the ordinary temperature of the air is

about 3T4 x 10’ per amptre pet second, estimated

in dynamic units—Le. about -0075 in gramme-
degree units of heat. Hence in one minute, a
current of one amptre passing from antimony to

bismuth will evolve n quantity of heat sufficient to
raise a gramme of water nearly half a degree centi-

grade in temperature. For other ordinarv pair* of
* the Peltier

"

ing v

This reversible thernuil offect which acc.»ni|

the passage of a current in an uncquallv

:luc tor U called the Thomson Effect.

Professor Tail's experiments, their Thomson ett

also positive. Platinum, palladium, potaesi

sodium, cobalt, nickel below 200’ and above 3...
.

anil probably iron again above a bright red heat. V'
» *

are examples of metals having negative Thomson
effect*. Tito Thomson effect ha* been measured
directly in n very few cases; but it inav be ealeu

laud from thermo electric con-tants. if Toil's hypo-
thesis be true (and recent di/cct experiment* go
fur to verify it) that the Thomson effect i- for must
metals directly a* the mean absolute temperature.

The extraordinary change of sign in the Thomson
effect, which Tait discovered to exist both in nickel

and Iron nt certain temperatures, i* an extremely

interesting phenomenon, and seems to Is* connected

with other pioperties peculiar to these magnetic
metals—such ns their lo** of magnetic -uscepti

bility and the manner in which their electrical

resistance* change with temperature.
In comparison with the electromotive force* of

voltaic cells, the electromotive forces that can be

obtained with thermoelectric circuit* are usually

very small, Thus copper-iron with one junction

at 275* C-, and the other at 0* C., has an electro-

motive fmee of only -0022 volts. The electro

motive foiee of an iron nickel pair with junctions

at temperature- 0" C. ami 200° 0. is "OH volt* : and
the electromotive force of a bismuth antimony pair

with a difference of temperature of 50' i- almut
'003 volt*. Bismuth and antimony are, l>eoan*e

of their high mutual thermo electromotive force,

ordinarily employed in the construction of the

thermopile, a valuable instrument for indicating

and measuring small variations of temperature.

It consists of

alternate strips

of bismuth and
antimony form-
ing a continuous

' rag chain, a*
icated in fig-

30. They are
arranged in com

-or pact form so that

Fig. 30. the successive

i
‘ unctions alter-

xt side, forming

two plane faces looking opposite ways. If a source

Itier effect is considerably smaller

than that just given. Thus for iron copper at the

ordinary temperature of the air. the Holder effect

is about one seventh of iu value for bumoth and
antimony.
The Thomson effect* are extremely difficult to

measure directly. We may. however, get an idea

ot their magnitude* by calculating them according
to Toil's theory from the thermo electric constant*
Suppose, for example, that a current of ten ampCrre
i* flowing along an iron or copper wire, w hose ends
are al O' C. and 100* C. Then the amount* of heat
in gramme-degre** evolved or aUorbcd per minute
are, in iron 224. in copper 044. Three numbem
are calculated on the assumption that the Tlmm-m
effect in lead is nil. an omuiupdon bared on tbe
direct experiment* of Le Roux.

Electric Light. The elrctrir light, like light

from mmt oilier i« postured by rai-ing a
-i lugti that some of the

radiation* it throw* <>at liar* a wave-length short
enough to affect tile retina. A -lightly healed
Is«ly gives radiation* of k*tig wavelength only;

they may l*e detected, ss nay radiation- may. by

their healing effect when they fall on an al~ulwiit

surface. Ia«t the eye i- imt acn-idv* to them.
When die body i« ma»lc hotter tlie wliole energy

of die railiAium- inctea-e-. Inn tlie slant wave*
iiicrca-e in girater pnq-irtion than the long wave-,

and when the temperalnrr i- -uffieienlly r*i«ed the

hsly liegin- to gne Mil light. So long as the

souree i- ju-t hot enough to I* laminous da* light

is nearly all red : a- the tem|s-ratme rise- there

are oildrd more and more of tlie other colours., of

shorter wave-length, toward- the violet end of tlie

»|a*Ctruni In the flame of a randle or of a gas jet

particle* of wiliU carl-ui form tbe luminous -ouice :

tlieir teni|ier.«tnre. wliieli i* detenuiiinl liy the con-

dition dial they radiate energy a.* fa-t a> woik is

done upon them by the wiere of comlmstion, is

so low o> to make the ic>l and yellow mn>titurril-

of the light |>rr|s>nderale. A liigber tenijieratuie

lia- tin* double advantage of giving whiter light,

and of giving it accompanied by a smaller pmnur
lion of iiiki fuiuinou- infra red rays, ami therefore

with less expenditure of energy in proportion to

the amount of light |«*udu«*d.

One way of Imvting a body to a high tempera-
ture is by forcing a strong current of elec

tricity to pa— through it. Tlie energy ex|*nded
depend- on the -tiengtb -if die current and on the
electromotive force which i* required to make it

pa—, and this energy taker, the tonu <d lieat. By
-electing a cotnluetur which offer* con-idenvlile

re-i-tance to dm |>a—age -d tlie current, it i-

piacticaUe to pnsince much heat in a -mall

-|*ace that tlie teni|wralure ieaclu-1 i- «uily limitt'l

by tlie melting or volatilising of tlie heated body.

In all actnal electric l.unp- carl-m i- u*>ed. fir-t

an* I mainly IsT-vir-v •>< it- "ivat infusihility. and
see»n*l. I<ec-xu'<- ..I it- emissive js.wer. Carlton is

in fact the luinimms Issly in neaily all xuurcea of

artilh-ial light.

Arr Ltykhny.—The earliest mean- of applying

the electrical current to tlie |«n-lnctii«n of light

WH- ili-coveidl iu 1X10 by Sir Humphry Davy,
who found that when the points of two cai-lmii-

rods, to which the terminal- of a jsiwerful I littery
were connected, were brought into contact anil
then drawn a little wav apart, the current con-
tinued to pa— aero— the gup. forming whut is

known as tin* electric are. The electric arc ( fig. I

)

i- brilliantly luminous. The point* of the curium

rods liecome highly incumleHcent, and in addition
the spine betwi-. il them i* filled by a sort of Hume,
or cloud of particles of white-hot cnrlioii. A* tlm
temperature of the arc is mueli higher than that
of any ordinary flame, it* efficiency on u source of

light is exceptionally great, and it i» specially rich

in highly refrangihlo

(or short wave-
length ) ray*. The
carliuii-iiuiiils being
e\pii-.*»l to the uir

gradually
_

burn
away, ami in lubli*

thin to this tlieie is

a transfer of cari-m
luiitirle- acre*- dm
are from Iho positive

to the negative roil,

which ha- the effect

of milking the no.i-

live nsl wade alxmt
twice a* fa-t a- the
negative rod. The
cod <*f the negativo
nsl liecHiiea mmiio-

what j.iiiilixl, and
a crater like Indlow
form- on the end of
tlm jsnitlvo red. A*
the point* waste
a way the arc
lengthens,arid would
presently brink and

,*x t ••it i;'
.
•

.

W* >•

the current would eoivc to i»iu»h il tlie ixmIm w*i* not
I’wIkmI m-iirn (outlier. SImmiKI t lio niv hrink it

can u» i^Uililinlml by bringing tlio ro<U /i^uiii

into (HMiUct, Alai n^nin <lmwiti|{ limn a lUtlo way
np.ii t Ar\^ lunipH urn i)«vif«n fov Imblih^

(

tlio

cniUm iiNU, m> that they are limt Imiu^lit into

nmUct mill «lra\vn apart, to KHtabliali or 'Kliiku’

tbe aic, atot aie tliuii
f

ft«l
#

U^vtliur, eontinitnUKly

or at hImbti Intorvals, to pixjvunt tliu tlinUtueo

UH'uhh tin* point** from |{r<»uiti^ t«Ki lon^.

It mu* rmt until tin* ilevolo) uncut of the Dynamo,
ekrtiic Maehitiv <#pv.j fin a meaiiH of pnalitclli^ the
eh *r trie current cvonomleally on a lar^tt wale, that
tbe elect lie li/lil came to be of comnieivial import-
***** Ikfoie tliat, Imwevei, varimiM ColfttrivailfCH
bail Wen <tevi»c<l for atlfotnnlically atiikili^ the aie
ami tc^ulatiiiu it- length. Ah eaily an IKI7 a lamp

patentetl by NY K. Staitc, in which the cail.on*
roib were set vei licit I ly one over the other, the upper
one briiitf liehl li\r«L "hile the lower mil ww fell

upwvioU by the intermittent action of clockwoik.
which citne into |*ear whenever the eiim nt hcimnui

the aiv breame iv»luccxl la*low i\ eertam limit of
M length tlmniKh the lengthening of the tIUtaiiCC
In- 1 ween the eat iKin iMantH. Similar ilcviooc wore

aowetl by Foucault ami otbeis ; but the hint
HUeeessful are lltliin wan SeniuV, pateuteil in

IK57. wbieh huN not only itnelf Miivi\e<l. but Jias

ha«l itn main feature lepioilneed in many later
for

n

in In I*;,« a lamp 'loijpiC'l by lhihoxrr| \\H»
iim*.I to show llieelivtrie liijlit. fui the lilM lime at
w.», from the South Foielaml Lighthouse, where
the current to fe«tl the latnii wan ^clicintcil hy the
Inr^c magneto elee I lie luaehilie of lloliur>

;
filial

thin c\|K*riioent w.m followe.l a fow ycuis later hy
the pi iinuneiit eMahli^liineiit of electric li*;litiii^

there an«l at I hm^eiiCKx am] utlu-i li^lilhotiNeH.

I he invention of the nelf exciting tlyiianio in ls<»7

ji;iv<«a| tbe way for tlie iluvelopnieiit of ebs-lrle

li^htiti^ on a coiiiineivial acalc. ‘Hie Jabloebk*»fr
camlle ( 1X70). in wj,ich the aic was foimeil between
the en<L nf a pair of jarallel earlMiiMmU M-parated
by a layer of inmi biting material wliieli was slowly
ditiMiiueil as the earl ton btirtieil ilown, <lit| ^ooll
MTvk*e in nccimtuhiiiig the public to the new illu-

rmoant, anti* the invention of simple and effective

arc lamp* by Brush and others, brought about its

wide adoption in 1878-79 for lighting large roomB,
streets, ami spaces out of doors. In the following

year the future of domestic electric lighting was

secured by the introduction of tbe incandescent

lamp.
In modem arc lamps, of which there are ao many

form* that it would lie impossible even to classify
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them in the space at our disposal, the arc ib constant potential. filament undergoes a alow process of disintegra-

generally struck by the action of the current In place of the train of wheels in Serrin's lamp. tion. which finally breaks it Aa in the case of

m an electro- magnet or solenoid, which is con- a single Wake-wheel has been used, turned by a an arc lamp the power consumed is measured by

nccted in series with the carbons, so that when rack on the upper carton toldcr. and stopped or the product of the current ami the electromotive

the current passes the armature of this magnet is checked by a brake lever which is pressed against force or difference of potential between the

attracted, and its motion is caused to separate the or withdrawn from it* ciieumference by the con- terminal. In ordinary UN incandescent lamps

carbons. This sets the lamp in action, and then, trolling electromagnet. Some very successful consume from three1 to four watts per candle of

as the carton-point* are consumed, the resistance modern lamps, such as those of Brush and Thom- light, and tot for some 1500 hours. One may
to the passage of the current gradually increases, son Houston, use a still simpler device. The force them to a higher efficiency by increasing

If the source "f electricity is such as to maintain a upper carbon-holder slides through a loose collar the electromotive force, so that the temperature

constant, or nearly constant, difference of potential or ring, which can be tilted bv tlie controlling of the filament is further raised, and the light is

between the terminals of the lamp, the effect will magnet, so that it dutches the holder. When much increased with the expenditure of but little

to that the current will gradually become reduced, the current fall* of the potential rises this clutch additional |*owcr. But this shortens the life of

On the other hand, if the source U such aa to collar is untilted, so that the holder slips through the lamp, and tends also to make a deposit of

maintain a constant or nearly constant current it and shorten* the are. A dash pot is employed carbon particle* form on the inside of the glass,

through the lamp, the effect will to that the to prevent the fall of the holder from being too The tciai*raiure of the lilnitfi-nt is in no case so

difference of potential will increase. Either of rapid high as that of the electric arc
;
hence incandescent

these effects may to made use of to regulate the When a number of arc lamp* are to to used lighting is less efficient than arc lighting as regards

length of the are. Generally the carbons (which together they are generally connected in seriea : the proportion of light to power, and the colour of

are round rod- formed by making powdered coke a constant current w sent through the group, and the light is more yellow. But in point of stead i-

into a paste ami baking it) stand in a vertical the control of the carbons is effected by shont ness and pleasant nt-**. facility for distributing

line, anil the upper one is fixed in a heavy holder, electro-magnets, taking advantage of variations light, and convenience in placing and manage-

which tends to slide down until the point* touch, in the difference of potential between the carbona. ment, incandescent lamp* have many claim- U» to

But its motion downward* i* cheeked by a clutch To prevent the whole group from being extin- preferred for indoor use.

or brake of some kind, guiahed should the feeding mechanism in anyone An interesting part of the manufacture of lamps

- j
. . which allow* it in descend lamp fail to act, a device is added by which any is (hr prom* of

4
flashing '

invented by Mem
l

— IJ little by little. and only lamp that fails is short-circuital— i.e* the comet Sawyer and Mann, which means the electric heat

when the length of the paa*r* through it by another oath. They may. ing of the filament for a short time in a hydro-

I

arc ha* become unduly however, be grouped i* parallel, if the control is carbon atmosphere. The hi^h temperature of the

I great. Fig. *2 is a nkele arranged to depend on variations in the strength filament cause* the dissociation of the gas in

-A ton diagram showing the of the current* Parallel gToupiog is usual when contact with it, and the carton of the'dissociated

|

mechanism of Serrin a arc the lamps are to be served with alternating electric gas is deposited on the filament. Tina forma a

A lamp, which was one of current*. convenient means of adjusting it* thickness and
1

. ' I. am <(* i • i i a
* t. i. i * a ...I., it.. Cl.kut.iti
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smaller volume of current, an.l consequently with the primary and secondary coils in consequence of usual, the current required la supplied by Dynamo-

lee* loss in the conductors. This advantage may be the resistance they offer to the conduction of the electnc Machine. (q.v.) W hen the impression

secured if we convey the electric energy to sub- currents.^ Notwithstanding these source* of loss and the copper plat* are dipped into a strong sola-

centre* in the form of small currents at r high the efficiency of a transformer working under lion of the sulphate of copper, they act as the - and

potential, and convert it there into low-potential favourable conditions is very high, as much as + electrode* The copper of the solution begins to

currents suitable for domestic use. Two plans of 90 and even 95 per cent of the energy* expended in deposit itself on the impression, first at the black

doing this have been put in practice-one. by the primary coil being given off in the converted leaded aorface in the vicinity of the connecting wne,

means of storage batteries. is suitable for continu currents from the secondary. In praeUw the then it gradually creej- over the whole conducting

oum currents
;
the other, by mean* of transformers, direction of the current is reversed about 150 or »«**. After a day or two on the old method

U suitable for alternating current*. 900 time per second. <>- -"^eu.-elcctric l, uses!

Storage Battene* are cells consisting of large Distribution of electricity for U.e purpose of "ut
/

ftn '‘ ,h
f l

C0PPfr

sheets or grids of lead, superficially coated with lighting by means of transformer*, high potential ‘*
,1.”? Sf*

""" ,0"" e,i
.

ft Wje'ably

oxide, which are immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, being used in the conveyance of the currents from P'ate. ean be easily mwytil by inserting the

and are polarised by the passage of tlm current, the distant source, with conversion to low potential PJ*®
1 " , a k,j"" l,c‘* e®n the impression and (he

Peroxide of lead is funnel on the positive plate*, before use. has been effected on a fairly large scale
^ ,,n "* '*

and spongy metallic load on the negative. After in many place*, especially in America, where tin

being charged by the passage of the current the system ho* later taken practical shape in the hands

cells will act for a time as electric generators. 0f Ur We^toghmu*. In Loodon the tame method
giving a current in the opposite direction until the has been successfully employed for some years over

plate* again become inactive, when they may be a pretty wide area by the Groavenor Gallery

again charged. The electric energy given out when Company, and now (1889) preparations are far

the cells are discharging is somewhat lees, hut advanced for its being applied on a hitherto

need not, if the cells are slowly charged, be very unprecedented scale by the Electric Supply Cor-

much less than the energy expended in charging poration, from whose central station at Deptford

, , . . alternating currents are to be conveyed to all part*
theim Each cell has an electromotive force of„

( I>>ndo£ al * potential of |0.o6o volts, to U
about two volts, and its internal resistance » to 100 vofc w by two successive con- (o

.
r

made low by grouping a number of pairs of veraions in tnui-former. before they reach the *»•
. .

plates in parallel within a single cell (tig. 3k i .< .i— nemWea the original. 1

When such celt are A£ong lhr minor .djunets in electric ltahtinc,^ * ,l"rion
use to convert an^ imf)OTUnl p*rt in guarding against ,K-*ible ri.\

lw” " ami £ '

**ft/*k>* fh'T* suPP'y '"‘T'of fire i. played by tlie cut out-/ who** function ndly %li

Amttid S“
h 10 loW

•K,U‘n
1

t,Al
- i- to interrupt the current in any mam or branch n *r c,‘' 0

f ‘h*y ** a. might happen in the event of an accidental «ocxcitcth...urrent A galvanic pair cun Ire made
charged, and the rrn„ connection or short circuit being formed «** «« >* e.«t^l a»A a piece uf sine,

groups are then broken between the wire* The usual form of cut-out is «"'• hguie how this may Ire done. II is a

! "l
10

rf
c,

.

,on* '?h,ch a safety fuse, consisting of a short piece of foil or*1*** vr"r| «‘"l»«ning sulphate of copper : A is

l! I KW ItJH may bedischarged rep wire mfcdo of lead or of «mr fusible alloy which """‘her. up|- l]U<l miill by « wire frame, and con-

III
l| kVw'b-f f

,a,dy ~on*‘**d any dangerous excre. of current will melt, and so •* *w*H ">“ <-« -ul|.lninc .void The

Mi I
(I\\l2&\ J’'! "! for

.
du interrupt the current, in that portion of the system b’

1^ A « without n Uttoh. .but is dosed

, - A c Apart from which ' guarded by the cut outTbefore any damage '*7 *•.' - ,,
.
,*|,|er * A

.
I*"}? «* *‘nc /. -put 11 the

use of stormy ii done Cut ouU are generally put at the junction *u 'l‘1,u ri' mid. nod a « ur. I), coated u ill. insulating

Wkmm'A-JT .
,n ***** ol broneh W.th main wire*, as well as in the mam. ‘ d»'l.cs n. ...1. between it and the

lighting, they form a tbenwelve.. Where tire amount of current to be
''‘'I?

' ”
mo-t valuable, but un U large an electro magnetic cutout is often Weclrotyire is of the greatest importance in the
fortunately very costly

pre(erm| u> a fuse
arU; U>’ means of it duplicates in copper of pages^ '

adjunct in domestic y
Numerous forms of meter have been devised for"* are obtained, an is done with turn Kncvclo-

FiB . 3. «'"> "«'•« installations m^,uring mnd ^rfing the quanUty of electricityP-g ;
eng.av.Nj WM .dale* may Ire ...ultij.li. ,1

for utejuiyinx th*«?)«c AUppli^l to contum^rv torn* mited tor continuous indchfiitviy, *<. tMt |irtK>f imjiTCHMion^ nttfil in* no

e
tromotive force of the cu^nU. on |y|ind olhire for alternating an well as i

w.n»dcuU. can Ire converted into copper 1

when used a« a -hunt aero*- the terminals current* Space doe* not admit of any bronzes can l«- copied
j
and similar like applica-

dynamo and for storing electricityJor use dw<ription of the ingenious meter* invented by Lions arc made of it too numerous to mention. By
during interval- when the dynamo la not .un Ferranti, Aron, and other*. In Edison's meter for connecting a copper plate ready for corrosion with
ning. Small storage batteries have been success -ootinuona currents, which has done good service the

.
pole, and making it a . el«ctrode, it can bo

fully employed ns a mean- of providing portable in central station lighting on the parallel system io etched with more certainty than with the siui|do

electric lamps for use in houses, carnage*, and Now York, the amount of electricity which pas-esacid. and without the acid fumes,
especially in mines. The miners lamp is a small j. measured by the deposit of metal in an electro Electroplating —This is llio art. of coating the
storage battery weighing a few pounds, and is

|ytic ed|. i„ Forbes's nreter. which acts equally baser mculs with silver b> the galvanic current,

inclose.) in a watertight case no bigger than an we|| with continuous or alternating current*, the It i- one theoretically of great simplicity, but re

ordinary lantern, in the front of which is fitted a current heats a small coil of wire so that a stream quires in the successful application of it. very con-

mall incandescent lamp protected by a stout glass of W(m) , froin j, ; this is made m turn «dderablo exiwrience ami skill. Articles that are
cover. Primary batteries have also been used, in * UtUc windmill, whose number of revolution, is electroplated arc generally made of braas, bion/e
place of storage batteries, to supply electricity tc regi-tere.1, and i. found u> be a good index of the copper, or nickel silver. The Irest electroplated
m A m Mi IA mm Am a Mm * M % £ 4 t

^
l ^ Y % (It t . 1 aa Mm am ft a a mm A ftft I

and lay the ropprr on it

Uie fin«t cast, an io

Hpcak, that we take
of each face ia ne#a

|t
a

tivc, showing depicn
aion* where the medal

_ ikowi rrlM t hut this t !

ia taken KH the inatvix ftia

*ce°nd copy. |l|l!

exactly re |Jj|

In the luttcr cane,

on which it 1* debited, and the latter all caw *** u»cn immemi in oiime nunc arm u *

where the c-itinr remain, permanently fixed.
"*** *nv , '1* 1 ox,,l

<;
l, ' a< ,MI'.V '* t,'°

Gold, platinum. .liver, copper. «ne. tin. lead, ™ r
“*i ?

n, ‘ ,hc
-
v

.
8 'e ," tl

.
v *'"*} BR

"i
rob.lt, nickel, can be deposited electrolvtically. Before Ire,ng put into the snve.ing bath, they are

Electrotype is the art of copying printing type,
w,lh ®'«iate of mercury which loaves n thin

woodcnU Vah medaU engraved ulau^ oria f,,ni of mercu O’ them, and this acta a* a cement

raents, dec. by ^nean, of the galvanic current in between the article and the
1
silver. The bath where

metal, more especially copper. Suppose we wish Die electroplating take-, place is a large trough of

to copy a seal in coiner; an impression of it earthenware or other non conducting substance. It

first taken in gutta-perclui. sealing-wax. fusible contain- a weak solution of cyanide of s.lvcr in

metal, or other substance which take*, wlren cyanide of potassium (water. 100 part* ;
cvanule of

heated, a sharp impression. While the impression potas-.um. 10 parts
;
cyanide of silver,

—say. in gutta percha-is still soft, we insert a P«*«« of ailver forms tha +- electrode
;
and

wire into the side of it. As gutta-percha i, Ui b* plated, burg by piece* of wire to a metal rod

not a conductor of electricity, it is necessary to lj»>g acn— the trough, constitute the - electrode,

make the side on which the impression is taken When the plate ia connected with the copper or -*•

conducting; this is done by brushing it over with pole of a one or more celled galvanic battery, accord-

plumbago bv a camel-hair brush. The wire is next mg to the strength required, or nubjoctcd U> the
attached to the zinc pole of a weakly charged magneto-electric current, and the rod is joined

Daniell's cell, and a copper plate is attached by a with the zinc or - pole, chemical decomposition

wire to the copper pole of the cell
;
or. as is now immediately ensues in the bath, the silver of the
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/onide
objects,

ns to deposit itself on the suspended plumplioni*. carbon. -Uioxi. Hydrogen. however,

the cyanogen, liberated at the plate,
{ a , j|, chemical relation' behave- like a metal,

dissolves it, reforming the cyanide of silver. Speculation at present is .«n tlie wlmle rather

Acconling, then, an the solution is weakened by favourable to the view that all ll«- element* are

the loss of the metal going to form the electro- ..mpoted of one fundamental elementary sub-

coating, it is strengthened oj the cyanide of silver stance (see also CHBMPCTRV, ami MktALS). The

tiocLts. Tlie ‘ SI

than Solomon,
wood, metal.

formed at the plate. The thickness of the plate time-honoured 1 Four Elei

depends on the time of its immersion. The electric *i r> f,re
,

water, earth
current thus act* as tlie carrier of the metal of the

Cj to the object* immersed. In this way, silver

men perfectly plastic in our hands. We can by
this means, without mechanical exertion or the Mumi have also five

craft of the workman, convert a piece of silver of au ,| earth,
any shape, however irregular, into a uniform plate,

which coven, hut in no way defaces, objects of the

most complicated and delicate forma. When the see ALCHEMY), a term in

plated objects are taken from the bath, they appear come down from the days of

dull and white ; the dullness is first removed (

small circular brush of brass wire driven by a la .

and tlie final polish is given by burnishing. The metala.

process of electro gildin

that of electroplating

t*"nf tlie Greeks—
lixru.'sed at EMPB-

king.' a CUsCM work older

fir* dements—water, fire,

Tlie Indian Institute* of

-subtle ether, air, fire, water.

CHAMBERS

•

tion of the I tody was necessary for tlie return of the

soul to the human form after it hal completed its

cycle of existence of three *>r ten thousand years.

Sanitary reasons may also have influenced the

ancient Egyptians; mid the legend of Osiris, whose
body, destroyed by Typhon, was found bv Isis,

and embalmed by liia son Anubis. gave a religions

sanction to the rite. The art appears as old as

4000 B.C. at least, for Hie bodies of Cheops.

Myccrinus, and others of the age of the Uh
dynasty, were embalmed. One of the t iriitsl

Elixir ( Arab. the•the philosopher* atone;'
in pharmacy which ha*

' Alchemy (q.v.).' By
the alchemist* the term was applied u> various
solutions employed in the attempt to transmute

„ ....
‘ But the most notable elixir, sought after

is almost identical with by many, was thtelirir awte, 'the elixir of life,
1

that

in either ia attained sublime, potent, perfect, invaluable preparation

K
proper attention to the strength of the battery, which, if discovered, would confer immortality or

i strength of the solution, the temperature, and »t l««*t extreme length of life on him who drank
tho size of the + electrode. it- The name ha* recently been appropriated

to a class of American
.

nffi
"****1*1

Electrophor us. an instrument for obtaining Uona TWe ’im" Very ^if^la^froin RUtld
electricity by mean* of induction. It generally f^hioned elixirs, which eomsumnded in the main
consists of a tin mould, A, which in practice is kept too,,, modern tinctures; for in the American elixirs

in connection the first object sought ia to |*«*ent the medirine

n Z\. • F0
?".*!- un,ler »*» agreeable form, even if frequently with a

fills'! with shell- \om of poteney. Three newer elixirs are often
lac or resin. B. highly alcolmlie. and are sweetened and flavoured
and a movable with great skill. In Biitidi pharmacy. Btixir of
metal cover C. Vitriol is almost the only representative of the old

I* .1 * t?
Um tofcther sulphuric

handle, U. as acid, aleolml, tincture of ginger, and spirit of cinna
Mown in the fig. „,on. This preparation, also known as aromatic
The shell lac u sulphuric acid, is useful for quenching thirst,
poured In when sharpening the appetite, cheeking profuse perapira-
melted, and U ti„n . and often reducing the action of the pulse,
mixed with some The dose may range from ten to forty drop*,
other substance administered in syrop or water,
to make it low
brittle. Whin Elmo's-Plre. St. is the popular name of an
tho apparatus ia electric appearance sometime* seen, especially in

used, tho surface southern climates dot
of the resin
the shell-

smartly
with cats’

.... .
This electrifies glow seen at the point when a lightning rod is work

When the cover is brought uig imperfectly, or when there is any very rapid

Egyptian Mummy.

embalmment- recorded in literature is that of the
patriarch Jacob; and the body of Joseph wo* thus
prepared, and tiantported out of Kg.v pi. The proton*
has Iteen described by llenslotusami Diodorus

;
but

their account* are only paitially confirmed by an
examination of the mummies. A scribe marked
with a rerel-pen n line on the left side beneath the
rihs, down which line the /Kimtrhitlci, or ripper

of the district (an officer of low class 1 ,
made a deep

incision with a rode knife of alone ; In- was then
polled wilh stones, and pursued with curses. The
tarirheuU-s, or saltor, next proceeded to remove
the entrails and lungs, with the exception of the
heart and kidney*, while a colleague extracted tlie

brain through the nose, Tlie Issly was ready for

the salt* and spice* necessary for it* preservation,

the quality of which depended upon the sum to ho
expended
methods prevailed

Whon Herodotus visited Rjfypl, three

iar «frugs
through tlie nmliiU into the cavities of the skull.

d* prevailed s the first, accessible only to
the wealthy, comdsted in pawing peculiar drugs

ring thunder-storms, of a brush

Elretrophoni*.

the resin negatively.

near the lower part of the apparatus, it is charged production of 'electricity (see Electricity ). 'In
positively on it* under surface, nogatively on iu the four yean I884-A7 eleven cases of St Elmo’s
upiier. If then it is touched, the negative “ • • •-•••upiier. If then it is touche*!, the negative escapee, fire were recorded at the Ben Nevis observatory,
and tho cover is charged with electricity

; and if The phenomenon, as seen at sea. was woven by the
removed and applied to any conductor, it will give Greeks into the myth of Castor and Pollux, and
a positive charge to it. The process may be was regarded as of friendly omen. The name offriendlypositive charge to it Tho p . ^
repeated for a great number of time* with only a Elmo is by many thought to be a corruption of that
small diminution of B's charge, except by conncc- of Helena, the sister of Castor and Pollux. Others
tion or dampness. It is usual to have the earth take it to be a corruption of St Erasmus, a Syrian
connection mode by a metallic pin passing through bishop and martyr of the Sd century (Italianised,

B to A, or by a piece of tinfoil, c. pasted extending Ermo. Elmo). The phenomenon lias also been
slightly over B, and connected with A. called the fire of St Elias, of St Clara, of St Nicolas,

Electroplating. Electrotype. See Elec Rod of Helena, as well as eompomU. compooanl or

THO MBTALLIROY. corpomnl (L*. cvrpui mxntUa*)

Electruui (amber; Gr. Htklron) i* a term also .... ... .

:liod to native gold a* it ia associated with Elutrtatlon is the term applied to the procure

Ivor. of separating, by means of water, the finer particle*

of earth* and pigments from the heavier portion*

obstonce

to be reduced ‘to powder being placed in the vat

Electuary, a form of medicinal preparation in ?!, i - . i.r
'

hich the remedy i* enveloped or suspended in «vnlve • and th/su

El?
yn,p ' “ “ “ • ,hick

- S«s “
along with water, the wheels in revolving n

Elements. Chemical, the simplest known pulverise the material, but from their

constituent* of all compound substances. Chemists communicated to the water the latter i- enabled to

regard a* elementary substances or elements only retain » mechanical suspension the liuer particle.regard a* elementary substances or slsments only
those substances which have not been proved to be
compound. It is not inconceivable that some of
the substances at present designated elements (for
list of known elements, see Atomic Theory) may
hereafter be proved to consist of more than one
simple kind of matter, but In the meantime they
are correctly called elements, as that term is

applied above. The elements are somewliat arbi-

trarily divided into non-metal* and metals, the
latter forming by far tho larger class. There is

no sharp line of demarcation between the two
clu-se*, several elements occupying positions on
the birder line. The element* commonly dossed
a- non-metals are thirteen in number, and are as
follows: Hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluor-

ine, oxygen, sulphur, selenium, boron, nitrogen.

of the clay. &c- By allowing a stream of water to

flow in and out of the vat. the finer particles can l«e

constantly floated away, and the liquid being run

into settling vats, the fine powder setUro to the

bottom, when the water can be run off from the

surface- This procere is much employed in the

manufacture of the materials used in pottery
.
ami

in the preparation of pigment*

Embalming so named from the balm or balsam
often employed), the art of preserving the body-

after death, invented Ire tlie Egyptians, whose
prepared bodies are known bv the name of mum-
mire. and are called in the hieroglyphs uvh», and
by St Augustine gabbnroc. This art *wm» to have
derived its origin from the hie* Uiat tlie preserva-

rinsing the belly in palm wine, ami filling it with
myrrh, cassia, and other substance*, and stitching
up the incision in tho loft flank. The mummy
was then pickled in natron for seventy days, anil

then washed and elaborately ham I aged up in roll*

of linen, comentod by gums, and *et upright in

a wooden ooffin against tho walls of tlio Iioiihq

or tomb. This process 00*1 n silver talent, porlmp*
equal to £725 ol our money. A cheaper process, by
means of an injection of cedar-oil, oust a mina,
relatively worth about £243. The poorer clnssre
washed 'the corpse in myrrh, and salted it for
seventy days When thus prepared, and covered
with a pictorial representation of the deceased,
attired a* a labourer in the world to come, and

duly kindled as a ’justified Osiris,' the mummy
WAS placed in a costly coffin (see SarcoimIAUUA)
ready for sepulture, but wo* frequently kept some
time More being buried—often at home and oven
produced at festive entertainments, to recall to

the guests the transient lot of

humanity. All classes were em-
balmed, even malefactor*

;
but

various methods were employed
besides those mentioned by Hero-
dotus. Some mummies are found
merely dried in the sand

; other*
salted by natron, or soaked in
bitumen (Jew’s pitch) with nr with-
out the flank incision, having the
biain* removed through the eye*
or l**c of the cranium, with tho
viscera returned into the body,
placed upon it, or deposited in

jam in shape* of the genii of the
dead, the skin partially gilded, the
flank incision covered with u tin

plate, the fingen* eased in silver,

the eye* removed and. replaced.

So effectual were some- of these
processes that after 2000 or 3000
year* the soles of the foot are still

elastic and soft to the touch. The
*acred animal* were also mummied.

Mummy Cssc of

Qne.M. Ahutcs
Nofrctnri

:

Height 0

< From Muptrt's
/.'/ rthfo torn
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but by simple! processes than men.
It has been oompuU.il that since
the practice began in 4000 B.C..

•town u> 700 A.i».. "lien it prnoti-

cully ceased. probably as many an
7S0.000.000 IsKlies were embalmed
in Egypt ; of which many millions

are yet concealed. Important find*

are mode from time to time, a* in

I MSI
,

when upw aids <if thirty

mummies nf |M>cent«tr**, including
that o i Kamrses II., were discovered together at

Deir-ol-liahari. Mummies, it may he observed in

passing, were u-cd in the l;ith and 16th centuries

of the Christian cm for drugs and other medical
purposes, and a* nostrums against di*ea*«s, and
a peculiar luown Colour. used as the liaekgrojnd

of picture*, was obtained from the bitumen.
Other less successful means of endudming were

u*«ld hy nation* of antiquity. The Persian* em-
ployed wax; the Assyrian*, honey; the J«*w»,

ah*' and spice* ; Alexander the (.real was pre

served in wax and honey, and some Itoman
Isslie* have Wen found tnu* embalmed. The
Guanche*. or ancient inhabitants of the Canary
Isles, Used an elal-nato process like the Egyptian :

and desiccated bodies. preserved bv atmospheric or

other circumstances for centuricft, have l<een found

in Eranee, «icil.v, England, and America, especially

in Central America mid Peru. In Burma the bodies

of priests are slutted with *i>ices and honey and
coated w ith wax and gold leaf. The art of embalm
ing was probably never wholly lost in Europe ; l>e

Bils, Swammerdam, Claudeius, Gooch, Bell, and
others attained great success in the art ; and a

mode of embalming by incision* all over the body

i* detailed hy Penichcr. Kuysch, and after him
William Hunter, injected e**ential oils through the

principal artcriea into the ho.lv, Boudct embalmed
the bulies with camphor, balsam of Peru, Jew’s

pitch, tan, and salt. Ihe discovery of Chnuwier of

the nrosOrvative |H>wer of corrosive sublimate, by

whicli animal matter Wcoine* rigid, bard, and

Bisli, Introduced a new means of embalming by

ard and f.arroy ; but owing to the desiccation,

the features do not retain their shape. The db
cowry of the preservative power of a mixture of

equal parla of acetate and chloride of alumina, or of

milpliata of alumina, by Gannal in 1634, and of

that of aiM'iiie hy Tmiicliini. and of pvroxilie

Spirits l<\ Bahiugtoii and Be.- in 1838. ami of the

antiseptic inline of eliloride nf /ine, have led to

the application of these 'alts to the embalming «i

preparation of bodies required to he erred Kt a „ .....

limited time The latest by injection .du ln„.|, ti || fclnl,|,. r|..mrnt
fluid into the arteries, is de-cri'Mil by I'r It. »»

century w;i- inv-tiral enougli. Tbe germ, whether
egg «H -Si'l. W*s Wlieteil lo Is- a miniature Hak-I
ot the adnll. • PiefoniKsI ' in all inm-pannex . (lie

organbn i lay •« »«v iu the grim, mih ies|iiiriiig

lo lap ' llllfokbsl Jll«t like a bud W hith bides
within i|s hull tU- lVo.il «.igan~ of tl*- fillme.
wa- every pisi. ' Tls-n- is no lircsoning." Haller
aid: 'no |«it >d the U*l\ i. made fnou another

:

all me muted at mm-' But the germ wx* inure

than a marvellous UnI like in ininiare of ihe adult
:

it ineludisl all future g-i>raii<a\ Tint grim lay
wit bin gum. in riit -mallei miiiiatiiie, aft«i the
flsliion of an iiitmile juggler'* latx. »«• the logical

Condiary of ||>- iIhuix of pn-fonuntimi and unfold

ing. One of the rnnlmtrnde* of the time was
whether ovum or s|s-nn na« tie* lisire imjsotant.
Tlie ovists KM-itel the rtiilus of the ovmm, whirl I

only nspiirrsl to le awakened by the s)M*rMialomMi
to liegiu its unfolding. Tie- aniiualrillist.. mi the
other hand, maintained I lull the male element eon
tamed the pn-fnnned genu, and that the mum ua*
merely for it- preliminary nutriment.

All this wa- virtually -Inlleiml l.y WolIT
(
17.78).

who rmwertRd Haney's ri«igcio—i». and nkssnl
that the germ ruii*i*ir«l of almml strurtuich-**

inalerial, ami l lull ihepm *d development was
a gradual otpsiit-atinn Vet Widf• work lrn.1 not
tlie effect of entiudv dem.di>hing •irforniatioiiist

non.-prions. They lingered on. and had this mnrh
truth in them I bat tlie germs arc indeed j»tential.

t bough trot mininliuv, organ i-m- To some extent
WolIT reacted lot far against the ihvsIum in Ids
emphasis mi ilte •ini|dicit> of the genu, so that a
collection was nrces>ary when the cellular cliaiac

ter of the rr|nislueti\e element* was realised nl-mt

a liumlnsl years later. Tlie nlsrnstidii of -true
tnral hncti's was slow in gaining self mnfulem-r,
for it wo- not till IHI7 tbit Pamler took up W.dlf.
work virtually wheic Ik- left it. lie was inime
tlialely ninfsrrol ami *•« k-fl ladiind by \<m
Baer, wlsw«- re-nll* hid a linn foundation for

noslein •iidtryol.tgv, Sinn- the e*tnldi>hmriit of

the fell theory t*ce C'KM.) in liUH 38. and the
os*oemted re»mtvlN» which -Imw,si that the
organism -tart- from a fu-i.in ««f two -e\ cell-,

and that •let chapment cisi»r*t- in tire division of

tlie fertilised ovum and dillricnti.il ion of the
results, |uogress luv- lircn Isah sure and rapid.

The HHire imslrni drm»nstiation id the fact of

evolution ha- afforded a fic-h imp'll-* by it-

interjaetatton id tlie piocnt a* the literal child
of tlie lust.

Th> ofy-rtU ur ••nor, is in all organi-ms the

l!ichnrd~»li, who Inis himself embalmed fifty Issli.-,

TIlo process is very cuiuiuoii in tin- I wiled .State-

linliry olugy i« that depat tim-tif of Idotogv

which reads the •levrlopiurnt of ihe individual
organism It i* a Micces-imi of studies iu anatomy
and phy-iologv which, when read into unity, give

tin- hi-tovy nf the organism from it- earliest indi-

vidual appearance on to that vague point when it

may Is- said to exhibit all the in-iiu features of

adult life. The investigation necessarily takes
two forms: a description of the structure of -itc-

Offwive stages ( i«ory</r«do./ov*/ 1 , and an analysis nf

the vital processes ivs-ieialisl with each step (/>//»/«-

otwjiml \. Nor is any einbryological investigation

complete which does not link the every day develop

incut of individuals with the historical evolution of

the nice.

Ilistor;/. Although the development of the chirk,

so much studied in einbryological labtratoriea to-

day, was watched 2000 year, ago in Greece, it was
only in the scientific lenai—mice nf the 17th cen
tury that o1«ervati>an began to grow strong enough
to wrestle with conjecture. Harvey, who towered

a' a strong genius abive his contemporaries, and
saw much farther, sought iu IBM to establish two
main propositions! ( I ) tlrat every animal was
produced from an ovum—oioim ftst )><nuordinm
w</unu)ic omnibus uniiunUbu.*

:

and (2 J that the
organs arose hv new formation (e/uyur-yi ), not
from the mere expansion of some invisible pre-

formation. These valuable generalisations were

not, however, accepted, ami even olxveryatious like

tho-re of Mid|>igln “eenicl for the time to tell

against Harvey* prevision. The time warn post

for aboolutely fanciful theories, and yet the domi-

nant doctrine which persisted even into the tilth

starting |siint of the .minVo. bit devrloiimeiit ran
t 1» •MMilr-

ment.il hy tire male cell »t »|*'iniaton>on. These
•ex-eelh are libcratc.1 unit- of the |«r.-nt-oigani-iu,

bit in unot case* they stan.1 in marked emtra-t
to lire great onngeirc* of cell* which form the
' bsly .' All the .iim|s>m>nt unit* «d tlie organism
are indeed lineal il.-.erslsnl* id a fettiliseil ovum,
but tlie • b*|y '-cell- 1-rcMne greatly changcl into
muscle, nerve, skeleton, and the like, while the
repnsliirtive cell* retain with more or Ics* intact
nr** lire clrararter- nf the original parent genu.
It i* tlii- fact which make* the reproduction of like
l.y like jmssiMe

Tire umccllnlar animal* or I'mUwn*. having
obviously no * lm.lv. ’ are directly r.ihipar«IJe to
tlie -ex cell- of higher animalo. The * Indy ' is

tlie addition which make- the diHcrrnce In a
few Protozoa. Imwever. tire results of the division
of a nnil remain associated together, and a h-.se
colony .d cells arise*. Such a l*ioto/oon Wbav.-
like an ovum or like a primitive male-cell in any
of tlie higher animal- Tlie loose colony may lie

very unstable, and may soon resolve itself into it'

component units, exactly as the primitive male
cell, which has divided into a dump id sperma
toToa. break* op and set* these active unite free.

But the colony may be more stable and retain it*

continuity flike a segmented ovum i. thu* bridging

the gulf" between unicellular amt miiUkellubr
organisms. In such cases certain cells are -et

apart a* reproductive, and eventually set adrift

to start a fresh colony. This U the beginning of

the di

first

develop ot tncniseivcs,

not concern as here (see Sex
|
they became dirteren.

tiated as male and female elements, mutually

ordinary animal cell. The cel1-su Istance consist*
of Protoplasm (q.v.) and of material ascending to
or descending from that climax. As in other cows,
the cel I-8U I .nance may Ik- traversed by a network,
—one of the intricacies which modern microscopic
technique ho* revealed. Like other cells, the
ovum includes a central differentiation or nucleus,
technically called the germinal vesicle. This
exhibits the essential nuclear elements in the
form of rod*, bands, or network, and other minute
feature* descriWd in the article Clil.L. The nucleus
play* a mint important part iu the history of the
ovum, and is believed to la* the liearer of the
hereditary characteristics.
As to tlie precise origin of the ova, it is enough

hero to st-ate that in *]*mgeH they are simply
well-fed cells in the general substance (middle
stratum) of the -I'onge

;
that in Cu-lentcratcs

they may originate from outer or from inner layer

;

while in other animals they arc almost always
associated with the middle layer of the body,
and aa we ascend arc more and more restricted
to a distinct region or to a definite organ—the
owry.
The very young ovum is often at least like an

Anuiha (o. v. ), ami iu Hydra (q.v.) this character
persist*. The fnat chapter in its history is one of
nutrition and growth. This often occurs nt the
expense of neighbour cells, and the ovum may bo
the successful survivor of a clump. Iu other canes
the nutriment, for immediate or future use,

may he derived front the vascular llui.l of the
animal, or from special glands, which are some-
times simply degenerate portion* of an originally
larger ovary. The capital of nutriment thus
derived is distinguished as the yolk. It varies
greatly in quantity and di*no»ition, and has great
influence in determining tlie precise form which
the future division of tlie ovum will lake. It may
he -mall in quantity and uniformly iUHuhc! through
the cell, as in mammalian ova

;
there may ho a

larger quantity, which sinks to the lower part, as
in frog -paw ti

;
there may b« a very large amount,

which quite dwarf- Ihe genuine living mutter, as
in birds’ egg*

;
«ii there may !*• a central uccuiu

u Istion. as iu crustaceans and insect*. The egg
is very geneially surrounded with some membrane,
heath, or shell, mode by itself, or contributed by
surroundinw cells, or the product of speciol glands.

In such cnvclo]** there i* often a »|>ceial nurture
I
miciopyle) through which alone the spcimato
moon can enter, Raid shells like those of birds'

eggs must obviously l>e formed after fertilisation

ho* taken place.

Thf Mal'-rtll or Spcrmatosoon.—In the unicel-
lular organism*, among which »ve find the key to

ail beginnings, two cells, unable apparently to
live independently, unite, and thus make a fresh

tart. In such cases the two unit* are usually
iinilar in appearance, though doubtless different
in chemical state. Sometimes, however, a small
active cell uuite* with a larger and more paaeive

neighbour, and here we find the first hint of the
profound difference between the sexc-—a difference
of which the contiast I telween spermatozoon uml
ovum is literally a eonceutrat.il expression.
The spermatnuKin i* a true cell, though the

nuclear portion often predominate* over tlie cell

•iilxtance. It is one of the smallest animal cells,

are a ircan maay. me is me oeginning oi

lifferentiati.xi iff special reproductive cells. At
these were probably all alike and able to

lop of thcmscivc*. but in a manner which doe*

dependent and complementary.
The ovum has all the eessential characters of an

Fig. L—Orgnnbnw

:

.1 . ^11*11 »li..uiiig iiK'iutirvur, craiiulc», bi^I >:< rinaual waRile;
t, aicrmiMlr-x * *11

;
t; i*u IIUI Jill M-Jiti hIi imI tif miiiil, tnlii mu

»»*«! *l»*n -*•; BMiufUo'l triMin; r,

-ml iHttlL

a* the ovum one of the largc-i
;

it' is highly
active, while the ovum i* peculiarly passive

; ft

rarely bears any nutritive material, while the
ovum is very generally weighted with yolk. In
its minute size, active locomotor energy, and
per*i*tent vitality, the sperm-cell resembles a flagel-
late Monad among Protozoa, while the ovum is

strictly comparable to an Anuiha or to one of the yet
more ponsive or encysted forms. In most animals
the sjrermatozoon exhibits three distinct parts

:

(a) tlie ‘head,’ or essential portion, consisting
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almost w.'m’.ly of- nucleus; (*) the mobile 'tail'
of contractile protoplasm which drive* the 'head'
along; and (c> a small middle portion connecting
the head and tail.

In it* origin the male. cell resembles the ovuni.
and the two cell* arc of course the physiological
complements of one another. In history, however,
the ovum is strictly comparable not to the sperm,
but to the cell which divider! to give rise to the
sperms. The priniitive-male eell. or mocher-sperni-
cell, is the homologuc of the ovum. Just a* the
latter divides in segmentation, so the mother
sperm-cell divides, and the divisions exhibited in
wl»t is technically called spermatogenesis are
closely parallel to the various mode* of aegmon
tation exhibited by ova. The mother-sperm cell
segments, but the results have no coherence

; they
go asunder as spermatozoa. Thus, though all cells
may be Haiti to rank as equals, the apenu-ccll

a
.i
onS,,, • l '8tory behind it than the ovum.

The differences l*>th in form and history expre-*
the great difference* in chemical constitution which
are summed up in the words male and female.
Maturation of thr 0euio.—The egg cell hating

attained it* definite size or limit of growth, usually
exhibits a somewhat enigmatical phenomenon
known as the extrusion of pular globule*. In the
great majority of case* it buds off two tiny cells,
by a true process of cell-division, in which the
nucleus plays its usual orderly part. This extrusion
is probably univ ersal, hut lias not yet been obaertrd
in bird or reptile eggs. The |-.lar cell* come lo
nntliing. though they may lingei for a while in tire
precincts of the ovum. Their expulsion usually
takes place before fertilisation ha- even begun, Isit

sometimes is suWouent t-. the entrance of tin-

pennatozonn into the ovum. The result of the
twofold budding is that the ntttu of the nncleni
element* is Winced by three fourths, though their
number appear* U> remain constant* In many
jmrthrnogeiretlc ova, which develop without fer
tilisation, Weismann has recently shown that only
one polar globulo is formed, ami this hr believe*
lo lxr constant, and essentially u—ociated with
parthenogenesis.
The import of the process is much disputed.

(>ll* do indeed usually divide at the limit
of growth (see CKl.t.b But the division here is

peculiarly unequal so far as cell substance is con
corned. I’h* marked inequality suggest* lire theory
proposed by Minot. Balfour, and Van K-neden,
that the polar globule- are male extrusions from the
predominantly female egg cell. The retention of
one in partlrenngciretic ova i« -opposed to be what
makes independent development ponsible. The
retained polar globule replaces the otherwise
necessary sjH'rin. Hutnclili looks at the matter
rather historically than pliv.-iohuically. an«l inter
preta this premature division ol the ovum as the
survival of an ancient habit which the mother
sperm-cell still retains. The |>olar cells are thus
rudimentary or abortive female germs. This, how
ever, hardly explains why they should so constantly
occur. Weismann summsc* the two polar globules
to l-> very different from one another , the first

extrudes a nuclear substance which was only useful
while the egg was amaking; the second get* rid of
half of the essential germ-plasma, the bearer of
hereditary characteristics, all in order to make room

Kitf. 2, lVvcln|.im*»t of S)'rniiR ; ni.xMi ration ami fcrtil

isatiMi of Ova {
diagrammatic)

:

I- ».
niviniitit nf n in* *t li»-r-^|»*r*«i-^n*l1 or prImWlVMalcMI in*-*

a hill of which Kwiki up: *•/. uttlwwIN *n4
f^rtilicir arm nfoviAm ; ft. itt*rhoOl ymt^Mvqiti ; g, liter it«icr;

'. ..II of t f.r^l polar cell
; :

t, «iKf r*.u»vl ovum, ^iio rnteOBf; /, rmlr ar*i ferrate

nucki hImhiI In inn* on Oimt>1rth«i %4 h-rtilta'MMt.

for the addition of a corresponding quantity by the
spermatozoon. Parthenoeenetic ova only ’give off
the first, and retain all their germ-plasma. Thus
they are as able to start in development as fer-

tilised ova which exhibit the circuitous process

of first giving half of their germ plasma away and
then getting a similar quantity back from another
source There is no proof that the two extrusions
are different in diameter, and Weismann'* theory
seein* to invest ova with a prevision of the benefiu
of fertilisation. The simplest view is that the
ovum divides at the limit of growth, that the
inequality of division expresses an opposition
between what is extruded and what is retained,
and lliat this means the getting rid of some waste
or male element* In the differentiation of the
male element* both among plant* and animals, a
parallel but reverse antithesis is often demon-
strable.

Frrtituntio*.—The ‘ovists' thought that the
ovum wa* all-important, and only required the
•perm's wakening touch to unfold it* preformed
monel. The * animalcuh-t* 1 were equally certain
that the spermatozoon was all-important, and only
required to be fed by the ovum. Even after the
mutual dependence of the sex element* Had been
recognised, (he opinion prevailed that contact of
the two was unessential, and that by an aura
leminatii fertilisation was possible In 1677 Hamm
and I^euwenhock hr»t distinctly -aw spermatozoa

;

in 1780 Spallanzani staged by artificial fertilisation
that the egg* must come into contact with the
seminal fluid ; in 1643 Martin Boryr observed the
spermatozoon in union with the ovum of tire rabbit

;

in 1646 Kolliker proved the cellular origin and
nucleated character of tire male eminent*

;
and in

1872-75 Buttehli and Auerbach observed two nuclei
in fertilised eggs. The date* of these representative
discoveries show bow gradually the rewutl has been
reached that the essence of fertilisation is the
intimate union of a male and female cell.

It is needless to cite tire numerous investigator*
who luive made the following statement* po—ible :

< 1 1 Only one male element really unites with tire

egg cell. By a sudden change after, the entrance
of one .perm the ovum usually cease- to be new-
tree. The entrance of more than one ocea*>onallv
oecure. but the result is pathological <*) Tire
union m very intimate; the nuclei are at least a*
important as the protoplasm, and according to most
authorities much more so. (3) The two nuclei are
attracted or drawn to orre another, and fuse in-

timately to form a single nucleus of double origin.
(4| Intimate as the union is. iu orderline*- is m>t
In* ron-pirunus ; half of (he result is still traceable
to the male and half to the female
While these are tire demon-treble structural

facts, what the union means i. another matter.
Some compare the action «.f tire -perm to a ferment,
others to stimulating waste products, while Weis
luann virtually denies sex differences altogether,
and maintain- that tire union is a mere quantitative
addition of tire amount of germ-plasma lost in

extruding the second polar globule. That tire

.-pemiatnioon furnishes half of the architectural
nuclear snlwUnre and thereby half of tire hereditary
charaeteri-tirs is certain, that it al-o affords a
chemical stimulus to division it is difficult to doubt.
In single-celled animal- fertilisation is essential to
the continued vitality of the species

; in all case*
the intimate mingling of sex-element*, different in
constitution and pa-t experience, secures both an
average constancy and minor variations.

Segmentation. —Soon after tire essential act of
fertilisation has been accomplished in the intimate
union of the noclei. the egg begins to divide.
What physical and chemical attractions and repul-
sion* operate in this process we do not know. It
is certain that the nuclear element*, which play a
very important part throughout, have what we
cannot but call a strong individuality ol behaviour.
It is certain too that the cell substance plays an
important part, and that it is not merely passive
material with which the nucleus operates.' Recent
observers, led by Van Renedrn, have elucidated
something of the marvellous interaction between
nuclei and cel I -substance. It would seem that
there is an intracellular muscular system, that from
certain centres in the protoplasm strands radiate
which moor them-elvr* lo the nuclear elements and
move them about. It has been further established
that the double nucleus of thr fertilised ovum is

accurately composed half of female and half of

male elements. When the egg divides into two,
the nucleus of each daughter-cell is again half male
ami half female, and it i* probable that this exact
dualism irersL-l* yet further.

Tne different ways in which ova divide depend
mainly upon the quantity and disposition of the

ive volk -material. 1 1
When there i- verypassu

little nutritive capital, and that uniformly diffused,
the whole ovum divides, vertically and horizontally,
till a sphere uf approximately equal cells U formed.
This total segmentation occur- for instance in the
ova of sponge, starfish, lancelet. and
(2) In the ova of the frog, w here the actual process
of division may lie most conveniently watched,
there is more yolk, which has chiefly sunk to tin-

lower hemisphere of the egg. Division is -till

total, but after a few segmentations it will he seen
that the uiqier hemisphere cells are dividing more
rapidly and are becoming markedly smaller than
those in the lower part. The segmentation i- total

hut unequal. (3) In the ova of birds arid reptiles

and loom fishes there i> a large quantity of yolk,
and the formative substauce lies like a drop on tire
upper surface of the nutrient mass. Division is

Hi *. :»

KrlaCioi «.f Yolk u> division of Ovum (disglsiiimsliul

;

A. mil. ii.l dMiisr >.4k A', total cqiul ill.l.iaa
ii. mres >«.iw >t l“»«r |i-|.

. II', ii.ul un.-iiuki division

V;
*v,‘™ >’.?* C. |srl|di.uf •livnli.ii.

>viw. ir, juiiUil diiisKMi.

re-trioted u> the formative protopla-m, and thus the
segmentation i. conspicuously partial. (4) In the
ova of crustaceans. insect*, and their allies, tire

yolk usually accumulate* in thr centre of the ovum
a* a more pa-rive, nutritive core, surrounded by tire

active, formative protoplasm The latter divides,
and form- a sphere or ellipsoid of cells around
tire lees maikedly divided yolk. In Pcripntua—
tire survivor of ancestral insect* the whole ovum
segment*, but tire cells are not for a while defined
off from one another, an that the resull looks like
a giant Hrotozoon with numerous nuclei. Hint* of

tins are seen in other caws.

Month* and Gnitruta. Tire result of segment*
lion is a l*all of cells, differing according to the

above descrilred inodes of

division. When awidccavity
ha* been left, between the
cells as they multiplied, a
hollow sphere is formed,
technically called a Mtulo-
ifihru

;

if no such conspicu-
ous 'segmentation cavity’
has been left tho result is an
almost solid mulbcrry-liko
ball nf cells a month i.

Kic. 4 r— cti..i of When the division is partial,

,:;

w *' f C‘U# mainly confined to an area
o. IUs>Io»|.Iht*.

of formative protoplasm lying
u|K*n A nutritive miuui, the

lit i* a «li*c of wlh which by ami by apreada
round thr yolk. Such a M'gmentcd area is gener-

ally known an the blastoderm. (Sec IK, fig. 3. >

Thr next decisive chapter i* one of infolding, or

the formation of a pastrala. In the *iinplent coaen

one hemisphere of a hollow hall of celln i* dimoled
or invaginated into the other. More
accurately, the one heniittphero aink*
into and Iweomei anrrounded by the

other. The Bphere becomes a two-
layered aack or gnatrula. with an
opening technically called the blasio-

port. In many other ca»c*-~c.g.
frahew, reptile*, and birds owing lo

the yolk, complete invagination is

not po6&ible An infolding atill

occur*, but it ia no longer con-
ivio. Hidenon*, and the ga*tnila-atagc U

tllUS ^ niUMt aUo 1*

biwti.'iw notc<l that the two-lay^ed condition
*>*\ vruUui may arise by arrangement of ilieoella,
•Atay. without there being any procewi that

can l>e called invagination. Thus, in

the oval ciliated embryo or plan ala of moet Hydro*
xoa, the two layers have l#*-n frequently olwrrvcd
to arise by a process of internal differentiation,

known ax rUlamination.
The Germinal Layers.— Even in a simple colony

of cell* like a Volvox all the units do not remain
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alike. Inhide cell* arc in difTmnt condition* from

ouU*i<le cdU, and division of labour with corwcqucnt
difference of structure is bound to occur. So again,

in the ball of cell* into which the ovum divide*, the
nn« hemisphere with heavier material is usually
different from the upper hemisphere, which i* *pe-

lilic&llv lighter and lev* enciunltered with reserve

material. Even in the morula or hlastoaphere

dillercntintiuu ha* Iwrgun.

But we have just seen that bv the folding of

one hemisphere into the other, or in other ways, a
gastiula often more or less modified arise*

embryo thereby attains definitely

layera—outer and inner. The ore
spoke of development a> an unfold)

Tlie
differentiated

rforiiiiit iouislH

insist nil lilt infolding. The layered character of

\ve now

ing musen
splanchnic) portion cleave* to the internal organ*.

of Organa.—With few exception

.n» Win structure* arise from the

tin* emlirvo was early recognised by Wolff, and yet
more dearly by Pander and Von Boer, but it*

fundamental import can hardly be wild to have been

realised till Huxley in IH49 compared the outer and
inner cell-layer* of Ccrlenteratea (bydroids, jelly-

fish, &«.) to the outer and inner layers which
embryologist* had begun to demonstrate in develop-

ment! Soon afterward- Allman gave to the outer
and inner layers of Cu-lenlcrale* the names trio-

ikrvi and ttulodtmi, which are now universally

used for tike outer ami inner layers of every embryo.
Th<- result* reached by Huxley and Haeckel. Kova-
levsky and Kay Lankester, ami many other*. Iiav*

math- it certain that the formation of these two
germinal layer* i- con»tant in animal*, that they

are exactly comparable throughout the serie*. and
that with lew exception* they give rise to precisely

the -nine adult structures.

In *|>onge- an<l tVelenterate* only two genuine
layers of cell* are developed. A middle stratum,
seen in faint suggestion in the common Hydra, may
indeed appear V-ilween outer and inner layer*, and
limy lie of the greatest ini|->rurice in the structure

of the animal, but embryologists are not inclined to

allow thi* middle stratum -the recalled meaogitta

to rank as a diilinot layer beside the other

two,
In higher animals, however, there is a definite

middle layer or »«Wriv« between the other two.

I la history involves much greater difficulty than

that of the ectoderm and endoderm; it seem* a* if it

might arise in some half-down different waya. One
common mode of origin low Im-cii emphasised by (he

brother* Ilcrtwig in what they call the • Ccrlome
theory.' The inner layer arise* by an infolding of

the outer, and a primitive gut-cavity < orchmUrou )

thus results. Now begin* an out folding. From
the gut-cavity two sack* U>rU>nt pixktlt) grow out.

one on either side, insinuating themselves between
the first two layer*. The cavitiee of the sacks form
the future body-cavity of the animal ; the outer ami
Inner walls form the corresponding two divisions

of the mesoderm. However this middle layer antes,

it finally exhibit* an inner and an outer division, so
that the Hertwig* speak of four germinal layer*.

The outer ijmrietal nr somatic) portion of the

mesoderm clings to the external body-wall, form-
muscles and the like ; the inner I

visceral or

740
too are always aided by tire middle layer.

PAgiio/oyttal Eiuhri/otogy.—The immense pro-

gress of embryology within recent year* ho* Iwen
almost wholly raorpliolegicaL Of tire physiological

condition* of development we know relatively little.

The later stage* of embryonic life in higher animals

have been studied bv Preyer and others with much
success. but thi* i* but the threshold of investiga-

tion. A few luminous result* a* to the architec-

tural condition* are due to tlie courage of His and

Kauber. who have followed the earlier suggestion-

of Pander and Lotre. The t**k. which is involved

in stupendous difficulties, ha* l>een continued in the

experimental investigation* of O. Hertwig, Fol.

Prfugcr. Bom, Roux. SclinlUe. (ierlaeh. and others.

Observations' as to tlie actual dynamic* of cell-

division. such, for instance, a* those of Van Beneden
and Boveri. are loginning to appear; while the

title of a recent work by Bertliokl—PratofJamue
VecA<im«—shows how tlie biologist persistently

seek* the aid of the student of physics in order to

explain the architecture of the living organism.

•To think that heredity will build organic beinp
without mechanical means ’ is. according to Hi*,

•a piece of unscientific niysticUm while Pfliiger

insist* on the conception of development aa ‘an
organic crystallisation ' Tlie laws of growth, which
express h«w each fertili*ed egg-cell must divide,

and how the resulting uniU must arrange them-

srlve* first in layer* and thereafter into organ*,

must be expre**cn in terms of physical ami chemi-

cal condition*. But this i* tiie task of the future.

GtHsralnaftoiii. - \ I )
Tkf Oenm tk/ory.— In all

caar* of ordinary -exual reproduction among plant*

or animals the offspring develops (mm a fertilised

CHAMBERS’

chapters in the life* history of each organism. The
single cell (the ovum), the hall of cells (the morula
or hlimtosphere ), the sack of cells in two layers (the

gastrula). "*e Iwc *wn to lx? the firxt three stages

in development. As this gaatrnla-htage always

occurs, though sometimes disguised by the yolk, in

the life-history of animals, Haeckel justly em-
phasised it as the individual a recapitulation of an

ancestral state. The simplest, stable, in any -celled

animal he believed to be like a gantrula (see fig. 6 )•

and he called this hypothetical ancestor of all higher

animals a gaatraa. A few living animals arc still

almost at thi* level : nil animals pass through it in

their gastmla-htage. The goatrula i* a recapitula-

tion of the ancestral gn*lnta Rival conceptions of

what the first stable, many celled animal was like

have Itecn since proponed, but the ga-trn-n theory

still hold* the field.

(3) The Fact of Rtcap'luUttion. The gaslriea-

theory’ is only a special case of a more gencial pro-

position—that the individual recapitulate! the his-

tory of its kind. That the pant lives in the present,

or that we individually retread, for instance in our

intellectual development, the Mills made by our

ancestor*. i» a familiar idea which it is one of the

charm* of embryology to realise in the life histoiy

of each organism. At an early date Von Baer

exptesned this in hi* law, that structural progress or

differentiation in development »« from a general

to a special type. * In its earliest stage,' he said,

•every organism ho* the greatest numbho* the greatest number of char-

acters' in common with all other organism- in their

earliest stages : at each -uecesalve stage tlie class

of embryo* which it resembles i* narrowed, In

year* later when the organism waa at length

analysed into it* component cell* I *ce CELL). The
fact that every plant or animal begin* at tlie

la-ginning again, at the level of the Protozoa or

single celled organisms, Agm.su doe* not btaiUte
to call one of Uie greatest discoveries in the natural

science* in modem time*.

(2) TS* Ufutnm lAtory. -The *implr*t animals

are single cells; ihraw occasionally form loos*

colonies or WIN of cell* ; next come sack like two-
layered organisms, such as the simple*! sponge*.
The*« »>e tlie fir-t three grades among living

animals, hut tliev ahm correspond to the firet three

egg cell. This is ihe ovum-llieocy propheaied bv t|,„ ufe .
history of a mammal it is possible to trace

Harvey in 1651. again almost realise.! by Wolff
|(OW t |,«. grrm at lirat lingers a* it were among

in 1759. but only demoMtfated about a hundred
,jl0 protozoa : how it divide* and passe* quickly

‘ * “ through the transitional 'ball of cells 'stage; how

the rmbrvo undergoes it* first great differentiation,

like all other multicellular animal*, in becoming a

two-layered gaatrula, taking its place l>e*ide the

ancestral Metazoa ; how it by-and by acquires some

of tlie character* of a young worm, and then of a

very elmple backboned animal, like ft primitive

fish
;
how with increasing complexity it ranks with

reptilian embryos; and lastly, how the fi»tu*

acquire, mammalian feature*, vague and genera

at the outaet, but gradually becoming like those of

nearly related form*. Von llacr himself confessed,

as every embryologist would do, that with three

embryos of higher Vertebrates at the same stage

before him. he could not, without closo examina-

tion. tell »ne from the other. Tlie accompanying

Origin oj

-nine organ*
layer* e g. the nervous system from the ecto-

derm, the lining of I he mid gut from the endo-
derm.

|
a) Thf tctvt/rrni or epiolast give* origin to

outer skin or epidermis, external skeleton, super
fieial gland*, sense organ*, nervous system, Ihe

infolding* at lioth end* of the gut. and probably to

the primitive excretory (segmental) duct. 16) The
tn'M'rui or hypoUuxt form* the lining of the mid-
gut. and necessarily, loo, of outgrowths from it,

such aa the lungs and various gland*. In verte-

brate- it also give* ri.e to that important skeletal

axis the notochord—which always precedes the
• backbone.’ (c) The »i«W™ nr uttuMail give*

rise to all the rest. That is to say. the under-skin,

the muscle*, the connective ti—ue. the internal

skeleton, the lining of the body cavity, the heart

and the blood, and the like are all mesodermic.

The reproductive organs, though to some extent

structure* by themselves, also arise, in tlie great
majority of ease*, in connection with the mesoderm.

It must be noted, further, that while the main part

of a structure is referable to one of the three layer*,

the entire structure «» very often composite. Thus,

the eye of vertebrate* mainly arises a* an outgrowth

from the brain, but some of the le— essential partsfrom
,

are furnished by the mesoderm. The outgrowth*

from the mid gut air in origin endodermic, but ththey

tic- &
The Rot Stage! in De.riopuwnt (not drawn to «*le):

I, f.nin«*d on*; t. tall of cHW. J. th* Mill mor*
divided, or in Metis*: •. the gwrula <ru*p4 In Fl; A.

mow. ***!. «rtb-on». or sts-Bih; D. cuyBJ.. <* olhrr

arthropod: C. rm »%*>!. or o*h*r BoDar: U. Unerlrt,

tor.icslr. 4e : E. fM*. <w «*hr» UBr*ibw» ; F. rab" tt. or
other ox ikms! ; at. segMCntatra* ra»*y ; f. c»Mrnl» tevsria-
Utoo ; r.r.. sins radial*, r* {**©«! mirlopc. Darkly atadod
«lta »•» .mlodtno. lighter are ectoderm, dot! are yolk
Kiasale.

Fit. 7.—Embryos of fowl (a), dog (6), snd roan (e).

(After HseokeL)

figure of the embryos of a bird, a mammal, and tlie

human specie* clearly illustrates this close resem-

blance in early life.

Spencer expressed the progres* from simple to

complex, from general U> special, as a differentiation

from homogeneous to heterogeneous, in which the

individual history runs parallel to tliat of the race.

The most luminous reading of the fundamental fact

is that of Haeckel. The individual development

i* a recapitulation of the historic evolution of the

race. A curve symbolising the turns and twists in

the life-history of one of the higher Vertebrates, for

instance, is seen to lie a reflection of the

bend* and branches of the genealogical tree wl

expresses the historic lineage. The development

of the individual microcosm is a summary—often a

shorthand summary—of the evolution of the macro-

coem of the race. Most pithily, though most tech-

nically. he sums up hi*
1 fundamental biogenetic

law ’ in the word* 1 Ontogeny recapitulates pliyto-

The fact i* very vividly illustrated in many
more patent life-histones, such a* those of

crustacean*, insect®, and amphibians, where the

hatched young follow the rails laid down by

their respective ancestors (see Amphibia, Cater-

S

r£
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PILLAR. CRUSTACEA). Parker happily compare*
watching development—in which lie is one of ihc
modern masters—to reading a palimpsest ; below
the superficial script there are older and ruder
characters, and below these more primitive stilL

Two cautions must be emphasised. The develop-
ment is often shortened in its path ; circuitous
twists, in what we believe to have been the historic
course, are skipped by the individual; the moment-
ous steps, however, are always paralleled in the
two histories. The individual development may be
said to follow the main line of progress, hut does
not go olf into side-lines. Tlius the resemblance is

between embryos. The embryo bird is hardly like

a reptile, but it is always in its development like

an embryo reptile. Nor must it be imagined that
this fact of recapitulation exactly explain* itself

That the present is child of the past doe* indeed
shed great light on the individual's recapitulation

of ancestral stages, but the metaphors are apt to
suggest that the developing organism has some
bow a feeling for history, or that the hand of
the past is literally upon it as it grows. It is

necessary to get beyond mere metaphor* of uncon-
cious memory and the like, and to realise that the
same intern . .1 conditions which in the long past
led to certain momentous changes are still really

Eint doing the same for the individual. The
omental problem la to elucidate the chemical

and physical conditions which represent the living
band of the past upon the development of the
prcMeut, or to understand how the living matter of

I he embryo is at each stage Iretli the material ami
the architect of its uplmihling.

(4) Continuity <•/ tltnniuul J'roio/tttum.—In
(lowering plants there i- a conspicuous contrast
Iretwoen the reproductive system and the general
‘body.’ In all organisms this antithesis i. furol.i

mental, nml the recognition of the fact has *Ih-I

niucli light ii|h>ii the problems of development and
heredity. In the simplest animals a portion of the
cell is separated olf to -tart a new individual

; and
ns this is virtually continuous with the parent the
reproduction of like by like is not nml uml neces
nary. In a few animals (some worm-tyi**, crus
tncenns, insects, &i\), when the ovum has multi
plied to a limited extent, by the usual process of

division, certain of its descendants, n
s
yet very like

tile original ovum, me set apart to form the repro-
ductive cells of the oll-piing. and take no share in

building up the • Is-ly. The germ cells of the ott

spring, thus early insulated, are in a real sense
continuous with the parental ovum: they retain
some of the living capital intact ntinuo the pro
toplaamic tradition unaltered, and when themselves
liberated will naturally do wlmt the original germ-
cells did. Thus the reproduction of like by like
becomes more intelligible, and wc reach the con
ception of a continuous necklace like chain of
immortal germ-cell* from which the mortal bodies
of successive generations are budded ©If. This
conception has been more or less clearly suggested
by numarona naturalists -Owen. Haeckel, Jim,
•books, < -alton, Nils*haum. and others, hut has
been clnlmrated by Weismunn in his theory of the
continuity of the' • germ plasma.’ A continuous
chain of germ edfr is only demonstrable in a few
cases i often they lrecome distinct only at a rela
lively late stage in the development of the olf.

spring. Therefore Weismanu insist* not on a
continuity of germ-cells from tln.se of the parent to
those of the offspring, hut only on a continuity of
•germ-p/«un.i.’ ' In each development a portion of

Uie specific
(

“germ-plasma" which the parental
ovum contains is not used no in the formation of
the offspring, hut i- reserved unchanged for the
formation of the germ cells of the following genera-
tion.' The germ-plasma which keeps up the con-
tinuity has its scat in the nucleus. I' a substance
of definite chemical and special molecular constitu-
tion . has an extreme power of persistence ami enor-

mous power* of grow th. The "eneral idea is simple
enough—an ol!*pring starts with a capital of living

matter which i* virtually the same as that from
which its parents started. Therefore the results

are in a general way the same, and the constancy
of the species is sustained. How this is mollified

by variation* w not here relevant.

Emerald (Span. ameraMa, Fr. Ger.
$mnra<fH

9
Gr. smnrftqdos), a mineral generally re-

gard*') by mineralogist* as merely another variety of

the same species with the Beryl (q.v.|, with which
it essentially agrees in composition, crystallisation.

G

&c. . differing in scarcely anything but colour. The
emerald, which, a* a gem, 1* very highly esteemed,
owe* iu value chietfy to it* extremely beautiful
velvety green colour. It is composed of altout
®7-6N per cent of silica. 15-18 of alumina, 12-14
of glucina, and minute proportion* of sesquioxide
of chromium. magnesia, and earlionate of lime, lu
coliMir is ascribed chiertv to the oxide of chromium
which it contain*. It- &|«cific gravity i* 2 70-2 76.
In hardness it in rather inferior to Umax. The
localities in which the emerald is found are very
few. The lineal have long been brought from
Colnmliia (q. *. I. where tlrey are obtained from
vein* traversing day -late. UrnWen le slate, and
“ramte ; ami valuable stone* also rome from tire

Uppfr Orinoco, in Venezuela. Stone* of inferior

<|iiality are fouml in Eunure, imbedded in mica-
M-hi*t, in tire llenladi Valley, iu Salzburg. They
also occur in tire Ural*; and some old mine* in
I'lirer Egypt have been found to yield tlicm.
riiw gem. known from very early lime*. •«
highly prized by the ancient*. I*linv state- tlial
when Lueullu* landed at Alexandria. Ptolemy
••tiered him an emerald «et in gold, with hi- |mr-
tiait engraven on it. Many wronglil nucr.vlds
have been fouml in tire min- of Tlrel**. Nero,
who *nw near-sighted, looked at tire cumbata «d
gladiators through an eyeglass of emerald, and
concave eve glasses of emerald -*em t«i have lreen

particularly esteemed among lire ancients. A* a
jweeimi- stone, the emerald i- rarely without flaw.
It- value aUo de|rend. much on its colour. A very
perfect emerald of six carat* has been -old for
L'UXJO. It appears not impiol.iMr that emerald-
have lreen fouml in (lie Ea-t. in Inralitic- not at
•re-ent know*, but the name Emeiahl or Oriental
Mnerakl i* often given to a very inie. bmutifitl,
and precious green variety of Sapphire (u.v.).
E.WKKVUI C’urrkR t- a Ireantilul ami veiv rare

emerald green cry.ull ire, I mineral, also called
Diuptose. fouml first and chiefly in limestone in
tire hill of Altva-Tlbe (Altai Moonlain*), nml
also obtained in tire Ural* and tire South American
t 'ordillera*. It is compiled of alssit TO |>art- -ilica.M protoxide of copper, and II water.

Emrflrm medicine* given for the purpose of
producing Vomiting (q.v.». They are given when
it is desiralde to relieve tire stomach ©f aome noxi-
oua or indigfntihle sul-taoce. such aa a narcotic
imtaon. or exce-a food, or some special article of
diet which has disagreed. Emetic* are also adminis-
tered in case* of fever, where the copious secretion
tlrey produce from the gland* of the stomach and
intestines i» supposed to have a directly cuiatiie
effect, aided, perhaps, by the sedative action of
emetiew upon the circulation ami nervous system.
There i* a con**leraMe amount of rv idrncc to slmw
that emetic* liave the power of cutting abort typhus
and otlrei fever* in the earliest -tage. and after-
wards of making tire attack of tire disease lore
severe. In di-ease* of the resiniatmy organs,
emetic* are given as the quickest ami safest
lurtlmd of removing accumulate,! mucu- from tire

air passage* ; and in Cronp (q.v.) tlreir action is

especially favourable, bring often followed by
expectoration and a rapid improvement in the
suffocative symptom*. Emetic* are to Ire given
with great caution, however, in all very depressed
state* of the system, os tlreir primary action is to
produce nausea, which i» attended always with
more or le*s diminution of the vital |mw«r, and
often with great depression of the hearts action,
amounting to syncope or fainting. Emetics may
produce vomiting either by tlieir local action on
the throat, gullet, ami storimeh. or by their action
through the blood on tire nervous mechanism regu-
lating the movements of tire stomach. Tlrey are
thus divided into two grou|>*. turn! and yrnrntl
emetic*

; and the depressing effect of the former is

much le** than that of the latter. Some -iiUuncea
will produce vomiting in either way ; so that the
distinction between the two classes i- not very
definite. Among the chief emetics in use are
mustard (two uiblespoonfuls). common salt (a
tablespoon fu I or more), alum (a teaspounful). in a
tumblerful of water, repeated after a quarter of an
hour if necessary

. T1re>e. with sulphate of copper
or zinc, are mainly local iu tlreir action; ijreca-

manha and emetin. squills, senega, tartar emetic
and other soluble salts of antimony, aoomorphia.
are mainly general in their action.' Tire produc-
tion of voniiting i* aided, whatever emetic i* used,
by copious draught* of warm water. Tickling the

throat with a finger or feather is often an effective
mechanical means to produce voniiting.

Emetin is the alkaloid which forms the active

principle of ipccaciianhn-root. It may Ire obtained
by drying the powdered ront-hark with milk of
linre. and then exhau*iiug with ladling chlorofonn.

It i* a white powder, becoming brown on exitnsure
to light, slightly soluble in water, hut readily in
alcohol. When taken internally, it exhibits violent
emetic properties, ,*,th of n grain sufficing to cause
vomiting. The wood of the root contains no
emetin, so that the virtue of ipecacuanha-root
entirely resides in tire l>aik.

Einulsin. or Svnaptask, i- a jreculiar ferment
present in tire bitter iu»d sweet almond, which
forms a constituent of all almond emulsions.
When bitter almond- are bruised, and water added,
the cmulbin acts a» a fcnnciit on the nmygdalin,

and decomposes the latter into volatile oil of bitter
almonds, prussic acid, grajre sugar, and water (see
Almonds, Volatile < >il ). The vegetable albumen
of almond- is almost entirely composed nf emulsln,
which, when separated, is a white sulistairee. soluble
in water, and i- di-tinguished by its remarkable
power of cau-ing the fermentation of amygdalin.
It consist* of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
oxygen.

Emulsion is the term applied to those pre-
parations in pharmacy in which oleaginous sub-
stances arc susjM-mlrd in water by means of gum,
sugar, carrageen, yolk of egg, Ac. Tire production
of these emulsion- i» often not nn easy matter, and
requires judgment and -kill. In gencHl it will
Ire found that tire bulk of the emulsifier must first

Ire taken, while the oil -bvuld only Ire ndib-l little

by little, rubbing together in a mortar, and taking
care that it i» completely ahsnrlied or emulsified
lrefore further addition*. Should ten. much Ire

added, tire efleet i* to throw out mo»t of what lias

already been incoiporoted. and it is then almost
miM**ildc to iviiiedy the error. The emulsion of
cod liver oil is probably known to nil, but tlicro
are many emulsions in which solid substance* liavo

to Ire sus|remb-d, and to them the directions above
given aie not always applicable.

Emmie) (Fr. f,nml
,

originally rsmitil. from
tlie same loot as nnfit), the name given to vitrl-

surface of

for purjNuteM

the same root as until), the name giv«
fieil sub-iances applied chiefly to the
lurlaN. Enamelling i- practised (1) fo „
of utility, u* in making tire dial-plates nf watches

* clock-, coaling the inside* of culinary vessels.

e
‘as-. to which the desired colour and o|

i parted by mixture* of metallic oxides. 'The
are

Ac. ; ami 1 2 )
for piolueiiig artistic designs, nor.

trail*, and foi ornamental purjui-cs generally. The
l»v«i- of all enamel- i» an easily fusible colourless

d opacity
oxides. '

toasA, after Ireing fusisl together arid cooled, is

reduced to a line |*owdcr ami wa-lied, and the raw’
material thus obuined is variously applied to tin*
surface- to Ire covered according t.i tlic class of
enamel being marie. The whole i- then exposed
in a furnace (/«*/. as it i- called) till the enamel
i* melted, when it adheres lirmly to tire metal.
Tire metal most commonly u-iul hh a ground for
enamel is copner

;
but for the finest kinds of

enamel.work gold and silver lire also user).
Ailitttr or Oruanteulnt Knamflliuij,—This ait is

of great nntinuity
; it wo* to a limited extent

nn»cti-c«l by the (Ireek-; but enamels were nmre
largely cmidoyeil by the Homans, under whose
dominion the art pn—cd into (mol and Ihitain.
Enamelling hu* also Ireen practised from a remote
period in tire Ea-t. Persia, India, China, anti
Japan, undei a separate and distinct develop-
ment

;
but there is nothing from which it can Ire

inferred that the various methods were in use
earlier than in Europe. As a decoration enamel-
ling was more j-.piilur and attained to greater
Perfection in the middle age* than in classic time-.
It wa* extensively practised at Hyrantium from
the 4th until the lltli century, and afterwards in

Italy, in the Khem-h provinces, and at Limoges
in the south of France. The Byzantine and other
early styles of enamel-work, down to the 14th
century, were generally employed in ornamenting
object* connected with the service of the church.
Enamel was also greatly used in ornamenting
jewelry, and vessels marie for use or display in
the mansions of tire rich, such as salt-cellars,
coffers, ewers, candlesticks. Ac. ; but these
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object* were principally made in the painted

enamels introduced in France towards the end of

the 13th century.
Distinguished with reference to the manner of

execution, enamel-work may l*c divided into four

kinds
:

(
I )

C/oisonte, or inclined, the method of

the Byzantine school, in which the design is formed

in a kind of metal case, generally gold or copper,

and the several colours are separated by very

delicate filigree gold bands, to prevent them run

ning into one another. Of this sty le the grandest

example extant is the famous rain d'oro in St

Mark s Church, Venice, some portions of which
are Byzantine of the Kith century. (2) Champ
lev*, practised by the Khenish and early Limoges
schools. In this process the ornamental design,

or the figures which were to be filled in with

colour, were cut in the metal {generally copper)
to some depth ; and wherever two colours met. a

thin partition of the metal was left to prevent the

cniouiH running into each other by fusion when
fired. (3) Translucent enamel, which hail its

origin and was brought to great perfection in

Italy, was composed of transparent enamel of

every variety of colour, laid in thin coating* over

the design, which was incised on the metal, gener-

ally silver, the figure or figures being slightly

railed in low relief, and marked with the graver,

so as to allow the drawing of the contours to he

seen through the ground, instead of being formed

S
the coarse lines of the copper, as in the early

mogea enamels. ( 4 > Surface-painted enamel*,

which may be divided into two stage*. The first

stage, which ie known a* the late Limoges stylo,

sprang up about 1473, and flourished till 1630.

In this the practice was to cover the metal plate

with a coating of dark enamel for shadows, and to

paint on this with white, sometimes having the
hands and other parts of the figures completely
coloured. The designs of the middle and lies!

period wore generally taken from well known
paintings or engravings of the period, and were

strongly influences! by the Italian art of the time.

This stylo soon degenerated, and gave place to

the latent or miniature style, which was invented

before the middle of the 10th century by Jean
Toutin, a goldsmith at Cliftteaudun, and carried

to' the highest perfection by Jean Petitot, a
miniature-painter, who was born at Geneva l«»7.

and resided long in England, and then in I ‘an*

On hi* method the plate is covered with a white

opaque enamel, and the colour* are laid on tin-

with a hair-pencil, and fixed by firing The paint*

are prepare! by grinding up coloured enamel* with

oil of spike, ami when fused by the heat, they I.-

eonio incorporated with the enamel of tin ground.

The earlier enamellore of this school occupied them
selves with miniatures, snuff boxes, watch canes,

and other trinkets, till the period of the lUvolu

tion. when the art fell into disuse in France In

England, however, it was carried on with much
success ; and copie- of portraits and picture* on ,%

much larger scale than the French miniature* were

executed by Henry Bone 1 1733 IKM). and the
German, Karl Muss (died 1824). Works of tin*

description posse*' the obvious advantage of dura

bility
:
but those various qualities of texture, ami

the delicacy of colour for w hich good works in oil

or water colour are prized, cannot be attained in

enamel copies. The greater part of the artistic

enamel work of the present day is of Japanese
fabrication, and consists of elvisonm- work on a

copper ba*in. Both in Paris ami in Birmingham
enamel -work of this class has been attempted with

success
;
hut designs can bo executed in Japan at

prices which defy the competition of western

traders. In China Imtli elvisonne and painted

enamels are made in characteristic Chinese designs.

At Jeypore in India a limited quantity of enamel-

work on gold is executed in translucent colour*
which imiwws incomparable brilliancy. Enamel
i net'llstations of various kinds are very largely used
in the jewelry, goldsmith, and silversmith trades
of Europe, tfee Gamier. Histoire de la Verrerie rl

de t’Enuiillerie (1886); Bowes, Japanese Enamels
(1885); and for enamelled earthenware, see the
article Pottery.

Enamelled Iron. Since the l-eginning of the
19th century many attempts have been made
to cover iron with a vitreous surface, and several

patent' have been taken for such methods ofenamel-
ling. The chief difficulty in applying enamels to

iron arises from the tendency of the metal to oxi-

dise before it reaches the temperature at which

the enamel fuses, and to become brittle from the
oxide combining with the silica of the enamel.

This action being .superficial, the mischief is the

greater in |wnpactian to tire thinness of the iron.

Therefore it is much easier to enamel thick cast-

iron vessels than thin vessels made of »bcet-iron.

A glav* mav l< made by combining cither silicic

acid or horaeic acid with a l«se
;
die latter fuse*

at a lower lemiwrature tlutn the former, but the
glass is much dearer And not so durable as the
silica glass. The enamels used for coating iron

consist of a mixture of silica and borax, with
various liaxic soMance*, such as soda, oxide of

tin. alumina, oxide of lead. At Lead ia not, or

ought not to lie, used in the enamel for coating
culinary teeels.

A great variety of article*, many of them bcauli-

fully decorated 'in Cohun*. *ueh as grate fronts,

clock dial., panel* of different kind., sign board*,
tablets, and name plate*, are now executed in

enamelled iron at a moderate coat. It i* also

applied to corrugated roofing The effect of heat
on enamelled iron especially U to expand the
metal more than tlie enamel, and cause the latter

to [.eel off. Acid* find their wav through minute
invisible pores, which exiat in the beat enamel

;

and when once they reach the iron, they rapidly
spread between it and the enamel, and undermine
and atrip it off. This kind of action ia curiously
shown by tilling an enamelled vcaael with a eola-

tion of sulphate of co|»pe(. The aeid attack* the
iron wherever pores exUt, and little beads of

metallic copier are deposited at all such »doU;
lliese Iirad* go on growing until they are large

enough to I* very plainly seen. Tliia i* the severest
test for trying the continuity of enamelled surface*

to which they can be *uhiorted. a* sulphate of

copper will penetrate the glare and body of ordi-

nary earthenware

horny layer arc regularly cast- oil’ by desquamation,

and replaced by those Irenealli them. In reptile*

and amphibians this layer is periodically cast oil

in a more or less entire state, a new one being

previously formed beneath it ; and in man des-

quamation in large patches occur* after certain

diseases, especially scarlet fever.

The mucout stratum lies next the corium. It

consist* of nucleated cell* of various shapes. Those

next the corium arc elongated and placed perpen

diculariy to it* surface. Above these are cells

more rounded or jiolyhedral in outline, and possess-

ing many spines or prickle-Iikc processes, by the

point* of w 1

[rich the cells adhere to each other, and

thus leave fine lymph channels through which the

nutrient plasma is transmitted to the cells. The
colouring matter of the epidermis is found in the

cell* of the mucous stratum. A more or less dark

pigment i* often deposited in the face, nock, and

hand* of the fair race* of men during exposure

to the »un, forming isolated colour-spot* called

freckles; but in the dark races the pigment-

granule* arc distributed throughout the cells of

the mucou* stratum, the deepest or perpendicular

cells Iicing the darkest. Instances of white ncgroc*

are on record, not as a consequence of change of

climate, but a* an abnoimnl condition of the

Sermis. Pino nerve fibrils penetrate between
cell* of the mucous stratum, and Undergo a

certain amount of ramification, but do not form a

network. In tome reptiles, and in the Edentata
among mammals, the epidermis forms large plates

or scales, while epidermal appendages assume
various forma—e.g. hair, nail, spines, bristles,

feathers, claws, hoof, horns, &c.
In plants the epidermis i» formed of flattened

cells, usually only one layer deep, frequently bear-

ing haire and stomata. The exposed cell -walls

upon the outer surface are frequently thickened as

the cuticle.

rarely moulded ui-m the true -kin. and when the
two are separated lire cuticle presents il

Epidermis Gr. epi. • upon.' and derma,- tiro

skin k scarf skin or cuticle, forming an external
covering of n protective nature tot the true skin
•w corium. Its under or attached mi iface

d uimn the
tied lire cut

,

which exactly rorrespoad to the elevation* and
deiiression* in the corium. The thickness of tire

epidermis varies from iii to of an inch, accord-

ing to lire amount ol protection which the delicato

ami sensitive corium require* in different localities.

Thus, it i* thick-
est and hardest
in Hie palms of

the hands and
solea of the feet,

but this ia not
the

it of an in

growth
due to intermit-
tent pressure,

for the difference

i* well marked
even in the
fretua. The epi-

dermis consist*

of many layers

of stratified cells

superimposed on
each other

; and
since they cover

a free surface
exposed to the
air. the cells are
classed in the
group of strati-

fied epiUrelta.

The cell* vary
in shape, those
placed next the
while those most
On tbi* account

it b usual to describe the epidermis as .consist-

ing of two strata an outer or superficial homy
stratum, and a deeper or mucous stratum (or

rtte Malpighii). The homy stratum consists of

cell*, many of which have lost their onclei and
as'iimed the form of liard flattened scale* of

l>olygocial outline. The deepest layer of this

stratum consist* of dowdy packed cells with in-

distinct outlines and a clear, almost homogeneous,
appearance, which has gi»cn them the name of the
stratum lucidurn. Tire superficial cells of the

Pcrjenlwular Section of the Skin of
th. 1^2 of a X<|M (

corium being elongated in form,

superficial are flat and scale-like.
•» • tat '

t at. J

Epithelium i« the term applied in anatomy to

the cell-tissue which, in layer* of various thickness,

invest* not only the outer surface of the body, and
the mucous mamInane* connected with it- as, for

example, those of the nose, lungs, intestinal canal,

Ac.— out also the closed cavities of the hotly, such

V* l
BwMnwris (a'ill II Ilk- IK-
•IOn Him iflutmnl
••I * |W«» trrHl’W llttlllAlt

ctntryo. M** ttO'ltun.

* *

•iKrftf*. ili»* fcltorUr tnui
ffcnn th# vein*.

as the great serous membranes, the ventricles of

the brain, the synovial membranes of joints, the

interior of the heart and of tho blood-vessel# pro-

ceeding to and from it. the ducts of gland*. Ac.

The thickness of this tissue varies extremely with

the position in which it occurs. In eomc parts it

consists of numerous strata of cells, collectively

forming a layer of more than a lino in thickness;

in other parts it is composed of only a few strata,

or often of only a single stratum of cells, and can

only be delected bv the microscope. Tho cells of

which the epithelium is composed arc usually

soft nucleated cells ; they may be rounded, poly,

gonal, fusiform, cylindrical, or conical in shape,

and sometimes they posse** vibrntile cilia. No
blood-vessels exist in epithelial tissues, although

minute channels may be found between the cells,

by means of which the plasma derived from sub.

jacent blood-vessels may pass for the nutrition of

the cells. In many cases nerve fibrils are abundant.
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In all the varielie* of epithelium Ihe layer of >« Lorraine ami Burgundy in lHlei
|, tin- causes of

external cdli is being con.*ULnily dUintegnited And whioli were nut understood. are now supposed to

replaced by the layer immediately beneath. The have Wen due to rrgotUm. See also Ha PHamA.

VMHVMoal or pavement epithelium mainly acta
,

.

like the epidermis, as a protecting medium U> the Essence < Lab euentm. from mm. to l«e
I,

to

soft part* beneath. The cylindrical epithelium * philosophical term, the equivalent of the Greek

additionally takes an active part in the process of «*"«. w“ on-mallv used in the -ame sense a*

secretion. Illustration, of UiWunction of the cell, f J

'l;
v - >•

.
I*** -uUtance came to 1* used

forming the variety of epithelium are given in the (
or** undetermined substratum of ft thing, cvience

articles Cell, Cilia. DnnTtoX: and the subject th« qualitie. ex-pre-sod in the definition nf a

will be further noticed under the head Secretion.
J
h,n >? 5 M !'nrk^ P" 1

,

**•*>"« "•»*“? >**'•»

far the vary being of a thing, whrrebv it ih what

EprouvcUc i» a machine f.T proving or teating it ia’—In Chemistry, and in popular parlance,

the -trength of gunpowder. The gun epiouvette essence are aolutlOM of the e«sential oil. in

doe* this by measuring the amount of recoil pro- alcohol, and may lie prejiarcd (1) by adding recti

duced on a .inall gun swung like a pendulum ; the *®d spirit to the odoiiferuiiH part* of plants, or to

i.ranc of *•»*«*• eprouvette by measuring the di»laace to the essential «l«. and distilling; or (2| hiinply by

which a Ull is projected A third pattern is adding the maentinl oil to the rectified .pint, and

.bailed like a .mail pistol, with an extremely agitating till a uniform mixture in obtained Thu.
abort barrel, closed by a rtat plate connected with the MMBce of lemon, i. merely « solution of the

a strong coring. 0* firing, the pUte b* driven volatile oil of Irinniw m rectified epirU. The term

bock to a dntAiico indexed According to the Atfongth •*»*. however. received a wider hignifirAncc. and i*

of the tmw«lcr. Applied to Any lion id ponwiKhinK tin* prO|»eiti<?» nf

the wuheUnce of which it profcine* to l»o the ewe lire.

rnhnm ^olf f>r Sripian nr MiflXESli Thu* (mcncei of coflW. l**ff, ami nnnrt contain

mS5Ji™0V li originiliv obtained bV evApon^ * «>ncentrAtod form the virtue* of coffee, href,

ing the water, of the spring. at K,«.m It wo. “«* «"»*•. *‘n ' ,n """* HreumatancM may lie

miou found that **a bnne ako contained large aoUmuted far them.

b fSTnat^ Ether. M •..»« ,<>. Otkemi* called ETHVUO

I Btm«k. Vim. Krm.u. and Smw-K.r Ktiimi. i-

Z^SSJSSi

J

i illt a fhe2a t
<>’ prepared from alcohol by the action nf aulpilllio

hfif« wT- 1 C i i« » "tort o, still, and about an equal volume

varietT™ . mX ' IbneSnr^ e.lSdvS ”< sulphuric acid added leal), at once doveb

Ur22d wilh ,^du^U« v. ith oped by the mixing of the liquids. and on r*U-

?i,7, iVl. Vht^n.Tkr . 7, ‘Lc UoS U ing Ihr tern,-, at Vn- ether vapourMM OW »long^ -i«h a proportion ol alcohol. At tl UlM»™T(L ^.,11 nr̂ i,r |ik. rrv.tal. » *<'•*'" «•' *»«di«d '» »lh*wd «<• ,V»» ll "'

which liave a Utter .aline Male and neutral reaction ,UI1
-
““ 1 ",0 •*

‘l"
1 * "

It i. a well known u.cful purgative medicine, act temperature of aU.ut ««; (|.«J
( •) i. iiiamtained.

ing as a refrigerant, ami ~»raetina-« a* a diuretic. When live volume ol alcohol in nil have been

lu dlMgrrenlXr hitler ta.tc may be relieved by the added, the Unpentare i« allowed to ri.o t.. 2H«*

addition .A a little .uli.l.uiie acid (a. in llaary u (HI* C.J. at wlifeli point imptinliea commence
dilution) or syrup of lemon. It i. given in doMB of to over. I he ether m. ohtaim.l conUiin.

i ox. to I n/ or more, hot in every oa*e it i" of im alcohol, .ulphurou. acid, and water, and these may
iiortance that plenty nf «ater be dnmk along w ith be removed hy treatment with solution of chlondv

St (one or more tumblerful . ). See M AO NH»I CM. of calcium. See., and auhxH|uent rodiHtillation.

The clu-mical reaction, winch take place in tin.

proem* are of groat intorent, and may ho dividod

e^rince of .rZie
lwo *»**" «*) The -ulphuHc acid act. on

he presence ol opeeieo a|ooho| ( (orm,„K ethyl sulphuric acid and water.

Ital|*wv Acid. Alcohol Stli>l-«il|ihur1f Aril. Wrier

P
- • I HrSO, 0,11,OH CjH.HSO, + 11,0.

(2) Thi. acid again i* act.il on hy alcohol, with the

/, re formation of aulphurie acid and the production

^ 1.U*,

^ ROirt wlphurv Acid Alcohol. Wl-r. Hul|ilmrio Ard.

C.H.H80, * O.H.OH - (C,H,),0 + H^O.
From thia it will Ik- plain that the sulphuric aci-l ia

^ mitoml again, and i. reaaly Ui attack alcohol anew,
^ so as to form more ether. Thia process would go

on indefinitely, were it not that the water li>K-riticil

in Uie first reaction dilutes the sulphuric acid, and
ultimately renders it t.-i weak for further actum

~ Ether i« a oolourlem, transparent, volatile liipiid

of great mobility and high refractive power, and
poaaewiing a fragrant odour and a fiery, passing to

a cooling, taste. It has a specific gravity of -720 at
60' (15 5* C. |, and Isiils at 96’ <!fcV6' C.), forming a

vapour more than two and a half lime. a. dense
aa air. When reduced to a temperature of 24*

I

-31’ C.), ether freezes. It volatilise" spontane-
ously when pliu-.il in an tinconfined ponition. as in

t>gstof Kj«. the palm of the hand, and vuiMirisRi so ipiickly ns

to produce intense cold. Indeed, when water ii

it bears globular head* covered with ether, and the latter assisted in it*

perithecia. containing evaporation hy lieing blown upon, it e-cai".-* ro
recommence the cycle, readily as to reduce the temjierature of the water

e' is that formed by to the freezing j»oint. It is very inllarnmahle,

ng rapid contraction of burning with a vellowwliite flame; and mixed
ird in midwifery

; but with air or oxygen, it gives rise to a dangeions
scrupulous hands i. explosive mixture, and hence great caro requires to

is risk-. It ha- also be taken in its distillation to keep all lights and
•pay, whooping-cough, fires out of the room where the vapour* are «mi
mu'e.1 eating of bread dcn.ing. When ether is added to its own hulk of

»ces a specific disease water, briskly agitated, and allowed to settle, the

errihle form of poison two liquids appear to separate again
;
but it is

ivuUior. ap|>ear. but found that the ether has taken up one-eighth of its

extrcuuno, resulting volume of the water, whilst tlie latter has dissolved

•n recovery from le*i the same quantity of ether. It is xeadily miscible

ind dirficiilt Many with alcohol in all proportions. Ether is one of

n-uming countries (as the best solvcnta for the oils and fats, and hence i*

Epithelia may be clarified (ol aceonling to the

enibiyonic layer from which they are developed

;

(
b) according to their function

;

(c) according to their shape m,.
. _

ami nrmiigement. Follow ing "Tj (
Wu.

the latter method, wc have <o > ,sl 'I "5
timple epithelium, consisting A WfiFgf/v
of a single layer of cells which
may he: ( 1 1 Pavement, consist-

ing of (Kilygonal plates or scales

K
nvd together by their edges.

ey constitot.- the variety
known ius pavement or teasel-

ated c|iithelium, and occurring
ax an investment of the serous membranes, of most

svnovial membrane., of the lining memL_
the heart and of the veins, of the canals of glands.

Ac. (2) Cofintnutr or cylinder epithelium, as in the

intestine from the stomach to the termination of the

alimentary canal, in the excretory ducts of all the

glands opening into the mre-tiiie, &e. Illustration*

of this cylinder epithelium ate given in the article

Dhikstion.
( 3 |

Spheroidal or
qlandu/itr epilhe '

hum is chiefly -M -'.T
•ii u * *

’
* 1 1

• "i •
-

' -

the tei iiiinal re i ’.te-'tff ‘

ceise- of secret ^ -
ing glands. (4) /. L

'

Ciliated ep,. (q 'SfVT'
thelium consists .xi/ftgc/ a 'Iv \ ml)
of cell- which rZuSy;
bear on their free * .'2 S V Iend- spontauc- k AM

g
I

on sly moving '$$$[
1
v/tf I J I&iky

filaments called
-

Stratified epi
J

thelium eonslsta Jufc I A \ f I /rvfcp
-if cell- arranged 1 V
in manv layer".

/
. I M;

and lfi« Indl-

vidua) cell- pre- C*lS> 'Wf&V
»ent cvery variety Fig \
of shape A- II Milliard iwviniisl ijVIImIIiim IsvrMlne

role I ho dcepoHt « •unpb |fl|rt'l.i < WOK Mm.t »r«~-l* Is

....
‘

.I
ll- rr.ni. th*g<.m*.ysrfciM

cell* are col M,f. iw.Iim-.
umnar, and those

on the surface gia~we an<

flattened and Male like, but overlapping on* an „( Clavicet

other at Uudr margins. It occurs on th« anUrior nomyccte f

surface of the cornea nf the eye. in the mouth, K«' rccr ». of

pharynx, lewopliagua, .tc,, hut iU most extensive hlam.-ntmi'

distribution is in the Epidermis (q.v.J. (c) Trauu ‘he niou

tionai epithelium is intermediate between the forms ‘h'ough th

alreiuly deacribcl, and may be grouped under the
‘J

1
*’ rtowri

three term* coluinmir, ciPiated, and scaly trann outp*

tionai, according to the kind of cell which is moat '*1*

Hupeiheial. In the case of the columnar and '"K '* n"^

Clfiatvd varieties there are "mailer coll* irregularly *Por*’- ‘

.liHiMoel between the fixed end. of the large one-. in«n«i"'*

and thi* constitutes the only difference Between “ciormen

these and the columnar and ciliated cell* already l |* ,g',, • 1

deacribed.
Ul® ,nou|,|

Scaly transitional epithelium ia found lining the ,ne,V
urinary Bladder (q.v.) and ureter*. The superficial * unmno
cells are flattened scales when the bladder U dia- 1 no”

tended, but cubical when empty. Moreover, the ‘ ,,r M",an

free surface of the cell* ia aniooth. but on the deep ‘‘eeper "

aspect they are moulded over the rounded ends of w,,h,n

the pcar »ha|ied cell* beneath. Irregular celU fill
«•

up the intervals between the tapering enda of the •*"

pyriform cells. so calle-l s

F»r 4-

Ciliated <•>•«’.* f<-"«
«,u-rbr»i-«'.lal Istri.

CillkUd epltkclium (r-m tli. lix-li.-« <* i san ««Z SOdlam.
o. nulrriival |art -I sh<- cl.inlt«- tuintiO-Uial nure-: *. homo
|rin*n«iH iMJU'rmrxxf rtf the l*4UC»W hiriiihrar.* .

•

nvjii'1 cell*; if. Htttlwt lonn cell*; t, outennvit con«ca«2 obM
cclU.
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employed in analysis fdr the solution and separation

of the oil* from ocher organic matters, a? in the
analysis of oil cakes, Ac. It is also a good solvent

of i< line, sulphur, phosphorus, and of strychnine

and other alkaloids, as well as of corrosive sub-

limate and other salts.

Ktlier enters into combination with many acids

footling compound ethers possessing great fra

grancy, such a*

Aortic Rtlior. . . C,H,C,H^)t
Butyric Ether. . .

Pnw-applr Oi!

Pelsntunic Ether C,H,C*II,rO,. Eweocc of Quitcc*.

tKnanihic ether, on which the flavour and smell
of wines, brandy, Ac. so much depend, originally

supposed to be a distinct ether, has been proved to

bo a mixture of various ethyl ethcrw, chiefly ethyl

canrate.

Ktlier is useful in the preparation of freezing

mixtures, the mixture of ether and solid carbonic
acid giving rise to a very low temperature indeed.
When inhaled by man and the lower animal*, ether

finit produce*! stimulating and intoxicating effects,

but afterwards it gives rise to drow-ine*-. accom-

panied by complete insensibility, which entitles
ether to be regarded as an important ans-sthetic
agent

;
and, indeed, for sonic time it was the only

agent used for producing Annwthcsia (q,v.| in

operations, but in many places it has I.-on entirely
superseded by the employment of chloroform.

Kill lop*. or .Kriuops (Or. aitho. • I burn,' and
opt, ' countenance’), is a term applied by the
ancient chemists to certain oxide* and sulphide* of
the metals which i«>**eHHed a dull, dingy, or black
appearance Thus, Fthiopi Martial* was the
mixture of protoxide and peroxide of iron known
as the Idack oxide.

Elliyl. (t',ll,),.;s a colourless, inllammable gas.
obtained by the action of iodide of ethyl, C,H,I. on
granulated nine. It poosc-ec* an agreeable odour,
is insoluble in water, but solubje in alcohol. It is

not, however, on its own account that ethyl is of
importance, but because it is the starting-point of
an important series of organic compounds known
as the ethyl tent*. In all of these the group
011,-CH, or C,H, is present, and acts as if it were

an atom ot some elementary subaUnco e.g. pula*
slum'. Thus we have

PoUHlum, K
;

Sibyl. C.M|
A nvilscul* of l-.v1a.Mum, K,. A moltruk of KOirl. < <VlI.k
IViMium ledd*. Kl

;
Ethyl I

IVIMSIIIIII Oxide, K.O ; Klbyl Oii.l. i>« KM.. i (C,ll,y

)

Ciuitie ivvloth. Roll . Kihy I lly.lrsu or Alcoh-«l.

C.II.OH.

In these we sec that the group of atoms, (’,11,.

always enters into roinbinatinn as if il were ind.

visible, and it is usual to call this group ethyl, and
to reserve the term diethyl for the cmiimund
(0,11,), described above. Ethyl, C,ll.. is only
hypothetical, and does not exist in the tree state,

while diethyl, (C,HtL, is an actual gas. See
Alcohol, Bask, ami Ether.

Ediylnmlne, is a substance lesem

•

hling ordinary ammonia in its odour ami many of

its properties. It is found in coal tor. in the oil

obtained during the destructive distillation of Imnc*.

in the gases evolved .luring putrefaction, and may
l«> produced by complicated chemical processes.

Etliylniiiiiir has been called an artificial alkaloid
(see ALKALOID), because it is regarded from a
chemical point of view ns ammonia, in which one

atom of hydrogen Is replaced by the group Ethyl

(q-V. ).

EtH-hlorlne is a very explosive green-coloured

gas. pos-csriiig bleaching properties, and i* prepared

by the action of strong hydrochloric acid on chlorate

u} i»ta*h. It is dangerously explosive l.v heat,

audits composition i- -till a matter of discussion.

It is variously supposed to contain chloric and

chlorous acids,' as w ell ns free chlorine ami oxygen

Euphorbia, Oil ok, or Oil op Caper Spurge.
an extremely acrid fixed oil. obtained by expre*

-ion, or bv the aid of alcohol or ether, from the

needs of the Caper Spurge I
Eujthorbia lathyrit),

a plant common in many parte of Europe, and
in some places in America amt Britain (see SPURGE).
Oil of euphorbia has much resemblance to croton-
oil in its properties, although leas powerful, and i*

sometimes used as a substitute for it. in doses of

from three to ten drops. It is good for use only
when recently extracted.

Cap*. Spars* ( !'-/*

Euthanasia (Ur.l, an easy death, or a painless

method id putting to death. The ute of narcotics

or other mean* foe shortening life in disease has
never U'.»mr a -abject of discussion in uuslern
civili-.-.) countries, Iml it i« often a very practical

question how far micU means are admisaihle for

soothing the last hour* of life, when ilie approach
of death doM not itself dull llie (OmcilHMMM arid

the seu.ibilily to |tain. It must Is- tin tiled an nul

ing In all the surrounding ciicuin«l*ncn>, medio* I

and otherwise, in each individual rase. As to llie

medical treatment to be employed for diminishing
the sufferings of the dying.

Everlasting Mower, the popular name of

certain plants, llie (towers of which suffer little

change of appearance in .In ing. and may lie kept
for years witlmut modi diminution of hrautv. Tli-v
are plants chiefly of the order ('••ni|«ril.v, having
their flowers (head* of flowers ) surrounded will, ail

involucre, the -rale* of which resemble the |h-uU»

of a corolla, but are rigid,

membranous, and contain
little moisture. Some specie*

Ilf Chidweed (q.v.) fGnapha-
lium) are often calle.1 ever-
lasting flowm. and the other
planla which hear the name
lie-long to nearly allied genera,
but particularly to llrlichry-

slim. Klroilautke. ami Aero-
cliniutn. which are mostly
annual* and natives of Africa
and Australia llrlirhroturn

armarium is frequent on dry.

andv soil* in many pitta of

Kuro|*> and the central lati-

tudes of A*ta. It i« covered
with a gray felted down, and
lias yellow flowers, wliieli.

wlien ruldssl. runt a faint
aromatic odour. It i« often
worn on the continent of

Europe as an ornament in the
bat. iurticnlarlv by wagoners.
II. an<i uhfahmm and II.

Sttr'ha i - shrubby Specie*,
native* of tlie mmiiIi of
Europe—have larger yellow flowers. Some of the
.•peril* have a powerful and pteaoant aromatic
odour. Several kind* of everlasting flower* arc
frequently to be seen in our gardens

: others. such
a* llurnocivma and Aphlexi*. native* of the ('ape
of Good Mope, are of shrubh, habit, and choice and
lieaiitifiil greenhouse plant* A* an instance of
everlasting flower* in other orders than f'oinpxnttre

may be mentioned the genua Static*
; the coloured

calyx in nearly all tlic nnueroua species of which
It ia composed is dry. membranous, and verv per
sislent. The French call everlasting* Immortelles.
and often weave them into circular wreath*, which
are placed leside recent grave*, as cmMens of
immortality or of loving memory. A very extensive
trade is now earned on by Fiance. Germany, and
Italy in growing and preserving everlasting dowen
for exporting to Britain and America.

Everlasting flaw
(
11, ,Vt j,

>,ra<<»a*m L

Expectorants ( I-«t. er, • out of.' and peetus.

the breast ’). medicines given to carry off the

expectoration*—the mucu* and other .secretions of

the air-tubes. The principal expectorants are

antimony, ammonia, -quill, ipecacuanha senega.

balsam of tolu. lobelia, gum ammoniac, asafretida,

galbanuni. Ac. The examination of the expectora-

tion is of great value in the diagnosis of diseass*

of the chest (see BRONCHITIS, PNEUMONIA, CON-
SUMPTION). The word ‘expectoration’ has come
by an abuse to l»c regarded as a mere elegant
synonym for spitting. See Saliva.

Extractive Haller i* the term applied to

the soluble portion- of any dmg. i'he substances

extracted from the same dmg may vary according

a* the solvent i- water, alcohol, ether, Ac. ; but,

so long as the originally in-olublc portions are not

rendered soluble by the chemical action of the

solvent, the term extractive matter is applicable to

them.

Extracts, in n technical sense, are medicinal

preparations of vegetable principles, got either by

extracting these from the plant* by means of a solv-

ent or inru*(iuum, and then evaporating the liquid

down to about the consistency of honey, or by
exploring the juice of the plants mid evaporating

;

this last is properly intpiuattd j>««. Extracts,

therefore, contain only those vegetable principles

that are either held in solution in the juices of the

plants themselves, or are sol nbio in the liquid

employed in extracting them, und at the same time

are not so volatile a* to Iki lost during evaporation.

Now, a» many extractive matteis are more or

lea* volatile, it makes a great difference whether
the operation is conducted at a low or at a high

temperature. Besides the loss of volatile eonatitu-

cnU hy prolonged or oxcessivo heating, extracts

liecome more or less changed and inert owing to

i he readiness with which vegetable principles are

destroyed when exposed to heat and air. On this

account it i* usual to avoid e«n|M>rntion a* much as

poH>ilde, and, where this i- impracticable, 0vapor*

tion in vacuo is resorted to. Extracts are called

outcry or alcoholic according a* the menstruum
employed is water or alcohol. Ktlier is also used

in extracting. Different plants, of course, afford

different extracts, being of the nature »(

biller*. Other* being used us pigment*, tannin, Ac.

Liquid extracts aro those which are not evapor-

ated *o far as to form a paste, and it is usual to

make them of such a strength that one II aid ounce
contains the active ingrediont* of one ounce by

weight of the drug.
Extract ok MEAT is obtained by acting upon

chopped meat by cold water, and gradually boat-

ing, when about one eighth of the weight of the
meat dissolves out, leaving an almost tasteless

insoluble fibrin. The extract of meat contains the

salt* and savoury constituent* of the meat, and is

a light and stimulating article of food (see HKkK-
tea. and Brotii). It may l*e concentrated into

small bulk, and. when desired, may l>e afterward*

treated with water; being heated, il forms an

agreeable light soup, though rather stimulating

than nutritious. Of this nature is the well-known
Liebig’s Extract, In order to impart to extract

of meat- a nutritive a* well as stimulant value, the

fibrin is sometimes dried and powdered, and, when
then incorporated with the extract itself, a product

ia obtained which represent* the original meat in

a readily digested form.

Eye. In thi* article wc shall consider : ( 1 ) The
structure of the human cyclmll, and of certain acces-

sory part* or apjiendage- which serve to protect that

organ, and are essential to the due performance of

it* function*. (2) The most striking modifications

which this organ present* in some of the lower

animals (3) The eye considered as an optical

instrument (4) The action of the retina. (6)

The movement* of the eyeball*, and binocular
virion.

(
I )

The globt of the tyr is placed in the anterior
part of the cavity of the orbit, in which it is

neld in |rtvrition by it* connection with the optic
nerve posteriorly, by the muscles which surround
it, and by the eyelids in front It is further
supported behind and on the sides bj a quantity of

loo-e fat. which fill- up all the interstices of the
orbit, and facilitates the various movements of

which the eye U capable.

The form of the eyeball is nearly spherical ; but
on viewing the organ in profile wc see that it is

rnm|>o*eJ ol segments of two spheres of different

diameters. Of these, the anterior, formed by the
transparent cornea, is more curved, and therefore
more prominent. The horizontal transverse diameter
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I in Mtiooil. The iris is rirlily supplied with hhuul-

ent vcwl*; ami pigment-relit* like tlms** of tin* dtoroiil

the *cattcrr*l through it>» *uIntone**.

The varieties of eoluur in (lie eye* of (litter etit

individuals, ami of ilitlWvnt kiiul* of aiiiiniiK
mainly depend upon the colour and amount of tin*

pigment in tliw cdk In hint* eye*, this pigment
h -canty or al«4*nt, and thr colour in due to the
dark pigment of the )w»*tenor snrhmo naitly neen
through the vascular nienihnilie ; in brown mid
Idark eyes, it is abundant, mid in rlie cause of the
colour. In albino*, this pigment is uWnt from
iris, retina, and clioroiil, and henre their eyes have

|

n pink apnearamc. which is due to the unconcealed
) Mood in the ca| Hilaries of the choroid and iris.

Within the choroid is the retina, which, although

continuous with the optic nerve of which it is

usually icgardcd hh a cuplikc expansion—dillein

very inateiiully from it in structure. Hefore
noticing the elal-sate composition of this part
of the eye, which Iran only been revealed
by micniscopical investigation, we hIiiiII In jelly

mention those |MunU regarding it which can ho
established by ordinary examination. It im a
delicate -omi*
iranapa re n t

ii* ,V '*•

of
«ye <w fig. 4 ), HI* 4. IV. 1.run li.lf of Ml Kyo from

•di
w.° nbaervr, the front

i

directly in a *». ml «f aelerolle
;

t. «»f clmn

,j
Him* with Ike ^ " '• “>•>'«

I
. axis of the

.
globe. ii circular yellow spot (wiatuln liilrn), of

about ,»,th nf an inch in diameter, calId, after

I
.

•«" discoverer, the yrllvw */>»l of Somnuntoj, with

I

- « depression in its centre, l.he /vnw trntraUi.
About 1th of nn inch internal ‘to thin in the
entrance of the optic nerve, called the o/tlir i/iia

.
01 /**y*H«. which the central nitery and vein
of the retina iiinv l-> *ecn branching as they pass

Fts. 1.—View of low^r^»l/ ofright Human Kye. divided

a, comm ; ", .clcmtlc; c, ahctlh of dj>Iic nerve pL.»i>r Mo 'M
Klrrolle; <1. therm.)

: c, ciliary inuaclt ; /, ciliary poema:.
tf.t. lrl»; A, ojiiic nerve »nh i.r.ry in enter* : », m>«v< .-fam* into rellni. eillc.l oMie .Inc or p. (..IU; 4. f...e.
rceirtli .

: /. ratine ; antemr dumber of humour
.

"• I*o«ierl. -r rh.tnil«r ..f M)IM0Ua hunm.tr ; «l cryirallltw I...
; \

tiSaur
**" 1 V'

,,“p,D,orr •»«
i

»ilre«u«

ia alinout exactly an inch ; the antero posterior and
vertical each about * leas. The radio. of the
posterior or sclerotic segment i. about half, and -- CW*I i«d In

that of the anterior segment about three teal ha of “
an inch. '"wry >->*' t. w»

When the eyr* are in a -tale of repose. their

arUtro piwterior IIXM nr* pniallrl ; the optir nerve*,

on the other haiul. diverge considerably fioni their hexagonal pigment-wll*
conniliMtirc within the cavity of the xkull t-» the j, conipoacl of niinute
point where they enter the glohi- ..iv. •|n* nt l> ., 11 . <

4i.,_ v „ .

their direction iloeo not roiuciile with that of the ..
eye. Kve). nerve enteiu the back of the rI»U- at a ncct.ve^ ,'r T'
dUtwnco of al*ont one eighth of nn inch on tlie inner r„ii. n., ...’ "

,

Hide of the antero ,-e.tclor axin of e
a u.dThe eyeltall in oompoaed of three concentric

a/iaro run.,lt
membrane", and of certain tranaparent »trncturi->, ' V'.,..

''

which ato lnolonod within them, and which, backward. 1 .. I.. .

together with the cornea, triuumit and refract *h« rilUrv
tlm rap of light which enter the eye,

ra
rite outer (lihronH nr protective) membrane con „i w -i

"Utv of the uclemtic and cornea : iddie (w S!
.

cular or nutrient) of the choroid and iriv ; the
Uw,r *,P 04 "

inner f nervoua or )-«rcipicnt) of the retina. I'he
trani|>nrcnt content" nr« f from before backward")
jupicoitH hnmonr, eryaMtlline len», and vitreonv
hrnnour. Wo "hall consider then* structure' in

The leltniie (from tkltrat, • bard ’ or 1 white of “iV,
the eye,’ i« a strong, denne, librous "tructure,

/ *

covering about livc sixtes of the eyeliall. and con- ‘ l .'Jg f. A
tinuoua, anteriorly, with ’.lie cornea. I’outcriorly, , ( •* )
it is porforatd by the 01 :c nerve, and it iv there .*!>' \_y
conUnuous with the -h. <tb which that nerve y - ,,
derive" from the dura matt., the fibrous investment .<

of the brain and spinal cord. Near the entrance of
the nerve, its thickness is about ,'..th of an inch

; ’

from this it diminislii's to nlioiit ; hut in front '*f, /‘“T '

it again bocomcs thicker, from the tendinous inner

lions of t-lio straight muscles which Idend with it.

The cornea (so called from its horny appearance) 3— Im u«l t'd>«y

i" a transparent structure, continuous with the

Fig. 5.— J>i4gf2»]im>iitic Section

i>f II 11 111 H 11 Kclina.
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irer.Itiea of the rods

and cones. Though
it* development shows

that it really belongs

to tho retina, its

mechanical connection

with the choroid is

firmer; and to this it adheres when the retina

is stripped off. (b) The layer of rods and conee,

frequently termed, from its discoverer, the mem-
brant of Jacob ; <c) outer granular layer; [d)

outer molecular; ( € )
inner granular; [/) inner

molecular; (a) layer of nerve-cell*; (A) layer of

nerve-fibres, in which the blood-veeaels lie.

The layer of nxU and cone*, the portion of the
* lid*

*

eye which receives the impressions of light, deserves

special attention. The rods are thinner but longer

than the cones, and in mast parts of the retina Tar

more numerous. At the yellow spot, however, only

cones are found. Each rod or cone consists of a
thicker inner portion, connected with the outer

granular layer, and ultimately with the optic nerve

by a lino fibril ; and an outer thinner part, directed

toward* and connected with the pigmentary layer.

The percipient clement* are thus directed away
from, not towanl* the light. ' In fact, we do not

look outward* at the actual object, hut we see the

object as reflected from the bain- of our own eye.

Of the cones there are several, of the rods many
millions in each human eye, and they are closely

packed together over the whole extent of the

retina.

It now remain* for u* to describe the transparent

media which occupy the interior of the globe, and
through which the rav* of light must pass before

they can reach the retina, and form on it the images
of external object*. \Vo shall consider them in the

order in which the lav* of light strike them.
Immediately behind the lraii*|*»rent cornea is th«

aqueous humour, which till* up the anterior and

posterior chamber* which lie bntween the cornea

and the lens. As its name implies, it is very

nearly pare water, with a mere trace of albumen
and chloride of sodium. It i* believed to :»•

secreted by the chorohl and to p**« forward from

it through minute lymphatic channel*.

The crystalline lens lie* opposite to and behind

the pupil, in contact with the inner part of the

iris, arid it* posterior surface i, received into a

corresponding depression on the forepart of the

vitreous humou
i

(*eo fig. I). In form, it i* a

double convex lens, with surface- of unequal curva-

ture, tho posterior being the most convex. It i*

inclosed in a transparent capsule, of which the part

covering the anterior surface i* nearly four time*

thicker than that at the poaterior a-pcct. Thr
microscopic examination of the -ubetancc or body
of the Ion* reveals a structure of wonderful beauty.

Its whole mass is composed of extremely minute
elongated ribbon like structure*, commonly called

the fibre’ oj the ten’. These fibres are arrange-!

side by side in lamelln*. of which many hundred
exist in every len*. and which are so placed as to

givo to the anterior and posterior surfaces the

appearance of a central star, with meridian line*

The Ion* gradually increases in density, and at

the same time in refracting power, towards the

centre ; by this means, the refracting |-»wer is

made greater than it would be even if the lens had

throughout the same index of refraction as the

nucleus. | According to the latest measurement*,
the index of refraction of the outer layer is 1-393;

of the nucleus, 1 431 ; the total refractive power

corresponds to that of a homogeneous 1 wxly of the

same si/e and shape with index 1-448.) Thi*
arrangement besides correct-* to a certain extent

the spherical alienation of the eye. According to

Iterzelius, tho lens contains 58 per cent, of water.

38 of albumen, with minute quantities of salts,

membrane, &c. In consequence of the albumen,

it becomes hard and opaque on boiling, as we
familiarly sec in the case of the eyes of boiled

fish. In the adult, its diameter transversely is

about Jd, and its thickness antero-protenorly

about Jth of an inch
;
and it weighs three or four

grains. The lens is held in position by the suspen-

sory ligament of the lens and zonule of Zinn, a fine

transparent fibrous structure, attached outwardly
to the choroid between the ciliary processes, and

passing inwards to blend with the anterior and
posterior capsule of the lens near its margin (see

The vitreous humour lies in the concavity of tho
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retina, and occupies about four-fifths ol the eye

posteriorly. Its form is shown in fig. 1. It is

inclosed, except in front, in the hyaloid membrane,
which blends anteriorly with the zonule of Zinn

;

and its anterior surface is in contact with the

posterior cap-uUr of the lens. It is quite trans-

parent, and of a soft gelatinous eooabtenee. It*

outer part at least is laminated, like the coat* of

an onion. But the exact arrangement of the

framework which give* it ita consistence has not

been determined. Between the anterior border of

the retina and the border of the lens, we have a

series of radiating folds or plaiting termed the

ciliary processes of the vitreous body, into which

the ciliary processes of the choroid dovetail. The
vitreous humour contsins, according to Berzelius,

98 4 per cent, of water with a trace of albumen
and *alta, and hence, a* might be expected, it-

refractive index is almost identical with that of

water.
The appendage* of the eye now claim oor notice.

The most important of these appendage* are the

muscles within the orbit, the eyelids, the lachrymal

apparatus, and the conjunctiva, to which (although

lesn important » we may add the eyebrows.

Tire muscles bv which the eye is moved are four

straight (or recti) muscle*, and two obliaae (the

superior am! inferior V The former anse from llie

margin of the optic foramen at the apex of the orbit,

and are inserted into the sclerotic near the cornea,

above, below, and on either side. The superior

oblique arise* with the straight muscles
;
but after

running to the upper edge of the orbit, ha* iU

rim
FI*. 6 —M—!c .1 Right Eyrhill

nw *it»rr*l net-* nowto <!t»*M to

•hWh hi* also b**n cut to show tho isuresl

o. nasal ton* ; 4. W
obifcau*; 4. aasntor mcna; ». siWrwai netoa; /. internal

.
Infonor rectus : 0. optic n*rr*

;
i. laftrtnr oblique

.

Fi6 7.

The Appendage* of tho Eye :

k, pulley ;
1
.
tareal

direction changed by a pulley, and proceeds back-

ward*. outwards, and downwards (see fig. 6). The
inferior oblique arise, from the lower part of the

orbit, and posse hackwords, outwards, and upwards.

The action of the straight muscles is sufficiently

obvious from their direction : when acting collec-

tively. they fix and retract the eye: and when
acting singly, they turn it towards their respective

side*. The oblique muscles antagonise the recU,

and draw the eye forwards
;
the superior, action

above, direct* the front of the eye downwards and

outwards, and the inferior upwards and inwards.

By the duly associated action of throe muscle*, the

eye Is enabled to move (within definite limit*) in

eV
The IwJTare two thin movable folds placed

in front of the eye. to shield it from too strong

light, and to protect its anterior surface. They
are composed of (I) skin, with a layer of muscle

(port of the orbicularis, see below) closely adherent

to it; (2) of a thin plat* of fibro-corUlage, termed

the tarsal cartilage, the inner surface of which is

grooved by thirty or forty parallel vertical linea, in

which the Meibomian gland* are imbedded ; and

(3) of a layer of mucous membrane (eonjunclira),

continuous, as »e shall presently see. with that

which line* the nostrils, and joining the skin at
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the lids, and pre-

vents their adhe-
sion. The eye-
lashes intercept
the entrance of

foreign particles

directed against
the eve, and assist

in shading that

organ from an ex-

cess of light.

The lachrymal
rimwnrfiircoiiaisM
of the lachrymal

I, its csitUifsof Hi" upror cyellil; ?,
gland, by which

II, lourr toMcr. .i,u«Ing th» <>s-o. the team are m>-
irg, of Um M.ibomisn gUuds; 9. ih* creted

;
twocanala,

outiugt of thr low./ •Jilll, silo
- ,1...

•howl!./ on It. bonier tho oprrlnxi ,n‘° which tilt

of thr Mefljomisn slsndi; «. f>. the tears are re-

u,rinyr-ji «Uni ; o it* •inn*
;
7. n- ecived near the

'ZSFI& inner angle of the

ryii.lu, opMlng into the Uchtyn,.l eye; the sac, into
: io. h. ih- »“p"upr «ad in- which these canals

froor Urhryn.l ran»l>
:

12. Ui* Ucfc-
i ,«

rrmol
;

IS. the uul <l"’l, lor- <|l
,on

•

inflating si l« in Ihs louvr iimsIui

«

f duct, tlirougli
ariiror. which the tears

pass from the sac into the nose. The gland is an

oblong liody, about the sire of a small almond,

lying in a depression in tho upper and oilier part

of the orbit. The llnid secreted by it roaches
the surface of the eye by twelve or fourteen duct*,

which open on the conjunctiva at it* upper and
outer part. The constant motion of the upper eye-

lid induce* a continuous gentle current of tears

over the surface, which carry away any foreign

particle that may have been deposited on it 1 he

fluid then pa**es through two small opening)!,

termed the puncla taehrymalia ( see 0 in fig. 7 ), into

the canals; whenco it* further oouiwe into the
lower portion of the nose is sufficiently obvious

from the figure, The conjunctiva (or mucous coat |

which covers the front of the eyeball, and line* the

inner surface of the lids, p*MQS down and line* the
canals, sac, and duct

;
ami is thus seen to lie con-

tinuous with the nasal mucous membrane, of which
it may lie regarded a* an offshoot or digital pro-

longation. See MUCOUS MltMBKANBS.
We shall oonclude thi* sketch of the anatomy of

the human eye by a brief notice of the nerves going

to this organ and it* appendages. Into eooh orbit

there enter* a nerve of special sente—vit tho optic

nerve ; a nervo of ordinary sensation— via. the oph-
thalmic branch of the fifth nerve

i
and certain

nerve* of motion going to the muscular tissues,

and regulating the movement* of the various part*

—via. flip third, fourth, and sixth nerve*.

As the Optic tract* from which the optic nerves

originate are noticed in the article Brain, we shall

merely trace those nerve* from their chiasma or

forwards. This commissure remit*

the margin ol the lids, in which the eyelashro

(cilia) are arranged in two nr more row* The
upper lid is much the larger : and to the posterior

border of it* cartilage a special muscle is attached,

termed the Iccalor palptbrtr tvperiaris, whose

object is to elevate the lid. and thus open the eye

;

while there is another muscle, the orbietdans

palpebrarum, which surrounds the orbit and eye

fids, and by it* contraction close* the eye. The
Meibomian elands secrete a sebaceous matter,

which facilitate*

the free motion of

from the junction of the optic tract* of the two

sidra ; and it is especially remarkable for tho fact

that it present* a partial decussation of the nervous

fibre.
;
the central fibre* of each tract passing into

the nervo of the opposite side, and crowing the

corrraponding fibres of the other tract, while the

outermost fibres, which are much fewer in number

than the central ones, pas* to the optic nervo of the

same side. In front of the commissure, tho nerves

enter the optic foramen at the apex of the orbit,

receive * aheath or investment from tho dura maUr%

acquire increased firmness, and finally terminate in

the retina. The i»eouliar mode of termination of

the optic nerve* in the cuplike expansion of the

retina, the impairment or loss of vision which

follow* any morbid affection of them, and the con-

stant relation in sire which is oWrved in com-

parative anatomy between them and the organs

of vision, afford sufficient evidence that they aro

the proper conductors of visual imprrosionB to the

*
The* first or ophthalmic division of the fifth or

trifacial nerve scndahranchcs to the eyeball (ciliary

nerves), to the skin of the eyelids, and to the con-

junctiva. That it is the nerve of ordinary sensa-

tion of the eve is sufficiently obvious from the

following fact*
:
( 1 )

That in disease of tins nerve

in the human subject, it is not uncommon to

find the surface of the eyeball totally insensible

to every kind of stimulus (particles of dust,

pungent vapours. &c.) ;
and (2) that if the nerve

1* divided in the cranium (in one of tho lower

animals), similar insensibility result*.
.

The most important of the nerves of motion ot
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wile & cornea, ins, lens, anti rcuna ail wen

developed. In these eyee. however, almost without

exception, the nerve expands behind the retina,

and the percipient element* are directed towards

the light ;
while in the vertebrate eye the opposite

arrangement obtain*.

Some of throe organ* are ao rudimentary that

thev can have no function beyond mere perception
*

' but in case* where they are aulfteiently

U> admit of the perception of object*,

king. a* our eye* do—that i*

. accurate picture of oxlcrnal

object* i* thrown on the expansion of norye-ending*

i . . corresponding to the retina, and it* direction is

« fal l back r*ver**d (aee below).

In the compound eye* the whole principle of the

... .. .
structure and perception i» different. They are

er ami lower eyelid, bird* brat developed in Inset* (o.v.l. and in the higher
conjunctiva, which, in a Crustacean*

; but occur in a rudimentary condition
in the inner angle of the eye,

j n some mollusc* The surface of *uch an eye i*
•vablej^ two . 1

1

. 1 .net mu-clra, which divided into a number of hexagonal facets, the

-_j cuticle of each generally forming u minute Icn*.

* ft'
U

.

,n ,,p*rr* ,0
.

r Beneath each facet i« a transparent rod. surrounded
rouKh and separated from tlm.e adjacent to it by pigment,
it the nil( | leading inwai-U to the relinulu. a group of

>• cell* in connection with the terminal librils of the
• nerve. In most familiar Insect* they foim

two hrminpherical iiuuwe* on the side* of the head
p c>'“ In some anU there are only lift v facet* in each eye

;

*be m the houM’ lly aWut 4000; in Mime booties ns

yr *® many a* 25,000. It i* probable that in these eyes

.

5

TP* ! density of only the rays of light which fall upon a particular
hich the rays of facet exactly, or very nearly, in the direction of the

tr.tii>pareni r**l beneath it can rc.vh the correspond

ing nerve-fibre, and that other Vay* are ahsnihed
bv the pigment armiml the rod, Kn.li peicipient

element therefore receive* light only from a very

• mall portion ol the field of vision. ami the incline

v it a mosaic, oacli element of which i* furnished hy

,\ «
{

a different faeet of the eye. The picture ha* ohvi

I
.

i nr, oualy (he same position a* the object* it represent*,

.1
“ instead of Wing inverted a* in a simple eye. Moat

Jr , insect* have simple as well a* enmpmuid eyes : hut

/ the latter hair by far the most jierfecl vision.

(3) We may now proceed to the eonsideratinii

of the uses of the various part* of the eye

Assuming a general knowledge of the ordinary
law. of geometrical optics (mw 0pTM», I.kns,

. . . Ate.), we shall trace the course of the rays of light

proceeding from any luminous lowly tlirougli the

different media on which they impinge If aluinin-
•n*. which give it „iis object, ns. lor example, a lighted candle. •*•

»g power that it place, I In front of the itn i.ivh fall u

|

m hi

microscope See the cornea, and in pail r**tlecU**l. ^ivin^ to the
rope. p. SI. But nurfacc of the eve It* beautiful ^lUtoning up|H»*r-
rtion iu power *nce ; in part refra^te*! or coiivcrj^tl by it, tn enter
the retina should the Aqueoii* hutnonr, which eterh no )M*rc«*|itible

urfftce. For thi* effect on their direction. Tliose wliicli fall on ami

I by dirnininhin? I
MW Ihrou^h the outer nr circumferential jmrt of

ftiKl thi* flattened l *ie are Htopned by the in*. and arc cither

ce of twocartilag "cattered or absorbed by it; while thorn; which full

iclcrottc, which in MP°n it* more central part pass thrnu^li the pupil,

lly converted into *n, l Rr* concerned in vision. In consequence of its

ur. a* the cornea refractive power, the rave passing through a aonie-

N)wrr and it aJao what larger turface of the cornea than the pupil arc

> allow the free converged so a* to pass through it and impinge

1 i* very large mo ujkmi the lens, which, a* it* refractive index is much
poe-MWe. but i* greater than that of the aqueous and vitreous

' being constantly humours, by the convexity of both it* surface* very

hev live, no lacK* much increases the convergence of the rays paa*.

r Soee anv exiat
;

through it. They then traverse the vitreous

eevtam amongst humour, whose principal use appeal** to Ik? to afford

X throughout the support to the expanded retina, and are brought to

eve ia constnictai a focus upon that tunic, forming there, if the eye

rith modifications be adjusted for the dixUnce from which the ray*

ial dames. proceed, an exact hut inverted image of the object,

n moat vertebrate Thi* invention of the image may be easily ex-

it investigations, hibited in the eye of a white rabbit or other albino

is very doubtful animal, after removing the muscles, &c. from the

;ht in any living hack part of the globe. The flame of a candle
unroaU and bmi* )A

,
B

, C. fig. 10) field before the cornea may be
); but in some seen inverted at the back of the eye («. b, c),

nerve, and afford* a good illustration of Reflex *n< 1 'Uupn 'n8 °* «*•« CI»,BP*- *bJ ‘hp ert tor

Action
{ q. v, ) ;

the stimulus of light falling upon d“*“l
. “If

,ocal » tupim
the retina, and. through it. exciting that portion reKnUw

!
d b> * va»c.ilar organ called the

of the brain from which the third nerve take* iu or wfo, which i* lodged in the

origin. Thi* nerve clearly exert* a double influ- P*7 n
.
lw,M hum

7
ur 8. ok

Ul -j.
cnce in relation to vision

: ( I ) it mainly control* r*M
,

,r *“ IT""* *»•"*
SEv ^roughlv -pea

the movement* of the eyeball an.l the upper eyelid ;

« «l»"*» ‘"l® the reUna. and a*em* toW endowed
J

.»

and (9) from it* connection with the muscular w, *h » power of .lilatatioo and contrition ; a* it
«" “V. » "lore o ea

enlarge*, from dutemuon of it* blood veoeU, it

structure* in the interior, it regulate* the amount ?»“•*» ‘be vitreou- humour to
of light that can enter the pupil, and the adju*t forward*, while, a* it collapse*, the
merit of the eye l» various distance*. The fourth '•anls again towards the retina,
nerve supplies the superior oblique muscle with In addition to an
motor power, while the sixth nerve similarly have an elastie fold
regulates the movements of the external straight state of repo**, lira
muscle—the only two muscle* in the orbit which bat !

mr« no* supplied by the third pair. Although not draw it o.er the cornea. It is termed Xhfmrnbrana
entitled to ls« termed a nerve of the orbit, the facial *i>fifan,

. i
'

]

nerve deserves mention as sending a motor branch tacconiing to Cuvier) birds sometimralook thi
to the orb,cut,in. muscle, by wliuh the eyr|,d» .ire it. ,i*. f... example. il«- eagle *l>en l.mking at
I'hniNi. aun xi,r laehrym*] gUod w situated as in m*m

(2) Cotnparalivt Anatuyo, oj the Eyt- In mom maU. but there W here a second gland, the olandula "Viemoll, the structure of the eye i. usually almost Harden, which yields a lubricating secretion r

identical with that of The organ la. how- Thera are no ve.y «eci.l peculiarity, in the eye.
™

ever riccas...nally nuslified so as to meet the of rep,,1c. and we tUefor* ,coera,I to notice i he „ „peculiar want* of the animal. Thus, in the Boat remarkable poinU prraented hi the n- in
' “

I tMiutrtn mu tn tssi iii is am •il.ti.i.o . / v.— : . .. st . . i s- i i
r

r
1,1
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increasing in sire as the candle is brought near,

diminishing a* it retires, and always moving in a

direction opposite to that of the flame.

The adjustment of the eye for distinct vision at

different distances, or aeccnmnodation, must next
be considered. The norma) eye in the position of
rest is adjusted to see objects at a distance

(
practi

cally all objects at 20 feet or more are seen with
equal clearness) s to See a near object (at 10 inches,

a) a distinct effort is required, and when the

rt cease* the object at once appears blurred.

Careful obaervations and measurement* by means

of a suitable instrument (Ophthalmometer) of

images reflected from the three principal refracting

surfaces of the eye (cornea, anterior and posterior

surfaces of crystalline lens )
have shown that dunng

accommodation for a near object (I ) the position

and curvature of the cornea remains unchanged;

(2) the anterior surface of the crystalline lens

approaches tho cornea and become* much more
convex ; (3) the posterior surface doea not change

its position, but becomes very slightly more eon-

cave. Accommodstion, then, depends upon change

of shape of the crystalline lens. The true explana-

tion of tho mechanism bv which this is effected was
first given by Helmholtz. The ciliary muscle, as

already stated, has its fixed attachment all round

within the sclerotic close to the margin of the

cornea
;
and passe* outwards and backwards to the

anterior part of the choroid, close to the ciliary'

processes. When it contract*, therefore, it draws

these structures inward ;
and with them the outer

attachment of the suspensory ligament of the len*.

The tension of this membrane is thus relaxed, and
the elastic lens, whoso form ss well a* position

is controlled by it, is allowed to assume a more
spherical shape. When tho ciliary muscle ceases

to contract, the converse takes place, and the lens

is again flattened os the suspensory ligament and
lens capsule become more tense. " ith the contrac-

tion of the ciliary muscle is always associated a

contraction of the circular fibres of the iris, dimin-

ishing tho sire of the pupil ; and when tho ciliary

muscle relaxes, the pupil enlarges again. This

change, though of much less importance than the
change in shape of the Ions, is much more easy to
observe.

Change of adjustment requires a short but
measurable time

;
that from distant to near vision

requires a little longer time than the converse ; the
former from a littlo over one to two seconds, the
latter about one second.
As age advances, the power of accommodation

steadily and quickly diminishes, not because the
ciliary muscle gets weaker, but because the lens
becomes less elastic. This change begins during
youth, but is not commonly noticed before middle
life. Ac ten years of age an object can be seen
dist inctly at less than 3 inch* ; at twenty, not nearer
than 4 inches ; at about forty -live, not nearer than
10 inches

; at sixty, not nearer than 3 feet. After
seventy-five, the lens is so unyielding that accom-
modation iB altogether lost. When the shortest

distance at which distinct vision is possible ap-

proaches that at which reading or wort is usually

attempted, the failure of accommodation begin* to

attract attention, and spectacle* have to lie resorted

to to compensate for it. This condition has re-

ceived the name of presbyopia or old sight, but
must be clearly understood to be perfectly natural
after the age .if forty live, and in no way to imply
defect or weakness of the eye*.

The eye. regarded a< an optical instrument, has
numerous imperfections ; the more important of

these must be mentioned.
Spherical aberrate* (see Less) i* in part avoided

by the iri», which, acting as a diaphragm, cut*
off all but the central pencil of ray's; in part by
the forms of the refracting surfaces, which are

not truly spherical, but ellipsoidal or hyperbolical
i.e. more curved at the centre than elsewhere

;

in part by the constitution of the len* (*«- above).
What remain* b>. like rbrumatie aberration, for

which no correction seems to exist, too slight to be

perceptible.
Regular AUtgmatiun (q.v.) i* present in almost

all eyes, but i* generally »o small in amount as to
l>e of no importance.

/mperfeet Transparent* of Media.—The stellate

arrangement of the lamella.’ of the lens is the cause

Kite at the eye. It i* found by calculation that
this angle, prolonged to the back of the eye, pretty

nearly corresponds to the distance between two
adjacent cones at the fovea centralis. Tho vision

at other parts of the retina (indirect vision) i* very

much le*« acute, and lean capable of accurate
measurement. We have only to fix steadily one
letter in a page of ordinary print to aatisfy our-

selves in how small an area we can see sufficiently

distinctly to make out words without moving tho
eyes. The field of virion, or whole space within

which object* are perceived by an eye while it is

fixed upon one |»oint, is very much wider, extend-

ing in each eye to more than 90 degree* from the
fixation point or centre to the outer side, and
rather less in other directions. Colour-vision

is also most distinct at the centre of the field

;

and it i* found that it diminishes more rapidly
towards the outer portions than light-vision, so

that near the limits of the field colours cannot be

a* wp »ay, star

ts&srsi
of the rayed lor,

ante of a point of light. Mi
clear thread* or string* of bead* often seen in look-

ing at a bright surface flitting about when the eye
i* moved, are due to the sliadowa of the minute
fibre* and corpu»elrs naturally present in the vitre-

ous humour.
(4) We must now consider how the image formed

in the back of the eyo by tho dioptric media give*
rise to vision. It is the retina, and only that part
of it known a* the layer of rode ami cones (eee

fig. 3). which i* directly affected liy light.

Let two marks be made on a*he*tof paper about
3 inches apart horizontally ( a cross and a round
mark to the right of it). Close the left eye. and
holding the paper about a foot from the face, look
Steadily at the cross

; the circle is also visible.

Now bring the |«A|«-r gradually nearer, keeping the
right eye fixed upon tlie cross. The circle *o«n
disappears

;
but Income* viable again when the

paper i* brought still nearer the eye. The Wind
epsil in which the circle become* invisible is the
entrance of thr optic nerve ; lienee we know that
tho nerve filers lliemselvea are not sensitive to

Kurtlier proof of this is given bv Turkinje't
i« easily perceived as follows ; Take
room otherwise dark, and holding

it a short distance in front and to the outer aide of

one eye. move it from «*le to side, looking straight
forward. A set of beanching dark lines, the shadows
of the retinal blood vessel*, will be seen (see fig. 4).

These could not be perceived unices tho sensitive

portion of the retina lay behind the blood vessel*,

which the nerve fibre layer of the retina does not.

Stimulation of tlie retina, however it inav lie

caused, gives n*e to the sensation of light. Thus,
if tlie eyeball c.

light.

figure, which
•die in

light pressure on one side «

appearance of flashes of light towards the opposite
side. A sudden blow oo the eye. or the indirect

hock to it of a fall on the head, make* one * nee

stare. Electric current* passed through the eye
imilarly cause a sensation of bright right- But

.Won is only caused bv rav" of lighttrue vi only caused by rays

must lx- a certain amount of light for

the purpose of vision. Every one know* that

it is difficult and painful to discern object* in a
verv faint light ; and. on the other hand, that on
suddenly entering a brilliantly lighted room from
the dark, everything appears confused for one or

two second*. There is, however, a gradual adapta-
tion of the retina to different amount* of light.

Persons long immured in dark dungeon* acquire
the power of distinctly seeing surrounding object* ;

while those who suddenly encounter a strong light

are unable to see distinctly until tho shock which
tlie retina ha* experienced haa subsided, and the

iris haa duly contracted. In protecting the retina

from the sudden effect* of too strong a light, the
iri* is assisted by the eyelids, the orbicular muscle,
and to a certain extent by tin- eyebrows. More-
over, the dark pigment of the choroid coat act* an a
permanent guard to the retina, and where it is

deficient, aa in albinos, an ordinary light become*
painful, and tho protective appendage*, especially

the eyelids, are in constant uso

The persistence during a certain lime of impres-
sions made on the retina facilitates tho exercise of

sight Such persistant inipmeiions aro called after-

imuffre. A momentary imprresion of moderate
intensity continue* for a fraction of a second

;
hut

if the impression bo made for a considerable time,

or lie very intense, it endure* for a longer period
after the removal of the object. Thu*, a burning
stick, moved rapidly in a circle before the eyes,

give* the appearance of a continuous ribbon of

light. Iiecauso the impression made by St at any one
point of it* course remains on the retina until it

again reaches that point. It is owing to this

pro|.erty that the rapid and involuntary act of

winking does not interfere with tho continuous
vision of surrounding object* ; and, to give another
illustration of its use, if wo did not possess it. tho

act of reading would I* afar more difficult perform-
ance than it now is. fur we should require to keep
the eye fixed on each word for a longer period,
otherwise the mind would fail fully to perceive it.

However great may be tho velocity of a luminous
body, it can always be seen

;
but- if an opaauo

l«dy move with such rapidity as to puss through a
‘pace equal to it* own diameter in a less time than
that of i

*

In what way light affect* the layer of rods

and cones we do not know. Probably it produce*

some chemical change, which W*d* to stimulation

of the nervous element*. A -ul-Unce called ritual

purple or rhoe/opei* has been found in the outer
segment* of the rods of some mammal*, which is

bleached on exposure to light, and restored in dark-

ness. Photographic picture* of bright objects have
even been obtained in eye* of rabbit*. 4c by

mean* of it. But a* it i* absent in tlie most
sensitive portion of the human retina, it cannot lie

the chief factor in the production of vision.

The fovea centrali* (see fig. 1 )
is the part of the

retina where vision i* most acute : as cone* only

are present here, it is clear that they are more
delicately adjusted for their function than the rods,

which greatlv preponderate at other part* of the

retina When the eye looks straight at an object

(or in techoical
*

this part of

the dotation of the retinal impression, it is

falling altogether invisible
; and hence it is, for example,

that wc cannot see bullet*, &c. in the rapid part
of their flight. In these cases the after-image is

persist

Till* l>

the eye looks straight at an object
language fixes it), it* image falls

upon this part of the retina in direel vision, as
this is called, two Mack marks on a white ground
are distinguished as separate when the interval

between them subtend* an angle of about one

uf similar brightness and colour to the original
impression, anu is known a* a positive after image.
When the stimulation of the retina is very strong,

or the retina itself in a very sensitive condition

—

e.g. in certain morbid state* of the system and in

twilight, a negative after image appears, in which
the bright part* of the original impression appear
dark and vice vend. An image of this kind may

t fur somo seconds or minutes or oven longer.
ii' physiological phenomenon has probably given

origin to many stories of ghost* and virions.

Thus, if a person haa unconsciously fixed his

wially in the dusk, on a dark post or

tree, he may, on looking towards
the gray sky, see projected there a gigantic
white image of the object, which may readily

be mistaken for a supernatural appearance. The
phenomenon is easily seen on looking away from
a bright window after directing the eyes to it

for some time, when the l*n* appear its bright
line* on a dark ground. Negative after-images are
always of the complementary colour to that of the

eye*, capeci.

stump of a
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object. Thus, the image left by a red spot is

green ; by a violet spot, yellow ; and by a blue

spot, orange.
(5) Each eye can be moved fy>m its ordinary

position, looking straight forward, through an
angle of nearly 60 degrees downwards, and of

35 to 45 degree* in other directions. But one

eye never moves without the other. Two series

of associated movements have to be distinguished :

movements of both eyes in the same direction,

and movements which converge the eyes, or

bring the cornea* of both eyes towards each other.

When a near object is looked at, the move-
ment of accommodation is associated with a

proportionate contraction of the internal recti of

liotli eyes, so as to direct the visual axis, or in

other words the fovea centralis, of each towards the
object.

If we suppose the retina- td the two eyes to be

placed in contact, so that the (oven centrales and
the vertical meridians correspond, then all points
which lie together in the two retinae are called

corresponding points, anti have the property that
simultaneous .stimulation of Iroth gives nae only to

a single impression. An object whose image falls

condemned; it may produce temporary relief of

irritation, but aggravates the inflammation, and
is very apt to lead to ulceration of the cornea. A
mild astringent lotion should be used thrice or
oftener in the day (cold tea; boracic acid 10 grains,

alum 3 grains, to the ounce of water)
;
and a little

simple ointment or frr-h butter applied to the lids

at bedtime to prevent their becoming glued to-

gether. The chronic form often requires atronj

remedies, but they should not be used except

medical advice.

(6) Purulent Conjunctivitis resembles the lost. but
is very much more severe, and highly dangerous
In its moat characteristic forms it u known as
gonorrheal ophthalmia, and ophthalmia neonat-

orum (eye inflammation of new-boni children).

To the latter variety about one-tbird of Urn blind
persons in Europe owe their losa of sight. It is

produced by inoculation of the eye with certain
irritating discharge*

; and the discharge from an
affected eye will infect any other eye with which
it comes in contact. The conjunctiva becomes
intensely red and swollen, and the lids partake
in the swelling so that they cannot be opened

;

there is severe burning pain, and after two davs
or more a profuse discharge of matter. The
danger to sight is due to the fact that the cornea
in extremely apt to be destroyed, wholly or in

to-

day
than in

the adult, but unfortunately is often overlooked,

Li extremely apt to be destroyed, wholly or

KP- he,ore ,he iaHammation -ubridra. In
L_ts the disease usually begins on the third -

after birth, and is, as a rule. Inn sever* thar

upon corresponding points thus appear* single

;

otherwise it appeam double. Hold up two

fingers in line in front of the face. When the
nearer one is looked at, it is seen single, but the
farther appear* double and somewhat out of focus

;

when the further is looked at. it appear* single,

and the nearer la similarly double.! and blurred.
or re_, lle,| «, of no importance lill irrrnarable

Generally .peaking imager, of the g.eat majority mi^ f ^ ^ doJ e£2E
of the objects in the hold of Vision of both eyes imm«tiafelv after birth nifbnMv wilt,
ipusi fall on non corresponding points of the two

the “*« birth, preferabl, with

retina* ; but a* the attention is p-nernlly directed

to the images of the object for which the eyea are
accommodated, and as these, falling upon the
fovea* centrales, are much the most distinct, the
double vision of other objects i» seldom noticed.

In the case of near object*, however, something
more is needed to explain single vision. For
example, take the rase of a solid object. The two
eye*, looking from different points of view, receive

unite different images
; the right eye sees more of

the right side, the Icfright side, the left aye more of the left. It is

impossible that the images of each point of the
object can fall upon accurately corresponding points

of the two retina-. Yet the appearance presented

is that of n single object clearly defined. In this

ease then there must be in the brain-centre* a
power of combining in n single picture image*
which do not accurately correspond.

Various topics which the reader might perhapa
have expected to find noticed, such, for instance, a»
* the appreciation of solid forms by the sense of

vision/ 1 correct vision with an inverted image on
the retina.’ &c.. which belong fully as much to

metaphysics as to physiology, nre discussed in the
article on Vision. Wo may also refer those who
desire information on thenr point* to Professor

Bain's treatise on The Senses and the Intellect.

For the- anatomy of the eye, see Quain or other
standard work. I'.ubbock in The Senses of Animals
gives a concise account of the chief types of eyes in

the Invertehrnto. Helmholtz's Phgnologt'al Optics

is the classical work on the optical aspects ol the
eye. The larger works on human physiology -e.g.

Foster, Landoi* and Stilling—may also be con-
sulted.

DlKKASKS AND iNJt'KIKH OP THK EVB, as might
be expected from the delicate and complicated
structure of the organ, are very numerous. But
as the position of the eve and the transparency of
its dioptric media give exceptional facilities for their
detection and study, they are more thoroughly
understood than those of any other organ. Only
the most common and important con lie referred

to here-
Diseases of Conjunctiva are mainly different

forms of inflammation, or conjunctivitis.

[a) Simple or Catarrhal Conjunctivitis may be
acute or clironic. In the former case, it is com-
monly called ' cold in the eye. ’ The white of the
eye is more or less reddened, and there is an in-

crease.! discharge of gummv substance, causing
the lids to cohere during sleep ; a sensation is

experienced as of sand or dust in the eyes, and
there is a little increas'd sensitiveness to light.

The acute form generally suicides in a few .lays

without leaving any ill effects, unless improperly
treated ; the chronic form is often obstinate. The
common popular treatment—viz. tying wet cloths
or poultice* over the eye, cannot tie too strongly

ly after
corrosive sublimate lotion (I grain to 8
is llie beat preventive. When tlie d
commenced, very frequent removal of discharge
and hourly washing with boracic or corrosive sub
limate lotion should be resorted to. But all such
case* should at once be pot under the charge of a
medical man.

(e) Pustular or Phlyctenular Conjunctivitis is a
form of inflammation very frequent in children,

much less so in adulu. It is an indication of a
lowered state of the genera) health, and it* treat
ment must include fresh air and light, good food,

and cod liver oil or some other strengthening medi-
cine. The inflammation does not extend all over
the white ol the eye. but is localised in one or more
sections of it. and i* most intense near tho margin
of the cornea, where one or more small rounded
blebs or pimple* may be seen. It is often accom-« in children by extreme tendeniera to light

;

iv tendency to this is aggravate! by a
bandage or darkness. The local treatment should
be bathing with boracic acid or some other mild

astringent lotion ; but, unless the ease be very
mild, a medical man should he consulted.

(d| (lrunntnr Conjunctivitis, or trachoma, i* an
exceedingly chronic ami intractable disease. It is

sometimes called Egyptian ophthalmia, having
been extremely prevalent in the French army in

Egypt in 1798. In Euioie it is most common
among the Jews and the Irish, but U often trouble-
some in industrial schools and similar institutions.
It is encouraged by overcrowding, had ventilation,

and other unfavourable hygienic conditions, and
U undoubtedly somewhat contagious. It is char-
acterised by numerous distinct seini transparent
elevations on the conjunctiva of the lids, chiefly
the upper. It often last' for months or years, and
i» chiefly dangerous on account of the shrinking of

the conjunctiva produced by it. which lead* to
trichiasis. Ectropion (q. v.), and opacity of the
cornea. It should always be treated by a skilled
medical man.
IO III Diphtheritic Conjunctivitis there is a ‘false

membrane ' formed on the conjunctiva, as in Diph-
theria (q.v.) in other situations. It is happily
rare in Britain.

Diseases of the Cornea.—The most common and
important are inflammations associated with ulcer-
ation—Le. destruction of some of tho corneal sub-
stance. This is replace! when healing take* place
by imperfectly transparent tLwie, ami results very
frequently in great impairment of vision (irregular
Astigmatism, q.v.), even where no obvious mark
remain*. The appearance*, symptoms. and appro

priate treatment of different forms and *tagea of
corueal ulceration arc extremely various, and can-
not profitably he discus**.! here. Skilled medical
advice should always be obtained. It must suffice

to sav that the eve* should be rested, shaded fnmi

light, and bathed, generally with l-tra.ic or cor-
rosive sublimate lotion. Poulticing or tying up
the eyes should never be resorted to unless under
a doctor’s ordere, as it U usually still more mis-
chievous than in conjunctivitis.

In one form of inflammation of the cornea, called
interstitial, there is an appearance all over it of

great liarim-a or even complete opacity, hut with-
out hieach of surface. It occurs usually in boyhood
or girlhood, and though alarming in appearance ami
tedious, generally results in complete recovery.
Mr Jonathan Hutchison iiist pointed out that it

is usually a manifestation of congenital syphilis.

The sclerotic is comparatively seldom affected by
disease, preltnhly on account of it* slight vascularity

and comparatively low vitality.

The ini is liable to inflammation f iritis). charac-
terised by severe d.-cj) seated pain, redness of the
white of the eye, contracted pupil, and much dim-
ness of sight. The inflammation, if unchecked,
produces ndlu-sion between the posterior surface
of the iris ami the anterior ca|*ulo of the lens,
which may iteramncntly interfere with vision, or
even lead ultimately to complete loss of sight.
Local treatment at the early stage by Atronia
(o.v.) dilates the pupil ami prevent* llm formation
of adhesions. I'nle** the result of injury, iritis

usually depends on constitutional causes, especi-
ally syphilis and rheumatism, and treatment of
these IS of prime inijKirlance for it* cure. Medi-
cal aid should l«- M.ught at once; for atropiu.
which i» moat beneficial in iritis, is disastrous in

glaucoma, a disease which sometimes resembles it

in many of its symptoms.
The chief disease of the ten

s

is opacity, or
fataioct (q.v.)

;
it may also !»• displaced or dis-

located. either from an anomaly in its develop
ment, or ns the result of injury.

Disease* of the dcopci structures of the eye
(choroid, vitreous humour, retina and optic nerve)
usually require for their recognition the use of the
( iphthalmoscnjH- (q.v.). Generally speaking, they
are associated with little or no pain, and attract the
patients attention in consequence of the dimness
of vision they produce. They nre much less amen-
able to treatment in most casea than nflection* of
the more supeilicial parts.

Inflammation and atrophy ol the choroid occui
in several forms ; the most distinct are those
occurring in syphilis, in old age, and in connection
with high degree* of short sightedness (progressive
myopia, m-c Ih-Iiiw).

The vitreous humour rnicly if ever become*
diseased, except in eonscouencc of changes in the
ciliary Imdv or choroid I’lio abnormal condition
generally manifests itself in more or less opaque
thread* or Viltaaf*. which move with the movements
of the eye, and 'H'jMiir to tin* patient aa cloud* or
dark )inc»< inteifmng with vision, much more large
and distinct than the ‘imiacro voliUnte* ’ present
in the normal rye.
Thf rttiun may be the *cAt of hemorrhage or

of inflammation in many fornix of disease. The
most common and characteristic retinitis i* that
associated with Bright1

* dUeMe (q.v,), which i«

almost always of very Mrioim import 1

1

m

main artery may Income blocked by n plug
carried into it from the heart or elsewhere {Embofc
ww; «• Artkrie*. Hikeasks of), an accident
which cause* sudden and mmally almost complete
low of jiirfit. Not unfrcqucntly, Uh>, the retina
become.* detached from the choroid, either a* tho
reault of dineoac or injury, and float* in the

vitreous cl iam lie r in front of it» normal position, a
condition gieatly interfering with fright, and most
difficult to improve.

The optic nenx may liecomc inflamed [optic

neuritis), most cominonly in consequence ol an
inflammation or tumour of the hrain or its mem*
brains. It may degenerate {optic atrophy) either

after inflammation or independently of it. In the
latter case, however, a* well a* the former, there
is in the great majority of instance** some disease

of ot her part* of the nervous system { brain or spinal

cord k
There are two diseases chiefly nfleeting the

dcc)»er parts of the eye which it is desirable to

describe at some length, as their course is often
insidious, and their results when not recognised
early, most disastrous, while timely interference is

often signally successful in preserving the sight.

These ate glaucoma and ju/mpathetic ophthalmia
.

Gtoacsjrnn occurs moat commonly during or after
middle life, frequently in persons whose eyes are
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hypermetropic (see below). It may come on with

such suddenness anil intensity that vision i* lost in

a few hour?, or it- course may extend over years.

Always, however, if unchecked, it tends to progress

till sight is destroyed. Both eyes are usually

affected, but often one long before the other. In

many cases there arc premonitory symptoms, con-

sisting in temporary attacks of cloudiness of vision,

during which the patient, when looking at a light

(e.g. a gas or canale flame), sees it surrounded by

Coloured rings or halos. During this ‘premonitory

stage,’ the vision is perfectly normal between the

attacks ; but they become more frequent and pro-

longcd, till it is permanently impaired. Variability

of the symptoms is usually a characteristic feature

in all stages of the disease. Often in the later

phases, and always in acute and severe cases,

much pain is experienced in and around the eye

affected. The pupil is large and immobile : the

iris and lens farther forward than normal
; the

cornea more or less hazy ; and some of the blood-

vessels of the white of the eye larger and more
visible than they should lie. The most important

sign of the disease, and the feature on which many
of it» characteristics depend, is increase.! hardnr**

of the eyeball, owing to increase of its contents.

The exact cause of this increased hardness is not

fully understood, nor the way in which some of the

symptoms observed depend upon it; hut it varire

with the symptoms, being always more marked
when the pain and dimness are at their worst.

Chronic insidious cases are often mistaken for

cataract, though the use of the ophthalmoscope
readily distinguish™ between the two conditions;

in the most acute cases, the headache, sickness,

and general disturbance of the system is sometime*
so severs that the condition of the eyes is over

looked, and the disease is looked upon as a • bilious

attack ' till the vision is hoMlttaly destroyed.

The disease was regarded as absolutely hopeless

till Von (Sraefe, in I8fi7, proved that the removal
by operation of a portion of the iris of a glaucoma
tous eye might arrest the process. This proceed

log (inVfcrfomy), though by no means uniformly

successful, does good in the majority of cases, and
hns been of enormous benefit. But if too long

delayed, it is of no avail for the restoration of

vision*
It is of great imimrtancc that atropin or hella

donna should not lie applied to an eye with any
tendency to glaucoma, as they aggravate the
disease, and sometimes even produce it. Kscrin,

the active principle of the Calabar bean, has an
action on the eye antagonistic to atropin, and can

often keen glaucoma in cheek, though it rarely

cures it. Pilocarpin, the active principle of Jubor

andi, has a similar action,

Hympatncuc Ophthalmia is die name given to a
form of intla mutation, chiefly of the iris and ciliary

body, occurring in an eye previously healthy in

consequence of disease or injury of the other.

Almost, if not quite, invariably the eye first

affected has had its coats ( cornea or sclerotic)

C
rfoiated

;
and the process in the second eye may

gin at any time, from a fortnight to many years

after this occurrence. It is an extremely insidi-

ous disease, sometimes quite painless ; but also

extremely dangerous, for it often leads to total

loss of sight. The early symptom? are watering,
tenderness to light, and dimness of sight, especially

of neat objects. When it begin?. tfirre i* ihMftt
invariably irritability and tendenwn to tourh in

the eye which in the* origin of the iliaem. It can

he Al*oliit*)y prevented by early removal of tin*

eye Hi*t affected ;
but if thin be delayed till tin*

inflammation ha* he^un in the second eye. it may
be inrltfti, An eye which has received a perforat

iltg wound, particularly in the ‘ciliary region'

—

i.e. just outside the cornea—may therefore at any
BUtoeouent period become a aource of danger to

the other eye; and if if* vision is destroyed there

can be no doubt that it *hould be removed. Even
if Mnmc useful sight is retained, this may some
times lie desirable

;
but at all event*. every one

who ha* suffered from such an injury to one eye

should know that the slightest symptoms of irrita-

tion or failure of sight in the other should at once

lead him to *eek skilled advice. Recent researches

have rendered it mobable that this form of inflam-

mation is caused bv micro organisms, though this

is not quite definitely established.

Errors of rtfmelton are those defects in the

dioptric media of the eye which, without diminish-

ing their transparency, interfere with the forma-
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lion of a retinal image in the normal
Astigmatism (q.v.) ha* already been

presbyopia is the failure of accommodation natural

to age (see above). It remains to describe myopia.
or abort -sightednew, and hypermetrvjna. or long

sightedncm. In most case* the condition of both

eye* is alike, or nearly so; but exceptionally

tbere is a considerable difference between them
[anisometropia).
The knowledge of

this branch of the sub
ject was first systema-
tised and placed on a
satisfactory basis by
Dondera (1818-89), a
distinguished Dutch
physician and physio-

professor of

hysiologv at Utrecht,

in hi* work on A noma
lift of Accommodation
and Refraction of the

Eye (Kng irons. pah.
bj^Kydenham Society,

The normal eye in

the position id rest is

adjusted for parallel

rays— i.e. for a distant
object, and by means
of the accommodation
can be focused for a
near object. The short-

sighted eve at re*t »*

adjusted for divergent

rays—Le. for a near
object) accommoda-
lion enable* it to focus for a still nearer object,

hut it can make no change enahling it to see

clearly hevond it* ' far point’—Le. that for which

it U adjusted at rest. The long sighted eye at

rest i* adjusted foe convergent rays, which do not
occur in nature; accommodation enables it to
focus parallel rays (from distant object*), or diver-
gent rays (from near objects), hot not to see ao

near as a normal eye of the same age.

Thom defects generally depend i«u abnormality
in the length of the antero posterior diametei of the
eyeball; in short-sighted eye* it i» greater, in long
sighted less than the normal (*ee fig. 12). They
can he corrected by the use of suitable glasses ; in

short-sighted eyes concave len«e« are used. which
rentier the ray* of light falling upon them more
divergent ; in long sighted eye* convex lenses,

which rentier tl»e iay* I™ divergent or convergent.
Ismof accommodation occurs with lire progress of

year* in such eye*. ju-t as in normal ones, though
the effects are somewhat different. The slioit

sighted eye continues to lie able to see near at hand
without spectacles ; hat, contrary to the popular
belief, has no other advantage over the normal
eye as age advances, for vision of distant object-
does not improve. Tim long sighted eye in lime
loses the power of seeing even distant object* witli

out spectacle* ; ami the higher the degree of long
sightedne** the eailier the age at which this occur*.
An abnormal shape of tit* eye. on which these

•error* of refraction ’ u*uallv dc|tenl. is frequently
hereditary, and i- inrurahle : it usually remains
stationary after early adult life, hut in some case*
of myopia, where it i"« associated with di-ease of the
choroid, (cods to Itecome worse tprogrenirt or
malignant myopia). Tito object of treatment must
be to counteract, so far as possible, the incon-
venience resulting

; and this can generally l<e done
hy the it.* of spectacles or eyeglasse*. So general
rule* can be laid down as to their use. a? much
depends not only on the degree of the ahnor
nialitr. but on the age ami occupation of the indi-
vidual. If glas.se? conduce to comfort and to the
preservation of (he sight. m> mere regard for appear
ance should prevent their being worn.

Diseases of th, Eyelids. —A */<* is proctieallv a
minute Boil (q.v.) former) in the eyelid, and dis-

charging at it? margin. It should lie fomented
frequently with hot water till it bursts. Constitu-
tional treatment i» often <le?irahle. a« stye? often
occur, like boils, in groups or sent*.

Small rounder! swellings
(
tonal ryds) often form

under the skin of the lid?, ow ing to oldruction of

the duel of a Meibomian gland. They are usually
painless, but require for their cure the evacuation
of their content* through a puncture on lire inner
surface of the lid.

A form of Eczema (q. v.
|
often occurs at the margin

of the lids, called blepharitis, most commonly in

delicate children. It can usually 1* readily cured
if attended to in lime; hut if neglected, os it too
often is, leads to destruction ( blear eyes) nr mis
direction (trichiasis) of the eyelashes, and much
aiilrsequent trouble. It is characterised by redness
and ulceration of the edge* of the lid*, usually
masked h,v crust* adhering to the lashes. Frequent
removal of these, with the daily application of a
stimulant ointment |e.g. yellow oxide of mercury,

8 grains to the ounce of simple ointment ). and the
use of tonic? generally effect a cure. Inversion

(Entropion, q.v. ) and eversion (Ectropion, q.*v.) of
the margins of the lid*, and misdirection of the eye-
lashes (trichiasis), so that they rub against and
irritate the cornea, are troublesome affections,

usually requiring operation for their removal,
Diseases ofthe Lachrymal Apparatus. A ' wntciv

eye ’
(
epiphora ). when no irritating affection of the

eye itself is present, usually proceeds fiom stricture

of the nasal duct, nr some other cause, which pre-

vent* the tear? from discharging hy their natural
channel into the nose. The condition can W
remedied in most cj»e« hy slitting up the ranalic

ulus (we tig. 7 ),
ami passing graduated probe*

through the duct to restore lt»- patency. If un-

attended to. it generally leads sooner or Inter to

ahscaes of the lachrymal sac, with much swelling

and pain.

Injuries.- In no part of the hisly is there so often

great disproportion hrtween the severity of an in-

jury and the amount of pain and irritation it wen
.ions. A penetrating wound sometimes causes less

discomfort than a mere particle of sand beneath the

eyelid. Any wound or blow ailed ing the eye,

therefore, putticulnrly if it interfere «t all with the

sight, should he wen hy a doctor n* speedily as

pos-dde. Sub-lance* thrown against the eye may
injure it. Quicklime is inpidly de-tiuctlvo to the

eye, slaked lime and mortar less so. When one of

these, or any other alkaline caustic, has got into

(hoove, diluted vinegar should at once lx- used to

neutralise it. If it i> oil of vitriol ( sulphuric acid
|

or another acid that has leeii the cause of the

injury, a weak solution of soda may he used in the
fimt place to neutralise the acid. After this, sweet

oil i- the Itest thing to introduce, until the surgeon

arrives. In gunpowder explosions near the eye.

In-side- the hum, the particle- are driven into the

surface of it. and will cause |H>imanent bluish stain?

over the white of the eye. unless they aio carefully

removed at the time. When chips of glass, stone,

Ac. are driven into the interior of the eve, there is

little hone of its being saved from destructive in

flnrnmation, though fragments of iron anil steel are
sometime? removed by means of a strong electro-

magnet. with n successful result. In these and all

other funttralinq wound* i.e. those where the
cornea or sclerotic is broken through, the possibility

of subsequent sympathetic ophthalmia in the other

eye must lie borne in mind. When only partially

sunk into the cornea, as is often the flirt! with
-park? of cinder or iron, Ac., or • fires,' a* they are
called, the nibbing of the projecting part on the
eyelid cause* girnt pain, and the surgeon has not

much difficulty in removing them. Most commonly
these, or other ' foreign bodies,’ as panicles of dust,

sand, seeds, flies, Ac., when not speedily washed
away by the teai*, merely get into thespace between
the eyel>all and the list*, almost always concealed
under the up|H-r, a? it is the larger, and sweeps the

Tv They cause great pain, from the sensitiveness

I he papillary surface of the list, and of the cornea
over which they are rubbed by it- movements, soon
excite inflammation, and their presence, as the

cause, is apt to lie overlooked. The lid must lie

turned round to find them. To do this, pull the

front or edge of the lid forward by the eyelashes,

held with the finger and thumb, and at the same
time press down the luick part of the lid with a

small pencil or key. directing the patient to look

dow nwards. The lid will readily turn round, when
the l>ody mnv l>e seen alsmt it* middle, and mav
l»e removed with the corner of a handkerchief.
Another plan, which the person himself may try,

is to pull forward the upper lid hy the eyelashes.

»nd push the lashes ul the lower lid up behind it,

w hen the foreign 1—ly may lie brushed out. After
the Imdie* are removed, a feeling os if they were
still there may re-main for some time. Sec BLIND,
CoLOI ' HB1.I NDNESS.

Artificial Eyes are worn for the sake of

appearance in case* where, a* the result of disease
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nr injury, An eye ha-* either been totally |i»c. nr
rendered unsightly. They are, moreover, distinctly
advantageou* in w. where a gaping *ocket b.
liable to irritation hv ifu*t. cold wind*. &c. Thev
cannot be used unless the *i/e and prominence of
the eyek-.ll is at least somewhat diminished. Few
surgeons in Britain recommend them to be worn
unless the eyeball is either entirely removed
<enucleation ). or has the front part removed

(abscission), or all the contents extracted (evis-
ceration); for the artificial eye is apt to cause
irritation of the sensitive anterior portion of the
globe, and niny lead to the development of
sympathetic ophthalmia (see p. 515). Enucleation
is the most certain means of preventing this

;
hut

the other np.-raii.ins named al-»ve allosv of letter
movement, ami give a more natural appearance to
the eye.

1 ^
An artificial eye consists of a thin shell, usually

of enamelled glu>s. coloured to present a. nearly
as |N«ssihle Uie same appearance the n-ible part
of i Im normal eye. t juite recent Iv ( Vlluloid (.,. .

. |

has heen used in»U-,ol of glass, arid i» -aid to last
k-tt.-r, a> its siuface is not atlectnl by the H*CTr-
tinnn s "'bile it has the advantages that it is not
brittle, and cun easily he pared to tit the *,*-k.*i
accurately. To ohluin a satisfactory result, it i-
necessary either to hate s|--eially nuule. .. r
to Ik- uhle to st-bvl from a >e, v la.ge 'stock os
colour of iris, si/e of pupil, tinge of sclerotic, as
well as curvature of surface and form of margin
must Im adapted to the pailinilar .M.-e. The.
therefore to he got |o most .vlvalitage in lam,
cities, such as l/oiidou or I'aris

Tl >’« must not I-- worn MMbmat|v, hut
removed i-aeli night uid iepU-cl in the morning
It is slipped in under tin- lids whirl, hold .1 m
position. (#.i'ii When

Ihe globe lias l-e„
removed, tin- iiiu—.- 1.-—

1

by th.-ir attu.bment to the
tiHsnes remaining ill (I u-iiully .-ihvt move
("cuts ill the same dli-.-lion, tl not of il...

M those of the IMVIMlI - le .,nd .1
,

often dillh-nll for Itnv blit a pm>-(i-i«< i-, i..

detect to what ilm dilb-i.-m-.- Ului-rn the t»..
lue- A single gins, eye can riui-lx »-> worn
than a year without, being |M.lt.hi-d, bo the
lH-eome- roughened by Ih- union of the t.-,,,. .

and irritates the lids as they mb m.-r it 1

1

,,

wearing „f a ;:hi-- eye th.-ieioie means an exp-ndi
tuie of at least one or two |..nn<l- a year, and
is I bus out of the pow er of many hour people i..

whom it would otherwise I*-

an lidvantage.

I’afs arc natural oil*, solid at the ordinary

Jci"permute, which occur in idanta and animals
I li'-y mu all eoinpoiiii.ls of glycerin with unions
fatty acidn. The animal fats' are to he rrgank-d
ns ether, funnel by- n-plaeing tin- removal atom,
of in.img.n in the trial n I oii-l glycerin.

’ii, l".v by the acid nuli.-l.- of the acetic and nlrir

series The most ini|*.it.itir of these fat- in
rulinitin. Stearin, ami Olein

• Ml.

Su-nrin

IS'

• Ml
• >,f°'

ow” ,c‘"U>
In addition lo these »e have in milk, butter. A>
Mimll quantities of the neutral fats of Butyric,
• 'aproic. Caprvlic. f'apric. and Myristic arids.

They are oily hodies
;
some solid, others tlni.l, at

the ordinary temperature. They are insoluble
in water and in cold alcohol, soluble in Ut
alcohol, in ether, chloroform, Arc. I'nd.-r the
iichon of ran- tir alkali. - or superheated «U in
they are ileconi|>oseil into their fattv aetd and
glycerin The fat of ditlerent animal- dilTer-
m it* character* according to the lelutive pro-
portion of these various fat- Ii„ l. it contains
I Iiiis, the fat of the dog, which contain* a large
|irO|M»rtiou of olein, melt* at a comparative' v low
temperature, while the fat of the -beep. oh the
other hand, which i. paui.-ularlv rich in stearin,
ho* a much higher melting point.
Whatever I- the nature of the fat. it occur- in

the animal I—Iv inside the *‘ving units or cell* in
the form of small globules, 'at* appear to Is- an
almost invariable constituent of all living |iroto
plo-sni

: but in certain ri**ue* the. accumulate in
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very l-<rg* amount-. This «- rs|--ciall\ the case in

the cell, of loo-e til-ron- tissue, where the deposition
of fat i* frequently -o great a* to form regular
iiia—e* or lobalr*. Vmler the -kill, in the alsfomen.
in the orbits, round the heart, and in various
other place* tlte-c nuvss are well marked.
Tire quantity of fat in tbr Imuian body varies

considerably at ditlerent |wriu.l» of life.
‘
In tbe

earliei stages of fu-tal exi-tence *c find scarcely
any fat : in new Imm children there i* usually a
con*ider»lde quantity of (hi* mUtanec ilc|«o*i‘te.l

under the *kin. and the organism onrinur* rich in

fat till the age of puberty, when a marked .timiriu

lion of the -ul»tance occur*. It again increa-e*
about middle life, and then occasionally ocelli'- in

great e\cc«; for example, three or four inrbv* of
f.it are irnt .infrequently found under tin- .km of
the alsbuin-n in coriuilcnt |«et’-on*.

Tlie (ills of tin- body are derived mil only from
tlie fat» id tile fool, but also irom both carbo-
hydrate* .ui>

I
|4n(ri.l>. It ha- isis Us-n rleaily

-Imun that an animal tak.* no and stores in its

lm.lv any fat which may lc aduiiiii-t.-rrd in I be
h*"l. and that it may llm> foi tbr time l«-i»g have
ll»- chemical natuie of it- fat entirety altered.
After a lime. Iiowever. tin- linug pioioplasm of
the Iin.lv serma to Iv aide lo roiueit the foreign
fat -o stored into tlie |<.q- r fat id lie- animal

Ih feeling il«gs on a rtr«li dirt, and carefully
analysing tin- excirla. IVlt.-nknt.-i and V..il have
shown tli.it the tied, of the food > a xinrie of

fat in tin- lo.lv. That rail—byd.at.- .neb os

-Ugat an-l -larrli an- al*o aruin-r- of fat I. a
matter of i-umlar Wln-f. Varimis iex-aichea have
clearly driiioo-tratr-l that thi* lo-ln-f i- correct.

By feeding young growing'pigs «n a diet of known
composition, and aiterwar.ls killing them and
analysing thrii bodice, il «*• shown tlmt tin-

fat bum.Iw in -uch animint- that it .-mild liaie

liern ileiue-l only from the earl-diydiatea of the
b»al

Tim nhy -loloifical value of the lat- i» due partly

to thrir id.ystcnl and partly to limit chemical
character- Tlie u*e* of tlm fat d.-i—ltd bcneatlr

the -kin air. liiat. to i.mteet tlm lady from external
shock- try a uniform difTiiMMi «d pressure through

the wlmlc *di|*»» ti«*ue; ami. •mioillv, to keep up
thr heat »d tlie Imrly. by materially checking,
through it* very -light conducting power, the lo—

of fie.- beat In radiation Tin* u-c of (lie fat i«

HMst elearly seen in -ruur of tlm lowri animal*
(Ilm -eal. whale. Ac.|, which are ex|>oed to very
low temperature*. Anotlw-r physical u-e of i*l in

!•» (imikiotc t Ur moUlily of % orpn* llrnrt.

in vap** ml extreme rtMciatino, it mmim
in thr fmrt^ %hbrrr niotinn i« iimwI r*M*nti*l, am

tin* linut .ifhl thr urliit #4 th*- r\r
Tlie chief eUriwir*! of fat in am a rtorr of

potential rnri>:> (or thr body*

On account <4 tin- Ur#e nmuuni <4 cnrl-nn nnd

tli** •hmaII Atmnni of aixym oiHUimil in tin-

inolh'cnlc. it t% iwviiliarU %dtluahlr in thu r«**|iect.

Mcaftiirin;' tin* |-»t«*mial rut^y in miHH***
wr rintl that I tfriuiiMir ot fnt yirkh fiamnw
dlrj-rrrs of Ih*aI

,
I of L»«ot*>< 1 « virhl* 4UHH;

I of carboli rate* yiflJi 3912. I’nfor

UMAtelv tlir otoremol di-c^ion awinulalion

of fat i* fiirticult. an*! for tlm rc*M>n. m well

on nnMunt •* it* relatively liix:h prior, only a

moderate amount can br daily consumed

«

Fatty Acids. SreOiLs.

Fencing mar lr ^mcrally described m tl»o

M'irntifk handling of a awonl t»r Itayonrl in attack
or drfcnrr. tlhou^li thr trim i% usually limitrd to the
uar of the ram^r. It i* taught in rvrn* gynmaMtiiii.
and in thr Itiitidi army e'erv officer on joining i*

nut through a course of £\mnAAtir> of whicli it

forma a p.irt . N«m roninii"i'»nf^l offierri arr taught
at tlir AMriahot Gyainuuii. and tl»rii ap|>ointrd

inatvuctoo in tin* vaiion* gani^ona wlirre gy,n

na>ium^ rxi^t. and to all cavalry r^nmriita. the
trooper* of which arr abn irainol by tl>cm.

Fkncinj; with THK rapikr ok Foil, is admitted
to lie thr lir^t rxrrcinr that can lie takrn. Etm
miKh of tlir Unly is I «rought into jday hv it, and
han«l ami rye are trained to act in uniyon. No
description can pretend to teach it. F\rr\ an in-

stnirtor who i!« not tlmmogldy cajcxhlr diwr« more
harm than good in attempting to teach fencing,

bail habits are acquired nhich it i* most diffi-

cult to unlearn : ar>i % nnlr» e'erx* movement i*

arcuratrlv am! |in»|*rrlv madr. tl*?re is no science

CHAMBERS

•

and very little iiit.-iot in it* i«rnetice.

The foil in uracticc u*cl a* a -ubstituU- for
tlm rapier should have a lajmiing blade niton t 32
inches long, and equate iu section, with a giittn-
|>eiclia button on tin- point. and a weighted inuumel
to the hilt, so as to balance it proneriy. Mask* of
wire netting are nleuilutely es-ential to protect tin*

face, and leather gloves, jackets, and aprons should
also be worn.
Except in Spain, where one straight cut at the

head is allowed, the only attack with (lie rapier
or foil is by lAruit and hotgr (or htngt\ i.e.

straightening the elbow so as to bring the mvord
and arm into line, and then striding forward
about IK inches with the right foot. Tin- defence
i* by slight movements of tbe nwoid hand, whicli
cause the faihle fupper half) of tho a-sailant’-
blade to glide along the forte flowei half) of
the defender* foil, and outside it. so «.* to pass
clear of hi- Indy, while In* point i- always k«-pi

towards the front, ready t<> (hinge after
parrying) without an instant's delay. Tin- proper
positions and moi.-ni.-ntN when <>» gi/ant, e»gagfit,

tongring, /tm giug, ,ii/„,nr,ng, and retreating mu-t
be most carefully learned from nn instructnr. and
assiduou-ly pructix-d, an w ell as (he various atlarlt.
A rcpr.Kluct ion (fig. I) of the diagram given by
Captain Chapman in Ids excellent little book, Foil

Prartirt. show, the four lines of nllack and the
nine parne. Usually taught It will Im sufficient
to mention that a parry de-i-tihrs a circle

tinder nr over tlir tilvrt vnry'n f"il ln»forr throwing it

ofl. Xfl*! toilibl I hr tolhiw jllg c\ plmiut i%*n of icrrnH
lived ill fencing. Wl.m the rinilHHiei)p|H»fiiifml the
vwonl hand m htiil to 1 m» in umler,
in fruuftth*'" TbethriiHtH, like the iiai

i
iev are called

«|MAitO (or cartrk tierce. &c. Tlie H<thvon«<fc is

An Attack uiNile by the assailant t>,n<huy hi- l.livlc

round the a«hev airy's aii*I lungeitig at his IkmIv
mdrr bis aim An altark may hr a eoiiibinatinti <>f

any of tie* following iiioveiiien'ts prv*reding a longe
rfihtHf/a ?«*. w hen Kwnnlv an* « i«ikm d, rliaiigifig fiom
one line of attack lo anothei l.v liAvsing iiihU t the
advcrvAivV sword; cut o/vr, the eha,ig<; bv
whipping mcr his nwoid

;
otir % fu'o

% a double ilii-

i
dnwbtc. l»oth Idaden Imn/onUil. arid

circling round ]*arallcl to one another; uml brat, n
nkle-Mnw of one hla<lc on tlie other* If a second
thrust is made after longt-mg, and without spring-

ing up to guard again, it \* railed a rfprise ; and,
if made to take advantage of a wide pairv not fol

lowe«l by a ri|»<wt. a remise. Jiitir tArusts, (ike cross
counters in Iwixuu;, parry a thrust by a thrust.

Thr »vit«nn of fencing compiled by Mr Archiliald

Maclaren, of the Oxtoixl Ovmnaaiuni, is that iisr^l

in the Hritivh aimy, and differs fmm otheis in teaeli

ing onh four painev-vi/ quartc. tierce, seconde,
and acmicircle. All are formed in the usual manner,
except the last, which, l»y raiding the hand slightly

and elevating the Made a* high as the face, guard's
l«otli the upper and lower openings on the inner or
left vide, catty ing the advcis-ary a Made over the
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light shoulder, and leaving him completely exposed
to the return thrust. In Spoin and Italy the left

hand is lined as an auxiliary in parrying. and in
Italy is aided by a dagger, or'a cloak.

'

Thk Broad-sword F.xkrcise differs from fene
mg with the foil, in that the weapon employed is

intended to cut as well as thrust. For practice a
stout, straight stick is used, called a ' single stick.’
having a buffalo hide or basket handle to protect
the knuckles.
The position and movement* of the combatant

are very similar to those for fencing with the foil.

There arc seven cuts, with seven corresponding
guards, and three thrusts, ns shown on the accom-
panying diagram, which represents a target placed
opposite a pupil, with its centre in a line with the
centre of his breast,

cm T

The cuts cross the whole circle through the centre
along the thick lines. Nos. 1. 3, and 5 are inside

cut*, and may lie directed against any part of the
loft side, and inside of the right leg

;
‘2, «, and 6

are outside cuts, attacking the right side, ami right

leg on tlio outside. No. 7 i* a vertical cut, aimed
at tlm head. The dotted lines show the several
guards. The points or thrusts are shown by the
black dots. The ' parry ' consist* in bringing the
wrist nearly to the right shoulder ; whence, as
oontro, a circular sweep of the swoul is made from
left to right.

Cavai.kv Sword EXBBCMK differ* from the fore

going, which is not suitable for horsemen. It has
four cuts on each side, two at a mounted, and two
at a dismounted adversary. Each cut has a corre-

sponding point and guard.
Tub Bayonet Exercise taught in the British

army has lieon assimilated t« Maelarcn's system
of fencing. The guards are formed in a* nearly
a* possible the same milliner, except that, of
course, the rifle is held in Iwth hands, one at the
grip, and one in front of the hack-eight. The latter

remains almost stationary, while the movements of
til* other form the parries, A new and moat effec-
tive thrust, called the throw, lias Item introduced
When making it. the forward hand quits the ritie,

which is thrown forward to the full extent of the
other arm.
As to the relative value* of the sword, rapier,

and liavoiiet, the first, requiring for each cut two
motions, one up and the other down, cannot hut
la* much slower in its action than either of the
other two: while the last, from its weight, is ex-
haunting and clumsy. The second, on the other
hand, has none of tliCK objections, and in skilled
bands is by far the moat deadly weapon

.

Fermentation (Lat. ftrvire, ‘ to boil'), a
change brought about in organic liquids by the

agency of a ferment Ferment* are of two classes,

soluble and organised. (I) Soluble ferments, or

zymoses. This class i* of less importance than the
other. When isolated, the ferments are white,
amorphous substances, freely soluble in water ami
in glycerine, and usually insoluble in alcohol. They
are found in grain which has germinated {malt), m
saliva, gastric juice*. Ac., and also usually occur
along with organised ferments like yeast. The
commonest soluble ferment is Diastase (o.v.), occur-
ling in malt, other* of considerable importance
are ptyalin, found in saliva; pepsin, in gastric
juice i *yrmptn*c. in bitter almond*

; myrosin, in
mustard, Ac. These all resemble one another very
closely in properties, and all have the power to
cause sultstances like starch and cane-sugar to com-

bine with water, forming glucose and analogous
uncry stAllUahle -ugars, thus

:

riu-ngar. W*t«. Donor. l/nlor.

C„HnOn + H.O » C.H.X). * C.H.,0.

Diastase convert* tire Marrh contained in barley
tirst into dextrine, tlien into gluoxe or gra|>e sugar,

thus
Starch. Water. Glurotr.

C.H^U* * HjO = f.H„0*.
Tli* &Ame eflfeetM can 1* )icim!uc*'I hy Imiling these

Unites with dilute arid*. .Soluble* ferment* act

mmt rapidly at a teni|^raturc of 75* C. (1CT K.b
ami are «le»tn>ve«l hv Utiling. Their action i* ini-

or entirely Mop|*d In* many »u I •stance* swell

a* liorav. ritrie and tartaric arid*.. and name anti

3tic*
;

ixi the other hand, piu**ic acid, mercurial
fs. alcohol. cldorofono, ether, and essential oil.

have little effect on soluble fniuentA.
(2) Organised Ferments.—Tl«c eliemical change*

induced by these always dr|>riid on the life ptucv*a

•>f minute organisms ( see tiEKW Theory i
w hich f«-*'l

upon sugar or oilier Milwtancc* in solution, and
excrete lh<* product of tin* fenuentation. Ferment-
ation nearly always emiM-t- of a process of break-
ing down of nxiqdiratisl organic siilistance* like
sugar into »iiu|4er one* like alcohol ami carl.mic
acid. Economically, alcoholic fei mentation is of

far greater importance than any other. It i*

caused by tire ao-callcd yeast-plant {Saeeharomyet*
rerteimr | in solutions containing uncryslallisalde

sugar {glucose). The sugar may be originally in

various forms In malt extract for beer it cxiata

a* glucose or dextrine ; in grape juice for wine
manufacture, chielly a* glucose; in potatoes for

making potato spint or ’ marc,' a* March ; or,

finally, as cane sugar itself. Tire latter two. w lien

fermented, are first converted by the soluble fer-

ment which accomi«nie* veast into glucose, and
that i. then transformed by the ycaat itself into

alcohol, carbonic acid ga*. and small quantities of

glycerine, succinic acid, ami oilier substance*.
Brewers’ yeast contains an mormon* numlier of

one celled organism* ( Seteeharumyets eertneier), on
which ita activity entirely depend*. I'nder the
microscope tl>e*e are seen to be colourless, neatly
transparent, roughly spherical bodies of a diameter
of about OtmOlS inch. When tlie randitions are
favourable— be nourishment plentiful, and tern-

peraturr about §0* F.. the yeast cell* multiply very
rapidly l»y budding. When food is deficient they
may multiply by the he mat ion of spore*. Fer-
mentation of grape-juice to form wine depend* on
Organism* of the genu* Saceharomvcew, of which
there are many specie* not yet very sharply defined.
The varkm* specie* are found in different kinds of
wine must, or even in different position* in the same
fermenting vat.

Putrefaction and rotting are very much akin to
fermentation, and all depend on the presence and
growth of minute organism*.

Hie following ore some of the varieties of fer

mentation which possess considerable importance
or interest

:

Acetous Fermentation. — It lias long been Lnown
that wine under certain circumstance* nlsK»l>ed

oxygen from the air and turned into vinegar. This
is now known to be due to the conveisn-n of the
alcohol into acetic acid bv an organism. the .tfyro-

derma areti. Tin: wine i* allowed to trickle slowly
through 1-srrel* filled with leedi -shaving*, through
which fresh vinegar lias previously been poured in

order to impregnate the shaving* w ith the * mother
of vinegar.' which contain* the Mycodemia. Under
the microscope tlie .V. meets ap|>ear* aa very minute
ciongatel rods {diameter abmit0«MW incli ) united
into chains.

Lueticfermentation i* the cause of the souring of

milk. It is caused by a detinue md like organism
or bacillus, which reaches tlie milk from the air.

The life-condition* of this ferment are almost the
same as tlio*e of tlie yeast ferment, but there
are certain »ul*tanee» attacked by tlie one ami
not by the other, ami r«cc rent. During lactic
fermentation the sugar of milk is converted into

lactic acid, which nltimatclv causes tlie curdling
nf the milk.

Butyric Fermentation.—This in one of a Urge
numlier of procet*>c-i of fenuentation usually loughTv
clas-ed as putrefaction, on account of tlie foul smell
pnsluced during tlie action. It is caused by an
organism {Fermentrun butyrieum

) which has tlie

|Hi\ver of breaking dow n such solwtance* a* sugars.
Marche*, tartaric and citric acid*, and alhuuirnnid

mil»t anew, producing butyric acid ami carbonic
acid.

Ammonium/ Fermentation is also one of the
pniccwca which form part of putrefaction. Most
organic substance' containing nitrogen yield
ammonia as one of the product* of putrefaction.
Tbi* proees* is nf gient importance in nature, as by
it nitrogenous animal matter, contained in manure,
i* converted into sails of ammonia, which can lie

almculicd by earth. They are then acted on by the
nitrifying orgnin-m which is found in all fertile

soils, and by it slowly oxidised into nitrates, which
can then lie alwnilied by the roots of plants.

Conditions ofFermentation .—Aa all fermentation,
except that produced by soluble ferments, is caused
by living organisms, the optimum conditions of
fermentation aie ( I |

sutliciency of nourishment
ami moisture;

I

‘

2 1 temperature about lilonil beat
( 9K‘ E-); (3) absence of |M>i*iinou* Milisiance*.
Deficiency of nourishment or water may kill a fer-

ment, oi max cause it In form s|Kiies, which then
resist drying, and max even exhibit vitality after
I-tiling. which i- instantly fatal to all active fer-

ments. A low tempeiat im- render* fermeiiUi in

active. a tempcratuie much above |imi F. i* fatal
to their life. All antiseptic or disinfectant sub-

stance* (see ANTISEPTIC*), such as corrosive subli-

mate. chlorine, fume, of burning sulphur, eucalyp-
tusoil, act bv impeding or destroying I lie life of the
ferment.. Many of the pioduct* of feriiieiitation

arc themselves anii*eptic«, a* in tho rose of alcohol,
*o that nlcolmlie fenuentation alwayn airest* itself

when the spirit ha* reached a ccitain strength.

Some ferment* cannot live in presence of air. oiliors

require it; while others again are indifferent to

it. For further information, sr-e Fermentation, by
Sdiui/enliergcr

{
jnter. Sc. Serb'), mid the uniclo

* Fermentation ’ in Thorpe'. ihetiunarg of Ap/dicel
Chemistry.

Fkmmentkii LivnutK are alcoholic beverage*
made by fcrnienution of saocliariim lluirls and
juices; the principal Wing the different kinds of
a/e or beer, made by fermentation of an infusion
of mall chiefly of barley, but also xoincthnc* of
other kind* nf grain ami irlnr, made by fermenta-
lion of gra|ie juice. Cuter is made by fermentation

of the iuiceof apple.
;
,>eery, of that of pear-

; /•«/»<.
vxnc. hv fermentation of the nap of dilleretit kinds
of palm. Fermented liqimi*. commonly railed
w'ine*, are also miule from the juice of various kinds
of fruit, a* cim.iot wine from that of the red cm
rant

;
ami from the jiiiro of some root-, as parsnip

wine from that nf tlie ii.n-nip, ,Ve The sap of the
American Aim*, or Agaev Iq.v.J, yield, the for-
men tel liquor enllml I'n/i/ue, minli used in Mexico.
A wine is made from the -up of the lurch, and that
'*• "U":' tree* is lima I for a similar purpose.
.Vead i. n fermented liquor omde from honey.
From every fermented liquor a kind of s/nrit niavW obtained by distillation.

Forrate.*. "I" combinations of ferric arid.
HFe(>

;,
a weak unstable eoiii|Hiiiud of iron ami

oxygen, with b.-vwa. Sec llto.N,

Forrldryanogon. nr Ferhioyanockn. n com-
mind radical suppuaed by eliemi"!* to exist in

erricvanic acid and the fviiicyanidca, It cannot

exist 'in the free state. The most important of the

ferricyanide. i* that of poUivnuin, also calle.l reil

prussiate of potash. It is prepared by passing a

stream of chlnrinc gas into a solution of |Kitna.ium

fcrrocynnide till the liquid tom. dark red ; on
e»a|.iration the salt is obtained in crystals. The
reaction i* as follow. :

I’oUtsium PMsuium P<iU*iium
fVrrocysalds. Chloiinr. ChliKlde. Krrrtcyki*ldf.

2Fe{CN|,K. 4 Cl, = 2KC1 + Fe.|CN)„Kt.

The chief n*e of jiota..sioni fcrricynr.ido i« for tho
maniifnctuTC id Turnbull'* blue, an important dye.
Tbi* Milr-Utnce is formed alien a solution of n ferri-

cyanide is mixeil with that of a ferrous salt (green
vitriol, for instance); it consists of feiroiis ferri-

cyanide. Fe.KjfCN | l?
. Feiiie salts yield no pie-

cijutntc with ferricyanide*. Strong acids separate
ferricyanic acid, ll,Fe.(<’N )ls.

Frrrorx.-mog.-n, a compound radical sup-
j.**e.l by clieinisis to exist in fcrmcyanic acid and
the ferrocyanidcs. It cannot exist in the flee state,
l he most important of the fenuevanides is the
)M)U**iant

;
it i* ]>re|mre«l in’ the following

manner. A mixture of |K»U^ium carlKmati*. iron
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filings, an<l animal matter. Mich a* drie.1 Wood,
horn climiin^. &*•., is heated tu redness in iron

I"'
1 *- I’litiU'iHiu cyanide is thus foniicd. The

mass m extracted with water, t ho cyanide cmnlitaes
'vith iron, forming ferrocyanidc. which diuolvr-.
and may lie |>iiiifi..l l.v recrv-ia)li«atinn The chk-t
use of potax-iuni fi irocynniilc i» for the preparation
of I'nireinn blue -ferric ferrocyanide |see DYKlNi;
and Calico-phistino) -which U formed on the

addition of ii ferric Kail to mlution or tin- lerro-

cynnide. A ferruus Milt piiHlures u white or light-

blue precipitate of ferron* feirocvanide. liy the
action of dilute sulphuric acid mi |H>Ub'iuui ferro

cyanide, prussic acid i* protlucol : if strong Milidiuiit*

acid Ik? used, the (iMwcyanWo is completely uceom-
p4x*cd, yielding carlinmc oxide go*, and >ulplmt<^
of Mini. potA*»nim, ami ammonium. Hyilnicliluric

acid cAMhftt the separation of fcrroc\ attic arid,

ll 4l'V<(\N )„ in -mail white crystal* m-iduldc in

hydrochloric acid. Mail of the metallic feno
cyanide* are insoluble, and manx haw diameter
Utio colon m. linn cannot be detected in cither
feno or ferricyanide* b; an; of the common
reaction*. Potassium fcriocymitdc is not |mix>no«>
The chemistry of tli«<*t» I’unipmiiid* i* not yet
thoroughly understood

753
into a felted suhsUnre. iliev will not hold togellwr.
Horse-liair u-onl singly i- made into cloth l>ecauM>
it > exre)ttiuoa!ly >»n*i“ Hat nearly all fibres
suituMe for woven or felted fabric-, such a* wool,
silk, cotton. orlL-tx. have ..n their surface serrations
or |Tojecti.ui- of ..«* kind. or tliey liave a prone
n«--s t.. i« ist ai>l curl, either of which characters
«WW9* them to interlock. -> that w hen they are
sjoin into yarn tliey do not untwist again. These
little |xoinincr>ccs .« projection- are only seen when
tlio fibre r- highly magnified.

In addition to -tiiuble structure, the value of a
hhie i->r industrial purpo-es depends uism ifi*

strength and elasticity, and upon iu capability of
bh-adKsI and dyed. Length and fineness' are

als.i . ori.idcred. as well a* abundance of supply.
Th.- wind of the sheep and th- tliawl * gnat

K di-sriilnl under Wool, ami CakHNUK (ioAT.
S.T tlieir rrsiwctivc head. for alpaca, mohair, fur,
ami silk. Tin-re arc a few other animal fibre* of
some intwe-t or ini|sxtauce. sucli as earner* bair,
from which aa excellent chilli is male, and cow-
hair. which is used in oKisi.U-rel-le quantity f«»r

inferior kind- of woollen gnulo. A fibre oi a ailky
nature is olitainrd from the hynu* of a large
MediterraiH-an bivalve shell fish (/7«aa nobdu).
which is nmile into diawl* ami glove*.

£
>nu yield fibre*. Only-

re a true bark, and from

Hitfeient |i«lLs of

Ferrotype, or Knkrgiatyi-k. a i.lK>iogr«phk dleolylcbmouw plant*

fimt made public by Hubert Hunt in l*M, ‘“ese route the most important textile fibres of
vegetable origin. There generally consist of strong

lirOCOH, IH«U IHMIO WJ UtfUCI » If Kill III I ^.1

,

iii which the negative w/i* developed by a saturated

solution of prntoimlphiit* of iron, with mucilage of

gtimambic, and fixed by soaking in water to
wliich a small quantity of ammonia or hypo
iiulpliite of tmdii had hecn added.

Fihrlll i'll protchl Mil*-tame which ipp« irn in
the hlood after it t* hind, and by it* appearance
LMVOW rise to the

)

»ii h'i'wv of rodgnlalion oi dotting.
Freddy prepared fihrin is a *tnng\. elastic, white
*tll*l*ni’«. ll" rh un til u\ rotnpn«it U*1 I- MllHM
M’tf: hydrogen, 7 ll

; nitrogen, IT Milphur, I -2

;

oxygen. 218 Iwm It jrivc* thf varimiH rcac
tinriN of the protcid miWuiuc* fiw TioiimosK
It i* in^ohihle in wntor. ami only ulowh ^duhlc in

Miltitimi^ of i In* neutral halt* It ii piv.ipitated
hv a *At united Miintioii of Hilphateof mam)e««iiiiii.

It nniht (hciefoic lie eom*idiied neatlx allied

to the ^lohnlin ^rxino of protcid*.

Fihrin max In**! I»»* nhtaitietl la whip Mood
a* it i* hIiinI with a bundle of twi^*, whuli after a
time hi-eoinc miimmiiiiIikI hy maw* of the librotut

clastic thieivU of hhi in Then# may then I*? wished
to free them fiom the various constituent* of the
hlood. The m«i«ie of ftp

htmlied hy allowing a layer of IiIimmI to coa^ulnt*
oil il liiii n' Copic •ilide undei a cover irhi***. and then
gently \va*hin>: the c«»ver ^la** to which the rh4
adhfii'H with a atieam of water. It will lie >..n

to cnmuHt of a delicate icticuhim of fihriU with
^rannlai*looking iiiakhov at mnn; «»f the nodal

liointa. The lihiiN Ap|K*ar to have *hot out from
thc*e granular ina**o*.
The Konive of fihrin in a mutter upon which our

knowledge i* at piv*ent ini|K?rfe<*t The im^t
rtoenl invcutiKatlotm UtmI lota i aliitom
helon^iui: to the ^lohnlin irronp of prntriih, avid

known os fibrinogen, wliuh oeem> in the blood-

nhiMitia Iwforc coagulation. Income* precipitated a*

librin when the blmxl U *hc«l What i* the rauw
of thi* pieeipitixtion we do not know. Formerly it

xvoh hl)ppn*ed that the white r«»rpu*elen broke down
ami set fm* a femienl wliich .«et lip the oliaup*

Store recently the imnjiihle connection of the third

element of the hlood the M*mhI platelet*

proi eirv ha-% !*?en Hii^ycHted by varimi** patlnik»peal

invohti^ation* Xpparently the ^ranuhir nmlal

iiuihmc* aheaily •IcHrrilKjd arc oiwipoM.il of thc.M?

platelets. Although the wet fihrin derived from
IiIimmI appear* soiiiewlint bulky, alien diicd and
weighed itfi (Unoniit is found to very *inall on
an average only U*2 per cent.

Fibrous Substances* Such of these as are
used in the aris are either «»f animal **r vc^etaMe
urigin, with the exception of A*b»>tos |ij.v.), w hich
in mineral. Fibres which can be *pnn and woven,
or made into doth or paper by a felting |>r«v*v.
have Mime peculiarity of .structure which tits th*-m

for .such purpose*. Human hair oi ln>rse hair is

not suitanle f«»r ordinary textile fabiic*. I»ecans?-

citlicr n*M*iubles a very thin tlexible rml with
smooth sides, so that when jui attempt U made t*i

twist a miniher of them into a yarn, or form them

mn
not i i*r.|

fin*. Hexilil«'Wl fibres Irem'tbe fork «be*th. «.(

wliiob Iktx. hrinp. rl«c*. ami jute are example*
(xc«< l!\s r i Tli* mmt valuable >4 all, however

vi* eotion, roii'ists of lutin. which surround Um
-.•e,ls ..f the plant. In iu»m>rolvlc<ionoiis plants,
aliirb uK.. \i.-bl many M*o »ceal4e hbres. tlo-se are
couimonlv oU.iinol from the liloou. jsirtions of
Iravo aiel .rf l.%»f -talk-. More rarely they occur
as Iwtir like lilur- wbieli form aiq>en<lagea to leaves
or surround tlieii L\-e. foir fibre is from the busk
of the nut id lire omu nnl |nlm.
VegeulJr fibres ooiM-t ewwnliallv of (VUlllnae

tq.v.l. a sulwMiK* wliiek i« nol rosily acte«l upon
•*.' ehc"iki»l icogent* surh a- atfret allicl l-.lie*
fouml m Hants lliis U au imp. Man! proiiertv In
connection with of tlie mannfacturing |>ro

«**» tliroogb whkli they ir<|uire to )«\—
hemp. jute, ami coir are dcaerihod

under tlieir rewpeetive heaiU; rhea or (liina-grnss
under IbKHMKRlA. a*d New Zealand Hax </'Aor.

Uh*t) under Flax. Tlie vegetable fibres

In what follows, tliou-h les* known Ilian

those i isr, I m our principal texUle industrial, ate
nearly all of some iuq-otuncc commercially. Me
-nlr- tha-e tlien- are quite a numWr of plant-
yiebling fibre, known to have valuable p.oiorlie.
«lueh have IKK. except in tlie roontne. in which
they grow, reveival any imlustrial application

EXOtiKNIl** I’l-ANTH.- A iiint

Ik—Tlie seeds of Uii* plant
silky down which is u*ed for

ty

I f.^

.-lotli and felt The sjwcies is a nafire of Sv
.

Imt i> aho found in North nml South Ahieiica. and
i. rnllivatal in -ure loils ni Kmo|>r.

fb-o/r•*<.«/'» ymnA./un, is anotlier plant yiebling
a Imirr or silky filer from the s*ed*. Tliis is con
sidcral to be .me of (be l<e-t An. I sLongest of the
seal Iwir* calle-l • vegetable silk.’
HmuttoKh , I ( 1‘npcr MhIIwitv k—

A

fine nliite cbdli callal tai« is made in a number of
‘I»* I’arilir Islands by Imating the bark .d tl.i- tree

A ' riu> '«fb of this an-l anotlier sjecicof Bnoissonctia
iinine (> IW,| ,„»king paper in Japan. Quire

rltlKKX IKilM
itriara (Silk \V«

are covered with
a variety of pnii.oes. sndi as tin: stufling of
1-..K anil for mixing with «.«.! for certain kinds of

recently tlie liUou. |.irtk>n of the bark of tlie young
slw-ils of white InidWrry ( iluiui .»/fw | ha* lieen
iimsI a* a textile material in Italy (see Mil
ntCKKY).

('rvfufurin jmurrn (Snnn Hempk—Indigenous to
-Suitliein Asia and tlie tropical portion of Austral'-
a-iA

: cultivated all over India. Tlie lil-re is very
suitable for cordage, considerable quantities Wing
exported from India for this manufacture.

IhipAvr loH/lifufin. 1). urosrrrcea. U. Il'ntlkAi.
The fibre of the lark of each of these Indian plants
is used in tW manufacture of |>aper and ropes.

E/iO/ihoruin 'owiuvm I
J'vil'iftii trioyoda

) ( Kabul -

grass, Cotkiu grass!—Tliis plant is very common
m many part- of India. Tlie down at the hose of
tlie -eels i, largely nse.1 in India for making paper,
ropes, ami cordage.

f/t'itrus fonnuhiitKi (Hemp leaved hibiscus.

CHAMBERS'
Deccan hemp |. — In the North weftt Fiovincea, jus

well as in other part* erf India, tbi* small herbacoou-v

slimb U largely cultivauil for its fibre, which i*

MHoctimw umM t<i Uiliilterule jute It i* inferior
u> the latter in quality. Wing rather course and
liarxh, though strong. In India it is made int ••

ropos and nets and largely into phjht
lhtHtt*/kt$ htftnht$ (Hop).- From the hop vine n

useful fibre U obtained, whirl
i
is turned to account

for making doth in Sweden. In Knglartd it has
been made into millUvird.

rim ft s *fh*+trix
(
Fine-wool).— In leoent yeais

film* obtainefl from the leaf needles of the Scotch
tir ha*, «»n the continent of Furope. been made
int4» a blanket stuff for lin*pi tills, iMmteh* and
lusiriy. It is usually mixed with cotton oiwool.
The niaUiial i* Wlievesl to have medicinal pro
petti**.

Tilia emroprrn <(*otmnon Lime tree). - The hast

fihte* of this tree arc extensively used in KuKsia fur

mats, rope*, and other pur|>ose*.

FlMKK-s KHOM KMHMJKNOfS I
*1

. ,\ NTS,— A <J(ire

amcncitH" <Sj»utii**h alo*|. An excellent fibre i*

obtained fiom tliis plant, which gixiw* in great
abundance in all pruts ».f tropical America. It has
nls«» lieen successfully tntroditc*«l into some emm
trie** of the Did World. The film* is made into
n»|>es

t
twine, and netting, as well as into matting

and imitation haircloth.
Agutv Htcxicamm. -A plant distinct from the last,

though often confounded with it. The fibres of

Mh arc u**d for tlie Mtme punrOse. Taper was
Imule hv the ancient Mexicans from A. ww«i«
in the same way as the Kg; plians made it from
the jkJip; in*.

At/urr Kivr/arta (Sisal lieiui* ). -The fibre of this

•picies, which grows in Yucatan, Mexico, and

Central America, i* especially valuable for ship
cables, as it lias lieen found to rusist the action of

ea water letter tliun most other materials used
for their nianiifactuic. Si«nl hemp is sent iu con
shlcraMe i|iiantitirs to the rniU.il StaUm, but luiite

of it is also M'lit to Kuro|M*.

AUtiUa fftMtftm (Tiaxtvu). From tins p.ilm

much <rf the cordage oii the Ama/.on Uivnr is

iiia^lc. The strong fibies iisml siiiioiind the voung
leave*. Tliese me kimiMi in coniin»*rce an piitssaxn
fibre, or at least one kind of it, which is used in

Europe cliietly for Iwush making. Another kind of

tuasRiva is got fiom Lco/wMiNtt //o/aai«/v/, uImi a
lira/iliau palm.
Hrvmuint HMUHfvt ( Amatitmti Avr/tm

) (
Tine apple

In some places, such as (lie llalimnas and India,
this plant is cultivated for its fruit, but in Malacca,
Java, riima. and some other eastern nhui's cldelly
for iu fibre Several specie* brnmella yield use-

ful fibre*. The //. piffma of (lie Thilippiuea
>
lelda

lire line llimad from wliich the costly pma cloth or

pina iiiiislin is made. //. AyZ/vw/iv a, railed tu Celt*

tral AmeiicA tlie ami ill Mexico the /v//c, aliur

produce* an excellent libie.

Carltulovifu
| Taiiatiut mcivw-

-)
4ne).~-

Tlic uncxpatukil leaves yiehl the straw of which
Panama lints, *o luncli valutil for tlieir durability,

are made.
Curtfofu Mrtttt {

Kittonl). From tlie leaves of this

Indian palm tlie kittoid fibre, imw largely used
mix wiui tinstlca jn hruiliinaking, is obtained.
Strong mpe* arc mode of it in India.

Cmpenuritt ttciftm <(*arviatil>a or ('ainalniba
— jRalm).—

A

Hra/.iliau |kiIiii renturkablo f«ir

the number of uncful pHslurts obtained from it.

In that country the fibivs of its leaven arc used
for ro|tcn

t mats bn Hints Ac.
Cormpkn amxtralit (Australian cabbage- pal in |.

Tlie nbr* obtained by splitting the leaves in made
inu* clothing, netting, and hats.

MacrveM**i fttnmmma
(I
Esparto-grits*). Es-

parto fibre is now matin facttired into l >apcr (q.v.|
on a great scale. For this purpose it is extremely
well suited

.
being line and stixmg, with a tendency

to curl. I ntil comparatively ivcently much of the
esparUr grass of cmnmeicc was suppose! to be tlie

Lygrum xpartttM, an allied plant
Mn#i Uxiilit ( Manilla hemp).—The chief ns* of

this fibre is in ro|M*iuaking, but matting is also
made from it on a considerable scale m Dumlec.
It is prepare* Ifrum the leafstalks of a wild plan-
tain growing in the Philippine Islands.

Fibre from an* Acrouksim s Plant, Cibotinm
baromriz ( Pulu fibre). The fibre *o called sur-

round* the stalks of the fronds f leaver) of the

el, wliich is a fern growing in the Sandwich
.da. Tins fibic, like some of tho^eoceitniug its
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'

hairs on seeds, is called ' vegetable .dlk.' It is used
in the 1 *nitcl States and Australia fur stuffing in

upholstery work.

Fighting-fish f
BeUa pngnax), a small fresh-

water Hsh, especially at home in Siam, where it is

reared on account 'of its curious pugnacity. It

lielongs to the familv Itabyrinthici, which includes

other interesting fishes, such as the Climbing
Perch (Anubtu), the beautiful Paradise-fish, the

well-flavourcd Gourami. When two fighting-fish

are brought together they often rush immedi-

ately to combat; or it is even enough to intro-

duce a looking-glass into the water, when the

Si-h ItnstKim to attack its own image Fish-fighta

me n fiivnurite amusement of the Siamese; the

license to exhibit them yields & considerable annual

revenue s and an extraordinary amount of gambling

takes place in connection with them—not merely
money and property, but children ami liberty. l»*ing

sometimes staked. When the fudi U quiet it*

colours are dull ; but when it is excited, they glow

with metallic splendour, and 'the projected gill-

membrane, waving like a black frill around tbe
throat, adds something of groteaquenes* to the

general appearance.

'

Filter. When solid matter is suspended in a
liquid in which it i- insoluble, it may «>c separated
by various means (see Ci.akikication ). one of

which is filtration. The process of filtration con-

sists in passing the liquid through some porous
substance, the interstice* of which are loo small

to admit of the passage of the solid particles, the

principle of the action living the same as that of a
sieve. One of the simplest forms of filter is that

commonly used in chemical laboratories for separat-

ing precipitates, Ac. A square or circular piece of

blotting-paper is folded in four, the corner where
the four folds meet in placed downwards in a

funnel, and one side is partly opened, so that the
paper forms a lining to the funnel. The liquid
passra through the pores of the pa|>**r, and the
solid matter rest* upon it The chief advantages
of this filter are its simplicity ami the ease with
which the solid matter may be removed and
examined.
A simple water-filter for domestic purpose* i»

sometimes made by stuffing a piece of sponge in

tbe bottom of a funnel or the hole of a flower pot,
and tlnm placing alsive this a layer of pebbles,

then a layer of coamo sand, and alwve this a layer

of pounded charcoal three or four inches in depth.
Another layer of pebbles should be placed above
the charcoal, to prevent it from Wing stirred up
when the water is poured in. It is obvious that
such a filter will require occasional cleaning, anti

renewal of the charcoal. Bv a small addition to

this a cottage-filter may be math* which, lot

radical UN, is quite equal to the most expensive
Iters of corresponding sire. It consists of two

flower.pots, one above the other; the lower one is

fitted with the sponge and filtering layers above
described, and the upper one with a sponge only.
The upper pot should be the larger, and, if the
lower one is strong, the upper one may stand in

it. The two ]>ota thus arranged are placed upon a
three-legged Stool with a hole in it, through which
the projecting part of the lower sponge passes, and
the water drops into a jug placed below. The
upper pot serves as a reservoir, its sponge stops
the coarser impurities, and thus the filtering layer*

of the lower one may be used for a long |ieriud

without Wing renewed, if the upper sponge be
occasionally cleaned. Care must be taken to
wedge the upper sponge tightly enough, to prevent
the water passing from the upper pot more rapidly
than it can filter through the lower one.

A great variety of filters are made on a similar
principle to the above, but constructed of orna-
mental earthenware or porcelain vessels of suitable
shape. In purchasing a filter, the buyer must not
be satisfied with merely seeing that tbe water
which has passed through it is rendered perfectly

transparent—this is so easily done by a new and
clean filter—but be should see that the filter is so
constructed its to admit of being readily cleansed,
for the residual matter must lodge somewhere, and
must be somehow removed. When large quantities
of water have to be filtered this becomes a serious

difficulty, and many ingeni

ous modes of overcoming
it have been devised. In
moat of these water is made
to ascend through the filter

-

Lc'.oitr fitter

eo. *toa« at thml or M-
uno* comiart-wnt ;

at

Ok nil altering sOmk at

d; t. Ok p!>at W i—aosa

/.•

ing medium, in onlcr that-

the impurities collected on
it may fall hack into the
impure water. Leloge's
ascending filter consists of

four compartment*, one
above the oilier

;
the upper

part, containing tbe impure
water, U equal in capacity
to the other three. This
communicates by a tube
with the lowest one. which
i* of small height. The top
of this is formed by a piece
of porous filtering-stone,

through which alone the
water can jmss into the

third compartment, which is

filled with charcoal, and
covered with another plate of porous stone. The
fourth compartment, immediately above tbe third,

receives the filtered water, which has »*rm force.!

through the lower storre, the charcoal, and the

upper stone. A Up is affixed to this, to draw of!

the filtered water, and a plug to the second or
lowest compartment, to remove the sediment
A large number of other ascending filters hnve

been patented. Siphon filters are cylindrical
pewter vessels, containing the filtering media, to
which u attarlied a long coil of flexible pipe.
When used, llie cylinder is immersed in the water
butt or cistern, the pipe uncoiled, bent over tlie

edge of the cistern, and brought down considerably
below the level of the water. It i* then stalled
by applying the mouth to tlie lower end. and
sucking il till the water begins to flow, after
which il continue* to do so. and keep, up a Urge
•upH.V «»f char water. This, of course, is an
ascending filter, and the upward piesouro is pro
portionate to the difference U-tween tlie height of
the water in the cistern and that of the lower end
of the exit tube (see SIPHON k Filtering on a
large scale is effected by using several tanka or
reservoirs, in the first of which is coarse material
such as gravel, tbe water pacing from this to a
second, ami from tlieie through a finer filter to
the main receptacle, where the fill

stored ami drawn olf for u*e.

A common water bull or cistern may be made to
filler tbe water it receive, by tlie following means :

Divide the cistern or butt into two compartments,
an upper nml a lower, by means of a watertight
partition or false bottom

; il.cn take a wooden box
or small barrel, and perforate il closely with boles

;

fit a tube into it. reaching to about the middle of
the inside, and projecting outside a little distance ;

fill the box or barrel w ith pow dried charrual, tightly
rammed, and cover it with a bag of felt

; then fit

the projecting part of tlie tube into the middle of
the false bottom.

Various means of eomprensing carbon into solid
porous masses* hare been patented, and filters are
made in which (lie water passes through blocks of
this compressed carbon. Most of these are well
adapted for the puipow, but their averted supe
nonty over filters composed of layers of sand and
charcoal is dmiUful. A very elegant and con-
venient portable filter for soldiers, travellers, and
oilier* who may require to drink from turbid ponds
and rivers is constructed of Kansomes filtering-
stone. and is also made of tlie compressed carbon.
A small cylinder of the stone or carbon i» connected
with a flexible india-rubber tube in such a manner
that the cylinder may be immemed in a river, the
mouth applied to a mouthpiece at the other end of
the tube, ami tbe water draw n through the filtering-

cylinder.
. It has been questioned whether soluble matter,
such a* common salt, is in any degree removed
fro

assumed that

water by filtration. Theoretically il was
this is impossible, since tbe filter only

‘ lea;

to

acts mechanically in stopping suspended particl
but the results of experiments show that from 5
15 per cent, of the soluble salts were separated
by sand-filter* such as above described. Another
moat important matter is to ascertain to what
extent soluble organic matter may be decomposed
by filtration, especially by charcoal filters, and to
ascertain bow long charcoal and other porous matter
retains its property of acting on organic matter in
watery solution (see Charcoal!. This is of the
highest importance, as it sometimes happens that
water of brilliant transparency, and most pleasant
to drink, on account of the carbonic acid it con-

tains, is charged with such an amount of poisonous
organic matter as to render its use as a daily bever-
age very dangerous. A filter of animal charcoal
will render London porter colourless. Loam and
clay have .similar properties. The separation from
drinking water of pathogenic microbes (microscopic
sources of pestilence) and their germs is very

difficult, on account of their extreme smallness
;

but it has boen effected by using porous unglared
earthenware as the filtering medium. It is, how-
ever, rather troublesome in practice, as pressure is

demanded, and the very fine jiorea are soon clogged
They may be cleansed by raising the filter niatei'

to a red heat. A duplicate is therefore required
When a liquid contains mucilaginous or other

matter having viscous properties, there is consider-

able difficulty in filtering it, as the pores of the
medium become filled up and made watertight.
Special filters are therefore required for syrups, nils,

Ac. Such liquids os ale, lieer, Ac. would be ex
ceedingly difhcult to filter, und therefore they ate
clarified by the admixture of albumen, gelatin, 01

t « *
4 t

• t • 4 • e \ • I
•

«*ime sulntnnce with clarifying Oil is

usually pawd through lugs mode of lionvc hair or
twilled cotton cloth l Canton flannel ), Syrups are
filtered on a small scale by confectioners, Ac. by

lieg them through conical flannel bags, and on
large scale in orunod heii/filUrt, made by onclos

within a amallci nnc. Thick s>

a laroc scale in

ing a large l«ng

'

have to lie .III*:

filtered water ia

luted or clarified with white of egg.

to collect the sediment into masses, and then they
may be filtered through a coimm cloth strainer.
Vegetable juice* generally require to lie treated in

tin- manner. Sc*- Bkkh, Wink. Sl'OAH, Ac.; and
for filtering on the large scale, see NVaTKH

-

liUm.Y.
The simple laboratory filter lias to be modified

when strong acid or alkaline solutiona, or substances
which are decomposed by organic mutter, require
filtration. I’ure ailieeous'nand, a plug of asbestos,
pounded glass, or clean charcoal are used for this

C»o.e. Some recommend gun-cotton aa a filter

luch purposes
Air Filters. The extraordinary powers of char-

coal in disinfecting the gaseous products evolved
from decomposing annual and vegetable matter
have lsevn made available in constructing an appara-
tus for purifying aii that is mode to pans through
it. A suitable cage, containing charcoal in small
fragments, is fitted to the opening from which the
deleterious gases issue, and is found to render
them perfectly inodorous, und probably innocuous.
Mechanical impurities suspended in air may lie

filtered out by forcing the air through a plug of
cotton wool, os in firemen's respirators.

Firearm*. The generic form ‘ firearm
' includes

< annon, Rifle*. Guns, Revolver* (q.v.), and other
weapons in which nn explosive is used as an agent
for the propulsion of projectiles. The lilstorv of
the invention of Gunpowder (q.v.) is an appropriate

C
elude to that nf firearms, the existence of the
tier being wholly dependent upon the discovery

of a certain recondite quality in the former.
Inflammable material has been enu

warfare from remotest antiquity
;

sul^

resinous gums were tho ingredienta of some, and
naphtha and bituminous substance* with nitre of

other, of the mixtures known to the ancienta an

•Greek fire,’
' wild-fire,' or 'Medea* oil;’ but the

vowels in which these inflammable compounds
were deflagrated cannot properly bo termed fire-

arm*.
A weapon of the pyrotechnical species was

developed by some of the eastern nations, and is

said to have been used extensively until the 15th

century’ for the frightening of horses and cattle

on pillaging expeditions and in warfare. The
weapon was in construction similar to a ' Roman
candle' of the pyrotechnists, the inflammable
filling of Grecian wax and metal filings bcin

alternated with layer* of gunpowder and balls

tow mixed with sulphur ;
the weapon was lighted

at the muzzle, and a* tlie ‘filling ’ burned down, the
balls were shot out by the gunpowder immediately
beneath them.

The knowledge of gunpowder and firearms may
be presumed to have extended in a westerly
direction through the Aral**, who used them in the
Mh century under the name of * inanjaniks,* and
introduced them into -Spain in the 13th century.
Seville was defended in 1247 by cannon throwing
stones; Niebia in 1259; nnd in 1273 Abu Yusuf
employed cannon firing atone halls at the siege of

• •VI •

nployed In

ilphor nnd
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Sidl-Mou*sa, near Algier*. Ghent possessed email oyer 300 1U The powder chamber

cannon in 1313, and Florence ordered cannon diameter than the bore of the ca
and iron balls about 1325. In Germany, Amberg particular resembling the mortar, a

possessed a cannon in 1301, and in 1327 the English the reverse of the principle <«f enli

employed some Hainaultere, who used cannon for chamber now craplmr.1. Su. h cam>

King Edward III. against the Scotch. Cannon at Ghent >• the 15th eeatunr.

were used in 1339 at Cambrai, in 1340 at Mirepoix, The enlvenn. a awful sue of

in 1345 at Monsegur, in 1346 at Crecy. In 1350 employed generally in England ui

some Noith German knights armed thenisei«f* Commonwealth. « ulvrnn* tired so

with iron guns, and in 1365 Einbeck was very
eflectually i(efende.l with the aid of firearms.

*
.

Different countries had different names for these W
early firearms—in Italy ' bombardo,’ in France ^
‘ quenon,' in Germany ' bnchsen,’ in the Netherlands sn. _ i r-
•voghelecr,' in England ‘ crackeys ' or 'engynne*' f&tV
of war

j
but it was not until the 15th century that S*’

'*

firearms were classified and named accordingly. ]At«" t^f
r
_JJar

/

Bombard* were short, capacious vessels, from
\ ’Vg* Kfflj

which stone balls were shot with small charges to
/ \r~*>

a short distance and at considerable elevation
;

% t>r* A*y /
they were essentially the parents of the present ^ ISMJir ~ *

bombs or mortar*. The cannon (comm. ‘a reed’),

on the other hand, were, for some time at least,

of extremely small bore, scarcely larger than Fig. • -tirr-oM lir«*eb.W*.ltaig Cron..*

muskets of tlie 18th century; they discharged ,4 iiw Kth ocalury.

leaden bullets, and would have probably liecn owl
as hand -weapons but for their cumbrous and serin* and projectile* were mode 1

heavy workmanship, which necessitated -mull south* of Deritend. Birmingham,
carriages. Ann* of this description are doubtlc** century, and were used at the battle

those referred to a* having lieen brought by Field pieces were n*it greatly devel

Richard II. to the siege of St Malo, to the number 18lh century, when the improved

of 400 pieces, where they are *aid to have kept up interior allowed *4 tong and uniform range*, and a

an incessant fire day ana night on the town trtlKoul certain detinue accuracy being obtained. The
success. breech loading IWM artillery are now of a high

See of excellence; but whether finng .hot or

I the limit «4 power will be found in nrwl, as

. v i* the limit of accuracy in the correelne.* of the

. " 4L \ For defensive purpose*. a* well as for certain by the foot-soldici

Yt /JClMm! 4
fap<\ <,v offensive opeialioo*. special arms were required

A'-,A MS*.-- I®1A jfll *n*l coastruetol : of tie--* the long barrollod wall.

fA" ‘\ 1A \ pieces lor defence*, the petard.’ an*l mrfsr. filing

L)A// Xj law. oUoog arst square luillrt., for making a

f * AS . . v *-Lji/ breach ;
explosive .hell* and grenade* for clearing

t--;’,
***' —

a

trench :
grape and chain shot for mowing down

Ui/AVCN. "uJ 1 compact square* of infantry or destroying the

/ A * " r 1 rigging of b*tll*-»hip». are Ihe best known.

//vl'AY 'V From tlie ’orgue de bombard**,’ another type of

I
PW&( K ) *

*

earlv firearm, tlw quirk firing, many•barrelled

mviiiii# guir* linte Iv+n dtvtlof**! Thr <*riirftt

IjCvJL form of thi« WHO w thr • nUti«lo<|uin/ of
’ *

* Italian origin, which conwlrd of a number of

>•
. mmII camnon Ami pike* Arranged upon a putable

baric* ’
4 fig 3b witn more cannon (fired siinulUpc-

All these early firearm, were usually loaded t*. ,,<1*1.1 and few.-t pika -icereded the ribaudequio. 'Die touch hole

the niiuxle, and fired at an extreme angle pattern, placed in the

Charles V. clamed mortars separately, mounted

cannon upon carriage., added trunnion*, and

effected other improvements in his artillery, which

consisted of cannon ;
great, bastard, and small

culvorina ; falcons and falconets. The classification si
of firearms led to the development of vanen* types ""T. ^
to bo uaed for specific purposes, ami an invention JzSa,

£

which effected a great improvement U> one type -
.

was useless or inapplicable to another. 4 annon oi

120 tons and pocket-pistols of 4 ounces, although

they have a common origin, have not a common
3

history. Gannon were of wrought iron. bOilt up

bv the handicraft of the smith, of rod. and lings. Further d« «ol

aiid were used an they left his forge. Cannon ot a pereu—ion tire

copper and tin alloy were cast at Augsburg in 1378 ; With the <»

they have since been made of hollowed block* of ilm improvem
stone ;

or cylindrical holes, bored in the s.»li«l cliff*, ingenuity <>f in

have been ti«e<l to tire projectiles, aa at Alexandria, mechanical

Constantinople, ami Gibraltar; they have l<een mar -hip, ami

made of Wood, of rope, of leather, and of papier- skilled wmkni
macho, a. well as of almost every pure and alloyed imp:m eriicnt-

inetal it is possible to cast or forge. The early metal, and in

canmm were chiefly used at sieges, a* their weight dered po»ibk

and the badness of the roads, added to the wea|-m% that

inefficiency of the weapons themselves precluded l»- mthcr in

their advantageous use as field-pieces, and if

utilised in a pitched battle they were fired but

Pistol liiiltlc

should produce a con-tci nalion
;
and f<« the same

reason ie|<eating and d«ub|e.barrelle.l weapons were
produced. Firearms were incorpomteil with daggers,

swords. |Hke*. elulis, ninees, axes, and shields;

and it was the ns* of these devices bv cunning

worrioo that disgusted the knight* and led to their

loss of prestige, and hastened the decay of feudal-

ism. The hand firearms owed tjieir success quite

a. much to the consternation caused by their un-

expected discharge a- to the execution done by

their projectile*
:
hence Montaigne wrote in 1585,

when the musket* in use were much Mi|*-iior to

the earlier culvcrin*. that their effect, apart from

the shock caused by the report, was so insignificant

that he hoped the u*e of them would be discon-

tinued. U «a* as a surprise wcajMin that Nea-
p-ditir, brigaml* ami Ficncli postillion, were aimed
uith whip*, the handles of wliieh were cunningly
<b-vi*cd and well-hidden pistols.

The eulverin or linml cannon wn- a small lube of

l or i inch internal diameter, fixed to n sliaight

piece of w-oo<l oi welded to an iron handle. At the

due of the l&th century they were extensively used.

In 1471 culverincis were in the army of Edwanl IV.

after hi* landing at lUvenspur. YorMiire ; and
hand lireaim. were iim-.I at the siege >4 Berwick
in 1521. The smallest hand eulverin. al»ut 4 fi-r-t

in length and weighing 15 lb w ere used on home
back

:
heavier weapon, up t" 60 lb. w eight were used

«. The eulveriner wan attended
by a ' varlrt to aid in firing the piece, which was
always supported upon a foikcd rest. The arquebus

round un
even atone*
to make
them lira

vicr, anil

the better
to fit the
interior of

Fig u K««ly MuuIiIikV
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foratisl metal CA-se lv« the girdle, gave much trouble, military and ponce purpose. in nvilucd countries, succ
especially in wet and foggy weather, and at the but the revolver will in it* turn have to make way carl
battle of Dunbar (1650) the English muaketeem for a magazine or repeating pistol. „]]

were unable to retain their fire on account of the Many of the early cannon hand-forged from
weather. The wheel-lock originated from a gun in rings and bam were breech-loading, the system
which pieces of pyrites were placed near the flash- employed being that of the movable breech-block,

nan and the igniting spark was produced by the in position during the dCharge by hammer-
£S"f hie rubbed against them. In the wheel-

driven ;
or a through pin uniting the block

lock the llint IS held in the flash pan by a spnng with the 'hreech frame of the camion. Such
pressing against the opposite extremity of the lever „eapon, date from the 14th century, and similar rifle for Urge game 'hooting
to the one m which the Hint i* fixed

;
in the flash- weApoM formed part of the equipn

*
* * ** 1

I*" >“ « grooved wheel with serrated edges, which is -bich foundered about 15
rapidly rotate.! by a chain and flat or V spnng, or intended for tlie use of illustrio
as is the drum of a watch. The wheel was wound occaaionallv made breech-hwdimr
up as in a watch, with a movable key. and was collectioo £ * niu.ket whichcW
released upon the trigger being pulled; its rapid raodern Snider in its breech mechanism,
rotation against the flint firmly preying upon it remarkable specimen of an efficient broe
produced a stream of sparks instantly, and made ^ Mjd to have belonged to Henrv VIII
ignition more certain, (he wheel-lock was pro- „v. r,| other varieties of ann. bavin e a movable t»on of better forged luurel

'A ,D
-

h
t
H ° f *h

/
breech-block were made prior to hi. reign Small

loth century, and with its introduction the use of Ulj cannon with detachable breech plug. fowling piece
firearms for sporting purposes liecame more general. in which „ie cllURe WM pUced and fir«d--weix* Klin barrel*

r-&s^tssii 'v, ’tssst .1: z&JbgSBidi; srt
la.li pan is kn.wke.ilHsckw.nl. by the blow of the "V 1

®
J*

"
rh^^ band

1

lint screwed in the jaws of the cod , and. uncovering 'SgTljft&£££ wJ,e
^

*

he priming in the dash-pan, exp.**. the touefi FJ; *7
£ SlEFThE*•owner to the sparks produced by the Hint grating ",

1

. , ‘.hH i

igainat the steel face of the hammer. The earl? A "
,

lintlock was clumsy, simple, and inefficient; it
2tio,

- said to have been produced by marauders, to ““A:""*!'
"V,¥®d *"** ,he ,otro*,“rtw

r

SfSSSaJSSSffsSAeSSSS 8SB7-
mention

; the accurately forged barrel* of Nicolas loading medianUrn. the

Bis, and the fine workmanship on the pistol, of Uh- proves! in range by the us

If — Comminoxxo family, cannot I* surpasred. Kollner constriction of the laurel

K*. / of Vienna, and Koiler of Nuremberg, produced 1 "fSZ*!*L.W

cehanUm, whilst it* contraction after firing

Imiuof ilH being withdrawn with eat*.
Sporting firearms consist of the shotgun anti the

w .
The uae of hail -shot

t of the Mary **ca:iir general in Germany m the 16th century, and
Small ann* *ith the introduction of the wheel -lock the um? of

person* were the arquebu* for anaiting i.urnosCK Infante more

In tlie Tower common. The earliest double itarrelied gnus were
h, hut smuting ffitna with
ere wane in Italy in the

of an efficient breech loader 17th century, ami the ait uf shooting on the wing
whilst fiwt practised ulmut 1580. The intruduc-

# ‘ ••
'

..

•
" V ill the latter half

of the 18th century made a light double tairrclicd

a possibility, and since then shot

made of iron and steel figments
ixtrd M*el|M { 1800) have increased in

ne.NS. t Hit horveshoe nails and
nt, as ^crajrx ofiioti and steel weir made into shot gun

w metal was rni ployed
the fowling piece with

elded barrels made of twisted rods heratne

cu* moir grnrial, the Mipicmucy of continental gun-
ing rnakeis over the P.ugli»h wii* lessened, and euily

in the present ifiitiny the ini|MM>vefiients mode
4ic. hy M.uiton, Nock. <\*ok. K|t|t, and ntlicrs jduced

the hwjflMi ptns ahead of all coniprtitm*. The

Lisbon, and later at the Moscow arsenal. penetration of the bullet. The repeatlnir rifle can.
That necessity i« the mother of invention has not bo twice fired as qiiiekly as the doulde rifle, and

never been more truthfully demonstrated than by length of range with a light aniiminitson anil con
the development of fitearm*. The war* in Flanders tinimus quick firing are points HUighl in a military
and Germany during the middle ages quickened weapon Precision is dependent upon the weight
the genius of their inveotor* am! itiintoved tin* uf the projectile being sufficient to maintain the
skill of their armourers; just as the tension in mill direction im|*rtcd to it during its tmssatre thmugh
Kurope since the war of 1870-71 has given to France the barrel. The bullet is heljn d to do this by
and Germany the lineal repeating rifles ami best the rifling giving the tiroieetile a mtarv motion,
artillery; whilst tlie leisure and taste of the which .•tj'inliM'* inrgiilaiitica in tin* bullet, and
Englishman ha* called for the fnrot »|->rting Imaen* it» tendency to deflect. The greater
weapon*. The invention of rilling in Cernuuiy in the velocity, the le— quickly iniiat tin* rifling

u*e the 15th century le>l to the development of n*-;i|>un<i turn; but w ith improved wilnl biillela, eoverod
of preciiion, the highest degree of Accuracy Mag with nickel or M*el, it i« |«i»«ible to get the

"
-n

a
.
tuine* 1 by * l»rovy miixxle loading wnall bore Ini I let t.i grip the rifling nl a velocity of 2000

"till rifle with a high trajectory. Tlie requirement* of feel per -frond, and a complete turn i* made ill

rever the military firearm lightne**, raw and quirkne*. ten inebe-. in which cace the bullet ban a double
flint of manipulation, extreme range and great velocity
anu have led to the sacrifice of piecivkm fur tlie advan
<n at tages po-sev-ed by light breech-loading aim- (ee.

BRieCH LOADING, and RtFLE5j. /
<ir .

Of the inventions which have been applicable to
1540 all firearms the moat important lias to do with the
used ignition of the charge of explosive. Fulminating

.1 *}•* or detonating powders were made by the French
hr»t to adopt them for military purpose*. At the chemist* of the 18th cento rv ; and about 1800 an
battle of Renly in 1554 the Ritter, defeated the Englishman, benefiting by their experiments, pio
French through a manoeuvre termed ‘caracole,’ in duced a highly sensitive explosive, competed of
which the pistols played the most important r6le. fulminate of merenry- and saltpetre, which pmarved
•lie pistols, from having short barrels and heavy, all the requisite qualities of a priming powder
clumsy butts, improved into successful cavalry for the flintlock firearms. In 1807 Alexander J.
arms when furnished with wheel locks, and they Forsyth, a Scottish clergyman, patented ihe api.iica-
were generally adopted as an auxiliary weapon. tion of the detonating principle for exploding gun-
Double and four barrelled pistols were common in powder in firearm*. Many inveators claimed the
the 18th century, and the revolving pistol, termed coppcr porcuss.on c*,. which followed *nd was
the ‘pcppcr-hnx preceded the introduction of the fin>l made in Kngland in 1818. its introduction
modern revolver l.v (.ohmel Colt (see REVOLVER!, leading to the abandonment of the firelock. The
As a triumph of handicraft and exact workman- expanrivc bullet, invented by Greener and in.

sh.i, the duelling pistol is without a rival, proved by Minic. increased the' range and accuracy
and the twenty-,race pistols^firing a large bullet of rifles, and .u«de on accurate bcwch-loading rifle
with a small charge of powder, as made in Pans powible. The cartiidge rose containing it- own
at the present time are not to be equalled as means of ignition, or the percussion cap, is a French
weapons of precision by any firearm extant. The invention improved bv Lefaucl^ux Lwicaster.
revolver has superseded the pistol entirely for Nee,ihani . Potlet. and others, and to it is due the of U.e Ur,els

vtf. 7.

Fmidi Flintlock lir«<h lofiikr. 18th antury,

rotiiiy motion Htnl tnki* n corkw?rrw Tin*

modern or rxjrw rille. an it in tormetl,

fire* n hollow <*xohiimvo bullet At h high velocity
yaixln, accuracy ami range Wing

sacrificed to force at itnpock The average tnuizle

velocity of the military ntl«* is 1500 feet i>er second,

of the exj>r<*ss *2000 feet jh?i second
;
and alt hough

with new ammunition and improved explosive* the

latest military* ride attains thm initial velocity, the

force of the bullet on impact does not approach
that of the spurting rifle projectile. The smallest
sporting rifle firc^ a bullet of about 120 grain*, und

the largest a bullet of 1600 grains (aee Rcki.^h).

Firearm* arc also used for a variety of secondary
purposes : for the firing of signal shell* at sea (in

lieu of rocket*!, shooting oil filled vessels from ship*

to prevent the breaking of the wave* in stormy

weather, for firing harpoons with a line attached,

a* used in w hale and narwhal fishing, &c.
In the manufacture of early firearms the smith

was the first and last workman The Italians were
amongst the first to ornament firearms, and finish

them by chiselling, chasing, and engraving, as the

Spaniards were amongst the first to supplement
the work of the smith by filing and smoothing the
exterior of the weapons, and polishing tlie interior
e .« - » Por the la*t three centuries the
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moat -killed handicraftsmen of .Europe have
employed in the making or beautifying of firearms,

ana at the present day the manufacture of sporting
guns remains eroentially a handicraft, the mechani-
cal proeeasea having but lightened the labour of the
workman, not superseded him. Some 20,000 work-
men are now employed in Europe in the manu-
facture of sporting guns, the chief centres being
Birmingham. Li*ge, and Prague, whilst the machine
factories of Europe, together with the government
arsenals engaged in making small-arms, employ a
much larger number. In addition to the places
mentioned, at Suhl, St Etienne, Steyr, and Tula,
and at Springfield, Hartford, and elsewhere in the
United States, large numberaof firearms are made
yearly. The idea of making army muskets with
interchangeable parts originated with the French
about a century ago, but the only successful reeult

was the 'drop forging* or stamping out of the
various limbs, and about 1797 Whitney made
some 10,000 muskets in America from stamping^
and usod improved machinery in finishing the

parte.

The perfecting of tho machinery for tho manu-
facture of interchangeable arms is the work of

Hall, of Harper's Perry, U.8., whose system was
adopted in government workshops in 1818

;
and of

Blanchard, whoso improved lathes produced inter-

changeable stocks. The system of making firearms

by machinery was introduced into England in

1858, since which date many futile attempts have
been made in various countries to produce fine

sporting arms wholly by machinery.
Tho improvements immediately sought in fire-

arms are such as will tend to simplify or strengthen
tho breech-loading mechanism (see Bkkkch-load-
INO), and to strengthen and at the same time
lighten the barrel; the discovery of a material
stronger than steel ; and such inventions as will
increase tho rango or precision of the weapon or
lessen its recoil. For the capabilities of various
weapons, see Cannon, Kiklkx, Rkvolvkka, See.

The beet military small-arms—riflea—are avail-
able to a range of 2000 yards, and the beat express
to 300 yards. A match rifle will fire with a mean
deviation of 1 73 feet or Ism at 1000 yards range, and
a shot-gun will put upwards of two-thirds of its

charge of shot into a circle thirty inches in

diameter at 40 yards range, and the last shot of the
charge will not he more than ten feet behind the
first one that reachea the target at that distance.

The killing range of the average shot-gun is about
43 yards, of wild-fowling guns with swan shot 140
yards. After the pulling of the trigger, until the
charge of shot readies the inutile, 007 of a second
elapses, and 13 before the shot, having passed the
muislc, strikes the target 120 feel distant.

Fireball is the popular name of projectiles,

other than rockets, which are used for incendiary or

illuminating purposes. They are more properly
called nimuw, or ground and parachute light both.
The carcass is a thick shell filled with fiercely burn-

ing composition, and having large liolr*. or vents,

out of which this streams. The ground light ball is

filled with brightlv burning composition, and burns
on the ground. 'The parachute shell is fired from
a mortar, and fuzed so as to open in the air and
support, by means of a parachute packed inside

it, a pan of brightly burning composition. The
electric light has superseded these last two, and
the rocket the first.

Fireclay is the variety of clay which is used
for the manufacture of firebricks, gas retorts,

crucibles. glass pots, chimney pipe*, and other
articles, most of which require to resist the action
of high and long-continued heat. Ordinary fire-

clay is chiefly found in beds not usually much
exceeding two feet in thickness, in the coal-

measures, interstrntified with seams of coal and
other rocks. In the British Islands it is most
largely worked about Glasgow. Newcastle-on-Tyne.
and Stourbridge in Worcestershire, at which last

place it is eaul to have lieen discovered about 1535

by some wandering glassmakers from Lorraine.

Hut it occurs, more or lees, in most places where

true end is found. It is mined in Germany, Bel-

gium, France, the Unite*! States, amiother countries.

Stourbridge fireclay, owing to its excellent quality,

is largely exported to foreign countries, as well as
bricks and other objects made of it. Refractory
days are found, though more rarely, in other forma
lions besides the coal-measures. Fur example, some
of Tertiary age found in Dorsetshire and Devon-

shire are made into firebricks. The following

table allows the principal constituents of fireclay :

Nilk* .

AlOMJU
fvUmk.

X K* 1 >* % 4 4

GS-10 srio 6SD2 34*44
S3«S »»

•1$ t/Kf l

*14 1*44 \nc* *?* U*e*
14 1*4 •H 02

4*5 IDS 41
t-j* 1

6* i
144?

11DS 1134 10M
IS

O*.U» of Ir-o „
W»u»
Orgimc Matter.

No. 1. Stourbridge ; No. 2. Neweasile-on-Tyne

;

No. 3, Gartoherrie. Scotland ; No. 4. Poole, Dorset-
shire; No. 5. Morgantown, West Virginia, United
States. See Clay.

Fireclays from the same locality often differ con-

siderably in their composition ami quality. Some
of the Newcastle days, for example, contain from
70 to 80 per cent, of silica with from 9 to 18 per

day*, for example,
> per cent, of silica with Iro*

cent, of alumina. A high percentage of silica and
• • - ions Wingiiuina together (their relative proi-.rtic»n* being

nparatively immaterial
)
and small quantities of

caline substances and oxide of iron constitute a

alumina together ( their relative

eom|
alkaline
refractory fireclay. If not small in amount, alka-
line bodies in the day tend to make it easily

fusible, so that bricks formed of it are apt to soften

and yield in a furnace. Fireclays are generally
yellow in colour after being fired in the kiln. No
very sliarp line of distinction can be drawn between
hard infusible days and softer marly days used for

terra-cotta, garden vases, and some kinds of house
bricks. In districts where fireclay is abundant
composition bricks for ordinary budding purposes
are partly made of it. For furnace building
materials which resist the action of a very intense

heat, such as dinar and bauxite bricks, see ltHICK-
MAKING. Powdered flint, as well as chrome iron

ore, is likewise used for furnace bricks.

Firedamp is the miners' term applied to light
rarhureitnl hydrogen or coal gas when it issues

from crevice* in coal mines (see Ua*). These
crevices are named • blowers ' by the miners, and
are evidently the outlet* of gas that exists in a
compressed state in pores and cavities in the coal.

The issue of the ns is in some ca*«e audible, and
on applying a light it bums as a jet of flame.

When mixed with air in proportions between

1 tn A of iU volume the mixture is explosive,

producing disasters that are too well known. Tho
researches of Mr Galloway and others have shown
that tlie gas is only one of the factors producing
the worst catastrophes. A comparatively small
explosion of gas stirs up any ci>s) dust that may
Is? lying on ledge*, or im tlie floor of roads and
working*, each particle of du>l is find, and the
combined result is like the firing of grains of gun-
powder.

Flax iLimum). the typical genus of Unare*. a
suborder at Geraniacea*. consisting of about 140
species of annual ami perennial herissceous plants,
with a few small shrubs, all inlialutanla of tem
perate climates, ire-t abundant in Europe and
northern Africa Some are militated as showy

garden annuals—e.g. Linum Ac ,

while the allied Radiola millcgrann (Allseed I is

the smallest of our phanerogamic weeds /.. ‘nth-

arti.-um. An anneal weed. «*> tlie Forging Flax, long

a standard resource of domr»ttc medicine. But

all ruentia! interests centre round tire Common
Lint o: Flax, well named l-v Linio-us /

nrm, since in its importance for civilised man it

rivals the staple food plant*- There are two main
varieties or sub-species—rulgare and crepitims. the

latter distinguished by it* shorter and more branched
sterns and rather larger leaves, hut mote easily by
it- larger capsules, which burst open "lien • »)«•

with n characteristic sound, so scattering the seed.

Though shorter, this yields the liner, softer, ami
whiter fibre. In both the flower is a loo-c coivmb
of Wautifui blue (lowers. /-. nuHritumu i- also

cultivated in France, man tmi ion in southern
Europe, and L. Leeisii in North America, hut nil

yield a coarser fibre. Tie- (lax of prehistoric time*
found in the Swiss pile-dw elling*, ai.d in the remain*
• d the -tone age in northern Italy, was derived from
/.. a* not only tho iiinniifnctureil

product hut the actual remains of the stems, fruit,

and seeds clearly show. The common lint of the

Aryan peoples was, however, / <.«./»./<wim ir»n,

and the occurrence of the name lint with little

modification in all European languages i» usually

interpreted a- indicating that it* imo dates from
tlie remote antiquity of their eoinmoii I

The
same culture is shown by nn examination of the

mummy cloths id Egypt, which are always of linen
;

mid tin- *|- eies i* also recognisahly delineated upon
the walls ot the (niula

For an Account of the mode of preparation of its

bast as a textile fibre, see below
;
for processes of

manufacture, mi' LiVKN s and for a description ol

the useful applications of its seed, -ee I.INSLKD,
IJlK'AKK. OIL.

Flax Growing stems of flux are not
cut by scythe m reaping machine, but pulled up
l*y the root*. The l«-st lino- fur lining tins is when
the stalks lwglti to turn yellow at the I«m% and
the seed* begin to change from green to a mile
brown. A heavier crop U obtained when the plant
IS riper, but (lie quality of the fibre is injured. It

is uf importance that the stems of equal length
should la? separated, uniformity In this roped
simplifying the dressing processes.

/tipptiup. the process .if removing the seeds,
follows the harvesting. The tipple, or tippling-
eomb. consists <if a row ol round Iron teeth vet in a
wooden frame which i. fixed to a plank. In length
the teeth are alsnit In inches, and at the |M»intcd

tojw they are nUiut hall nn inch apart. The
tippler. Inking up a hundle of flax, spreads out the

3. like a fan, and generally draw- first the one
I of it and then the other through the teeth, a

sheet Ireinc plaec-l on the ground to receive the
seeds or IKills as thtv fall. One or two machines

have been introduced for rippling flax. One of
these removes the seels by |ia»» ing the stems
lurtwccn two cast iron cylinder*. Another performs
the operation by means of I.eaters which loosen the
-*••1.. and shaker- which then shake them out of
the bundle* of llnx-tmw.

Ilcltmg i-. tbe name given to the next process in

the treatment of the stems of flax, Its object
i- to facilitate the separation of the useful fibre

from tire boon or woody pari of the stem through
the removal, by fermentation, of the gummy or
resinous matter* present in the plant. This is done
cither by dew retting or by water retting with or
without the aid of heat. I tew retting consist* in

Kirrcadnig the llax on the grass, and exposing it to
the influence »t dew, rain, air, and light (or a con-
siderable time. It is a method practised in Russia,
and produce* a soft and silky fibre. Water-
retting or sleeping is tho plan most generally
followed Soft water is iroential, and tho dam
or pond should not ho more than four feet
deep. In lliis the flax bundles nr 1 Isi-ts

' are
placed in rows, root.* dow nwards, and then covered
with weed* or -it aw weighted with boards and
-tone*, or with turf and -tones, to keep the flax
(--low the water. It the weather is warm fermenta
tion ItegiM* soon, a change which causes the flax to
nse in tlie water, and it must then be more heavily
weighted. The tlax -inks again as tho fermenta
turn slackens, the extra Weight being then removed,
* 'icat judgment is reunited to determine wjien tlie

retting ba> proceeded far enough. The sterns arc
examined with much care, ami if one finds on
breaking them at one or two places, or twisting
them m the middle in opposite directions, that the
woody core called * shore ’ or • slave

1

separate*
freely from the fibre, the flax is ready for removal
from the pond. From ten to fourteen day- arc
required fur the process with water at ordinary
temperature* The smell that accompanies the
process is most offensive, and water in which (lax
ha& been steeped is valuable as a liquid manure.
A quicker process of retting, in which water at a

was introducedtemperature of 75* to 90“ F.
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by tui American, K. B. Schenck. in 1847. Wooden
vat* are employed, ami the fermentation goes on
ho much more rapidly that the time of steeping is

reduced to from 50 to 60 hour*. By anotner in-

ventiun 1 Fownall’s) the flax is passed between heavy
roller* after it i* taken from the vats, clean water
being kept flowing over the stems during the
operation to remove the gummy matters. Schenek'a
method is not much favoured now.
Growing follow* the ordinary retting process.

The flax stems are spread in rows of thin layers

upon short gras* for a few days, during which time
they are sometimes turned vvith a pole ; but if this
is not done, the tips of the stems ot one row should
overlap the root ends of the next. The flax is

lifted when it is found that a slight rubbing suffices

to separate the woody ore from the fibre.

Brcokina,—After the retted stems are dried they
undergo ' breaking ' to prepare them lor the scutch
ing process. One simple and efficient machine for

breaking consist* of two pain* of horizontal fluted

rollers—one pair having finer flutes than the other

mounted in u frame, and turned by the necessary
gearing. There is also a feed table. In passing
lietween the roller* the brittle woody parts of the
stem* are broken throughout their length. Later
breaking timchiiim have more numerous fluted

roller*, some of which have a reciprocating motion.
The more efficiently the breaking is performed the
less will be the amount of Matching required.

Scutching. -The woody matter of the flax stems
luring broken up and ready to be separated from
the fibrous |Kirlnm, this is done either by hand-
Mulching or, os > chiefly now the caw:, by scutching

machines. In the hand process the flax is hung up
in such a ponition that it con be struck repeatedly

with the blade of a scutching knife, so as entirely

to remove the woody portion. In scutching milU
which are usually driven by water-power the

scutching is performed by a serie* of vertical

wheels, on each of which are mounted a few

wooden blades projecting considerably beyond the
rim. These blades take the place of the scutching
knife, and work against wedge shaped projection*

in a partition, striking the flax in the direction of

it* length, a workman sliding the ’broken’ flax

gradually forward a* the scutching proceed*.
Itcsiden this arm scutch in scutching mills there
ate scutching machines of more elaborate con-

struction used in the 'dressing of flax. Brushing-
machines aio sometimes employe.! to give the flax

a final cleaning Itefore baling it for the market,
for the manufacture of flax into cloth, see Link*,
hikI Spinning

Flax, NKW Zkala.nii. a valuable fibre quite

ditleivnt from common flax, ami obtained from the

leaf of a moiiuriitylediiiioua. instead of the stein of

A dicotyledonous plant The plant yielding it i*

J'hormium trnnX, often called New Zealand Flax,

and some times Flax Idly and Flax Bush ( llarakcke

of .Maoris 1 It belongs to the onler Liliacew, and is

an evergreen growing wild over large ureas, and very

easily cultivated, even upon the poorest soils
s it

has also 1-en introduced into southern France and

Dalmatia, and is familiar in colder climate* as

New Zealand FUx (Phomitm Un>rx) t

a, inflonaCftm
; 6

,
separate Bowen, enlarged.

ft decorative plant in greenhouses and sheltered

gardens. Ita leaves resemble those of an Iris,

and are from two to six feel long and one to two
or three inches broad. The flowers axe produced
in a tall branched panicle, and are numerous,
brownish yellow, and not very beautiful ; the fruit

is a three-cornered capsule, with numerous com-
pressed jet-black seeds. The fibre of the leaves

w both very fine and very strong, and was used
by the New Zealanders, before their country was
discovered by Europeans, for making ditssr*.
ropes, twine." mat*, cloth. See. New* Zealand
flax is imported into Britain for making twine,
ropes, sailcloth, and other uses to which its

strength and durability alike well adapt it. To
obtain the fibre the leaves are cut thnee yearly,
and the fibre is easily separated by maceration.
But the New Zealanders procure the fibre in iu
greatest perfection, very luog and *lender, shining

like silk, by a more laborious process, and with

out maceration, removing the epidermis from
the leaf when newly cut. separating the fibre* by

the thumb-nails, and then more perfectly by a
comb. The rootstocks are Niter and purgative,

and have been u*ed as a substitute for sarsaparilla.

The leaves, when cut near the root, exude a viscid

juice, which becomes thick and gummy, and is

then eaten ;
the New Zealanders prepare a sweet

beverage from the flower*.

FI**, a name applicable to any member of the
amall order Siphonaplera or Aphanioieia. of which
J'ttUx imlaut u a familiar exsropV

.
They are

winglem insects, probably related to flic.
;
with saw.

Uke. biting jaws (mandibles): with other mouth-
appendages < labial pah.) adapted for socking

; with
ImIms biting, maggot lai v». The comprcsved shape
of the body, the long, powerful, bristly legs, which
are able to Uke such relatively gigantic leaps, and
the abdomen with eight rings lea^ug bri.Um may
be readily perceived on the common .peciee ; while
microscopic examination will show lire biting and
sucking riMMath -appendsges, the small eye* and
minute antenn*. and two pairs of little bristly
scales, like remnants of wings, on the second and
third segment* of the thorax. The egg*, usually
not numerous are laid in safe corners, cein the fur.
feather*. Ac. of the animal infested

; the hatching is

virrapid (six to twelve days), and bristly, footles* Is.
emerge; after a few (eleven) day* voracity throe

/War im/au occupies about a month.
development <

nth. The fleas

«. larva : *. |«|a ot ajar* : «. pnfcvt lewet

are all ectoparasite on warm blooded animals, and
the numerous species are more or lew rigidly con
fined to diverse furred and feathered hosts. The
common flea ( Pm/tr imtnmi > is sometimes regarded
as the only species of the genu* l*ulex, and the
other* are ranked as specie* of Oratui.yllu*, Ac.

;

but this seems rather in honour of man as being the
host of the first named flea than from any real differ-

ence. It seems probable that the flea of tire dog is

an intermediate host of a tapeworm common in that
animal. The muscular energy of these pest* has

been utilised in • flea exhibition*.' in which tamed
captives drag miniature carriages, and perform
similar exercises. .As regards their leaping power*.
Kirby and Spence have the following note
' Aristophanes, in order to make U«e great and
good Athenian philosopher. Socrates, appear ridic

ulous, represents bim a* liaving measured the leap
of a flea. In our better limes scientific men have
done this without being laughed at for it, and
liavo ascertained that, comparatively, it equalled
that of the locust, being also two hundred times its
Khe flea's) length.’ where flea* prevail iu 'pile
of cleanline**, recourse may be had to insecticide
dreparation*, the modern substitute* for tin- old
fashioned fleabane and wormwood. According to
Tmoer. • where chamber is swept and wormwood
is strown. no flea fo. his life iare abide to be

known.

Fleabnnr (Pulicaria), a genu* of Composite
(suborder rubuliflonr, family Inulero), readily
recognised by a jmculiar aioinutic smell, sometimes
compared to that of soap, which is said to 1* effiea-
aous in driving away flea*. There are two British
species P. mugarii and P. dytenterica, and the
latter has a considerable reputation in diarrhea
and dysentery. Conyza tqmrroea, also called lie*.
Une. belong* to a closely allied genua

Fluorescence U the term applied to a peculiar
blue appearance exhibited by certain substance#
exposed to sunlight, and especially observable in a
dilute solution of sulphate of quinine. See I'll08-

I’HOKESCKNCK.

Fluorine (#ym. F. cq
ulistanre allied to chlorine.

19) is an elementary
It* principal natural

rce is the mineral fluor spar, CaF, although it

is also found in minute quantities in the igneous
rocks, natural waters, plants, the bones and teeth
of aninialk, as also in milk, blood, Ac. All attemptsXj w»»v*v*x, wv . rill

to isolate fluorine in vessels of glass, gold, platinum,
Ae. have failed owing to its powerful* action on
these substance* and the readiness with which it

form* compound* with them. Recently, however, a
vessel of an alloy of platinum and iridium ha# been
used, and the pure substance obtained

( 1888). It is

a gas having properties similar to those of chlorine,
but differing in energy of action. The compound#
of fluorine are not numerous, but arc important
Hydrofluoric acid, MF. i- generally prepared"by
boating gently in a lead still a mixture of one part
of floor spar, CaF,. with two part- of sulphuric
acid. HrSO,, when the vapour# of hydrofluoric acid,
IIF. are evolved, whilst sulphate of lime, CaS0„ is
left in the still. The dense acid vapouni are con-
ducted through a lead pipe into a lead receiver or
l-.ltle surrounded by a freezing mixture of ice and
common -alt. The acid is generally tnixetl with
Water when desired to Ic kept for some time.
" lien the most concentrated hydrofluoric add is
required, the still ami receiving vessel must he
niade of platinum. Tim other metal* are not suit
able for such apparatus, as they are .upidly cor
roded by tire acid. When prepared in its strongest
form, hydrofluoric acid has the density of | tWO, ami
".* .^'ou/le*'. fuming liquid of great volatility,
which boils at flO* ( I5*.V C ). Not only does hydro-
fluono acid corrode ami dissolve the ordinary rrietal-
( executing lead and platinum), but when placed on
the skin it produces a severe burn owing to its
c
*""v

c
,
n*tu "’-

,

•»>'»"« important property
Which hydrofluoric acid p i* iu power of
e#tmg into and dissolving glass, which admits of
its application in the etching of characteia upon
glass, a* in thermometer tulies, and for eating
away greater or leas thicknesses of plate* nr sheet*
of coloured glass, so ns to produce a variety of
shades. See (Ilasx, and GhAM-PAINTINO.

Fluorotvpr. a photographic process in which
•alts of fluoric acid were employed for tlio purpose
of producing images in the camera; but, a# the
impression was not very strong, the pinto had to
lie afterward* steeped in a weak solution of proto
sulphate of iron. The process was lirnt suggested
by Robert Hunt io 1844.

Fly Poison. This term includes the variou#

rparation# which are sold for the purpose of

lling flies. Formerly powder# on paper# contain-

* arsenic, and sweetened so as to attract the flits,

re in general use. Since it has been found that

per dipped into a sweetened solution of quassia is

ually efficacious, the poisonous article has been

rtly superseded. Under thi* heading may be
duded various viscid substances which, when
ieared on threads or on boards, attract fliee by

For this purpoae treacle and birdlime are fairly
effective.

Fly-wheel, a large wheel with a heavy rim
fitted to steam-engine-, or other machinery, in order
to equalise the effect of the driving effort. Its
action depend* on the principle that matter in
motion kinetic energy—e.g. a body in
having it* velocity reduced is capable of doing work.
The amount of work it can do depends directly on
the niu of the laxly, and on the diflerence of the
square* of iu, initial and final velocities, and is

numerically equal to "*
*. A heavy wheel
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thus become* a reservoir of work when set in

motion.
There an* two principal case* in which the fly-

wheel is commonly applied :
(I) where the driving

effort i* intermittent or irregular, while the rreist-

auce to lie overcome i* for the time practically con-

stant! "nil (2| where the resi*tancc or work to

he done in intermittent or irregular. The crank

in a foot-lathe i* a good example of the first ea>e ;

the driving effort of the foot i. only applied to the

treadle on the down stroke, and the crank mu»t
rise independently of the effort. A fly-wheel

attached to the crank shaft effects thi*. the motion

it acquires while the foot i» acting gives it energy,

and in virtue of thi* it i* able to bring the crank
position for the foot U> act
gle crank engine* the fly-

up again into the proper position for the foot to act

on the treadle. In single crank engii

wheel carries the crank over the dead centre* (i

('hank ), and whenever used in engine* it* function

is to keep the speed steady during each revolution

of the crank i.r. to prevent misteadine** daring

each turn ;
this it doe* by storing up energy dur-

ing part* of the revolution when the effort is greater

tluiii the mean resistance, and giving it up again

ig those part* of the revolution when the effort

fall* below the resistance. In the gan engine.
duiiim

|«W> *
*

Where the effort (oxplosiun) i* often only applied

during part of every second or third revolution, it

does verv iinpnrUnl work. It* action must be

clearly separated from tl*at of tiro guvemor, whose
function i* to determine the mean -peed or numbor
of turns the engine shall make per minute; thi* the

fly-wheel cannot in any wav do—it can only keep

the speed steady during each turn

The second case i* illustrated hy a punching-

machine. The engine nnsl not he of sufficient

power to directly force the punch through the metal,

lmt with the aid of a fly-wheel it easily doe* it

The machine i* *o arranged that the actual part of

each revolution spent in punching i* very small; all

the re»t of the revolution the fly wheel i**U>nngup
energy, nearly all the effort going in thi*. Theo at

the propel moment the work stored up is «dded

to the direct work of the engine, ami the punch
forced through, the -pee.1 of tlie fly-wheel being

prolHiitinnately ieduced
The pi. .. Inclple "f the fly wheel i* -ometir

applied m otliei forme than that of a wheel—e.g. in

llv presses for stamping or coining metal*, in wnich

two heavy hall* are hxed at the ends of a long

levei, which U made to -wing round with consider

aide velocity. The accumulated energy i* given up
at the moment <>/ impact of the die upon the metal,

and a force of great inten-ity called into play l*>

compress the latter FI) wheel* are not required

In locomotive* or marine engine*
i «re Stkam

RNUINI l,

rail ( Lat folium, ‘a loaf ' I oorufata of

reduced to very thin sheets, intermedium between
the extremely thin leaf metal, *uch a* gold and
•liver leaf, and aheet metal. There are two dis-

tinct classes of foil in common use—the foil which

In tenuity approaches loaf metal. and the much
•tooter tinsel foil u*od by jewelleni, and for tboat

rioal ornament*, Ac.

Tinfoil i* made by rolling tare of tin down to fine

sheet*, which are further attenuated by being laid

in pile* and beaten with a wooden mallet. For-

merly tinfoil waa very largely used for the ‘silver-

ing ' of mirror*, by amalgamation with mercury ; but

that proem* is now little employed (*ee Mirror).
The chief consumption of tinfoil i* now in connee

tion with the wrapping up of chocolate and other
confectionery, and of tobacco anti other product*

which omit be kept from drying in the air. It

la also largely u»od for lining unall boxes and
ream, and in the preparation of Leyden jar* and
other electrical apparatus

The bright foil used by jeweller* and for theat-

rical and other ornaments, under the name of

' tinsel,’ is inode of copper, tin, tinned copper, or

silvered copper. Tho last is now chiefly used by
jeweller* The meul is rolled in a flatting mill,

and the requisite brilliancy of surface is produced

by finishing between burnished roller* and polish-

ing. The various colour* are produced by coating

the white metal with transparent colour* mixed
in isinglass sire. A simitar varnish without

colour is laid over the white foil, to prevent tar-

nishing. Tho socket or setting in which a stone

or paste is mounted is lined with the foil, which.
*

1 * i • a .as a a t at a l

by reflecting from the internal facet* the light thatS through the stone, adds considerably to its

ncy. The natural colou re of real ston-* are
sometime* heightened or modified by coloured foil,

and factitious colour* are thus given to the glow or

• paste,’ aa^itja called, of which spurious precious

(Lat JomnUatio, fomtnlum ;

from forto, * I warm'), an application of warmth
and moisture to a part, by mean, of cloths wrung
out of hot water, sometimes medicated with vege-
table infusions of substances calculated to relieve

pain or stimulate the surface. Thus, opium, bella-

donna, camomile, turpentine, Ac are used in vari-

ous forms in connection with fomentations, which
are employed in almost all painful local disorder*. A
fomentation can generally beat be made by laying

towd score an -jgr placing
upon it a piece of flannel, ~
sue. pouring over this sufficient boiling
wet ft. and wringing it out inside the towd.
can thus be applied at once hotter and Ire*

than if it is wrung out by the hands alone. A
sheet of waterproof material should be placed
over it, to prevent wetting of the clothes, . Ac.

;

and another flannel substituted a* soon as the
first

to the proper

It

W—L Id
the bones of the fool

are twenty-six in

arranged In three
natural groups—vix.

the tareal bones,
which are the hind-
enuost; the meta-
tarsal bones, which
occupy tbs middle
portion ; and the
phalanges of the tore
anteriorly. The Ur-

seven in

are short

and somewhat cubi-
cal. and form the
heel and the hinder
part of the instep

The uppermost (see
fig I

)
is called the

astragalus, from iu
•blanes to the dice used by the

Above, it articulates with the two bones
of the leg. the t.ba, and fbrUa. and through three
bone, the whole weight of the body is thrown
upon the two astragali. Below, it is connected
with and re-u upon the re raku, or heel bone,
which is the largest booe of the foot Immediately
in front of the astragalus, and supporting it in
this direction, is the scapW or boat like boot

FiK. I.— Bonn of tie Foot ssd Ankle
:

«, Ulna; ». SM.U. e. **»£•)»•: < oUS. <* Iwrl Uoi*
;

«.

•CAtaSresbl u^; /. f. \ tlef Btcml. M»1 (lUfUftl
caort^m U*ir* ; i. cabofcl Uu

In front of the scaphoid bone are the three cunci
form or wcdge»haped t****; and on the outer
wde of the cuneiform bones, and in front of the
o* calci*. >» the emboid hone. We from 6* 1

that the front row of tareal bone* is composed of
the three cuneiform bones on the inner side of the

fool, and of the cuboid booe externally. There are
five metataiaal bone* passing forward, one for each
toe. Each cuneiform bone is connected with one.

and the cuboid bone with two. of three melaiaraal
bone*. Behind, they are close together, but a.
they run foiward they diverge slightly from one

another, and their antenor end* rest upon the

ground and form the balls of the tore. They con-

stitute the forepart of the instep. The remaining

bone* are those of the tore, and are named the
phalangts, each toe having three of three bone*,

excepting the great toe. wnich has only two. < A

simitar law liolda for tbe bones of the hand, each
finger having three phalanges, but the thumb only
two.)
Tbe instep is composed of the seven tarsal and

the five metatarsal bone*, which are so arranged
and connected (see fig. 2) as to form the plantar
arch from the extremity of the heel-bone to the
balk of tbe tom. The astragalus fornfc the summit
or keystone of this arch, and transmits the weight
which it receives back to the heel, and forward to
tbe balls of the tore.

Tbe bone* where they articulate with one another
are covered with a tolerably thick layer of smooth
cartilage, and by this means, together with tbe
very alight movement* of which each bone la

capable, a degree of elasticity is given to the foot,

and oonaeqnrntly to the step, which would be alto-

gether wanting if the plantar arch were composed
of one single maaa of Lore. This elasticity is far

greater in th* anterior pillar of the arch, which is

composed of five comparatively long bones sloping

gradually to the ground, than in the posterior pillar,

which is abort, narrow, and composed of a single

bone, which descends almost vertically from tho
ankle to the ground. Hence, in jumping from a
height, we always endeavour to alight upon the

bulla of the tore, and thu* break tho shock which
we should feel if by accident wo descended upon
the heels
The bones of the foot are held together by short

ligamentous bands of great strength. Three are

attached to the lion-articular auifocea of the bones,

and are arranged mostly on their plantar and
daroal-U. u urfacee, while others are alto-

,
and are hence named inter-

So resistant are three ligaments that it

is almost impossible to dislocate the bonce which
thev hold together.

The spot over which the Inferior culcaneo-
scaphoid ligament extends is the weakest in the
foot, the astragalus being there unsupported by any
bonre;

(

additional support is, however, afforded
where it ia more required by the tendon of a strong
muscle, the postrrior tibial ( fg. 3. B), which psssre

from the back of the tibia
< the chief bone of the

leg) round the inner ankle, to lie inserted into the
lower part of the inner surface of the acaphoid
bone. It not unfrequently happens that the astra-

galus. being either insuflirientlv ai

iU tain

proper lev

nattaning

supported, or from

ig overweighted, descends slightly below it*

level, causing a lowering of the arch and a
ing of the sole of the foot- The defect when

slight is known as 1 weak ankle
;

’ when more
decided it is termed * flat-foot ;

1 and in extreme
rears the bone may descend to such an extent a*
even to render the inner side of the foot convex
• hen it naturelly should lie concave.
In the movements of the foot upon the leg we

see a striking combination of variety of movement
with general security. This combination i* effected

by the harmonious action of three joints, each of

which acts in a direction different from the other*.

The first of three joints is the ankle joint, which is
r .1 i *t I rl 1by Che bones of the lec—the tibia and fibula

—*bov*. and the a*tr*gfilu* below. At thin joint

tbe movement* of flexion—L** approximation of

tbe toe* Co the knee, and extension— i.e. pointing

tbe toe* to the ground, take place. The *cenna
joint i* between the luctrAg&liut and the heel bone,

and it permit* the foot to be rolled inward* or

outwartf*
;

while the third ioint ia between the
firat and uccond row of tar*af bonc*--v 17- between
tbe astragalus and os calcis behind, And the
acaphoid and cuboid bone* in front -and allow*
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Fl«. A
A, III- irnvtrnciwmlu* ai»l ko|-u«
muwln, r .imliix ili- ioik-I-' iif lli-

Ittlf; >. lb' T«mln Arblllla; ll. (Iia

nml-dnr lilw.il maulr. A. in ten-
. 1- 11

;
l», Ilia liin-r *nVI* ; f. thl

aiii-i.-f liblnl lunar If. sUsehot
»l.»- in Ih- front -if the tltils.

IkI.ih l» |b- h.t< Mini lui-lfnrai

I'm- ! t, Hi* flexor l-mlnn tb-
lir»l tor.

tho degree of curvature of the plantar arch to be
increased Or diminished within certain limit-. The
following i* the order in which the movements of
thene three Joints occur : the raining of the heel (by
the first joint) is accompanied by a rolling of the
foot inwards (by the second joint), and by an
increased flexure of the plantar arch ( by the third
ioint): and the raising of the toei ia accompanied
by a rolling of the foot oufwanl*. and a itraojhttn-
ino of the sole.

The joints, however, merely allow of movements

;

they do not effect them : this is the special function

of the muscles ; and
each of the thiee

movements »e have
indicated La r lire ted

by special groups of

muscles. The prin

cipal of these mus-
cles are shown dia-

gramatienllv in fig*.

3 and 4, represent-

ing the inner anil

outer sides teopec

lively. The lict
series of move
mentn ia mainly
effected by three
muscle*

:
via. ( 1

1

mutelet of the calf
(fig. 3, A). attached
above to the bone*
of the thigh and leg.

and below by the
leuilu A thillit to
the heel hone: (2

1

the putler.or I161 . 1 I

(fig. 3, B), attached above to the tibia, and 1*0low
by it- tendon to the scaphoid bone i and |3) the
ihorl fibutar (fig. 4. C|, attachoil above to the
fibula, and below by it- tendon to the outer mala
tarsal hope. The calfmuscle-, whose tendon m
iliserted into the heel.hone, ur« large ami very

powerful, for in raising tho heel they have to r*i-<-

the weight of the Wly. The other two muscle-
the posterior tibinl ami the short libnlar, turn round
the inner and the outer ankle renpoetively, and
me inserted into the inner and the outer edges ,.f

the instep ( the former being attached to the
scaphoid, and the latter to the outer metatarsal
bone. They nut only a—1st in raising the ankle, hut
support it laterally. The muscle whose tendon is

on tho Inner side of the foot < the posterior tibial

»

ftflfecU the two movement# which aro
with the milting of the heel bono—vi*, the turning
of the foot iowanJ* i\n<i the incmuirxl flexure of the

arch.
The neciifnl aerlta of movement* the raining of

tho toe*, the turning of the foot outward*, and the
atraigh tuning of the

•ole—are effected by
two rriUHclea, the

anttrior ubial (fig.

3, P) and tho third
fibutar (fig. 4, Oh
who*? tendooa oaaa.

one in front of the
inner ankle* and the

other in front of the

outer ankle, to the
corresponding edge*
of tho inutep, and
are inserted into the
internal cuneiform
and the outer meU*
tarsal boneo. Theae
touadee arc direct

flexors of the Uumub
upon tho leg; the
former raining the
inner, and tho latter
the outer border of

the foot.

Another point in

the anatomy of the

foot that require*

notice is the inode
of uniqn of tho nieta

tan^al with the tarsal bone*. In these joint* in the
fourth and fifth Uk* a slight revolving niotioo can
take biace, whicli probably enable* the outer nieta*

Ursafs to adapt tnem*clve* to inequalities of the
ground, and to equalise the distribution of the
weight which is thrown upon the foot

;
while, in

the corresponding joints of the three inner# toee.

scarcely any motion can occur- a provision by
which additional

F, lower vml o# frrrotnc I?*
outrr *nVle; C. the *Wt iihnlnr

mu*cle. mMioIimI alrivi lo IK*
AtnU, a jiiI U*U»w l»y .l> (#iuI#b, e.

Co iSf out*r b«r<; I.

the lore lltular miiaele, lit region.
i

%
fturning Ihe unUr *n\\*

.irul niotrr th* in«cep to the rr*fU.
Ur*il rone of the jr**t toe; 0,
ChoAnferioror Ihinl ftto'armwU,
*tfnche«l alHvre to tli* tlmU an*!

tWl*W !»y iUrtMidin. j. tii the out *T

wUlieal t«rip; h. the extender
tendiin^ of the roe*.

r.«. a

strength is given
to the inner ode
of the foot, upon
which the weight
of the body meet
directly falls.

The skin of the
sole L* very tough
and strong ; and
intervening be-
tween it and the
bats and the
strong fascia of

the sole of the
foot is a thick
pail of fat. which
acts the part of

an air or water
cushion in de
fending the ad-
jacent parts from
injurious pressure, and in deadening the jam arid

shocks that would otherwise lie fell tn leaping, Ac.
A few remarks on the subject of shoes mav here

be added. The shape of the sole of the naturaJ foot
is shown in fig. 5. while the shape after the pro
longed u-e of a Udly made shoe i> given in fig. 0
In the foot in its normal state the great toe is

seen to be free from the others, and the line of its

axis prolonged backwards pane* through the centre
of the heel; while in the foot distorted by the
(Me of the shoe the line of the great toe is quite
altered, and the toe. generally—not being able
to find room side by side—overlap each other

and lose their separate and individual actions;
eoro-, bunions, and ingrowing toe nails being the
natural consequence of this maltreatment. Meyer

of Zurich drew attention to the bad
treatment which the font receive.
'ni ordinary shoemakers, and

I pointed out that tho great toe
•bouM hr allowed to liave it- nor-

mal po>ition. and this can l«e done
by making the inner edge of the
•ole incline inwards, instead of ouf-
wards, from the bslls of the tor*.

The accompanying figure (7) gives
the outline of a .hoe deigned under
Meyer's superintendence, and shows
lire difference between it and the
usual shat*; the latter being in-

dicated by tire dotted outline. II igh
Ireel pieces tend Ur make the stop
lew .steady and secure, to break
down the arch of the foot, to shorten
it. and Ur impair the action of the
•alf muscle* A high heel-piece,

moreover, place* the forepart of the
foot at a lower level than tire heel

;

the weight is thus thrown too much
by l>r Mty *r. in the direction <d the toes, and
»h- dotted they ore thrift forward *n.l
outline be cramped against tire hi-i-t leather
“'<"--'*‘1 o( the -hoe

If we compare the human font
with the feet of other mammal*

wo find that it prewni* certain peculiarities,

nil of which have reference to mans erect pos-

ture. The chief peculisntie* are (1| the greater
dative size of tlie tamal bone* as compared
with tire other bone- of the foot, and the more
perfect formation of the plantar arch, which
i* higher and stronger than in any of the lower
on iinal*. Strength and elasticity are thus com-
bined in the human foot in lire highest degree.

12) The great toe i* remarkable in man for it* size

and strength, and for tire firm manner in which it*
metatarsal lame i. j.rined to the other bone* so as
to render it the main support to the foot. (3) If

we compare the human foot with
that of llie gorilla (fig. 8) or any
other Anthropoid Ape (q.v.) we
see that the toe. are -Irort and
small in man in relation to the
oilier parts of the foot, while in

the gorilla the toe* form the greater
port of tlir fnoC Indeed, a refer-

enee to fig. 8 shows that the organ
in question » rather a Land than a
fte*. and hence tire term quadru-
mauo*s as applied to this class of

animal*. Tltcie ia scarcely any

f _ plantar arch, and the weight of
t. Y the body beam dii-Hy on the outer

edge of the foot; tire digits are
Fig. S. long and strong, and the inner one

Foot of Gorilla, diverge* so as to form a thumb

Fig. 7.

rather than a great U>&
It remains to notice some "of the most marked

varieties of form which the bones of the foot

present in mammals. In the following group of

figures the same letters arc attached U> the same
bones. Thus, a marks the astragalus; cl, the
calcaneum or heel-bone (the posterior projection

of which forms the hock of the home | ; z, the
scaphoid ; 6, the cuboid ; ce, the ccto- or outer,

cm. the meso- or middle, ei, the ento- or internal

cuneiform. Now, a» a general rule in nil mam-
malia, the ecto cuneiform supports the third or

middle of the five toes when they are all present,

the meso-enneiform the »econd, and the cuboid

tbe fourth and fifth. Bearing in mind this law,

we see that the large bone in the home, known
as the cannon-bone, which is articulated to the
ecto-cuneiform, ce, is

the metatarsal of the
third toe, to which
are articulated the
three phalanges of

that toe, the last
phalanx, 3, being ex-
ponded to form the
hoof. The small bone
popularly known as
the splint-bone (not
shown in the figure),

and articulated to
the mroo cuneiform, is

the rudimentary or

stunted metatarsal of

the second toe, 2 ; and
the outer splint lone,
articulated to the cu-
boid. is the rudiment-
ary mrfatamal of the
fourth toe. 4 ;

so that
in the hone we have
only one toe. the third, sufficiently developed to
reach the ground, with mere traces of a second
and fmuth toe on either side. In tho foot of Mm
ox the cutim.l, 6

.
is relatively larger than in the

hone, and t« equal in size to the .-c to cuneiform,
cr. Hie can non- hone articulaU-N with both these
tonal bones and lienee answers to the mcUvtaisal
bonca of both the third and fourth digits

;
it is

accordingly found In consist of two distinct l-mes
in the fretusj and in the adult it is divided
internally into two cavities, and its original -opara
Hon i* marked out by an external elongated ridge.

if

Fig. U— llurse Fig 111. Oz.

u i

F»* IL Fig 12. Fig 13.
Kluiiom-roa llipiio|K»Uiuua BlephinL

At the lower end are two distinct joints for the
phalange* of the third and fourth toes. While
in the horse we hail the rudiments of the upper
parte of two toes (the second and fourth), in
the ox we have the rudiments of the /timerK or phalange* of two Uk* (the second and

. forming the 'spurious hoofs.’ and marked
2 and 5 in the figure. In the rhinoceros there
is one principal toe < the third ), a* in the horse,
with the »econd and fourth toe* in a leas de-
velojied state; while in the hippopotamus there
arc two principal toe* (the third and fourth),
a* in the ox, with the second and fifth too*
not fullv developed. In the elephant there is a
fifth digit added, answering to our great Uie. and
articulating with an ento cuneiform bone, ao that
in the foot- nf this animal we have all the bone*
occurring in the human foot. Owen conclude*
from these and similar observations that tho
coume of the simplification of the five-toed foot
L*. first, a diminution and removal of the inner-
most toe; next, of the outermost; then, of the

second
;
and lastly, of the fourth ; the third or

middle Uie l>eing the moet constant and (in the
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loner animals) the moat important of the live.

Foramtnlfera, a claw of unicellular animal*
or I’rotoroa, almost always marine in distribution,
moot characteristically provided « ilh limy shells,

which have formed the chalk of the pant and are
now forming similar deposits in the deep sea. A
living Foraminifer, often about the sire of a pin's

head, consists of a central nucleated riiNon o! proto-

plasm, of a shell surrounding this, and of long,

branched, and interlacing thread.* of li'iiig Butler
streaming outwards, with food-aloorbing and loco-

motor functions.

Description.—Tin* shell, which i« much letter

known tlmn it* tenant, is characteristically cal

enreous, chambered, and rooml with minute
holes. But it i- occasionally ehitinoid. and often

sanity, while a few form* approach Kadiolariun* in

being flinty. At first a simple enough insbenthing
teat, and so remaining in many forms, the shell is

very generally added to, so an to cover successive

overflowings of growth. The ways in which fresh

chambers are formed—in linear series, in spirals,

and the like—produce types of architecture of

great beauty and variety, as to the building of

which we can only conceal our ignorance by calling

them organic crystallisations. The spirals often

look like miniature sketches of the shells of

Nautili, snails, and other mollusc*. When parti

lions are formed between successive chamber,

they leave apertures through which bridges of

protoplasm preserve the vital continuity. On the

Shells Ilf vaiium Fursiiiiidfera

QUtar surface the outflowing protoplasm may
reserve for itself one relatively large aperture, or

a couple, or a few. but most characteristically

there are numerous minute holes left all over the
shell.

The internal protoplasm, so far a* observed, is

homogeneous, except for granules, frequent pig

ment, and the essential nucleus or nuclei. On
tho outflowing processes, which are more irregular

and interlaced than is usual iu Kadiolanans,
granule* stream outwards and inwards in active

currents. The colouring matter often reeemblee
that of tho diatoms on which the organisms so

largely feed. The general absence 01 vacuole*,

contractile or otherwise, is another of the contrasts

between Foraminifera and Radiolarians, and is

probably associated with the non- pelagic lifo of

the former. Partner plant-cells or symbiotic alga*

have been but rarely Been within Foraminifer.,

whereas they are almost constant in Radiolarians.

Multiplication typically takes piece by a sort of

interna) budding. The nucleus divide* into several,

round each product of nuclear division the proto-

plasm gathers, and thus are formed young indi

viduals which are eventually enclosed in shells and
liberated from the parent- Division of the entire

animal has also been observed in a few case*.

Dimorphism, or tho occurrence of two diverse

forms (possibly male and female) in one specie*,

has been noticed, but no conjugation or incipient

sexual union. In a few cases—e.g. Microyromia
sociatis—a number of individuals are united to

form a loose colony, a primitive kind of association

exhibited by not a few Protozoa. Most modem
forms are small, below half an inch in diameter,

and many very much less, down to microscopic

dimensions, "the largest living species (Cyc/o-

clypcus carpenteri) measures slightly over 2 inches

across the shell, and recalls the extinct pant
Nummulitea, many of which were as large as half-

crowns.
Distribution. —The Foraminifera arc mostly

few (Glo-
pelagic;

bottom.

marine, and occur at all depths ;

bigerinidah like the Radiolarians.

most live on submerged objects or at the

A few from brackish and even fresh water are
known, and one specits ( Cromui terricola ) has
gone ashore. The pelagic forms as they die .ink

gently to the bottom, and are there forming,

especially at depths between 1000 and 2000
fathoms, great beds of tilobigeriaa ooit or modern
chalk. In other regions Bandy-shelled form, pre-

dominate at the bottom.
In marine geological strata from the Silurian

onwards Foraminifera abound. Chalk consist*

almost wholly of fo»il Globigerinids. and the

Numruulitee have contributed largely to the great

Eocene limestone*. The animal uature of Eozoon
(ii.v.) from the i*e Cambrian strata i» now gene
ally denied, and » at least very doubtful.

Position ami Ctasnteation.—The Foraminifera

were so named by D'Orbtgny in 1H28. and placed

beside llie Cephalopoda, to the shells of some of

which the test* present a mimetic or prophetic

resemblance. Tim title referred not, as might lie

supposed, to the superficial aperture* on the shell,

hut to the eommunications between successive

chamber! Mertwig would roll them Thalnmo
phorm, in allusion to the typical chambered shell

:

while Carpenter emphasised the living network of

imxrvn in the title Ketieularia Accenting as

they do the am.rloid phra* of roll life, the
Foraminifera have llieir place beside Amu-Ur.
Radiolarians, and Sun animalcule, in the Rhitopod
division of Protoioa (q.v.k They were formerly
classified as Perforate and Imperforate according
to the presence or absence of numerous apertures
on the test, but as this distinction separates

apparently adjacent forms it is no longer generally

adopted. By Brady, who has described the

Challenger collection in a monumental monograph,
they are classified in ten families, of which Gromia,
Miuolina, Astrorhua, Lituolina, Texlularia. Chiloa

Cornelia, lagena. (ilolagrriaa. Rolaha. and Num-
•nulites are the name giving type*. In Gromia
the shell is ehitinoid. SexiUr. and with a single

aperture ; in the related Shepheordella there is an
aperture at each end of an elongated test. The
t.-.l of Miliolina i» normally of line, but in brackish

water tend, to become ehitinoid. and at great
depths a siliceous film. Irregular sand particle*

form the primitive lest of Astotrhiza. and the use

of detached <ponge spicule. Irel to the related llali

physema Mng mistaken for a very simple sponge.
Among I.ituo)hla>. Parkeria and Loflu.ia are
relatively large forms about two indies in

diameter and length respectively. A peculiarly
inleiesting Challenger form among the pelagic

Globigerinids llaetigeriHa mnrmgi— has the shell

surrounded by a mnr of tmhbly protoplasm, and in

its vacuoles and internal shell suggests Radiolanan
characteristic*. The specie* of Foranunifern are

legiuti. probably above two thousand. They are

interesting, as illustrating complexity and beauty
of architecture at the very threshold .4 life, and
important both in llie making of the earth and in

the present day economy of submarine Ufa
fire Kozoon. Nimtri-n*s.

laBlABa

Oo**.

Formic Add. CH.O, or IICOOH. derive iu
name from the circumstance of iu having been first

obtained from the red ant {Formica ru/a) It occur,
in aaU, in the stings of beee. -asps, and nettle*, in

fir needles, and in various animal secretions. It
may be obtained from any of three by distillation
with water. Anhydrous formic acid is a mobile
liquid of extremely penetrating odour, crystallising
at 3ft* K-. and boiling at 214’ F.. miscible in all pro
portion, with ssier and alcohol. It produce* *
painful blister if dropped on the skin. The aque-
ous acid is prepared in the following manner : Half
a pound of oxalic acid ia mixed with one pound of
glycerine, and the mixture heated in a retort to
275" F. ; a little dilute formic acid distils ; another
quantity of oxalic acid ia added, and the mixture
again heated, and so oo indefinitely, the glycerine

remaining unchanged at the end of the operation.
The decomposition ia as follows

:

OiaHe AcH rceme Ac*. Cuboatc Arid.

C,H,O
t

= CO,H, COr
Acid containing 56 per cent, of the pure substance

ia obtained in this wav. The anhydrous acid is

procured by preparing the lead salt, and decompn*
mg this with sulphuretted hydrogen. It may be

formed synthetically in various ways
:

( 1 ) By direct

combination of carbonic oxide, CO. and caustic

potash. KOH. forming KCO,H. potassium formate;

(2) by boiling aqueous prussic acid
; (3) by beating

chloroform with caustic potash. Formic acid ana
all iU aalU (called formates orformiates) are strong

reducing agents, and precipitate metal from solu-

tions of gold, ailver, or mercury salt*. Formic acid

is obtained in small quantities by the oxidation of

a great number of organic subslancm. Formate*
of silver and lead are sparingly soluble; all the
others are freely so. By heat they are converted
into oxalate* yielding pure hydrogen.

Potassium format*. Potassium Oxalate. Hydrogen.

2KCO.H = KAO. + Hr

Foxfflove, * specie* of Digitalis (q.v.J. The
Common Foxglove (D.

purpurea) is * native of

Britain, and a familiar
and conspicuous orna-
ment -in woods and
hedgerows, its flower-

ing stem reaching a
height of from 2 to 4
feet, or even more.
It flower* from June
to August- Both it

and it* white-flowered
variety fire frequently
planted in gardens and
shrubberies. It* Eng-
lish name, the German
name" Fingcrhut
f 'thimble'), and the
botanical naino Digi-
talis (Lat- digitals.

'the Anger of a glove')
refer to the form of it*
flowera. The foxglove
was a favourite with
tho fairiea, and was
called in Ireland
Fairy-cap, and in

Wales Elf-glove, else-

where Fairy,finger*,
Fairy-petticoat*. But
there seems no good
ground for the attempt
to make out that fox-

glove is a comiption
of Folk'a-glove, for

Good-folk's Glove, or

Fairy-glove. Another
English provincial

name in Foxlingcn*.

Common Foxglove
[Ifynlntii ;>ur/.irra).

Frankincense I
Lat. fAur), a name employed

tn dreugnate various flagrant reamous Kulsitanoee
which diffuse a strong fragrance in burning, and
are on that account used in certain religious ser-

vice*. The frankincense of the Jew-s, and also of

the ancient Greeks and Romans, was chiefly or

entirely the sulwtance now known as Ohbanum
(q.v,), the produce of an Amyridaccoun Indian
tier (v«* Boswki.ua). Several trees, however, of

different order*, yield substances used as frank-
incense instead ol olibanum, in different parts of

the world, as several specie* of Icica and of Croton
in America; and the common fir (see Fik) in

Europe, the reeioons product of which is the
Common Frankincense of the pharmacopeias,
although in the shops concrete American turpeutino

is very often sold under this name. It is used iq

the composition of stimulating plaster*, &c. Bur-
gundy pitch is made from it. It is a spontaneous
exudation from the tree, hardening by exposure
to the air, and generally of a whitish or pinkish
colour, with a rather agreeable odour and a l<alsamic
taste. See Incen.sk.

Freezing Mixture*. When matter passes
from tlie solid to the liquid, or from the liquid to

the gaseous (or vaporous) state, a considerable

quantity of heat in general disappear* or is ren-
dered * latent,’ owing to the fact that, energy being
required to effect these changes of molecular state,

it is taken from the energy in the form of beat
already existing in the substance ; and this abstrac-
tion of beut causes a fall of temperature (sec Heat;
Matter, States or). This property is taken
advantage of for the production of low tempera-
tures The solution ot a salt in a liquid, and the
liquefaction of two or more stolid substances when
mixed, are both examples of the change from the
solid to the liquid slate, accompanied by a lowering
of temperature, unices this be neutralised by
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(arm it aUo densely-woven masse* of sDoro-bearing

hypha?, which *how various degree* of differentia

lion lot compound tporophores, *> foreahadowtng

thoee of higher fungL These spore* produce a

short mycelium, of which the branches conjugate

in pairs, while the new myoelia thereafter arising

re-enter the plant and in time produce new asexual

spores. Some are formidable pe*L* of agricul

lure (Uslilago, Tilletia).

AaCOMVCETRH proper.—The mycelium U nlw.xi s

compoaed of multicellular liyplue, which in the

higher forms interweave into the stroma or tliollus.

which assumes various characteristic forms and

bears the short reproductive hyplur, which in turn

bear the spore -mother cells or atci. These are

usually tubular, ami nn reaching full sire their

protoplasm collect* at the top, and the nucleus

i.

Pig. 4— Pciua
a. «Ml, with Urr»n ItUmants

( psraphyM*) i ft. Mellon of
(mcUAntlon >urfM*<t«wo-
tum); «, preparation* for the
•Mint pnnuwlnl iimxln
Iho ilevslopsornt of U.r fun-
»"• i—ly: J. fsrblustioa.with
up«fo«Ui of an suvrlopiog

tire iiKipwm n-*e>
c»rp.

Pi*. Jo.-Y.Mi
( Sarehii romper

i

A . «, *. r. if, rerly •>****•*
In* ; «,Utrr •Uses ; n. vUrxM
vent oil. •iKlilios »t d «.

form four iicmporri .1 ft; »,

•uU«|u*iil gsimlnatlon on
return to nutritive tuM.

divide* repeatedly, usually producing eight nuclei,

which collect protoplasm around them, and, ilrvelop

ing cell- walls, become ucrfect atrorportt. In all save

a tew of the lowest forms | Erem.wcu*. Exooscu*.
Ac., which arc accordingly grouped as (Jymnuasci)

tho fructification is in distinctly developed iporo-

carps. In those, Iwsidcn the aacogenoos hvplix
with their aaei, there ia an envtiov' derived from
distinct liyphw of the stroma, which also .end in

amongst the asci a multitude of barren filament*,
the parii/dti/trt. The aggregate of aaci ami |iara

Osea is termed the hvmenium (see fig. 2. a, b\.

osno and l)e Itary liave shown with tolerable

certainty (despite the douhU of Van Ticghein and
Hicfeld) that the whole fructification ari*c* in

consequence of a conjugation of similar hvphr
in tho lowest forms ( ErcmnMfUsl. or the sexual

union of dissimilar ones in higher forms (e g.

Perixa. fig. 2, c, d).

A brief systematic enumeration of the orders

and leading illustrative forms of Ascomycete* will

be found of service :

(1| Gutunoatci.—A*ci not forming definite eporo

carp* with envelope ( Ereuinscu*, Kxoascus).

(21 DitcomtpcU* (WO species). Sporoearp with

envelope, but hymenium completely uncovered, at

least at maturity. The most important genu, is

Pezira. of which the .hallow cup like sporoearp

is open from the Iregintiing, though in the allied

AhcoIkdIiis the envchqve enclose* the hymenium
during development and bursts, mattering the

spores, ltulgaria resemble* this, but is gelatinous.

In Dcnnatia the cup i. leathery m Iminy. In

Sticlis the hymenium is almost withdrawn into

the stroma, while in Pliaridinm the *|>orocarp only
break* out and open* when ripe. In a second

but less important family the spot*-can- nre
leathery and black, elliptical, linear, or winding;

of these IIystcriie the commoneM is /fAjrf«»'«<i

<l«riiriim, which forms the large black .pots that

appear upon almost every- leaf of the common
maple towards autumn. The Helvellaeei represent

an opposite tvpeof development: the large *|*oio-

carp, aie stalked, with club or hat shaped hymenia,

open and uncovered by the envebqiv from the l*e

ginning. Many are important a* esculent, notably

the morels ( Morchella acidrulu, Miriota. Ac.), also

Helvetia esculenta. The mycelium of llutl/na

hypogrra, found on dead and diseased vine-roots,

is the ' pounidie de la vigne' of w ine grower*.

Among the Disconivcetes the life history i* often

rendered more complex by the mycelium constrict

ing off arros/tores from the til*, of erect filaments,

these aciospoies readily reproducing the my celium.

This Stage of Pt;i;a PnektU-na was formerly

known a- Hotrtf, i nueren ; and many other aero-

spore-bearing moulds •till await simitar identifies

tion. Vegetative h.«|hr aUn fmiuently interweave

into dense resting maw or artfrtfat, a* also in

the specie* just named, and tle.se may either re-

develop acrospore bearing liypltr ..r < after a winter |

give rise to true hymemal cap. Acn.spare*, too,

may l>e devdaprd either upon isolated hyjJia- .» in

C.liehy niemal group*, whirl, may lie o|«en or

; -baped ipyn.du1 1. N«r are the many |«*«*i

bilitir.nl • pleomorphic’ variation thus iqs-m-d up

by any meai» confined to tin- I h«e«niy celes.
*1 31

’Pyrruomyretrx. This a UlgC wdrr id small

and incsisiamou- fungi, in all irsiiret. lepreseut

ing a further dilhreentiatmu nf tlx Pbcnmyccte
type, primarily in Ike dee

|
rentng of the shallow

em-slsvpevl hymeninm intoadrrp flask with minute
zpuil opening (prrftwisnl, toil afan in a more
varied development—lie a»t extreme among fungi

of plrnm*.q>bism o> alternation **( gene. atoms
The nuniliei of *peci«-» i- hrno- vny nneeitain.

Ilesides the important Erg.* (
Claret,a pnrpurrn,

see KrcotI. and it« curious ally foivlyce|», which
«. Ac-, with it.

extraordinar
ts’

att4M-ks cwtrrpillaik. m.uli*. wasp*
friH'iitnnlmn, thus fi.rmiug tfie

and • vegetating
dinary
whirl,• animal-phut

so perplrxol the emit natuialist., any of the

common forms into which the i.hl (an«l once all

rampielrmsive) gena. S|4..ria ha« I wen broken

up will serve v type, conveniently Neclria, com-
mon ia red patches upui .lead wwal. Some f.uin

pani'itic patches within lichens

(4) Ptruporintm

.

In tliese tin* leiillrecia aie

completely cloaed capsules w hirh fall to piece, on

ripening ;
there are no |rarapkysrs. The mycelium

is thread like, and arrosp»iv-< aie frequent Of t lie

100 .peeies snow are notable I«t». w Ilnw Krysipb-

and otbers. commonly grouped a- Mildew (q.v.j,

0,r/>*M Turtrn. a pestilent vine disease. Ac.
Easily dr-tingwislwd by the dark or incAispicuoti*

myeeliuni are tire sriecies of Funiagn. To this

group also Uhmgs Kmotium, of which the com-

mon Bread Mould (AT. Aiprryillui glaurus) is a

type commonly put before the botanical .tudent,

from the comparative facility with which the sexual

which seta in after prolonged multiplicanon

can Iw obrerved. w,th iu resultantm

development of the perithecium and its aaci (nee

fig 3|.

( 5 1 r*bnm-ll this group, as in the preceding,

the hymenium is permanently without external

opening, l-it tire chamber, become narrow, roiled,

and hrandred, and the wh.de complex sporocaq*

thus attain* an extreme complexity. Moat are

subterranean, and are beat represented by the

important genus Tuber (see TftUFFLSL With this

(or sometime, in the last group near Elaplio

uycesl i* to be reckoned the very common mould
of jam, bread. Ac. ( Penutilntm gtanrum): it rarely,

however, attain* full development Ireyood the aero-

pore-bearing form.

(61 Lrekerux.—A* tire majority of lichen forming

fungi belong to tire Avuoivcele*. the lichens are

very commonly now described under thi* head by

recent writers Yet not only tire time honoured
distinctness of tlii* group, ‘but iu remarkable
varictv and interest make separate treatment Mill

expedient, hence see LICHENS.
Besides tire large number of forms in w liich the

existence of an acrorpoiou* phase as yet rc»ts upon
analogy alone. He Bary reckons as ‘doubtful
Ascomycctn* ’ such form* as Laboulbema. Exoas-

ois, and also the important specie* which excite

alcoholic fermentations. Saceharomyce. (fig. 2a).

See Yeast, Fermentation.
From forms in which tire cliaractcristic mode of

reproduction of the A»eoinyccU» is only doubt-

fully represented »c readily pas* to those in
_
which

it doe* not amrear at all, but in which multiplication

occurs only by acrospore* or haaidioapores, which

may be of rariuu* form*. One group, however,

wc have to conri.ler in which the sporoearp, here

termed an trculium, so closely resemhle* that of nn

Ascomycete as to induce IV Itary and most writers

to reckivn it with these rather than with the follow

ing scries.

(?) The VredHirer or .VeidioMt/rtla.—1These are

the Itust fungi, a remarkable scries of parasitic

moulds, formerly associate.! with the Ustilagineir,

which they somewhat resemble in habit, but from

which they differ in structure and life history. The
alternation of generations i* remarkably complete

and well differentiated, the different forms having

constantly been reckoned in distinct genera, which
are as yet by no means fully criticised. The most
familiar case i* that of the Rust of wheat (/’imviimVi

graminir), in which the generation found on the

barberry was described a* J'culium Urbtridis,

Other important forms nre known as Uredo IP. Ac.;

to this group is also reckoned the coffee disease

of Ceylon, Ifrmilrin unfair,i. Tho life-history

of the group will be understood by reference to

Rust.

RasidiOMYCETKK Wc now come to the llaaidio-

mycetc* projier, which derive their name from the

b,India which segment off nr ‘abjoinl' the spores

(tig. 4. d). These nre usually non parasitic and
have generally large and well-developed npOrocatjK*

;

they arc divided into two main groups.

A. Hymenomycetta—

H

ymenium exposed u|ion

the *urface of the sporoearp.

(a
|
TtmtUim Celatiliou* with basidia each

bearing only one snore, often arising laterally

Auricul aria (Jew's bjir), Trcn.rlh, (q.v.).

(fit ll>,meBoiHi,r,(ri /rroptr, not gelatinous, two to

six spmrs arising on each hasidium (fig. 4, a—d).

Fig. 4.

«, »rrtk«l mllon of >n uinr ( ;
ft, rectlon of

O.rw ‘(.111
;

e. •will*. .4 Ui< nf Kill, •Ik.-iii* ccsirsr of
hjpl.s l»sni.(i IwmIis. of vs I. vli flvr l.*i

.
rf, portion

y.suig I’l.sllu* l-arlrrt'nywUi);
/.

|||> .inr *l mnrorot of ru|itu>p <A prrnlium; a, nvoie fully
opened (the mim ftirvrv or. •inslki Mali),

In the simplest forms the s|H*rocnqi i* erect or
branched, and licar* a hymenium over iu whole
surface. Of this small group of

1 1 )
Clavnrinci many

s|recira of Clavaria arc common.
(21 In the allied Thelpphorei the hymenium forms

also a simple smooth sumhcc. but is restricted cither
to the up|rer or under surface

; in the latter case the
fungus may Ire sessile or stnlked, and have n distinct
• hat ' or pi lens (Thclcnhora, Stcrcum, Ac.).

1 3) In the Hydnei the liymeniuiii Is-comc" differ-

entiated in variona irregular and discontinuous
forms, which may be warty, brisliy, or comb-like.

(4) In lire i'olvporci the hymenium ia continuous,
hut with many more or less tubular depressions.
Here l«*lnng several important genera, notably
Boletus (q.v.). Poly |«>ru* | -re AMADOU), Fistulina
I q.v.), as well as the (resilient MtruUue Uichry.
mans < Dry Hot, q.v.).

(5) In the immense group of Agnricini (1200
Euro|rean sjreciro) the scries culminates, the by-
menium being arranged in regular radiating lamelha
>*r gill*. Most important of course is the genus
Agaricus and Mushroom (q.v.), which is broken
up into many suhgenera (Amanita. Armillaria,
Ac.), ('ortinnrius, Hygrophorus, Russula. Lac
tariu», Coprinu*. Cantharelfus ( chantrclle), Maras-
mius arc also important. Many of tliese are clible,

other* again poisonous.
H. GasteromYCETES.

—

Here the spore* arise
quite as in Basidionivcetcs

;
but the bymenia arc

completely enclosed within the fungus-body. Of this
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the oute i layer {pendtrim) become* differentiated

from the deeper substance [qleta). Both layers

may undergo very remarkable histological and

anatomical modification*, and these change* of

ripening often result in the sudden acquirement of

the moot extraordinary forma Hence, although the

specie* are by no means so numerous (about 550),

there are 70 genera These are mostly large fungi,

often edible, at lea»t in the young state
;
few are

positively noisonuii*.

(1)

Of the mostly subterranean and truffle-likr

Hymemigostrei, one genus, Gau'iera, aflords an
interesting transition from the Hymenoinycrte*.
it« hymemal depression* remaining open and un
covered by any differentiated peridiuni In the
remaining types | llyinenogaater. «<:c. | the glelta

ut remain* continuous with the simple peridia!

contains many closed internal hvnirnial diamWrs

coal.

(2) The ScleriMlermei differ little from the pre

ceding, save in the more differentiated peridiniii,

from which the glelta dries awaj in a brittle net
work, lining the chandlers, « Inch become tilled with
spores. Mtroderm't rnlqnrt is sometimes used as
an adulterant nf truffles, hut i* commonly reganled
a* inedible.

(3) In the simplest Lycopenlinei or pu IT ball*
the gleha may remain uncliauiWretl, 1ml the liwue
of the gleha usually breaks up into a woolly dmm
of dried hypliif ;

hence the peridiuni when broken
on ripening disclose* a dusty mass of threads and
spores < l.ycopsrdmi, Hoviala). See I'tKK-BALL

(4| In another -eries, the Fhalloidei in the
wiliest sense, we have a very singular -cries of forma
This liegin* with the ainijile earth star (Geosicr),
which i* essentially a puff hall with outer and inner

peridiuni, of which the outer open* into radiating
Julies. In Batarrea. the globe, covered with the
inner peridiuni. becomes ranted u|ton a long *ulk ; in

Phallus
< *co fig. 4, e, f. <j ) the outer peridiuni, tihmu-

outside, become* gelatinous within, while the stalk
pushes .the gldia through the inner pcrldinm also,

a* a naked cap from wliicli the *pore* drop away ;

while in Clathru* it is the inner peridiuni which
expands as a Urge network,

(5) In the I wit »*riea, that of NidiiUriei, the
external porhliuni opens, disclosing several separate
' pcridiole*,' each containing a livuienial tissue,

which breaks down into a mass of sporew. Those
are the 'bird's'newt fungi* (Cyatbu*. Niduluria.

fee.). Til# origin of the Uastcromycete aporocarp
from ita mycelium appears to lie without any
sexual process, but by a process of direct growth and
differentiation of an upgrowth ii|ion ita mycelium
In Hyiiicnoniycete* a sexual process ban been some-
time* descrtlied, but not with alnolutc certainty.

We know, however, how constantly the abundant
nutrition of an organism leads to the relapse from
sexual to asexual multiplication.

As an appendix to this outline nf classification,

it is necessary to note that we not urifreiiiiently

find sterile mycelium forms, to which any definite

Smalic position frequently cannot he given.

me. for instance, the well-known Kaeodium
t.tUnrt of wine-cellars. There has hern much dis-

put# over the nature of the complex strands of

ltliicomnrplia, now regarded as belonging for the
most part to Aijarieui me/leui, while the old genua
Sole mtinin has long been recognised as a testing
state of many diverse form* e.g. Ergot.

(ItrnuiMtiiou.—Most spores are capable of im
mediate germination • such are most aero* pores

tqonidin), almost all acrospores, and moat spores nf

Hymcnomyccte*. Some, however, require a period
of rest: such are most o**>]»>!«, xygospores, winter
spore*. &C. Although sumo spores perish almost
immediately, many others exhibit considerable
power* of resistance to heat, cold, drought, See.

;

those of some moulds have been germinated from
herbarium specimen* three to ten vearw old. For
germination we require a reasonable temperature,
varying with the species, with supply of oxygen
ami moisture

;
nutritive matter may also be neces-

sary. Many spores, however, have never as yet
been ol»crved to germinate at all. notably those
of the truffle and some other Ascomvcetes. of most

Gasteroinycete*. and nf a few Hymenomycetes,
including even the common mushroom.
Nutrition and Mode of Life.—The characteristic

alisence of chlorophyll renders the fungus unable

to decompose carbonic anhydride. Hence it must

depend upon organic compound* already formed.

Almost any soluble carbon compound, not t**»

poisonous or too fully oxidised (such as formic

or oxalic acid. urea. £c.). will, however, serve for

this, and similarly with most nitrogen compound*.

even urea. The constituents of the asli can also lie

obtained from a wide range of mi 1 •stance*. I'eni-
cillinm grows best in a solution of protcid ( peptone)
and snvar, yet can be grown. •>! comse with
diminishing vigour, upon a wliole -eric* «d poorer
solution*, down to ammonium acetate. All of
course give off carbonic arid in respiration, and a
few are remarkably phosphorescent.
Such facts help u* more dearly to understand the

wide range of habitat presented not only by the
different members of I lie group, but by the same
species. Those fungi which normally obtain their
organic matter from the dead organic matter of
decaying bodies are termed snHrmakytcs, while
those winch obtain them front living plant* or
animals are termed yaruxilts. The former is doubt-
less to Is* regarded as tire primary slate of things,
and includes the great majority of fungi, yet many
norma) saprophytes exhiNc ‘farultalite |uira»it-

i»m. and conversely normal parasites may exhibit
• facultative saprophytism.' Many «a|.n.|diytr. re
quire a specific Milstratum-r.g dung, feathers, ft e.

—iust a> many parasites liave only a single bo»t

;

others again have a very wide range of habitat.
The chemical effect* of the growth of fungi, with
which, for nliyuiolngieal pur|.we». we may also
reckon the Bacteria (q.v.), upon organic substances
are outlined under FkkmkXTATIo.n and I’L'TRK-
vATTtoX. The relation «f sprrilic panuites to
their Im»u, br.i.fe* mention in the various special
article*, snch as Enr.iir, MlLOr.w, ami It1ST. is

more generally trrntcd under Plant* (DfSSASH
UK) and I'AKAtlTisM; the |«tholafic*l bearings
cmne umlrr Gr.RM Tliinat and Patkolocv. That
rcniarkalde adjustment of fungu* and host which
rise* Leyoml (l« patlmlogical level into the healthy
and permanent mutual adaptation known aa rym-
Amos is described, foe the association of fungus
and alga, under l.iCHKMt, ami lor that of fungus
mycella with the roots of iihanrrogamoui trees, the
«» called Mycorhua. unde. Root.
Uwm of Fungi.—Of species used in medicine, the

only one now of immoUncc is Ergot (q.v.) ; the
narcotic use of ll* Silwrian fungus has also been
dcscrilicd under Amanita. Amadou (q.v.) and
Moxa (q.v.) are uhl soniccu ml tinder, ami Poly-
yortti qwiNorsi. cut in slice*, was modi xml for

raxor strop*. Itul the chief use of fungi is for food,

and in the manufacture of Ketchup (q.v.).

Allliough few fungi are used as fool, and most
popularly regarded as poisonous. Urn positively
dangerous specie* are really l.y no mean* very
numerou*. Vet tl>e risks nf incautious gathering
must not be understated, since not only are some
edible fungi lialdr to Im confounded with poisonous
forms, Imt some normally wholesome form* acquire
poisonous prn|iertir* umlrr ratticular circumstanrea.
although w liether this be due U> definite variation
or to the chemical changes of incipient decomposition
remain* doubtful. Hence our common mushroom
is excluded from the Italian market*. There is no
certain rule which can supersede the need of ex-

perience ami caution in discriminating wholesome
front unwholesome form*, the poimlar beliefs—«.g.
that the latter only will disrofoar a silver spoon il

stirred with it while lieing cooked, oc tliat they are
more readily deliquescent—lieing without founda-
tion. Nor does colour or odour afford any certain

test, foe, although most forms of gaudv exterior or
readily changeable internal colour may I* su*
peeled, and all fetid ones of coume avoided, some
poisonous one* are quite inconspicuous and in
offensive. Again, some which are pungent and
acrid while raw become Wand and wholesome
when cooked ; maceration in vinegar or Iwine pro-
duces a similar effect.

The importance of fungi as an article of diet i*

naturally niniiiriseri in Britain through the pre-
vailing ignorance and the consequent excessive dis-
trust : in France, and especially in Italy, they aie
of much greater importance. The culture of llic

Mushroom ha*, however, of late yean become
increasingly frequent, while on the Continent
that of a number of otlier *pecies has long been
practised with more or Ices success, as imtaWy of
Agaricus, Boletus. ,Vc„ and more recently of the
truffle. The leading ediWe fungi have already
been noted, and are also in most rases the subject
of separate article*

; it may suffice therefore here
to bring together tlie most important. Besides
the Mushroom, its immediate congeners, and its

closer allies, such as the Chantrelk IVamtkmUm
cibari w), we have among tlie Hynienomycele* a
number of specie* of Boletus and of Polyporus. also
Fisltdma htfttisa, and several species of Lactarius,
Hydnum. and Clavaria, with Slammint oreadet.

Among Gasteroniycete8, the puff-balls ( Lycopeixlon,
Boviata). in the young stete. Of Ascomycetee, the
Morel, Helvella. with Verpa, some of Pezira, Sec.,

and, ofoou me, above all others, the Truffle. CyUaria
ftanoinii, which grows on beeches in Tierra del

Fuegn, form* an important article of native diet.

FoxitmousEffectsand Treatment.—Noxious species
may produce sometimes irritant, sometimes narcotic
elfeeta. Tlie effects appear soon after the meal,
and may be manifested by giddiness, dimness of

sight, and debility. The person may seem intoxi-

cated. and there may be singular illusions of sense,
while even spasm, and convulsion* may appear in

the most serious cases. In most cases, however,
recovery tabes place, especially if vomiting lie early
induced. Hence emetics should lie administered
*» promptly a* possible, and castor-oil also given

freely.

FurfurnmUlr i* closely related to Kiihfi kink
and Ft'Ri’t'Roi., and all three substances may be
prepared from wood. When this is healed with
water under pressure for some time, and the re-

sulting liquor distilled, furfurol, 0*11 ,0 -, an aromatic
oil, with an odour resembling cinnamon and hitter

almonds, i* obtained. By treatment with ammonia
this is converted into fiirfuramide, C|,H||K-jO,. a
neutral crystalline laxly. By tailing tin- again
with a solution of potash, furfiirinc, an alkaline

baae having the *ame composition a*, and isomeric

with, furfuraniide is produced. These substance*

are of little industrial imixirtiuice.

Fuarl or Fotlfttl OH. known also on Potato
Spirit, i» a frequent impurity in spirits distilled

from fermented (xiutoe*, barley, rye, &c., to which
it communicate* a peculiar and offensive odour and
la*te. and an onwholseome properly. Being le**

volatile than either alcohol or water, it accumulates

in the la.t portion* of the distilled liquor. It m
principally formed in the fermentation of alkaline

or neutral liquids, but does not occur in acidulous

frimenting fluids which contain tartaric, racemic,

or citric acid. It mainly consist* of a substance to

which chemist* have given the name of ainylie

alcohol, whose composition i« represented by the

formula C,H lvO. It ki a colonrles* limpid fluid,

which ha* a persistent and oppressive odour ami a

burning taste. It i* only sparingly soluble in

water, but may be mixed with alcohol, ether, ami

the essential oil* in nil proportion*. Any whisky

which pnxluce* a milky appearance, when mixed
with four or five times ita volume of water, may lie

suspected to contain it. Fusel oil is principally

>»lil in Britain for the purpose of yielding |*ear

e-sence (amvlie acetate! for lire so-called jargonelle-

drop*. See Alcohol, Whirry.

Fusible Metnl. an alloy which melts at a
temperature Mow dial of boiling water. It con-

nf n mixture of fteveral metals, of which
bmMth i»» the mo«t Important* The following

arc example* i

c *fifreein»*i M«iu a
4 bfntulh. 1 1f*4. 1 Un. I C*fmluiti .

V C till*
5 X 1 tin »1C*C. (W r.).

• Immiitl. 5 Ic4d. •»»«! 3 tin
. .

94 #
fi* C. {V/V

Boill on account of it«i melting at a low tempem-
ture an«l of it«* property of cxpAndini; a« it cxk»Jh,

fusible metel in valmihle for neveral purpose in

the arta. It it» OMd in stereotyping, in taking
eaaU of vnrdaU and of woodcut*, and in testing

the finish of dies. It ho* al»o been employed for

making anatomical cant*, and a peculiar kind of

it was umhI for making safety-pl tigs for Bteam*
lfioilcn* Fnr the latter piirpoee it melte when the
treasure nf the Ntearn become* dangerounlv high.

It wa* found, however, that the alloy underwent
nome change, by Wing kept long heated to near

its melting-point, which rendered it uneuitable.

Fuze* a means of igniting an explosive at the

required mutant, whether it i» u»cd in hlaating

ooeraliont. military demolition* and mince, or m
the bursting charge of a shell or Bomb (q.vA In

the former cases elcctricitv would generally be

n*cd, but for liasty military demolitions Bickfords
fure in employed in the British army. It is of two
kinds— ^

• instentaneouB * and 'oixlinary/ the first

burning at 30 foet a second, the other at 3 feet a
minute. The 1 ordinary * eoiwi-tt* of a train of gun-
powder in layers of tape covered with gutta-percha;
in the

4

instantaneous.* which ia distinguished by
crossed threads of orange worsted outside, quick-
match takes the place of the gunpowder. Powder
hose is sometimes u»ed when no other fuze is avail-
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able- it i* mode of atrip* of linen, forming, when
filled with powder, what is called a 'sausage,' $ to

1 inch in diameter.

The fuzes used for ..hell* are of a totally different

character and of many pattern*. They ate of two
classes, those which ile|ieml for their notion upon

the rate of burning of the mmposition in them,

called ' time ‘•fuzes, mid those which burst the

Kliell on it* striking the target, ground, or water,

called • percussion ' fuzca. In tin* British army
time-fuze* are hollow tninciued cone* of Imh

wood, carrying a column of fuze

composition which hunt* at a fixed

rate—marks and ligure* on tin*

outside show twentieth* of a
second or less, mid indicate where
the hole must l*e made by a fu/e

Inner in order that the Ifame may
have access through it to the

bursting charge, and so open the

shell at the desired instant during
its Might. They are chielly used

with Slinuuiel Shell fqv.i and

mortan*. Their length varies from

3 to 11 inches, and they are fixed

in to the head of the shell before

tiring. The thickness of iron would

prevent the passage "f the Hamc
through the hole made hv the Isuer

in the shorter fuzes, and therefore

two hi more powiler channels are

made in them, parallel to the

fuze composition, to communicate its flame to the

biirsting charge In guns having windage the

fuze is Ignited bv the llame of the cartridge en

‘•doping tile shell, and ijuickiuatch is placed on

the top of the fuze to facilitate ibis. A metal cover

protect- the .|iiickmatch until the last moment
and i» then torn off by means of a tape prouder!

for that purtnwe. In gun- having no windage a
percussion nnaiigemenl i* place.! in the hea«l <>t the

fuze, ... that the -hock of dMmrgo ma> ignila

tltp fuse oommwltkm. Fig. i show* .. section

the common time. fuze, through one powder charm. I.

A section of the iiercussion fore dr-sign*.! in

tlm Koval l.abomloiv at Woolwich is shown

in lig. 'i. It i» a hollow gun metal cylinder, <».

arranged «> as to -crew into the head of the

slndl. Inside U a movable /xlUl or ring. ol

white metal driven with hue composition like a

tube, and carrying a percussion-cap. It has four

jriitfitn or shonhli-i- projecting from its sides, and

above these a giui-metal gmrrf. c. fit* round the

pellet loosely, so as to prevent the cap of the pellet

coming into contact with a steel pin which project*

downwards from the lop of the fuze. A safetyjon,

if, goes tlnougli the fuze with tho same object,

but is removed Indore tiring, and a lead pe let.

then closes tho aperture left by its removal On
discharge tho shock
causes the guard to shear

off tho fMillion*, and -el

bock with the pellet

against the bottom of

the fuze. Tlie shock of

impact on the taigcl or

giound cause* the pellet

to act forward, bringing
the cap against the pin,

igniting the fuze-coni

position, and bursting

tlio shell. Percussion- „

.

fuzea aio chiefly used with ‘common Shell (q-v.).

Very many other, are in use. chiefly modifn-a

tiona of these two types-eg. the 'delay' action

fuze ho* both a percus-ion and tune arrangement,

so a- to burnt the shell an instant after impact.

All arc delicate and apt to deteriorate hopelmdy
with age or exposure to damp. In the American

pneumatic dynamite pin. the shell contains an

electric battery, and the circuit i* completed

by the shell striking either water or the target.

Gallic Acid. H(',H,Oj.H,<>. is sn acid which

exists in smnll uuantity in gall-nut-, in valoms

(the acorn-cup of Querent ayilope), in dividivi

(the pod of Cirsalpiuia evriaria). in -uniach, and

other vegetable*. It is usually prepared from gnll

nuts, which, in aihlition to gallic arid, contain a

large proportion of tannin (tannic acid or gallo-

tannic acid). When the gall-aut* are digested

with water for sonic weeks fermentation takc-

plac-e, and the tannic acid is gradually converted

into gallic acid. The sain.- result is obtained more
quickly if sulphuric acid lie present. To obtain

pure gallic acid the gall-nuts are boiled with water,

and the hot liquor separated. On cooling gallic

acid crystallises out. and is further purified by

I'ig. 1

solution in hot water and trralinrat with animal
charcoal.

It form* delicate, silky, acieular crystals, nearly
colour!cm. aiv I having axitmih taste. It i» soluble

in 3 part- of >tiling » alrr. but only in 100 of cold
water, and on thi. account it can be readily puri-
fied by recry-tallisatiun. With solution of iron
salt* ('ferric i it ornduecw a Mue-black colour, and
tinally yields a Uark |«ecipitate on exi-isare to the
air. Ifencc it may lc vm in the production of

ink, for which purpose it has some advantage, over

tannin or gall-nuts. Whua the cry stab -re strongly
heated iiviogallie arid is produce.) and sublime*
over. Gallic •rid i* a Mrihrrnt. As* it

do** not nognUu* albumin it U readily *\Wrl«ed
into the Wood, and in this way it u efficacious in
Bright's dl-wnse. Where a decided local astringent
effect is desired tannic acid U moch more powerful.

Gallium tsvm. Go. cq. t»a) is a metal dis

covered by M. Lecoq do Ituishaudran in 1X75 in a
zinc blende found in the Pjrenre*. It has also l«-n
found in hhala from Astana and from Ben*berg.
Strange to »ay. it» properties and its aalu were
predicted before it* existence was known by

Slendeleerf, in virtue of Ins Periodic law (see

Atomic Thkory, Vol I. n. iWk Gallium h of a
bluish white colour, ami lias a *|ircit>c gravity of

6 ». It uoaws-* the remarkable property of fusing

at aor C 1 76- PA and remaining liquid when
cooled down even to 0". If. however, the globule
of molten metal be touched wiUi n fragment of

solid gallium, it at once solidities. Heated to

bright redness in contact with air gallium doe-

not volatilise, and only a very thin coat of oxide
is formed on the surface Gallium, which has no
industrial importance, diatlto readily in hydro
chloric will and in cansttc (ota-h with evolution
id hydrogen. It forms one oxide. Go/),. which is

ino.lnlde in water. Isil xdnble in potash and
ammonia. The chloride, nitrate, and sulphate arc
nil very solulde in water: tlw sul|d>atc ruuiUim
with amniimium sulphate to form an alum.

Gnllolnnnlc Add. a synonym I.f Tannic

Acid (q.r.l See G vi.i.K' ACID.
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Mortification, i* lit** *l«itli of a |«rt of tin*

1i>Iy. * bethel trxtwiAl «c inlrmal. ll i* moat
nonin r>n in tin- extremities. tl*e fr**t.

It;* iiiracdute cano aU ava arr^l or nii|u\iiivtent

of the supply of \Aimd to the iffertd j»ort Tbia

may lw jcotitirxif in various w*v*
.

( I > liy *iiiect

nieeltatiicAt iiajmry v
**r by extreme b^At (»*um) or

cold i Froet Ute. i».); l2t l*y severe M*ptir intlAUc

tAAtion, u*ua) 1\ ffottovlne injurv. or Attarkmx a

wanna ; (3) bv HUeas* of ike Mood ve*«el!i of the

part, in cnmliattinci lierlrAf^ with weak heart

artioR. Tl»e ^econa jrrmip inclwles tl»e meet
dan^eron* anr) fatal f<m^ of gan^i

•

Cnncwm

On* pl)AxAda*na. and liumpitiil gangrene, now
happily much !«*>> cntnnion than they once werx*.

Th** tfiinl includes panprcnc occurring as a icsult

of jtoisoning by ergot tjf ne, of diabetes, old age,

&c.
The symptoms and amteavancea attending gan-

grene vary greatly in different cjwc*. Ita on»*et

may hudden or grarlual
;

it may at once liecnnie

limited, or it may have a constant tendency to

extend ; it may li preceded and accompanied by

great pAin, *>r may only l»c oWrvenl in consequence

of the local Ion* of feeling. Hut in all case* the

lott of vitality i* ncconinanied by loss of natural

warmth, uf neiihibility and of motion in the af!*ec toil

pAit, and by a change in it* apnearance. It may
either become nioint and swollen, ui dry ami

•hri veiled
;

and its colour may be either dark

puiple or grecnUh, or at leant at lir^l jutlo and

waxy. The constitutional HVinptoniM arc equally

variable if tlm part aflccto*! Ik- mkuII and not

vital, and the gangrene limited, they may bo

tOigkt and <4 little ini|x>itance ; oilierwim; tlieie in

generally gieat deprex>ion, with rapid feeble puUe,

foul tongue, and uthei -igriN of alarming illnew*.

If the gangrene W limited, a aeparation taken

place gradually lu'lween the living anil dead parts,

and. if thr patient wtirviv<\ the dim>rgantHcd and
lift !e-> texture i> thrown off. and the purl heal* by

Cicatrisation
f
«|. v. )

or the lonriation of u near, in

dirating tho loss of toiUUnce. With regard to

treatment, the strength nniu, generally speaking,
»*• itinini.«im*d by a nonrinliing lull not too ntimii

latlng diet, ami tin* pan eurcfnlly preserved fiom
external injui.v and from clmiigeH of teni)H*rAttire

In some forms of gangrene amputation may
affoid the l»c*»l or even

I lie only chance of saying

the patient'*! life; in other* its Tcnult- arc di**a*

troii*., h- it
i
s almost mrtain to lernl t«» fatal ex ten-

siou of the dtHf-atf'* Mueli care t-* therefore m**..|cd

in deciding the queHtion whether surgical interior

encc (dmuld 1 h* vtwirtal to.

lilirllC, Oil. oi When the leaver*, seed*, or

htllM "f gafHc and otlo i
ollied

)
I ml lilb’d

with -*t cam .
als.ul < *2 p*’* * • in of a brown oil, with

.vrid !«*!-• and strong db tgn cable mlonr, |imw*

over. Ity jMiiilicathm ir is ohtame.l ax a paU* yellow

oil liAving the .hull of gallic, and n e* then found

to •NAifi'i of tl»«- sulphkle of ally I, I Inn

ml i*. iie.xilv reUUul to tlm pungent ml of mustard

r,H.\* S. un ixmoci i*f the Mil|d»iH\YAlddc of ally I,

und i> of much interest clKMiiically, but it is of no

iiii|Mi»tnnce from an industrial or popular point uf

view.

(•Hit! Inr, in
< *lien»ixtrv. I.il-lle Is yet deli

nitely known of the chemical nature of gelatine

It consist* approximately of earlkin l<l «, oxygen
25 4, nitrogen 1K H, and sulphur about 0*1 pm
cent. It i- soluble in hot water, in acetic acid, and

in cold sulphuric acid, and is insoluble in alcohol,

ether, ami other organic li<|iii«ls
; tlie anurous

solution is p teei pi tat*** I by tannic acid, chrome
alum, and eorrosiv#* sublimate, hut not hv most
acids, salts, or alkalies in dilute solution, (•clntiuc

may Is* purified by diosnlving it in water and
pouring the solution into a large hulk of alcohol

;

tl»r riot which forms consists of nearly pure

E
atine, containing only a trace of ash. By dry
filiation gelatin- yields a quantity of cArUuiate

of antnionta, and a foul smelling brown oil contain
ing carbonate, sulphide and cyanide of ammonia,
aniline, methylatm nr, pinaline, and a number of

pyridine law . (Gelatine solution ditolv— lime

and calcium phospliaH- much more freely than cold

warer, forming with the latter a definite compound,
which probably forms part of the tissue of honea

In Tcchnologv-, the term gelatine, although

usually applied M only one variety of the anb-

-tanre obtainc*! by dissolving the soluble |s>ition

of the gelatinous tioxiies of Animalx. nevertheless

properly teloBgn also to Isinglass (q v.) and Glue

tq v 1
which are modifications of the same

material. Vegetable jelly «s also analogous,

(trial i ue and glur signify thr more or Irwa pure and

carefully prepared icily of mammalian animals ;

hut the term ixingW is only applied to certain

gelatinous parts of fishes, which from their exceed-

ing richness in gelatine, are usually merely dnc*l

and used without any other preparation than that

of minute division for the purpose of facilitating

their action.
Gelatine proper U preparcil for commercial pur-

poses from a variety of animal suit-stance^, but
chiefly from the softei paita of the hides of oxen
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ami an«l the km** «*f hheej*. *ucli a.** ihe
thin million which ci>vm thr Wily, the «*ar>. \*c. ;

aJ*o fivin hone* owl otbei |*art> of mtiniak Oneof
the I •»>!

.
if not the he>t »»t the varieties of gelatine

manufactured in Great Britain, in the * &|*rk]in£
echitine * o! Me-ssr-% (*i>\ of Gurpr, near F»hnl*urj;li,

which i* retnarkable for it* ••reat purity and
strength, or £*huinu<t!io jiowrr, and i* purified by
pruee^en patented by them. The material* the)
in' an.* carefully selected portions of nx only
irii)H>rt«d from South America. Another pieuara
tion, made hy MncUy of Kdinhut^h from caK«> -

feel, is deserving uf special mention.
The general method rulopteil with skin-paring*

nr hide clippings in hint to wa>h the pier?* \cry
carefully

;
they arc then eut into small pieces and

phiced hi a weak solution of enuatie jmmIu for a
week or ten du\* When this proce** of digestion
has lieen Milliciently rallied on. the pircr* of skin
are then truiisfci ie»i to revolving e\ linden* njpplird
with an abundance of clean cold *ntcr, and after
wauN are placed still wet in anothei chain l»er lineal

with wimmI, in which they air hl<«u lied and (Mirilied

hy e\|*onine to the fuine** of hurning sulphur . they
next leceivc theii luial washing with cold water,
which leiniives the sulphurous acid. The nr\ t

operation iv to tran»h*i theiu to the gelatinising
pul s. \N ater is pouted in will* the piecr*, and Lent
at a high tempciatur* l») mean* of the steam in the
ease*s surrounding the |*»tv

ll\ thin means the gelatine is quite dissolved out
of the akin, ami is stniined oil whiUt *till hot ; it

in ponied out in thill la vein, which h* kniii an Lbry

an* Milliciently cooled and colondida test are cut
into Mitall | M«%t #, s

.
usual)) ohlong, and laid on

ndH, stretched hon/onuilly, to dry. It U then cut
into shreds ami is ready for market.
Another process, introduced by Mr Swineburne,

OOnilitt In infttlqi idee#* ••• mlbkli by voter
alone, without the it and aul|»ltitr pioce*>e*

;
the

plCCea, after simple washing. Iieihtf transferred at

once to the pots to U* acted upon by the attain.

Inferior gelatine i* mode from Imatr* and other
paita of animals

; and it is umlerattKal that the
efiontiouM number of rat* killed in the sower* aim!

aWloir* uf Puri* are lined by thr gelatine maker*
The French manufacturer* Miccecd Utter than
any other* in clarifying these inferior gelatine*,

and they rarely make any others, they ran their

platen out very thin, which gi>c* them greater
traiinparenCY ; and they colour them with moat
brilliant colour*, and form very fine rulled sheets,

tempting tlio #Ve with an Appearance of great
delicacy and purity.

Gelatine idioulu neier hr judged by the eye
alone. It* minty may he vety easily tested thus
*oak it in cold water, ami then |*our upon it a small
quantity of boiling water; if pure it will form a
Otickish, cleat, straw coloured solution, free ftotn

nmol), but if rmulc of impure materials it will give
nll’n very oflenrdve odour, and have a yellow g****>

consistency. No article manufactured requires
such careful selection of material an.l sack nice >

cleanly manipulation to ensure a good marketable
character; ami thou anxious for puritx -lu.ul.l

avoid all artificially coloured variettr*, however
temptingly got up, unless they are required fur

merely decorative purpose* and not fur food Of
late yean* the commercial use* have -r*-*tly

increased. Gelatine i» the foundation of the dry-
plate system of photography, and by its means
the science ha* hecn revolutionised and its capabili-
ties extended U. an extraordinary degree. To the

printing proceas as employed by Messrs Goupil of

Paris and others the world i* indebted for che<ap
and at the name time highly artistic copies of many
admirable pictures). It is further very extensively
uscl by druggist* for coating pills and nauseous
drugs, liquid and solid, which arc thus rendered
tasteless

;
and by confectioners for some kinds of

sweetmeat*. For the value of gelatine as food, see
DlKT; and for applications of gelatine to the pur
pcae of book illustration, see ILLUSTRATION. See
also Photography.
One of the qualities of gelatine is ice power to

form chemical combinations with certain organic
matters ; hence, when it is mixed and dissolved in

a fluid containing such matters, it combines, and
the compound is precipitated. It would appear
that this combination, however, is threadlike in it*

arrangement, and that the crossing threads form a
fine network through the fluid, which, in falling,

carries down all floating substances that by
their presence render the liquid cloudy ; hence it*

Ct value in clarifying beer and otber liquids,

this reason isinglass, which has been found the

best gelatine for the purpose, is very largely con-
sumed by brewer*.

Various kinds of animal food are valued for the
abundance of gelatioe they contain, a* the Trepang
and BCche-de-Mer (species of Holothuria), sharks*
fin*, fish maws, ray skins, elephant hide, rhinoceros
hide, and the softer part*, all of which are luxuries
amongst the Chinese. Japanese, Sism«, Malays,
dec. Turtle sheik, or the upper and lower part* of
the shield {carapace and plaetron), constitute the
callipash and esdlipce of the epicure, and form, in
the hands of the experienced cook, a rich gelatinous
soap. The fleshy part* of the turtle, calves’ head
an-f feet, and many other thing, might be ennmer-
ated as valuable ehielly in consequence of their
richness in this material.

4ienllan {f?ew/«as«i—so called after the lllviian
king Centres. who is said by Pliny to have
introduced G. lutca into medicine), a genus of
Gentianace*. There are more than 100 specie*,
natives of north temperate regions, verv ofu-n
growing in Sigh mountain pasture, and meadows,
which they- cover with their beautiful blue or
yellow flower*. The root* of the Common Gentian
or Yellow Gentian (G. lutra ) are collected by tl,«
peasant, of the Alps (along with the less valuable
root* of U. nuawiai, purpurea, and punctata)
to furnish the gentian root [radix grUliana) at

pharmacy, which is largely employed as an
excellent bitter and stomachic. Thr medicinal

B
operties are essentially due to the pieaence of a
Iter glycoaide igentiopierin); pectin (see FnrtT)

and also sugar are Present in quantity ; hence the
peasants of the Alp* prepare alcoholic bittern—
their Knuangeut— by the fermentation of the fresh

roots. G. Catcit-n is used as gentian root in North
America, and G. Karroo In the Himalaya*.
Tire rtoii*t recognises two main groups of these

beautiful lianly plants, the first strung and easily

grown in borders, of which the Willow Gentian (<#.

turltmadca ) and G. lutra are specially common.
The former can aUo be grown with gi«od effect under
trees and among grass The dwarf kinds require

more careful treatment, with the exception of the
Common Gentianella (G.
ncaula), which readily
forts* edging* and carpet*.

Tire name Gentianella ia

sometimes also applied to
tire allied Vatniha fit,for
mu. a small, slender, and
graceful plant with yellow
flower*. G. rvrnu (

Vernal
Gentian) ran be grown well

in deep *andy loam, with
abundant moisture and sun
-bine. Ilavariaa Gentian
|G. barunen > and Crested
Gentian |G. uplrmfida) of

the C»uca>u> require more
moisture. Other specie*

can lie cultivated with care.

Of North A meixan species

ti. cnnita t* specially cole

heated for the beauty of its

flower* ; the genu* in fact

may fairly be allowed the

very tint place among the

floral glories alike of Alpute
region*, in wbxli they i

up to the *now-|evel,

of the alpine garden. Sc»x
ral specie* of Gentian are popularly called HaId

money. See ALttNK PLANTS
Genttamtccf loon an order of rorollifloral dicoty-

ledon*. The .VK> specie* are almost exclusively

herbaceous, and are usually native* of temperate
and raid latitudes and altitudes. Many )ia>e

flower* of great l-eauty
. and a general astringenev

pervade, (be older, whence nuuiv are of part or

present medicinal repute.

Gliding. There are many pwceeeea of gilding,
varying with the nature of the substance to be
gilded, and the kind of effect required to be pro
duced, but they may all be classified uoder three
heads-viz. (I | mechanical gilding. <«) chemical
gilding. (3) encaustic gilding

The first is used chiefly for gilding wood, plaster
of Paris. leather, paper, and other suhsUncm. If

the object to be gilt k a picture or mirror frame,
consisting of a plain wooden moulding, then, after

Kting a coat of oil-paint, from four to ten coat* of
• whiling mixed with fine glue are put on, each

in it* turn bring smoothed with pumice-stone and
fine sand paper. This done, a coal of gold-size is

frestrd Geatian

called ‘gold paint/ which is finely powdered f>7

given to those pail* which are not to be burnished
;

but thiae which are receive only a coating of clear

animal sire. Both of these prepared surfaces now
receive the gold-leaf, which if laid on by mean* of a
broad thin brush called a tii/, and further pressed

on with a thick soft-haired brush. Those part*
which have been gold-sired are in this way oil-gilt,

and will stand washing
;
while such portions a*

have been gilt on the size preparation in order to

be burnished will not bear soap and water. If the
picture-frame is much enriched with fine raised

ornament, the surface to be gilt is previously pre-

pared with oil paint and gold-size alone, a* the
coating with whiting destroys the sharpness of the
work. The result, however, is more tender and
leas durable.
Japanuer'i Gilding. Where gilt ornament* are

to be put on a japanned ground, they are, by one
method, |uiinU*l w ith gold size, and gold-leaf after-

wards applied. By another method, rather more
than the "pare the ornament is to occupy is wholly
covered with gold-leaf, adhering with isinglass.

The ornament is then painted on with asphaltum,
which protect* the gold beneath it while the super
lluuus leaf is licing washed away. A little turpen-

tine will then remove the protecting aaphaltum so
as to display the gilt ornament. Japunnere’ gold
size is a mixture of Unwed oil. guin aoimi, ami
vermilion.

Fait Gilding, although an old invention. Iwis

become in recent years an important trade in

Germany. The moulding iutemled to lie ’gill' in

this way is first covered with bright silver leaf or
tinfoil on a surface prepared as nUive, and then
coaled with a yellow varnish. Other aulailtutc*

for genuine gilding that are largely used consist in

alying ‘ Ihilch gold,' which is copper beateu out
gold leaf, as in genuine gilding, or in uaing so-

<3 ‘gold paint,’W ‘
'* • •*

or other similar alloy.

Chemical 6'iWivi- Metals are now usually gildod
by the process of electro-gilding (see KLKCTItO-
MRTAt.LL'KOY ) ; but, beaides this, various methods
of chemical gilding have been adopted, and Mins
are still in use.

Water or HWi Gilding, a* it is somewhat inap-
propriately termed, consist* in applying to metal a
paate formod of an amalgam of gold, and afterward*
evaporating the volatile mercury by heat, which
leaves the gold firmly adhering to the sorfaoo of

the metal.
Gilding by Immcrmm. - For this purpose a

solution of gold in nitre-muriatic acid is used which
slowly attacks the metal to be gilded, and at the

wmr time deposit* on it* surface an equivalent
of gold. The method called Grceum Gilding is

another similar process, in which gold is used dis-

solved in a solution of nal ammoniac and corrosive

•uhlimate in nitric acid.

Moat articles that are gilded by either of the
nlsive chemical methods, or hy electro-gilding, are
submitted to an after procees of eolouhng. This
consist* either in acting upon the surface with n

saline solution, and heating the article afterwards,

or in coating it with a kind of varnish of bef*w«x
and yellow ochre, and then, burning this off. The
colouring of jewelry, &c., made of gold alloyed
with copper or bnuw, is performed by submitting
the article to the action of a mixture of nitre,

alum, and common salt, either dry or dissolved

in water, heal being applied in either c**e. The

haser alloy ia thus removed from the surface,
which becomes covered with a richly coloured film

of nearly pure gold.

Sword-blade*, lancet*, and other steel nrticln*

are gilded in fancy devicee by drawing the design

with a camel-hair pencil moistened in a solution

of gold, prepared by agitating ether with a solution

of terchloride of gold, and decanting the light

liquid which float* on the top.

Silks,’’Vtificial flowers, ivory, bone, &c. may lie

gilded by immersing them in, or painting them
with, a neutral eolution of one part uf terchloride

of gold to four or five of water, and then exposing
them in a vessel containing hydrogen ga*, which

readily combine* with the chlorine, and reduces

the gold to the metallic state.

Fnenuitie Gilding is usually applied to glass

and porcelain. The gold i* first obtained in a
finely divided stale bv precipitating from the

chloride with protoeulpfiate of iron, or by simply

heating the chloride. This powder is ground up
with Ath of it* weight of oxide of bismuth and

some borax and guin water, and then painted on
the ware. It is thpn heated till the borax is vitri-

Bed and the gold thereby fixed. Sometimes the
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gold i* ground with turpentine, or an amalgam of

gold is used* Thin ha* a brown dingy appearance

when it leaven the kiln ;
the gold lu*trr i* brought

up bv burnishing.

Gilding Metal.—The metal of which gilded good*

are made i* required to have an nearly a* possible

the colour of gold, so that when thr »urfarr gilding

ia worn off at the more exposed parts the difference

of colour will not he readily apparent. Th» l»

obtained by making a kind of by**.* having a much
larger proportion of copper than common bra**

The following arc three receipt* from among a
variety in n*e

: <
1 > 0 parts copper. I common bra**;

(8) 4 parts copper to I Krutoi brat* ; 1 3 1 13 parts

copper, 3 part* brass. 12 parts tin The last is

much harder than No. 1 or 2.

b'ln, or Gknkva. an alcoholic drink, distilled

from malt or from unlimited barley or other grain,

and afterwards rectified and flavoured The gin

which forms the common spirituous drink of the

lower classes of Wndon and its vicinity is flavoured

very slightly with oil of turpentine and common
aalL Each rectifier has his own particular recipe

for regulating the quantities to be used, but
usually about 6 fluid ounces of spirit of turpentine
and 31 lb. of salt are mixed iu 10 gallon* of water ;

these are placed in the rectifying still, with MO
nlloos of proof corn spirit, and distilled until the
nts begin to come over. The product is then

UMel either unsweetened .ir sweetened with sugar.

Potato spirit is used in the manufacture of inferior

qualities of gin.

The word yin is a shortened form of genew. so
called by confusion with the Swiss tow n of C*ene%a,

hut itself really a corrupted form of the Old Kr.

gennre, 4 juniper/ from the Lat, junior*i. It is

well known that Juniper berries are still used in

flavouring the spirit mode from rye meal and malt
in Holland, where it is an article of great manu-
facture. chiefly at Schiedam ; lienee it i» ofteu

called .vAiVrffijn or Hollands, as well as geneva and
in. The larger part by far of the spirit made in

.
olland is exported to other countries, especially

to North America and northern Europe. It was
formerly always exported in bottles, a square form

is still

«

of wit10

UIW.I IU well

(•miliar, but cask* arc now much

•oma vile racipc for increasing thr pungency ami
giving a factitious strength l«> the much .lilutrd

Almost every gin palace keeper in London has

Tor incrrasii

»us strength
•WMMd«] spirit sold under this name. A

Mjnmeration of the article* usually employed will

give some idea of the a*Mol to which soohuiticatioii

U carried OD with this snirit : roach alum, salt of

urUr (carbonaM of potash), oils of jumper, cas*ta.

nutmeg, lemons, sweet fennel, and carawav, con

ander seed*. cardamoms, and caisncuma, ano, n
XLd, even sulphuric acid. hxcro. of turpentine

SXmcwt common and perhaps the worst ^lul

Mrant. 8lUI much sound gin is made in tendon-

the diuretic qualitie* of it*
1 Old Tom. as well as

of Hollands, are well known.

lalltwin* Iwnt Jif • a

• xliiilt nl t-xl‘ »l* III I.IlM Ijt h*i» y
Alul I

cultivated in the East lndiee from time immemorial,

and is now alsocultivated in other tropical countries,

particularly the Wot lndiee and Sierra Leone, from

both of which, as well as from the East Indie*, it*

root-stocks—the ginger of commerce—are a con

siderable article of export. The cultivation is

extremelv easy, and is carried on up to 4-5000 feet

in the Himalayas in moist situations The root

stock is taken up when the .terns have withered,

and is prepared foe the market either simply hv

scalding in boiling water—in order to kill it—and

ibaeqeent drying, or by scraping and washing
Thefiret method yields Bloc*t Ginger, the

White Ginger

;

but there are considerable varietal
method yields

ter; but then
in the .hade, of

notice.

main qualities depeud upon iu pale yell

oil. Preserved Ginger, largely imported

and the East and Went lndiee, con.i

The Market of

Black Ginger, moreover, is only of n stone colour,

and the whiteal of While Ginger very f*» ,I'»Q

perfectly whiM, unlese bleaching by chloride of

lime be afterwarda employed to improve iu appear-
anew—a procen* not otherwise advantageous. The
uses of ginger, both in medicine as a stimulant and
carminative, and in domestic economy a* a condi -

ment. are too well known to irouire particular

It contains a good deal ot starch, but its

yellow volatile

I from China

the East and Went lndiee, con.isU of the

young root Block, preserved in syrup: it i> not

only a delicious sweetmeat, but a useful stomachic

The young root stocks are often also candied

Ginger was known to the K»inan*. and i- said by
Pliny to liave teen brought from Aralia- Zeiunihet

( X. lerumbel). also called Broad-leaved Ginger land

sometime* erroneously Hound Zedoaiy l.
is cultivated

in Java; iu root stock is much thicker, hut lew.

pungent. —Caasumunar(£ rosrumusnr). sometimes
called Yellow Zedoary, has a camplmf like smell,

and a bitter aromatic taste It was of high rrputa

lion •- a medicine nhool the dose of the 17th

century.— Mroga {Z. mioga) is less pungent than
ginger, ami is used in Japan Cattle sent to graze

Ui the jungles of northern India, during the rain

season, are supplied with the root stoek- of 2
eeipitatum, Ui preserve their lie*lth.—The not of

AruluiueAia |q.v.| tamidenu, sometimes called

Indian Ginger or IFiId Ginger in North Vrucuca,

is applied to similar usew.

Euenrt «J Ginger, much used for flavouring, is

merely an alcoholic tincture.—Syrup */ Ginger is

u.ed chiefly by druggots for fU.ounng -Ginger

Tea is a domwtic remedy very useful in ease, of

flatulence, ami » an inlu«i«n of ginger in boiling

water. Ginger tmee » an efleno-ong dnnk made by
fermenting ginger, sugar. and amne other ingie

dienu. and buttling l«rt"re the finurntalion is com
zletesl,—Ginger Wine or Ginger I'niilml i« a liuneui

imrr. I with ginger.— Ginger Ale i* one of the

Aerated Water*
I q ».l -Ginfrrbvend in a very *»ll

I—*, which in the Mth

Ha.

known article of f<«»l. which in tin* 14th century

was made of rye dough, kjieadrd with ginger ami
other spice, and honey or sugar Now its constitu-

ent* are treacle, tm-wt sugar. wheaMn flour. hotter,

and eggs, flavours! with ginger Mel otlier «|>icc*

:

a little carbonate of magnesia and tartaric acid,

or carbonate of ammonia, are sometime* |«ut in to

give light!

Ginseng, a rout highly esteemed in China a- a

medicine, being universally regarded .vs |»—•s.u.g
the most extraordinary virtue*. and a- a remedy for

almoat all dinem**. but particularly he exhaustion

of body or mind It i- the root of a sjiecir. ol

I’anax (order Araliarej-J, amuojKiately called

since so typical a panacea. P biases? >4 Lilian*

Tartary is, however, scarcely dUtinct from I", gum
gu/filium of North America, which is export*’! to

China to the amount of about .Vgr.UW lb. annually ,

but fetches a lower prire. Tlie gin-eng of Corea i-

most valued, and is rarefolly cultivated in that

country. It » raised from se~l ; the seedlings are

planted out, and frequently transplant, and it

is not till the tilth year ilwt the plant reaebc-

maturity. Ordinary gin-eng !• pirjrtrc-l by simply-

drying the root over a charcoal file ; the red ui

clarified gin-eng is steamed in eaitlienware ve.w-l-

with holes. The root i* nniciUgioons, sweetish,

also slightly bitter and aromatic. It ha* l>eeii

regarded a- a very elixir of life all over tin- East,

but especially in China and Jajuui. Western

medical practitioner., Iwson. lev'e a* yet failed

to coolimi or explain its extraordinary reputation

among the Chinese Tlie exj-ut from Corea,

amounting U* ‘JT.000 lb. in a good
y
ear, i- a -tikt

monopoly. The wrild giawng >4 C«rca has (re-

quentlv fetehe-1 twenty time* it* weight in silver

in China. P. frutieotus and cwi/*«rc* of tie

Molucca* are fragrant aromatic* used in Indian

native medicine.

Glauber. Johaxn Rudolph, a German al

chemist and phy sician, «a* l»»ni al Karl'tadt. in

Franconia, in 1003 or IWM. and .lied at Amsterdam
in 1668. No details regarding hi* life are known,

except that he reeided at Vienna. Salzburg, Frank-

fort on the Mam. and Cologne, from whence in

164a hr removed i.roliahlj to Aliisterilaiii. Al

though a believer in tire philosopher s stone and

in the elixir vittr, lie contributed very mate

riallv to the progress id chemistry. In ItdH he

dincoverod hydrochloric acid whilst experiment-

ing with nil of vitriol and common -alt; hf wo~

pnilutbly the find, to procure nitric ar id ; and his

name ha* Iwen tiansmitted in GlauU-rs Salt,

which he likewise discovered Ills tnuti.ea were

E
blishcl at Amsterdam in T ‘ols

.
1601 ; and an

igludi translation was printed h> 1‘arkeat l^.ndmi

in I6K9.

GLAtIBEK's Salt is the popular nninu of the

neutral sulphate of s.sla w h.eo- chemical Composition

is roi.roscnte.1 by the formula Na.Sl), i IOll a
O.

It oecure in long (mu sided translucent prisms,

tenninatzsl by dihclral siimmil*, and eonUiiiing

tell atom, ol water. On ex|«isnic t<> the air, the

crystals lose all ll.eir water, and l«ecomc rrwolved

into a white lewder. NN lien heated they readily

melt in their wntei of crystallisation
;
and, if the

heat is sufficiently continued, the whole of the

water is exjicllcd, and the anhydrous salt remains.

C.laulier s salt ha* a nailing, bitter, and saltish

taste; it is readily soluble In water
;

it* solubility

(in the ordinary crystalline farm) inci caning up

to when it npi-*ars to undergo a molecular

change, and to lie converted into the anhydrous

salt, which at this Minpcmtiiie i» loss soluble than

the hvdrated comiNiuml. and se|M,rat,-s in minute

riv.ta'ls. Glauliers sail in a constituent ot imiiiy

mineral water* (a* at Carlsba.1 and ClmlMnliHiii I,

and is found also a* an etllonwcnce n»-mt salniu

lakes in some part* ol the Cnited Suite.; and it

occur* in small quantity in the blood and other

animal fluids.

The anhydrous salt is prepared in enormous

uantity from common *alt and oil ol vitriol, with

view of Wing afterward* convetted into ear

bonau- of soda (sec Soiiai, For medical use a

purer form is required The salt which remain*

alter the distillation of hydrochloric acid this salt

sulphate of soda contaminated with flCO3trie acid is dissolved in water, to winch is

powdered white marble (earl-mate of lime I.

to neutralise the free ar id, and Ui precipitate it a*

an insoluble sulphate . the solution is boiled down

till a pellicle a|q»eais. is slrairi.il, and set asldn U.

stailise.

t IS used a* a common purgative, and is

lirahle in fever* and inflammatory

r

fvMiriall)' apPlicAtu

afT^tionn. wfirn it it poi^nnary to evacnaU* thr

U>wrln without inc nomiuK or rxcitiiiK frbrilr «l»

turUncr Thr urual clw ih from half an ounco

to an ouncr
;
hut if it i* previously .liiinl, m. im

to rxprl the rator of rrynlallirAtion, it Wcfiimre

dnuhly rfficirnt nr a purgative. It u now mneh
lewa froqurntly unwl in flomortic ftictlinne tlifiu

fonnrrlv. having given pi to nnhlrr apmriUr.

4^lur i* mrrrly an iinpiue (Iflatinf (<|.v.),

A 1 no** t even animal auUtanrr wit) virhl it, henev

\ll kintir of animal rrfum* lin«1 then way to the

glur inakem' hoiler* The refurr of Unrieritti, con

dialing of thr clippings "f hifler, liCNifa, ear and tail

piece* of ox. calf, ami pIiotji arr pryfenwl, I»n auM*f

they can he Hrr?v«. il with lime, whirli removee the

hair, an<l arU aa an anti«rptic. Knr thia pnr]Kii«i

they aie plannl m tankn with quicklime ami waUr
for* two or three weeks. Tney aro aiterwanU
waf<he<i and dried, and are rea<ly for uh* by

the glue maker, who iiHually givea them another

heaMer lime drwing, an.l niUemiently

them ;
they ate afterward* exiMjned t^> the setion

of the air for a time, to neulTaliiM* the rauntic line*.

When well drained, thr pirrrt are placed in flat

bottomed Q0|ftr lniiler^, Wlticll hiV® a perforated
fal*e bottom placeni a little distance aliove the true

nnr, tdi prevent the buniirig of the material*, ami
which have been supplied with rain «>r other soft

water up to two third* the depth of the Ixnler* the

piece* l**dng piled up u> Mnrn** height ntnjve the tup
tif the 4sj*en U>:ler. The whole is kept at a gentle

boiling heat until all the gelatinous part ha* db
*olvrd out, and the mow* of material ha<i punk

down into the fluid. The Wiling i* HiiMained until.
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by repeated trials of small quantities, the operator

knows the fluid is of the right consistency, when
it is drawn off carefully into the concealing

boxes.

The congealing boxes are of wood, and are nearly

square, being slightly narrower at the bottom than

the top; they are tilled to the brim, and when
their contents arc sufficiently solidified the glue,

with a little management, turns out in the form of

a cube, which is cut into thin slices by a wire in

the same manner as soap
;
and these larger slices

are subdivided into smaller cakes by a wet knife.

Frames, with net* stretched upon them, are pro-

vided for drying the cakes upon ;
and tho* frames,

when covered with the cake» of glue, are adjusted

one over another at a little distance apart, sup-

ported between four uprights, aud, if in the open

air, covered over with little wooden roof*, the whole

being arranged so that the air ran have free accesa

to facilitate drying. This proem is an anxious

one for the manufacturer, as the changes of the

weather have great and often completely de-

structive effects upon glue in thin state. In

Britain spring and autumn are the best drying
seasons. Generally, after the open air drying, the

glue is taken to" drying rooms, heated slightly,

where it hardens cflectually ; but it i» not yet

finished
;
the cakes at tins stage have a dull, un-

sightly look, to remedy which they are dipped into

cold water, or are wetted with a brush dipped in

hot water, and rediicd, this wetting giving the

cakes a bright varnished appearance.
While England does not excel in this manufac-

ture, it is a recognised fact that Scottish glue-
such as that made by Messrs Cox at Edinburgh—
ranks in the front of the glues of all countriea. A
light-coloured glue U not necessarily good, nor

dark-coloured glue necessarily had. A bright dear
claret colour is the miturul colour of hide-glue,

which ia the beat and most economical. Light-

coloured glues ( as distinguished from gelatine) are

made cither from bones or sheepskins. The glue

yielded by these materials cannot compare with

the strength of that yielded by hides. A great

quantity is now made iu France and Germany from
bones- It is got as a bv product in the manufacture

of animal charcoal. Although beautiful to look at.

it U found when used to be far Inferior to Scottish

hide-glue. The latter is largely used by match
makers, piano makers, and cabinet makers, who
export their good* to all parts of the world, and to

whom, owing to the damp climate- of many parts

to which they export, a lirst class glue ia absolutely

necessary. Besides its use in joinery, cabinet-

making, book binding, match-making, and similar

operations, glue l* used by paper-maker- and in

dressing silks; and for these last two purpose-

fine light-coloured kinds in thin cake- are made.

Large quantitie- are employed by paper-hanger-

and other- for siring walla. It i- also used for

stiffening straw, cotton, horsehair, and other plaits

for making bonnets and hats.

Marin* Glut is not a glue, but a cementing

composition used in shipbuilding, for paving seams

in ships' decks after being caulked. In hot climate-

it ia preferred to tar for this and other purposes,

where the material- are exposed to the influence of

wet. It consists of indin rubber cut very small, and

digested at agentle heat in a closed vessel with coal

tar naphtha until it i« dissolved, when powdered

shell-lac ia added, and the digestion continued until

it also is dissolved

Oaten ia one. of "«* i™port
|̂^

itituents of the varieties of com used a- food. It

is obtained bv mixing flour with water, and thus

forming a j»asie or dough Thm paste i* placed in

a bag Of fine linen, and kneaded in water, which

must be repeatedly changed till it cease- to assume

a niilkv appearance. A gray, tenacious, viscous,

tasteless substance, having the appearance of bird-

lime. i- left in the bag This imbalance consists

mainly of gluten, mixed with trace* of bran starch

and of oily matter. The gluten thus obtained from

wheat and from rye is far more tenacious than

that which is obtained from the other cereals,

and it is the great tenacity of this constituent

that especially fits these flours for conversion into

bread. It is found by analysis that the propor-

tion of gluten ( 16 per cent.) contained in wheat

grown in Algeria and other hot countries i* con-

siderably higher than in wheat grown in England

7 10*7 per cent. |, or -till colder countriea; the pro-

portion in the wheat of the Unite-1 States seems

to vary from 9 85 to as much as 15-25 per cent. ;

and tlie hard, thin-skinned wheat- contain more

of this ingredient than the softer varieties of the
grain.

Gluten in a moist state rapidly putrefies, the
mass acquiring the smell of decaying cheese ;

but

when dry it forms a hard, brownish, horny-looking
mass, that does not very readily decompose. On
treating gluten with hot akohot. we find that it

resolves itself into at least two distinct sabatencc*.

one of which is soluble, and the other insoluble in

that fluid. The insoluble portion—vegetable fibrin

—is a gray, tough, elastic substance, insoluble in

water or in ether, but readily soluble in dilute

alkalies, from which it is precipitated by neutral

iaation with acetic acid. The soluble portion u ui

part precipitated from the alcohol on cooling, in

the form of flakes, whieh have the composition and
properties of casein-a vegetable casein ;

while a

third substance, ghadim. remains in solution, giving

to the alcohol a syrupy consistence, but separating

on the addition of water, as a white substance

resembling albumen. All theae constituent* of

gluten contain earboo. hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen,

and aulphur. in much the —me proportion aa the

animal albuminates or protein bodies, and they all

doubtless belong to the fl«h forming group of

The action of gluten in the manufacture of bread

is probablv a double ooe ; It induce*, by constant

action, an alteration of the starch, and subsequent

fermentation, while hy iu tenacity it prevent* the
escape of carbook acid gas

Glycerine, Glycerol. or PaoritxvL Alcohol.
CjH,|0H i,. was discovered by Scheele ia 1779, who
obtained it ia the preparation of lead-plaster, and
named it ‘the sweet principle of fata' It i. a
colourIrs*. viscid, neutral, inodorous fluid, of an
inunsely sweet taste, is soluble in water and
alcohol to all proportions, but is insoluble in elber

and in chloroform. It* specific gravity ia 1-27.

If onkkly cooled down, glycerine does not crystal-
line. but solidifien at to* C into n gum-like mass
In the winter of l»7 it was discovered that some
glycerine whkh was being .hipped to England had
froion into n -olid crystalline maw; till then

I
‘y cerise wan believe. I to >« uncrystalli-able.
t 100* it ia slightly volatile. bat if diatilled alone

the greater part of it becomes decomposed
; it may.

however, be diatilled without alteration in a cur-
rent of auperheated steam. By this means Wilson
succeeded in ISM in separating heated fate into
glycerine and the acid with whkh it waa pre-
viously in combination; the glycerine is thus
obtained in a high stale of concentration as a
colourless, syrupy liquid, which can be thus pre-

pared in unlimited quantity.
Glycerine occurs ready formed in a few fate (aa.

e.g., old palm oil), and. according to I’aateur. is

contained in all fermented liquoru, and especially
in wine. It in a product of the saponification of

the various fata bee Soap.
Glycerine m a tnatomic alcohol— i.e. it it derived

from three molecules of water bv replacing three
atoms of hydrogen by the triatomic radical C,H,

;

or it may be considered a compound of C.II. with
three molecules of hydroxyl. OH—and may be
represented by the formula C.H^OH),: and in

the animal and many vegetable fat*, the three
molecule* of hydroxyl are replaced by three mole
culee of the anhydrous fatty acid. In the -aponifi

cation of thcae fate—that w to say. when they are
treated with potash, soda, or oxide of lead, or
under the influence of superheated steam -the fattv
acid separate* from C,H„ whkh assimilate* three
molecule* of hydroxyl and becomes glycerine.
Glycerine forms soluble compounds with bant*,
•trentia. and lime; and it dissolve* oxide of lead
and numerous salt*. It is found that glycerine is

convertible into a true fermratablo sugar when
treated with a mixture of potassium bichromate
and sulphuric acid, or with potassium permanganate
in presence of sunlight.
We have already referred to the beet mode

(Wilson's process of obtaining glycerine on a
large scale ; the usual method of obtaining it on a
email scale ia from olivc oil. which is saponified by
treating it with an equal weight of litharge ( lead
oxide). This is mixed with water, and added to
the oil. with which it ia boiled till the saponifica-
tion ia complete. The glycerine is dissolved by
the water, and is easily separated from the in-
soluble lead plaster (a mixture of oleate and pal
mitate of lead). Any trace* of lead arc removed
by sulphuretted hydrogen, and the water is

expelled in vacuo, a* the glycerine would turn
brown in the open air.

The uses of glycerine are numerous. In modi,
cine it ia employed as a local application iu

diseases of the skin and of the ear
;

it is* used ns n
solvent for many drugs ; aud ia taken internally

for the same purpose- as cod-liver nil. It i« n
valuable preservative fluid for email and delicate

anatomical preparations, anil it bus been applied

to the preservation of meat. It is used in per-

fnmcrv, in calico-printing, and in the preparation

of leather. It is used hy the wine-dealer Ul

‘improve’ the quality of wine, and by the brewer,

as ft is said, to impart keeping power to Wr.
Very large quantities of glycerine aie requited for

the production of Nitro-glvcerine (q.v.) and other
explosive* It has been added to ilm water in gas-

meter* with the view of preventing it from freezing.

It is used in the manufacture of copying ink, and
is of general application where a lubricating agent

Is required.

Like tho alcohols in general, to which class
glycerine belongs, it form* several classes or series

of derivatives, the most important oi which un-

it* combinations with acids, whkh are analogous

in their composition to the various fata and oils

See Boscoe and Sehorteiunier's Tiwlttr on Chun •

ulrv, arid Scboilem nier's Manual of tht Chemistry

of in* Carbon Gomyoundt.
Gltcocoll, or Amido-ACRTIC Aciu, Cfl^NH,)

COtll. was first prepared by Biaconnol in IN20,

being obtained among the products of the action of

sulphuric acid on glue, and received from him the

name sucre </r gtlntint, on account of it* -weet

ta»u*. It i* a product of various processes of

decomposition ol animal matters. Glycocoll is

very soluble in water, the solut ion having no effect

on vegetable colours, hut it i* insoluble in alcohol.

Glvcoeoll combines both with acids and bases, and
the compounds in both cases aio soluble and

cry stal Usable.

Glycogen, C,7
H

?1
O^H,(>, sometimes culled

animal starch, was discovered by ( laude Bernard

in the human liver as well iu* that of graminivorous

animals It ha- liecn shown to exist very widely

diffused throughout the animal kingdom, and

appear* to I* an essential accompaniment of cel

lular growth, occurring in large quantities in tho

fu-tus. It occur- also in blood and muscular tissue.

It is found iu mollusca, dries! oyster- being said to

contain a* much a* 9 5 per cent. Glycogen ha*

also been detected in the vegetable kingdom, hi

moulds and other fungi, Its uses in the animal

economy are noticed in the article LfVr.R.

Glycol i- the type of a class o' utiliml com-
pound*, whose existence was inferred, and after-

ward* discovered, by Wurt*. In their chemical
relation and properties they form an intermediato
acrir* between the monatomic alcohols, of which
common alcoliol is the type, on the one hand, and the
triatomic alcohols, a class of bodies of which otxli

nary glycerine is the type, on the other The name
of glycol, formed from the first syllable of glycerine
and lire Inst of alcohol, has been given to express
this relation. The glycols are accordingly termed
diatomic alcohols. Ordinary giycol is formed from
ethylen, <’-Hv and hence may he called ethyl-
glycol, to distinguish it from propyl-glycol, which
is formed from piupyleu, C,li<. from butyl-glycol,
which is formes! from butylen, C',11,, oi from amyl
glycol, which i- formed from ainylcn. C,II. ,. Glycol
is a colourless, slightly viscid fluid, with a sweet
teste, and it* composition is expressed by the
formula C,H

4
(OH I*. See Srhorlemiiiera Manual

ofIkf Chtmitiry of the Carbon Compounds.

Goitre! Fr.), nr BnONCnocRLR, the name applied
to any enlargement of the Thyroid Gland (n.v,

|

which is not either inflammatoiy oi cancerous. The
commonest and most interesting form of the disease
is that which is endemic in certain district', par-

ticularly in mountainous region*rc.g. among the
Alp*, the Himalayas (a* at Darjeeling

|,
and the

Andes. In Britain it is most often met with in

Derbyshire, and hence popularly called ' Derby-
shire neck ;' but even there it is not common, tn

some villages among the Alp* nil the inhabitants
without exception are affected Endemic goitre L-

often associated in the same district* and the same
families with Cretinism (q.v.). Numerous theories
have been advanced to account for it • it ha* been
attributed to damp climate, snow-water, water with
excess of lime or of magnesia, bad feeding, bad
ventilation, and many other influence*. But no one
of these alleged cause- is present in marked degree
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is now used with a leaf of vellum at intervals
through the packet, which is from 3j to 4 inch*
square. The pile of bite of gold ribbon thus inter-
leaved is called a ‘catch.’ and this, having been
placed upon a thick Mock ot marble about V inch*
square. resting on a strong bench, is beaten with a
hammer weighing from 15 to 17 lb., till the pieces of

gold extend to the site of the sqoare* of the paper.

The hammer rebounds by the elasticity of the

vellum, which aavea or at least lessens the labour of

lifting it. Each square of gold.in the rutcli it now
taken out. cut into four piece*, and placed letwren
leave* of Gold beater s Skin (q.v.J. Tl.it packet,

termed a ‘ shodcr,' is beaten with a 9- lb. hammer
for about two hours, or six time* as long as in the f , -

first or cutch beating. For the final heating Uc “d ,n

gold leaves from tlte slioder are again divided into
"c"

lour, and each piece placed between leaves of fine

gold beater’s skin, about 950 of whirl, form a
packet termed a 'mould.' After four hour* (wal-

ing with a 7-lb. hammer the gold-leaf in the mould

is of the thickness usually told, which averages the
fctt.UUOth part of an inch. Each -kin of the mould
it rubbed over with calcined gv|~um U» prevent the and useful for’ culina
gold adhenng to it One gram of gold in the form .mg* „f iu growth,
of gold leaf of the ordinary thick™*. used in gild '

ing measures about 56 tquaie inches, but it can be

Water) out to the extenl of 75 square inrhes. A
gTain of silver can be beaten out to a still greater

extent, but the leaf would really W thicker, since

this metal has not aearly the density of gold.

An alloy consisting of 37 grains of gold. 2 of

silver, and I of copper makes a leaf will, a deep
yellow colour. A compound containing 4 grains

of gold to I of silvn give, a uah- yellow leaf, but

as the proportion of silver is le~.-r.el it becomes

deeper in the yellow. Seen In iiansnnlled light

gold leaf when only slightly alloyed appeal* green,

lull if it contains a large pro|«rtion of silver its

colour is violet. For external gilding, leaf made
from pure gold i* lb* bad. a* it J«w* not tarnish by

atmospheric influence. . Iail it » nut so com r merit it

for onlicary puq-ar*

in all allected localities : it seems probable that

various different combinations of cause* arc capable

of producing a similar effect on the thyroid.

Sporadic case* of goitre, indistinguishable as

regard* the swelling from the endemic form, except
that they do not attain such a large size, occur m
all part* of the world. In either ease, the enlarge

ment may affect all the tissue* of the gland

equally, or may have its chief seat in the blood

-

veesalo or the fibrous tissue, or may be much
exaggerated by the formation of Cysts Iq.v.) in the
gland. In that form called Exophthalmic goitre,

or Graves'- disease, after its lir*t describer, the
thyroid enlargement is vascular and pulsating, and
is associated with protrusion of the eye*, rapid

action of the heart, Ac. and is clearly only ooe
symptom of a wide disturbance of the nervous
system.

In other forms of goitre the tumour produces as a
rule no obvious ill effects, except the inconvenience
arising from its sire, for it may be no large as to

hang down upon the breast, or even to admit of being
thrown over the shoulder. In some few rase*,

however, where it docs not project so much for-

ward, it is apt to press upon the windpipe, embar-

rassing the icspiration, and may even cause death

in this way.
Endemic goitre may usually be cured or checked

by removal at an early stage of the malady t*. an
unaffected district and more healthy surrounding*.

Where this i- not practicable, and in sporadic

cases, iodine is the favourite remedy, loth applied

Un-ally and administered internally ; but no method
is uniformly or certainly successful in the reduction

of the enlargement. In bod cases the gland has
frequently lwn removed ; but the evil results

which are now known often to follow (see MvxiK-
l>KM.\) have made surgeons, during lute years,

most unwilling to undertake the operation, itself

a serious one 1’ailial removal i. not open to

the same objection
;
'nor is division of the tumour

in the middle line without removal. Both the**

proceeding* sometimes give great relief, and may
W followed by shrinking of the remaining gland

aubatance.

Gol<l-bi-tttrr‘N Kklll. a very thin hut tough
membrane prepared from the external r.iat of the

oivcum—a part of the great intestine of the ox.

It is drawn off in lengths of 25 inches or more from

the other coats, immersed in a weak solution of

iM.lanh, and *orii|ied with a blunt knife upon a

board. After a soaking in water, two of theee

piece* are stretched ii|-.n a frame, dried, and then

separated by n knife. Each strip is again fixed

with glue to a frame, and washed over with a solu-

tion of alum. When dry it is next coated with

lishgluo, and afterwards with white of egg. The

S

irs?" of membrane is then cut into square* of 5 or

i inches. A gold-beater's mould contains from
900 to 880 of these square*, and to furnish this

nearly 400 oxen are required. Beside* its applica

tion in gold-Watuig. this fine membrane is used in

the dressing of slight wourols.

shaped fruit, varying from the sire of a large apple

to 50 or 100 lb. in weight, i* much eulti

vated both in gardens and fields in almost ail

parts of the world of which the climate i* warm
enough for it ;

and the fruit is not only a very
important article of human food, but is also used

along with the superabundant shoot* for fee ling

cattle. In many countries pumpkins arc « rtnnci

pal part of the ordinary' of the pouter da-
and are much uaed even by the wealthy ; they are

not eaten raw. but drnwcil in a great variety of
'

», with sugar, spice, Ac.
,
or sliced

oil or butter, or made into soii|m,

I’umpkins are much cultivated in Norlh
ca. In England they arc also cultivated,

but not U> a great extent, and never a- food for

caMle.—The Vegetable Marrow (<’. or t\

tuccada ) idmui to be a meie variety of (he
pumpkin. It is now more generally cultivated in

Britain than any other kind of gourd, Wing one of

the must hardy, and its fruit of excellent quality

.V. ._!! ty nuqxsws at almost every

*i. When full grown the (nut
u elliptic, very smooth, generally aUmt w inchet
Ionic and 4 tncUm in diftmeter

;
hut there nr<i

many vanetion diatingutshed by the form the

fmit and the clclicnry of the texture and flavour

of the flan! i . — One of the mo#t valuable ic<»urdn for

culinary purpom i* the Great Gourd (C*. maxima),
of which the Spanish Gourd is a green-fruited

x.olior rurn tor. yv*»j. 'progeny or sce.1 , ami
rA<0. 'I flow 'g • name originally applied almost
indiscriminately to all discharge* from the genital
passage* in both s*x»*. but especially in tW male
In the course of usage the term has Wen almost
entirely rsstricted u> iho designation of one par.
ticular kind of discharge, which, from iu connec-
tion with a contagious poison. -a* originally called,
in strict nosological language, G. virulmta. This
form of the disease is usually caused by the direct
communication ot sound persons with those already-
affected ; and accordingly gonorrhea is one of the
numerous penalties attending an indiscriminate
and impure intercourse of the sexes (see SYPHILIS).
Gonorrhea is a very acute and painful form of
disease

; U is liable, also, to leave iu trace* in
the more chrooic form of gleet, which may last for

a considerable time. Often, moreover, it leave*
somo of the parts affected permanently damaged,
and stricture. *terility. &c may result The only
constitutional effect of any importance is a very
intractable inflammation of joint*, closely re-cm
bling rheumatic fever, which occasionally follows
it The name gonorrhea was formed on the
erroneous supposition that the discharge consists
of the spermatic fluid, whereas, the disease Wing
an inflammation of the mucous membrane of some
part of the generative organ*, the discharge is the
mucopurulent or purulent discharge from the
diseased surface. Hence the name Blennorrhaain
has Wen proposed for the ailment The disease
may reach it* height in a period of from one to
three weeks; it then usually snWide*. and the
various symptoms abate in severity. For gonor
rhea! ophthalmia, see, under Eye. Purulent Con.
junctinlu. vol. iv. p. 514. Victims of gonorrhea and
the allied disorder* should consult none but medkal
men of high standing and undoubted character.

Gold-bonllng is a very ancient art. having

0C«n practised from a remote period among oriental

nations. Gilding with leaf ((old is found on the
coffins of Egyptian mummies, on some Greek
pottery vases ul as early a date as the 4th or 5lh
century B.C., and on portions of the palace* of

ancient Rome. Beckmann state* that the German
monk Thoophilus. who appear* to have lived at

least as early as the 12tn century, describes the
process nearly as it is at present, the gold having

been Waten between parchment, which is practi-

cally the same as the modem method. Formerly

the gold-beater’s art was largely practised in Flor-

ence, but in that city the production of fine gold-leaf

has greatly diminished during the latter haif of the
19th century through French and German competi-
tion, the latter country especially now making large

quantities of an inferior gold-leaf. Gold-beating is

practised in moot of the large towns of the United
Kingdom, hut London is its chief centre.

According to the shade of colour required gold is

alloyed for Wilting either with silver or copper or

with both. The proportion of copper rarely exceeds
one-twentieth part that of the gold, but the quan-
tity of silver in the alloy is sometimes much
larger. The ingot Wing prepared, it is rolled out
Into a ribbon 1 $ inches wide, a 10- feet length of

which weighs an ounce. This length of ribbon is

then annealed and cut into about 75 piece* of

equal weight. Formerly theee were placed be-

tween leaves of vellum, but a tough kind of paper

Ths Gnat Count ff

Gourd (CWwrfc'fa). a genus of plant* of the

natural order Cucurbitaw, nearly allied to the

cucumber, haring male and female flower* on the

same plant, the flowers large and yellow. The
specie* are annual plant* of very rapid growth, their

leave* and steins rough. tW-ir leave* broad and

lobed. their stems often very long and trailing; they

are native* of warm climate*, although the native

region of the kind* chiefly cultivated is very

uncertain, and they have probably Wen grea'lv

modified by long cultivation, so that perhap* all

of them may W forme of one original speciee. a
native of some of the wanner parts of Asia. The

be*towed on another. The Squash i* regarded ns
one of the best gourds, mid i« much cultivated in

some parts of Europe and in North America.—The
Waited Gourd (C. vcrrucoga). which hns a very
hard skinned fruit covered with large wart*, aD.l
the Musk Gourd (C. auachata |, distinguished by
its musky smell, are less hardy than the kinds
already named

;
os L*i also the Orange Gourd

( C.
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aurantui), sometimes cultivated on account of

it* beautiful orange-like fruit, which, however,
although sometimes edible and wholesome, is not
unfrequently very unfit for use, on account of colo-
cynth developed in it This is apt to be the case in
some degree with other gourds also, but the bitter
taste at once reveals the danger. The same remark
is applicable to the young shoots and leaves, which,
when perfectly free from bitterneaa, are an excel-

lent substitute for spinach. In Scotland even the
most hardy gourds are generally reared on a
hotbed and planted out In England it lias been
suggested that railway-banka might be made pro-
ductive of a groat quantity of human food by
planting them with gourds. Ripe gourds may be
kept fora long time in a cool well-ventilated place,
nor are they injured by cutting off portions for use
as required. The name gourd is ofteu extended to
many other Cucurbitaccie. 8m BOTTLR-OOl'RO.,

(•ruffing, a mode of propagation applicable to

all kinds of tree* and ahrubs, and even herbaceous
plants whose tissue* are firm. The operation con-

sists in the inserting of a branch or bnd (scion) of

one tree into some part of another tree ( Moot ). so as

to bring about a union of the two. The practice of

grafting is <loubtl«-a one of great antiquity, and iU
origin may in all probability be traced to a natural

Cew which is of frequent occurrence. It has

n olneived that, when two bnuiche* of a tree

or brancht* am! even the ateina of kindred trees

growing closely together overlap and touch each
other, Clio hark become* wounded or »braded, and
the returning juice* exuding from the ruptured
vessels in the Alburnum (q.v.) produce granule.

by which a perfect incorporation of structure
U effected, and the part* become one. The object

U. first, to perpetuate and increase the
fruit-tree*,

milted
which

slowly andlnu surely multiplied by
any other artificial mode of propagation ; secondly,

to increase and accelerate the fruitfulness of fruit-

in'** for, the elaborated sap being impeded in ite

descent at the junction of the scion with the stock,

the process of maturation la thereby promoted, and
fertility more largely and quickly induced. Old
and unfruitful tre**, whose stems and root* are

vigorous and healthy, may he rendered fniitful in

tions by which a perfect incorporation of_

l» effected, and the part* bee

of grafting is, first, to perpet

*lock of varietica and subvarieties of

the innate qualities of which cannot be transmitt
with certainty to thoir progeny by seeds, and whi

would be more slowly and less surely multiplied

their
a

the course of two or three years by haring

top* cut back and re-graftcd with scion* li

fruitful ami healthy tree. Grafting i* also em-
ployed for tho purpose of dwarfing fruit-tree*, while

at tho same lime abnormally increasing their fruit-

fillness. This in attained partly by the selection of

a stock which exerts a restrictive influence on the
scion, and by double grafting— i.*. grafting twice

or oftener at will. Very young tree* are thus

rendered prodigiously fruitful, and are in demand
for the purpose of 'pot culture and planting in

orchard, houam. Tree* damaged by wind or other-

wise have their injuries repaired by grafting,

thoeo that are unequally balanced may be brought

to perfect symmetry by the jndicious insertion of

scions in the ill-furnished part*.

In grafting it is particularly to be attended to

that the alburnum ol the scion is brought into con-

tact with that of th i stock. The hard wood of the
one never unite* with that of tho other, remaining

separate and marking the place of the operation
even in the oldest trees. For scions or graft*,

pieces of nltout six to eight inebee long are generally
taken from the shoots of the previous summer, with

several buds ;
but portions of shoots of twoyea

are sometime* successfully employed. The time
for grafting U in spring, as soon a* the sap begins
to appear. The scion should, if possible, be taken
from a healthy and fruitful tree, but scions from

the extremities of lateral branches are more likely to

become speedily fruitful than those from the upper-

most branch**, where growth is moot vigorous.

The scion should be kept for a few days before

grafting, so that tho stock m
not only in vigour, but in

tv rather exceed it,

the progress of it*

purpose it may be

C
spring growth; and for this

td in the ground. In a rather dry soil, sheltered

the direct rays of the snn. Scions may be
kept for some time, and easily carried to a diatanoe,

by sticking their lower end into a potato or moist
moea or clay. The end should always be freehly

cut off when tie scion is to be need. There are

various modes of grafting.

Cleft grafting (fig. I) in

very commonly practised

when the stock ie very con-

770

wderaWy thicker than the

f
cat
the

V.
over, is cleft down,
graft, cut into the shape of
a wedge at ita lower end by
a sharp thin knife, is in-

serted into the cleft. This

Fie L-O***-*
of large trees, when the introduction ol a new variety

of fruit or increased fruitfulness is sought. — Crovm-
grafting is used for still thicker stocks, which are
cut across, and then cleft down by two cleft*

crossing one another at right angle*, two scions
being inserted close to the lark in each deft ; or
no cleft at all i* made, and any desired Dum-
ber of scions obliquely cut away on one tick

between th£ bark and

wood of

operation in

Seing deferred till the
bark readily pan* from
the wood In this kind
of grafting a longi-
tudinal slit in the bark
of the stock, opposite
to each graft, is ad
vantageou*. — Tongue

SfrUfr.2'
practised for young
tree* in numeric* For^ 1 this it is necessary

:

:‘!i
**»» ‘be “d the

SE^ya*-1 - ' w ?' »«
. „ verydifferent thickness.
A alU or a very narrow
in the centre of the
similar one in the acton upwards, both having
been first cut obliquely at corresponding angle.

;

and. the tongue tho. mad* in the -cion t-,n,
inserted into the incision in

vrryimereot thickness,
angular incision is made
•lock downward*, and a

in

the stock.
bting

fastened very closely and thoroughly tog*£?
•addle grafting the end of the stockls cut into
the form of a wedge, and the -don is affixed to
it. the base of the scion having been cut or slit up
for the purpoM. -SkmUder-grmfting, used chiefly for
ornamental tree*, u performedby cutting obliquely,
and then cutting aema. . snail part at top if tfit
stock so a* to form a shoulder, scion being cot
to fit it-Fro -grafting, not now much in use. ia
accomplished \r, making the end of the scion into
a peg. and boring the top of the stock to receive
it.

Whichever of three modes of grafting is adopted
the graft must be fastened in it* pl.ee by tying,
for which purpoae a strand of Ust-matting is
commonly used. The ire*, of air is further pre
vented by means of clay, which ha. been worked
up with a little chopped hay. horse or cow dung,
and water, and which is applied to the place of
junction so a* to form a hall, taperiag both upward*
and downward*. In France a composition of 28
part* black pitch. 28 Burgundy Ditch, 10 yellow
wax. 14 tallow, and 14 sifted satire is generally
uMd instead of clay The pragmas of the bods
•how. the union of the graft and .lock, but it is
not generally safe to remove the day in Irea than
three months; and the ligatures, although then

are allowed to remain for soiSe time

longer. Fr
often obtained

kinds of fruit-trees fruit

rtar after grafting.the
Budding (q.v.) ia in principle the aa£e as graft-

ing
;
and ftuU grafting is a kind of budding in

which a ring of bark with one or more bud. is

used instead of a single bud. nod. n stock of

similar thickne** having been cut over, a corre-

sponding ring of bark is removed, and the foreign

one sulatitotcd. This In commonly performed In

rng. when the bark parts resdily. and is one of

surest mode* of grafting.—InareJung or graft-

ing by approaef. in which the scion is not cut

off from it* parent stem until it ia united to the
new stock, is practised chiefly in the case of some
valuable shrube kept in pot*, in which •
the ordinary method* is very doubtful.

An effect is produced by the stock on
which it nourishes analogous to that of n change
of soil ; much of the vigour of n strong healthy
stock is also communicated to a sdoo taken even

from an aged tree. There is, moreover, in some
degree, an influence of the elaborated sap descend-

ing from the sdoo on the stock which supports it

An important part of the practical skill of the

; for different specie* and
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varieties of fruit-tree*. The stock and scion, how-
ever, most not be of species extremely dissimilar.

No credit is due to the statement* of ancient

all attempt* at grafting fail except among plant* of

the same genus, or at least of the same natural

family.
Herbaceous plants with firm stems, as dahlias,

are sometime* grafted. Some kinds of plant*, of

small size, in pot*, are placed in moist Lothonaea
or hotbeds, under bell-glasses, whilst the junction
of the scion and stock a going on, which In these
circumstance* takes place very surely and very
expeditiously. But an accumulation of too mncli
moisture under the bell-glass must be guarded
against.

is the standard unit of French
ares of weight, and is the weight of a cubio

centimetre of distilled water at 0* Centigrade (cor-
responding to 32* F.) ; the other weights have
received names corresponding to the number of
grammes they oontain, or the number of time* they
are contained in a gramme (si* Decimal System,
Metric System). A gramme - 1043248 grains
troy, from which the equivalent* in English meas-
ure for the other weight* can eaaily be found ; thns :
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Okammk m
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- ’1M4 ert

(ikAMMK atom. —A quantity of an elementary
•obalance, each that the number of gramme*-
weight U the tame a« the atomic number of the

alaroant—ug 12 gramme, of carbon (C- 12).

Gramme-equivalent.—

A

number of grammes-
weight of a aubatanoe, elementary or compound,
•Qual numerically to the quantity of thataubetanoe
which ia chemically equivalent to unit weight of
kydregaa ag. 8 grammes of oxygen, 9 gramme, of

Gramme mouwule.—A quantity of a substance,

aw sr.
elementary qi compound, such that tho nntqher of
gramme* and the molecular weight are numerically
the same e.g. 32 grammes of oxygen (0,-32),
grammta of water ( H,0 - 18).

Grnpr-sliof, mllcrl nlv> /r'er-

|«I|IMS|« of >1111111 iron ball,

piled round an ii.sii pin. hold-
ing together a aerie* of )»mnllel

Iron pinto, of (lo- mini’ dimiicti-r

a. tho gun from which they me
to lie tired, between which urn

the shot, kept in their plneea
by hides in the pinto. On being
discharged they * piend over a wide
arm. In another pattern culled

V giaj'e Ihe shot me belli to-

gether on the central pm by cun-
'*• instend of inui pinto. ltislli

b.vo mow nlmu.t ceased to lie nurd, tlicir place
being lakni by rtue-thot, sometimes culled tanislcr.

from

Gnpo-ihot,

ie under whidh several voU.de
oils derived from widely different plant* are
grasped. The grass-oil obtained by diatillation

from the leaves of Andropogon toaraneuta ia

used for rbeamatisra, and has the same stimulant
•‘ a* oajaput oil. Ginger-grass Oil is obtained

A. nardue, a native of India, and other
ol the same genua. Geranium Oil, derived
Pelargonium radula, is so like ginger-

graas oil in ita properties that they are used
for the same purposes, and are bought and sold
under either name, mainly as an adulterant of Oil
of Rose. Turkish Grass-oil ia obtained from A.
patJmodee, indigenous to India, Persia, and Arabia
Lemon grasa Oil, or Citronella Oil. is derived by dis-
tillation from A. eeJiernanthue, indigenous to India
and cultivated in Ceylon. It has an odour resem-
bling oil of citron, and is largely need for soenting
•cap. Cyperos-graes Oil is extracted from the
tabera of Cyperut eeeulentue, indigenous to southern
Europe, and i* need both as a table oil and in the
manufacture of soap.

from

Gmk-firt, a composition supposed to have

been of pounded resin or bitumen, sulphur, naph-
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tba (the principal ingredient), and probably

nitre, with which, from about G73 a.d. onward*,

the Greek* of the Byrantine empire were wont

to defend them*elv«i against their Saracen adver-

saries. The account* of it* effect* are so mingled

with obvious fable that it u difficult U. amve at

any just conclusion as to its power ; but the mix-

ture appears to have been highly inflammable, and

to have been difficult to extinguish ; though the

actual destruction cauaed by it was hardly propor-

tionate to the terror it created. It v. as poured out,

burning, from ladlee on bwiegen., projected out of

tubes to a distance, or shot from balistar. burning

on tow tied to arrows. The invention of this

material ha* naually been ascribed to Callinicu* of

Heliopolis, and to the year flfl8 a.D. At Constantin-
ople the process of making Greek fire waa kept a
profound secret for several centuric*. The know-
ledge, however, of its composition gradually
spread

;
and the use of it spread to toe West.

Subsisting for some time concurrently with gun-
powder, it gradually died out before the advances
of that still more effective competitor. Coinbust

green they reouire by a

for dull shade* As a’

pictures have stood the
other colours.

For the material* use
green, see I>YEIN«.

is imported in billet* about 3 feet long and I

foot in diameter, of a greenish -brown colour. This
is tho clour of the heart wood

; the sap-wood is

pale yellow. Guaiacnni-wood is remarkable for the
direction of it* fibre*, each layer of which crosses

the preceding diagonally
;
annual rings are scarcely

to be observed, and the pith is extremely small.

It sinks in water. It is much valued, and used for

many purpoeea, chiefly by turners; shipe' blocks,

rulers, pestle*. and bowls (see Bowls] are among
the articles most commonly made of it. When
rubbed or heated, it emits a faint disagreeable
aromatic amell

; it* taste is also pungent and
aromatic. Shavings and raspings of the wood are
bought by apothecaries for medicinal use. The
hark is also used in medicine on the continent of
Europe, although not in Britain. The virtues uf
lioth wood and bark depend chiefly on the rrein
which they contain, and which is itself used in
powder, mil, and tincture. It is an acrid stimu-
lant. and ha* been employed with advantage in
chrome rheumatism, in chronic skin di»ea*e«, in

of scanty and painful menstruation
(and hence it is occasionally an effectual remedy

Craand-naL Gboi'Ndslas. or Pea-hut,
the fruit of dracAu hypopro, an annual plant

belonging to the natural order Leguminowe. exten

aively cultivated in southern North America, but

supposed to be a native of Africa. The name
ArarAit, Ararat, or Arandna, was given by Pliny

to a plant which was stemlr** and leafless, being all

root. Modem botanist* have given the name to a

specie* which ripens iu fruit underground. The
pods, though first formed in the air. are a* they

increase in sire forced into the earth by a natural

motion of their stalk*, and there come to maturity
3 or 4 lnche* under the surface, hence the popular
name Ground- or Earth-nut. In the southern

tales of North certain

a a A rueric* the i «v i» iwAffiwimny mi curcuiAi remedy
». need*, or nut*. { “f sterility), and in chronic catarrh. It

** they are baa also been highly praised a* * preventive of
called, are The rr*in i* an ingredient of the well-

\l/^ routed and known Plummtr'l PilU. In the leth and 17th

j
used as cboro- cenlune* Guaiacum was the remedy moat in repute

l_r- & late. When syphilis. It U used in tenting Blood stains
fre*h they hav« The resin *ometinu* flow* spontaneously
a sweet U*te *f®"' »t«m of the Guaiacum tree

; it is enno-W—r&l resembling obtained artificially. It i. of a greenish-yv f almonds. They orown colour, and has a brilliant reeinous fracture.^ |

“ are a favourite

SW'.Ti aStoSip

rancid, rather
improving with age. Ground not* are to be met
with occasionally ia fruiterer* shops in Britain,
and some attempt ha* been made to cultivate the

plant around Pane
;
but requiring as it doe* to be

reared in hot beds, expense and trouble have circum-
scribed iu adoption aa a commercial production
there It is. however, cultivated in some of the
warmer countries of the south of Europe.—The
root* of bunium bulhocattanam and B. itzuotrtm
are also known a* ground nut* or Earth nut*

hum, a general term applied to certain exuda
lions from tree* and plant*, which are very different
in their chemical character* and their general
properties. There are. however, three clas-e* of
gums which may be more particularly referred to—vu. those containing arahin, thorn* containing
bassonn, and gumresinn

< I ) Gumt containing arahin are Imst- ropre-
sentod by gum-arabic, the ordinary gum of tho
shops. This substance is found as an exuda
lion on the hark of the Acacia Senegal, a
tree of some 20 feet in height, growing abund-
antly in western Africa. According to the care
taken in collecting it, it rang.* from the pure
white or oolourlee* gum of Kordofan to the dark-
reddish varieties imported from Senegal. Chemically
th*® are absolutely identical, ami therefore a
single description will suffice. It occur* in irregular
lumps, somewhat spherical or vermicular (an iu
Gum Senegal ). It is brittle, and shows a glnwv
fracture. It diasolvm readily in water, forming a
clear, viscid, adheeive solution

;
hut it is insoluble

in strong alcohol, glycerine, ether, oils, or cliloro-
form. The addition of alcohol to a watery solution
throws down a precipitate of arahin, if a few droiw
°f hydrochloric acid have previously been added.

Medicinally it has very slight remedial power*,
but it u largely used in prescriptions for the
purpose of suspending insoluble eubetanci* in
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mixture*. The finer varieties, owing to their,

are rarely found outside the druggist’* shop
;
but

in the manufacture of confections and in tne arts

large quantities of the cheaper kinds art* employed.

These are known under different names, indicating

the di*trict from which they arc imported. The
chief are: Senegal gum, found in large firm

reddish manual : Soakin gum or Talka gum, forming
dull opaque-looking team, colourless or brownish;

and Morocco or Barbarv gum. Capo gum i*

derived from the Acacia korrida, a native of Cape
Colony, while Wattle gum is a very adhesive variety

obtained from Australia. East Indian gum la

au African product, being simply imported into

Bombay from the Ked Sea.

(2 1 Gums containina Bastorin.—The chief of

them, Tragacanth. is obtained from various species

of Astragalus, low spiny bushes, natives of Asia

Minor and Persia. When the stem of one of
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Cnn, The term gun formerly comprised many
varieties of the weapons now more correctly termed
Firearm- (q.v.), and is still applied in a general
sense to Cannon (q.v.) and large ordnance, also

to quick-firing or Machine duns (q.v.); but it is

now more specially held to signify the sporting
gun as distinguished from the military Rifle (q.*.{.
The modem shot-gun is invariably breech-loading,
and usually upon the 'drop-down' principle (see
Bhketim.oadino), The manufacture of shot-
guns is an important British industry, and one
of the processes of manufacture— barrel welding—
is sufficiently interesting to warrant descriptive
details. The other processes, some eighteen or
twenty in number, call only for the skill of the
trainer! workman.
Shot gun barrels are generally hand forged from

a rod of special material which is usually composed
of iron of two distinct varieties, or of iron and
steel. It is necessary that one of the metals be
softer than the other; and the greater the pro-
portion of the harder metal, and the harder the

quality of the softer metal, the better will be the
quality of the welded barrel. Some varieties of

gun-iron con-
tain 70 per

- cent, of steel

;

J in others s
J good quality

and an in-

ferior quality
of iron are
used together,

and no steel

enters into

pluut* is cut transversely it will he found that the
space usually occupied by the pith has the appear-

ance of a translucent gummy mass, which the
microscope show- to possess the structure of an

ordinary pith. If incisions are made in the bark,

thin semi -olid exudes under pressure, and, accord-

ing to the nature of the incision form* flattened

wing like masses, nodules or worm like pieces. The
finest variety is known an Flake-Tragscanth, con-

si-liug of flakes I to 3 inches long by I inch

in breadth. The surface is marked by wavy lines
nn<l the flskeo are much contorted. Tragacanth is

translucent, white and without lustre, lomi
flexible, and not brittle, and with little

or smell. When placed in water it swells, absorb-
ing fifty tunes it* weight of that liquid, and form-

ing a thick mucilage It has no active medicinal
properties

;
but it is much used for firming piU

masses and locenge*. It entere into many
emulsions, for instance, that of cod- liver oil, and ft

in somethin* employed as a stiffener for the hair.

It is used as a stiffening material for various textile
fabric*, Slid in much valued lor this purpose, where
it is not desired to give gloss to the material.

Besides these true gums, there are (3) tkr gum-
ruins, In general terms these consist of certain
resins soluble in alcohol, and of the true gum. so
that it require* both water and alcohol to dissolve
them entirely. They are chiefly used in medicine
and perfumery, and may be said to form a connect-
ing link between the tme gums and the true resins,

commercially speaking. The principal are: (I)
( !u ni • A innioiilacu in (see AmmoXIACUM), (fl)Gum-
A-afmtida |sce Asavoctiiia), (3) (Sum-Benxoin
(see Hkmxoin I, (4) Gum GalUnum (see Galba-
HUM I. (8) Gum-Gamboge (see Gamoimir), ( 6)Gum-
Myrrh (see MYRRH), (7» Gum Scsmmony l see
KCAMMONY). There are many other gums known :

but these are the one* most used In the arts and
medicine. Many also of the tme resins, os copal,
anime, Ac., are called gums, but they are strictly

resins. See RlBIM),
GumiuMitutrs are manufactured from various

forms of starch, either hy baking, roasting or
chemical treatment, no as to convert the starch into
Dextrine (q.v). They are made on a very extensive
-rale, and are largely employed in dressing calicoes
ami other fabrics, also as a euletitute for the more
expensive gums in gumming. imper, aa in the case
of postage stamp* and laliefs. which are made
adhesive by dextrine. For this and some other
purpose*, the gum-subsli/ulss are superior to the
real gums, as they sic easily dissolved, and can be
spread more equally over a smooth surfs

WsM awl list Iart-*
b. of gjtilufiH Ml;

a**-

-»U«I Un

%
rod of gun-
iron is bnilt

up of alter-

nate layers of

the hard and
soft metals,
and in the
manufacture

of a Damascus barrel this rod must be twistod
upon itself before it is welded side by side to
one or more rods, or welded into s barrel. Three
twisted rods are drawn out between rolls into a
flattened rod or 'riband' of metal, the riband
being comrawed of one. two. three, or more twisted

rods according to the quality of the barrel or the

Jlnsnsu of figure desired. The Belgian welder*

are more expert than the British in making the
fioret figured barrel*, putting as many aa six
differently l-isted rod. together to form a single

riband ; but Belgian barrels are not so hard aa the
English. and are generally considered to be inferior

to the br-l Birmingham trend -ehled barrels. The
welder, having orepared his iron and received it

from the mill rolled down to the proper sire, pro-

ceeds to form the barrel by twisting the nbnnd
upon a mandril, just as one would cover a whip
stock with a narrow .trip of leather. This coil has

then to be healed, a few inch** at a time, and the
edge, welded to each other, the result being a lube

four time* heavier than it will weigh when finished

by boring, grinding, and filing, which are the next

three process** through which the barrel must pane.

In double shot gun* the two tube* to form the

barrels are beared together for a few inches at the

breech end. and soldered to each other and to the

two ribs and • packing' which unite them through,

out their entire length. The breech actions are

fitted to the barrels, the lock work and bolting,

mechanism adjusted, and the gun is ready for the
Stocker ; he roughly fashions the piece of walnut
to which the iroowork is secured by tits 'screwer,'

who parent the gun on to the ' finisher ' to prepare

for it* final embellishments, in which are comprised

polished are treated with acid, which rust* the

surface of the metals of which they are composed,

and eating more readily into the softer metal turns

it a darker colour. This process, termed ' brown-

ing.' occupies several day*, and when successful

dearly the damascening or curl* of fibre

by twisting the gun iron rod* in the

•tage. A barrel not showing such curls

would be termed a ' seeIp ' barrel if It were a twisted

welded barrel, but if of one uniform colour, un-
broken by regular marking*, it would probably

be composed of plain iron or steel only.

The superiority of the I>amascus barrel to one of

best modern stoel remains a vexed question. The
evidence adduced on behalf of the Damascus is

sufficient to prove it* superiority over certain

qualities of steel, but it is not overwhelming
: and

it is now generally admitted that stoel ran lie

obtained of sufficiently good quality and possessing

sufficient strength to withstand any normal strain

to which aa a shot-gun barrel U may be subjected.

The advocate* of the welded barrel contend that
flaws, which cannot be detected by the eye or by

the most searching tret, occasionally exist in steel,

making it unreliable for use as a gun-barrel. Sir

Joseph Whitworths fluid comprereed steel has
used verv successfully as a material for shot-

gun barrels, out the immunity from flaws which
barrels of this steel enjoy is said to re-alt from the
carefol treting and examination of rech individual

tube rather than from absolute perfection in the
metal itself. The complete and almost perfect

heterogeneity of the material of the Damascus barrel

produce* a homogeneous whole. which, when soundly
welded, has no weak spot, and will neither split

longitudinally nor break off abort as steel barrels

have done, but when burst is pulled, aa it
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from shred to shred, exhibiting great tenacity in

every direction. The steel barrel here referred to
ia that drilled from a solid rod of beet mild steel.

Steel barrels drawn from blank* in the same manner
aa ordinary tube* are inferior to the drilled barrel.

Still lee* reliable are the lap-welded ateel barrels in

which the two edges of a strip of metal are brought
together and welded aa it paaaee at welding heat
between the rolls. Cold drawn steel barrel* were
at one time manufactured, but proved too expen-
sive, and twisted steel barrels are not yet a

commercial success. The standard size of the
modern shot gun is 12 bore—ie. twelve spherical
leaden bullets of the same diameter as the interior of

the barrel will weigh 1 lb. avoir.
; formerly 16 and 20

i were much in vogue, and 16 bore* are still very
non in Germany ; 10 bores are much used in

North America; 8 and 4 bores are used only for

wild-fowling; and punt-puns, guns of from 1-inch
to 3-inch Lore fitted into snooting punts, are

employed for firing from * lb, to 4 it of shot at a
time into flocks of sea- fowl on the coast or in tidal

estuarira.
With the exception of the punt-guns, which

require special mechanism, guns of all bore* are
made upon the same principle of breech -loading,

and nearly all arc more or less cnoked— l.e. tub

diameter of the liarrcl i* suddenly lessened near

the muulr, forming a cone which causes the pellet*

of the charge to fly from the gun more compactly

and at iui increased velocity. Such is the perfec-

tion to which the boring of shot-guns has been

brought that a 7 lb. gun may now lie expected to

send on an average 220 pelleta of a charge contain-

ing 305 pellets into a circle 30 inches in diameter

(or 60 into a 10-inch square) at 40 yards distance,

the pellet* having an average velocity at the

muiiie of 840 feet («:> second, and a striking lorcc

at impact (40 yards) uf 1 20 or.

Shot gun. are now huilt very much lighter than

when breech loaders first came into general use

( IML5 ); shorter barrels are used without loss of

•hooting power or appreciable increase in the

volume of the recoil. Smokeless explosive* ere in

general nso all the wotld over for shot guns, mid

the trail It* of the slightest variation in the chargo or

quality of the powder, or in the sixe and quantity

of the shot, can be ascertained with the greatest

riant ific accuracy, by means of apodal instrument*

found in all leading gun mnnufactorie*. Shot-gun

manufacture is a mechanical science a* well a* a

handicraft, and the finest productions of the moat

renowned gun-makers will always command £80 or

ovon higher priera Cheap ill-made, lll littod, ill-

regulated gun*. *haoed by machinery, or still more
roughlv by hand labour, constitute the shot gun of

commerce," and their value fluctuates with tho

price of material. Tha shot-gun of tho brat class

is now so highly perfoctod that a new departure,

whether towards the development of the killing

powers of the weapon or elaboration of it* median-
lam. is undesirable, and. until some radical change

in the composition of explosives, nr the method of

using shot gun*, take* (dace, no noteworthy im-

provement upon the existing type of gun can bo

expected.

{•un-cotton. There are a very large number of

explosive nitro compound* which may bo divided
into two main clamnw~vix. (1) Theme containing
Nitroglycerine (q.v.), in which is included the
groat dynamite da**, and (2) thone not containing
nitro glyoerine. Gun cotton i* an explosive nitro-

compound of the latter da**, and i* by far the

moat important of the claaa.

So long ago a* 1832 it wan dincoverod by Bmcon*
not that woody fibre and aimilar substances could

be converted into highly combustible bodice by the
action of concentrated nitric acid

;
six years later

l*61ouzc extended this discovery to cotton and
other organic *ubalance*

;
he waa followed by

Dumas, who treated paper in a aimilar way, and
he propofted to make cartridge* with paper ho

treated, the idea being that do residue would be left

the barrel after firing such cartridge*. But no

Etical result followed theeo di*covcric* until in

fechdnbeio, a German chenibt, having hit

upon the proper mode of treating cotton with

nitric and nulphuric acid*, announced the diacovery

of gun cotton, which he proposed a* a aubstitnte for

gunpowder. H© claimed for it that the advantage
it had over gunpowder waa that it burned with-

out leaving any residue, and consequently without
arooke. He prepared it by immersing carded
cotton woo) in a mixture of nitric and eulpburic
acid*, and the equation for its formation may lxs
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staled thuB

Cellulose. Nitric Acid.
Bl iiltniUjd Celluloec

or Gua^cctou

C.HwO, + 3fH.NO,) = G,H,0„3< NO,) * 3(H,0).

It will be observed that no mention is made of *ul
jiltn ric acid in thin equation. the presence of which
w, however, essential in the production of gun-
cotton, for although it taka no active chemical
part in the action, it abeorbe tho water which is

formed by tho chemical transformation, and thus

keeps the nitric acid up to it* full strength.

Schmibeins discovery gave n great impetus to the
question, and experiment* continued to bo made
by many eminent chemist* in nearly every country
in Europe with the idea of utilising the new explo
sive for military purposes. It was limt manu-
factured in England on a large scale in the year
1847 by Messrs Hall & Son of Favendiam ; hut, in

addition to minor aceideut*, a terrible explosion
took place in their works, which created » much
distrust thui its manufacture in England waa dis-

continued for several years, a* the cause of the
explosion, with the then imperfect knowledge
poaneswd of the subject, could not be satisfactorily

nccounUtd for. Tho first country to turn SchOn
hoin’a discovery to practical account was Austria.
General Von !.cnk, an Austrian artillery officer,

after extensive trials succeeded in greatly improv-
ing the method of manufacture, by which means he
wo* enabled to moderate and ensure a uniform rate
of combustion of guncotton in air; his discovery
waa considered of so much importance that in the
year 1852 several batterim of Austrian artillery

were armed with gun-cotton cartridges. But ft

soon fell into disrepute, not only on account of iu
unstable nature, hut also because it was found that
Von Look's improvement* were of no practical
utility when the gun cotton waa confined in the
bore of a gun

;
the great heat generated caused the

inflamed go* u> penetrate rapidly through the
whole cartridge, no that thcro was little or no re-
tardation in tho rate of combustion, and the rapid
combustion caused excessive pressure in the bore,
bosldoe giving very unequal result* when fired,

Since tho failure of the Austrian cartridges gun-
cotton has not been used as a propelling agent on a
large scale. Hut its utility as a disruptive agent
has been enormously increased by the discoveries

of Professor Sir Kredorick Abel and the late Mr
K. <>. Blown. Nothing daunted by the failure of

tho Austrian experiments, nor by the explosion at
Messrs Hall's works, Sir Frederick Abel continued
his experiment*, and he ultimately discovered a
method of manufacture whereby not only a com-
plot® purification from free acid is assured, but
the material is converted into thoroughly compact
homogeneous inim.. As a result of hia expert
monte the method of manufacture adopted in
England may lie briefly described aa follows : the
licet white cotton waste alone is employed

i this is

first thoroughly cleansed front all grease by boiling
with alkalies

; it is then picked over by hand and all
foreign nulmtances removed, after which the fibre

i- separated and all knot* and lump* opened out
by passing the. cotton waste through a 'teasing'
machine

i
it is then cut into 2-inch lengths,

thoroughly dried, and divided into chargee weigh-
ing 1 1 lb. each, which are kept in air-tight tin
boxea till ready for dipping. The acids used in the
manufacture of gun-cotton are nitric acid having
a specific gravity of 112 and sulphuric acid of I 84
sp. g»- i three are mixed in the proportion of one
part by weight of nitric acid to three of sulphuric
acid, and allowed to cml down in iron tanks. The
mixed acid is run off into the dipping pans into

E
hich a t i - Us. charge of cotton Is immersed and
It in lor about five minutes, in which time it will

have atworlied about 14 lb. of aoid. The charge is

now allowed to eooi down, after which the waste
acid is extracted by means of an ' acid extractor,

1

and the charge thoroughly washed to remove all

the free acid. It is now pulped and pressed under
hydraulic press** to one- third it* bulk, and moulded
into slabs of various size* and shapes for storing.

The method of manufacture as here described is

perfectly safe, aa the gun cotton throughout is in a
wot state.

The properties of gun cotton, as compared with

gunpowder, arc mainly a* follows: (1) It can be
ignited at a temperature of about 300*, whereas
gunpowder requires a temperature of about 600*
to ensure ignition; (2) its combustion leaves no
solid residue, and is unattended by smoke; (3)
the action of gun cotton is much more rapid than
that of gunpowder, and, as has already been
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pointed out, it is this rapidity of combustion which
renders it unsuitable to be used as a propelling
agent m cannon ; (4) whereas gunpowder is greatly
influenced and injuriously affected by moisture,
gun cotton oo the contrary is perfectly uninjured,
and may be kept for any length of time in water
without change. For military purpoore this is a
meet important consideration. Apart from the
question of using gun-cotton as a propelling agent,
iu value for destructive purposes was incontest-
able. but it was thought to be necessary, in order
to develop iu foil power, that the change should
be strongly confined. Experimenu, however, con-
ducted by Mr E. 0. Brown clearly demonstrated the
fact that compressed gun cotton could be fullv de-
tonated m a totally uoconfined state by fulminate
of mercury. This discovery* was thought to apply
to dry gun cotton only, but Mr Brown continuing
his experiments ascertained that wet compressed
gun-cotton could be detonated by using . small
primer of the dry material Scill further dia-
coven* were made with regard to the detonation
of gun cotton ; it was ascertained that detonation,
being establishrd at one end of a continuous row of
dut.net masses of compressed guncotton, travels
a one the whole length of the row. even if a space
of half »n tech u left between the diare. iW
discoveries have raised gun cotton to the highest
rank as a military explosive, as the necessity for
storing it in a dry state, which ia so highly danger-
ous. is entirely obviated

; it is now always stored
in a wet state, the gun cotton containing about 20
per cent, of water, and ia packed in air tight metal
caeca, so that the necessity for rewetting seldom
occur* ; in this condition it can be iron.ported with
perfect safety.

The discovery with regard to itedetooation when
in a wet state has led to this nin a wet state has led to this material being used
re the charge for torpedoes and submarine mines.
The first pattern of Whitehead torpedo was 14 feet
long and 16 inches in diameter ; the speed of the
torpedo was 9 knots for 200 yards, and the
charge was 118 lb. of compressed wet gun cotton.
Several subsequent patterns of torpedoes have been
introduced, the latest being 14 feet long and 14
inches in diameter, and by reducing the charge of
gun cotton to 80 lb the high .peed of 27 knot* for
600 yards has been attained The immense im-
portance of this increased speed can be readily
appreciated a* it enables a torpedo to etrike the
vessel at which it is discharged before she hre time
to get out of the way. The torpedoes are bred by
a sinker actuated by a spring which ia released on
the torpedo sinking the side of the ahip; the
striker w pointed, and penetrates a cap charged
with 38 grains of fulminate ; thu cap is embedded
in ulix due of dry gun cotton, enclosed in a
hermetically sealed case, and placed as nearly as
passible in the ccotre of ll« wet gun cotton charge
containing 12 oer cent, of water Gun cotton is
nlao used re the charge for submarine mines, the
charge consisting of from A0 to 5tO lb. of wet com-
pressed gun cotton.
There are various descriptions of marine mines.

(

I

)Ground minti. In these the charge is contained in
n cue of sheet steel, with cast iron -inkers attached
to it to keep it at the bottom of the harbour or
river ; three mince are fired electrically by obaerva-
tion from the shore when an enemy's ship passes
over them. (2) Buoyant mire* these are anchored
n few feet below the surface of the water by a steel

rope attached to a sunken -eight ; they are con
netted with the shore by electric wires

;
n buoy with

n signalling apparatus u attached to the mine, and
when a ship .tnkee a buoy it rings a bell in the
signalling room on shore

;
if the ship is a friendly

one it is allowed to pres, hut if it is an enemy's
ship the mine is fire! by electricity and the ship
blown up. (3) hlcetro contact mines: these are
used only in places -here aa enemy's ship would
pass. « hen the mine ia struck by a passing ship
a steel spring or pendulnm moves towards the poiot
of impact and thus closes the circuit and fires the
mine automatically.
A powder made by the Exploreven Company, and

generally known under the name of E C Ponder.u another form in which gun cotton can be used.
There are two descriptions of this powder—vit.
sporting and rifle powder

; they are both essentially
granulated gun cotton, and consist of small rounded
granule*, the sporting powder being coloured orange
with aurine. and tbe nfle powder yellow with picric
acid.

SrAulUe Ponder may be mentioned here re. al-
though not streetly speaking n gun-cotton powder,
it belongs to the clam of exploreve compounds not
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containing nitroglycerine. The process of manu-
facture consist* in macerating soft timber from
which all resinous and fatty matter hre been ex-
tracted by chemical means, the residue being pure
finely-divided cellulose; this is saturated with
nitric and sulphuric acids, and thoroughly purified
by washing. The nilro compound thus formed is
finely ground and waterproofed, and then sifted
into the various sizes of grain required. Schultz*
powder hre been manufactured since about the
year I860, but E.C. is » powder of more recent
date. Both these powders are now largely used
for sporting purpose*. The great advantages they
poasess over the ordinary block powder are that
an equal velocity is obtained with a very much
smaller charge, that they do not foul the gun, and
that they are nearly smokeless. But against this
must be set the disadvantage that under certain
conditions the strain on the breech of the gun U
greater. But hitherto the result* obtained from
these powders when used in military firearms are
not sufficiently uniform oi regular to justify thoir
adoption for military purposes. There ran. how.
ever, be but lit t lv doubt that a smokeless powder of
some sort will, before long, be universally adopted
bv all the great powers ol Europe, not only for
nfles. but also for artillery pun*.*.

;
it i- no longer

a question a* to whether « smokeless powder should
be adopted or not, but which of all the smokeless
powders experimented on i. the liest for adoption.
Smokeless (sawder., iu order to lie suitable lor
military purpose.

. must not 1*- u>o violent in their
action, they must W able to stand extreme* of
heat and cold, they must not lie very hvgroocopic,
and they must keep well in .tore without ilctertorat-
ing m quality

: and the problem to solve i. to find a
powder which will fulfil those conditions Nearly
all smokeless powder* consist essentially of gun-
cotton. or other lower forms of nitre cotton, acted
on by a solvent such as acetic ether or acetone,
which reduce- the nilro rellulose to a viscid paste

;
the paste is then rolled «ul into sheet*, and the
solvent allowed to evaporate

; the sheet* are left
a* a dense horny «u balance, and are cut first into
strips, and then the strips are cut croaswise into
grains of any required size; or the substance can

•" "Ini' or in a fibrous form,
The French in 1887. were the firet to adopt a

smokeless powder for the cartridges for their new
small-bore nfle, the L*bel. It is known aa Viellle s
powder, or

1

1'oudrr D ;

' ite exact composition Ima
been kept « occret. but it is believed that picric acid
is mixed with the paste as described above. The
ballistic* attributed to this powder when first
introduced were remarkable

; a charge of about 70
grains imparted a muzzle velocity of 2000 feet per
second to a bullet weighing 230 grains, fired from
a nfle barrel whose calibre was flA'. But it was
found that the powder rapidly deteriorated, and that
three result* were only attainable with recently
manufactured powder, there being * notable falling
off in velocity a few months after manufacture. In

"f
,l'“ il «*te«l that the French

in 1889 abandoned the use of this |Kiwdcr, and
reverted to the use of n good type of black powder
un
iV **?» dwwvtr a more stable one.
The Germans also in 1881) introduced a smokeless

powder for their new small-bore rifle
; it is a nitrated

gun cotton, but although it was very highly spoken
of after the autumn mamruvres of 1889, when itwas extensively tried, it. is believed that like the
Trench powder it is also wanting in stability, and
that the German* are already endeavouring to find
a tetter description of powder.

Several patent* for smokeless powder have
teen taken out in England, but none of them are
entirely satisfactory, no that at the beginning of
18W> the subject wa* *tdl under the consideration
of the Explosne* Committee, to whom it has been
referred bv the English government

;
and. although

the difficulty of obtaining a smokeless powder of
the necessary stability has not yet been sur-
mounted, those who have the matter in hand
are confident of being able to provide such a
(Kinder.

There can. therefore, be but little doubt that, aa
has already been mentioned, not only in England,
but also on tbe continent of Europe, the use of
smokeless powder aa a propelling agent in all
military firearm* will be universal. It* introdne-
tion will have an immense influence, not only on
dnll. hut also on Tactics (q.v.)

;
and, considering

it* importance, the Enghah government are wise
«n being extremely cautious before determining
on the particular smokeless powder which will
eventually be adopted. And until the question
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it) set tied the cartridge for the new English atuall

lxir* rifle i* made up with a compel pellet of &
particular description of black powder.
One of the moat powerful explosive* known U

Uasting geluline, which it i*» made lay diiaolviog

7 per ccnk nf gun-cotton in 93 per cent, of
nitro glycerine ; it forrn» it gelntinou* mmm *om«r-

what membling honey in colour, and varying in

conniatencv from a tough leathery material toam>ft
aubetanco^ikc stiff jelly. It it* stronger than dyna-
mite, a* the nitro-cellulose itaelf U explosive, and,
if made with great care, and if absolutely free from
all impurities, i* a safe and stable explosive. But,
wile** the ingredients of which it is composed are
absolutely pure and free from all foreign matter,
it become* exceedingly dangerous when stored in

large quantities, as the following story will show.
A large mi&ntitv of this explosive was sent out to
Aden toW used in the execution of the defensive

works now being erected there. It was stored in

two magazine* situated at a considerable distance

from one another One of the magazines blew up,

when extra precautions were observed at the other
magazine*

;
but after an interval of two or three

months the second magazine also blow up. There
was no suspicion of foul play, and after an exhaus-
tive inquiry the conclusion arrived at waa that the
in has had begun to decompose owing to iniporitiee

in some of the ingredient*, and that it went up by
spontaneous combustion.

Gunpowder i* a well known explosive mixture

composed of saltpetre, charcoal, and sulphur mixed

together in certain proportions, somewhat varying

in different countrira and iu different deacnptiooa

of powder.
The early history of gunpowder U very obscure

;

bill thorn appear* to h* little douhi that tb**x-

plosive nature of mIimIN (the Mk at which

coniM either from Indio or China) when mixed with

charcoal or carbon wan known to the Cbinsae for

many cenluriea before the C.liiialian era. It may

I* assumed that tho discovery of this property of

iidtpetrc was accidental i
a wood -ftre lixliUd on the

earth where saltpetre wa* mixed with the .oil

would brim the two Ingredient* together, and hrbring the two ingredient* togrllir

action of the heat would I* sufficient to

nature or property of the mixture .o brought about

when raised to a certain temperature. It i» certain

that firework, were known in China from very early

periods; hut in a pamphlet written by Colonel

flmodei (Turin, 1834), and later in ao article in the

AthtntMum of iWember ». IM8. by Capfain (now

Lieut. General) Henry Biackcnhury. R.A.. the

queaUon u to the lii.t invention of gunpowder wa.

fully dUcumiod. and the conclusion arrived at wa.

that then- ie great reason to doubt whether either

the t.’hincwe or any other A.iatic people invent*!

gunpowder in it. true nen«e, or weie the first to

in«e it a* a pn.|iellini{ agent- It wa. left for more

iveatern nation, to develop the discovery of tho

Chineae. and our first knowledge of the u«o of gun

powder a. a military agent date* from the 7th

century, when it wa. uaed by the Byzantine em-

powder all K'aoulatod powiiera are made I ho meal

ta compressed in a press-box, the amount of com-

pression it undergo*, bouig dependent on tho

density of powder required. After compression the

prom cake u. broken into piecra rea.lv for granulat

ing, which is done in the granulating machine, the

powder pawling between gun metal roller* till it ia

broken into grain, of the required aue. different

powders being made to paw. through sieve* whose

meeheti are of the sire of ll -• grain required. There

la a considerable sdioud of dust formed by tho

granulating process, «o l at after granulating it ia

naocaaary to dust the pc »der previous to glaring U.

which i« the next oper lion. It ia
i
glared in glaring

drums, which, revolvi.ig rapidly, imparl a glare to

the powder simply by the friction sot up. The
powder is now stoved or dried in copper trays in a

drying room, which is heated to a temperature o(

about 100’ F.. and the powder is left iu this room
from one to two hooni according to the amount of

moisture that it contains. Formerly all powder was

granulated, but the enormous increase in the size

of tho guns now used necessitated the introduction

of other descriptions of powder—via cut and
mould/d powder*. In the cut powder*, after the

process of presrino, the prow- cake, instead of being

granulated, is first cut into strips, and these strips

are then cut into cubes, and the powder so made

is called cubical or pebble powder ;
there are at

[

resent two sizro-viz. |-inch and 1^-inch cube*,

n tho moulded powders, as is implied in the name,

each train or piece of oowder is moulded or prewed
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ljueen Elizabeth by far the larger quantity of

powder required bv the English was obtained from
abroad ; but in her reign iu manufacture was
introduced into England. The earlire! English
powder-mills of which there is any record were
established at Long Diltoo and Godstone. iu

Surrey, by George Evelyn (John Evelyn's grand-

father) in 1590; the Faverebam mills were started

soon alter this date, as were also those at Waltham
Abbey. The milts at Favereham subsequently be-

came the government powder-factory, and in 1787

the government also bought the mills at Waltham
Abbey, which have remained in iu hands down
to this day. The Faveraham mills were given up
by the government after the peace of 1815; they
were sooo after bought by Mean John Hall & Son.
who still retain them.
The mode ol manufacture adopted in England

when then* several powder-mills were all

thoroughly established remained practically un-
changed up to within the last thirty-five years.

But before proceediag with a descriptionproceeding with
manufacture and of the

of the

different powder* now in

use. it will be desirable to consider very “>•

part played by the several ingredients of which
gunpowder U composed, and the chemical action

which take* place oo ignition. The saltpetre or

nitrate of potash, KSO„ acts as a magazine of

oxygen, with which it readily parts when raised to

a certain temperature. When the powder is fired,

the oxygen of the saltpetre converts most of the
carbon 'of the charcoal into carbonic acid, CO„ a
portion of which combines with the potash of the

nitre to form carbonate of potash, KCO,. the

remainder existing ia the state of gas. and the
nitrogen is lihrmtrd. The sulphur, which performs
the part of a second combustible in gunpowder, ia

for the most part converted into sulphuric add, SO„
and form, sulphate of potash. The reset!on on
firing the gunpowder may be expressed by the
equation KO.NO, • S * 3C - JCO, • S KH.
The heat generated by the explosion evolves a large

quantity of elastic gases, lire expansive power of

which ia greatly laeieased by the beat. The pressure

being equal in all directions, the wo*k done on the

projectile in the Uwe of the gun is due to this

elasticity and expansive force. The method adoptad

for measuring the amount of pressure in the bore
of tho gun Will be dealt with hereafter.

Sir Frederick Abel. OR. F.RS. and Captain
Noble, C.M., carried out two scrim of most
exhaustive and complots experiments on fired

gunpowder, and lire conclusions they arrived

at were communicated Ire them to the Royal
Society in two papers ( 1*75*0) under the head
of ' Krararchra oo fired Gunpowder.' The results
are summarised as follows : when fired in a con-

fined space ( I ) the products of combustion are
about 57 per cent by weight of ultimately solid

matter and 43 per cent of permanent gases; (2)
tho permanent gases occupy about 2» time- the
volume of tho original powder; (3) the tension of

the products of combustion when the powder
entirely fill, the space in which it is 6red is about
8400 atmospheres, or 42 Urns per square inch ; (4

)

the temperature of explosion ia about 4000’ P.

;
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pure as possible. The selection and preparation of the

charcoal is of the greatest importance
;

for, without

any change in the proportions of the components,

the properties of the gunpowder are capable of

great variation from the quality of the charcoal used

in iU manufacture. .The ingredients aro hnit

reduced to a fine powder by grinding. They aro

then mixed by hand in the proportion of 75 per

cent, by weight of saltpetre 15 of charcoal, and 10

of sulphur, and are next thoroughly incorporated

in a wet state in a powder-mill into a cake called

a mill-cake. This cake is then broken down
between copper plate* into meal. From this meal

powder all granulated powders are made. The meal

tt compressed in a press-box, the amount of com-

don it undergoes being dependent on the

ity of powder required. After compression the

pram rake is broken into piece* ready for granulat-

ing, which ia done in the granulating machine, the

powder paaaing between gun-metal rollon* till it is

broken into grains of the required size, different

powders being made to pass through sieves whose

meshes are of the size of tl

is a considerable amoun .

granulating process, ao t'.al after granulating It m
necessary to dust the p< vder previous to glazing it,

which is the nezt oper tion. It is glazed in glaring

rain required. There
dust formed by the

drama, which, revolving rapidly, impart a glaze to

the powder simply by the friction set up. The
powder is now stoved or dried in copper-trays in a

drying room, which is heated to a temperature of

about 100* F.. and the powder is left in this room

from one to two hours according to the amount of

moisture that it contains. Formerly all powder wan
granulated, but the enormous increane in the si/o

of the guns now used neoeraitated the introduction

of other descriptions of powder—vlx. cut and

moulded powder*. In the cut powder*, after the

process of prtuing, the press cake, instead ol being

granulated, is first cut into stripe, and thru- strip*

are then cut into cube* and the powder so made

ia called cubical or pebble powder ; there are at

prtaent two sizm- viz.
ft
inch and

1J
inch cube*.

In the moulded powdere. as i* implied in the name,

each grain or piece of powdar ia moulded or pressed

in a separate mould. Thia ia dona in a hydraulic

machine. The exact quantity of granulated powder

required to form each priara ia deposited in a block

containing sixty-four moulds
;
tha powder in Uieao

(5) the chief gaseous products are carbonic add.
nitrogen, and carbonic oxide

; (•) the solid residue is

mainly composed of potassium carbonate, sulphide,

and sulphate.

From the foregoing drocricUon of the part

played by the nitrate of potash it might be thought
that it would be highly advantageous to make
gunpowder with some nitrate containing a
larger percentage of oxygen than nitrate of potaa-

sium; and as a matter of fact there are a large

number of nitrate mixtures other than gunpowder
in which nitrate of sodium, barium, or ammonium
are substituted for the nitrate of potassium. But
unfortunately they are extremely hygroscopic, so

that gunpowder made with them would, under
ordinary circumstance*, soon Iccomc useless on
account of the damp it would absorb from the
atmosphere In a hot diy dimate nitrate of soda

powders would doubtIres be valuable, beside* being

much cheaper to manufacture than nitrate of

potash powder* : indeed such powders were used

to a considerable extent in the construction of the
Suez Canal ; but, as these powder* are not in

general use. it is annetrosary to refer to them
tnrther.

Proem oj Manu/afture The method of manu-
facture of gunpowder at the Royal Gunpowder
Factory at Waltham Abbey (fully explained in the

official handbook ) may be briefly described. As in

all other explosive*, it is ewsenlial that the ingredi-

ents of which the powder is composed should bo as

moulds is then premed by plangent exactly fitting

the moulds till the required density is obtained.

This powder is railed pnrnatxc voxedrr, tho grams

or psfleU being in the form of hexagonal priams

nearly I inch in height and nboot I* inch across,

with a bole In the middle about ,%th of an

inch in diameter, the object of which will be

explained later on. There are two description* of

prismatic powder—black and brown, The propor-

tions of ingredients in ths black powder are the

same aa in all other English military powders
;
but

in the brown powder the charcoal is made from

straw, instead of from wood, and tho proportion of

the ingredienta are a* follows
i

viz. saltpetre 79,

charcoal 18, and aulphur 3 per cent.

Gunpowder more nearly fulfils the objects

required in a propelling agent than any other

explosive hitherto discovered. These objects are

(I) a maximum muzzle velocity with even and low

presaurra; (2) uniformity of action, so that the

same results may always be expected ; (3) freedom

from fouling; (4) durability—i.e. that it u not

liable to injury in transport, and that its condition

does not materially alter when stored.

The advantage* of gunpowder over other oxplo*

live* or* (l)Uiat, the rat* of combustion being

gradual, tho explosion lb not so revere on tho boro

of tho gun aa in tho care of more violent oxplo-

live* ; (2) tho ingredienta of which it ia composed

are oamlv produced and are cheap ; (3) it U, with

proper precaution*, safe in manufacture, instore, or

in Won*port. Experiment* made by tho Explosive*

Committee have ahoWQ that any alteration in tho

proportion* of the ingredient* han not 00 great an

influence on the 4 exploaiveneea ’ or rate of burning

aa tho don*ity, hardness, six*, and shape of grain

and amount of gW The density of grain baa an

important effect on the rate of burning. By
abaolat* density ia meant the amount of powder

actually prtaent in a certain balk—Le. if different

quantatie* of meal-powder, containing an equal

amount of moisture, be preeaod into cakes of the

same size, that which contains tho mo*t meal

will be denaeat ;
then, if tbeeo cak« be ignited

simultaneously, the cake which has the least

density will be the first to be completely burnt.

Hardness does not depend on density; increased
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hardntb. j, given by pressing tne meal in a mouter
condition. Size and shape ol ^rain are alao import
ant characteristic* to be considered in connection
with the exploaivenow oI powder. Other thing*
being equal, a larger-grained powder burns slower
than a smaller-grained ; and in grain of equal
weight that whicn has the largeet surface will burn
the quickest. A highly-glazed powder, again,
burns slower than an unglazed one, probably be-
cause the glaze somewhat retards its thorough igni-

tion. The temperature at which powder ignite*
varies from 5»r to 800* F., according to the nature
of the powder, the finret sporting powder igniting
at the higher temperature.

It ia only of late yearn that all three point* have
received the attention they deserve, but they have
been forced upon the authorities by the

the meal in a moister

of the timre. As soon as ships began to be plated
with armour, guns had to be made whieh eould
throw a projectile capable of piercing that armour

;

and aa the armour increased in thickness so did the
guns increase in oixe and power, throwing heavier
projectiles, which necessitates an enormous powder
charge to propel the shot. In former days there
was a beautifnl simplicity about powder. Practi
redly there were but two kinds, one for musket*
redled fine grain or F.G., and the other for cannon
called large grain or LG., and no particular atten-
tion was paid to the quality ; it was certainly not
subjected to the searching proofs and tret* which
*11 powders made in three days have to undergo.

The first improvement in powder took place on the
introduction of rifled anna, when a rifle fine-grain
powder or R.K.G., slightly larger in the grain than
F.G., and a rifle large grain powder or R.LG.. the
grains of which were about twice the size of those
of LG., were introduced for sinall-arni* and cannon
respectively. The R.F.G. powder was improved
and made of a rather smaller grain, the size of

grain Wing from ^th to Ath of an inch, on the
Introduction of the Martini- Henry rifle, and this

powder, known a* R.F.G.\ ha* not since been
altered. But in cannon powder, or powder for

large guna. the development has been great and
continuous. When K. L.G. powder was introduce.)
it waa the largest grained and slowest burning
powder then in existence in England

;
but aa the

guna were marie larger and larger it became
necessary to use a slower burning powder, which
led first to the introduction of H.LG.*, having
grains varying in size from 3 to A to the inch

;
that

la, the grain* must pass through a sieve of 3 nirehes
to the inch, and must not piuw through one of ft

mrshre to tho Inch. A short time afterwards a still

larger powder called K.LG.*, with grains of nearly
half an inch in size, was introduced. Thia was
soon followed by pebble powder, a still further
development ol H.LG., for guna of large calibre
for which K.LG.* wa* not suitable. The first

pattern of pebble or P. powder waa cut in cubea of

about half an inch in size, and a second pattern or
P.' was made in cubes of about 1} inch in size,

with rounded edge*. Both these powder* have a
density of 1-76, wTiereas that of theft. LG. powder*
is I

-
6ft. Next in order cams the prismatic powders,

of which there are two description*— viz. prismatic
black or Priam 1 and prismatic brown or Prism'
brown, a description of which has been given nnder
tho head of 'manufacture. There are two other
powder* of a special pattern which may be men-
tioned—viz. M.G.* which is used only in the 1 inch
Nordenfelt machine gun, the size of grain of which
is considerably larger and of more even size than
that of R.F.G.'; and Q.P.*. a powder which at
present i* used only in the 3 and 0 pounder quick
firing guns, tho size of grains being about half an
inch square by about A of on inch thick.

The powder* of other nations differ but slightly
from those manufactured in England

; the method
of manufacture is the same in principle, but the
proportion* of the ingredient* vary to a slight
degree in every nation.

Having now described the various powders in

ube, it remains to say a few words about velocities
and pressures. The great desideratum with all

firearms is to obtain the maximum velocity with
the minimum of pressure, and in the experiment*
and investigations carried out by the committee on

Slosivee, and by Sir F. Abel and Captain Noble,
end was kept in view. It haa already been

pointed out that the rate at which powder bums
depends greatly on the density, hardnew, size, and
shape of grain : the greater the density the slower
it will bum ; the larger the grain the slower it will

bom, simply because the amount of lighting sur-

face is reduced in proportion to the volume; and
the smoother the surface of the grain the slower it

rjTZL
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win bora for the same reason. A powder there-

of. comparatively speaking, small

- . ..
•f’Ognlar size and shape, bums very

rapidly, and generates a large volume of gas sud
denly, thus setting up a very high pressure in the
bore of the gun. In some of the experiment* of the
committee the pressure recorded in the bore of the
gJD *a* as high as 60 tons to the square inch ; but,
a* Captain Noble had previously discovered that
the maximum prepare of powder fired in a con-
fined space did not exceed 42 tons, this extra pres
ore could only be due to wave-action, a sudden

evolution of gas locally causing a vibratory motion
of the gas. This led to the inlioduction of larger-

grained powders, so aa to retard the burning of the

charge, but this did not entirely do away with the
wave pressure. It wa» next sought to dimmish
the pressure by giving air space to the charge, as

it was found that the density of the charge- not
the density of the grain— materially affected the

pressure ;
this air space wa* given by enlarging the

chamber of the gun, and although it became neces-

sary to increase the charge so a* to maintain the
same muzzle velocity, it was found that the pres

sure was sensibly diminished.

But whilst Great Britain was still adheriog
to pebble powder, other nations had adopted a
prismatic powder with a hole through the centre
of the pellet* or prisms The Idea of this

perforated powder ia due to General Hodman, an
American artillery officer, who thought that by

this means a charge of powder would evolve the
gas at a more uniform rate. In a charge composed
of solid grains, the grain* bring lighted on the sur
face and burning towards the centre, tlie surface

and therefore the
grain will he

giving off gas rapidly decreases, a

volume of gas given off by the
greatest when the charge is firat fired, and will

rapidly fall off; hence the maximum pressure on
the bore of the gun is set up almost before the pro

Eile commences to move. To overcome this, the
occurred to General Rodman to have a hole

through each large grain or pellet of powder, so as
to give the grain an interior as well as an extenor
lighting surface, eo that aa the exterior lighting

aurface dttrtand the interior lightiog surface in-

erttutd, thus preserving the ignited surface more
uniform during the burning of the pellet, and
therefore keeping up a more constant evolution of
gas. Thia tends to distribute the

uniformly along the bore of the eun. and increases

the initial velocity of the projectile. The Russians
in I860 were tU first to adopt this plan, followed
by the Germans, the English being the last to

Uke it up; it is now. however, adopted for the
heaviest gun* in the English service, the charge
being built up of the hexagonal prisma already
described, so arranged that the hole, through
each column of prisma shall be continuous from
one end of the charge to the other. Tb* intro
duction of this powder has enabled the type of
gun to be entirely altered; a description of the
gun* now in the service will he found under the
head of Cannon, Rifles |or.) We are indebted
to the German# for the invention of brown or

cocoa powder ; it ia claimed for tin. powder that

it give* a higher initial velocity with less pressure
than the same charge of black powder.
The same principle* as have been enunciated here

with regard to guns should govern the selection

of powder for mining o» blasting purposes If it

is desired to shatter a mass of rock, a very violent

quick-burning powder, having a great disruptive
force, should be used ; but if it is only dreired to
dislodge, say. a mas* of coal without shattering it,

a denser, slower burning powder should he chosen.

The instrument generally used for taking velo-

cities is a chronograph, the invention of Major I»e

Bouleng* of the Belgian Artillery. It consist*
of a brass column supporting two electro mag-
nets. No. 1 electro magnet supports a long cylin-

drical rod. called the chronometer, covered by
a zinc tube ; No. 2 electro magnet support* a
shorter rod. Two screens of copper wire are
placed at certain filed distance* in front of the
muzzle of the gun. Na I electro magnet is mag.
netised by the current passing through the first

screen, and No. 2 by the current passing through
the second screen. A* the shot posses through the
firat screen the current is broken, and the rod or

chronometer suspended by Na I electro- magnet
falls by gravity. Similarly, when the shot passes
through the second screen, the shorter weight sus-

pended by Na 2 electro magnet falls on to a disc,

which, pressing a spring, cause* a knife to be re-

i. and thia, dartiog forward, strikes the
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chronometer in it* fall, making an indent in the
zinc tube. The distance of this indent from the zero
point 1icing measured off on a scale specially grtulu-
ated for the instrument gives the velocity of tho
shot between the two screens, from which can lie

calculated the muzzle velocity. Another scale gives

the time of flight.

The pressurea in the bore of the gun are calcu-

lated by means of a crasher gauge. A small

copper cylinder b inserted in the gauge, which la

screwed into the gun at that part where it may
be desired to measure the pleasure. The copper

cylinder b measured before and after the discharge

rf the gun, the amount by which it b shortened by

the force of the explosion boing the measure of the

force, or pressure, exerted. The actual pressure

in tons to the square inch b calculated bv means

of a mathematical table prepared for different

copper*.

fcutUi-peroha, a snlaiUnce in many reapoct*

similar to caoutchouc, U the dried milky juice of

various trere of the order SapoUeem ;
the chief is

apparently that called by Hooker Iwnandra Oulta,

and by Bentley and Trimen Dichopiit Outla. The
tree, which b found in the peninsula of Malacca

and the Malayan Archipelago, is very' Urge. attain-

ing a height of 70 feet ; the trunk b sometimes

3 or even 4 feet in diameter, although it is of

little us* as a Umber tree, the wood being spongy.

The leaves are alternate, on long stalks, obovate

oblong, entire, somewhat leathery, K,f*n *bove, and

of a golden colour beneath. The flowerw sue In
little tuft* in the axils of the laavre, small, each on
a diaiioct stalk, the corolla having a short tube
and six elliptical seument*

;
they have twelve

stamens and one pistil. The name, gutta pereha
IfiUtn pArtha, or aillaA prrtja), is Malay. There
are two or three kind* of gutta-percha known in

commerce, and it b more than probable three are

GutU-|«erfh* {/tonaiyrlra \l>icko,„„\ V,
h, fruit

TOyielded by different specie*. That- from Singapo
m eeteemod tb* l*wt, end in dlutinjrubdied by the

Malay traders aa Gutta Taban or Tuban ; that of

Borneo ii of less value—this ia called Gutta PercAa

3
* tbe traders, and ha* given the general name to
I

; and another kind goes by the name of Gutta
Girdc. Tho firat two are thoee generally known in

our market** The former mode of obtaining the

K
tU percha wae a moat destructive one. The
eet trees were selected and cut down, and

tbe bark stripped off ;
between the wood and

bark a milky juice wae found, which waa acraped
up into little troughs made of plantain leaves.

Now the plan of Upping the living lrw» in

employed. The juice soon coagulates, or may be
boiled, and ia then kneaded by hand into oblong
masses a foot in length.
Gutta pereha wim known in Europe long before

iU peculiar characteristics and uses were known.
It waa brought home at various times by voyagers,
in the forms of drinking bowin and native *ho**

:

and was thought by some to be a *p«ci*« of

india rubber, while others Mcrtod it waa a
kind of wood, which they named mazer wood.
But for it* introduction in 1943 we are indebted
chiefly to Dr William Montgomerie of the Indian
Modical Service, who was rewarded with the gold
medal of the Society of Art*. He first noticed
that tbe Malays used it for making handles
to thrir knives, and it immediately occurred



quantity ami value, the total Import* from
- to October IMS being 38,940 cwt.

.
and the

price 241 shillings per cwt. Bv far the °J
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to him that it mi^ht be of great use in a variety of
ways, especially in making handles for sorgica1

instruments, the hand being able to get a light but

firm grasp of them. Soon the importation of gutta-

percha increased amazingly; in 1860 it exceeded
16,000 cwt. In 1804. 1865, 1870, and 1871 the
imports varied from 25,966 cwt, to 35,636 cwt.

;

in 1876 83, from 21,100 cwt to 06,000 cwt
Down to 1888 these imports declined verv much,
ns in that year they only reached 22,600 cwt..
at an average price of 162 shillings per cwt.

_
In

1889, however, they showed an upward tendency
both in (

January
average pnee

yroateet portion of it is imported from the East

Its most important application has been iu the

coating of marine electric telegraph wires. In this

application, as in moat other*, it* inherent defect,

arising from the readiness with which it becomes

oxidised and decompose.!, has manifested itself

seriously, and it is greatly affected by age in iu
resisting qualities, lienee substitutes of greater

stability have been looked for. Many of theae

have been forthcoming, india-rubber being used

now to a largo extent, as also a composition pro

duced from asphalt, balsam of sulphur, &c., and

other compounds. Gutta percha is used for making
a vast variety of useful and ornamental article*

Among others the following may be mentioned .

golf balls (very extensively », overshoea (more in

Araorica than in Britain), beltings for machinery,

pump huckets, sheeting, tissue, thread or whip

cord, and tubing. A very large trade is done in

shoe soles. It is turned by surgeons to vonou.

uses, chiefly for splints and moist coverings to

retard evaporation. It ha* also been u*ed for

stopping hollow teeth.

The great value of gutta-percha arises from

the case with which it can be worked, and it*

being so complete a non conductor of electricity

It softens in warm water, and can lie moulded into

any form in that state, a* when soft it I* not

sticky and turns woll out of mould* It will

always 1* of great value a* a material in which

to take casts, a* it can in the soft slate be mail*

to take the sharpest forms mo*t faithfully ; and. as

it quickly bccomos hard, and preserve# it* shape if

not too tliln, the range of its utility in this respect

is very extensive.

It is imported in blocks and lumps of five to ten

pounds weight, in various forms, chiefly Ilk# Urge

cakes, or rounded Into gourd-like lump* It ha* a

very light reddish-brown, or almcot a flesh coloor,

U full of Irregular pore, elongated In the direction

in which the mas* has been kneaded. It has a

oork-like appearance when cut, and a P-cnhar

cheme-llke odour. Before U nan ho used it has to

undergo some preparation. Thm con.Ute in slicing

the lump* into thin shavinga. which are placed in a
devilling or tearing machine revolving in a trough

of hot water. This reduces the shavings to exceed

a small piece#, which, by the movement of the

ng- teeth, are washed free from many imporiUe#,

especially fragment* of the bark of the tree, which,

if not separated, would interfere with the com-

pactness of IU texture—one of iu most important

qualities. The small fragment*. when suthciently

cleansed, are kneaded into masse# ;
and these

are rolled several time* between heated cylinder*,

which press out any air or water, and render the

msas uniform in texture. It is then rolled between

heated steel roller* into shceU of various thick

nernes for nee, or is formed into rods, pipes for

water, speaking tulies. or any of ths innumerable

article# which may bo made of it

Gutta-percha differ* very materially from caout-

chouc or india-rubber in being non elastic, or elastic

only in a very small degree. Notwithstanding this

very striking character of caoutchouc, the twe

articles are very often confounded in the public

mind.

Cypnum is a valuable mineral of a compara-

tively soft nature. Chemically it is a hydrated

sulphate of lime. CaS04 + 2H,0. It* specific

gravity is 2-31, and it* hiudneoa i* from la to 2

of the mineral scale- The massive marble-like

variety, which is usually white or delicately tinted

and translucent, is, called Alabaster iq.v.y; when
transparent and crystallised it i* known a* belemU
(q.v.); and when fibrous and with a pearly opal-

escence it is termed satin spar. ....
Gypsum occurs in various geological formations,

and has a wide geographical distribution. Exten-

776
v&nety arc

coocrtUooftiy.
are generally,

nodular
rive bed* of the
made op of irregular, .
masse#. In the New Red formation near Derby,

at Carlisle, and in some part* of Nottinghamshire,

as well a* in the Tertiary beds of the suburbs of

Pari*, it is largely worked for the preparation of

plaster of Paris. Productive beds of it are found

local itire in the United State, princi-

in Ohio and Michigan ; in New Brunswick,

ova Scotia, and Ontario; and in the Punjab.

Gvparnn is very frequently associated with rock-

Gypanm contains 21 per cent, of water, which

e driven off by heat. It is burned in kilns at

-. _ little below a temperature of 250* F., and

afterwards ground to a fine powder, which is called

platter of Paris This recombine# with water,

evolve, heat, and a!moot imtuediatrly solid ifie* or

teU. It i* thi# property which makes it so service-

able for many parpore in the industrial art* If

in the burning of gypsum the temperature is raised

as high or higher than 480* F. it love# the power of

rehydrating, and i* then said to he

in which *Ut« it will not
. „ . .

with water. Like gyreum. plaster of is

soluble to the extent of rather more than 2 part#

in 1000 part* of water at ordmaiy temperature*.

iU point of maximum solubility being 95* F. It

is therefore unsuiUd for external work, except in

dry climate* such as that of Persia. For making
cast* the plaster of Pari* i* made un with water

to a consistency of thick cream. In this slate it i*

poured into a mould, which is usually also made
of the same material

.
and left to solidify. Some

oil. such as olive, is broriiod over the mould to

form a parting between it and the cast. Plaster

of Paris is most extensively used for taking cast*

of sculpture and architectural details, as well a*

i of small object* snch as eoias. medals, and

the power
dead burnt.

a*l when mixed

eojrrived gem*. For pottery moulds it is also

largely employed, and it is used to lake a first

copy from the modelled clay in the Production of

metal paAcre. Large quantities of it are con

eumed for the mouldings of the internal plaster

work of houses, and for comic* and other oma
its For hardened plaster of Paris, such as

Keene's cement, see Cements
; and for the agri

cultural applications of gvpsnm. see Manure*.
Gypeum is one of the substance. which readme

water hard, and soeh water i* useful in the brew-

ing of some kind# of beer. Pearl hardening, used

as a filling in the manufacture of some kinds of

E. is an artificial sulphate of lime, precipitated

phone acid from chloride of calcium. Fictile

is plaster of Pari* which has been mad* to

absorb hoc-wax. spermaceti, and .teane aod^in
their melted state. -The average annual production

of gypnum in Great Britain is nearly life 000 tons,

value about £48.000. In I8W the production of

the United State. «a* about 96.000 tons; of Nova

Scotia, 126.118 too. For the anhydrous sulphate

of lime, see ANHVPniTE.

Gypsy-wort ( Lycopue eumpaut). —

—

also called Water Horehouod, i* a perennial plant

belonging to the natural order Labial*. It u a

tall erect branching plant, slightly hmry. with a

creeping root-stock. It is common in ihoist places

in Britain, the Continent, Russian and central

Asia, and North America; and i* regarded as s

febrifuge and astringent. It dye* black, and give,

a permanent colour to wool, linen, and rilk. and a*

long ago as IS78 the Gvpsies were fabled to stain

there skin with it. the Bugle weed of North
inu) ha* more powerfully

astringent

jarr-MUs
of rotation sod the

name given to an
various properties

of rotation. It

of it* axis
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it be freely supported (in gimhaU, like the box of a

com paw), the direction of its axis will be the same

so long as the rotation lasts. It will therefore con-

stantly point to the same star, and may. of con no;,

be employed to show that the apparent rotation of

the stars about the earth is dm; ton real rotation of

the earth itself in the opposite direction. This

3dication was made by Foucault shortly after his

ehraied Pendulum (q.v.) experiment. a* it had

been many van. before (March 1836) by Dr
Sang (see the' Tram, of the A*. Scot. Soc. of A rts).

It is. in practice. l>y no means so perfect a niodo

of proving the earth’s rotation a* the Foucault

pendulum
;
hut this arisen solely from unavoidable

defect* of workmanship and material*. Professor

Piazri Smyth ha* applied thi* property of the

gyroscope to the improvement of our means of

making astronomical observations at sea. A tele-

scope, mounted on the same support a» the ends

of (he axis of the gyroscope, will, of course, he

almost unaltered in position by the rolling or

pitching of a vowel ;
and a steady horizon, for

sextant observations of altitude, may be procure;

I

by attaching a mirror to the support of the gyro-
acope, and setting it once for all by means of spirit-

level*.

But the most singular phenomena shown by the

gyroscope are those depending on the composition

of rotation* (*ee ROTATION). Any motion what-

ever of a body which has one point fixed i* of the

nature of a rotation about an axis panning through

that point. Hence, simultaneous rotation* about

anv two or more axe*, being a motion of some kind,

are equivalent to u rotation about a sinulo axis.

The eileet. then, of iinpresaing upon the frame in

which the axi* of the spinning gyroscope is sus-

pended a tendency to rotate about some other axis,

in to give the whole instrument a rotation about an

inlet mediate nxi« : and this will coincide more nearly

with ihnt of the gyroscope lUelf, a* the rate of it*

rotation is greater. The compound motion con-

sists in the rolling of an imaginary cone fixed

in the gyroscope upon another fixed in -pace;

the rotation of the axis of a top round the

vertical (wl.on it i. not 'sleeping' in an upnght

I
>«rilion ), and the pieccwion of the earth s axis,

differ- from a top in having toU. end* of m i

supported. The invention T» probably French or

German, and in some of it* forme it date* from

about the end of the I8lh century

If a mas# be set in rotation about it* principal

axis of inertia of greoteet oc least moment, it will

continue to revolve about it; and. unless extraneous

force be applied; tbe direction of the axis will remain

unchanged. Such, for instance, would be the case

with the earth, were it not for the disturbance, (see

Nutation and Precession) produced by the sun

and moon : the direction of the axu would remain

fixed in space It is foe this very reason that modem
artillery is rifled. If. then, a mass of metal, as

for instince.' a circular disc, loaded at the nm. and

revolving in iu own plane, be made to rotate rapidly

about it* ub ot grcate-t moment of inertia, and if

(yrosoopc.

are precisely eimilur phenomena. Tlius, when
the gyroscope is spinning, its axis Wing hori-

zontal, a weight attached to tlm framework at one

end of the axis ( fig. 5
1
makes the whole route about

the vertical ;
attached to the other end. the rotation

take- place in the opposite direction. And tho

framework may be lifted by a string attached near

one end of the axi- (fig. n) without the gyroscopes

falling It* axi* still projects horizontally from the

string, hut it revol e* a* n whole round the string.

Various- other singular experiment* may lie made
with thi* apparatus ; and other*, even more eunnua,

with the gyrostat of Sir W. Thomson, which is

simplv a gyroscope enclosed in a rigid case. l>y

which l he ends of its axis are supported. When a

gyrostat is made the bob of a pendulum under

certain conditions, the plane of vibration of the

pendulum turns, as in Foucault’s celebrated experi-

ment. but in general at a much greater rate.
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The Art of Dyeing. Th«
art of lixiug coloring matters nmfivniliunifiMuly

ami permanently in tho fibres of wool, silk,

liuou, cotton, aiul other substance*. Dyeing ia

u uhoinical process, and tho mode of its per*

Imiminco depends upon tho substauiu opera-

ted on. Thu* it ii tound that tho process by
which wool is dyed black, would only impart
ft rusty brown to lincu. Il’oot unites with
almost nil coloring matters with great facility,

silk in tho next degree, cotton less easily than
silk, and linen with even more difficulty.

I’reparatory to tho oporation of dyeing, each
of those mbs! uncos undergoes a species of
preparation to frno tho fibres from adhering
foreign matter, ns dirt, pease, A<% which
would prevent tho absorption of the aqueous

rcase, ,t»

ItlCriug

which

duld t" he afterwards applied, as well as im-
pair tho brilliancy of the dye. IKoctf is cleaned
or iwourud by means of a weak ftlkulino lye,
«oa|i and water, or putrid urine; tho latter

lioin/j vory generally used for this purpose.
Silk is clouucd from tho iintund varnish that
covers it, by boiling with white soup and
water. Colton and linen aro cleaned with
alkalino lyes of more or less dounity. Tho
substances so prepared are ready to undergo
tho various operations of dyeing.

Among tho various coloring materials em-
ployed by dyers, ooino import their tints to
diflorent substances by simple immersion in
their infusions or decoctions, and havo hence
been culled "snhsfan/iw color*;" but by far
tho greater number only impart a fugitive
dyo, unions tho fibres of tho stuff havo been
>revious)y filled with somo substauco which
ms a strong affinity for tho latter on tho ono
land, and the coloring material on the other.
Tho substances applied with this intention aro
called “ Mordants," and generally exercise
thu double property of “finny" and "sinking'’
tho color. Thus, if cotton goods be dyed
with a decoction of madder, it will only rc-
i-ivo a fugitive and dirty red Lingo, but if it

bo first run throqgh a solution of ocetuto of
alumina, dried at a high temperature, washed,
and then run through a madder bath, it

will coiuo out a permanent and lively red.

Tho principal mordants are tho acetates of
iron and alumina, sulphato of iron, alum, and
some other chemical salts. A perfect know-
ledge of tho effect of mordants on different
coloring substances is of paramount import-
ance to tho dyer.

After having received tho proner mordants,
tho goods am dried and rrnseu. after which

they nro passed fur a shorter or lunger tiino

through au in.ujion, decoction, or solution of
tho dyeing materials, which constitute tho
“ dye-bath"; they are again dried and rinsed.
In many coses, tho imoieniaa in tho dye- bath
is repeated, either with tho same materials or
with others to vary or modify tho color.

After tho Mtbauncea havo lnwn properly
dyed, thoy ore subjected to a thorough rinsing
or washing in soft water, uulil tho latter runs
off uucolored.

04. Dyo Woods, Ac. Decoctions of
tho different Woods are prepared for general
uxo in tho dyo house as they aro required. If
tho wood lie in tho chipped state, it must bo
boiled for an hour, in tho proportion of 1

pound of wood to 1 gallon of water; a second
boiling is generally given with new wa-
tor, and tho liquor obtained used instead of
water with more new wood. This second li-

quor is not good for dyeing alone, but whon
employed iustead of water for ucw wood, f

pouud of new wood is -ullk-icut. Tho second
liquor may, however, lie used ns an auxiliary

in tho dyeing of compound colore, such ns
browns, drain and fawn*. If tho wood bo
ground the nmo quantity is taken—namely,
1 pound for each gallon of tho decoction re-

quired, and is prepared as follows:—on a
piece of coarse cloth stretched upon a frauf,
or laid into a basket, pul thn ground wood,
and placo it over u vessel, then pour boiling
water over the wood until tho liquor that runs
through is nearly colorless. Harwood and
Camwood are always used in tho ground
state, the wood being put into tho boiler

along with the g<*t»ds; no deextious of lliom

woods are um<le. Ihx-ocliuus of bark and
weld aro often formed by putting them into a

coorso canvas bag, and then suspending it iu

boiliug water.

Tho coloring principle of archil is highly
soluble in hot water, and is useful in combi-
nation with other dyeing materials; but used
alone, does not impart a \**nnanont color.

95. To preparo Annotto. Into 2 gal-

lons of water put l pound of AnuolUi, -l

ounces of peartasb, and 2 ounces of soft

soap, and apply heat, stirring until the whole
is dissolved. When convenient it is best to

boil tho solution.

06.

To prepare Catechu. To7 or 8 gal-

lons of water put 1 pound of catechu, and
boil till it is all dissolved: then odd 2

ounces of sulphate of copper, stir, und it is

ready for use. Nitruto o! Copper may also
bo us«d, taking 1 wiuO'glasaful of tho solution
tnailo according to tho nuxt receipt.

07. To mako Nitruto of Copper So-
lution. To 1 part by measure uflriu acid,

and 2 parts water, add motullic copper ho

long as tho acid will dissolve it, tlton bottle

tho solution for uso.

08. To mako Sulphuto of Indigo.

t
lnto b pound* of tho most concentrated sul-

ino acid, stir iu by degrees 1 pound of tha
«t indigo, finely ground; expose this mix-

lure to a beat of about lliO> Fubr. for 10 or 12
hmire, atlrring it occasionally; a little rubbed

S
um a window-pane flhould'iwsumo n purple-
lie color.

1

00. To mako Indigo Extract. This is

prepared by proceeding exactly as stated for

•ulpliato of indigo and then diluted with
about 4 gallons hot water, and tho whole put
upon a thick woolen filter, over a largo vassal,

and hot water poured upon tho filter, until it

pauses through nearly colorless; tho blockish

matter retained upon tho filter is thrown
away, and tho filtered solution is transferred

to a leaden vessel, and ovaporuted to ubout II

gallons, to which is added about 4 pounds
chlorido of sodium (tuhlo suit) and well stir-

red; tho wholo is again pul upon a \Voodcn
filter and allowed to dram. Tho oxtruot re-

mains as a thin pasty mass upon tho filter, and
is ready for uso.

100. To mako Rod Liquor. Into 1

gallon hot water placo 2 pounds alum; dis-

solve, in a separate vessel, 2 pounds acetate
of load in 1 gallon water; in a third vessel
dissolve 1 pound crystallized soda; rnix all

tho solutions together and stir well for some
time, then allow to stand over night; decant
the clear solution which is ready lor use.

101. To make Caustic Potash. To
3 gallons water add 2 pound* either bluck or
pearl ashes, and boil; when seething add
newly- slaked lime, until a small quantity
taken out does not effervesce when nn acid fa

added to it. To test this, take u tumbler half
filled with cobl water, put u table-spoonful of

Ibc boiling lye into the tumbler, and add a
few drops sulphuric acid; if the acid were
added to the hot lye, it would spurt up und
endanger the operator. When the addition
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of acid causes uo effervescence, tho boiling

aud adding of lime is stopped, and tho whola
allowed to settle; then removo tho clear li-

quid iuto a vessel having a cover, to prevent

it from taking carbonic acid from tho air.

This serves os a stock for general use. The
limo sedimeut remaining may havo some hot

water added, which will give a strong lye, and
may bo used for first boils for yarn or heavy
cloth.

102. To make Caustic Soda. For
every gallon water odd 1 pound soda asb, or

2 pounds crystallized soda (washing sodo);

boil and proceed by adding slaked lime, and
testing os for potash; boiling for somo timo
is essential in order to ensure perfect caus-

ticity.

103. To mako Lime-water. Tuko
some well aud newly-burned limestone, and
pour water over it as long as tho atone seems
to absorb it, and allow it to stand; if not
breaking down freely, Bprinklo a lititle moro
water over it. A small quantity is best dono
in a vessel, such as an old cask, so that it con
bo covorcd with a board or bag. After being
slaked, add about 1 pound of it to every 10

S
tllons cold water, then stir and allow to set-

o; tho clear liquor is what is used for dyeing.

This should bomado up Just previous to uniup,

as limo -water standing attract* carbonic acid

lYom tho air, which tends to weaken tho solu-

tion.

104. To Mako Bleaching Liquor.
Take a quantity of blenching powder (chlorido

of limo) and add to it as much water as will

mako it into n thin oroaui; take a fiat pieco

of wood, and break all tho small pieces by
pressing them against tho ttido of tho vessel,

thou odd 2 gallons cold water for every pound
of powder; stir well, put a cover upon tho

vessel
,
and allow tho wholo to settle. This

will form a sort of stock vat for blcachiugopcra-

lions.

10B. To mako a Sour. To ovory gal-

lon of water odd 1 gill of sulphurio acid, stir

thoroughly; goods Ktuopcd iu this should bo
covored with tho liquor, os pieces exposed
bccomo dry, which deteriorates tho fibre; if

loft under tho Manor tho cloth is not hurt by
boing long in tho sour, but ou being taken

out, ovory caro should bo taken to wash out
tbo liquor thoroughly, otherwise tbo goods
will bo mndo tender.

100. To make Cochineal Liquor or
Paste, Put 8 ouucos ground cochineal into

a flask and add to it 8 fluid ounces ammonia
and 8 ounces water, let U19 wholo simmer to-

gether for a few hours, when tho liquor ii

ready for use.

107. Acid Preparations of Tin. Tho
acid preparations ot tin used in dyeing arc

called spirit*, with a term prefixed to each

denoting their particular application, as red
'

‘is, borwiHid spirits, Ac. The tin om-

5'cd for making those preparations has to

ergo a process colled feathering, and is as

follows:—tho tin is melted in an iron pot, nud

thou poured from mono height into a vessel

filled with cold water; this granulates or

feathers, tho tin. (.See .Vo. XU'J.)

108. Rod Spirits are mndo by mixing

together iu a stoneware vessel, 'J parts br
measure hydrochloric acid, 1

part nitric acid,

and 1 part water, and addiug to this leathered

tin iu small quantities at a time, until about

2 ouacos tin to the pound of acid used arc

dissolved. In this operation tho temperature

should not Ira allowed to rise. {-Sec .V«. 4124.)

109. Yellow Spirits are prepared in

tho same way, only substituting sulphuric

acid for tho nitric acid. This is used for the

somo purposes as red spirits, with the advan-

tage of the economy of sulphuric over nitric

acid.
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110. Barwood Spirit is prepared by
using 5 measures hydrochloric acid, 1 nitric

acid and 1 water, dissolving in this 1 ounce
feathered tin for every pound of tbo whole
mixture. 1J ounces tin may be used if the
red dyo is required to be very deep.

111. Plumb Spirit is mado by using C
to 7 measures hydrochloric arid to 1 nitric

acid and 1 water, dissolving in it 1 J ounces tin

for each pound of tho arid mixture. This
spirit is named from a preparation mado with
it and a decoction of logn-cxnl. A strung so-

lution of logwood is made and allowed to cool,
thou to each gallon of the solution there is

added from 1 to If pints of the spirit: the
wholo is well stirred and set aside to settle.

This preparation has a beautiful violet color,

and .silk and ci>U»n are dyed of that tliiulc by
dippiug them into thus piumh Hi/uor without
anv previous mordant. The depth of tiut

will depend on tho strength of the solution.

112. Plumb Spirit for Woolen Dye-
ing. This is prepared by adding tin to ni-

tric acid in which a quantity of chloride of

ammonium (sal ammoniac) has l«ern dissolved.
Observe, that all these spirit preparations are

varied by different operators, some preferring
more or loss of tho two acids, ami also ol

tho tin; but the proportions given fonn good
working spirits, and if care be taken in tlieir

prcparaliou not to fire them, that is. mil to

ollow tho temperature to get so high as to

convert the tin into a pcn-alt, the operator
will not fail ill lib processes as far as the

quality of tho spirit is concerned.

113. Tin Spirit*. Tho following arc
among tho best recommended preparations of
tin spirits, used for dyeing scarlet:

1 pound nitric acid. I pound water; dissolve

in Urn 1( ounces ral ammoniac, and then mhl,
by degrees, 2 ounces pure tin, Ix-atcn into rib-

bons.

Or : dissolve 1 part sal ammoniac in 8 parts

nitric acid at J0 J Itauiuu
;
mid, br degrees. 1

part pure tin ; ami dilute tho solution with
one-fourth its weight of water.

Or: 4 parts hydrochloric acid at 17° Itauui£,

1 part nitric arid at 30° Haum6; dissolve in

this mixture 1 part pure tin.

Or: H parts uitric acid, 1 part salammonimj
or common salt, ami I part gram tin. This is

the common spirit us.il by dyers.

114. Alum Plumb. Mako a strong

dceoction of logwood, ami then add to it 1

pound alum for every pound of logwood
used.

115. To Test tho Purity of Alum.
Tho usual impurity which renders alum unfit

for tho uses of the dyer, is tho ferTo-sulpliato

of potassa. but if iron Ira present in any other

shape it is equally injuritMis. Common alum
frequently coutains ammonia, from urino or
tho crude sulphate of tho gas works haring

been employed in its manufacture. This may
Ira detected by adding a little quicklimo or
caustic pulses*. Pure alum shmild fonn a
colorless solution with water, ami give a whito

precipitate with pure potasi soluble in an ex-

cess of tho latter. It should suffer no rhnngo
on tho addition of tiuctnrc of galls, prussial®

of potash. or sulphureted hydrogen.

110. Nitrate of Iron is used in the dye-
hon-c for various purposes. Its principal uso

is for dyeing Prussian Bine, ami is obtniuedas
follows : Take 4 parts nitric acid and 1 part

water in a glass or stoneware vessel
;
plnco it

in a warm bath, and add dean iren so long as

the acid continues to dissolve it with effer-

vescence : take out any iron that remains nn-
dissolvcd, and. after settling for 1 hour, tho

clear solution is ready for use. Tho fumes

given off during thcoperation should be guard-

ed against, being dcleterions to health and in-

jurious to any metal or vegetal with which

they come in contact This solution should
l>c kept in tho dark, as it loses somo of its

strength by exposure to light.

117. Chloride of Iron is another salt

used in the (lye-houso lor dyeing silks and
woolens a deep blue, and is preferred, for that

purpose, to copperas. It is prepared for uso

thus: To 4 parts hydrochloric acid add 2 porta

water, and apply a gentlo heat ; then add iron

in pieces, or filings, so long an it continues to

bo dissolved
;
then pour off tho clear liquid

into a basin, and ovapnrate, when greenish

colored crystals of chlorido of iron will bo ob-

tained. This salt crystallizes with difliculty,

deliquesces in tho air, and should not lie ex-

posed. Instead of evaporating and crystal-

lizing. tbo solution may bo put iu a bottlo and
reserved for use.

118. To mako Iron Liquor. Into a
largo cast-iron boiler, or not, a quantity of

irmi turnings, hoops or nails, are introduced,

and acetic acid—tbo crude pyroligneous acid

from tho distillation of wood— is poured in

upon them. Tho strength of tho acid it» gen-

erally of 5° Baumd, or specific gravity 1.035.

A temperature of 150° Fahrenheit u main-

tained till tho solution of protoocotato of iron

is obtained. During tho solution of tho iron

much tarvy matter separates, which is Bkim-

mod off. and tho solution frequently agitated,

to free it, as much as possible, from tho tar.

A i soon as a strength is gained of ;\ spneifia

gravity of 1 .09, at 00° Fahrenheit, tbo solution

is allowed to cool, for a further quantity of

impurities to separate. When clean turn)aw
are operated oil. tho pnracss of solution ui

completed in f* to 7 days.

110. To mako up a Blue Vat. Toko t

pound indigo, and grmd iu water until no

grittiness ran bo felt between the fingers;

put this into n deep vessel -casks are guner-

ally used—with alraut 12 gallons water; then

add 2 pounds copperas, and 3 pounds nowly-
Klaked liuic, and stir for 15 minutes; stir again

after 2 hour*, and repeat every 2 hours for 5 or

6 times; towards tho end, tho liquor should lie

of a greenish yellow color, with blackish

veins through it. and a rich froth of indigo on
tho surfuco. Alter standing 8 hours to settle,

the vat is fit to use.

120 . To mako Bluo Stono. Sulphate

of copper is known in commorco as Hlue

stone, /(oman vitriol, and Hlue vitriol, and

may be prepared by exposing pure copper in

thin sheets to tho joint action of dilute sul-

phurio acid and air; or l»y treating freshly

precipitated oxido of copper with diluted pure

oil ol vitriol
;
or by boiling tbo metal with oil

of vitriol, cither in tho concentrated stuto or

diluted with an equal hulk of water. These
arc the simplest ways of obtaining this salt,

which may bo reduced to a crystalline form

by evaporation. The crystals assume n well-

defmea rhomboidul form of a lino sapphire-

blue color.

121 . To make Solutions for Dyoing-.
In making solutions of copperas, bluo stone,

chrome, Ac., there is no fixed rulo to bo fol-

lowed. A quantity of tbo crystals are put into

a vessel, and boiling water poured upon
them aud stirred until dissolved. Some
soils require less water than others whon sat-

urated solutions ore wanted
;
but in tho dye-

house saturation is notessontial, and therefore

there is always used ample water to dissolve

the salt. In all cases, however, tho propor-

tions are known, so that the operator, when
adding a gallon, or any other quantity of

liquor to the dye-bath, knows how much Halt

that portion contaius. From i to 1 pound
per gallon is a common quantity.

122. To Prepare Cotton Yarn for

Dyeing. Cotton yarn, when spun, is put up

In hanks, a certain number of which com-
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bined constitute ahead; tho number of hanks
ranging from 6 to 20, according as the
fineness of tho yam varies from very coarse
to very fine. Sufficient of theso heads arc
tied together, or banded with stout twine into
a bundle, to make 10 pounds.
After banding, the cotton is boiled in water

for 2 or 3 hours until thoroughly wot. The
handles aro then loosed, and each roll of ram
is put on a wooden pin, about 3 feet long
and inches thick, 4 or 6 pins making a
bnndle. The yarn is now ready for dyeing
dark colors; but for light shades, it must be
bleached previous to dyeing. Tho bleaching
is performed thus

:

123.. ,To Bleach Cotton Yarn. A ves-
sel sufficiently largo to allow of the yam be-
ing worked in jt freely without pressing, is to
bo two-thirds filled with boiling water; add l

pint bleaching liquor (see -Vo. 104) to every
gallon of water in the vessel, and work the
yam in this for half an hour. Into another
vessel of similar size, two-thirds filled with
cold water, mid one wine-glassful sulphuric
acid for every 2 gallons water; stir well, and
then put the yum from tho bleaching solution
Into this, and work for 10 minutes

; then wash
out until all tho acid is removed. This will
bleach tho yarn for dyeing any light shado.

124. To Proparo Cotton Cloth for
Dyeing. The doth is taken out of tho fold,
and hanked up by tho hand, taking tho end
through tho hank and tying ft loosely, tech-
nically termed touching; it is then steeped
over night in old alknlfuu lye. which loosens
anil removes the oil. grease and dressing
which it lias obtained in weaving; it is then
thoroughly rinsed in clean water. Whcro
them is a dash- wheel, it should be used for
this washing. In consequence of tho liquor
often formonting with tho paste in tho cloth,
this process bus bcou technically tennod tho
rot steep.

If tho cloth is to bo dyed a dark color, no
further preparation is needed; hut if light,
tho doth has to bo blenched os follows:
125. To Bloach Cotton Cloth. After

undergoing the rot strep, boil for 3 hours in
caustic lye, of the strength of I gill of stock
lyo (see A'o. 101) to tho gallon of water;
wash out, and steep for 6 hours in a solution
of 1 pint of blenching liquor (see A’o. 104) to

tho gallon of water; wash, and steep 1 hour
iu a strong sour of 1 wine-glassful sulphuria
acid to 1 gallon water ; wash well from this
before drying or dyeing.

If tho cloth bo very heavy, it may be neces-
sary to repeat in their proper order tho boiling

In lye, the steeping iu bleaching liqnor, and
in the sour, finishing, as before, with thorough
washing or drying.

In bleaching cloth for dyeing, core has to

be taken that it is all equally white, other-
wise it will show in tho color.

The quantity of water used should bo suffi-

cient to cover thodoth easily without pressure.
If the goods bo old, and havo previously

been dyed, and if tho shado required be a
deep shade, and the color of the goods light,

in that case nothing is generally required but
steeping in alkaiinu lyo to remove any greaso
or starch

;
but if tlio color of tho cloth is

dark, the best method is to bleach os if they
were gray goods.

126. To Remove Oil Stains. When
there aro oil spots upon goods, and so fixed

or dried in, that steeping in an -alkaline lyo
will not remove them, mb a little soft soap
upon tho stain, and let it remain for an hoar,

then rub gently with tho hand in a lather of

soap, slightly warmed, and wash in water;
for cotton, a little caustic lye will do equally
well, but the soap is preferable, and seldom
fails. It is essential that all oil or gTeaae be
removed before dyeing.

127. To Remove Iron Stains. Take
a little hydrochloric acid in a basin or saucer,

and make it slightly warm, then dip tho iron

stain into the odd for about 1 minute, which
will dissolvo the oxide of iron; the cloth

must be well washed from this, first in water,

then iu a little soda and water, so as to re-

move all trace of ociiL A little oxalic acid

may be used instead of hydrochloric, but

more time is required, and* with old fixed

spots is not so effective. Tho same precau-

tions nre necessary in washing out the acid,

as oxalic arid dried iu the cloth injures it.

128. To Remove Mildew from Cot-
ton. Proceed with the stains by nibbing in

soap or sleeping in a little soda, washing, and
then steeping in bleaching liquor (seelV'o. 1041,

or by putting a wine-glassful of tho stock

liquor (see So. 101) in 1 pint of water ;
after-

wards wash, pass through a sour (see -Vo. 105),

and wash again.

129. To Remove Indeliblo-InkMarks.
Steep in a hlllq eblorino water or a weak solu-

tion of bleaching liquor (see So. 101), for

about half an hour, then wash in ammonia
water, which will obliterate tho stain ; then
wash in clear water. They may also bo re-

moved by spreading the cloth with tlio ink
marks over a basin tilled with hot water;
then moisten tho iuk marks witli tincture of

iodine, uud immediately after take a feather

and moisten the parts stained by tho iodine

with a solution of hrpoaulphate of soda, or

caustic potoasa or mxfa. until tho color is re-

moved ; then let tho cloth dip in tho hot wa-
ter ; after a while wash wall and dry.

130. Indigo Bluo Dyo for Yarn. The
vats used for dyeing indigo bluo aro usually
wino pipes or other largo casks, sunk in tho

ground to a depth convenient for tho operators
to work at. Five of tbeso constitute a set,

and aro worked together and kept of tho saniu
strength. The yam being worked in quanti-
ties of 100 pounds, 20 pounds are passed
through each vat.

Koch vat is filled nlmut three-fourths with
cold water; them am limn added « pounds of
indigo, 16 pounds of sulphate of iron (cop-

peras), and 24 pounds newly-slaked lime. The
whole is well stirred with a rako for half an
hour, and this stirring is repeated every

hours for tho first day.
The time to stop the stirring is known by

tho solution liecnming a rich o»k yellow,

having largo bluo veins running through it

ami a lino indigo froth on tho surfaco. When
theso signs aro all favorable, tlio solution is

allowed to stand for several hours till all tho
solid matter settle*, when it is ready for use.

Tho mode of dyeing consists in simply im-
mersing tho goods, and working them iu the
solution for 15 minutes, taking out and
wringing or pressing, and then exposing to

tho air; repeating this operation until the de-
sired depth of color is obtained. Tho yam is

then washed in cold water nnd dried. When
tho shado required is very deep, tho yam
may, previous to washing, bo parsed through
a tub of water acidulated with vitriol till it

tastes acid, and then washed
;
this adds bril-

liancy to tho color.

131.

Sky Blue Dye for Cotton Goods.
To dyo 10 pounds of cotton, first bleach the
cotton (see So. 123); then, to a lull of cold

water sufficient to work tho goods easily, add

i piut nitrato of irou. and work in this for 20
minutes; wring out. and pass through a tab
of clean water. Into another tab of cold
water add 4 ounces ferrocyanide of potassium
in solution, and about a wine-glassful of sul-

phuric ucid; work the goods in this for 15

tuinutos; wring out aud wash through cold
water, in which is dissolved 1 ounce of alum;
wring out aud dry. For lighter or darker
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shades of blue, use less or ninro of the iron
and ferrocyanide; or, should tlio color lie too
light after passing through the process de-
scribed, a<ld 1 ounce mora ferrocyanide, repeat
tho operation through tho same tubs, ainl the
shade will ho deepened nearly double.
132. Napoleon Bluo. For 10 pounds

ootton goods, tho cotton must bo first bleached.

Into a tub of cold water put 1 imperial pint of
nitrato of iron and 2 gills hydrochloric acid,

then add 3 ounces crystals of tin (or 1 pint
chloride of tin); stir well and immediately
work tho goods in it for 30 minutes; wring
out and put directly into tlio priuxlate tub,

tnado up witli water into which is put a solu-
tion of 12 ounces ferrocyanide, and ono wine-

glassful of hydrochloric acid; work in this
lbr 15 minutes, then wash out in clean water
in which is dissolved 2 ounces of alum. If a
deeper shado of bluo is required, wash them
in clean water without tho alum, pass thorn
again through tlio two tubs; and, lastly, wash
them in water with tho alum.
133. Royal Blue. This is dved in tho

same manner as Xapofeon Blue, but tho li-

quors aro stronger— using 2 pints iron solution,

2 gills hydrochloric acid, and 1 ounces tin

crystals. Tho 1‘russhito tub is imulo un by
dissolving in it I pound forrocyunido ot po-
tassium. and adding 1 wine-glassful of sul-

phuric ucid, uiul 1 of hydrochloric acid. If

not dark enough with putting through one©,
rcjicat.

134. Bluo. Copperas (sulphato of iron)

is used as a mordant tor dyeing bluo by forro-

eynuido of potassium (pruawiate of potas-

sium). Tho copperas bc-tmitodfortlio bluo vat

should bo of a dark rusty greon color, and
froo from copper, zinc, or alumina. Thus, 10

pounds cotton may bo dyed a good rich bluo

l»y working it for 15 minutes in a solution of

4 pounds copperas; wring out; and then work
through a solution of 4 ounces of the ferro-

cyanide; finally, wash in cold water containing

1 ounco nliim in solution.

Copperas is also used as a dyo by tho oxi-

dation of tho iron within tho fibre. Tims:
135. Iron Buff or Nankeon. Tnko 2

pounds copperas, nnd dissolvo in warm water,

then add tlio requisilO quantity of water for

working tlio goods; work in this for 20 min-

utes; wring out. and put immediately into

another vessel filled with lime-water, and
work iu this for 15 minutes; wring out and
oxjMi.sc to tho air for half an hour, when tho
goods will assunto tt buff color. If Urn color

is not sufficiently deep, the operation may bo

repeated, working through tlio sauio copperas
solution, bnt using fresh lime-water each time.

The goods should be finally washed through

clean warm water and dried.

136. Nankeen or Buff Dyo for Cot-
ton Goods. To a tub of hot water odd 1

pint nitrato of iron, and work in this for half

an hour 10 pounds cotton previously bleached

(see So. 125); wash out in water, and dry.

This process is simple and easy, and produces
a jicnnancnt dye.

137. General Receipts for Dyeiog
Cotton. In thn following receipts, tlio quan-

tities are given for 10 pounds cotton, whether
yarn or cloth. For more or less cotton, tho

quantities can be increased or diminished in

proportion; but when small articles aro to bo
dyed'—such as ribbons, gloves, Ac.—a littlo

more of tho materials mnv be used in propor-

tion to advantage. Where washing is referred

to. it is always" in cold water, unless other-

wise specified.

138. Common Black. Steep the good*

in a decoction of 3 pounds sumach whilo it ia

hot, and let them lio over night; wring out

and work them for 10 minutes through lime-
water, then work for half an hour in a solu-
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lion of - puiunls copperas. They may either

bo washed from this, nr worked agaiu through

lime- water tor 10 minutes; then work them
for ball' an hour in a warm decoction of 3

Binds logwood, addin* 1 pint chamber lye;

ira catering the goods, lift ami rai. e with

2 ounces copperas iu sulutiou; work 10 min-

ute*. then wash and dry.

130. Jet Black. Tho goods arc dyed

iu tbo same maimer as tho lost receipt; hul

along with tho logwood is added 1 pound

fustic.

In both tho above receipts if 3 pints iron

liquor (ace Ao. 118) bo used instead of the

copperas, or in part mixed with the cop-

peras, it makes u richer shado of black, but

copperas is generally used; if mixed, use half

tho quantity of each.

140.

Bluo Black. Dyo the goods first

a good shade of blue by tho vat (see A'©. 130),

and thou proceed as lor common black. If

tho blue ho very deep, then half tho quantity

of tho materials for dyeing Idark will suffice.

141.

Spirit Yellow. Work through a

solution of protoeblorido of tin, of tho specific

gravity of 1° Dannie, for 30 minutes; wash

out, and work lor IT. minutes in a decoction of

3 pounds bark kept at a boiling beat; lift out

tho goods and add to the bark rotation 4 pint

single chloride of tin
;
work tho goods for 20

minutes in this, and then trash well in cold

water. This gives a rich yellow.

142.

Spirit Brown. First dvo tho goods

a spirit yellow, according to tho fxst receipt;

after washing, work for \ hour in a decoction

of 2 pound i lima or peachwood and 1 pound

logwood
;

lift tho goods out ami add 3 ounces

alum in solution, and work tho goods in it 15

minutes; wash and dry. By varying tho pro-

portions of logwood and limawood, a variety

of shades may bo produced.

143.

Mordant Brown. Steep tbo goclu

for six hours in a decoction of sumach, next

dyo n spirit yellow, according to tho receipt

given above. Then work for half nn hour

through a decoction of 2 pounds limawood

and 8 ounces logwood; lift tho goods, and

add 2 ounces alum in solution ;
work for 15

minutes, wash and dry. This method is well

adapted for cotton goods, is letter than the

spirits, ami moro easily performed by tho non-

practical man. Tho spirit brown is best for

yam.

144.

Cinnamon Brown. Dyo a dark

spirit yellow (sec So. 141), and work for 30
minutes in 3| pounds limawood and J

pound

logwood; lift tho goods oml add 2 ounces

alum in solution; wash ami dry.

145.

TJvonterin Brown. Dyo a spin!

yellow (ace So. Ml), then work for 20

minutes in a decoction of I pound limawood

ami l pound fustic; lift, and add ) pint red

liquor (see So. IDO); work 10 mmutes in this;

wash and dry.

146.

Fawn Brown. Tnko 1 part nn-

notto liquor (see So. 95). and 1 part wiling

water; stir well, and work the goods in it for

10 minutes; wring out and wash in two wa-

ters
;
then work for 20 minutes in a decoction

of 2 pounds fustic and l pound snmoeh ; lift,

and add 3 ounces copperas in solution ; stir

well, aud work for 20 minutes longer ;
then

work for 20 minutes in a decoction of3 ounces
limawood, 8 ounces fustic, and 4 ounces log-

wood
;

lift, mid add 1 ounce alum; work ia

this for 10 minutes; wring out aud dry.

147.

Catechu Brown. Work the goods
at a boiling heat for 2 hours in 2 pounds of

catechu prepared according to No. 1H»; wring

out, and then work for half an hour in a hot

solution of t> ounces bichromate of potas-a;

wash from this in hot water. If a little tump bo

added to the wash water, the color is improved.

Deeper shades of brown may bo dyed by
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repeating tbo operation.

148. Catechu Chocolates. Dye brown
according to the ia.-t receipt, then work for 15

minutes in a decoction of l| pounds logwood

;

lift, aud add 3 ounces alum iu solution
;
work

10 minutes longer; nidi out aud dry. Dif-

fered shades of brown and chocolate can i*o

produced, by varying the proportion of log-

wood, and the strength of the brown .lye.

149. Chocolate, or French Brown.
!)vc a spirit yellow according to receipt No.

141; then work for half an hour in a decoc-

tion of 3 pounds logwood ; lift, and mid ) pint

of red liquor (sec So. ICO), and work 10 min-

utes longer; wash and dry. A deeper shado

may be obtained by adding 1 pound fustic to

tho logwood.
150. Catechu Fawns. Work the goods

15 minutes in hot water containing 2 pints

catechu, prepared as in receipt No. IMi; wring

out, and work !5 minutes iu hot water con-

taining 1 ounce bichromate of polassa in solu-

tion ; wash and dry.
‘ 151. Catechu Fawns -Another Meth-
od. Work in the cotcchn the rtiino as in tho

last receipt; wring out, and work for 15 min-

utes in warm water containing 2 ounces

orctato of lead iu solution; wash iu cold

water aud dry.

152. Catechu Fawns—Another Meth-
od. Work in warm water containing 4 pint*

catechu (sec So. 95). lift, and add 2 ounces

copperas in solution, mid work for 15 minutes ;

wash in water, and then in another tub oi

warm water in which sufficient soap has been

dissolved to raise a lather, and then dry.

153. Common Red. Make a decoction

of 3 pounds snmacb, and put the goods in at

once
;
let them steep over night

;
wring out

and woik for an hour in a mixture of 1 gill

red spirits (see So. MM). to every gallon

water; wring out and wash well; then work

for half an hour in r. decoction of 3 pound*

limawood and 1 pound fustic, using O.is de-

coction a; hot :n the hand can bear it
;

lift,

and add 1 gill red spirits, then work for 15

minutes morn; wa-h out and dry.

151. Barwood Red. To a decoction or

2 pounds sumach, add a wine-glassful ot

vitriol, and steep the goods in it fur C hours

;

wring out and work for an hour iu rod spirit

(sco So. 103). diluted to 2° Baumfi ;
wring

out and trash, then pass through a tub ot

warm water; p it 10 pound » kuwood into a

boiler with water ami bring i* near to tbo

boil, then put in tho goods ami work among

tho wood grains for 1 hour; lift out, wa-h.

wring and dry. Deeper shade* may be dyed

by using larger quantities of Iho materials in

each operation.

155. Scarlet. For I pound cf good*,

boil 1| ounces cream of tartar ia water in a

block-tin vessel; odd 1| ounce* tin spirits,

niulo according to tho first receipt in No. 113;

boil for 3 minutes, then boil tho goods iu it

for 2 hours; drain and let tho goods cool.

Noxt boil i ounce cream of tartar for a few

minutes iu somo water; add to it I ounce
powdered cochineal, boil for 5 minutes, adding
gradually l ounco tin spirits, stirring well all

the time; thea put iu the goods aud dyo im-

mediately.
156. Common Crimson. Steep over

night in a decoction of 3 pounds sumach;
work iu spirits diluted 2° Baum6, wash and

then work for 30 minutes in a decoction of 3

pounds limawood and 1 pound logwood; lift,

and add a gill of red spirits (see So. 108);

work for 15 miuuUPs; wash and dry. A beau-

tiful red crimsoa is obtained by omitting the

logwood; and ft diversity of tints dyed by
varyiug tho proportions of the lnnawood and
logwood.
157. Light Straw. To a tub of cold
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water add 4 ounces acetate of lead in solution,

work tho goods in this for 15 minutes, and
wriug out; thou work for 10 minutes in an-

other tub of water containing 2 ounces bi-

chromato of potassa; wriug out, and work
again in the lead solution for 10 minutes;
wash aud dry.

158. Leghorn. This tint is dyed in tho

fuuno manner as the lust, but adding I pint

of annotto liquor (see So. 95) to the chrome
solution. Ditl'oroiil shades may bo obtained
by using more or less of theso stuffs, without
varying the mode of working.

159. Annotto Orange, llcut the nn-
noltu solution (see So. 95) to about 14U°

Fahr.; work the goods iu it for 20 minutes;
wring out thoroughly in order to economize
tho liquor, wash in a couple of waters uud
dry. If tho goods aro then passed through
water with sufficient acid to taste sour, a very
red orange, almost scarlet, is obtained, but the

tint fades quickly.

160. Logwood Bluo. Dyo first a light
blue with the vat (sec So. 130), then soak the
goods f.»r several hours in n hot decoction of

2 pounds sumach; then work for 15 minntos
iu water containing I pint red liquor (tee

So. 100) and 1 pint iron liquor (see So. 118);
wash in two waters, hot; then work for 20
minute* in n decoction of 2 pounds logwood;
lift, and add J pint rod liquor, ami work again
for 10 minutes; wash and dry.

101. Fustic Groon on Yarn. Dyo a
bluo with the Vttt (see So. 130), wash Olid

wring, and then pass through red liquor (see

So. 100) diluted to 4° l)nuin6; wash through
a lull of hot water, aud then work for 20 mill*

utos in a decoction of 4 pound:; fustic; lift,

and add 2 ounces alum in solution; work for

15 minutes, wash aud dry.

162. Fustic Groon on Cloth. Work
the good* iu red liquor ( see So. 100) diluted

to 4^ lliiumd, and dry in a hot chamber; thou
wot in hot water and work for 20 minutes in

a decoction of 3 pounds fustic; lift, and add
S ounco* alum in solution; work again for 15

minutos; wring ‘out and work iu chemio (u so-

lution of sulphate of indigo whoso acid lias

boon neutralised with carbonate of soda);
wring out ami drv.

163. Bark Green on Cloth. After the
goods have been cleaned, work them fur 10

minutcaiured liquor (see So. 100) at 5°Bamn6;
wring out. ond pass through a tub of hot water;

then work for naif au hour iu a decoction of

3 pounds bark; lift, and add 1 pint red liquor

(see So. 100); work 10 minutes longer, tlieri

lift ond drain; work next for 20 minutes In a

tub of cold water containing f> gallons chemio
(sec last receipt); wriug out and dry. Tho
depth of shado can bo varied by increasing or

diminishing tho quantities of material in pro-

portion.

164. Groon with Prussian Bluo.
Dyo a good Prussian bluo (sec So. 131) accord-

ing to tho depth of green required; then work
10 minutes in red liquor (see So. 100) nt 4°

Bouml; wash in warm water, ami work fur

half au hour in a decoction of 3 pounds fustic;

lift, and add 2 ouucca alum in solution; work
again for 10 minutes, wash and dry. A finer

tint can be obtained by using hark instead of

fustic, but it must not bo worked too warm.
165. Sage Green. Dyo a Prussian bluo

(sec So. 131), and work 10 minutes in a seda-

tion of 2 pounds of alum; wring nut, and
work 15 minutes in a decoction of 1 pound
fustic; lift, and add a pint of the alum solution

already used; work 10 minutes; wash and dry.

166. Olive or Bottle Greon. Dye a

good shudo of Prussian blue (sco So. 131);

then mordant 10 minutes in ted liquor (s«
So. 100) lit 5° BuuunS; wring out and wash
in hot water; then work half ail hour in u
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decoction of 3 pounds fustic and 1 pound
sumach, then add \ pint of iron liquor <sce
No. 118), and work 15 minutes; wash in a tub
containing 2 ounces alum, and dry.

107. Olive or Bottlo Green—Another
Method. Work the goods in red liquor (see
No. 100) nt 5° llaumc, wash out i:i warm wa-
ter; then work fur half an hour iu a decoction
of 3 pounds bark and 1 pound sumach; lift,

and add J pint iron liquor (see .Vo. 118). and
work 15 minutes; wring out and work 15 min-
utes in tho chcmic (see No. 1G2); wring out
and dry.

1G8. Olivo Green. Dyo a Prussian bluo
(seo No. 131); then work fur 10 minutes in
rod liquor

(
see No. 100) at 4° BaunuS; wash in

hot water, and work iu a dceoetion of 3
pounds hark and 1 pound logwood; lift, and
add i pint red liquor, and work 10 minutes:
wash and dry. By varying the proportions of
hark and logwood, different sluulod of green
may ho obtained.

If tho goods bo yarn, n light liluo may bo
dyed by tho vat (see No. 130) instead of tho
Prussian bluo, and proceeded with ns above.
160. Lilac or Puco. Work fur an hour

in red spirits (ace No. 108) nl U® Bailing
wring out and wash; thou work half an hour
iu a decoction of 3 pounds logwood at about
1 10° Fuhr.j lift, and add I gill red spirits, and
work 20 minutes; wash and dry. Haifa pint
red liquor (seo No. 100) or 2 ounces nlum,
ntay lie added to the logwood after lifting, iu-

Stead of tho rod spirit.

170. Lilac or Puco. Work for 15 min-
utes in red linuor (see No. 100) ot 0° Hamm*;
wring out and wash iu u tub of warm water;
then work half an hour iu a decoction of 2
pounds logwood at 140° Fahr.: lift, and mid
1
pint red liquor, or 2 ounces alum

;
work 10

minutes, nud wash iu clean warm water:
wring out oud dry.

171. Light Purplo or Adelaide. Steep
the goods in a decoction of 2 pouuds sumach

;

wring out, and work half an hour in plumb
spirit (set No. Ill); wring out, and wash in

clean cold wutor until no Usto of acid is left

on the goods, nud dry.
Wliou working with tho plumb spirit, it is

advisabio to put a sufficiency of it into a
separate VOS»oI for working Urn goods, relum-
ing tho liquor afterwards to tho plumb tub.

172. Light Purple. Steep iu a decoc-
tion of 2 pouuds sumach

;
wring out aud work

for 20 minutes in red spirits (see No. 108) at
11° Baumd; wash well and then work in plumb
spirit, and finish tho sumo ns tho lust receipt.

173. Purplo. Steep iu a decoction of 2
pounds sumach until cool ; work in red spirits

(see No. 108) at 1|° Dauui6 for an hour, and
wash in cold water; then work for half an
hour in a docoction of 3 pounds logwood at
140° Fahr.; lift, und add 1 gill red spirit*, and
work 10 minutes more; wash in cold water
nud dry.

If a browner tint is required, use a little

moro sumach; for a bluer tint, use less
sumach aud moro logwood; nud add, after
lifting, i pint red liquor (sec No. 100), or 2
ounces alum, instead of red spirits.

174. Lavender or Peach. Work for
20 minutes in plumb spirit («« No. Ill):
wring out, and wash in clean cold water till

frno from acid taste, and dry.
175. Logwood, Lilac or Puce. Dye a

good shade of Prussian blue (see No. 131);
thou work 15 minutes in a decoction of 1

pouud logwood at 140° Fahr.; lift, and add 4

ounces alum; work 10 minutes, then wash iu
cold water and dry.

170. Logwood Lilac. Dyo a sky blue
(see No. 131); then work for 15 minutes in a
tub of warm water containing 1 gallon alum
plumb (see No. 1 14) ; wring out and dry.

177. Common Drab. Work for 15
minutes in a decoction of j a pound sumach

;

lift, ar.d add 1 ounce copperas iu solution,
and work 15 minutes more; wash out in a
tub of colJ water, then work 15 minutes in a
decoction of 4 ounces fustic, 2 ounces liiua-
wood, ar.d 1 ounce logwood ; lift, and add 1

ounce alum in solution; work 10 minutes,
than wring out and dry.

A great variety of different tints can bo
produced by varying the proportion of tho
liinawood, fustic, and logwood; and lighter
or darker shades by diminishing or iucrc-asiug
tho quantities of suumch and coppers#.

178. Oliva Drab. Work tor 15 minutes
in i pound sumach; lift, and add 1 ounce
copperas, and work 15 minutes moro

;
wash

in water, then work for 20 minutes in water
with i pound fustic; lift, aud add 1 ounce
alum, and work for 10 minutes aud dry.

179. Drab. To a tub of hot water odd
1 pint annolto preparation No. 05),
which give* a light salmon color; thru pro-
ceed as for olive drab in la>t receipt. By
varying the quantities a great variety of lints
may bo obtained.

180. Stone Color. Work tho goods 20
minutes in a decoction of 1 pound sumach

;

lift, and add 1 ounce copperas in solution

;

work for 15 minutes, and wash in cold water;
then work 10 miuules in warm water con-
taining } pint aluui plumb (see No. 114);

wring out and dry. This gives a reddish
tint, which may bo avoided by using a aolu-
tiou of { ounce of alum instead of tho aluui
plumb.

181. Catechu Stone Drab. Work the
goods 15 minutes iu but water containing 2
pints prepared catcebu (see No. 96); lift, and
mid 2 ounces copperas in solution; work for

minutes, aud na>h in water, Uion work for
10 minutes in a tub of warm water containing
a decoction of 2 ounces logwood; lift, oud
mid t ounce alum; work 10 minutes moro,
wnng out ami dry.
182. Catechu Drab. Work for 15 min-

utes in hot water containing 1 pint prepared
catechu (see No. 9f.); lift. And add 1 ounco
copperas; work 10 minutes; wa*h out and
dry. A variety of tints may be obtainod by
Imishuig in a weak decoction of ouo or other
of tho lUffureut dye-woods.

1 83. Chromo Dy ca for Cotton Good*.
Tho following recipes will servo to illustrate
tho iimi and valun of chromo (Uchromalo of
pota<*a) as n dyeing agent. Tho nuantiUua
given aro for dyeing 10 p-mudi weight of cot-
ton, and nmy he increased or diminished in
proportion, according tc the quantity of goods
to bo dyed.

18-1. Light Straw. To a tub of cold
water add 4 ounces acetate of lead, previously
dissolved; work tho goods through this for
15 minutes, and wring out; into another tub
of water add 2 ounces bichromate of potass*

;

work tho goods through this 10 minutes,
wring out and pass again through the lead
Solution for 10 minutes; wash and dr)-.

185. Lemon Color. Into a tub of cold
water put 1 pound acctato of lead, previously
dissolved

;
w<*rk thu goods in this for 15 min-

utes, and wring out; into another tub of cold
water put G ounces biehromatu of potassa in
solution; work the goods for 15 minutes
through this aud wring out; then work it 10
minutes in tho lead solutiou

; wring out, wash,
and dry.

186. Deep Yellow. To a tub of cold
water odd 1 pound acetato cf lead, and 1
pound nitrate of lead in solution; work tho
goods in this for 30 minutes, and wring oat;
theu to a tub of warm water add 12 ounce*
bichromate of potassa. and work the goods in
it for lominiftcs; expose to the air for half
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an hour, then pass again through both solu-
tions, working them tho same time in each as

before, and c-xposo to tho air for one hour;
then pass them through the lead solution

;

wring out, wash and drv. 1 f the color is not
deep enough they may lie passed through tho
solutions again, observing the sumo rules.

187. Deep Amber Yellow. Put into
a tub of water 1 pound acetate of lead, und to
this odd gradually caustic potassa or soda,
until tho precipitato formed bo re-dissolved,
taking rare not to mid moro alkali tliun is re-
quired for this solution; work tho goods in
this for 30 minutes; wring out, and work for
15 minutes in another tub of watur to which
8 ounces bichromate of potass* has boon
added in solution

;
wring out, wash and dry.

2 or 3 ounces sulnhato of sine may ho added
to tho chromo solution with good effect-. If *
deep red amber bo required, add to tho
chromo solution j pint muriatic acid,

188. Chromo Greon. l)yo a blue by
tho process described iu No. 131

;
then dyo u

yellow according to tho last receipt. Tho
dopth of the bluo and yellow will regulate the
tint of green.
Tho principal difficulty is when a particular

depth or shade of grocn is wanted, to ascer-
tain tho exact tfmdu of bluo to bo given, us
bluo cannot bo added upon thu yellow. This
is a matter which can only bo learned by
practice.

189. French Proceaa for Dyeing Tur-
kov-Red. Tho following pronoun for dyeing
turkey-rod, is tho ouo m general uso in

Franco ol present.
The quantities of materials, do., given, aro

for dyeing 2200 pounds of cotton, which 1ms
already, it in assumed, boon subjected to
thorough washing mid scouring iu soup.

Dissolvo 20 to 22 pounds carboimlo of
polassA in about 330 gallons of water, mid
provide for future uso 1300 to 1400 pounds of
fat oil

; noxt divide tho goods to ho dyed into
three oqual portions.
Tho first stop in tho process is oiling the

goods; mix together ono-third part of the fat
oil and of tho solution of potass*, stirring by
degrees into the oil sufficient solution to pro-
duco on emulsion

;
this makes tho white

liquor.

Ono-third of tho goods aro padded, that is,

drawn through evoiilv backwards and for-

wards, in this white liquor ; thou tako thorn
out and lay together in a heap in a fresh Cool
place for 10 or 12 hours, und dry in an atmo-
sphere heated to 140° Kuhr.

Whilo tho flint portion of tlio goods is dry-
ing, prepare a second portion of white liquor,
aud subject a second portion of the goons to
tho saino operation os tho first; the remaining
portion of tho goods is in turn subjected to

tho same treatment, using the remainder of
thofutoil for a third tub of white liquor; by
this means tho process proceeds without inter-
mission, oach portion being under different
stages of treatment simultaneously.

This routino is repeated several times
(generally seven or eight) on oooh portion,
each always in its own tub, according to the
quantity of oil which it is desired to fix on
the goods. If tho bath begins to fail, eitherthe goods. If the bath begins to fail, either
a little tepid water in added, or a certain
auantity of old white liquor proceeding from
the washings.

The next slago is to remove superfluous
oil; this is done by maceraliug tlio goods
twice, successively, for 24 hours each timo,
in a solution of carbonato of potassa nt 1°

Baum6. Tho liquid which is wrung or
pressed out of Uicm constitutes tho old white
liopor, which may bo employed again for
filling up iu tho oiling operation. Tho goods
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are then carefully rinsed.

The third process is galling or mordanting.
Bruise 22 pounds gall-nuts, and boil repeat-
wily until thoroughly drawn; add sufficient

water to make up to 66 gallons
; dissolve in

this 35 pounds aluiu with tho assistance of
heat. This is sufficient for working one half,
that is, 1100 pounds of tho cotton, which
must bo paddea iu tho liquid at a temperature
of about 160° Pohr.; it is naxL suspended for

2 days in a drying-room heated to 112° Fahr.,
and then passed into a hot concentrated bath
of chalk. Care must be taken to work the

goods very equally in this bath, in order to

uvoid streaking. The goods are then washed,
and present a fuwu-colorod appearance.

The fourth step is the first ageing. This is

performed on 10 pieces at a time, the propor-

tions of madder varying according to the
breadth aud length of the pieces, from 13, 15,

17 tu 20 pounds madder lor each piece. Ah
in the preceding process, the madder in

divided into two equal portions, ouo portion

being used for tho nrat dyeing, and tho other
portion reserved for the second dyeing. Tho
one portion is mixed with the requisite quan-
tity of water, from 300 to 400 gallons; the 10

pieces uro introduced iuto this bath at a tepid

neat, uml kept in it 3 hours, the temperature
being grmlually increased, until, at the end of

2J hours, boiling point is reached; and thin

hoot is sustained for the remaining $ houf.

The goods must then be washed, thoroughly
cleansed, rinsed uud dried.

Tho fifth stage is tho second galling ;
which

is prepared in the same gall liquid, and in the
iouio manner us the first galling, finishing

with tho chalk bath, washing and drying.

Tho sixth operation is the seconil dyeing, an
exact repetition of tho first dyeing, using tho
juimuuing half or the madder rosorved for this

purpose.
Tlio seventh step, first clearing, is per-

formed in a close boiler, two-thirds tilled with
wutcr containing in solution 13 pounds soap,

and 3( pounds carbouato of potussu; tho
goods uro boiled in this for 8 hours.

The eighth process is a sccoiut clearing, con-
ducted in tho same manner os the first clear •

Ing, but dissolving iu tho water 141 pounds
soup, aud 14 ounces chloride of tin instead of

the potass* solution.

For only very lively reds a third clearing,

similar to tho second, is required. Tho goods,

alter clearing, are exposed for some time in

tho air; then worked through a bran bath,

which adds to tho brightness of the color.

Tho process hero described is slightly modi-
fied by Boino French dyers; than, experience
proves that the oil is bolter fixed in tho stuff

when the drying is not performed too rapidly;

uml Ihero uro Homo who, when thu season
does not admit of exposure to tho uir, heap
tho pieces together, alter oiliug, iu o drying-
room heated to 95° Fahr., turning them over
from timo to time to prevent injury from
overheating. Some use ox-blood iu the pro-

portion of 40 pounds blood to 100 pounds
madder.

190. Violet. I)yo a turkey red (see No.

189), and then pass through the blue vat.

(.See .Vo. 130.)

191. Preparation and Dyeing of
Woolens. To prepare new woolen goods
for dyeing, the cloth or yam (if the latter, it

is first bonded with twine into spindles, see

No. 122,) is steeped over night in soap lye,

uud thou scoured through clean soap to re-

move all oil or grease that may be upon the
wool. Instead of soap, a scouring mixture
may bo prepared with I pound soft soap and
1 pound common soda (or } pound soda-ash),

iu 10 gallons water.

Goods to be re-dyed must first be steeped
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and scoured in soap and soda. If the re-

maining color be unequal or dark, the goods
must bo worked for a short time in a sour,

made by dissolving 2 ounces bisulphatc of

potassa in each gallon of water used. Woolen

goods arc always dyed hot. as near boiling

Ctos possible; this necessitates the use of

rs, which should be of copper, or copper
and tin, os iron will not answer tho purpose.

Tho dye-stuffs are generally put in the boiler,

and tho goods worked with it, but itu cleaner

to mako decoctions (see No. 94), aud uso the

clear liquor. All washings aro to bo in cold

water unless otherwise specified. Tho quan-

tities given iu tbo following receipt? ara for

dyeing 10 pounds of woolen goods, either

cloth or yam, unless otherwise specified.

192.

Black. Work for 20 minutes in a
bath with 8 ouuccs camwood

;
lift, aud add 8

ounces copperas
;
work 20 minutes mure, then

withdraw the lire from the boiler, and sub-

merge tho goods in tho liquor over night,

then wash out. Work for an hour in another

bath containing a decoction of 0 pounds log-

wood and 1 pint chamber lyc ; lift, and add
4 ounces copperas; work for 30 minutes long*

or, wash aud dry.

193.

Brown. Work for an hour in a

bath mode up with 2 pounds fustic, 2 pounds

madder, 1 pound peacliwood, and 4 ounces of

logwood; lift, oiul add 2 ounces copperas;

work for 30 minutes, wash aud dry.

194.

Brown Dy«.‘ The different shades

of this dye vary from polo yellow aud reddish

brown up t** very dark brown, almost black,

every shade of which, however, may bo pro-

duced. a« tho taato of the workman may dic-

tate, by mixtures of reds and yellows with

blues and blacks, or by simplo dyes, which at

onco impart a brown.—as catechu, walnut

rinds, or oxide of manganese.
Boil tho cloth in a mordant of alum and

Common salt dissolved in water, theu dyo it

in a bath of logwood, to which a little green

copporas has been added. The proportion of
alum should bo 2 ounces, and of salt 1 ounce,

to evory pound of cloth.

Or boil the goods in a mordant of alum
and sulphate of iron, then rinso them through

n bath of madder. Tho tint depends on the

rclalirc proportions of tho alum and copperas;

the more of tho latter, tho darker will be the

dye. Tho joint weight of the two should not

exceed i of the weigbtof the wool. The best

proportions arc 3 parts of alum ami 3 of cop-

peras.

For other receipts for dyeing black and
brown see Index.

195.

Crimson. Work in a bath for one

hour with
1
pound cochiueal paste, C ounces

dry cochineal, 1 pound tartar, and 1 pint pro-

tochlor.de (single chloride) of tin; wash out
and dry.

198.

Scarlet. Work for nu hour in a
bath with 1 pound tartar. 2 ounce.'; dry cochi-

neal, 8 ounces sumach and 8 ounces fustic

;

wash out and dry.

197. Red. Work for 30 minutes in a
bath mado np with 1 ounce chrome and l

ounce alum ; wash in cold water
;
then work

for 30 minutes in another bath with three

pounds peach wood or limawood; lift, anil adil

1 ounce alum
;
work tor 20 minutes

;
wash

and dry.

198. Claret Red. Work for an hour in

6 ouncescamwood; lift, and expose the goods

until well drained and cold
;
meanwhile, add

to the camwood bath 4 ounces copperas, 3
ounces alum, and 8 ounces logwood

; work
the goods for 30 minutes, wash and dry.

199.

Scarlet. For every 100 pounds of

fabric, boil, iu a suitable kettle, 11 pounds
ground Honduras cochineal, 5 pounds half-re-

fined tartar or 3 pounds tartaric acid. 2 pounds

DICK'S
oxalic acid, 1 pound tin crystals, lj minnclg

flavine, 10 pounds scarlet spirit (see heloic).

After it bos boiled for about fifteen minutes,

cool tbc dyo to 180° Fab., enter the goods,

handle then, quickly at first, and let them
boil slowly for 1 hour, wheu they will be a

good scarlet. Take them out, cool, and rinso

iu cold water. If it shonld happen that tho

wool or flannel shows some white hair, which
is generally the cose when new wool is osed,

then add 5 pounds of raw muriatic acid to the

dye. This powerful ngent will work wonders
in scarlet*, oranges, and pinks, as it tans tho

wool, which is perhaps a little greasy, and pre-

vents tho tin crystals from fastening too

quickly to it, and thereby evener colore uro

obtained. This latter fact is very valuable,

aud not. generally known.
Scarlet spirit is thus prepared : Toko 16

E
unda muriatic acid 22° Hatimd, 1 pound
ilhcrcd tin, 2 pounds water. The acid

should be put in a stoneware pot, mid the tin

added, ami allowed to dissolve; the mixturo
should be kept a few days before using.

200.

Lac Scarlet. Wurk for 30 minutes
in a bath with 1 pound tartar, 8 ounces su-

mach, and 2 pounds luc; lift, mid mid about a

gill of bichloride of tin
;
work for 30 minute*,

wash and dry.

201.

Pink. Work for an hour in n hath

mudo up with 1 pound tartar, 8 ounces alum,
1 pound cochineal paste, ami 1 gill red spirits

(rec No. 108)
;
wash in cold water and dry.

202.

Yellow. Work for 20 minutes iu a

hath of water containing 8 oilmen tartar and
8 ounces alum

;
lift, and add 2 pound# bark,

8 ouuccs sumach, 8 ounces fustic, and I pint

red spirits (see No, 108); work in this for 40
minutes, wash out and dry.

203.

Orange. Work for 40 minutes in 2

pounds sumach, 3 ounces dry cochineal, 1

pound fustic, 8 ouuccs tartar, and 1 pint red

spirits (see No. 108); wash and dry.
‘ 20*1. Sky Blue. Work for 30 minutes

In n bath containing 8 ounces nrgol, I pound
alum, and 1 pill indigo extinct (see No. 99);
wash out and dry. The shade of bine will do-

pond on tho quantity of Indigo extract, used.

For other shades of blue see Index.

205. Pigeon Blue. Work for 40 min-
utcsiu2ouuccsclirome(lii<lironiatoof potash).

I ounces ulnm, and 1 ounce tartar; wash out

in cold water, and then work for 30 minutes
in another bat li made up with 3 pounds log-

wood; lift, and add 1 ounce verdigris; work
for 15 minutes, wash and dry.

200. Applo Green. Work for 30 min-
utes iu n hath with ouo ounce chrome and 1

ounce aluui
;
wash through cold water, then

work for 30 niiunte.-i in another bath with 2

pounds fustic ami 8 ounces logwood
;
wash

aud dry. Different proportions of tlio mate-
rials used will prnduco different shades.

207.

Green. Work for 15 minutes in 5
pounds fustic, 2 ounces argol, nnd 3 ounce#
alum

;
lift, and odd 4 gill of indigo extract

(see No. 99)
;
work for 30 minutes and dry.

More or less indigo extract will mako the

green bluer or yellower, as required.

208.

Fast Green. First dyo a blue in

the indigo vat (sec No. 13<l) according to the

depth of tho green required ;
then work for

an hour in a hath with 4 pounds fustic anil 2

pounds alum ; dry out.

209.

Olive. Work for nn hour iu a bath

mode up with 10 ounces fustic, 8 ouuccs log-

wood, 4 ounces madder, and 2 ounces peach-

wood
;

lift, and add 4 ounces copperas in so-

lution; work for 30 minutes and dry.

210.

Wine Color. Work for an hour in

a bath with 4 pounds cudbear, and dry. For

a darker shuda use more cudbear. If tho tail

be desired bluer, add, after 30 minutes work-
ing. 1 gill ammonia; if a redder tint is
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wanted, add a wine-glassful of hydrochloric

acid ; but if this last b<- used, the .goods must
he washed out before drying.

211. Light Violet. Work for an hour
ill iv hath with 4 ounces cudbear, 1 ounces
ingwoo I, - ounces honvood or cnntwoi d, and
2 ounces p.’achwood

;
lift, and add 2 ounces

alum in solution, work for :t0 minutes aad
dry.

212. Lilac or Pucc. Work in a bath
for one hour with 10 ounces logwood, 1 ounce
cuiuwoud and a pounds cudbear; lift, and add
2 ounces copperas in solution

;
work for hair

an hour and dry.

213. Brown Drab. Work for :10 min-
ute* in a bath with 2 ounces ground madder,
1 minco pencil wood, 2 ounces logwood, and
tl ounces fustic ; lift, uud add 3 ounces cup-
pens in solution; mix well and work the
goods lor 30 minutes more; then wash ami
dry. The shade can bo adjusted to suit,

varying llio quantities and proportions of the
dye-woods,
214. Propcrticaof Dye-woods. Peach-

wood reddens, madder gives the drab tint,

fustic supplies yellowness, and logwood in-

duces iv slulo hue.

215. Stone Drub. Work the goods for

20 minutes iu a hath containing 1 ounce
pouchwood or limawood, 2 ounce-, logwood
uud * ounce fustic; lift, and add I ounce cop
pern, in solution, stir well ami work m this

for 30 minute .
,

lift oul UUil
;

i 1

lor a short, time; wadi ami dry. IHllercm
shades arc nmde by varying I ho quantities of

the dyn-wriod*.
<
Ste l<t*t ><c i/>l.)

210. Slate. Work liir half an hour in a
hath with * ounce i logwood and I mince Ita-

lic; lift, mid mid 1 ounce ali.ni and }
ounce

Copperas in Milutiou ; work for half an hour

:

traidi and dry. Purabl I. usoIumhIiiih
and more coppora •

;
lor more puiple, use lc«-

fiistie and moie alum, Ac.

217. Blue. Dyeing woolen > blue I • per
formed by dipping in the blue vuf (*n- .Vo

130), and then espo-mg t«» the air, i peatliig

the opcmlion till the desired depth of color is

ohlaimtd.

218. Bluo Pitcplo. I0i> pounds wool
are liist dipped a light hlue in the vat. mid
well rinsed. Tl;»'il take ;v - tone put, put iu 3
pounds tartar. 3 pounds feathered tin, 5
pon:;.!. hi,:.- \4triol mid 20 pounds uiurntic
nnd ; heat all iu a mind hath until dissolved.

Prom this mordant take |0 pound* iu a Mut-
able kettle; add 5 pounds tartar to it. stir it

well, aud enter the wool at 170° Fahr.; let it

boil for 1 hour, take it out, cool, and let il

lay for 24 hours. Then boil out 20 pounds
good logwood for } hour iu fresh water; cool

oil' the kettle to 150" Falir., enter the wool,

uud handle it well for an hour, then heat it

up to IrS" Palir., but do not let it Iw.il
; let it

go for 1 hour more, when it. will be a dark
tic. This color stands the sun remarkably
,
perhaps owing to the fact that there is

not any nluiu or sulphuric arid used, except
that contained in the blue vitriol.

219.

Blue Purple, Fo3t Color. 100
pounds of wool are tirsl dipped in the blue

vat to a light shade, then boded in a solution

of If. pounds alum, and 3 pounds half-refined

tartar, for 1} hours; the wool taken out,

cooled, and let stand 21 hours. Then boii iu

fresh water 8 pounds powdered Cochiucal for

a few minutes: cool the kettle to 170c Fahr.;

handle the prepared wool in this for 1 hour,

in which lime let it boil for J hour, when it is

ready to cool, rinse, and dry. By coloring
first with cochineal, ns above, and finishing

in the blue vat, the fast purple, or dahlia, so
much admired i:i German broadcloths, will ho
produced.

220.

Royal Blue Dye for Woolen

Goods. Woolens may be dyed different

shades of blue with nitrate of iron, observing
the general rate that woolens must be worked
at a boiling hc~l.

To dye 5 pounds of woolen goods— work
for 20 minutes in a bath with 1 pound ferro-

cyanhle of potassium, and lift; then take 4
pint nitrate of iron and add to it 1 ounce crys-

tals of tin (or 1 pint chlorido of tin); stir

well for a few minutes and then add this mix-
ture to the lath, and work the goods in this

for 30 minutes; wash out and dry. For vari-

ous shades of color, increase or diminish Iho
quantities iu proporliuu.

221. Chrome Dyes for Woolen Goods.
The quantities given in the following receipts

are for dyeing f» pounds of woolen good*, un-
less otherwise stated. It must lm understood
that the goods must l>c cleaned before dye-
ing. and the dyeing must always l>o performed
at :v 1Killing beat.

222. Black. Work for 1 hour in a bath
with 8 ounces bichromate of potassa, 6
ounces alum, auil 4 ounces fustic; lilt, and
expose to the air for a short lime

;
wa*h well,

and then work for 1 hour inauothcr bath with
-I pounds logwood. 4 ounces harwood, and
I ounce: fn*:ic: lift, and add 4 ounces cop-
perns in solution; work half an hour in this,

ami then wash ami dry. In order to dyo a

bine black, the good* must bo first dyed bluo
by the vat (see .No. 130) or otherwise, and then
proceeded with as for black, only using less ma-
terials.

223. Brown. Work for half an hour in

8 ounces of bkliromato or potossa
;

lift, aud
expose till cold; then work an hour in 2
|H>nmls fi'tie, 4 ounces madder, 3 ounces cud-

War. I minces tartar, 2 ounces logwood
;

lift

out and dry; or it may be wadicd bclorc dry-

224. Rich Yellow Brown. Work for

an 1 iu the following hath: 2 ounces bi-

chromate of potas-a. 2 ounces argol, 2 ounces
alum ; wa-h from this both; then work about
10 minutes ;n another both modi* us>wilb 2
pounds fustic, 1 .pound madder, 9 ounce*

pearhwood. ami -1 ounce* logwood
:
wash nut

and dry. This gives a very beautiful brown

;

ami a great ninety of lints and shade* may
bo modi! Iir varying the quantities of the lu*t

bath, the tir«t Inth remaining the Sainu.

225. Rich Yellow. Work for half an

hour iu a Imth will; 3 ounces bjchnuimtc of

potai'A and 2 ounces alum ;
lift, and expose

till well coolcil and drained; then work for

1 hour in another bath with 5 pounds fustic;

wa>h out iuh! ury.

228.

Bottlo Green. Work for an hour

in a bath with 2 ounces bichromate of po-

tass* and 4 ounces alum ;
lift out and expose

to the air till cold; then work for an hour in

a second bath with 3 pounds fustic, 1 4 pounds
logwood

;
wash out ami dry.

227. Invisible Green. Work for nn

hour in a bath with 3 ounces bichromate of

potass*, 4 ounces alum; lift, anil expose to

the air for some time ;
then work for an hour

in a second bath with 2 pounds fustic, 34
pounds logwood; wash out aud dry. By
comparing these last two receipts it will be

seen that the different shades arc produced by
varying the proportions of the same dye-stuffs,

and will serve as a guide for other shades of

dark green.

228. Olive. Work for an hour in a bath

with 4 ounces chrome, 2 ounces olum; lift

and expose to the air; then work for an hour
in a hath with 3 pounds fustic, 14 pounds
camwood, 1 pound logwood ; lift out and dry.

229. Purple. Work the goods half au
hour iu a bath with 1 ounce bichromate of

potasja. 1 ounce alum; lift out and wash in

cold water
;
and then work half an hour in a

bath with 2 pound* logwood, 1 pound peach-
wood; lift, and add 1 ounce alum in solution

;

work in this for 20 minnt.es
;
wash nn<l dry.

If a lighter and redder shade be required, use

less logwood and more, peachwood. For a

darker shade use more of each.

230.

Rich Green Drab. Work the

es 30 minutes iu a bath with 1 ounce
•ornate of polasstt, J ounce alum. 4 ounce

tartar; lift out aud wash in cold water; then

work for half an hour in another bath with

4 ounces logwood, 2 ounces fustic, 1 ounce
barwood (or 1 ounce poachwotid); wash and
dry. The shades of this can he varied by
using different proportions of the stuffs.

231.

Rich Drab. Work for 30 minutes

in 4 ounce bichromate of potassa; lift, and
mid 1 ounce of logwood

;
work iu this for 30

minutes; lift out, wash and dry. Different,

proportion* will produce different shade* of

color.

232.

Chrome Blue. 100 pounds of

wool are boiled for one hour iu a solution of

3 pounds bichromate of potash, 0 pound*
alum, 1 pound half-refined tartar: then it i*

taken out, cooled, and rinsed. Boil 0 pound*
giKxl logwood in tv bug for half nn hour in

fresh water, add 3 pound* cudbear, well

moistened ami dissolved. Cool the dvo to

180c Fahr. Kilter the prepared wool, and
handle il for i of an hour; filing it to iv boil

In this time. This color ought to ho always

left a shade lighter when finished, n* all

chrome colors darken in drying.
In the foregoing receipts, the quantity of

water to lie used is not material, but will lie

regulated according to the size of the vessel

uud the amount, of goods to be dyed, but thoro

‘Imuld always he enough water to eovor tho
good* without tho necessity of prcHsing thorn
down.

Buies for making decoctions, <tc.
(
will ho

found in No. *M.

233.

Preparing and Dyeing Silk.
New silk is handed in tho saino manner as
cotton fftec .Vo. 122), III quantities convenient
for making up into skein* when finished.
After bunding, it is tied up carefully in lino
canvas bugs and boiled tbreo or four Dours iu
strong soap-water to remove all tho gum.
Yellow *ilk must he first worked on sticks for
.in hour in a solution of soft, soap nt a temper-
ature of about 20<rJ Fahr.. arid then boiled in

hags. It is then washed from the soup rind

put on sticks for dyeing.
Silk goods to he re-dyed must be steeped in

a strong map solution at nearly boiling point
for n few hours, to remove all stain* and
grease

;
they arc then washed, and if tho color

on them is light nnd equal, nnd they nro to bo
dyed dark, then no further preparation ia re-
quired

; but if the color is unequal, they must
he snaked for 15 minutes iu a sour (.see No.
105). and then washed out.
The quantities given in the following re-

ceipts are for five pounds of silk. If tho
goods ora tightly spun, such as ribbon*, dress
silk, <tc., tho quantities must he slightly in-

creased.

There must lie sufficient, water used to
cover the goods laying loosely. When goods
ore washed from the dye, it is always to ho in

cold water, unless otherwise suited.

234.

Black. Work for an hour in a
solution of 8 ounces copperas

;
wash well out

iu cold water; then work in n decoction of 4

pounds logwood, adding to it \ pint chamber
lye ; lift, aud add 2 ounce* copperas in solu-

tion
;
work 15 minutes, wash anil dry.

This gives a good black, hut not very deep.

235.

Deep Black. Work for an hour
in a solution of 8 ounces copperas (sulphato
of iron), and 2 fluid ounces nitrate of iron;
and, after washing out, work in the decoction
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of logwood and chamber lye, as in the lost re-

ceipt, finishing us there directed.

236. Blue. Black. If a blue black is re-

quired, follow ihc same directions, but add a

little white soap, instead of the chamber lyo,

to the logwood decoction, nnd udd no copper-

as alter lifting.

237. Full Deep Black. Work for 1

hour in a solution of 1 pound copperas and 2
ounces nitrate of iron; wash out, and work
for an hour in a decoction of 5 pounds log-

wood uud 1 pound fustic; lift, and add 2
ounces copperas, and work 10 minutes; wash
and finish. If the color is not deep enough,

add a little more logwood before lifting.

238. French Black. Work for an honr

in a solution of l pound copperas and 4

minces alnin; wash out well, then work for

an hour in a decoction of 4 pounds logwood,

with a little white soap added ;
wash out ond

finish.

230. Bluo Black by Prussiatc. Dye
a deep Prussian blue according to receipt

No. i:U. nnd work, from the prussiatc, lor

half im hour, in 8 ounces copperas; wash well

out in cold water, and then work for half an
hour in a decoction of 2 pounds logwood.*

Bit, and add a littlo of the copperas solution

first used, then work for 10 minutes more

;

wash and dry.

240. Deep Hat Black. Work for 15

minute i in a decoction of 2 pounds fustic and

1 pound bark
;

lift, and add 0 ounces acetate

of copper and 0 ounces copperas in solution;

work for 15 minutes mom; then sink the silk

below tho surface and lot it Keep over night;

lift out anil wash ; thou, to a decoction of 5
pounds logwood, add white soup sufficient to

mnko a lather, nnd work tho silk in it for an

hour; wash out and dry.

241. Brown. Dyu an annntto orange

(sea.So. ISO) ;
then work for 20 minutes in a

decoction of 3 pounds fustic, 8 ounces sumach

and 8 ounces peachwood
;

lift, and add 3

ounces copperas in solution, nnd work for 15

minutes ;
wash out in two waters, adding * pint

alum solution in tho last water. If tho par-

ticular tint is not obtained, it may be given in

the last alum- wash bv lidding us follows:

for yellowness, a little fustic; for redness, a
littlo punchwood

;
for depth or blueness, log-

wood. A number of dilleront tints of brown

may bo obtained by varying tho proportions

of fustic, sumach and peachwood. A groat

many particular hues ol brown may be dyed

by this method
;

for instance, by using only

fustic and sumach in tho second operation, a
California brown is obtained, Ac. So that

any intelligent person may regulate his colors

and tints.

242. Red Brown. Dye a deep aunotto

orango (see jVo. 159); then work for 15 min-

utes in plumb liquor (see So. Ill) ; wash well

and drv. Particular tints can be inode by

adding fustic, peachwood or logwood to the

last washing, as described in tho Inst receipt.

243. Red Brown. Steep the silk lor

an hour iu a solution of 8 ounces alum to

each gallon water, then wash out in warm
water; next, work half an hour in a decoction

of li pounds fustic, 1} pounds peachwood, and

8 ounces logwood
;

lift, aud add 1 pint of the

alum solution; work 10 minutes, wash and

drv,

244. Chocolato Brown. Steep the silk

for an hour iu a solution of l pound oluin to

each gallon or water; wash once in warm
water, and then work tor half an hour in a

decoctiou of 3 pounds peachwood and 1

pound logwood
;

lift, and add 1 pint of the

alum solution, work again for 15 minutes;

wash out and dry.

For deeper shades use less peachwood and

more logwood; for a still deeper tint, add

about 4 ounces fustic.

245. Bronze Brown. Work for half

an hour in a decoction of 8 ou.-ces fustic, to

which 4 fluid ounces of archil liquor has been
added; lift, and add 2 ounces solution of
copperas

;
work 15 minutes, wash and finish.

240. Cochineal Crimson. To every

B
JIon of water used, add about 2 fluid ounces
chloride (oxychloride) of tin, allow auy sed-

iment to settle. and warm thu clear solution
;

work tho silk in this for an hour or more.

Boil 2 pounds cochineal by suspending it in a

bag on tho surface of some water; add this to

a quantity of water sufficient for working the

goods, and bring it U> a blood beau Wring
tho silk from tin- tin solution and work it in

the cochineal solution for
}
hour

;
then let it

sleep for several hours well under tho liquor

;

wash out well in cold water. If tbo shado is

not blue enough, add to the water a littla

cochineal dissolved in ammonia; work in it for

10 minute.*, wring out and dry.

247. Common Rod. Work tho goods

for 15 minute* in a decoction of 2 pounds

richwood nnd 1 pound fustir
;

lift, and add
lluid ounces red spirits (see So. 108);

work fur 15 minutes, wash in cold wider ond
finish.

Different shade* are made by varying tho

proportions, and claret tints arc obtained by
milling n little logwood. These common dyoc
arc apt to fade.

248. Cochineal Pink. This is dyed in

tho sumo manner as cochineal crimson (see

So. 24f>), using much leas cochineal
;
about

half a pound makes a good pink, and inter-

mediate shades arc produced by adjusting tho

proportion of cochineal.

249. Cochinoal Scarlet. First .lyo a

deep annotto orange (see So. 159) ; then .lyo

a cochineal crimson according to No. 246.

250. Mixturo for Dyeing Common
Rcda. Moko a strong decoction by boiliug 1

C
uud liuiawood or brazilwood to each gal-

n of water. Let the wood Kettle; decant
tho liquor, and let it stand to cool for 24 hours;

decant tho clear liquor and odd i pint plumb
spirits (see S'o. 1 1 1 )

to every gallon of liquor

;

after standing a few hour* it is ready for use.

251. Common Crimson. Put seine of

the common rod mixture (w .Vo. 250) inUi a

copper or stoneware vessel, and work thu

goods in it for i an hour, then wash out thor-

oughly, wring and drv.

252. Common Scarlet. Dye an auuot-

to orange (sec So. 159), then dye a common
crimson according to the last receipt.

253. Ruby, Maroon, Ac. Take I

pound cudbear, and boil in a bag for 15 min-
utes; and work the silk in this for \ an hour.

For a bluish lint, lift, and add 311uid ounces
liquid ammonia; work 10 minutes, wring and
dry.

For a red tiut, lift, and instead of tho am-
monia. add 2 fluid ouuccs red spirit* (see S'o.

108); work 10 minutes, wring and dry.

Fora brownish hoc, make a decoction of 1

pound cudlwar and 4 ounces fustic ; work for

\ an hour
;

lift, and add 2 ounce* red npir-

its ;
work for 10 minutes and finish.

For a deep violet hue, proceed as in the lost

receipt, using 4 ounce* logwood instead of tho

fustic.

254. Sky Blue. To 1 pint sulphate of
indigo add 2 or 3 gallons boiling water; steep

in this a piece of woolen cloth, such as an old

blanket, tor a day
;
lake it out and wash in

cold water.

If the sky Hoc is required to be light, warm
some water in a vessel to about 98° Falir.,

steep the woolen cloth in it for a few minutes,

anil wring out; this will leave sufficient bine

in the water to dye the silk; add 1 ounco
alum in solution, and work the silk in it for 20

minutes; wring out and dry.

255. Dark Blue. If a deep bine lie re-

quired. blue the water as before with tho

woolen doth, add 1 ounce pearlash ;
then

add 1 ounce alum in solution, with a few

drops of sulphuric acid; then work tho silk in

it as before.

Half an onnen of indigo extract (see So.

99) may be used for bluing the water, instead

of using tho woolen cloth for that purpose.
Tho exact quantity of indigo extract depends
oil tlui shade of blue required.

256. Sky Bluo Dyo for Silks. For

5 pounds of silk goods, add to a suffi-

cient quantity of water to work the goods J

pint of nitrate of iron
;
work in this for 2U

minutes, then wash out in cold water. Into

another vessel of cold water add 3 ounces
forrocyanido of potassium in solution, and t

fluid ounco of strong sulphuric acid; work
through this for 10 minutes, then wash in

cold water with 1 ounco of alum dissolved in

it, and finish.

257. Royal Blue. Into a vessel of cold

water add 2 pints iiitr.Uo of iron; then take 1

pint water and $ pint of hydrochloric: acid,

and add to it 3 ounces crystals of tin
;
when

dissolved, add this (or 1 pint chloride of till)

to tho vessel containing tho iron
;

stir well

and work tho goods in it immediately for half

on hour. Into another tub dissolve 8 ounces
of tho forrocyanido, nnd add to it 2 fluid ounces
of sulphuric acid

;
the goods arc wrung out of

tho iron solution, nnd put directly into this

aocond vessel, nnd worked for 15 minutes;
then wash out in cold water with 2 ounces of

alum dissolved in it, and finish. If tho shade
is not sufficiently deep, before washing thorn

in the alum water, they may ho passed through
the iron solution, nnd the forrocyanido solution,

working in each tho same time as at first, only

adding 2 minces morn fnrrecyanido before

Swing the goods through tho second time;
in finish ns before stated. Deeper shade*

aro obtain.*! by using more iron and tin, or

by repeating tho dip*. Some wash out tho

iron solution in water before going into the

fcrrocyanidc, nnd also wash it again in clean

water before putting back into tho iron
;
tho

shado will not ho so deep, but there is less

risk of an unequal color.

258.

Rich Deep Bluo Dyo for Silk
Goods. To dye 5 pounds of silk goods, add
to the water required to work tho silk, 2 pints

chloride of iron and 1 pint double muriate or

chloride or tin
;
work iu this half an hour;

lift, and work in a solution of h ounces forro-

cyanidc of potassium
;

if the color ha nut
deep enough, repeat the operation through
both solution*; then wash out ill water in

which 2 ounces of alum have boon dissolved.

259.

DoepBluoDyo for Woolen Goods.
To dye 5 pounds woolen goods, add to the

requisite quantity of water, 2 pints chloride

of iron and I pint chloride of tin; work in this

for half an hour; lift, and work half an hour
in a bath with 4 ounces of tho fenocyanidc.
If the color is required to be deeper, repeat
this through the name stuff, adding 2 ounce*
more fenocyanidc

;
then wash out iu cold wa-

ter, aud dry.

260.

Lavender. Add 1 pint plumb li-

C-r (sec So. IN) t« sufficient water to work
goods easily

;
stir well and work iu this

for 20 minutes, then wash in cold water mid
dry. A darker or lighter tint is obtained by
using more or loss plumb liquor.

If a Uric tint is required, add to tbc solution

before putting in thu goods, 2 or 3 drops either

of sulphate, or of extract of indigo. (See

S'os. 93 and 99 ).

261.

Fine Lavender. Into a vessel of

water as hot as tn<: hand can bear, dissolve a
little white soap—enough to raiso a lather;
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then i«l<! 1 gill Archil liquor, and work iho

goods lor 13 minutes, wrinp one and dry. To
obtain a rabler lint, boil I ounce cudbear,

ami UM) instead of Iho archil liquor. A still

raider tint is nttninabla by leaving out Iho

soap altogether.

202. Violet, Lilac, Wino Color, Ad,
Work the ponds for 20 minutes in plumb li-

quor ( see Xo. Ill) inn copper pan or stone-

ware vessel
;
wash out repeatedly until tho

liquor 1 lluid ounce either sulphate or extract

of indipo. For a red shade, first dye ,i laven-

der by cudbear without soap. (See A'a. 261.)

203. French and Pearl White. Dis-

solve in hot water sufficient white soap to

make a lather; then add ) fluid ounce archil

liquor; work tho goods for 10 minutes, and
wash out. A little cudbear may bo used in-

stead of archil, less or more, according to tho

shade required.

204. Fronch and Pearl White. Put
1 fluid ounen plumb liquor (sec Xo. Ill) into

a vessel of cold water; work tho good* iu it

for 10 minutes; wash out and dry. For these
shades tho goods must be perfectly whito

(sCO Xo. 233) previous to dyeing.

205. Weld Yellow. Work the silk for

un hour in a solution of alum, about 1 pound
to the gallon

;
wrinp out and wash in warm

water. Boil 2 pounds weld, -train the liquor,

and work the silk in it for 30 minutes; lift,

nml add 1 pint of the alum in solution, to th«

weld liquor; work tho silk 10 minutes longer,

wring out nml dry.

This gives a rich lemon ycllmv : deeper
allude* are made by using more weld: >tiaw

and amber tints are obtained by tliu use of a
little nnnotto.

200. Bark Yellow. The process ia tho

sumo ns Ibr dyeing weld yellow, using 2
pounds bark instead of thy weld. Tho bark
should In; boiled in i\ bag.

207. Deep Rich Yellow. Pinero* I as
in the receipt for bork i/cllon; except that,

after lifting, instead of a pint of the alum so-

lution, 2 lluid ounces single chloride of tin

arc milled to tho hark liquor; work 10 illic-

it te*, wash in wntcr, mid finish in a solution of

white soap.

208. Gold and Straw. To warm water
containing while soap, add 2 pints aunotto li-

quor (see Xo. 95), work iu t!ii< 15 minutes

;

wash out, then work for 20 minutes in a de-

coction of H ounce- bark ; lift, and odd I

fluid ounce red spirits (arc Xo. UM); work
10 minutes more, wadi mil and finish. Dif-

ferent quantities of nnnotto and bark produco
different shades.

209. Nankeen, Bull*, Ac. Make i so-

lution of snap in warm water, add to it I pint

niumttn liquor (sec Xo, 25); work in this for
•20 minutes, wring out nml finish

; a deeper
shade is obtained by Using more aunotto.

270. Salmon, Flesh. &c. Dye a can-

keen according to the previous receipt, and
odd 2 minces alum in solution to the cold wa-
ter used for finishing.

271. Orange. Work the silk for 15 min-
utes iu u strung worm solution of anuott*

(tea Xo. 95); wash out in warm water and
dry.

272. Yellow Drab. Into a vessel of

warm water put 1 pint aunotto liquor (see

Xo. 95); work for 15 minutes ami wash; then

work for 15 minutes in a decoction of i pound
sumach and 1 pound fustic ; lilt, ami add -1

ounces copperas and 1 ouucc alum in solution;

work 10 minutes, wash iu cold water and dry.

A variety of drabs may be dyed in this wav
by varying tho proportions of tho sumach
and fustic, and by introducing a little logwood

or peachwood.

273. Drab. "Work for 15 minutes m a

decoction of 0 ounces sumach and 8 ounces
fustic ; lift, and add 4 ounces copperas ; work
for 20 minutes, and wash out In cold water;

then work 15 minutes iu a vessel of warm
water containing 4 pint archil liquor, and dry.

274. Greenish Drab. For a greeuisli

drab, add to the archil liquor a dccoctiou of 4

ounces fnstic and J fluid ounce chemic. (See

Xo. 162).

For a purplo tiut. use 1 ounce alum in solu-

tion, instead of the chciuic.

275. Slate or Stone Color. Work the

silk fur 30 minutes in a decoction of 1 pound
sumach, 4 ounces fustic, and 4 ounces logwood;

lift, and add a solution of 4 ounces copperas

;

work 30 minute* mure, wash ia cold water,

and finish.

For different tints, vary the proportion of

sumach, Ac.

276. Common Green. Steep for nn
hour in a solution of 1 pound alum to the

gallon of watrr ; wash in warm water, then
work for 30 minutes iu a dccoctiou of G
pounds fustic; lilt, and add 2 fluid ouuccs in-

digo extract (see Xo. 99); work for 30 min-

utes more, wash and finish. For blnc-grecn

u*o more indigo extract. Darker or lighter

shades are dyed by using more or leu in pro-

portion of each ingredient.

277. Green. Work for 40 minutes in a

decoction of 4 pound* fustic; lift, and add I

ound alum in solution, and 2 fluid ounces in-

igo extract (see Xo. 90); work in this for 30
minutes, wash out in cold water containing \

pint alum solution, and finish.

278. Pea Green. Steep for an hour in a

solution of8 ounces alum t» tho gallon of wa-

ter. then wash out in warm water ;
boil 4

pounds ebony wood chips for an hour; take

tho clear liquor and work the silk iu it for 30
minutes; lift, and odd \ fluid ounce indigo

extract (see Xo. 99); work for 10 minutes;
wash iu cold water containing pint alum m»-

’lllinn, and dr)-.

Tho inuigo extract must bo added with cau-

tion, as too much will make the preen too

blue ; it is safer to add less, ami Uien, if no-

ccsiarv, lift, and add more.

279. Bottlo Green. Work for an hour

in a solution of 2 pound* alum and 1 pound
copnnmi; wash out in warm wuter, then

work for 30 minutes in a decoction of G

S
.unds fustic: lift, ami add 2 fluid ounces in-

go extract (see Xo. 99); work for 20 min-

utes. wash out and finish.

280. Bottlo Green. Proceed exactly as

for common green (see Xo. 270) with the ad-

dition of I pound logwood to tho G pounds

fu-tie. The addition of a littlo more logwood

makes a still deeper eh ado tf required.

281.

Olive. Work the silk for 30 minutes

ill a solution of 1 pound copperas and 4 ounces

alum : wash nut in but water, then work for

30 minutes in a ilron-tion iif 2 pounds fustio

ami 4 ounces logwood; lift, anil add 2 ounces

alum in solution; work 10 minutes, wash and
dry.

A littlo chemic (vf Ao. 102) added to tho

Ia*t wash water will iuduco a greener hue if

required.

282.

Light Olive. Dye a light Prussian

blue (vc .Vo. 256); then work for 20 minutes

in a decoction of 2 pounds fustic and * pint

archil liquor
; lift, and .old I ounce alum in

.solution; work 10 minutes and finish.

283.

To Dye Mixed Fabrics Two
Colors. Mixed fabrics of rotton and Wool,

such as coburps-, damasks, Ac., may be dyed
all of «>ao color, or the cotton and wool in

them each dyed a different color. This is

seldom done except with new goods, or with

very light colored goods which arc desired to

be dved dark colors. As the process for dye-

ing woolcnswill seldom impart the same color

to cottons, the two arc dved separately, and

the method is quite simple. For most colors

it is necessary to dve the woolen portion first,

and then the"cotton; hut in a few cases tho

cotton must be tho first to be acted on.

284. Green and Pink. First dye tho

woolen greet

i

by either of the methods given

in Nos. 206, 207, Ac. The cotton is then

dyed pink, according to receipt No. 248.

285. Green and Crimson. Pyo tho

woolen by working for an hour in 2 pounds

tartar, 4 pounds alum, and G pounds fustic;

lift, and add J pint indigo extract (see. Xo. 99)

;

wash out, and lav overnight in (! pounds su-

mach ;
then work for 30 minutes in red spirits

(see Xo. 108) made to a strength of 1J°
Boumd; wash out, and work for an hour in 5
pounds peachwood at blood heat; lift, and

add a little alum; work in this, then wash
out and finish.

288.

Blue and Orange. First dyo tho

cotton by tho blue vat (see Xo. 130), wash
out. and then dyo tho woolen by working nn
hour in a bath mode up of 2 pounds tartar, 8

ounces cochineal, 2 pounds fustic, and 2 pints

bichloride of tin
;
wash and dry.

In this way almost any two colors may bo

dyeil upon woolen and cotton, although woven
together, by proceeding according to tlm re-

ceipt for tho color required oil each sort of

fibre. Tho wool is always dyed first, except-

ing in tho care where tho cotton is dyed in

the blue vat, when the cotton has to bo

treated first. The same principle is applica-

ble to silk and woolen labrics, although in

many case* tlui silk becomes more imbued

than the cotton by tlm woolen dves. A mix-

ture of silk and "cotton can be dyed in tho

snmo manner, but it is much more difficult,

and cannot bo done with all kinds of colors,

ami the process is seldom resorted to. But

the intelligent dyer will lie aide to combine a

variety of tints l>y following the rules and re-

ceipt* given.

287. To Dyo Mixed Fabrics ono Col-

or. IT the mixed fabrics are required to lie

dved ouo uniform color, the double process

ha* often to be adopted, especially for cotton

and woolen fabrics, thus :

288. Black on Cotton and Woolen
Goods. First dyo tho woolen according to

No. 192; then, alter steeping tho goods in su-

mach. dyo the cotton hv receipt No. 139.

289. " Brown on Cotton and Woolen
Goods by ono Process. Work tor 2 hours

in catechu, us in No. 1 17; then work at a boil-

ing heat for an hour with H ounces bichromate

of potnssn and 2 ouuccs tartar; next work for

an hour in 2 pounds fustic and 8 ounces cud-

bear; wash and dry. For a deeper shade, or

of a more chooolato hue, add 4 ounces log-

wood to tlm cudbear.
290. Black on Silk and Woolens by

ono Process. Work for nil hour in a solu-

tion of 8 ounces tartar and 8 ounces copperas;

wash out. then work for 15 minutes in a de-

coction of 4 pounds logwood; lift, arid add

1 otmeo chrome; work for 30 minutes and

dry.

291. Black on Cotton, Silk and Wool,
by one Process. Sleep for 6 hours in 2

pounds sumach ; then work for an hour in a

solution of G ounces tartar, G ounces sulphate

of copper, and G ounce* copperas; wash out,

ami then work for half an hour in a decoction

of 4 pounds logwood
;

lift, and add 1 ounco
copperas; work for 10 minutes, wash and
dr
292. Deep Black. To obtain a very

deep black, add 1 pound of bark to tho log-

wood, ami proceed as in last receipt.

293. Drabs on Cotton, Silk and Wool,
by one Process. Work for half an hour iu
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8 ounces copperas and -1 ounces tartar; lift

and drain ; then work for half an hour in 4

ounces logwood and 1 ouuco bichromate of
poto&sa; wash out and dry. By varying the

quantity of logwood, and by introducing a

little fustic or poochwood in combination with

the logwood, a great variety of drabs, slates

or fawns can bo produced.

These few receipts for mixed fabrics will

show the caro required in such operations, al-

though, by practice, they become compara-
tively simple.

204. To Detect Animal or Vegetable
Fibres. Treat the fabric with bichloride of

tin heated to from 130° to 150° Fahr., when
tho cotton nnd linen become black, and the

woo! and silk remain unchanged.
295. To Detect Mixed Fabrics of Cot-

ton and Wool. Dip a piece of tho cloth in

bleaching liquor; alter a little while the

woolen turns yellow, and tho cotton white,

and may easily be distinguished.

290. To Detect Cotton in Linen. The
pioco to bo tested should bn boiled to remove

all dressing, and then dried
;
nut a portion of

tho pioco into common vitriol for about one
minute

;
toko it out and wash it in water aev-

oral limes, and then into a weak solution of

*ndn or potash, and all tho gummy matter

formed is removed by gentle nibbing. By
this process tho cotton is dissolved and tho

linen remains, or any portion of tho cotton

that is not dissolved becomes opaque white,

while tho linen is transparent. By comparing
tho portion thus tested, with n similar portion

not tried, tho quantity of cotton present can

rusily ho estimated.

207. ToDotectCotton in Linen. Take
A small niece of tho cloth, boil lu water and

dry; then take 3 parts, by weight, of *ul-

phuriu acid, and 2 parts of crushed uitrato of

pntossa; put tho dry pioco of cloth in this

mixture for C or 7 minutes, and then wash it

in water until thorn is no taste of acid
;
dry it

at a gentle heat; next nut it into a mixture of

ether and alcohol, which will dissolvo tho cot-

ton and not tho linen. If the picco bo
weighed before and after putting it into tho
other and alcohol, tho quantity of cotton in

the fabric ran bo accurately ascertained.

298. To Distinguish Cotton and WooL
Take a small niece of tho cloth and boil in

caustic soda; the wool will bo dissolved, and

tho cotton remain. If the threads have boon
previously counted, their rolativo mixture can

lie found.

299. To Detect Cotton with Silk or
Wool. Put a pieco of tho cloth into chlorine

water or bleaching liquor. Tho cotton is

whitened, and the silk and wool turn yellow,

and enu easily bo distinguished by tho aid of

a pocket lens.

300. To Detect Cotton in Silk or WooL
Take a small piece ami unravel the threads,

and inflame thorn; tho cotton burns away
freely and leaves little or no black charcoal;

tho wool and silk shrivel up, leavo a black

charcoal, and give a strong smell.

Decidedly tho best and safest method, and
ono applicable in all cases, is a microscopio

examination, by which not only the structure,

but also tho nature of the fiore can bo de-

monstrated. Cotton, wool and silk aro easily

distinguished by the microscope, as they dif-

fer materially in appearance. Cotton forms
flat, narrow ribbons, curled up in spirals like

those of a corkscrew; wool fibre is stouter

than all others, nnd may bo recognized by its

scaly surface, while silk is tho thinnest fibre,

has tho smoothest surface, and possesses tho

least structure. These appearances arc very

characteristic, and any one who has observed
them once will ever afterwards recognize

them again at first sight.

301.

To Distinguish Silk and Wool in
Fabrics. Silk can always be identified in

a mixture with any other animal or vegetable
fibre by means or concentrated hydrochloric
acid, which dissolves it completely and im-
mediately, without appreciably affecting any
woolen or woody fibre with which the silk

may have been interwoven. Strong sul-

phuric acid has also a powerful solvent effect

upon silk, and is likewise much more destruc-

tivein itsaction uponcotton than thu other acid.

Should it be desired to dcteruiino the nature
of any fibres remaining after the solution of

the silk, it is first necessary to wash and col-

lect them, when they will usually bo found
destitute of color. To decide whether wool
is present or absent, a solution of picric acid
may be employed, which instuutly imports a
full yellow tint to tho wool, but docs not in

the feast affect cotton, linen, or China grass;

so that it is only necessary to immerse tho
fitbric in tho dye, wring it out. and wash well

with water. Should any portion remain of a
yellow color, the prcscnco of wool isindicau-d.

Other methods can bo employed similar in

principle, but tho picric acid is believed to bo
best. Discrimination between the different

kinds of fibre can best be prosecuted by im-aiu
of the microscope, but their quantity is best

found by dissolving away ono fibre, as already

directed, and weighing.

TT'amily Dyeing Receipts.
JT The following receipts and direct inns are

excellent for dyeing on a small scalr. and es-

pecially adapted for family use. TUo ingredi-

ent* required cau bo obtained at any color

•lore.

303. Black for Worsted or Woolen.
Dissolvo * ounce bichromate of putasli in 3 gal-

lons water. Boil tho goods in this 40 minutes
;

then wash in cold water. Then take 3 gal-

lons water, add 9 ounces logwood, 3 ounces

fustic, and ono or two drops, I). 0. V., or

Double Oil of Vitriol; boil the goods 40 min-
utes, and wash out in cold water. This will

dyo from 1 to 2 pounds of cloth, or a lady’s

dress, if of a dark color, as brown, claret. Ac.

All colored dresses with cotton warp* should

be previously steeped 1 hour in sumach li

quor; and then snaked for 30 minutes in 3

gallons of clean water, with 1 cupful of ni-

trate of iron (are .Vo. 116)
;
then it must bo

well washed, and dyed as first stated.

304. Black for Silk. Dyo tbo same as

black for worsted; but previously steep the silk

in the following liquor: scald 4 ounceslogwond,
and J ouuco turmeric in 1 pint boiling water;

then add 7 pints cold water. Steep 30 or 40

minutes
;
take out, and add 1 ouuco sulphate

of iron (copperas), dissolved in hot water;

etcep the silk 30 minutes lunger.

305. Brown for Worsted or Wool.
Water, 3 gallons; bichromate of potash, f
ounce. Boil tho goods in this 40 minutes

;

wash out in cold water. Th<-n take 3 gallons

water, 6 ounces peachwood, and 2 ounces
turmeric. Boil the goods in this 40 minutes

;

wash out-

306. Imperial Blue for Silk, WooL
and Worsted. Water, 1 gallon; sulphuric

acid, a wine-glassful ; imperial blue, I tabic-

spoonful or more, according to the shado re-

quired. Put in the silk, worsted, or wool,

and boil 10 minutes
;
wash in a weak solution

of soap lather.

307. Sky Blue for Worsted and Wool-
en. Water, 1 gallon

;
sulphuric acid, a wine-

glassful ; glanber salts in crystals, 2 table-

spoonfuls; liquid extract of indigo, 1 tea-

spoonful. Boil tho goods about 15 minutes

;

rinse in cold water.

308. Claret for Wool or Worsted.
A Short Way of Dyeing the Same.
Water, 3 gallons; cudbear, 12 ounces; log-

wood, 4 ounces; old fustic, 4 ounces; alum, }

ounce. Bail tbc goods i:i it 1 hour. Wash.
This will dye from 1 to 2 pounds of material.

309. Crimson for Worsted or Wool.
Water, 3 gallons; pasto cochineal, I ounce;

cream of tartar, 1 ounce; nitrate of tin {sec

.Vo. 113), a wine-glassful. Boil your goods in
this 1 hour. Wash first in cold water, then

In another vessel with 3 gallons warm water
with a cupful of ammonia, tho whole well

mixed. • Pul iu the goods and work well 15

minut-rs. For a bluer shadu add more ammo-
nia. Then wash out.

310. Fawn Drab for Silk. Hot wa-

ter, 1 gall«> i
;
nimotto liquor (.'•<« .Vo. 93), 1

wine-glassful ; 2 ounces each of .-oimneh nnd
fustic. Add copperas liquor according to tho

required abode. Wash out. It is best to use

tho copperas liquor in another vessel, diluted

according to tho shade desired.

311. Dark Drab for Silk may bo ob-

tained by using a little archil and uxtract of

indigo.

312. Flesh Color for Dyeing Silk.

Boiling water, I gallon; put in I ounce whilo

soap, and 1 ounce pcurlush. Mix well, then

add .1 cupful of nimotto liquor. (Sec AV>. 95.)

Put the *ilk through several times, and pro-

portion tho liquor till you obtain tho required

shade.

313. Salmon Color for Silk may bn ob-

tained by first passing through the above li-

quor, and thru through diluted muriatu of

tin. (See Xo. 113.)

314. Magenta for Silk,Wool or Wors-
ted. Water, I gallon, heated mi to 180 do-

grees; and magenta liquor, I tablespoon fill

;

:
• :r it well up. This will dye a broad ribbon

I yards long, or a pair of small stocking*.

To dyo a larger quantity of material, odd

more magenta liquor and water. The hIiimIo

of color may be easily regulated by using

more or less. Magenta Fink may be obtained

by increased dilution.

315. Mnuve for Silk. Wool or Wors-
ted. Water, I gallon; add 1 table-spoonful

sulphuric acid ;
then heat to boiling point.

For a vert/ light maurc, add I ten-spoonful im-

perial violet liquor; boil tho same amount of

material, as stated under Magenta, about 10

minutes. Rinse in cold water. If the color

l>0 too deep, use a little soap in rinsing, using

warm water.

310. Violet Color for Worsted may bo

(

•reduced by using atublc-spoonlul of violet

iquor instead of a lea- spoonful.

317. Pen Green for Silk. To 1 quart

water, put i tea-spoonful picric acid, and rath-

er more than * wine-glassful sulphuric acid,

and a Lea-spoonful paste extract of indigo:

boil about 5 minutes, then add water to cool

it down to blood heal, or 100° Fahr. Put in

the silk, and work it about 20 minutes. The
shade may be varied by adding morn or less of

the picric’ arid, or extract of indigo; if more
of either bo added, boil separately in a little

water, and add to the previous liquor.

318.

Pea Green for Worsted. Use the

same materials as the afore*aid
;
but linil ail

the time in 1 gallon of water for about 20 or

30 minutes.

319.

Dark Green for Worsted. Tins
may bn obtained by using a larger quantity

of material, in the same way as the last.

320.

Plum Color for Worsted, Silk
or Cotton. Water, 1 gallon ;

sulphuric acid,

1 tea-spoonful; dauli.-r sails, in crystals, 2

table-spoonfuls; violet liquor, 1 table-spoonful;

magenta liquor, j table- spoonful. Boil tlio

articlo (silk, wool or worsted), about 10 min-

utes.

321.

Remarks on Dyeing Cotton.
Cotton should be dyed tho above colors sepa-

rately, and by first miming them through
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weak call liquor, and weak double muriate of

tin. Then wash well, and work in the afore-

said liquor, according to color and sbado.

The dyeing liquor should bo cold.

322. Scarlet on Worsted or WooL
3 gallous water, 2 ounces dry cochineal, 1

ounce cream of tartar, 1 wine-glassful nitrate

of tin; boil the goods 1 hour. To give the

goods a yellower hue, add ft little young fus-

tic to tho ahovo mixture. Wash out as before.

323. Yellow for Dyeing Silk. Pro-

ceed tho same as in dyeing pea green, omit-
ting tho oxtract of iudigo, aud using oxalic

tin instead of sulphuric acid.

324. To Dyo Feathers. First steep

them a few hours in warm water.

325. Blue may bo dyed by extract of in-

digo and boiling water. Simmer over tho lire

n tow minutes.

320. Groon. Verdigris aud vorditcr, 1

ouuoo each
;
and I’um water. Dip tho feath-

ors. Or mix (ho mdigo liquor with Persian
berry liquor.

327. Lilac. Use cudbear aud hot water.

328. Bed. Brazil wood, u little vermil-

ion uni alum, ami vinegar. Boil 30 iniuutos,

mid then dip tho feathers.

329. Yollow, by turmeric.

330. Scarlot, by cochineal, cream of tar-

tar. and muriate of tin. (See .Vo. 113.)

331. To Dyo Dovo or Slato Color.
Boil a teacup of black tea in an iron pot, add-
ing a tea-spoonful of copperas. Tho depth of

color will depend on tho quantity of water
used. Dyo the articles in this nnd thou hang
thorn up to druln, finally rinsing out in soap-

suds.

332. Anilino Red. This produces a
color varying from tho deepest crimson to a
very brilliant and bountiful ram pink, accord-

ing to tho slnmglli of tho dye. All that Is

nocoitsory is to oticloso tho anilino in a small
muslin bag. and having a kultlo (tin or brass)

filled with moderately hot wutor, rub tho.sub-

itancn out. Then immorso tho articlox to bo
colored, aud in a short timo they are done.
Tho dyo is 80 readily absorbed that caro is re-

quired to prevent spotting. No mordant is

roauirod, although it improves tho color to

wring tho goods out of strong soapsuds boforo
putting thorn in tho live. This is a permanent
oolor lor woolen or Bilk.

333. Anilino Bluo. To 100 pound* of

fabric dissolve 1J pounds aniline bluo in 3
quart* bot alcohol; struiu through a filter

and add it to a hath of 13(P Fab.; also 10

pounds giaubor .salts, aud 5 pounds acetic

uoid. Kutor tho goods and handle them well

for 20 minutes; next heat it slowly to 200 J

Fah.; then add. 5 pounds sulphuric acid di-

luted with water. Dot tho whole boil 20 min-
utes longer, then rinse and dry. If the ani-

line ho added in two or throo proportions dur-
ing tho pmcoss of coloring, it will fucilitnto

tho ovomicss of tho color. Uard ami close

wovo fabrics, such as braid, ought to be pre-

pared in a boiling eolation of 10 pounds sul-

phuric acid and 2 pounds tartaric aciil before

coloring with tho aniiiuc, as this will make
tho fabric more susceptiblo to tho color.

334. To Dyo Hats. A bath for dyeing
12 dozen hats cousiskiuf 144 pounds logwood,
12 pouuds groou sulphate of iron or copperas,
ij pounds verdigris. Tho Cooper is made of
a somi-cylindrical chapo, anu should be sur-

rounded with uu irou jacket, or case, into
which steam may ho admitted, so ns to raise

tho toniperaturo of tho interior hath to 100°

Fah., but no higher; otherwise tho heat is

apt to affect the stiffening varnish, called the
gum, with which tho body of tho hat lias

boon imbued. The logwood having been in-

troduced and digested for flomo timo, tho cop-

peras and verdigris oro added in successive

quantities, and in tho above proportion*
along with every successive two or three doz-
en of hats Suspended upon the dipping ma-
chine. Each set of hats, after being exposed
to tho bath, with occasional airings, during 40
minutes, i* taken off the pegs, and laid out
upon tho ground to bo nmro completely black-
ened by the pcroxydizemcul of tho irou with
the atmospheric oxygen. In 3 or 4 hours tho
dyeing is completed. When fully dyed, tho
hats arc well washed in runuing water.

335.

Spirit Stiffening for Hats. 7
pounds orange shellac ; 2 pounds guui soucla-

rac; 4 ounces pun mastic; J pound amber
resin

; 1 pint solution of copal; 1 gallon spir-

it of wine, or wood naphtha.
Tho bhcllac, undone, mastic, and resin are

dissolved iu tho spirit, aud the solution of co-
pal is added Inst.

330. Alkali Stiffening for Hats. 7

C
ulids common block shellac; 1 pound am-
r re»tn; 4 ounces gum thus; 4 ounce* gum

mastic; 0 ouucv* borax; i pint solutiou of
copal.

The borax is first dissolved iu about 1 gal-
lon warm water. This alkolino liquor is put
into a copper pan (healed by steam), together
with tho shellac, resin, thus, and mastic, ami
allowed to boil for some timo, more worm wa-
ter being added occasionally until it is of a
proper cotMUtonco; this umy l»o known by
jxmrmg a little uu a cold slab, somewhat in-

clined, and if tlio liquor mil* off at tho lower
eud, it is sufficiently fluid. If, ou tho con-
trary, it sot* before it reaches tho bottom, it

requires inoro water. When tho whole of tho
gums scorn dissolved,

*
pint of wood naphtha

uinst bo introduced, with tho solution of co-
pal ; then tho liquor mu>.l be paired through
a fine sieve, and it will be jierlcctly clear and
ready for use. This stiffening i* used bot.
Tho hat bodies, before they nro stiffened,

should bo steeped in a weak solution of soda
in water, to destroy any acid that may havo
been loft in them (as sulphuric acid is used in
the making of the bodies) If this is not at-
tended to, should the hat body contain any
acid when it is dipped into Uio stiffening, tho
alkali is neutralized, nnd the gums conse-
quently precipitated. Alter the laxly has
been steeped iu the alkaline Rnlation, it

must lxi perfectly dried in the tovo before
tho stiffening is applied; when stiffened and
stnveil. it must lie steeped all night in water
to which a small quantity of tho sulnhurio
acid ha* been added

;
this sets the stiffening

in tho hat body, and finishes tho process.

To Rempve Stains, Spots,
Ac. The following receipt* embraco

directions for cleaning, and removing stains of

every kind, from clothing, linen, etc., and ar-

ticles pertaining to tho household. Receipts
for cleaning other articles will lx? found else-

where under their appropriate headings.

338.

To Remove Resin Spots from
Silk. Stains by wax. resin, turpentine,

pitch, and substances of a resinous nature,

may bo removed by pure alcohol. 11 frequent-

ly happens that when common turpentine is

employed to remove grease, varnish or paint

stains from silk, the turpentino itself leaves a

•tain almost a* objectionable as the original

one, which it was used to remove. These
stains aro duo to tho resin which is held iu so-

lution by tho turpeutiue, uud which remaius
in tho silk after tho volatile or spirituous por-

tion bos evaporated. Alcohol upplied to the

•tains with a clean epongo will remove the

spots, because alcohol dissolves tho resin.

The silk atarns should bo moistened with the

alcohol first, and allowed to remain snaked
for ft few minutes. Fresh alcohol is then ap-
plied with the sponge, and with u slight rub-

bing motion. It is then wiped as dry as pos-
sible and afterward permitted to dry perfectly

in tho open air.

339. To Removo Pitch, Varnish, or
Oil-paint Stains. When pitch, vuruisu, or

oil-paint stains havo become dry, they should
bo softened with a little butter or lard, befuru
using turpentino and soap. In these cases, a
siinplo way is to soak tlio part in spirits of

turpentino, and, when softened, to wash it off
with tho home fluid. Hurning Ituiil combines
tho solvont powers of both alcohol mul tur-
peutino. Benzine is also good. Chloroform
will also remove paint from n garment when
almost everything oIko fails. The fat*, rosins,

tuid unctuous oils, are dissolved by essential
oils, as oil of turpentine. Common spin Is of
turpentine, however, requires to ho purified by
re distillation, or it will leave a resinous stain
upon tho spot whore it is used. {See last re-

ceipt.)

340. To Remove Paint Stains from
Clothes. Chloroform is an oxoollont medium
for the removal of stains of paint from clothes,

etc. It iH found that portions of dry white
paint, which resisted tho action of other, bon-
rolo, and bisulphide of carbon, aro at once
dissolved by chloroform. If the paint is

fresh, turpentine or alcohol will remove it.

(Sec No. 338.)

341. To Removo Wax Stuinu from
Silk. Mix powdered French chalk with lav-
ender water to tho thickness of mustard.
But it on tho stain, and rub it gently with the
finger or palm of tho hand. Put a sheet of
clean blotting paper and brown paper over it,

and MUixiUi it with a warm iron. When dry
tlio chalk must bo removed, and the silk gent-

ly dusted with a while handkerchief. If n
faint mark still remains, a second application
of French cliulk and lavender wnlur will gen-
erally remove it. If tho wax slain has fallen

thickly on tho silk, it should he removed first

carefully with a penknife.

342. To Romovo Wax Spots from
Cloth. Remove, by scraping with a knife,

os much of the wax as you cun without injury
to tho fabric; drop benzine on tho spot, then
witli a sponge rub it gently

;
repeal it till the

•pot disappears.

343. To Removo Spermaceti, or
Stearin© Stains. To removo spots of

•pcrinacoti, scrape off as much os you can
with a knife, then lay a thin, soft, white blot-

ting paper upon tho spots, anil press it with a
warm irou. By repeating this you will draw
out tho sponnoccti. A flenvards rub tho cloth
where tlio spots huvo been, with soino very
•oft brownish paper.

344. To Removo Grease Spots. To
do this without injury to tho color of the fab-

ric. U •omotuncB easy, frequently most diffi-

cult, and often impossible. Much may de-
pend upon skillful uud persevering manipula-
tion; and although various agents aro often-
times valuable, yet good soup, after all, is tlio

chief reliance. Grease spots may generally
be removed by the patient application of soup
uud soft water, but other means nro also em-
ployed. Ox-gall is an excellent and delicate
cleansing agent- It is ft liquid soda soap. It
removes grease, and is said to fix und bright-
en colors, though it has a greenish tinge,
which is bail for tho purity of while articles.
Aqua amnioiiin is also good for removing
greoso spots from any fabric. Use the ammo,
run nearly pure, and then lay white blotting
paper over tho spot nnd iron it lightly. (See
also No. 12G.)

345. To Remove Grcaso und Dirt
from Cloth and Woolen Articles. Place
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a cotton or woolen cloth, or a piece of blot-
ting paper, under tho artielo to bo cleansed,
then rub upon the spots some pure benzine,
and the greaso or dirt will disappear as if by
magic.
Ho sore to plnco a cloth under tho garment

to ho operated upon, otherwise a circular stain
will remain, which cannot ho removed. Tho
benziuo driven the greaso through tho artielo

to ho cleaned, and is absorbed by tho cloth
placed under it. After the spot is removed,
continue to rub with a dry cloth until tho
benzino is evaporated; this also is done to
avoid ft stain.

340. Cautions about Benzino. From
tho facility with which it removes greaso
spots from*fabrics, this substance has corns to
ho regarded almost us a household indispenta-
hlc. llul lew persons, however, realize tho
explosive character of benzino or tho dangers
attending tho careless handling of the liquid.

Iking ono of tho most volatile and inllamuia-

blo products resulting from tho distillation of
petroleum, it vaporizes with groat rapidity, so
tliut tho coutoatM of a i ounco vial, if over-
turned, would render tho air of a moderate
sized room highly explosive. Tho greatest

caro should bo exorcised in handling this sub-
stance, in proximity to firo, mid it Is import-
ant to remember that tho vapor escaping from
«n uncorked bottle will cuuso a fluuio to leap
over a sptioo of several feet.

347. To Remove Orease from Cloth.
Tnko 1 quart lime

;
odd thereto as much wa-

ter ua will dissolve tho limo and leave about I

quart clear water after it has been well stirred

and aottled. Let it stand about two hours,
and then nour oft tho clear liquid into another
vessel. Now aild to it 4 an ounce of pearlasb;
Stir itWell, ond, when settled, bottle it for use.
This liquor in to ho diluted with water, to suit
tho strength or delicacy of tho color of the

cloth. It is applied with a piece of coamo
Mioogo, rubbing out tho grease, and applying
clear water afterwards.

This is ono of tho best receipts known for

tho extraction of ercaso
;
but it is destructive

to certain vegetable colors.

348. To Remove Greaso Spots from
Cloth. Soft soap, and fullers earth, of each

| pound ;
boat well together in a mortar, and

form into cakes. Tho spot, first moistened
with water, in rubbed with a cako, and al-

lowed to dry, whon it is well rubbed with a little

worm water, and rinsed or nibbed off clean.

340. Scouring Bolle. Dry fuller's earth,

moistouod with tho juice of lemons; mid u

small ouautSty of pearl ashos, and a little soft

soap; kuood tho whole well together into a

thick clastic paste; form it into small balls

and dry thorn iu tho bud. When used, moist-

on the spot on tho clothes with water; then
rub it with tho hall, and lot tho spot dry iu

tho sun. When washed with puro water the

spot will disappear.

350. To Remove Grease from Cloth
or Silk. Separate tho yolk ol an egg from
tho while as perfectly as possible. Then
stretch tho fabric on a hoard, and with a soft

clothes brush din into tho yolk, aud rub the

spot with it until thn grease seems loosened.

Thu yolk will not injure the moat delicate

colors, but tho nibbing may, if too severe.

Then rinse with warm rain water, rubbing the
edges with a damp cloth, and clapping tho

wholo between dry towels. I f tho stain is not

quito gone, repeat tho process. It will not do
bo well for fabrics mixed with cotton or linen.

351. To Remove Grease from Silk or
Velvet. Kub tho spots ou tho silk lightly

and rapidly with a clean soft cotton rag

aad m chloroform, aud the grease will ini-

atoly disappear without injuring the col-

or of the silk. Repeat tho operation if ne-
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cessary. Be careful to nib the artic-lo rapidly

and lightly, then finish with a clean dry cloth.

If these precautions are not taken, a slight

stain is apt to be the result. Very highly

rectified benzine, Bach as is prepared by Uio

first- class druggists, will also immediately
remove grease from tho most dolicate colored

silks.

352. To Remove Grease from Silk.
Take French chalk finely scraped, and nut it

on tho grease spot, holding it near tho fire, or

over a warm iron reversed, or on a water-

plate in which is boiling water. This will

cause the grease to melt, and tho French
chalk will absorb it, and it may then bo
brushed or rubbed off; or, put a little pow-
dered French chalk ou tho spot, covor it with
a piece of whilo blotting-paper, and over that

apiece of brown wrapping paper, and apply a

hot flat-iron. If auy grease remains, proceed
as before, until it is all extracted. The French
chalk is a fine soluble powder of a dry absorb-

ent quality, acting upon silks tho same as

fullers earth does upon cloth.

Tho above plans may bo adopted when you
desire to extract the grease immediately; but
if time is notau object, proceed as follows:

Sprinkle pulverized French chalk upon tho

spot aud put tho article iu a dark place, and
in a few days tho grease will entirely disap-

pear. Wo thiuk this last method tho best, as

tho hoat from tho irou will sometimes lujuro

silk of a delicate tint.

353. To Remove Greaao Spots from
Silk. Grease spots may bo token from
silks in tho following manner: Upon a
wooden tablo lay a niece of woolen cloth or

baize, upon which lay smoothly tho part

stained, with tho right sido downwards.
Having spread a piece of brown papor on tho

top, apply a flat iron jnst hot enough to
•coreh tho papor. About fire or eight sec-

onds is usually sufficient. Ropoat until tho

Kis extracted. Then rub briskly with a

of writing papor. (See last receipt.)

364. French Scouring Drops for Re-
moving Grease. Camph. nc, 8 ouncos

;
puro

alcohol, 1 ounce sulphuric ether, 1 ounco;
essence of lemon, 1 drachm; or, spirits of wino,
1 pint; whito soap, 3 ounces; ox gall, 3 ounces;
essence of lemon, J ounce.
355. To Rcmovo Grease from Velvet.

Grease may be lakcu out of velvet by a little

turpentine, poured over the spot; then rub
briskly with a piece of dean dry flannel.

Repeat the application, if necessary, and lioug
tho artielo in the air, to rcmovo tho smelL
(.See .Vo. 351.)

350. 8implo Method of Removing
Grease Spots from Silk. Take a visiting

or other card
;
separate it, and rub tbo snot

with tho soft internal part, and it will dis-

appear without taking tho gloss off thu silk.

This is a simple ana valuablo receipt Ho
careful and rub the bilk on tbo wrong side, as

tho card sometimes will soil dclicalo colored
silks, but if tbo above precaution is taken, tho
spot cannot lie seen ou tho right side of tho
silk.

357.

To Remove Oil from Carpet*.
To take oil out of a carpet, as soon as it is

spilled put on plenty of wheat flour or whi-
ting, to absorb the oil and keep it from spread-
ing. If tho oil is near a seam, rip it, so that
tho spot will not spread, and pul whiting on
the floor under the carpet. Next day sweep
up all the flour above and under the carpet
with a stiff brush, and put on plenty of fresh
flour. To take out grease spots, rub them
with whito flannel dipped in raw spirits of
turpentine. If they show after a while, mb
again on both sides. If there are grease spots
on tho floor, remove them with potter’s clay
before tho carpet is laid down.

358. To take Grease Spots out of
Carpets. Mix a little soup into a gallon of
warm soil water, then add 4 ounce of borax

;

wash tho part well with a clean cloth, and
tho grease or dirty spot will soon disappear.

359. To Remove Oil Stains from
Leather and Paper. Oil stains may bo re-
moved from leather, paper, Ac., by applying
pipe-clay, powdered and mixed with water to

tho thickness of cream
;
leavo it on for four

hours. This will not injure tho best colors.

360. Methods of Removing Various
Stains. Fruit-stains, wiuc-stuins, and thoso
inode by colored vegetablej uieus, areoften near-
ly indelible, and require various treatment.
Thorough rubbing with soap and soft water:
repeated dipping in sour butter-milk, and
drying in the sun; rubbing on u thick mix-
ture of starch and cold water, and exposing
long to sun and air, arc among tho expedients
resorted to. Sulphurous acid is often cm-

Kod to bleach out colors. It may bo gener-

al tho moment of using, by burning a
small plcco of sulphur in tho air, under the
wido cud of a small paper funnel, whoso upper
orifice Is applied near tho doth. Cnffco and
chocolato i turns require careful soaping and
washing with water at 120°, followed by
sulphurotiou. If discoloration has been pro.

duced by acids, water of ammonia should be
applied

;
if spots havo boon made by alkaline

substances, moderately strong vluogar may
bo applied; if upon a delicate artielo, tbo
vinegar should bo deoolorliod by filtering

through powdored charcoal.

301. Tho Effect* of Acids and Alka-
lies upon Different Colors. The effect of

acids upon blocks, purples, bluos (except

those produced by indigo or Prussian blue),

and upon all thono shades of colors which are

produced by means of iron, orchil, and as-

tringent substances, is to turn them red.

They reuder yellows more pale, except those

produced by annotto, which they turn to an
orange color.

Alkalies turn scarlots, and all rods produced
by Brazil or logwood, to a violet color; they
turn green (upon woolen cloths) to yellow,
and they give a reddish cast to tho yollow
produced by oonotto. Tho effect of tho

perspiration is the same as that Of tho alkalies.

Spots occasioned by acids are removed by
alkalies, and vice verstf. (See Inst receipt.)

302. To Rcstoro Colors that have
boon Injurod by tho use of Re-Agents.
Tho colors of cloths are often injured by the

re agents uiodo use of in order to restore them
effectively

;
when such is the case wo must

not only understand the general principles of

tho art of dyeing, but the nature and composi-

tion of tho particular dye that was originally

employed for dyoing tho cloth whoso color is

to bo restored, aud thus enabled to modify the

means accordingly. Thus, when, after using
an ulkali to remove au acid Boot upon brown,
violet, or bluo cloth, Ac., there remains a

yellow spot, the originul color is again pro-

duced by means of a solution of tiu. A solu-

tion of tbo sulphate of irou restores the color

to thoso brown cloths which have been dyed
with galls. Acids give to yellow cloths which
have been rendered dull or brown by alkalies,

thoir original brightness. When black cloths

dyed with logwood havo any reddish spots

occasioned by acids, alkalies turn such spots

to a yellow color, and a little of tho astringent

principle makes them black again. A solu-

tion ox 1 part of indigo in 4 parts of sulphuric

acid, properly diluted with water, may be

successfully employed to restore a faded blue
color npon wool or cotton. Red or scarlet

colors may be restored by means of cochineal,

and a solution of muriate of tin, 4c. (See

No. 113.)
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303. The Choice of Re-Agent3 for

Restoring Color. The choice of re-ageut*

in not a matter of indifference ; vegetable acid

{Decolorised Vinegar, see Index), is gener-

ally preferable to mineral acids. Tho sul-

phurous ftoid (see No. 360). however, may be
used for spots from fruit; it docs not injure

blue upon silk, or tho colors produced by as-

tringents; nor does it affect yellow upon cot-

ton. A volatile alkali (Water of Ammonia)
succeeds bettor than a fixed alkali in remov-
ing spots produced by acids. They aro usual-
ly mode use of in tho form of vapor, aud act

quickly, seldom injuring the color of thu cloth.

304. To Remove Fruit Stains. Spots
caused by fruit aro removed by sulphurous
ueid, or what is still better, by water acidu-
lated with a little muriatic or oxalic acid, or
Halt of lemons; hut care must he taken not to
apply this liquid to colors that it will injure.

A lighted sulphur match held undor tho stain
will produce sufficient sulphurous acid.

365. To Remove Fruit and other
8tains from Linen. Fruit aud other spots
on liueu may be removed by applying to the

part, previously woshod clean, a weak solu-
tion of chlorine, chloride of lime, spirit* of
salts (muriatic acid), oxalic acid, or salts of
lemon, in warm water, uad frequently by
merely using a littlo louion juice. The part
should lio again thoroughly rinsed in clear
warm water (without soap), ami driod.
Many other stains may he taken out by

Sting tho lincu in sour butter milk, and
ng it in a hot sun. Then wash it in cold

water, and dry it, 2 or 3 limes a day.
300. To Romovo Acid Stains from

Linen, &C. These may ho removed by tho
following methods: Wet the part and lay on
it noma salt of wormwood (carbonate of
potaasa); then mbit, without diluting it with
more water.

Or: Tio up in tho stained part some pearl-
ash; then scrape somo soap into cold soft
water to make a lather, aud boil tho linen till

the stain disappears.

307. To Remove Acid 8tains from
Garments. Chloroform will restore the
color of gurmouts, where tho same has been
destroyed by acids.

When acid 1ms accidentally or otherwise
destroyed or chunged the color of the fabric,

ammonia should ho applied to neutralise tho
acid. A subsequent application of chloroform
restores the original color.

Spots produced by hydrochloric, ornulnharic
acid cuu bn removed by the application of
coucoutratcd ammonia, while spots from
nitric acid cun scarcely be obliterated.
308. To Removo Alkali Stains from

Garments. Spots produced by ulkolies,

suck us noun-boiler's lye, soda, ammonia, etc.,

can generally ho made to disappear complete-
ly by tho prompt application of dilute ucctio
acid and u good deal of water. (.Src No. 360.)
300. To Remove Claret or Port Wino

Stains. Apply a little table salt to the spot
stained, and also moisten it with sherry.
After washing, no truce of tho stain will bo
left. The acid contained in claret decomposes
tho salt, and sets free chlorine (hleachmg
gas), which removes the vegetable coloring
matter of tho wine. If the stain is from port,
sherry should be added, as it also contains
acid.

370.

To Removo Staina of Wine,
Fruit, Ac., after they have been long in
the Linen. Hub tho part on each side with
yellow soap; then lay on a mixturo of starch
in cold water very thick

;
rub it well in, and

expose tho linen to tho suu aud air till the
slain comes out. If not removed in 3 or 4
days, rub that off and renew tho process.
When dry it may he sprinkled with a littlo

water.

371. To Remove Staina of Iodine.
Stains of iodiue aro removed by rectified

spirit

372. To take out all Staina which are
not Metallic. Mix 2 tea-spoonfuls of water
with one of spint of salt (muriatic acid);
let tho stain lie in it for one or two minutes;
then rinse the article in cold water. This
will bo found lurticularly useful in removing
stains from white napkins.

873. Prepared Ox-gall for taking out
8pots. Roil together 1 pint of ox-gall and
2 ounces powdered alum

;
to which add 2

ounces common salt; lot the liquor settle;

add a few drops esseuco of lemon, pour it oft

into a bottle, and cork tightly.

374. Scouring Balia for General Pur-
poses. In order to remove a stain, tho cause
or origin of which is doubtful, a composition
is requisite which po&se.ssci various powers.
Tho following a a good ono for such pur-
poses : Dissolve souio white soap in alcohol,

and mix with it tho yolks of 4 or 5 eggs
;
add

gradually a little spirits of turpentine, uud
sufficient fuller’s earth to make the mixturo
into halls. To removo a stain, wet the spot

with soft water, rub it with a ball of thu
above composition, ihuu mb tho cloth aud
wash out. This will remove almost any
stain, oxcept ink and other solutions of irou.

375. To Removo Iron Mould or Ink
Stains. For iron mould or ink stains, lemon

C
ico or salt of sorrel (oxnluto of potash

)
may

used. If tho stain* aro of long standing, ft

may ho necessary to use oxalic acid, which is

much more powerful. It may ho applied in

powdor upon tho spot, previously moistened
with wator woll rubbed on, and thou washed
off with pure water. It should bo effectually
washud out, for it is highly corrosive to textilo

fibre*. (Sec also No. 127.)

370. To Remove Iron Mould. Tho
part stained should bo remoistonod with iuk,

and this removed by tho uso of munnlio ocid
diluted with 5 or G times its weight of water,
when it will l»e found that tho old end now
stain will bo removed simultaneously. This
is a very effectual method.

377.

To Remove 8tains of Iron Mould
from Fabrics. The removal of those stains

is a mattor of somo difficulty if they hove re-

mained on a fabric for somo limo. Tho usual

substance* employed for this purposo (oxalic

acid or quodroxolalo of potassa) require plac-

ing. in concentrated solution, iu contact witli

tho material for a considerable time, thereby
materially wuukouiug and rolling tho fibre.

The following method is freo from this obioc-

tion, aud will removo stains of long standing
almost immediately: Wet tho mark with
yellow eulphido of ammonium, by which it

will be immediately blackened, and allow it a
minute or so to penetrate

;
then wash out tho

excess of sulphide, and treat the black spot
with cold dilute muriatic acid, by which it is

immediately removed. Finally, wash well

with water.

378.

To Make Easontial 8alt of

Lemons, for removing irou moulds, ink

pots, and 9tains from linen and cotton. Tako 1

ounce of oxalic acid in fino powder, mix with
4 ounces of cream tartar, and put it up in

small oval boxes.

379.

To Removo Ink, Iron Mould,
Ac., from Linen. Wet the finger in water,

dip it in tho powder (see last receipt), ond rub
it on tho spot gently, keeping it rather moist,

and the stain will disappear without injuring

tho fabric. After tho slain disappears, wash
tho linen ki pure water. Tho salt of lemon
used as a beverage is simply tartaric acid, put
up in lonz bottles. Tho above is poisonous if

swallowed.

380. To Remove Iron Mould and Ink
from Delicate Linen Fabrics. These may
be taken out by wetting tho spots in milk,
thon covering them with common salt. It
should be done before the garments have
been washod. Another way to tako out Ink
is to dip it in melted tallow. For fino, deli-
cate articles, this is the best way.
381. To take out MildewSpots. Wet

the spots with a solution of chloiido of soda
(Labarruquc’ri solution), or of chloride of lime
(bleaching fluid), or with chlorine water, and
they will disappear immediately. Fruit and
wiuo staius of all kiuds may bo removed in
this way. (Sec also No. 128.) Starched liueu
which has contracted mildew spots will re-

quire au application each day for 2 or 3 days;
rinsing out and bleaching in the sunshine af-

ter each application.

382. To Removo Mildow. Mildew is

cosily removed by rubbing or scraping a littlo

common yellow soap on the article, and thon
a little salt and starch on that, ltub all well
on the article, aud put in the sunshine. Or,
snap tho liueu previously wotted, and apply
salt and lemon juice to both sides

;
or apply

finely powdered pipe clay, or fuller's earth, or
liucly powdered chalk. Expose it for several
hours to tho atmosphere.
383. To Extract Mildow. Mix soil soap

with powdered starch, half as much salt, uud
tho juice of a lcinmi, and lay on with a brush.
Let it lay on tho grass day and night till tho
stain is gone. This is n good receipt. Or,
tako 2 ounces chloride of lime, pour on it a
quart of boiling water, then add 3 quarts of
cold water

;
steep the liueu 10 or 12 hours,

when every spot will bo extracted.
Mix oxalic acid, citric ncid.uml milk, togeth-

er; rub into the. linen; repeat as it dries;

wash, and lileaeh oil the grass,

384. To Romovo Common Ink Stains.
Ink stains may bn readily removed from
whito articles by moans of a littlo salt of

lomons, diluted muriatic ocid, oxalic ocid, or
torlario ocid. and hot water; or by ineuns of
a littlo solution of chlorinoorcbloriduof liino.

When the slain is caused by ink manufactured
with logwood, a red mark remains, which may
bo removed by the application of a little clilo-

rido of limo. All strong acids and alkalies
tend to injure the fabric; therefore, immedi-
ately tho stains aro removed, tho spots should
bo well rinsed, aud repeatedly, in cold water.

385. To Romovo 8tfuna made by
Hair Dye. or Indcliblo Ink. Tho stain-

ing principle of common indcliblo ink is ni-

Irate of silver. I t may bo removed by first

soaking in a solution of common salt, which
produces chlorido of silver, aud afterwards
washing with ammonia, which dissolvos tho
chlorido. Nitrate of silver, or hair dyo stains
can l»e removed by a solution of 10 grains of
cyanido of potassium, and 6 grains of iodiuo
to 1 ounco of water; or a solution of 8 parts
of pcrchlorido of mercury and muriate of
ammonia in 125 part* of water. (See Nos.
129 and 387.)

380. To Remove Marking-Ink from
Linen. Dip the garment in a solution of 1

ounco cyanido of potassium iu 4 ouucea of
water. After a few hours tho slain will bo
obliterated. This is very effectual, but tho
mixture is highly poisonous, and should bo
carefully removed.
387. To Remove Silver Stains from

the Hands. Put j pound glnuber salts, J
pound of the chloride of limo, and 8 ounces of

water, into a little wide-mouthed bottlo, and

when required for use pour somo of tho

thick sediment into a saucer, aud rub it well

over tho bauds with pumice stouo or a nail-

brush, and it will clean the fingers quite equal
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to cyanide, but without any danger. This
will do to use over again until exhausted, and
should be kept corked up. The disagreeable
Bmell may bo entirely avoided by the liberal

use of lemon juico, which not only entirely

removes the smell, but whitens the hands.

388. To Removo Stains from the
Hands. Ink staius, dye stains, fruit stains,

etc., can bo immediately removed by dinning
the lingers iu warm water and then rubbing
on tho stain a small portion of oxulic acid

powder and cream of tartar, mixed together
in equal quantities, and kept in a box. 'When
tho stain disappears, wash the hands with line

soap. This mixture, being poisonous, must bo
kept out of tho roach or children. A fow
drops of oil of vitriol (sulphurio acid) will also

romovo most stains from tho hands without
Injuring them. Curo must, however, bo taken
not to drop it upon tho clothos. It will ro-

movo tho color from woolen, and cat holes in

cotton fabrics. Tho juico of ripo tomatoes
will removo tho stain of walnuts from tho
hands, without injury to tho skin.

389. To take Ink Stains out of Ma-
hogany. Put a fow drops of spirits of nitre

(nitric acid) in a toa-spoonful of water, touch
tho spot with a feather dipped in tho mixture,
mid on tho ink disappearing, rub it over im-
mediately with a raj? wetted in cold water, or

there will be a wliito mark, which will not
bo easily effaced.

300. To take Ink Spots out of Ma-
hogany. Apply spirits of salts (muriulio
acid) with a rag until the spots disappear, aud
immediately afterward wuhIi with clear water.

391. To Remove Ink from Mahogany.
To 4 pint of soft water put 1 ounce of oxalic

acid, and i ounce of butlor (terchlorido) of

antimony; shako it well, and when dissolved

it will bo very useful In extracting stninsfrom

mahogany, as well us ink, if not of too long
standing.

392. To Extract Ink from Floor*.
Hiynovo ink from floors by scouring them
with sand wot with water and the oil of vit

riol, mixed. Thou riuso them with strong

Bulorntuii water.

393. To Romovo Stains on Mahog-
any Furnituro. Staius uud spots uiuy bo
taken out of mahogany furnituro by tho use

of a little aquafortis, or oxalic acid mid water,

by rubbing tho part with thu liquid, by means
of a cork, till tho color is restored; observing

afterwards to well wash the wood with water
aud to dry and polish us usual.

394. To Extract Oil from Boards,
Marble or other Stones. Make a strong

lyo of pearlashes and soft water, and add as

much uuslockcd lime as it will tnko up; stir

it together, and then let it settle a few min-

utes; bottle it and stop close; have ready

6imio water to dilute it when used, and scour

tho part with it. If the liquor should liolong

on tho boards, it will draw the color out of

thorn ;
therefore do it with caru and expedi-

tion. When used for marble, tho surface may
bo improved by nibbing or polishing after-

ward with fine putty-powder and olivo oil.

( For I'uity Powder, see Index.)

395. To toko Oil and Grease out of
Boards. Hake a paste with fuller's earth and
hot water, cover the spots therewith, let it

dry on, and tho next day scour it off with soft

or yellow soap.

390. To Clean Marble. To clean mar-
hlo, mix quicklime with strong lyo, so as to
form a mixture having tho consistency of
cream, and apply it immediately with a brush.
If this composition be allowed to remaiu for a
day or two, and bo then washed off with soap
and water, tho marblo will appear 03 though
it were new.
397. To Clean Marble. Take 2 parts

of common soda, 1 part of pumice-stone, and
1 part of finely powdered chalk; sift it

through a fine sieve, and mix it with water;
then rub it well all over the marble, and the

stains will be removed
;
then wash the mar-

ble over with soap and water, and it will he
os clean as it was at first.

398. How to Clean Marble. Tho fol-

lowing is an excellent way of clcauing marblo

:

First, brush the dust off the piece to be
cleaned, then apply with a brush a good coat
of gum arabic, about the consistency of thick

office mucilage
;
expose it to the son or dry

wind, or both. In a short time it will crack
and peel off. If all tho gum should not peel
off, wash it with clean water and a clean
cloth. If the first application does not have
tho desired effect, it should l*c applied again.

To Clean Marble. Mix i pound
soft soap with the same of pounded whiting,

1 ounce soda, and a piece of stone-blue tho
size of a walnut

; boil these together fur J of

an hour
;
whilst hot, rub it over tho marble

with a piece of flannel, and leavo it on for 24

hours; then wash it off with clean water,
and polish the marble with a picco of coarse
flannel, or, what is bettor, a picco of on old

hat.

400. To take Stains out of White
Marblo. Take 1 ox gall, 1 wine-glass soap
lees, | wine glassful lurpeutino; mix aud
uiukc into a posto with pine clay. Put
on tho pasto over the stain and let it remain
for several days. If tho stain is not fully re-

moved a second application will generally

prove sufficient.

401. To Remove Oil Stains in Mar-
ble. Stains in marble caused by oil can be
removed by applying common clay saturated
with bcnziuo. If tho greaso Las remained
long enough it will have become acidulated,

aud may injure the polish, but tho stain will

bo removed.
402. To Remove Iron Mould or Ink

from Marble. Iron mould ami ink spots

may lie taken out iu tho following manner

:

Tako ) ounce butler of antimony and 1 ounce
oxalic acid, and dissolvo them iu 1 pint min
water; add flour, and bring the composition to

a proper consistence. Then lay it evenly on
the stained part with a brush, and after it has
remained for n fow days wash it off, uud re-

peal the proof.« if tbo stain is not quito re-

moved.
403. To Remove Stains from Mar-

blo. Mix an ox-gall with a quarter of •

pouud of soap-boiler's Ive, and an eighth of a
pound of oil of turpentine, and odd enough
pipe-day earth to form a paste, which is thes
to be placed upon the marble for a time, aud

afterwarda scraped off; the application to he re-

peated until tho marble is perfectly cloan. It

u quito possiblo that a faint traco of tho stains

may be left; but this will bo almost inappre-

ciable. Should the spots bo producod by oil,

these aro to bo first treated with petroleum,

for tho purposo of softening tho hardened oil,

and tho above-mentioned application may ho

made subsequently.

404. To Removo Printing Ink from
any Articlo. Printing ink can bo readily

taken from ouy article by means of ether or

oil of turpentine. Puro benzino will also

have a similar effect.

405. To Remove the Varnish from
Oil Paintings, See. Varnish and dirt can be

removed bywaging over with n weak solution

of carbonate of ammonia, wiping it off with
a sponge wetted with water as soon as it has
fulfilled its object; if allowed to remain too

long it will injure the oil colors. Another
way i3 to spread a thick coot of wet fuller^

earth over the surface oftho varnish, leaving it

on long enough to soften it; it may then l>o

removed by washing.

406. To CleanPicturcs. Havingtaken

the picture out of tho frame, tako a clean

towol, and, making it quite wet, lay it on tho

face of tho picture, sprinkling it from time to

timo with cloan soft water; lotitromuinwotfor

2 or 3 days; tako the cloth off and renew it

with a fresh one. After wiping tho picture

with a clean wet sponge, repeat tho process
till you fiud all the dirt is soaked out of it;

then wash with a soft sponge, and lot it get

quite dry; rub it with some clear nut or lin-

seed oil, and it will look as well as when
freshly done.

407. To Clean Oil Paintings. Put
into 2 quarts of strong lye, { pound of Genoa
soap, rasped very lino, with 1 pint spirits of

wiuo; lot thorn simmer ou the fire for half an

hour, then strum them through a cloth. Ap-
ply tho preparation with a brush to tho pic-

ture, wipo it off with a sponge, and apply it

a second time, which will rouiovo all dirt.

Then with a littlo nut-oil warmed, rub tho

picture and let it dry. This will mnko it look

ns bright as when it came out of tho artist’s

hands. If tho canvas is injured by damp, mil-

dow or foul air, tho first thing to bo douo is to

stretch and lino it with now canvas.

408. To Clean Japannod Waiters and
Urna. Hub on with a spongo a little wliito

soap and some lukewarm wutor, and wash tho

waiter or urn quito clean, Nuvcr use hot wa-

ter, as it will enuso tho japan to scalo off.

Haviug wiped it dry, sprinkle a littlo flour

over it; let it rest a while, and Uiou rub it

with a soft dry cloth, and finish with a silk

handkerchief. If there aro wliito heat marks
on Uio waiters, they will bo difficult to ro-

movo; but you may try rubbing them with a

flannel dipped in sweet oil, and afterwards in

spirits of wiuo. Waiters and other articles of

aier machd should bo washed with asnoDKO
cold water, without soap, dredged with

flour whilo damp, mid after a while wiped off,

and then polished with a silk handkerchief.

409.

Mothod of Cloaning Paper Hang-
ings. Cut into 8 portions iv loaf of broad 2
days old

;
it must neither bo newer nor stn-

lor. With one of thcao piccos, after having
blown off ail tho dust from tho pupor to ho

cleaned, by tho moans of a good pair of hoi-

lows, begin at thetop of tho room, holding tho

crust iu tho hand, and wiping lightly down-
ward with tho crumb, about half a yard at

each stroke, till tho upper putt of Uio paper is

completely cleaned all round. Thou go round
again, with tho liko sweeping .stroke down-
wards, always commencing each succcssivo

courso a littlo higher than Uio upper stroko

hod extended, till tho Iwttom bo finished.

This operation, if carefully porforraod, will

frequently rnako very old papor look almost
equal to new. Great caution must bo used
not by any means to rub tho paper hard, nor

to attempt cleaning it tho cross or horizontal

way. Tho dirty part of tho brood, .too, must
bo continually cut away, aud tho pieces re-

newed as 6i>on ns may bccomo nccossary.

410.

To take Grease Stains out of
Wall Papers. Oil marks, and marks where
people have rested their beads, can bo taken

from the paper on drawing-room walls by
mixing pipe-clay with water to tho consist-

ency of cream, laying it on the epot, aud let-

ting it remain till tbo following day, when it

may bo easily removedwilhapcnktiifo or brush.

411.

To take Grease from Paper.
Gently warm tho parts containing tho greaso,

aud apply blotting-paper so as to extract as

much as possible. Boil soino clear essential

oil of turpeutino and apply it to the warm
paper with a soft; clean brush. A littlo recti-

fied spirits of wine should be put over after-

ward.
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412.

To take out StainB of Ink from
Books. Oxymuriatic arid removes, per-

fectly, stains of ink; aud should the paper re-

quire bleaching, the operation will answer
both ends at the same time. Nearly all Iho
acids will remove spots of ink from paper;
but it is important to use siu h ns do not at-

tack its texture. Spirits of "salt (muriatic
acid) diluted in 5 or t> times Iho quantity of

water, may bo applied with success upon tho

spot, aud after a minute or two, washing ilotf

with clean water. A solution of oxalic acid,

citric acid, aud tartaric acid, is attended with
tho least risk, ami may be applied upon tho

er and plates without fear of damage.
o acids taking out writing ink, and not

touching the printing, can he used for rostor-

iug books where llni margins have been writ-

ten upon, without attacking the text.

413.

To Removo Yellow Stains from
tho Margins of Engravings. Tho yellow
stains on tho margin of engravings may be
removed by a solution of hvdroehlorido of
soilu. This liquid is commonly known under
tho name of Labarmquc’s solution.

414.

To Clean Silver or Gold Lace.
Lay tho luce smooth on a woolen carpet or

piece of woolou cloth, and brush it froo from
uust, then burn rock ulum and powder it liuo,

and afterwards sift it through n lawn sieve

;

thou rub it over the loco with a lino brush,

undiii so doing it will take oil tho tarnish and
nmtoro it to its brightness, if it bo not too

much worn on tho threads.

415.

To Clean Pnpior Mach6. Papier

inoeh6 articles should be washed with aspongo
and cold water, without soap, dredged with

flour while (lamp, aud polished with a flannel.

410. To Clean Hair Bruahea and
Combs. Wash tho bristles for a few second*

In a woak solution of hartshorn, say a tablo-

spoonful to a pint of cold soil water. Thun
noso in clean cold water, and dry. Do not

sot thorn near tho liro, nor in the sun, to dry.

but, after Blinking thorn well, set them on the

point of tho handle in a shady place. By this

process tho brush will bo thoroughly cleansed

with very littlo trouble. Observe that tho

mahogany or aatin-wnod back of tho brush

must t>0 kept out of the solution, u* it is ant

to discolor wood. Combs may bo cleaned in

tho sanio manner.
417. To Cloon Looking Olaascs.

Take part of a newspaper, fold it small, dip it

in u basin of clean colu water, and when it i -

thoroughly wet Kiuoczo it out os a sponge, and
then rub it hard over tho fuco of tho glass,

taking caro that it is not so wet n-s to rundown
in streams. After tho glass has been well

rubbed with tho wet paper, let it rest a few
minutes and then go over it with a fresh dry
newspaper, till it looks clearand bright, which
it will do almost immediately. Tho insido of

windows may bo cleaned in this way, and they

will look beautifully clear.

418. To Clean Straw Matting. Wash
it with weak salt and water and dry it well,

or boil a small bag of bran in 2 gallons of va-
lor, and wash tho matting with tho water,

drying it well.

410. To Cloon Cane-Bottom Chairs.
Turn up tho chair bottom, and with hot wa-

ter and a sponge wash tho canework well, so

that it may become completely soaked.

Should it bo very dirty you must add snap.

Lot it dry iu tho open air if possible, or in a

place whero there is a thorough draught, and
it will becomo as tight and firm as when new,
provided it has not l>cen broken.

420.

To Clean Sheepskin Rugs or
Mats. Make a very strong lather, by boil-

ing soap in a littlo water; mix thin with a suf-

ficient quantity of water (rather uioro thnu
lukewarm) to wash tho mat or rug iu, and

rub boiled soap on those portions of it which
require additional cleansing. When tho mat
has been well washed in this water, prepare
another lather iu tho same way, iu which a
second washing must take place, followed by
a third, which ought to bo sufficient to cleanse
it thoroughly. Kins© it well in cold water
until all the soap b removed, and then put it

in water in which a littlo blue has been mixed,

sufficient to keep tho wool of a good white,

and prevent its inclining to yellow. Atlor this

it should bo thoroughly wrung, shaken, and
hung out in tho open air with tho akin part

towards tho sun, but not while it is scorching,

otherwise tho skiu will become hard. It

must also bo shaken often while drying, for if

not, it will be quito stiff ami crackly. It

should be frequently turned, being hung up
first by one cu«l and then by the other, until

it lias dried entirely.

421. To Clean Knives and- Forks.
Procure a smooth hoard, free from knots, or

one covered with leather. If tho latter, melt
n sufficient quantity of mutton siiet, and put

it hot upou tho leather with a uiccoof flannel;

then take two pieces of soft Hath brick, ami
rub them ono against tho other over Iho leath-

er till it is covered with tho powder, which
rub in until no greaso cornu* through when a

knifo is passed over tho lcathor, which may
easily 1*> known oy the knifo keeping ita pol-

ish. If only a plain board, rub tho Hath brick
2 or 3 times over it; if too much lie pul on
at one© it will mako the blades of tho knives
look rough and scratched. Is-t tho board ho
of n proper height, and set so that the person
may be a littlo on Ihn stoop while cleaning
tho knives. Take .» knife iu each hand, holding
them back to bark ; slum! oppo-iio tho mid-
dlo of tho board

;
lav Iho kmve* flat upon it,

ami do not beAr too hard Upon them
;
by this

method it will be easier to clean two knives
at a time than one, a>hI they will he less liable

to bo broken, for good knives will snap when
pressed nil too heavily. Many will say that
they cannot clean two knives at once, or that
they ran get (breach them faster ono by one;
but if they will only try it u few times in tho
way recommended, they will find it not only
much uioro expeditious, Imt easier. A little

practice is nil Inal is necessary.

Thn host way to clean steel" fork* is to fill a
small barrel with fino gravel, brick dust, or
sand, mixed with u littlo hay or inoos; innko
it moderately damp, press it well down, and
lut it always ho kept damp. Hy running tho
prongs of the steel forks a few times into this,

all tho stain* on them will he removed.
Then have a small stick, shaped liko a knife,

with leathrr round it, to iNihsh lietwecn tho
prongs, having first carefully brushed the dust
from them as soon as tbeyaro takes out of tho
tub. A knife -hoard is often spoiled in clean-
ing fork* upon it, and likewise tho lucks of

the knives; to prevent this, hove a piece of

old hat or leather jmt on tho board whero tho
forks and hacks of tho knives nro cleaned.

422. To Preserve Knives and Forks
in Good Condition. Wipe tho knivus and
forks a* soon ns possible niter lacing used, as
tho lougcr they are left with grease and stains

on them tho harder they will be to dean

;

particularly if they have been used for acids,

salads, torts, etc.; have then n jug of hot wa-
ter ready to put them into as soon as douo
with, and wipe them as before directed.

In order to keep knives and forks in good
condition wheu they are not iu use, rub tlio

steel hart with a flannel dipped in oil; wipe
tho oil off after a few hour*s u them is often
water in it; or dn.'i tho blades and prongs
with quicklime, finely powdered and kept in a

muslin bag.

423. To Clean Spice Mills. It is often

desired to grind different spices, orange or
lemon pod, m the same mill, without auy ono
being affected by another spice. Grind a tea-
spoonful of rice through the mill aud all impu-
ntieswillbnrcmovcd. A coffee millmuybo fit-

ted to grind any spice in tho sauio way, using
rather muro rice. Tho rico will of courso bo
flavored by whatever may have been in tho
mill. 1

1

is useful to thicken soups, or gravies,

or sauces, when t he spioo is lio objection.

424. To Keep Oil-Clotho Looking
Well. Wash them ouco a month iu hkim
milk and water, equal quantities of each.
Rub them one© in three months with boiled lin-

seed oil. Put on very littlo, rub it well lu

with a rag, uud polish with a picco of old silk.

Oil-cloths will lust years if kept iu this way.
425. To Clean Oil-Cloth. An oil-cloth

should never be scrubbed with a brush, but,

after being first swept, should bo cleaned by
wasbiug with a soft flannel and lukewarm or

cold water. On no account uso soup, or wa-

ter that is hot, as cither would hava a had ef-

fect ou tho paint. Wheu tho oil cloth is dry,

rub it well with a small purlieu of a mixture

of bees' wax, softened with a minute quautity
of turpouliuo, using for this purposo a soft

furniture polishing brush. Oil cloth cured for

in this way will lust twice the limn than with

ordinary treatment.
420. To Givo to Boards a Beautiful

Appearance. After washing them very

nicely with soda uud warm water and u brush,

wash them with u very largo sponge und clean

water. Hoth liinas observe to leave no spot

untouched
;
uud clean straight up and down,

not crossing from hoard to hoard
;
then dry

with cleau cloths, rubbed bard up and down
iu tho same way.
Tho flour* should not bo often wetted, but

very thoroughly when douo; and oncoa week
dry-rubbod with hot aund and u heavy brush,

tlio right way of tho boards.

Tho sides of atuir* or passages on which nro

carpels or floor-cloth, should bo washed with

apoago instead of linen or flannel, and tho

edgos will not bo soiled. Different sponges
should bo kept for tbo abovo two uses

;
and

tlioso and tho brushes should bo well washed
when douo with, uud kept iu dry plocos.

427. To 8cour Boards. Lime, 1 part;

sand, 3 parts; soft soap, two parts. Lay a

littlo on tbo boards with u scrubbing -brush,

and rub thoroughly. Rinse with clean wa-
ter and rub dry. This will keep tbo boards

of* a good color, and will also keep away
vermin.
428. To Clean 8tono Stairaand Hallo.

Boil 1 pound of piun-cluy with a quart water,

aud a quail small beer, and put iu a bit of

stone bfua. Wash with this mixture, and,

when dry, rub the stone wilji flannel and a

brush.

429. To Clean Glass Globes. If tbo

globes aro much stained on the ouLtiila by
smoke, soak them in tolerably hot water with
a little washing soda dissolved in it; then pul

a leu spoonful of powdered ammonia into a

C
a of lukewarm water, and with a tolerably

rd brush wash tbo globes till tbo sinnko

Btaiu disappears; rinse in clean cold water,

and let them drain till dry ; they will bo quite

as whito aud clear as now globes.

430.

To Clean Decanters. There ia

ofteu much dilliculty experienced in cleaning
decanters, especially after port wine bus stood

iu them for some time. Tbo best way is to

wash them out with a little pcarlosh and
warm water, adding a spoonful or two of fresh

slaked limo if necessary. To facilitate the

action of tho fluid against tho sides of tho

glass, a few small cinders may be used.

Or, soak tho dccautcrs for sonio hours in

warm soda and water; if there is much cut-
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ling ou the outside, a brush will bo necessary

to rouiovu Iho dirt and stains from the crev-

ices. Cut a potato into small dice, put a
good handful of theso into tho decanter with
some warm water, shake tho decanter briskly

until the stains disappear
;
rinse in clean cold

water, and let them drain until dry. Vinegar
and sauce cruets cau bo cleaned m the same
way.-

431. To Clean Glaaa Bottles. Chop
up a largo potato very fino and put it In the
buttle with some warm water, and shake it

rapidly until it is clean. Some use shot and
soda, but potato is even more effectual.

432. To Clean Medicine Phiala.
Cleanso bottles that have had medicines in

them, by rutting ashes in each, immersing
them in co d water, and then heating tho wa-
ter grodua ly till it boils. After boiling an
hour, let them remain in the water till it is

cold. Wash them in soap-suds, and rinse

them till clean iu clear water.

433. To Wash Caator Bottles. Hut
them i full of rieo and till up with warm
water; shako them well; this will cleanso

them thoroughly.
434. To Clean Greasy Earthenware.

Stone pots and jars iu which lard or fat has

boon kept, and yellow ware pie plates, may bo

cleaned by putting thorn in a kettle with
ashes or Hal soda, covering thorn with cold

water, and allowing them to boil slowly an hour
at least. When boiled enough, toko them off

the tiro and leave them in tno water until it

oools.

430. To Clean Paint, There is a very

simple method to clean point that has become
dirty, and if our housewives should adopt it,

it would save them a great deal of trouble.

Provide n plate with Homo of the host whit-

ing to he had, aud havo ready some clean warm
water aud a piece of flannel, which dip into

tho water and squooxo nearly dry
;
thon take

as much whiting as will adhoro to it, ap-

S il to tho pointed surface, when a little

bing will instantly rcinuvo any dirt or

grease. Alter which wash the part well with
clean water, rubbing it dry with a soft cha-

mois. Paint thus cleaned looks as well as

when first laid on, without any injury to the

most dclieatO colors. It is far better tliau

using soap, and docs not requiro moro than

half tho timo and labor.

Another simple method is as follows:—pat
u table-spoonful of aqua ammonia in a quart

of moderately hot water, dip in a flannel

cloth, and with this merely wipe over tho

woodwork; no scrubbing will be necessary.

436.

To Clean Varnished Paint. Boil

a pound of bran in 1 gallon of water an hour,

anil wash tho paint with the bran water.

437.

To Clean Soiled Ribbons and
Silks. A mixture of alcohol and highly

rectified beoxine is excellent for cleaning rib-

bons and Bilks. It is applied with a clean

sponge. Persons who apply those liquids and
mixtures to cleaning silks, Ac., must he care-

ful to do bo in an apartment where there ia

neither fire nor lainpimriuus:, under the pen-

ally of an explosion. ( See No. 346.)

438.

To Remove Stains from Kid
Gloves. Stains may bo removed, even from
tho most delicately colored gloves, by sus-

pending them for a day in on atmosphere of

ammonia. Provide ft tall glass cylinder, in tho

bottom of which place strong aqua ammonia.
Bo careful to remove from the sides of tho jar

any ammonia that may have been spattered

upon them. Suspend the gloves to tho stop-

per in the jar. They must not come in con-

tact with the liquid.

439.

To Clean Kid Gloves. Dr. Rci-

mnnn gives the following directions, in ths

Scientific American, for cleaning kid glove*:—

A bottle 2 feet high, and 1 to 11 feet wide,

the stopper of which is also mode of glass, is

filled with 2 pounds of benziue. Then the

gloves which are to be washed are put also

into tho bottle. On this account tho neck of
the bottle must bo very wido, perhaps from i

to | foot in diameter. Such bottles ore cosily

obtained, being much used in pharmacy. As
many gloves may bo introduced into tho bot-

tle as the liquid will covor. Tho bottle is

then closed, well shaken, and allowed to

stand some minutes. Tho shaking is repeated,

the boltlo opened, and tho gloves taken out
with a pair of iron forceps.

To prevent the possibility of there being

any smell, it is a good plan to open tho bottle

undor a good chimney, which thus carries off

all the vapor that escapes.

The gloves, when brought by the forceps to

the mouth of the bottle, are taken out, oue

after the other, by tho hand, and wrung out,

care being taken that tho superfluous liquid

runs back again into the bottle. It is highly
adviaablo to perform this operation under a

chimney, or tho workman will soon suffer

from tho injurious influence of tho volatile

hydrocarbon.

Under the chimney is placed a cord stretch-

ed between two pins, and the glovos ure

hung upon this by means of small S- shaped

hooks. After hauging a short time they will

bo dry.

Tho benriue contained iu tho bottle dis-

solves all tho grease which adheres to tho

£
oven, and tho dirt which bad been com-
ned with the greaso is coiiseouonUy re-

moved at the saino timo. Tho Lunxiuo re-

maining in the liottlo assumes a dirty grey
color during tho process of washing.
When the benzmo has become toodirty.it is

pat into a distilling apparatus, and distilled

ovor. In this way tho benzine is restored to

its original purity and whitenoM, so that it

can be used again in further operations. ( For
directions how to aceomjdish this, see next re-

“tt? gloves, when taken out of tho bottle,

aro often not quite clean, in which case it is

accessary to rub them with a rag, moistened
with beoxine, in all places where they are still

dirty.

Thus the last traces of dirt are removed,
and the gloves become perfectly cloan. Iu

this stato they may be hung on a cord under
tho chimney.
Tho gloves soon becomo dry, but a part of

tho bonxino still remains behind, which is leas

volatile, and which, who* tho glove is in con-

tact with tho worm hand, causes a strong odor

of benxine to bo cv/dvcd.

To remove this ulso, the gloves are placed

on a common plate, which is put upon on iron

pot containing boiling water. Tho first plate

is covered with a second, and tho gloves be-

twcon the two plates aro healed at tho boiliug

temperature of water, until tho lost traces of

the unvolatilised benxine bavo escaped.

Tho gloves are now removed from tho plate,

and pot upou a wooden glove-stretchcr, or

shape. In this way they aro made to resume
their original form, and are now ready for

Tho whole operation must bo so conducted
that no smell of benzine is perooptiblo. The
smell of benzine is always s sign of careless-

ness on the part of the workman, who can
readily conduct all tho benzine vnpore np tbs

chimney. (See No. 346.)

440.

To Re-DistiU and Purify Ben-
zine that has been used for Cleaning
Kid Gloves. If tho operation of distilling

the benzino is disagreeable to the glove maker,

he can havo it purified at tho apothecary's or
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chemist's. It is, however, an operation which
he can readily perform hiiusclf

Tbo apparatus is neither complicated nor

expensive. A small wooden pail, such as is

used in every establishment, is furnished with
two holes. The first of these is drilled near
the upper margin of the pail, »o that, when
the pail is filled with water, the water runs
out through the hole, until the surface of the

water within the pail is on a level with tho

lowest portion of tho hole, that is to say, juitt

below the upper margin of tho vessel.

On the opposite side of tho pail auothor

hole ismado, out this time near iu bottom, so

that water would ruu through this hole, until

the surplus of the contained water was within

a short distance of the bottom.
A leaden tube, the thickness of which

equals tho diameter of tho hole, is bent so os

to form a distilling worm, tho upper end of

which ia inseitcd into the upper opening, and
tho lower end into the lower hole.

Tho tubo ia tightly inserted into both holes,

so that no water cun run through the space

between tho tube and the hole.

Tho pail is then filled with cold water.

Tho upper and lower code of tho leaden
tube must project a littlo beyond tho outer

surface of tbo puil—perhaps two inches.

Tho lower end is bent downward a littlo.

Tbo upper cud is a little enlarged, so that the

tubo forms A sort of funnel above.

Iu this is inserted a gluss retort, convo-
uicntly fixed in a holder.

The Apaco between tho neck of tho retort

and the enlarged end of tho leaden tubo ia

conveniently filled with moistened cotton,

*o that no vapors can cseupo through it.

It is a good plan to employ a gluss retort

with n tubo, to that any fluid can be noarod
into it when tbe apparatus is already fixed.

Having placed tho retort on u vapor hath,

where it can bo heated at 212° Pnhr., llm neck
of tho retort is connected with tho worm, iu

above mentioned, and tho nail filled up with
cold water. The retort is then filled with ths
impure bonxino or petroleum casonco which
ha* been used iu washing gloves.

After pouring in thu benzino, tlip tubo of

tho retort is closed by a stopper, and thon the

apparatus is completed by a liottlo placed un-

der tho lower end of tbo leaden tube, which
projects beyond tho outer surl'aco of tho piul,

so thut tho liquid running down this flows

directly into tho bottle.

Tho vapor bath is now heated, tho retort

soon becomes warm, aud the volatile liquid

begins to distill over, either quickly or slowly,

aeconliug to the way iu winch tho heating

process is conducted.

Tho vapor of tho hydrocarbon condense*

in tho worm, and a stream of liquid flows out

of its month. In a short timo there remain*

behind in tho retort only tho grease which th*

benxine has extracted from tho glovoa.

441.

To Refine Ox-gall for Fixing
Chalk and Pencil Drawings, and Re-
moving Grease. Allow fresh ox gall to re-

pose for 12 or 15 hours, decaut the clear, aud

evaporate to the consistence of a thick syrup,

in a water bath; then spread it thinly on a

dish, and expose it before tbe fire, or to a cur-

rent of dry air, uutil nearly dry. It w ill then

keep for years in wide-mouthed bottlesor pots,

covered ovor with bladder. For use, a littlo

is dissolved in water.

Or.—fresh gall, 1 pint; boil, skim, add pound-

ed alum, 1 ouuco; boil again until tbe alum is

dissolved, and when sufficiently coni, pour it

into a bottle, and loosely cork it down
j
in n

aimilar manner boil and skim another pint of

al. and add to it 1 ounce of common salt;

I till dissolved, and cool und bottle as

above. In three months decant tho clear
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from both bottles, aud mix them in equal
quantities; the clear portion must theu be
separated from the coagulum by subsidence or
filtration. It is employed by artists to fix

chalk and pencil drawings before tinting them,
ami to remove the greasiness from ivory, tra-

cing paper, Ac. It is also used to extract
greaso and oil from clothes: for tho latter
purpose it answers admirably.

442.

To Clean Cloth' Clothes. Dis-
solve -1 ounces washing soda in 1 quart boiling
water; when dissolved, add to it 1 moderate
sized fresh beefs gall

; lay tho garment to be
cleaned on a clean table or board, aud with a
sponge or brush (a brush is the best) wetted
in tho liquid, rub well tho grease spots first,

and afterwards tho wholo garment, frequcully
dinping tho spougo or brush in tho liquid;
when sufficiently rubbed, rin.so in cold water
until tho water is clear, then squeeze tho wa-
ter out thoroughly (but without twisting—if

[

ossihlc, uso a patent wringer), shako well aud
ang in tho air to dry. While drying, shake

tho garment occasionally and pull it into
Bhano to prevent shrinking. When still

nlightly .lamp, press it on tin- wrong side
with a warm iron, aud then finish airing.
Clothes donned in this way, if tho directions
bo strictly followed, look almost equal to new.
Tho uso of tlm patent wringing machine i* a
great improvement in this operation, as it has-

tens drying, and prevents shrinking. The
editor has used this receipt in his family for

tho last If. years with the most satisfactore
results. For dark -colored cloth garments, it

is a common practlco to add boiuo toiler's

ourth to tho mixturo of snap and gall. When
nearly dry, tho nap should he laid right, and
tho garment carefully pressed, after which, a
brush, moistened with a drop or two of olive
oil, should bo passed over it several times;
tills will givo it a superior finish.

443.

To Clean Woolen Clothes. Mix
4 ounce sulphuric ether aud 4 ounce hartshorn
(ammonia water) with 3 ounces water. Hub
tho article well with a spongo frequently
wetted with the mixture, which will remove
tho dirt; tlion 8|M.ngo with dean warm wa-
ter; next lay a course towel, which bus
been Haturated with hot water and wrung out,
over tho article, and press it with a hot
iron

;
while tho steam is still rising from the

doth, brush it down with a clothes brush.

444.

To Clean Carpeta. Carpets may
bo cleaned as fellows: Tako them up
and shako and beat them, go as to render
thorn perfectly froo from duet. Uavo th®
lloor thoroughly scoured and dry, and noil tho
carpet firmly down upon it. If still much
soiled it may .be cleaned in the following man-
ner: Tako a pailful of clean cold spring wa-
ter, and put into it about 3 gills of ox-gall.

Take another pail with clean cold water only.

Now rub with a soft scrubbing brush romo of
tho ox-gall water on tho carpel, which will

raise a lather. When a convenient sized por-

tion is done, wash tho lather off with a clean
linen cloth dipped in the clean water. Lot
this water be chunged frequently. When all

tho lather has disappeared, mb tho part with
a clean dry cloth. After all is done, open tho

window to allow the carpel to dry. A carpet
treated in this way will bo greatly refreshed

in color, particularly the greens. Any particu-

larly dirty spots should bo rubbed by nearly
pure gall first; and every spot of greaso must
uo removed from tho carpet by tho following
process : Scrape and pound together, in equal
proportion, magnesia in tho lump and ful-

ler’s earth. Having mixed these substances
well together, pour on them a sufficient quan-
tity of coiling water to make them into a

paste. Lay this paste, as hot as possible, upon
the greaso spots upon the carpet, and let it
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dry. Next day, when the composition is

quite dry, brush it off, and the grease spot
will boro disappeared. (See Ko. 357.)

445.

To Clean Hearth Rugs and
Stair Carpets. Hearth rugs and stair car-
pets may bo treated in the same manner as
given in the last receipt, only that theso may
bo spread and washed upon a table.

440. How to Clean Carpets. Carpets
may be washed ou tables or on the floor. In
either cos© they must lie taken up and well
beaten and swept. Grease is taken out by
nibbing hard soap on the spot, ami scrubbing
it out with a brush dinned in dean cold water.
Each spot must be rubbed dr}- with a cloth as
it is washed. Dissolve a liar of soap in 2 gal-
lons of water, by cutting it into tho water
and heating to a boil. Lay the carpet on
the floor and took it down, or huvo a heavy
board, 3 feet wido by 12 feet k>ng, laid on
stout stand*, or horses, and throw tho carpet
over that, keeping a clean board or sheet un-
dcmculh to receive the carpet os it is cleansed.
I’rovido brushes, and a quantity of coarse
cotton Cloths, flannels, and a largo sponge.
Take 2 pails filled with blood -warm water,
put 2 quarts of tho melted soup into one of
them to scour tho carpet with, and uso tho
other for rinsing. Dip the brush in tho
soap suds, ami scour a square yard of tho
carpet at a time, using a* little water n.< jhism-

ble, not to soak H through. When tho
s«*ap has done its work, rub it well out of tho
carpet with a flannel or coarso sponge, suck-
ing up with theso all the wet and dirt left by
the brush, riming the article n*s| in clean
water repeatedly. Have ready a pail of clean
cold water, with ruough sulphuric acid or
'harp vinegar in it to taste sour; dip a clean
sponge ill this, squeeze aud rub it well into
the spot just di-UMil. Afterward wipe dry
with course cloths, rinsing and hanging them
where they will be dry when the next yard is

wo»hed. Finish yard after yurd in this way,
rubbing each clean aud dry as you go. Keep

a good fire in tho room to dry tho carpet
thoroughly. If scoured on a frame, uail the
caruct against tho aido of a houso iu tho sun
to dry. This is a tedious, but thorough pro-
cow. Hearth rugs may bo cleaned iu tho
samo way, beating and brushing them well,
and tacking on a largo board before washing.
Scrub ono-sixlh of it at a tiro® unless you are
oxpoditious, and dry well with an old sheet.

Tho secret of having carpets look well is to

wash aud rinso them thoroughly, without
soakinr them through. Iugrain, tapestry,
Bra.-tsols, and Turkish carpels ore all cleaned
in this way. Good authorities recommend a
lea-cupful of ox-gall to a pail of soap-suds,

rinsing with clean water. (See No. 441.)
447. To Sweep Carpets. Before ap-

plying tho brooui, scatter over tho carpet the
refuso tea leaves from the tca-poL These
should bo set apart and saved iu a pot kept
for tho purpose, squeezing tho water out thor-
oughly in tho hand. First rub tho leaves
into tho carpet with tho broom, aud then
swoop as usual. This will prevent dust and
brighten tho colors. Indian meal is recom-
mended for this purpose by many experienced
housekeepers.

448. To Cleon Colored Silks, Moreens,
Chintzes, and Printed Cottons, (Stored
or black silks, moreens, printed cottons, and
chintzes, may bo cleaned, without injury to
their colors, by potato liquor. Grata raw po-
tatoes to a fine pulp

;
add water in tho pro-

portion of 1 pint to 1 pound of potatoes; pass
the linuid through a coarse sieve into a vessel,
and allow it to remain till tho fiuo white
starch subsides to tho bottom. Pour off the
clear liquor, which is to be used for cleaning.
Spread the article to be cleaned upon a table.

which should bo covered with a linen cloth;
dip a spongo in tho liquor, and apply it until
tho dirt is removed. Then rinse tho artido in
clean cold water several Limes.

449.

To Clean Old Tapestry on the
Wall. Old tapestry is cleaned on the wall,
beginning at tho tou. Melt a bar of good
common soap in a gallon of water, and put 1

Sirt of it in a gallon of cold water. A
Dies brush of lino broom straw or long

briaUoa ia best to dust with; a soft brush,
piece of wash-leather, somo flannels, and dry
hoots are also needed. Brush all dust from
tho tapestry first, cleaning tho comers well.
Dip a flannel iu the suds, squeeze it slightly,

rub the tapestry to a lather, and brush well
with a soft brush. Wring tho flannel out of
tho soap, aud rub tho tapestry dry with it aud
wash-leather; lastly wiping the wholo US dry
as possible with a sheet, us it must not ba
rinsed. Melt 4 ounces of tartaric acid in u
pint of boiling water, aud add to it 2 gallons
of clean water. Squcczo a clean sponge in

this m id, and rub it well into tho place just
cleaned and dried; then finish with tho dry
shod ntonco before going to tho next yard of
surface, ltencw tho suds and rinsing water
frequently, as well us the towels, flannels,

etc., for everything must bo used clean. A
good tiro should bo kept iu tho room when
Uipuslry is cleaned. When dry, rub a lump
of pipo-alay well into it, and brush it out
with a good clothes brush. This takes tho
oup out and brightens thu colors. Worsted
work may bo cleaned iu this way.

450.

To CIcat) Silk nnd Cotton, or
Silk and Worsted Damuak, Terry, or
Brocatollo Curtains. Silk and cotton, or
silk aud worsted dunuuk, terry, or brocatollo
Curtains, uru cleaned over a board by Borub-
biug with i u gallon camphcno and a brush,
first dipping tho curtain into tin. cumphnuo,
then cleaning on tho wrong side, mul lastly on
tho right. Dip it uguin into tho eumphcuo
just used, and rinse iu tho Kamo amount of
fresh camphcno. Lot it drain n minnto, then
wipo it Oil with a linen or. cotton shoot till

all the moisture possible is absorbed, and
bru'h it with a dry brush of soft hair. Hang
them in tho air a lew hours to tako away tho
smell of cumphcuo. 1 gallon is enough for
each curtain width. Next roll tho curtains in
bulf-drv sheets to dump them; tako Lbuui
out; brush and rub tboni; theu iron, with a
damp cloth loid over them, and they will look
like now.

451.

To Clean Worsted Rops. Worn-
ted rep sofas, aud worsted furniture of any
kind, are freshened by dusting damp Indian
meal over them, and rubbing off with a stiff

brush. Dry bran i said t/» answer Uio samo
purpose, or very light, dry snow, not suffered
to melt on tho surface. A largo sheet should
bo spread under each piece of furniture, us it

is cleaned, to catch the fulling litter.

452.

To Clean Table-Covers of Cot-
ton and Worsted, Silk and Worsted, or
Printed Cloth. Dissolve I bar of the best
mottled soap in 4 gallons of scalding water,
with 1 pound of pearl asli in it. Have 3 tubs
ready, nnd put iu tho first. I pail of cold wa-
ter _.<1 3 gallons of soap liquor; iu Ihosccond,
1 pail of cold water and 2 gallons of soup li-

quor; and iri thotliiid, 2 pails of cold water
and 1 gallon of soup liquor. In another tab
have G pails of cold water, with a table-spoon-
ful of oil of vitriol iu it. If tho cover is cot-
ton uud worsted, wash uud wring it through
tho three .soap -waters; rinse it five minutesin
the vitriol tub, and wring out of cold, clear
water

;
fold it up smoothly to drain, and haug

it to dry without wringing.
For a silk and worsted cover use three soap-

waters; rub it well, and, instead of tho vid-
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no!, put a pound ofcommon salt iu ‘2 pails of
water, and work the cloth well in this. Rinso
it ill 2 cold waters after tbo salted one, and
han#; it to dry in a warm room.
A printed cloth wash through threo soap-

liquors; if one has a variety of table-cloths,
ot different mixtures, they may l»o put through
tho 8auio suds in tho order given m these di-
rections, using different rinses foreoch. Give
the printed cloth, after tho last soap-liquor,
two cold waters, with a table-spoonful of vit-
riol in each ; after these, a cold, clear water.
Fold ami drain it, and dry quickly iu a warm
room, or tho colors will run into ouo another.
To press table-cloths, lay them under a damp
sheet, oml iron with a heavy iron.

453. To Cleon White Jean Boots. If
you have not boot-trees, stuff the bool as full

as possible with common cotton wadding or
old rags, to prevent any creases; then mix
some pipe-clay with water to rather a stiff

paste, wash the jean boots with soup and wa-
ter and a nail brush, using as little wator os
p6ssiblo to get the dirt off. When they look
tolerably clean, rub tho pipe-clay with a flan-

nel well ovor them and hang thorn to dry.
When dry, heat out tho superfluous clay with
tho hand and rub them till they look smooth.
Flake while may also l»o used.

454. To Clean White Kid Boota. If
tho kid boots uro nut very soiled they may bo
Cleaned in tho following manner: Put i ounce
of hartshorn into u saucer, dip a bit of clean
flannel in it and rub it on a picco of white
curd soap

; nib tho boot* with this, and os
•web piw of flannel becomes soiled, tako a
‘Vosn piccu ; the boots will look liko new.

456.

To Clean Whito Satin Shoca.
White satin shoos may bo cleaned by nibbing
thorn with stone blue mid flannel, and utter-
wards cleaning them with bread.

450. To Cloan Black, and Othor
Silka, with old Kid Olovcs. Cut up a
black kid glovo in small pieces mid pour a

f

lint of boiling water ovor it. Cover it and
at it Htaud all night where tho water will keep
warm if possible. In tho morning let it boil

up. strain it, and add l dessert-spoonful of alco-
hol. Keen it warm while sponging tho silk

on tho riant sido and iron immediately on the
wrong sido. For light silks use whito or
light kid gloves. It will do without tho nl

cohol, hut is butter with it.

457.

To Cleon Black Silka. Steep a
few hours in cold water. Then put J a pint

of tbo Black Reviver iu 1 a gallon of water,
and a cupful of ox-gall. Maka hot, and sponge
tho silk. Dry and smooth with mi irou. (See
next receipt).

Rusty black silk may bo cleaned in tbo
piimo way. Some per* >ns clean black silk by
rubbing it with a (funnel dipped iu gin.

458.

Black Reviver, to Reatoro the
Color of Black Silk, Cloth or Leather.
Tako of blue galls, bruised, 4 ounces; logwood,
copperas, iron filings freo from grease, and
sumach leaves, each 1 ounce. Put all but
tho iron filings and copperas into 1 quart good
vinegar, and set tho vessel containing them
in a warm water bath for twenty-four hours,
then add the iron filings and copperas and
shako occasionally for a week. It should Ik*

keptiu a well-corked buttle. It may bo ap-

plied to faded spots with a soft sponge. It is

good also to restore the black color of leather

when it turns red, the leather bciug previously
well cleaned with soap and water.

450. To Rostoro Black Silk. To ox-
gall, add boiling water sufficient to make it

warm, and with a clean spougo rub tho silk

well on both 6idus; squeezo it well out, and
proceed agaiu in liku manuer. Rinse it in

spring water, and change tho water till per-

fectly clean; dry it iu tho air, theu dip the

796
sponge in glue-water, and rub it on the wrong
sido

;
pin it out on a table, and dry before a fin*.

460. To Clean Silks, Satins, Colored
Woolen Dresses, Ac. 4 ounces of soft

soap, 4 ounces of honey, the white of an egg,
and a wiuc-glasrful of gin

; mix well together,
and scour the articlo (whic h must be unpicked,
and laid iu width* on a kitchen table) ‘with a
rather hard brush, thoroughly ; afterward*
rinse it in cold water, leave to drain, and iron
whilst quite damp, with a piece of thin muslin
between it and the iron, or it will bo marked
on tho ironed sido. Tho silk, when laid on the
table, must bo kept quito smooth, so that
every part may como under tho brush.

Whito silk requires a little blue in the walec
This receipt is an excellent one.
461. To Raiao the Nap on Cloth.

Soak in cold wator for i an hour, then put on
u board, and rub tho threadbare parts with a
half-worn hatter's card, filled with flocks, or
with a prickly thistle, until u nap is rai&od.
Hang up to dry, aud with a hard brush lay
tho nap tho right way.
462. To Renovato Block Crape. Skim

milk and water, witli n little bit of gluo iu iL
uiado scalding hot. will restore old rusty block
Italian crape. If clapped and pulled dry,
like fine muslin, it will look as good iw new.
4®?- T,

0,*^80 tho Pil° 0,1 VeIvet 0r
Plush. Hold tho wrung sido of tbo velvet
over tho steam arising from boiling water,
until tho pile rises—or dampen lightly tho
wrong sido of the Tclvct and hold it over a
pretty hoi iron, not hot enough to scorch, how-
ever: or, uiakn a clean brick hot, plaeo upon
it a wet cloth, and hold the velvet over it,

and tho steam will raise tho plush.
464. To Restoro Creased Ribbons.

Creased ribbons may bo restored by laving
them evenly on a hoard, and with a very
clean spongu damping them ercnly oil ovor.
Then roll them smoothly and tightly on a
ribbon block, of greater breadth than tho rib-
bon, ami lot them remain uutil dry. After-
ward* transfer to a clean dry block. Then
wrnn iu brown paper, und keep until wanted.
,405. To W/vih China Crapo Scarfs.
If tho fabric be good, tbr.so articles of dress
can bo washed a* frequently as may bo re-
quired, and no diminution of their beauty will
bo discoverable, even when tlio various jbadcs
of green havo hern employed among othor
colors iu tho patterns. In cleaning them,
inukc a strung lathi r of boiling water, suffer it

to cool; when cold, or nearly so, wash tho
scarf quickly am] thoroughly, din it imme-
diately iu cold hard water in which n litllo
alt has been thrown (to preservo tho colors);
rinse, squeeze, am) hang it out to dry in tho
open air; pin it ul it* extremo edgo to tho
lino, so that it may not in any part bo folded
together. Tho inoro rapidly it dries tho
clearer it will Ik*.

466. To Wash a Black Loco Veil.
Mix bullock'* gall with sulhcii-ntb.it water to
uiaku it a* warm a* you can hear your hand
iu, ami pass tho veil through iL It must bo
squeezed, not rubliod

;
and it will bo well to

perfume tho gall with a litllo musk. Rinse
tho veil through two cold waters, tinging tho
last with a litllo blue. After drying, put it
into EOmo stiffening mode by pouring boiling
water on a very Email piece of glue

;
tqueezo

it out, stretch it, and clap it. A fterwards, pin
it out on a linen cloth to dry, laying it very
straight and even, and taking core to open
anil pin the edge very nicely. W hen dry, iron
it on the wrong side, having laid a linen cloth
over tho ironing blanket.

Any article of black lace may bo washed in
this manner.
467. To Wash White Silk Stockings.

Heat some rain or soft water, and while on

the tiro cut into it slices of good yellow soap,

to make a lather; put the stockings iu while

the lather is worm, but not scalding, orid

wash them in two such waters (a wine-glass-

ful of gin in tho first water is an iiuprov*.

moot); rinse them well in lukewarm water,
having ready a second riusiug water, in
which is mixed a little blue (uot tho common
kind, but such as is used for muslins and
loess), or roso pink, which can bo procured at
tho chemist's, and is used in tllO samo way u.s

tho blue, hy tying it up in a pieco of flannel
ami squeezing it into tlio water. After rins-

ing. put Lho stockings between towels anil let

them got almost dry
;
place them on a small

shoot, lay thorn out quito flat, oa they arc
whon first purchased, tack them to tho sheet
with a neeulo and thread, turn tho sheet over
thorn, and havo them mangled. If it is not
convenient to havo them mangled (run bo-

twoen weighted rollers), tho next host plan is

to pnt fouror six stockingsouo upon thoothor
between a picco of muslin, lay thorn on a
Eton© doorstep, and bent them with tho roll-

ing pin. They must not bo mauglod or beaten
in towols, as tho pattern of tho towels would
bo impressed on them. If tho stockings havo
loco fronts they will more particularly require
tho tacking mentioned aliovo to make tiiom
look nico. No soda or washing powder of
any kind must l»o put to them, und they
must bo dono quickly, and not loft lying
about.
468. To Cloan SoiledBed Ticka. Ap-

ply starch by rubbing it in thick with u wot
cloth, then put tho tick in tho sun. Whou
dry, rub it with tho hnnds. If nccosHary, re-

peat tho process, and tho Boiled part will bo 08
clean as now.
460. To Rostoro tho Gloss Finish on

Woolon Goods, romovod by Washing.
Brush tho cloth ovor, tlio way of the cloth

,

with a brush wetted with very weak gum-
water

; lay over it a shoot of paper or a picco
of cloth, anil put it under a weight or iu a
screw-pros* until dry. This will rostoro tho
original gloat to tho dull spot often loft aftor

washiug out a Htain.

470. To Remove Stains from Black
Crapo and Mourning Drosses. Boll a
handful of fig-loaves in 2 quarts of water, un-
til reduced to a pint. Squeezo tho loaves,
•train tho liquor, and put it into a bottle for

uso. Bombazines, crapo, cloth, &c., should
bo rubbod with a snongo dipped iu this liquor,

and moat stains will bo instantly rotnoveu.
471. To Clean a Whito Laco Voil.

Boil lho veil gently for 15 minutes in a solu-
tion of whito soap; put it into a basin holding
warm water and soap, and keep gently aquoox-
iug it (do not rub it) till it is clean, und thou
rinso it from tho soap. Then tako a vessel of
cold water, into which put a drop or two of
chemio (sco No. 162) or liquid hluo ; rinso the
veil in it. Havo ready some very clear

K
m arabio water, or somo thin rico-wntcr.
.*s tho veil through it. Then stretch it out

evou, and piu it to dry on a linen cloth, mak-
iug tho odgo as straight os possible; opening
out all tha scallops, and fastening each with
pins. When dry, lay a picco of thin musliu
smoothly over it, and iron it on tho wrong
side.

472.

To Wash Whito Silk Lace or
Blond. Tako a black bottle covered with
cloan linen or muslin, and wind tho blond
round it (securing the ends with a ueodlo and
thread), not loaving tho edge outward, hut
•ororing it as you proceed. Set tho bottle

upright in a strong cold lather of whito soap
and very clear soft water, aud plaeo it iu Lho

suu, having gently with your hand rubbed tho

suds up aud down on tho luce. Keep it in tho

sun every day for a week, changing t he lather
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daily, and always nibbing itslightly when you
rcnow tho suds. At tho end of the week,
take the blond off tho bottle, aud (without
rinsing) pin it backward and forward on a
largo pillow covered with a clean tight case.

Evory scallop must have a separate pin; or
morn, if tho scallops are not very small. Tho
plain edgo must bo pinneddown also, so as to

make it straight ami even. The pius should
bo of tho smallest size. When quilo dry, luko
it off, but do not starch, iron, or press it.

hay it in long loose folds, and put it away iu

u pasteboard box.

Thread loco may bo washed in tho sauio
monitor.

473. To Clean Thread Laco. Thread
luce may bo cleaued iu lliu some manner as

in lust recoipt. Or, whou tho thread loco

has been tacked to tho bottle, lako sumo of tho
host sweet oil aud saturatu the loco thorough-

ly. lluvo reaily iu a wash-kotllo, a strong
cold lather of clcur water aud white C’astilo

soup. Fill the bolllo with cold water, to pro

vout its bursting, cork it well and stand it up-
right iu tint suds, with u string round the

neck secured to tho ears or handlo of tho ket-

tle, to prevunt its shifting about aud breaking
while over tho lire. 1s t it boil in tho suds for

an hour or more, till tho laco is clean and
whito all through. Drain off tho suds and
dry it ou tho butLle iu the sun. When dry,

remove the laco from tho bnltlo and roll it

round n whito ribbon- block
;
or lay it in long

folds, plueoil within u shoot of smooth whito
paper, and press it iu a largo hook for a few
days.

In washing laces, put 12 drops aqua ammo,
uia in warm suds.

474. To Prcpnro Silks for Washing.
Most colors are really improved by tlm billow-

ing method, especially red, purple, orange,

blue, olive, puco, dr. The more dclicnla

S

roona aro not. improved, neither mo they in

mid. This Is likewise the case with luveu-

ilcr. If the silk is to bo washed iu a dross,

the seams of the skirt do not require to bo
rippod apart, though it must bo removed from
the burnt ul tho waist, uml the lining taken
from the bottom. Trimmings, or furniture

where there ore deep folds, the bottom of

which is vory difficult to roach, should bo uu
done so as to remain Hat.

476. To Wash Silks. The article

should bo laid upon a clean smooth table. A
flannel should be well souped, being niado
just wot with lukewarm water, and the surface

of the silk rubbed one way, being careful that

this rubbing is quito even. When the dirt

has disappeared, tho soup must he washed off

with a spougo, and plenty of cold water, of

which the sponge must be made to imbibe as

much os possible wlicu tho washing is dono.
As 8oou as ono side is finished, tho other must
ho washed precisely iu tho same inauner.

Lot it bo understood that not more of cither

surfaco must bo dotio at a tinio than cuu bo
spread perfectly flat upon tho table, and tho

haud can conveniently reach; likewise tho
Boap must bo quito sponged off ono portion,

before tho soaped flannel is applied to auother

portion. Tho treatment of silks, after they

have been thus washed, will bo described

horeafter. ( See next receipt.)

Satin ribbons, both white and colored, and

even satin dresses, may be cleansed with

good effect by this process, which is likewise

very effective in renovating all kiuds of silk

ribbons and trimmings.

476. To Stiffen Silk for Trimmings.
Spongo tho surfaco of tho silk with a weak
solution of gum arabic, or with cquul parts

of ale aud water, and iron, while damp, on

cessary to keep it stiff.

477. To Wash Silk Pocket Hand-
kerchiefs. Silk pocket handkerchiefs re-

quire to
i l»o washed by themselves, and those

containing snuff should be put to soak iu
separate lukewarm water. Two or three hourssopara
after, they should bo rinsed out and put to
soak with tho others in cold water for an
hour or two. They should then bo washed
out in lukewarm water, being soaped as they
are washed. If all tho stains arc not out of
them, they must bo washed through a second
water of the same description. When fin-

ished, they should be rinsed Iu cold soft wa-
ter, in which a handful of common suit has
boon dissolved. They may bo rinsed all to-

gether, being throwu, as fast as they are
washed, into a dry tub, whence, wheu all ore
done, they are transferred to tho rinsing tub.

478. To Wash Point Lace. By fol-

lowing the directions Iasi down iu this receipt,

lailies limy wash aud finish their own point
laco as thoroughly as uny French laundress.
Mix a tea-spoonful powdered borax in a basin
of strong whito Castile soap-suds. Baste the
lace to bo washed, very carefully, with fiuc
cotton, upou two thicknesses of flannel.

Soak the lace, thus urr.uiged, iu the soap suds
mixture for *24 hours, or longer if very dirty,
rhaugiug the suds two or three times. Then
let it liu for 2 or 3 hours iu clean water to
rinse, ehangiug tho water otico. Squeeze it

out (do not wring it), and. when partially dry,

S
laco the flannel with tho laco mi it, lace
awuwurds, on two thicknesses of dry flannel

laid on a table, and smooth it with a hot iron.

During tho wholn process, tho laco must re-

main banted ou the flannel ; and when it is

S
ruxsed, must lio sandwiched Iwtwecn the
ry and damp flannel, and pressed upon the

latter. When tho loco is perfectly dry, rip it

off.

470. Twelvotreo’s Washing Fluid for
Whito Linen and Cotton Articles. Set
aside thu flannels and colored things, ax they
must not bo washed ill this way, then select
from tho clothes to l*o washed, "all tho course
nml dirtiest pieces from tho fine; then put
them in (uquirato tuba of soft water to soak
overnight (tho night previous tow-ashing.)
Then prepare in a soparnto vessel, tho liquid

for a largo washing, namely, 4 pound of good
brown soap, cut iu small pieces; 4 pound soda,
and 3 ounces frosb, undocked lime, mixed in

1 gallon of boiling soft water. Stir well up, so
os to mix tho ingredients, and let it stand uu-
til morning. Then strain off the liquid, being
oarcful to leavo all sediment bohind. Having
ready about 10 gallons of boiling soft water in

tho boiler, pour in the prepared liauid (keep-

iug out all settling* that may yet no remain-
ing) thou throw in your clothes and boil them
twenty minute* or half nu hour. I'rcvious

to which, put an earthen plate at tho bottom
of the boiler, to prevent tlio clothes from
burning. After boiling tho unpointed time,

tako them out; scald thrm, Nun them, and
rinse them in clean soft wnter, warm or cold,

and tho clothes will be as clean and white as

suow. By this method, tho finest linens,

laces, cambrics, etc., c.in lie readily and easi-

ly cleansed with very littlo trouble.

Should there bo only a email washing, and
less than 10 gallons of water required to boil

them iu, loss of the liquid of lime, soap, and
soda, can bo Used in proportion. When there

is any difficulty in procuring fresh lime, a

i

uantity of the liquor may ho mado at onco
rom tho lime, which will keep for years,

corked in bottles, aud reaily for use.

480.

Bingham's Patent Wash Mix-
ture. Tako 5 pounds of bar snap, shave fine,

add 1 quart of lye, J ounce nearJosh, dis-

solved over a slow" fire. When dissolved, put

lamp, on

tho wrong side. This is excellent when oldrang s.

to be used for trimming, and it is ne-

lly this method, tho finest linens,

unbrics. etc., can be readily and easi-

mto a vessel prepared for it to stand in
;
then

add 1 pint turpentine, 1 gill hartshorn; stir

well, and it is ready for use.

481. To Make Washing Fluid. To 1

gallon of common soft soup, (such us is mado
by tho usual method of boiling thu lyo of

wood ashes and fat together), tako 4 OUUCti*
bul-soda. i gallon rain or soft water, aud 4 gill

spirits of lurpoutinu
;
pluoo them all in a not

over tho fire, and allow tho mixture to boil a
few minutes; it is then ready for use, and can
1)0 kept in any earthen or stoneware vessel,

482. WushingMade Easy. The wash-
erwomen of Holland and Belgium, bo mover-
bially clean, and who get their linon bo beauti-
fully white, used refined borax us wushing

r
avder instead of soda, in thn proportion of

a pound of borax powder to 10 gallons of

water. They bavo nonp nearly ono half. All
tho largo washing establishments adopt tho
same inode. For locos, cambrics, etc., an
extra quantity of powder is used; ana for

criuulinc* (requiring to bo mado stiff) a

stronger solution is necessary. Borax, being
a neutral salt, does not in tho slightest degreo
injure tho texturo of thn linen. Its effect is

to soften thu hardest water, and therefore it

should bo kept on t ho toilet table.

483.

Whito Lyo for Washing. This
is mado by pouring u pailful of boiling water
over 4 or 5 quarts of ashes. Let it stand a
while to infuse; then pour in cold water to

settle it, when you cun pour it off clear.

This is very good to boil dirty clothes in.

When mado nice, is cquul to sudu, uud does
not, unless nmdu extremely strong, injure tho

clothes.

484.

To Wmih Linen in Salt Wutor.
Drop into sea water a solution of soda or

potash. 1 1 will becomo milky, in consoqucucit
of tho decomposition of t he earthy Bulls, and
tho precipitation of thocnrtliH. This addition
renders it soft, and eapoblo of washing. Its

milkincsK will havo no injurious olleet.

486. To Waah an Alpaca, Mouaao-
linc-do-Laino, or Lama Drcaa that ha»
Bright or Dolicnto Colons. Boil 1 nuund
lx»*t rice in 1 gallou water for throu hour*.

When boilod, pour off whut will bo sufficient

to starch tho dress; wash tho dross well iu

tho remainder, ricu and all, using tho rico for

3 ;
rinso it iu clean cold water, wring it

, then starch it with tho rico water that

was kept for that purpose, and hang it before

tho firo to dry. When dry enough, iron with

a cool iron, as it is liable to scorch. If sumo

S
arts of tho dress get too dry, thoy must bo

uinpcd with a wet cloth whilst Ironing. No
snap must ho used. Thu best way is to boil

tho rico on tho previous day, and merely warm
it up tho noxl morning, for then you Irnvo the

day before you to coinplcto thn whole, us the

dross must on no account lio damp, even fornn

hour, or tho colors will bo sure to run. This

receipt will bo fouud equally well suited to

dclicato painted muslins and piqu6s as to

lama and alpaca drones.
486. To Wash Colored Muslins. In

washing colored muslins and linens, thuro aro

ncverul very csseutiftl points to ho observed,

whereby tho color* aro preserved from injury.

In tho first pluco, they should not he soaped

or soaked over night, as tho more delicate

of tho hues would bo deteriorated by such
process. When ready for washing, thoy
should, if not loo dirty, bo put into cold wa-

ter and washed up vory sncedily; if very

dirty, tho water limy bo lukewarm and no
more. But above all, bo careful not to uso

tho smallest particle of soda. Tho host soap

for washing article* made of this material is

tho common yellow. 1 1 is much better than

tho mottled, because it is less harsh, anil re-

moves tho dirt iu a shorter period. A small
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piece of alum should bo boiled iu tho water in

which tho lather is made. Tho soap should
not lio allowed to remain any timo on the

linen
;
tho latter should bo soaped and washed

in rapidly as possible, and not lio in tho water

any length of time. One article should there-

fore bo washed at a time, and immediately
rinsed through two cold waters, the others
remaining in a dry state bv the side of the
tub until they aro taken to bo washed each in

its turn. Tho liquid in which tho articles are

to bo rinsed in succession immediately os

thoy aro washed, should consist of 3 or 4 gal-

lons of cold soft water, with a handful of table

salt dissolved in it. Should alum not be added
to tho Inthor, then a tea-spoonful of vinegar
should bo stirred into tho water for each rins-

ing; this will help to fix and brighten the

colors. Tho moment an nrlielo is taken from
tho rinsing tub, it should bo wrung very gent-
ly, being twisted us little us can bo holped.

Aftor rinsing, they should bo hung out imme-
diately to dry.

487. To Preserve the Colore of Meri-
no, Mousselines-do- Laine, Gingham,
Chintz, and Printed Lawni. Heforo
washing almost any colored fabrics, it is

rocommondod to HOOK them for lomo timo in

wator to every gallon of which is added a

spoonful of ox-gall. A tea cup of lye in a

(

•oil of water is said to improve tho color of

lack goods, when it is necessary to wash
thorn. A strong dean tea of common hay
will prosorvo tho color of French liuens.

Vinegar in tho rinsing water, for pink or

green, will brighten those colors, and node
answers tho same cud for both purplo and
blue.

Tho colors of tho abovo fabrics may bo pre-

served by using a strong milk-warm lather ol

white soap, and putting tho dross into it, in-

stead of rubbing it on tho material, and stirring

into a first and second tub of water a largo

tabic-spoonful of ox-gall. (.Sec No. IH'J.)

488". Hints for Worthing Colored
Clothes. N n colored articles should ever bo
boiled or scalded. Neither should they bn al-

lowed to freeze, or tho colors will bo irrepara-
bly injured. They should bo ironed immedi-
ately they are dry enough, and not bo allowed
to lio damp over night, nor bo sprinkled.
Thoy should not bo smoothed with a Act iron.

Pink and green colors, though they moy
withstand the washing, will frequently chango
as soon os a Act iron is put over theut,

480. To Proparo Ox-gall for Wash-
ing Colored Articles. Kunity tho gall in

u bottle, put iu itu handful of salt, and keep
it closely corked. A ten-cupful to f> gallons
of water will prevent colored articles from
fading.

400. Tho French Method of Wash-
ing Colored Muslins, Piqu6s, See. I’rc-

pnro somo rather warm (not not) lather, mode
with soft water and tho best whito soap;
wash tho dresses one at a time, but do not
soak them. As soon as tho first lather looks

soiled, squeezo tho dress from it, and at onco
wash it again in a fresh lather. When thor-

oughly clean, rinse in pure cold water, lastly

in water slightly blued
;
squeeze (not wring)

tho water completely from the dress, and hang
it in a shaded place to dry ; if wet weather,

dry it by tho fire. The best prints will fade

if hung in tho tmushiuo.

401. To Rondor tho Colors of Cotton
Fabrics Pormanent. Dissolve 3 gills of

salt iu 4 quarts of water; put the calico in

while hot, and leave it till cold, and in this

wav the colors are rendered permanent, and
will not fade by subsequent washing.

492.

To Wash Chintz, so as to Pre-
serve its Gloss and Color. Tako 2 pounds
of rice and boil it in 2 gallons of water, till

soft; when done, pour the whole into a tab;

let it stand and cool till about the usual

warmth for colored linens
;
put the chintz in,

and uso tho rice instead of soap
;
wash it in

this till the dirt appears to be out
;
then boil

the same quantity as above, but strain tho

rico from the water, and mix it in worm water.

Wash it in this till quite clean; afterwards

rinse it in the water the rice was boiled in;

this will answer the end of starch, and no

dew will affect it, as it will be stiff while it id

worn. If a dress, it most be taken to pieces,

and when dried, hang it as smooth as possible

;

when dry. rub it with a smooth stone, but use

no iron.

493. To Waah Flannels or other
Woolen Articles. Ilave the suds ready
prepared by boiling up some good white soap
in soft water, but do not use the suds when
boiling; let them bo as hot as the hand will
bear whon tho articles aro put in. Tho flan-
ncld should not be rubbed with soap, nor
should tho material itself bo nibbed, us in
washing linen, Ac., rubbing knots tho fibres
of tho wool togethor; henco tho thickening of
tho fabrio ami consequent shrinking in iu
dimensions. Sluice tho articles up and down
in plenty of sudd, which afterwards squeeze
(not wring) out Tho potent clothes-wringers
aro a great improvement upon haud labor, os,

without iujury to tho fabric, they Bqueezo out
tho water so thoroughly that the article dries

in considerably less time than it would do
ovon after tbo most thorough hand wringing.

After rinsing, squeezo out tho water, and dry
in tho open air, if tho weather is such as to

admit of tho articles drying quickly
;
if not,

dry in a warm room, but ovoid too close

proximity to a fire. fret any dust or mud bo
beaten out or brushed off prior to washiug.

All flannels should lie soaked boforo they
aro mado up, find in cold and then in hot wa-
ter, in order to shrink them.
494. To Shrink Flannel. Flannel

should bo soaked iu cold hard water befuro

making, and hung up to drain and dry without
any squeezing or handling iu (ho water.

Alter tuiiit will uut shrink in washing. Kill a

tub with spring wator, place the flannel in it.

and toko out ni soon as it sinks to tliu bottom.
It doe* not loso tho appearanro of new flannel

whon dry.

495. To Wash Red Flannel. To wash
red or scarlet flannel when soiled, mix n hand-
ful of flour in a quart of cold water, and (toil

ton minutes. Add Uiis to some warm suds,
and wash the flannel gently; rinsing rather

than rubbing it (sea No. 493), rinse it in three

or four warm waters, and tho brightest scarlet

will never loso its color. Soft soap or olivo

soap should boused for woolen goods in prefer-

euco to bar soap.

490. 8cotch Method of Washing
Woolon Shawls. Scrape 1 pound soap,

boil it down in sufficient water. When cool-

ing. beat it with tho hand ; it will be a sort of

jolly. Add 3 table-spoonfuls spirit of turpen-

tine, and 1 of spirit of hartshorn. Wash the

articles well in it. then rinse in cold water until

all the soap is taken off, then in salt and wa-
tor. Fold between two sheets, taking care

not to allow two folds of the article washed
to lio together. Iron with a very cool iron.

Shawls dono in this way look like new. Only
use tho salt whore there aro delicate colors

that may run.

497.

To Make Starch for Linen, Cot-
ton, &c. To l ouuco of the best starch odd
just enough Soft cold water to inako it (by
rubbing aud stirring) into a thick paste, care-

fully breaking all the lumps and particles.

When rubbed perfectly smooth, add nearly or

quite a pint of boiling water (with bluing to

suit the taste), and boil for at least half an
hour, taking care to stir it well all tho time,
to prevent its burning. When not stirring,

keop it covered, so as to protect it from dust,
etc. Also keep it covered wheu removed
from tho fire, to prevent a scum from rising
upon it. To give tho linen a fine, smooth,
glossy appearance, and prevent tho iron from
sticking, odd a littlo spermaceti (a piece ns
largo as a nutmeg) to tho starch, whan boil-

ing, and i a tea-spoonful of the finest table-

salt. If you havo no spermaceti, tako a piece
of tho purest, whitest hog’s lard, or tallow
(multou is the best), about os largo as a nut.
meg, or twico this quantity of tho host refined
(oaf sugar, and boil with the starch. In iron-
ing linen collars, shirt bosoms, etc., their ap-
pearance will bo much improved by rubbing
them, before ironing, with a clean whito towel,
dampened in soft water. Tho bosom of a

shirt should bo tbo lost part ironed, as Unt
will preveut iUt being soiled. All starch
should bo strained before using,

498. Gum Arabic Starch for Making
Shirt-Bosoms Glossy. Procure 2 ounces
of lino white gum araliic, and pound it to

powder. Next put it into a pitcher, and pour
on it a pint or more of boiling water, accord-

ing to tho degree of strength you desire, and
then, having covered it, let it set all night,

hi the morning, pour it carefully from tho
dregs iuto a clean bottle, cork it, and keep it

for unc. A table-spoonful of gum wator stir-

red into n pint of stareh that lias bocu made
in the usual mauunr, will givou beautiful gloss

to shirt bosoms, and to lawns (either whito or

printed) a look of newness to which nothing

else can restore them after washing. It is

also good (much diluted) for thin white mus-
lin and bobliinct.

499. To Muko Starch for Colored Ar-
ticles. For Hlurcliiug muslins, ginghams,
and calicoes, dissolve mid add to evury pint

of kUh-Ii, u piece of alum tho size of n slioll-

bark. Uy so doing, the colors will keep
bright for u long time, which is very dosirublo

when dresses must bo often washed, and tbo

cost is but a trifle.

600. To Starch Muslins and Piquda.
In getting up muslins uml piquls, tho failure

is not generally in tho washing, but in tho

trolling. A good-sized panful of starch

•uld lio usod. in which 3 or 4 inches of

)
>ermsceti candle has been molted whilst hot.

ho urticlcs should bo thoroughly squeezed
from tbo starch, aud folded whilst wet, be-

tween folds of old sheeting or table linen.

They should then bo passed through n wring-
ing innchiue. All lumps of starch oro thus
removed.

Piques should ho ironed as lightly as possi-

ble, and the iron ought never to como into

contact with tho oulsido surface of tho piquA
An old cambric huudkcrebiuf ia tho best

thing to use under the iron whore absolutely
necessary to iron on the right hiilo.

601. To Clear-starch Lace, Cambric
and Book Muslin. Starch for laces should

be thicker and used hotter than for liucus.

After tho luces huvo been well washed aud
dried, dip them into tbo thick hot starch iu

such a way us to havo every part properly

starched. Then wring all the slarcu out of

them, spread them out smooth on a niocn of

linen, roll them up together, and let them re-

main for about half an hour, when they will

bo dry enough to iron. fraccs should never
bo clapped between tho hands, ns it injures

them. Cambrics do not require so thick

starch as net or lace. Some people prefer cold

or raw starch for liook-muslin, os Home of this

k !nd of muslin has a thick, clammy appear-

auco if starched iu boiled starch. Kino locos

nro sometimes wound round a glass liottlo to
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dry, which prevents them from shrinking.

502. To Fold Clothes after Drying
on the Line. Fold the lino articles aud roll

them in n towel, and thou fold thorest, turning

thorn nil tho right sidu outward. Lay tho col-

ored articles separate from the rest. They
should not remain damp long, as the oolors

might lx: injured, anil starched fabrics wo apt
to mildew. Sheets and table linen should bo
shaken and folded.

503. To Iron Clothes. lu ironing a
abirl, first do tho back, theu tho sleeves, then

tha collar aud bosom, aud tbcu tho front.

Iron calicoes generally on the right side, us they
thus keep clean for u longer time, lu ironing

n frock, iir.it do tho waist, then the aleuvvs,

then the skirt. Keep the skirl rolled while
ironing the other parts, aud sol a chair to hold

tho sleeve i while ironing the skirt, unless a
skirt-board bo used. Silk should lie ironed ou
the wrong aide, when quitu damp, with an iron
which is not very hot, a I light color*uro apt to
change and fade. I a ironing velvet, turn up tho

face of tho iron, and niter dampening the wrong
flido of the velvet, draw it over the fuco of
tho iron, holding it straight; always iron loco
and noudlowork on the wrong Hide, and put
them away as hooii as they nva dry.

501. To Restoro Scorched Linen.
It is almost needless to premise that if the
timuo of linen is ho much burnt that no
strength is loft, it is useless to apply tlm fol-

lowing composition; for nothing could pre-

vent a hole from being formed, although the
composition by no means lends to injure the

fabric. But if the scorching is not quite

through, ami tho threads not actually con-

Burned, thou tho application of this composi-
tion, followed by two or Ihriutgood washings,
will restoro tho linen to its original color; tho
marks of tho scorching will ho ho totally ef-

faced us to ho imperceptible, and tho plnoo
will Hucm as wliito and perfect us any other

G l of tho linen. Mis well together 2 ounces
or\s earth reduced to iv powder

; I ounce
hon'd dung; 1 ounce of cuke noun, scraped

;

aud tho juice of 2 largo onions, obtained by
tho onions being cut up, hentcu in a mortar,
and pressed. Iloil this mass in 4 pint strong
vinegar, stirring it from time to time, until it

forms a thick liquid compound. Spread this

composition thickly over tho entire surfoco of
tho scorch oil part, and let i t remain on 34 hours,
if tho scorching was light, this will prove
sufHuiont, with tho assistance of two nub.se-

quout washings, to tuko out the stain. If.

however, tho scorching was strong, a second
coating of tho*composition should ho put on
after removing tho lirst; and this should also
remain on for *2-1 hours. If, after the liaon
has been washod twice or tbricc, tho stain ha*
not wholly disappeared, tho composition may
bo usod again, in proportion to tho intensity
of tho discoloration remaining, when a coui-
ploto euro will Haldoin fail to bo effected. It

has scarcely over happened that a third appli-

cation was found necessary. Tho remainder
of tho composition should ho kept for uso in

a gallipot tied over with bladder.

505. To Remove the Stain of Per-
spiration. For removing the stain of per-

spiration a strong solution' of soda is first to
ho applied, with a subsequent rinsing with
water.

500. To Bleach Yellow Linen. Linen
that has acquired a yellow or bod color by
careless washing, may bo restored to its

former whitenoss by working it well in water
containing a clear solution of chlorido of lime,
riuaing it well iu clean water, both before and
after using tho bleaching liquor. Never at-

tempt to bleach unwashed linen, aud avoid
uaiug tho linuor too strong, as iu that cose
tho bnon will bo rendered rotten.
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607. To Bleach Yellow Flannel.
Plauucl which has become yellow with uao
may be whitened by putting it for some timo
iu a solution of bard soap, to which strong
ammonia has been added. The proportions
arc 1 4 pound* hard curd soap, OU pounds of
salt water aiul } pound strong ammonia. Thu
sauiu object may be attained in a shorter
lime by placing the garments for a quarter of
an hour in a weak solution of bisulphite of
soda to which a little bydroebloriu arid has
been added.

508. How to Whiten Flannel and
Woolen Hose. \V««l tho flannel yam ur
ho»c (whatever you wish to wbilcu) in
weak *uds ; wring out. Then hang on i Licks

or cords across a hand with *2 table-spoonful*
of pulverized brimstone or snip! ur burning
under it; cover the kvrrel tightly. If they
arc not white enough, repeat llio process;

bang in tho open air a day, then wash and
riiixo in bluing water, lie careful not to
have tho sulphur blaze nud scorch the gar-
ment*.
509. To Bleach Brown Sheeting.

Having souked tho cloth 12 hours in strong
soap-suds, take

J pound diloride <<f lima for

every 12 yards of sheeting, and dissolve it iu

enough boiling water to cover tho cloth when
dipped into it. As soon us tho lima is dis-

solved, st ruin the sohilicu through a flannel
or other conrso cloth, theu put the brown
sheeting in the strained limc-wotrr, stirring
constantly, aid after it has remained thus in

this liquor for nbmil half nn hour, take out
the doth ami riuso it well in pure water, r.u at

to be sure to remove all tho lime-water; and
then boil it up in strong soap-suds, and bang
out to dry, ami tho work of weeks will have
been accomplished iu a dav or two.

510. Bleaching by Oil of Turpcntino.
A Herman authority recommends tliu live of
oil of turpentine in Idcadiing white goods.
Diisolvo I part oil of turpentine in 3 part*
strong alcohol, place o table-spoonful of tho

mixture iu tho water used fortfio Inst rinsing.

Tho clothes are to lie immersed in this, well

wrung out, and placed in tho open air to dry.
Tho bleaching action of tho oil consists in its

chunking oxygen iuto mono when exposed to

tho light, aud iu this process tho lurpeulino
disappear*, leaving no trace liehiml.

511. To Clean Straw Bonnet*. First

brush them with soap and water; then with
a solution of oxulic iuid.

612. To Cloan Door-Plates. To clean

silver door-plalo*. use a weak solution of niu-

uiouia iu vvulcr. applied with u wet rag. This
wash is cquully useful for silver plate and
jewelry.

613. To Clean Plated-Ware. Mako a

paste with vvhitiug nud alcohol, apply it !o

tho plated articles, aud after it is drv, rub it

off with a brush (if ruugh), or a soft rag, if

smooth.
614. To Romovo Rust 8pots from

Marble. Kusl spots can be mode to disap-

pear by treatment with a wenk solution com*
posed of I part nitric acid and 2T» of water,

and afterward rinsing with waterand ammonia.

515.

To Remove Ink Spots from
Marble. Ink spots may bo removed by first

wasbiug with pure water, nud then with a
weak solution of oxalic acid. Subsequent
polishing, however, will bo necessary, as the

lustre of the stono may become dimmed.
This can be best secured by very finely

K
wdercd soft white marble, applied with u

cn cloth first dipped iu water ami then
into tho powder. If tho place be subsequent-

ly rubbed with a dry doth the lustre will be
restored.

516.

To Remove Copper Spot* from
Marble. Copper spots limy be removed by

diluted sulphuric acid unit iiiiimonin, mxl sub
scquently with water mid ammonia.
517.

To Remove Match Stains from
Marble. Spot* from sulphurand phosphorus,
caused by lucifcr-mntchcs. can he extracted
from marble by sulphide of carbon.

he Art of Soap-Making.
Soap h a chemical combination of u

fatty Ruhitanco with caustic Ivc, the base ol

which is either potash or hoiIn
;

tho former

producing soft, nud the latter, hard soaps.

519. To Mako Soap-makers' Lye.
To 1 part of quicklime, slacked by sprinkling

•mi -it sufficient water to crumble it, add a
solution of 3 parts soda in f. parts water. Fur
Kofl-soap Ivc, un equal quantity of potash is

imlwtitutod for the soda. Stir the mixture,

and allow it to settle
;
the clear liquid i.i Hum

poured off, nail constitutes tlm first lye, mill is

of u strength of 25° to IMP IhuitiiA; the second,

third anil fourth Iv© is each obtained by add-

ing successively 5 parts water, stirring tlm
roughly, allowing it to nettle, find pouring oil

the deal liquid
;
producing respectively u lyu

or from . 12° to 18°, 8° to HP, mid IP to f»°

Ktiu me.
620. To Mako Soap. Having Hiiih

C
•pared the lye, tho first, second and third

s being Kufllcicnl for general purposes,

take 20 jionnda of pure grease, mid melt it

i-lowly in an iron Vessel
;
keep it uta me derate

heal, and stir in, a little at a time, 10 pounds
third (ye

; after stirring for about an limit*, let

the mixture get up to a boiling heat, mill I lieu

air in, by degree*, 10 pound* second lye

;

this

will complete the first Mage of the process,
which is tended sofnodfiCMtion. The next
nlep. called cutting lip the pan, i* to mill, by
degrees, u mixture of soda and lye with from
2 to 3 pounds common salt; this .separates

Uiuoxcossof waU'i iVom tho curd, leaving a
soupy paste; boil mid stir for Homo time,
than lot it noltle, nud draw off the water.

Tho third operation, clear boiling, lias now to

l«o performed
;
stir into tlm paste, by degree*.

!i pounds Just bjr. ; mid, when perfectly mixed
nud aniooth, boil tho whole lor two lieure;

should tlm soap, during tlm intervals, become
too liquid, which may happen when too weak
n lye has been used, some fait, or n weak lye
containing salt, must Im milled. Tho boiling
is terminated when large, regular, dry iteales

appear on tlm surlhcn
;
when this is tho case

let it settle, mid draw oil the fluid which re-

mains. Put the soup into frmnoR lined with
cotton cloth which has been well powdered
with n mixture of lima and starch, mnl as hooii

as tho poap lias become firm, lay it out to

dry-

521. Hard and Soft Soup. Soups are

thus of two kinds, hard and Roft, this condi-
tion being influenced bulb by (be fut ami
alkuli employed. Tho firmer uud harder tho
fat, tlm soli'dcr will bo tlm resulting sonn.

With the sumo ulkuli, therefore, tallow will

make a harder soup than pulm or nlivo oil,

and stearic acid Ilian oleic ueid. lint tho
consistence of soaps diqieiuls fur more upon
the alkali einiiloycd. Potash is very deliques-
cent, that is, has n strong at traction for water,
so that when exposed it. will absorb it from
the air and run down into a fluid or semi fluid

state. Tho potash retains this water in tho
condition of soap, so that potash soaps are

always liquid and soft. The hard soaps,
therefore, all contain soda, those with tallow

or stearic acid being tlm hardest. Potash
soap* will not dry, hut retain their soft, jelly-

like condition, while some kinds of soda soup
become so hard by drying ill lit at lust they
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cau be pulverized. Thu adinixtaic of a very
small quantity of sulphate of soda hardens
soap and also checks waste from too rapid

solubility in hot water. When soda and
potash alkalies arc used in combination, a pro-

portion of from 10 to 20 pur cent, of the latter

is employed, according to the degreo of hard-

ness the soap is desired to possess.

622. Common Yellow Soap. Com-
mon yellow hard soap consists of wida, with

oil or fat und resin. Kerin is a feeble acid,

capable of combining with alkali, but neu-

tralizing it less completely than oil, so that

tho compound or soup formed is too power-
fully alkaline. Itut when resin is worked
with an equal or lurger proportion of oil, it

makes an excellent soap for many purposes.

623. Beef Tallow. This fat, on account
of its abundant supply, is the most used by
soup mid candle makers. It is not as wbilo
as many other uuimal fats, and tho best qnaJi-

ty, tho North American, contains about 70 per

cent, of hteuiiuc. It docs uot melt below 111°

Kalir., but may afterwards bo corded down to

102° without solidifying, and when cold, is

firm, and oven brittle.

624. Mutton Suet. This is generally

firm, white, and very rich in stennno ; this

latter quality gives it a tendency to produce a

soup of too bard nud brittle a nature for

goucrul use, which is obviated by mixing about
ono-ilftb or one-sixlb part of lard, or sonio

othor more oleaginous fat; thus modified it

is specially adapted for stock for toilet soaps.

626. Lard. Tho best quality of lard

molts at 81° Pahr., and contains about 60
per ceut. of oily lut, known us lard oil, and
about 30 per eont. solid stcurino. It makes a

pure, w’hito soap, and is frequently combined
with tallow or other saponaceous fat.

combined

628.

Bono Fat, obtained by boiling

lYcvh bones, split oimiu lengthways, is very
well adapted for making soups, but generally

undergoes a process of purification beforo bo*

iug thus outplayed. (.See No. f>34.)

627. Cocoanut Oil possesses two promi-

nent qualities which specially rcconnrend it

us an ingredient in soap-making. It imparts

a groat degree of firmness to tho soap, prob-

ably owing to tho solid form of the fatty acids

found in it. It will also unite permanently
with soda lyes in any proportion; and, in

conciliation with othor fat substances, im-

parts whiteness and emollient propertioa U
thorn

;
it also froths as well in cold as in hot

water, which is uot tho caso with tallow

soaps worked with soda.

628. Palm Oil. This substance is used
in tho inanufucturo of soap. Its gcuuinc
quality is easily lusted by its solubility in

acotio ether, tho imitations sometimes sold

under tho sauio tiamo being iusolublo in

it. It is used in its uaturul elate, but its dis-

tinotivo qunlitios mid vvliito color aro greatly

increased by bleuuhiiig. (See No. 037.)

629. To Clarify Fat Used in Making
Fine or Toilet Soaps. Heat tho iat m a
clean iron or copper kettle, applying just heat

onough to melt it thoroughly; then filter it

through fine Hncu or muslin.

630. To Deodorize Fat for Making
Perfumed Soap. Boil for 10 minutes 100

pouuds of the Iat with about 35 pounds water
containiug Gouuccscommon salt anil 3 ounces

powdored alum; strain the water off, und let

tho fat rest for some hours before using.

631. To Prevent Fatty Substances
from Turning Rancid. Boil for about 10
minutes with tho salt und alum solution, as

in last receipt; strain tho water off, aud theu
gontly simmer tho clarified fat with 4 ounces
bonzoin and 1 gallon roso water* skim off

and let it cool. Fat thus treated will keep

632. To Grain or Granulate Tallow.
Melt tho tallow and stir it with twico its

quautity of water at a blood beat until it is

cold ; strain tho fat from tho water, and dry
by exposing it to a current of dry air. Tallow
in this granulated form combines ir.oro readily

with lye for soap-making purposes. (See No.
535.)

633. To Purify Tallow and Other
Fats. Tallow and other fats are commonly
purified by ineltiug them along with water,

passing tho mixed fluids through a sieve, ami
lottiug tho whole cool slowly, when a cake of
cleansed fat is obtained. Another plan is to

keen tbo tallow melted for some time, along
with about 2 per cent, of oil of vitriol largely
diluted with water, employing conslaul agita-

tion, and allowing tho wholo to cool slowly

;

then to re-melt tho cake with a largo quantity

of hot water, and to wash it well. Another
method is to blow steam for somo time through
tho melted fat. By either this or tho prece-

ding process a white bard tallow may be ob-

tained. Somo persons add a littlo nitre to

the melted fat, and afterwards a littlo dilute

nitric or sulphuric arid, or a solution of bisul-

phato of pota«h. Others boil tho fat along
with water aud a littlo diluto nitric or chro-

mic acid, and afterwards wash it well with
water.

534. To Purify Bono Fat. Molt tho

fat with a Binall quantity of tullpclro (nitrate

of potaua); then add kufliciout sulphuric
aci*I to deemnposo tho tallpetre. Tho mass,
after tho scum isremoved, becomes alight yel-

low color, and is completely deprived of all

offonxivo smell aud animal iuimirilius.

635. To Keep Tallow from Turning
Rancid. Cut 6t> pounds tallow into slices,

aud boil it iu about 2 ft
gallons water containing

2 ouncos alnm and 4 ounces salt; strain the
fnt from tho liquid, and wash it iu clean wu-
ter; put into o clean baircl twice as much
water at a blood beat os there is grease, and

dis&olvo in tho water about 1 part of clean
soap to 10 parts of tho grease; uoxtwomi tho
grtaao to n blood heat and pour it into tho bar-
rel of water, stirring it together until cold;
let it rest until the Iat has riscu to tbo uir-
face, wbcu tho water must ho drawn away
through a bolo in the bottom of tbo barrel,

hitherto tightly corked. Tho fat in a granu-
lated state inubl bo thoroughly dried by ex-
posure to a current of dry air; aud, when per-

tcctly dry, pocked in barrels or other vends.
Tho groining of tbo fat at tho somo tiino
greatly facilitates its combination with lyo for

tho purposes of aoap-inaking.

536. To Preserve Grease. Boil all tho
scraps, rinds, aud bones, iu a weak lye, and
tbo purer greaso in clear water. l<cttbc mix-
ture cool, tako off Iho cake of grease, and
strain it. It is well to do Ibis occasional ly,

iw you save it; for when kept a long tiino im-
pure grease becomes offensive. You must bo
careful to drv off all tbo water before laying
it away in the grease tub, if you with it to

keep sweet. The best plan to collccldrippiug

is to put it while warm into water nearly

cold. Any impurities it may contain will

riuk to the bottom.

637. To Bleach Palm Oil. Dissolve *

pound powdered red chromate cf potosta in

about a quart hot water. 100 pounds palm
oil arc boated in n wooden tank, by steam, to

a temperature of 120° Pahr. Tbo steam is

then turned off and a portion of tbo ebromo
solution is stirred ia, followed by a propor-

tional quantity of 1 pound strong muriatic acid.

After the whole of tho solution and of tho

acid has becu thoroughly mixed with tho

palm oil, stir iu ft pound sulphuric add. Tbo
oil becomes black, then dark grccu, and finally

light green, with a thick froth on the surface.

If, wheu the mixture has settled, thcoil is not

sufficiently bleached, tho operation lias to bo
repeated, using less proportion of ebromo
aud acids. When tho bleuchiug is complete,
(be oil is allowed to stand for nil hour to clear;

it is then run into a woudou lauk with somo
water, and heated again, to wash out any salts

that may remain in it, uud after a lime drawn
off ready for use. Palm oil ia usually com-
bined with from 3 to f> times its weight of tal-

low to make soap, nud is serviceable in rerin

soap to brighten its color and disguise tho

rcstu.

588. Filled Soap. Hard soaps ere usu-

ally mudo according to tho process before de-

scribed (uc No. 520), tbo excess of water being
separated from the paste by thu uboofralt: this

class of soap is termed grainalsoap. But there

ure some kinds—cocoanut oil and soda soup,

for instance—that ore so hard in their nature

thut tbo operation of sailing, or graining, is

needless, tho water remaining incorporated in

thopasto; soaps of this class aro culled /(licit

soaps.

639. To Make Tallow Soap. Tho
French Method. Melt in a Iwiler, by a

modcrato beat, fdO pounds tallow; stir iu, by
degrees, 35 to 40 gallons eaustio soda lyo of

10J to 12° Bailing, nud let it boil gently for

several hours; than add, gradually, 1H to 20
gallons eaust io soda lyo of 15° to 18° Baum*,
and mix until tho whole becomes a homogene-

ous imu.it of ft grayish color; keep tho mix-

ture boiling gently for houio hour* adding to

it every hour 3 to 4 gallons caustic soda lyo of
20° Baum*. This will occupy 10 or 12 hours.

Tbo Baiting process then follows, and is con-

ducted ns described in No. 520. Aftur tho
separation or graining is finished the pusto is

allowed to stand for n few hours, and tho lyo

is drawn off through lUmuct inserted for tho
purpose in tho siilo of tho boiler, near tho bot-
tom. Tho moss ii again boiled for somo
bourn, udding every hour 2ft gallons soda lyo
of 25° Baum*, until the Imru scales rl;*o to

tho uurfaco. (See No. 520.) Thu fire uhould
then bo extinguished, and after an hour the
undcr-lyo is to bo drawn off. Then boil again
for 1 ft

to 2 hours with about 25 gallons redo
lyo ol 4° Baum*, stirring from tiino to tiino,

Tho lire should then bo removed, und tho pan
covered up; tho map will riso to tho top ofWMVIVII Ill's VIIU unujs »» I II li.'A) tW I III! I.IIJI f>|

tho lye, nud may Iks poured into tho frames,
care being taken t!:Ql no lyo gets mixed with
tho soap. This should yield about 8C0 pounds
of soap.

640. Tallow Resin Soap. About 15
per cent, of resin can lie mixed with tallow
without iuiuriug tho color and firmness of the
soap. A larger proportion deteriorates the
quality and produces an inferior soap. Sonic
soap-makers melt the resin und tallow togeth-
er before saponifying; but iL is bettor to

make a soap of euch m separate boilers, and
then mix and lioil them together thoroughly
for half an hour, and strain through a move
before filling the frames.

641. To Mako Resin Soap. Boil 12
gallons caustic soda lye of 30° Baum* in o
Kettle, and add 100 pouuds well pulverized

resin, 10 or 15 pounds ut a time, stirring con-
stantly and thoroughly, the heat being kept
up to or nearly ut boiling point. .Saponifica-

tion will bo effected in about 2 hours. The
lightest resin is tho best for soup.

542. Cocoanut Oil Soap. Put 100
pounds cocoanut oil und 100 pounds caustic
soda lyo of 27° I!au ui* into a soap kettle;
boil aud mix thoroughly for 1 or 2 hours, until

thonasto gradually thickens; then diminish
the heat, but continue stirring till tho cooling
paste assumes a white, half-solid mass; (hen
transfer quickly to the frames. A mixture of
equal parts of cocoanut oil and tallow will
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mako ft very fine filled soop. (Sre No. 538.)
Cocoanut oil mixed with almost any fats,

if they are not in Wo largo proportions,
will produce lilted soaps.
643. Palm Oil Soap. Tulin oil is sel-

dom used ftlouo us u saponaceous fat, but is

employed in conjunction with other fats, and
with resin

;
this latter being usually saponi-

fied separately and mixed afterwards. (Sec
JVo. 540.1 Tho directions for making tallow
tioap npply equally well to palm oil. Tho fol-
lowing arc among tho best mixtures and pro-
portions of palm oil for soaps:
30 pounds palm oil, 20 pounds tallow, and

2 pounds resin.

30 pounds palm oil, CO pounds tallow, and
20 pounds resin.

20 pounds palm oil uud 10 pounds cocoanut
oil.

15 pounds palm oil, G5 pounds laid, 5
pounds cocoanut oil, and 0 pounds clarified
resin.

044. To Mako Soap from Grained
Tallow. Mix 0 pounds caustic soda and 2

t

ounds cauctio potash with 17 to 20 gallons
ot water; put a portion of this lyo into a

clean barrel ;
stir in by degrees 25 pounds

grained tallow
; add tbo rest of tho lyo and

stir it briskly for at least an hour; then let it

rest, and before it is cold pour it into a framo
or box, and finish according t«> No. f>20.

045. Dawson’s Patent Corapoaito
Soap, Strong potash lyo, 75 pounds

;
tab

tow, 75 pmmtln; cocoanut oil, 25 pounds.
Boil until the compound is raponilicd in tho
m uni maimer.
To make 30 pounds of tho new composi-

tion, toko 2 gallona boiling ruft water in a ket-
tle, add 4 pound ttll soda, 2 ounces borax, 2
lubln-spooiifubi r.pirits cf turpentine, and 1

leu-Kpuonl'ul linseed oil. Stir this mixture un-
til tho borax and mala ftro dissolved

; tbeuadd
15 nmmds of tbo ulmvn uoap mndo from lye,
tallow, and cocoanut oil; and coutiuuc tho
boiling with stirring for 15 minutes, uutil tho
wholo is incorporated mid dissolved. Now
add 2 ounces spirits of hartshorn, and stir.

I tinny bo scouted with any essential oil, or
"dor, and colored, if desired; then run off
and molded into cakes fit for toilet use. It is

a good soap for chapped hands, and is freo
from any disagreeable odor.

540. Ckeinicul Soap. Powdered ful-

ler’s earth, I ounce; jii.t moisten with spirits
of turpentine

;
add salt cf tartur, I ounce;

host potash, I omico; work Iho wholo into a
paste with a little « up. It is oxcclleut for
romoviug grease spots.

547. To Mako Hard Whito Tallow
Soap. Difetolvo ii poiiiiils vp\ ncila in l ^a!-

Ion boiling soft water; uiix intuit 2 pounds
fresh Blacked lirne. Mining occasionally for a
lew houri; then let it Kettle, pour oil' tho
clour liquid, and Imil 2 pounds tallow in it un-
lit all Ihu tallow in dissolved. Cool it in a flat

box, and cut it into bare or cakes. It can bo
scented by stirring in tho desired perfumo
when cool.

548. To Muke Home-mado Caustic
Soda. Dissolve G pounds common washing
soda in 4 pallous warm water; slack 0 pounds
clean fresh quicklime in a tub, using only as
much water as is needed to crumble it perfect-
ly; add 1 ho slacked lime to the solution of
soda; stir tho two together, adding 4 gallons
boiling water; stir thoroughly and let it settle;

then pour off tho clear lye for use.

649. To Make Domestic Soap. Put
tho caustic seda lye, prepared in the manner
and quantity given iu the last receipt, into a
clean iron kettle, and add, during continual
stirring, 12 pounds clarified grease, dusting in,

a little at a time, 4 ounces finely pondered
borax ; let it boil gently for 10 or 15 miuutes,

uutil it thickens and becomes ropy; then have
iu readiness a light bos, lined with a piece of

muslin large enough to bang well over tho
side*-, to allow of ihc contcuts being oflcr-

ward conveniently lifted cut; pour the mix-
taro from the kcUlo into the bos, and let it

stand foru few days to harden; when fuffi-
ciontly firm, turn it out onto a table, and cut
it into bars with a thin wire. Scap (bur- made,
and left to harden iu a dry room, will bo fit

for n£o in a month.
650. To Make Home-mado Caustic

3e from Ashes. Provido a box whoso
is terminate in a point, and having an on-

flea at the lower end (see illustration); this

should be mounted high enough to allow
of a vessel being placed underneath it. to re-

ceive tho liquid that runs out of tho bottom.
Tho box is then well lined with straw (see

No. C07), upon which fresh wood ashes arc
placed, adding to tho ashes about one twou-

tieth tho quantity of fresh slocked litno (see
No. 519); then poor hot water upou it. and
tho lyo will filter through into tho vessel lie-

low. For tho purposes of soap making, this

lyo must bo concentrated by bailing until a

sound potato will not tank below lliu surface.

551. To Make Homo-made Soap.
Fill au iron kottlo two-think full of tho cou-

contrntod Ire prepared m-cordmg to tho last

receipt; mid to it melted fat. n Imlloful at a
timo, stirring constantly until tho mass be-
enmos creamy; next add small quantities of
salt at a time, stirring without intcntiiasinn

until a perfect riug can bo imuluon the surface
with a stick ; then let Ihu fire go out and the

Si will rise to the Minf.icc and harden n* it

s; tho lyo can l»o drawn from under it bv
tilting tho kottln. or tho snap may bo lifted oil'

and laid out to drr until hard enough to cut it

into bars. {See So. 549.)

652. Ox-gall Soap. Gall soap, for thu
washing of lino silken c loths and ribbons, is

prepared iu the following manner: In a
vessel of copper

1
pound cocoanut «h 1 is heated

to GO* Fahr., noil 4 pound caustic soda is

added, with constant stirring. In another
vessel J pound whito Venetian turpentine is

heated, and when quite hot, stirred into the
copper kettle. This kcltlo is then covered
and left for 4 hours, being gently heated, after

which tho firo is increased until the contents
arc perfectly clear; then 1 pound ox-gall is

ndded. After this, sufficient perfectly dry
Cftstilo snap is stirred into the mixture to
cause tho whole to yield but little under the

I
rotsuro uf tho finger; for which purpose,
mm 1 to 2 pounds of soap uro required fur

thu above quantity. After cooliug, the soap is

cut iuto pieces. It is excellent, and will not
injure tho finest colors.

r_Poilet Soaps. To this class be-
-A- long tho finer kinds of scented soaps,

which have emollient properties. They are

rarely made direct by tho pcrfunier, the body
or basis being a well-selected whito soap, subse-

quently denned ami purified. For the choic-

est grades, the body should he made uf 11 mix-
ture of olive and sweuUahnond oil, ns the Jut

stock. Lard and beef tallow make the next
best stock; and for palm soup u small quanti-

ty of bleached palm oil is to he added to them.
Cocoa oil and pule yellow resin saponaceous
matters also enter into the composition of cer-

tain toilet soaps. These body snaps tuny ho

obtained au wanted from any wol I -conducted
soap factory. To he adapted to the purpose?
of perfumery they must l>o perfectly neutral,

firm, free from unpleasant odor und nil tenden-
cy to crust in cold, or siccat in dump weather.
They should, moreover, give a rich lather
withont wasting too rapidly in the water.

Soaps, generally, in their original Condition,

uro ustinlly deficient in many of those points;

and must, for tho purposes of perfumery, un-
dergo a refining process, which is ns follows:
554. To Refino Soap for Making:

Toilet Soap. Tho soup, as purchased iu

bars or blocks, being piled upon tho shelf of
tho rasping machine, is next placed in tho
hopper, and as thu wheel revolves, knives
come against thu soap und cut it into meal,
which fulls into thu reception box beneath.
It is now iu a state fit to lie melted readily,

for which purpose it is transferred to n steam
hath, and mixed with ruse mul orange- flower
waters, each half n gallon, In every bundled
pounds of soap. Tho steam being let on. and
the containing kettle covered, its contents be-
come gradually fiuid, mul ill this slate must
bestirred with n crutch—which is A long slick
having the form of mi inverted T -until tho
paste becomes uniformly coiiKistunl and
smooth throughout. It is then allowed to

cool, again melted, hill without frag runt wa-
ter, and cruteh.-d ns before. When the eon-

teats of the vessel comprise several kinds of
soap, great care must he observed not to put
in all at once, but to mhl mul mult each suc-
cessively, mid hi crutch eon -tmilly, so us to

effect an intimate mixture. When the paste
begins to cool, coloring limiter as may lie de-
sired is then ndded, uud subsequently the per-

fume, which is reservod to the Iasi, to avoid
any unnecessary loss by evaporation from tho
hot paste.

555. To Perfume, Cut and Stamp
Toilet Soup. When extracts or bouquets
am used, they must bo added to the com-
pound in meal, mul Incorporated with tho
mass by kueoding it with the hands; for (lie up-
plication of heat would impair the delicacy of
the odor, ns well a < occasion loss by its evap-
oration. In large establishments this is done
b^v passing the meal repeatedly between mar-

Tho Roup is now ready to he put into tho
cooling frames, which is a rectangular well,
made of a series of wooden frames, resting
successively one upon the other. 1 11 a day or
two it is sufficiently hard lobe cut into tab-
lets of the size of the seclimiii of each frame

;

they are set up edgewise, mul left fur huvci iiI

days to dry, mid are then Imrrod by means of
a wire. The sections or lifts of tho frames
regulate the width of the bars, mul tho gauges
adjust their breadth—those latter I icing mad0
so as to cut bars or squares of four, six, eight
or any required number to the pound of soap.
The burs are further subdivided into tablets,
and subjected to orcssurc for the purpose of
imparting solidity, and ornamenting the exte-
rior with some appropriate device, or impress-
ing upon it the maker’s name

;
the shape of

the tablet being determined by tbo form of tho
mould or die-box in which it is pressed. Tho
press is of ordinary construction, with spiral

springs to throw out tho soap tablet from the

die-box as siKin as it is pressed. In sonic, fac-

tories the pressure is more effectually accom-
plished by means of a steam hammer, which is
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mado to give three blows, directly vertical, to

ouch tablet of soap. Savouettes or soap-balls

aro shaped by rotating blocks of soap upon a

soup scoop uiado of brass, with sharp edges.

556. To Marble Soap. The mottled or

mnrblo appearance is usually given to soap,

on tho large scalo, by watering ibo nearly fiu-

isbod soap with a strong lye of crude soda
(preferably ono rich in sulphuruts), by means of

a watering-pot furnished with a rose-spout. In

Oastilo soup it is given with n solutiou or sul-

phate of iron, used in tho sumo way. On the

small scale, with toilet sonps, tho mottle is

either given iu tho way noticed under “Mottled
Soap /fa//.*" (see No. 576),or, iu alike nmuncr,
hv combining some of the soap, colored at

tfio time uf scenting it, with tho remaining
uncolored portion.

657. Almond Soap. This is n very
white soup. which, when genuine, is made by
the cold process (see .Vos. 582 and M3), and
from pure oil of sweet almonds. The kind,

however, gcuundly met with, is made as fol-

lows: While curd soap, 100 pounds; cocoa-

nut oil, 15 pounds; puritiod u-> before directed

(see No. 554), and perfumed with a mixture of

altar of bitter almonds, 1} imumls; and attars

of cloves ami caraway, each B ounces.

558. Whito Windsor Soap. Tho gen-

uine old while Windsor is mudu from i\ body
of which a mixture of bird nnd olive oil is tho

fat stock
;
ami uttftra of caraway, lavonder,

and io*oniary, constitute tho perfume.

Tho modem Windsor soap in made from
fino white curd soap, 115 pounds

;
eocoauut-

oil snap, SO pounds; perfumed with a mixture
of attar of caraway, 1 4 pounds

; attars of

thyme and rosemary, each H ounces; ami at-

tars of easda and cloves, each 4 ouncos.
559. Brown Windsor 8oap. Curd

eonp, 100 pounds; coconuul nil soap, nnd pala

yellow resin snap, each *25 pounds; color with

camniol (see No. 694), 8 ounces; nud perfume
with n mixture of altars of caraway, cloves,

thyme, cassia, petit-grain, and lavender, each
8 ounces. Morin's oleic soap, of first grade,

is peculiarly adapted us ft body for brown
Windsor soap, as it gives ft rich lather, and i*

very smooth nud highly emollient. More-

over, it contains its normal moisture for u
great lougth of time.

500.' Honoy Soap. Whito curd soap, 40
pounds; melted nml erutched with whito
honey, 10 pounds; llorax, 2 pounds; aud
powdered benzoin, 1 pound.

561. Imitation Honey Soap. An im-

itation honey soap is liindu l>y melting togeth-

er pale yollow simp. 100 pounds; soft snap, 14

pounds; and porlumiug with attar of citrou-

cllu, 1 4 pounds.

502. Frangipani Soap. Curd snap,

colored brown with caramel. 7 pounds; per-

fumed with n mixture of attars of neroli aud
vitivort, each 4 ouncos; nttnr of rose, 2

drachms; attar of septal, 14 ounces; and
oivot, 2 drachms. Tho- latter is to ho pre-
viously triturated with tho attars.

663. Hoso Soap. This is mode from a

mixture of olive oil soap, 60 pounds; and
curd soap. 40 pound!* ;

colored with 1 pound
of finely bolted vermilion. The purfonio con-

sisting of nttnr of rose, 6 ounces
;

attars of

suntal and geranium, each 1 ouuco; and tinc-

ture of uiusk, 8 ounces
;
must be added to tho

cold snap iu men), and incorporated by knead-
ing. The oil soap may ho replaced by curd

soap, but the quality of tho rose soup will uot
then he so line.

564. Savon au Bouquet. While soap,

GO pounds; perfumed in tho cold with 8
ounces of extract bouquet; or in warn! pasto

with u mixture of attar of bergamot, 8 ounces;

attars of cloves and sassafras, each 4 ounce

;

altar of thyme, 1 ounce; attar of neroli, I

802

ounce. The soap body must he previously
colored brown with 1 pound of caramel. ThoSted with the attars is inferior to that

with extract bouquet. Tho per-

I with it the titlo of the soup, can bo
varied according to the caprice of fashion.

505. Poncine Soap. Curd soap, 50
pounds ; eocoauut oil soap, the same quanti-

ty, melted to paste and erutched with 10 or

20 pounds of finely boiled pantice-sione pow-
der. The perfume is a mixture of ultani of
thyme, cassia, caraway, and lavender, each 1

pound.
500. Spermaceti Soap. Tho genuine

spermaceti soap is superior to all others in

emollient properties; bat it is rarely mado
from pure stock, owing to the difficulty in

saponifying it. As generally vended it con-
sists of white cord soap, 14 pounds; perfumed
with a mixture of ntur of bergamot, 24
ounce*, and attar cf lemon, 8 ounces.

607. Palm Soap. Cun! soap, made of

a mixture of 4 lord, 4 bleached palm oil, and
tho remainder olivo oil or spermaceti, consti-

tutes tho body of palm map. IU natural

odor is that of the violet, which is some-
times stimulated by the addition of a littlo

attar of portugal, with a less portion of attar

of cloves.

508. Floating Soap. All the hard
soaps increase bulk by mechanical batting of

the poalo; tho loss of density thus produced

es them tho property of lloatiug iu water.
hutting is best accomplished by means of

a chum-twirl, rotating on a pivot iu tho bot-

tom of tho melting puu, and put in motion by
a handle.

Expose 5 pounds olive-oil or almond soap,

and 1J pints soft water iu n bright copper pan,

to a steam or water heat, aud nssiiluously beat
nnd agitato the mixture uutil it has more than
doublo iu volume

;
then pour it into n cold

frame, cool it quickly, and, when hard, cut it

into liars or cokes. U may bo colored nnd
scented at will. Floats on water, and lathers

freely, but will not bear soaking or much wet,

M it rapidly soften*.

600. Transparent Soap. This nntber-

Inoking soap is mudo by dissolving hard
while soap, previously reduced to meal and
thoroughly dried, iu alcohol. A steam- bath,
fitted with a still-head, makes a good con-

taining vessel. Tho alcohol and soap aro

takou in about equal proportions; nnd, -as tho

solutiou proceeds, onv spirit which may distill

over must be allowed to condenso in a worm,
and collected iu a receiver. The heat should

not exceed 212°. After solution, tho whole
must bo allowed time for settling; after

which, tho clear fluid is to bo drawn ofT from
tho sediment into wooden frames

;
or globular

mould* of britannia metal, if it is desired to

ca*t it in ball form. Previous to soltliug it

may bo colored ai desired—red, with tincture

ofalkanet; yellow, with tincture of turmeric

;

orange, with a mixture of tho two tinctures;

groon, with tincture of chlorophylo; blue,

with tincture of indigo carmine. Transparent

soap is rather translucent when first made,
and docs not cloar until perfectly dry. Tho
perfumes are tho same as lor the other soaps.

570. Glycerine Soap. Any mild toilet

soap (as tho basis of bouquet, rose, or Wind-
sor soap) with which about -/x to -,‘4 of it*

weight of Prico'a glycerine has been intimate-

ly incorporated whilst iu tho melted state. It

is generally tinged of a red or rose color,

with a littlo tincture of archil or of dragon's
blood; or oraugo yellow, with a littlo an-
natta. It i* variously scented; but oil of

bergamot, or rose-geranium (ginger-grass),

supported with a little oil of cassia, or cassia

supported with cssontial oil of almonds, ap-

poar to bo it* favorito perfumes.

DICK'S

571. Musk Soap. Best tallow soap, 30

pouudo; palm oil soap, 20 pounds
;
powdered

cloves, paio ro303 and gillinowers, of each 44

ouacos
;
csscnco of bergamot and essence of

musk, of oach 34 ouncqs; Spanish brown, 4
ounces.

672. Orange Flower Soap. Best tal-

low soap, 30 pound*
;
palm oil soap, 20

pound*; ossonco of portugal aud ossauco of
ambergris, each 74 ouuce.s; yellowish green
ooloring, mado of ochro aud indigo, 8J ounces

;

vermilion, 1J ouncos.

573. Cinnamon Soap. This is usually

a mixture of tallow nnd oil soaps, liko that of

"savon ou liouauot," colored with about 1

pound yellow ochro, and scented with 1 ouuco
oil of ciunamon (supported with a littlo oil of

bergamot aud musaltas), to each 7 pounds.
Tho folio wiug is tho form of a celebrated maker
of thi* soup, mid i* very iiuo

:

G pounds finest whito curd soap; 3| pounds
finest pal ui oil soap; l pound olivo oil soap;

14 ounco oil of cinnamon; 4 ounce oil of

bergamot; 4 ounco oil of sassafras; 1 drachm
English oil of lavender; nnd about 4 pound
lovigated yollow ochre.

Od of cassia is commonly substituted for

tho oil of cinnamon: and always so iu

ocond and inferior qualities.

674. Glycorino Boap Balia. To any
recently mado toilet soap, sliced, nud moltod
byu gentle bent, without wntor (if possible),

\* • Vi:
.

thorn by vigorous stirring, which should bo

. .
•*>'"/»

Id l'rioo'n glycorino, in U10 proportion of 1

ounco to tho pound
;
.thoroughly incorporate

continued until tho 1111m 1ms cooled consider-
ably, when it should bo ut onco mado iuto

balls.

575. Sand Soap Balia. Thoso are pre-

pared by adding to tno moltod soap About naif
it* weight of fino siliceous surnl. Silted sand
is usually omployod. Some persons prefer

tho shelly soa-iwud (sifted from tho sholls and
well washed) for tho purpose. For tho finer

qualities finely-powdered pumioo-Ktonoisnow
usually employed. TTsed to prevout rough-
ness and thickouiog of tho skin in cold wenth-
•r

;
alao to oloan tho hands whou dirty. Tho

best yellow snap, with or without the addition
of 4 its weight of whito wilt soap and u littlo

sweot oil, i* the best for these balls.

570. Mottled Soap Balia. CutUionoap
(recently prepared, and not too dryl iutodico,
or small souare pieces, roll thorn iu colored pow-
der (see belotc), and thou mould them iuto

balls by powerful pressure, obsorviug to mix
tho colors as littlo a* possible.

Tho colors usually employed, and which
should bo in very fine powder, are : liluc—
indigo, powdor-bluo, or smalts. Creen—pow-
der-bluo and bright yollow-oehro. Orange—
yellow deepened with a littlo roil, /ted—
red bole, sesquioxido of iron, or jowelor’s

rouge. Yellow—bright yellow-ochro, or Dutch
piuk.

By varying tho shodo of color, which is

done by diluting it with a littlo furinn or chalk,

and by using aoup-dico separately coated with
two or more colors, "mottled savonott09 " of

any color, or mixture of colors, may bo pro-

duced at will.

577. Mercurial Soap. Tuko of corm-
sivo sublimato (crushed small), 1 draclmi

;

rectified spirit (to dissolve, say) 1 fluid

ouucc; whito Castilo soup (in powder), 4
ounces; boat them to a uniform mass in a
wedgwood-waro mortar, adding a few drops
of attar of ro3C3, or of a mixture of tho oils

of cassia and bitter almonds. Nothing me-
tallic must touch it. This is tho "sapo hy-
drargyri bicbloridi” of medical writers. Tho
above has been recommended in various skin
diseases, including itch

;
also as " Savon An-

tisyphilitiquo,” under which name it is often
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sold.

678. Sulphur Soap
; Sulphuretted

Soap. Take j pound whito curd or Castilo
soap (recent); I ouuco best /lowers of sulphur
(levigated); 1 fluid ounco rectified spirit
(strongly colored with nlkanct) ; and sufficient
attar of roses to strougly scent tho mas.*.
Heat tho whulo together, to a smooth paste’
in a marble or wedirwood waro mortar.
This is Sir II. Marsh's formula. Recom-
mended in itch, and various other skin dis-
eases. 1 1 is particularly serviceable as a com-
mon toilnt soap, to parsons troubled with
slight cutaneous eruptions. Its daily uso
Lends to render tho skin fair and smooth.
Thu spirit and coloring limy bo omitted at
will; and, us a toilet soup, ouly half tho
abovo quantity of sulphur is amply sufficient.
570. C&utidn in using Medicated

Soapa. lmfnro using mercurial or sulphur
OOP, Unger- rings, ear-rings, and bracelet! of
gold, Ac., should ho removed, and not rc-
>Inco<l until some short time nftor tho haudj
nvo booomo quite dry

;
as otherwise they

will bo tarnished, and even blackened and
corroded. Tho .sumo applies to nil other cos-
metics contuiuing tho- snmo mineral ingre-
dients.

680. Whale-oil Soap to Destroy In-
sects. Render common lyo caustic, by boil-
ing it at full strength on quicklime; then
take tho lyo nud boil it with as much wliulo-
oll foot ns it will saponify (ebungo to soap),
pour off iulo moulds, mid, tr!,ou cold, it is
tolerably Irani. Whole-oil i t is tho sedi-
ment produced in refining whulo oil.

681 Carbolic Acid Soap. Take freshly
prepared cocoauut-oil soap, 150 parts, and fuse;

thou add a solution of alcohol, 10 parts; car-
holloi00id, 0 parts; cuustio potato, 2 parts;
oil ot loinon, 1 part; and mix with stirring.
To bo poured into moulds.

O oap by the Cold Process.
Although tho commoner Kinds of soap

are unirally mndo by boiling, thoy con bo
nuulo by tho cold process if desired ; and tho
fatty substuned employed arc substantially
tho tamo in both moUiods. Thu cold or little-
pan process is, however, almost exclusively
adopted in tho manufacturo of fancy or toilet
eonps, und

I
for thoso purposes tho fat requires

to bo purified ami deodorized, especially where
any dolicato scout is to bo used in perfuming
it. (See Nos. 533 and 530.) Tho Ivo cni-

E
loycd for saponification without boiling must
o much Btrouger than that used in tho boil-

ing procow, nud should bo ontirclv clear aud
colorless; n strength of about 366 Ilaumd is
usually necessary.

683. To Make Soap by tho Cold Pro-
cess. Incorporate by degrees GO pounds
concentrated euustic lyo of 36° Bauin^, into
100 pounds fat nt a temperature not higher
than lOt-'Fabr. (sco No. 52:1); coutinuo to stir
thoroughly with a broad wooden paddle, until
a comnloto ring can bo drawn on its surface
with tho paddle. In making scented soap
the perfuming ingredients must now bo stirred
m. Tho pasto is theu run into frames lined
with linou, flaps of which should bo left above
tho edges of cacli frame, wide enough to ud-
mit of their being laid over tho surfaeo of tho
>asto, with which tho frame must bu entirely
i.lled. I lie paste being thus completely cuu-
uicd by the linou, tbo frames nro closed with
a wooden cover and left for 12 hours. Dur-
ing this interval llio temporaturc of the paste
in the frames rises spontaneously to a much
higher degree, producing eomplcto saponifica-
tion. Tho soap is afterwards taken out of the
frames, cut, and dried. The hardness of the

803
soap will deneml on the description of fats
und lyes use-.!. (See No. 521.)

are
8
^- “ethod of Testing Cauatic

Alkali. Tho strength and practical value ot
commercial eanstiu soda or imUsh can only

.
ascertained by aualysii. The methods

pvcu below ore simple, and will determine,
with nuflicicut accuracy, tho percentage of
water, caustic alkali, aud carbonated alkali
contained in a given sample; and bunco the
quantity of impurity, if any.
685 . To Find the Percentage of Wa-

tor
J“n
a 8oda 0r potaah. Weigh

carefully 100 grains of tho alkali into a cap-
sule (a fiat evaporating dish of Miitablo size
ft watch glass is a small capsule), and dry
them by healing over a flame

;
a cold glass

, ‘C
!
d
°'T

r th
r f

u,Uunls "f ll>e capsule willhow tho slightest evaporation of water.Wheu no more moisture cau bo detected, al-
low them to cool ; then weigh tho residue in
tho capsule. and tho differcucc of tho weights
before and after drying will be the naml£ of

.

c
,"uUil,c*1 in 100 G»fo» "f the

• lhm ,

V.
lbo Perventago ofwater.

Pan.fi,
T
a°.

tb0 Percentage ofCauatic Alkali in a Cauatic Soda orPoUah. Powder 100 grains of tho alkali to
bo tested; put it iuto a flask containing an
ounco of^ alcohol, and shako thoroughly ;tho alcohol dissolves tho caustic ulUli oir
fecUy, but will not uko up any other in-
gradient*. After sUmling for o few hours to
sottlc, docant tho clear liquid, and evopoiuto
on a iK.rcda.ii capsule until thoroughly dry

;

tho weight of the dry rcsiduo will be the uum-

ii

r
,V

f '• C” tb
? «'f caustic

aHrah m 101) grams ortho soda or potash.
087 . To Find tho Percentage of Carv

bonatod Alkali in a Cauatic Soda or Pot-
ash. Dissolve 100 giams of the rninplo in 4
ounces water iuafluk; next weigh out l(Q
grains finely |»owdure«l crystals of oxalic odd :

ruld iiiall portion* of this acid at a time t*
the alkali m tbo flask, *tirriug thoroughly
with a glass rod. ami apply heat

;
continue to

add the and until tbo Lot mixture tiuges lit-
mus paiK-r slightly red • tho saturation is then
commote, and Dm acid lias neutralized or tmn-
buicd with all tho alkali, both carbonate and
caustic. Weigh the oxalic arid which re-
mams; oud, by deducting from ICO, we know
how much wo have used. Now every 7.K7
grams oxalic m*t.| that have been used, bavo
mnitnilucil f> grains mkI^ or 7 grain* i>rfa*h
according as tho rainulo consisU of rauatio
s.Hla or caustic iH.umli

; heiico wo find tho
totul number of grains of alkali in the 100
grains under test, lly tho previous method
jvo can find the pcreenlngoof caustic alkali in
ICO grain} of the sample; deducting tho
grams of this latter from the weight of tho
whole alkali eliminated by tho oxalic acid, tho
balam-o or remainder will bo the nercctltuco
ol carbonated alkali.

^
Ry these three steps wo get the porcentngo

of water, tho percentage uf caustic idkali. and
tho percentage of carlKmalcd alkali; there
adde<l together and deducted from 100 pivo
the pcrccntagu of foreign matter or impuritym tho matter tested. (See Alkalimetry!)

* „To Mako Soap-makers’ Concen-
trated Caustic Lye. Duil gallons waterm a kettle caiablo of hokliug 110 gallons;
stir m, a htUo ni a time, 100 pound:} powdered
soda (or potash, if Tor potash lyo), until it
«.“» dissolved

; then mix in graduallv, by
stirring, 4d pouml.} freshly slacked lime of a
creamy consistency

; the iKiiliug must not bo
allowed to slacken duriug the whole process,
uutil complete causticity is obtained, which
limy be nseerluined by taking a liulc in a to,t
glass, and. irften cool, luldiug to it a few diops
ofmine ocal ; if this causes effervescence, tho
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causticity is imperfect and tho boiling must bo
continued until a tost, with nitric odd causes
uo effervescence. When this is tho case, tho
couicnts of the kettle dim, Id bo allowed to
cool nnd settle for about 12 hours. Tho clear
Jiquor can then bo drawn oil’ into a vat lined
with lead—a syphon muy be used for this pur-
peso with advantage. Tho lyo can be nfudo
to uny desired strength by evaporation.
689. To Make Concentrated Caustic

t»oda Lye—Kurten’u Method. 'I lie lyo fit
lor toilet Hasp must bu either made from tho
purest (Jermau fioclii at 95 dogriMtH of strength,
or (which is bettor for thu purpose) from
crystallised soda. English wicla of fcO to <33
degrees, such as is generally found in com-
raeree, is not to bo used, os it produces a had
article.

When the lyo for finer 6onp in to bo nuulo,
100 pound8 limo are added to 100 pounds
Gorman soda ot 03 per ccut., whereas 45
pounds lime to 100 pounds crystallized soda is

the gonoral proportion.

Tho soda is dissolved in tbo boiler with
water, or with a weak lyo remaining from a
former operation ut 20 degrees of strength,
nud a/inrwurds added to tho limo slacked to a
into liko broth. Thin mixture must boil 2
hours and bo left to deposit.
Tbo noxt day, the lyo, which probably imw

bo at 12 degrees (IfiimtWi) must lie taken out,
and tho boiler filled afresh. Tho lyo drawn
from tho limo and ut H degrees, is poured in
with it to evaporate. liy this method n lyo is

I

.roduood nt a medium of 9 or 10 degrees, but
t must bo evaporated till, acconling to
areometer, it allows 34 degrees. Alter Dm
cooling it will weigh 30 pounds. This evap-
oration of tho lyo is to increase iu causticity,
and to causo nil Dm dirt contained in it to

preelpitato to tho bottom, which can bo dmm
in a day if it is audiclontly strong.
Tho clear lyo is then drawn off from llio

dirty depoait, und put oltlior iuto vitriol bottles
or into au iron vessel well covered. If vitriol
bottle* are used, they nnisL bo filled with
water in which koiiio limo lias been dissolved,
to tnkoaway any acid remaining in tho bolllo,
which would, if this precaution ho not tokcu,
absorb much of Dm causticity of llio lyo; nud
this must bo dono Kovornl days before using
tho bottlos. Tho dirt and deposit from tho
nail remaining at Dm bottom after tho boiling,
can bo uddod to tho limo in tho weak Ives.
Wu bavo not mndo Dm oxpcrhnont of using

tho lyo Htrongor than 1 1 degrees Ixiforo ovnp-
orntmn, at wo have loanmd from Prauec that
U must not bo stronger than 1 1 degrees. Yet,
after mature oxpciiunco, it appears to us
now that a lyo can bo obtnined quite as good
by adding more soda and limo to the lye, and
thus increasing tho strength to 18 or 20 do-
ereos. by which the evaporation is spared.
In this casa more vessels nro wanted, which
must not be of wood, but or iron, because the
wood will color tho lyo, which must be
especially avoided for fino soap, for llio only
moans of obtaining a porl'cet soap, froo from
domet, is to ure nono oxcopt Dm finest uml
wbitoit lyo, and oil or grease of tho greatest
purity.

500. To Test Lye. In testing the
strength ot lyes with a hydrometer, au exact
result could bu obtained if Dio caustic alkali
employed by soap-makers and dyers were
absolutely pure; but us this is seldom, if
evor, the case, tho impurities which exist in
tho lyes under examination, iullucuco the
specific weight of the lye, and due allowance
must be made for this; thus, an indication by
tho hydrometer of 20 per cent, docs not prove
that tho lyo contains 20 per cent, of pure
caustic alkali, but includes tho foreign matter.
SDH, this method of testing will givo com-
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para lice strength* exactly.

591. Wliito Soap. Lord, -10 pounds;
mid caustic soda lye, of 35° Bauino, 20

pounds. Melt the fut by a beat uot exceeding
150-* Pahr.; add. during constant stirring. 10

pounds of tho lye. Alter ouo hour’s stirring,

tha heat buiug continued all tho time at a
moderate dogreo, tho remaining 10 pounds of

lyo aro to ho added. When the paste has be-

come smooth and uniform throughout, it is

transferred to a cuoliug frame, perfumed, and
lull iu a room of moderate temperature for a
few days to set and ripen. It is then ready

to ho cut into tablets and pressed.

592. Almond Soap. Genuino almond
uonp is made from oil of sweet almonds, £0
pounds, nud soda lyo of 3G° Banmfi, 20
pounds, tho latter being gradually added to

the former at a Inuiporuturo between 120° to

i:>0 and tho whole stirred constantly until

Hie mixture is a smooth paste. It is then

transferred to n cooling frame, perfumed with

attar of hitter almonds, mid then left for

several days to Ret and ripen.

593. Ordinary Cocoanut Oil Soap.
IOil pounds cocoanut oil—or U0 pounds cocoa-

nut oil and 10 pounds of either tallow or palm
oil—saponified by tho cold process with 225
pounds caustic soda lyo of 21° Baiunfi, aud 75

pounds of suit water of 12° llauind, will com-
bine to form 400 pounds of cocoanut oil soao.

594. Cocoanut Oil Soap. 100 pounds

cocoanut oil and 5G pounds caustic soda lyo of

30° Buumfi. treated according to tho cold

process, will produce 153 pounds cocoanutoil

soap.

505. Paris Toilet Tablet Soap. 87

poundH of tills soap can bo mado by tho cold

miocsshr using the following ingredients: 20

xiuuils tallow, 30 poundscocoomit oil, 8 pounds

aid, 31 pounds caustlo soda lyuof 30° Baum6,
and 0 pounds caustic potash lyo of tho wuno

strength. . _ M
50(5. Paris Toilet Round Soap. 25

pounds coeouuut oil, 75 pounds lard, CO to 52

pounds caustic soda lyo of 3G° Ilauuid, will

produce 1 50 pounds ol the soap.

597. Shoving Soap. Hither Gf. pounds

tallow and 34 pouiulK cocoanut oil—or 33

pnimds of tallow, tho snmo quantity of palm

oil, nud 31 pounds cocoanut oil—treated by
the cold process with 120 pounds caustic soda

lyo of 27° Itanme, will make 214 pounds of

shaving soap. An addition of 12 pounds of

salt water of 12° Bnumd to tho paltu oil mix-

ture, will add 12 pound* to tho yield of soap.

508. Washing Soap. A mixture of

either (10 pounds tnllow—or 30 pounds each of

tallow and palm oil—with 40 pounds of cocoa-

nut oil, treated by the, cold process with 125

pounds caustic soda lyo of 27° Bonin*, and

25 pounds suit water of 12° Ttauui*, will turn

out 244 pounds washing soup.

599. Cheap Washing Soap. GO pounds

cocoanut oil with 40 pounds of either tallow

or palm oil, treated cold with 135 pounds

caustic soda lye of 27° Buuuid, and 50 pounds

salt water of 15° BaumA, will produco 273

pounds washing soap.

Soft Soaps. These differ from the

hard soup? iu having potash in place

ol soda a:t t heir alkaline base. They aro ell

more of less pasty or gelatinous; aud they

may be made either by the boiling or cold

process. Of the soft soaps used in perfumery,

that known a*, fig soap is the only one that is

l>ni|ed.
, , .. „

601.

Fig Soap. The fat stock isi chiefly

oil—generally olive oil—with tho addition of

a little tallow to give it tho granular appear-

ance called fig.

602. Shaving Cream. This is mado by
melting 20 puuud* of lard in a steam bath at

a temperature of 212°, aDd then letting 5

pounds of caustic potassa lyo of 30° Baum*
run in very slowly, during constant stirring with
a wooden paddle; when tho posto becomes

thick, 5 pounds more of lyo are added iu Uio

game manner. After several hour*' stirring

tho paste becomes firm, and is finished. It is

thou transferred to a mortar and triturated

until the soap becomes perfectly even through-
out, and assumes a pearly appearance. Attar

of almonds is tbo perfume for almond cream

;

and attar of rose for rose cream. They aro

dissolved in a littlo alcohol, and added during

tho trituration. Tho rose cream is colored at

tho Homo lime with tincture of alkonct.

603. Rypophogon Soap. This is a
mixture ol equal purls of nalo yellow rcsiu

soap and fig soft snap, perfumed with attars

of aniso and cilronello.

604. Essenco of Soap or Shaving
Cream. Toko J pound white soft soap (see

No. 000), 2 fluid drachms liquor of potassu;

1 pint rectified spirit, and pcrfuuio at will;

put thorn into a strong bottle of glass or tin,

cork it close, set it in warm water for a short

lime, aud occasionally agitato it briskly until

solution bo complete. After repose, pour off

the clean portion from llic dregs (ff any) into

clean bottles for use. ami at once closely cork

thorn. If tbo solution he not sufficiently

transparent, a littlo rectified spirit should bo

added to it before decantation. A littlo spirit

(fully proof) may bo added if it be desired to

render it thinner. If much essential oil tm

usod to pcrfuuio it. tho transparency of tho

p.-oducl will Ito lessened.

605. Soft Olivo Oil Soap: Modicinal
or Toilet Soft Soap is soap mado of olivo oil

and potash. It is yellowish-white, iuodonm*,
aud of tbo cousistenco of thick honey. It is

tho soft soop (sapo mollis) of tho British

Phannacoptwa.
000. White Soft Soap is loop mado of

lard and potash. Only used iu cosmetics and
os a toilot soap.

007. Fino 8having Cream. Tnko of

clarified lard, 7 pounds (avoirdupois); potash

percent, of caustic potash), 38 pound*

;

fiod spirits, 3 ounce* ; oil of bitter al-

monds, 2 drachuis. Melt tho lard in a porce-

lain vessel, by a salt-water bath; then mn in

tho lye, very slowly, agitating tho wliolo

timo; when about half tho lyo is iu, tho mix-

ture begins to curdle; it will, however, be-

come so firm that it cauunt l»o stirred. It

will ossumo a pearly appearauco by triturating

in a rnortur, and slowly adding tbo alcohol,

holding tho oil of almonds in solution. This

furnishes a splendid shaving crcain.

606. To Make Good Common Soft

Soap. For a barrel of soap tako 12 pounds

of potash to 14 pounds of grease. Dissolve

tho potash over night in 2 pailfuls of hot soft

water, in tho morning pour it hot nver tbo

grease, which must havo bccu previously

rendered down and put in the barrel, put

more water on tho potash that remains undis-

aolvcd
;
when hot, odd m before, and so on

until all tho potash is dissolved
;

fill up the

barrel more slowly with cold water, finishing

it the next day; stir it very frequently daring
the day and for several auccesstvc days. Al-

low it 'to rest for three months iu tbo cellar.

609.

Shaker Method of Making Soft
Soap. Place a shallow iron kettle, to hold

from 4 to G barrels, just out of the wash-room,
under cover of n shed. Extend 4 or 8 inch

pipe for steam to the middle of tbo bottom,

bending it to form of surface, and terminating

with open cud. Take another pipe to dis-

charge cold water over the top of tho kettle-

Use tho best quality of first sorts of potash,

in tho proportion of G pounds of potash to 7

pounds of grease, for a barrel of 40 gallons.

Break up the potash into small lumps, and
dissolve it in say 2 pails of hot water to 24
pounds. It dissolves rather slowly when tho

lolash is good. When dissolved, put the to-

ution into tho kettle, add the greaso ouito

warm, and stir tho mixture together. Allow
it to stand over night, if convenient. Ill tho

morning, apply a moderate jet of steam until

the mixture appears ropy, or rather soapy.

Shut off the steam aud open the cold water
valve, stirring tho mixture as tho water runs,

until the kettle is full, or the required quantity

obtained for the materials used.

610. To Mako Good Lyo. Uickory
ashes arc the best for making common wash-

ing soft soap (when it is not desirable to uso

the potash lyo), but thusa from sound beech,

maple, or almost any kind of hard wood, ex-

cept oak, will answer well. A common
barrel, 6ct noon nn inclined platform, makes
a very good leach, but one mado of boards set

iu a trough in V shape is to be preferred, for

tho strength of tho ashes is better obtained,

and it may bo taken to pieces when not in

u*o, and laid up. First, in tho bottom of tho

leach put u few stick*
;
over them spread a

piece of carpet or woolen cloth, which is

much hotter than straw
;
put on a few inches

of ashes, and from 4 toH quarts lima; fill

with ashes, moistened, and tamp down well—
tamp the firmest jn tho centre. It is difficult

to obtain llio full strength of ashes in u barrel

without removing them after a day’* leaching,

aud mixing them up and replacing. Tho top

should ho first thrown oil. and new ashes

added to make up the proper quantity. Ueo
bulling water for second leaching. This lyo

should be sufficiently strong to float n potato.

611. To Make Soft Soap. Tnko
about 4 gallon* Uio above lye, and hail up

thoroughly with 12 pounds of clear grouse,

then add tho lye as it is obtained, keeping a

slow fire, and r.tirriug often, until you huvo

a barrel of soap. After boiling tho greaso

and 4 gallons of lyo together, it may ho put

in a barrel and the rest of llio lyo added there,

which will form good soap if frequently

stirred, but tho heating pi-ncoss is tho best

when woollier aud timo will permit llio work
to bo done.

012. To Mako Soft Soap. Break up 8

pounds potash Into sima'.l lumps, anil put it

bto an iron pot with about 3 pallomi boiling

water; melt iu another iron pot 8 pound*

clarified fat; put 3 or 4 gallons hot water into

a clean barrel, mid add to it a lodlcfc l each of

tho lye aud the fat; stir thoroughly, and add

the lyo and tbo fat, a Dingle ladlofwcf each

at a time, until the whole i:i thoroughly

mixed
;
then Btir iu o ladlcful of hot water nt

a timo until the barrel is full, and stir till the

mixture becomes a creamy mas*
;
put it away

for 3 month* iu n moderately cool place aud

it will bo ready fir uso.

613. To Mako Turpentine Soap.

Cat up 3 pound* brown soap and melt it in 7

qaarti water, then put it in n stone pot and

a Id 9 tablo-spooufuts spirits of turpentine mid

$ of alcohol.

614. To Use Turpentiuo Soap. Make

vory hot aud* with some of tho soap (see /ast

receipt), and let the clothes remain in it halt

an hour. Thou wash them out and rinse a*

other clotliCJ aro done. It is particularly nice

fur blanket i aud quilt*, as it removes the dirt

and require i very little rubbing.

015. To Make Soft Soap Hard. Put

into a kettle 4 pailful* of soft soap, aud stir in

it, by degree*, about 1 quart of common salt.
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Boil until nil the water it separated from the
curd, remove the fire from the kettle, and
draw off the water with a syphon (n yard or
ho of indin rubber hose will answer). Then
pour the Knap into n wooden form in which
•nmliil kui boim placed. (See No. 540.) For
thit purpose, n wooden bos. sufficiently largo
mid tight, may be employed. When the soap
u firm, turn it out to dry. cut into bars with a
brats wiro and lot it haidcn. A little
powdered rosin will assist the soap to harden,
and give it a yellow color. I f the soft soap is

vory thin, more wilt must bu used.
610. Labor-saving Soap. Take 2

pounds Ml *oda, 2 pounds yellow liar soap,
ami 10 quart* water. Cut the soap in Him
Blieos, mill boil together2 hours; strain, and
it will ho fit for use. Put the clothes in sunk
the night before you wash, and to every pail
of water in which you boil them, add a pound
of soap. They will need no nibbing; merely
naso them out, and they will bo iierfcctly
clean and white.

017. To Estimate tho Quality of
Soap. Tho quality of soap may bo properly
ostiinutoil from tho amount or fatty acids
which any given specimen contains. The
following simple analysis may bo performed
by any one. and may bo relied upou ns giving
good results. Tbe soap to bo examined
should bn dissolved in water. If distilled
water cannot bo readily obtained, rain water
will answer well enough. When a perfect
Solution ill obtained, add hydrochloric acid.
AOor a little while tho fatty acids will he
found to be (separated from the sithor c<m-
iitilueuts of the simp. Those should bo col-
loot'll, and their rnlnlivo weight for any given

I

iian Lily ostimatod. Tho relative weight thus
>uml will bo u sufficiently Just indication of

tho qimlilv.

<118. To Tost Soap. Tho readiest way
to find wliolhor soap will injure tho delicate
•skin of women or childrou is to toil it with
the tungno. « nod soap, in which the can-lie
alkali Is neutralized by thorough comhiiiation
with tho fa*., will not bavo :s sharp ta-<tc.
Tho snap used in medicine, nail tlm tnumpur-
out soaps, are neutral and good. Many toilet
neaps, and oipecmlly the imitation marbled
castllo tsuap, ko abundant in the trade, contain
too much Iren alkali. They liavo not been
thoroughly boiled, and arc very sharp. It is

not advisable to sisc »ueh soaps upon delicate
skins, as they induce redness of appcarauco,
and give the akin n tendency to ronghon or
elmp. especially when exposed to tho wind.

610. To Pulverize Hard Soap. Hard
bar snap should ho scrupod or pluucsl into lino
shavings, diiml in the Mill, or by heat,
thoroughly, and then pounded or crashed.
After this, it should he placed in a bowl or
buttle, and n small camion bull should be used
to pulverize it; when thoroughly pulverised
it may bo sifted through a very line sis-rc.

620. To Analyzo Soap. Take a small
portion of the soup, place it in a uuilnblo
vessel (a beaker glass), add other to it, and
next acetic acid in a somewhat smaller quan-
tity. The liquid will separate, lifter a while,
into two distinct layers, I hu upper of which
contains in solution the fatty adds, while the
lower layer coutaios tho alkalies aud salts,
mid stub substances a; might happen to ho
insoluble in the two fluids just named. By
menus of a pipette, the fluids nro separated
from each other. The ethereal solution is
poured into a previously weighed beaker glass,
ami the other evaporated upon a water bath,
pud next again weighed with the fatty acids
it contains. Tho aqueous acetic acid is

evaporated to dryness, nml the quantity of
alkali determined uncording to well-known
methods. (See No. 086).
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621. Analysis of Soda and Potassa

Lyes. The following tables will show at n
glanec all the practical information necessary
fur analyzing or testing the strength of lyes,
either simple or caustic, as well m affording
thorough guidance in mixing or adjusting tho
strength of lyo for any specific puqmsc.
622. Lorm6's Tables. The following

tables arc used U. transform stronger lyes into
weaker of r. definite degree of strength, and
are by Ur. Kug*uc Lonnc.
The first columu ut the left of each tablo

shows the quantity and tbe degreo of tbo lyo
to Iw diluted.

Tho second indicates tbo quautity of water
to be added to the Ivc.

Thu third gives the aniouut of tho lyo ob-
tained by the admixture of both liquid::.

Tho fourth exhibits the degrees of Banmd's
areometer of the lyc.

623. Tablo showing the different
Areometric Degrees resulting from a
mixture of 10 gallons of soda lye, of36
degrees Baum6, with Quantities of water
varying from 10 to 90 gallons.

1 Number of

oAToiZC
<l«gre«a.

Number of

ol Wei r.

Number of

of obUlucd
Lye.

1
Decree* of
lleumoof

tho mixture.

10 10 20 23°
10 20 JO 17
10 JO 40 14
10 40 50 12
10 60 GO 10
10 CO 70 0
10 70 60 8
10* 60 00 7*
10 00 100 a

10 gallons of lyc, of 36 degrees Baum*,
weigh 112) lbs.

624. Table showing tho different Areo-
metric Degrees resulting from a mix-
ture of 10 pounds of soda lye, of 36 de-
grees Baum6, with Quantities of water
varying from 10 to 90 pounds.

Numborof Number of Number of Degree* of
B*uiue Of

pound*
Of Lye ofX

pound* of
"»ler to be

pouod*
of Ly*

dogrere. rir.i.lojrd.
|
obUiaed. too iimturc.

10 10 20 21°
10 so 30 14)
10 30 40 11)
10 40 50 10
10 50 GO 9
10 GO 70 8
10 70 80 6)
10 60 90 if
10 90 100 5~*rt,

8.8 gallons of lyo, of 30 degrees Baum*,
weigh 100 pounds.

626. Tabloshowing the different Areo-
motric Degrees resulting from a mix-
ture of 10 gallons of soda lye, of 30 de-
grees Baum*, with quantities of water
varying from 10 to 90 gallons.

Numborof
gallons

of Lyo of 30

Numborof
edloci of
W*b*r to be
employed.

Number of
gallon,
of Lto

obtWned.

Hcgw# of
lUumC'cf
bo iniilure.

10 10 20 19°

10 20 30 —*14
10 30 40 11

10 40 50 9

10 50 GO 8
10 CO 70 7
10 70 80 G
10 60 90 5
10 90 100 4)

1° gallons efroda lyc, ofM degrees, weigh
104 p;»undo

;
,o gal I mis «:f till.-; lyc and 25 gitl-i

Ions of water give UK) gallons of lyo of 25
dogrees Baum*. There nro 23) pounds mi
causUc fiudn wanted fur making 10 gallons of,
lyo cf .10 degrees Buumc.

3. Tabloshowing tho different Areo-
1C -Degrees resulting from a mix-

626.

. “-o-wv nyjui u mix-
ture or 10 pounds of soda lye, of 30 de-
grees Baum*, with quantities of water
varying from 10 to 90 pounds.

Number of
pound*

of Lyo of 30
degree*

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Number of
pound* of

IV.ter to lio

employed.

10

20
30
40
CO
CO
70
60

90

Number of
pound*
of f.yo

obtained.
—“ » — — —

20
30
40

50

GO
70
bO
00
100

Degree* of
floumo of

(

llio mixture.

170

12

9)

3
9)
5or5)
4*

4

of
.

ly,v ,,r:J0 ,loSroM Damn*,
jtroigh 100 |H»unds.

627. Gerlach's Table, showing the
percentage of Carbonate of Soda con-
tained in its Solutions.

Ter cent.
Kr>ccl6c

Weight. Ter cent.
Rpedflo
Weight.

1 1.00914 27 1.96787
2 1.01829 '28 1.27893
3 1.02743 29 1.28999
4 1.03668 30 1.30105
5 1 .01572 31 1.31261
G 1.05513 32 1.32417
7 1.06464 33 1.33573
8 1.07390 34 1.34729
9 1.08337 35 1.35885
10 1 .09278 3G 1.37082
11 1.10258 37 1.38279
12 1.11238 38 1.39470
13 1 . 12219 39 1.40673
14 1.13199 40 1.41870
15 1.14179 41 1.43104
1G 1.15200 42 1.44338
17 1.10222 43 1.45573
18 1.17243 44 1.40807
19 1 . 18265 45 1.48041
20 1.19286 46 1.49314
21 1 .20314 47 1.50588
22 1.21402 48 1.51861
23 1.22459 49 1.53135
2-1 1 .23517 50 1.54408
25 1 .24575 51 1.55728
86 1 .25081 52 1.57048 .

628. SchifFs Table, showing the
percentage of Crystallized and Anhy-
drous Soda in Solutions of Carbonato of
Soda.

Specific Weight
I’er cent of
Crystallized

Soda.

Ter cent of
Anhydrous
Hod a.

1.0038 1 0.370
1 .0076 « 0.741
1 .0114 3 1.112
1.0153 4 1-482
1.0192 5 1-853
1.0231 6 2.223
1.0270 7 2.594
1.0309 8 2.965
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1 .0348 9 3.335
1 .0388 10 3.706
1.0128 11 4.076
1.0468 12 4.447
1 .0508 13 4.817
1 .0548 14 5.188
1.0588 15 5.508
1 .0028 16 5-929
1 .()0ti8 17 6-299
1-0708 18 G.G70
1.0748 19 7.041
1.0789 20 7.412
1 .0830 21 7.7fc2
1.0871 22 8.153
1.0912 23 8.523
1.0953 24 8.894
1 .0994 25 9.864
1.1035 20 9.635
1.107(1 27 10.005
1.1 117 28 10.376
1.1158 29 10.746
1.1200 30 11.118
1 1242 31 11-488
1.1284 32 11.860
1.1 320 33 12.230
1.1368 34 12.GOO

ScliifFa Table (Continued)

Bpociflo Weight.
Per cent, of
CrvsUlUud

Hoa».

Per coat, ot
AnbyUroua

Seda.

1.1410 35 12.971

1.1452 36 13.341

1 . 1494 37 13.712

1 . 1530 39 14.082

1.1578 39 14.453

1 . 1020 40 14.824

1.1662 41 15.195

1 . 1704 42 15.500

1 . 1740 43 15.930

1.1788 41 10.307

1 . 1830 45 10.077

1.1873 46 17. Old

1.1910 47 17.418

1 . 1950 48 17.789

1 .2002 49 19.159

1.2015 50 18.530

029. Tablo showing tho percentage

of Anhydrous Potaaau in Caustic Po-

taasa Lyo.

HlMCiUO l’ot limit In Up-.ltio PoUm* la 1

Gravity. ion. Gravity. 1 100 .

1.3300
|

28 290 1137 14 145

1.3131 27 .158 .1308 13 013

1 .2903 20 027 1 182 II 882
1 .2805 21 895 .1059 10 75
1 .2018 23 704 .0938 9 019

1 .2193 22 .032 .0319 8 487

1.2312 21 .500 .0703 7 355
1 .2338 20 .935 .0589 0 224

1.2122 19 .803 .0478 5 002

1 . 1979 18 G71 .0369 3 931

1.1933 17 .540 2 829

1.1702 16 .103 .0153 1 097

1.1503 15 .277 .0050 0 5058

030. Tablo showing the percentage
of Caustic Soda in Soda Lye.

BpaciQc
Gravity.

Por coot.
(

specific

Grxv.tr.
I’er cent.

i .1235 :w> .220 1 2392 15..110

i .4193 29 .610 1 228 14 .503

i .4101 29 Oil 1 .2173 13 .901

i 4011 23 407 1 .2058 13 .297

i .3923 27 .602 1 .1949 12 G92

i .3325 27 .200 1 .1611 12 .033

i .3751 20 .594 1 .1734 11 .48-1

i .3333 25 .939 1 .1030 10 .679

i .3583 25 .385 1 .1528 10 .275

i .3503 24 .760 1 .1428 9 .070

i .3120 21 .170 1 .1330 9 .OGG

.3349 23 572 1233 8 ,102

.3273 22 9G7 1137 7 .857

.3198 22 303 1042 7 253

.3143 21 881 0948 C GtS

.3125 21 891 0355 0 094
3053 21 154 07f4 5 540
.2932 20 550 0075 4 835
.2912 19 945 0587 4 231
.2313 19 341 0500 3 G2G
.2775 18 73

0

0414 3 022
.2703 18 132 0330 2 418
.2042 17 528 0240 1 813
.2573 10 .923 .0163 1 209
.2515 16 .319 .0031 G01
.2453 15 .814 .0040 302

Tmitation Liquors. The H-
JL quont generally met with for salo and
consumption arc, it is well known, rarely

gcuuino
;
and oven if (*600100. nro often mlul-

tcrated with water and various deleterious

compmmds. Tho imitations of liquor inno-

ccntly imbibed by tbo unsuspecting na wholc-
somo stimulant*, contain, too fronently, combi-
nations that nro most hurtful, it not actually

poisonous. Receipts aro hero given for ma-
king imitation liquors, which are at least

os wholesome as geuuiuo spirits, and coutain

no ingradient that can hurt tho system more
than alcohol itself does. They aro tbo re-

ceipts furnished by rv practical French chemist,
who has inodo this business a specialty for

somo thirty years.

004. Pruno Flavoring for Liquors.
Uiudi 25 pounds prunes, inftisc for 15 days
with 0 gallon r proof spirit, stirring it every

day
;

pres', and filter.

005. Raisin Flavoring for Liquors.
Subject 25 pound* mashed raisins In tho mine
process ns ‘ho prunes in the last receipt.

060. St. John’s Bread Flavoring for

Liquors. Cut CO pounds St. John’s bread

into small piece*. Infuse for 15 days with 12

gallons proof spirit*, stirring every day;
filter.

607. Orongo Peel Flavoring for Li-
quors. Sleep 1 pound orango pool in 1 gal-

lon 05 per cont. alcohol for 15 days; filter.

608. Vanilla Flavoring for Liquors.
Slieo 1 drachm vanilla in small pieces; infuse

for 20 days in 1 pint 95 per cent alcohol

;

filter.

000. Orris Root Flavoring for Li-

J

iuors. Ii»fu«o 2 ounces powdered orris root

nr 20 days in I quart 95 tier cent, alcohol, and
filter.

070. Sassafras Flavoring for Liquors.
Granulate j pound eatsafras bark, and infuse

it in i gallou 95 per cent, alcohol for 20 days;
filter.

671.

Hickory Nut Flavoring for Li-

quors. Crush 1 bushel hickory nut*, and in-

lusc for 1 mouth in 12 gallons 95 per cent,

alcohol; strain and filter.

672.

Flavoring Compound for Bran-
dy. Mash 25 pounds lairiuf, 13 pounds

prunes, G pounds figs, ami 1 pincspplo sliced

;

infuse for 15 days in 20 gallou* proof tpiriU-,

stirring every day. ami then filter.

673.

Coffee Flavoring for Liquors.
Infuse 1 pound ground roasted coffco iu I gal-

lon 95 per cent, alcohol. This is used in com-
binatinii with other flavors for lirandr .

674.

Peach Flavoring for Whiskey.
Steep for 1 month, 10 gallons dried pearlies,

10 gallons oak raw-dust, and 5 pounds blacK

tea in <0 gallons proof spirits; strain nud

filter.

675.

How to Prepare Essence of

Cognac. Take 1 ounce oil cognac—tho green

oil is the best; put itin \ gallou 95 per cent,

spirit#. Cork it up tight, «hako it frequently

for nlxmt 3 days; then add 2 ounces strong
ammonia. Let it stand 3 days longer; then
place in a stone jar that will contain about 3

gallons, 1 pound fuso black ten, 2 pounds

Cues, having first numbed tho prunes ami
ken the kernels. Pour on them 1 gallon

spirit* 20 above proof. Cover it close, and let

it stand 8 days. Filter tho liquor, and mix
with that containing tho oil nnd ammonia.
Bottle it for urc. This makes tho best flavor-

lug known for manufacturing brandies, or for
adding to such cordials, syrups, Ac., as re-

quire a line brandy flavor. (.1lonzcrt.)

676.

To Imitato Brandy with Es-
sence of Cognac. Take 1 pint csnenco of
cognac (see No. G75), 15 gallons pure rpirits

(very fine) 20 per cent, nliqvo proof, \ pint

plain white syrup. Color with caramel.

677.

Simple Test for Alcohol in Oil

of Cognac. Take n half nuiico phial or test

tubo, and fill it exactly half full ol oil of cog-

nac; then fill up tho remaining apaca with
water, nnd shako it well. Tho alcohol, if

there he any present, having a much greater

nftinitv for water than for tho oil, will Icovo
tho oil and combine with tho water; denot-
ing, by tbo decrease ill tbo bulk of tho oil. or

tho increase in that of tho water, tho quantity
of alcohol present. Other tests for essential
oils will bo found under its heading. (Sto
hultt.)

678.

Highly Flavored Domestic
Brandy. To 40 gallons French proof (pints,

add 2 quarts raisin flavoring (see No. 060), 2
quarts prune flavoring (see No. (104), 2 quarts
St. John’s bread flavoring (tee No. COOL 1

gallon best iliorry wine. 2 drachms oil of
cognac nnd 20 drops oil of hitter nlmnndiy
both dissolved in a little 95 percent, alcohol;

1 gallou Jamaica rum (or j ounce Jamaica
rum essence), nnd 2 pints wine vinegar. Ten
gallons of this mixture, utixqd with 30 gallons

French spirit*, muko an excellent domostio
brandy, and 1 pound of glycerine given it ago.

670. Imitation Cognac Brandy. To
3G gallons French proof tpiritr, add 4 gallons
I’cllovoisin nr Karaite cognac, 4 gallon best
sherry or Madeira wine, nnd 20 drops oil of
cognac, dissolved In a Httlo 95 per cont. nloo-
hol. Then pour 2 quart* boiling water over 2

eunces black tea; whon cold, filter through

flannel, and add a Jittlo maraschino; mix this

with tbo other ingredients, and color the whole

to suit, with caramel. (*Sce No. ti91.)

Another excellent formula is us follows:

Dissolve 20 drop* oil or cognac ami 15 drops

oil of bitter almonds in a little 95 per CUllL.

ale dud; add it to 40 gallons GO per cont.

French spirit, with 2 pints tincture of raisin,

2 piati tincture of prunes, 3 pints host Jamai-
ca rum. 3 piuls best sherry wine, and j ounce
acnlio other. Color with caramel.

080. Imitation Brandy. Take 40 gal-

lon! French spirit; odd to it 1 pint tincture of

raisin* (see No. Gd.'»), 1 quart prune flavoring

(rce No. Gil), 4 gallon best sherry or Madeira

wiuo, and 1 piut wino vinegar. Then add 1

drachm oil of cognac, 12 drops oil of bitter

almond#, i to J drachm tannin powder, each

dissolved separately in 95 per cont. alcohol.

Color to suit with caramel. (See No. 094.)

031. Imitation French Brandy. To
40 gallons French proof spirit, add L quart

tiacturo of orris root (see No. 069), 1
piut

vnuilla flavoring (see No. 068), 4 gallon host

sliorry or Madoira wiuo, and 1 pint wine vin-

egar. Dissolvo separately, I drachm oil of

cognac aud 12 drops oil of hitler almonds,

each in a littlo 93 per cent, alcohol, aud add

them to tho mixture, coloring tho whole to

suit with caramel. (See No. 691.)

682. Imitation Pale Brandy. Infuse

1 drachm star-aniao (breaking the star only)

for 8 hour# in 4 pint 95 per cent, alcohol, nnd
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filler; add thU to 40 gallons proof spirits:
thou add 4 gallon boit Jamaica rum, aud |

pint of tho hast raspberry syrup. Dissolve I

draohrn oil of coguac, and 12 drops oil of bit-
tor almonds, separately, in a little 95 per cent,
alcohol, and mix thorn with tho wholo.
633. Imitation Bourbon Whiskey.

Mix together 40 gallon? proof spirits, 4 &UI«ni
pjacli flavoring (see No. 674). 4 gallon hicko-
rJ nut flavoring (see No. 071). 4 gallon highly
flavored brandy (see No, C7ri), I pint wine
vinegar, and 1 pint white glycerine. Add to
these Id drops oil of cognac dissolved in 95
pur coni, alcohol, ami color with caramel.
(See No. 09 1.)

Or: 3G gallons proof Riiirits, 4 gallon* high-
ly flavored proof ryo whiskey,

1 gallon do-
moslio hraudy (.see No. 080), together with the
name proportions of vinegar, glycerine, and
oil of oogimo, us before.
681. Imitation Bourbon Whiskey

To :i!> gallons proof spirits, add 4 gallons
highly flavored proof Bourbon, I gallon New
England rum, 4 gallon swoot Cutawha wiuo
(or I quart sherry wine), and I pound whito

So^oT)’
C° °r t0 “Uit wilh Cftr4*n" 1 - (See

Imitation Bourbon Whiskey.
30 K‘‘ll‘>ns proof spirit, 4 gallons highly (fa-
vored proof Bourbon, 1 gallon malt whiskey.
I pint wino vinegar, 1 pint syrup, and Id
drops oil of cognac dissolved in 95 per cout.
alcohol. Color with caramel, (tec No. 091.)
680. Imitation Bourbon Whiskey.

To 40 gallons proof spirit, mid 1 gallon hick-
ory flavor (see No. 071), I gallon domestic
brandy («•<» No. 6:10),

1 pint wino viuognr,
and I pound whito glycerine, with 12 drop;
oil or cognac dissolved in 95 percent, alcohol,
aud caramel (seo No. 094) eutfloiont to color.

087. Imitation Copper - Distilled
Bourbon Whiskey. Di.»oivo I drachm
Miliiliulo of copper in 4 pint water, filter, and
add it to 40 gallons proof spirit, with l gal-
lon uoneli flavor (see No. 674), I gallon
brutiily llavor (*vo No. 678), I pint wino vine-
gar, 1 pound white glycerine, and 18 drops
oil of cognac dissolved in 95 par cent. alcubuL
Color with cnramol. (See 091.

)

688. Imitation Rvo Whiskey. To 40
gallons proof s[iirit, adit 2 gallons poach fla-

voring (See No. 674 ), I pint white vinegar,
and 18 drops oil of cognac in 95 per cent,
alcohol. Color wilh caramel. (*c No. G94.)
680. Imitation SweetRye Whiskey.

HO gallons proof soiril, 10 gallons proof ryo
whiskey, and I gallon raisin flavor (see No.
005), colored with Hufticicul cnramol. (te*
No. 091).

600. Imitation Irish Whiskoy. 8$
gallons French spirits 20 above proof, 4 gal-
lons Scotcli (Itamsny) whiskey, :f pints besj
sherry wiuo, 2 pints syrup, and 10 drops iu.
safrns flavor. (See No. 070.)

691. Imitation Scotch Whiskey. 36
gallons French spirits 80 above proof. 4 gal-
lons Scotch whiskey, and I quart syrup.
692. To Impart a Smoky flavor to

Whiskey. The simiilusl way to impart this

peculiar flavor to whiskey it by preparing tho
barrel. Insert securely a largo sheet-iron
funnel into the bmig-hole of n dry 40-gallon
barrel

;
provide a small open furnace, contain-

ing n charcoal lire; put 1 pound of birch bark
on the fire, and support the barrel, with its

funnel downwards, over tho fumaco. so that
fhu funnel, which should ho considerably wider
than tho furnace, will receive tho smoko from
tho bark. When tho bark ceases smoking,
remove tho funnel and bung tho barrel up
tight. Alter it has stood 24 hours, put tho
spirit in the barrel, and keep it there for 36
hours, frequently rolling tho barrel, in order
that the spirits limy bo thoroughly impreg-

nated with tho smoke and smoky deposit on
tho inside of the barrel. Tho spirits will then
be found to have acquired the desired flavor.
Creosote, diluted with alcohol, is sometimes
used to impart the smoky flavor to spirits.

093. To Give the Appearance ofAgo
to Brandy Barrels. Dissolve iu 3 gallons
water, 3 pounds sulphuric acid and 1 pound
sulphate of iron. Wash the barrels with it
on tho outside.

094. To Mako Caramel. Dissolve 7
pounds crushed sugar in 1 pint water; boil it

in a G gallon copper kettle, ainiug occasion-
ally until it gets brown

; then reduco tho firo
and let the sugar bum until tho smoko makes
tho eyes water. Wheu n few drops. lot fall
into a tumbler of cold water, sink to tho bottom
and harden sufficiently to crack, it is done.
Then pour on it, by degrees, about 2 quarts
warm water, stirring all the time. Wheu well
mixed, filter it lint through a coarse flannel
filter. Sotno uso lime-water to dissolve tho
burnt sugar. Care must be taken not to ovor-
burn it, aa ft greater qt.aulily is thereby ren-
dered insoluble. Tho heat should not exceed
430°, nor bo uuder 4003 Pahr. Tho process for
nico experiments is t*cst conducted in a bath
of molted tin. to which ft littlo bismuth hai
boon added, to roduco its melting point U
about 435°; a littlo powdered resin or char-

coal, or ft littlo oil. being pul upon the surface
of tho nieul, to prevent oxidation.

695. To Plaster Brandy Pipes. Fir*i
notch over tho bottom of the casks with n
hatchet or adxc; then, for the bottom of a 4

pipo mix J gallon planter with I gallon water,

•ud pour it on
;
while the plaster is selling,

tap tho cask gently with n mallei, iu order
that tho plaster may penetrate into every
crevice. When tho pladcr ii fully set, wadi
it over with a wot sponge. If you wish to

color tho plaster, add a little Venice ml.
690. Wax Putty for Leaky Casks,

Bungs, Ac. Melt 8 pounds yellow wax and
12 pounds solid lurpcutiue over 11 alow lire;

add 4 pounds tallow; utul, when thoroughly
mixed, remnvo tho whole to u di.-tanco from
the firo and stir in 2 pounds spirits of turpen-

tine. and let it cool.

697. Imitation Schiedam Gin. Dis-

solve 3| drachms oil of juni|>vr in sufficient

95 per cent, alcohol to mako a clear liiiuhl;

add it D 49 gallons French spirits 10 above
proof, with 8 ounces orange peel flavoring

(see No. 667), I quart syrup, mid 30 drops oil

of sweet fennel.

698. Imitation Old Tom London Gin.
Dissolve in I quart 95 |*er ccul. alcohol, 1

drachm oil of coriander, 1 draclim oil of cedar,

4 ilrncbm oil of hitter almond*.
} drachm oil

of Angelica, and
}
drachm oil of kweel fennel

;

add it to 40 gallons French cpirit 10 above
proof, with I pint orange-flower water, I quart
i-yrup, and I drachm oil ol juniper dissulrod in

fufli ient 95 per cent, nleobol to !* clear.

699. Imitation Santa Cruz Rum. 35
gallons New England rum, f* gallons Santa
Cruz rum. and I ilracbm vanilla flavoring.

(tec No. 668.)

700. Imitation Batavia Arrack. 35
gallons French spirit (rieo spirit is preferable),

5 gallons Batavia arrack, » ounce balsam of
toln, nud 4 ounce tincture of flowers of ben-
coin.

701. Imitation Batavia Arrack. To
12 gallons pale nun add 2 ounces flowers of
l>cnz.>in. 14 ounces Ud.-am of tolu, 1 sliced

E
’noapple. Digest with occasional agitation
r a mouth; then add 1 pint raw milk.

Agitato well for 15 minnuts, and rack in a
week. A fine imitation.

702.

Imitation Jamaica Rum. 20
gallons spirit 10 above proof. 20 gallons New
England rum 10 above proof, 4 pound Ja-

maica rum essence, I gallon St. John's bread
flavoring (see No. 6;»G), and 1 pound white
glycerine. Cider t > suit with caramel, (tec
Ao. 691.) Or:—10 gallons spirit 10 above
proof, 1 pound Jamaica mm essence, 10 drops
oil of cloves, 1 gallon Si. John's brand flavor-
ing (sec No. 656), aud 1 pound white glycerine.
If desired, there may be added I ounce gum
kino and * drachm oil of caraway, each dig.
eolved iu •-» ounces 95 par cent, alcohol.
703. To Maka Spirit Finings. Pul-

verize 1 pound ordinary crystals of alum,
divide into 12 equal portion*, aud put up in
bluo papers marked No 1. Next take G ounce,
carbonate (tho ordinary sesquioarbnunte) of
Boda, divide it into 12 pari* nml put them Up
in whito papers marked No. 2. In place uf
tho 6 ounces carbonate of undo, 4 ounces dry
Ball cf tartar may bo substituted, but the
white papers containing this latter substance
must be kept in a dry, well corked botllo or
jar.

704. To Clarify Gin or Cordials. To
clarify from 39 to ;ki gallons gin, dissolve tho
contents of one of the blue paper*, as prepared
in No 703, in ubmit n pint of hot water, and
stir it into tho liquor thoroughly. Then din-
snlv.t the contents of one of tho white, papers
m about

4 pint hot water, mid stir well mlo
tho liquor; bung the cask close, aud let tho
whole remain dll the next day.
705. To Blanch Gin or other Whito

Liquor. My u-iug double llm quantity of
finmgs, that is, 2 of each of tho powtlutK, as
hud down iu llm foregoing receipt, tho liquor
V«ll l*«« blanched u* well as clarified. 1 1 is
well to recollect, however, Hint tho more lin-
ing* are employed, the greater tho risk of in-
jumig the liquor, which may have a tendency
to become flat wheu "on draught."
700. Finings for Gin. To l(X) gallon,

gm. lake 4 ounces ruche alum, mid put It into
I pint of pure water; Imil It until it l.i din-
i
,olvcd, then gradually add 4 ounces (alts of
tartar; when nearly cold put. it into tho gin,
nml stir it well with a stall

1

for 10 minute.
The liquor must Hot ho covered until it hi
fine; when this is accomplished, cover It up
light t.. prevent it from losing its strength.

707.

To Remove the Blackness from
Gm. Rome gin has a particular blackness:
to remove which, take I ounce pulverized
chalk and 2 oi 3 ounces isinglass, dissolved;
pul this into the gin and it will become irons-

5
trout. The above is enough for CO gallons.
io blackness w hich gill sometimes contractu

by coming in ermtact wilh iron, may also bo
carried down by putting a solution of 8 ounces
isinglass and 1 quail dimmed milk into llm
spin!. When tho Color is very black, which
will happen by merely an iron nail having
fallen into the liquor, there i* no remedy hut
to have thn li«|imr dist illed over again.

708.

To Clarify Stained Gin. When
gm has once become much stained, tho only
remedy is to re distill it; when it is only
slightly stained llio addition of u few pounds
acetic acid to a pipe or bull, I or 2 spoonfuls
to a gallon, or n few drops to a decantorful,
will usuftllv decolor it.

709.

Brandy Filter. When necessary
to filter an imitation brandy, i>n excellent
utensil may lie used for (hat purpose which
has already been described. (See No. 17, fig.
5.) If will, however, be necessary lOHUbtiti-
luto cotton wadding i:i place of the charcoal.
710. To Make Rum Punch. Dissolvo

in 1 pint 95 per cent, ah ohol, 3 drachm:* oil of
lemon, and J drachm oil id" cloves

;
infuso 3

ounces ground allspice for 10 days in I quart
95 per cent, alcohol, mid filter it. Mix theso
with lrt gallons spirit 80 nbnvc proof, 2 gal-
lons Jamaica mm, nnd I pound Jamaica mm
essence (or 80 gallons New England ruin 30
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over proof ami 1 pound Jamaica rum essence).

Next add 24 pounds tartaric acid dissolved in

24 gallons water, and 18 gallons syrup mado
of 108 pounds white sugar. Color with cara-

mel. (See No. 694.)

711. To Make Wine Punch. Dis-

solve 24 drachms oil of lemons and 4 drachm
oil of cloves in 95 per cent, alcohol; make an
infusion of 3 ounces ground allspice, as in last

receipt; add theso to 10 gallons proof spirit,

10 gallons Marsala or Catalonia wine, 10 gal-

lon) syrup mado of 35 pounds white sugar,

an.
I 4 pound tartaric acid. I f not rod enough,

add a litt'.o cherry juice. Filter.

712. To Milto Wins Punch. To 10

gallon proof spirit, old 10 gallon* Marsala

or Catalonia wmc. Tako U> gallon* syrup

mado of 35 pounds sugar
;
peel thu rind, thinly,

of 140 lotnons; bring the syrup to a boil, ami
simmer tho lomon rind* in it for 4 hour or

innro, then strain it through a lino fla.ino!.

Mixall tho nbovo with tho juice of tho louums.

Instead of bailing the lemon peel in tho syrup,

it may bo infused for 5 or 0 day* in 95 per

cent, alcohol. Tho color can bo deepened
with cherry juice. Brandy, rum, whiskey aud
arraok punch may bo mado ai above, substi-

tuting tho liquor for tho wiuo and spirits.

hampagne. Tho process of ma-
Viking Amuricaa and imitation French
ohampaguo i.i ono requiring great cure, caiu-

Cially In producing a not only clear, but

bright wino. Full directions nro given below

for making tho neemwarv syrun, mixing the

Ingrodionti, lining, filtering and earring; in-

eluding a number of receipt* for different

kinds of ohampaguo. A careful attention to

the Instruction* laid down will prodneo winei

which will compare favorably with tbo best

I’jmdno importations.

714. To Make ft Filter for Filtering-

Wines. A filler lor wino* it u.uully m ule

of fill, shaped like n conn or sugar loaf; those

without any seam are tho best. A lining «»r

paper pulp it prepared in tho following man
nor: Tear from 2 to 4 shoots filtering paper

Into small piece* mid put it into a pail
;
pour

over it n littlo boiling water, sufficient, by

thorough beating, to form a fine smooth

pinto; ' then aid sufficient water to fill the

liltor. Four this quickly into tlm filter, and,

f> iniiiuto* after tho water ha* drained through,

fill up with tho wino to bo filtered, taking

caro to koop tlm filter always full.

715. To Miko Syrup for Champa^no
WiQ3. To 25 pound* white sugar, add 2
gallon « water and the white* of 4 egg.*; stir

until tho sugar i* dissolved. Dot tho whole

simmer to tho candy degree; then strain it

through a bag mado of line flannel.

710. To Prepare Isinglass for Fin-
ing Wines. Out up some ixmglnw (it must
be <»f tho very best quality), anil put it in a jar,

with ju*t ouougb wino or water to cover it;

add daily a* much of tho wino or water as ha*

been absorbed by tho isinglass. In G_or 8
day* it should bo* completely dissolved, form-

ing a thick fluid inass. Squeeze it through o

linen cloth and put it into a bottle, adding 4

nr f> per cent, of 95 per cent, alcohol to make
it keep. For 40 gallon* wino to bo fined,

taka 1 wine-glassful of dissolved isinglass, add

a littlo wino and a pinch of salt, and boat to a
froth with a whisk, adding by degrees suffi-

cient wino to mako the mixture up to \ gal-

lon. When fiamiug, pour it slowly into the

wiuo, stirring till all the fining is incorporated

with tho wine. Isingln** thus prepared and
used will precipitate completely ; aud, after a

fow day*, the wino will bo bright. Too much
caro cannot bo taken in the preparation of

808

fining, as even tfaa finest isinglass contains

fibrous matter which dissolves with difficulty

;

this is very apt to remain suspended in tho
wiuo, and i* not visible until developed, after

bottling, by tho pas with which the wine is

afterwards charged.

717. To Preparo Champagno Wino
for Charging. Put the wino used to mako
tho champagno into a cask, add tho brandy
spirit, tho aroma or flavoring, u:id tho syrup,

and stir for 10 minutes. Every day for 4 day*
draw ofT 15 or 20 gallons of the mixture and
pour it in again ; let it rest -1 days more, then
odd the fining, stir fur 10 minute*, ami bung
up tho cask. In 3 or 4 day*, if bright, draw
off slowly, ro as not to disturb tho Iocs.

Filter (see A’o. 714), and it is ready for tho

fouutaiu of the gassing apparatus.

718. To Charge Champagne with
Gas. Matthews’ apparatus is tbo ono usually
adopted in tho United Stale* fur generating

tho gas nud charging champagno wine. Tbo
fountains, tubes, and valve* are Hirer-lined,

and the machines are adapted for pint and

X
art 1Kittles. Tho following is a proper

urgnfor a No. Sapporaln* with 2 fountains;

Charge lire generator with 9 gallons water, G
gallon* ground marblo, nn.l 3 g.dlnii« sulphuric

add ; put 2 gallons water iu tho ga* washer,

and 20 gallon* wiuo in each of tho fountains.

For a warm climate, n pressure of 70 paundi

to tho square inch is sufficient. When tbo

wino is mado iu winter for immodiato Kile,

tho pressure may bo increased to HO pounds.

Genuine champagno bus an averago procure
of 50 pounds.

719.

Catawba Champagno. Tako 40

gallon* Catawba wine; 4
gallon old oognao

brandy; and 4 gallon* syrup 1110J0 of 30
pounds sugar and 2 gjllou* water according

to No. 715;—or, :W gallons Catawba wino
;
2

gallons Angelica wino, aud 4 gallon* syrup a*
above. A very little tincture vanilla added
to either of there make* a fine Ireuquet.

720.

California Champagno. 40 gal-

lons California wine; I quart raspberry syrup
(ate .Vo. 1272); 4 gallon* syrup mado of 25
pound* sugar aud 2 gallons water (see No.

715); and 4 gallons water. Or: 20 gallon*

California wine; 20 gallons Kantnmo or whilo
Bordeaux wino ; 4 gallon old cognac brandy

;

with 4 gallons syrup os before. Add to theso

10 per cent, of water.

721.

Scuppcrnong Champagne. 40
gallon* Scuppenmtig wino;

4
gallon old cog-

nac brandy
;
and 3 gallon* syrup mado of 20

pound* sugar (see No. 715) and 2 gallons

water.

722.

Imitation French Champagne.
40 gallon* while Bordeaux wine; I gallon

muscat wino; 4 gallon okl cognac brandy;

and 4 gallons syrup mode of 25 pound* sugar

and 2 gallons water. (See No. 715). In this

receipt a little tincture of vanilla, or a small

bottlo of bouquet venalkinc, may l»o used in-

stead of the muscat wmc. They may bo
omitted altogether if aroma is nut desired.

723.

Cheap Champagne. 13 gallons

California wine ; 13 gallons white Bordeaux
wino; 13 gallon ‘ water ; 1 gallon 05 percent.

French spirit ; I quart raspberry syrup (see

Nn. 1372); and 4 gallons syrup mado of 25
pounds sugar and 2 gallons* water. (See No.
715.) Or : 90 gallons Catawba wino; 20 gal-

lons water; 2 gallons Angelica wine
; 2 gallons

95 per cent. French spirit, and 4 gallons

syrup 03 before.

724.

Cheap Champagne. 20 gallons

white Bordeaux wine; 20 gallon* German or

Hungarian wine; 20 gallon* water; 2 gallons

95 per cent. French spirit; aud G gallons

syrup made of 35 pounds sugar and 3 gallons

water. (See No. 715.)

725.

The Use of Glycerine in Wine.

Glycerine differs from sugar iu not fermenting
or taking any active part in tho process of

fermentation. It can, therefore, bo mado use
of alter fermentation, to impart any required
degree of sweotness to wine, without tho risk

of further fomiontation, as is tho case with
sugar when used for this purpose; it i* Raid
that it con bo added with perfect safoty to

even a young or now wino, as soon ns it has
bocomo clear. 1 1 is absolutely necessary that

the glycerine should bo chemically pure; care

is consequently to bo taken in purchasing it,

as there aro few article* in tho market which
are liable to con tain so many impurities. (See

No. 1151.) Tho proportion of glycerine

should bo from 1 to 3 gallons for 100 gallons
of wine, according to tun quality of tho latter.

If tho wiuo is 'perfectly clear before adding
tho glyccrino it will bo ready for bottling at

once. It is host to mix tbo glyccrino first

with an equal quantity of tbo wiuo, and then
add tho mixturo to tho remainder of tlm

wine.
720. Electricity ns an Agent for im-

proving Whiskey and Wines. From ex-

E
rinieats inndo on a largo scale, it has boon
md that electricity in any form, either as n

regular current or a succession of discharges,

renders wino or whiskey mellow and mature.
It is supposed that tho hiUtrtrnto of notossu Is

decomposed, setting freo potash and tartaric

arid : tho former tending to neutralize the

acids of the wino
; and tho tartario acid, react-

ing upon the fatty mat tors present, favor* tho
formation of tho ethers which constitute the
bouquet of tho wine. It is probablo, also,

that a small quantity of tho water is decom-
posed, sotting freo oxygon, which forma, with
somo of tho constituents of tho wino, new
compounds peculiar to old winoa. (Sec No.
6295.)

Home-Made Wines. The
various processes In domoxtio wine-

making resemble those employed for foreign

wine, and depend upon tho same principle*.

The fruit should bo preferably gathered in fine

weather, and not till it ha* arrived at n proper
Halo of maturity, ns evinced by lie flavor
when tailed; for if it bo employed while un-

ripe, tbo wmo will bo harsh, disagreeable,

and unwholesome. and n larger quantity of

sugar and spirit will bo required to render it

palatable. The common prnclico of employ-
ing unripo goosoborric* for tbo manufacture of
wino nrtsoH from n total ignnranco of the

scientific principles of wine making. On the
other band, if fruit bo employed too ripe, tho
wino is apt to bn inferior, and deficient in the

flavor of tho fruit. Tho fruit being gathered,
it next undergoes tho operation of nicking,

for the purposo of removing tho stalks and

unripo or damaged portion. 1 1 is next placed

in a tub, auu well bruised. Haisins uro

commonly permitted to sciak about 24 Lours

previously to bruising them, or they limy bo
advantageously bruised or minced in tbo dry

state. The bruised fruit is then put into a

vat or vessel with n guard or strainer placed

over the tap-hole, to keep back tho busks and
needs of the fruit when tho must or juiec is

drawn off. The water is now added, and tbo

whole macerated for 30 or 40 hour?, more or

less; during which time it is frequently stirred

up with a suitable wooden stirrer. The linuid

portion is next drawn off, nud the residua-

ry pulp is placed in hair bogs and undergoes
the operation of pressing, to expel tbo fluid

it contains. Tho sugar, tartar, Ac. (in very lino

powder, or in solution), arc now added to tho

mixed liquor, and the whole i* well stirred.

The temperature bciug suitable (generally
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from 75° to 83° Pair.), the vinous fermenta-
tion Boon commences, when the liquor is fre-
quently skimmed (if necessary) and well
8tirrod up, nnd, after 3 or 4 days of this treat-
ment, it is rnu into casks, which should ho
quito filled, nnd left open at the bung-hole.
In about a week the flavoring ingredients, in
tho statu of coarse powder, nro commonly
added, and well stirred in, nnd in about
nnother week, depending upon the stnte of
tho fomentation niul the attenuation of tho
must, tho brandy or spirit is added, and tho
cask filled up, and bunged down clow. In 4
or 5 weeks more tho cask is again filled up,
and, after some weeks—the longer the better

—

it is “ pegged" or ••.piled," to ascertain if it
bo fmo or transparent; if ho, it undergoes tho
operation of racking; Imt if, on iliu contrary,
it still continues muddy, it must previously
pass through tho process of fining. Iu futnro
treatment is similar to that of foreign wine.
Tho must of many of tho strong-flavored
fruits, ns black currants, for instance, is im-
proved by being boiled before being inodo into
wine; but the flavor and bouquet of tho more
dolicato fruits are diminished, if not destroyed,
by boiling.

728. General Receipt for the Prep-
aration of Home-Made Wine from Ripo
Saccharino Fruits. I . Itipo fruit, 4 pound*

;

clear soft water, I gallon; sugar, 3 pounds;
cream of tartar, dissolved in boiling water,
ounces

; brandy, 2 to 3 per ccut. Flavoring
ns required. Makes a garni family wine.
II. As tho lost, using I pound more each of
fruit and sugar. A superior wine.

III. An tho first, adding 2 pounds each fruit
and sugar. Very strong. Is good without
brandy, hut butter with It.

1 4 pounds of
raising may bo substituted for each pound of
sugar above. In thn oliovo way may lie utndo
tho following wine 1

:—gooseberry wine, cur-
rant wlno (rod, whito or black); mixed fruit
wiuo (currents and gooseberries; or black,
red, and white currants, ripo black-heart c her-
no#, nnd raspberries, equal ports). This is a
good family wine. Cherry wine

;
Colcprcw’*

wine, (from apples nnd mulberries', equal
parts); elder wino

;
strawberry wino; rarp-

berry wino; multarry wino (when flavored
makes port)

;
whortleberry (sometimes rolled

huckloborry) wino; makes a good fnctition*
port; blackberry wino; morolla wino; apricot
wino; apple wino* gropo wino, 4c.

720. General Receipt for Making
Wine from Dry Saccharino Fruit.
I. Dry fruit, 4J pounds; soft water, 1 gal-

lon; cream of tartar (dissolved), 1 pound;
brandy, U to 2 per rent., weak.

II. As tho last, but using 5J pounds dried

fruit. A auporior family wino.

III. As tho last, 7j pounds fruit, uad bran-

dy 3 per coot. A strong wine. Should tho

driod fruit omployed bo at all deficient in

saccharino matter, 1 to 3 pounds may bo
omittod, and half that quantity of sugar, or

two thirds of rnisiua, added. In tho above
manner moy bo mado raisin wino, fig wine, Ac.

730.

Imitation Champagne. Stoned
raisins, 7 pounds; loafsugar, 21 pounds; water,

9 gallons; crystallized tartaric ucid, 1 ouuco;
honey, * pound

;
ferment with sweet yeast 1

C
uml or loss ; akiin frequently, aud when tho

montation is nearly over, add coarse pow-
derod orris root, 1 drachm, and cau do Hears

d'orango, 3 ouncos ;
lemon juice, i pint. Hack

it, buug close, and in 3 mouths fmo it down
with isinglass, } ounce; in 1 month more, if

not sparkling, again fino it down, and in 2
weeks bottlo it, observing to put a piece of

doublo-rcGncd sugar, tho b!zo of a pea, into

each bottle. Tho bottlosshould bo wired, and
tho corks covered with tin foil.

731.

To Mako Blackberry Wine. To

809
mako 10 gallon 1 of this cheap ar.d excellent
wine, press tho juice out of sufficient fresh
ripo blackberries to mako 4J gallons; wash
tho poniaca in 41 gallons Bolt Bpring water,

and thoroughly dissolve in it C pounds white
sugar to each gallon of water (brown sugar
will do for tin inferior wine); strain tbo juice

into this svrup, and mix them. Fill a cask
with it perfectly fall, and lay a cloth loosely

over tho bung-hole, placiug tho cask where it

will bo perfectly uudisturhoL In two or

threo days fermentation will commence, aud
tho impurities run over at tho hung. Look at

it every day, nnd if it docs not run over, with
soino of tho mixture which you havo reserved

in another vosscl fill it up to the bang. In
about threo wo?ks. fomentation will havo
ccatcJ, and tho wino bo Btill

;
fill it again,

drive in the bung light, nail a tin over it, and
lot it remain undisturbed until the following

March. Then draw it off, without Blinking

tho cask, put it into tattles, cork tightly arid

nodi over. Snmo persons add spirit to the

wino, bat instead ci doing good, it i.t only an
iojury. Tho more carefully the juico is

Btrninod. tho bolter tho quality of tho sugar,

and tho more scrupulously clean tho utensils

and caskrt, tho purer and" bettor will l>o tho

wine.

732. Cider Wine, tat the now cider

from sour applet (ripe, sound fruit preferred),

ferment from 1 to 3 weeks, as the weather it

warm or cool. When it has attained to a

lively fermentation, odd to cadi gallon, accord-

ing to its acidity, from 4 t » 2 pmimh white

crushod sugar, and let the whole foment until

it possesses precisely the taste which it is

desired should bo permanent. In this condi-

tion pour out a quart of tho cider nnd mid for

each gallon ^ ouiico of iiulphito (not rulphalc)

of lirno. Stir tho powder and cider until inti-

mately mixed, aud return thu emulsion (» the
fenneiitiug liquid. Agitato briskly ami thor-

oughly for a tew moment!, and then let tho

cider rcttle. Fermentation will econo at
one©. When, after a few day*, tho cider lias
become clear, draw off carefully, to avoid thu
sediment, and tattle. If loosely corked fur a
short time, it will bcconio a sparkling cider
wine, and may bo kcj>l indefinitely long.

733. Honey or Mend Wine. Honey,
20 pouuds; eider, 12 gallons; ferment, then
aid rum, 4 gallon; brandy, 4 gallon; red ir
white tartar (dissolved), f» minces; bitter
almonds and cloves, of each i ounce. ThoEki of fenneiitiug. Hearing and tattling,

lilar to Ilia last receipt.

734.

Specimen Process to Mako Un-
ripe Grape. Currant, Gooseberry and
Rhubarb Wine, occunliug to tho process
of Dr. McCulloch. Gather tho frnil when it

i-i nearly full grown, but taforo it tlinws tho
least Bign of ripening. Any kind will do, but
it is advisable to avoid choosing tboso which,
when ripe, would bo highly flavored. All un-
sound end bruised fruit aboald bo rejected,
and the stalks ami remains of blossom re-
moved by picking or rubbing. Tho following
receipt is one of tho best on the subject : 40
pound* fruit nro to be bruised ill small quan-
tities, in a tub which will hold 15 or 20 gal-

lons, sufficient pressure only being used to
burst tho tarries, without breaking^tho seeds
or much compressing the skins. 4 gallons
water nrc then ti> ho poured on tbo fruit,

which is to be carefully stirred, and squeezed
with tho bauds until the whole of the juico
and palp are separated from tho colkl matter.
It ir* then to rest for a few hour?, when it must
be pressed ami strained through n coarso can-
vas bag with considerable force. 1 gallon
water may afterwords be passed through tho
residue, to remove any solublo matter that
may he lefl. aud then added to tho juice. 30
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pounds loaf sugar are now to bn dissolved iu
the juice, and the total quantity of liquid
inndo up with water to 10* gallons. Tho
liquor is now to bo put into a tub, over which
spread a blanket, covered by a board, nnd
place iu a temperature of from 55° to G0°
Fahr. for from 24 to 48 hours, according to tho
3igus which it may show of fonnontutinn,
when it is to bo put into a cask to ferment.
The cask must bo of such sire that the liquor
will nearly reach to the bung-hole, no that tbo
scum may rnu out ns it rises. As the feniieu-
talion goes on the liquor will decrease, nnd
the cask must bo kept filled up nearly to tho
buug-holo with a portion of tho “must" which
has been reserved for that purpose. When 1 ho
fermentation has become a littlo weaker,
which may bo known by the hissing noise do-
crexsing, tbo hung is to ho driven in, ami a
wooden pep, called a .spile, made or lough
wood, put into a hole bored iu tho top of tho
barrel. After a few days this peg i i to ho
loosened to let out any carbonic arid pas
which bus been generated. This must bo
dono from tlmo to time, mid when there is no
further sign of gas generating to tho danger
« f tho barrel, the apilo may I10 mado tight.
Tho wine should he kept during thn winter in
a cool cellar, mul, ir line, may ho bottled on
a dear cold day at tho end of February or tho
beginning cf March, without further trouble.
Hut Co ensure its finMMBB it is preferable to
draw it off at tho end of December into a
fresh cask, so as to clear it from tho lees. At
this time, also, if it is found to ho too awcut
for U10 maker's taste, I10 should otir up tho Icoh

bo a* to renew tho fermentation, at tho «amo
timo raising tho temperature. When it is

transferred to tho fresh cask, it should bo
fined with iainglom. Sometimes it is desiru-
bio to rack it off a Bocond timo into a fresh
cask, again fining it. All thcio romovalH
should bo mado in clear, dry, nnd if possible,

cold weather. It must ta bottled in March.
This wino will usually bo brisk, but circum-
stances will occasionally causo it to bo awcat
and ntill, nnd BomotimOB dry. If sweet, it

may bo rc-modo tho following reason, by add-
ing to it juiro from fresh fruit, according to

tho degreo of BwootncsB, nnd fermenting and
trialing it a? before. But if it bo dry, brisk
noss can never bo restored, and it must bu
treated as a dry wine, by drawing it off into a
cask previously fumigated with sulphur (sec

No. 763), aud fining and bottling it in the
usual manner. Such dry wine* soinoUniOR
taste disagreeably iu tho first aud ttocond
year, but improve much with age. If the
whole mare or husks, etc., is allowed to re-

main in tho juico during the first fermentation,
tho process will bo more rapid, and the wine
stronger nnd loss awed; but it will lmvnmnrc
flavor. If tho wiuo is desired to bo very sweet
ns well 03 brisk, 40 pounds of sugar may bu
used

;
loss sweet and less strong, 25 poundR;

it will bo brisk, but not go strong, and ought
to bo used within a year.

735.

Ripo Gooseberry Wine. Put
tho ripo and well picked rod gooseberries
into a tub or pan, bruiso the fruit wcdl, and
tcavo it uncovered for 24 hours. Squeezo the

Ci from tho pulp through a hair or canvas
Fut tho rnriduo of ouch squeezing into

a vessel; pour upon it { gallon of tailing wa-
ter for each gallon of fruit used, nnd stir well
for n quarter of an hour. Let it stand for 12
hour.?, squeezo the pulp through tho bag, and
odd tho liouor to tho juico cf thu fruit ob-
tained. Add 24 pounds sugar to each gallon
of tho liquor, nnu stir it well, tat it stand to
ferment. V*

1 hen it has donn fermenting, draw
it off and add j pint brandy to each gallon.
Let it stand to nettle for 4 or f> weeks, then
draw it off carefully into a cask that will just
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hold it; keep it in a cool cellar for twelve

months or more, when it may lie bottled.

Chouso a clear, dry, cold day. It ought to be

a splendid wino in 2 yeare.

730. Ginger Wine. Boil 20 pounds
sugar in 7 gallons water for half uu hour,

skimming it well; then put 9 ounces bruised
ginger in a portion of tho liquor, and mix all

together. When nearly cold, put 9 pounds
raisins, chopped very small, intoauinc-gallou

cask, add 4 lemons sliced, after taking out the
seeds, and pour tho liquor over all, with 4
pint yeast. Lcavo tho cask open for 3 weeks,

Keeping it filled up with Eomo of tho reserved
liquor, and bottlo it in from G to 9 mouths.
737. Ginger Wino. Another Pro-

cess. Boil 2i> pounds raw sugar in 7 gallons

water for half au hour, skimming it well ; then,

if tho eynip is quito clear from scum, pour
it boiling upon 8 ounces bruised ginger oral 1G

lomons sliced
;
when tho wholo has cooled

down to about 75°, squeeze out tho lemons
and ginger through asiovo, and add the yeast.

Lot it work for about 3 days, and then draw

it off into a cask. Put half of tho lemon and

e
ngcr residue iu with it. Sorno first pare the

mons, and having rubbed tho rinds with

loaf sugar, add tho latter when it is dono
working. Bottlo in 3 months.

738. To Make Aromatic Ginger
Wine. Reduce tho following to coareo pow-

der: 5 pounds Jamaica ginger root, G to 8
ounces cloves, 1 pound allspice, * pound cinna-

mon, and 4 pound mace. IiiftiRo ibeso for 10

days in 10 gallons 95 per cent, spirit, stirring

every day, and then filter. Then dUsolvo 10

pounds wbilo sugar iu 86 gallons water; mix
tho wholo together, and color with cherry

juico; then filter.

730. To Mako Ton Gallons of Ginger
Wino. Boil ! pound hestwhito Joutuim gin-

ger, bruised, in about 8 gallons water; add

tho whites of G eggs to i ounco isinglass, 15

pounds loaf sugar, and the rinds « fC lemons;

boil tho compound f of an hour, and rkim it

clean
;
when nearly cold put it into a vessel

that will admit of its being drawn off; set it

to work with yeast, and in a few days after-

wards draw it off Into a cask
;
then add tho

juico of tho G lemons, and 2 quarts spirits; in

a week or ten days bung the cask closely, and

when thoroughly fine, bottlo tho wino off. It

will bo fit to drink in <1 months.

740. Simple Receipt lor Making
Grape Wine. Put 20 pounds of ripe, fresh-

nicked, and well selected grapes into n stono

jar, and pour on them G quartsboiling water;

when I lio water has cooled enough, tnucczo

tho grapes well with the hand
;
cover tho jar

with a cloth, and lot it stand for 3dnys; then

press out tho Juice, and add 10 ponmbi crushed

sugar. After it has stood for n week, scum,

strain, and bottlo it, corking loosely. When
tho fomentation is complete, strain it egn:n

and bottlo it, corking lightly. Lay tho bot-

tles cn their side in acne 1 place.

741. Fino Grapo Wino. In order to

mako good wino it is necessary to havo a

good cellar, clean casks, press, etc. First of

all, havo your grapes well ripened; gather

them in dry weather, and pick out carefully

all the unripo berries, and all tho dried and

damaged ones; then mash them; or, if you

have a proper mill for tho purpose, gnnd

them. Bo careful not to set tho mill e<» closo

as to much tho seed, for they will givo a lad

tasto to the wine. If you wish to havo wino

of a roso color, let tho grapes remain in a

largo tub r.fcw hours before pressing. Tho
longer timo you lcavo tho grapes beforo press-

ing, after they arc mashed, tho moro color tho

wino will kuve. For pressing the grape?, any

press will answer, provided it is kept clean

and sweet. After ycu have collected tbo

must in a clean tub from tho press, transfer

it into a task in tho cellar. Fill tho cask

within 10 inches cf tbo beng; then placo cno

end cf a syphon, mado fer that purporc, in

the bung, and fix it air-tight; tho other end
must be 'submerged fully 4 inches in n bucket

cf cold water. Tho gas thus passes eff from

tho cask, but tho air is prevented from coming
in contact with tho wine, which would destroy

that fino grapo flavor which makes Catawba
wino 60 celebrated. When properly made,

tho must will undergo fermentation. When
it has fermented, which will bo in 15 days,

fill the cask with the same kind of wine and

bung it loosoly for l wook; thon mako it

tight. Nothing moro is needed till it is clear,

which, if all » right, will bo in tho January

or February fallowing. Then, if perfectly

clear, rack it off into another cloan cask, and

bung it up tightly until wanted. If tho wino

romaius fa tbo cask till about November,

it will improvo by racking it ngain. Bo cure

to havo awcctf cloaa casks. l)o w>t bum t^o

much brimstone iu tho cask (see No. 730);

•nu.h wino ii injured by cxcessivo uio of

brin-itoDO—a mtstako generally made by now

beginners. Different qualities of wmo can bo

mado with tbo caino grapo by cpaiatlng Uio

different ruinol tho eomo pressing. Tho first

run D tho freest to mako uso of tho first

teaton: but it will not keep bug without

losing it) fino qualities. To mako g.*od Bound

wino, that will Improve by age, tho plan is to

mix all up tugother. Tho very last run will

mako it rough, but it will liavo better IkkIj-

and bettor flavor when 2 ur 3 years old, and

will improve far a number of years. Hie

first run will not lx> r«hk1 after 2 or 3 year*.

712. To Fino Wino Difficult to Clari-

fy, or Thick ia Consoqusneo of an Im-

Krfoot I’ormontation. To claril v GO gal-

il uvko 1 oun'o of the species cf Dock or

Kudos plant, called PaUooca root, which Ikji

in 1 quart water. When cold, filter, and mid

1 ounco common halt, then 1 glnis ahoopa

blood. Beat nil tho i.igrcdicuU well together

with a broom until tho mixture reams up
well, thou add it gradually to tbo wino. stir-

ring continually wbilo pouring i*. in. anil for

15 minutai nftirwanh. Iu a few days Uio

wino will !>o clear. ... *
743. To Fino Madoira or any kind of

Wino with Iainglass. To lino 40 gallons

wine, Bleep l ounco isiugla*? in 1 pint ot pure

cold water over night, and then melt it over

a gentle charcoal lire, until n uniform gelatin-

oui mass ii formed. When cool, mix with il

3 pints wino, and let it repose 12 hours in n

inodoratcly warm room. Then add 1 gallon

wino oinl mix tho wholo in a wooden vessel

;

whisk it with a clean broom uuUI it foams up.

Four this mixture gradually iu the wmo you

doiro ti fine, being careful to stir tho whole

continually during tho process. Bung up the

cask, and iu tho coarse of 43 hours tho wmc
will appear perfectly clear nud bright. Ism-

glass prepared in this way will precipitate

perfectly, and leave no particles suspended in

the wine.

744 To Fine White Wino with
Eggs.’ To liuo GO gallons while wino, take

tho whites of 5 or 6 fresh eggs, 1 egg-she 1

nearly reduced to powder, and a small hand-

ful ofcommon salt. Beat Uio wholo together

in a littlo of tho wine, with a small clean

broom, until it foams, then pour it into the

wino gradually. constantly stirriug it all the

wbilc.
. ,

745.

To Fine Red Wine. This is

clarified in tho same way. When you havo

Roussillon, or tho dark wines called via do

midi, which ore usually of a deep color, and

wish to mako it of a lighter color, odd 5 or G
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egg*, yellows, whites, and shells together,

with a small handful of salt.

746. To Fine a Pipe of Port Wine.
Toko the whites and shells of ten good eggs,

and beat them up to a froth in a wooden
bucket; add 1 gallon of Port aud whisk it

well up to a frotu with a clean broom ; draw
off 4 gallons, and put tho finings in it ; Btir

it up well, leaving out tho bung ono day;
then bung it up, and in ten days it will bo fit

to battle. If tbo weather bo warm, mix up 1

pint silver sand and add to tho finings.

747. To Fino Wine, Cider, Alo, or
Porter. Take 1 pound finely shredded isin-

glass, aud macerate it in wino, sour beer,

eider, or vinegar; add moro of tho liquid 03

tliu isinglass swells, until about a gallon has

been used, agitation with a whislc being occa-

sionally had recourse hi, for tho purpose of

promoting the solution. As Boon ils tho

wholo of tho isinglass is dissolved, the mix-

ture is reduced to tho consistence of thin

syrup, with wine or tho liquid lliut the

linings are intended lor. The whole is next
strained through n cloth or hair sieve, uud at

once reduced to a proper state of dilution, by

tho addition of more liquor. A pound of

good i sill glass will make 10 to 12 gallons of

lining.. 1 to 1 J pints is the usual quantity

for a barrel of uio or porter; und 1 quart for a
hogshead of wino or cider.

748. To Decolor Wino. The color of

wine i i subject to change; naturally it is pre-

cipitated by ago and exposure to tho light;

artificially it is removed by tho action of

lime-water, skiuimod milk, milk of lime, and

sometimes fresh -burnt clinrooul. Wines that

liavo acquired a brown color from tho cask, or

red wines that havo boeomo "pricked " {ho

No. 752), or dark wines of any kind, may
easily lie turned into white wino by employ-

ing either of tho above substances. In this

way brown Sherry is commonly changed to

pale Sherry; for this purpose 2 or 3 pints of

skimmed milk are generally Bufllelont to

decolor a cask of wine
;
hut when it is found

necessary to elnuigo tho color of red wino, 2
or 3 quarts or more will bo required. Char-

coal i ; not often used, ns il afflicts tho flavor

ns well ns color of wine. A littlo milk of

limo nmy sometimes bo substituted for milk,

especially when tho wine to ho decolored ia

very arid, and red vinos may bo rendered

quite colorless by it.

740. To Remedy Ropiness in Wino.
Tbo pccnliur cloudy, stringy, oily uppearanco

in wino. called by the French "grannie,
(

and

by tbo Americans “ropinoss,” is occasioned

by the pre -onto of a glutinous i.ubstnnco, und

i
;

generally observed in those white wines

which do not contain much tannin. M.

Francois, a chemist, first discovered tho

cause, and pointed out tho proper remedy, in

the addition of tannin, llo recommended tho

uso of I pound of tho bruised borrjes of tho

mouutain ash in a somewhat unripo state,

well stirred in each barrel of tho wmo to bo

improved. After agitation, tho wino is to bo

left to repose a day or two, and then racked

off. The tannin iu tho benie* by this limo

will have separated and precipitated tho

S
lutinous matter from tho liquid, and removed

10 ropiucsB. Wines thus affected cannot bo

fined in tho regular way, as they do not con-

tain sufficient of tho astringent principle to

causo tho coagulation or precipitation of tho

finings
;
this principlo must therefore bo sup-

plied, and for pale white wines, which aro

the kind chiefly attacked with ropiness, noth-

ing equals a littlo pure tannin or tannio acid

dissolved in proof spirit. Red wines contain

to much tannic acid that they are never

troubled by ropiness. Wine, after having

been cured of ropiness, should immediately bo
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linod and bottled.

750. To Bipen Wine. Dealers adopt
various ways to hasten the ripening of wine.
Ono of the safest and best plans for this pur-
pose, especially for strong wines, is to let them
remain on tho lees 15 to 18 months before
racking oir, or, whether "crude'' or "racked,”
keeping them at a temperature ranging be-
tween 50° to G0° Full., in n cellar lrco from
draughts, and not too dry. Dealers some-
times remove tho bungs or corks, and substi-
tute bladdors fastened uir-tight. Bottled
wino treated in this way, and kept at about
70° Fah., ripens very rapidly. 4 or 5 drops of
acetic acid added to a liottlo of some kinds of
now wine, immediately gives it the appearance
of being 2 or 3 years old.

751. To Komedy Sour Wine. Thu
souring of wino is produced by vurious cir-

cumstances, sometimes from its having been
kopt in a warm cellar where it lias been ex-
posed to draughts of air, often by tho vibra-
tion occasioned by tho rolling of heavy bodies
ovor tho cellar; but most frequently it origi-
nates from tho wino having been imperfectly
foruienlod. Tho only safe remedy for tho
souring of wino is tho cautious addition of a
little neutral tart rate of potash; it may also
bo mixed with a larger quantity of rich wino
of its kind, uL tho sumo time adding a little

good brandy. Wino treated in this way
should bo lined after having stood 2 or 3
weeks, and them immediately bottled, and
consumed us soon us possible, for it will never
prove a good keeping wine. (See No. 701.)
752. To Rostoro Pricked or Decay-

ing Wino. If the wino U only thick, add 2
pints of milk to overy 30 gallons of wine, and
stir 10 minutes. But if tho wino has un infe-

rior taste, or is partly or entirely spoiled,
treat it as follows : Put tho 30 gallons wino
into u olouu cask, then take 2 pints spirit of
wino, OG nor cent.; 3 ounce,: common salt; 1

pound white sugar. Dissolve tho salt and
augur in i gallon of tho wino, and add tho

S
irlt. Then pour tho wbolo gradually into
u wino, being careful to stir it continually

with a stink during tho operation. After tho
mixture is all poured in tho wine, stir the
wholo for 10 minutes longer. Then add 2
pints milk and continuo stirring 10 minutes
more. After somo days the wino will bocom-
plotely clnriGcd uud' rostered. "Pricked”
wino higniGos wino which has been slightly

soured.

753.

To Remedy Excessivo Acidity
in Gorman Wine. Simply add a littlo

chalk. This mode of correcting tho sourness
of wino is perfectly harmless, whereas tho
nomicious practice of using white and vitri-

fied lead for this purpose cannot ho too much
condemned. Load in auy form i t a poison.

754.

To Restoro Sour Wine with
Potash. To 25 gallons wine, add 4 ounces
potash dissolved in a littlo water, and stir well
with a stick for 10 minutes.

755.

To Tost Wines Beginning to
Decompose). Many poraons are unaware of
thu difference between a wino that is begin-

ning to dcconiposo (called in French the
Poux), and that in which tho acetous fermen-
tation has commenced. Tho Poux appears at

tho bottom of tho barrel, while acctiGcatiou
begins at tho top. For tho first stage of tho
Poux tho wino becomes thick, and bos a pecu-
liar taste termed flat. For the second stngo
tho wino becomes still moro troubled, andha3
tho tasto of stagnant water. Finally, in tho
last stajjo, when tho decomposition has
reached its maximum, tho wino becomes
grayish and appears liko muddy water. If

sorno of tlio wino is put into a champagoo
glass and a pinch of tartaric acid is added, a

red color will bo produced, which will not
lio the case if tho vmo is in a state of ucctous
fermentation.
750. Remedy for Decomposition in

Wines. As soou as discovered add tartaric
acid in the proportion of If ounces to every
20 gallons cf the wine, and let it rest for a
few days, wheu, if tho wiuo has not regained
its natural color, a littlo moro tartaric acid
must bo added.
757. Sweating’ In and Fretting In

Wine. The technical terms "sweating in"
and "fretting in” arc applied to thu partial
production of a second fermentation, for tho
purpose of mellowiug down tho flavor of for-
eign ingredients (chiefly brandy) added to
wine. For this purpose *4 or 5 pounds sugar
or honey, with a littlo crude tartar (dissolved),
avo commonly added per hogshead

;
and when

tho wino is wanted in baste, 1 or 2 spoonfuls
of yeast, or a few bruised viuo leaves arc also
mixed iu, tho cask lieing placed in n moder-
ately warm situation until the new fermenta-
tion is established, when it is removed lu tho
wine-cellar, and. after a few day?, Cued clown.
758. To Remove Mustincsa from

Wine. The diragreraldu tasto in wino, gene-
rally known os urastinex*, is occasioned by
•ho prescnco cf on essential oil. This may lio

removal by addiugn little sweet oroluioudoil,
and then violently stirring the wino for Mmio
time. The fixed oil attracts and seizes on Iho
essential oil. am) rites with it to Iho mrfnce.
when it is easily ?kimmed off, or tho liquid
under it drawu off. A few slice; of burnt or
toasted bread, or a little bruised mustard
seed or coarsely powdered charcoal, will often
hnvo the same oflect.

759. Pasteur’s Method of Preserving
Wines. M. Pasteur announced tumiu liino

ago that wines U-eamo spoiled in couscqurnco
of the presence of niicnvscapio organism?,
which could l»o destroyed by exporing tho
wino, for a few moments only, to a tempera-
ture of 131° Falir. A coiuinitteo of experts
wo; appointed to make n comparative exam-
ination of wines which had ami which had
not been subjected to brat; U. I,nnnarcnt
being President, and M. Dumas ami M. Pas-
teur assisting. They concluded that tho pre-
servation of wine iu bottles is greatly im-
proved by heating; that tho destruction of

tho germs is perfect, without tho lrx«t impair-

ment of tho taste, color, or limpidity of tho
wines.

760. To Detcrmino tho Naturo of
Acidity in Wine. If wine has undergone
the acetous fermentation, then convert it at
ouco into vinegar by one of tho usual mode?.
Hut if iu acidity proceeds from an excess of
tartario acid, this dofect may be remodied by
shaking tho wino with a concentrated solution
of noutral tarlralo of potesja. which, with
tho surplus of tartaric acid, will form Liter-

ate or putoisa, and precipitate as such. To
discover tho nature ol tho acidity, neutralize
an ounco nr so of the wino with somo car-
bonate of soda, then add a small quantity of
sulphuric acid, and boil up; if acetic acid or
viuogar bo present, it will bo iierccptiblc by
its odor. (See No. 751.)
761. Parent’s Method of Preserving

Wino. This consists in the addition of a
small quantity of tannin or tannic acid to the
wiuo, which perhap; arts in a similar war, by
destroying tho vitality of tho spores of tho
fungus, siuco a microscopic examination of
wiuo known to contain these gt-ruis, within
a few weeks nfter lieing treated with tho tan-
nin. has failed to detect the slightest trace.
Indeed, wino which has already begun to
change, and become turbid, can bo restored to

its primitive clearness, and with n great im-
provement in its teste. Care must bo taken.
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however, to use only tannin which has boon
prepared from tho constituents of the grape,

since tho slightest proportion of the extract
of nut-gall, although accomplishing the gen-
eral object of destroying the fungus, will ini

part a peculiar taste, which never disappears.
762. Antifermonts. Substances used

in small quantities for arresting fermentation
in cider, wine, and mull liquors. The follow-
ing formula) are effective, and have the advan-
tage of being harmless. (.See No. 835.

)

763. Antiferments for Cider. Sul-
phite (uotsu

I
plmtii) of lime in flue powder,

and as newly prepared ns possible. Or, 2

C
irta sulphite of lime and 3 parts ground
lack mustard seed.

764.

Antiferments for Cidor, Wine,
Malt Liquors. Ac. Grind or bruise togeth-
er 13 pounds now mustard seed uud 1 pound
clovos. This mixtiiro may he used with or
without llio addition of 10 ounces ground
capsicum.

765.

To Induco Formontation. If

fermontntion does not begin within u reason-
ftldo time, raise tho touiporaturo by covering
tho vessel with blankets, and moving it near
to 11 fire. Or, warm a portion of the must ami
add it to tho rc-t. A small quantity of yeast,

previously well mixed with somo til tha liquor,

gently stirred in, will have tho wuno effect.

Or, tho must may bo warmed by placing
largo stoiio bottles, filled with boiiiug water
ami woll corked, in tho liquor.

700. To Arrest Formontation. Dip a
strip of liuon or cotton, an inch wido mul
seven inches long, into melted sulphur. Fas-
ten a wire into the bung of a fill-gallon cask,
so that tho end will Imug about thu middle of
the inridu of tho cask, bend tho ond up lo

form a hook, place the sulphur topo on tho
hook, ignite it, and insert it ill the cask, Imng
ing loosely. In about an hour tho cask will

l>o impregnated with sulphurous acid
;

then
withdraw thu match, and fill up with wine,
and bung up light. This will step farther
formontation. Tills is a good plan for white
wino*. but not for red vinos, as sulphur in-

jures thoir color. Sulphite (not sulphate) of
liino is also sometimes employed to arrest for-

moutetion. (Soo No. 835.)

/Cordials or Liqueurs, Th0
materials employed in the preparation of

cordiuls arc rain or distilled water, white
sugar, uud clean, perfectly flavorless spirit.

To these may bo added Uln substances from
which the flavor and aroma urn extracted,
which distinguish and give character to tho
particular cordial to be nude, and also tho arti-

cles employed ns “linings" when artificial

clarification is Had recourse to. In tho prep-
aration or compounding of cordials, ono of
the first objects which engages tho operator's
attention is the production of an nlcoholio
solution of the aromatic principle ) which aro
to give them their peculiar aroma and flavor.

(See No. 812.) This is done cither by simple
infusion or maceration, or by maceration and
subsequent distillation, or by flavoring Ilia

spirit with essential oils. In the preparation
of liqueurs, glycerine has been found to bo
admirably adapted for preserving the charac-

teristic flavors of those compounds, and it has
consequently Imcoino the great favorite of

this class of manufactures. (See No. 725.)

768. Cordials Made by Maceration,
or with Essential Oils. When essential
oils arc employed to convey thu flavor, they
are first dissolved in a little of the strongest
rectified spirit of wine, and when added to iho
spirit they arc mixed up with the wholo mass
as rapidly and as perfectly as possible by labo-
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rfouti mid long continued agitation. Tha
stronger spirit may be reduced to the desired

strength by means of clear soft water, or tho

clarified syrup used for sweetening. Tho
sugar employed should be of the finest quality,

anil is preferably wade into syrup beforo
adding it to the aromatized spirit; and this

should not be added until tho latter has been
rendered perfectly fino by filtering or fining.

Some spirits, os anise seed, etc., frequently

require this treatment, which is best performed
by running Lliam through a fino and clean

filter, having previously mixed them with a
spoonful or two of magnesia. Bv good man-
agement, cordials thus mode will bo perfectly

clear and transparent; but should this not

be tho ease, they may be fined with tho whites

of about 12 or 20 eggs to tho hogshead, or by
adding a little alum, cither alone or followed

hr n littlo curbmiuto of soda or potassa, both
dissolved in water. In a week or a fortuight

the liquor will bu clear.

769. To Mako Doppolt Kummel or
Caraway. Dissolve separately, each in a
littlo 95 per cent, alcohol, 4 drachm oil of

anise, and 5 drops eaoli of tho oils of calamus,
bitter ulmonds, and coriander; dissolve also 1 to

M ounces oil of caraway in sufficient alcohol

(95 per cent.) to mako a clear solution. In-

corporate those with 40 gallons French proof
spirit

;
and add 10 pounds sugar dissolved ia

5 gallons water.

770.. To Make Anisette. To 30 gallons

French proof spirit add 4 ounces essence ofstar
anise dissolved in 95 per cent, alcohol, and 105

gallons syrup of I0U Daumo. Stir for 4 an
liour, settle and filter.

' 771. ToMakoCuracoa. Slico tho out-

side peel very thin from 00 bitter orongos;

inAlso for 15 days with 4 drachms bruised

cinnamon, and 2 drachms bruised mace, in 5
gallons 05 per cont. French spirit, stirring

ovory day. Thou udd 95 pounds whito sugar

Jlssolved in 2 gallons water; color with

rarainol (see No. (39*1); stir thoroughly, and
filter.

772. To Mako Maraschino. Dissolve

in 1| gallons 95 per cent, nlcohol. 1J ounces
casouco of maraschino, 1 1 drachms essence of

rose, idrachm essence ofnoyau.5drnpso*xcurc
ofcloves, and 8 drops osscnco ofcinnamon ;add

4 gallon orris root flavoring. (See Ab. 669.)

Mix thO above with 12 gallons 95 per cent,

alcohol and 20 gallons syrup of 30J llamnc.

Stir thoroughly and filter.

773. Supcrflno Maraschino. 4 ounces
essence of noyau ; 1 ounce cowmco of rose; 4

ounco essence of ncroli (genuine); 4 drachms
of mace, iufused in 95 per cent, alcohol

;
a

pouud cinnamon, infused in
1
qunrt of water;

2 ouncos cloves. infused in 1 pint of water; 2
pounds orris root (powdered), infused in 2
gallons 95 per cent, alcohol for 15 days. Dis-

solve tho essences in 2 gallons 95 per cent,

nlcohol. Mix, put into a barrel 41 gallons 85

5
or cont. alcohol ; add tho aromas, in 4 gallons

i percent, alcohol; BUgar syrup, 90 gallons

32° Baum6. Stir all the ingredients well to-

gether for at least Imlf an hour, and let the

mixture staud two weeks; then filter and put
in tho filter two or three sheets of filtering

paper. (See No. 811.)

774.

Maraschino, li ounces cssenco of
maraschino, lj drachms essence of rose, 4

drachm essence of noyau, 8 drops essence of
ciunamon, 5 drops essence of cloves, 4 pound
orris root (powdered), infused in 4 gallon 95
per cent, alcohol for 15 days. Dissolvo the

essences in 1 gallon 95 per cent, alcohol. Mix,
put in a barrel 12 gallons 80 per cent, alcohol

aud add 2 gallons 95 per cent, perfumed nlco-

hol (as described above) ; sugar syrup, 20 gal-

lons 25° Baum6’s snccharometcr. Mix and
filter as directed in the last receipt

775.

Maraschino. 34 ounces essence
of noyau, 0 drachms csscucc of rose. Dis-
solve the aliovc iu * gallon 95 per cent alco-
hol, and add 4 spooufuls of uingncsia, 1 gal-
lon orango flower water. 4 pound ciunamon
(braised) infused in 4 gallon water, 1 pouud
cloves (bruised), infuse* I in i gallon of water.
4 drachms mace infused in alcohol, 2 pounds
orris root (powdered) infused in 2 gallons 95
per cent, alcohol for 15 days. Mix 41 gallons
B0 per cent, alcohol, 90 gallons syrup 25
degrees Daurne. and odd 4 gallons perfumed
spirits, as described above. Stir aud filter as
already directed.

770. Cura^oa d’Hollande. 2 pounds
Cura^oa orange peel, 4 pound Ceylon cinna-
mon. Let them soak in water; lw.il them for

5 minutes with the juice of 32 oranges and 14

E
lions of white plain syrup; then add G gal-

as of 95 per cent, alcohol; streiu. filter;

color dark yellow with sugar coloring. This
receipt will mako n splendid curayoa.

777.

Curasao. 2 ounces each essence of

bitter oranges ami ncroli
; } ounce essence of

cinnamon; 3dntchms mace infused iu alcohol.
Ditsolvo tho abovo essences iu 1 gallon 95
per cent, alcohol, then put iu a clean barrel

13 gallons 85 per cent, alcohol, 2G gallons

sugar syrup 30 degrees Bourne, and add 1

gallon perfumed spirit, as above. Color with
•aflron or turmeric.

778.

Champion Anisette. Put into a

barrel 30 gallon* 85 per cent, alcohol. Add
4 ounces essence of anise seed, which dissolve
in 2 gallon. 95 per cent, alcohol. Add 103
gallons sugar syrup 1(N Bautne. Stir 15
minutes ami let it rest 4 or 5 days, then filtor.

Add 2 or 3 sheets of tillering paper. (See No.
81 L)

779.

Anisette. But in a barrel 13 gal-

lons 95 per rent, nlcohol. Dissolvo 34 ounce.*

OMcncs of green anbo seed in 1 gallon 93

I

'cr cent, alcohol, and add 5 gallon orango
lower water. 8 or 10 drop* infu-km of mace,
ami 5 drops essence of cinnamon. Then put
iu the barrel 2G gallons sugar syrup 25°
Banin*. Stir and filter as dircc led m the last

receipt.

780.

Aniso Seed Cordial. Dissolvo 3
drachms of oil of anise seed in 2f gallons of

95 per cont. alcohol
;

Ihi-a add 2j gallon* of
fine white syrup, mixed with 4} gallons of
water. Stir and filter.

781.

Malliorca d’Espagne. 40 gallons

55 per cont. alcolinl. 5 ounces essence green
anise seed ami 5 ounces essence of star seed
dissolved in 95 per cent, alcohol, 4 drachm
ether (to giro the cordial age). Stir and
filtor.

782.

Blackberry Brandy. To 10 gal-

lons blackberry juice, and 25 gallons spirits

40 nluivo proof, add I diachin each of oil of
doves and oil of dnnaiiiou dissolved in 95
per cont. alcohol, ami 12 pounds white sugar
dissolved in G gallons water. Dissolvo tlio

oils separately in 4 pint 95 per cent, nlcohol

;

mix both together, ami use one half the quan-
tity ; if tho cordial is not sufficiently flavored,

use tho balance.

783.

Blackberry Brandy. J ounco
eadi of cinnamon, doves, and mace. 1 drachm
cardamom. Grind to a coarse powder

;
add

to 1G pounds of blackberries, mashed, and 5
gallons of 95 per cent, alcohol. Maccrato
for two weeks; press it; then add 10 pounds
of sugar, dissolve*! iu 3| gallons of water.
Filter.

784.

Cherry Brandy, limb 1G pounds
of black cherries with their stones; 5 gal-

lons 95 per cent, alcohol. Macerate for two
weeks; press it; then add 10 pounds of sugar,

dissolved in 3| gallons of water. Filter.

785.

Peach Brandy. Mash 18 pounds
of peaches, with their stoucs ; macerate them

for 24 hours with 4J gallons of 95 per cent,

alcohol and 4 gallons water. Strain, press,

aud filter; add 5 pints white plain syrup.

Color dark yellow with burnt sugar coloring.
788.

Imperial Peach Brandy. Tuko
44 ounces powdered bitter ulmonds, 3J gallons

of 95 per cent, alcohol, Ci gallons of water.

Mix together, and maccrato lor 24 bourn; then
add a strniued syrup, made of 31 pounds of

sugar, 1 pint of peach jelly, 2J ounces preserved
ginger, 1 lemon cut in slices, 1 drachm of

grated nutmegs, 1 drachm of allspice in pow-
der, and 5 pints of water boiled for 2 minutes.

Mix tho whole, and filler.

787. Peppermint Brandy. To 40 gal-

lons proof spin l ad«l 4 ounces essence of pep-
permint, dissolved in 95 per cent, alcohol.

Color with 4 nonnd powder of turmeric

infused in 1 gallon spirit 95 por cent. Uso
this infusion in such quantity ns to got tho

proper shade.

788. Kirachenwaaaer. 100 gallons proof

alcohol, 5 ounces essence of noyau, 2 drachms

essence of ro*o. Disaolvo tho latter ingre-

dient in 8omo 95 por cont. alcohol and add
a spoonful of inaguoain, 2 pounds orris rout

(powdered), infused 15 days in 2 gallons

95 por cent, alcohol, 1 J gallons sugar syrup.

8tir, and filter if necessary.

789. Caraway Cordial. Disaolvo G

drachm* oil of caraway in 3 gallons 95 por

cent, alcohol
; odd a syrup made of 4 ’ pouuds

of sugar ami 4} gallons of water. Filtor.

790. Ratafia. Thin word ii derived from
tho Latin pax rat aflat (let peace bo ratified).

Tho Latin* used to drink ratafia on signing their

treaties of peace. Ratafia may 1h» made with

tho juico of any fruit. Toko 3 gallons chorry

juice, 4 pound* augur, dissolved In f ho chorry

juico. Stoop in 24 gallons brandy 10 days

2 drachms cinnamon, 21 cloves, 13 ounces
peach leave*, 8 ounces bruised chorry kor-

no!.*. Filter; mix both liquors, and filter

again.

791. To Proparo Chorry Juicoby In-
fusion for making Chorry Bounco nnd
Brandy. Put tho cherries into barrels and
covor thorn with 95 por cont. spirit; lot them
Strop for 1 mouth, aud stir thorn well ovory
8 days. Use tho juico that runs ofi' first, mill

repout this operation 2 or 3 times. Tho last

timo, you may Uruiso tho cherries ami stones,

and Htcop them all togothor to mako cherry

brandy.
792. To Proparo Cherry Juico for

Boiling. Put tho cherries in a kottlo limiuil

iu-ddo, cover them with water, and boil thorn

at a gcntlo heat for 1 hour. When cold put

thorn into barrels ami add 1 gallon 95 por

cont. npirit to each 10 gallons of tho juice.

793. To Mako Chorry Bounco (Su-
perfine). To 15 gallons cherry juico, add 15

gallon ( 80 per cent, spirit; 30 gallons Catalonia

or Marseilles wino ; 1 4 ounces osscuco of noyau;

3 ounces maco infused in 1 quart 95 per

cont. alcohol; $ pound ciunamon infused in 4

-ronud nnd
l’ut all tho

and add GO

gallon water; J pound clovos

infused in 1 quart of water,

abovo ingredient* in a clean barrel

gallons sugar syrup 25° Bauui6. Stir up the
ingredients well, and filter aftfir 4 or 5 days.

If tho color is not deep enough add a little

sugar coloring. Tho abovo receipt i3 to make
120 gallons, but a much smaller quantity may
bo inado by reducing tho quantity of each in-

gredient aud observing tho samo proportion iu

all.

794. To make Cherry Bounce (Sec-
ond duality). To 12 gallous cherry juice,

add 30 callous 80 per cent spirit; 30 gallons

Catalonia or Marseilles wine
;
3 ounces essence

of uoyau; 4 pound cinnamon ground anil

infused in 4 gallon water; 4 pound cloves

ground and infused in 4 gallou water; IS
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oudco maco infused ia 1 pint 95 per cent,

alcohol. Mix ail tho above ingredients in a
clean barrel, anil o<l»l GO gallons sugar syrup 15°

Bnurn6. Stir up all the ingredients well

together, and filter after -1 or 5 days. Make
tho color a littlo darker with sugar coloring

(see No. G94), and to giro a good shade add a

littlo archil.

795. To Make Guignolet, or French
Cherry Bounce. To '20 gallons cherry juice
add 74 gallons 95 per cent, spirit; 7j gallons

Catalonia or Marseilles wino; } ounce pow-
dared orris root (infused in 1J gallons 95
per cent, alcohol); 4 gallon cinnamon water
(mndo ns in last receipt)

; l gallon dove water
(made ai in last receipt); 1J onnccs inaco
infused in 95 per cent, alcohol. Mix nil tho
nbovo ingredients in a clean barrel, and odd
G5 gallons sugar syrup 25° Bauuic. Stir up
tho mixture and let it rcstfl days; then strain.

700. Cordials by Distillation. Tho
solid ingredient i should l*o coarsely pounded
or bruised before digestion in the spirit, and
tills should ho done immediately bclbro putting
them into tho cask or vat; ai, after they aro
bruised, they vnpidly lose their aromatic prop-
erties by cxnosuro to tho ntr. Tho practice
of drying the ingredients before pounding
them, adopted by some workmen for tho mero
wiko of lessoning tho labor, cannot lo too
much nvoidod, ns the least oxposuro to heat
tends, to lostcu their aromatic properties,
which aio very volatile. Tho length of timo
tho ingredients should ho digoMed in tho
spirit should nover lie loss limn 3 or 4 days,
but n longer period is ircfurahla wboa distil-

lation is not omnloyci . In either case tho
limo allowed for digest on may bo advantage-
ously extended to 10 or 15 days, nnd frequent
agitation should ho had recourse to. Iu
managing I ho still, the lire should lm propor-
tioned lo tho ponderosity oftho oil or flavoring,
and tho receiver should Ik: changed lieforo tho
faint) coma ovor, as tho latter aro unfit to bo
mixed with tho cordial. Tho stronger spirit
may ho redHead t:> tho desired strength I»y

menus of clear soft water, or tho clarified

syrup used for sweetening.

797. To Mako Abaintho by Distilla-
tion. I’ul tho following ingredients into a
rusk:— 1J pnmidu largo absinthe, 2 pouuda
small absinthe, 24 pounds lung fennel, 24
pounds Mar nniso (breaking the star only), 2 j
pounds green aniso seed, G ounces coriander
seed, nnd t pound hyssop

;
moisten tho wholo

with a littlo water, allowing it limo to soften
mid swell; then add 12 gallons 95 per cent,
alcohol, and steep for2 or 3 days; next mid
10 gallons water, and let tho wholo steep for
1 day more. Tim water will rcduco tbo alco-
hol to about 22 gallons of proof spirit. Dis-
till it, and it will produco uoarly 10 gallons
ab.si iitho of G5 lo 70 per cont. strength.
Chango the receiver as soon ns tho spirit, as it
comes from tho worm, begins to assume a
reddish tinge. Color tho distilled product, by
steeping in it for 10 or 15 days 4 pound mint
leaves, 1 pound melissa leaves, 4 pound small
absinthe. 2 ounces citron peel, and 4 pound
bruised Jiquorico root. Strain aud filter.

798. Absinthe by Distillation. This
is made in the same manner as in tho former
receipt, with the followiug iugredients:—40
gallons 75 per cent, spirits, 20 pounds fennel,
20 pounds green nniso, 1G pounds largo absin-
the, 1 pound coriander, and 20 gallons water.
This is colored, after distillation, by adding 4
pounds small absinthe, nnd heating it again
until as hot as the hand can bear; then extin-
guish the lire, let it cool, settle, and filter it.

799. SuperfineCura^oa. Cbargo oftho
st 1 1 1 : 35 pounds greou orange peel, orGO pounds

yellow; 25 gallons 95 per cent alcohol; add A
gallons water, making in all 29 gallons, at 90
percent. Digest for 10 days, and stir daily. Iu
making the above, tho following directions
must bo carefully observed I. Distill very
carefully. II. When you have drawn off 20 gal-
lons, adu 10 gallonswater, to draw off the faints,
which may be distilled again in tbo next distil-

lation. III. To make superfine Curayoa, distill

ovor again in a water-bath, adding 5 gallons
water. 1 V. To know wheu tho faints arc coming
off, take a littlo in a glass as it flow*, and odd

J water, as if far absiulbo. When it no longer
turns milky, tho faint; arc coming off; reserve
them for tbo next distillation. Reduce the
Curayoa above distilled to 82 per cent. Trallii'a,

which will give 2G gallons. Add 12 gallons

82 per cent, spirit, 7 gallons coloring (as given
below), 90 gallous syrup 31° Baum*.
800. Coloring for Cura^oa. 3j pounds

Brazil wood; 1 J pounds each Compeachy aud
yellow wood, 7 gallons 90 per ccuL alcohol.
Mix tho abovo and heat in a water-bath, put-
ting on tho head. When the head begins to
got hot, rako out tbo firo and let tho whole
cool together in tho bath.

801. Suporflne Maraschino. Charge
of tho still with water-loth : Take 70 pounds
poach or apricot stones, wash with tepid wa-
ter, ond nut them iuto a barrel, making a
square liolo 4 or 5 inches, iu tho head, for that
purpose. Cover them with 35 gallons 95
per coot, alcohol, and let them steep for one
month. Then distill the wholo.
Noto tho following observations.—I. Be-

fore distilling, add 4 pounds of peach flowers.
II. Keep tbo fire at tho samo degree of heal,
or tho Maraschino will have nu oilr taste.
III. When nearly finished, mid 10 gallons wa-
ter, to draw off tho faints, which will do for
another distillation. Reduce tho spirit above
distilled to 82 per cent, aud yon will gel 45
gallon*. If yon have not that qnantUr, addS of tho samo strength lo mako ‘it up.

odd 90 gallons sugar syrup 32° Bourne.
Wheu yon have not used peach flowers in tbo
distillation, tako 2 pounds orris root powder,
and sleep it in 2 gallons alcohol 95 per cent,
for 15 days

;
then filter, and add it to tho mix-

ing, not to the distillation.

802. Boitard’s Anisette. Chargo of
tho still, water-bath : 20 pounds green nuiso
(washed iu river water). 3 pounds Mar nuire
(being careful to break the stars only), 1

pournl coriander seed (bruised). 40 gallons 95
per ccut. alcohol. Put tbo above into tho
water-bath with 4 gallons water, aud distill.

After distilling 35 gallons, add 10 gallons of
water to bring off tho faints, which may be
distilled again. Tbo first f> gallons of faints
may bo added to the distilled spirit, which
will give 40 gallons aromatized alcohol. Re-
duce this to 80 per ccut. by adding, say 5

E
lions distilled water, nud then odd 90 gal-
ls fine white sugarsyrup, 31° Bnnmc. This

will giro 135 gallons fine anisette.

803. Chauvet’8 Anisette. Cliargo of
tho still, water-bath : 20 pounds green anise,

14 pounds coriander seed, 2 drachms ucruli,

7| pounds Mar anise (break tho Mars only), 14

pounds orris root powdered, 40 gallons 95 per
cent, alcohol. Treat precisely as in the last
receipt. Reduce tbc perfumed alcohol to 82

K ccnl. by adding *1 gallous water, and fur-
r add lj gallons double oraugc flower wa-

ter, and 90 gallons white syrup 31° Itauinu.
Btir well and let it rest 5 to 8 days, then filter

through blotting paper. This will givo 135
gallons superfine anisette.

804. Marasquino di Zara. Chargo of

the still, water-bath: 18 poumls raspberries,

G pounds orange flowers, 12 pounds sour red

cherries (Morcllo). Mash the wholoto a pulp

wit:i atones, macerate 24 hours with 7 gallons
95 per cent, alcohol and 7 gallons of water.
Distill from off the water, G gallons flavored
alcohol, and add 14 gallon.) of the whitest
plain syrup about 31° Baumd.
805. Malliorca d’Espagno. Cbargo of

tho still, water-bath : -10 gallons 55 percent,
alcohol, 18 pounds green uiiiso seed, 5 gallons
river water. Put into tho water-bath only 20
gallous of the alcohol, and 5 gallons river wa-
ter. When IS gallons aro distilled off, add
the remaining 20 gallons of alcohol, nml con-
tinue tho distillation until 18 gallons more are
obtained, which mix with the ISgallons previ-
ous!^ obtained, aud add ono drachm of ctlicr to
give it ago.

800. Elixir Vegetal de la Grando
Chartreuse. Macerate G10 parts by weight,
each, of tho fresh herb of sweet balm and
hyssop, 320 parts of fresh root or angelica, 1U0
of eannolla, nml 40 each of Spanish tnflrou
aud mac e, in 10,000 parts of alcohol, for eight
days. Then distill it onto a certain quantity
(which varies according to the color desired)
of fresh halm nnd hyssop

;
after a limn these

aro expressed, tho Honor eweotened with 12G0
parts of sugar, and filtered.

807. Fining with Isinglass for Cor-
dials. Tako half an ounce of tho host isin-

glass, nnd dissolve it over a gentle, lire, iu a
pint «'f water slightly seasoned with good
vinegar, nr three tea-spoonfuls of lemon juice.

Heat it from timo to time, adding n littlo of
the seasoned water. When you olituiu n com-
plete solution, gradually add tho foaming li-

quid to tho cordial, Mining nil tho while.
Then stir for 15 minutes after it i ^ all added,
nud Id it rest for 3 days

; by that limo tho
cordial will ho bright nud clear. Tho nbovo
quantity is sufficient to clarify 25 gallons of
cordial.

808. Fining with Egga for Cordials.
Take the whiles of 4 eggs, beat them to n Miff
froth, add a littlo alcohol, ami mix it gradually
with 20 gallon.) of cordial, stirring all tho
while, and it will soon clarify tho liquor.

809. Fining with Potash for Cor-
dials. 2 ounce i of eurlmnuto of potash (mils
of tartar), dissolved in a quart of water, is

Mifficient to Fettle 20 gallons of cordial
;
add

nnd stir sis directed nbove.

810. Fining with Alum for Cordials.
G drachms of powdered calcinated alum, dig-
solved in alcohol, is Mifficient to clarify 20
gallons of cardial

;
add n i directed above.

811. Filter Bags for Cordials. Tho
Gllcr lugs used f.r rendering coidiuls trans-
parent uro lumln of flannel, felt. Canton flimuol,

and other materials, according In the thickness
or density ortho liquor, nml nro generally of a
conical shone. In order to perform tho < per-
alien of filtering cordials thoroughly, it is

necess ary that there should ho placed insido
of each bag 1 or 2 sheets cf filtcriug paper
prepared as follows : [tub each sheet cf paper
until it becomes s> a and flimsy, like a pioco
of cloth, then tear it in small pieces and plaro
it in n pail, pour over it a little boiling water,
and rub and heat it up until it becomes a soft

pulp; afterwards add more water, aud coutlnuo

tho same as if you wore heating up egg6.

When the pulp assumes the appearance of a

fine paste, fill up the pail with water and
throw the contents into the filter; ns Mini its

the water ha; run through, till up tlm tiller

again so a; lo keep it full. When tlm liquid

runs clear aud limpid let. it all run through,

aud commence filtering the cordial, being

careful to keep the filter always full. If the

liquor does not run clear, add about 2 ounces
of granulated animal charcoal (sided and
fanned from the dust) to each filter. The
charcoal should lie washed with a little muri-
atic acid before being used.
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812. The Aroma of Cordials. It rc-

S

uiroH a groat deal of experience to combine
ifftironl perfumes to produce any certain re-

quired aroiua, a knowledge is necessary of

tlio effect produced by perfumes in combina-

tion. The mere facts laid down in receipts

will uot bo sufficient for a liquor manufacturer

;

ho must know just what, nud how much of it

to use, to counteract what is objectionable,

and produce or increase tho correct aroma.
Ho will froiiucutly find that a single aromatic

perfume fails to give tho effect he anticipated;

anil yet the addition of a mere atom of some
other porfnmo may be all that is required.

Thus, the flavor of star-anise is occonipanlml

by a slight, but objectionable odor of bed-

bugs; a very small addition of green anise

and fennel
‘ counteracts this. Ambergris,

alone, gives scarcely any perfume, but mask
bring! it out. Tho quince has a peculiar

taste which is corrected by cloves; the alter

ti!tu of cinnamon is also destroyed by cloves

;

vanilla lias more iluvor if ponmlcd with sugar
than when ground with it. Absinthe requires

thosoit of tho Ionian to take away its naturally

bittor taste. Tlmso oxumplus will show that

considerable experience i,. needed to be able

to blond perfumes with any degree of .success.

(See No. 7117.)

813. Imitation Poach Brandy. Take

4 gallon honey dissolved in water; Hi gallons

alcohol; 4 gallon Jamaica rum; 1 ounce
catochu, bruisod to a paste; 1 ounce acetic

other. Add water to mako 10 gallons, fla-

vored with 1 ounces of bitter almonds. No
coloring required.

folder. To mako good cider the ap
pies should bo allowed to hang on tha

tree as long us the wind and frosty nigbu
will lot them. Tho riper they arc, tha better

the cider. They aro picked ui> and placed

in a large heap, either in tho orchard or at tho

cider mill, mul nro allowed to lio a few days
to complete tlio ripening process, in which
tho starch is converted into sugar, and if any
nro found bruised or rotten, put them in a
heap by themselves, for an inferior cider to

mako vinegar. They are then rasped or

ground into pulp. If the weather is cool and
tho apples nro not quite ripe, it is better to

let the pulp remain in the vat u few days be-

fore pressing out the juice. This gives tho

cider u higher color, makes it sweeter, nml of
bettor flavor.

833. To Press tho Apples. The pro-

cess of pressing is simple, but requires somo
skill. 4 boards about G inches wido nro

nailed together in a square, tho rizo it is

desired to mako tho cheese, say from 4 to 5
feet. This is placed on tho bottom of tho

press, and a little clean rye or wheat straw,

pulled out straight into bundles, is put inride,

with tho ends extending about n foot nil

around. Tho pulp is then put into this rim,

forming a layer about 0 inches thick; tho
straw is then turned on it, and a littlo pulp
placed on tlio straw to keep it down. Tho
rim is than lifted and n stick is placed nt each
comer on tho layer of pulp added, and tho

straw turned over it ns before. This proerra

is repeated uulil tho cheeso is as large ns de-

sired, using say from 7!» to 100 bushels of ap-

ples. When they can bo obtained use hair

cloths instead of straw, to place between tho

layora of pomace. Tho straw, when heated,

gives a disagreeable taste to tho cider.

834. Sweet or Unfermented Cider.
The cider will commence to flow nt once, and
it is better to let the cheese scttlo down some-
what before turning the screw. If pressed

too much at first, tlio pulp may burst out at

the sides. As the cider runs from the press,

let it pass through a hair-sievo into n largo

open vessel, that will hold as innch iuice as

can be expressed in one day. Tho cheese is

generally allowed to remain under the press

all night, and before leaviug itiu tho evening,
the screw is turned as tight as possible. In
the morning additional pressure is given, and
when the cider has ceased to flow, the screw
is turned buck, Ibo boards taken off, and tho
comers of tho cheese arc cut off with a hay
kiiilu and tho pomace laid on the top. Tho
pressure is again applied, and tho cider will

flow freely. As soon as it ceases, remove the

pressure and cut oft' 4 or 5 inches of pomace
from tho sides of tbo cheese, placo it on top,

and apply the pressure again as long as any
cider will flow. H bushels of go<»d apples will

make a barrel of cider. In a day. or some-
times less, the pomace will riso to tho top,

and in a short time prow very thick ;
w hen

little white bubbles break through it, draw off

tho liquor hr a spigot placed about 3 inches

from the bottom, so that tho lees may bo left

quietly behind. The cidor i* usually put iu

barrels at once, and wild while sweet.

835. To Preserve Cider. Strictly

spoaking. wo suppose tho aweel juico of On*

applo Is not cider, any more than tbo sweet

juice of tbo grapo is wine. It U converted

Into cidor by fermentation. Those who pre-

fer awocl cider resort to various methods for

arroitiug Ibis process, such as pulling a hand-

ful of powdered clay into each barrel, or 2 or

3 p winds of well burned charcoal. Others

ndJ a littlo mustard seed, nlawt a gill of seed

to each barrel. Sometimes u few gallou* of

cider a -o placed III the barrel, and then a rag

dipped in bnntslnno is attached to a long ta-

pering bang; this is ignited aud tho bung
loosely inserted. After tho brinutono is con-

sumed. the barrel i.» rolled until the cider has

nbsorbod tho sulphurous acid gas. The barrel

Is then tilled op with cider. Tho sulphurous
acid ga< actiug on tho albuminous matter in

tho cidor arrests fermentation. Tho objection

to this mvlhod is that, if U*o much pas is ab-

sorbed, it may proro unpleasant, if not inju-

rious. To obviate this, sulphite of lirno is

now used, which has tho property of chocking
fermentation, making the cider perfectly clear,

and imparling nil ngrrcablo taste. Wo have
lasted cider preserved in this way that was
excellent, and wo liavo also lusted some that

was cxecmldo; but this may have lioon more
tho fault of tho material than of thoi method.

Whon tho cider in the barrel is in a lively fer-

mentation, odd a; much white sugar nt will

Im> equal to 4 or i pound to each gallon of

cidor (according as tho apples aro sweet or

sour), let tho fermentation proceed until the

liquid lias tho taste to suit, then add i ounce
of sulphito (not sulphate) of liuto to each

Slim or cider; shako well, nml let it stand 3
•a, and bottlo for use. Tha sulphite should

first be dissolved in a quart or so of cider

before introducing it into the barrel of eider.

Agitato briskly ami thoroughly for a few
moment*, and tboa let tlio eider settle. The
fermentation will ccaso nt once. When, after

a few days, tbo eider has bccomo clear, draw
off and bottlo carefully, or removo tho sedi-

ment a:td return to tho original vessel. If

loosely corked, or kept in a barrel on draught,

it will retain ill taste os a still eider. If pre-

eerveJ in bottles carefully corked, which is

bettor, it wiil become a sparkling eider, nml
may bi kept indefinitely long.

<

(See Nos. 7G2

,f c. ) Same Ibiuk that eider, when treated by
this method, ia liablo to induce cramps aud

loss of appetite, but wo have never experienced

uay Kucli unpleasant results from its use.

Another plan, which, however, wo biro uot

tried, but is strongly recoinmended, is to mix

1 pint of hard-wood ashes (hickory is licit)

anJ I pint fresh flaked lime with l quart of

licwuiiik; this mixture i>to be stirred into

each open barrel of cider; after remaining
quiet for about 10 hours the pomace will rise

to the surface, and may l»e skimmed oil’; tho
cleat cidct can be drawn oil' by mean s of a fau-

cet inserted near tho bottom of tho barrel
;

it

is advisablo to strain it as it is drawn off, to

separate any hardened pomace that may re-

main iu it. (See Nos. 8j2 and 833.) What-
ever method bo adopted, tlio cider must bo
drawn off into very dean, sweet casks, and
closely watched. The inoiiioiiL whito bubbles
aro perceived rising nt the bung-hole, rack it

again. When tlio fermentation is completely
at an end, fill up tlio e-ask with eider in nil

respects liko that already contained in it, and

bang it up light. Tho most perfect plan foi

excluding all action of tho air from tlm sur-

face of tho cider, and preserving it liwoel, it

the addition of a tumbler of sweet oil before

finally closing tho bung-hole. It ii not an
easy matter to keep eider sweet and pure for

any length of time, especially i( tho weather
is warm. If the cider is not uiado until just

before winter set* in, and can afterwards ho

kept at or near tbo livening point, it will re-

main sweet nml excellent.

830. Rules for Making Good Pure
Cider. Always choosy perfectly ripo and
sound fruit.

Pick tho apples front the tree by hand.

Apples that havo been on the ground any
length of time eon tract an earthy flavor,

winch will always bo found in tlm eider.

After sweating, nml before being ground,

wipe them dry, and if any are found bruised

or rotten, pul them iu a heap by tlicillRcIvoa,

from which to uiako an inferior cidor for

vinegar.

A s fast ns tlm apples nro ground, tho pomaco
should bo placed inn previously prepared open

vat, of suitable size, aud with a falao bottom,

strainer, or clean s Iraw nbou tit. l«otthcpninaco

remain about uno day, then draw oil', return

tho first, and conlinuo to do so until it runs

clear. Let the Juice percolate or filler for

ono or more day*. Tlm eider thus extracted

will compare closely with any clear, rich

syrup, and is alone deserving tlio naino of
temperance eider, nml may lio drank, or used

for many purpose*, nt a choice nml superior

article. In this way. about one-third of the

eider will separate
;
"tlm balance may thou ho

expressed by tlio use of the press.

To press out the juice, use u clean strainer

cloth iu$klo tho curb, with some clean straw

intermixed ill thin layers with tho pomaco,

und apply tho power moderately.

As tlio eider runs from tlm vat or pros.*,

placo it in a clean, sweet cask or open tub,

which should ho closely watched, and as soon

as tho littlo bubbles coinmoneo to rise at tlio

hnng-holo or lop, it should he racked off by a
spigot or faucet placed about 2 inches from

the bottom, so that tho Ices or sediment may
ho left quietly behind.
Tho vinous fermentation will commcnco

sooner or later, depending chiefly upon tho

tcinpcmluro of the apartment where tbo

cider is kept; in most case.*, during tho first 3
or 4 days. If tho fermentation begins early

anil proceeds rapidly, the liquor must ho

racked or drawn off nml put into fresh casks

in 1 or 2 days; but if this does not take placo

at an early period, but proceeds slowly, threo

or four days may olap.se Wore it is racked. 1 n

general, it is necessary to rack the liquor nt

least twice. If, notwithstanding, the fermen-

tation continues briskly, thu racking mast bo
repeated, otherwise the vinous fermentation,

by proceeding too far, may terminate in acetous

fermentation, when vinegar wiil ho the result.
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Iu racking off tho liquor, it is necessary to

keep it fico from sediment, and tho scum or

yeast produced by tbo fermentation. When
the fermentation is completely at an end, fill

up tho cask with cider in all respect-* like that
contained in it, and bung it up tight, previous
to which a tumbler of sweet oil may bo
poured into the bang-hole, which will exclude

tho oxygen and prevent tho oxidation of the

surface of the wine.

Sound, well made cider, that has been pro-

duced a.i above directed, and without any
foreign mixtures, is a pleasant, cooling anil

wholesome beverage; while, on tho contrary,

the acids and drug* added to already impure
liquor, retard fermentation, thu:; adding poison
to poison, producing colic, and notunfrequently
incurable obstruction*.

837. To MakeGoodFermented Cidor.
To make good fermented eider that wiil kr--;»

a year or morn without turning too sour to be
used for anything but vinegar, i s uot a diffi-

cult inattur. The first thing is to exclude all

decayed fruit, but it should bo quite ripe.

Nut a drop of water should be used in the
process of manufacture. Tho sweeter tho

Juice, tho stronger the cider, and tho better it

will keep. Put tho barrel immediately in a
cool cellar—tho cooler tbo butter. Tho fer-

mentation may go on slowly or rapidly, prao-

tieo differing lu this respect. It: tho former
ease tho liquid is treated in all respects like

wine. Tho cask lias a bung in which i* tixed,

air-tight, a till tube bent at right angle*, or a

piece of india-rubber tube. Tho free end of

tho tubo in either case dipt into a vessel of

wator. Till* arrangement allows the ga-c»

liberated in formontatiou to pas* nut, and the
end of tho tubo being covered with water, air

cannot pass in. Tho bubbling of tho pas
through tho water shows how tlm fermenta-

tion it progressing. When this lias ceased,

tho eider is rucked off into clean cask*, which
nro to bo full and bunged tightly. Much of
tho excellence of eider depends upon tho tem-
perature at whlclt tho fermentation is con-

ducted; a point utterly overlooked by the

manufacturers of this liquor. Instead of tho

applo juice, as soon as it is expressed from tho

fruit, being placed in a cool situation, where
tho temperature should not exceed C0° or 52°
Fahr., it is frequently left exposed to tho full

heat of autumn. In this way much of the

alcohol formed by the decomposition of the

sugar is converted Into vinegar, by thcabsorp
lion of atmospheric oxygon, and thus the

liquor acquires that peculiar and imwholc-
come acidity knowu as "hardness" or
" roughness." When, on tho contrary, tho

formontatiou is conducted at a low tempera-
ture, nearly tho whole of the sugar is con-
verted into alcohol, and this remains in the
liquor, instead of undergoing tho pruccas of

ncotification.

838. To Mako Fino Cider by An-
other Process. After obtaining tho juice

tu already directed (see jVo. Willi), strain it

through a coarse Imir-sicvo into open vats or

close casks. When the liquor has midcrgouc
tho proper fermentation in these close vcs-cls,

which may bo best effected iu a temperature
of from 4(P to GG° Fahr., and which may be
knowu by its appearing tolerably clear, and hav-
ing a vinous .shaqnicss upon ibc touguc, any
furthei formontatiou must be stopped by rack
ing off tho pure part into open vessels, exposed
for a day or two iu a cool situation. After
this tho liquor must agaiu Jio put iuto casks
and kept in a cool place dunng winter. The
proper time for racking may always be known
by tho brightness of the liquor, tho discharge

«f tho fixed air, and the appearance of a thick

crust formed of fragments of the reduced’
pulp. The liquor should always bo racked
off anow, as often as a hissing noise is heard.

or as it extinguishes a lighted match held to
the bung-hole. When a favorable vinous
fermentation ha* been obtained, nothing moro
w required than to till up llio vessels every
two or three weeks, to supply the waste by
fermentation. P.y the beginning of March
the liquor will be bright and pure, and fit for
final racking, which should l>e dono in fair
w. -.ifher. When tho hollies aro filled, they
should lm sot by, nncorkisl, till morning, when
the corks must be driven iu tightly, secured
by wire or twine and melted resin, or any
similar substance.
830. To Prepare Casks for Cider.

Cider should never lw put into new casks
without previously (raiding them with water
containingsalt, or with water in which pomaco
ha* been boiled. Ileer casks should never bo
used for eider, or rider casks for beer. Wino
and brandy casks will keep eider well, if tho
tartar adhering to theirsidcs is first carefully
scraped off ami tho casks bo well scalded.
Hnming a little sulphur in a cask will effectu-
al! v* remove must.
840. Canned Cider. Cider may bo pro-

served sweet f.w years, by putting it up in
air tight ran* after the manner of preserving
fruit. Tho eider should ba first settled and
racked oil' from tho dregs, but fermentation
should not be allowed to couuncnco beforo
canning.

841. To Cleanso Cider Barrels. Tako
lime water ami n trace chain and pul them m
tho barrel through tbo bung-hole, first sccnr-
;ng a strong twine to tho cliaiu to draw it out
with. Then shako the barrel about until tho
chain wears or scour* off all mould or pomaco
remaining in the barrel. Then rinse well with
water; after throwing out tho rinsing water

E
t iu a little whiskey, turning tho barrel to

ug it iu contact with every part, and pour
out nil yon can.

842.’ To Clarify and Improve Cider.
Cider should bo stored in a cool place, an«.

should not ho drunk before it becomes suffi-

ciently matured. To imnrovo the flavor of a
hog-head of cider, 1 $ gallons of good brandy
oi rum aro frequently added, with 2 ounces
powdered catechu (dissolved in water), 7
pounds good moist sugar or honey, 4 ounco
each bitter almonds ami cloves, and A ounces
mustard seed. These must be well stirred in,

and occasionally Mitred up for a fortnight,
after which it must be allowed to rcpoio for
II or 4 months, when it will nsuaily lA: found
as bright a* wine. Should this lint bo tbo
rasa it must bo fined with a pint «.f isinglass
fiuiug.*, or a dozen eggs, and in 2 weeks moro
it will be fit for me. If the cider ho preferred

pale, omit the catechu, and imtead dlhc isin-

glass, fine with I quart nf skimmed milk. If
wanted of a light rc«kli<h or ro»c tint, use 4
ouncccochinc.il. and oir.it the catechu.

843.

To Bottle Cider. Preparatory to

bottling eider it should l»o cxauuucd to tco
whether it is clear and sparkling: if cot, it

should bo clarified again, and left for two
weeks. The night before it is intended to bo
pul iuto bottles, ibc bung should bo left cut
of tbo cask, and left to until tho next day,
when it may be bottled, but not corked dowa
nntil tho day after, as, if this bo dono at once,
many of tho bottles will burst by keeping.
Tho nest corks and ebainpaguo bottles should
be used, and it is usual to wire and cover the
corks with tin-fuil, after the mauucr of cham-
pagne. A few bottles may bo knot in a warm
placo to ripcu, or a small piece of lump sugar
may bo nut iuto each bottlo beforo corking, if

wanted for imaiedialo use. or for consumption
during tho cinder portion of the year; but for
warm weather and for long keeping this is

iuadinissablc. Tho bottled stock should be
stored in a cool cellar, where the quality will

be greatly improved by age.

844. Champagne Cider, (lood eider,
pale, 1 hogshead; spirit, 3 gallons; honey or
sugar, 20 pounds. Mix and let them rest
for 2 weeks, then fine witli skimmed milk,
4 gallon. This will be very pale; mid a
himilur article, wheu bottled iu clumipagno
buttles, and silvered and labeled, bus* been
often sold to the iguornut for champagne. It

opens very brisk if managed properly.
845. Fino Champagne Cider is made

as f.dlowa:—To 10l» gallons of good cider put
3 gallons of strained honey, or 21 pounds of

K whilo sugar. Stir well nnd set it aside
week. Clarify the eider with half a gul-

joo of skimmed milk, or 1 pound of dissolved
isinglass, and add 4 gallons of pure spirits.

After 2 or 3 days bottle tho clear eider, and it

will become sparkling. In order to produce
a slow fermentation, the casks containing the
fenncjiling liquor must ho bunged up tight.
It is a great object to retain much of the car-
bonic gas in the cider, so as to develop itself

after bciug bottled.

810. Cftampngno Cider. (Another re-
ceipt.) 10 gallons of cider, old and clear.
Ful it in a strong iron-hound cask, pitched
inside (like boor-cmikn); mhl 24 pints clarified
white plain syrup; then dissolve in itf> ounces
tartaric, acid

;
keep tbo hung ready in lianil,

thou udd '
4 ounces of biemhonato of potima

;

bung it a
i
quickly and a i well us possible.

817. To Imitato Chsimpngno Cidor.
Cidor will rcsciuldo champagne if you pat
a lea-spoonful carbonate of soda. 2 tca-Hpuon-
fiils fino sugar, and ft tublo-xpoonful brandy iu

a tumbler, mid fill it up with sharp cider.

848. How to Imitato Cidor. A very
fair imitation cidor may lie produced by using
tho following receipt:—25 gallon* soft water;
2 pounds tartaric acid

; 25 pounds New Or-
leans sugar; 1 pint yeast. I'm nil tho ingra-
dienli into a clean cask mid stir them up well
after standing 21 hours with the Imng out.
Then bung tho cask up light, add 3 gallons
spirits, and let it jitund 48 hours, after which
tune it will bn ready for tiso.

840. To Imitato Sweet Cidor. Tako
water, 100 gallons; honey,:, gallon*; cnlechu
powdered, 3 ounces ; alum, 5 ounces; you*!., 2
pint*. Ferment for 15 day* iu n warm placo
(iu tho sun if possible); then add hitter
almonds,

4 pound; cloves,
4 pound; burnt

,uP :, r, 2 pints; whiskey, 3 gallons. II acid
bo in excess, correct by adding honoy or
sugar. IT too uweot, add sulphuric nehl to
amt the taste. Wo should prefer to add cider
vinegar for acidulating when necessary.

850.

Cheap Imitation Cider’ Take
water, 35 gallons; sulphuric acid, enough to
mako tho water pleasantly sour; brown sugar,

50 pounds; alum, 4 ounces; ginger, 5 ounces;
cloves, 5 ounces; bitter almonds, G ounces.
Foil tbo last 4 ingredients in 2 gallons of tho
water for 2 hours, strain, and mhl this decoc-
tion to tho oilier water. Burnt sugar may bo
added, to color, if wished. From 3 to 4 gal-
lons of whiskey, if mixed with it, will givo
more body. It is generally know-i, wo sup-
pose, that bisulphite' of limo may bo ndvnn-
tageoudy employee! in fresh cider to slop ita
conversion to vinegar. (See .Vo. 835.)

851.

Cheap-made Cider. Tukoofgnod
cider and water. 1 hogshead each; molasses,
50 pounds; alnut, dissolved, * pound. Brim-
6t one matches to stop fermentation, by burning.

852.

To Keep Cider Sweet. Allow
the cider to work until it has reached the stale
most desirable to the taste, then add 1 4 tum-
blers grated horseradish to each barrel, and
shako up well. This arrests further fermenta-
tion. Afterremaining a few week?, rock off
and hung up closely in clean casks.

853.

To Clear Cider. To clear and
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improve cider generally, tako 2 quarts of
ground horseradish ami 1 pound of thick
gray lilteriiij; paper tu tho barrel, and either
shako or .stir until the paper has separated
into small shreds, and let it stand for 24
hours, when the eider may bo drawn off by
means of a syphon or a slop-cock. Instead of
paper, a preparation of wool may ho taken,
which is to bo had in tho market here, and
whieh is prefernblo tu paper, as it lias simply
to bo washed with water, when it may be used
again.

854, To Clean n Foul, Sour Cask, and
Rcatoro tho Taste of tho Wood. In
order to accomplish this, dissolve about
pounds lime in 5 pillions boiling water. Ulus')

the cask to l>o i cstored with thin liquid, and
afterwards with boiling water. If tho cask
is very foul, it should also bo rinsed with very
dilute Bulphuiio acid after tliu lime water, and
afterwards with boiling water. Aa a general
thing, however, the. lima water and boiling
water are willii icnt. To rcituro tho natural
lasts) of tho wood, mush up in a inortar a
handful ofjuniper berries mid put them in tho
tainted cask, then pour over them several gal-
lons boiling water, roll tho cask violently, and
set it first on one end, and then upon tho
oilier.

865. To Mako Barrels Tight Dis-
solve in a watvr-bnth 1 pound leiitbor scraps
and 1 ouuco oxalic acid, in 2 pounds water,
and dilnto gradually with 3 pounds warm
water. Apply this solution to tho iusido of
tho barrel, where, by oxidation, it will a&sumo
a brown color and become inaolublo in nlco-

* hoi. This coat closes all tho pores of tho
wood, and does not crack or scale off.

TD rowing*. The art of brewing is

JLJ simply ami easily understood, clean-

linoss and attention being tho principal points
to bo considered. It consists of fivo opera-
tions, namely : mashing, boiling, cooling, fer-

menting, ami donning. Tho hr.it process is

simply to obtain an infusion of tho malt. In
the second, this infusion of mult is furthor
iinpregimtril with tho flavor of the hops in

Qio boiling, which is requisite fer tho preser-

vation of tho beer. In tho third, this decoc-
tion or iufmion is coolod down to the necessary
heat for fermentation, which is excited with
yeast, and which fills it with carbonic gaj,

giving to tho liquor that pungent tasto for

which it is esteemed. After this it is fined,

or cleansed, to render it fit for driuking.

857.

Browing Utensils. These uten-

sils in a small way (say for a hogihcad, or 54

gallons of beer), will consist ofa copper capablo
of containing about 70 gallons; and if the

brick edge at tho top is inado sloping, mid
covered with lead, it will prevent any waste
of tho wort in the boiling. A uiosh tub, with
a falso bottom about 3 inches abovo tho other
bottom, bored full of small holes, to prevent
tho malt stopping up tho hole of the faucet.

In many eases, for the sake of ccouomy, un
old worn-out birch-broom is cleaned and
fastened before tho holo of tho fuueet; and
others again have two pieces of wood nailed

together, and bored full of holes, whieh is

fitted to tho side of tho tub, so aa to cover
tho holo of tliu fuucot. Any ono of these
contrivances is to prevent tho malt or grains
from flowing out with thn wort, which would
spoil its transparency. Tho tub must bo suffi-

ciently largo to hold 10 or 12 bushels of malt,
with plenty of room for mushing or stirring.

An undcrback, to receive tho wort from tho

mash tub. An oar, or rudder, to stir up tho
malt in tho mash tub. Two or three coolers.

These should bo broad and flat, that the wort

816
may cool quickly

;
for if tho wort is too long

cooling, it is likely to bccomo sour in the
coolers. Theso should also bo raised a little

nt ono end. that the wort may be run off at
tho lower end without being disturbed or
shaken, and also that the scdimeul which falls

down may not be again mixed with the wort.

A fermenting tun. The mosb-tub, when
emptied of the grains, will also sorre for this

purpose. Casks, and oak stands for the casks
nnd tubs to be placed on. Tho whole of these
articles should l>o of a suitable size with the
copper, whieh tho cooper will always regulate,
or iu proportion to the quautity intended to l>c

brewed.

858.

Hashing. The pnrposo of mash-
ing is to convert as much of tho flour of tlio

malt as possiblo into sugar, so Unit the extrac t

drawn trom it may contain the greatest
amount of saccharine matter which it is capa-
ble of giving. To accomplish this perfectly
will depend upon many contingencies—tho
heat of tho water used in mashing, its quality,
whether hard or soft, the most perfect mixing
of tho malt with tho water, aud tho timo of
their remaining together. High-dried mall
docs not produeo ko much saecbariuo rnuUer
as palo mult On tho proper temperature of
tho liquor used will depend tho goodness,
flavor, and clearness of tho extract drawn.
When too high, or near tbo boiling point,
tho flour of tho malt will bo set, form-
ing a kind of pasta or starch, and tho extract
obtained will bo liulo bolter thuu water. The
Burfaeo of tho grains after tho uiashiug process
ii coucludcd will bo covered with specks of
whito meal. Tho samo appearanco also shows
itself when unmaltcd coni hni been mixed
with tho malt. If tbo temperature bo too
low, tho wort will bo poor and devoid of
strength, because tho boat of tho water is not
sufficient to convert tho floor of tho malt into
sugar, or to extract the saccharino matter
from it. For palo malt tho heat of tho wa-
ter must bo higher than for brown, and to
much tho lower in proportion os tho malt is
browner. Thus, for the palo malt, (ho heat
of tho water for tbo first mash should bo 178®
Fabr.: for tho second, 182°. Palo and amber
mixed, or polo malt approaching to ember,
172® for tho first mash; second, I7fi°. All
amber, tho first 170®; second, 17C°. For
vory brown, or brown malt, such as is used
for porter, 154° for tho find

;
second, 164°.

When hard water is used, the heat in each
easo should be about 2° less. An equal por-
tiou of pale, amber, and brown, or half palo
and half brown—first heat, IC0°; rccond,
168®. Tho tiino for the Handing of the mash
is from on hour and a half to two hours. In
tbo summer months the niarh ihcnld not
stand so long by a quarter of nn hour as it

docs in the winter. Heat tho water in thn
copper to the required degreo by Fahrenheit's
thermometer. In taking tho heat in tho cop-
per, if it is too hot, odd cold liquor to bring it

to the desired degreo; but be careful to stir
tho hot and cold well together and mix it in-
timately, beemiso tho cold water, being heav-
ier than tho lot, sinks to (ho bottmi. Tho
heat of tho water lieing now reduced to tho
proper degree in tho tun, tho molt must bo
stirred in gradually. It is liesl for one person
to throw it in whilst another mixes it well
und thoroughly by means of tho oar, ro that
thero may bo no lumps or dots of malt left
in it. Tho remainder of tbo water thonld bo
added by degrees, us the mash becomes too
stiff to stir, until tho whole is need. Reserve
about 4 bushel of the malt to (brow over the
top wheu the mashing is finished. Cover the
top of tho tun with malt-sacks or cloths, to
keep in the heat, anil let it stand the required
time. Turn the top partially, to allow tho

wort to run out slowly, nnd draw off me in

a pail or bucket. As the first running will

not be clear, it- must bo put gently back into

the tun
;
nnd if tho second running is not

sufficiently clear, turn the tap again, and let

it remain a few minutes before drawing it off;

then turn the tap partially ns h«(oie, mid
draw il otf into the undcrback, which must 1m

placed underneath to receive it. As I lie Hint
runs out move slowly, the tap must Lo turned
more fully, until tho whole is nearly run out,

and tho lied of tho grains looks dry; tlu-n

turn the tap, to prevent any more running
off. While tbo mash is standing, the dipper
should bu again filled with water, nnd hinted
Lo the required degree for the i cooud lunsb; this

should be ready by the timo the first wort is

drawn off; then, with a bowl or Indie, pour
over the top of tho grains, ns gently ns pombio,

about ball ns much water os lor the first;

cover tho mash-tun, let it remain a Lout ten

minutes or a quarter of un hour, and draw it

off as before, pouring bnek the first tunning
uutil it is fine. Tho wort from the first

mashing i» always tho host nnd richest in

saccharine or sweet mutter. Tho proportion
of wort to bo obtained from each bushel of

malt depends entirely on tho proposed strength
of the liquor required. To ale or beer of a
superior kind tho produce only of tho first

mashing should bo used. For ordinary or

nsnal drinking ale, takn tho produeo of the

first aud second lnadiiiips, mix thorn well,

and ascertain tliu gravity by a MCchuromter.
This i» nn initrnuicut used by browor i for as-

certaining tho strength of wort; it h similar

in principle t» tho hydrometer, but its scnlu

donates tlio pounds per barrel m itxcoas of thn

weight of n barrel of water. Thn barrel or

36 gallons of water weighs 3H0 pounds; nnd,

in examining A quantity of w-.rl, if l.hu 800*

nharuncter mark a <i«>, it means that a barrel

(36 gallons) of tho wort would weigh <10 pounds
mure than a barrel of water, or 420 pounds.

Ilian sort <>f specific gravity, hi which 360
is tho unit instead <>f 10(10; from which it

can bo seen that a nuccharomclor gravity of

420, n« compared with 3l»U, would ho tliu samo
ns I 1603 true specific gravity as compared with
1000. .Some brewers express tho strength ul

their wort by tho whole weight of a barrel,

others uso only tho oxcoxfl of weight; .'Ims, in

tho example above, some would call it. wort
of 420 pounds, others would any GO pomidit

;

either way is plain; tho figures showing
which plan is adopted. Tho usual limit for

nlo or beer is from 50 to <k> pounds, and for

a vory strong nlo from 90 to 120 pounds
por barrel. That innilo at tho first gravity

will bo a brisk, lively and sparkling drink

;

but tho last will bo more heavy and glutinous,

and can only bo imperfectly fermented.

859.

Boiling. As soou as the water is

taken from tho copper for tho table-beer,

damp tho fire with ashes or cinders, and put

iu tho wort. For every bushel of malt used,

allow 1 pound hops, previously soaked in wa-

ter taken from tlio first mash at 160° of heat;

add half of them at first, und the other

half after tho wort has boiled half an hour.

2 pounds of hops by this method arc consid-

ered to bo equal to 3 pounds used iu the

ordinary way. Tho water in which they arc

stooped is strained off and put into tho tun

instaud of the copper, which preserves the

flavor of the hops. I,et the wort boil as

briskly as possible, for the quicker it is boiled

the sooucr it will break. Try it occasionally

in a glass, nnd see if it has separated into

large (lakes; if it has not, boil it a little

longer; when nearly ready, it will appear to

be broken into fine particles. Tho extremes
of under and over-boiling must be avoided,

for wheu over-boiled it is with difficulty fined
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uguiii in the casks.860.

Cooling:. When the wort is ready,
damp tho lire, and draw it off into the cind-
ers, keeping the hops well stirred to prevent
their being burnt to tho bottom; strain it

through a hair-siovo to take off tho hop?.
The coolers should be as shallow as possible,
that the wort may not be too lung in cooling,
nr it may chance to get sour, and should be of
the same depth in eiudi, that it may cool
equally. When the first wort is drawn off,

return tho hops agaiu into the boiler, with the
wort for tho table-boot, and let it boil
quickly for ono hour and a half; mid if

1 pound course sugar or molasses, and I

ounce salt, bo added to every 10 gallons wort
m the boiling, it will bo much improved.
Whim tho wort has been cooled down to 75
or BO degrees of beat, by the thermometer
(this will depend on tho state of the atmos-
phuro, fur when tho weather is warm it should
ho cooler), draw it off into tho fermenting
tun, without disturbing tho sediment at tho
bottom, which gives tho alo or beer a dis-
agreeable taste. This is always observed by
llio Scotch brewers, but others consider that
it feeds tho beer, which it eertaiuly does, mid
always nsoit; for whether it is the oleagin-
ous quality of tho hops, or tho gluten ex-
truded from tho malt, which in precipitated
by tho boiling, it cannot bo of any injury to
tho wort. If it is the first, it is of essential
service to give tho full flavor of tho hops.
In each com It will bo thrown off iu tho
working,

861.

Formontfttion. 3 pints good whito
fresh yuust will be about the quantity required
to work a hogshead id' beer; but in larger

brewings this will depend on tho quantity
there is in n body, tho gravity, and heat of

the atmosphere—thus, tho lower tho gravity,

tho greater tho bulk, and tho warmer tho

weather, tho loss yeast must bo mu*! in pro-

E

orlimi to work it, aud vice term. 3 pints

oing sufficient for a hogshead, a gallon will

work 'I orf> hogsheads in a bony of tho snmo
gravity. First mix tho yeast with a gallon
or two of tho wort, and a handful or two of
Iwimor wheat Hour in tho fermenting tun;
when the fermentation is brisk, pour over
another portion, aud ns soon as tho wort is at
tho proper degreo of temperature run it into
tho tun, reserving out somo of tho ferment, to

feed tho beer as occasion may require. When
it becomes languid, or if there is sufficient

yeast hi, it may bo left out altogether. Tho
I'ormontaLion should ho gradual at first; far if

it goes ou too quickly tho boor is likely to

become foxed, that is, to liuva a rank and dix-

ngrooablo taste. Tho uext morning tho beer
should have a thin whito creamy head; then,
with a bowl or ladle, well rouso aud mix it

together. If, however, tho fermentation has
not linen favorable, add somo of tho ferment;
and if rather cold, wrap somo sacks or old
carnet round tho tun, and place some more
sacks over tho top; also keep tho door and
windows closed. Or take a clean cask (tho
size according to the quantity of the gyle, or
brewing), and fill it full of boiling iiquor;

bung it close, aud put in the tun. Iu tho
evening rouso the bead well iu again; tho
next morning tho beer should have what is

termed a cauliflower head ; remove with tho
skimmer any patches of dark-brown yeast,
mid mix it well up together again. Alter tho
yeast has risen to the top, it will form a thick
yeasty appearance, which should bo skimmed
off as soon as it is inclined to fail. A portion
.should then bo Lakon out, tried with Ilia sac-

ebarometer, aud noted. If not sufficiently

fcrmeutcil, it should bo tried every two hours
until it is so, and tho head may be skinuued
off at tho same time. When sufficiently re-

duced, cleanse it into the casks.

817862.
Cleansing. In cleansing alo or

beer, the yeast should be skimmed from tho
top. and the liquor drawn off gently, so as
not to disturb the bottoms. Tho casks
should bo plugged a little on ono side, that
the yeast may \v*>rk and discharge itself at
the bung-hole. A tub or pan must be placed
underneath to receive the yeast as it works
over. The greatest attention should bo paid
to tho filling up of the casks with tho wort
that is left, which should bo dono every half
hour at first, and as tho working becomes
more slow, every 3 or 4 hours, that tho yeast
may contiouo to discharge itself, otherwise it
will fall to tho bottom, and render tbo beer
harsh and unpleasant, and liablo to bo cxcitod
on every chango of tho weather

; but by at-
tending to theso precautions, this will bo
avoided, and the working of tho beer will bo
sooner over. When tho yeast has ceased to
discharge itself, plug tho casks upright, mix
a pound of tho best bon* with somo old alo or
boor, and scald thorn in it over tbo firo. If
tho alo or beer is required to bo drunk soon,
this mixture should bo added worm, othorwiso
add it whon cold. Mix it well into tho caskKeans of a long slick, and bang tho cask

; mako a smlc-bolc near tbo bung, and
pat in a spilo rather loosely at first, and after
two or threo days knock it iu firmlv.

863.

Important Hint* on Browing.
hmaJI beer mil requiro rather moro yeast to
work it than strong boor or alo. A portion of
tho wort at Uio temperature of 85 dogrees
should bo mixed at first with tho yeast.
When tho fonneutation has commenced, tho
rost of tho wort may bo run into tho tun at
tho heat of 75 degrees. It will not work an
long nor so strongly as alo, and may bocaskod
tho next day. Attend to tho filling of tho
cask as directed for alo. In about two days
tho fermentation will havo subsided, and tho
cask should then bo bunged closo. Tbo fer-
mentation will always show whothcr tho
degree* of hoot havo been woll taken, and tho
extract well made. If too high, tho oir-blod-
dors on tho bead will bo about as largo os a
dollar piece. If too low, there wiU bo fow or
no bladders, or very small ones; but whon
well lakon they will bo in sizo about that of n
2 cent piece. Tho proportions of bops used
lor beer should bo iu occordnnco with tho
timo it is to bo kopL If for immediate use, 3
pounds will bo sufficient for a coomb of malt
(4 bushels). From 1 to 2 years, 4 pouuds;
old beer, 5 or G pounds. Tho somo if tbo
wort is very rich; or iu proportion to iu
gravity uso more bops, bccauso beer or alo
jnodo from nch wort is always intended for
long keeping. In general, 4 or G pounds of
hops per coomb (4 bushels) is usod for ales;
but lur porter, G or G pounds, aud for bitter
alo, about 8 or 10 pounds; but in all
euro should bo takcu that tbo hops are of tho
best quality. Thu private brewer will find
about i pound of raspings of quassia equiva-
lent to G pounds of hops for preserving alo
and imparting a pleasant bitter. Beer brewed
for immediate uso may bo mode from all palo
malt, os it is more readily fermented thou that
from tho browner sorts. It will not keep so
well, and may bo browed almost in the hot-
test weather, as it uccd not bo cooled below
70 or 75 degrees. A mixture of polo and
amber inalt should always bo used for keeping
beer, aud tbo wort cooled down to GO or 70
degrees before it is put iuto a state ol ferraon-
tatmu ; hence, from Autumn to Spring, or tho
months of October to March, havo over been
deemed tho most favorablo mouths for brow-
ing tho be3t malt liquor, tho former being
considered tho most fitted, os tbo beer has so
many cold months immediately succeeding,
for it to ripen and grow fine in

;
besides, it

docs not want such watching and tending as

DICK'S
tho March beer does, in putting in anil taking
out tho spile or peg on every chaugo of tho
weather. The proportion of wort to ho
obtained from every bushel of malt will dc-

5
id entirely on tbo proposed strength of tho
uor required. For nlo or beer of u superior

Kind, tho produco of tho first mashing only
should ho used

;
but if tho ordiuury or usual

driking ale is wanted, tuko tho produco of tlio
first and second meshings, and uso tho third
for tnblo beer.

864.

Flavoring Beer. There are sev-
oral simplo and iDUoxious articles which can
bo uso! for this purpose by the pri valo brewer

—

namely, Spanish liquorice, liquorice root, car-
damom aud caraway seeds, aud dried orange
peel powdered; these are vory excellent when
usod judiciously. Honey is also an excellent
assistant to beer anil nlo; about 2 pounds to
a quarter (8 bushels) of malt being put into
tho copper just boforo tho wort is turned out,
or long onougli to melt and incorporate with
tho mass. Tho samo plan should bo adopted
with everything used for this purpose— that

throwing it iu when tho wort is nt tho full
boiling point, for then it will not fall to Iho
bottom without mixing. When, bowevor,
Spanish liquorico is used, it will bo mrctwniy
to tio it in a net bag ami impend it. Snltnnd
ground ginger, or salt anil any other spiro, aro
excellent for cleansing bier.

865.

Porter Brewing for Families.
To mako this liovcmgc, ibvco soils of malt
are required, namely

:

pale, brown, and blown
malt. Tho peculiar flavor of Huh liquor ia
givcu by tho brown and blown molt, and no
other material or ingredient whatever ia ro-

eod different from oilier sorts of beer.
mixture of malt may bo composed of

half polo or amber, and half brown malt; or,

tako for a hogshead, 4 bushels of palo or
euibor malt, 2 of brown, nml 14 pouuds of

Cut blown molt, und G pounds ct (Iiq beat
ru bops. Theso proportions will mako

oxccllont porter, but tho following may bo
used for a MOoud-rato qualify :-2* bur hols of
amber, 1} bushels of blown malt, and 4
pouuds of hops, with sufficient burnt mgar
(see A©. Gt)4) to give Iho desired color; or it

may l>o brewed with all amber malt, mine
blown malt, or sugar coloring. Jut fend of
tho brown malt. Tho water for mat King
must bo lower than for beer or ale, and bo
reduced to 1C4 or 160 degrees for Iho first
unudi, accord iui; to tho instructions nlicody
laid down. All tho processes me ter ducted
tbo Mino as for beer or ale. with this ex-
ception, that blown molt is boiled willi Iho
wort in a copper, nml Iho Fecund u nit, if

boded bcparato, should be boiled violently
for 2 or 3 hours; and ns there is generally
but ono quality of porter, tho two lucd* of
wort are run together into Iho tun. 28 pill-

ions of cold water may bo run iuto the iun
for tablo portor. which

i
bould be managed

os tablo beer. If tho color is not efficiently
high it may bo heightened by using n pound
of Spanish liquonco with tho wort in Iho
boiler, or by the addition of burnt engor (Cor.
amtl. tee No. 694.)

866.

Hints on Fermentation. Tho
fermentation of beer or alo is a very import-
ant part of tho process of browing. Tho

quantity of extract obtained from tho malt
depends greatly upon tho heat of tho water

used for mashing, and on tho mashing process

being properly conducted
;
but whether that

extract bo rich or poor, tho flavor of the beer

or nlo, and its nltimato success in tho cellar,

depends upon tho wort being properly anil

sufficiently fenneuted in tho tun and casks.

Fermentation increases tho heat and de-

creases tho gravity of tho wort, altering

altogether its original character by a decani-
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position of it? ports, or a conversion ot its

saccharine principle into alcohol, which gives

to it that vinous pungency for winch it is

esteemed. If tho fermentation is not carried

far enough, tho abundant sweet principle of

tho wort will not be sufficiently changed to

give it the necessary vinous taste, and it will

bo sickly anil cloying, deficient of strength,

and liable to bccomo ropy. When the fer-

mentation is carried too far in the tun. the

vinous flavor is partly lost
;
ami if still lower,

the yeast becomes, as it were, fixed in it.

from the alo or beer having lost its natural

energy to throw it olT. and it will have a flat,

8 talc, and disagreeable taste. Fretting (sec

No. 737) then ensues in tho cask, and from

bciir' deficient of body it soon becomes sour,

uulcs* speedily drunk. All beer for keeping

should lie fermented in the tun to about ono-

fuurth its original gravity, in a temperature

of the gyle not exceeding 70 degrees. Light-

er beer about one-third; but in uo ease

should it lu allowed to reach so far asouc-

lml f. In winter, the fermentation of weak

beer must not Im carried quite so far as in the

Huminoi, as more uufermented matter must

lie left to nourish it in tho cask during tho

cold weather, which will counteract its ripen-

ing. Some allowance should also be made
for tho lime the ale or beer is intended to be

kept. Strong wort will bear a greater pro-

portionate fcniionCation limn weak wort, ami

consequently bo stronger ami more sparkling.

Beer of thiskiud, intended to bo kept, should

be fermented so low as to ensure transparency

ami soilness, with aproperdegreu of strength,

for it will liavo time to bring itsclt round.

Still, care must be taken to leave a sufficient

quantity of unfennontod matter lor tho supply

of tho gradual decomposition, the quantity

left being proportionate tx> tho time the beer

u intended to bo kept. Wort of 30 or CO ne-

groes gravity (see No. 838) will keep well for

2 or 3 years, if reduced to two fifths, oral least

oiio fourth. Alo ii not fermented so much u>

boor, therefore a considerable portion of the

saccharine mutter still remains in tho liquid,

apparently unaltered. In conducting this

process, both tho thermometer uml saccharo-

meter must bo Urn guide;—tho last U mdis-

ponsablc. Tho results given by th.-so should

1)0 carefully noted iu a hook kept for the

purpose, with tho heat of the atmosphere at

tho timn the observations are made, winch

will servo ns a guide for any future brewing.

As soon as the head forms a brown, thick,

yeasty appearance, and is inclined to fail, it

must bo immediately skimmed ofl. Particular

attention must bo paid to this point. It is at

ull times better to skim it before it begins to

drop, than allow it to pass again through the

beer, which will give it a rank, disagreeable

taste, termed ' yeast bitten neither will it

Quo well in tho cask. After tho head is

skimmed off. a portion should then bo taken

out. tried by tho sacclmroinctcr, and noted;

and if it is not sufficiently fermented it should

1)0 roused well up. nml skimmed every two

hours until tho required gravity i ; nearly at-

tained, when it should be watched with tho

greatest attention, anil cleansed with a liltlo

salt and bean flour, and any other flavoring

ingredient may lima be added, such fti ground

ginger, cardamom, caraway seeds. An., nml

well mixed with it immediately it is reduced

to the desired point.

867. Tho Acetoua Fermentation may
arise from premature fermentation, through

the mashing heat being taken too low. when it

may commence in the tun, underhack, or

coolers. If in the mash tun. the wort will

ferment very rapidly. au<l produce a largo

quantity of yeast; but of course tho liquor

will be soured, therefore less yeast will bo
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required to ferment it. When the first

mash is affected, all tho subsequent ones
will share tho same fate, and nocxtraquaotitv
of hops or boiling that may 1« given to it will

restore it to a sound condition. It may also

arise from the mashing heat being taken too

high. When ibis is tbo ease, the fermenta-

tion is languid, the yeast brad is very low, and

appears brown or fiery, accompanied with o

hissing noise, ami occasionally it will appear

as if boiling. A larger quantity of yeast than
usual is ucccssary to l«a added to wort of this

description, to force the fermentation, and to

discharge tho yeast freely, in order that as

little as possible may remain in the liquor,

which would otherwise fret and become sour.

The acetous fermentation may also arise from

Cnature fermentation, either iu the under-

It or colon ;
hence, frettiug cusucs, and

tho liquor continually geucrates acidity.

863. To Correct Acidity in Beer.

Acidity in beer may be neutralized by chalk,

lime, alkalies, Ac.; but it cannot bo totully

destroyed without spoiling the liquor.

800. Bittern. This is an adulterating

mixture employed by brewers to impart a
raise bitter and strength to their liquors. Boil

•1 parts Spanish liquorice iu sufficient water

until dissolved, ami evaporate to tho consist-

ence of cream. Then add to it 1 part extract

of quassia, 1 part powdered sulphate of iron,

2 parts extract of cocculus indicus, ami 8 parts

molasses.

870. Bitter Balls. These arc used as a
fraudulent substitute for hop , in making beer,

nml nro different in composition, to suit dif-

ferent kinds of malt liquor.

For ale : 2 pounds powdered gentian, and 1

pound extract of gentian, mixed with suffi-

cient molasses to make a paste. Divide into 4
pound rolls.

For pale nlc: 1
ponnd credo picric acid, 34

pouuds ground chamomile*, and !• pound grams
or Paradise, mixed with syrup.

For porter or stoat: either of tbo nbnvo.

with the addition or 14 pounds Spanish li-

quorice softened with a lilUc boiling water.
' 871. Fining for Alo or Beer. It fre-

quently happens that uialt liquor, especially

C
arter, with nil the care bestowed upon it in

rowing, will not turn out sufficiently fine to

meet the taste and eye of tbo consumer, iu

which caso it in usually subjected to tho opo-

ration of clarifying. For this purpose 1 ounco
isinglass is nut into 1 quart weak vinegar, or

atill better, hard beer, and when dissolved, a

sufficient quantity of good beer may be added
to mako it measure 1 gallon. This mixture
is called fiuingj. 1 to 2 pints of which is the
proper quantity for a barrel. Tho method of

using it, is to put tho finings into a backet,
and to gradually odd some of tho beer, until

tho bucket is threo parts full, during which
time it is violently agitated with a whisk, and
this is continued’ until a good frothy head is

raised upon it, when it is thrown into the

barrel of beer, and the whole well stirred up,

by means of n largo stick shoved in at the

bang-bole. In a few days tho beer will usual-

ly becomo fine.

872.

To Ascertain Whether Malt
Liquor may be Clarified by Fining. In

some bad sorts of l>cer. isiugla<s will bavo no
effect. This may bo ascertained beforehand,
by trying some iu a long glass tube, or vial,

with a liltlo of the fiuings. These should be

well shakcu together, and then set aside for a
short time, when it will be fouud that the

finings will rise to the top. leaving the central

portion of tho beer clear, if it 1k> in a proper
condition for clarifying; but if, on the con-

trary, they sink to tbo lioUoni, and the liquor

Still kecp3 foul, no quantity of finings, how-
ever great, will ever clarify it.

873. To Clarify Obstinate Ale. This
latter defect may he remedied by proceeding
to lino il after the manner above described,

and then adding, after the finings have been
well rummaged up. either 1 spoonful oil of

vitriol or gum catcehu, dissolved in } piut

warm water, again stirring well for a quarter
of no honr. Or 1 or 2 ounces tincture of

catechu tnay bo used instead, mixed with n
littlo water, hither of these additions acts

chemically on the finings, in tho name way nn

good beer does, precipitating them along with
tho foulness, and time brightening tho liquor.

Tho addition of n handful of hops, previously

boiled for 5 minutes in a littlo of tho beer,

and then added to tho barrel, and the wliolo

allowed to stand for n few days, l>oforo pro-

ceeding to clarify it, will generally liavo tho
some ofleet.

874. To Ripen Beer. Tho addition of

a small lump of white sugar to each bottle of

ale or beer, and a tea-spoonlul of moist sugar
to each bottlo of porter at tho time of corking,
will render it fit for drinking in a fow days in

ordinary weather. A raisin or lump of sugar
candy is often added to each bottlo with a

liko intention. Tho Parisian* bottlo their

beer ouo duy, aud sell it tho next. For this

purpose, in addition to tho sugar ns ubovo,

they add 2 or 3 drops of yeast. Such bottled

liquor must, however, bo drunk within a
week, or clso stored in a very cold place, ns it

will otherwise bunt tno bottles, or blow out
tho corks.

875. To Givo Boor tho Appcaranco
of Ago. Tboaddition of a very littlo diluted

sulphuric acid to now beer will givo it tho ap-

pearance of being 1 or 2 years old. Copperas,

slam, sliced lemons, oranges, and cucumbers,
sro also frequently omployed by brewers for

tho Mtno purpose.
870. Beer Heading. Alum and groon

copperas equal parts, both in fino powder;

mix. Or, alum, copperas, and common salt,

of each equal parts; mix. Used by brewers
to mako tlicir ncer keep its head.

877. To Remedy Mustiness in Beer.
To each hogshead add 1 pound now Imps
boiled in n gallon of tho liquor, along with 7
pound* nowly- burnt charcoal coarsely bruised,

and a 4 pound loaf of broad cut into slices

and toasted rather black
; rouso well every

day for ono week, then stir in moist sugar 3
or 4 pounds, and bung down for 2 wooks.
878. To Remedy Flatncns in Bcor.

Stir a fow pounds of moist, sugar into each
hogshead

; fermentation will ensue In n few
days, and the liquor bccomo brisk. On tbo
small scale, tho addition of a low grains car-

bonate of soda or prepared chalk to each glass
will mako the liquor brisk mid carry a head

;

but it most bo drunk within a lew minutes,
clso it becomes again flat. This is an excel-

lent method when home-brewed beer becomes
sour and vapid.

879. To Recover Frosted Beer.
Frosted bcci is best recovered by the addition

of a few hops boiled in a little sweet wort; or

by addiug a little moist sugar or molasses to

induce a fresh fermentation.
880. Foxing: or Bucking Beer. Add

somo fresh hops, along with some bruised

mustard seed, to tho beer. Somo persona odd
a little made mustard, or solution of alum or

catechu, or a little diluted sulphuric acid, aud
stir it well

;
anti in a week or 10 days after-

wards. further add some bcan-flonr, molasses,
or moist sugar.

881. To Itemedy Ropiness iu Beer.
Add a little infusion of cutcchu and somo
fresh hops to the beer, and in u fortuiglit stir

well, anil the next day fiuo it down.
882. German Beer Bouquet. Accord-

ing to Dr. Buuttgcr, this liquor consists of a
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solution of tho essential oil of lemons hi light
petroleum oil, and .a coarse fusel oil, containing
spirit colored by turmeric.

883. Spring Beer. Boil down 3 small
bunches each ol sweet fern, sarsaparilla, wiu-
tergreen, sassafras, prince nine, spice wood,
in 8 gallons water to G gallons ol decoction
or extract; strain

; 4 gallons of water boiled

down to 3 gallons of decoction, with J pound
hops; strain; mix the two extracts or decoc-
tions together

;
dissolve iu them 1 gallon of

molasses, and, when cooled to 80,; heat. If

pound of roasted bread soaked in fresh
brewers' yeast

;
fill up a 10-gallon keg; when

fermentation is over mix with it tlio white of
1 egg hcateu to froth; bung it, ami bottlo

when clear.

884. Spruco Beer. Boil 9J gallons of
water; lot it cool down to 80:J Falir., aud then
dissolve 9 pounds of sugar in il, having pre-

viously mixed with it 1 nuuco of csacuco of

spruce; then add I pint of goud brewers'
yeast, and pour it in a 10-gallon keg until fer-

mentation is over; then add a handful of

brick powder and tho wliito of 2 egg* beaten
to a froth

;
mix with tho beer, and let it staud

till clear, then bottle.

885. To Mako Whito Spruco Beer.
Dissolvo 10 pounds loaf sugar iu 10 gullous

boiling water, add 4 ounces essence of spruce;
when iicarlv cold add 4 pint yeast. Keep iu

a warm pfaco. Next day strain through
llanncl, put into bottles unu wiro tho corks.

880. To Make Wood’s Spruco Beer.
Boll 4 pint O'Seuee of spruce, 5 ounces each
of bruised pimento ami ginger, and f> or l>

ounoo* Imps m 3 gallons water lor I" minutes.

Thou mid 3 quarts molasses and II gallon*

warm water. When lukewarm add 1 pint

east; furuumt for 24 hours mol bottle, ns in

ast receipt. This will also make a white

hoar by substituting un equivalent of loai

sugar instead of tbu molasses.

887. To Mnko Spruco Boer. Take
2 ounces ouch hops and chips of sassafras

root, 10 gallons water; boil twenty minutes,

•strain, and turn on, while hot. I gallon good
molasses, mid add 2 table-spoonfuls each

essence of ginger aud essence of spruce; I

tablunpoonful pounded allspice. I’m into n

eusk, and when cold enough add I quart

yeast; let it Btaud 24 hours; draw it oil" or

bottle II.

888. Eunenco of Spruco. Take of tlm

young branches of black spruce (obics nigra),

mnko u decoction with water (see No. 34) and
ovuporulo to tlio consMtcnco of molasses.

This is used for fabricating spruce beer—

a

right pleasant drink when it is fresh.

889. Root Beer. Take sarsaparilla

(American). 2 pounds; spico wood, 4 |m>uimI;

guniacum chips. I pound; birch bark, J pound:
ginger, 4 ounce; sassafras, 4 ounces; prickly

-

ash bark, 4 ouuco ; bops, 1 ounce. Boil lor

12 hour* over a modornto lire, with sulHcimil

water, so that tho remainder shall measure 5
gallons, to which odd tincture of ginger, 8
ounces; oil ofwintcrgre.cn. 1 ounce; alcohol.

1 nuart. This prevents fermentation. To
muko root beer, taka of thisdocoction 1 quart;

molasses, 8 ounces; water,”2$ gallons; yeast.

4 ounces. This will noon ferment and pro-

duco n good drinkable beverage. The root

beer should bo mixed, in warm weather, tlio

ovouing before it is used, nud can lie kept for

uso either bottled or drawn by a common
beer-pump. Most people prefer a small addi-

tion of wild cherry bitters or hot drops to the

above beer. ( See Nos. 821 and 891 .)

890. Puffer’s Root Beer. Prince’s

pine, 2 ounces; wild cherry, 2 ounces; hem-
lock bark, 2 ounces; wintergreen, 4 ounces;
sassafras bark, 4 ounces ;

birch bark, 4 ounces;

spico bark, 4 ounces; Jamaicaginger,2 ounces;

E
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white mustard need, 1 ounce. Put iu a per-

colator and cover with boiling water
; U-t it

staud till cold, thou strain ; odd to it enough
boiling water to make 4 gallons. Toko 1 gal-

lon of this, odd 1 gallon of molasses, or the

tamo amount of syrup ;
to this add 8 gallons

of water and about 1 pint of yeast, 1 pint of

alcohol added will much iinprovo its llnvor,

oml it will keep longer.

891. Hot Drops. Toko of tincture of

myrrb, 1 ouucc; tiueturo of capsicum, 2
ounces.

892. To Mako Ottawa Root Beer.
Take 1 ouuco each sassafras, allspice, yellow
dock, aud wintergreen; 4 ounce each wild

cherry bark and coriander; 1 ounce Imps and

3 quarts molasses. Pour boiling water on
them

;
macerate for 24 hours; then filter and

add 4 pint yeast. Add about 6 gallons water,

or to taste. Iu 24 hours it is ready for Uh*.

893. To Make Superior Ginger Beer.
Tako 10 pound* of »ugar. 9 ounces lemon

Juice, l pound honey, II ounce* bruised

ginger root. 9 gallons water. 3 pints yeast.
Bofl the ginger half an hour in 1 gallun
water; then add the rest of tlio water nml tho
other ingredients, mid strain it when cold.

Add tho white of nn egg beaten, and 4 an
ounce essence of Ictnnn. I.ct it staud 4 days,
then Imttlr. mol it will keep many moiiilu*.

89-1. To Mako Ginger Beer. Put in-

to I gallon boiling water. I pound lump
sugar, I ounce Ik-*! unbleached Jamaica
ginger well bruised, J mince cream of tartar

awl 2 lemon* sliced
;

stir Ibo mgicdicuts fre-

quently in u covered vessel until lukewarm;
then add 1 \ or 2 ounce* yeast, nud keep it in
:v moderately warm place so a* to excite a
brisk formental ion

;
the next day lack and

strain through llanin-l
; let it work foi a day

or two, then strain it again nud bottle, wiring
down the corks.

895. Oingcr Beer Without Yeaat.
Boil 1

1
pounds bruised ginger iu 3 gallons

water licit! mi hour; then add 20 |m>uii< 1 *

while sugar. 1 pint lemon or lime Juice, I

pound Imncy, nml 17 gallon* water; attain
through a doth. When Cold add tlm white of

I egg. nml 4 lluid ounce essence of lemon;
utter standing 3 or 4 day*. bottlo.

890. To Make Ginger Pop. Take f>4

gallons water, i pound ginger root bruised, 4
ounce tartaiiu acid. 2J pounds white sugar,
white* of 3 eggs well licateii. 1 small tea spoon-
ful lemon oii. 1 gill vend

;
boil the root for 30

minute* in 1 gallon of tlm water, strain olf,

and put the oil in while hut; mix. Mako over
night; in the morning skim and bottle, keep-

ing out sediments.

897. To Make Ginger Pop. Tuko 2

minces lK**t wliitcJamaica ginger root, bruisc<l;

water, G quarts; Imil20 minutes, strain, anil

mid I ounce cream I at tar, I pound whito
sugar; put on lliu lire nml stir uutil all the

sugar is dissolved, and pul iu an earthen jar;

now (Hit i:i l ounce tartaric acid, uud tlio riml
of 1 lemon; let it stand until 70* Kahr., or
until you can bear your baud iu it with com-
fort; then mid 2 lablr-spoanfiils of yeast, stir

well, buttle for use and tie the cork*. Mako
a few days Ik;fore it is wanted for use.

898. Wahoo Beer. Boil for G hours in

4 gallons water, I ounce each sarsaparilla, Sol-

omon's seal, nettle root, and sassafras
;
2

ounces each burdock mot. comfrcy root, and
Prince’s pine; 2 ounces sweet fern, 4 ouuco
wiiitergrroii, and 4 raw )iotalnt*s cut up fine.

Strain, and add 1 quart molasses fur each 3

E
lions of tho strained liquor, and a browned
tf of bread. When cool, put in 1 pint of

good yeast, and let it ferment for 24 hours.

It will then bo ready to be put ia bottles or a

899.

Lemon Beer. Pul into a keg 1

DICK'S

gallon water, 1 sliced lemon, 1 table -spoonful

ginger, l pint goud syrup, and 4 pint yeast,
lu 24 hours it will be ready for use. If bot-
tled the corks must be tied down.
900. Imperial Pop. Cream of tartar, 3

ounce*; ginger, I ounce; whito sugar, 21
ounces; lemon juice, 1 ounce; boiling water,

1 4 gallons; when cool, strain, and ferment
with I ounce of yeast, nud IwitSc.

901. Girambing, or Lniioniated Gin-
ger Beer. Boil 44 ounces of ginger with 1

1

quarts water ; beat up 4 egg* to a froth, anil

add them with 9 pounds sugar to tho preced-

ing. Tako 9 lemons, peel them carefully, and
add tho riml ami juice to the foregoing. Pul

tlio whole into n barrel, add 3 spoonfuls of

yeast, bung down the barrel, and iu about. 12
days bottle it oil. In 15 days il will bu lit for

drinking, but it improves by keeping.

002.

Ginger Beer Powders. Pino pow-
der of Jamaica ginger, -1 or 5 drachms; Incur

bonatnof soda, 3) ounces; refined sugar in

S
xwdcr, It ounces; essence of lemon, 30
rops; mix, uud divide into fi doyen powders.

(Or 4 to T» grains of ginger, 28 of lilmrhouatu
of soda, 112 of sugar, and 4 drop of essence
of lemon, in each powder.) In the other
powder put 32 grains of tartaric acid; or 35
grains if u more decidedly acidulated hover-

ugo is required. Or from 30 to 33 grains of

citric, acid.

003.

Spruco Beer Powders. In each
blue paper put 5 scruples of powdered sugar.

28 grains of biearboualu of soda, and 10 grains
csmuico ol spruce. In each white paper 30
grain* of tartaric add.

004.

Sherbet. Take 8 ounces carbonate
of soda, G ounces tartaric acid, 2 pounds loaf
sugar (finely powdered), 3 drachm* essence of
lemon. I/et lliu powders be very dry. Mix
them intimately, and keep them for use iu a

wide- mouthed bottle, closely corked. Put 2
pood-sized leu annoiifula into a I n mblet

;
pour

hi 4 pint of cold water, stir briskly, and drink

off.

005.

Raspberry Shrub. 1 quart vine-

gar. 3 quart* ripe raspberries. After standing
n day. strain it. adding In each pint a pound
of augur, and skim it clear, while bailing about
half un hour. Cut a wine-glass of brandy to
each pint of tho shrub, when cool. Two
spoonfuls of 1 hi*, mixed with ntuinhlcrof wa-
ter, is mi ( Acellont drink in warm weather
and in fevora.

006.

Aerated or Effervescing Lemon-
ade. This may ho made by putting into ouch
l>otthi (soda water bottle) I ounce or 1}

ounces syrup of lemon*, and filling it up with
wmplo aerated water from tlio machine.
(Tlm syrup is madu by dissolving 30 ounces
lamp sugar iu IG ounces of fresh lemon juice,

by u gentle heat. It may be urmnulixcd by
adding 30 or 40 drop* of essence id' lemon to

the sugar; or by rubbing pari of the sugar
on the peel of 2 lemons; or by adding to tlm

syrup an ounce of a strong tincture of fresh

lemon peel, or of Ibo distilled spirit of tbu

game.)

907.

Effervescing Lemonudo, with-
out a Machine, l'ut into each bottlo 2
drachms of sugar, 2 drop* of essence of lem-

on. 4 drachm bicarlmnute of potash, uud wa-
ter to fill the bottle; then drop in 35 or 40
grains of citric or tartaric acid in crystals, uud
cork immediately, placing the bottles in a

cool place, or preferably, in iced water.

908.

Plain Lemonade in Powder.
(For ten gallons.) 4 pound turlaric acid iu

I
>wdor, IG pounds sugar in powder, 14

ruchms oil of lemons. Hub and mix well.

1 ouuco of this powder makes 4 pint of lem-
onade.

909.

To Mako Superior Lemonade.
Tako tho rind of 2 lemons, juice of 3 large
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lemons, 4
pound loaf sugar, 1 quart boiling

wafer. Rub some of the sugar, in lumps, on
two of tho lemons until they bavo imbibed all

tbo oil from them, and pnt it with the remain-
der of tbo sugar into a jug; mid the lemon
juico (but no pips), nnd pour over the wholo
a quart boiling; water. When the sugar is

dissolved, strain tho lemonada through a piece
of muslin, nnd, when cool, it will bo read/
fur use. The lemonade will be much im-
proved by having '.ho white of nn egg beaten
up with it-

010. To Mako Orangeade. Toko of
diluto sulphuric acid, concentrated infusion of
orange peel, each 12 drachms; syrup of or-
ange pool, 5 Haiti ounces. Thin quantity is

udacd to 2 imperial gallons of water. A largo
wine-glassful is taken for a draught, mixed
with more or loss water, according to taste.

This refreshing drink not only assuages tho
thirst, but has, moreover, strong antiaeptio
and anti-diarrlnca properties.

011. Imitation Lemon Juice. This is

an excellent substitute for lemou juice, and
keeps well in a coal place. Dis&olro 14
ounces citric acid, 45 grains carbonato of po-
tussa, and 24 ounces whito sugar ill 1 pint cold
water; add the yellow peel of n lemon, uud,
in 24 hours, strain through muslin or u hair
siavo. Instead of tho lemon peel. If. or 16
drops of oil of lemon may bu used to flavor.

012. Imitation Lemon Juice. Wtrio
or tartaric acid, 2f ounces; gum, 4 ounce;
pieces of fresh lemon peel, } ounco; loar su-

gar, 2 ounces; boiling water, 1 quart; macer-
ate with occasional agilutinu till cold, and
strain, llxccllont.

013. Imitation Orango Juice. Dis-
solve 1 ounco citric add nnd 1 drachm carbon-
ute of poliuuta in 1 ciuurt water, and digest in

tho solution tho peel of half an orango until
sufliciontly flavored

;
then sweeten with

honey or while sugar. Instead of tho orange
peel, 5 or G drops of oil of orango peel, with 4
fluid ounco tincturo of orango peel, may bo
used.

914. To Koop Lemon Juice. Huy
lotnoud when cheap mid kcop them in a cool

plneo two or three days; roll them to mako
them squeezo easily. Squeeze tho juico in a
bowl, nnd strain it through muslin which will

not permit a particle of tho pulp to pass
through. Unvo ready 4 and 4 ounco phials,

perfectly dry. Rill them with tho jnico so
near tho top as only to admit 4 tea-spoonful
of sweet oil in onch.or a little luoro if for lurgur
buttles. Cork thorn tight, aud put them in u
cool dark place. When you want tho juico,

open such a sized bottle as you will use in a
few days. Wind some clean cotton on a
skewer, and dip it in, to absorb all the oil.

When tho oil is removed the juico will bo a*

lino us when first bottled.

915. Portablo Lemonade. Tuko 1

pound freely-powdered loaf sugar, 1 ounco
tartaric or citric acid, and 20 drops essence of

lemon. Mix, aud keep very dry. 2 or 3 tea-

spoonfuls of this stirred briskly in a tumbler
of water will make a very pleasant glass of
lemonudc. Jf efforvcsecut lemonade bo de-

sired, 1 ouucc carbonate of soda must bo
added to tho above.
910. Lomonado Powders. Pound and

mix together
4 pouud loaf sugar, 1 ouucc car-

bonate of soda, and 3 drops oil of lemon.
Divide the mixture into 16 portions, wranped
in whito paper. Then take 1 ouuco of tar-

taric acid, and divido into 16 portions, wrap-

ping them in bluo paper. Dissolvo ono of

each kind in half a tumbler of water, mix the

two solutions together, and drink whilo clfcr-

vcscing.

917.

Lemon Soda Nectar. Juice of 1

lemon, J tumblerful of water, powdered whito

sugar to taste, 4 small tea-spoonful of carbon-
ate of soda. Strain tho jaico of tho lemon,
and add to it tho water, with sufficient white
sugar to sweeten tho wholo nicely. When
woll mixed, put in tho soda, stir well, and
drink while in on effervescing state.

918. Milk Punch. Take 1 table-spoon-

ful whito sugar, 2 tablo-spooonfuls water, I

wino-glasa cognac brnudy, 4 wine-glass Santa
Crux rum, 4 tumblerful shaved ice. Pill with
milk, shako tho iDgredicuts well together, uud
grato a littlo nutmeg on top.

919. Br&ndy Punch. Tako 1 table-

spoonful raspberry svrup, 2 table-spoonfuls

whito sugar, 1 wiuc-gl&ss water, 14 wine-glass
brandy, 4 small sired lemou, 2 slices of orange,

1 picco of pineapple. Fill tho tumbler with
shaved ice, shako well, and dress the top with
berries in season

;
sip through a straw.

920. Whiskey Punch. Tnho 1 wine-
glass whiskey (Irish or Scotch), 2 wine-glasses
boiling water, sugar to taste. Diaxulvo tho

sugar well with 1 wine-glass of tho water,

then pour in tho whiskey, and odd the bal-

onco of tho water, sweeten to taste, and put
iu a small picco or louiou rind, or a thin alien

of lemon.
021. Claret Punch. Tuko 1« tuldo-

spooufult of sugar, 1 slice of lemon, 2 or 3

slice* of orange. Fill U10 tumbler with
shaved ice, aud tbcu pour in tbo claret, shake
well, aud ornament with borrici in season,

l’hico a straw in tho glass.

922. Sherry Cobbler. Tako 2 wine-
glasses of sherry, 1 table-spoonful of sugar, 2

or 3 slices of orunge. Fill u tumbler with
shaved ice, shako well, aud ornament with
hornet in season.

023. EggNogg. Tako liable -spoonful
of fino sugar, dissolved with 1 lublc-snoonfnl

cold water; 1 egg, 1 wine-glass Cognac brnudy

.

4 wine-glass Santa Crux rum. 4 tumblerful of

inilk. Fill tho tumbler 4 full with shaved ice,

shako tho ingredionts until they are thorough-

ly mixed together, and grate a littlo nutmeg
° n

024. Bottlo Cocktail. To mako n

dilicious bottlo of brandy cocktail, u*> the

following ingredients
: 5 brandy, 4 water, 1

pony-glass cf Doirart’a bitters,"! wine-glass

of gum syrup, 4
pony-glass of Curovoa.

Whiskey and gin cocktails, iu bottles, may bo
mado by using tho abovo receipt, aud substi-

tuting those liquors instead ot' brandy.

925. Brandy Smash. 4 table spoonful

of whito 6ugar. 1 table- spoonful water, 1

wine-glass of brandy. Fill } full of shaved

ice, u*o two sprigs of mint, tho snmo as in the

receipt for mint jnlop. Lay two small pieces

of orango on top, and ornament with berries

in season.

926. Santa Cruz Sour. 1 lablo-spoon-

ful fino sugar, 1 wine-glass Santo Cruz rum,
juico of i a lemon. Put tho ingredients in

a small tumbler 4 full of shavul ice, stir, and
train into a clsrot glass, mid dress with thin

slices of limo or lemon, and fruit in season.

927. Mulled Wino with Egga.
uart of wine, I pint of water, 1 tablo-spiquart ot wine, I pint 01 water,

ml of allspice, and nutmeg
them together a few minutes

;

I

-spoon-

to taste
; boil

beat up 6 eggs
with sugar to your taste; pour tbo boiling

wine on tho eggs, stirring it all tho time. Ho
careful not to pour the eggs into the wine, or

they will curdle.

928.

Regent Punch. 14 each lemons
and oranges, tho rinds only, !h| drachma
ground cinnamon, 4 drachm ground cloves,

2 drachms ground vanilla. Cut, macerate for

24 hours with 2 gallons pure Cognac, and 2
gallous pure Jamaica rum. Strain, press, and
add 12 pounds of sugar, boiled with 6 gal-

lons water; skim, and add to tho syrnp 2
ounces green tea

;
let it cool, and odd the

juico of <10 lemons aud 14 oranges. Filter

through Canton flannel.

929. Bottle Wax. Shellac, 2 pounds;
resin, -1 pounds ;

Venice turpeutiuo, 1 4 pounds;
red icud, I j pounds. Fuse tbo shellac ami
resin cautiously in a bright copper pan, over
a clear charcoal firo. When moiled add tbo

turpentine, nnd lastly, mix in tbo red lead.

Pour into moulds, or form sticks of tbo de-

sired size on a warm marble plate. The gloss

may be produced by polishing tin: sticks with

a mg until they are cold.

930. Corking. Littlo can bo said with
regard to tho

ez:^y^. corkiugofbut-
tlCJl, beyond
stating tbo
focithntcoin*

.
mon, cheap
corks, am al-

ways door;
the best corks
uro soft, vel-

vety, and freo

from largo pores; if squeezed tlioy hoocmio
inure clastic and lit more closely. If good
corks uro used, of sufliciontly largo size to

bo extracted without tho corkscrew, they
may be employed many times iu succession,

especially if they are soaked in boiling water,

which restores thorn to their original sliupo,

and renews their elasticity. Tho mostcommon
mode of fastening down corks is with tho

^ phigcrbcor knot, which
h thus made. First tho

u ’"“I' * !!

v?'K h 1. i |,c» that part of tho

yf which pusses
across tho loop Is plucod

/’i<7. 2. on (ho top ot tho cork,

and tbo loop itself passed down nrouiul tho

nock of tho bottle, aud by pulling llie ouds of

tho cord is mado tight beneath tbo rim; tbo

Fig. I.

ends of tho string nro finally brought up, and
tied either in n double knot or in a bow on tho
lop of tho cork. When ginger beer is mado at

homo it will bo found most advantageous to

use tho best corks, and to tie them down with
a bow, when both corks and strings may bo
mado use of repeatedly. For effervescent

wines, such ns champagne, gooseberry, Ac..*”

which require t*i bo kept a longer time, nnd

are more valuable, a securer knot is desirable,

which may be made thus: A loop, ns in Fig.

2, is first formed, and tho lower end is then

turned upwards aud
carried behind the loop

as shown in Riff. 3; it

is then pulled through

the loon ns in Fig. 4,

and ill inis state is put

over the neck of the

bottle; the part rf Iteing

011 one side, nnd the

two parts of the loop

on the other; on pull-

ing the two ends the
whole becomes tight

... r round the neck, and
1 ‘3’ the ends, which should
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bo quite opposite, ore to bo brought up over
tlio cork, twice twisted, as in Pig. 5, ami then
tioil in a single knot.

931. Distillation of Whiskey and
New England Rum. The process of dis-

tillation commences with the fermentation of

grain or molmscs by the presence of yeast,

and this is called mashing, or preparing the
mash. Strictly speaking, indeed, the spirits

nro not produced by distillation: that is done
by the previous step of fermentation, and dis-

tillation merely separates the spirits from the

mixture in which they already exist. The
object of fermentation is to convert the starchy
principle of the grain into sugar, or to sac-

charify it. Afterbeing agitated for 2 or 3 hours,

llm saccharine ini . ion, called wort, is drawn
off from tlm grains mul cooled. To this wort
is now added a certain quantity of yeast or

leaven, which induces the vinous fermentation,

and resolves the saccharine matter into alco-
hol mid < arhonic acid, accompanied by a rise

of temperature. The alcoholic nnxtnro which
results is called the wash, and isnow ready for

distillation.

932. How to Prepare Yeast for Rye
Whiskey or New England Rum. To
prepare yonst for f*o gallons mash, take 2
pounds of wheat meal and dilute it with suffi-

cient warm water to make a t bin paste. Then
boil 2 ounces of hops in a quart of water, and
when cold lake out the hops and throw them
away. Then dilute t quart of malt in a quart
of water. Mix, cold, the hop water, paste
and limit well together, and add half a pound
of leaven. Cover t he jar containing the mix-
lure with a piece of doth, and keep it 3 or 4

hours in Mime warm place until it rises. Tim
fermentation will ho perfect alter the whole
nas arisen and then sunk down. Then add 2
gallons III’ tlm mush, stir the whole, mix it

with flO gallons of the mash, and begin tlm
fermentation. This receipt is the very best
for rye whiskey.

033. To Propnro Yeast for New Eng-
land Rum. To CO gallons mash, add 1 gal-

lon brewers' ycnit anil J pound cnrlmnate o|

ammonia dissolved in a pint of water. Stir

well, and begin the forjimntniion. Good for

New England nun.
934. To Prcparo Yonst for Rye

Whiskey. To SO gallons t l Hindi, add I

gallon yonst. 5 quarts of malt, mid I pound
of molasses. Dilute the malt with2 quarts ol

water, and mid the molasses. Keep t'.ic wludu
in a warm place until it rises, ai described in

No. 931. Add tlm yeast to tlm mndt and -tir;

afterwards add tlm molasses and malt and stir

again. Then begin the fermentation. Good
for ryo \ ’biskey.

935. How to Prepare Mush for New
England Rum. For a still by steam or lire.

To prepare bft gallon* mash, reduce the mo-
lasses Id degrees by the succlinroiueter, add
yeast No. 932, mul stir well. I.et it fer-

ment at a temperature of 7.*>° Fahrenheit, un-
til tlm mush is reduced to I). Cut as it is very
difficult to get such a reduction, tin* operator
may begin to distill when tliu tn.ish marks 2

or it degrees l>v tlm tuterhuroniclcr. Charge
three- fourths of t he still, mid begin distilling.

936. How to Prepare Mash for Ryu
Whiskey. For u still by steam or lire. To
prepare ttl gallons mash, grind the rye into

eoarsu powder, then charge the fermenting
tubs in the proportion of lift pounds of rye to
SO gallons of water, and mix yeast No. 931
or 933. Let it ferment at a temperature of

75° or fiOJ Fair;., until the ntution is

completed. The fermentation will U* perfect

after the mash rises and sinks. When this is
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done, charge three-fourths of the still and be-

gin distilling. In preparing the nuuJi, the op-

erator may use nil rye. as directcl al*>v«—this

makes the liest quality of whiskey—«.r u>o
three-fifths rye and two-fifths corn, or three-

fifths coni and iwo-lifths rye.

937. Distillation with or without a
Heater. Distillers usually employ u heater
to hasten the pna-ess of distillation. \\’Ih*ii

the heater is employed, the mash pnssi-s from
the fermenting tubs into tlm heater. During
the time occupied in distilling over the charge
of tlm still, it is necessary t<» keep a heat of

125 degrees in the heater. Thu mash |lasses

directly from tlm heater into the still by
means of n pipe or gutter, neconling t.» tho
general arrangement of the appamtns. Distill

until tlm spirit which nuts from the worm
murks 1ft degrees Mow proof. This first run
is called high wine. Then rviliore iherceciv-

er that eontain* tlm high wine, and substitute

another. Continue to di'till until the low
wine ceases to bb/e when it i* thrown in the
lire. Whenever this occurs, stop the opera-
tion, and keep the low wine f.»r the. next dis-

tillation. Then clean the still and charge it

with fresh mudi. When the opcutur due*
not employ the heater, tho mash |uisx** from
I ho fermenting tub* immediately into the still.

No uniform disposition is iicrcasary for the

fermenting tubs or heater; all depend* upon
the general arrangement of the ap)>nruta*.

The distiller need not las informed dial tho

apparatus must bo arranged so ns to rave la-

bor. If tho rntuh lulw aru above the still,

nmnoct them by a gutter or pine
; if on a lev-

el with the still, employ a hand pump.
938. How to Pack a Rectifying Tub.

To rectify from 10 Mow proof to at ubovv

proof. 30 bushels of maple charcoal are re-

quired for a tub sovcu feet high and four feot

iu diameter ; a tub of this size will give a
clear bod of 14 inches. At two laches from
tho bottom of tho tub place a fidro bottom

Efbratcd with i-inch hole*, and rover this

lorn with sailcloth or blanket. Then pack
in tho charcoal regularly and very tightly

with a wooden pestle. Great attention should
be given to this part of tho operation, iu or-

der to prevent tho occurrence of holes or

crevices iu tho charcoal during tho pr««cci* of

filtration. Pack tho aides of tho tub thor-

oughly. Cover the charcoal with sailcloth,

place laths over tho cloth, and use heavy
tones to keep tho charcoal down.

"perfumery. The receipt* in this

JL depart ment embrace a great variety of
odorous essences, extracts, tincture*, oils,’ po-
mades, cosmetics, dentifrices, nnd other articles
of the toilet, and are all derived from the
latest and best authorities.

940. How to Prepare Essences and
Perfumed 8pirite. The scented spirits of

the perfumer are merely alcoholic solutions of
the aromatic and odorous principles of the
substance* they represent, obtained in one or
other of tho following ways:—By simply add-
ing essential oil or other odoriferous matter to

the spirit, aud agitating them together until so-

lution is complete. Occasionally tho resultiug
alcoholic solution is distilled. By niaccrutiug
ordigesting the ingredients (previously bruised
or pulverised) in the spirit, with frequent agi-

tation, for a few days, when the resulting
tincture is either decanted and filtered (if ne-
cessary), or the whole is thrown into a still,

aud submitted to distillation by a geutlc heat.
In the former case, the spirit retained in the
pores of the solid ingredients, and which, con-
sequently, cannot be drawn off, is obtained by
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iwerful pressure. (See iVox. 39 and 40.)

y digesting the spirit, with frequent agita-

tion on highly scented pomade or oil, in a

close vessel, at a gentle heat for some hours,

and the next day decanting the perfumed
spirit. (See Xo. 40.) Distillation is only ap-

plicable to substances of which tho fragrant

principles are volatile, and readily pass over

with the spirit during tho process. Thus,

Uowers, flowering tops, herbs, seeds, Ac., may,
in general, bo so treated

;
but not musk, am-

bergris, vanilla, and a few other substances,

of which the odor is of a more fixed nature.

(See Xo. 13.) In proceeding by distillation,

ouo of the first points to bo attended to is, to

soo that tho still, condensing-wonii, or refri-

gerator, aud tho receiver, by |»nrfttta lly clean

and sweet, and absolutely free from the odor

of any previous distillation. The Into em-
ployed to secure the still-head or capital to

the* still must also bo of a simple character,

incapable of conveying any taint to tho hot

vapor that come* in contact with it. (Linseed-

nieal or equal weights of linsncd-mout and
whiting, made into a stiff panto or dough with
water, is u good luto for tho purpose. Sweet,

almond -dike meal is still hotter.) The most,

convenient ami manageable sourco of heat is

high-pressure steam supplied from an adjacent

boiler, tho body of tho still being enclosed iu

a steam-jacket for thopurpnno. A 'voter- hath,

tho boiling point of which should bo riiiMii

by the addition of about $ its weight of com-
mon Mill, comes next in point of couvonielica

and effect. When the Mill Is exposed to the

heal of u naked lire, or that of dry Hues, a

little water must be pill into it along " itli tlm

spirit ami other ingredient*, to prevent einpy*

rcuma; mol tho greatest » ,ue Illllst In) taken

to stop the process, and to remove tho re-

ceiver, ns soon os tlm proper quantity of dis-

tillate is obtained. If this lie neglected, I lie

odor of tho whole may he vitiated. Moder-
ately rapid distillation is favorable to Hu)

odor of tho product, ns is also the elevation

of the Imiling-point in the liquid operated on,

.spirit distilled from aromatics decreases in

odor with the boiling-point of the ingredients

In tho Mill. To raise tho latter, tlm addition

of 1 to l| pounds of common salt per gallon

is often advantageously made. ( See AW.
5, G and 7.) By one or other of the nbiivo
methods, or a combination of them, lire, in

general, prepared nil tho 14 cans," "esprit*,"

and •‘extruit*,” of the perfumer.'. As a rule,

extinit* and CMeuces arc preferred to eaux
and esprit* us the basis of good perfumery,
when tho color is not objectionable. What-
ever process is udopied, the utmost care must
tie taken iu tbo selection of Ihu spirit used.

Only spirit that is absolutely pure, ilavorlcss,

and scentless, must bo employed, if we desire

the product to bo of fine quality. Mult spirit

or corn-spirit contaminated, even in the. very
slightest degree, with lusel-oil or corn-oil, or a
whiskey-odor, is utterly unfit for the purpose.
So also* tho refined methylated spirit now so

commonly and fraudulently sold as spirit of

wine. Two extreme purity of the spirit em-
ployed by tho French mmiulhct tiring perfumers

—it licing actually spirit of wine, ami not
merely so iu name -is one of the reasons why
their odoriferous spirits are so mueh .superior

to those of the American houses. Great cure
must also be taken iu tho selection of the es-

sential oils intended to bo employed iu making
perfumed spirit*. The-*© should ho pure or

genuine, and should lie pule and recent, or <>f

the last season's distillation. If they bo old,

or have been much exposed to tla* air, they
will contain more or less rosin, and their alco-

holic solution will be defective in fragrance,

aud be liable to permanently stain dclieulu

articles of clothing to which it may la*, up-
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plied. The Strength of the spirit used fur

concentrated essences, ns a rule, slu-ukl nut
l.e less than 90 percent., or of the specific

gravity .8332. A fen* require a spirit of own
greater strength than this. The first quality

of extraits, particularly those prepared from
pomades and oils, ami many of the mux and
esprits, also reijuirn 90 percent, spirit. The
strength of the spirit for the others, ami for

second qualities (commonly sold us the best

in the stores), must he fully 75 per cent., or of

the specific gravity .8705; that of the third

quality fully 70 per cent., or specific gravity

.8*112; and that of llm fourth quality fully

proof, or specific gravity .020. The last is

the lowest quality, and the weakest «.f any
kind made bv respectable perfumers; but lire

donldfi distilled lavender-water, euu d<- Co
lngno, and other scents, vended in little showy
buttles, by the druggists, and iu fancy -stores,

arn commonly even much weaker than this,

being oIXou under proof. (See No. 1435.) Thu
capacity of spirit, at this strength, of dissolv-

ing essential oil and other odorous matter is,

however, very little. Tho solvent power of
spirit decreases with its strength, hut much
nmro vapidly. (Cooley.)

041. Essences. The term essence is

generally very loosely applied to a prepara-

tion of almost any kind, that is supposed to

contain in a high degree tho essential or dis-

tinctive principle or quality of some substance.

Thus, the cssontial or volatile oils obtained

from vegetable substances by distillation;

concontratud infusions, decoctions, aqueous
solutions, and tinctures, aro all often errone-

ously termed essences.

In perfumery the word " essence ” is ap-

S
llod only to a solution of an essential oil in

oodorized alcohol, in tho proportion, usually,

of 2 drachma to 2 ounces of tho essential oil

to I quart of rectified spirits. Sometimes nn
cssonco, using tho term in its correct sense, is

distilled, with tho addition of a little water;

it is. then called ili.stillcil uromaHe s/iiri/s.

042. Essences of Flower*. The es-

sences of those flowers which aro not separate-

ly given in this work, may he mode by one or
Other of tho following general formula. Take
of essential oil (of the respective flowers). I

ounce avoirdupois, and rectified spirit 90 per

cent. I pint (Imperial); dissolve directed

for "Essence of Almonds." Or, take or the

(respective) flowers, 3 to 5 pounds; proof

spirit, 2 gallons; digest for a few days, and
then draw over, by" distillation, 1 gallon of

essence. For those flowers that are not

strongly fragrant, the product may bo distilled

a second and a third time, or even otinner,
from fresh flowers, as noticed under “Essence
of Roses." Tho products obtained by distilla-

tion are always colorless; ami hence flowers

rich in color may, in general, he advantage-

ously so treated. The flowers should be select-

ed when in their state of highest fragrance;

anil should ho picked to pieces, or crushed or

bruised, as their nature may indicate. With
many, tho last is facilitated by the addition of

tome clean sand or common salt. Or, proceed

iu tho way described under “ Essence of

Tuberose.” This applies to most of those

flowers that contain little fragrant oil, and of

which tho odor is extremely delicate. A
small quantity of somo other odorous essence

or volatilo oil is commonly added to the
simple essences of flowers, at will, to enrich

or modify tho fragrance, each manufacturer
usually pursuing his own taste in tho matter.

In some eases, spirit is impregnated with a
combination of essential oilsand other odorous
substances, so as to produce, artificially, an
odor resembling or approaching that of the

particular flowers alter which the products arc

named
;
although there may bo none of the

respective flowers employed iu their prepara-

tion. This is particularly the case with flowers

of which the odorous principle is difficult or

truublcsomo to extract, or which posses* very

litllo of it. So also of the essences of many
flowers having strange or attractive names,
and no true fragrance. Hence arises the al-

most endless variety of fragrant essences,

esprit*, and similar preparations, vended by
tho perfumers of the present day, numbers of
which are mere artificial combination* of
other perfnmc*. (Cooley.)

943. Essenco of Almond*; Essence
of Bitter Almonds; Essence of Peach-
kornels; Almond Flavor. Take of essen-
tial oil of abnonds. 1 fluid onnee; and recti-

fied spirit (90 per ccuL), 19 fluid ounces:
mix, and agitate or shake them together until
united.

944. Essence of Roses. Toko of pare
otto of roses 1} drachms (Troy)

; and alcohol

(90 per cent.) 1 pint (Imperial)
; mix, place

tho bottle iu a vessel of warm water until its

contents acquire tbo temperature of about 85°

Fahr., then cork it close, and agitate it smart-

Iv until tho whole is quite cold. Very fine.

945. Extra Essence of Roses. Toko
of petals of roses (fresh) 3 ponnds avoirdu-

t
iiis; and rectified spirit (90 per cent.) 5
mperial quarts; digest tho petals (picked

to pieces) .n tho spirit for 2-1 hours, then distill

to dryness br the heat of a water bath. Di-

gest tho distillate (product of distillation) on
a fresh quantity of rose petals, and re distill,

os before
;
and repeat tbo whole process of

maceration and distillation a third, fourth,

filth, and sixth time, or oftcncr. tho laxt liino

observing to conduct tho distillation rapidly,

and to draw over only I gallon, which is tho

essence. Delicately and delightfully fragrant.

It improve* by age. Tho product of each of

the above receipts is very superior; but that

of tho last has :» peculiar delicacy of flavor,

which distinguishes it from those prepared
from the otto. Some makers add to each
pint or the former 20 or 30 drops each oil of

bergamot and ocmli, ami 15 or 20 drops
cjscucoof uiusk: hut tbo product of the lost

formula is scarcely improved by any addition,

unless it bo a very liltlo ucroli or cskcnco

d’ambictte, or both, os the case may indicnto.

The best rose leaves to use aro those of tho

rosa centifolia (cabbage-rose, damask-rose), or

root seinpervirens (musk -rose), or mixtures of
them.
940. Essence of Rondeletiu; Extrait

de Rondcletia. Various formula* arc cur-

rent for this exquisite pcrfiitne, of which
scarcely any produce au article approaching

iu excellence tho proprietary one. Tho fol-

lowing is an exception : Take of oil of laven-

der (Mitcham), f ounce avoirdupois; oil of
cloves (finest), 5 drachms avoirdupois : nil of

bergamot, 4 drachms; $ drachm cadi of tho

finest essence of ambergris aDd musk ;
recti-

fied spirit (strongest), J Imperial pint;

agitato them together until completely united.

Somo persons add 4 drachm of ncroli, or of

oil of verbena (Indian leman-gnus), with or

without 10 or 12 drops of otto of roses. Very
fine.

947.

Curious Essence. Tako of otto

of roses 2 drachms; oil of rosc-gcrauium, 1

drachm; essence of mask, 3 Imperial fluid

drachms; essence of ambergris, 1 Imperial

fluid drachm
;

rectified spirit (warm), 1 pint;

mix, closely cork the bottle, and agitate fre-

quently until cold. A powerful, durable, and
very agreeable perfume.

948.

Essence de Franeipane; Ex-
trait de Frangipane; Frangipanni.
Tako of ncroli. 2 Imperial fluid drachms;
essence royaJc, 3 fluid drachms

;
civet (pow-

dered), 10 grains avoirdupois; oil of lavender;

©U of oloves, oil of rhodium, of each, 5 or 6
drops; rcctifiod spirit, 34 to 44 fluid ounces;
digest a week, anu then decant tho clear por-

tion. Powerful, durable, and pleasant.

949. Essence of Violets ; Essence of
Orris ; Factitious. Tako of Florentine or-

ris-root (coarsely powdered), 14 pounds uvoir-

dapoia: rectified spirit, 1 Iuiporiul quart;
proceed by percolation or tho method of dis-

plocamont, so as to obtain 1 quart of ossiraco ;

or by digestion for two weeks, followed by
powerful pressure in a tincture- press. The
former is tlio best and most ccououiieal
inothod. This forma tho best csacnco of vio-

lets of tho wbolcsalo druggists. It may bo,

but is rarely, distilled. (See -Vo. 954.)

950. Easonco of Cologne; Cologne-
Easonce

;
Concontratcd Eau do Cologne.

This is prepared from thu saino odorous in-

gredients as “ Eau do Cologne," but taking 7
or 6 trines tho quantity, and using alcohol or

tho strongest rectified spirit, without which a
permanent solution of tho whole of them can-
not bo formed. Used as n condensed and
convenient substitute for ordinary "Euu de
Cologao " by travolors, being less bulky. It

is also kept in stock by druggists ana nor*

fumors, to enuble Ilium to prepare that nrtiulo

extemporaneously, by simply diluting it with
8 times its hulk of spirit of tho appropriate
strength.

951. Essenco of Ornngo; Essonco of
Orange-peel. Oil of orango-puid i.i popular*

ly so called. Tho alcoholic essenco ih nude
from this oil liko OKseneo of almonds. (<Stv>

No. 943.)

952. Essenco of Pimonto; Eascnco
of Allspice. Prepared from oil of pimento,
as cssonco of ulaumds. .Sometimes used iu

compound perfumes and cosmetics, nud far

tontuacho; but chiefly us n flavoring essence.

953. Essenco of Pincupplo. From
pineapple oil (butyric ctlmr), ns tho last,

oomolmia* taken on sugar, by tonoken;
;
hut

ohiofly used liy confectioner:!, liqueur manu-
facturers, Ac. (Sco No. 1000.)

054. Essenco of Tuborouo. The
flowers are placed in alternate layers with
sheep's or cotton wool impregnated with the

purest oil of hen or of olives, In nn earthen vos*

sol. cloudy covered, and kept for 12 hours in n

water hath; the flowers mo then removed
aud fresh ones substituted, and this is re-

peated until tho oil is sufficiently scouted.

Thu wool or cotton is then mixed with tho

Cst spirit of wine, mid distilled in a wnlor

; or, it is first digested in a well closed

vessel for several days in n warm situation,

with freauout ugitalion. A similar plan is

followed tor tho preparation of thu essences of

josmino, violets, Ac. (Sec No. 1349.)

955. Esoence of Lomons. From oil

of loinon, ns ossonco of almonds. (See No.

943.) For this purpose tbo oil should have
been recently ox pressed, mid preserved from
tho air. A dash of csscuco of musk improves
it as a perfume, but nut ns a flavoring osscnco.

Oil of lemon is popularly called essenco of

lomons.

956. Concentrated Essenco of Musk.
Tako of grain-musk (Tonquiu or Chinese), 1

ounce avoirdupois; boiling distilled water,

4 Imperial pint; digest them together in a

dose vessel, with frequent agitation, until

!

uite cold, then add 3i pints recti Gcd npiril

95 per cent.), 4 fluid ouuco liquor of am-
monia (.880--.88& specific gravity), and, bavin*

closely corked or stopped tho vessel and
securely tied it over with bladder, digest tbs

whole for 1 or 2 months, with frequent agita-

tion. in n room exuused to the sun, in sum-
mer, or in an equally warm situation iu win*

ter. Lastly, after repose, decant tho clear

portion, and, if necessary, filter it. A little
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essence of ambergris is commonly added to

iho Citrate. or, when this is not done, 1 to 2

drachms of ambergris arc put into tho vessel

before closing it, mid alter adding tho spirit.

S fme. 'l’ho residuum is treated with
spirit for «n inferior quality.

957. Fine Essenoo of Musk. Take *
nunco finest grain-musk, civet and anibergri3

naeh 1 draclun, strongest essence d’auibrette,

4 pint. Instead of the ambergris, 1 to 14

fluid ounces of essence of ambergris may bo

added after decantation. The quantity of

civet ordered should on no account bo ex-

ceeded. This produces tho finest quality of

the Paris houses.

058. Common Essence of Musk.
Take } ounce (avoidupoU) grain-musk, 1

quart ( Imperial) rectified spirit (95 per cent.),

mid 2 fluid ounces finest, owenco of ambergris;

digest, Ac., us before. Excellent ;
but greatly

inferior to tho others. Essence of musk is an
agreeable mid powerful perfume, and is great-

lv esteemed in the foshionablo world. Its

odor is so durable that articles scented with

It will retain tho fragranco for years. Tho

product of each of thu above is of very fino

quality: but that of No. 9f.7 is tho very

finest that is made, mill such n i is seldom

sold, except by tho liigh-chwn perfumers, who
obtain fir iL n very high price. It h power-

fully mul deliriously f.agmut.

050. Bust Way to Preparo tlio Es-

sonco of Musk and Ambergris. Tho
host vowel for preparing essence of musk, as

well an of ambergris, Is it strong tln-lxUllo

with n nieoly rounded month and nook.

(ire.il lull'll should be taken to cork it perfect-

ly dose, and, after tills in dime, to tin it over

securely with wet bladder. The bottle should

not ho set In I lie full imuvbliio, but only in a
position warmed by it ; and in no ease should

the digestion lie of shorter duration than threo

or four weeks, ns olhcrwiM much frugrant

matter will eseapo solution. Tho nddilion of

4 to I fluid drachm, per pint, of liquor or am-
monia. or of liquor of potas.ti (the first la

greatly preferable), increase i tho solvent

power ol tho spirit ami vastly iucrcn-ci tho

fragrance of tlio essence. A few grains of

salt of tartar (carbotuito of potash) are some-

times udded with tlio same intention ; but

(his addition is objectionable, as it dot-s not

ufl'oet tho object in view, whilst it occasions

partial decomposition of tlio mixture. To
facilitate tho action of tho menstruum, mid to

make the most of the ingredients, it is best to

rub down tho musk, Ac., with a little pow-

dered glass, sand, or lump i.ugar, a s noticed

under •* Essence of Ambergris.” Filtration

ami exposure to the air should, if possible, bo

avoided.

000. Eseonco Royale. Tako of am-
bergris, 40 grains avoirdupois; groin-musk
(pure), 20 grains; civet oud carbonate of

potussa, of each 10 grains
;

oil of cinnamon, 6
drops

;
oil of rhodium and otto of roses, of

each 4 drops; rectified spirit, 4 Imperial

fluid ounces; digest, with agitation, for 10 or

12 days, or louger. Very fragrant.
.

Tho
above is a celebrated receipt, but wo think it

would bo improved by substituting 12 drops

liquor of ammonia for the carbonate of po-

tassa. (Sco last receipt.)

001. Essence of Neroli; Essence of
Orange Blossoms : or Essence do Flours
d'Oranges. Dissolve J ounce avoirdupois

puro neroli in rectified spirit, 1 Imperial pint.

An ounce of essence of jasmine, jonquille, or

violets, is often added. A delicate and deli-

cious perfume.
902. Essence of Storax (or Styrax)

;

Extract of Storax. Take 1 ounce avoirdu-

pois finest genuine liquid storax and 4 Impe-

rial pint rectified spirit; digest,with agitation,
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fora week, mid then decant the clear portion.

963. Essence ofAmbergris ; or Con-
centrated Tincture of Ambergris. Tako
10 drachms avoirdupois 95 per cent, amber-
grisaud 1 Imperial pintrectificd spirit, put them
lutoa strong bottle or tin caD, secure tho mouth
perfectly and very firmly, and keep tho vessel

in a room exposed to tho heat of tho aim, or

equally warm, for a month or two, observing

to briskly agitate it doily during tho whole
time. Lastly, after repose, decant tho clear

portion, and, if necessary, filter it rapidly

throngh soft blotting pape*. Very fine. It

forms tlio strongest and finest simple csscdco of
ambergris of tho raris houses. (Sec No. 950.)

Tho common practice in making tho essence
is to cut tho ambergris up small boforo digest-

ing it; but a much better plan is to rul» down
tho ambergris with a buflicicnt quantity of

C
wdercd glass, clean eilicious good, or dry
np-sugar, observing afterwards to rinso the

mortar out well two or three times, with por-

tions of tho .spirit, so that nothing may lio

lost. A M.-COUU quality may bo mono by em-
ploying half tho quantity of ambergris to

tbo Kama amount of npiiit.

064.

Essence of AmbergTis. Amber-
gris 10 drachms avoirdupois; grain musk (Ton-
quin or Chinese pure). 3 drachms; rectified

spirit, I quart. Proceedm iu tho last receipt.

Tho products of tlio altove two receipts form
n delightful perfumo highly esteemed in the

fashionablo world. A very small quantity of

any one of them added to can do Cologne,
lavender-water, tooth-powder, hair-powder,
pomades, wash-halls, do., communicates a
delicious fragrance. A few drops added to
awcot-scontcd spirits, liqueurs, wines, Ac.,
improve their flavor and imimn. 1 nr 1 j fluid

drachms added to a hogshead of claret, imparts
a flavor and bouquet to tbo wino which is re-

garded by many as delirious.

065.

’ Fino Essence of Vanilla. Tako
4 pound avoirdupois finest vanilla, and recti-

fied spirit. I Imperial quart; proceed as for

essence of inusk. |&o No. 959.) lastly,

press and decantor filter. Very superior. It

forma tho best quality vended by tho whole-
sale druggists, ami is sold at exorbitant prices.

This, as well as the preceding, is chiefly used
for flavoring, and os an ingredient in com-
pound perfumes ami cosmetics. Essence of
vanilla is a favorilo and useful additiou to

tooth cosureties, pomades, Ac. In preparing

it, the vanilla, Ac., should bo cut small with
a sharp knife; or what is better, rubbed down
with a littlo powdered glass, sand, or luuip-
sngnr.

066.

Essence of Patchouli ; Esscnco
de Patchouli©; or Essence de Poucha-
pat. Tako 3 pounds avoirdupois Indian patch-
ouli (leaves or foliaccous tops), and rectified

spirit 9 Imperial pints; digest for n week in

ft closo vessel, aild 4 ounco oil of lavender
(Mitcham) and promote solution by agitation.

Next throw the whole into a still, and further

add 1 gallon water ami 2 or 3 pounds com-
mon salt. Agitate the whole briskly together,

lute on the still-head, oml distill over (rapidly)

l gallon. To tho distillate add | fluid ounco
finest cssenco of musk; and after 10 days'

repose, bottle it. A very fashionablo perfumo,
particularly for personal use.

967. Common Essence of Patchouli.

1J ounces otto of patchouli. J ounco otto of

rose, and 1 gallon rectified spirit.

968. Essence d’Ambretto; or Essence
of Musk-seed. Take 1J pounds avoirdupois
Guest musk-seed

;
grind it iu a clean popper-

mill, and digest it for 3 or 4 weeks in 3 pints

Imperial rectified spirit; tho vessel being
closely Mopped or corked, and kept in a worm
room all tbo time. LaAly decant, press and
filter.

DICK'S

069. Essence of Bergamot. Tho pop-

ular name of oil of bergamot. A spirituous

esscnco may be made in a similar way to that

of almonds. (.See No. 943.)

970. Essence of Cassia. From oil of

cassia, as essence of almonds. (See No. 943.)

Uses, Ac., the Fame.
971. Essence of Cinnamon. From

oil of cinnnmon, as essence of almonds.

(See No. 943. ) ICsscuec of cassia is commonly
and fraudulently mild fur it.

972. Essence of Civet. Tako 1 ounco
(avoirdupois) civet cut very small, and 1 pint

(Imperial) rectified spirit; proceed as for

essence of ambergris or musk. Its odor is

only agreeable when faint mul combined with

that of other substances, which it sustains

and increases. It is bunco seldom or never

used alone.

073. Esscnco of Lavondor. Tako 1

ounco avoirdupois oil of lavender (Mitcham)
and * Imperial pint strongest rectified spirit;

mix with agitation
;
a few drops of tho cs-

renccs of musk und ambergris lining added at

will. Very fino.

074. To Extract tho Essence from
any Flower. Take any flowers you choose

;

place a layer in n clean earthen pot, and over
them a layer of fino ralt. Repeat tho process
until tho not is filled, cover closely, nrnl placo
in tho cellar. Forty days afterwards, strain
tbo cssenco from tho wholo through n crapo
by pressure. Rut tho cssenco thus expressed
in a clear bottle, and oxposo for r,ix weeks in

tho rays of tlio sun und eveningdow to purify.
Ono drop of this essence will communicate its

odor to ft pint of water.

075. To Mftko Attar, or Otto of
Roses. Gather Iho flowers of tho hundred-
leaved roso (rosa ccntifolia), put them iu a
largo jar or cask, with just sufficient water to

cover them, then put tho vessel to bland iu

the sun, and in about a woek afterwards tho

attar—a butyracooun oil—will form a scum on
tho nurture, winrii should ho removed by the

aid of u piece of cotton.

/Cologne Water and Per-
v-z fumed Spirits, in preparing

©an i toCologne, it i'-c-cieiitial that the spirit bcol

tho purest description, both tastelcssuml scent-

less, and that the oils ho not only genuine, but

recently distilled; as old oils, especially if they

hava been expos'd to the air, arc less odorous,

mul contain a considerable quantity of rosin

mid camphor, which would prove injurious.

French spirit of 90 per cent, should fio used

in tho manufacture of can de Cologne, and
when a weaker spirit is employed, the essen-

tial oils must bo dissolved in a small < imntity

of 90 or 95 per cent, spirit. Should t ie mix-

ture afterwards provu turbid, filter it lirongh

paper with a littlo carbonate of magnesia.

(Sec Nos. 1080 and 1081.) To produce an

nrticln of the finest quality, distillation should

be had roeour.se to; but a very excellent call

dc Cologne may bo produced by simple solu-

tion or maceration of the ingredients in tho

spirit* provided all the essences he new, pale-

colored, ami pure.

The mass of the can de Cologne prepared m
America, soma of which possesses tho most

delicate fragrance, mul is nearly equal to the

bwt imported, is made without distillation,

977. Piessc’s Best Quality Eau <lc

Cologne. Mix with agitation 3 ounces attar

of neroli pctalo ;
1 ounce attar of neroli bi-

garadc ; 2 ounces attar of rosemary ;
5 ounces

attar of orange zest; 5 ounces attar of citron

zest; and 2 ouuecs uttar of bergamot, with

6 gallons 95 per cent, grape spirit. Let it

stand perfectly quiet for a few days. Although
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very lino can <lc Cologne h often made by
merely mixing the ingredients, it is better
first to mix all the citrine attars with spirit,

then distill the mixture, ami afterwards add
the rosemary and uorolics. This method is

adopted by the most popular bouse iu Cologne.
978. Eau de Cologne. To 3 pints alco-

hol of 95° add 12( drachms oil of Icmou, li-

drachms oil of orange, 24 drachms oil of
ceilret, If drachius oil of vervain, 24 drachms
oil of bergamot, 24 drachms oil of mint, 5
drachms oil of lavender, 1* drachms oil of
while thyme, 2 drachms oil of Portugal* 14
drachms oil of rosemary, 8 ounces tincture of
arabrotla, and 1 pound eau de uielisse; (cow
(lea carnet) ;

mix well m a liottle, and alter

standing six hours add 2j drachms tiucturo of
umborgris

;
Hum filter until clear. This is

greatly improved by distilling.

979. Eau de Cologne— Extra.—Put 1

quail 95 percent, alcohol iutoabottlu; add to

it l> drachms oil of ccdrat. 2 drachms oil of

thyme, <> drachms each oil of bergamot and
oil of lemon, I drochius oil of Portugal, 2
drachms each oil of noroli, oil of vervain ami
011 of rosemary. 24 drachms oil of mint, 2
pints cuu do mehs.se ami 21 drops tiucturo ol

musk; mix thoroughly, uud alter staudiug for
12 hours, filter till clear.

980. Durockoroau’s Cologno Water.
To 7 quarts Preach tasteless alcohol, mid II

drachms essence of Portugal, 13 drachms c«-

Bonco of horgamot, 1 ounce essence ol lemon,

10 drachms cssoueo of noroli, 1 ouuco cssonco

of rosemary, 1 ounco ossonco of lavender, 14

drachms rose water, 13 drachms jasmin wa-
ter, 15 drachms orange- Uower wutur. Mix
the whole togutlier, lot It staud 24 hours, and
dixiiil over a water hath.

981. OouiTo'a Eau do Cologno. Tako

4 ounce ouch omouccs of lemon, bergamot,
mid citron; \ ounco essence of rosemary; i
ounce essence of ncroli. Infuso for 8 dnya in

t (|unit 93 per cent, alcohol. Filter, and bottlo

for uso.

982. Farina’s Eau do Cologne. Tako
of angelica-root, IU grains; camphor, 15

grains; cOMla-lignca, cloves, mace, nutmegs,
wormwood tops, of each 20 grains; calamus
nromatieuH, sage, thyme, of each 4 drachm
(Troy); orange (lowers, I drachm (Troy); la-

vender flowers, 14 drachms (Troy); roso pet-

als, violets of each, 3 drachms (Troy) ; balm-
mint and spear-mint of each 1 ouuco (Troy);

2 sliced lemons; 2 sliced oranges, and 5 gallons

rectified Cologne spirits. Bruise or slice tho

solids, and digest them in tho spirit, with
frequent agitation, for 2 or 3 days, then distill

air 3 gallons. To this mid, of oil of berga-

mot, essential oil of iastnin, I fluid ounce each;

011 of balm-mint, oil of ccdrat, oil of lavender,
oil of lemon, 1 fluid drachm each; pure noroli

and oil of mithos-sccd, of each 20 drops.

Agitato until solution is complete, uud tho
next day, if necessary, filter. This formula,
many years since, was confidentially given

by tiic celebrated original Jean Jiaria Farina,
who lived opposite the Jiilicbs Plata, in Co-
logne, to a professional gentleman, now de-

ceased, with a solemn assurance that it was
the one used by the former in his laboratory.

After keeping tho secret some years, this gen-
tleman disclosed it. It seems unnecessarily
complicated. Some of tho articles, as tho

herbs wormwood aud mint, arc cither useless

or better omitted. The version given abovo
differs from the original simply iu being in-

tended for only 5 gallons instead of twelvo
times tho quantity. Dr. Cooley says I10 per-
sonally tried it, and found the quality of tho

product splendid.

983. Parrish’s Best Cologno Water.
Mix together 2 fluid ounces oil of bergamot,
2 fluid drachms oil of noroli, J flnid ounce oil

of jasmin, 2 fluid dnu-hms oil of garden
lavender, 1 minim oil of cinnamon, 3 fluid

ounces beuzoated tincture, 4 fluid ouuco oil

of musk, 1 gallon deodorised alcohol, aud 2
pints rose-water. The mixture should stand
a long time before filtering for use.

984. Parrish’s Common CologneWa-
ter. A much cheaper preparation than the

foregoing can lie made by mixing 14 fluid

ounces oil of lavender, 4 flnid ounce oil of

rosemary, 1 fluid ounco oil of lemon, and
20 drops oil of cinnamon, with 1 gallon alco-

hol.

985. Genuino Cologno Water. Tho
following formula was published by one of
the Farinas in the journal of tho North Ger-
man Apothecaries’ Association. Dissolve 2
ounces by weight purified benzoin, 4 ounce*
oil of luvcndcr, ami 2 ounces oil of rosemary,
in 9 gallons 93 per cent, line Cologne spirits.

To this solution add successively. 10J ounces
each of tho oils of ncroli, ncroli petit-grain,

and lemon ; 20? ounces each of tho oils of

sweet orange peel, limes, and bergamot
;

to-

gether with tincture of rose-geranium flowers,

auflicicut to suit tho taste. Mace rule for

sonic weeks, then fill into flasks.

080. Fino Cologno Water. Tako of

pure 95 percent. Cologne spirits. G gallons
; oil

of ncroli, 4 ounces; oil of rosemary, 2 ouuecs

;

oil of orange, 5 ounces; oil of citron, 5 ounces;
oil of bcrgnuiol. - ounces ; mix with agita-

tion ; then allow it to stand for a few days
perfectly quiet before bottling.

087. Cologno Water, Second Quality.
Pure 95 per cent, nlcobol, G gallons; oil of
ncroli. 2J ounces

;
oil of racumnry, 2 ounces;

oil of orange peel, 4 ounces; oil of lemon, 1

OUDCOS ;
oil of bergamot, 4 ounces. Treat in

tho same way a* the Iasi.

988.

Eau ties Cannes; Eau do Mo-
lisso

;
Compound Spirit of Balm. Fresh

flowering LUm. 24 ounces; yellow rind of

lemon, cut fine. 4 ounces ; cinnamon, cloves,

and itulmcg (bruised), of each 2 ounces;
coriander seed (bruised). 1 ounce; dried au-

E
lica root, 1 ounce; rectified spirit, 1 gallon.

accrete for 4 days, aud distill iu a water-

bath.

989.

FineLavenderWater; orEau do
Lavondo. Takc2ouuccs (avoirdupois) finest

oil of lavender (Mitehaui), essence of uiusk

(finest), 1 Imperial fluid ounce ; essence of

ambergn«(finest), andoil ofbenremot(reccnt),
of each * ounce ; rectified spirit (90 per cent..

CCeotle**), 4 Rollon J mix by agitation. Very
fino without distillation

;
hut better for it, iu

which cose the essence* should lie added to tho

distillate. Delightfully and powerfully fra-

grant. (Cooley.)

900. Smith’s Lavender Water.
Tako 4 ounce (avoirdupois) oil of lavender

(Mitcham); essence of ambergris. 1 ounco;

cau do Colopio (finest), $ Imperial pint; rec-

tified spirit. 4 pint; mix by agitation. Very
fragrant, and much esteemed. Tho ordinary

lavender water is usually mado with spirit at

S

iroof. or even much weaker
; beneo its iu

erior quality to that of tho higher class of

perfumers. I ounce of true English oil of

lavcudcr is all that will perfectly combine
with 1 gallon of proof spirit (or I "drachm to

tho pint); any excess rendering it milky or

cloudy.
991. Common Lavender Water. En-

glish oil of lavender. 3 ounces; rectified spirit

(90 per ccnL), 1 gallon. Dissolve. Cordial,

and fragrant.

992. Eau de Bouquet. Tako of spirit

of rosemary, essence ot violets, and orange-

flower water, of each 1 Imperial fluid ounce

;

oil of bergamot and oil of jasmin, of each 1

fluid drachm ; oil of lavender and oil of ver-

bena, of each * fluid drachm
;
cau de rose, 4

pint; rectified spirit, l A pints; mix. A de-
lightful perfume. Various other similar

formula: arc employed.
093. Eau de Mar6chale. Take of es-

sence of violets, 1 Imperial fluid ounce
;
oil of

bergamot and oil of cloves, of each } ounce
(avoirdupois); orange-flower water, A pint;

rectified spirit, 1 pint; mix. An agreeable
and favorite perfume.
994. Eau d’Ambre Royale

;
Eau

Koyale. Take of essence of ambergris and
essence of musk, of ouch I Imperial fluid

drachm; eau d’Ambretto and cau do flours

d’oranges, of each 24 fluid ounces; rectified

spirit, 5 fluid ounces; mix. Very agreeable
and durable.

995. Eau d’Ambrotte
;

or Esprit
d’Ambrotto. Tako 1 pound (avoirdupois)
grains d’Ambrettc (musk- mallow seed, bruis-
ed); rectified spirit, 1 luiparia! quart; water. J

pint; digest for? or 8 days, and distill of]' 1

quart. Very fine. Commonly sold oa '* Es-
sence d’Ambrettc." When used alone, a very
f-w drops of essence of ambergris und espnt
de rose improve it.

990.

Fino Hungary Water. Take 2
pounds (avoirdupois) loi-oniary tcpa (in bios-

w»ni); fpound sage (fresh); rectified spirit, 3
Imperial quints; water, 1 quart; digest for 10
days, throw tho whole into a still, add 14

f
muils common pall, and draw over G pints.

• the distillate add I ounce bruised Jamaica
ginger, digest a few days, and either decant
or filter. The old plan of milling Ilia ginger
liefore distillation is wrong, as tliu nronmtlo
principle of the root does not pass over with
the vapor of alcohol.

997.

Common Hungary Water,
Take 14 to 2 Imperial fluid dmchms puro
nil of rosemary

;
oil of lavender (English), 4

fluid drachm; orange-flower water 4 pint;
rectified spirits, 14 pints; mix. No. 990 is

the genuine fortnula. This is tho perfume
usually sold by the iiorfumercf. Spirit of rox«-
ntary is now commonly sold for it by the
druggists.

998.

Simple Perfumed Spirits— Ea-
prits. Tho simple perfumed s pirits (esprits)

and odoriferous tinctures uro principally used
iu making compound caux, esprits, <te.

" Thor
cuuimou strength, per pint, is, of—

Attar of roses, 4 fluid drnchni
;
ncroli, es-

sence do petit grain, of each 14 to 2 fluid

drachms; essential oils (ordinary), 4 fluid

ounce; concentrated essence*, 2 to 24 fluid

minces. Tho spirit of' wine employed for

them should in no caso he weaker than 75
per cent., and for spirit of roses (esprit do
rose), it should be, at tho least, SO, or olso

little of the attar will bo dissolved. Tlicso

proportions may lie adopted for all the simplo

g
ints of tho perfumer for which separate
rmulrc are not. given in this work, and even

in place of those so given, at tho convenience
of the operator, when intended for tho uso

just mentioned. When flowers-. leaves, seeds,

die., are employed, the proportions may ho ! 4

to 3. or even 5 pounds to the gallon of the

distillato or product, according to their

nature; and, with certain flowers, the pro-

cess must be repeated witli fresh flowers, as

often as necessary. To mature and bring out
the full fragrance of distilled spirits, they
.lionld ho kept for suuic time in a cellar, or

other cool (situation, previously to being used
or offered for sale. The same applies, though
in a less degree, to perfumed spirits prepared
by the other methods.

999.

Esprit de Bergamotte. Tako 5

Imperial fluid drachms oil of hergemot (fineft,

recent); oil of rose-geranium and oil of ver-

bena, each A fluid drachm
; essence of nm*

bergris. 2 fluid drachms; essence of imifk
f
4

fluid drachm; rectified spirit, 1 pint; mix.
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Very fine. Pur a second quality (utually
called lest), 1 quart ot* spirit (70 per cent.) i«

used
;

for a third quality, 3 to 4 pints at

proof.

1000. Eau da Lavande do Millefleurs.
Tako 1 quart eau dolavandc; oil of cloves,

1} fluid drachms; oil of cassia aud essence of

amborgris, each 4 fluid drachm; mix.
1001. Esprit do Rose. The compound

perfume Bold under this nauio i* commonly
marina* follows: Take 1 Imperial pint finest

simple esprit do roso (ace No. 998); essence

of ambergris and oil of ruse-geranium, each 4

fluid drachm; mix. Delicately fragrant.

1002. Esprit do Bouquet. Tako4 Im-

C
jriul fluid drachms oil of luvender; oil of

ngatnol and oil of cloves, each 1 4 fluid

drachm i
;
essence of musk aud oil of verbena,

each 4 fluid drachm
;

attar of roses, 5 to G
drops; ami rectified spirit, 1 pint; mix, aud
agitato frequently for a day or two. A very

poworfttl and agreeable scent.

1003. Eau d’H61iotrope. Takoessence
of omborprw, coarsely powdered, 4 Imperial

fluid dracimi; vanilla, j ounce avcirdupoi* ; or

angu-flower water, 4 pint; rectified spirit, I

I
uart; digest fora week, and then decant or
Iter. 5 or G drops each of oil of hitter al-

monds and cassia uroBmimtimc.s added. Used
both as a cosmotic and perfume.

1004. Esprit do Jasmin Odorant.
Tako oxtrait do jasmin, and rectified spirit,

each i Iiiiporial pint; cssoncoof umborgris, 4

fluid drachm; noroli (finest), 8 or 10 drops;

mix. A dolicato and lavnrito foreign scout.

1005. Milleflour Water. Very pure
rectified spirit, 9 pints; balsam of Peru (gnn-

uino) and owoiu-o of doves, each I ounce

;

essences ofbergamot anil musk, each 2 ounces

;

ossonco.t of noroli and thyme, each i mince;
eau do flour* d’orangos,. 1 quart; mix troll.

Verv fine.

1000. Honey Water (Eau do Miel).
RoctjQod npirlt, 8 pints (Imperial); oil oi

clove*, oil of lavender, oil ol borgamui, of
ouch 4 ounco avoirdupois

;
musk, 15 grains;

yollow-aoiidors hliavings, 4 ounce i; dig > I fur

8 days, and add 2 pints each of orange- flower

aud roso wntora.

1007. Honey Water. (With Honey.)
White honey, 8 ounces avoirdupois; coriander

Mod, 8 ounces; fronli lomon-jicol, 1 ounce;
cloves. J ounco; nutmeg, bcusoin, atyrax
colauiita, of each 1 ouuce; roso aud nraugc-
flowor water, of each 4 ounces; rectified

spirit, 3 Imperial pint
: ; digest lor a few days,

aud filter. 8omo receipts add 3 drachms
ol vnuilln, and direct only 4 ounco of nutmeg,
etornx, and benzoin.

1008. Rose Water. Tbo ordinary best

rose- water of llio uteres, particularly of the

wholesale druggists who oeul largely in the
article, i i gonorally made a i follows:—Dissolve

attar ofroso-sG drachms avoirdupois, in.strong

CStiOOtifiod Kpiril(liot), 1 Imperial piut; throw

tbo solution into a 12-gallmi carboy, aud add
10 gallons pure distilled water, at 180° to 185°

I*‘ahr.; at ouen cork tbo carboy (at first

lemsoly), nud agitato tbo whole briskly (at first

cautiously), until quito cold. The produet i>

really superior to much of the trash carelessly

distilled from a scanty quantity of rose-leave,
and sold as rosewater. (See Nos. 1071 and
1071)).

1009. Orange-Flower Water. The
gouuino imported article is ono of the most
duiightfaliy iragrant of all the odoriferous dis-

tilled waters. An imitation may be made as

follows 'Take of orange-flowers, 7 pounds
avoirdupois; fresh thin yellow- pool of bitter

oranges, « to 8 ounces; water, 2 Imperial gal-

lons; macerate 2-1 hours, and then distill 1

gallon.
' 1010. Orange-Flower Water. An-

other method is is follows.—Orange- flowers,

12 pounds avoirdupois; water. 3G pounds;
distill 24 pounds for double orange-flower
water; this, with an equal quantity of dis-
tilled water, forms the single. The flowers
should not lie put into the still till tbo water
nearly Imils.

1011. Florida Water. Dissolvo in *

gallon 90 percent, alcohol, 1 ounce each oil of
lavender, oil of liorganml, and i>il of lemon

;

ami of oil of cloves and cinnamon 1 drachm
each; add 1 gallon water, aud filter.

1012. Florida Water. Oil of l»crga-

uiol, 3 ounce. ; nil of cinnamon, 4 drochuis;
tincture of benzoin, 2 ounces; 75 percent, al-

cohol, 1 gallon. Mix and filter. (See No.
OK,.)

1013. Fine Florida Water. Toko 2
drachms each of the oils of lavender, berga-
mot, and lemon

;
I drachm each of tincture

of turmcrio and oil of noroli ; 30 drops oil of
balm and 10 drops t*il of rose; mix the abovo
with 2 pints deodorized alcohol. (Sec No.
970.)

1014. Tincture of Coriander. Pow-
dor coarsely -I ounce' ecu kinder seed, mid
inarernta for 15 days in I pint 95° alcohol;

strain and filler.

1015. Tincture of Nutmegs. Rruiso
well G ounce ; nutmeg., in 14 pints 95° alco-
hol ; let it remain for a couple of weeks, stir-

ring occasionally
;
limn pres.-, through ucuarno

cloth, and filter. Tincture of ginger, in.uc.

and other spices arc prepared by tlio siuno
method.
1010. Tincture of Stonuc. Muccrato

5 ounces rtomx in 3 pints 9> alcohol, until
dissolved, thru filter.

1017. Alcoholato of Rosos. Macerate
2 pounds fresh roses In 2 quart; alcohol of 05°
ansi I pint water for 12 hours; then distill by
means of a water-bath. If a superior arliclo
is required, the alcoliolaUi thus prepared may
bo iisril lii macerate 2 pounds more roses, aud
then distilled ns before.

1018. Tincturo of Vanilla. Steep 2
ounce i vanilla, nil into - nmll piece*, in 1 pint
alcohol, for aliout n numlli

;
stir frequently,

and filter.

1010. Tincturo of Benzoin. In 24
quarts olcobul of 95°, macerate 8 ounces
powdered benzoin until dissolved, llieii filter

it and bottle ; cork closely.

1020. Tincturo of Balsam of Peru.
Macerate 8 ounces liquid I :»l am of Peru in 3
pints 9>' alcohol

;
wne » ilhsilrol, filter.

1021. Tincture of Hrain of Paradise.
Macerate 4 ounces coarvly powdered grain
or paradise for 15 days in’ I pint alcohol of
95'-’. then pres* tbnmgli a t-tolli and filter.

1022. Tincture of Balsam of Tolu.
Dissolve 5 ounces Ld am of Tolu in 3 pints
alcohol, ami filler.

1023. Tincturo ofCardamoms. Hruiso
4 ounces cardamom*, and macerate 2 weeks
ill alcohol of 95c

;
press through a cloth and

filter.

1024. Tincture of Ambergris. Pow-

der thoroughly 1 ounce ambergris and i

ounco sugar iu a warm mortar ; then dissolve

4 ounco carbonate or potash in 14 ounces alco-

holato of roses, and add to it 3; ounces tinc-

ture of musk (see No. 1025); macerate the

wholo for about l month, and filter.

1025. Tincture of Musk. Rub 4

ounco musk in a warm mortar with a little

su (rar; macerate fur a month in 7 ounces

alcohol containing 1 ounce each tincture of

ambergris and tincture of vanilla. Filler

thoroughly and then add a few drops of altar

of roses.

1026. Economical Perfumes. The

cheap perfumes which :irr offered for sale in

pinal I fancy bottle.-*, arc of the simplest kiud.

and from tbo nature of the ease, made of the

least expensive materials. Tho following are

tbo leading mixtures, which are sold under
tho names deemed tbo most likely to provo
attractive:

Mix 1 ounco essence of bergamot, or attar

of sant&l, with 1 pint spirits of wine.

Mix 4 ounco each of the attars of lavender

and bergamot, and 1 drachm attar of cloves,

with 1 pint spirit of wine.

Mix 4 ounco attar of lemon grass, and 4

ounce essence of lemons, with 1 pint spirit of
wine.
M ix J ounce attar of petit-grain, nud 4 ounce

attar of orange peel, with 1 pint spirits of

wine.
These mixtures ore filtered through blotting

paper with the addition of a little magnesia
to make them bright. It would be well if all

tbo cheap perfumes put up iu attractive bot-

tles were a* good as these mixtures. A large

proportion of them are fur inferior, aud fre-

quently little more than weak perfumed wa-
ters.

1027. To Mako Imitation Bay Rum.
Thu genuine bay rum is uiailo by digesting

tho leaves of tho liny plant (an uromatiu

plant which grows iu tho West Indies), iu

nun, and subsequent distillation. Tho imita-

tion is prepared from the essential oil obtained

from the Ilay plant. Mix 1 ounco of oil of

Ray (or ! ounce oil of Ray, and { ounce of

cit nor oil of pimoulo, allspice, or cloves), with
4 gallons 95 per cent, alcohol

;
thou add

gradually 4 gallons of water, shaking the

mixture constantly. If tho mixture should
become milky, the addition of a little alcohol

will mako it clear. Probably the best imita-

tion is as follows: 10 fluid drachms nil of

Ray, 1 fluid draclun oil of pimento. 2 fluid

ounces noetic ether. 3 gallons alcohol, and 24
gallons water. Mix, and after 2 woolen’ re-

peso, filter.

1028. West India Bay Rum. Tuko
2 pounds of leave* of the luyrLus acris, 4

pound cardamoms, 2 ounces cassia, 14 ounces
cloves, and 9 quarts nun. Distill 14 gallons.

Bay rum may bo colored with tincturo of

saffron, or with a mixture of equal parts cara-

mel (see No. 094) and tiucturc of turmeric.

1029. Cheap Bay Rum. Saturate a 4
pound block of carbonate of magnesia with
oil of Buy

;
pulverize tho magnesia, plnco it

iu a filter, ami pour water through it until

tbo desired quantity is obtained, then add al-

cohol. Tho quantity of water nud of alcohol

employed deponds on tho desired strength
onu quality oi tho Buy rum.

o PrepareFlavoring Ex-
tracts. Tho following excellent

receipt*, taken from tho "American Journal
of Pharmacy," are by Prof. W. Procter, Jr.

1031. Lemon Extract. Expose 4

ounces of tbo exterior rind of lemoua in tho

air until partially dry; then braise in a
wedgewood morlnr; add to it 2 quarts dedor-
izod alcohol of 95°, nud ngitato until tho color

is extracted; then add G ounces recent oil of
lemon. If it docs not become clear imme-
diately, let it stand for a day or two, agitating

occasionally. Then filter.

1032. Orange Extract. Follow tho

same method ns for lemon extract, using 4

ounces exterior rind of oranges, 1 quart of

deodorized alcohol of 95°, and 2 ounces recent

oil of orange.

1033. Extract of Bitter Almonds.
Mix together 4 ounces oil of bitter almonds,
1 ounce tiucturc of turmeric, and 1 quart 90°

alcohol.

1034. To Neutralize the Poison in
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Extract of Bitter Almonds. As this ex-
tinct is poisonous in a quantity, it is licttcr to
depn vo 1 1 of its hydrocyanic acid as follows
Dissolve 2 ounces sulphate of iron In a pint
of water; in another pint of water slake l

ounce limn recently burned
; mix them to-

gether, and shako tho mixture with -I ounces
oil of bitter almonds. Distill in a glass retort
until tlui whole of the oil has passed over;
and idler allowing tho oil time to separato
from tho water, remove it for use.
1035. Extract of Rose. Bruise 2

ounces of hundred -leaved rose-leaves; make
an extract from them by macerating in 1

quart deodorized alcohol
;

press the quart of
alcohol out, uud add to it 1 drachm oil of rose,

and filter through paper. If them arc no red
mso leaves, a little lincturu of eochiueal will
give a pale rose tint.

1036. Extractof Cinnamon. Dissulvo
2 drachms oil of cinnamon in I pint deodor-
ized alcohol

;
add gradually I pint of water,

and then stir in by degrees 4 ounces powdered
Ceylon cinnamon; agitate several hours, and
tiller through paper.

1037. Extract of Nutmegs. Mix 2
drachma oil of nutmegs with I nunco pow-
dered maro

;
macerate for 12 hours in I quart

deodorized alcohol, mid filter.

1038. Extract of Ginger. Pack 4
ounces powdered ginger in a percolator,
moisten it with u little alcohol, then pour on
alcohol until !J pints of tincture have passed
through. Mix this with 8 ounces turnip.

1030. Extractof Black Pepper. ThU
ta prepared from powdered popper in tho
Kamo manner ns ihc.extract of ginger, pouring
on itlenlml until n quart has passed through,
and omitting tho ayrim.
1040. Extract ofCapsicum. Prepared

from powdered capsicum, In tho same manner
as black pepper.
1041. Extract of Coriander. Mix 4

ounces powdered coriander with I drachm oil

of coriander; add I lut mixture to 1J pints al-

cohol of9.'»0, and 4 pint water; macerate for

24 hours, decant tho liquid; put tho mnttcr
Unit has settled Into n percolator, uml pour ou
it tho decanted liquid, nddiug alcohol uutil •
quart lias run through.

1042. Extract of Vanilla. Cutlounco
vauilla into Hinall pieces, and triturato with 2
ounces sugar to a coarse powder; put it into

a porcolator, pour on it uiluted alcohol until

1 pint has run through—thou mix with 1 pint
syrup.

1043. Extract of Colory. Bruiso 2
ounces celery Beeds, and put mto a percola-
tor; pour on

1
pint deodorized alcohol, then

pour on wntar till a pint of extract has passed
through; triturato with 1 drachm carbonate
of magnesia, and filter.

1044. Extract of Soup-horbs. Put
into n porcolator 1 ounce each of thyme,
Biveot marjoram, sweet basil, and summer
savory, ami 1 drachm celery seeds. Pour on
them sufficient diluted alcohol to mako 1 pint
of extract.

Artificial Fruit Essences.
Those urn composed chiefly of com-

pound ethers, which possess the odor and
flavor of certain fruils. In some of tho fol-

lowing receipts, where tartaric, oxalic, suc-
cinic or benzoic acid enters into the Composi-
tion of an ossenen. it must ho understood that
these acids aro not to ho used in their pnre
state, but in tho form of saturated .solutions

(see No. 27) in cold alcohol. Glycerine will
lie found as an ingredient in nearly ail theso
artificial essences; it scums to blend and har-
monize the different odors.

1016. Peach Essence. This is a mix-
ture of 5 parts glycerine, 2 parts aldehyde, 5
parts acetate of ethyl, 5 parts fonmatc of

ethyl, 5 parts butyrate of ethyl, 5 parts vale-

rianato of ethyl, 5 parts renanthylato of ethyl,

1 part scbacic ether, and 2 parts salicylate of

methyl.
1047. Apricot Essence. To 4 parts

e
lvcoriuo odd 1 part chloroform, 10 parts

atyralo of ethyl, 5 parts valerianate of ethyl,

1 part amautbylaio of ethyl, 2 parts salicylate

of methyl, 1 part butyrate of amyl, aud 1

part saturated solution of oxalic acid in alco-

hol. (See No. 1045.)

1019. Plum Essence. To 8 parts gly-

ceriue. add 5 parts of aldehyde, 5 parts acet-

ate of ethyl, 1 part formiato of ethyl. 2 part*

butyrate of ethyl, and 4 parts omanthylato of

ethyl.

1049. Cherry Essence. Take 3 parts

e
ycoriuc, 5 parts acetate of ethyl, 5 parts

nzoatc of ethyl, 1 part anmnthylnto of ethyl,

and 1 part saturated solution (see No. 1045) of

benzoic acid in alcohol.

1050. Black Cherry Essence. Mix 10

parts ncotnto of ethyl with 0 parts benzoate
of ethyl, 2 part* amanthylate of ethyl, 1 part

saturated solution of oxaiic nrid, and 2 parts

solution of lienxoic acid. (.*iw No. 1045.)

1051. Lemon Essence. To5p*rUply-
enriao, 1 part chloroform and 1 part nitric

other, add 2 parts aldehyde, 10 part* acetate

of othyl, 10 parts valerianate of amyl, 10

parti solution of tartaric arid, anil 1 part sat-

urated solution of Kucciuic acid. (See No.
1015

)

glycerine and 1 part chloroform add 1 pi

aldehyde, 5 parts butyrate of olbyl ami
parts butyrato of amyl.

nirt

10

1052. Pear Essence. To 10 parts glr-

5 part* acetate of ethyl and 10

parts acetate of amrl.
corino odd 5 acetate of ethyl

rl

1053. Orongo Essence. With 10 parts

glycorino, mix 2 parts chloroform, 2 porta alde-
hyde, 5 parts acetate of ethyl, 1 part each of

formiato, butyrato and benzoate of othyl, 1

part salicylate of methyl, 10 porta acetate of
amyl. 10 part* essence of orange, and 1 pari
saturated solution of tartaric acid. (See No.
1045.)

1054. Apple Essence. To 4 parts gly-
corino, 1 part chloroform, ami 1 port of nitrio

other, odd 2 parts aldehyde. 1 part acetate of
othyl, 10 parts valerianate ol amyl, and 1

part saturated solution of oxalio acid. (Sre
No. 1045.)

1055. Grape Essence. To 10 parts gly.
ccrino aud 2 parts chloroform, add 2 purl*
aldehyde, 2 parts formiato and 10 parts omun-
thylalo of ethyl, 1 part salicylate of methyl,
and 5 parts tartaric and 3 parts succinic acid*
iu saturated solution. ( See No. 1045.)
1056. Gooseberry Essence. To 1 part

aldehyde mhl 5 parts acetate. I part benzoate
and 1 part a-nanthylate or ethyl, and 5 purls
saturated solution of tartaric, and 1 part each
of tho tamo of succinic and bcuzoic acids.

(See No. 1045.)

1057. Raspberry Essence. To 4 parts
glycerine and 1 part nitric ether, odd 1 purt
aldehyde, 5 parts acetate of ethyl, and 1 part
each of formiato, butyrate, lienzoate and oaiau-

alatc of ethyl,
1

part scbacic other. 1 part
cyiatu of mulbyl, 1 part each acetate uml

butyrate of amyl, 5 parts tartaric and 1 purt
succinic acid in saturated solution. (Sec No.
1045.)

1058.

Strawberry Essence. To 2
parts glyccrino and 1 part nitric ether add 5
parts acetate, I partfonuialc aud 5 parts buty-
rate of ethyl, 1 part salicylate of uiclbrl. and
3 parti acetate and 2 parti butyrato of ninyl.

1059.

Melon Essence. Tako 3 parts
glycerine, 2 parts aldehyde, 1 part formialc, 4
parts butyrate and 5 parts valerianate of
ethyl, and 10 parts scbacic ether.

1060.

Pineapple Essence. To 3 parts

Extraits
;

Extracts, in

French perfumery these arc, appro-

priately, strong spirituous solutions, cither

siiuplo'or couipouud, of tho essential oils and
odorous principle* of plants aud other bub-

stances, obtained by infusion or digestion, us

distinguished from those that aro obtained by
distillation and direct solution. Under tho

term, however, urn often classed many per-

fumes prepared with rectified spirit by tho

latter methods, and which lire highly charged
with tho fragrant matter, or matters, which
they represent. Tho preparation of most of

the oxtraits is simple enough, the chief enro

necessary being that tho spirit bn absolutely

scentless ami of sufficient strength, uml that

the oils and other materials bo recent and
perfectly pure.

1062. Extrnit de Rondelotia. Tuko
12 drachms avoirdupois oil of lavender ( Mitch-

am); oil of cloves, 5 drachma; oil of berga-

mot, 4 drachms; oil of verbena (or neroli), 1

drachm; cbscuou of ambergris and ossouo*

•f mask, of each 4 Imperial fluid drachm;
rectified spirit (IK) percent.), I pint; mix. A
rich and highly esteemed perffimo.

1063. Extrnit do Millcflcurs. Tnko 4

grain* finest grain musk
;
finest ambergris, (i

grains; oil of lomon, 0 drachms
;
oil of laven-

der (lOnglish), and oil of cloves, oach 4

drachma; liquid sturax (genuine), I drachm;
oil of vorbenn, oil of pimento mid neroli, of

each 12 drops (minima); rectified spirit, 1

Imperial pint; macerate in a warm room,
with frequent agitation, for 2 or 3 weeks.
Very fine. The omission of tho storax ren-

der* it paler, and thus preferable to sumo pur-

aon*.

1064. Jockey Club Bouquet. Mix 1

S

int extract of rose, 1 pintcxtructof tuberosu,
pint extract of cassia, 4 ounces extract of

Jasmin, and 3 ouucc* tincture of civet. Filter

the mixture.
1005. Bouquet do Milloflcura. Mix

1 pint extract ol roso; 4 pint each of the ex-

tracts of tuberose, jasmin, orange- flowor,
cassia, and violet

; 4 ounces essence of cedar,

2 ounces each of the tinctures of vanilla, am-
licrgris, and musk ; 4 pint essence of rose, 1

outico attar of bergamot, and 10 drop* rich
of tho attar* <*f almonds, neroli, and clovos.

I.ct tho mixture stand for a week, mid then
filter.

1060. Bouquet do Rondoletia. Mix
2 ounce* attar ol' lavender, 1 ounce attar «.f

cloves, 1 ounce altar of bergamot, 3 drachma
otlar of roses. 4 ounce* oath of thn tincture*

of musk, vanilla, niul ambergris, with 1 gallon
deodorized alcohol. After n month's repose,

filter.

1067. Imitation Lily of tho Valley.
This much admired perfume is niiido by mix-
ing together 4 pint extract of tuberose, I

ouiico extract of jasmin, 2 nunco* extract of
orange-flower, 3 ounce* extract of vanilla, j
pint extract of cassia. } pint extract ol

-

rose,

and 3 drops nttar of almonds. Keep this

mixture for a month and then use.

1068. Imitation Essence of Myrtle,
Mi* together and allow to stand l’or 2 weeks,

4 pint extract of vanilla. 1 pint extract of

roses, 4 pint extract of orange-flower, 5 pint

extract of tuberose, and 2 ounces extract of

jasmin.
1009. Extract of Patchouli. Mix

ounce* attar of patchouli, and J ounce attar

of rose, with 1 gallon rectified spirits.
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Aromatic, Odoriferous, or
-X"\- Perfumed Waters, &c.
There arc strictly jiuro water charged by dis-

tillation with the volatile, aromatic, and

odorous principles of plauts
;
or they aro so-

lutions of theso principles, chiefly tho essen-

tial oils, in distilled water. Tho eimplo fra-

Ct waters of tho perfumers aro of tho

er hind
;
those of tho wholesale druggists

and of pharmacy belong to cither class, ac
cording to tho mode of thdr preparation.

1071.

Proportions of Aromatics
Submitted to Distillation for Making
Porfumed Waters. Tho vegetable matter

(bruised, if nocowmry ), in tho quantity ordered,

is to bo put into tho still along with 2 gallons

of puro water, but only 1 gallon drawn over.

In this way tho linost trngrant distilled wotera

may bo produced frem nil flower*, oud other

nromatlo vegetable substances. Tho points

roquiftito to bo attended to are, that the flowers

ho fresh, gathered oftcr tho huh has risen und
the dew exhaled, and thut sufficient water bo
used to provent tho flowers being burned, but

not union morn than is sufficient for tliia pur-

pose. Tho quantities usually directed aro:

ltoscs, 8 pounds ( av< iirdupoisl ;
water, 2 gallons

(Imperial); distill 1 gallon lor single, and tho

samo water with 8 pounds of fresh roses for

double 1080 water. Tho usual quumitioa of

aromntio material required in proportion to

tho amount of distilled water to bo obtained,

uio given in classified form in tho Journnl do
1'lmrmncio as follows: Fresh aromntio plants,

such as wormwood, block-cherry, scurvy-

f ass, hyssop, chony-luurcl, luvondcr, balm,

mint, poach-lcavc*. roses, and rage, require l

part of tho plant for each port distilled pro-

duct desired. Fresh and dry aromatics, as

bitter almonds, orange-flowers, melilot, horse-

radish, elder, and tansy, require I part of tho

pl-it to 2 part* of distilled product. Dry and

very aromatic plant*, as angelica, green anise,

jumper berries, camomile, nmclln, coscarillo,

found, sassafras, linden-flowers, ami valerian,

require 1 part of tho plant It* each \ purtu of

distillnto. There proportion* will bo some
guulo both in respect of tho distilled waters

referred to, ami Others not included iu tbo list.

In general, druggists draw over 2 gallons of

water from the respective quantities of
flowers, herbs, bark, or seeds, ordered in tho

nbonimcopains, quantity rather than quality

tioing their object. Manufacturing perfumers,

on tho contrary, either use an excore of flower*

for their finer odoriferous waters, or they pre-

serve only tho first and stronger portion ot

tho water that distills over; tho remainder

bciug soparutdy collected nud used for a

second distillation with fresh flowers. In

sotr.o cases, where a very superior quality is

desired, they re distill tho water of the first

distillation and preservo only tbo first f, or

even only tho first half, thnt passes over.

1072.

Eldor-flower Water, Acacia-
flower Water, and Bean-flower Water,
aro prepared ill the name uiauucr a* rose water.

(See Am. 1071 and 1079.)

1073.

Directions for Distilling Per-
fumed Waters. The following directions

arc, in tho main, those given by tho

thoroughly practical chemist, Mr. Arnold

J. Cooley. In tho distillation of odoriferous

waters, manufacturing perfumers employ
their utmost enro, in order to produce a
highly fragrant article, free from any contam-

ination that can vitiate tho purity of their

odor, or lessen their keeping qualities. Tho

still may bo of copper, but the bead and worm
should 1)0 formed of solid tin. It should ho

port of the latter will separate, and thus tho

water will lore some of its fragrance. (See

No. 107G.)

1075. To Prevent Distilled Waters
from Souring. To prevent carelessly pre-

pared distilled waters acetifying or turning

roar, nrnl to recover those which liavo begun
to spoil, a common plan is to shako them up
with a little calcined magnesia, or to dissolve

in each pint of them 1 grain each of powdered
borax and alum. This, however, is not to bo
recommended, ns it unfits the waters for lire

as vehicles. Whenever it is unavoidably had
rccourso to, the best plan is to rc-distill tho

water a few days afterwards.

1076. Practical Suggestions for Ma-
king Distilled Waters. There aro certain

general rules or points to be adhered to in dis-

tilling perfumed waters : Dry, hard, or fibrous

substances should ho mechanically divided,

and macerated in water before undergoing dis-

tillation. Too great a quantity of materials

should not bo iutrodured at oua time into tho

liody of the still
; if this precaution bo ne-

glected, there is a risk of tho liquid boiling

over or spirting into the receiver. Ebullition

should bo attained n. quickly n.'i possible, mid

bo continuous. Sufficient water should bo

left undislillod to cover the matter in tho still,

to guard against its coming in contact with
the sides of the vessel. In this caso tho mat-
ter would bu UecomiMisifd by tho heat, and

vicld cmjiyrcuinatio products
;
besides, if tho

<!i>.i illation is carried too fur, a slimy forma*

lion is ant to adhere to tbo aides of tho Mill,

which would nlro bo decomposed by tho heal,

an 1 liavo n similar effect on tho product.'

These risks may lm greatly Journal, if not

entirely avoided, by applying beat by menu*
of an oil-bath, regulated by a thermometer

;

ami still better by a Imlh containing a solution

of chloride of ca'cium (murintoof lime). Any
dcnco of beat between 212° ami Fahr.

may bo obtained and sustained by regulating

tho strength of tho solution. (See No. 7.)

Another convenient method i.i by steam. (See

No. 1077.) Waters distilled from plants nro

nut t ) liavo a smoky odor nt find, even when
tho greatest care and precaution have been ob-

served iu Uioirdisilllatlou; exposure forasbort

tim o to the air will rernovo thin, after which

they nbould bo kept in cloncly-stoppoiud but-

tles, oud preferably iu bottles containing only

sufficient for probablo use at one time
;
they

should bo entirely filled and closed air-tight.

1077. Soubeiran'a Steam Apparatus
for Distilled Waters. Tho illustration giveu

b a vertical section of Soubci rail's apparatus

used in Franco for obtaining distilled waters.

A cylindrical tiimed-coppcr or iron boiler, A,

or convenient size, ray J} feet high und 2 feet

in diameter, is surmounted by an expanded

bead or capital, 11
.
which i * furnished with on

iuucr ledge, forming n kind of gutter, to re-

ceive (bo liquid condensed on the inner cuvfaco

prevent tho liquor in it spirting oyer into tho

neck and condeusing-wonii. A still furnished

with a steam-jacket fa tho most convenient

for tho purpose, w tho lic-at of steam, or of a

salt-water bath, can alone be safely employed.

The common plan is to reject the first 2 or 3

fluid ounces that pass over, and to collect tho

remainder of tbo runnings until tho proper

quantity be obtained. The whole product i*

then agitated together, and stored, loosely

oovereo, ia a cool cellar for some weeks, or

even months, in order that it may loso its

herbaceous odor and tho rawness from recent

stillage. It is o common praclico to separate

any volatilo oil floating on waters after dis-

tillation. but Mr. Ilareldcu, of England, re-

commends tho excess of oil to bo well shaken

with tho water and tho wholo transferred to

tho stock vessel, where tho oil will separate

;

it keeps better thus treated, and full strength

ii ensured. Ho prefers tho stock vessel to be

of stoneware, furnished with a Up about 2
inches from. tho bottom, whereby tho water

can bo drawn out cloar, tbo oil cither rising

to tho top or sinking to tho bottom, aecordiug

to iti specific gravity. Aa soon as it lias ac-

quired its full odor, or reached maturity, it fa

carefully decanted into bottles, which nro then

well corked or stopped, and stored in a moder-

ately cool place. Somo of tho leading manu-

facturing perfumers keep n Hcnarato still for

each of their more dclicoto distilled waters,

and thoroughly clean them out ami dry them

oftcr each distillation, ns it is extremely

difficult to remove any odor or taint that ad-

here i to tho still, still-head, and worm. Even

blowing 8team through thorn fur finmo hours

will not always sufficiently purify them for

this Kpccici of distillation. Iu tho preparation

of distilled waters for medicinal purposes, a

clean, sweet still, otill-bead, and worm, must

also bo employed. Tbo two lost should l>o of

tin or glazed stoneware; and the receivers

should bo of glass or stoneware. Tho utmost

caro should b.i taken to prevent contamination

of distilled waters by contact with copper,

lead or tine, niuco they slowly os idbo mad
dfasolro there metals. In almost all cares,

salted nr picklod flowers, herbs, Ac., arc great-

ly superior to tho fresh vegetable* for the

preparation of frogrnut distilled waters.

When tho former nro employed tho product

lias litllo or nouo of tho herbaceous ami raw

odor which fa always nroreut when Uio latter

aro used, beside* which they keep Iwttcr, aud

reach maturity, or tho full development of

their odor, in a much shorter Umc. (See No.

1319.) Carefully prepared distilled waters

kcop well, and nro not liablo to any change,

but when tho reverso is tho care, particularly

whon tho liquor in tho still has spirted over

the neck or tho still-head into tho condensing

worm, they aro apt to accUfy, and even to bc-

como n>py and viscid. A comiiiou, but very

objoetiuuoblo plan, in such cares, is to agitate

thorn with a bulo carbonato of magnesia, nud

to filter them through paper. The only safe

remedy is to re-dwtill them on the first indi-

cation of such change, for magnesia weaken*

them. Indeed, all their essential oil and fra-

granco may bo removed by increasing tbc

quantity o'quantity oi u. »» r**

used for filtering distilled waters, :t should be

tho carbonato; but a litUo of even that will

bo dissolved if tho water bo ever so slightly

acidulous.

1074 To Remove tho Burnt Smell

of Freshly Distilled Waters. Tbo burnt

aiuoll of waters, frequently arising from care-

less stilling, is usually lost, or greatly lessened,

bv freezing, or by exposure to a temperature

approaching tho freezing point; but if the

water bo highly charged with essential oil,
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of 11)0 capita!, and opening i:it:> tho exit lube,

c. About 0 inches from the bottom of tbo

cylinder is placed afalse bottom or diaphragm,
c, pierced with small holes. A steam pipe, <1,

baring r. stop-cock, a, is introduced in tbo

cylinder in the manner shown, terminating in

ail expansion, b, perforated like tbo ruse of a

watering-pot, and located a littlo below lb*

diaohragm,
Tbo material to bo distilled, after proper

preparation, is placed upon tho diaphragm,
tbo capital, II, is applied and luted with dex-

trino pasto
;
steam is passed through tbo tube,

and issuing from &, passes throughtho material,

becomes loaded with tho volatile nmttor, rises

into the capital, condenses, ami pusses through

/, into a worm or other Kuilublo condenser.

1078. Vanilla Water. Macewto 1

pound vanilla in coarec powder, and 5 pounds
salt in 2} gallons water fur 21 hours. Thou
distill over rapidly l gallon.

1070. Roso Water. Toko 48 Troy
ounce.’, palo rose, and 1G pints water. Mix
them and distill il pints. W hen it is desirable

to keep tho roso far foiuo timo before distill-

ing, il may bo preserved by being well mixed
with i its weight of chloride of sodium (table
Balt). U. 8. I'll. {Sea So. 1008.)

1080. To Prepnro Aromatic Waters
from Essential Oils. Thu United States

PhuriilUeopaie, although not discarding alto-

gether tbo process of distillation in tho prepa-
ration tf nrumulio water, directs, in prefor-
once, that water should he Impregnated with
tho volatile oil by trituration with carbonate
of magnesia, and nubnoquontly liltercd. This
Is tho most simple ami easy process. Tho wa-
ter ii obtained pure ami transparent, tho mag-
nesia being soparated by tho filtration, Tho
object of tho magnesia is simply to onabio tho
oil to ho brought to a iniuuto xtnto of tubtli-

vision, and thus present tho largest possible

Biirfoco'to tho water; but its usois open to the
objodtlon that it is slightly aoluhlo iu water,

nad is apt to produce, under certain circum-
stance#, a slightly ilocoulout precipitate. It

bait been recommended to u.io porcelain clay,

finely powdered glass, or pumice stone, in-

stead of magnesia, as these substances are

wholly insoluble. (.See So. 1073 and 1081.)

1081. Aromatic or Perfumed Water*.
Take 2 fluid drachms of tho essential oil ot

tho plant, triturato with 2 drachms levigated
powdered silex : then add very gradually,
with constant trituration, b pints distilled wa-
ter. After brisk agitation for smno time, filter

tho solution through filtering paper wetted
with pure water. This is a convenient method
for tho extemporaneous preparation of per-

fumed waters, but, without great caro iu ma-
nipulating, tho products nro inferior instrength
to those obtained by distillution. Finely pow-
dorud or levigated glass may bo used when *i-

lox (quarti) is unobtainable. Magnesia and
sugar were each formerly used for the purpose,

but aro objectionable. {See So. 1080.

1082.

Aromatic or Perfumed Waters.
Instead of preparing the waters directly from

the osmitial oils, an essence may bo mado by
dissolving 1 Imperial fluid ounce of the essen-

tial oil in 9 Quid ounces rectified spirit; 2 Im-
perial fluid drachms of tho essence agitated

briskly for some timo with 1 Imperial pint

distilled water, and filtered through wet filtcl

ing paper, will make a good perfumed water.

Cooley says this is an excellent formula for

extemporaneous waters
;
but the U. S. Dis.

pronounces them feeble for medicated pur-

poses, in the properties of their respective es-

sential oils. {See So. 1008.)

Jperfumed. Powders and

Rouges. Powders for the hair and
skin have almost game out ofnse. The lusts of
perfumed powders i * either orri-. or fine pearl
starch. The perfume of th«- f. ne-: kinds is im-
parted by alternating layers of starch and fresh

tlower#, the latter being afterward* separated

by gifting. Tbo siuiplo perfumed powders thus

obtained, by judicious admixture, form com-
pound or bouquet powders. Tbo irdionsues*

ami nxpease i:f thi i imim prevent its gener-

al employment. Thu common mode is to

scent by tho direct addition of extracts or es-

sential oils, or c! :c to mix in powdered fra-

grant material with tlm i:rrH «r starch.

1100. Violet Powder. Wheat slarcii,

12 pound*; powdered orris 2 pounds. Mix
together, and add attar of lemon, 1 ounce

;

attar* of bergamot amt clove#, rarb 2 drachms.
1101. Poudro d'lris. IWdercd orri*

root, 12 pound.*: powilcrcd bergamot peel,

and ncacia flowers, each 8 ounces
;
powdered

cloves, » ounce. Mix and mfl.

1102. Prepared Bran for tho Hair,
powdered wheat bnui, l pound

,
powdered

orris 2 ounces. Mix and sill.

1103. Poudro Noir for tho Hair.
Starch ami orris iu line powder, each 8
ounces; charcoal and ivory black, in line

powder, each I ounce. Mix and -ift.

1104. Poudro Blondo for tho Hair.
Finely powdered starch and orris, 8 ounces
each ; m in thu preceding, but with yellow
ochre for the coloring matter.

1 105. Poudro H la Vanillo Bruno for
tho Skin or for Sachets. Powdered vanilla.

Voic- leaves lump atorax, ben/oin, rhodium,
pallisandro and ebony wood*. each I pound

;

r
wdered cloves 2 ounces; powdered musk,
drachms Mix together with 3 pounds of

starch ; sift, and odd a fow drop* of extracts

of tuboRMO and jasmin.
1

106.

Poudro i 1'(Edict Compoato—
for tho Skin or Sachets. Powdered roso

leave* ami orris root, each 3 pounds; pow-
dered bergamot pool. I pound; powdered
cloves and cinnamon, each G ounces; pow-
dered acacia and orange flower#, each 8
ounce i ;

starch. 3 pounds
1

107.

Paints or Rouges for the Skin.
1*011)1* or rouge* are the iuc.uis by which the

natural color of the skin may be heightened
or changed. They arc, however, objectionable

preparation?, and tho u-o of them extends
vory littlo lieyond the theatres where they
sro employed to prodnen stage effect,

1

108.

’ French White. This i* the min-
eral talc, «>r French chalk, finely powdered and
Ixilted. It forms the basis of tho most harm-
less rouges. Perfuino is added as may be
desired.

1100. Pearl White. Pure oxide or
rnibnitrato of bismuth in powder. This pig-

ment darken* in atmosphere* containing Mil-

pliiilc of hydrogen. I ounce triturated with
4 ounce# of orange-flower water make* liquid

while f>r theatrical use.

1110.

Pearl Powder. Precipitated
elulk finely bolted and pertained. The
French mid oxides «.f zinc and bismuth, each
1 ounce to tbo pound of chalk.

1111.

Caution against Bismuth asa
Cosmetic. Tho continued u*c of bismuth-
while injures the skin, nml ultimately pro-

duce* piiralysis cf it s minuio vessels rouder-
iug it yellow ami leather-like—an effect which,
unfortunately, those who employ it generally
attempt to conceal by its freer and more fre-

quent application.

1112.

Carmir.o Rouge. Finely boiled
talc. 4 ounces; carmine, - drachms. Mix
together with a littlo warm ond dilute solu-

tion of gum trsgacanth. For lighter shades,
the preportion of canuino must be diminished.
For commoner pastes, rose-pi us replace* tho

canuino a* coloring matter. It may ho mado
into a |Miuiade.

1113. Bloom of Roses. Powdered
carmine of the best quality, 2 drachms, di-

gested with strong ammonia, 4 ounces, in a
tightly stoppered bottle for 2 days, at tbo
ordinary temperature of tho atmosphere.
Then add rose water, 1 pint; and essence of

rose, -I ounces. After standing for a week to

:settle, tbo clear liquid may bo poured off
from tlie sediment, and bottled.

1114. Azure Paste. Talc and ultra-

marine, finely br.lted, equal parts, triturated

with a solution of gum tragnconlh into u stiff

psKttf.

1115. Enamel Powder. Tnko cqnal
parts finely temped laic or French chalk, and
pearl-white; suiDcient rouge or canuino to
slightly lingo it; mix. Used to conceal dis-
color.uions; and, without tho coloring, to
whiten the skin.

Cosmetics for tho Skin
and Complexion. Tbo pro-

parations under this liciul pro designed to
-often tho skin and beautify the complexion.
W« niiuox receipts for tbo more Important.
The beating medium in thu umnulacturo of
them must be eitliev n water or steam bath.

1117.

To Make Amandine. Put into
a largo marble uiortur 2 ounces gum arable,
and 0 ounces while limicy; triturate, and
when the mixture ha* been rubbed into a
thick na*le. odd 3 ounce* perfectly neutral
almond shaving cream. (See So. G02.) Then
continue tho trituration until tho mixture Ims
bccuuto homogeneous. 2 pounds of fresh
cold-pressed Kweotnlmond oil nro next allowed
to flow from a can above into the mortar, but
only ns rapidly ns il can ho incorporated with
the mass; otherwise, if it enters in too largo

S
antitics, the blending i* imperfect, and
o amandine becomes oily instead of Jelly-

like nod tram-parent, as il : hould bo when tho
manipulation ha* been skillful. Iu summer
temperatures it will be difficult to ( fleet a
combination of nil tho oil; and, therefore, tho
flow should bo stopped at soon n* the mixture
becomes bright rum assumes a crystalline lus-

tre. Tho perfuino should bo mixed with thu
almond oil, nud consist* cf J drachm nllar of

bitter almonds to every pound of paste, A
little attar of rose and bergamot may also bo
added—about 1 drachm of each. As soon as
finished it must be put in close pots.

1118.

To Use Amandine. To produce
amandine of fine quality is a matter of
smno difficulty and labor, and requires ex-
perience and considerable manipulur skill.

Tho detail# essential to success aro noticed
under '• Emulsion*." (Sea So. 43.) A small
quantity, say a lump of filbert bize, gives with
warm water a rich lather, which, when rubbed
over the lace mid bunds, impart* softness, nud
prevent* chapping. It should ho wiped off

while still in lather, with n dry towel.

1119.

Glycerine Amandine. As tho
preceding, but adding, with tho shaving
cream, J to 1 ounce of Price’s glyccrino for

every pound of oil intended to be subsequently
added.

1120.

Colored Amandine. Amandine
may bo colored green with spinach-leave#,

ana yellow and oraugo with palm oil or au-
notto, by digesting or dissolving tho sub-

stance* in the oil before adding tho 6ccuts. A
beautiful scarlet or crimson may be given to

it by adding a littlo liquid rouge or carmine
(ammoniacal), just before removing it from the

mortar. Olivine is a similar preparation to

amandine, but mado with olive-oil. It is

often colored green.
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1121. Cosmetic Balsam of Honey.

Take finest pale honey, 4 ounces (avoirdupois);

glycerine (Price’s), 1 ounce; unite by ft politic

hca'.; when cold, add rectified spirit, 1 fluid

ounco (Imperial); essence of ambergris. C
drops; nud at once bottle it. Used to soften

and whiten tho skin, prevent chap?, Ac.

1122. Freckle Balaam. To the balsam

of honey prepared u> directed in tho last re-

ceipt, add pure citric acid, 3 dmehms. Used
to prevent and removo freckles mid discolora-

tions.

1123. Almond Paste. Reduce blanched
almonds to a very smooth paste by patiently

pounding them in a marhlo mortar, adding
gradually, toward tho mid, ;v little rose-water,

or orange-flower water, with n few drops ol

nttar of rose! or ncroli, or a litllo can do Co-

logne, or other perfume, at will. Lastly, put

the paste into covered porcclnin pot* orjars.

1124. Bitter Almond Paste. Take
oijiml parti bitter alumnd* nml swwialmiHub-;

mid rose-water, n aullicimit quantity ; mid pro-

ceed m before. No scent need be added.

Rotli tho prucedingnro occasionally diversified

by tho addition of either powdered spermaceti

in weight equal to about 4 part of that of the

almonds, or of 4 this weight of white toap.

.Sometimes tlm white of n:i egg it added.

1125. Cold Cream. Take I ounce avoir-

dupnii each puru whitu wax and spermaceti,

nml l Imperial pint oil of almonds; melt,

pour tho mixture into a marble or wedg-

wuod-wiuo mortar (or a porcelain ha-in),

which bin boon heated by being immorse.l

fur nomn timo in boiling water; add, very
gradually, of nmo- water, 4 fluid <> ’.nee ;; and

luddtmuidy stir the. mixture until an emulsion

is formed, and afterwards until the whole i;

very nearly cold, Lastly, put it into porce-

lain or enithenwnrn pot
.
for use nr sale.

1120. Hudson'* Cold Cream. This is

E
roparud in tliu muiiu way as tlm above, with

ho addition of 1 fluid ounce orange-flower

water.

1127. Sultana Cold Croam. Tako *

ounce avoirdupois each, pure spermaceti and
white wax; ahuoml i.il, and hulter of cacao,

each j pound
;
mult, and stir in of lulsum ot

Porn, 2 drachm*. Allor repose, pour oil the

clear portion, odd orange-flower water. 2 lm-

por'al fluid drachm*. nud stir it briskly until it

coi..!rntos. Used like eoid rrenin, lip salve, Ac.

1129.

Crdmo do Cathay. Molt together

over a water bath, while wax and spermaceti,

each 2 drachms
;

then add oil of sweet al-

mond*, 4 ounces, mul -Mecca balsam, 3

drachm*; next perfume with rose-water, C
drachm*,* M.if until cold.

1120. Glycerine Croam. Thin superior

©oamctio i* the well known cold-cream, (see

No. 1125), with glycerine substituted for rose-

water. Melt together spermaceti, 0 ounces;

and white wax, 1 ounce, in 1 pound of sweet

almond oil. Then removo from the firr, and

stir in Prico'a glyceriuc. 4 ounces; anil when
congealing, perfumo with attar of rose, 20

drops. Other attars limy be used as desired,

in place of rose.

1130.

R03e Glycerine Cream. Sper-

mueeli, 4 ounce; oil of sweet almonds, 2

ounces; white wax, 1 ounce; glycerine, 4

ounces: mix the spermaceti, white wax and

oil of almonds together f>r,l ; then odd tho

?
lyccrino and stir the mixture until cool,

erfline with attar of rose.

1131.

Snow Cream. Melt 3 ounces

spermaceti, 2 ounces white wax, r.nd 12

ounces fresh oil of almonds, in a water-bath ;

pour it into a marble mortar, ami stir briskly

to prevent granulation
;
when of tho consist-

cuco of butter, triturate until the mixture has

a white, creamy appearance ;
then, during con-

tinued trituration, mbl by degrees a mixture

nf 1 ounce double water of rosea and 1 cuuco

829
odorless glycerine; incorporate for20 minutes,

and add 10 drops csscnco of roses; l>cat for

about half an hour, put into pot3 or jars, aud
close air-tight.

1132. Fine Camplior Ice. Melt to-

gether over a water-bath, white wax and

spermaceti, each 1 ounce; camphor, 2 ounces;

in sweet almond oil, 1 pound. Next, tnturato

in the manner directed for amandine, und
allow 1 pound of rose-water to flow in slowly

during the operation. Theu perfumo with

attar of rosemary, 1 drachm. A n inferior nml
cheaper quantity may lie made as follows:—

1133. Camphor lee. Oil of sweet al-

monds, 2 ounces ;
spermaceti, 4 ounces; wbilo

wax, 2 ounces; camphor, 4 ounce; melt

them over a water-bath, run in moulds of

proper size nml form.

1134. Pato d'Amondo au Miel. Rub
together 1 pound honey nml the yolks of 8

eggs; then gradually add sweet almond oil, 1

pound, during constant trituration, and

work in hitter almonds—blanched ami ground

to meal, 8 ounces
;
finally perfumo with atUrs

of bergamot and clove*, each 2 drachms.

1135. Pornado Rosat. Melt together

whitu wax, 2 ounces; oil of sweet almonds,

4 ounces ;
alkam-l, 3 drachms. Digest for

sover.il hours, strain, ami add 12 drops altar

of rose ; used for tin* lips.

1130. Cacao Pomade. Tako of cacao

butter, oil of almond*, white wax (pure),

equal parts
;
melt them together, nml rtir

until nearly cold. Used as uii emollient skin-

comictic. particularly for chapped lip*, hands,

Ac. It i* sometimes colored with a litllo

C*
.-oil. Seoul may bo rulded at will. Uii
ly esteemed by muiio person* a* n Inur

pomade.
1 1 37. Crime do Paych6-for tho Lips

While wax nud spermaceti, each I ouih-c; ml

of sweet almonds. 5 ounces. Melt together,

nml pour in Mecca hahaui, I drachm; and

Mir until tho uiOM congeal?, then mid 10

grain* powdered acetate of lead.

1138. Lait Virginal. Orange flower

water. H ounces; and tincture of benzoin, 2
drachm*. The former i* added very- slowly to

the latter during constant trituration, so a*

to produco un opalescent milky fluid.

1130. Crflmo do Pistache. Pistachio

nut*, 3 ounces; green oil. palm soap, wax,

ami spermaceti, each I ounce; orange-flower

water. 3i pint*; essence of ncroli, 12 ounces;

make ns directed for the preceding milks.

1140.

Milk of Roses. Place over a

water-liulh. oil soup, I ounco; and melt it in

0 or Ci ounces rose-water; then add white

wax and spermaceti, 1 ounce, and continue

the heat until they have melted. Next take

1 pound blanched nlmond*. beat them to n

meal in a dean marble mortar, with 3j pint*

rose-water, admitted portionwisc, during the

trituration. (.See No. 43.) The emulsion of

rdniond*, thus made, i* to lie strained without

pressure through washed whito muslin, and

run very slowly into the previously formed

snap-mixture
;

the whole being blended at

the samo time by ciirrgclic trituration. To-

wards tho end or this Operation, 2 drachms

attar of ruse, dissolved in 8 onnees inodorous

alcohol, arc to lie let into the mixture very

gradually, nr.d in a thin stream, during con-

stant rotilling of the mass. This cautions

manipulation i* indispensable to the smooth-

ness ond perfection of the. milk. (Sec No.

43) Tho last operation i* l" strain; aud,

after the liquid has bad a day’s repose, to

bottle it- Tfci* is a hiclriy esteemed «-osmetx:

for the skin and complexion. Milk of cucum-

bers iney bo made in the same nuiuucr as

milk of ruses, by solMtilntiug jmre of cucum-

ber.* for rose-water.

1141.

Lotion for Freckles. Take

bichluridc of mercury, (i grains avoirdupois

;

DICK'S
pure hydrochloric acid, specific gravity l.l.i.

1 Imperial fluid drachm
;

distilled water, i

pint; mix, and add rectified spiriL uiul can de
rose, each 2 fluid ounces; Price's glyccriuc, 1

ounce.
1142. Lotion to Removo Freckles.

Dissolve 3 grains borax in 5 drachms each

rose-water, and orange-flower wuler; a very

aiinplo end harmless remedy is equal liarts of

pure glyccrino und rosc-wutcr, applied every

night, nud allowed to dry.

1143. Iodino Lotion for Eruptions
of the Skin. Tako iodide of potassium, 30

grain:. avoirdupois; iodine, lb grains; dis-

tilled or Soft water, I Imperial pint; add only

u couple of table-spoonfuls of tliu water (it

first, und when by agitation the solid* arc

dissolved, add the remainder. This i* tho

common mul best form of iud mottl'd lotion or

wash for ordinary purpose*. It is often

serviceable in enlarged and indurated glniuls,

itch, Ac. Or: take lodldo of potassium. 1 to 2

drachms, and distilled water, 1 pint; dissolve.

1144. Glyccrinated Lotion of Ioclido

of Potassium. To the lust add I ounce

Price’s glycerine. Doth uro cxccllout skin-

cosmetics, employed like Gowlaud’s lotion

particularly for persons with a scrofulous or

scorbutic taint, or who are troubled with
eruptions, swellings, or indurations arising

fiuni it. It is also excellent a* u hair-wush.

Tho product of the last formula limy be ml-

vuutaguously used instead ot hair-oil.

1145. Lotion of Bichlorido of Mor-
cury. Take corrosive sublimate (in coarse

Cv iler), 10 grain* uvoirdupois ;
distilled wn-

I Imperial pint; agitato them together

until solution he complete. Tho addition of

6 or 6 grains bydrochlorato of umuiouin (pure

sal-ammoniac) or f» or G drops (not more)
hydrochloric acid, increase* tho solvent action

of tho water, and renders the preparation less

liahlo to Hirer chiuige, hut is not otherwiso
advnntiigeous. When absolutely pure dis-

tilled water i* not used, tliis addition of add
should Ihi tnado to prevent doentnnosiUnn.

Some persons dissolve the suhliinnto In 2 or 3
fluid drachms rectified spirit bafnre adding
the water, to facilitate the process

;
bill this

also, though convonlnnt, i* un necessary.

Apart from its value as n cosmetic, the ahovo
lotion i* nil excellent application in a variety

of obstinate eruption*, nml in obstinate sores

nml glandular swellings nml indurations or n

minor character
;
the first of which it seldom

fails to relieve, provided the bowels ami diet

be carefully attended to, nml Millieiont exer-

cise l*n taken daily. Ordinary mild eases of

itch rapidly disappear under it* use. Tho
addition nl about 1 ounce pure glycerine con-

vert* it into a lotion admirably adopted to

allay itching nml irritation generally, ns well

a* into one <>f (holiest cosmetic wadies known.
For the latter purpose, n little pure rose water

or orange-flower water tuay bo added, at will,

In give it fragrance a like quantity ofdistill-

ed water, in the case of any of tho ahovo
additions, being omitted.

1146.

Eau do BeautA Bichloride of

mercury (corrosive sublimate), 8 grains;

camphor, 10 grains; sulphate or zinc, and
solution of lend (liquor of nodule of lend),

each 2 scruples: rose water f;J ounces; ami
the yoik of a small egg. This mixture is

regularly in use by Creole Indie* for beautify-

ing their skin.

1147.

Glycerine Lotion. Tako Price’s

glycerine. I ounce, mid distilled or pure soft

water, 19 ounce*; mix. A goml strength for

daily use a* a cosmetic wash, or as a vehicle

f<>r other ingredients, for which purpose it is

greatly preferable to milk of ulmomU
;
also

ns a lotion to allay itching und irritation of

the skin, prevent chaps, excoriations, tho

effects of weather, climate, Ac. Jt is like-
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wise applied to the hair instead of oil.

1 148. Glycerino Lotion No. 2. Take of
Price's glycerine, I ounce, and distilled water,

1? ounces; mix. A proper strength when more
marked cll'eet.s are desired ; as in chapped
hands, lips, and nipples, ohstiimto excoria-

tions, abrasions, cliatiups, sunburns, persistent

roughness or linrduoas of the skin, Ac.
1149. Glycerine Lotion No. 3. Take

of Price's glycerine, 11 ounces
;

water, 17

ounces; mix. This is adapted for use in

obstinate cases, or when still more rapid

effects arc desired ; also as au application to

burns and scalds.

1150. Fragrant Glycerine Lotions.
Any id' the furoguiug glycerine lotions may ho
rendered fragrant and more agreeable by em-
ploying rose water or elder- (lower water, in*

stead of water, or hy the addition of u little

can do Cologne, lavender water, or other

scent, at will. The addition id' a few drops of

essence of musk or of miibcrgris, per pint, or
of a couple of ounces of cuu do rose or eau

do flours d'orangci*. in lieu of an count hulk of

water, imparts a delicate odor which is always

highly esteemed. In liko manner they may
ho medicated or increased iu efficacy, >n

various ways, for toilet and personal use.

Thus, the addition of a littlo borax (2 or 3
drachma por pint), rondorn them moro effect-

ivo in chapa, cxcoriatioua, Ac.; a littlo salt of
tartar, or of lemon juieo, vinegar, or rectified

spirit, increase i their power of allayiug itching

and morbid irritability iu skin- diseases, a.

woll m converts No. 1 (im>ro lurticulnrly) in-

to uu excellent wash fur freckles and like dU*
coloratioriH. 8 or 10 grains of bichloride of
inorcury, per pint, converts it into the ad-

inirnblo lotion of that substance. (See .Vo.

1145.) In liko manlier, by thu addition or n
dniohm or ho of iodido of potassium, or of
compound liuctnro of iodine, wo hnvo a
healthful cosmetic wash particularly service

ublo to pontons with u scrofulous taint.

Strongly scout it with tho oils of origanum
mid rosemary, or impregnate it with a certain

proportion of cantharidos, or some other ap-

propriate atiinulant and rubclivciont, and wo
Lavo respectively tho most cleanly, convenient,

and useful hair cosmetics. Indeed, merely t >

enumerate all tho u>ci it may l*o placed to in

thu cosmetic mid allied treatment ol tho per

non, would almio (ill many pages.

1151. To Test tho Purity of Glycer-
ino. Glycerine weighed at tho temperature
of GO0 Fahrenheit should have no less than
29J B. ; if it contains lime or alkalies, one
degree should bo deducted, as thoso substances

umo it heavier.

Kubbed on the Imnd, it should bo perfectly

inodorous. Impure glycerine, under this test,

ha! n disagreeable smell. Tho impurity caus-

ing this odor is mostly butyric ncid, a» by
coatu'it with tho glycerine it forms a very
vola’.iln glycerole. Snch an article will al

ways grow worse by age.

Tho prcsoncu of chlorine, sometimes used
for bloachiug glycerine, is detected by tiuging

tho sample liluo with sulphate of indigo, niiil

then milling n littlo sulphuric acid; if free

chlorine, or ehlorido of calcium, be present,

Uio blue color will disappear.

If a few drops of n solution of nitrate of
silver bo added to glycerine, tho presence of

chlorine is marked by tho formation of a white
precipitate.

Oxalalu of ammonia will precipitate lime, if

proioat. Lead will be detected in tho same
way by hydrosulphate of ammonia; and sul-

phuric acid by a soluble salt of baryta.

Cane sugar may bo traced by increased
sweotnoss of lasts; also by dissolving the

glycerine in chloroform, iu which i: is co;n-

plotcly solublo if pure, sugar being insoluble

in it.

1 1 52. Caution About Glycerine. The
property which has caused most annoyance
in the uw> of glycerino is its strong affinity

for water. Although glycerino has a pleas-
ant, sweetish taste, yet the first sensation that
is fait whon it is applied to tho tonguo is one
of pain and burning. This is caused by tho
fact that tho glycerino absorbs all tho mois-
luro frmn tho surface that it touches, nnd thus
dries it up and parches tlio uerves. Ignorant
of this fact, nurses and mothers havo applied
paro glycerino to tho chafed skin of infants,

and produced great pain. Tho glycerine
oueht to havo bceu first mixed with an equal
balk of water, or at least with so much as
would remove its burning action on tho sense
of taste. This being done, it may bo applied

to the most tender surfaces without produc-
ing injury, and os it docs not dry up, virtually
maintain! tbo part* in n constantly moist con-
dition. excluding tho air aud promoting tho
healing process.

1153. Fino Glycerino Lotion. Gly-
cerine, 3 fluid ounce!; quince .cal mucilage,
{sec next receipt), 10 fluid drachuu; pulverized
cochineal, 5 graius ; hot water, l j fluid ounces

;

inodorous alcohol. 2 J fluid ounces
;
ml of rase,

8 drops; pulverized gum-arabic
; 4 drachm;

water, 8 fluid ounce!. Rub tbo i»owdcrcd
cochineal first with Iho hot water gradually
added, and then add tho alcohol. Theu
triturate tho oil of roso well with tho pow-
dered gum arable, aud gradually add tho wa-
ter os in makiug emulsion. (Nee Ko. 43.)
With this mix well tho solution first formed,
and filter, and to tho filtered liquid odd tho
glycerino nnd mucilage of quinco seed*, and
shako woll. Tho mucilage of quinco seeds
should always bo frcihly made. Jf Uio alco-
hol ii swoet and freo from fuieigu odor, and

less

If core is

lufneture, this will form a
beautiful nnd elegant preparation, with a rich
rosy fragrance. When applied to Uio skin it

imparts an ngreouhly soft. ainoolb, ami velvety
feel. It U an excellent application for tho
foce after shaving, or for allaying tho irritnUon
caused by exposuru to tho wind.
1154. Quince Mucilage. Tho mucilngo

of quince seeds limy bo mado by boiling for
10 minutes I drachm quince seeds in 4 pint
water, nnd straining. This is sometimes used
ni n bandoline, but il soon decomposes, nnd,
therefore for that purpose, only very small
quantities should Iw prepared.

1155. Gowlond'a Lotion. The formula
sanctioned by tho medical profession is to talco
of Jordan almond* (Munched), 1 ounco; bit-

tcr nlmumls, 2 to 3 drachms; distilled water,

4 pint; form them into an emulsion. To tho
strained emulsion, with agitation, gradually
add of bichloride of mercury (iu coarse ;,ow-
dcr). 10 graius previously dissolved in dis-
tilled water, 4 pint. After which further add
enough water to make the whole measure ex-
actly 1 pint. Then put it in bottles. This is

used as a cosmetic by welling tho skin with
it, and gently wiping off with a dry cloth. It
is also employed as a wa<h fur obstinoto
eruptions and minor glandular swellings and
indurations.

1156. Lotion of Borax, for SoreGums
and Nipples. Tako 5 drachms powdered
borax ; distilled water, * pint; mix. An ef-

fective wash for sure pirn?, sore nipples,
excoriations. 4c., applied twice or thrice daily,

or oftcncr.

1157. Glycerinated Lotion of Borax
for Chaps and Sunburns. Take G drachms
avoirdupois i>owdcral borax; Brice’s glycerine.

| ounce; rose-water or elder- flower water, 12
ounces

: mix. Resembles the last, but is fra-

W Ml »»VW •• VMI (W,V,5U VUUI.
tbo glycerino perfectly inodorous, n
quantity of oil of roso may suffice. If ci

taken m its manufacture, this will foi

grant and much more agreeable mid effective.

I ts daily usual n cosmetic wash vendors tho skin
beautifully soft and white, and prevent.-) anil

removes chaps, sunburns, Ac.
1158. Cazenave’s Lotion of Cyanido

of Potassium. Take cyanido of potassium,
5 grains avoirdupois; ciuulsiou of bitter-

almonds, 3 Imperial fluid ounces; dissolve.
Deed liko tho last, to allay itemng ami irrita-

tion, particularly after shaving; also for frec-

kles and pustules. (See No, 43.) Tho above
is Cazennvo’s formula. Tho next receipt is,

however, preferable,

1 1 59. Glycerinated Lotion ofCyanido
of Potassium. Take cyanide of potassium,
G grains avoirdupois; glycerino, 4 ounco;
strongest camphor-water, 24 ounces; mix.
<See AT*. 11C0.)

1160. Caution Against Cyanide of
Potassium. Cyanido of potassium is highly

C
isonous when swallowed, and na (ho above
-ions are pleasaut-tostod, Uiuy should not

bo loft out or tho dreshing-cuso
;
nor should a

larger quantity (lion that above given bo kept
in use at ouco; nor, under ordinary circum-
stance.*, should tlioy lie implied to a largo
surfoco at o time. If not lccpt under luck
and key, it is safest to label them Poison.

Kopt with care, and properly employed, they
aro wife and useful lotions.

1101. Cherry-Laurel Lotion, or Shav-
ing Wash. Tako gemiluo distilled cliony-
I aural, 2 Imperial fluid ounco*; rectified spirit.

1 fluid ounce; glycerine, 4 ounce; distilled

water, 74 fluid ounces; mix. Used to allay
irritation of tho skin, particularly after shav-

ing, tho part being moistened with it by
means of tho tips of tho fingers; also used ns

n wash for freckles nnd pustules, and to re-

inovo oxconivo moUtnesR or greuKinesK of thu

hair. Milk of billur-alinunds is often Hulisti-

tutod for tlio glyceriuu and spirit, but not for

tho hair.

1162.

Glycerino and Borax Lotion
for tho Complexion. Mix 4 ounce powdered
borax, and 1 ounco pure glycerine, with I

quart camphor- water. Wet tlm Ihco morning
and ovoninp with this lotion, allowing it ’to

dry partially, and then riiuo off with soft

water,

1163.

Pomado do Ninon do l’Enclos.
Tako of oil of almonds, 4 ounces avoirdupois

;

bojj’s lard, 3 ounces; spemmeoti, 1 ounco

;

melt, add of expressed Juieo of house-look, 3
Imperial fluid ounces, and stir until thu mix
turo solidifies by cooling. A few drops of
esprit do rose, or of can do Cologne, or Javan-
do, may bo added to scent it at will. Used
as n general nkiu-cosmetic; also for wrinkles
nnd freckles. It is fnid to bo very softening,

cooling, and refreshing.

1164.

Pomado do Beautfi; Pomado
de V6nu8. Take of oil of alumnus, I pound;
spermaceti (pure), 2 ounces; white wax
(puro), 14 onneos; glycerino ( Price’s), 1 ounce;
balsam of Peru, 4 ounco; mix by n gentle
beat, and stir tho mass until it Logins to so-

lidify. It is sold either white, or tinted of a
delicate roso or green color. Used both as a
hair nnd skin cosmetic. It forms an elegant
snbstituto for ordinary cohl-crcain, lip salve,

Ac., nnd is much recommended by the makers
for improving tlio quality aud promoting tho
growth of tbo hair.

1165.

Shaving Posto; Pato pour
Pairs la Barbe. TnfcoofNaplcs-soap (genu-
ine), 4 ounces; curd-soap (air-dried and pow-
dored), 2 ounces; honey (finest), I ounco;
essence of ambergris (or essence royale), oil

of cassia, oil of nutmeg, of each 10 drops;
beat them to a smooth paste with water or

eau do rose
;
and put it into covorcd pota.

( See Kos. 602, c. and C07.)
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1166. Shaving Paste. Take of white
soft-soap (see No. GOO), <1 ounces ; honey-soap
(finest, sliced), 2 ounces; olive-oil, 1 ounce;
water, 1 or 2 tnhic-apoonfnis; carbonate of

soda, 2 drachms; melt them together, and
form a paste, os before, adding a littlo proof
spirit and scent, at will. Some* persons melt
with tho soap about 1 drachm oi spermaceti.

1 167. Colored Collodion for tho Skin.
1 ounce collodion, 3 grains each pure unnotto
and dragon's blood

;
digest, with agitation, in

a stoppered phial, for 24 hours; and, if neces-

sary, decant the clear portion.

1168. Flesh Colored Collodion. 2
ounces collodion

; I drachm palm oil
;
alknnet,

15 praius; digest, »tc., ns in tho last receipt.

Tina dries of a good skin color; but it is not

ko strong us the product of tho preceding

formula.

1160. Glycerinized Collodion may ba
obtained by Hubslituling 2 drucluns of glycer-

ine for tho palm oil in the preceding receipt.

This is exceedingly supple, docs not crock

or scale off from the skin, and accommodates
itself to the motions of tho part.

1170. Peruvian, or Red Lip Salve.
Take of spermaceti ointment, 4 pound; ulka-

uctroot, 3 or 4 drachma; digest, at a gentle
heal, until the first has acquired a rich deep
red color, thou pass it through a conrco strain-

er. When tho liquid fat has cooled a little,

stir in thoroughly 3 drachms balsam of Peru.
In a few minutes pour oil" tho clear portion

from tho dregs (if any), and add 20 to 30 drop*
oil of cloves. Lastly, liolbro it cool*, pour it

into tho pots or Imxcs. Tho product fonns tho
finest and most esteemed up take. 2 or 3
drops of essence of ambergris, or of essence
roynlo, improvn and vary it.

1171. Rooo Lip Salvo. As tho above,

hut using only 14 ilmchms hubain of Peru,

and replacing tho oil of cloves with a few
drops of attar of roses, or sufficient (ogive tho
mixture a marked odor of roses. Somo ma-
kers omit tho IkiIsuiii altogether. If uncol-

ored, it forms while rosu lip salvo. (See No.
1135.

1172. Whito Lip Salvo. Tako* pound
spurmacoti ointment, liquify it by tho heat of

warm water, and stir in 4 drachm ucroli or

essence do petit-grain a « before.

1173. Glycerine Lip Salvo. Tliia is

prepared by adding A to 4 part of glyccrino to

any ono of the above whilst in the melted
state, und stirring tho mixture assiduously
until it liepinn to cool.

1174. French Lip Salve. Mix togeth-

er 10 ounces lard, 2 ounces white wax, nitre

and alum in lino powder, of each, 4ouuco;
ulkanct to color.

1175. Gorman Lip Salve. Duller of
cacao, 4 ounco: oil of almonds, \ ounce;
melt togothcr with a gcutlo heat, and add G
drops cssouco of lemon.
1176. Gants Cosm6tiqucs. Theso are

white kid gloves, which have been turned in-

side out, aud brushed over with a melted
compound of wax, oil, lard, balsam. Ac.

Tho Poruvian lip salve (sea No. 1170) withou*
tho alkanot, may answer tho purpose. Aa
excellent method for softening tho hand*.

WTashes for FailingHair
or Baldness. Liniments or

washos to mako tho hair grow, can alwayn bo

employed, with greater or less success, so long

a* thorc is any vitality lull in the hair follicles

or roots. .If. uowover, those are entirely dead

or destroyed, tbero is uo possibility of induc-

ing a fresh growth of hair. This will be evi-

dent from thoKbiningorglistcuing appearance

tho scalp assumes when the hair roots are de-
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slroyod. Tho loosening of the hair, which
frequently occurs to youup persons, or those

of the middle period of life, will generally, ir »c-

gloctcd. become real baldness. Such a state is

common in women, and generally terminates.

In it* mildest form, in oxccssivo loosening of

tho hair. The ease, however, is not the hope

loss oue which is generally imogiued; and if

proper treatment bo pursued, the Loir will

grow afresh, aud assume its prisliuc strength.

A useful practice in men. and those of the op-

posite sox whoso h*ir is short, Ls to immerse

iho head in cold water morning aud night, dry

the hair thoroughly, ami Ihcu brush the scalp,

uutil a warm glow is produced.
,
For women

with long hair, this plau is objectionable; and

a bolter ono is to brush the wnlp until rcducss

aud a warm glow are produced, theu dab

among tho root* of the hair one or other of

tho hair lotion*. If tho lotiou produce smart-

ing or louderi)C«, tho bru-di may la- laid aside,

but if uo seuration is occasioned, the brusbing

ihould bo resumed, and a second application

oi tho lotiou made. This treatment should be

prmticcd oucc oi twk-c a day, or at intervals

of alow days, nrmrding lo tbo stnto of the

scalp: namely, if tcuder. less ;
ir insensible,

more Vo |ucutly. When tin- l-aldnexs happen
in paloios, tbo skin should bo well brushed

with as»f( tooth brush, dippcil in distilled vin-

egar morilng oud evening, or dippcil in oue of

tho wadim given Ik-!ow. If cithcri.f these lo

tiootshoull l o found too irritating in ihu skin.

UN thorn iu smaller quiuitity, or diluted, and

loss froqucilly. If they have tho effect of

makiug tbo hair harsh and dry. this ioouu-

vonieuco maj bo removed by the use of nil or

pomatum aflct carh application of tho lotion.

Pomatum * fur the growth of the hoiraro very

inferior to tho olious in efficacy. Tho Uvw
of most hair imigornlorA ami restoreis hclth-

or tho tincture *r the tinrgar of canlhuridos;

tho inothod of peparing the latter ingredient

is given in tho text receipt.

1178. To Proparo Vinegar of Can-
tharulos. Tho preparation is not always
obtaiuablo in Iho drug loro.-, and is ntudo by
macoratiug. wWi ngitatiou for8days,2 ounces
puwdored cauthoridcs iu I pint acetic acid;

thou press and strain.

1179. Wash for Restoring Hair.
Mix i ounco vinegar of cnulhur.dcs with I

ounce cau do Cologne and I ounco ruse water.

Or, 4 ounco tincture of cnnthuridcs. 2 ouiiccj

cau do Cologne. 4 drachm oil of uutrncg, and
10 drops. oil of lavender.

1180. Morfit's Hair Tonic. Scald black

tea, 2 ouiv:<m. with 1 gallon boiling water;

•train, and odd 3 ouucvs glycerine; tiucture

cantharido*, 4
tflinco

;
and bay turn 1 quart.

Mix well ly shaking ami then perfume.

1181. Regenerative Glyccrino Hair
Wash. Toko I ounce, avoirdupois, glyccriuo

(Price’s); strongest cau do Cologne. i Impe-
rial pint; liquor of ammonia (specific gravity
tftO-882), 1 ttuul drachm; oil of origanum and
011 of rosemary, each. 4 fluid drachm; tincture of

cautbaridcs. I fluid ounco; briskly agitato

them together for 8 or 10 minutes, then add 4

piut strongest cuiuphur water, and again well

agitate. A few drops of csscnco of musk are

otlcu added. An excellent hair lotiou, and
one that supercedes the necessity of using oil

or pomade.
1 1 82. Erasmus Wilson’s Hair Wash.

Take 8 Imperial fluid ounces strongest can do
Cologne; tincture of cuntharidcs, 1 fluid

ounce
;
English oil of lavender, and oil of

rosemary, each. 4 fluid drachm; mix. It is

improved by the addition of 4 fluid drachm
oil of origauum, or by its substitution fur tho

oil of lavender; but the omission of the latter

renders it less odorous.

DICK

1183. Parisian Wash to Gradually
Harken the Hair. Take of green milphuio

of iron, 15 to 20 grains; distilled verdigris, 5
or G grains; good white wine, j Imperial pint;

perfume with cau do Cologne to suit; mix. A
favorite among the fashionable 1’urisians.

Tho above will iron-mould liuen if permitted
to come iu contact with il.

1 184. Wash to Gradually Darken tho
Hair. Take of sulphate o| iron (green,

crushed). 2 drachms avoirdupois; rectified

spint, I Imperial fluid ounce; oil of rosemary,
10 or 12 drops; pure soft water, { pint; agi-

tate them together until solution and mixture
are complete. Many persons substitute tho

strongest old nle for the water ordered above.
(.See AV>. 1183.)

1185. Wash to Darken tho Hair.
Take oi rust of mm, 2 drachms avoirdupois;
old ale (strongest), 1 Imperial pint; oil of

rosemary, 12 to 15 drops; put them into a
bottle, very loose I v cork it, agitate it daily for
10 or 12 days, and then, after reiHise, decant
tho clear |»orti<m for use. (Sre No. 1183.)

1186. Wa3li for Dry, Stubborn Hair.
The best and mo -i effective of these consists

of 14 ounces avoirdupois glyeerinedissolvcd in

I Imperial pint i f any fragrant distilled wa-
ter, as that of roses, or orange or elder flow-

ers; 15 to 20 grains -alt of tartar (carbonate
of puta-bU) per pint, is aometimes added.

1 187. Wash to Cleanse tho Hnir r\nd

Scalp. I tva -poonfiil powdered borax ; I in-

blc-fpouiiful i-piriU of hartshorn ; 1 quart soft

water. Mix all together mid apply to tho

head with a toft sponge; then ml) lllo head
well with a dry towel. IJso olica a week.

Another excellent method of cleansing tho

hair, is to take the yolk of an egg, und rub it

m thoroughly a little at a time. It will tiro-

duct- n flight soapy lather, which should ho

rilKOd out with Milt water. This leave! tho

scalp perfectly clean, uud the. hair soft und
silky.

1 188. Barbers’ Shampoo Mixture.
Shampooing i» o term used lor cleansing tho

head aud luor. Salts of tartar (eurboiiato of

nota-ua) is the principal mticlo used by bar-

MM for tbk porpoao. Dissolve 1 onuci! rultl

of tartar iu 1 quart oft water; sprinkle freely

on the head and rub well till a lather 1 1 formed

;

wash off with clean water. Ilay rum can then

be used if desired.

1189. Shampoo Liquor. Salta of tar-

tar, 4 ounces: pulverized borax 4 ounces;

ofl water, I gallon. Mix, and bottle fur use.

1190. Fine Shampoo Liquor. This
excellent wn-h for the hair is imuloby dissolv-

ing 4 ounce carbonate of mmiioilin uud I

ounco borax in I quart wafer, and adding
thereto 2 ounces glycerine, 3 quarts New
England mm, nud 1 qmirl hay rum. The hair,

having been moistened with this liquor, is

to be shampooed with the hands until a slight,

lather is formed; nud the latter being then

washed out with clear water, leaves the head
clean, mid the hair moist and glossy.

1191. Hair Curling Liquid. Take
borax, 2 ounces; piim nruliic. I ilrnehm

; add
hot water (not lioiling), I quart; stir, and as

soon as the ingredients are dissolved add 3
table .'|K»oi)luls strong spirits of camphor. On
retiring to rest wet the hair with the. above
liquid, and roll it iu twists of paper as usual.

1192. Curling Fluid for the Hair.
Take I ounce avoirdupois finest white gum-
nrahic; good moist sugar, i ounce; pure hot
water, J Imperial pint; dissolve. To the

solution, when cold, add 2 fluid ounces recti-

fied spirit; corrosive sublimate nud powdered
sal-ammoniac, each G grains

;
the last two

being dissolved in the spirit before admixture.
Lastly, add enough water to make the whole
measure 1 pint, with a little esprit dc rose,
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cau do Cologne, or can dc lavande, to scent it.

Tho liair is moistened with tho fluid before

putting it iu papers or papi! lutes, or twisting

it with tho Angers. Shake licforo using.

1103, Wild Rose Curling Fluid.
Take 2 drachms avoirdupois dry salt of tartar

(earbouut© of potassa); powdered cochineal.

| druebui ;
liquor of ammonia mid esprit dc

rose, each 1 fluid drachm :
glycerine, $ ounce;

rectified .spirit. 1J Imperial fluid minces; dis-

tilled water, Id ounces; digest, with ogitatiou,

for a week, and then decant or filter. The
hair is moistened with it, and then loosely

adjusted. The effect occurs as it dries.

1194. Drying Washes for Moist,
Dax Hair. Take of essential oil of almonds,
1 Imperial llunl dru« tun; oil of ca-'.sia, $ fluid

drachm; ossence of musk, 1 fluid drachm; rec-

tified spirit, 2 3 fluid ounces ; mix', and add grad-

ually, with brisk agitation, 16 avoirdupois
ounces distilled water in which lias been dis-

solved 1 ounco finest gum-arabic. The liair

and scalp ore slightly moistened with the

liquid, and tho hmr lit oneo arranged without

wiping, whilst still moist. Shake before using.

1195, Rose Bandoline. Steep C ounces
gum trugnmiuh for 30 hours in 1 gallon rose-

water, stirring frequently; strain through u

cloth, and let it stand for a few days; then

strain again and work into it 4 drachms oil of

roues. (Sec No. I lf>4.)

1190. Hair Gloss. Mix 1 pint spirit of

Jasmin, and 5 drops auiliue, with 4 pounds
puru glycerine.

1107. How to Dry a Lady'a Hair.

Thu lady should rccliuu on a lounge or a sola,

with her long hair hanging over Uio end. A
pan containing *2 or 3 bits of ignited charcoal

is then placed under it, nml u little powdered

benzoin sprinkled upon tho lighted fuel. The
thick smoko which rises nml is strongly ini-

Sealed with benzole acid combined with

nnio acid, rapidly absorbs the moisture in

tho -hair, which should bo previously well

wiped with towels, so as to bo ns free from wot
ns possible; aud in a few seconds tho hair is

porfectly dry, beautifully pcrfnmod.oad ready
for tho operation of tho brush.

Hair Dyes. Tho numerous pre-

parations vended, under different

names, as hair dyns, have generally u basin of

lead or silver, and possess ;i muiiciicss of com-
position which scarcely occurs, to an equal

oxteut, in any othor class of cosmetics. A
few. it is true, contain bismuth, crudo pyro-

gnllic acid, and certain astringent rcgetablo

juices, aa their active ingredients; but Ihcso

aro onlv occnsionnlly met with in Iho stores.

1190. Walnut Hair Dye. The simplest

form is the expressed juice of the bark orshell

of groan walnuts. This is tho venerable buir

dyo of Paulus AOgincta. To preservo this

juico, u little rectified spirit is commonly added

to it, with ft few bruised cloves, and the wbolo

digested together, with occasional agitation,

for a week or fortnight, when tho clear pur-

lion is decanted, and, if necessary, filtered.

Sometimes ft little common salt is added with

the same intention. It should be kept iu a

cool place. „ .

1200. Pyrogallic Hair Dye. Tako ofQiillio acid, i ounce; dissolve it m bo)

’d water, 14 ounces; ami, when tlo

solution has cooled, gradually add of rectifed

spirit, 4 fluid ounce. It may bo mado a lUlo

stronger or weaker at will.

1201. Beautiful Black Hair Dye.
This is composed of *2 different liquids Tako
6 drachms avoirdupois good recent silpburct

of potassium; distilled water, 2 Imperial fluid

ounces; liquor of potassa, 14 drachn; agitato

them together, after repose detail the clear

solution into a stoppered phial, aid label tbo

bottle either SolnlIon No. 1, or Me Mordant.
(See No. 93.) This solution iocs not stain

tho skin, ami is an effectiveandeasily prepared
mordant. In some uf the mirdaiits sold iu

tho shops, tho honor of poturn is omitted.

To prciiaro the dye, next take 3 drachms
avoirdupois crystals of nitrate cif silver; dis-

tilled water, 2 Imperial flail ounces; di.solvo

iu a stoppered phial, and isark it either Solu-

tion No. 2, or The Hge. This is tbo averogo

strength of the best .silver-dyes of tbo stores.

The strongest, intended U dye tbo hair black,

in a few cases ore mado with 2 drachms of

the nitrato to 1 fluid ou»c« of distilled water;

weaker oucs, for brown, with only I drachm
of the nitrato to the fluid ounce. This solu-

tion stains theskin as wcllas the hair. Theso
solutions arc usually put up in flat stoppered

phials, aud ono of each, handsomely labeled,

sold together iu a ease under various fanciful

names, for which a most extravagant price is

generally charged. They form tbo most con-

venient, effective, and expeditious bnir dyo
known, nml tbo one now chiefly sold and
used by tho large perfumers and hair dresser*.

Other nearly similar mordants me recom-

mended by different good authorities. A good

formula ia:—Take «.f liquor of poto»a, 3

fluid drachma; bydroenlphurct of ammonia,
7 fluid drachma; distilled water, 1 ounco; mix.

Tho method of using these liquids is givcu

in tho following receipt

:

1202. Method of Usine tho Hair
Dye. Tho hair (perfectly clean) is first

thoroughly wetted to the roots with Solution

No. I. previously diluted with 4 or 5 times its

bulk of pnro water, or of the highest strength

that car. be nsed without irritating tho akin,

caro lioing taken not to make the hmr too wet.

as that would interfere with the next opera-

tion. A small brush is commonly used for

tho purpose, and tho action and absorption of

tho mordant is promoted by Uio froo applica-

tion of tho former for a short time. After

tho lapso of 2 to 5 minutes, tho hair is

thoroughly but lightly moistened with the

dyo. or Solution No. 2. l»y means of a small-

toothed comb, or what is more convenient, a
half- worn tooth brad). caro Mug taken to

touch tho skin ft« littlo as posrihlo. Any
stains loft on tho akin by orndental contact

with the dye. nro now removed by nibbing

them with n piecoof rag or sponge, or the cor-

ner of n napkin wetted with ft littlo of thu

mordant previously diluted with water. After

tho lapso of n few minutes, the. skin is sponged
clean with a littlo warm water, nod wiped

dry, and tho hair arranged with the comb, in

tho usual manner. It I* bettor to avoid nib-

bing or washing tho bnir for n few hours.

Sometimes tho two operations arc reversed,

and tho dvo applied first. The color thus

produced h moro permanent, but slain* on
tho akin arc less easily removed. Tbo whole
process, if expertly managed, may bo com-
pleted in from 10 to 15 minutes.

1203. Hydrosulphato or Hydro-
8ulphuret of Ammonia (also called sul-

phuret or sulpokio of ammonia), used ns ft

mordant in dyeing the bair with cither silver

or lead, may bo prepared as follows:—Take
of 8ntphur. 1 part; fresh dry hydrate of lime.

2 parts; boil iu water sufficient to dissolve the

sulphur; filter, nml to thu filtered liquid add

for every 8 parts of sulphur used. 33 junto of

sulphate of ammonia. After agitation and
rcpisc. tho clear supernatant liquid must be
decanted, nml preserved in !«>ulc<. Tho pro-

duct contains traces of lime, which do uot.

however, unfit it for use iu tbo cosmetic art.

When a salt of antimony is used to dye the

hair, tho neutral hydrosulphurel of ammonia

should bn employed, as, if the liquid contain
innro sulphur than is necessary to neutralize

tbo ammonia, and it bo used In excess, tho
color at first produced is dissolved out and
washed nway. But if this excess he avoided,

Iho bisulphurct gives the brightest color.

The neutral hydrosulphurel. is prepared by
saturating strong liquor of ammonia wjth
sulphuretted hydrogen, nud then adding n

second portion of liquor of itmmonia equal

to that first nsed. (See No. 1201.)

1204. Red Hair Dye. Au acidulated
solution of a wilt of antimony (a solution of

potassio-tartrate of antimony or tartnr-cmntic

1 to 16. acidulated with ft little tartaric, citric,

or acetic acid, may be used), followed by n
weak mordant of neutral hydrosulphurel of
ammonia (nee No. 1203), or thu bisulphurct

(carefully avoiding excess) gives a red turning
on the orange, which tones well on light-brown
bair. A solution of sulphnutimoninto of po-
taua (Sohlippc’s salt) with n mordant of

wntor slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid,

gives a bright orange-red or goldou-rod color.

1205. Red Hair Dye. A strong infu-
Mon of safflowers, or a solution of puro rouge,
in ft weak solution of crystallized carbonato of
soda, gives a bright red liko henna, or a red-
dish yellow, according to its strength, if fol-

lowed, when dry, by n mordant of lemon juico
or vinegar diluted with ono-half to mi equal
bulk of water.

1200. Blondo or Flaxen Hair Dye.
Mix iu 10 ounce ) distilled water. I ounco ace-
tate of iron, 1 ounco nitrate of silver, and 2
ounces uilrato of bismuth; moisten tho liair

with this mixture, and. after mi hour, touch it

with a mixture or equal parts of snlphido of
potassium and distilled water.

1207. Blondo Hair Dyo. Another
nioihrxl is by moistening iho liair with nmix-
lure of 2 ounces protoclilorido of tin mid 3
ounces hydrated lime. An hour after, into tho
potassium solution ns in last receipt.

1208. Golden Yellow Hair Dyo. A
solution ofblchloridooltln.Kiifilciontly diluted,
followed by a mordant of hydnwulphurot of
ammonia (sec No. 1203), gives a rich golden
yellow tint to very light hair, mid a golden
brown 1 o dnrker hnir, owing to the formation
of hisulphurct of tin.

1209. Rich Yellow Hair Dyo. A so-

lution of acetate or nitrate of lend, followed
by a mordant of yellow chromate of potash,

gives a brilliant ncl: golden yellow. I f want-
ed warmer or deeper toned, a few drops of so-

lution of dimetate of lead (Goulard's extract)
should ho added to the acetate solution.

A solution of pure animtto obtained by boil-

ing it in water slightly alkalized with carbon-
ate of soda, or with salt of tartar, gives a
golden yellow or flume yellow, according to

its st rength, to very pule hair, and correspond-

Z tones to darker hnir. A previous mordant
ilmn-watcr deepens it, and a subsequent

washing with water soured with lemon juico
or vinegar reddens it or turns it on tho
orange.

1 21

0.

Brilliant Y©How Hair Dyo. A
solution of a neutral suit of iron (sulphate,

acetate, or chloride), followed by n weak solu-
tion of carbonate of soda, or salt of tartar, or

limo water, gives n warm yellow or nankeen
color, which, when deep, turns on tho red. In

tho latter ease it is opt to assume a candy shade
on very light hair.

1211.

Brown Hair Dye. A ready way
to color tho hair brown is by a solution of
permanganate of potassa in the proportion of |

troy ounco to 1 qnart of water. Tho hair
must Ihj first cleansed by a dilute solution of

ammonia, when it is dried by means of n tow-
el. and the solution of the permanganate ap-

plied to the hair, but not to the skin, as this
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would also be colored. It dyes the hair im-
mediately, mid tho desired shade may be ob-
tained by applying more or less of the solu-
tion. Should the bands become stained with
it, they can be cleaned with a little dilute hy-
drochloric acid. This dye is not permanent,
but is very easily renewed with a tooth-brush.
1212. Golden Brown Hair Dye.

Brown hair may have a golden tone imparted
to it by the judicious application of any of
tho yellow dyes already noticed. Light hair
may be previously dyed of a warm light
brown beforo applying tho latter. A ho-
lution of 8ulphuto of copper (bluo vitriol),

followod by a solution of ferrecyanido of po-
tassium, gives an extremely rich golden brown
or brnnxo brown to light huir, when tho pro-
cess is expertly managed.
1213. Cautions about Applying Hair

Dyes. Tho application of tho above dyes,
so ns to produce appropriate and agreeable
Rhodes, requires mure consideration and expe-
rionco than that of tho black dyes. Tbocom-
pJexion. and tho natural color of tho hair of
tho person operated on. with other attendant
circumstances, must bo carefully couridon-d
beforehand, ami allowed fur. Unless all tlice
points lm attended to, tlm party may, on look-
ing in tlm mirror, suddenly find himself
strangely altered in apnearauee, and probably
for tlm worse. Hair dyes of all kinds will

only not oiroctivcly and satisfactorily on per-
fectly clean hair. The presence or tho slight-

est contamination of oily or gravy matter
will arrest or greatly lessen their action, mid
render it unequal in different parts, Hence
the hair, in all cases, should l>o lint thor-
oughly washed with warm soap ami water,
then rinsed with tepid water, and lastly,
wiped dry previous to their application. A
few grains of soda or of suit of tartar (carbon-
ate of potassa) added to tho first water, will

facilitate its detergent action

1214. To Bloach Hair. It has been
found in tho caso ol blendting hair that gaseous
chlorine is tho most effectual. Tho hair should
bn cleaned for this pnipn.se by u warm solution
of undo, and washed afterwards with water.
Whllo moist it is put into a jar and chlorine
gas introduced, until tho air in tho jar look,

greenish. Allow it to Ktnnd for 24 hours, and
if noccsrary repeat tlm operation. Tho em-
ployment of biuoxido of hydrogen has been
often recommended for this purpose, it being
in every wny Rtipcrior to tlm other agents, but
it bas tho drawback of being difficult to pre-
part!.

1215. Lotions to Change tho Color of
the Hair. A number of lotions are exten-
sively advertised, nnd sold under tho name of
*' Huir Uostnrcrs," "Ilair Ucjuvcnatnrs,"
"

Lift) for the Hair,’’ Ac., which purport to re-

store the color ami improve the growth of the
hair. Tho nctivo agent in all these prepara-
tions is lead, combined with sulphur, undtbis,
by frequent application darkens tbo hair. In
the majority of cases, probably, a modcrato
use of such a lotion would lie unattended
with mischief; but it is worth remembering
that palsy has been known to bo produced by
the long continued use of cosmetics contain-
ing lead. Tho fnllowiug receipts show how
these restorers are made

:

1210. Hair Coloring which i3 not a
Dyo. Take 1 drachm lac sulphur; sugar of

lead, 2 scruples; glycerine, 2 ounces; distilled

water. G ounces ; mix, and perfume to fancy.
Or, lao sulphur and sugar of lead, each 1

drachm; sulphate of iron (copperas), 10
grams; glycerine, 2 ounces

;
water. G ounces;

mix and perfume. Shako well before using,
and apply with a sponge every other day until
ft change of color is obtained, after which ouc
application each week will bo sufficient. The

hair must bo cleansed of all greasy matter be-

fore using the above. (See AV>. 1*213.)

1217. Magic Hair Colorerand Restor-
er. Take of sugar of lead, \ ounce

;
lac sul-

phur, 3 drachms
;
aqua ammonia. 1 1 ounces

;

glycerine, G ounces; water sufficient to fill *
piut bottle; mix, and perfuuio to suit the
jaccy. Or, take of lac sulphur and sugar of
lead, each 1 drachm; tinctures of capsicum,
and canthandcs, each i ounce; glycerine, 2
ounces ; water. 5 ounces. Apply as almvc.
I)o uot employ any greasy oil* in perfuming
these preparations. (See Ko. 1213.)
1218. Hair Restorative. Take 1 drachm

milk of sulphur, 1 drachm aeclato of lead. 2
drachms muriate of soda. •> fluid ounces gly-
cerine. 8 fluid ounces l«y ruin, 4 fluid onnees
Jamaica rum, ami 1 pint water. Mix togeth-
er, and shako beforo using.

T^epilatories. Preparations forJ—' removing siqicriluou-i hnir from tho
skill. Tho CiUMlitacnbi of most of there aro
lime, and tlio tersulpburct of arsenic (mpi-
inont), lmt the uso or oipimont is dangerous,
(Specially in care of any abrasion of tho akin.
Tbo tnfest depilatory a a strong solution of
Nulpliurct of barium made into a paste with
IH.wdcrrd starch. It should bo applied im-
mediately after it i* mixed, and allowed to re-
main there for 5 nr 10 minute*. (See Nos.
1221 *> 1295.)

1220. Martina Depilatory. Apply a
light coating of sutphuicitol Mitphida of cal-
cium to the part from which tho hair is to bo
removed ; after 10 minute* it may bo washed
off. ami tho skin will I* rlcan.

1221. Bonders Depilatory. Mix 3
parts hydro-Milphurcl ofvalium (crystal I izod),

10 parts finely powdered quicklime, nnd II
parts starch. 1 1 should not I si applied longer
lintn 2 to 4 minutes. Very ••ifcctiro and
safe.

1222. Chineso Depilatory. Mix 8
ounces quicklime, I ounco dry |»c*rinrb, and
I ounco irolphnrct cf poUsjiun

; apply as in
tho Ift'l receipt.

1223. To Apply a Depilatory aa a
Paste. In urc. tho cliemii ul depilatories
(see jVor. l‘.’l'.» to 1222) which aro ill tho Mato
of powder, aro made into a i»x«to with warm
water, and immediately applied to tbo part,
previously riinved close, a little starch bciug
generally added to those which do not con-
tain it, in onler to render tho pasto nioro
manageable. Sometimes soap-lyo i* used, in-
stead «:f water, to form the pa*lc. A womlcn
or bone knife should boused in preparing Ibis
paste.

1224. To Apply a Depilatory as a
Plaster. Another mode of application i* to
make tbo paste rather thick, spread it on a
piece of strong paper, nnd opply it liko a
plaster. In from b to 10 or 15 minutes, or
sooner if much smarting occur.', tbo pasto
should be washed oil' with warm water, and a
little cold crcaui or nuy simple ointment ap-
plied to the part. The’ liquid depilatories aro
usually thickened with a little starrli powder,
before application. (See Xos. 1210 to 1222.)

1225. Cautions About Applying
Depilatories. Both classes (see Sos. 1223
amt 1224) require caution in their use. Ttey
should be applied to only a small snrfaeo at a
time, and great care should bo taken to pre-

vent them extending \o the adjacent parts.

Thoj lose tbeir properties unless kept entirely

excluded from the air; and no liquid roust lie

added to tho dry ones until just before their
application and then uo maro should be
mixed than is required for immediate use.

Scented Oils; Perfumed
Oils. Tho fixed oil that usually

forms tho basis of tho simplo reputed oils of

tho perfumer, is that of almonds, ben, or

olives; but other bland vegetable oils are
occasionally used, particularly for inferior

qualities. In Prance, three different modes
ore adopted for imparting fragrance to these

oils.

1227. Perfumed 0il3 by the Addi-
tion of Essential Oils, or Alcoholic Es-
sences. By tho simple addition of a sufficient

C.ntity of tho essential oil of the plant, or of

concentrated alcoholic essence of the
substance, if it does not furnish an oil, fol-

lowed by ogilaliou; the whole being then
allowed to repose for a few days, and, if nuy
sediment falls (which should not be tlio case
if the ingredients aro pure), tho clear portion
decanted or poured off into another bottle.

In tho casoof alcoholic essences, it is better

that tho fixed oil should bo gently wanned
by placing tho bottlo or vessel (a well-tinned

bottlo or can with a suitable mouth and ncek
for corking, is tho best and most convenient
for tho purpose,) for a short tiuiu in a water-

bath, beforo addiug them, mid then, utter

tightly aud firmly securing with a cork, to

agitato it until cold or nearly r-o. In general,

1 to 1* drachms of a pmo essential oil, or 3 to

4 fluid drachms of a concentrated essence, is

aufficient to rendor 1 pint of fixed oil agreea-

bly fragrant; but in soino eases, and for Ilia

host quality, an additional } drachm, or mure,
of tho ono. and 1 to 2 fluid drachma of the

othor, will bo required. & drachm pure attar

of roses, owing to tho very powerful character

of its odor, is imflkiont for t he purpose. Oils

of ombergris, bergamot, cassia, cinnamon,
cloves, lavender, lemons, niillufleurs, musk,
neroli, nutmeg, orange- flowers, roses, and
all other aimilar scented oils, may bo thus

made. Tho above are chiefly employed as

hair cosmotic*, with, in most cases, trifling

additions of other ossential oils or essences,

to modify and improve their odor. Some of

them nro also colored. (Cooley.)

1228. Perfumed Oils by lufuuion.
"Dry substances, alter being reduced to comae
powdor (but freo from dust), or sliced very
small

;
bowers or petals, after being carefully

solectcd, picked from tbo stems and other

•ccntlcsa portions, and pulled to pieces; and

soft, unctuous, and redmmo matters, no

ambergris, musk, civet, resins, and balsams,

after bciue rubbed to a paste with a little o t

tho oil (either with or without tbo addition of

about twico or tlirioo tbeir weight of clean

siliceous sand or powdered glass, to facilitate

tho reduction), arc digested in tho fixed oil,

for an hour or two, in a covered vessel, at

a goutlo heat obtained by means of a water-

bath, froouent stirring or agitation being em-
ployed all tho time. Tlio vassel is then
removed from tho bath, and set asido (for

flowers) until tho next day, or (for other sub-
stauecs) fur 5 to 7 days, to settle, when tho
dear portion is carefully decanted into a clean
bottle, or bottles. With ambergris, civet.

musk, aud vauilla, the digestion, with fre-

quent agitation, is usually continued for at
least 3 weeks

;
aud exposure of the vessel in

the sun. or in Rome equally warm situation, is

generally substituted fur the heat of a water-
bath. When .lowers aro employed, the freo

oil is allowed to drain off, and the remainder
is obtained by the action of a press. Tho two
portions being mixed, fresh flowers are added
to tho oil, and the whole process is repeated

;

and this again, with fresh flowers, 5 or G
lunes. or oilener, until the oil is sufficiently

fragrant.'' (Cooley.) For the extraction of
perfume from rose leaves, from scented woods,
from bark, from gums, there appears to bo
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nothing hotter than glycerine, and this uso of
it is constantly on the increase, os the most
delicate odors arc perfectly preserved in it.
1229.

Perfumed Oils by Enfleurage.
A series of shallow iron frame*, adapted fore oa each other, and fitting close together,

provided, a piece of white, spongy cot-

ton-cloth is stretched upon each, and is then
freely moistened with oil of almonds, olives,

or ben. On tho cloth is nest laid a thin layer

ol‘ the fresh-plucked flowers, aud each frame,

as thus covered, is placed on the preceding
onn, until a compact pilo of them is raised.

In 24 to 30 hours the flowers are replaced by
fresh ones; and this is repeated every day, or
every other day, until 7 or 8 different lota of
flowers havo been consumed, or tho oil haa
becomo sufficiently charged with their odor.

Tho cotton-cloths arc then carefully collected

and submitted to powerful prcs3nro, and tho

oppressed oil whicu flows from them is placed
aside in corked bottles or jars, to sottlo. Alter

sorno time it becomes perfectly clear, and is

then ready to bo decanted into other bottles

for store or -sale. Sometimes trays with per-

forated bottoms, on which are laid thin layers

of cotton wool slightly moistened with tho

oil, are substituted for tho frames and cotton-

cloth abovo referred to. Sometimes, also,

sheep’s wool or cottou wool impregnated with

oil, is stratified with flowers in a largo earthen

vessel, und this, nftor being closely covered

up, is kept for 10 or 12 hours gently heated

by means of a water-buth. The next day tho

old (lowers arc replaced by fresh ones, and
tho wholo process repeated again aud again, as

often as necessary. Tho oil is finally obtained

by pressure from tho wool, as before. When
only a modorato degreo of aroma is required

in tho oil, the flowers may ho crushed in a
mortar or a mill, with one-half their weight

of blanched swoet almonds, and tho next day,

or tho second day after, according to tho

woathcr, tho mass, after being slightly wanned,
may bo submitted to tho press. After about

a week’s repose, tho upper portion, which is

tho perfumed oil, may bo decanted, and, tf

necessary, filtered. This plan is occasionally

adopted in this country lor •* Oil of Rosos,'

and a few other flowers, intended for tho

hair. (Cooley.)

1230.

To Perfumo Hair Oil*. Tho
mixtures of essential oils, and other odorous

substances, used in tho preparation of thr

perfumed spirits, will furnish cxamplos whioi

may bo followed in scenting hair oils and po-

mades, and from those can bo framed otner

combinations as tho fancy may suggest. (See

Nos

.

1243 and 1261.)

1231.

Colorless Hair Oils. In prepar-

ing colorless or whito hair oils, blanched

fixed oil, and new aud coiorloss, or nearly

colorless, essential oils aud essences only aro

employed.

1232.

Colored Hair Oils. Tho colored

oils derivo thoir hues from tho fixed oil of

which thoy aro prepared being tinged before

tho scent is added. In each ease tho colored

oil should bo allowed to clarify itself by re-

pose in a closed vessel and a warm situation

<60 to 70° Fahr.) beforo being decanted for

further treatment. It is also better to pass it

through a piece of coareo muslin, to remove

floating particles
;
and, in some cases, it may

bo necessary to filter it, to render it quito

brilliant—a quality which it should always

possess.

1233.

To Color Hair Oil Red or

Crimson. A red oud crimson tingo may be

given by steeping, for 2 or 3 days, a little

nlknact-root (say 2 or 3 drachms) in each pint

of tho oil. By warming the oil, tho time re-

quired for obtoiuiug tho desired tiugo may bo

reduced to 1 or 2 hours.

1234.

To Color Hair Oil Yellow or
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Orango. A yellow ond orange tiuge inay be
given by rubbing up a littlo annotto with a

portion of tho ou whilst hot, and then adding
it to the rest at a gentle heat; or, more simply,
by adding a littlo bright palm oil to it whilst

warm.
1235. To Color Hair Oils Green. A

green tinge may bo given by steeping a little

green parsley, or spinach-leaves, or lavender,

in the oil for a few days, in tho cold
;
or by

dissolving2 or 3 drachms of gum-guaioemn in

each pint of it, by tho aid of heat.

1236. Oil of Muak; or Huile Mus-
qu6e. Tako 2 avoirdupois drachms grain-

musk; ambergris, 1 drac-bui; oil (almond,

olive, or ben), 1 Imperial pint; proceed by
infusion. (See No. 1228.) Some makers add
about 20 or 30 drops oil of lavender (English),

10 drops oil of doves, and 5 or G drops oil of

cassia, with tho musk. A second quality is

made by working over tho same ingredients

with | pint of fresh oil.

1237. Oil of Ambergris and Muak;
or Huile Roy&lo. Take 4 drachms amber-Sun-musk, 1 drachm; oil of lavender

), 90 drops ; oil of cassia, oil of cloves,

tmeg. and neroli, each 10 drops; and
proceed by infusion. (Sec No. 1228.) Very
hue. Tho ingredients mar l>o worked over a

second time, as with oil of musk.

1238.

Oil of Storax. Tako 10 to 12

drachms pure liquid storax
;
oil of nutmeg.

12 to 15 drops; auiborgris, 5 or G grains; oil

(almond, olivo, or ben), 1 Imperial pint; by
infusion. (See No. 1228.) Highly fragrant.

Used in tho samo way as oil of balsam of Pern.
1230. OU of Vanilla; or Huilo d la

Vanille. Tako 21 ounces avoirdupois finest

vanilla in powder; oil of bergamot, 1 Imperial
fluid drochiu ; attar of ruses, 15 druns

;
amber-

gris. 3 grains; oil (alnimul or olive), 14 pints;

by infusion. (See No. 1228.) Very fragrant.

For tho simplo oil, tho bergamot, attar, and
ambergris, aro omitted.

1 240. OU of Ambergris
;
HuUe d’i

bergris. orHuUoA 1’Am Dro. Take offinest

ambergns, 4 to 6 drachms avoirdupois; and
oil (almond, olive, or bon), 1 Imperial pint;

and proceed by infusion. (See No. 1228.) A
second quality is mado by working tbo resid-

uum with 1 pint of fresh oil.

1241. Oil of Balsam of Peru. Take 1

avoirdupois uuucc pure balsam of Peru, and
hot oil of almonds. 4 Imperial pint; agitato

thorn together until perfectly mixed, and for

a short time afterwords ; then set tho bottle

aside, and in a few day* decant tbo clear por-

tion. Oil of nutmeg, 20 or 30 drops, is com-
monly added to increase its action. Used to

scent other oils aud fats: also, by itself, to

improve and restore tho hair, for which it is

in nigh repute among many persons.

1 242. OU of Benzoin. Take finestgam
beuxoiu, l ounce avoirdupois, and oil of al-

monds, 1 Imperial pint; aud proceed by infu-

sion. (See No. 1228.) Used to convey the

scent of benzoin to other oils; and also to

prevent rancidity.

1243. Mixed Essential Oils, or Mixed
Scents. The following ore used as extern-

poraueous scent for smelling bottles, hair oil,

pomades, esprit*, Ac.; for which purpose one

or other of them is commonly kept at band

by tho druggists. 1 oudco of any ono of

them, added to a pint of rectified spirit, pro-

duces an agreeable C3prit or perfuino for per-

sonal use. Oil of bergamot and lemon, of

each 1 ounce; oil of lavender (English) and

C
’mento, of each 1 ounco; mix. Or: To the

st add of oil of orange peel, 2 drachma ; oil of

cloves, 1 drachm
;
mix. Or: Take oil of ber-

gamot, lemon and orange peel, of each 3

drachms; essence do petit-grain, 2 drachma;

oil of cloves, 11 drachms; oil of cassia, 1

drachm; mix.

1244. French Huilea or Hair Oils.

Tho huilo anliqno an jasmin, aux fleurs d’or-

anges, 5 la rose, ft la tuberose, \ In violctto,

Ac., Ac., of the French perfumers, aro simply
ono or other of tho bland fixed oils, <almonds,
olives, or ben), strongly scented with tho oils

(huilcs) of the respcctivo flowers, or eomo
other preparation of them. (.See Non. 1236 to

1242.)

1245. Marrow OU. Tako clarified beef-

marrow, 1J ounces avoirdupois; oil of olinouds.

4 Imperial pint; molt iLcm together, urnl

scent tho mixture at will. Held iu high re-

pute as a hair oil, by many. That of tho

small stores has seldom any marrow in it. but
lard instead. Tho appropriate scents aro tho

saiuo as for bear’s grease. It is generally

tinged slightly yellow by means of a littlo

palm-oil or unuolto.

1246. Tonquin Pomado or OU. Mac-
eruto for from 1*2 to 24 hours, J pound tonquin

beans in 4 pounds melted fat or warm oil, and
btruiu through lino muslin; when cold tho

greaso will bo found to havo acquired a lino

odor of tho beans,

1247. Vanilla Pomado or OU. This

is prepared in tho samo way ns for tonquin

beaus, by substituting } pound of vanilla

beaus.

1248. Macaasar OU. Oil of bon. 1

Klou, oil of noisette, & gallon
;
strong alco-

,
1 quart; attar of rose, 2 drachms; altar

of bergamot, 3 ounces; attar of Portugal, »

onnees; and tincture of mask, 3 ounces; mix
together, digest with nlknnct root (lor color),

in a stoppered bottlo for a week, thou strain

and bottle.

1249.

Cheap Hair Oils. Thoso are

mado of fixed oils (usually almond nr olive

oil), gradually recoding iu quality, scented

with loss attar, tho deficiency being tmulo up

bv a mixture of oil of rhodium, rosemary, and

bergamot. A few drops of neroli, or oil of

roso geranium, or a littlo huilo nu jasmin,

with or without 2 or 3 drops oil of musk or

hnilu royolc, are occasionally added to im-

prove and slightly modify tho odor.

1250.

Tricophorous. Castor oil, ) pint;

95 percent, alcohol, 4 pint; tincture conthar-

ides, 4 ounco; oil of bergamot, 2 drachms.

Color a palo pink with alkanot root. (Seo No.

1233.)

1251.

OU for Incipiont Baldness.

Tho commonest, and perhaps tho most con-

venient aud easily prepared cosmetic of tho

kind, is a mixture of equal parts of tincture

of cautliaridcs and olivo oil or almond oil,

simply agitated together, ond shaken before

use. A more effective and cleanly liquid pro-

parotion may bo mado l>v substituting proof

spirit (or good rum) for tho oil, und adding 1

toll drachms of glycerine (Price’ll) to each

onneo of tho mixture, a corresponding increase

being made in tbo proportion of tbo tincture,

to compensate for this addition. This prepa-

ration imparts as much moisture and gloss to

tho hair as tho former one, und is much more
genial in its action on tho scalp. Distilled

water, or rosemary water, is often substituted

for proof spirit. A still more activo prepara-

tion is mado of tincture of contborides and
glycuino only.

Pomatums or Pomades
Any scented greasy matter of appropri

ate consistence, or any mixture of fats, used

or intended to be used, in dressing tbo hair

now commonly passes under tho namo of po
maturn or pomade. Tho usual basis of orui

nary pomatum or pomado for nso in this cli

mate, is either a mixture of 2 parts of hog’s
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lurd and 1 part of beef suet; or of 5 parts of
lard and 2 parts of mutton suet; the lats be-

ing both previously carefully rendered or pre-

pared, nud then melted together by a gentle

neat. Tho lattar mixturo is chiefly used for

white pomatum or pomade. Essential oil, and
other volatile matter used to scent this fat,

should bo udded to it and stirred up with it,

after it has somewhat cooled, bat before it luv

gius to solidify, in order to prevent loss. The
unscented mixed fats form tho plain pomade or
pomatum of tho perfumers. (Cooley.)

1253. To Purify Suet or Lard for
Making Pomades. Suet or lard form the

body of pomades
; ami that their quality may

bo uucxeeptiouablo. the rendered suut must bo
subjected to a purifying process, in order to lit

it for u*o in perfumery. This is done by melt-

ing tho rendered fat by the heat of a saline
or atoum bath in mi enameled iron vessel,

ami adding to it, gradually, I ounce powdered
alum and 2 ounces chloride of sodium (pure
tablo salt) to every fifty pounds of fat under
treatment. Tho heat is to be continued ulu.vo
212° Fahr.. until «*ura cease* to riso to tho
surfaco, which contains all the organic and
other impurities, and must bo skimmed ofT a*

fust ns it is formed. Tho fat is then strained

through bolting cloth into eleanstono jur.i, and
left to cool. It U next to Im spread upon a
circular stono slab, tho top surface of which is

slanting from the centre, (that is, slightly coni-

cal in form), and provide! with a stono roller

which is tnudo to revolve by suitable gearing.

As tho roller, or niuller, revolves over tho fat.

cold water is allowed to trirklo upon it. and
this dissolves tho saline impurities remaining in

tho fat. After this the fat is heated until all

water is expelled by evaporation. When cold,

tho fat will bo found to bo very wbilo and
pure, ami in n condition to preserve in r-woct-

iiotia, and suitable for use with tbo most deli-

ento odors.

1254. Method of Purifying Fat.
Take 1 cwt. of perfectly fresh grease, cither of

lard or beef suet; cut tho grcMO into small

pieces, and pound it well in a mortar; when
it is well crushed, wash it with water repeat-

edly. until, in fact, tho water is as clear after

withdrawing the greaso as before it was put

in. Tho greoao has now to be melted over a
slow fire, udding thereto about 3 ounces crys-

tallised alum in powder, and a handful of

common salt ;
now lot tho greaso boil, hut al-

low it to bnbtdo for a low seconds only
j
then

strain tho greaso through fino linen into a

deep pan, and allow it to stand, to clear itself

from all impurities, for about 2 hours. Tho
clear greaso is then again to bo pnt into tho

pun. over a bright fire, adding thereto about 3
or 4 quarts roso water, and abont& ounces pow-
dered gum bcuzoin

;
it is allowed to boil gent-

ly, and all scum that rises is to bo removed,
until it ceases to bo produced; finally tho

greaso is put into deep pans, and when cold

taken carefully olf tho sedimentary water; it

is then lit for use, and may be kept for an in-

definite period, without ebango or turning

rancid. It will bo observed that tno principal

feature In this process is tho usn of benzoin.

1255. To Porfumo Melted Fat. In

adding aromatics or perfumes to tho melted
fat, its temperature must bo adapted to their

reiativo degree of volatility. Essential oils

and alcoholic essences, particularly tho moro
delicate ones, are added at tho lowest possiblo

temperature compatible with their perfect

union with tho fat; whilst substances like tho
aromatic resins and balsams are better added
to the fat more fully liquefied, aiding their

solution and union by stirring tho mass with

a wooden, hone, or porcelain knifo or spatula.

With tho latter, after tho union is complete,

it is often necessary to allow the mixture to

reposo for a short time, and to pour it off
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from tho dregs before adding the essential

oils ar.d essences, and concluding tho work.

(Sec -Vo. 1261.)
1258.

To Finish off Pomades. In fin-

ishing off pomades two methods arc adopted,

according to the appearance it is desired they
should have. Tlioso which it is intended

should bo opaque and white, should bo stirred

or beaten assidu<-<;dy with a knifo or spatula

until the fat begins t*» concrete, or has acquir-

ed considerable consistence, before jKitting it;

but when itis desired that they should be trans-

parent or crystalline, tho clear iiquid maas ii

poured into tho pots or bottles, previously

•lightly warmed, and the whole is allowed to

cool very slowly, without being disturbed, in a
situation free from draughts of cold air. For
tho ordinary pomades a mixture of lard aud
suet is generally employed; for the harder ones,

•met chiefly or wholly
;
or a little pure whito

wax or beeswax (according to the intcuded
color of tho product) Li incited with the fat to

increase it* soliditv. For whito pomades,
mutton suet is employed ;

for other*, in gen-

eral. beef suet. In tho<o which are artificial-

ly colored, either mar bo used
;
hut lieef suet

is preferable when either cleamas* or acrystal-

lino aopearonce is desired.
(
Cooley. )

1257. Coloring Matters for Fat. It

la often desirable, as a matter of taste, to tinge

tho prepared fat used for perfumery. Tho
procovi given below i< applicable to nil faw.

whether solid or fluid. Color may also l»o

imparted by tho addition of pigment* in pow-
der, but theso aro objectionable for pomade,
hair oil. and creams. Tho coloring matter
should lx? dissolved or >ti-ojK*d in tile melting
fat before scenting it. (Sec So. 1232.)

1258. To Color Fat Pink. Ilruiso -1

ounces alkar.cl root for every pound of fat

used; melt tho fat over a water-bath, add the
bruised alkanct. aud digest for several hours.

Strain tho mixture through bolting cloth, and
allow tho clear fluid fat to cool. This fat.

now colored deep pink, is used as a coloring
mixture ; 1 ounce of it will be sufficient to

color I pound of wbilo fat. by simply incltiug

them together.

1259. To Color Fat Yellow. A yel-

low coloring fat may bo prepared ns in the
last receipt, by using, in.dcnd of the alkanct,

1 ounce of annotto to tho )x>und of fat.

1260. To Color Fat Green. The same
process followed in No. 1258, with fresh wal-
nut leaves, will give a green coloring fat.

1261. Essences for Scenting Poma-
tums. Millcflcur—oil of lemon. 3 ounces;

essence of ambergris. 4 ounces; oil of cloves.

2 ounces, oil of lavender. 2 ounces. Cowslip—
essence of bergamot, 16 ounces; essence of

lemon, 8 ounces; oil of cloves. 4 ounces; oil

of orange-peel, 2 ounces; oil of jasmin, 2

drachms; cau do bouquet, 2 ounces; oil of

bitter almonds, 16 drops. For general use-
essence of bergamot. IG ounces; essence of

lemon, 8 ounces
; true oil of origanum and oil

of cloves, each 2 ounces; oil of orange-peel,

14 ounces. (See -Vos. 1213 and 1255.)

1202. Pomade3 by Infusion. These
aro prepared by digesting the oduruus sub-
stances in the simple pomndo (see So. 126T>).

at a very gcntlo heat, for 2 or 3, to 8 or 10

hours, according to their nature, iu (be way
olready noticed under " Oils" (sec So. 1228);
observing to stir the mixturo frequently, and
to keep tho vessel covered as much as possible

during tho whole time. 1 part of flowers,

carefully picked aud pulled to liicccs, to 3 or

A parts of pomade, arc the usual proportions.

The next day the mixture is again greatly

heated, and, after being stirred for a short

time, is thrown into a strong canvas hag,

which ia then securely tied, and at oneo sub-

mitted to the action of a powerful press.

(This should have been previously made
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moderately warm. This is effected either by
tacana 'of a steam-jacket, or by filling it with

hot water. In tho latter case, care should ha
taken to perfectly free it from water before

use.) Tbc wholo operation is then repented,

several times, with fresh flowero. or other
bulky odorous substance, until the pmnnilo ho
sufficiently fragrant. This will require 3 to

6 times it-i weight in flowers. Lastly, in tho
ca>e of flowers, the pomade is liquefied in A
covered vessel, at r. gcntlo heat, as before;

and after sufficient repose to allow it to

deposit adhering moisture, is poured off for

stock, or is at once potted. To obtain es-

sences tho fat is treated with spirit, which
combines with the essential oil. leaving tho

fat with still a strong odor of tho flowor.

This latter forms the French pomndo. Tho
delicate porfumo of some flowers is impaired

by heat, anil the process of absorption (cn-

flcuraQe) is adopted. (Sec So. 1263.) Tho
moilo of proceeding with tho aromatic barks,

seeds, resins, balsams, <£c., the. duration of

tho infusion, and the proportions taken, uro,

for tho most part, similar to those of llm cor-

responding huilcs or oils; hut hero tbo first

two substances, and others of a like nature,

arc only bruised, ground, or sliced very small,

and not reduced to actual powder before

digestion, as pomades, unlike oils, cannot bo
freed from fine powder nr dust by filtration

through fino media, or by repose in tho cold.

In this way are prepared the pomades ot

balsam of l’cru, liommin, cassia, cinnamon,
lavender (green), orange-blossoms, orris-root

(violet), roses (colored), stores, vanilla, anil

several others, kept by the French perfumers,

and known ami spoken of in thin country by
their French names. a.« “ Pomade aux Flcurti

d’Oraugcs,” "A la Roso,* A la Vanillc," Ac.
(Coolft.) Picsso proposes a simplo mothod
by which any person can pcrfmno pomndo in

small quantities; and, if desired, prepare per-

fumed extracts of favorito flowers. Procure

an ordinary, perfectly clean, doublo glue-pot,

tho inner vessel cnpablo of holding a pound of

fat. When the flowers are in bloom, put u

pound of fino lard into tho inner vessel of tho

glue-pot; pour sufficient boiling water into

the outer not. and place the wholo on n stove*

until the lard is melted ;
strain it through u

close liair-siovo into a vessel containing cold

spring water. In order to obtain a perfectly

inodorous grease, this process may be repeated

3 or 4 times, using each time fresh water, con-

taining a pinrli each of salt and alum. Lastly

melt tho purified fat and let it cool, to free it

from water. Next put the fat in a vessel in a
place just warm enough to keep it constantly

liquid
;
throw into it an many of tho llowcrn

as it will receive
;
every 24 hours for a week,

strain tho fat from tho flowers, and add fresh

ones. This repetition of fresh flowers will

produce a highly perfumed pomade. In thin

manner either one kind of flowers, or a mix-

ture of 2 or more kinds may he employed.

The perfumed extract may bo obtained from
tho pomade by introducing’ the cold perfumed
fat. finely chopped, into a wido-ncckcd bottle,

and covering it with tho strongest spirits of

wine that can be obtained
;
and, after closing

the bottle, let it stand for a week, when tho

'•pint may be strained off. and will bo a ncr-

fumed extract of the flowers employed. Tho
following flowers aro best adapted for Una
process: Roso, jasmin, oraDgc, violet, jon-

quil, tuboroso, and cassia. Ficsso proposes
heliotrope, but probably without sufficient

grounds.
1263. Pomades by Enfleurage. These

perfumed pomades are prepared by a simi-

lar process to that adopted for tho correspond-

ing oils. (See So. 122'J.

)

On tho large scale,

a layer of simplo pomade is spread, with a
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liono palette-knife, on panes of glass, to about
the thickness of a finger, and tho surfaco is

closely stuck all over with the nawly-gathercd

dowers. The panes aro then placed in shal-

low frames of wood, and these pro closely

piled one upon another, iu stacks, in a moder-
ately cool situation. In some of tho great

perfumeries of France, many thousands of

these frames aro employed at once. Oa the

small scale, porcelain or pewter plates ore

generally used inslcad of panes of glass, and
aro inverted over each other, in pairs, so as to

lit close at tho edges. In caeh case the

flowers aro renewed daily, and tho fat stirred

up and re-spread occasionally, for 1, 2, or

oven 3 mouths, or until tho pomade has be-

come sufficiently fragrant to rentier it of the

quality intended by tho manufacturer. It is

now scraped off tho panes or plates, into the

atoro-pot.*, and is ready for uso or sale. In

this way aro prepared tho finest qualities of

cowslip, honeysuckle, jusrniu, jouquil, may-
blossom, myrtle-blossom, narcissus, orange-

flower, tuberose, and violet pomado; as well

as tho pomades of several other dedicate

flowers that readily impart thoir odor to fat

by simple proximity or coutact. Tho imported

pomades of this class, like thoso of tho lost

one. aro always distinguished among tho per-

fumers, by their French names; ai *' Pomade
nu Jasmin," " Pomade aux Fleurs d’Oraugcs,”
" Pomado * In Violctto." die. Tho stronger

pomades of thoso last two classes aro chiefly

employed iu tho preparation of oxtrait* an.l

essences, and aro added to other pomade*, to

imparttho fragrance of Clio rosncctivo flowers.

Tho others aro also used as uair cosmetics.

( Cooley.

)

1204. Mixed Pomades; Compound
Pomades. These aro prepared oithcr by the

admixture of the different fragrant pomades

already noticed, or by the addition ofjudicious

combinations of tho more esteemed essential

oils, oMonces, and othor odorous substances,

to nimplo pomado, whilst in tbo liquid or

suml-linuid stnto. Tho latter is tho mothod

almost exclusively adopted by our perfumer*.

Tho usual fatty basis of the preceding po-

motion is ono or oilier of tho following

:

1205. Plain Pomatum or Pomado.
Tako 2 parL« carefully rcudored hog’s lard, nnd

I part boef-suot (see jVo. 125:1, aud melt

thorn together by a very gentle beat. Tho

product in of tho proper consutouee for tcin-

pnratn climates. Or: Lard, 5 parts, and

mutlou-suct, 2 parts. ( See tfo. 1253.) Or:

Lard and Biiot equal parts.

1200. Common Pomatum. »a*o of

plain pomado (<>r fat), 1 pound, melt it at tho

lowest degree of heat that will effect tho ob-

ject, add of oil of bergamot and lemon, or

each l drachm :
stir tho mixture until it be-

gius to concrete, anil thou pour it into the

pots or bottles. This forms tho ordinary

pomiitora.

1307. Rose Pomade. Melt together

and mix in a watcr-hath 1 pound r.rcpared

greaso and 2 ounces spermaceti; trturato ia

a mortar until it becomes whito ur.d smooth,

then add aud incorporate thorough ly 3 ounce*

oil of sweet almonds. J drochir oil of roses,

aud 4 drachm oil of geranium. A rosc-color

is obtained by heating the oil of almonds and

adding to it i drachm of uJVauet, and strain-

inir it before incorporation.

1268.

Pomado MUK*flcur. This much
esteemed pomade is st ougly scented with

several perfumes of th'p kina noticed below,

so proportioned to each jther that nono pre-

dominate. Tho following are common exam-

ples; but tho scents, within certain limits,

may bo varied at will :—Take of plain pomado,

II pounds avoirdupois; oil oflemon, li Impe-

rial fluid drachms; oil of lavender (English),

balsam of Peru, aud essence royalc, of each
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1 fluid drachm ;
oil of cassia, oil of cloves,

and essence do petit-grain, of each 4 fluid

drachm. Or, plain pomade. 1 pound, and es-

sence or cxirait do millefleurs, 4 to 5 fluid

drachms.
1269.

Peruvian Pomade. Take 4

ounce each goal washed lard, and clarified

beef suit; balsam of Peru, 4 ounefc; mix as

before, add 4 fluid drachm oil of nutmeg, and

pour it into pot* or dumpy, wide-mouthed

S
ials. Dr. Copland adds a little oil of layca-

\ In high repute as a hair-restorer.

1270.

Philocome. This compound is

mado without beat- Equal ports of purified

beef-marrow, oils of noisettes and sweet al-

mouds are thoroughly mixed in a inarblo

mortar, and tho wbolo is then perfumed by
the addition of a snfikicut quantity of a mix-

ture of extracts of rose, acacia, jasmin, or-

ange-flower and tuberose.

1271.

Vanilla Pomatum. Tako of

plniu pomade l pound avoirdupois; melt and
add 4 or 5 Imperial fluid drachms finest es-

sence of vanilla ; attar of rose*. 8 or 10 drop*,

as before. Very fine. Tbc plain pomade may
bo previously slightly tinged with annotto.

1

272.

East India Pomatum ; Pomado
des Indes; or Pomade d'Orient. Tako
beef-suet, |

pound avoirdupois; lard. 4 pound;

pure bright beeswax,2 ounces; finest annotto,

1 drachm; gum-beoioin in coarso powder,*
ounce; and grain-musk, 0 to 8 grains; digest

in a covered vessel set ia a water-bath, with

frequent agitation, for 2 or 3 hour*. After ro-

C,
decant tho clear portion, add of oil of

<u. 1 Imperial fluid drachm; oil of laven-

der (English), 1 fluid drachm; oils of cassia,

cloves and verbena, each 10 or 12 drops; and
stir the mass nutil it ha* somewhat cooled.

Las'-lv, pour it into pots or bottles, and lot it

cool very slowly, and undisturbed. Very Ira-

grant.

1273.

Transparent Pomado. Tako of
lx*sl transparent soap. 14 drachma

;
95 per

cent, alcohol, 24 ounce*. Dissolve tho soap
iu tho alcohol by heat, and add it suddenly to

a quart of hot castor oil ; have perfume ready

to put in at once, aud pour in warm bottle*.

Another very superior urticlo is prepared in

the following way: Fatty oil of almond*. 24
pouuds; spermaceti, 4 pound; oil oflemon, 3

ounce*. The spermaceti is melted in a watcr-

liath. the oil* aro then added, and tho heat

kept up until a uniform mas* is obtained, in

which no floating particles of spermaceti can

bo distinguished. Tho pomado is then poured

into glosses; if it ia desired to obtain this po-

mado cryatallixed, tbo glassoa must bo heated

beforehand, nud cooled down very slowly.

1274.

Crystallized Pomado or Poma-
tum. Take of oil of almonds or olives. I

pint; J pound spermaceti (best, pure); melt

them together by a gentle beat, add went at

will, and whilst sufficiently warm to be clear,

pour it into warm glass bottle*, and ollow it

to cool very slowly, and without disturbance.

Somo persou* add 1 drachm camphor. It is

usually preferred uncolorcd. If tiuged at all,

it must be only very faintly so. and with sub-

stances that will not muse opacity.

1275.

Pomade Divine. TakcofrcGncd
beef-marrow. 1 pound avoirdupois; cypress-

wood (rasped), orris root (in coarse powder),

liquid styrax. of nub 1 ounce: cinnamon
(powdered, but not dusty), 1 ounce ; cloves

( well bruised), nutmegs (grated), of each j

ounce ;
digest, br the hoot of r. water-bath, in

a covered vessel, for 3 nr G hours, and then
strain through flannel- Very fine, aud much
esteemed for the hair, and also as an occosioual

skin-cosmetic.

1276.

Castor Oil Pomade; Palma-
Chrrati Pomatum. Take of castor oil, I

pound avoirdupois; pure white wax. -1 ounces:

melt them together, and then add of oil of

DICK’S
liergamnt, 2; drachms; oil of lavender (Eng-
lish), ; drainm ;

essence royuln, 10 or 12drops;
Etir the mi ;lurc whilst cooliug.

1277. Bear's Grease. The fat of the

bear lias long been highly esteemed for pro-

moting the growth of human hair, but with-

out sufficient reason, since experience shows
that it possesses uo superiority over tho fats

ordinarily employed by the perfumers. In-

deed, if wc may regard tho somewhat milk
smell of genuine bear's grease as an indication

of it* quality, it must bo inferior to them as

a hair cosmetic; besides which, it is much
more costly. The greater portion of the so-

called bear's grease now sold is a factitious

article, cud is prepared by tho following for-

mula:—
1278. Imitation Boar's Grcttso. Take

of washed hog's lard (dry), 1} pound* avoirdu-
pois; melt it by t he heat of a water-bath, add
of balsam of Peru, 2 drachms; flowers of
bcuroiu and palm oil (bright), of each 1

drachm; stir vigorously for a few minutes, to

promote solution. Then remove tho pun from
tho bath, and, after repose for a short time,
pour off the clear portion from the sediment,
and stir tho liquid uia.vi until it begins to

cool.

1 279. Pomado for Incipient Baldness.
Melt over a water-bath. 12 ounce* pare veal

grease. 5 ounce* nerval Imlsam. 5 ounces nut-

meg butter, aud 04 tmuec* oil of almonds;
triturate in a mortar until thoroughly mixed

;

then add 10 drop* croton oil. am) incorporate.

Next dissolve 34 ounce* sulicarboiialo of soda

in 1 ounce each of alcohol mid distilled water;

incorporate this with tho pomade ami pcrfnmo
to taste.

1280. Cozenavo'a Pomado. Prepared

beef- marrow. 4 ounce* (avoirdupois) : tincture

of enntharide*. 4 fluid ounce (Imperial); and
cinnamon coarsely powdered, 4 ounce; molt

them together by tho heat of a water-bath;

stir until tho spirit in tho tincture bus evapo-

rated. decant tho clear portion, aud again stir

until the mass concrete*. It in choupor and
more convenient to omit tbo powdered cin-

nnmou, and to strongly scout it with oil of

cinnamon (or of cassia), after tho removal of

tho vessel from the bath. Homo scent it with

tlio oil* of origanum and bergamot; mid

others employ tho oils of nutmeg and laven-

der for the purpose. Uocaiuinatulud iu weak
hair and remediable baldness. It i* ordered

to bo used night and morning
;
tbo head being

washed with soup and water, and afterwords

with salt and water, and wiped dry, each time

before applying it. or at least onco a day.

1281. Tar Pomade. I>r. Dauvergno ex-

tolled in unmeasured terms tho virtue of

vcgetablo tar in failing liair and buldncss.

His formula is ns follows :—OJ troy ounce*

lard; 5 drachms Norwegian tar; 34 drachm*
each butter of nutmegs ntid gum-benzoin ; 0

drachm* fiovarenti balm; 5 drachms bnuma
do commander; 1 ounce essence of patchouli;

and 3 grains musk ; mis. This formula np-

Ers unnecessarily and absurdly complicated.

have no hesitation in stating that tho

substitution of 3 to 5 drachms English oil of

lavender, and 2 drachms essence of musk or

essence rovale, for tbc lust four articles, would
disguise tbo smell of tho tar quite a* well,

without impairing tho efficacy of tho prepara-

tion.

1282.

Dupuytren's Pomade. Take 12

avoirdupois ounces prepared beef-marrow;

melt by a gentle heat, add baumo nerval, 4

ounces; 3 ounces each balsam of Pern and
oil of almonds; and mix thoroughly. Then
add alcoholic extract of cnnlharides. 36 grams,

dissolved iu 3 Imperial fluid drachms recti-

fied spirit ;
stir the mass until it Concretes.

This is the original fonnulafor this celebrated

pomade; but/ iu serious cases, Dupuytreu
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was i si tho habit of doubling, or cron tripling
tho proportion of tho extract of cautharide*
without altering that of the other ingredients.
The product is a genial stimulant and rubefa-
cient. mid, not undeservedly, has long been
held in high esteem us a bair-cosmctic, acting
by medicating the scalp.

1283. Soubeiran's Pomade. Take of
oil of almonds, A ounce; distllplratc ofquinine,
l drachiu; triturate them together iu u warm
wedgwood ware mortar uutil thoroughly
united; then udd of prepared beef marrow,
I A oiuk'Cs; and continue tho trituration uutil
tho mass is cold. Scent iu:ty bo added.
Recommended for strengthening and restoring
the hair.

1284. Pomade Contre l’Alop6cie.
to Cure Baldness. Fresh lemon juice, 1

d iiKInn; extract of bark (by cold water). 2
drachms; marrow, 2 ounces; tincture of can-
th nrides, I drachm; oil of lemon, 20 drops;
oil of bergamot, in drops; mix. Fiat wash
the head with irnap and water, with u little

can do Cologne, then mb it dry. Next morn-
ing rub in ii Hum! I lump of pomade, cud re-

peat it daily. In >1 or G weeks tho euro of
lialdiK^H is effected.

1285. Now French Itomody for
Baldness. Croton oil, oiieof the last French
remedies for baldness, is employed by simply
adding it to oil or pomade, and Mining or

agitating tho two together until admixture
or solution bo complete. The formula adopt-

ed by tho eminent French physician who in-

troduood this remedy, ami who speaks, in the

most confident and enthusiastic way. of tho

nucco.su ulleuding i'< use, is—take of croton
oil, 12 drops (minima); oil of almonds, 4

Troy drachms; mix. A little i.i to bo well

rubbed on the scalp twice a day. Soft down,
wo are assured. Appears in three weeks. Mr.
Cooley says :

" I luivo tried a windier of ex-
periments wit h croton oil, thus used, in partial

loss of hair aud baldness, and am compelled
to hear testimony to it* efficacy in wvcr.il op-
pnronlly liopoleas cases, in which even can-
tlmridinn Imil failed. Soft .-.ur, ir ombllng
down, slid begin to appear , from 3 to 4
weeks, und continued In grow and increase in

strength for seme time. It was, however,
only in about one-tlurd of the e ca.su? thut this

down (subsequently increased in stiffness and
quantity so as to well cover the part, aud t<>

deserve the name of hair, in tho popular sense
of the word." (See No.
1280. Caution about Strong Hair

Cosmetics. Although the stronger hair cos-

metic* are. in a rule, perfectly stile when np
plied according to the directions given, mid
the chief inconvenience that may arise, oven
from their too free or injudicious use, will be

only temporary irritation, pcrhapi accom-
panied or (allowed by slight desquamation of
tho cuticle, or by a few unimportant pustules
which will puss oir in two or three days, yet
there nro cases in which their application
would be unwise, aud liable to produco more
serious consequences. Thus, persons of a

nervous temperament, with a highly irritable

skin. aud bad habit of body, person* liable to

attacks of erysipelas, or to swollen glands
behind the cars, or to swelling* or tumors in

the upper part of the neck behind, nr to erup-

tive or other attacks of the scalp, nod the

like, should not have recourse to them. In

other cases, and, indeed, in nl: eases, i: is wise
to use them very sparingly, or iu a diluted
stale at first, aud thus, a* it were, feel our
way, and be able to judge from experience
the strength that cau be employed, without
inconvenience, to produce the desired effect.

(See .Vos. 1177, $c., 1272, 4c., and I2SV.)

1287. Hungarian Pomade for tho
Moustache. Melt by a gentle heat * pound

guni-arab:e, mid ; pound of oil soap, in I pint
rose water, then add 1 pound while wax, con-
stantly stirring; when of a uniform consist

-

cucy. add 1 ounce attar of bergamot, and i
drachm auar of thyme, for perfume. If re-
quired to bo brown, color it with tube-burnt
unibo: ; or for black, use tubo ivory-black.

rT1ooth Powders; Denti-
fnces

;
Poudres pour

ICS DentS; &C. These preparations
should be compounded of materials which,
wbilo cleaning the teeth without injury to the
enamel, will also lie nuti-add, enti -scorbutic,
and tonic iu their anion upon the gums.
Cooley pays ; » (front rare should lie taken to

finely pulverize all the dry ingredients, ami to

redneo the harder and grille ones to tho (-talc

of impalpable powder, either by patient levi-

»*tion or trituration, or by olutriation. (See

3t. and 14.) To ensure tho perfect
mixture of tho iogredieuu. they should bo
stirred together until they form an apparently
hotnognucons powiler. which should then bo
pasted or rubbed through a fino gauxe-siove.
Those which contain volatile or perishable
substances, or which. likochanxial. arc offccted
by contact with the air. should lio put up ij*». widc-moutlied bottle.*, and kept dure?

ed.” -Tooth powders «m nearly all

compound powder.*. Tho only simple powder
in common use a* a dontifnro is powdered
charcoal. Powdered bicarbonate of soda,
cream of tartar, Ac., are also employed,
though less frequently.” The following flat
includes ROiito eft the l»o*.t tooth-powders in
common use. as well as several advertised
nostrums ami named powders of tho stores.
Hy omitting tho honey and Fpirit. the furmnln*
given for tooth paste, furnish ofhorn for tooth
powder* ; ami vice v.-rsi. Thus, tho cxnoiplo
given under each will incrcoso the number of
tlm other; mid both will suggest to tho reader
other forutubr.

1289. Poudre D6tcrsive Dentifrice.
Willow charcoal and white sugar iu impalpa-
ble powder, each 8 ounce*; cala«aya bark iu

impalpable powder, 4 ounces; mix thoroughly
in a mortar, sift through the finest bolting

cloth, and perfume with a mixture of attar of

mint. 2 drachms; attar of cinnamon, l ounce;
and tincture of amber, 4 ounce.
1290. Camphorated Chalk. Precipi-

tated carbonate of lime (chalk), 1 pound;
powdered orris root, 3J pounds; powdered
camphor, i pound; reduce the camphor to

lino powder by triturating it in a mortar -with

a little alcohol; then add tbeotber ingredients,

and when the mixture is complete, sift through
the finest bolting cloth. (Sec No. 28.)

1291. Precipitated Chalk. This is

prepares! by adding a solution of carbonato of
soda to a solution of chloride of calcium (Itoth

cold), as long as a precipitate forms. This
last is well washed with pore water, and
dried out of the d«M, as the last. The refuso

sulphate of lime of the soda-water maker*,
which is poisonous in quantity, is often Fold

for it by tho druggists. Pure chalk is wholly
solnblc in vinegar, aud in diluto acetic, hydro-
chloric, aud uilric acid, with effervescence.

Sulphate of lime is insoluble iu there fluids.

1292. To mako Prepared Chalk.
Rub l pound chalk with sufficient water,

added gradually, to make it a smooth cream

;

then stir this into a largo quantity of water,

after the coarser particles have settiod decant
tho milky fluid into another vessel, and allow
the chalk to settle; decant the clear water,
aud dry the sediment.
1293. To Purify Hartshorn. Bam

pieces of harts’ Isoms until perfectly white

;

then grind them, and pnnly in the eamo
manner as chaik. (See No. 1292.)
1294. Lardner’a Tooth Powder. Take

of powdered charcoal (recent),
I ounce; pre-

pared chalk (see No. 1292), 3 ounces; mix.
and keep it from the air. A simple, but good
tooth powder, known also as Lantner's J‘re-

parat Charcoal.
1295. Miahle’a Rational Dentifrice.

Tako of sugar of milk. 3 minces ; tannin (tan-
nic acid), .1 drachms; red lake, 1 drachm;
oil of mint and oil of aniseed, of each 7 or 8

drops; ncroli, 4 or 5 drops; mix. Tory
Mrviccablo iu foul, lax, or bleeding guuiB,
loose or rotten tooth, Ac. Aa a tooth powder
it is improved by tho addition of 1 ounco each
of burnt hartshorn aud cuttle-fish bciuo.
1293. Deschamp'a Dentifrice for Ro-

tnovinp tho Yellow Color from Teeth.
Take of dry hypuchlorito of Umo, 4 drachm;
red coral, 2 drachms; trilurato well oud mix
thoroughly. This powder is employed iu the
following manner: a now brush is slightly
moistened, then dipped in tho powder aud ap-
plied to tho teeth. According to Dcschamp,
a fow days' uso of thin powder will produco a
marked alteration in tho appcaranco of tho
tlio teeth, which will acquire a whito color.

:

12
?7.’ ,A? E*«rilont Dentifrico. Pre-

cipitated clmlk (see No. 1291), 1 pound; pow-
dered borax, J pound; powdered myrrli, 4
ounces; powdered orris, 4 ounce*. Mir, aud
till through finest bolting cloth. (Nee No. 28.)

Morflt’s Dontifrico. Powdered
willow cbnrooal, 4 ounces; ohinclmna bark
and sugar cit milk, in powders, cadi 1 pound ;

old transparent soap, in powder. 4 ounces;
mix in a nmrlilo mortar, sill through tho finest
bolting cloth (see No. 28), and pcrfttnto with
ottar of orange-flower, I ounce.
1299. Oroavenor'H Tooth Powder.

Tukoof rod coral, (5 oimces*
;
prepared oyator-

sholln, 5 ounces
; orris rout, 1 ounce; oil of

rhodium, 4 or G drops; mix. This is tho origi-
nal formula. Equal parts of prepared shells,
rose pink, mid cuttle-fish bouo, mo now gen-
erally substituted for thu coral. 1 1 is also sold
n* coral dentifrico mid coral tooth powder.
They aro nil favorites in tlio fashionable
World.

1300. Violet Tooth Powder. Tako of
precipitated chalk, (> ounces; cuttle-fish bouo,
3 ounces; roso-piuk (bright), 24 ounces; orrin
root, 1 4 ounces; essence of violets (orris), 4

fluid drachm
;
indigo (pure, to striko a violet

tint), a sufficient quantity
;
mix. A favorite

dentifrico among ladies.

1301. Arcca Nut Tooth Powder.
Tako of arcca nut charcoul, 5 ounces

; cuttle-
fish bone, 2 ounces; arcca nuts (raw

), I ounce;
mix. About 4 drachm each of cloves and
cassia are usually added, but it is better with-
out any such addition. Arcca nut charcoal,
in fino powder, is often sold mulcr this name.
This powder cannot bo excelled. (See No.
1302.)

1302. Areca Nut Charcoal is prepared
and kept by ouly u fow houses; four-fifths of

that Bold by tho druggists is spurious. Tho
geuuino powder is heavier and harder than
common charcoal, and has a peculiar ap-
pearance and feel, when pressed with tho fin-

ger.*, which is readily distinguishable.

1303. Pearl Dentifrice; Pearl Tooth
Powder. Tako of whito marble-dust, 4
ounces; cuttle-fish bone, 1 ounce; smalts
(Guest), 1 drachm; cssenco do petit-grain, 10

to 12 drops; mix. A favorite with ludios who
have white, healthy teeth. Precipitated chulk
or heavy carbonate of magnesia js commonly
substituted fur tho marble dust, but tho qual-
ity of tho product suffers in all but color.

1304. Pelletier's Quinine Dentifrice.
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Toko of red coral, 3 ounces; myrrh, 1 drachm;
disulphato of quinine, 15 gruina; scent at
Will ; mix. Recommended as a tonic for the

tooth and gams. Prepared oyster-shell Is

commonly substituted for tho coral, and a little

red bole added to color it.

Toothpastes; Tooth Elec-
tuaries

; Pates pour les
JJeiltS. Theao may consist of any of tho
substances ordinarily used ns dentifrices, re-

duced to the state of iupalpablo powder, and
beaten up with sufficient honey (liquefied by
u gentle beat), syrup, or capillairc, to givo
them tho form of a smooth and moderately
stiff pusto or doctuury, n sufficient quantity
of aromatics bciug usually added, na it wore,

to embalm and perfume tho month." Honey
of rasod is often, and conservo of rosea some-
times, used for thoso in which their odor and
color lira suitable. A liltlu rectified spirit is u
useful addition, ns tending to preservo them,
and promote their action. A httlo cou dc Co-
logne or lavender water is often employed,
with tho 8nmo intention. They nro usually

put up in porcelain or ornamental glased earth-

onworo pots, furnished with closely fitting

covers, to prowrvo their contcula from tho

air. Tho mixed powders should bo passed
through a very finn gaiue-sievo, beforo adding
the lumey, mill the pasta should not ho potted
until tho day following that on which it is

made. {See No. 1288.)
'

1306.

Ward'a Tooth Pnato. Tako of
prepared chalk (see No. 1292), 2 ounces:
myrrh, rbatany root, and cuttle-fish bone,
each, 4 ounco; orris root, J ouuco; honey, 3
ounces. A very useful dcntifrico iu foul,

spongy, and scorbutic gums, loose and rotten
teeth, Ac. This Ik iiImi known as better’s An-
tl-seorbndc Dentifrice.

1307.

Arecn Nut Charcoal Tooth
Pasto. Arecn nut charcoal (recent, in fino

powder), beaten up with puro honey or capil-

iairo. Aromatics, though commonly added,
do not improvu its efficacy. (Seo No. 1302.)

1308.

Arecn Nut Tooth Paste. Tako
of recently burnt urccn-nut charcoal, iu fino

powder {seo No. 1302), f» parts; raw or uu-
liunit arccauuts, 1 part; honey, liqucliod by a
gontlo beat, and allowed to cool, sufficient to

mftlto them into a stiff paste, adding gradual-

ly, for each ounce of tho mixture, about 1

fluid drachm rectified spirit, holding in solu-

tion oil of cassia and oil of cloves, of each
10 or 12 drops. The next day beat up tho

mass again, adding, if necessary, a few drops
of proof spirit, or of can do roso or orange*
flower water, to give it a proper cousistcnco,

auil at once put it into pots. A very excellent

preparation.

1300. Vanilla Tooth Pasto. Tako of

tho finest vanilla, 1 drachm; cloves, A drachm;
lump Biipar.and cuttle-fish hone, of each 4

ounce; white marble-dust, 1 ounco; mix, trit-

urato them to an iupalpablo powder, and then
beat them to a pasto with about 2 ounces
syrup of saffron. The product is much es-
teemed for vapidly whitening the teeth nnd
deodorizing tho breath. 5 or G drops of es-

sence of ambergris or musk, dissolved in 1

fluid drachm of rectified spirit, are often add-
ed, and improvo it.

1310.

Peruvian Bark Tooth Pasto.

This pasto is made by adding 1 4 or2 drachms

of Peruvian bark. In very fino powder, to the

last receipt. It i3 a useful tome in sponginess,

foulness, and sentry of tho gams. {See No.

1318.)

1311.

Soap Tooth Paste. Tako of Cos-

838

tilosoap (air-dried, in tiuo powder), and cuttle-

fish bone, of each 2 ounces; honey, 4 or 5

oqucci; aromatics or perfumo at will, with or

without tho addition of a littlo rccUGcd spirit.

A very excellent preparation, superior to all the

other pastes for cleaning tho teeth and remov-

ing tartar and animalculre from them, but in-

ferior iu blanching and preservative qualities

to arcca nut charcoal paste. A pink or rose

color may bo given it by adding 1 drachm of

finely powdered cochineal, or a fluid drachm
or two of tho tincture. It is commonly or-

dered ia books to be mado with honey of roses,

but tho alkali of tho soap spoils tho color of

this article. Tho above preparation is also

known under tho names of Spanish Dentifrice,

and Castilian Tooth Cream.

1312. Violet Tooth Paste. Tako of

prepared chalk, 3 ounces; cuttle-fish boao aud
white sugar (powdered), of each, 2 ounces;

orris root (powdered), 1 ounco; smalts, 2 to 3

drachms; mix with sufficient syrup of violets

to mako a paste. A fashionable tooth-paste,

highly esteemed for its power of cleaning the

teeth, and its delicate color ami odor.

1313. Odontine. There are several

dentifrices advertised under this name, two

or threo of which havo acquired a very

largo sale in tho fiuhionablo world. That of

an oinincut perfumery homo appears to have

tho followiug composition Cuttle-fish bonn,

Castilo soap and red coral, equal parts
;
color

with tincture of cochineal and mix withhonoy
sufficient to mako a paste, and ossential oils to

aromatize, a sufficient quantity of each.

1314. Pellitier’s Odontino is said to

consist of pulverized sepia-bouo (cuttle-fish

bono), with a littlo batter of cacao, beaten

up with honey and aromatized or scented with

essential oils.

1315. Magic Tooth Paste. Tako of

white marble dust,

2

ounces; pumicc-stono in

impalpablo powder, 1 } ounces; rose-pink, *

ounco; attar of roses, 7 or 8 drops; mix as

beforo with sufficient honey to mako a paste.

A favorito nostrum for rapidly cleaniug and
whitening tho teeth, but ono not adapted for

froo or frequent use.

1310. CharcoalTooth Paste. Takoof
chloralo of potaua iu very tiuo powder, I

drachm; finely powdered charcoal, 2 ounces;

honey (best raw, cold), 1 4 ounce*; sufficient

mint water to flavor; form a pasto a* before.

A rather unchomical mixture, esteemed, par-

ticularly by smokers, for deodorising tho teeth

aud breath.

1317. To Preporo Charcoal oa a Den-
tifrice. To preporo charcoal of tho highest

quality, as a dentifrice, requires considerable

kill aud care. Tho substance, whether wood
or not, should not bo in larger than ono inch

pieces; tho carbonization should bo cfloeted

in covered crucible*. at a low red heat—in no

coso exceeding a dull chorry red,— nnd tho

wholo should be cooled out of contact with tho

air. On opening tho crucible, only thoso pieces

should be selected for uso which are properly

burnt, and havo a uniform dark color and a

dull surface. If tho heat employed bo much
higher than that named, tho charcoal ocquirca

a brilliant surface, and i* greatly deteriorated

in quality. Tho pieces selected should ba

kept in close vessels for further uso or opera-

tion; auy exposure to tho air weakens ita

power of absorption.

1318. Peruvian Tooth Paste. This is

formed by adding about 14 to 2 drachm3 of

Peruvian bark, in very fino powder, to over/

ounco of tho dry rearedicot-s of any simplo

tooth paste, before beating them up with

honey or syrup. A useful tonic for tender,

spongy, foul, or scorbutic gums, and said to

fix loose teeth. A little powdered myrrh u
sometimes added.

1319. Quinine Tooth Paste. Tako red

coral, 3 ounces; cuttlo-fish bono, 1 ounco;
disulphato of quinine, 4 drachm; mix, tritu-

rato to very fine powder, add honey (white),

4 ounces; and a few drops attar of rosos, or

neroli, dissolved iu rectified spirit, 3 fluid

drachms
;
and beat the whole to a pasto. A

littlo powdered myrrh (1 to 3 drachms) is

sometimes added. A very fashionable and
popular article. Uso, Ac., tho samo as Peru-
viau paste.

1320. Opiate Tooth Paste. Honey,
powdered orris, and precipitated cholic {see No.
1291), each 4 pound; roso piuk, 2 drachma.
Rub into pasto with simplo syrup, and por-

fumo with oils of cloves, nutmeg, aud roso,

each 4 ounce.

1321. Patey’s Orris Tooth Pa3to.
Take 1 pouud Pans white, 4 pound roso oink,

3 ounces orris root; alum, 4 ounco ;
oil clovoa

and nutmegs, each 1 drachm. Uso honoy
enough to form a pasto.

1322. Dr. King’s Tooth Pasto. Pro-

pared chalk (see No. 1292), 1 part ; powdered
Peruvian hark, 1 part; powdered old Windsor
soap, 1 part. Mix with equal parts of tho

tinctures of ihatauy and myrrh; oil of cheek-
erberry to flavor. This pasto is a tino pre-

paration for soft, spongy gums nnd looso tooth.

nPooth and Mouth Wash-
JL ©s. Thesoaronsed to rinso tho mouth,
and particularly tho teeth ami gums, a few
drops, more or less, of them being lidded to

about a wine-glassful of water for tho purpose.

In somo cosos their action is promoted by tho

uso of tho tooth-brush.

1324. Eau Botot. Tincture of codar

wood, 1 pint; tincture of myrrh nnd rhatany,

each 4 ounces; oil of poppcmiint and roso,

each 10 drop*. Mix.
1325. Violot Mouth Wash. Tincture

of orris, cssoaco of rose, and alcohol, each 4

pint; oil of almonds, f» drop*. Mix.
1326. Mexican Tooth Wash. Takoof

pulverized orri a root, 1 ounco; tonqua beans.

1 ounce; Peruvian bark, 4 ounco; oak bark, 4

ouuco; alcohol, 1 pint; water, I pint; let tho

abovo stand for 12 days, and filter
;
color with

alknnet root. An elegant tooth wash.

1327. Balm of Thousand Flowora.
Tako of whito Castile soap, 2 ounces; honoy,

4 ouncos; water, 12 ounce*; alcohol, 4 onnooc

melt tho Cautilo soap and honey in tho aloohol

and water with a gcntlo heat. Flavor with

oil of row and wintorgreon. Used ns a denti-

frico.

1328. Wash to Harden tho Gums.
Tako 4 pint of Jamaica spirits, 4 lea-spoouful

each powdered alum and saltpetre pulverized,

and 1 ouuco of pulverised myrrh. Mix.

1329. Cologne Tooth Wash. Eau do

Cologne, 1 quart; tincture of uiyrrh, 4 ounces.

Mix.
1330. Sozodont. Takoof salts of tartar

(carbonate of potossa), 4 ounco; honey, 4

ounces; alcohol, 2 ounces
;
water, 10 ouuccs;

oil wintorgreen and oil roso, sufficient to

flavor. An elegant dentifrice.

1331. Cleveland’s Tooth Wash. Tinc-

tures of myrrh, Peruvian bark, aud gentian

root, each 1 fluid ounce; aqua ammonia, 1

drachm; puro water, 4 pint; tincture of

wintergrecu, or any flavor to suit
;
mix. This

i3 a fino wash for tho mouth, gums, and teeth.

1332. Myrrh Tooth Wash; Kirk-

land’s Tooth Lotion. Take of tincture of

myrrh, 1 ounco; water,

2

ounces; mucilage,

4 ounce ;
agitato them well together, and again

each time before use. Asa wash iu rotten

and loose teeth, foul, spongy, and ulcerated
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gums, fetid breath, &c., it is often very
serviceable where there is a scorbutic taint.

1333. Myrrh and Borax Mouth
Wash. Rub well together in n mortar, 1

ounce each of borax and honor ; then gradu-
ally add 1 quart spirit of wino (not above
proof), and add 1 ouuco each of gum myrrh
and red sauudors wood. Maccrato for 14
days, and filter. This is an excellent wash
for llio gums and mouth.

1334. To Cleanse the Spaces Be-
tween the Teeth. Some dentists recom-
mend silk lloss for cleaning the spaces between
tooth, but wo know from experience, that
No. 8 gum rings arc superior. They aro much
morn convenient iu every respect.
1335. Wash to Beautify tho Teeth.

Dissolve 2 ounces borax in 3 pounds boiling
water, and before it is cold add 1 Leu-spoonful
spirits of camphor, mid bottle for use. A
tablo -spoonful of this mixture, mixed with nn
equal quantity of tepid water, and applied
daily with a soft Imish, preserves am! beauti-
fies tho teeth, extirpates all torturous adhe-
sion, arrests decay, induces a healthy uction

iu tho guuiH, mid makes tho teeth pearly
wliito,

1330, Cachou AromntiBO. These
popular pastilles for perfuming the breath arc
Urns mado: Dissolve 3J ounces extract of
liqnoricu in 4 ounces water, by tho heat of a
wator bath, and mid pulverised gum-arabic, 4

ounce; and Bengal catechu in powder, 1

ounco. Evaporate to tho consislenco of an
oxtrucl, and llnm mix in thoroughly, pow-
dered mastic, charcoal, CttJcarilln, and orris

root, ouch 1 drachm. When tho mass has

been reduced to tho proper consistence, it is

to bo removed from tho lira, treated with attar
of peppermint, 30 drops; tinctures of amber-
gris ami musk, 6 drops

;
and thou poured out

upon an oiled slab, mid rolled to a very thin
shoot. After cooling, blotting paper is pressed

upon it to absorb any adhering oil, mid the
iurfoccs aro moistened with water, and
covered with silver leaf. When dry it is to
Uodividod into small bits of tkoaizuof a lentil.

Oyrups for Soda or Min-^ oral Waters. Tho following
is a collection ol well approved receipts for

flavoring mineral waters, selected principally

from tho " Druggist’s Circular and Chemical
(Snxotto." Most of tho syrups not uiodo from
fruits may liavo a little gnni nrabio added, in

order to produce a rich froth when tho soda
water is added.

1385. Simple Syrup. To 8 pounds
finest white sugar, add 2 quarts water and tho
whites of 2 eggs; stir until all tho sugar is

dissolved
;
simmer for 2 or 3 minutes

;
skim

well, mid strain through a fiuo flannel bag.

Tho following syrups for soda water may ho

Educed by employing the above syrup ns a

is. A variety of other syrups may bo mods
in tho same way by using the artificial fruit

essences. (See .Vo. 1045, also last receipt.)

1380. Simple Syrup. Whito sugar, 10

pounds; water, 1 gallon; isinglass (best), i
ounce (or, tho white of an egg). Dissofvo
the isinglass iu hot water, and add it to tho
hot syrup. The syrup is to bo mado with
gentle heat, and then strained.

1387. Lemon Syrup. Add to simple
syrup, when cold, 20 drops fresh oil of lemon
and i ouucu citric acid (previously dissolved

iu 3 ounces water) to each gallon. Mix by
shaking well in a bottle, then add 4 ounces

gum solution, made by dissolving 2 ounce*
fine white gum-arabic in 2 ounces worm
water.

1388. Lemon Syrup. Grato ofT tho

yellow rind of lemons, and beat it up with a

sufficient ouantity of granulated sugar. Ex-
press tho lemon juice, add 1 pint water to

each pint of juice and 31 sounds granulated

6Ugar, including that rubbed up with tho rind
;

warm until tho sugar is dissolved, and strain.

1380. Sarsaparilla Syrup. To 1 gal-

lon simple syrup add 10 drops oil of anise, 20

drops oil of wintergreen, 20 drops oil of fossa-

fra*, and G ounces caramel, or coloring. Before

tho oils aro added to the syrup, they should be

cut by grinding them in a mortar, with as

much sngar as they will moisten, or mixed
with a small quantity of strong alcohol.

1390. Sarsaparilla Syrup. Tako oil

of wintergreen, 10 drops; oil of anise, 10

drops; oil of sassafras. 10 drops; fluid extract

of sarsaparilla, 2 ounces; simple syrup, 5
pints; powdered extractofliquoricc, S ounce;
mix well.

1391. Parri3h*3 Syrup of Sarsaparilla
for Mineral Waters, 'iako simple syrup.

4 pint*; compound syrup ofsarsaparilla, 4 fluid

ouiicos; caramel. 1J ounce*; oil of winter-

green. G drops
; oil of sassafras, G drops

;
mix.

1392. Ginger Syrup. Bruised Jamaica
ginger, 2 ounce*; boiling water, 1 pint;

macerate for 4 boom; add lino whito sugar. 2

E
iiada, and strain through a fum flannel bag.

ager syrup may also bo mado by adding 2
ounce* extract of ginger to 1 gallon him pic

syrup.

1393.

Ginger Syrup. Tincturo of

ginger, 2 fluid ounce*; simple syrup, 4 pints;

mix.

1394.

Vanilla Syrup. Vanilla, G
drachm*; boiling water. 4* pints; sugar, -1

pounds avoirdupois. Reduce tho vanilla to

lino powder by trituration with a portion of

tho sugar ;
boil this with water for 2 hours in

a covered vessel, then strain.

1395.

Vanilla Syrup. Fluid extract

of vanilla, 1 ounce; citnc acid, 4 ounce;

impio syrup, 1 gallon; rub the acid with

oorao of tho syrup, add tbo extract of vanilla,

and mix.
1390. Wild Cherry Syrup. Steep 4

ounco* wiki cherry bark, well 1)011*111, iu 1

pint cohl water, for 3G hour*; press out tho

infusion; let it stand till dear; decant, and
ndd 14 pounds lino whito sugar; mix ami
strain.

1397.

Wild Cherry Syrup. Moisten

5 ounce* wild cherry hark, in cuarso powder,

with water, and let it stand f..r 21 hour* in a
closo vessel. Then jock it firmly in a perco-

lator, and pour water upon it until I pint of

fluid ii obtained. To tins add 28 ounce* sugar.

1398.

Strawberry Syrup. Take fresh

slmwbcrric* and inctoso them in a coarse bag

;

pres* out tho juice, ami to each quart mid 1

t
int water and G pounds white sugar; dissolve

y railing it to tho boiling j»oinl, and strain;

bottle and cork hot, ami keep in a eool place.

1399.

Strawberry Syrup. Tako fresh

strawberries5 quart* ; whito sugar. 12 pounds

;

water. 1 pint. Sprinkle mono of the sugar over
tho fruit iu layers, and allow tbo wliolo to

stand for several hours; express the juice and
strain, washing out tho pulp with water;
add tho remainder of sugar aud water, bring
tho fluid to tho point of boiling, and then
strain. This will keep fur a lung timo.

1400.

Strawberry Syrup. Strawberry
juice. 1 pint; simple syrop, 3 pint*; solution
of citric acid (see FrttU Acitl), 2 drachms;
mix.

1401.

Fruit Acid (nsed in somo of tho
syrups). Citric acid, 4 ounces; water, 8
ounces.

1402.

Strawberry Syrup Without
the Fruit. Add to 1 gallon simple syrup, 2
tea-spoonfuls essccco of strawberry, and i

ounco tartaric acid. Color with Coloring

made a* follows: Boil 1 ounco cochineal with

h tea-spoonful of cream of tartar. Strain.

1403. Raspberry Syrup. Make as

directed for strawberry syrup, either with tho

fruit or the essence. Tho flavor of this syrup

is improved by using 1 pint currants to 5 of

raspberries.

1404. Blackberry Syrup. Make ns

directed for strawberry, ami ndd to each quart

1 ounce of tho best French brandy.

1405. Pineapple Syrup. Tako a con-

venient number id pineapples, pare and mash
them in a marble or porcelain mortar, with 0
small quantity of sugar; express tho juice,

and for each quart take 1 4
pints water and 0

pounds iiuo sugar; boil tbo sugar aud water,

then add the juico; remove from the fire, and
skim and strain. Or make it with tho es-

sence, as directed for strawberry. (Sat No.

1402.)

1400. Pineapple Syrup, Oil of pine-

S,
1 drachm ;

tartaric acid, 1 drachm

;

o syrup, G pints; mix. Or: Take 1 gal-

lon expressed pineapple juico; sugar, 15

pounds
;

fruit acid (see No. 1401), 2 ounces;

mix.
1407. Wintergreen Syrup. Oil of

wintergreen, 25 drops
;
simple syrup, 5 pints;

sufficient burnt sugar to color (sea No. 094);

inix.

1408. Maplo Syrup. Talm innplo

sugar, I pound* ;
water, 2 pints.

1401). Chocolate Syrup. Mix flounces

chocolate iu 2 pints water, ami slir thoroughly

over a slow fire. Strain, aud add 4 pounds
whito sugar.

1410. OrangQ Syrup. Tako a con-

venient number ol fresh and ripe oranges, grato

off tho outside yellow peel; cut tho oranges

aud express tbo juico; and to each quart add

I pint wator and G pound:* migar, previously

well mixed with tlm grated peel. Dissolvo by
gentle heat, then strain.

1411. Pear Syrup. Mntco as directed

for pineapple syrup, or uso t ho ossenco of pear,

by adding to each gallon of simple syrup 3

tea-spoonful * esse ncu of pear and j ounce of

tartaric acid.

1412. Applo Syrup. Make aw directed

for pineapple syrup; or with tho appropriate

fruit essence and acid, as above.

1413. Banana Syrup. Make as directed

for pineapple : vi up ;
or with the appropriate

fruit o M-nce, a* befnrodircctwd.
(
See No. 1 402.

)

Or: Take oil of banana. 2 drachm i
;

tartario

acid. 1 drachm; simple syrup. G pints
;
mix.

1414. Grape Syrup. Brandy, 4
pint;

spirit* uf lemon, i ounce; tincturo ot red

saunders, 2 ounces; simple syrup, 1 gallon.

Mix.
1415. Orgeat Syrup. Take 3 ounce*

sweet almonds and 4 ouuco bitter almonds;

gum-arabio in powder, 4 uunee; sugar in

powder, 3 ounces. Rub together in n mortar,

adding water from timo to time, until tlm

mixturo measures I quart. Strain through a

doth, and mix with 1 gallon of simple syrup.

1410. Imitation OrgentSyrup. Cream
•yrup, I pint; vanilla syrup, I pint; oil ol

bitter almonds. 4 drops. Or: About 2 drachm.*

imitation cream syrup (see No. 1430) nru to

bo mixed with 2 ounces simple syrup and
flavored with bitter uhliotid and orange- flower
waters.

1417. Orange-Flower Syrup. Add to

1 gallon simple syrup t ounco extract of or-

angc flowers.

1418. CofTcc Syrup. Coffee, ro-astcd, 4

K
und; boiling water.

1
gallon. Enough is

lered to make 5 gallon of tho infuslou, tu

which add granulated sugar, 7 pound*.

1419.

NectarSyrup. Strawberry syrup,

i pint; Madeira wine, l ounce; orgeat syrup,
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4 pint. Mis.

1420. Nectar Syrup. Vanilla syrup, 5
pints; pineapple syrup, 1 pint; strawberry,

raspberry, or lemon syrup, 2 pints. Mix.

1421. Sherbet Syrup. Vanilla syrup.

3 pints; pineapple syrup, I pint; lemon
syrup, I pint. Mix.

1422. Ambrosia Syrup. Raspberry

syrup, 2 pints; vanilla syrup, 2 pints; Hock
wine, 4 ounces. Mix.
1423. Hock and Claret Syrup. Hock

or claret wine, l pint; simple syrup, 2 pints.

Mix.
1424. Solferino Syrup. Brandy, 1

pint; simple syrup, 2 pints. Mix.
1425. Cream Syrups. These are pre-

C
xred by mixing highly Havered syrups with

esh cream. As this latter doos not keep

well, it in a moro economical plan to make a

simplo cream syrup in suitable quantities, ami

to add a portion nt it to the flavored syrup us

required. This prevents the loss of different

flavored syrups by spoiling, and allows of the

croam being used for any flavored syrup.

1420. Simnlo Cream Syrup. Mix to-

gether thoroughly I pound powdered sugar

with 1 pint fresh cream. Keep it in pint bot-

tloH for use.

1427. Taylor’s Cream Syrup. I rcsh

croam, & pint; fresh milk, 4 pint; powdered

sugar, 1 pound. Mix by shaking, and keep
in a cool place. Tho addition of a few grains

of bicnrlionato of soda will for somo tiino re-

tard souring.

1428. Hubboll's Cream Syrup. This

is prepared with 1J pounds sugar to l pint of

cream.
1420. Cronin Syrup. Take of fresh

cream, 1 pint; fresh milk, I pint; fine pow-

dored sugar, 3 pounds; bent tbo sugar with

tho milk and tho whites of 2 eggs, then mix

with tho cream. Flavor with vanilla, lemon

or strawberry. Keep in a cool place, well

bottled.

1430. Imitation Cream Syrup. Make
an emulsion with 3 fluid ounces fresh oil of

sweet almonds, 2 ounces powdered gum-ara-

bic, and 9 ounces water
;
tlicndiswdvo 1 pound

white sugar by a gentle heat, strain, and

when cool, add tho whites of 2 eggs. It

should bo nut up in small bottle-*, well corked,

in a cool place. This is not only an excellent

imitotion and substitute f**r cream syrup, but

will keep woll for a considerable time.

1431. Cream Syrup. Toko of ftt*h

unskimmed milk. 1 pint; sugar 2 poond*.

Troy. Diiwolvo by snaking in a bottlo, odd *

of this to } of any of tho fruit svrup3; or, for

vanilla cream, odd about a tablc-spoonfnl of

fluid extract of vanilla to I pint.

1432. Vanilla Cream Syrup. Fluid

extract of vanilla, 1 ounce; simnlo syrup, 3

pints
;
cream (or condensed milk), 1 pint.

May be colored with carmine.

1433. Coffeo Cream Syrup. Coflbo

syrnn. 2 pints; Cream. 1 pint.
’ 1434. Nectar Cream Syrup. This is

a mixture of 3 parts vauilia syrup, 1 part

pincapplo syrup, 1 part lemon syrup, and 1

part simplo cream syrup.

Cements and Uniting
Bodies. In the preparation of cc-

nieuts and all substances intended to produco
close adhesion, whether in a semi-fluid or
pasty state, freedom from dirt and grease is a
most essential oral necessary condition. Quito
as much depends upon tho manner in which a
cemeut is applied as upon the ccuicnt itself.

The best cement that ever was compounded
would prove entirely worthless if improperly

applied. The preparations given below will
be found to answer every reasonable demand

;

and if properly prepared" and used strictly ac-
cording to the directions laid down, will sel-

dom tail to form a union as strong, if rot
stronger than the substances joined. Tho
first point that demands attention, u to bring
tho oament itself into intimate contact with
tho aurfaco to be united. This end is best
reached, when using hot cements, by making
the odgea to bo joined at least as hot as tho
cement when applied, or as nearly so as can
bedouo without injury Jo the substance; in

somo cases it is even preferable to melt tho
ccmonl on the heated edges. Another very
important uoint is to use as little cement ns
possible. When the surfaces ore separated by
a largo mass of cement, wo have to depend
upou tho strength of the coroeut itself, and
not upon its adhesion to the surfaces which it

is used to join
;

and, in general, cements are
comparatively brittle. Sealing-wax is a very
good agonl for uniting mewl to glass or stone,

[
rovided tho masses to bo united are mndo bo
ot as to fuBo tho cement

;
but if tho ccmout

is applied to them while they arc cokl, it will

not stick at all. This fact is well known to
vendors of cement for uniting earthenware.
By healing two pieces, no that they will fuse
hellac, they ore ablo to join them no that
they will rather break at any other part than
along tho lino of union. But although peoplo
constantly sc© tlio operation performed, ami
buy liberally of tho cement, it will bo found
in nino caws out of ten tho commit proves
worthless in their bonds, imply because they
do not know bow to uto it. They aro afraid

to hoot a delicate glass or porcelain vessel to

a BuIBcicnt degree, and they ore apt to us© too
much of tho material, and tho result is a fail-

ure : tho cemeut is consequently doomed
good for nothing. Tbo great obstacles to tho

junction of ouy two surfaces aro air nml dirt.

Tho fornior is universally present, tho latter in

duo to accident or carelessness. All surfaces

aro covered with nthin adhering layer of air

which it is difficult to remove, nml uuloss this

is displaced, tho cement cannot ndhero to tho
surfaco to which it is applied, simply because
it cannot como into contact with it. Tho
most oflicicnt agent in displacing this adher-
ing air is heat. Metals warmed to a puiut a
littlo above 200J bcoomo instantly and com-
plotoly wot whim immersed ill water. Hence,
for ccmonts that nro used in a fused condition,
heat is tho moat ofliciont means of bring-
ing them in contact with tho surfaces to
which they nro to tie applied. In tho case of
glue, tho adhesion is best allaiuud by moder-
ate pressure and friction.

2152.

Armenian or Jeweler's Ce-
ment. Tho following is a receipt for n
strong cement used by soino oriental nations,
for tho purpose of attaebiug precious stones
to metallio surfaces: Tako 0 pieces of gum
mastic, tho sire of a pea, und dissolve them
in tho smallest possible quantity of U5 per
cont. alcohol. Soften somo isinglass in wa-
ter (though none of tho water must bo used),
and saturato strung brandy with it till you
havo 2 ounces of glue

;
then rub in 2 small

pieces of gum ammoniac. Mix tho two pre-

parations at a heat. Keep well stoppered,

bet the bottle in hot water before -using. It
is said by the Turks that this preparation will

unite two metallic surfaces, even of polished
steel.

2153.

Keller’s Armenian Cement for
Glass, China, &c. Soak 2 drachms cut
isinglass in 2 ounces water for 24 hours

;
boil

down to 1 ounce ; add 1 ounce spirit of wine,
and strain through linen. Mix this, while hot,
with a solution of 1 drachm mastic in 1 ounco

:tified spirit, and triturate thoroughly with

j drachm powdered gum ammoniac.
2154. ‘Ure’s Diamond Cement. Toko

1 ouueo isinglass aiul <i ounces distilled water;
boil down to 3 ounces; udd 1J ounces recti-

fied spirit. Boil for 2 minutes, strain, and
add, while hot, i ounco of a milky emulsion
of ammoniac, aud 5 drachms tiucturo of gum
mastic.

2155. Chinese Cement, Tako of or-

ango shellac, bruised, 4 ounces
;
highly recti-

fied spirit of wine, 3 ounces. Set tlm mixture
in a warm place, frequently shaking ittill the
shellac is dissolved. Wood naphtha may be
substituted for the spirit of wine, but the un-
pleasant smell of tho naphtha is sumo objec-
tion.

2150. To Mend Broken Glass. A
much better process for mending broken
glass, china ami earthenware with shellac,
than heating them, is to dissolve tho shellac
in alcohol to about tho consistence of molasses,
and with a thin splinter of wood or pencil-
brush touch tho edges of the broken ware. In
a short time it sets without any heuting, which
is often inconvenient. It will Maud every
contingency hut a heat equal to boiling
water.

2157.

To Mend Crockery Ware.
Ono of tlio strongest cements und oanioat ap-
plied for this purpose is lime and tho whito
of au egg. To use it, take a Biiffieionl quan-
tity of tho egg to niond ono article at u time,
slmve ofT n quantity of limo, uml mix thor-
oughly. Apply quickly to tlio edges and

K> firmly together, when it will very soon
mo set and strong. Mix hut a small

quantity nt once, as it hardens very soon, so
that it cannot bo used. Calcined pluatcr of
I’aris would answer tlio sumo purpose.

2158,

Badigeon. A coinent used by
operatives and artists to fill up holes nml
cover defects in their work, fctuiuurio# nso a
mixture of plaster and freo-Mono fur this pur-
pose; carpenters, a mixture of sawdust aud
glue, or of whiling und gluo; coopers use a
mixture of tallow nml chalk. Tho somo
naino is given to a slono colored mixture used
for the fronts of houses, and said to ho com-
posed of wood dust and lime slacked together,
-tone-powder, and a little umber or siunnu,
mixed up with nlum water to tbo eonsislonco
of paint.

2159.

Japanese Cement. Intimately
mix the best powdered rieo with a little cold
water, then gradually add boiling water until

a proper consistence is acquired, being par-
ticularly careful to keep it well stirred all tho
time; lastly, it must ho boiled for one mi mito
in a clcnn sauce pan or earthen pipkin. This
gluo is beautifully white and almost transpar-
ent, for which reason it is well adapted for

fancy paper work, which requires a strong
and coltorlcsK cement.
2100. Curd Cement. Add j pint vine-

gar to j pint skimmed milk. Mix tho curd
with the whites of f> eggs well beaten, and
sufficient powdered quick lime sifted in with
constant stirring, so as to form a paste. It

resists water, nml a moderate degrou of heat,
and is useful for joining small pieces of marble
or alabaatcr.

2101. To Make a Cement that will

Resist Bonaine and Petroleum. It has

quite recently been discovered that gelatine

mixed with glycerine yields a compound li-

quid when hot, but which solidifies on cooling,

and forms a lough, elastic substance, having

much the appearanco und characteristics of

India rubber. The two substances united

form a mixture entirely and absolutely insoi-

nblo in petroleum or benzine, and tlio great

problem of making casks impervious to these

fluids is at once solved by brushing or paint-

ing them on tho inside with tho compound.
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This is also used for printers’ rollers and for
buffers of stamps, as benzine nr petroleum
will clean them when dirt'.' in thn most perfect

inauucr ami in an incredibly short space of

time. Water must not bo used with this com-
pound.
2162. Cement to Resist Petroleum.

A cement peculiarly adapted to stand petro-

leum or auy of its distillates is made by boil-

ing 3 porta resin with l caustic soda and 5
watur. This forms a resin soap which is after
ward mixed with half its weight of plaster of
Paris, zinc white, white lead, or precipitated
chalk. The plaster hardens in about 10 min-
utes.

2163. Cement for Aquaria. Mix 3

S
ounds well dried Venetian red (tiuely pow-
ered) with 1 pound oxide of iron, and mid as

much boiling oil as will reduce it to a stiff

paste.

2164.

Cement for Marine Aquaria.
Take 10 parts by measure litharge, 10 parts
plaster of Paris, 10 parts dry white .-and, 1

part finoly powdered resin, *atid mix them,
when wanted for use, into u pretty stiff putty
with boiled linseed oil. This will stick to
wood, stone, metal, or glass, and hardens
under water. 1 1 is also good tor marine milia-

ria, as it resists the action of salt water. It is

better not to use the tank until 3 days after it

has been cemented.
2160. Water Cement. Manganese is

found to he a valuable ingredient in water cc

moat*. 4 parts gray day are to lie mixed
with 0 part# black oxide of manganese, and
about DO parts good lime atone reduced to

lino powder, tho whole to he calcined to expel
tho carbonic acid; when well calcined and
cooled, to he worked into the consistence of
a atiff paste, with tio parrs washed sniul.

2106. Cement for Ginas Syringe*.
Take pitch, 2 parts; pitta percha. 1 part,
molt together over u slow tire, apply hot, and
trim with a hot knife.

2167. Quickly-Sotting Rust Joint
Cement. Make into a paste with water I

part by weight sal ammoniac in powder, 2

[
arts (lower of sulphur, ami bO parts iron

uriugH.

2168. Slowly-Sotting- Rust Joint Ce-
ment?. Make into a paste with water, 2 parts
sal ammoniac, 1 part flower of sulphur, and
200 parts iron borings. This cement is better
than thu last if the joint is not required for

immediate use.

2160. Red Lead Cement for Face
Joints, Mix 1 part each whilu and red lead
with linseed oil to the proper consistence.

2170.

Singer’s Cement for Eloctrical
Machines and Galvanic Troughs. Melt
together i pounds resin, and 1 pound bee#’

wax, ami stir in 1 pound red ochre (highly
dried, and still warm), with I ounces Paris
plaster, continuing the heat a little above 2l5tJ

and stirring constantly till ail frothing cease*.
Or. (for troughs), resin, 0 pounds; dried rod
ochre, 1 pound

;
calcined plaster of Paris, i

pound : linseed oil, j pound.

2171.

Cement for Rooms. M. Sard,
of Paris, has made an invention which is pro-
nounced better than plaster of Paris for coat-
ing the walls and ceilings of rooms. A coat
of oxide of zinc, mixed with size, made up
like a wash, is iirst laid od. and over that a
coat of chloride of zinc applied, prepared in

the same way as the first wash. The oxido
an<l chloride effect an immediate combination,
and form a kind ol’ cement, smooth ami pol-
ished as glass, and possessing the advantages
of oil paint without its disadvantages of smell.

2172.

Coppersmith’s or Blood Ce-
ment. BullocK 3 blood thickened with finely
powdered quicklime makes a good cement to
secure tho edges and rivets of copper boilers,

841
to mend leaks frum joints, Ac. It must bo
used as soon as mixed, as it raptdlv gets hard.
It is extremely cheap and very durable, and
is suited for many purposes where a strong
cement is required.

2173. Pew's Composition for Cover-
ing Buildings. Take ihc hardest and purest
lime.'Conc (white marble is to bo preferred),
free from sand, clay, or other matter; caleino
it in a reverberatory furnace. pulverize, and
pass it through a sieve. 1 part, by weight, is

to be mixed with 2 parts Hay well baked and
similarly pulverized, conducting the wholo
operation with great care. This forms tho
first |Kiwdcr. The second is to be made of I

part calcined and pulverized gypsum, to
which is added 2 parts clay, baked and pul-
verized. These two powders .are to bo com-
bined. and intimately incorporated, so ns to
form a perfect mixture. When it is to bo
used, inix it with about a fourth part of its
weight of water, added gradaally, stirring tho
mass well the whole time, until it forms a
thick paste, in which state it is to lie spruid
like mortar upon the desired surface. It be-
comes in time as hard as stone, allows no
moisture to penetrate, and is not cracked by
heat. When well prepared it will last any
length of time. When in its nlaslic or soft
state, it may he colored of auy desired tint.

2174. Hard Hydraulic Cement. A
cement which u said to hare been used with
great success in rovering terraces, lining bit-

sins, cementing stones, etc., resisting the fil-

tration of water, and mi haul that it scratches
iron. w formed of G3 part* weU-bumcd brick,
and 7 parts litharge, pulverized and moistened
with linseed oil. Moisten the surfaces to
which it is in bo applied.

2175. Universal Cement. Dissolvo 2
ounces mastic in just enough 95 per cent, al-

rohol to effect a solution. Then soak 2
ounces loinglus*. nr fish-gluo until it is thor-
oughly softened.

_

Dissolve the i-inglass in

proof -pint* sufficient to form a strong glue,

and then mid 1 ounce finely pulverized guiuain-
uiotiiac. Warm the two mixtures together
over a slow fire, and when they are thorough-
ly mixed, botllo and liennetirallr seal them.
This cement becomes perfectly dry in 12 or

15 hours. When tho cement is to bo used,

tho hottlo should he heated in a water bath to

liquofy it; tho fragments to lie cemented
should also bo heated before joining them,

and. a* a matter of course, tho surfaces well

cleaned. Cda<*, crockery, Ac., redored by
the above cement, are a-* solid ns before hav-
ing been mended, and tho seams are scarcely

Visible.

2170. To Cement Amber. Amber is

joined or mended l»v smearing the surfaces

with hoilnd linseed ml. and strongly pressing
them together, at the same time holding them
over n charcoal tire or boating them in any
other way that will not injure the amber.
2177. To Cement Alabaster and Plas-

ter. Onlaments of alabaster or plaster may
be joined together by moans of a little white
of egg. thickened with finely-powdered ouick-

lime, or by a mixture of' newly-baked and
finely-powdered plaster of Paris, mixed up
with tho least possible quantity of water.

2178. Mending Plaster Models. Wax
and resin, orshellac varnish, is recommended
for tho above purpose. I>r. Chaim suggests
the use of liquid silex. Wet the two surfaces

with it, and allow a few moments to dry. It

will Im found very useful in eases of accident
to a cast.

2179. Waterproof Mastic Cement.
Mix together I part red lead to 5 parts ground
lime, and 5 parts sharp sand, with boiled <»:!.

Or : 1 part red lead to f> whiting and 10 sharp
sand mixed with boiled oil.

2180. Marble Workers* Cement.
Flower of sulphur, 1 pari. : liydrochlorato of

ammonia, 2 parts; iron filings. 1<> parts. The
above substances must he reduced to a pow-
der, oud securely preserved in closely stop-

ped vessels. When the cement is to be em-
ployed, take 20 parts very line iron tilings,

add 1 part of tho above powder, mix them
together with enough water to form a man-
ageable paste. This paste solidifies in 2d
•lavs and becomes as hard as iron.

2181. Musona' Cement for Coating*
the Insides of Cisterns. Take equal parts

of quicklime, pulverized baked bricks, and
wood ashes. Thoroughly mix the above sub-

stances, and dilute with sufficient olive oil to

form a manageable paste. This cement imme-
diately hardens in the air, and never cracks
beneath the water.

2182. Colored Cements, Professor
Boot Igor prepares cement of different' colors

and great hardness by mixing various bases
with soluble glass. Solublu soila glass of 33 1

Batune is to be thoroughly stirred and mixed
with line chalk, and the coloring matter (see

12 following receipts) well incorporated. In
the course of 6 or H hours a hard cement will

set. which is capable of a great variety of

ii-cv As solublu glass can he kept on baud
in liquid form, mid the chalk and coloring
matters are permanent and elu-ap. the colored
ceinenti can ho readily prepared when wanted,
and tho material can ho kept in stock, ready
for use, at but little expense. Hoettger re-

commends tho following coloring mutters:
2183. Black Cement. Well siftoil sul-

phide of antimony, mixed with soluble glass

and chalk (see So. 21 Kg), gives a black mass,

which, after solidifying, can bo polished or
burnished with agate, and then possesses a
line metallic lustre.

2184. Grcy-BInck Cement. Fine iron

dust, mixed as in No. 2182, gives a grey-black
cement.
2185. Groy Cement. Zinc, dust. This,

used as ill No. 21-82. make# A grey muss, ex-
ceedingly hard, which, on polishing, exhibits

a brilliant metallic lustre of zinc, so that
broken or defective zinc castings may bo
mended and restored by a cement that might
Im called a cold zinc, casting. 11 adheres (irm-

ly to metal, stone, und wood.
2180. Bright Greon Cement. Carbon-

ate of copper, used according to No. 2182,
gives a bright green cement.

2187. Dark Green Cement. Sesqui-
oxulo ol chromium, mixed us in No. 2182,
gives a dark green eemeiit.

2188. Blue Cement. Thfinard’s blue,

used as in No. 2182. makes a blue cement.
2189. Yellow Cement. Litharge, with

soluhic glass, Ac., see No. 2182, gives a yel-

low ceuicnt
2190. Bright Red Cement. Cinnabar,

used as directed in No. 2182, makes a bright
red cement.
2191. Violet R«d Cement. Carmine,

used .is ia No. 21-82. yields a violet rod cement.
2192. White Cement. Thu sol u bio

gh;s, with line chalk alone (see No. 2182)
gives a white cement of great beauty and
hardness.

2193. Black Cement. Sulphide of an-
timony anil iron dust, in equal proportions,
stirred :n with soluble glass (see N'o. 2182),
afford an exceedingly firm black CCineut.
2194. Dark Grey Cement. Zinc dust

and iron ia equal proportions, used as in No.
2182, yield a hard dark grey cement.
2195. Portland Cement. Portland ce-

ment is formed of clay and limestone, gener-
ally containing some silica, tho properties of
which may vary without injury to tho ce-
ment. The proportion of clav may also vary
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from 1!) to 25 per cent, without detriment.

The onlv necessary condition for the forma-

tion of a good artificial Portland cement, is

an intimate and homogeneous mixture of car-

bonate of lime and clay, the proportion of
clay being as above stated. The materials

are raised to a white heat in kilns of the prop-

er form, so that they are almost vitnfieu.

After tlio calcination all pulverulent and scor-

ified portions are carefully pricked out ami
thrown away. Tho remainder is then finely

ground and becomes ready for use. Tho
amount of water which enters into combina-

tion with it iit mixing is about .:10T> by weight.

It sets slowly, from 13 to 18 hours being re-

quired. Made into a thin solution like

whitewash, this cemonL gives woodwork all

the appearance <>f having been painted and
sanded. Piles of stone may be set together

with common mortar, and then tho wholo
washed over with this cement, making it look

like ono immense rock of grey sandstone.

For temporary use a Hour barrel may have
the hoops nailed, and tho inside washed with

a little Portland cement, and it will do for a
year or more to hold water. Boards nailed

together, and washed with it. make good liot-

water tanks. Its water-resisting properties

make it useful for a variety of purposes.

2 1

96.

Mastic Cements, or Piorro Ar-
tiflciollc. Uucttgor rays that Ihcso cements

are mixtures of 100 parts each of sand, lime-

stone, and litharge, with 7 parts linseed oil.

These ingredients, carefully mixed and well

worked together, will have tho consistency ut

moist sand, and at first but littlo coherence.

Wbon pressed, however, tho mixture gradual-

ly acquires the hardness of ordinary sand-

jtono, and in six months Umo will emit sparks

when struck with steel. Tho binding agent.

In such cement;, arc the litharge and oil, tuc

rand giving the body, and limestone or chalk

filling up tho interstices.

2197.

Coarso Stuff for Plastering.
Coarse stuff, or lime and hair, as it is some-
times called, is prepared in tho sumo way as

common mortar, with tho addition of hair

procured from tlm tanner, which must be well

mixed with tho mortar by means of a three-

Eigcd rake, until the hair is equally dil-

uted throughout the composition. Tho
mortar should bo first formed, and when the

limo and sand have been thoroughly mixed,

tho hair should be added by degrees, and the

whole so thoroughly united that the hairshall

appear to bo equally distributed throughout.

2198.

Finn Staff for Plastering. This

is Hindu by slacking lime with a small portion

of water, after which sufficient water is added

to give it tho consistence of cream. It is

then allowed to settle for some time, and the

tiuporfluous water is poured off, and tho sedi-

ment suffered to remain till evaporation re-

duces it to a proper thickness for use. For
sumo kinds of work it is necessary to add a
small portion of hair.

2199.

Stucco for Inside of Walls.
This stucco consists of 3 parts fine stuff (see

No. 2198) and 1 part fine washed sand. Tho •>

parts of interior walls which arc intended to

to painted arc finished with this stucco. In

using this material, great rare must bo taken

that tho surface bo perfectly level, and to

secure this it must bo well worked with a

floating tool or wooden trowel. This is done
by sprinkling a little water occasionally on
the stucco, and rubbing it in a circular direction

with tho float, till the surface has attained a

high gloss. The durability of the work much
depends upon how it is done, for if cot

thoroughly worked it is ant to crack.
2200.* Gauge Stuff, This is chiefly

used for mouldiugs and cornices which arc

run or formed with a wooden mould. It con-

sists of about i plaster of Paris, mixed grad-

ually with } fmc stuff. (See No. 2198.)

When tho work is required to set very expe-

ditiously, the proportion of plaster of Paris is

increased. It is often necessary that the

plaster to be u-sed should have the property

of setting immediately it is laid on, and m all

such cases gauge stuff is used, and conse-

quently it is extensively employed for cement-"

iug ornaments to walls or ceilings, as well as

for casting the ornaments themselves.

2201. Higgins’ Stucco. To 15 pounds
best stone lime add 14 pounds bone ashes,

finely powdered, and about 95 pounds clean,

washed sand, quite dry, cither coarse or fmc,

according to the nature of the work in hand.

These ingredients must be intimately mixed,

and kept from tho air till wanted. When re-

quired for use. it must be mixed up into a
proper consistence for working with lime wa-
ter, and used as speedily as possible.

2202. Durable Composition lor Or.
aments. This i* frequently used, instead

of piaster of Paris, for tin* ornamental parts of

buildings, a.* it is inure durable, and becomes
in time ;ii hard as.stone itself. It is of great
uso in the execution of tho decorative parts

of architecture, and also in thu finishings of

picture frames, being a cheaper method than
carving, by nearly £0 per cent. It is made as
follows: 2 pounds best whitening, 1 pound glue,

and i pound linseed oil arc heated together,

the composition being continually stirred until

the different substances are thoroughly incor-

porated. I.et the compound cool, and then lay

it on a stono covered with powdered whiten-
inp. and ln-at it well until it becomes of a
tough and firm consistence. It may then bo

E
at by for use. covered with wet cloths to

pep ft fresh. When wanted for uso it must
bo cut into piece* adapted to tho tiro of tho
mould, into which it is forced by a screw
press. The ornament, or cornice, is fixed to

tho framo or wall w-th glue, or with white
load.

2203.

Roman Cement. Calcine 3 parts

of any ordinary clay, anil mix it with 2 port*

lime
;
grind it te powder, and calcine again.

This makes a beautiful cement, improperly
called Roman, since the preparation was en-

tirely unknown to the Roman*.

2204.

New Plastic Material. A beau-

tiful plastic substance can be prepared by
mixing collodion with phosphate of lime.

The phosphate should be pure, or the color of

tho compound will lie unsatisfactory. Ou
setting, tuc mass is found to bo hard and ius-

ccptiblo of a very fine polish. The material

can be used extensively, applied in mode* that

will suggest themselves to any intelligent

artist, to high class decoration.

2205.

Concrete. A compact mass,
composed of pebbles, lime, and sand, cm-e in the foundations of buildings. Tho

oportionsare «» parts of coarso pebbles,

25 of rough sand, and 15 of lime; others re-

commend 80 parts pebbles, 40 parts river wind,

ami only 10 parts lime. The pebbles should

not exceed almut i pound each in weight.

Abbe Moigno, i:i his valuable scientificjournal,

" Les Morales,” relates !i is personal experience

with a concrete formed of fine wrought and
cast iron filings ami Portland cement. Tho
Abba states that a cement niude thus is hard
enough to resist any attempts te fracture it.

As he states that the iron filings arc to replaco

tin- saud usually put into the mixture, wo
presume that the relative quantities are to l>o

similar.

2206.

Concrete Floors and Walks.
Compost for barn and kitchen floors:—After

the ground on which the floor is iutended to

be made is leveled, let it be covered to tbu

thickness of 3 or 4 inches with stones, broken

small, and well rammed down; upon which
let there be run, about 1 4 inches above tho

stones, 1
part, by measure calcined ferruginous

marl, and 2 parts coarso sand and line gravel,

mixed to a thin consistence with water. Be-

fore this coating has become thoroughly set,

lay upon it a coat of calcined marl, mixed
with an equal part of fine sand, 1 to 14 inches

thick, leveled to .an even surface. The addi-

tion of blood will render this compost harder.

Tho calcinod marl mentioned above is the

Portland cement of commerce. (Sea No.

2195.)
2207. Concrete Gravel Walk. Dig

away tho earth te tho depth of about 5 inches,

then lay n bottom of pebbles, ramming thorn

well down with a paving rammer. Sweep
them off as clean ns possible with a broom,
and cover tho surface thinly with hot coni tur.

Now put on a coat of smaller gravel (tho first

bed of pebbles should bo os largo as goose

oggs), previously dipped in hot coal tar,

drained, and rolled in coal ashes, with an
intermixture of fiuo gravel. and roll it down
&s thoroughly as possible. Let tho roller run

slowly, au'd lot a boy follow it with a boo to

scrape off all adhering gravel. Next put on a

coat of fine gravel or sand, and coal tar, with
aoino coal aslios, to complete tho surface, and
roll again as thoroughly a* possiblo; the

more rolling tho bettor. It will take some
weeks te harden, but makes a splendid hard

surfaco which sheds water like n roof. Do
not uso too much tar. It is only nccouary
te uso onough te make tho ingredients cohere

uudor pressure, and a Kilo is bettor than too

much. Such a surface will Inst in a farmyard
a great while.

2208. Cheap Concroto Flooring. Mix
3 bushels coal ashes from a blacksmith’* shop
with 2 bushels gas limo, and then add sulli-

ciout gas tar te make a stiff mortar, If tho

ammoniacal liquor bus been separated from tho

tar, its placo must ho supplied by adding wa-

ter till tho tar is thin enough for use. For
• tables and cattle sheds, the mortar can he

laid down with a spade, und fino sharp saud
or gravel sifted over it; then roll well, and
you will havon good concrete floor. I twill

tako a few days to get thoroughly hard, oven
in dry weather ; but it will he a good piece of

work, if carefully douo. Autumn is tho host

time, for laying this kind of pavement.
2209. Keene's Marblo Comout. This

is niudo of linked gypsum or plaster of Paris,

stooped in n saturated solution of alum, and
then rccalcinod and reduced to powder. For
use, it is mixed with water, ns ordinary
plaster of Paris. This cement has been most
extensively applied ns a stucco

;
hut tho finer

qualities (when colored by tho simple process

of mflisiug mineral colors in tho water with

which tho cement powder is finally mixed for

working), being susceptible <if a high degree

of polish, produce beautiful imitations of

mosaic, aud other inlaid marbles, seagliola,

Ac. Tho cement is not adapted to hydraulic

purposes, nor for exposure to the weather, hut

has been used as a stucco for internal decora-

tions, and from its cxircmo hardness is very

durable. A pleasing tint is given to this

cement by adding a littlo solution of green

copperas to tho alum liquor.

2210. Parker's Cement. This valuable

cement ismade of tho nodules of indurated and
slightly ferruginous marl, called by mineral-

ogists Koptaria, ami also of some other species

of argillaceous limestone. There are burned in

conical kilns, with pit coal, in a similar way
te other limestone, care being taken to avoid

tho use of too much heat, os, if the pieces un-

dergo tho slightest degree of fusion, even on
tho surface, they will' be uulit te form tho

content. After being properly roasted, the
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calx is reduced to a very fino powder by
grinding, and immediately packed in barrels,

to keep it from the air ana moisture. It is

tempered with water to a proper consistence,

and applied at once, as it soon hardens, and
will not boar being again softened down with
water. For foundations and cornices exposed
to the weather, it is usually mixed with an
equal quantity of clean angular sand

;
for use

as a common mortar, with about twice as
much eand

;
for coating walls exposed to cold

aud wet, tho common proportions are 3 of

sand to 2 of cement, and for walls exposed to

oxtremo dryness or heat, about 21 or 3 of sand
to 1 of cemont; for facing cistern work, water
frontages, Ac., nothing but cement and water
should be employed. This cement, under tho
name of oompo, or Roman cement, is much
employed for facing houses, water -cisterns,

setting tho foundations of largo edifices, Ac.
It is porhaps tho best of all comonts for

stucco.

,
2211. Pollack’s Cement for Iron and

Stone. This cement takes somo little time
to dry, but turns almost as hard as stone, and
is fire aud water-proof. For mendiug cracks
in stono or coat-iron waro, where iron fdings
cannot bo hod, it is invaluable. Tako lithargo

and rod lead, equal parts, mix thoroughly ami
moke into a pasto with concentrated glycerino
to tho consistency of soli putty

;
fill tno crack

and smear a thin layer on both sides of tho
costing so as to completely cover tho fracture.

This layer can bo rubbed off if nccossury when
nearly dry by an old knifo or chisel. M.
Pollack has used it to fasten tho different

portions of a fly-wheel with great success;
while, whem placed between stones, and onco
hardened, it is cosier to break the stone than
tho joint.

2212. Comont from Furnaco 81og.
Furnaco wing can bo umdo to furnish un excel-

lent cement by Bolccting such portions of it as
or© readily dissolved in dilute hydrochloric

acid. On subjecting it to tho action of tho

noid, silica is thrown down, which is afterward

to bo washed, dried, and pulverized. Ono
part of this is lioxt to bo mixed with 9 parts
powdered slag and tho necessary quantity of
slocked litne. This matter soon hardens, and
rivals tho best cemont in its durability.

2213. Zeiodite. This substanco is mado
by mixing 20 to 30 parts roll sulphur with 24
parts powdered glue or numico, which forma
a mass as hard as stono that resists tho actiou

of water aud tho strongest acids. Prof. R.
Boottgor recommouds it, thereforo, for making
water-tight and air-tight cells for galvanic
batteries.

2214. Cemont for Closing Cracks in
Stoves, etc. A useful ccmcut for closing

up cracks in stove plates, stove doors, etc., i3

prepared by mixing finely-pulverized iron,

such as can bo procured at tho druggists, with

liquid water-glass, to a thick paste, and then

coating the cracks with it. Tho hottir tho

firo then becomes, the raoro docs tho cement
melt and combine with its metallic ingredi-

ents, and tho more completely will the truck

become closed.

2215. Cement for Fastening Iron to
Stono. A cement for fastening iron to stone,

which becomes nearly as hard as tho stono

itself, consists of 6 parts Portland cement. 1

part powdered lime, not slacked, 2 parts sand,

and 1 part slacked lime, mixed with water to

the proper consistency, tho stone ami iron
both being previously dampened. In -IB hours
it will have set firmly.

2216. Strong Cement for Iron. To
4 or 5 parts clay, thoroughly dried and pulver-
ized, aud 2 parts iron filings free from oxide,

1 part peroxide of manganese, j part of sea
salt, aud J part borax. Mingle thoroughly.

aud render as fine as possible
;
then reduce to

a thick pasto with the necessary quantity of

water, mixing thoroughly. It must bo used

immediately. After application, it should be

exposed to warmth, gradually increasing al-

most to whito beat. This cement is very

hard, and presents completo resistance aliko

to a red heat and boiling water.

2217. Cement for Iron. An excellent

cement is made by mixing coual parts of
aifted peroxido of manganese and well-pulver-

ized zinc white, adding a sufficient quantity of

commercial soluble glass to form a thin paste.

This mixture, wheu used immediately, forms

a cement quite equal in hardness and resistance

to that given in the last receipt.

2218. Cement for Uniting Stone,
Derbyshire Spar. etc. Melt together 4

ounces resin, 4 ounce wax, and about an
ounce finely-silted plaster of Paris. The
articles to be joined should bo well cleaned,

then made hot enough to melt the cement, and
tho pieces pressed together very closely, so as

to leavo as little as po&siblo of the composition

between tho joints. This is a general rule

with all cemcuLs, as tho thinner tho stratum

of cement interposed the firmer it will hold.

2219. Cheap Artificial Building
Stono. A largo number of houses lmvo been
constructed in Paris, for workmen, of the fol-

lowing materials : 100 parts plaster of Paris,

10 parts hydraulic lime, 5 parts liquid glue,

and MX) ports cold water, are intimately mixed
and poured into moulds of any desired size

and shape ; and in half an hour tho form can
bo removed. Tho sloucs are then exposed in

tho open air for 2 week?, until they arc thor-

oughly dry. Artificial stone thus prepared,

has tho ring and hardness of the native rock ;

and, where tho materials arc abundant, is said

to lie 25 per cent, cheaper than quarried stone.

2220. Simplo and Useful Cement.
Alum and plaster of Paris, well mixed in wa-
ter nnd used in tho liquid state, form a hard
composition and also a useful cement.

21J21. Cement for Fastening Instru-
ments in Handles. A material for fiuU-n-

lug knives or forks Into their handles, when
they have bccomo loosened by use. is a much-
nceded article. Tho best cement for thi« pur-

pore consists of 1 pound resin and 8 ounces
sulphur, which are to bo moltoil together and
either kept in bars or reduced to powder. 1

part of tho powder is to lx*, mixed with 4 a
part of iron filing*, fine *a:id. or brick-du?L,

and tho cavity of tho haudlo is then to be filled

with this mixture. Tho stem of the kuife or

fork is then to bo heated .anil inserted into the

cavity
;
and when cold it will bo found firmly

fixed in its place.

2222. Cement for Fastening Iron
to Stone. Glycerine and lithargo stirred to

a paste, hardens rapidly, nnd makes a suitable

cement for iron upon iron, for two >Umn sur-

face*. and especially for fastening iron to

stone. The cement is insoluble, and is not
attacked by stroug acids.

2223. Vegetable Cement. A good
vegetable ccim-ut may b« prepared by mixing
guin-arabic with wifrn.v of lime. The latter

is prepared by dissolving .-in excess of marblo
in nitric acid, and filtering. Tho filtered hi-

lution will contain 33.3 per cent, nitrate of

lime, which may be dried by evaporation.
For the cement, take 2 parts by weight of tho
nitrate of lime, 20 parts pulverized gum-
arabic, ar.d 25 parts water. The uiixturo
can bo further diluted to adapt it to the uses
to which it is to be applied. In the manufac-
ture of artificial stone, a cement of a similar
character has been found to serve a good pur-
pose. Something of the kiud is used in the
Frcar stone, but in the Bcton-Coigncl no ad-

ditional binding material is found necessary.

2224.
Cement for .Leaky House

Roofs. Take 4 pounds resin, 1 pint liuscud

oil, 2 ounces red lead, and stir in pulverized

sand until the proper consistency is secured,

and apply it warm. This cement becomes
hard aud yet possesses considerable elasticity,

and is durable and waterproof.
2225. Engineer’s Cement. Mixgrouud

white lead with as much powdured red lead

as will make it of the consistence of putty.

This cement is employed by engineers and
others to make metallic joints. A washor of

bemp, yam, or canvas, smeared with the ce-

ment, is placed in the joint, which is then
screwed up tight. It dries as hard as stone.

This cement answers well for joining broken
stones, however large. Cisterns built of

square stone?, put together, whilo dry, with
this cement, will never leak or require repair.

It is only necessary to use it for un iuch or
two next tho water; tho rest of tho joint

may bo filled with good mortar. It is better,

however, to use it for the wholo Joint. (See

-Vo. 2169.)

2226. Plumbors’ Coment. Melt I

pound black resin, then stir in 1 to 2 pounds
brick-dust. Sometimes a little tallow is

added.
2227. Red Cement. Tho red cement

used for uniting glass to metals is mado by
melting 5 ports black resin with I purt yellow
wax, aud then stirring in gradually I part rod

ochre or Ycuctiau red, in fine powuer, and
previously well dried. This cement requires

to be melted before use. and it adheres bolter

if the objects to which it is applied aro

warmed.
2228. Turners’ Cement. Melt togeth-

er bees’ wax, 1 ouueo; resin. 4 ounce; nnd
pitch. 4 ouueo ;

stir in the mixture some very
lino brick-dust to give it a body. 1 f too soft,

add mure resin; if too hard, more wax.
When nearly cold, make it up into cakes or

rolls for use. Used for fastening wood on a

turner’s chuck.
2229. Tomporary Cement for Opti-

cians, Jewelers, &c. A temporary cement
to fix optical glosses, Ktoni-s, jewelry, Ac., on
stocks or handles for t ho purposo of painting,

repairing, or ornamenting, is made by molting

together at a good heat, 2 miners resin, l

drachm wax. and 2 ounces whitening; with
this applied to tho article when heated, a so-

euro hold may bo obtained, unfixed at pica,

sure by beat.

2230. Coment for Fixing Motal to

Leather. Wash tho metal in not j^clatino,

steep the leather in hot gall-nut iufusiou, aud
unite whilo hot.

2231. Cement for Fixing Metal to

Marble, Stone, or Wood. Mix together 4

parts caqientors’ gluo mid 1 part Venice tur-

pentine.

2232.

Cemont for Coating Acid
Troughs. Melt together 1 part pitch, 1 part

resin, and 1 part plaster of I’aris (perfectly

dr
&83. To Cement Cloth to Polished

MetaL Cloth can bo cemented to polished

iron shaft?, by first giving them a coat of best
whilo le3d paint; this bein;? dried hard, coat
with best Russian glue, dissolved in water
coutaiuing a little vinegar or acotio acid.

2234. Cement for Gas Retorts. A now
cement, especially adapted to the retorts of

E-works, is very warmly recommended in a

man gas-light journal. It consists of fine-

ly-powdered barytes and a solublo water-glass;

or tho barytes and a solution of borax. The
joints are to bo coated several times with this

cement, by means of a brush. Tho addition

of two-thirds of a part of clay improves tho

cement, and tho retorts will then stand a red

heat very well. Instead of tho water-glass,
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a solution of borax may be used, or even fine-

ly powdered white glass.

2235. Use of Silicate of Potassa in
Strengthening Fossil Skolotons. A very

‘ication of the silicato of potassa
> has been lately made at the
atural flistory of Paris, in re-

airing a great many fossil skeletons which
ail been disjointed and broken by the shells

bursting in this Palace of Science. The solu-

tions have been first used diluted to about 30°
B'Wftw.i, wtA itWrnui* t. VAgV.wt Attitt iX

concentration. The adherence of tho broken
or separated pieces is brought together by ap-

plying with a brush aomo of tho solution of

tho silicate of potassa on the parts to bo
joinod, then they are left to dry, and tho joint

is hardly visiblo
;
and tho joined part is far

stronger than tho romaindorof the bono. Very
doiicato and porous anatomical pieces, as skel-

etons of birds, insects, etc., can ho dipped rc-

poatodly in more diluted solutions, and thus
bo rendered very hard and tenacious.

2230. Transparent Cement for Lenses,
Ac. It is frequently found necessary to co-
mmit togother two surfaces of transparent
glass, without destroying or injuring their

transparency; this is especially tho caso in

compound lenses. Tho best cement for effect-

ing tho uuion is Canada balsam, which, if too

ilnok, should ho thinned with a little turpon-

tine, benzolo, or ether. It is of importance

that no air bubbles bo present. In ordor to

ooment togothor tho two parti of an achro-

matic lens (this consists ot a double convex
Ions fitting exactly into tho concavity of

a plano-concave Ions), having thoroughly

cleaned tho surfaces to bo brought in contact,

lay tho glass, previously made warm, on a ta-

blo suitably covered to prevent tho under sur-

faco from boing scratched. By moans of a

Eg of wood or otherwise, convoy a drop of

a balsam to tho centre of the lone, and theu

gently lowor down upon it tho Ions to bo ce-

mented to it, also previously made slightly

warm. Now apply a slight pressure, and tho
dark disc in tho centre, mdicativo of optical
contact, will rapidly increase in sizo, uutil nt
last the balsam renohes tho margin and begins
to ooxo out at tho edges, if tho balsam bo
present in excess, as it should bo. By
menus of a pioco of soft striug passed cross*

wiso ovor tho lenses, tic tho two together, ami
plnco them in a stove, an ovou, or before a
lire, for a short tiuio, until tho balsam at thn
odges shall have bccomo hard and dry. Let)

tho Btriug then bo removed and tho lens freed

from all external traces of balsam bv means
of bonzolo or ether. Tho above directions,

modified to suit circumstances, apply to tho

comcutatiou of transparencies or opal pic-

tures : also to tbo varnishing of magic fan-

torn slides, and tho protection of any transpa-

rent surfaces from tho air.

2237.

Cement for Chemical Glasses.
Mix equal parts of wheat flour, finely-pow-
dered Veuico gloss, pulverized chalk, and a
small quantity of brick-dust, fiuely ground

;

thoso ingredients, with a little scraped lint,

are to bo mixed and ground up with tho white
of eggs; it must theu bo spread upon pieces

of fine linen doth, and applied to tho crack of
the glasses, aud allowca to get thoroughly
dry before tho glasses are put to the fire.

2238.

Hermetical Sealing for Bottles.
Gelatine mixed with glycerine yields a com-
pound, liquid when hot, but becoming solid

uv cooling, at tho same timo retaining much
elasticity. Bottles may bo hermetically
sealed by dipping their necks into tho liquid

mixture, ana repeating the operation uutil the
cap attains any thickness required.

2239.

Cement to Seal Bottles Con-
taining Volatile Liquids. Chemists and

844
others know well the didicully of keeping vol-
atile liquids. Bottles of ether, for example,
are shipped for India, and when they arrive
are found to bo more than half empty. Tho
remedy with exporters is a luting of melted
sulphur, which is difficult to apply imdhard to
remove. A new cement, easily prepared and
applied, and which is raid to prevent tho es-
cape of the most volatile liquids, is composed
of very finely ground litharge and concen-
trated glycerine, and is merely painted around
tho cork or stopper. It quickly dries and be.,

comes extremely hard, hut can be easily
scraped off with a knife whon it is necessary
to open tho bottlo.

2240. Cement for Sealing Corks in
Bottles. Tako an equal quantity of resin
and bees’ wax, melt them together, then put
in an almost equal bulk of finuly-powderod
red chalk, add a small quantity of nentsfoot
oil, let tho whole boil 1 minute, then take it

from tho fire and stir it well; if too thick,

add a liulo more oil.

2241. Comont for Sealing tho Corks
in Bottles. Melt together i pouud sealing-
wax, tho same quantity of ro*in,aml 2ounces
bees’ wax. When it froths stir it with a tal-

low candle. As soon a* it melts dip tho
mouths of tho corked bottles in il.

2242. Painters’ Putty. Putty is mado
of common whitening, pounded very fine,

and mixed with lin*crd oil liil it Incomes
about tho thickness of dough.
2243. Quick Hardening Putty. A

putty of starch and chlorido of riuc hardons
quickly, and lasts for months, as a stopper of

holes in metals.

2244. Cement to 8top Flaws or
Cracks in Wood of any Color. Put any

Sanity of fine sawdust, of tho wmo wood
work is mado with, into on earthen pan.

and pour boiling water on it, stir it well, and
let it remain for a week or ten days, occasion-

ally stirring it; then boil it for Romo time,

and il will bo of thn consistence of pulp or

paste
;
put it into a coarse doth, und squeeze

all tho moisture from it. Keep for use, und,

when wanted, mix a sufficient quantity of thin

gluo to niako it into a paste; rub il well into

tho crocks, or fill up tho holes in the work
with it. When quite hard and dry, clean tho

work off, ami, if carefully done, tho imperfec-
tion will bo scarcely discernible.

2245.

Cement for Cloth, Leathor, or
Bolting. Tako aic, 1 pint; best ltussiu Isin-

glass. 2 ounces; put them into a common
gluo kcttlo aud boil until tho isindass is dis-

solved ; then add 4 ounces best glue, aud dis-

solve it with tho other; then slowly add 11
ounces boiled linseed oil, stirring all the time
whilo adding and until well mixed. When
Cold it will resemble India rubl»er. To use
this, dissolvo what is needed in a suitable
quantity of alo to tho conaistenco of thick
gluo. It is applicablo for leather, for harness,
bands for machinery, cloth belts for cracker
machines for lakers, Ac., Ac, If for leather,
ehavo off as if for sewing, apply tho cement
with a brush whilo hot. laying a weight to

keep each joint firmly for G to 10 hours, or
over night.

2246.

Cement for Leather Bolting.

Take of common gluo and American isinglass,

equal parts
;

place them in a gluc-pot and add
water sufficient to just cover tho whole. Let

it soak 10 hours, then bring the wholo to a

boiling heat, and add pure tanniu until the

wholo becomes ropey or appears like the white

of eggs. Apply it warm. Luff the grain

off the leather where it is to be cemented

;

rub tho joint surfaces solidly together, let it

dry a few hours, and it is ready for use
;
and, if

properly put together, it will not need rivet-

ing, as the cement is nearly of tho same na-

DICK'S
turo as tho leather itself. Wo know of uo ce-

ment lietter either for emery wheels or emory
belts than tbo best glue. In an experience of
fifteen years wo never found anything supe-
rior.

2247. Gutta-Percha Cement. This
highly recommended cement is made by melt-
ing together, in an iron pan, 2 parts common
pitch and 1 port gutta-percha, stirring them
well together until thoroughly incorporated,
and then pouring tho liquid into cold water,

ynhuxcow \k w. sr.d.vl, W.V.'. cl.tud.V2.', IwA
it softens with heat, and at 10ft-1 Fabr. is a
thin fluid. It inay ho used as a soft paste, or
iu tho liquid state, and answers an excellent
purpose in cementing metal, glass, porcelain,
Ivory, Ac. It may bo used instead of putty
for glaring windows.
2248. To Dissolve India Rubber for

Cement, Ac. India rubber dissolves readily
in rectified sulphuric cthor, which has boon
washed with water to remove alcohol and
acidity

;
also iu chloroform. These make

odorless solutions, but are too expensive for
general uso. Tho gum dissolves easily iu

biRulphuret of carbon; or a mixture of 94
ports bisulnhuret of carbon and 6 parts abso-
lute alcohol; also iu cooutchoucino. (Seo No.
2249.) Theso dissolve tho gum rapidly in tho
cold, aud leavo it unaltered on evaporation;
they havo a disagreeable odor, but they leavo
tho India rubber in better condition tbun most
other solvents. Oil of turpentine, rendered
pyrogonous by absorbing it with bricks of

porous ware, and distilling it without water,
and treating tho product in tho samo way, is

also used for this purpose. It is stated that
tho solution on evaporation does not leavo tho
caoutchouo in a sticky state. A nothcr method
is to agitato oil of turpentiuo repeatedly with
.i mixture of equal weights of sulphuric acid

and water; and afterwards expose it to tho
sun for some time. Benzole, rectified mineral
or coal tar naphtha, mid oil of tnrpontino rc-

due© tho gum slowly by long digestion and
trituration, with heat, forming a glutinous
jelly which dries slowly, ami leaves tho gum,
when dry, very much reduced in hardness and
elasticity. Tho fats ami fixed oils combino
readily with India rubber by boiling, forming
n permanently glutinous paste. (Sco A’©.

2947.1 India rubber is rendered more readily

solublo by first digesting it with a solution of

carbonate of soda, or water of animoniA.
2240. Cooutchoucino. Pure India rub-

ber, cut into small lumps, Is thrown into a
cazt-irou still, connected with u well-cooled
worm tub, and heat is applied uutil tho ther-

mometer ranges about 60(1° Pahr., when noth-
ing is left iu the still but dirt ami charcoal.

Tlio dark colored fetid oil which has distilled

over is next rectified with ono third its weight
of water, once or oftener, until it is colorless;

it is then highly volatile mid of .680 specific

gravity. The product is then Bhakon up with
uitro-murialio acid, or chlorine, in the propor-

tion of J pint of acid to each gallon of the

liquid. This is tho lighlost fluid known, and
yet its vapor is the heaviest of gases. Mixed
with alcohol, il dissolves ull the resins, espe-

cially copal and India rubber, at tho common
temperature of the air; and it Speedily evapo-
rates, leaving them in a solid stutc. it mixes
with tho oils in all proportions; and has been
used for making varnishes, und for liquefying

oil paints, instead of turpentine. It is very
volatile, and must ho kept in close vessels.

2250.

Cement for Uniting Sheet Gutta-
Percha to Silk, Ac. Guttu-pcrcba, 40 pounds;
caoutchouc, 3 pounds; shellac, 3 pounds;
Canada balsam, or Venice turpentine, 14

pounds; liquid stores, 35 pounds; gum mastic,

4 pounds; oxidoof lead, I pound. Mis as di-

rected iu tho next receipt.
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2251. Cement for Uniting Sheet
Gutta-Percha to Leather. For uniting
sheet""**" "'—L- . - -

etc
•
gutta-percha to leather, ns soles of shoes.’
Gutto-porchn, 50 pounds; Venice lurpen-

ttne, 40 pounds; shellac, 4 pounds; caout-
chouc, 1 pound; liquid storax, 5 pounds. In
making tho cement, tho Venice turpeutino
should he first heated

; then the gutta percha
and tho shellac should bo added

; the order in
winch Mio other materials urn added is not
important. Caro should be taken to incorpor-
ate them thoroughly, and tho heat should bo
regulated, so as not to bum the mixture.
2252. Transparent Cement. Dissolve

7a parts India rubber in GO parts of chloro-

fcrm, and add to the solution 15 porta of
gnm mostich.

2253. How to Fasten Rubber to
Wood and Motal. As rubber platos and
rings nro now a-days almost exclusively used
for malting connections betwcon stoam anti
othor pipes and apparatus, much annoyance
is ollon experienced by tho impossibility or
unporfeetness ol an air-tight connection. This
is obviated entirely by employing a eornent
Which fusions equally well to tho rubber and
to tho metal or wood. Such cement is pre-
nared by a .solution of shellac in ammonia,
rnw is best made by soaking pulverized gum-
ahollius iu ten times its weight of strong am-
monia, when a slimy moss is obtained, which,
in threo to lour weeks, will become liquid
without tho uso of hot water. This softens
tho rubber, nud becomes, after volatilization
of tho ammonia, hard and impermeable to
gases and fluids.

2254. Murino Cement for Uniting
Leather to Guttu-Perchn. This will unite
leather to guttu-uorcim, and is impervious to
damp. It IS mode by dissolving by tho aid of
heat, I part India rubber in naphtha, aud.
whan melted, adding 2 parts shellac, and
molting until mixed. I’uur it while hot on
maUl pinion to cool. When required for n e.

melt, and apply with a brush. This cement
does not adhere very well to tulcanizal rub-
ber, and tho joint is always weak.
2255. Cement to Unite IndiaRubber.

Tako 10 parts gutla-porchn, 4 parts India rub-
ber. 2 parts common caulkers’ pitch, 1 part
linsoad oil. Tho ingredients are melted to-

gether, and used hot. It will unite leather
or rubber that has not been vulcanized.
2250. Gutta-Percha Cement for Fas-

tening Leather. Dissolve a quantity of
gutta percha in chloroform iu quantity to
mako a fluid of honoy-like consistence.
Whan spread it will dry in a few moments.
Heat tho surfaces at a firo nr gn3 flame until
Boftanod, and apply them together. Small
patches of leather can bo thus cemented on
toots, etc., so as almost to defy detection,
nud somo shoemakers employ it with great
success for this purpose. It is waterproof,
and will answer almost anywhen unless ex-
posed to heat, which softens it.

2257. Caoutchouc Cement is made ns
follows:—Gutta-percha, 3 parts; virgin India
rubber (caoutchouc), 1 part (both cut small);
pvrogcuuus oil of turpentine, or bisulphuret
of carbon, 8 parts; mix in n close vessel, and
dissolve by tho licat of hot water. This
cement should bo gently heated before beine
used.

2258. Cement to Mend India Rubber
Shoes. A solutiou of caoutchouc, or virgin
India rubber, for repairing India rubber shoes,
is prepared in tho following manner: Cut 2
lounds caoutchouc into thin, small slices;
nit Ilimn in a vessel of tinned sheet-iron aud
lour over 12 to 14 pounds of sulphide of ear-
ion. For tho promotion of solutiou. place
the vessel in another containing water pre-
viously heated up to about 8ti° Fahr. The

845
solution will take placo promptly, but the
fluid will thicken very soon, and thus render
the application difficult, if not impossible.
In order to prevent this thickening, a solution
of caoutchouc and resin iu spirits of turpen-
tino must bo added to tho solution of caout-
chouc in sulphide of carbon, and in such
quantity that the mixture obtains tho consist-
ency of a thin paste. The solution or caont-
chouc and resin in spirit of tnrpentinc should
be prepared as follows: Cut I j»ound of caout-
chouc into thin, small slices; heat in a suita-
ble vessel over a moderate coal fire, until the
caoutchouc becomes fluid

;
then add 4 pound

powdered resin, and melt both materials at a
moderate heat. When these materials are
perfectly fluid, then gradually add 3 or 4
pounds spirit of turpeutino iu small portions,
and stir well. By the addition of tho last
solution, the rapid' thickening and hardening
of the compound will be prevented, and a
mixture obtained fully answering tho purpose
of glueing together rubber surfaces, etc.
2259. To Fasten Chamois and Other

Leather to Iron and Steel. Dr. Carl W.
HcioUchcn, of Dresden, gives the following
receipt for the above purpose: Spread over
tho metal a thin, hot solution of good glue

;

soak tho leather with a warm solution of

e-nuts before placing on the metal, and
o to dry under an even pressure. If fas-

tened in thin manner it is impossible to wpa-
rato tho leather from tbo metal without tear-
ing it-

2260. Cement for Petroleum Lamna.
A cement particularly adapted fur attaching
the brass work to petroleum lamps, is made
by Puncher. by boiling :» parts resin with 1 of
caustic soda and 5 of water. The composition
is then mixed with half its weight of plaster
of Paris, and sett firmly in half to three-
quarters of an lKKir. It is said to Iks of great
adhesive power, not permeable to petroleum,
a low conductor of heat, and but Kuperticially
attacked by hot water. Zinc white, whito
lead, or precipitated chalk mar bo substituted
Tor plaster, but hardens more elowlv.
2261. Cement for Attaching Metal

Lottcrs to Plate Glass. Copal varnish, 1G
parts drying oil, G parts; turpentine, and
oil of turpentine, of each 3 parts; liquefied
glue (made with the least possible quantity
of water), 5 part*. Melt together in a water-
bath, and add fresh slacked lime (perfectly
dry and in very tino powder), 10 part*.
2262. Cement for Metal and Gloss.

Mix 2 ounces of a thick solution of glue with
I ounce linseed oil varnish, or | ounco Vcnico
turpeutino; boil them together, stirring them
until they mix as thoroughly as possible.
The pieces cemented should be tied together
for 2 or 3 days. This cement will firmly at-
tach any metallic substance to gloss or porce-
lain. (See lust receipt.)
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2264. Lute for Stills. A verv useful

late is formed by beating tho whito of an egg
thoroughly with an equal quantity of water,
and mixing it with some slacked lime in the
stato of fine powder, so as to form a thin paste.
This must bo spread immediately on strips of
muslin, and applied to the cracks or joints
intended to ho luted. It soon hardens, ad-
heres strongly, and will bear a heat approach-
ing to redness without injury. A Iciik in this
lute is readily stopped by the application of u
fresh portion. Solution of glue, or any liquid
albuminous matter, may bo U6ed in place or
the whito of eggs.

2265. Lcmcry’a Lute for Stills or
Retort*. I/emery used tho following lute
for stopping retorts, etc. : Fino flour and fino
limo, of each I ounce; potter's earth, 4 minco;
mako a moist pasto of theso with whito ot
egg, well beaten up with a littlo water; this
will ho found to stop exceedingly close.
2266. fioylo's Lute for Rotorta, &c.

Boylo recommends, on experience, the follow-
ing for the ifluio purpose: Somo good line
quick hmo nud scrapings of cheese, pounded
iu a mortar, with us much water ns will bring
the mixture to soft paste; then spread ou a
piece of linon rug, mid apply it as occasion
requires.

2267. UaefQl Luto. A useful luto is

inode by spreading a solution of gluo on strips
of doth, and coaling them, niter they are ap-
plied, with drying oil.

2268. Luto for Joining Crucibles,
l or joining cruciblos to be exposed to a
strong beat, a mixture of fine clay and ground
bricks, mixed up with water, or preferably
with a solution of borax, answers well fur
most purposes.
2269. Fire Luto. Asa coating fur ves-

sels, to preserve them from injury from ex-
posure to tho fire, nothing I# bolter than n
mixture of ordinary pipe-clay mid liorsn dung,
mado into a paste with water. This compo-
sition is used by tho pipo-makora, and will
stand unharmed tho extreme boat of their
kilu for 24 hours. It. is applied’ by spreading
it on paper.
2270. Luto to Protect GIuhb Vessels.

The following composition will enable glass
vessels lo sustain an incredible degree of heat

:

Take fragments of porcelain, pulverize, nud
mu them well, and add an equal quantity of
fino clay, previously softened with as much of
a saturated solution of muriate of soda ns in

requisite to give tho whole a proper consist-
ence. Apply a thin anil uniform (mat of this
composition to tho glass vessels, and allow it
to dry slowly before they arc put into tho fire,

LU.t0. A composition employed lo ae-

J euro the joints of chemical vessels, or
as n covering to protect them from tho vio-
lence of the lire. For the joints of vessels,
as stills, Ac., not exposed to a beat much
higher than 212° Pabr.. Iin >.s-d meal, either
alone or mixed with an equal weight of whit-
ing, and made into a stiff pasto with water,
may be employed. Ground almond cake,
from which the oil has been pressed, may also
be used for tho same purpose. For tho iointt

of small vessels, as tabes, Ac.. esneciaUr of
glass or earthenware, small rings of India
rubber slipped over and tied above and below
the joint, uro very convenient substitutes for
lutes, and have the advantage of lasting a
long time, and bearing uninjured the heat at
which oil of vitriol boils.

TT^lOUr Paste. Tho boat paste for
JL general purposes is simply wheat flour
beaten into cold water to perfect smoothness,
and tho whole just brought to a boil, while
being constantly stirred to prevent burning.
The addition of a few drops of creosote, or u
few grains of corrosive sublimate, or a little
carbolic acid, or bisulphite of limo (especially
the first, and second), will prevent insects
from attacking it, and preserve it (in covered
vessels) for years. Should it get too hard it

may be softened with water.
2272. Paper Hangeru’ Pasto. Bout

up 4 pounds ot good white wheat flour in cold
water—enough to form a stiff batter (sifting
tbc flour first); beat it well, to takeout all

lumps; then add enough cold water to mako
it the consistence of pudding batter; add
about 2 ounces of well pounded alum. Bo
sure and have plenty of boiling water ready ;

take it quite boiling from the fire, and pour
gently and quickly over the batter, stirring
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rapidly at tlio same time; and when it is ob-
served to swell and lose tlio white color of
the (lour, it is conked and ready. This will
make about f of u pail of solid paste; do not
use it while hot; allow it tocoul and it will
go further; about upint of cold water may lie
nut over the top of it, to prevent it skinning;
boforc using, thin this with cold water to
spread easily and quickly under the brash.
This paste will keep a long while without fer-
menting, when it is useless; mould on the top
does not hurt it; remove it, the remainder is
good, (See Xo. ii-iTX)

2273. Strongly Adhering Paste.
Whore great adhesiveness is required, such as
papering over varnished paper or painted
walls, it will be necessary lu ndd k an ounco
of finely powdered resin to each j gallon ii
the butler in the last receipt. As (be resin
dues not dissolve so readily, set the pan con-
taining the ingredients over a moderate lire,
constantly stirring until it boils and thickens,
and a shurt time after put out to cool. Re-
duce the paste with (Inn gum undue w ater.
Iu hanging •‘flock" papers with crimson in
them, omit thn alum, us it will injure the
color.

2274. To Muko n Fine Paste. A
solution of 24 ounces gum urul»ii: in 2 quarts
warm water, is thickened to a pnsto with
wheat flour; to this is added a solution of

alum and sugar of lend, 1J ounces each in wa-
ter; the mixture is heated ami stirred about
to boil, and is then cooled. It may bo
thinned, if necessary, with u gum solution.

2276. To Mako Puato for Laying
Cloth or Leather on Table Top*. To I

pint boat whouton flour ndd resin, very finely

powdered, about 2 largo spoonful*; of alum,
1 spoonful, in powder; mix them uil well to-

gether, put them into a pan, oml add bv de-

grees soft or min water, carefully Mining it

till iL is of the I'ontdxUmco of thinnish en am

;

put it into a saucepan over a clear lire, keep-
lug it const tinlly stirred, that it limy not get

lumpy. TV lion it is of a stiff consistence, ?«»

that the spoon will stand upright in it. it i»

done enough. Ho corcftil to stir it well from
tho bottom, for it will hum if not well at-

tended to. Bmpty it nut into a pan and
cover it over till cold, to prevent u skin form-
ing on tho top, which would mnko it lumpy.
This paste is very superior for tho purpose,

ami adhesive.

2270. To Paste Leather or Cloth
on Table Tops. To use paste in tho last

receipt, for cloth or baize, spread thn pnsto

evenly and smoothly on tho top of tho table,

and lay your cloth on it, pressing and smooth-
ing it with a flat piece of wood

;
let it remain

till dry
;

thou trim tho edge* close to tho
oroas-bonding. If you cut it closo at first,

it will, in drying, shrink and look bail where
it moots tho banding all around. If used for

leather, the loalhcr must he first previously
dampened, and then the paste spread over it;

next lay it on the table, and rub it smooth

and lovcl with a linen cloth, and cut the edges
closo to tho handing with a short knife.

Some lay their table-covers with glue instead

of paato, and for cloth perhaps it is tho best

method
;
but for leather it is not proper, as

glue is apt to run through. In using it for

cloth, great care must lie taken that the glue is

not too thin, and that the cloth bo well rubbed
down with a thick piece of wood made hot at

the fire, for tho glue soon chills. Von may,
liy this method, cut oft* the edges closo to the
border at once.

GlU0. The hotter the glne, the more

846
force it will exert in keeping tho two

parts glued together; therefore, in all large
and long joints Uie glue should be applied
immediately after boiling. Glue loses much
of its strength bv frequent re-melting; that
glue, therefore, which is newly mode, is much
preferable to that which has been re-boiled.
In melting ordinary glue iu the double vessel
containing water, it is an excellent method to
add salt to tho water in tho outer vessel. It
will not boil then, until heated considerably
above tlio ordinary boiliug point; the conse-
quence is, the heat is retained, instead of
passing off by evaporation, and when the wa-
ter boils, tho glue will lie found to lie tbor-
ougly and evenly melted.

2278. To Prevent Glue from Crack-
ing. Glue is often found to crack in very dry
localities, particularly when the objects glued
together arc not iu closo contact, but have a
thin layer of glue between them ; in which
caso they sumotimes fall apart. Very thin
layers of glue are not only exceedingly linnl,

but also more or less brittle when cxticmcly
dry; and, therefore, to prevent this dry and
consequent brittle condition, tho addition of a
very small quantity of glycerino will accom-
plish the desired end. The quantity of glycer-
ine must lie modified according to c-ircmu-
stance*.

2270. To Make u Very Strong: Glue.
An ounco of the licsl isinglass may lie. dis-

solved, by tlio Application of a moderate heat,
iu a pint of water. Take this solution ami
strain it through a piece of doth, and mid to
it a proportionate quantity of tho best glue,
which has liceu previously soaked in water
for about 21 hour*, and a gill of vinegar.
After tho whole of tho material* have IMidi
brought into a solution, let it onoo boil up.
and strain off tho impurities. This glue is

well adapted for any work which require* par-
ticular strength, and where the joint* them-
solves do not contribute toward* tho combi-
nation of tlio work

; or in email fillets and
mouldings, anil carved patterns that aro to be
held on the surface by the glue.
2280. A Strong Gluo that will Ro-

sist Moisture. Dissolve gum-saudarac and

raasUch.of each } ounce, in j pint spirits of
wine, to which add j ounce clear turpcnlino

;

now take strong glue, of that iu which isingla**
ha* been dissolved; then, putting tho gum*
into a double glue-pot, add by degree* the glue,
constantly Mining it over tho tiro till tho
wholoiswcll incorporated

;
strain it through a

cloth, audit is reody for use. It may now
bo returned to the glue-pot. and 4 ounce very
finely -powdered glass added ; o*c it quite hut.

2281. To Make Tungstic Glue. Tungs-
tic. glue is prepared by mixing a thick solution
of glue with tungstate of soda, and hydro-
chloric acid, by means of which a compound
of tungstic acid ami glue is precipitated,
which, at a temperature of HG° to I04 J Fahr.,
is sufficiently clastic to admit of being drawn
out into very thin sheets. On cooling, this

muss beoMies solid and brittle, and on being
heated is again soft and plastic. This new
compound, it is said, ran lie used fur all tbo
purpose* to which hard rubber is adapted.
2282. To Keep Glue from Souring.

If u little muriatic acid tie put into gluo
when it is dissolved, ready for u*c, it will re-

tain the gluo in tho same condition for a long
time. It will neither dry up nor ferment.
Liquid gluo is made in this way. and sold in
bottles. The use of a small portion of sugar
of lead will also prevent fermentation.
2283. To Prepare Glue for Ready Use.

To any quantity of glue use common whiskey
instead of water, l’iit both together in a bot-
tle, cork it tight, and set it for ft or 4 days,
when it will bo fit for uso without the applk-a-
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tiou of beat. Glue thus prepared will keep
foryears, and is at nil times fit for use, except
in very cold weather, when it should be set m
warm water before using. To obviate t he dif-

ficulty of the stopper getting tight by the gluo
drying in the mouth of the vessel, use a tin

vessel with the cover fitting tight on tlio out-
side, to prevent the cscapu of the spirit by
evaporation. A strong solution of isinglass
made in tho sumo manner is an excellent ce-
ment for leather.
2284. Liquid Glue. Tho preparation

of liquid gluo is based upon tho property of
the concentrated acid of vinegur and diluted
nitric acid to dissolve the gelatine without
destroying its cohcsivo qualities. Duniauiin
has given the following receipt

:

2285. Dumoulin's Liquid and Unal-
terable Glue. Take a wide- mouthed buttle,

anil dissolve in it 8 ounces best glue in 4 pint
water, by setting it in a vessel of witter, and
beating until dissolved. Then add slowly 24
ounces strong anuii funis (nitric mid) ilff*

ILiume. stirring all tin* while, Kllerve.-mieo
takes phu-o under general ion of nitron* gas.

When nil the ucul lnii been ndded, tlm liquid

is allowed to cool. Keep it well Corked, and
it will bo ready for use at any moment. Thin
preparation does not gelatinize, nor undergo
putrefaction or fermentation. It. is applicable
for many domestic use*, *ueli ii* mending
china, repairing cabinet work, Ac.

2286. Russian Liquid Gluo. This i*

prepared by softening 1<W part* best UusHiau
glue in 100 pints warm water, and then add-
ing slowly from lit to i> parts noun fortis, and
finally 0 nails powdered sulphate of lead.

The latter l* used 111 order to iiupurt to it a
whilo color.

2267. Palo Liquid Gluo. Dissolve in a

glass vessel 100 parts pale "steam glue" in

double its weight of water, and add 12 parts

aqua fort i* a* directed iu Dumouliu'* receipt.

(fre .Vo. tMtSi.)

2288. Dark Liquid Glue. Pill 100

parts dark “strain glue " and 140 parts water

in a wide-mouthed glass bottle, and dissolve

Urn gluo in the water, then add slowly 10 part*

t.-Mi
-,
Mining oil the while. When all

tho acid is added, the liquid i* allowed to cool.

Cork well. This liquid glim exhibits a great-

er coherivo force than that, prepared after Du*

moldin'* receipt. (Srr Vn.22Po.) However,

Mill hotter kind* of liquid gluo or miicilngn

are obtained by dissolving gelatine or dextrine

in arctic acid and alcohol.

2289. Good Liquid Glue. Kill a glass

iar with broken-up glue of best quality, then

till it with acetic acid. Keep it m hot water

for a few hours, until the glim is all incited,

and you will have an excellent glue always

rcaily.

2290. Glue which Stands Moisture
Without Softening. Dissolve, in about 8

fluid ounces of strong methylated spirit. A an
ounce each of randarac and mosticlt

;
next, add

4 an ounce of turpentine. This solution is

then added to a hot. thick solution of gluo to

which isinglass has been added, and is next

filtered, while hot. through cloth or a good

fcicvc. (.See ,Yo. 2280.)

2291. Marino or Waterproof Glue.

Take of gum shellac 3 parts, caoutchouc

(India-rubber), I part, by weight. Dissolve

the caoutchouc ami shellac in separate vessels,

in other free from alcohol (.sre .Vo. 2248), ;ip-

Sing a gentle heat. When thoroughly dis-

ced, mix tho two solutions, and keep in a
bottio tightly stoppered. This glue resist* tho

action of water, both hot and cold, and most
of the acid* and alkalies. Pieces of wood,
leather or other substances, joined together

by it, will part at any other point than at the

joint thus made. It’ the glue he thinned by
the admixture of ether, and applied as a var-
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nish to leather, along the seauis where it is

flowed together, it renders the joint or seam
water-tight, and almost impossible to separate.
2292. Isinglass Glue. Dissolve isin-

glass in water and strain through coarse linen,

and then add a little spirits of wine. Evapo-
rate it to such a consistency that when cold it

will bo dry and hard. This will hold stronger
than common glue, and is much preferred.

2293. India-Rubber Glue for Photo-
graphers and Bookbinders. A most val-
uable glue for photographers, and extensively

2303. Very Strong Liquid Glue. To
moke this, put 3 parts glue in d parts cold wa-
ter, and let them stand for several hours to
soften tho glue

;
then add 4 part muriatic acid

and l part sulphate of zinc, and heat the mix-
ture to 135° Fahr., for 10 or 12 hours. Tho
mixture remains liquid after cooling, and is

said to be very useful for sticking wood, crock-
ery, and glass together.

2304. Good Mucilage. For household
purposes this uiay he made by mixing 3 ounces
guiu-orabic, 3 ounces distilled vinegar, with I

ounce white sugar. Instead of the distilled

vinegar, 1 part ac etic acid and 5 parts water
may be suh'titutcd.

2305. To Prevent Mould in Mucilage.
Solutions of gum-arabic are very linblo to be-

come mouldy; and while the introduction ol
•reoeote, corrosivo rablimato, etc., frequently

used to remody this evil, is objectionable on

account of tho danger of poisoning, according

to the “(nduslrio Blatter, sulphate of quinine

is a complete protection against mould, a very

small quantity of it being sufficient to prevent

gum mucilage from spoiling. It is quite pos-

sible that writing ink might be protected, by
tho samo application, from a like difficulty.

Tho >no of ammonia for the samo purpose is

also recommended.

2300.

Elastic Gluo which does not

spoil is obtained a« follows: Good common
glue is dissolved in water, on tho water-bath,

and tho water evaporated down to a moss of
think consistence, to which a quantity of gly-

cerine, cqu.il in weight with the glue, is added,

after which tho he:Uing is continued until all

tho water has been driven off, wheu tho mass
is poured out into moulds, or ou a marhlo slab.

This mixture answan for stamps, printers'

rolls, galvaiio plastic copies, etc.

2307. Sweet Mouth Gluo. Sweet
glue, for ready use by moistening with the

tongue, is made in tho same way as elastic

glue, substituting, however, tho samo quantity
of powdered sugar for the glycerine.

2308. PorUblo Gluo or Bank-Noto
Cement. Boil 1 pound l»est glue, strain it

very clear; boil oho 4 ounces isinglass; put

it into a double glue-pot, with 4 pound fine

brown sugar, and boil it pretty thick ;
then

pour it into plates or moulds. When cold,

yon may cut and dry them for tho pocket.

This gluo is very umIU to draughtsmen,
architects, Ac., as it immediately dilutes in

warm water, and fastens tho paper without the

process of dampiug; or, it may bo used by soft-

ening it in tho mouth, and applying it to the

used by first-class bookbinders, is made from
bottle India rubber. This must be dissolved
in highly rectified spirits of turpentino; the
highly rectified spirit extracts every particlo of
grease, which is of tho greatest consequence.
2294. Braconnot’s Glue of Caseine.

Dissolve caseine in a strong solution of bicar-
bonate of soda.

2295. Wagner’s Glue of Caseine.
Dissolve caseine in a cold saturated solution
of borax. Superior to gum, mid limy take
tho place of gluo in many cases. Mav be
tmed for the backs of adhesive tickets.

2290. To Glue a Joint. In general,
nothing morn is necessary to gluo a joint, after
the joint is imulo perfectly straight, than to

gluo both edges while tho gluo is quite hot.

ami rub them longthwisc until it hu ncorly
set. When the wood is spongy, or sucks up
the glue, another method must bo adopted—
mm which strengthens thu joint, while it does
away with the necessity of using tho glue loo
thick, which should always ho avoided; fur

the less gluo there is ill contact with the joints,
provided they touch, tho better; and when
tho gluo Is thick, it chills quickly, and eanuot
lie well rubbed out from between tho joints.

Tho method to which wo refer is. to rub tho
Joints on tho edge with a piece of soft chalk,

and. wiping it so as to take off any lumps,

S
luo It in tlm usual manner; and it will be
nmd. when tho wood is porous, to hold much

faster than if used without chalking.

2207. To Gluo on Ivory Vcncera. To
glue mi ivory veneers, take 2 paits pulverized
gum-arnliio mid

1
part calomel, mid add wa-

ter sufficient to make a paste.

2298. Excellent Liquid Glue. Tako
of best, white gluo, l(i ounces; whito lead,

dry, 1 ounces; rain water, 2 pints; alcohol, 1

ounces. With constant stirring dissolve tho
gluo mid load in tho water by means of a wa-
ter-bath. Add thu alcohol and continue tho

heat for a few minutes. Lastly pour into

bottles while it is still hot. This is haid to bo
superior to " Spaulding's liquid glue.”

2299. Glycerine Paste for Office Use.
Glycerine paste for office use may be prepared

by dissolving 1 ounco gum-arabic and 2
drachma of glycerine in 3 ounces boiling

water.

2300. Government Postage Stamp
Mucilage. The substance used for gumming
stamps is made as follows. Gum dextrine, 2

e ;
ocetio acid, 1 part; water, 5 parts.

•Ivo in a water-bath, and add alcohol, 1

part.

2301.

Mucilage for Labels. Macerate
f» parts good glue in 1H to 211 parts water for a
day, and to tho liquid add 9 parts rock candy
and 3 parts gum-arabic. The mixture can bo
brushed upuu paper while lukewarm; it keeps
well, docs not slick together, and, when moist-

ened. adheres firmly to bottles.

2302.

Mucilage for Soda or Seltaer
Water Bottles. For the labels of soda or
seltzer water bottles it is well to prepare a
paste of good rye flour and glue to which Iiu-

sccd oil varnish and turpentine have been
added in the proportion of A an ounce of each
to the pound. Lubcls prepared in the latter

way do not fall oil’ in damp cellars.

ealing-Wax. ah the following
k_5 receipts for fine wax produce superfine
by employing tho best qualities of tho ingmli-
•nts; and extra superfine or scented by adding

1 per cent, of balsam of Peru or liacid nterax
to tho ingredients when considerably cooled.
Tho fancy kinds uro commonly scented with a
little essence of musk or ambergris, or any of
tho more fragrant essential oils. Tho addition
of a littlo camphor, or spirit of wine, makes
sealing-wax bum easier. .Sealing-wax con-
taining rc.sin, or too much turpentine, runa
into thin drops at tlic llamu of the candle.

2313. Fine Red Sealing-Wax. Melt
cautiously 4 ounces very pale shellac in a

bright copper pan over a clear charcoal lire, at

tho lowest degree of heat that will bo neces-

sary to melt it; when melted, stir in I J ounces
Venice turpentino (previously wanned), fol-

lowed by 3 ounces vermilion. Tim heal must
bo neither too much nor too little, but just

sufficient to allow a most thorough mixing of

tho different ingredients. When this is ac-

complished, tho fluid mass is discharged into

metallic moulds and left to cool. For tlm
purpose of molting thu shellac more easily,

some add to the sainu a littlo ulcohul. Or: 3

pounds shellac. 1J pounds Vcuico turpentino,

and 2 pounds finest cinnabar, mixed in Clio

samo muuncr as the preceding.

2314. To Produco a Polish on Seal-
ing-Wax. After tlm aliovo process tho

'ticks of sealing-wax havo no polish. To
produce this they hove to bo heated again
on tho surface. For this purpose they aro

put in other moulds, made of polished Steel,

which are engraved with the desired orna-

ment*. Themo moulds are heated only just
sufficient to melt tho sealing wax on tho

airfare, by which operation tho sticks obtain

a beautiful glossy appearance. Tbo beat-

ing of tho moulds to stamp the murk of tho

2309. To Mako Mucilage that will
Adhoro to Glaas or Polished Surfaces.
Wo all know tho difficulty of causing labels

ami similar objects to stick to glass or highly

varnished articles exposed to tho continued

drying action of a very warm room. The gam
or paste drie s up and cracks, cansing tho label

to fall off. Ono or two drops of glycerine in

a small bottle of mucilage will entirely pre-

vent this result. Too much glyccrino must
not bo added, or tho cement will fail to harden
at all.

2310. Mucilage of Tragacanth.
Triturate I drachm powdered gum tragacanth

in a mortar with 6 drachms glycerine
;
add by

degrees, with constant trituration, 10 fluid

ounces water. This will produce a mucilage
at once, without tho objectionable air-bubbles

incidental to agitation.

2311. Mucilage of Tragacanth.
Macerate 1 ounce tragacanth in 1 pint boiling

water for 24 hours. Then triturate until

smooth and uniform, and press through linen.

If pretty firm this paste keeps well without the

addition of an antiseptic, although a little

acetic acid or creosote will moru cffectually

prevent fermentation.

manufacturer can bo readily performed with a
spirit lamp.
2315. Common Red Sooling-Wax.

Melt, togethor 4 pounds resin and 2 pounds
idicllac; mix in, ns in the lust recoint, 14
pounds each of Vonico turpentine mid roil lead.

2316. Fino Black Sealing-Wax.
TakotiO parte shellac, 30 parts finely-powdered

ivory black, und 20 parts Vonico turpentino;

mixed as in No. 23115.

2317. Common Black Sealing-Wax.
Mix together {see Xo. 2313) 4i pounds resin, 2
pounds each shellac nml Vonico turpentino,

and sufficient lampblack to color.

2318. Gold Colored Sealing-Wax.
This is made by stirring gold colored mica
spangles Into the melted rosins just before (hey
begin to cool. Or: By taking finely pulver-

ized gohl-leuf (see Xo. 25) or metal powder,

and .stirring them into the sealing-wax in-

stead of the colors. A common kind is mode
as follows : 0 parte shellac, 2 whito resin, 1

silver leaves.

2319. Marbled Sealing-Wax is mndo
by mixing different kinds of sealing-wax to-

gether just as thov begin to solidify.

2320. Yellow Sealing-Wax. Mix to-

gether 4 ounces pale shellac, 1$ ounces resin.

2 ounces Venice turpentine, and 5 ounco
King's yellow (sulpnurct of Arsenic, or

ormment).
2321. Light Brown Sealing-Wax.

Take 74 ounce; shellac and 4 ounces Vonico
turpentine; nnd color with 1 onneo brown
ochre and 4 ounro cinnabar (rod snlphurct of

mercury or vermilion).

2322. Blue Sealing-Wax. Take lfi

r
*rts mastic, -1 turpentine, 6 mountain-blue,
burned .selenite. Tho nunuitaiu-bluo turns

green by tnc heat of melting the mixture;
therefore it is better to uso fino indigo, or very*

fine Prussian blua; but in that case the she!-
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lac must l>o particularly light-colored.

2323. Dark Blue Sealing-Was. Mix
7 ounces lino shellac, 3 ounces Venice turpeu-

tine, 1 ounce rosin, anil 1 ounce mineral blue.

2324. Green Sealing-Wax*. Mix 4

ounces shellac, 2 ounces Venice turiH-utinc. I±

ounces resin, J ounce King's yellow (arc .Vo.

2320), ami ± ounce mineral blue. Or: 24
parts shellac, 12 mastic, 4 turpentine, 41 verdi-

gris; colored with r. mixtaro of yellow ami
indigo.

2325. To Make Perfumed Sealing-
Wax. Any lino sealing-wax mar l»o per-

fumed bv mixing 2 per cent, of balsam «f

Peru, or liquid sturns, to tho ingredients when
considerably cooled. A littlo essence of musk
or ambergris will ;crvc the same purpose,

'l'hn addition of a ittlo camphor or spirit oc

winn makes sealing-wax melt easier.

2326. To Improve tho Appearance
of Common Sealing-Wax. To make com-
mon sealing-wax npneur to better a<lvantage,

tho slicks, being still soft, are dipped in the

Bvdor of a bott. r quality, and then super-

ally melted, sons to produce a thin coating.

2327.

Soft Sealing-Wax lor Diplo-
mas. Take It) parts yellow wax, 3 turpen-

tine, 1 olive oil
; alter it is melted, tho cinna-

bar, or other coloring matter, is srirred in the

compound.

2328.

To Tako Proof-Impressions of
Seals and Stamps. For thi.. purpose the

very bust sealing- wax in melted, a* usual by a
llauio, and carefully worked on thu surface to

which it is applied, until perfectly even
;
the

stamp is then firmly and evenly pressed into

it. Tho Hume of a spirit lamp is preferable,

having no tendency to blacken the wax. A
beautiful dead appearance is given to tho ini-

(

•reunion by dusting the stamp, before using

t, with a flnoiy-puwderod pigment of the

same color as the wax ; thus, for vermilion
coaling-wax, powdered vermilion, Ac.

laSS. This is a compound ofidliea (si!

VJriflu acid) with the oxide of an alkaline

meittl. obtained by fusion. In its usual form it

in biitile, transparent, noil-crystalline, in-.du

hie, mid fusible; but it so.netime.sexldhiisotb-

or qualities. Tho priuciolc of i's production i-

very simple, although skill and expe.iem e are

necessary to Insure execllem e. Silica (com
nmnly under the form of sand) i* healed with

carbonate of potiossa or soda mol slaked linn-

or oxIda of lead, until lliu mixture in .•> mid
combination take' plain, When the m.i" In-

comes perfectly limpid mid free from air huh
ldos, it is allowed to cool until it assumes tin-

peculiar tenacious condition for working,

ffha fusion ?3 porfonned la largo cmclblca r»

refractory lirc-clay; jn making lead glass, tho

crucible u covered with a dome, nudaa open-

ing left iu tho side, through, which tho mate-

rials arc put iu aud tho melted glass with-

drawn. Carbonates aud other cry-tall. no

matter used iu glass making, require to be dry.

{Sec 2\0. 2005.) Certain mineral oxides give

glass a 1variety of culor, sometimes of a very

undcslrahlo kind. Should the pasto contaiu

traces of iron, instead of producing whita

glass there will bo only tho common bottle-

glass; and if tho iroa bo in larger proportions,

tho dark green, shado will bo tho result. Oa
tho contrary, add a certain quantity of oxido

of. lead to a pure baso of potash, and tho

beautiful crystal glass is formed; a still larger

doso, and the diamond paste, with its wonder-
fully dispersive power, will deceive many on
unpractical cyo,

2340.

Feligot'a BohemianTube Glass.
Tho component; parts of this glass are 71?

para quartz, 20 parts dry (.see Xo. 20oo) car-

bonate of potassa (oc its equivalent), exports

qnicklirao, and a little manganese. It ;s very

intractable anddifficult to melt, bat the addi-

slacked lime. 43 parU. Or: I’mv- sand, 72
porta; refined soda, 45 purls; quicklime, 48
parts; nitre, 2* parts; millet (old glass), 45

parts.

2352. Table of Proportions of the Materials Used for Making Lead Glass,

the Numbers Increasing with the Quality.

Silica

Oxide of I«ad
Puta-li, purified...

Saltpetre .

Carl.- mate of I.iutc.

Borax :

Cryrtrt. Common Flint. Optical. •

Fast'd l*» iimtato
DiaiaotKlw &c.

>•
1

a
-

!

3. 4.
;
5. 6. 7.

1
8.

|
9. 10.

i
ii.

1

12. 13.

ion 100 100 100 100 1

1011 mo KXI mo - mu

.

UMi ion .1110

in 30 42 45 48; GC. 70 80 to 85
,

lull tool 133 151 n:o

35 33 33 35; 16 26 40 35 to 40

1

2 to 3
23 23 13 ro 20

10 U 7 3 ! .3 20

13 8
.7 1.8 15.3

tion of a very small quantity of borar, boracie

acid, or arsenioaj ac:d, causes it to ilow into

a glass of great brilliancy and hardness, aud
capablo of being wrought at the .highest heat
of tho ordinary furnace.

2341. Bottle Glass. Drj Glauber salts,

tl pounds; 60xpc- salts, 12 pounds ; 5 bushel
of wasto soap ashes; rand, 56 pounds; glass

akiominps, 22 pounds; green broken glass. I

cwt.; basalt, 2a pounds. This mixture af-

fords a dark green glass. Or: Yellow or

white sand, 100 parts; kelp. 30 to 40 parti;

lixiviated wood ashes, from 100 to 170 parts

;

fresh wood ashes, 30 to 40 parts; potter 1

clay, £0 to 100 parts; cullct, or broken glass

100 parts. 1C basalt lie used, tho proportion

of kelp may bo diminished.

2342. Broad, or GreenWindow Glass.
Dry Glauber salts, 11 pounds; roaper salts,

10 pounds; 4 bushel of lixiviated soap wasto;

50 pounds of sand; 22 pounds of glass-pot

skimming*; 1 cwt. of broken green glow.

2343.

Crown, or Whito Window
Glass.. Pure sand; 100 part#; dry tulpbato
of soda, 50 parts; dry quicklime, in powder,
17 to 20 parts; charcoal. 4 parts. Tho pro-
duct is white and good.

2344. Bohemian Crown Glass. Puro
silicious sand. 03 parts; potash. 22 parts;

lime. 12 parts; oxido of maugaucM. 1 part
2345. Nearly Whito Table Gloss.

Tako 20 pounds potashes, 11 pounds dry

Glauber salts, 10 pounds soaper salt, 55 pounds
sand, and 1 to pounds cullct or broken glass

of the same kind. Or: 100 parts sand. 235

kelp, HO wood ashes, 1J manganese, 100 bro-

ken class.

2346. Whito Table Glass. Vuso to-

gether 40 pounds potashes, 11 chalk, 76 sand,

J part manganese, 25 whito cullct. Or: 50
parts purified potashes, 1GO sand, 20 chalk,

aud 2 saltpetre.

2347. Crystal Glass. Tako CO parts pu-
rified potashes, 120 sand, 21 chalk, 2 saltpetre.

2 orscuious acid, fa part manganese. Or:
Purified peariashes, 70 parts; 120 while rand;
10 saltpetre; i part nrsenious acid; and j

fart uiaDgaae.se. Or : G7 ports sand, 23 puri

fieri jx*arlashes, 10 sifted stacked linn*, j part

luangaiioo, 5 to 8 red lend.

2348. Clear Crystal Glass. White
sand, 15 part*; red lead. 10 parts; refined

ashes, I parts ; nitre, I |«art ; arsenious acid

aud manganese, of inch a very little.

2349. Vienna Plate Glass. Sand, 100

e ; calcined sulphate of soda, 50 ]>arts;

20 parts; charcoal, 2} ;«arta.

2350.

Plate Glass. Pure sand, 40

parti ; dry carbonate of soils, 26J parts,

lime, 4 parts; nitre, lj porta ; broken plate

glass, 25 parts.

2351.

French Plate Glass. White
quartz sand aud cullct ("Id ghres), of each
300 parts; dry carbonate of wola. 10(1 junta;

It has been suggested that the oxide, or

other saltof thallium, substituted foitho lead,

makes a pasto of greater brilliancy ami dis-

persive powers for optical purposes, and for

imitation gems.
2353. Ingredients for Coloring Paste

to Imitate Geras. The following propor-

tions must be added to 1000 parts of paste

No. 12 in the above .able of lead glass.

2354. For Topaz. Antimony glass, 40

parts; and I part gold purple (purple of eussius.

we .W. 2720 to 2723.)

2355. For Ruby. A ruby culor is given

bv 25 parts oxide of manganese.
'2356. For Amethyst. Oxide of manga-

nese, parts; \ pari gold purple (.wo Nos. 2720

to 2723), and 5 parts oxide of cobalt.

2357. For Garnet. Antimony glass,

MSI parts; 4 parts oxido of manganese, and 4

parts gold purple. (JSrc -Vo*. 2720 to 2723.)

2358. For Sapphire. Take 15 parts

oxide of cobalt.

2359. For Aqua Marino. Tako 7 parts

antimony glass, i part oxido of cobalt.

2360.

' For Emerald. Take 8 pari# ox-

ide of copper, ( part oxide of chrome.

2361. To Slain or Color Glass. Dif-

ferent color* uro given to glass by the addition

of metallic oxkies. Thus, for nmcthyrt, oxido

of manciuioso is lined; for bine, oxido nl co-

balt; for brotnt, oxide of iron; for green,

black oxido of copper
;

for purple, oxido of

gold
;

for ruby red, Mtboxidu of copper; for

trhile, oxide of tin
;

for yellotr, oxide of silver,

Ac. These substance* are either added to the

melted contents of the glass-pot, ns in prepar-

ing artificial gems (sec Xo. 2419). or nro up-

plied in o thin layer to the Mirfuec of the

object, which is then heated until the coloring

compound fuses as in enameling. {See Xo.

2378.)

2362. French Glass Used for Light-

Houses. Tho special composition of the

crown glass used for the light apparatus for

light houses was, until quite recently, kepi a

secret by the manufacturers of Snint Gohniu,

iu France, and some firms ill Birmingham,

which had the monopoly of this Urn licit of

trade- From the researches <»f David M.

llondereou, C. K., wo are able, to furnish thu

composition of both. The French glass is

composed of silicic acid. 72.1 parts; soils, 12.2

parts; and lime, 15.7 -parts; including sonm
traces? of Alumina aikI oxi«le of iron,

2363. English Light-House Glass,

in Birmingham it is made from 6H0 pounds
French sand. 203 pounds carbonate of soda,

03 pounds lime, 28 pounds nitrate of soda,

and 3 pounds nrseiiious acid. The best qual-

ities of this gluss arc at present produced in

the Siemens furnace.

2361. Liquid Spectroscopes. The use

of transparent liquids, such si' bisulphide of

carbon, for the manufacture of lenses, is mak-
ing rapid progress on the ground of economy

;
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huge pieces of glim, lice from flaw lilt-m-

isl», being difficult to ohtniu, nml expensive.
I’oggenclorlTs "Amialen” calls .ittcninm to
possible disturbances of the umimi-y of liquid

prisms, the lines in the spi-etruiu varying " ith

the temperature. The divergence, owing to
changes of heat and cold, of the lines of solid
prisms, is quite insignificant. A glass prism,
heated in tint sun and then removed to the
shade, was observed to possess an increased

refractive power ns it cooled, while a bbiil-
pbido prism exhibited a reversed result. T!icm>
liiets |HtiutouUhe importunec of the use of the
thermometer in conjunction with the Kpei-tro-

scope, mid also show flial tliero is room for
great improvement in the manufacture i f

glass for optical purpose-.
2365. Prismatic Diamond Crystals

for Windows. \ hot Mdulioii of sulphulo
of magnesia, mill a clear solution < f giuiium
hie, mixed together. I.ay it on hut. For a
margin or for figures, wipe off the j»art y« n
wish to remain clear with a wet towel.

2300. To Drill Glass. Wet an oriliiuuy

drill with petroleum oi benzine; turpentine
will answer, but not so well

; it will then hi re

common glass ncnrly as rapidly ns steel. If

it is intended to him* through, the gins* la r.M

Im (Iral. countersunk tm cueli side with a «! ill

dressed off so ns to form a very lint tlnce-

sided i iy i nmid. Flint ami plate-glass an* very
diflieiili to hole. It Inis been recently nseer

Ifllucd that dllutu milphurio ueid is much mut

effivfltlvo, with less wear of tho tool, than oil

of turpentine. It is stated that nt Berlin,

glass eastings fur nunip barrels etc., arc drilled,

planed nml bored like iron ones, ami in the

same lathes mul machines, by the aid of sul-

phuric acid.

2367. To Cut Gloss Round or Oval
Without a Diamond. Smutch tho glass

around Uio slmpo yon deairo with tho corner
of a tile or graver; then, having hunt u piece

of wire to the samo shape, heat it red hot and
lay it upon tho scratch, sink tho glass into

cold water just deep enough for tho water to

Como almost on a level with its upporsurfdce.

2308. To Break Glass in any Required
Way. Dip a piece of worsted thread in

spirits of turpentine, wrap it round tliu glass

in tho direction required to lw broken, nml
thou set lire to tho thread, or apply a red hot

wire round tho glass
;

if it does not immediate-
ly crack, throw cold water on it while tho

wiro remains hot.. By this means glass ves-

sels that have been broken may often bo fa.'li-

loncd and rendered useful for a variety of pur-

poses.

2360. To Broak a Glass Bottle or
Jar Across its Circumference. 1’laco tlm

bottle in u vessel of water, to the height where
it is designed to break it; also till the bottle

to tho same level. Now pour coal oil inside

and out on the water; cut a ring of paper,

fitting tho bottle. Saturate with alcohol or

benzine, so that it touches the oil. Pour,

ulso, some inside the bottle. Set ou lire; the

cold water prevents Mm glass from healing

below* its surface, while the expansion caused

by the heat will break tho vessel on the water
line.

2370. Glass ofAntimony. 1Coast pow-
dored antimony in a shallow vessel over a

gentle fire, until it. turns whitish gray, and
ceases to emit fumes at a red heat; then heat
it in a crucible until it fuses into a brownish
red glass. If calcined too much, a little more
antimony must be added to make it run well.

2371.

' Writing on Glass. This may
bn donu with a piece of French chalk, or
crayons prepared for tho purpose; or even
with a common pen held nearly perpendicular.

India ink, or, when the article will be exposed

to damp, shellac varnish, thickened with a
little vermilion or lampblack, for red or black
color, is best adapted for the purpose. Com-
mon ink is not sufficiently opaque.
2372.

To Imitate Ground Glass. A
ready way of imitating ground glass is to dis-

solve Kpsum salts in beer, and apply with a
brush. As it dries it crystallizes.

2373.

To Make Prince Rupert’*
Drops. Prince Rupert’s drops arc made by
lotting drops of melted gloss fall into cold wa-
ter; the drops assume by that means an oval

form, with a tail or neck resend ding a retort.

They possess this singular property, that if n
small portion of tho tail is broken off, tho

whole bursts into powder, with an explosion,

and a considerable shock is communicated to

the baud that grasps it.

2374.

To Etchon Glass. Ktcbiug with
hydrofluoric acid ou plate glass is practiced

now to a very considerable extent, the French
manufacturer* especially producing splendid
ornamental effects by this process. The
drawings to bo imitated or etched on the gloss

are first mado on stono or plato and then
printed on unsized paper with an ink conri&t-
inj* principally of n solution of asphaltum in
oil of turpentiuo mado with the aid of heat, to
which some substance is added which shows
a more or less crystalline juncture on cooling,
u- stearic acid, spermaceti, naphthaline, par-
nffine. This mixture is strained and rapidly
cooled with dilutant stining; it u tho only
kind of coating which thoroughly resists tho
action of tlm corrosive arid. Tho printed pn-

r inlaid flat with the blank saloon water,
which from 10 to 2.*» ix>r cent. of muriatio

acid has been added, and as soon aa tlm lines
show sigu* «*f softening tlio negative printing
is transferred to tho glass bra slight pressure;
wheu tlm paper is removal, tho picture will

adhere to tin- glass, and this in afterwards ex-
posed to tlm fluoric vapors ill leaden trough*.

2375.

To Etch or Writ* on Glues. A
writer in Dingier s "Polyt.-chni-ohe* Journal'’
recommends a solution of fluoride of ammo-
niuiu, which con be used with an ordinary
quill, and on drying leave* u distinct line.

2370. To En|;ravo on Glass. To en-
grave on glus«, fluoric acid is used, either in
the liquid state or in v*|K»r. This acid is kept
in metal buttles, ami require* very careful
handling. The glass must Im wanned, aud
coated with wax, or engravers’ cement, aud
the writing or design traced through the wax
with a pointed instrument. The liquid fluoric

acid is poured on it. and left to act on tho un-
covered portions of the glass; or pour some
of the. acid iu a small lead pan, which place
in a still larger travel filled with saud

;
heat

the aatul and place the glass object over the
gas liberated from tho heated acid, and it will

.soon be found to Ikj beautifully etched. Great
•arc must be takou when this is going on, for
the pas, os well os the acid, i* of n very dele-
terious character. The same effect may l»e

produced l»y the use of fluorspar, powdered
and made into a paste with oil of vitriol, laid

over the prepared surface, nml covered with
lead-foil or tea-haul ; or bruised fluorspar is

put in a wedgwiKMl evaporating basin, with
sufficient oil «>f vitriol to form a tbiu paste,
nml she prepared glass laid over tho ba-in, so

that the vapors may net on the portions from
which the wax ha*"been removed.
2377. Glass of Borax. Calcine iHirax

with u strong heat till the water of crystalli-

zation is expelled, aud the suit fuses into a
clear glass.

XT' namels. A species of vitreous
1 z varnish, colored by means of metallic

oxides (see Xo. 2393) and applied in a tbiu

stratum to brightly polished metallic surfaces

(copper or gold), ou which it is fused by tho
(lame of a blowpipe, or by the heat of a small

furnace. The basis of nil enamels is n highly

transparent and fusible glass, called frit, flux,
or paste.

2379. Bose Frit or Flux for Enamels,
Thu precise qualities of the products of (ho
following processor depend greatly upon tho
duration and dogreo of lu*nt employed. By
increasing the quantity of sand, glass, or (lux,

tho enamel is rendered more fusible, and tho
opacity and whiteness is increased by the addi-

tion of oxido of tin. Tho use of borax should
be avoided, or used very sparingly, as it is

apt to make tho enamel elHoroseu and lose
color.

I. Red lead, lfi parts; calcined borax, 3S ;
powdered flint glass, 12 purls; pow-

flints,
4 parts; fuso in a llessian crucible

for 12 hours, then pour it out into water, nml
reduce it to n powder in n biscuit- wnru (unglaz-
ed porcelain) mortar.

II- Powdered flints, 10 parts; nitre and
whito arsenic, cf each 1 part ns last,

lir. Fliut glass, 3 ounces; red lend, 1 ounce;
as lust.

IV. Red lead, 18 parts; borax (not cnlciu-
od), 11 parts: flint glass, 10 parts; ns Inst,

V. Flint glass, 0 parts; flux No. II,

red lead, 8 parts; ns last.

ubovo,
A parts; red lead, H parts; ns last.

VI. Tin, 2 to 5 parts; lead, 10 parts; cal

cino in an iron pot at a dull cherry-red beat,
and sernpo off the oxido as it forms, observing
to obtain it quite free flora midocninpoticd
metal

;
when enough of the dross is obtained,

reduce it to fino powdor by grinding and elu-

trintion (see Xo. 14), then mir 4 parts of this

powder with au cqunl weight of puro saud or
powdered flints, and 1 of sen-salt, or other
alkaline matter; fuse tho mixture inn Hessian
crucible, ami proceed ns before. Tho best
proportions of tho tin and lend, for all oidinnry
purposes, are about 3 of tho former to 10 of
thu latter. Tho calcined mixed oxides ore
commonly called calcine.

VII. Dead and tin. equal parts
;
calcino as

abovo; and take of tho mixed oxides, or cal-

cine (see preceding receipt) nml ground flints,

of each 1 part; puro sulicnrUonnto of potash,

2 parts; ns before.
VIII. I/cnd, 30 parts; tin, 33 parte; calcine

as before, then mix 50 purls of tho calcine
with an equal weight of flints, iu powder, and
1 pound of salts of taitur; ns before. A fine

dead white enamel.
2380. Black Enamels.

3 parts; protoxide of iron, 1

fuso. A flue black.

II. Calcined iron (protoxide), 12 parts; ox-
ido of colmlt. 1 part; mix, and add an equal
weight of whito flux. (.See Xo. 2396.)

III. Peroxide of manganese, 3 parts
;
znfl'ro,

1 part; mix and add it as required to white
flux. ZnflYe is crude oxido of cobalt.

2381. Blue Enamels. Hither of the
white fluxes colored with oxide of cobalt.

II. Sand, red lead, and nitro, of each 10
parts; flint glass or grouud flints, 20 parts;
oxide of cobalt, 1 part, more or leas, tho quan-
tity depending on 1 ho depth of color required.
2382. Brown Enamels. I. Red lend

and calcined iron, of each 1 part; antimony,
litharge, and sand, of each 2 parts; mix and
add it in any required proportion to u flux,

according to the color desired. A little oxide
of cobalt or zaffre is frequently added, and
alters the shade of brown.

II. Manganese, 5 parts; red lend, 1G parts;
flint powder, 8 parts; mix.

III. Manganeso, 9 part6
;
red lead, 34 parts

;

flint powder, 16 parts.

I. Puro cluy,

part; mix anu
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2383. Green Enamels. 1 . Flux, 2
pounds; black oxide of copper, 1 ounce; red

oxide of iron, 4 drachm ;
mix.

II. As above, but use the red oxide of cop
per. Less decisive.

Iir. Copper dust nnd litharge, of each 2
.nuiccs; nitre, 1 ounce; sand, 4 ounces; flux,

as much n i required.

IV. Add oxide of chrome to n sufficient

quantity of flux to produce the desired
shade; when well managed the color is su-
perb, aud will stand a very grcuL heat; lint in
carders hands, it frequently turns on thi»

dead-leaf tinge.
V. Transparent flux, 5 ounces ; block oxide

of copper, 2 scruples; oxide id' chronic, 2
grains. Resembles I he emerald.

VI. Mix blue and yellow enamel in the n>
quired proportions.

2384. Olive Enamels. Good blue en-
amel, 2 parts; block and yellow enamels, of

each 1 port; mix. (.Si r Hrmen Jinnon As.)

2385. Orange Enamels. I. Red lend,

12 parts; red luiljihatu of iron and oxide of

antimony, of each 1 part; flint powder, 3
parts; calcine, powder, and melt with flux, f.O

parts.

II. Red loud, 12 parts; oxide of antimony,
•I parts; flint powder, 3 parts; rod sulphate i f

on, I part; calcine, then add flux, f> parts to
rory 2 parts of this mixture.

2380. Purplo Enamola. I. Flux col-

ored with oxide of gold, purplo precipitate of
cassias

(tec .Vos. 2720 to 2723), or peroxide
of manganese.

II. Sulphur, nitre, vitriol, antimony, and
oxide of tin, of each 1

pound; red lead, HO
pounds; mix mid fuse, cool mid powder; mid
rose copper, 1U ounces; xuffru, 1 ounce; cro-

ous martin, 14 ounces; borax, 3 ounces; and 1

pound of a compound formed of gold, silver,

and mercury
;

fuse, stirring t ho melted muss
with a copper rod all the time, then place it

in crucibles, and submit them to the action of
a reverberatory furnace for 21 lomrs. This is

said to be the purple enamel used in the mo-
snie pictures of St. Peter's at Rome.
2387. Dark Red Enamel. Sulphate

of iron (calcined dark), 1 part; u mixture of

0 parts of flax IV. (in So. 2370) and 1 ofG parts of flax IV. (in A«. 237
colcothnr, 3 parts.

2388. Light Red Enninol Red sul-

phate of iron, 2 parts; flux I (in -Vo. 2:579) fi

parts
;
white lead. 3 parts. Light red.

2380. Red Enamel. Paste or flux col-

ored with the red or protoxide of copper.

Should the color pass into the green or brown,
from the partial pcroxidinmicnt of the copper,

from the neat being raised too high, the red

color may bo restored by (ho addition of any
carbonaceous matter, as tallow, orcharcoal.
2390. Beautiful Red Enamel. The

most beautiful aud costly red, inclining to the

purple tinge, is produced by tinging glass or
flux with the oxide or salts of gold, or with
the purplo precipitate of cassias (<rr Xos.
2720 to 2723), which consists of gold ami tin.

In the hands of the skillful artist, any of

tlieso substances produce shade# of red of the

most exquisite lute; when most perfect, the
enamel comes from the fire quite colorless,

aud afterwards receives its rich hue from the
flume of the blow-pipe.
2391. Rose Colored Enamels. Pur-

plo enamel, or its elements, 3 parts: flux, 00
parts; mix, and add silver-leaf or oxide ol

silver, 1 part or less.

2392. Transparent Enamels. Either

of the first Jive fluxes in No. 2379.

2393. Violet Enamels. Saline or alka-

line frits or fluxes colored with small quanti-

ties of peroxido of manganese. As the color

depends ou the metal being at the maximum

of oxidation, contact with all substances that
would abstract any of its oxygen should lx-

avoided. The same remarks apply to oilier

metallic oxides.

2394. Yellow Enamels. Superior yel-

low enamels are less easily produced than most
other colors; they require luit little flux, aud
that mostly ofa metallic nature. I. Red lead,

8 ounces; oxide of antimony and tin, calcined

together, each I ounce; mix, and add flux

I V. (iu -Vo. 2379), 15 ounces; mix aud fuse.

By varying the proportion of the ingredients,

various shades may be produced.

II. Lead, tin ashes, litharge, antimony, and
sand, each 1 ouih-c ; uitre. 4 ounces ; mix, fuse,

and powder, anil add the product to uuv
quantity of flux, according to the color re-

quired.

III. Flux fused with oxide of lead, aud a

little red oxide of iron.

IV. Pure oxide of silver added to the me-
tallic fluxes. The mils i*f silver arc also

used, but arc ilithcult to manage. If a Uiiu

film of oxide of silver l«o spread over the sur-

face of the cuuiiicl to be colored, exposed lo«
moderate heat, then withdrawn, umi the film

of reduced silver on the surface removed, tlm

C
rt under will lie found tinged of a lino yel-

2395. Bright Yellow Enumel. White
oxide of imtimoiiy, alum, and sal ammoniac,
each I jKirt

;

pure carlNiiMto of lead, I to 3
parts, us required, all in powder; mix, mid ex-
pose to a In-.il sufficiently high to decompose
the sal ammoniac.
2390. Dead White Enamel. For white

enamel, tlm article* must In* jicifectly five

from foreign admixture, a* this would imparl
a color. When well managed, either of the

following forms will produce a paste that will

riral the opal. Calcine (from 2 parts of tin

and I pari of lend calcined together), I part;

fine crystal or frit. 2 part*; a very trilling

quantity of manganese
;
powder, mix, melt,

mid poor the (toil’d mas* into clean water

;

drv, powder, ami again fu*c, mid repent the

whole process 3 or 4 times, observing to avoid
conlnniiiiatioii with smoke, dirt, or oxide of

iron.

2397. Fine White Enamel. Washed
diaphoretic antimony, 1 |«art ; linn gla*s (per-

fectly free from lead), 3 parts; mix, mid pro-

ceed a* before.

2398.

To Make Black Enamel for

Gold or Silver. Melt together in a crucible,

1 part, by weight, of silver, 5 parts copper, 7

parts Icail, and f» part* muriate of auiniiHiiu.

Add to thi* inixturo twice it* quantity of pul-

verized sulphur, covering the crucible imme-
diately. I.et it calcine until the excess of

sulphur has passed off. Then |m>uiuI Urn com-
pound to coarse jmw.lnr and tnnke it into a

Kc with a solution of muriate of ammonia,
i -l* the black enamel used fur jewelry.

2399.

To Black Enamel Gold or Sil-

ver. I*lae«- sumn of tl»e enamel paste, as |iro*

parinl in the preceding receipt, on tin- article

to lie enameled ; bold it over a spirit lamp
until the enamel melt* and flows upon it. It

may Ihcu be smoothed aud i»oli*hcU.

2400.

Black or Enameled Copper.

The U-autiful enameled *utfm« js.sscss.-d by

E
intings on copper, may I*- produced, on a

»ck ground. by the following proeesw: Cleau

the copper with sand umi sulphuric acid, aud

then apjdv the following mixture: 2 part#

while arsenic, 4 part* hydrochloric, ami. I sul-

phuric acid, and 24 water.

2401.

Enamel for Labels, Signboards,

etc. Thu fine Is of trade are generally

lirepared by fusing nt high temperatures,

silica, oxide of tin. ami oxide of lead, and

spreading the mixture over tlic surface of a

sheet of copper, gold, or platinum. The ob-

jections to these enamels are, in the first place
their high cost, and secondly the impossibility

of giving them U perfectly ’flu l surface. Mr.

K. Dnchemiu has advantageously replaced
them by tbefollowingeemioinicaland efficient

compoimd

:

2402. Duchemin’a Enamel for Labelu,
etc. A rsi-nic, 30 parts by weight; Mlltpclre,

30 parts; silica (tine sand), 90 parts; litharge,

250 nails. This is sjnvn.1 oti plates of glass
of the required slutpc and size, cure being
taken, however, that the kind of glass em-
ployed Ik* not inferior in point of fusibility to

the enamel. Enameled glass prepared Irotn

the above subsUinr-o# limy be drawn or written

on as readily ns if it were paper, and in less

time than one minute tlm writing nmy be
rendered indelible by simply heating the pinto

in a small open furnace or limllle. Drawings,
autographs, legal nets, public documents, his-

torical facts nnd dates of importance, labels

for horticultural purposes or destined for out-
of-door exposure, coffin plates, signboards,
show-case signs, etc., nitty thus bo cheaply
made, which w ill resist atmospheric influences
for ages. First-class photographs, either pos-

itives or negatives, may bu taken on such en-
amel* without collodion. (Sit riin/in/rn/ilin

on linnmil.)

2403. Enamel for Iron Hollow Ware,
The enamel of ii.ni hollow ware is made of

|M»wdero.| films, ground with eulciliml borax,

line day, and a little feldspar. This mixtnro
is made into a paste with water mid hrushnl
over the pots nfler tlmy have been scoured
with diluted sulphuric acid mid rinsed clean
with water. While still moist they are

dusted over with a glaze composed of feldnj.ar,

carbonate of sodium, borax, nnd a little oxide

<>f tin. Thus prepared. Hie not* are gradually
dried mill then the glaze i* fired or fused under
a niulfie at a bright red bent Oxide of lend,

although increasing (lo In ability of the glaze,

impairs its efficiency, a it will not resist tho
action of acids in cooking,

lazes. Glazes must he reduced to

KJCa very line powder. For use they mu
ground with water to n very thin paste or

sm.M.th cream, into which the article*, jiro-

viioi-lv I .ilk ml to the stale called " biscuit

an- then ilropped; they are iifterwardKiixpused
to k sufficient bent iu tin- kiln to fuse the

glaze. Another method of applying them is

to immerse the biscuit in water for a minute
or so, mid then to sprinkle the dry powder
over tho moistened surl'uca

2405. Whito Glazing. Frejmfe an in-

timate mixture of 4 part* uinssicoL (sec Index),

2 p.-uls tin ashes, 3 of crystal glass fragment*,
and

} part sen salt. Tbu mixture i* suffered
to melt iu cart lien wine vessel#, when tile li-

quid flux may be made use of.

2400. Yellow Glazing. Take equal

juris of nuissic.it, red lend, and sulpburct of

antimony. Calcine the. mixture and reduce it

again lo jiowder, add then 2 j.arts of pni'e

sand and 1 j j.art* of salt. Melt the whole.

2407. Green Glazing. Sand, 2 jiayts;

3 juris massicot, 1 j.nrt of salt and copper
scales, according to tlm shade to be produced.
The. mixture is melted as directed nlmve.
2408. Violet Glazing. Massicot, I part;

3 parts wind, 1 of small, and i part black oxide
of manganese.
2409. Blue Glazing. White sand and

Uiassicot, equal pari*, i jmrt of blue smalt.

2410. Black Glazing. Black oxide of

manganese, 2 j.art.s; 1 of smalt, 1 j of burned
quartz, aud 1 j massicot.
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2411. Brown Glazing. Take 1 part bro-

ken gruon bottle glass, 1 oT manganese, ami 2
parts lend glass.

2412. Glaze without Lead. Common
earthenware is glazed with a composition con-

taining lead, on which account it is unfit for

many purposes. The following glaze has been
proposed, among others, as a substitute: 100

B
rts washed sand, 80 parts purified potash,

of nitre, and 20 of slacked lime, all well

mixed, and heated in a black-lead crucible, in

a reverberatory furnace, till the mass flows
into u clear glass. It is then to bo reduced to

E
iwder. Tlio goods to bo slightly burnt,

.pped in water, and sprinkled with tho pnw-
dur.

2413.

Glaze for Porcelain. Feldspar,

27 parts
;
borax, 18 parts; Lynn sand, 4 parts;

nitre, 3 parts; soda, 3 parts; Cornwall china-

clay, 3 parts. Melt together to form a frit,

and reduce it to a powder with 3 parts calcined

borax.

2414.

Metallic Lustres for Pottery.
Tho uppoamneo of a lustrous metallic surface

is given to vessels of stoneware, Ac., by ap-

plying tho lustre over an cosily-fusible glaze

to tho outer surfaco of the vessel, after which

adhesuro is produced by exposing it to a slight

dogreo of heat. They are then polished with

cotton or leather. Tho principal lustres arc

given in tho following receipts:

2415. Gold Lustre. Dissolve 1 drachm
grain-gold in J ounce unua-regio, add 6 grains

metallic tin to tho solution. AVhen dissolved,

pour it gradually, with constant stirring, into

a mixture of J drachm balsam of sulphur,

(.wo Index), and 20 grains oil of turpentine.

When tho mars begins to stiflVti. uu mhliliouul

i drachm oil of turpentine must he added and
well mixed In, More gold deepens and bright-

ouh the lustre; move tin turns’ll on the violet

or uurple. Applied ns in No. 211 1.

2418. Iron Luatre. This is a mixture
of muriuto of iron and spirit of tar. Used ac-

cording to No. 24 M.

2417. Platinum Luatre. To bichloride

of platinum (a solution of plat inn ill nquu-

regfa), is added drop by drop a mixture of

spirit of tar and balsam of sulphur in equal

proportions, until by u trial tho composition is

found to give the required result. This gives

tho appearance of polished stool. (See Xo.

2111 .)

2418. Silver Luatre. Reduce nnunmiio-
chloiide of platinum to an Impalpable powder;

E

riiul it to Dio requisite consistence with a

ttlo spirit of tar, and apply with a brush ns

directed in Xo. 2414.

Artificial Gems. These consist

J~\ of vitreous compounds made in imitzv-

tion ef gems and urccious stones. Like en-

amels, the artificial gems have for their Inisi*

a very fusible, highly transparent and bril-

liuut denso glass, which is known under the

niimo of frit, paste, etrase, hiayenee base,

Ac., and which, ill its state of greatest excel-

lence, consitutcs the artificial diamond. As
tho stress or Imsu enters largely into the man-
ufacture of imitation gems, wc give the meth-

od for making it fir.-l. It is absolutely ne-

cessary, to ensure success in the following re-

ceipts,* that tho substances employed lie per-

fectly free from impurities, particularly those

of a mineral nature. Litharge, oxide of lead,

and carboucitc of lead especially, must be

entirely free from oxide of tin, us the smallest

particle of this imparts milkiness to the paste.

All the ingredients must be separately re-

duced to powder; and. after being mixed.

sifted throngh lawn. For tho finer kinds of

mock diamonds, rock crystal should alone lie

employed; when sand is used, the purest
white variety should lie selected, and be
washed thoroughly, first with muriatic acid

and then with water, to remove any trices of

earthy matter. Much of tho minute detail in

making artificial gems can only l»c acquiicd

by oxporieuce. The fusion must be carefully

conducted and continuous, and the melted
mow allowed to cool very slowly, after having
been left in the firo for 21 to 30 hours at

least, llcssian crucibles are preferred for this

purpose, and tho heat cf nu ordinary porce-

lain kilu is usually sufficient; but a small
wind-furnace, devoted exclusively to the pur-
pose, is in general more convenient. It is

found that the more tmuquil, continuous and
uniform tho fusion, the denser mid dearer is

tho paste, and the greater its refractive Jlow-

er and beauty. All the colored vitn-i.uKi.in-

pounds noticed a* enamels (see -Vo. 2378, ,fr.)

may bo worked up in thiswny into cnuum-iii-

al stones. It may bo further observed that

tho beauty cf pastes or imitation genu, mul
especially tho brilliancy cf moek diamonds, is

greatly oependont on tlio rutting, setting up,

and tho skillful arrangement cf the foil or tin-

sel behind them. (See KXAUru, .Vo. 2378,

fe.; Foils. .Vo. 2447. .fc.)

2420. Diamond Panto, or StrflBi.

I.ithiirgc, £0 wirti; illk-a. 12 part ; nitre and
borax, each I twrt:; while amir, 2 1-nrts;

powder unx, hue in a crucible, pour the

melted masN Into water, separate any reduced

lead, ami again powder mid ro-nicll.

2421. Mayencc Ba»c, or Straaa. Sili

cu (quartz. Hint "r nick crystal). t* uimvs;
salt of tartar. 24 oiim-ei; mix. I«fce.

wash with dilute nitric acid, and afteiwurds

with water; dry. powder, add 12 wines pure

carlKMiatc of lead, and to every 12 ounce, of

il:o mixture add borax. 1 ouuco; triturato In

a porcelain mortar, melt iu a clean crucible,

mid pour the fiwxl compound intocold water:

dry, powder, ami repent tho pmcou a mound
and a thinl time iu a clean crneildc. olwemng
to separate any revived lead. To till; thinl

frit mid nitre, & drachms, nod ngiuu melt.

Very brilliant. Or: Carhounto oflead.8 oun-

ces; powdcrcil borax, 2 ounces; rock crystal,

3 ounces; manganese, * grain ;.inix, ami pro-

ceed as Inst.

2422.

Patent Base for Artificial

Gems. Tho Ikmo of there gems, os patented

S
tho Superintendent of tho Royal Porcelain

ork" at Berlin, is a flux obtained by molting

together G drachms carbonate of soda, 2

drachms burnt bomx, 1 drachm saltpetre, 3

drachms minium, and I) ounces purest white

sand.

2423.

LoyseTs Strass or Paste. Pure

silcx (flint or quartz), HO parti; red oxido of

load (minium), 150 ports; calcined patadi, 30

to 35 parts; calcined borax, 10 part i; anreiii-

ous acid, 1 part. This produces a paste which
has great brilliancy and refractive and dispers-

ive powers, and also a similar specific gravity

to tho oriental diamond. It fuses nt a iimdcr-

ntn heat, and acquires tlio neatest brilliancy

when rc-mcltcd, and kept tor 2 or 3 days iu r.

fused state, in order to expel the superabund-

ant alkali, mul perfect tho refining.

2424.

Fontonier’s Base for Artificial

Geras. Mix together 8 ounce} pure silica

and 21 ounces salt of tartar
;
bake, Cool, wo*li

with dilute nitric add. and afterwards with

water; drv, powder, add 12 ounces pure car-

bonate of 'lead, ami to every 12 ounces of the

mixture odd borax, 1 ounce; triturate iu a
porcelain mortar, melt in a clean crucible, aud

pour the fused compound into cold water;

dry. powder, and repeat the process a second

and a third time in a clean crucible, observing

to separate any revived lend. To the thinl

frit add nitre’ 5 drachms, and again molt.

The product is perfectly limpid and extremely

brilliant.
2425.

Doualt-Wi61and’8 Paste or
Strass. Rock crystal, 405G grains

;
minium,

6300 grains
;
potash, 2154 grains ; borax, 27G

grains; arsenic, 12 grains. Or: Sand, 3GU0
grains; pure carbonate of lead, 8508 grains;

potash, 12G0 grains; borax, 3G0 grains; ar-

senic, 12 grains.

2428. Lan^on's Paste or Strass. Li-

tharge, 100 grains; silox, 75 grains; white

tartar or potash, 10 grains.

2427. Red Cornelian. Stress, 2 pounds;

6
ass of antimony, 1 pound

;
calcined perox-

o of iron (rouge), 2 ounces; manganese, 1

drachm.
2428. Whito Cornelian. Strass, 2

pounds; washed yellow ochre, 2 drachms;
calcined bones, 1 ounce.

2429. Oriental Garnet or Carbuncle.
Fuse 512 grains paste, 256 grains glass of an-

timony, 2 grains purple of cassias, mul 2

grains oxido of manganese. Or: 353 grains

paste, 178 grains glass of antimony, mid 2
grains oxide of manganese.
2430. Vinegar Garnet. Take 2 pounds

paste, 1 pound glass of antimony, mul jounce

oxide of iron.

2431. Opal. Take 1 ounce paste, 10

grains horn silver, 2 grains calcined magnetic

ore. 2G grains calcined bones. Or: 10 pounds
paste, and t pound calcined bones.

2432. Ruby. Tuke 40 parts paste, and
1 purl oxide •»! manganese. Dr: 1 part topua
paste Dial has turned out opaque, mul 8 purls

stress; fuse for 30 hours, cool, mul fu-c small
pieces before a blow-pi jk<. Dr: Hounces slru.su,

84 grains curb preripitut- of ciissius (stvXvn.
2720 to 2723), peroxide of iron, golden Mil*

pburet of antimony, and umngnueMi calcined

with nitre; add 1 onneo or more of rock crys-

tal. Or: 1 pound paste and 3 drachms pur-

ple of cassias. Or: 4 ounces paste, 4 ounces
glass of autiinony, aud S dniclun purple of

casrius; this tnriiH on the ornngo.

2433. Sapphire. Fuse Hfdl parts paste

and 08 parts oxido of cobnlt for 30 hours iu u

luted Hessian cruciblo. Dr: H ounces paste

aud 49 grains oxido of cobalt. A lit tle man-
gaiio.se may be added to this last receipt.

2434. Topaz. Melt 90 grains paste

uml I grain calcined peroxide of iron, Or

:

1008 grains paste, 43 grains glass of uliti-

moiiy, and 1 grain purple of cassias. (.Vc
Vo*. 2720 t>> 2723.)

2435. Turquois. Take 10 pounds blue
paste, f pound calcined bones.

2438. Yellow Diamond. Take 1 ounce
stress, and 10 grain

;

gins- of antimony. Or:
1 ounce sinus and 24 grains chloride of silver.

2437. Chrysolite. Sinus. f> pounds;
calcined peroxide of iron, 3 to -1 drachms.
2438. Eagle Marine. I’.ulc of strass,

10 pounds; copper highly calcined with sul-

phur (copper-stain). 3 mince.;; zuflVe, 1 scruple.

2439. Emerald. Lanyon’s paste (nee

-Vo. 2423), 9312 grains; acetate of copper, 72

grain j; peroxide of iron, H grains. Or: Don-
nult- Wiuland paste (.wc Xo. 2125), 4808 grains;

green oxide of copper, 42 grmnu; oxide of

chrome, 2 grain.'. Or: Paste, 1 ounce; glass

of antimony, 20 grains; oxide of cobalt, 3
grain*. Or: l’aste, 15 ounces; carbonate of

copper, 1 drachm; glass of mitiinoiiy.G grains.

2440. Lapis Lazuli. l’a*te, 10 pounds;
calcined horn or bones, 12 ounces; oxides of

cobalt and manganese, of each, A ounce
; mix.

Tho golden veins are produced by limiting

them on with a mixture of gold powder,

borax, mid gum water, and gently heating till
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lint Iximx fluxes.

2441. Amethyst. Take KUO grain* pa*te.

3 groins oxide nl‘ manganese, ami 2 grains ox*

idu of colmlt. Or: HUM grains paste. :'>l>

grains oxide of manganc-c, 21 grains oxide of
cobalt, ami L grain purple of cuMiii*. (Srt

AVtt. 2720 to 272;?.) Or: 92111 grains ^uUr,
15 to 24 grains oxiilu of imingimcsi-, and 1

grain oxide of cobalt.

2442. Aqua Marina, or Beryl. Take
3200 grains paste, 20 grains glass of anliiuoiiy,

and I grain oxide of cobalt. • >r : 23i*l grain*
paste, lfi grains glass of antimony. ami 1

grain oxide of cobalt.

2443. Aventurinc, or Gold Stone.
Push 10 grains Kcules of iron, CO grains panic,

mid 5 grains protoxide of topper, until tlio

copper is reduced to nietullie lorni, I lien allow
tlio mass to cool very slowly, so Hint Hie

iniiinli! crystals of nudal become equally dif-

fused through it. By siibstit tiling oxide of

chromium lor the protoxide of copper, the

stone appears brown, tilled with minute Bold
spangles; or by using u 1cm quantity ut the

chromium, a greenish grnv stone', tilled with
green spangles, is produced.

2444. Parisian Diamonds. These
beautiful imitations «if the gem arc merely
Jitscd oxide of tin. It is a pity Hint, their bril-

liancy is not permanent, ns they become quite
dull in time.

2445. Boettger’s Artificial Rubiea.
Moisten recently precipitated and well washed
hydrate of nlumimi, with a few drops of ncit-
trol chromate of potussa, mid kneaded mi that
the muss assumes a t-cmeoly pcreeplihle tinge;
then roll it out into small .ticks, about the
thick

t

kiss of a linger, and dry them slowly,
lilling up any cracks that may occur in drying
with fresh hydrate of alumina. When 'per-
fectly dry, warm a stick a little, mid bring a
portion into Urn end of the Humo of a com-
pound (oxy hydrogen) blow-pipe. In a few
minute* several innmfo balls lorm, of such in-

tense hard turns ns to scratch quarts, glass’ mid

G
unite. Those, however, when cut mid pol-

led, appear slightly opaque.
2446. Boettger’e Artificial Emerald.

This is made in Hie aiituc manner as his rubies,
by employing nitrate of nickel instead of the
chromate, of pota.su. The same plan, substi-
tuting oxide of chromium for chromate of
nuliUMU, will produce gems of considerable
Imrdness and beauty, though slightly opaque;
which may, however, lu- lessened by the addi-
tion of a very little silica.

TnkS. Writing inks might bo iueluded

1 uuder tho general term oi liquid coloring

matters, Svoro it not tlmt they require to have
tbo special characteristics of brilliance, per-

mmienco, mid some degree of iudestructibifity,

combined with perfect lluidity, in order to

fulfill tho objects for which they aro generally

used. Printing uml lithographic aud other
inks aro also included under this hcadiug..

2461. Black Ink. According to the
'most accurate oxperimonts on tho preparation

of black ink. it unpears that the quantity of

sulphate of iron should not exceed i part of

that of the galls, by which an excess of color-

ing matter, which is necessary for tho dura-
bility of tbo black, is preserved in tho liquid.

Gum, by shielding tho writing from tho action

of the air, tends to preserve the color, but ii

much is employed, tlio ink flows badly from
quill pons, and scarcely at all from steel pons.

Tho latter require a very* limpid ink. Tho ad-
dition of sugar increases tho flowing property
of ink, but makes it dry more slowly, and fre-

quently passes into vinegar, when it acts in-

H;

juriously on tho pen. Vinegar, for a like

reason, is not calculated for tho fluid ingredi-
ent. The best blue galls should alone bo em-
ployed in making ink. Sumach, logwood,
and oak bark, aro frequently substituted for

galls in tho preparation of common ink.

When such is tho case, only about oiie-.rixth

or one-seventh of their weight of copperas
should bo omployed.
2462. To Prevent Ink from Mould-

Tho addition of a few bruised cloves, or

little oil of cloves, or, still bolter, a few
drops of creosote, will effectually prevent any
toudoncy t»« inouldincis in ink.

2463. Ftno Black Ink. Aloppo galls

(well bruised), 4 ounces; clcau soft water, 1

quart; macerate in a clean corked lmiilof.tr

10 days, or even longer, with frequent agita-

tion; then add li ounces gum arabic (dis-

solved in a wine-glassful of water); lump
sugar 4 ounco; mix well, and uflorward*
further add li ounces sulphate of iron (green
copperas) crushed small, agitato occasionally

for 2 or 3 days, when.the ink may bo decanted
for uso ; but it is hotter if left to digest together
for 2 or 3 weeks. When lime is nil object,
tho wholo of tho ingredients may bo at onco
put into a bottle, aud tho latter agitated
daily, until tho ink is made

; and boiling wa-
ter instead of cold water may bo omployed.
The above will inako 1 quart of beautiful 'ink,

writing palo at first, but soon turning intense-
ly black.

2464. Cooloy’a Superior Black Ink.

2
* od Aleppo nut-galls, 12 jkiuiiiIs

;
water,

ons; boil iu a copper vessel for 1 hour,

g water to make up for tbo portion lost

by evaporation; strain uml again lx.il the galls

with water, 4 gallons, f..r 1 hour, strain off tlie

liquor and boil a third limo with water, 2$
gallons, ami strain; mix tho several liquors,

and wliilu still hot mid green copperas (sill-

phntn of irou) cuar*dy powdered, t pounds;
gum arabio bruised small, 3J pounds; agitate
until dissolved, and, wheu settled, strain
through a hair siovc. and keep it in a bunged-
up cask for use. This will prisluco 12 gallons,

vorv fino and durable.

This ink, aud that in No. 2403. aro good.
Cooloy rocommonds them very highly. Jlo

says that they aro very durable aud limpid,

aud will bear dilution with m arly an equal
bulk of water, and still bo superior in quality

to ordinary iuks. Of tlio latter ink ho say*
that ho has writing that was executed with
this kind of ink upwards of GO years ago,

which still possesses « good color.

2465. Black Ink. Camprachy logwood
chips, 3 pounds

;
bruised gall*. 9 pounds; lioil

iu water, and to tho mixed liquors odd gum-
arabic ami green copperas, of each 4 pounds;
to produco li;| gallons of ink. (Quality veiy
good, but inferior to tbo above.

2466. Asiatic Black Ink. I/ogw.Kxl

shavings uud powdered galls, ofeach 2 pouuds

;

green vitriol, 1 pound ; gum, 4 |K>uml
;
pouio-

grauato bark, i pound; water, 1 galinu; in-

fuse 14 days with frequeut agitation, or boil ili

directed iu last receipt. This ink writes pale,

but flows well from the pen. and soon turns
block.

2467. Good Black Ink. Bruised galls,

2 pounds; logwood, green copperas, and guiu,
ot each

1
pound; water. 6 gallons; boil tho

wholo of the ingredients iu tho water for 14

hours, andstrain5 gallons. Good, but not fine.

2468. Common Black Ink. Bruised
galls, 1 pound ; logwood, 2 pouuds

;
common

gum, i pouud; green copperas, 4 pound; va-
lor, 5 gallons; boil. Common, but fit for or-
dinary purposes.

2469. Exchequer Ink. Bruised galis,

•10 pounds; gum, 10 pouuds; green sulphate
of iron, 9 pouuds ; soft water, 45 gallons ;

macerate for 3 weeks, employing frequent agi-
tation. This iuk will cuiluro for centuries.
2470. Black Steel Pen Ink. A black

ink, not corroding steel pens, and neutral, may
U: prepared by digesting in an open vessel, 42
ounces coarsely -powdered nut-galls, 15 ounces
gmu smiegal, 1- ounces sulphate of iron (free
from copper), 3 drachms aqua ammonia, 24
ounces alculiul, and IS quarts distilled <ir rain
water. Continue tho digestion until tho fluid
lias assumed a deep black color.

2471. Glycerine Ink. Take copperas,
•1 ounces; mil-gulls, 12 ounces; Inguoml, H
omiecs; vinegar, rt ounces; gum-arabic, 1
ounce; glyc erine, 1 ounce

;
water, 4^

< unices;
all tho solid substances are to bo pulverised
and linili-d for an luntr together

;
they are then

set In cool, air.lined IIIrough a flannel bag,
and nfU r that filtered through u folded filler.

A drop of I of dove, is added, the wholn
well shaken and filled into bottled. This ink
will copy well.

2472. Dr. Uie’a Ink. For 12 gallons
of ink take 12 pounds bruised grills, 5 pounds
gum, 5 pound, green sulphate of iron, and 13
gallons rain water. Boil tho galls with 9
gallons of the water for 3 hours, adding fresh
water to supply tliul lost in vapor; let tho
dooootlon t i ttle, aud draw off Hio floor liquor.
Add to it tho gum previously dissolved in 14
gallons of water; dissolve the green vitriol
dcparuleiy iu 1 ‘ gallons of water, mid mix tho
whole.
2473. Japan Ink. Aleppo gulls, 4

pound
;
logwood chips uml eoppurns, each 4

ounce*; gum undue, 3 ounces; sugar, 1

•niiU'u ; blue vitriol (Milphulc of copper), mill
mi gar candy, each 4 ounce. Boil the galls and
logwood in G quart s water till reduced ono-hnlf;
i.truiu

;
udd tho other Ingredient*. Stir until

dissolved, dear and bottle. If it does not

rhino onough, mid more gum ;
also a low

cloves, to prevent mould.

2474. Ink Powder. For mi ink pow-
der take 1 pound nut-galls, 7 ounces copperas,

ami 7 ounces gum arable. I'ulvi-rire ami mix.
This ninouti! of ink powder will make I gal
Ion of gooil black ink. Two or llireo pow-
dered cloves- Imuld In* mixed with smell pound
of powder, to prevent moulding.

2475. Permanence of Ink. Tim great

difiii ally with all iron inks is the precipitation

which will lake place, after a longer or shorter

time, ami winch maimf.ieliircr. have tried to

obviate by substituting oilier mnlciiul.s. All

inks, however. Hut basis of which i. nut tan

mite and gillnte of are not black inline-

diatoly. a.id consequently not o agreeable to

tho eyo when using them. Tho alizarine or

rather indigo ink shave a greenish, tho chromi-

um inks a reddish hue, mill are not better

adapted to withstand chemical agents Hum
iron inks lire.

2476. To Keep Ink from Thickening.
Tlio only way to keep writing ink thin with
which WO arc acquainted is to protect it from
the atmosphere. The air not only evaporates
it, but oxidizes it r ml renders it t hick. Those
ink stands which have a tapering funnel in the
mouth will preserve tlm ink in its normal
state much longer than tho ordinary kind, be-
cause less of the surface is exposed.
2477. Writing Fluids. Tho very gen-

eral uso of steel pens has caused a correspond

-

ing demand for easy flowing ink’, many of
which have been of Into years introduced un-
der tho titlo of “ writing fluids," or “ steel

pen ink.” These are mostly prepared from
galls in the preceding manner, but a less

quantity of gum is employed. Tho blue
writing fluids, which either maintain their
color or turn black by exposure, are prepared
from the ferrocyauidn of potassium (prussiate

of potassa). or from indigo.
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2478. Beautiful Blue Writing Fluid.
Dissolve basic or soluble Prussian blue in

pure water. This is the most permanent
and beautiful ink knowu. It is not affected

by the addition of alcohol, but is immediately
precipitated by saline matter. The precipi-

tate, however, still possesses the property of
dissolving in puro water.

2470. To Teat Prussian Blue. Pure
Prussian blue feels light iu the hand

; adheres
to the tongue; has a lively dark bluo color,
and gives u smooth deep trace. It should not
effervcsco with acids, os when adulterated
with chalk; nor become pasty with boiling

water, as when adulterated with starch.

Prussian bluo, rendered inferior in its color by
an admixture of free oxido of iron, may bo im-
proved by digestion iu dilute sulphuric or mu-
riatic acid, washing and drying. Its relative

richness in tho rea forroprussiato of iron may
bo estimated by t 10 quantity of potash or
soda which a given quantity of it requires to
destroy its bluo color.

2480. Bluo Writing Fluid. Dissolve
tho soluble Icrrocyanidc of potassium and
iron in puro water, Kcscmblos No. 2178, but
is precipitated from its solution by alcohol.

2481. Stephens’ Patent Bluo Ink.
Mr. Stephen^ process. Take Prussian blue,

toithur of commerce, or tho puro chemical
combination of I'csquioxido of iron with forro-

cyanide of potassium), put it into any earthen
vessel, ami pour upon it as much strong
hydrochloric, nitric, or sulphuric acid as will

cover it (if sulphuric acid in used it must bo
diluted with mi equal bulk of water); after

standing 48 hours or more, odd plenty of wa-
ter, stirring it thoroughly, to romovo tho salts

of iron; let it stand till id) color lias subsided,

then draw off tho clear liquid with a syphon

;

add fresh water, and repeat tho washing nutii

lerrneyunidc of potassium censes to produce a
bluo precipitate, and tho water drawn off

eouses to redden bluo litmus paper, then filter

tho product. This treatment extracts much
of the iron from tho Prussian blue, nncl takes
jiwuy its liability to preeipitnto by longstand-
ing. Next add mid carefully "mix 1 part
oxalic acid to every 6 parts of Prussian blue;

then dilute, by degrees, with water sufficient
to make tho bluo ink any desired tint. Tho
influences of air and dampness havo a ten-

dency to destroy tho color of manuscript
written with black ink, while tho same influ-

ences tend to deepen and increase tho color

of tho Prussian bluo ink. This ink is only
affected by continued exposure to light, which
makes it fildo in sumo degree; but it com-
pletely recovers its original depth of color by
lieing put in a dark place.

2482. Mohr’a Bluo Writing Fluid.
Triturate to a perfectly smooth paste, C ports

pure Prussian blue, and 1 port oxalic acid,

with a little water; then dilute with sufficient

soft water to make it fluid.

2483. Rungc’a Black Writing Fluid.
This is a cheap and good ink, nn< 1 resist* ordi-

nary destructive agents well. • It is perfectly

liquid, scarcely thickens by age, deposits no
sediment, and does not cornulu steel pens.
Digest 4 pound logwood in flue chips for 12

hours in 3 pints boiling water; then simmer
clown gently to 1 quart, carefully avoiding
dust, grease, and smoke. When cold, decant
the decoction, and dissolve In it by agitation

20 grains yellow chromate of potash
;

it will

then be fit for use.

2484. Shellac Ink, or Coathupe’s
Writing Fluid. To 18 ounces water add 1

ounce powdered borax and 2 ounces bruised
shellac, and boil them in a covered vessel,

stirring them occasionally till dissolved. Fil-

ter. when cold, through coarse filtering paper;
add 1 ounce mucilage; boil for a few minutes.

adding sufficient finely-powdered indigo and
lampblack to color it- Leave tho mixture
for 2 or 3 houra for the coarser particles to

subside
;
pour it off from the dregs, and bottle

it for use.

2485.

Arnold’s Writing Fluid. Ar-
nold’s writing fluid is a mixture of sulphate
of indigo and ordinary ink. It flows freely

from tho pen aud at last becomes very blacli.

On account of the large quantity or acid it

contains, it is very destructive to steel pens,

and for this evil we know of no cure.

2480. Blue Fluid for Slaking Blue-
Black Writing Ink. Prussian blue iu fiuu

powder, 1 ounco placed in a common phinl.

and concentrated hydrochloric acid, 2 ounces,
poured over it. Effervescence ensues, and tho
mixture soon assumes tho consistence of n

thin paste. After 21 hours it may lie diluted

with 8 or 9 ounces of water, and preserved iu

a glass bottle. Tho intensity of this color

may be lessoned by water. It forms an excel

-

loot bluo writing fluid.

2487. Fino Writing Fluid. Dissolve
ceruluo-sulphuto of potassa or ammonia (sol-

uble iudigo) iu hot water, and when cold

decant the clear. It is nu intense blue, and
dries nearly black

;
is perfectly incnmwlvo,

and very permanent and easy flowing. It

inav bo thickened with gum water, or diluted

with puro rain water, as required.

2488. Raade’s Patent Blue Writing
Fluid. Prepare a solutiou of indido of iron,

from iodino, iron, and water
;
add to tho solu-

tion half os much iodino as first used. Pour
this solution into a somi-raturated solution

of forroprusaiato of potash, containing nearly
as much of the salt as tho wholo weight of
iodino. Collect tho precipitate, wash it, uud
finally dissolve it iu water, to form the blue

ink. Tho solutiou from which tho precipitate

is separated, evaporated to dryness, and tho

residue fu*ed. re-dissolved, and crystallised,

yields pure iodide of potassa.

2189. IndeUblo Writing Fluid. To

SI iuk, aild a strong solution of Kcadc’s
lent Writing bluo in distilled water. This

addition makes tho ink which was previously

proof against alkalies, equally proof against

acids, and forms a writing fluid which cannot
be erased from paper by any common method
of fraudulent obliteration without the destruc-

tion of tho paper. This iuk writes greenish

bluo. but afterward* turns intensely black.

2490. Precautions in Making Wri-
ting Fluids. All the preceding receipts fur

writing fluids, uuder proper management,
produco excellent products. Caro must l»e

taken in all cases that tho ingredients be pure,

and unless this precaution is attended to, guc-

ce*s is doubtful. Either of tho preceding bluo

fluids may bo used as indelible ink to mark
linen, and will be found very permanent, nro-

vided tho part bo first moistened with nluui

water and dried.

2491. Gold Ink. Gold ink is prepared

in the following way: Genuine gold leaf is

rubbed with houcy on a plate of agato or

ground class by means of a flat pestle, until

tho whole presents a uniform mass, in which
no distinct particles of gold can be recognized.

(Sec A'o. 2317.) This mass is carefully re-

moved iuto a vessel with water, which will

dissolve tho honey, and leave the gold in an
extremely disintegrated state behind. The
water has. according to tho size of the vessel,

to bo removed twice or three times, when all

tho saccharine matter will havo becu washed
away. The remaining gold is then mixed
with a sufficient quantity of a solution of gum-
arabic. shaken well, and is ready for use.

(Sec Nb. 2518.) The writing is to be rubbed,
after drying, with a flat piece of ivory, when
it will present the lustre of pure gold.

2192. Silver Ink. Silver ink is prepar-

ed iu the samo way, from silver leaf, us tho

gold iu last receipt-

2493. Gold Labels on Glass Bottles.
Tho finely divided gold, prepared as in No.

2191, is distributed in it solution of gum dainar

in naphtha, aud the writing is to be done with
this fluid by moans of a brush. If tho solu-

tion should bucomo too thick in courre of time,

a little naphtha is added aud well shaken,

when the gold paint will be ready for into

again. Tho gum damar in drying, will cover
the written lines with a kind of varnish that
will protect the gold from tho action of acids
or alkalies.

2494. Purple Iuk, or King of Purples.
Infuse 12 pouuds campi-oeliy logwood in 12

gallons water; provide a funnel at tho bot-

tom of which a spougc has been placed
;
pour

tho infusion through a strainer mado of coarse
flannel into tho flume), and thcncu on to 1

pound hydrate or acetate of copper ( verdigris)

;

then add immediately M pound* alum; and
for each 17 gallon* of the liquid, add 1 pound*
gum urubicor soueg.il; let I huso remain 3 or

•1 day* and a beautiful purple will 1n» produced.
2493. Green Ink. Hail 2 part* nectato

of copper and 1 part hiiartrato at potassa in 8

I

iart* water, until tho solution is reduced to

iulf the bulk ; filler through a cloth, and,

when coal, bottle.

2498. Green Ink. Dixuolvo 180 grains
bichromate of potassa in 1 fluid ounco of wa-
ter; add, while warm, 4 ounco spirit of wlno

;

then decompose tho mixture with concentra-
ted sulphuric acid, until it assume* n brown
color

;
evaporate this liquor until it* quantity

i* reduced toonc-lmlf
;
dilute it with 2 ounce*

distilled water; filter it, add 4 ounce alcohol,
followed by a few drop* strong sulphuric acid;
it is now allowed to rest,, mid after u lime it

assume* iv beautiful green color. After tho
addition of a small quantity of gum-arabic, it

is ready for use.

2497. Violet, Magenta, and Solferino
Ink. Ink* of these, and such other bright
aniline color* may ho inndo as follows: Mix
1 drachm of tho proper aniline color with 1

1

ounces alcohol (*cc Ao. 2078) in n glass or en-
ameled iron vessel

;
lot it stand for 3 hours.

Thru odd 13 ouDccsdistillod wutor, and subject
tho wholo to agenda heat until tho alcohol has
evaporated, that is, until no odor of alcohol
i* perceptible; then add 4 drachm* gum-arnbio
dissolved in 3 onnccs water. Mix and strain.

As tho anilino colors of commerce vary a

great dcol iu quality, the amount of dilution

must vary with tho samplo used, and tho
shade determined by trial.

2498. Heuslor’a Red Ink. Toko 2
ounces best Brazil wood, $ ounco pulverized
alum, 4 ounco crystals of bitnrtiato of potassa,
and 16 ounces distilled water

;
boil down to

ono half, and strain. Then dissolvo in it 4

ounco gum-arabic, and add 1 4 drachms coch-
iueal dissolved in 1 4 ounces alcohol of spe-
cific gravity .839.

2499. Brilliant Red Ink. Brazil wood,
2 ounces; muriate of tiu, 4 drachm; gum-
arabic, 1 drachm

;
boil down iu 32 ounce* wa-

ter to one half, and strain.

2500. Good Red Ink. Ground Brazil

wood, 8 ounces
;
vinegar, 10 pints; maccrato

for 4 or 5 days; boil in a tinned-copper vessel

to ono baif, then add rocho alum, 8 ounces;
and gum, 3 ounces

;
dissolve.

2501. Buchner’s Carmine Ink. Pure
carmine, 12 grains

;
water of ammonia, 3

ounces; dissolve, then add powdered gum, 18
CT“ins

; 4 drachm of powdered drop lake may
be substituted for the carmine where expense
is an object- This makes n superb carmine ink.

2502. Fine Red Ink. Cochineal, in

powder, 1 ounco; hot wutor, 4 pint; digest.
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and when qnito cold, add spirit of hartshorn,

i pint
;
or liquor of ammonia, 1 ounce ; dilute

with 3 or 4 ounces of water
;
macerate for a

few days longer, thou decant tho clear. Tho
color of this is very lino.

2503. Redwood’s Red Ink. Guarun-
cinc and liquor of ammonia, of each I oonco;
distilled wutcr (cold), 1 pint; triturate to-

gether in a mortar, filter, and dissolve in tho
solution gum-arabic 4 ounce. (Cooley.)

2504. To Restore Writing Effaced
with Chlorine. I'llpose it to tho vapor of
sulphuret of ammonia, or dip it into a solution
of tho sulplmret. Or: Forrocyunide of po-
tusiu, 5 parts; water, 85 parts. Dissolve, and
immerse tho paper in the fluid, then slightly
acidulato thn solution with sulphuric or hydro
chloric arid. The method found to answer
host has been to spread the forrocyanido thin
with a feather or a bit of stick cut to a blunt
point. Though the ferroevunidn should occa
sion no sonsihlo change of color, yet the mo
mant tho acid comes upon it, every trace of a
loiter turns at mice to a finu blue, which soon
acquires its full intensity, and is beyond com-
parison .stronger than tho color of tho original
trace. If, than, tho corner of u bit of blotting
paper bo carefully and dexterously applied
near tbo Ictturs, so as to imbibe tho superflu-
ous liquor, llm staining of the parchment jnay
bo in a great measure avoided

; for it is this
superfluous liquor which, absorbing part of
the coloring matters from the letters, becomes
u dyo to whatever it touches. Caro must bn
taken not to bring tho blotting-paper in con-
tact with tbo letters, because llm Coloring
matter is soft whilst wot, and may cosily U.
rubbed off Tho acid chiefly employed is the
muriatic; but both tlm sulphuric and nitric
succeed very well. They should ho so far
diluted as not to bo liable to corrode the
parchment, after which tho degree of strength
does not seem to be u matter of nmeh niectv.
2505. To nialto Now Writing Look

Old. Take I drachm suffron, and infuse it

into & pint ink, ami warm it over a gentle lire,

and it will euuso whatever is written with it

to turn yellow, and appear a.s if of many
years' standing.

2500. To Writo on Greasy Papor or
Parchment. Put ton bullock's gall I bowl-
ful of salt, and J pint vinngur, stir it until it is

mixed woll; when tho pupur or parchment is

greasy, put. 1 drop of the gall into tho ink,
mid tlm difficulty will be instantly obviated.
2507. To Remove Ink Blotches from

Writing. When ink blotches have been
formed over writing which it is desired to
decipher, wo aro advised to brush off the
spot carefully with a weak solution of oxalic
acid by means of a camel’s-hair pencil. In
this way layer after layer of the superincum-
bent ink will be removed, and finally the
writing itself will, in most cases, come to
view. This is especially possible where some
considerable interval has elapsed lx;tween the
two applications of ink. As soon as tho let-

ters are visible the brushing should bo con-
tinued for a* time with clean water, so a* to
arrest tbo tendency of the acid solution to
make a further change in tho ink.

2508. Redwood’s Indelible Marking
Ink. Dissolve 1 ounce nitrate of silver and
4 ounces crystallized carbonate of soda in

separate portions of distilled water, and mix
the solutions; collect the resulting prccipitato
on a filter, wash it thoroughly with distilled

water, and introduce it, while still moist, into
a wedgwood- ware mortar; add 8 scruples
tartaric acid, and triturate the whole until ef-

fervescence has ceased; next add sufficient

ammonia to dissolve the tnrtrato of silver;
mix in 4 fluid drachms archil, 4 drachms

I

854
white sugar, and 1-2 drachms fiuely. powdered
gum-arabic; then add sufficient distilled water
to make I> ounces of the mixture. This ink
fulfills all the conditions that a marking iuk
abould posses^ : It flows freely from tho pen
without running or blotting; it docs not re-
quire a very strong or bmp continued heat to
develop it; when developed it is perfectly
black

;
and it ilocsimt injure the texture of tho

finest fabric.

2509. Indelible Ink. The linen is first
moistened with a fluid consisting of a mix-
ture of 2 parts carlMinatc of soda in crystals,

2 parts gum-arabic. 8 |«arts water, and then
dried. When quite dry. it is rubbed with a
glass or smooth pebble to render it as smooth
as possible, so that it may be easier to write
upon. Tho composition of tlm ink itself is as
follows : 1} [arts nitrate or silver, 1C puts
distilled wutcr, 2 parts gum-arabic, and | part
.-ap green. Tho nitrate uf silver is first dis-
solved in tho distilled water, and the gum ara-
ble and ,-ap green urn suhsqucnlly added. It
is necessary to writo with a quill pen, all me-
tallic pens except gold ones <Wout|Mwiug tho
ink. It is a gixxl plan to trace the letters on
the lincu with a pencil before » litiug them.
This and tho four following receipts are by
I)r. Kciman, who says that they have all been
thoroughly well tried, and found effect uni.

2510. Fine Marking Ink. Marking
linen is moat convenient!) effected by using
n small stiff brush aud a small c-opprr plato
wiUt perforations corresponding to tin- letters
required. This stencil plate is laid upon tbo
linen, and tho ink is ruliU-d into tho cat-nut
spaces with tho brush. Thn following ink is

of service for marking limit with a stencil
plate : 2 parts nitrate of silver. 4 parts dis-
tilled water, 2| parts gum-arabic. 3 parts
curboualo of xodA crystals, f» parts liquid am-
utonia. Tlm Ih-nI way to prepare tho ink is to
first dissolve tlm nitrate of silver in tlm liquid
ammonia, ami the gum-arabic and wsla in tho
distilled water. Tim two Milulintia aro then
utixed together ami slightly warmed, when
tho whole mixture becomes brown. A few'
drops of a solution of magenta makes llm ink
somewhat more distinct. When this method
is used, tho linen requires no previous pre-
paration

2511. Aniline Marking Ink. Dissolve
84 grains bichloride of eop|K-r in 30 grains
distilled water, then add lo grains common
salt, ami !>4 grains liquid ammonia. A solu-
tion of 30 groins hydmchloralo of anilinn in
20 grains distilled watrr is then added to 20
grams of a solution of gum-arabic (contain-
ing 2 parts water. I part gmn nrnbie). and
lastly 10 groins of glycerine. 4 parts of llm
aniline solution thus prepared arc mixed with
I purl of I bn copper wdnliom Tho liquid

which result* has u grecti appearance. ami
may lm at once employed for marking linen,
since it invariably becomes black after a few
days. A steel pen tnay Ire employed as well
as a quill. If it is de.-drablo not lo wait so
long for tho appearance of tho black odor, a
hot iron may be passed over tho writing when
tho ink is dry, or tho lincu may bo held over
tho floinc of a spirit lamp, or over a hot plate,
or hot water, when the black tiut will readily
appear. It is a good plan to pul tho linen,
when marked, into a tepid solution of soap,
which has tho effect of bringing out a fine
bluish tint. Tho ink must Im so limpid that
it is ablo to permeate the tissue of the linen,
so that tho marks appear on both sides. It is

advisable to mix the solatium; together, only
when tho ink has to be used. It is perfectly
indelible, and so exsr to write wjth that the
finest devices may bo drawn with it. This
ink has tho advantage of being cheaper than
tho ink prepared from nitrate of silver. It
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has also another advantage over tbo latter

salt, viz.: that it is chemically indelible.

2512. Purple Marking Ink. A purple
marking ink can be prepared by mixing 1 part

bichlorido of platinum with Hi parts distilled

water. The place where thn letters have to bo
written must bo moistened with a solution of

3 parts carbonate of soda, 3 parts gum-arabic,
and 12 parts water. Tho spot is then dried
and inode smooth. After tho letters have
boon writteu with tho platinum ink and be-
come dry, tho lincu is moistened with a solu-
tion of 1 part chloride of tin in 4 pm tsdistillcd

water, when an intense and beautiful purple-
red color makes its appearance.
2513. Cheap Brown Marking Ink.

A very cheap brown marking ink may bu pre-

pared from 4 parts acetate of manganese dis-

solved in 12 parts water. Tho place on tho
linen where tho marks have to bo made must
bo previously moistened with tho following
solution : 1 part yellow prussiato of potash,

4 part gum-arabic, 3 parts water. Tho linen,

having been saturated with tho above solution,
is dried, and afterwards marked with llm
mangaiKMO solution. On tho lot tors becoming
dry, llm following solution is spread over tbo
spot with a brush : 4 parts carbonato of pot-
ush, 10 parts water. Tho letters then become
brown, mid their color cannot bo removed by
alkalies, nor by acids, with the exception of
dilute hydrochloric m id.

2514. Corbonlnk. Genuine Indian iilk

nibbed down with good black ink until it will

flow easily from u pen. This ink resists chlor-

ine, and oxalic acid.

2515. Indian or Chincao Ink. The
pure articlo can only bo obtained from China.
A good imitation may bo mad© with ivory
black, ground to an impalpable powder, made
into a paste with weak gum-arabic water,
|>oi fumed with n few drops of essoneo of musk
•uni half ns much essence of ambergris, aud
then formed into cakes. (.See No. 27111.)

2510. Perpetual Ink for Tombstonos.
Ac. liqual parts of Trinidad asnballum mid
oil of turiicuUno. lino in a molted state to

fill in tbo letters and devices on tombstones, Ac,
Without actual violence it will Inst as long as
llio Mtnue.

2517. To Pulverize Gold and Silver
Leaf. This is effected by grinding upon a

Cphyry slab, with u raullur, gold or silver

vos with whito liouov, until they am re-

duced to tho finest possible state of division.

Then wash tho honey thoroughly from tho

powdered metal and mix with gum water.

(Sec also .Vo. 25.)

2518. Liquid Gold, for Vellum, Ac.
Take gold leal and grind it with gum water;
then mid a small quantity of bichloride of

mcreurv, and bottlu tor use.

2510. Liquid Silver, for Vellum, Ac.
Tnku silver leaf mid grind it with gum- water
or glairo of egg.

2520. Copying Ink. Tito virLuo of

copying ink consists in ils non-drying pro-

perty. This property may lie given to any
ordinary ink by tbo addition of sugar. Lately,

however, glycerine has been .substituted for

sugar, and is decidedly to be preferred. A
good copying ink may be made from common
violet writing ink, by the addition of about ^
jiart glyccriuu to 100 parts of tho ink. Tbo ad-

dition of too large n proportion of glycerine is

apt to impair the requisite drying qualities of

tho ink : aud too little will fail to make the ink

susceptible of a perfect copy. (See No 2471.)

2521. Ink for Marking Packages.
Take lampblack and mix thoroughly with suf-

ficient turpentine to mako it thin enough to

flow from the brush. Powdered ultramarine,

instead of lampblack, makes a lino blue mark-
ing mixture for the same purpose.
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2522. Ink for Marking Packages.
An excellent and very cheap ink is uiuilc by
mixing 4 ounce bichromate of potassa and 4
ounces extract of logwood in a atone jar or
demijohn, with 2 gallons of hot water. Shako
well and let it stand for about 2 weeks,
slinking occasionally.

2523. Permanent Ink for Writing
in Relief on Zinc. Bichloride of platinum,
dry, 1 part; gum-arabic, l part; distilled wa-
ter, 10 parts. Tho letters traced upon zinc

with this solution turn black immediately.
Tho black characters resist the action of weak
acids, of rain, or of the elements in general,
and tho liquid is thus adapted for marking
signs, labels, or tugs which arc liuble to ex-

posure. To bring out tho letters in relief,

immorso tho zinc tag in n weak acid for a few
moments. The writing is not attacked whilo
tho metal is dissolved away.
2524. Ink for Zinc Labels. Tako 1

drachm of verdigris, 1 drachm sal ammoniac
powder, mid 4 drachm lampblack, and mix
them with 10 drachm* water; ami this will

form an indelible ink for writing on zinc.

2525. To Write on Silver with a
Black that will Never Go Off. Tuko
burnt lead and pulverize it. Incorporate it

next with sulphur and vinegar, to tho consist-

ency of a paint, and write with it ou any
silver plate. Let it dry, then present it to

the fire co ns to heat tho work a little, and it

is completed.
2520. Indestructible Inks. Employed

for writing the labels oil bottles coutaiuing
Strong acids and nlkulino solutions. They oro
capable of resisting tho action of lodino,

chlorine, nlkulino lyes and acids, as well iu

operations of dyeing and bleaching, besides

being an excellent and cheap material for

marking linen, as nothing will romovo them
without destroying the fabric.

2527. Hausmann'e Indestructible
Ink. Mix 1 partgeiminn Trinidad asphaltuui

with 4 parts oil of turpoutinn; color with a
sulllcicncr of plumbago, for black, or vermilion

for red itiK,

2528. Close's Indestructiblo Ink.
Mix 25 grains powdered cobalt and MO gram:
oil of lavender by a gentle beat ; color with 3

grains lampblack and 1 grain indigo, both in

lino powder. If a red color i< required, omit
tho lampblack and indigo and add sufficient

vermilion to make tho mixture a good color.

2529. Indestructiblo Writing Ink.
Shellac, I parts ; borax. 2 part • : soft water,

30 part i; boil iu a close vessel till dissolreri;

then filter, and tako of gum-arabic. 2 parts;

soft water, 4 parts. Dissolve, and mix the

two solutions together, and boil for 5 minutes

ns before, occasionally stirring to promote
their union; when cold, add n sufficient quan-
tity of finely powdered indigo and lampblack
to color

;
lastly, let it stand for 2 <>r 3 hours,

until tho coarser powder has subsided, and
bottlo for use. Use this fluid with a clean

pon, and keep it in glass or earthen inkstands,

us many substances will decompose it while

in the liquid state. When dry’it will resist

tho action of water, oil. turpentine, alcohol,

diluted sulphuric acid, diluted hydrochloric
acid, oxalic acid, chlorine, and the caustic

alkalies and alkaline earths.

2530. Simplo Carbon Ink. Dissolve

30 grains of sugar in 30 grains of water, to

which add a few drops of concentrated sul-

phuric acid. Upon heating this mixture the

sugar becomes carbonized by tho acid, and
when applied to tho paper it leaves a coating

of carbon which cannot be washed off. This
stain is rendered more perfect by the decom-
posing action of the ink itself upon the paper,

and thus resist* the action of chemical agents.

2531. Drawing Ink. A .very black

and indelible drawing ink may be made by
dissolving shellac in a hot water solution of

borax, and rubbing up in this solution a fine

auality of Indian ink. After using, dip the

drawing pen in alcohol, and wipe dry to keep
it clean and bright. (See Xo. 2514.)

2532. Permanent Ink for Use with
Stamps or Type. Mix equal parts black

oxido of maugonese and hydrate of potash,

heat to redness, and rub with an equal quan-

tity of smooth white clay into a paste, water
being added for tho purpose. Or : Sulphate
of manganese. 2 drachms; lampblack, 1

drachm; powdered louf sugar. 4 drachms;

rubbed into paste with water. After stamp-
ing. dry tho finen and wash well in water.

2533. Sympathetic, or Invisible Inks,
for Secret Writing. These are colorless

inks which require the aid of heat or some
other agency to develop the characters written

with them. Their use has been rendered
specially practical since the recent introduc-

tion of tlio postal correspondence cards in

Engluml and elsewhere. By previous ar-

rangeuicul between correspondents, tho re-

ceiver of a card only needs nnao n.i'Wc sign
on tho card to identify tho writer or sender;

this will at once suggest tho means to be em-
ployed to develop tho particular ink tho re-

ceiver's correspondent lias agreed to use.

2534. Black Sympathetic Inks.

Writing with a solution of sugar of lend will

l*o turned black by moistening the paper with

sulphide of potassium.

If nitrate of silver ho used, tho writing will

become black by dipping tho paper in a solu-

tion of nuiuiouia.

Chloride of mercury will turn block when
wetted with chloride of tin.

A weak infusion of galls l* turned block by
sulphate of iron (copperas).

Reversing the above, writing with copperas
turns block by moistening with infusion of

galls.

2535. Blue Sympathetic Ink*.
Writing with copperas turns blue if wetted
with a solution of promote of potnoa.

Nitrate of cobalt turn* blue on l*cing wetted
with a weak solution of oxalic arid.

Rico water or -a solution of boiled starch

turns blue in n solution of iodine in weak
spirit.

2536. Brown Sympathetic Ink. A
diluted solution of nitrate of silver turns

brown bv exposure to the sunlight.

2537. Yellow Sympathetic Ink.
Chloride of antimony, used as the ink. will be-

come yellow by moistening with a decoction

of call*.

2538. Green Sympathetic Ink. Ar-
seniate of copper, washed over with nitrate

of copper, turns a beautiful green.

2539. Purple Sympathetic Ink.
Purple i* produced by using chloride of gold,

and soaking in chloride of tin.

2540. Sympathetic Inks Developed
by Heat. There are a numl>er of colorless

substances that may be used as inks, which
arc developed by the application of heat only.

Sulphate of copper anil sal ammoniac, mixed
in equal parts, will become yellow if exposed
to the fire.

Onion juice has the same property as the

above mixture.
Lemon juice, a very weak solution of either

aquafortis, oil of vitriol, common salt, or salt-

petre, will turn yellow or brown on exposure
to the fire.

A weak solution of chloride of cobalt and
chloride of nickel is turned a beautiful green
by heat.

A solution of chloride or nitre-muriate of

cobalt, turns green when healed, and disap-

pears again on cooling.

A dilute solution of chloride of copper be-

comes a fine yellow at a moderate beat, and
disappears on cooling.

A solution of acetate of cobalt, with a littlo

nitrate added to it, turns rosc-colored by heat,

ami disappears again when cold.

These last, which disappear again on cool-

ing, arc the best sympathetic inks for pur-

poses of correspondence, us the others are

more or less indelible when once developed.

2541. Hoe’s Composition for Printing
Ink Rollers. This consists of glue and mo*
lasses, the proportions varying from 8 pounds
of glue in summer to 4 pounds in winter, for

each gallon of molasses. Tho glue should
lie placed for J an hour in a bucket, covered

with water, then pour tho water off and allow

the glim to soften, l’nt it into a kettle and
heat it until thoroughly melted; if too thick,

a little water may bo added. Lastly, the mo-
lasses is Stirred hi mul well mixed with tho

glue. When properly prepared, an hour's

boiling will bo sufheient. a* i<hi much boiling

is apt to candy tho molasses. Pour into a

clean mould well oiled with a swab.

2542. To Clean Ink Rollers. Boilers

should not bo washed immediately after use,

as tlioy will become dry and skinny, but

they may bo washed 4 hour before using again.

In cleaning a now roller, a littlo oil nibbed

over it will loosen tho ink, and it. should bo

scraped clean with tho back of ft knifo; it.

should bo olcaned Ibis way for about, a week,

whoa lye may bo used. New rollers are

often spoiled by washing too sooti with lye,

2543. Black Printing; Ink. Boil U
gallons old dear linseed oil to tho consistence

of a thick varnish ; whilst hot, mid to it. dur-

ing constant stirring, first (» pound* powdered

resin, and next I i pounds dry brown soap

shavings; then mix in it 2) ounce* indigo

bluu, 21 ounce* Pari* blue, and 5 pounds best

lampblack. After standing for a week it

should bo ground.

2544. Black or Colored Printing Ink.

Balsam copaiba, 9 ounce*; lampblack
,
3 oun-

ces; Paris blue, H OUUU08; Indian red, »

ounou; dry resin soap, 3 ounces. Those will

prod iu;o a Kuporior black ink. By employing
whito soap instead of yellow, ansi a sufficiency

of some coloring pigment instead of the black,

blue, and red mixture, n good colored ink will

bo obUuaod.
2545. Now Ink for Printors. A new

ink for printers ha* been invented by Professor

Artus, and Mr. Fleckstein, a master-printer

at Lichlcnhain, which ink is said to lie n cow-

Kte success. The composition of it is a*

ows: Venetian turpentine, 44 ounces;

fluid soap, f> ounces; rectified oleine, 2 ounces:

burnt soot, 3 ounces; Paris blue (ferrooynnic

acid), 4 ounce; oxalic acid, J ounce; distilled

water, 4 ounce. The mixing process of tins

now, beautiful, and cheap ink is described as

follows: Gradually warm tho turpentine aud

tho oleine together; put the soap on a marble

plato, and gradually add, continually rubbing,

tho mixture of turpentine and oleine; when
well mixed, add the burnt soot, which must
first bo well powdered and sifted; then add the

Paris blue, dissolved in the oxalic acid, con-

tinually rubbing the composition on the stone,

the Paris bluo and tho oxalic acid having

boen mixed before with water iu the above

given proportions. A solution of soda in

water is sufficient to thoroughly cleanse the

l

T*4e. Indelible Printing Ink. Mix 1

pound varnish (such as is used for ordinary

printing ink), 1 pound black sulphurct of

merenry. 1 ounce nitrate of silver, 1 ounce

sulphate of iron, 2 table- spoonfuls lampblack.

Thoroughly grind together, adding enough

turpentine to reduce to the requisite consist-
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oncy.
. ,

2547. Lithographic Ink. Grind to-

gether 8 parts inastich. in tears, and 12 parts

shellac ;
diasolvo carefully by heat in 1 part

Venice turpeutinc ;
after the mixture is taken

from tho lire, mix in 16 parts wax and C parts

tallow; then add, by stirring, 6 parts hard tal-

low soap in shavings, uud finally incorporate

in tho mass 4 parts lampblack. Heat aud stir

until thoroughly mixed; let it cool a little, and

pour it out on tables, and when cold, cut into

square roda.

2548. Lithographic Transfer Ink.

Molt togother 8 parts white wax and 2 parts

white soap; and, before they become hot

enough u> take firo, stir in by degreos suffi-

cient lampblack to mako tho mixturo black

;

thou allow tho whole to burn for 30 seconds;

when tho flame is extinguished, add, a littlo

at a timu, 2 parts shellac, stirring it in con-

stantly
;
put tho vessel on the firo again until

the mass is kiudled, or nearly so. Put out tho

flame and allow it lo cool a little, nnd then run

it into tho moulds, Ink thus made will nmko
as lino or coarso lines as aro desired, and its

traces will remain unchanged for years before

being transferred. When suet enters into tho

composition of lithographic crayons, it does
not kcop long, and reqmro.s immediate trans-

ferring to the stono.

2540. Lithographic Ink. M. Losteyrio

states tlmt, after having tried a great many
combinations, ho gives the preference to tho

following:—Dry tallow soap, mostich in tears,

and common soda in line powder, of each 30
parts; shellac, 130 parts; lampblack, 12 parts;

mix us last. Used fur writing on lithographic

stones.

2550. To Toat tho Quality of Litho-

ahic Ink. Lithographic ink of good
v ought to be suxcoptiblo of forming an

emulsion so attenuated that it may appear to

be dissolved when rubbed upon a hard body
in distilled or river water. It should be flow-

ing in the pen, not spreading on the stone;

capablo of forming delicato tracos, and very

block, to show its delineations. Tho most es-

sential quality of tho ink is to sink well into

tho 8tone, so as to reproduce tho most delicato

outlines of tho drawing, and to afford a great

many impressions. It must, therefore, bo
able to resist the acid with which tho stono is

moistened in the preparation, without letting

any of its greasy matter escape.

2501. Durable Autographic Ink.
White wax, 8 ounces; aud white »uan, 2 to 3
ounces; molt; when well combined add lamp-
black, 1 ounce; mix well, and beat it strongly;

thou add shellac, 2 ouuccs; again heat it

strongly ; stir well together, cool a littlo, and
pour it out. With this ink linos may bo
drawn of the finest to the fullest class with-

out danger of its spreading, anil the copy may
bo kept for years before being transferred.

This ink is employed for writing on litho-

graphic paper, ami is prepared for uso by rub-

bing down with a littlo water in a saucer, in

the same way as common water-color cakes
or Indian iuk. In winter this should be done
near a fire, or tho saucer should be placed over
a basiu coutaiuing a little warm water. It

may then bo used with either a stcol pen or a
eamel's-hair pencil.

Aniline Colors. Aniiino is a
liquid of a color varying from yellow to

dark brown. The commercial article is never
chemically pure, being a mixture of pure ani-

line, toluidine. and odorine. Its boihug point

ranges from 35G° to 482° Fahr. If aniline boils

at a lower temperature than 35G3 . it contains

too much odorine. and is. therefore, of poor

quality. It is obtained hv conversion from

mtro-bcnzole. a preparation of the benzoic ob-

tained from coal far (not from petroleum). In

preparing nitro-bonzole on a large scale, 12

parts benzoic arc mixed with 13 parts fuming
nitric acid, and 8 parts oil of vitriol, in a cast

iron apparatus. The character of the product

depends greatly on the purity of tho benzole,

and also on the management of tho reaction.

Tho conversion of nitro-bcnzolcinto aniiino is,

by Btchampi’ process, performed in iron tanks,

heated by steam, and provided with stirrers,

and a stiU-hcad to collect the distillates. Tho
tank or still is charged with 100 parts nilro-

benzolo. 150 clean wrought iron filings, 100

water, and 150 acetic acid ;
whe n these are

mixed spontaneous heat is evolved, which

causes somo of tho liquid to pass into tho con-

densers, whence it is returned to the tank.

As tho heat is not sufficient fur the complete
conversion ofthe nitro-benzole, steam is intro-

duced alter a time, and the stirring and steam-

ing is continued until no room nitro-bcuzolc

appears in tho distilled vapor. At this point

the temperature is increased, aud, if necessary,

aided by direct fire, to cause complete distilla-

tion ofthe aniline which has formed, and which
passes off with water, and separates from it on
standing, as the heavier stratum. Tho aniline

used for tho various colors is token of different

composition and boiling-point. A. W. Hof-

mann has shown that a mixture of an equiva-

lent of aniline ar.d two of toluidine produces

tho largest yield of rosaniliuo (fuchsine). The
substance used for this manufacture begins to

boil otabont 347°, aud os the heat increases to

390* 80 per cent, will have distilled over.

Aniline blue aud purple require an oil which
begins to boil at 374°, and at 302° haxlostonly

CO per ceut. Evidently with these properties

it contains less aniline than tho preceding one.

Tho changes which these bases undergo when
converted into dyes or compounds of rosani-

line, aro brought about by tho partial destruc-

tion of a portion of them.
2553. Rosaniline, or Fuchsine. Tho

principal methods for the manufacture of fuch-

sino employ arsenic acid, the reaction being
brought about iu a cast iron still with mova-
ble head, connected with a condenser, and
provided with a manhole, and also a place for

a thermometer. This still jits in a jacket con-

taining a hot bath of palm oil. which keeps it

at a temperature of from 320° to 350° Kahr. A
charge consists of 100 parts aniiino and 200

parts arsenic acid, and the reaction is ordina-

rily completed in about 6 hours, sometimes in

5. but at others only iu 12 hours, during which
time the temperature is carefully regulated.

Assays aro taken from time to time, and the

completion of tho process is known by the

pure bronze color of the sample. Tho fused

mass is transferred to a tank, in which, alter

cooling, it is broken up. and at once treated

with water and steam. The base fuchsinu
(rosaniline) dissolves, leaving behind the resin-

ous products of the reaction; the arsenic acid

Is separated by the addition of milk of lime.

The bitered solution, afterproperconccntratiou,

deposits, on cooling, fine crystals of fuchsine,

as do also the first mother liquors. An infe-

rior quality of fuchsine is obtained by adding a

portion of"salt, varying in quantity.

2554. Aniline Blue. Aniline blue re-

sults from various processes. The one most
commonly used at present is that of Girard and
Do Loire, made by heating fuehsine with fluid

aniline. The original process produced a blue

with a reddish tinge
;
hut by the addition of

some organic substances, acetic acid, and inc-

thylic alcohol, pure blue is obtained. It is dis-

tinguished from all other blues by not appear-
ing green iu candle light. The various

shades of purplo to blue and violet are inadu
from fuchsine by Hofmann’s method (see No.
2GDS), heating 1 part fuchsine and 2 iodide of

ethyl with 2 parts alcohol in a closed vessel at
212° for variable lengths of time

;
tho bluo re-

sulting from longest exposure.

2555. An i l ine Green. Aniiino green is

produced from a solution of sulphatooi rosani-
liuc in dilute sulphuric acid and some alde-
hyde, which is heated till its color has changed
to dark green. Addition of a solution of hy-
posulphite of soda separates tho color.

2556. Aniline Green. Several of tho
aniiino greens occurring in the market aro apt
to undergo spontaneous destruction, some-
times in less than a day. The following is a

formula which any one may mako : 4 parts of

pure fuchsine or rosaniline aro dissolved in G

parts water and 10 parts aldehyde (see next

receipt), and are heated at 212° Fahr., until a

drop of tho mixture imparts to water acidula-

ted slightly with sulphuric acid a clear bluo

color, when it is ready to 1m poured iuto a boil-

ing solution of hyposulphite of soda, which is

being stirred. A fiue green precipitate forms,

and a grayish one, which latter must bo kept
separate. -The green is mordanted principally

with acetate of alumina.
2557. To Prepare Aldehyde. Alde-

hyde is marie by filling a tubulated gloss re-

tort, altogether to one-third full, with 32 parts

absolute alcohol, 30 parts bichromate of po-
tassa, and, without previous cooling, n mixture
of 35 parts oil of vitriol, and 30 of water, in small
portions, through a rafoty-tubo in the tubus.

After one-half of the latter has been intro-

duced, tho mixturo commences to boll and al-

dehyde begins to distill over, tho remainder of
tho said mixturo being added through tho

tubulus ax required. No further purification

is needed.
2558. To Mako Aniiino Colors Solu-

blo in Wator. The aniiino colors insoluble

in water may, according to I)r. Zinsmuu, ho
rendered soluble in the following way:—

A

solution of gelatine in acetic acid of about tho
consistence of syrup is first rnndc. nnd tho
aniiino colorin fine powder is gradually added,
stirring all the time so as to obtain a homo-
geneous paste. The mixture is then to bo heat-

ed over a watcr-bnth to the temperature of

boiling water, and kept nt tlmt beat for somo
time. Colors iu this state, if a very clear gel-

atino is employed, will be applicable to many
decorutivo purposes. Bookbinders, paper-
stainers, and printers will find thorn useful.

They may also, it is said, bo used to color con-
fectionery and soaps. Before they are used
for confectionery, however, it will bo well to

make sure that no arsenic is present.

2550. Injurious Effects of Impuro
Alcohol upon Aniline Colors. Dr. Till-

manns ho* examined several vurietics of al-

cohol, and tested Ihq effects upon aniline

colors. Tho most sensitive among these, for

impure alcohol, is aniline purple (phcuyl-

rmaniline). It appears that empyronmntio
substances, aldehyde, the peculiar fusel oils due
to tho substances used in the manufacture of

tho alcohol, affect tho aniiino colore when dis-

solved in such alcohols and boiled therewith.

Tho best tost for tho parity of an alcohol is to

disaolvo in it 1 per cent, of perfectly pure
caustio potassa, and to heat tno solution: it

should only acquire a bright yellow color.

Another test is to dissolve 1 part of tho aniiino

B
rplo alluded to in 50 parts of tho alcohol to

tested, and to heat the fluid for Borne time.

If, after half an hour's heating, no chango is

observed, tho quality of tho alcohol is good

;

but if tho latter is not pure enough, tho mix-
ture soon becomes torbid, and assumes a red

color. Another test is to make two solutions

of tho color of the same strength (1 iu 50), ono
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with alcohol of known purity, and tho other

with tho suspected alcohol, and then comparo
tho intensity and shade of tho solutions. Al-

dehyde is often present in alcohol, especially

if it has been puriiicd by means of charcoal.

2560. To Test tho Quality of Aniline
Colors. A good and practical way of testing

tho merits of onilino colors is to have, and
keop on hand, a standard and measure of com-
parison, a sample whoso value and coloring

B
wor has been ascertained by actual practice.

a now supply of dvo stuff is to bo tested,

weigh out equal quantities of the standard col-

oring matter aud of tho ono to bo tested (say

10 to 30 grains); dissolve them, using tho

same quantity of alcohol aud water, in vessels

of as nearly as possible equal siao; intro-

duce in each an equal quantity of white wool

;

ploco thorn on a water bath
;

raise tho

tomporaturo gradually, and after sufficient

time has elapsed, tako tho two pieces out, dry

them carefully, and comparo them. That
which has been dyod with tho best dye, will,

of courso, show tho fullest, brightest, and
clearest color. Instead of testing on skeins of

wool, Mr. Shuttloworth recommends small

squares of whito merino or cashmere, as af-

fording a morn ovon aurfaco, and a groator

mass of color. A kuown woight of tho dyo

should bo dissolved in alcohol and addod to

tho hath of warm water, with tho necessary

mordants. A square of cloth of known woight

—say 10 grains—is immersed in tho bath, and,

aftor a stated timo. removed. Tho strongth

and shade of tho color can thus bo compared
with previous samples, dyod under like condi-

tions. It Is a good plan to pu-sto those squares,

by ono oilgo, iu a blank book, noting anything
worthy of remark on tho margiu. Tho colors

are thus preserved from tho action of tho light,

ami will no found very useful for reference.

2501. Tost for Sugar in Anilino
Dyos. Anilino bluo and imiliuo green bavo
boon found odultemtcd with a considerable

S
uantity of sugar. Mr. July, of Brussels, has

Iso found this to bo Uio caso with rod aniliuo

colors, such as fuchsino, rubinc, Ac., tho adul-

teration amounting in aomo cases to ns much
as r>0 per cont. Tho nmount of sugar present

can bo ascertained by treating asomplo of tho

suspeotod dyo with absolute alcohol ; or, still

bettor, with a mixturo of alcohol and othor;

the sugar will remain undiwolved.

2562. To Romovo Sugar from Ani-
lino DyoB. If it bo found by tho tost given

iu No. 2561, that an anilino color has been
adulterated with sugar, this may bo removed

by repeatedly washing the color with cold

wator, which will dissolvo tho sugar.

2503. General Directions for tho Use
of Aniline Dyes. It is impossible to uso

any dyo, successfully, without duo regard to

oleunlinoM. This is, perhaps, more particu-

larly tho coso with tho anilines. The slightest

trace of a foreign substauco will often mate-

rially alter the shade. Earthen or enameled

vessels should bo used whenever practicable.

Iron is generally to bo avoided, if lor no other

reason than that it is difficult to ray when it

is really clean. Woolen and silken goods,

before being dyed, should bo thoroughly

washed iu soap and water, and then carefully

rinsed in clean rain water. Cotton requires a
previous mordanting before it can bo dyed
with anilines, as vegetablo fibre possesses no
affinity for the colors. Tho preparation gen-

erally consists in treatment by sumac, or

stammto of soda, anil subsequently by sul-

phuric acid ;
special directions will bo given

in those casos requiring particular treatment.

Old fabrics which wore dyed before, may bo

freed from color by previous boiling for an
hour in strong soapsuds. Tho spirit used

should he pure, aud especially free from alde-

hyde; methyl spirit docs not appear to injure

some of the dyes. Spirit containing shellac

turns roseino of a bluish color.
2564.

To Distinguish Aniline from
Other Dyes. Anilino colors, for dyeing pur-

poses, arc now used to such an extent through-
out tho country asalmost to exclude all others,

on account of*their brilliancy and cheapness.
They are, however, liable to lose in nppcaranco
by bright sunlight, and in lustre by the arti-

ficial light of gas or candles. It is, therefore,

dcsirablo to have a ready means bv which
they cau bo rccoguizcd. This is all tho more
ncccssap*, as arsenic acid is generally cm-M in their preparation

;
and a cloth that

Mi dyed with an aniline color containing
it may have absorbed a considerable quantity
of that dnugernus article. The readiest way
fur its detection is to boil tbo flannel, or what-
ever other cloth it may be, with a solution of

caustic soda or potassa, and, after filtering

tho fluid from tho residue, neutralizing it with
hydrochloric ncid. If the cloth has been
dyed with an aniline color, the fluid will show
a coloration. Most of the anilino dyes may
also bo extracted by boiling alcohol, which
process, perhaps, can lie performed in less

lime thau the other.

2565.

To Remove Aniline Colors.
There arc various ways proposed to remove
aniline colors, tho following buine the simplest
and most practical. Goods dyed with aniliuo

colors may easily bo rendered whito by the

uso of zinc gray ; the metallic zinc contained
in this powder reduces the colors, forming
soluble colorless product*. To apply tho

principle, triturate 100 grains zino pray with

50 gruma mucilage marking 20° Itaume, until

tho mixture is homogeneous; incorporate
with this 20 grains of a solution of hyposul-
phite of soda marking 20° Itanm6, apply thii

mixture directly to tho goods, let it dry and
vaporize. After. this operation it is l*cst to

wash tho good* with water slightly acidulated

with hydrochloric odd. Colton goods may
he bleached by chlorine or bleaching liquor,

bnt this it not applicable to oilier than cotton

fabrics.

Another simple method consists in digest-

ing tho fabric* for a sufficient length of timo
in 90 per cent, alcohol, which usually com-
pletes tho dccolorization iu a short spaco of

time. Tho same alcohol can bo used several

times in succession, and can afterword bo puri-

fied by rectification or redistillation, so os to

involvo but liUlo loss. Tho work is licst done
iu a well-Covered copper kettle, which is to be

set in boiling water. A little hydrochloric

acid may ho added if tbo articles nro not too

delicate, thereby increasing the solubility of

tho anilino color*.

If all other methods fuil. cyanide of |»< •-

Ionium is absolutely certain. A stone vessel

is to bo selected, iu which a small quantity of

cyanide of potassium is to l>o introduced, and
hot water poured upon it, so as to make n so-

lution of j° to 1° BaumA The whole is to

bo stirred well with a long and strong glass

rod, and tho operation conducted in the open
air, so that no barm may result from tho con-
densation of the vapor. The fabric iu question,

previously well cleaned, is now placed in the

vessel, and pushed under tho liquid with the

glass rod, uud the top of the vessel laid on.

It is advisable to keep the solution warm, bv
immersing the stone vessel in a wooden tub
properly supplied with steam or hot water.

After a short timo tho lid should be removed
hr taking it off at the end of a long handle,

allowing the vapors to pass off before tho

operator comes near. By means of tho glass

rod the cloth is to bo lilted, and if not entirely

whito, is to be replaced and tho process con-

tinual still longer. When finished the cloth

is to be transferred by means of tho glass rod

to a largo vessel containing hot water, and
stirred around for a time, then removed aud
rinsed off. Tho solution of tho cyanido of

potassium can bo used several times without
losing its power. Cyanide of potassium i a a
deadly poison

;
contact with any sore or cut

is extremely dangorous, and inhaling its va-

por is sudden death.

2566. To Remove Stains of Anilino
from the Hands. Tho best way to remove
such stains from tho hands is to eithor wash
them with strong alcohol, or what perhaps is

more effectual, to wash them with a little

bleaching powder, and finally with alcohol.

2567. Phosphate of Lime tut a Mor-
dant. A rather thick syrupy solution ofphoa-

C
hato of lime (bono-a*h) in hydrochlorio ncid

living been recently rccommonded as a mor-
dant to bo used after a previous suinoobiug
of tho good*. Dr. Keimann states that, accord-

ing to his researches, tho phosphnto of lime
solution is altogether superfluous for anilino

dyes, since a sumaching with 4 pounds
sumach to 20 pounds cotton is of itself u
sufficient mordanting to fix nuilino colors ox-
cellcutly. Tho application of tho phosphate
of limo solution ns a mordant for cochineal
color* upon cotton ho also considers as quite

useless.

2508. Now Mordant Applicable to

Anilino Colors. For this pm poso tho oxido
of zinc, in accordance with a patent taken out
in Franco by MM. Biot uml Thixau, may bo
used for mordanting anilino bluo upon cotton,

or tho iodine greon upon wool. Tho mordant-
ing is effectod by simply immersing tho goods
for Aomo hour* in a bath of cold water, in

which cblorido or acetate of zino has boon dis-

solved until tho solution shows 2° Baumft

;

for tho wool tho mordanting bath should bo
at a boiling heal, and tho goods should also
1)0 placed iu a warm bath of tannin 90° Fnlir.

forhalf uu hour. In dyeing, n hot solution of

the color must bo used, to which should bo
added, iu the coso of tho cotton, somo chloride
of zinc, and, in tho com) of tho wool, u certain
amount of tannin solution.

2569. To Dye Anilino Opal Bluo on
Cotton. To mordant tho anilino color known
a « op.il blue upon cotton it is recommended
to rinse tho goods, lifter blenching, in a dilute
solution of soda crystals, to neutralize tho
acid of bleaching, then to puss them into n
hot l«ath of soap, in which oil exists in emul-
sion in tlu\« proportions: Water, 100 liters (211
pints); soap, 8 kilos (214 pounds troy); oil,

2 kilos (54 pounds troy). Wring them out,
dry, and pass them into u solution of ncetato
of alumina of about 4° or 5° Bailing, wring
out. dry, und rinse in hoi water. Finally dyo
in u solution of opal bine to which acetic acid
bus been added. Tho temperature of tho dyo
bath should be 75° to 901* Fahr. ltinsc and

'2570. Difficulty inDyoing Cotton with
Aniline. This difficulty consists iu the ir-

regularity of intensity of color when tho ani-
line colors nro applied. This effect is attri-

buted to the unequal oxidation of tho tin salts

applied before dipping Ilia goods into the dyo
hath; in using these colors, avoid tlio UFO of

tho tin salts, which havo little or no beneficial

effect on the results in any coso
;
and dip tho

goods into the dyo hath, after treating with
infusion of nut-galls or sum neb. If tin must
be used, tho best salt of that metal is tho bi-

chloride.

2571. Aniline Black. When a salt of

anilino in solution is exposed to tho action

of certain oxydizers, as salts of copper,

chlorate, and bichromate of potassa, it yields

a black dye, of such depth tliut ordinary gall

or madder blacks appear gray or green in
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comparison. Tho fastness of this color, its

resistance to tho action of acids, alkalies,

soups, and sunlight, render it of great import-
ance to manufacturers, and niuko it one of

the great achievements of late years.

2572. Aniline Black for Dyeing.
According to Mr. Kuchlin, aniline black is

produced ns fallows : Water, 20 to 30 parts

;

chlorate of potassn, 1 part; sal ammoniac, 1

part; chloride of copper, 1 part; aniline, hy-
drochloric acid, of each 1 part, previously

mixed together. Several other formula* for
producing aniline blacks havo been devised
for dyeing purposes. It is essential iu each
of them, and always, that the preparation
shall be acid, and tho more acid it is, the
rnoro rapid is the production of tho blacks.

The action, of course, if it bo excessive, will

bo likely to injure tho fibre of tho fabric.

2573. Aniline Black on Wool. For

2 pounds of wool ft bath is prepared of 20
quarts water, 3 ounces permanganate of

t
'tassn, -1J

ounces sulphate of magnesia.
ho uso of sulphate of magnesia has for its

object, to prevent tliu formation of caustic

alkali, mid lias already been proposed by
Tchkui du Motliuy. Tho wool is impregnated
with this solution, and left in it until tho fluid

has become colorless, or nearly so, whereby it

lx colored dark brown and covered with brown
oxido of manganese. This process takes place

easily III the cold, but it H best to dissolve

the porraauganata in hot water. The wool is

now prussou out, and, without washing, con-
voyed into a bath of 12 ounces commercial
anilimi oil, 21 ounces commercial hydrochloric
acid, amid quarts water, where it is moved
about in tho cold

;
it attains hero directly a

•lark gram-black color. It is pressed out
again, washed in water containing a little

soda, and treated with a weak solution of
* ounce bichromate of potassa in 10 quarts
water. Tho color becomes now dark black,
when tho wool is washed with water and
dried.

2574.

Porsoz’a Anilino Black for

Wool or Silk. Steep tho silk or wool for I

hour at a boiling heat, in a bath consisting of

f» grammes (77 grains) bichromate of pota.a.

3 grammes (45 grains) sulphate of copper,

ami 2 grammes (31 grains) oil of vitriol, for

aaoh litro (2, Si
pints) of water used. It is then

thoroughly washed, and afterward paiscd

through a solution of oxalate of aniline mark-
ing l3 to 2° Itnuin6, in which it atoaco ns-

8UU103 a black color. In case the fabric con-

tains a vegetable fibre, tho first bath must be

replaced by a aeries of baths resulting m
chromate of lead. This is effected by succes-

sive passages through a solution of nitrate or

acetate of lead, then through a hot one of

sulphate of soda; and lastly through a cold

bath of from 5 to 20 grammes (77 to 300 groins)

biehromato of potash to tho litro (2»V pints)

of water.

2575.

To Prepare Magenta for Dye-

a This color, which is also called roscin,

sine, and auilino red, is tho best known of

tho series. It is butter adapted for tho pre-

paration of a liquid dyo than any other. In

tho hands of the amateur it can be used with

economy, and the results obtained are gener-

ally satisfactory. It is readily soluble in alco-

hol, and to somo oxtent in water. The latter

property is takeu advantage of by dyers, the

dyo bath being prepared directly from the

crystals. It is. however, preferable to use

alcohol for dissolving the color, ax tho solu-

bility in water is not always tho same with

different samples. To l pound of the crystals

add 2* gallons of spirit .3200 specific gravity.

Tho solution may bo convenientlymade in an

ordinary 5-gallou tiu. Agitato frequently,

and add 2J gallons of hot water. This pro

duet will be suitable for sale as a liquid dye,

but for dyers’ use, where a largo quantity of
water is admbsabb. 1} gallons of spirit 'rill

bo found sufficient. It is sometimes necessary

to filter beforo iisin?.

2576. To Dyo Silk orWool Magenta.
Sufficient water t<» cover, without difficulty,

the fabric to be dyed, is brought to a temper-

ataro of about 17th> Fahr. ; a sufficient quan-
tity of tho dye is added, and followed by the

immersion of tbo goods, which should be

moved about to prevent streaks. About half

an hour’s immersion is sufficient. Half an
ounco of tho crystals should give a fair shade
to 10 pounds of wool. A bath of soap-suds is

aomotimoi employed instead of water, and by
tho use of alkali, brighter, but perhaps less

permanent colors are produced. Acids render

tho ohado dull and bluish.

2577. To Dyo Cotton Magonta.
Place the cotton in a bath of sumach (

I
|toiind

sumach to 10 |Mtundx cotton) for 2 hours.

Wring out. ami dyo in the samo manner as

wool. (See precious rerupt.) A brighter

shade is given by dissolving * ounco soap iu

hot water, letting the solution cool to HO’,

adding 2J ounces olive ml. and mixing with

tepid water. Ill this 5 pounds of eottnii may
ho worked for about 5 minutes. A both con-

taining i pound sumach and 1 ounce tin

crystals Is next prepared, through which thu

cotton should Ini passed, wrung out, and

finally dyed in a bath of magenta and pure

water.

2578. Aniline Cerise and Safronine.
These colors resemble mageouin sj»pcaraiKc,

and appear to bo varieties of that .substance.

They nro readily soluble in alcohol, ami uiuro

or less no in water. The colors produced aro

similar to those obtained from safflower, but
possess greater vivacity and permanence. Tbo
haibrs are exceedingly delicate and beautiful,

inclining to pink with a shade of yellow. Tho
dyo bath is prepared, and tbc fabric dyed, in

tho saino manner as magenta. (See A'ot.

2575. dr.)
2570. To Dye Anilino Yellow. This

color is slightly soluble in water, and for

dyers’ uso may be used directly for tbo pre-

paration of tho dyo bath. It is, however,

preferably prepared in a liquid slate, by dis-

solving 1 pound of dyo in 2 gallons of alcohol.

(See So. 2575.) Without any addition to tbo

dyo bath very pood yellows may l>o produced,

but tho color is much improved and bright,

ened by a trace of sulphuric acid. Tho
temperature of the bath should be under
200“ Falir.

2580. Scbio's Anilino Yellow. This
matter, according to .Schitf. i* easily prepared

by means of hydrated aotiuionic or stannic

acid. Stannato of soda nr other alkaline anti-

moniato or stannato is to bo pounded with
half its weight of aniline to a clear pulpy
consistence, then hydrochloric acid is added
till tho acid reaction takes place. It is then
shaken up, nnd tho scarlet color removed by
etherized alcohol, the mass being, of coume,
previously dried. After proper purification it

is allowed to evaporate spontaneously, and in

thin wav aro formed flakes of a bydrochlorate.
having for base a red coloring matter, which
must not be confounded with rosar.ilinc.

When this bydrochlorate is decomposed by
alkalies, deep yellow flakes aro deposited,

which agaiu become red in presence of acids.

By impregnating silk or wool with this red

color, and then passing it into a hot solution

of carbonate of soda, a beautiful yellow tint

is developed, similar to tho yellow of picric

acid, and which M. Schiff claims to possess

considerable stability.

2581. To Dyo with Aniline Crimson.
A solid dye, belong!ug to the same scries as
tho precoiling, is sold as crimson, bat it docs

not appear to differ very materially from ma-
genta. giving shades with a triilo loss blue.

It is applied iu the same manner as magenta.
(See Nos. 2575, .Jr.) Much better colors aro

obtained by the uso of anilino yellow (see No.

2572) and magenta. The former may be ap-

plied in the manner indicated for that color,

and tho fubric so dyed must bo passed through

a bath of magenta until the required shade is

produced. Hy mixing the liquid yellow and
magenta dyes in a bath of soap-suds, nearly

overy shade from magenta to orange may he
obtained. This will bo found a satisfactory

method for amateurs.

2582. To Proparo Anilino Scarlet
Dye. To produce this color, anilino scarlet

dyo may bo used. Neither this nor coralline

is adapted for amateur uso, as groat exactness

is required in compounding the dyo bath.

For thu uso of amateurs, aniline yellow and
magenta, as indicated for crimson (.v«r No.

2581) is recommended. To produce scarlet,

tlio yellow should predominate, or tho hath
may bo rendered slightly sour by sulphuric

acid. Aniline scarlet dissolves easily in wa-

ter, anil the hath may be made directly from

tho solid substance. A liquid dye may bo

made, if desired, by dissolving 1 in mud scarlet

in <1 gallons water and 1 gallon alcohol.

2583. To Dyo with Anilino Scarlot.
Add to the bulb containing the dye, an excess

of alum and cream of tartar; unuLrulixo care-

fully by carbonate of soda —the exact point

may bo known hy tho liquid changing from u
yellowish to a pinkish red.

2584. To Dyo Anilino Scarlet. For
overy 40 pounds of goods, dissolve f» pounds
white vitriol f sulphate of xiur) at IM) 1 Fahr.,

S
lace tho goods into this bath for 10 minutes,
ion add tho color, prepared by boiling for a few

minute*, 1 pound anilino scarlet in 3 gallons

water, stirring the same continually. This
eolation line t*> bo filtered before being added
to the bath. Tho goods remain ill tho latter

for 15 minutes, when they have liccomn
browned, and must bo liniled for another half

hour iu tbo same bath, after the addition of

sal ammoniac. The more of this is added tho

redder tho shade will become.
2585. To Prepare Coridlino Dyo.

Dissolvo 1
pound coralline in 1 4

gallons alco-

hol specific, gravity .8200, by tho aid of beat;

mix tho solution with 7* gallons boiling wa-
ter, nnd rodissolvo tho precipitated dyo by
tho cautious addition of water of ammonia.
2580. To Dyo with Coralline. Add

tho color prepared as in No. 2585, to tho dyo
bath, and neutralise with acetic, acid. Tho
exact point is indicated by the pink color of

tbo solution changing to an orange rod. Im-
merse the goods, and, when thu required color

is obtained, remove nnd wash in a bath of
soap-suds.

2587. Water-Glass as a Solvent of
Coralline. l>issolvu coralline in a boiling

mixture of 1 part conuculralcd water-glosx

(silicate of soda or potassa of tho consistency
of a thick syrup), and 4 parts water, ami, after

cooling, apply this solution as a point for

wood (white woods containing little or no
tannic acid arc preferable), paper, toys, artifi-

cial flower tissues, Ac., to all of which ma-
terials this solution of coralline, imparls a
beautiful tnmino red tint.

2588. Preparation of Innoxious Cor-
alline. M. Guyot states that coralline is fre-

quently poisonous, because tbo rosolic acid,
used to obtain it, contains phenol (carbolic
acid), and this dangerous quality in tho pro-

duct ran only bn avoided by using the exact
proportions necessary, in manufacturing the
compounds.

2589. To Prepare Aniline Brown for

Dyeing. This color may’ bo used as a liquid
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dye, aud for this purpose 1 pound of the brown
may be dissolved ia 2 gallons of spirit specific

gravity 8200.

2590. To Dyo with Aniline Brown.
Add a sufficient quantity of the dye, prepared
according to the previous receipt, to the dyo
bath, and immerse the fabric. Wool possesses
a very strong affinity for this color, and r.o

mordant is required. A snuff brown, more or

less deep, isproditccd.

2591. To Prepare Bismarck Brown
for Dyeing. Mix together 1 pound Bis-

marck, f> pounds water, and } pound sulphuric

acid. This paste dissolves easily in hot water
and may lie used directly for dyeiug. A li-

quid dyo may bo prepared bv making the bulk
of the above mixture to 2 gallons with alcohol.

2592. To Dye Wool Bismarck Brown.
Reuder the bath, prepared as in No. 2591, sour

with sulphuric acid; add a quantity of sulphato

of soda, immerse the wool, and add the color

by small portions, keeping the temperature
under 212^ Fahr. Very interesting shadex
may bn developed by combining the color with
indigo paste or picric acid. (See So. 2601.)

2503. To Dye Cotton Bismarck
Brown. Cotton requires mordanting with
sumach and acetate ot alumina, and is dyed iu

a bath under 100° Fahr., prepared according

to No. 2501 • By the uso of bichromate of pot-

ash redder shades may be obtained. Tho usual

color inclines to cinnamon.
2594. To Dyo with Veuuvino. This

aniline color is prepared ami used in the saino

manner as magenta. (See .Vo. 2575, etc.)

2595. To Dyo with Aurine. Dixsolvo

1 pound aurine in 2 gallons alcohol specific

C
avity .8200. This color is used principally

r silk. Dyo in a bath containing a trace of
sulphuric acid. By combining with magenta
(see So. 2575), very bright colors nro produced.

2500. To Dyo with Palatino Orange.
Tho palatine orange dyo is prepared in a Mm-
ilnr maimer to maguutn. (See So. 2675.) Ren-
dor tho bath slightly acid by bichloride of tin,

and dye at the boiling point. A very fast, but
not very brilliant orange is produced. Tho
color may bo combined with magenta or indigo

paste.

2597.

To Dyo with Phosphine.
Phosphino is treated in the same way as pala-

tino, omitting the sulphuric acid, and substi-

tuting a trace of carbonate of soda; or uso a

soap bath.

2598.

To Dyo Silk with Aniline
Green. Iodine greeu, or night green, dis-

solves easily in warm water. For a liquid

dyo, 1 pound may bo dissolved in 1 gallon al-

cohol, and mixed with 2 gallons of water con-

taining 1 ounce sulphuric acid. This color is

almost always a failure in the bauds of tbo

amateur, and is not recommended. For silk,

no addition to the dye bath is required, tho

temperature being kept under 1H)° Fahr.

2599.

To Dye Wool with Aniline
Green. For wool, prepare two Imths, oue

containing the dissolved dye ami a quantity of

carbonate of soda, or borax. In this tho w ool

is placed, and tho temperature raised to 212°

Fanr. A grayish green shade is produced,

which must bo brightened nnd fixed in a sec-

ond bath of water at 100° Fahr., to which

ioiqo acctio acid has been added. Cottoii_rc-

quire-i preparation by sumach. (See So. 2077.)

2000 . To Dye with Iodine Green.
Mix 3 pounds of iodino green paste well with

about 2i pounds of cold water ; then add suc-

cessively, 1 pound acetic acid 8° Baainfi, 80

pounds water of a temporaturo of 140° Fahr,

nnd 2 pounds liquor ammonia, stirring the

mixture well all tho while, and filtering it

boforo use. Bring tho dyo bath to tbo boil-

ing point; put in as much of the solution as is

necessary for tho shado required, and dyo for

half au hour, letting tho bath cool otf in the

meantime. Then have a second water bath

of 140° Fahr. ready, prepared as follows, viz.

:

For every 20 pounds of wool, add i pound sul-

phuric acid 06° Baumo, and i pound per-

chloridc of tin crystals, tho latter previously

dissolved in an equal quantity of water. Take
tho goods from the first batb, without washing,

into tho second bath, turn them ia it for 15

minutes, and tho green will develop vividly.

For yellowish tints, shade off with picric acid

(see So. 2601), which must bo added to tho

second bath and dyed quickly. By this

method, 1 pound of iodino preen paste will

dye 12 pouuds of wool a medium shade. Pre-

servo tuc first bath, inasmuch as one-thin! of

the dyo remains in it. which circumstance ia

important in renewing the bath, which will,

consequently, require one-third less dye-stuff

when making it tor tho second lot.

2001. To Dyo with Picric Acid. Dis-

solve 1 pound picric acid in 1 gallon of alcohol

specific gravity .8200. Tho dvo bath requires

no addition, or special precaution. This color

is used to produce shades of lemon and canary

which cannot bo attained by tho aniline yellow

or phosphine. Its chief uso i* for dyeing

green. For this purposo pass the fabric

through a bath containing sulphuric acid and

alum, adding, after thorough immersion, a

sufficient quantity of solution of picric acid

and indigo extract (see .Vo. 90) to produce tho

desired shade.
2802. To Dyo with Aniline Blue. To

100 pounds of fabrio dissolve 1* pounds of ani-

line blue in 3 quarts hot alcohol; strain

through a filter, and add it to n bath of 130°

Fahr., also 10 pounds Glauber's salts and o

pouuds acetic acid. Enter tho goods, and

handle them well for 20 minutes ; next heat it

slowly to 2tXh* Fahr. ; then add 5 pounds Mil-

Buric acid diluted with water. Let tho whole

il 20 minutes longer, then rinso and dry.

If tho aniline bo added in two or three proper-

tions during tho process of coloring, it will

facilitate tho evenness of tho color. Tho blue,

or red shado of blue, is governed by tho kind

of anilino used, as there is a variety m tho

market. Hard ami close-wove fabnes, such

as braid, ought to bo prepared in a boiling solu-

tion of 10 pounds sulphuric acid and 2 pounds

tartaric acid before coloring with tho aniline,

as this will make tho fabric more susceptible

to tho color. Blues soluble in water color

more easily than thoso which bavo to bo dis-

solved in alcohol.

2603.

To Dyo Silk or Wool with Ani-
line Bluo. In this manner are used tho va-

rieties of anilino blues known as Bleu de /.yon.

Pure Blue. Bed Blue, and all others soluble in

alcohol. Into a stono jar fitted with a cover,

through which a hole is made to admit a stick

for stirring, put I pound of tho dyo, 5 gallons al-

cohol specific gravity .8200, and 2 ounces sul-

phuric acid ; apply tho heat of a water bath

and stir frequently. After allowing tho mix-

ture to cool, filter, aud treat any uudissolved

residue with fresh alcohol until complete so-

lution is effoctod. From 5 to 8 gallons will bo

required. Tho dye bath for wool should bo
rendered sour by sulphuric acid. Tin crystals

may bo used, in quantity equal to about /j
the' weight of the wool, to improve tho viva-

city of the shade. Tho l»ath should bo brought

to tho boiling point. For silk, prepare a soap
hath, add tnc color, and put in the goods.

When dyed sufficiently, pass through a bath
acidulated with sulphuric acid.

2604.

To Dye Cotton with Anilino
Blue. Cotton is prepared as for magenta
(see So. 2577), and dyed in an acid bath as for

wool. (See So. 2603.)

2605.

To Dye with Aniline Water-
Blue. This color is quite solublo in water.

and will answer well for preparing a liquid

dye; 1 pound may bo dissolved in a mixture

of 1 gallon alcohol aud 4 gallons water. Dyers

dissolve the powder in the dye bath. The dyo

is used in tho same way as Blcudo Lyon. (See

So. 2603.)
2606. To Dye with Alkali Blue and

Nicholson's Blue. Dissolve l pound of the

dyo iu 1» gallons boiling water. Add this, by

small portions, to tho dyo bath, which should

be rendered alkaline by borax. Tho fabric

should be well worked about between each

addition of the color
;
tho temperature must

be kept under 212° Fahr. If tho right pro-

portion of borax has been used the goods wity

show but little color when removed from tho

bath. To develop this, wash with water and

pass through a bath containing sulphuric ac id.

2607. To Dye with Anilino Violet

and Purple. Tho various aniline purples

known as I’armc, Violet tie Fuchsin, Victoria

Violet, and Amaranth, are used in tho sumo
manner as Bleu do Lyon (see So. 2603), omit-

ting the sulphuric acid. Acidulate the bath by
sulphuric acid, or uso sulphato of soda; both
those substauces render tho shade bluish.

Dyo at 212°. To give a fair middle shado to

10 pounds of wool, a quantity of solutioft

equal to i to f ounce of tbo solid dyo will bo
required. The color of tho dyed fabric is im-

proved by washing in soap ami water, ami

then par ing through a bath soured by sul-

phuric acid. According to Mr. Ilirnch, cotton

treated as follows: Prepare tho goods for

fuchsinc, and turn them over a few times in a

tepid solution of 2J ounce* crystallised per-

chlorido of tin. for every 10 pounds of goods.

Remove tho latter, add as much violet solu-

tion as the shade requires, dyo for a quarter of

an hour, wring well, and dry. Washing in a
solution of alum and starch will render tho

color morn solid.

2608. To Dyo with Hofltaan's Purple.
Tho dyo is prepared ns other purples. ( Sco

So. 2607.) Some authorities maintain that

this color does not require tho addition of aci«l

to tho dyo bath, but tbo color is apt to rub

off when dyed iu this manner. A trace of

tartar, or <>|' tartaric, oxalic, or any vegetable

arid may lie used with advantage
;
but min-

eral acids are to bo particularly avoided. The
bath should bo kept at a boiling temporaturo.

2609. To Dyo Woolens Bluo with
Aniline. To tbo water iu the vat sulphuric

acid is added in sufficient quuutity to cause it

to taste as acid as vinegar; it is then brought

to boiling, and kept so lor 10 minutes; sumo
bluo aniline liquor is then added with stirring;

tbo goods aru submerged, and kept under

whilo boiling until tho water has lost its

color; after which they aro removed, fresh

liquor is added, and tbo process continued

until tho desired color has been given, the wa-

ter being kept constantly at a boil. (Sco So.

333.)

2610. To Dyo Silk Bluo with Aniline.

Silk is steeped first tor an hour iu lukewarm
water, acidulated with sulphuric acid, as for

woolens in the last receipt, ami the color must
bn added in 4 to 5 small portions, raising the

temperature gradually to boiling, and contin-

uing it at that, when a good color has becu

obtained, for some 5 to lt> minutes. The old

bath is then replaced by fresh water, which is

acidified with sulphuric acid, and in which

the silk is boiled for 10 minutes; after which

it is thoroughly washed in water and then iu

ends, afterwards again in water, then once

more drawn through acidulated water, and
lastlv through water alone. (See So. 333.)

2611. To Dye Silks or Woolens Vior
let or Purple with Aniline. Violets an#

purples are produced on wool in tho same

manner as the blue
;
on silk the same mctkul

i
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is used likewise, but tho water must only be

heated short of boiling. {See Xos. 1515 and
31(5.)

2612. Jacobson’3 Method of Com-
bining Fat and Oil with Anilino Red.
The following process is given for thispurpose

by Dr. E. Jacobson. First separate rosan-

ilino from commercial fuchsino by heating

with soda or digestion with ammonia
; wash

and dry it. An oleatoor stearate of rosani-

lino is next obtained by adding the rosanilinc

to oleic acid or melted stearic acid aa loug as

it will dissolve, or by putting them together

in equivalent proportions. An excess of oleic

acid must bo avoided when the compound is

required for a varnish, as it delays the drying.

Oleato or stearate of rosanilino easily dissolves

in tats or oils, aiul colors these an jntenso red.

If it is wanted for a linseed oil varnish, the

linseed oil must bo free from lead. Tho com-

pound must bo kept from thu lire, or it soon
turns blue, probably by tho reducing action

of tho fatty acids. The best red color is ob-

tained in linseed oil varnish. Stcarino with

oleato or stearate of rosanilino appears a blu-

ish red. Parallino appears to net us a reduc-

ing agent with tho compounds of fatty acids

and aniline, and changes to a dirty violet

Color; the mixture then is inapplicable to the

coloring of parallino or stcarino candle*. The
oleato or stenrato of rosanilino is a good color-

ing agent for Imir oil or pomatum, but, from

tho instability of the color, seems inapplicable

for oil painting.

2013. Dyoinjr with Fuchsino on Wool
or Silk. Fuchsino (tho crystals ot'acctato of

rosanilino), or tlm solution, j.s mixed with cold

water for silk, or in water of 130° to 140°

Fabr. for wool, which temperature is kept up.

For silk, a few drops of acetic acid are also

added. Tho strength of tho dyo regulate*

tho quantity which is required. Tho goods

arc merely immersed in the bath until they
have taken up sufficient of tho color; it is not
always advisable to work them about wbiloin
tho bath.

y iquid Colors for Various
J—i Purposes. Then receipt* iu-

eludo the preparation and appliance of such
liquid colors as are used to tinge or impart
color to matter generally. Their particular

uses and appliiince.s are specified in tho receipt

given for each preparation. In addition to

those hero given, a number of other receipts

for coloring matter have been necessarily in-

cluded under the respective headings of tho

special objects for which they are used,

and will bo readily found by consulting tho

index.

2615. Soluble Prussian Blue. Add
a solution of protosulphalo of iron to a solution

of prnssiatoof notosu, and expose the precipi-

tate to the uir till it becomes blue, and wash it

till the soluble .salts are washed away. By
routiuuiug tho washing, the blue itself «lis-

Holves, forming a deep blue solution, which
may he evaporated without decomposition.

Or.’ add a solution of persulphate of iron to a
solution of fcrmprussiate of potash, keeping
tho latter in excess; wash the precipitato

until it begins to dissolve, uud dry it. {See
.Vo. 2188 for another method.)

2616. Chemiquc, or Chemic Blue.
Sulphate of Indigo. To 7 or 8 parts of oil of
vitriol, in a glass or earthen vessel, placed in

cold water, add gradually l part of fine indigo

in powder, stirring the mixture at each addi-

tion with a glass rod or piece of tobacco-pipe.
Cover tho vessel for ‘24 hours, then dilute with
an equal weight of water. Sometimes it is

sold without diluting. The German fuming

acid answers best, 4 or 5 parts of it being suf-

ficient for 1 of indigo. For dyeing silk, Ac.,

carbonate of potash, soda, or ammonia, is

added, to neutralize the acid, taking care not

to add it in excess. (See Xos. 93 and 4791.)

2617. Liefchild’s Patent Blue for
Linen. Mix 4 parts Chinese blue, 1 of Turn-

bull* blue, and 1 of oxalic acid
;
gradually add

boiling water until tho whole is dissolved, and
lastly 4 parts of sulphate of indigo. The lat-

ter is made with 1 part indigo, and 4 sulphuric

acid, neutralized with carbonate of ammonia.
2618. Blue for Linen. The ordinary

kinds of cake blue consist of indigo :md starch.

2619. Solvents for Indigo. Indigo will

dissolve in Venice turpentine heated to its

boiling point, or in boiliug paraffine, with tho

same bluo color as the solution of Miiphurio

ncid
;
and in petroleum it forms a carmine so-

lution, while in spermaceti it produce* a car-

mine-violet, and in stearic acid a blue color.

2020. Bluing; for Clothes. Takn 1

ouuco of soft l’re-.uan blue, powder it and put

in a botllo with 1 quart of clear rain water,

and add $ ounce of oxalic acid. A tea-spoonful

is sufficient for a largo washing.

2621. Purified Annotto. To a boiling

solution of pearlash add :i< much annotto as it

will dissolve. When cold, decant tho clear

solution, and neutralize with diluted oulpliurio

and, avoiding any excess. AVa-h tho precipi-

tato with a little cold water, and dry it.

2622. Solution of Annotto. Boil equal

weight* of annotto and ueurlush with water,

and dilute to the required color.

2023. Cochineal Coloring. Toko 1

ouuco each powered cochineal, carbonate of

potash, bitartmlo of potash, and alum; boil

tbeso in a glazed vessel with 7 ounces water

and 1 ouuco spirit of wine, until offcrTCseenco

ceases (about 10 minutes), la this liquid di*-

tolvo an equal weight of refined sugar by
menus of sufficient beat, and set anido for use,

Thi* coloring remains bright for any leugth of

time, docs not throw down any precipitate,

mul is almost unaltcrablo by contact with

cither acids or alkalies, which is no small ad-

vantage. Dickson's coloring ha* somo disad-

vantages in tho largo quantity of spirit and the

delicacy of tho ammonia tint. Tho first would
havo a tendency to cause a cloudy appcoranco

in bright jellies aud other preparations con-

taining gclatino, ond tho ammonia color would

bo liabio to bo completely changed when

brought in contact with lemon juice, baked

pears, mid other acid* met with in tho many
culinary purposes for which tho orticlo is

largely used.

2624. Dickson's Cochineal Coloring.

Mix together 2 ounces spirit of wine ami 0

ounce* writer. Iu 3 ounce* of this mixture in-

fuse 1 ounce powdered cochineal for 15 min-

utes, in a Hast healed to nearly boiliug point.

Pour tbo infusion into another vessel, aDd re-

peat tho process with 3 ounce* more of the

mixed spirit and water ; and a third time, with

tho remaining 2 ounces. Let tho liquid stand

till cold, when some fatty matter will rise to

tho surface ;
filter, adding spirit aud water, up

to eight fluid ounces. Lastly, udd sufficient

strong water of ammonia to chauge tho infu-

sion to tho desired tint. Tho coloring is thus
prepared without carbonato of potash, alum,

etc., and is free from tho objections that at-

tach to tho coloring obtained by tho aid of

those substance.'. {See last rcceijd.) These
objections oro :

—

1 st, the coloring matter is

thrown down os a lake, aud after somo time

forms a layer at tho bottom of tho containing

vessel, requiring tho addition of ammonia to

re-dissolvo and keep it in solution
;
and—2d,

it docs not keep well. On tho other hand, the

advantages of Dickson's preparation arc :—1st,

tho coloring-matter remains in solution, and

—2d, it keeps well, and has no unpleasant
odor.

2625. Cochineal Coloring. Macerate
1 ounce best carmiuo in 0 ounces strong solu-

tion of ammonia, until it is dissolved. Heal
gcnt!j to drivo olT excess of ammonia, takiug
care not to carry it too far. so as to precipitato

tho carmine. Put into a quart wino bottlo,

and add 4 ounces rectified spirit and 3 pounds
white sugar. Fill up with warm water, and
shako until tho sugar is dissolved. This is a

splendid coloring.

2626. Black Lustre Color for Paper,
Cloth, or Wood. Dr. Kiolmeycr gives a re-

ceipt which is adapted for either paper, cloth,

or porous wood, lie states tliutit stands well,

is very supple, aud lias no tendency to get

sticky. To prepare it, boil together 8 pounds
gluo. previously dissolved in l(i pounds water;

1 pound potato starch, dissolved in 5J pounds
water; 5J pounds cumpoachy extract of 6°

Bauuifi, 1 pouud 2 ounces groon vitriol, and
8| pounds brown glycerino. when thoroughly
mixed, remove the pot from tho lire, ami con-
tinue to stir until tbo liquid is cold. If tho
paint bo desired thicker or tbimior, tho amount
of starch uud gluo must bo varied a* well as

tho other material*, or tho lustra will suffer.

2627. Black Producod bythoMixturo
of Colorless Liquids. Ono of the most in-

teresting phcuomcua in tho operations of

chemistry occur* in the decomposition of »ul-

phalo of iron by gallic acid. Into a wine-glass,
containing tliomuirinn of galls, pnuru solution
of tho sulphate of iron. Tho gallic acid, from
it* superior elective affinity to tho iron, de-
taches it from its former combination with tho

sulphuric ncid, and in a short time theso two
fluids, previously colorless, become intensely

black. To mako this black fluid into ink,

nothing but a litllo gum is required, to roturd

tbo precipitation of tlio coloring matter.

2628. To Mako Liquid Bluo. Put
into a Inittlo 1 ounce pure Prussian bluo, iu

fine powder, aiul pour upon it 2 ounce* con-

centrated hydrochloric acid. Effurvosccneo
ensue*, aud tbo mixture soon assumes the

consistence of a tbiu paste. Leave it for 24
hours, aud then dilute with 8 or 9 ounces
water, aud bottlo it. Tho wbolo may bo
further diluted with a quart of water and still

retain a sufficiently dark color for washing
muslins, etc. Tbo common bluo writing fluid

is Ihusjiruparcd.

2629. Carmine Purple. Tho dyo re-

cently invented, aud known a*carmino purple,

is obtained by the solution of uric ucid in

nitric acid, care being taken to prevent boil-

ing over and too groat an increase of touinor-

nluro. Tho mixturo should romain standing
quietly for somo days, after which a thick,

pasty, or doughy substance i* obtaiued, which
is to bo treated with warm water, liltorcil, and
tbo residuum again treated with warm water.

Tho filtered liquid possesses u reddish or yel-
lowish color, resulting from tho organic sub-

stances decomposed by tho nitric acid. It is

next to bo evaporated in a largo enameled
iron vessel, but not heated to tbo boiling

K'nt, which would destroy tbo murexido
riuinc purple) produced. After tbo liquid

has been evaporated to a syrupy consistency,

and has assumed a beautiful brownish-red or

violet color, it is to be allowed to cool. Tho
entire quantity of the liquid should never bo
evaporated at one time, nor heated to tho boil-

ing point.

2630. To Color with Alkanet Root.
Anchusa Tinctoria gives a lino red tinge to

oils, fats, wax, turpentine, spirits, essences,

etc., and is used to color hair oil, pomatums,
ointments, varnishes, etc. Tho spirituous so-

lution stains niarblo of a deep red
;
wax tinged

with alkanet and applied to warm marblo.
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leaves a fresh color.

2631 . To Color with Mallow or Malva
Flowers. The mallow or malva flower is a
nativo of Europe, growing abundantly on
wusto grounds and by tho waysides. It is

also sometimes cultivated in this country.

This flower, which gives a beautiful color to

water, is used for coloring port and claret

winos, and it is considered ono of tho best ar-

ticles that can be employed for that purpose.

Weigh 2 pounds, am! steep tho reel petals in

cold water for 5 or (5 hours. Tartaric acid

mixed with tho mallow gives a bright red

color, aud salt of tartar (corbunato of potossa)

a deep purple rod.

2632. To Purify Caramel. Tho cara-

mel of commerce is spirit coloring, or a solu-

tion of burnt sugar in water. (See No. G94.)

In this stato it is mixed with variable quanti-

ties of undocomposcd sugar and certain bitter

compounds. To render it quite pure, it should

ho dissolved in wator, filtered, and alcohol

added until it ceases to produco a precipitate.

Tho caramel is thus thrown down, whilo the

impurities remain in solution. Pure caramel

Is a black or dark brown powder, Bolublo in

water, to which it gives a rich sepia tint; it is

insoluble in alcohol, and incapablo of ferment-

ation.

2033. Blue Dyo from Molybdonum.
According to late oxporimonts by ITofossor

Boettgor, based upon somo previous researches

of I)r. Schbmi, if molybdic acid bo dissolved

to saturation in couceutratcd sulphuric acid

with beat, mi uncolorcd clear fluid is obtained,

forming a double acid of sulphuric and molyb
dio acid. If a little of tins doublo ucid bo

C
ooed in n porcelain dish and heated till it

jgins to throw off white vapors, and then a
cortain quantity of absolute alcohol bo gradu-

ally added, a beautiful bluo color is developed,

os if by nmgio, by moutis of which silk con bo
dyed without tho uso of any mordant.
"2034. Mordants. Substances omployed

to fix tho coloring mutters of dyo-stuffa on
organio fibres, and to give them brilliancy and
permanency. This they effect, either by their

strong oflinity for tho fibre and tho dyo matter,

sorving aa a bond of union between tho two,

or by uniting with, and rendering insoluble,

tho dyo contained in tho pores of tho fibre.

Tho principal mnrdnnts am alum, and the

oxides of iron or tin. (See No. 03.)

2036. To Color Butter. Purouimotre,
whoa properly prepared, is very successfully

UHed tor imparting a good color to fall und
whiter butter. (Sco .\o. 2021.) Anuotto of

course adds nothing to tho flavor or quality

or butter, but as the puro article, when thus

employed for coloring, is quito harmless, there

can bo no serious objection to its use. In

coloring butter with anuotto it is important
that a prime arlielo bo used, and to liavo it

prepared so that it 6hall ho froo from sedi-

Bcrlin, have introduced two shades of sulphide

of cadmium, a lemon and orango yellow, for

the coloring of toilet soap. Of all tho agents
thus far tried to give a lively yellow color to

soap, sulphidoof cadmium (cadmium yellow)

has proved the most permanent. Age and
sunlight do not atfect the color, and tho quan-

tity required is exceedingly small.
’2639. To Color Soap Yellow with

Cadmium. Tho cadmium yellow (see above)

is rubbed up with oil, and added to tho soap

under constant stirring. The color is uot dis-

solved in the soap, but suspended in il, and
much depouds upon careful mixing.

2640.

Liquid Colors. Tho following,

when thickened with a littlo gum, are used as

inks for writing, as colors to tint maps, foils, pa-

per, artificial flowers, Ac., and to paint on
velvet. Somo of them aro very beautiful. 1

1

must bo observed, however, that those imulo

with strong spirit do uot mix well with gum,
unless diluted with water.

Dissolve litmus in

ment aud adulteration.

2836. To Color Picklea and Sweet-
meats Green. A beautiful grccu color, en-

tirely destitute of any poisonous qualities, may
be xnado bv dissolving 5 grains saffron in i

ounco distilled wator, und in ouothcr vessel

dissolving 4 grains indigo carmine in j ounco
distilled water. After shaking each up thor-

oughly they aro allowed to stand for24 hours,

and oh being mixed togother at tho expiration

of that time a fine green solution is obtained,

capable of coloring 0 pounds of sugar.

2637. Chameleon Mineral. Mi* equal
weights of black oxide of manganese and

E
aro potash, and heat them in a crucible,

cep tho compound in closoly-stoppcrcd bot-

tlos. A solution of it in wator passes through
various shades of color from green to red.

2638. Cadmium Yellow Color for
Soap. Tho chemical works of Sobering, in

2641. Liquid Bluo. Disiolvo litmus in

water, and add t of spirit of wine. Or, diluto

Saxon bluo or »ulplmto of indigo with water.

If required for delicate work, neutralize tho

ucid with chalk. Or, to an aqueous infusion of

litmus add a few drops of vinegar till it Inrun

full blue.

2642. Liquid Purplo. Steep litmus in

water, and strain. Or, add a littlo alum to a
strained decoction of logwood. Or, add u solu-

tion of cunmuo (red) to a littlo blue solutiun

of litmus or Saxon blue.

2643. Liquid Green. Dissolvo crystal-

lized verdigris iu water. Or, dissolve mp
green in water, and odd a littlo alum. Or, add
a littlo salt of tartar to a bluo or purple solu-

tion of litmus, till it turns green. Or, dissolve

3
ual parts or crystallized verdigris and cream
tartar in water, and add a littlo gum-arabic.

Used as on ink for writing.

2644.

Liquid Yellow. Dissolve gam-
boge in water, and add a littlo gum-arabic and
ulum. Used for ink, to stain paper, color

maps, Ac. Or, dissolve gamboge in equal

parts of proof spirit and wulcr. Oolden col-

ored. Or, stcen French berries in hot water,

strain, and odd a littlo pmn and alum. Or,

steep turmeric, round zedoary. gainbogo, or

anuotto, in spirits of wine. Or, dissolve au-

notto in a weak lyo of subcarbonato of soda
or potash. Tho above aro used by artificial

florists.

2646.

Liquid Red. Macerate ground
Brazil in vinegar, boil a few minutes, strain,

and odd a littlo alum and gam. Or, add vine-

gar to an infos**! of litmus till it turns red.

Or, boil or infuse powdered cochineal in water;

strain, nnd add a little aluin and gum. Or,

dissolve cnnnino in liquor of ammonia, or in

weak carlionato of potash water; tho former

is superb. (See No. 200, <fe.)

2646. To Tint Maps or Architects’
Plans. Maps, paper, or architects’ plans may
bo tinted witn any of tbo simple liquid colors

iust mentioned. To preveut tho colors sink-

ing aud spreading, which they will usually do
ou common paper, tho latter sliuulJ be wetted

2 or 3 times with a spongo dipped iu alum
water (3 or 4 ounces to tho pint), or a solu-

tion of white size
;
observing to dry it care-

fully after each coat. This will tend to giro

lnstre and beauty to the colors. Th* colors

themselves should also bo thickened with

C Before varnishing maps after coloring

,
2 or 3 coats of clean size should bo ap-

plied with a brush.

2647.

Sizing for Prints orEngravings
to be Colored. Dissolve 4 ounces finest

palo glue, and 4 ounces white curd soap, in 3
pints boiling water; add 2 onnccs powdered
alnm. Used for sizing prints and engravings

before coloring them.

2648. Druggists’ Show Colors. These
aro bright and perfectly transparent liquid

colors, employed by druggists in ornamental

bottles for purposes of display, forming an at-

tractive and distinctive ornament of a drug

store window. It has for a long time been

tried to render tho beautiful colors of per-

manganates more permanent. They are liable

to decompose under tho influence of light and

atmospheric dust, and no way has jus yet been

discovered to obviate ibis difficulty. Many
druggists have proposed to fill tho bottles in

their windows with solutions of juiilino colors,

but oven these have to bo renewed from time

to time. Neutral metallic salts, that havo

neither tendency to oxydizo nor to reduce, aro

best omployed lor this purpose. Tho receipts

hero given aro among tho very host and most

used for this purpose. Tho mixtures require

careful filtration through powdered glass in a

glass funnel. It will bo found desirable to

make a little more liquid color tliau is actually

required, to replace tho loss occasioned by a
second filtration (performed in tho same man-
ner aa tho first), which will probably bo no-

cossarv after exposure for a few weeks to tho

light:’ as any addition of water aflcr filtra-

tion, to make up tho deficiency, tends to

weaken tho color and dotract from its bright-

ness. Druggists’ show-bottle# aro now mode
of colored glass, and filled with pure water.

These aro just ns effoctivo as the whito glass

bottles filled with colored waters, and obvious-

ly involve much less trouble.

2649. Amber. Digest 1 part dragon’s

blood, coarsely powdered, in 4 parts oil of

vitriol: whon completely dissolved, diluto

with distilled or soft water to tho desired

Rhode, and filter. (Sco No. 2648.)

2650 Indigo Bluo. Dissolve indigo m
sulphuric acid, and dilute with pure water to

tho required shodo of color; filter as directed

in No. 9648.
, , ,

2651. Blue. Dissolve 2 ounces sulphate

of copper in J ounce oil of vitriol and 1 pint

of pure water; filter as in No. 2648.

2652. Prussian Blue. Dissolve pure

Prussian bluo in slightly diluted oxalic or

muriatic ( hydrochloric) acid; add water to

bring the color to tho desired shade, and filter.

(See No 2T»4H.)
. .

.
.

2053. Pink. To a solution of chloride

or nitrate of cobalt iu water, add lufhciont

sesquicarbouato of ammonia to dissolve tbo

precipitate at first formed. Filter as in No.

2648. Or: Wash I ounco madder in cold wa-

ter; digest it, with agitation, for 24 hours in

3 pints water containing 4 ounces sosqni-

carbonata of ammonia; then diluto with water

to tho desired shade, and filter as above.

2654. Purple. To an infusion of log-

wood, add sufficient carbonate of ammonia or

of potassa to make the color. Filter as direct -

ed in No. 2648. Or: To an infusion of coch-

ineal. .-will sufficient sulphate of indigo, nearly

neutralized with chalk. Filter as above.

2655. Red. Dissolvo carmine in aqua

ammonia aud dilute with water to tho desired

-hade; filter a# in No. 2648. Or: Dissolve

madder lake in a solution of sesquicarbonato

of ammonia, and dilute with water
;
filter as

above.
. . „ ,

2656. Violet. Dissolve mtrulo <>r cobalt

in a solution of sesquicarbonalc of ammonia;

add sufficient ammonio- sulphate of copper to

produce the color. Filter oh in No. 2648.

2657. Yellow. Dissolve A pound sesqui-

oxidc of iron (rust of iron), in 1 quart muriatic

(hydrochloric) acid; dilure with water and

filler. (See No. 2648.) Or: Dissolve chro-

mate or bichromate of potash in distilled wa-

ter ;
or equal parts of either the altovu and of

nitre (saltpetre) dissolved in water, and fil-

tered as above.
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2658. Crimson. To I ounce alkauct root

mid 1 pint oil of turpentine. Filter :is direct-

ed in No. 2613. This is used chiefly for

lamps.
2659. Green. Dissolve 2 ounces blue

vitriol (sulphate of copper) in 1 pint water;

add sufficient bichromate of potassa to turn

the liquid gTceu. Or: A solution of *2 ounces
blue vitriol (sulphate of copper), and 1 ounces

chloride of sodium, in 1 pint of water. Or:
A solutiou of distilled veraigris, in acetic acid,

and diluted with water. Or: Dissolve blue

vitriol in water as above, and add nitric acid

till it turns preen. All these must be filtered

as directed in No. 2648.

2660. Lilac. Dissolvo crude oxide of

cobalt in nitric or muriatic (hydrochloric)

acid ; add sesquicorbonato of ammonia, in ex-

cess; afterwards sufficient ammonio-snlphato
of copper to produco tho color required,

l-’ilter. ( See .Vo. 2643.)

2661. Olive. Dissolvo oquol parts br
weight of sulphate of iron, and oil of vitriol,

in water; add sufficient nitrate of copper
produce tho color. Filter as in No. 2648.
2062. Orange. A solution of bichro-

mate of potassa in water, cither with or with-

out tlm addition of some hydrochloric or

sulphuric acid. Or: Dissolve gamboge or
anuotto in liquor of potassa; dilute with

water and add a littlo spirit. Filter tlieso aa
directed in No. 2613.

2003. Sea Groon. To 1 gallon water
add acetate of copper, 1 drachms; ami acctio

aoid, 1 ounces.

2664.

Pea Green. To 1 gallon water

add nickel, 2 drachms; acetic acid, l ounce;
and bichromate of potash, 4 drachm. Or: To
l gallon diluted alcohol, odd sulphate of cop-

per and common salt, of each 2 ounces.

2065. Light Blue. To 1 gallon of wa-

ter add sulphate of copper, 16 ounces.

2060. Light Green. Sulphate of cop-

I

ier (re-ery-tuTlizod), muriatic acid (free from
roa). water, alcohol, of each a sufficient

quantity.

2007.

Violet to Purple. To tho green
acid solution of sulphate of chromium odd
strong solution of ammonia, und filter as
directed in No. 2613.

2008.

Yellow. Bichromate of pojnsso,

muriatic acid, water, of mill a sufficient

quantity.

2009.

Bright Red. Cochineal, ground.

I ounce. Boil with I piut <>f water, replacing

that which evaporates. Towards the cIom

them, 2 or 3 coats of clean size should be ap-

plied with a brush.

2047. Sizing for Prints or Engravings
to be Colored. Dissolve 1 ounces finest

pale glue, and 4 ounces white curd soap, in 3

pints boiling water; add 2 ounces powdered

alum. Used for sizing prints and engravings

before coloring them.

2648.

Druggists’Show Colors. These

aro bright and perfectly transparent liquid

colors, employed by druggists in ornamental

bottles for purposes of display, forming an at

tractive and distinctive ornament of a drug
store window. It has for a long time been

tried to render tho beautiful co Inn* of per-

manganates more permanent. They arc liable

to decompose under the influence of light ami
atmospheric dust, and no wav has as yet been

discovered to obviate this difficulty. Many
druggists havo proposed to fill the bottles in

their wiudows with solutions of aniline colon,

but oven these have to bo renewed from time

to time. Neutral metallic salts, that havo

neither tendenov to oxydixo nor to reduce, are

best employed for this purpose. Tho receipts

hero given 'are among the very best and most
used for this purpose. The mixtures require

careful filtration through powdered gias3 in a

glass funnel. It will bo found desirable to

make a littlo more liquid color than is actually

required, to replace tho loss occasioned by a

second filtration (performed in the same man-
ner as tho first), which will probably lie ne-
cessary after exposure for a few weeks to the

light: 'as anv addition of water after filtra-

tion, to mako up the deficiency, tends to

wnakeu tho color and detract from its bright-

ness. Druggists’ show-bottles aro now made
of colored glass, and filled with pure water.

Those ore just as effective as tho white glass

bottles Gllcd with colored waters, and obvious-

ly involve much less trouble.

2649. Amber. Digest 1 part dragon’s

blood, coarsely powdered, iu 4 parts oil of

vitriol ; when completely dissolved, dilute

with distilled or soil water to tho desired

shade, and filter. (Sec .Vo. 2648.)
2650. Indigo Blue. Dissolve indigo in

sulphuric acid, and dilute with pure water to

tho required shade of color; filler as directed

iu No. 2648.

2651. Blue. Dissolvo 2 ounces sulphate

of copper in 4 ounce oil of vitriol and 1 pint

of pure water; filler as in No. 2648.

2652. Prussian Blue. Dissolve pure

Prussian blue in slightly diluted oxalic or

muriatic (hydrochloric) acid; add water to

bring tho color to tho desired shade, and filter.

(See No. 2613.)

2653. Pink. To a solution of chlorido

or nitrate of cobalt in water, odd sufficient

so »q ii icarbon ate of ammonia to dissolvo tho

precipitate at first formed. Kilter as in No.

26*3. Or: Wash 1 ounce madder in cold wa-
ter; digest it, with agitation, for 24 hours in

3 pints water containing I ounces wsqni-
carbonate of ammonia; then dilute with water
to tho desired shade, mid filter as above.
2654. Purple. To mi infusion of log-

wood, odd sufficient corltonatu «<f ammonia «*r

of pota«a to make the color. Filter as direct-

od in No. 2648. Or: To an infusion of eooh-

inool. mid sufficient sulphate of indigo, nearly

neutralized with chalk. Killer as above.

2655. Red. Diwolfo carmine in aqua
ammonia and diluto with water to thu desired

shade
;

filter Aft in No. 2643. Or: Dissolvo

madder lake in a solution of scxqukarbonale
of ammonia, and diluto with water; filler os
above.

2656. Violet. DiftSMvo nilmu) of cobalt
in a solutiou of »c*quicarbooalo of tunuionia;
add sufficieut ammoilio-sulphato of copper to

prisluce tho color. Filter as in No. 2648.

2657. Yellow. Dissolve 4 pouud sevpii-

oxidonf iron (rust "f iron), in 1 quart muriatic,

(hydrochloric) acid; dilute with water, and
filter. (See So. 2648.) Or: Dissolve chro-

mate or bichromate ofpotash in distilled wa-
ter: or equal part* «>f cither tho above mid of

nitre ( saltpetre) dissolved in water, and fil-

tered as aisive.

2658. Crimson. To t ounce alkanct root

add I pint oil •*' turpentine. Filter as direct-

ed in No. 2648. This is used chiefly for

lamps.

2659. Green. Dissolve 2 ounces bluo

vitriol (sulphate of copper) in I pint water;
add sufficient bichromate of potassa to turn

the liquid green. Or : A solution of 2 ounces
blue vitriol (sulphate of copper), :ind 4 ounces
chloride of sodium, in l piut of water. Or

:

A solutiou of distilled verdigris, in acetic acid,

and diluted with water. Or: Dissolvo bluo

vitriol in water as above, and add nitric acid

till it turns green. All theso must be filtered

as directed in No. 2648.

2660. Lilac. Dissolve erode oxide of
cobalt iu nitric or muriatic (hydrochloric)

acid
;
add sesqcicarbonate of ammonia, in ex-

cess: afterwards sufficient ammonio-sulphato
of copper to produco the color required.

Filter. (See No. 2618.)

2661. Olive. Dissolvo equal parts by
weight of sulphate of iron, and oil of vitriol,

in water
;
add sufficient nitrate of copper to

produce tho color. Filter os iu No. 2618.

2662. Orange. A solutiou of bichro-

mate of potassa in water, either with or with-

out tho addition of some hydrochloric or
sulphuric acid. Or : Dissolve gamboge or
annotto iu liquor of pntassa; dilute with
water aud add u littlo spirit. Filter tlieso as
directed iu No. 2648.

2663. Sea Green. To 1 gallon water
add acetate of copper, 4 drachms; and acctio
acid, 4 ounces.

266-1. Pea Green. To 1 gallon water
add nickel, 2 drachms; acetic, acid, 1 ounce;
and birhromuln of pot ash, 4 drachm. Or: To
1 gallon diluted alcohol, add sulphate of cop-
per ami common salt, of each 2 ounces.
2665. Light Blue. To 1 gallon of wa-

ter add sulphate of copper, 16 ounces.
2666. Light Green. Sulphate of cop-

per (re-crystallized), muriatic acid (froo from
iron), water, oloulud, of each a sufficient

quantity.

2007. Violet to Purple. To tho greon
arid solution of sulphate of chromium add
strong solution of ammonia, and filter as
directed in No. 2643.

2608. Yellow. Bichromate of potaxHa,

muriatic acid, water, of each a sufficient

quantitr.

2669. Bright Rod. Cochineal, ground,

1 ounce. Boil with I pint, of water, replacing

that which evaporates. Towards the dona
add cream tartar. 4 ounce

; alum, 1 ounco

;

and when cold, oil of vitriol, 1 ouneo, mixed
with 4 pint of water.

2070. Purplo to Pink. Fuchsino dilu-

ted with spirit, as desired.

2071. Magenta, Solforino, Water of
the Nile, and other bright color* may bo ob-
tained by mixing tho various nnilino or tar

colors with water as directed in No. 2407.

2672. To Prevent Show Colors
Freezing. It will bo sufficient to bring the

Bolution to a strength of about 15 to 20 per

cent, of alcohol. Naturally tho liquids must
bo very diluto ns regards tho solids, so as to

suffer no precipitation of any saline matter by
cold or spirits. Acetate of copper, with nr

without ammonia, a diluto solution of iodine

in iodido of potassium, nitrate of cobalt, etc.,

aro not acted on by weak alcohol. Wo bo-

hero that glycerine inay Im mixed with water
for this purpose, but whether it possesses

any superiority over alcohol wo havo not boon
ablo to ascertain. Tho bottles iu nil cusps

must have sufficient spoco lefl over the fluids

to allow for expansion.

TDigmentS. These aro substances
_A_ employed as coloring matter in mixing
points, Ac. Tho following receipts furnish
tho method of preparing llio pigments and
other coloring matters m general use, and
their special appliances.

2674. Turnbull’s Prussian Blue.
Fcrricyanidc (red prussinto) of potassium, 10

ounces; solution protosulpbnto of iron, 1

pint; water, 3 pints. Dissolve tho forricyanido
of potassium in part of water, and odd iho so-
lution, gradually, to tho solution of protosnl-
phato o> iron previously diluted with tho re-

mainder of the water, stirring the mixture
during tho addition. Then filter tho liquid,

and wash tho precipitate on the filter with
boiling water until tho washings pass nearly
tasteless. Lastly, dry it, and nil) it into fine
powder. It may also bo mado by adding
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protosulphato of iron to a mixture of yellow

S
russiate of potash, chloritlo of soda, and hy-
rochloric acid. This, mixed with water,

makes an excellent bluing.

2675. Prussian Blue. Pcrcyanide,
forrocyailide, or ferroprussiato of iron. Com-
mercial Prussiau blue is made by adding to a
solution of prus&iatc of potash (or of prussiato
cake), n solution of 2 parts alum and 1 part

sulphate of iron, washing tho precipitate re-

peatedly with water to which a little muriatic
acid has been added, anil exposing it to the
air till it assumes a deep blue color. A purer
kind is made by adding a solution of persul-

phate or perchfnrido of iron to a solution of
puio ferroprussiato of potash. (See No.
2674.)
2670. Action of Prussic Acid on Iron

Solutions, Tho Germans call prussic acid

blniifuuro, because it produces a blue prccipit-
atn in certain iron solutions; but the following
experiment undoubtedly proves that tho prus-

sic acid does not produce tho color of that
precipitate, since it can be made just ns well
without it. Prepare a saturated solution of

gToeu vitriol iu water. Take * porta of tho

above solution and treat it with nitrio and
sulphuric acids, until it is changed into tho
sulphate of peroxide of iron. Mix this with
tho remaining ) of the first solution, then odd
very gradually (to avoid its becoming heated)
concentrated sulphuric odd, until a precipitate

is formed. Tho result will ho ft beau tiAll blue
precipitate, equal tn Prussian blue. If water
is lidded, tho precipitate is dissolved and tho
color destroyed

; hut if tho prccipitutu is

separated from tho acid and rubbed with

E
hosplmto of soda, wu obtain a beautiful

no phosphate of iron, which will resist tho
notion of water. Iu all theso canes tho acids,

which possess no color, aro by no means tho
cause of tho bluo color, but favor only tho

(

reduction of St, by depriving tho mixed
ydrates of protoxido and peroxido of iron

of certain equivalents of water, and likewise

by preventing tho same from entering into a
higher state of oxidation in tho atmosphere.

2677.

To Mako Carmine by tho
Langlois Process. Boiling river water, 4

S
illons

;
cochineal in powder, 1 pound; boil

•r 10 minutes, then add } ounce carbonate

soda, dissolved in I pound water; boil again

for 4 un hour; cool, add } ounce alum in lino

powder, agitate rapidly until it be dissolved,

then let it stand for 20 minutes, after which
carefully decant into another vessel. Tho
white of 2 eggs, dissolved in 1 pint water, is

now to be added, anil tho whole well agitated

;

apply heat until tho liquor bo clarified, then
draw it off, mid allow it to repose for 4 an
hour, or longer, when tho clear portion must
bo decanted, and the carmine that has been
deposited at tho bottom collected, and placed

upon a filter to drain. When it has acquired

the consistence of a paste, remove it from tho

filter with an ivory or silver knife, and finish

the drying upon shallow plates, covered with
stiver paper.

2678.

To Make Carminoby Cenette’a
Process. Thu following is the method em-
ployed by Madame Ccnctte: Finest cochineal,

reduced to powder, 2 pounds
;

pure river wa-
ter. boiling hot. 15 gallons; boil for 2 hours,

then add refined saltpetre, bruised, 3 ounces;
boil for 3 minutes longer, aud add 4 ounce*
of salts of sorrel (bfnoxalatc of potassa).

Boil for 10 minutes longer, then remove tho
heat, and allow the liquor to settle for 4 hours,

when it must ho decanted with a syphon into

shallow plates, and set aside for 3 weeks. At
the cud of this time, the film of mould formed
on the surface must ho dexterously aud care-

fully removed, without breaking it or disturb-

ing" tho liquid portion. Tho latter must bo

now removed with a syphon, and the remain-
ing moisture drained off, or sacked up with
a pipette. Tkq carmine which is left behind
must bo dried in tho shade, and will be found
to possess extraordinary lustre and beauty.
2679.

To Revive or Brighten Car-
mine. Wo may brighten ordinary carmino
and obtain a very fine and clear pigment, by
dissolving it in water of ammonia. For this

C
tirposo leave ammonia upon canniuc iu tho
?at of tho sun till its color is extracted und

the liquor has got a fine red tinge. It must
then bo drawn off and precipitated by net-lie

acid and alcohol, next washed with alcohol,

and dried. Liquid cannino is a solution of

carmino in ammonia.

Adulteration of Cochineal.
Genuino cochineal has a specific gravity of

126; it is commonly increased in weight by
slightly moistening it with gum water, aud
then ronneing it in a bag, first with sulphate
of baryta. and then with finely powdered
bone blaclc. In this way its specific gravity

is raised to 1.35, by introducing about 12 per

cent, of useless matter.

2681. KirchofFa Method of Making
Vermilion. This is said to yiold vermilion
equal to tlio Chineso. Hub in a porcelain

dish 100 parts mercury with 23 parts flowers

of sulphur, moistening tho mixture with a

notation of caustio potash. Next treat it with
53 parts hydrato of potash, mixed with au
equal woight of water; warm it up ami tritur-

ate it again. Tho water must bo replaced as

it ovaporalc.j, aud tho operation couliuucd for

2 hours. Tho whole is now to bo evaporated
to a thin paslo, during constaut trituration,

aud tho heat removed tho uiomout tho color

is of n good tint. Even a fear seconds too

much or too litllo will iujuro tho result.

When cold, tbo mass is washed with a solution

of potash, aud afterwards with puro water,

and finally dried.

2683. To Prcacrvo Vermilion. Itisa
fact well kuowu to artists that tho splendidly

bright color of vermilion (cinnaliar, sulphide
of mercury) has a tendency. especially if it

has bccu mixed with whito lead, to become
blank ish brown nud very dark-colored iu a

comparatively short tiuio. This tendency is

altogether obviated if, previous to bciug
mixed with oil, it is thoroughly aud intimately
mingled with flowers of sulphur, iu tlio pro-

portion of 1 part sulphur to 8 parts vermilion.

2683. Carthamine or Safflower Lake.
Wash safflower till tho water come* off color-

loss; mix it with water holding 15 percent,
of carlmnato of soda in solution, so a* to form
a thick paste; lcavo it for sovcral hours, then
proas out tho red liquid, und nearly neutralize

it with acetic acid. Next pul cotton into it,

and add successive small p**rlions of acetic

acid, ho as to prevent tho liquid booomiog
alkaline. Iu 24 hours tako out tho cotton,

wash iu and digest it for half an hour in wa-
ter holding 0 per cent, of crystallized carbon-
ato of soda in solution. Immediately on re-

moving tho cotton, supersaturate tho liquid

with citric acid, and collect tho precipitate,

which must bo repeatedly washed in cokl wa-

ter. For pink saucers tho linnid is allowed to

deposit in the saucers. Mixed with tho

scrapings of French chalk itconstitutes rouge.

2084. Lakes aro also obtained from
Brazil-wood and madder, by adding alum to a
concentrated decoction of tho former, or to a
cold infusiou of tho latter (mado by triturating

tho madder, inclosed in a bag. with tho water),

and afterwards sufficient subcarbonato of pot-

ash or soda to throwdown tho alumina in com-
bination with tho coloring matter. Tho pre-

3'itato is to bo washed and dried. A litllo

ution of tin added with tho alum improves
the color. Lakes may bo obtained from most

vegetable coloring matters by means of alum
and an alkaline carbonate. * Yellow lake is

mado from French or Persian berries, by boil-

ing thorn in water with a littlo soda or potash,

and adding alum to tho strained liquor as long
as a precipitate is thrown down. Or by
boiling weld, or quorcitron baik, in water,
and adding alum and chalk in a pasty state.

2085. Roso Pink. Boil 6 pounds
Brazil-wood aud 2 pounds pooch-wood iu

water, with J pound alum, and pour tho
strained decoction on 20 pounds sifted whi-
tenini

Sap Green. Tho expressed juico
of buckthorn berries (and sometimes of other
species of rhomuus, aud also of privet berries)
is allowed to settle, and the clear liquid evap-
orated to dryness. A littlo gnm-arahio is

sometimes undi d to tho juico.

2687. Azure Blue, or Smalts. Tho com-
mon qualities mu Hindu by fusing zaftVo( roasted
cobalt oro calcined with siliceous sand) with
potash. A finer quality is obtained by pro-

cipitating a solution of aulpUnlu of cobalt,
by a solution of sil lento of potash. Another
cobalt bluo is obtained by adding a solution
of phosphate of soda to a solution of nitrate of
cobalt, and mixing tho prccipitnto, washed,
but not dried, w ilh 8 times its weight of fresh
hydrated alumina. When dry. heat it to a
cherry roil. It is permanent, but has littlo

body. If ground too fine it loses its beautiful
tint. It cun bo employed in fresco und tiili-

clous painting. It h not affected by sulphur-
etted hydrogen.
2088. Bluo Verditer. It is generally

stated to lie. made by adding chalk to a solu-
tion of nitrate of copper produced in tho pro-
rcMi of refining silver; but Mr. Phillips did
:iot succeed in making it by tills means, aud
found no liino in tlio best samples. This
pigment is acted upon by sunburn-tied hydro-
gen; it should not housed in oil, mill though
moro fltablo in water, it is hardly a pigment
for high art work. Curtain blues me mado
from tbo natural blue basic carbonate of cop-
imt, ami from malachite, but they have no
interest for tho artist.

2089. New Bluo. Mix equal parts of
common arrenialo of copper (see Mineral
CretH, Vo. 2711), and neutral otsoniato of
potash, fn*o by beat in a largo crucible, then
add to tho fused salt k lift weight of nitre.

EffervcsceuCO takes place, and tbo •ult be-

comes blue. Cool, pulverise, and wash.
2690. Cobalt Bluo. Tlff-mird’s bluo is

mado by precipitating n solublo cobalt salt

with a solution of alum, nnd heating tbo pre-
cipitate. When well nmdo, it is a good per-
manent color, useful in oil and water. It can
also bo employed in fresco and siliciouH paint-

ing. It id, however, souicvjiat affected by
light, losing its brilliancy slightly.

2091. Eisner's Preparation of Zinc
Green. Sprinkle with water a mixture of 5
parts oxido of zinc and

1
part of sulphnto of

cobalt, dry tho nulp thus obtained, then heat
to redness. A deep green powder isobtaiitcd.
If 10 parts oxide of zinc, aud

1
part sulphate

of cobalt bo employed, tho product is grass

green in color; tbo samo color, only lighter,

is obtained when tbo latter proportion of zinc
oxido is again doubled. Theso colors, es-

pecially the latter, may rcplaco to advantage
Schwcinfnrt green; they apply woil on a
coating of lime.

2692. Bistre. This is a brown color

which is usc-d in water-color painting. It is

prepared from tho root of beech- wood by
washing away tlio soluble parts with water.

Tho insoluble residue ia mixed with gum wa-

ter and formed into cokes.

2893. Wttite Lead. This pigment,

which enters largely into the composition of
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various colored paints, is carbonate of lead,

obtained by suspending rolls of thin sheet lead

ovor malt vinegar or pyroligneous acid in close

vessels, the evaporation of tho acid being in-

duced and sustained by tho hoot of a steam-
bath or other appliances.

2604. Teat for White Lead. Commer-
cial carbonate of lead is neverquite pure, being
commonlyadulterated with sulphate of baryta,

(heavy spar), and sometimes with chalk. The
former may be detected by its insolubility in

dilute nitrfo acid, and tho latter by tho nitric

solutionyielding awhite precipitate with oxalic
or sulphurio acid, or oxalate of ammonia, after

having been treated with sulphuretted hy-
drogen, or a hydrosulphuret, to throw down
the lead. (Cooley.)

2606. Simple Teat for White Lead.
Take a piece of firm, close-grained charcoal,

and, near ono end of it, scoop out a cavity
about 4 inch in diameter and 4 inch in depth.
Placo in tho cavity a sample of tho lead to he
tested, about tho sire of a small pea, and apply

to it continuously tho blue or hottest part of

the flame of a blow-pipe; if the sample be
striotly pure, it will in a very short time, say
in 2 minutes, bo reduced to motalliclcnd, leav-

ing no rosiduo
;
but if adulterated to the ex-

tent of 10 por cent, only with oxido of zinc,

sulphate of baryta, whiting or any other car-

bonoto of lime (which substances aro now tho
only adulterations used), or if it bo composed
entirely of those materials, as is sometimes tho
caso with cheap lead, it cannot be reduced, but
will remain on tho ohurconl an infusible mass.
Itiswoll, after blowing upon thosample, say for

i a minute, by which timotho oil will be burned
off, to loosen tho sample from tho charcoal
with a knifo blade or spatula, in order that

tho flamo may pass under us well as ovor and
against it. With proper caro tho load will

run Into ouo button, instead of scattering over
tho charcoal, and this is tho reason why
tho cavity above mentioned is necessary. A
common stcarino candle or a lard oil lamp
ftxmishoB the best flamo for use of tho blow-

.
i; tho flamo of a coal oil lamp should not
used.

2800. Zinc Whito (oxido of zinc) is a

permanent pigment ; is not affected by sul-

phurottod hydrogen ; docs not form soap with
oilsaud fats, therefor© it retains its opacity;
does not dccomposo othor pigments, and if

used with proper vehicles retains its white-

ness. It is tho best ami safest whito that can
bo usod. It is most durablo in silicious paint-

ing, as it forms ohomical compounds with pot-

ash and silica.

2607. Sulphato of Baryta, called bary-
tes and constant whito, is very ponnauent, of

a bluish tint; has no body in oil, but is a good
whito in frosco, silicious, and water-color
painting. Chomicolly it has no action on
other colors, and is not itself affected by any
ordinary destructive agent. It is a natural

product, called heavy spar.

2608. Pfundhollcr’a Mothod of Ob-
taining: Barytes White. For each 100

pounds of wool, 3 pounds alum, 1 pound cream
of tartar, oud 2 pounds sulphuric acid are to

bo combined with } ounce of solublo iodine
violet, and the wool immersed in tho solution

at a temperature of 122° Fahr., and stirred

round for an hour at this temperature. An-
other bath is to bo made in tho meantime, in

a fresh kettle, with 3 pounds chloride of ba-

rium, and tho whole immersed in this, and
kept at a temperature of 122° Fahr., for two
hours. By this process tho sulphate of bary-
tes, tho most beautiful of whites, will bo
thrown down in tho fibre of tho wool, which
has been saturated in tho first both with tho
sulphuric acid, and it will gain about eighteen
per cent, in weight.

pipe:

bo us

2690. Cremnitz White, a beautiful

whito, with less body thou ordinary whito
lead

;
it is, doubtless, mado by precipitation

;

it, like ordinary whito lead, decomposes sul-

phides, and is decomposed by sulphuretted
nydrogen.

2700. Cadm ium Yellow, Bed, etc.
These aro sulphides of cadmium, and, when
well prepared, aro very stable

;
they can bo

used in fresco and silicious pointing. It is

mentioned elsewhere that cadmium sulphide
decomposes emerald green. (See }fo. 2712.)
It is not safe to use it with lead pigments, un-
less it has been most carefully prepared

;
and

hore, inasmuch as decomposition may tako

S
aco, and lead sulphide, which is black, bo
rrnod, it is better to avoid tho mixture; no

such mixturo can occur in fresco or silicious

painting, and it would bo well if thcro wero
no cbanco of its occurring in any other stylo

of painting, by tho banishment of whito lead
from the lit of artists' pigments. No other
salts of cadmium aro important as pigments.

2701. Oreen Oxide of Chromium.
This oxido is perfectly bUblo, and, as so mauy
tints of it cau be obtained, including tho beau-

tiful vividian, itcan bo used in all vehicles, and
is perfectly permanent in fresco and silicious

painting. Other chromium compound* aro
used in painting; tho chromates of lead liuvo
already Leon treated of. Chromato of barytes
is a good, safe pigment; it is used under tho
name of lemon jellow. It is permanent in

fresco and silicious painting. Tho chromates
generally aro unxtablo colors, ami, as thorooro
so many other good yellow*, they should not
be used as pigments.
2702. Tho Ochres aro earths colored by

oxido of iron. Tho natural color of theso
earths is yollow, but by burning they get
darker, and somo become rod. Indian red,

red ochro, light red, etc., aro all earths with
more or less of tho oxido of iron in them. All

tho ochres aro permanent and stable if they
havo been well prepared. They may l>o used
safely in ovory stylo of paiuling.

2703. Colcoth&r hi also au oxido of iron
;

it is very permsneut, and gcucrally useful ax a

pigment. It con bo obtaiued of different

lints. It is, however, especially uscftil iu

fresco and silicious painting.

2704. Venetian Red, as now prepared,

is an iron red
;
but, whether from adulteration

or not, it contains limo; and, as it is made
from the sulphate of iroD, sulphato of limo

it becomes bard and lumpy. It may bo used
in oil, water, and fresco.

2720. To Make Purplo of Cassius.
This is a .vitrifiablo pigment, which staiiix

C
lass and porcelain a beautiful red or purple

ue. Its preparation is i*uc of great nicety,

and is liablo to fail even ill the most experi-

enced hands. Mix together separate solutions

of 1 part crystallized prutochloridc of tin, ami

2 parts crystallized pcrchloridc of tin; this

mixture, added to a solution of 1 part crystal-

lized cblorido of gold, makes a beautiful pur-

ple colored precipitate, which should imme-
diately bo washed, filtered, and dried. An
excess of tho prolochlorido produces a blue,

yellow, or grecni»h lingo
;

the pcrchlorido in

excess gives a red or violet cast.

2721. French Purple of Cassius.
This is similar in preparation to tho la..t re-

ceipt, but differs in one ingredient employed,
substituting pcrchlorido of iron for the per-

cblorido of tin. This pnrplo keeps in tho air

unaltered for a long time-

2722. Purple of Cassius. To a moder-
ately dilute solution of sesquicblorido of irou,

add a solution of protochlonde of tin, until the

mixturo becomes green, ami dilute tho mix-
turo with an equal bulk of water. Next pre-

pare a solution of torelilorido of gold, (is neu-
tral as possible, in tho proportion of 1 part
gold in 3G0 parts water; then add tho tin so-

lution, with constant stirring, as long as any
precipitate is produced. Wash tlio precipitate
as quickly as possible by decantation, and dry
at a gentle heat.

2723.

Buisson’s Preparation of Pur-
ple of Cassius. Two solutions of till are re-

quired. Tho first consists < f a neutral solu-
tion of 1 part tin in nitric acid. Tho second is

made by dissolving 2 parts tin in a mixturo
of 1 pnrt hydrochloric acid with 3 purls nitric

acid; a little heat may bo cautiously applied
towards the end of this protest, to preventSrotoxido of tin from remaining iu tho

on.

Next dissolve 7 parts cold in an nqun-rcgia
composed of 6 parts hydrochloric acid ami 1

part nitric acid
;
nml mix tho solution at once

with 3500 ports writer; then add tho whole of
thosccomf tinwdulion, subsequently adding by
degrees tho first tin solution, censing tho mo-
ment tho right color is obtained. Too little

will produce a violet color; too much, a brown.
Wash tho procipituto very quickly, nml dry.
When dry it apimars brown.

2724.

Improved Vehicles for Col-
or®. Ouo measure of rniimiled solution of
borax, with 4 of linseed oil. Tho pigment
may bo ground with tho oil or tho mixture.
Or, n solution of shellac with borax, ns in

making Coatbupc’s ink. (Sc* No. 24K4.)

2725.

Improved Vehicles for Water
Colors. Water colors, mixed with golutinc,
nml uftcrwurdx fixed by washing with n solu-
tion of alum, or; curd of milk, washed and
pressed, thou dried on fino not, and when re-

quired for use, mixed with wntcr and tho col-

oring matter.

Drying Oils and Dryors.
All the fixed oils linvo an attraction

mnro nr less powerful for oxygen; and, by
exposure to tho nir, they either bccomo hard
and resinous or tour and rancid. Thoso
which exhibit tho first property iu a marked
degree, as tho oils of linseed, poppy, rape, and
walnut, aro called drying oils, nml nre used u i

vehicles for colors jit painting. Tho dry-
ing property of oils is greatly increased by
boiling > bem, cither oloiio or with litharge,
i ugnr i.f lend, etc., when tho product forms
the boil'd oil or drying oil of commerce. Tho
lilhargo nml sulphate of leud employed for
this purpose, may bo again Used, tiller washing
them in hot water, to rnitovo adhering muci-
lage. When paints arc mixed with raw oil,

ns is frequently the. caso in liouso painting, tho
drying quality is obtained by tho addition of
compositions called dryers. These, aro gener-
ally mado from Japan varnish, sugar of lend,
litharge, etc., nml are mccwnry in such paints
ns are ]*refernhly prepared without boiled oil.

2727.

Dark Colored Boiled Oil. .Sim-

mer with frequent stilting, 1 gallon of linseed
oil, with S pound powdered litharge, until a
.'kin begins to form

;
then remove tho mint,

and when it hns Iteromo cold and hits settled,

decant tho clear portions. This is for homo
paiuters’ use.

2728.

Pale Boiled Oil. Boil 1 quart
linseed oil, and 2 ounces powdered white vit-

riol (sulphate of zinc), with 1 quart water,
until the water has all evaporated

;
settle mid

decant as in the last receipt-

2729.

Very Pale Drying- Oil. Mix 2
ounces finely powdered litharge, or dry sul-

phate of lead, with 1 pint pain linseed or nut
oil; agitato frequently for 10 days, then set
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the bottlo in tho sun or in awarm place to set-

tle. When clear, decant it.

2730. Colorless Drying Oil for Paint.
Take 5 gallons water, heat it to the Wilir.p

point in a vessel holding 15 gallon,'-; "ben
about to boil add 5 gallons linseed cil and 1

pound red lead. Keep it constantly boiling

nud stirred up for 2 hours over a slow fire.

If not constantly stirred the load will sink to

the bottom and causo tho oil to spatter. It

is then taken from tho firo and left to settle,

when it will he found that tho oil is clear nr.d

colorless.

2731. Mulder’s Colorless Drying Cil.

Roil linseed oil for two hours with It per tint,
of red lead

;
filter it, and expose it to the Sun-

shine in largo shallow vessels, with a glass

covering, frequently removing tho cover to re-

new the air.

2732. To Make Boiled Oil Clear and
Bright. There is often a difficulty in obtain-
ing tho oils bright after boiling or heating them
with tho lead solutions. The best way on a

rmall soalo is either to filter tho boiled oil

through euarso woolen filtering paper, or to

ex pore it in a bottlo for Homo time to tho sun
or in a warm pluee. Iu larger quantities; tho

till tuny ho filtorcd through Canton llanncl

Ingn.

2733. Artists’ Drying Oil. Mix nut
«r polo liusccd oil with about an equal measure
t:f show or powdered ico, and keep it for 2
months at a freezing temperature.
2734. Boiled Oil Specially Adapt ad

for Zinc l’nint. Mix 1 part blnoxiuc of

inunginivxo, iu coarse powder, but not dutlv,

with 10 parts nut or linseed oil; keep it gently

hooted and freooently stirred for about SO
hours, or until the oil begin* to turn reddish.

Tho oil thus prepared will also onswor for nay
paint.

3735. Now Drying Oil without Bod-
ing. Mix with old linseod oil (tho older tho

bolter), 3 per cant, of its weight of mnngnneno
borate (this salt in readily prepared by prccip-

itatinga solution ofaulphatoof manganese with

a solution of borax, wash tho precipitate, and
dry it cither at tho ordinary temperature of
tho air or at 100°), and heat this mixture on a
water-hath

;
or, if you have to work with lurge

quantities, with a steam-bath to 100°, or ut

most 110'-'; you thus obtain .i very excellent,

light-colored, rapidly drying oil; by kcopiug
tho mixture stirred, that is to say, by always
exposing fresh portions touir, the drying prop-

erty of tho oil is greatly promoted. Tho ra-

pidity of the drying of tuo oil after it has been
mixod with paint, on surfaces besmeared there-

with, docs not simply depend upon tho drying
proporty of tho oil, but, in a very great mea-
sure, upon tho state of tho atmosphere—viz.,

whothor dry or moist, hot or cold—tho direct

action of sunlight, and the state of the surfaces

on which the paint is brought. Keally gen-

uine boiled linseed oil. if well prepared, leaves

nothing to bo dosired as regards rapidity of
drying, but it is retarded bj various substou-

cos winch are added in practice, among which,
especially, oil of turpentine is injurious.

2736. Dryers for Dark-Colored
Points. This is prepared by grinding tho best

litharge to a pasto with drying oil. A small

portion is beaten up with the paint, when
mixing with oil and turpentine for use.

2737. Dryers for Light-Colored
Paints. Sulphate of ziuc, or sugar of lead,

mixed with drying oil, and used in tho same
way as the litharge in the last receipt.

2738. Dryers for White Paint. Mix
1 pound each sulphate of ziuc and sugar of

lead, with 2 pounds pure white (carbonate of)

load, and apply as in tho last receipts.

2739. Patent Dryer. Mix the following

ingredients to a pa3to with linseed oil : 15
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Cads dry sulphate of zinc, 4 pounds sugar of

I, and 7 pounds litharge. The mixture
should bo passed 3 or 4 times through a paint
mill. When a tin of this is in use, the surface

should be always smoothed down level, and
kept covered with a thin layer of linseed oil.

2740. Dryer for Zinc White. Mix to-
gether thoroughly 10 parts each sulphate of
manganese, acetate ofmanganese, and sulphate
of zinc, with 14J parts zinc white. An addi-
tion of 2 or 3 per cent, of this dryer to zinc
white oil paint will make it drv hard.
2741. To Make Japan Dryer. Into 1

gallon linseed oil, put | pound gum shellac;

i pound each litharge, horned umber, and red
lead; and 6 ounces sugar oflead. Boil together
for 4 hours, or until all tho ingredients are dis-

solved. Remove from tho fire and add 1 gal-

lon spirits of turpentine.
2742. Cheap Japan Dryer. Mix to-

gether 4 gallons pure linseed oil
; 4 pounds

each lithargo aud red lead; and 2 pounds pow-
dered raw umber. Boil alowlv for 2 hours,
add by degrees 7 i pounds shellac, ami boil *

hour longer; when well mixed, add by degree i

1 pound powdered xulphato of zinc, and when
nearly cold mix in thoroughly? gallons spirits

of turpentine.

2743. To Mako Paint Dry Quickly.
To make point dry quickly use a largo propor-
tion of Japan varnish in mixing.

2744. Massicot. Yellow protoxido of

load. Thn drew that forma on melted load
exposed to a current of air, roasted until it

acquires a uniform yellow color. Used as o
pigment, and in glaring. (Cooley).
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flow even, before it sets; lay on evenlv and
quickly, brushing lengthways only, and finish-

up afterwards are

House Painting. Tho follow.

ing directions aro obtained from a
thoroughly practical source, and will l>o found
uscftil both to tho amateur ami tho workman.

2740.

Priming;. Thaaomepaint is used
for the first coat in oatsidn aud insidn work

;

it should l*e as thick as will work conveniently,

and requires «nlr litharge for dryers. Tho
paint should not lio laid on too thickly, and
well worked in with tho brush.

2747.

Priming for Iron Work. This
must ho oil color laid on a surface freed from
rust. For paper and canvas, a coat of size

takes tho place of priming, os paint rots these
materials.

2748.

Puttying. This consists in Glling

up all nail-heads anil cracks with putty, by a

putty knife ; and should always be done after

priming.

2749.

Second Coat for OutsideWork.
Mix the paint with raw oil, as thick as it can
be used freely. Cover the surface, work it

across to even it, and finish longways with
loug, light sweeps of the brash.

2750.

Third Coat for Outside Work.
Tho point should be mixed with oil, a little

thinner than for the second coat ; laid on very
evenly, and not too thickly, and finished as
smooth as possible.

2751.

Second Coat for Inside Work.
Tho paint for this coat should bo mixed with
raw oil and turpeutine, about equal parts, and
be as thick as will work freely

;
laid on thinly

and well crossed and finished to prepare a
smooth surface, with as few ridges as possible,
for tho next coat

2752.

Third Coat for Inside Work.
Mix the paint thinner than for the last coat,
using but little oil, and more turpentine

; laid

on thinly and well finished, so as to leave no
brush marks.

2753.

Fourth Coat or Flatting for
Inside Work. The paint is mixed with
turpentine only, and thin enough to spread or

ing up as the work proceeds, as this paint sets
quickly, and spots touched up f
apt to be glossy.
2754.

Drawn Flatting; for a Fourth
Coat. Tho oil iu which the white lead or

other paint is ground, is drawn out by mixing
with turpentine, .allowing tho paint to settle,

and then pouring off tho liquid; repenting

the operation with fresh turpentine t ill the oil

has lrccn completely washed out. This makes
a better color, without gloss, and easily (low-

ing. An it sots very quickly it must bo np-

e:d thickly, evenly, aud qnicklv, with closed

•r* aud windows' to avoid a draught.

2755.

When to Apply Paint. Faint,

to last long, should he put on early in winter
orspriug, when it is cold and no dust flying.

Paint put on in cold weather forms n body or

coat upon tho surfaca of the wood that be-

comes hard nna resists wenthor, or an edged
tool even, like slate.

2756.

General Directions for House
Painting. Oil paint dries with a gloss, tur-

pentine makes a dead surface; and, in using
paints containing both oil and turpentine, the

S
low will bo less as tho proportion of oil is

iminished. Paint requires more dryer in cold

than in hot weather, but is morodumblo in out-

xido work if applied in cold weather. Suc-
cessive coats of paint should have at least a

day interveno between them for drying. Dark
colors should have a glossy finish. Before
commencing to paint, tho surface must ho
perfectly dry. The paint must ho thoroughly
mixed, both before commencing and during
tho progress of the work; if Ihi.s is neglected,

tho heavy ingredients are ant to settle, leav-

ing a larger proportion of oil ami turpentine
oil the surface.

2757.

Pointer’8 Size. Stir a small
quantity of litharge and red lead into some
boiled oil; let it stand, shaking frequently

until bleached
;
then bottlo. Raw oil makes

a slower drying size.

2758.

Best Painter’s Size. Heat raw
oil in a pan till it emits a black smoko; set. it

on fire, and, after burning for a few minutes,
cover tho pan over to put out the blaze; nour
tho oil whilo warm iuto a bottle in which
some pulverized red lend aud lithargo have
been introduced. Stand the bottle in a worm
placo for two weeks, shaking often. It will

then be ready to decant, and bottle.

2759.

To Point Zinc. A difficulty is

often experienced in causing oil colors to ad-

here to sheet zinc. Boettger recommends the
employment of n mordant, so to speak, of the
following composition : 1 part chloride of

copper, 1 of nitrate of copper, and I of sal am-
moniac are to bo dissolved in i!4 parts of water,

to which solution is to bo added 1 part of

commercial hydrochloric acid. Tho sheets of

zinc are to bo brushed over with this liquid,

which gives them a deep black color; in tho
coureo of from 12 to 24 hours they become
dry, and to their now dirty gray surfaco a

coat of any oil color will firmly adhere. Some
sheets of zinc prepared in this way, and after-

wards painted, have been found to withstand
all the changes of winter aud summer.

2760.

Polish White. This is madn by
grinding dry zinc- white with white varnish, anil

affords a beautiful glossy finish, to be laid ou
after the second coat. A more perfect surface

may be obtained by covering tho second coat
with several other coats of hard drying paint,

mixed with turpentine, Japan and litharge;

then rubbing down with pumice-stone, fol-

lowed bv a coat of polish white, and finished

with a flow coat of white varnish containing
a little zinc-white. Although this requires

more time and trouble, the result will fully
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compensate for it. It is necessary to remark

that* when the last coat is to bo glossy, the

previous coat must be flat or dead; and a flat

coat for finishing should be preceded by a

somewhat glossy coat. ...
2761. To Mix Oil Colors. In mixing

different colored points to produce any desire*!

tint, it is best to have the principal ingredient

thick, and add to it the other paints thinner.

In thu following table of tho combinations of

colors required to produce a required tint,

the first named color is tho principal ingre-

dient, and tho others follow m tho order of

their importance. Thus, in mixing a lime-

stone tint, white is tho principal ingredient,

and red tho color of which least is needed,

•fee. The exact proportions of each depending

on tho shade of color required.

2702. Table of Compound Colors,
Showing the Simplo Colors which
Produce them.

Buff White, Yellow Ochre. Red
Chestnut Red, Black, Yellow
Chocolato Raw Omber, Red, Black

Claret Red, Umber, Black

Copper Red, Yellow. Black

Dove White, Vermilion, Blue, Yellow

Drab White, Yellow Oebre, Red, Black

Fawn White, Yellow, Red
Flesh White. Yellow Ochro, Vermilion

Freestono.. Red, Black, Yellow Ochre, Whits
French Cray.. ..White, Prussian Blue, I.aks

Gray Whito Lend, Black

Gold WhltO, Stone Ochre, Red
Green Bronze.. Chroino Green, Black, Yellow

J)i* Pea White, Chrome Green
hcinon White, Chrome Yellow

hi mostono.. White, Yellow Ochre, Black, Red
Olivo Yellow, Bluo, Black, Whito
Orange Yellow, Red
Pcuch White, Vermilion

Pearl White, Black, Bluo

Piuk White, Vermilion, hako
Purple Violet, with more Red and Whito
Rose White, Madder Lako
Sandstone..Whito, Yellow Ochre, Black, Red
Snufl’ Yellow, Vaudyke Brown
Violet.. . . Red, Blue, White. (Sec No. 2761.)

2703. To Prepare Whitewashed
Walls for Painting. If there should bo

auy cracks in tho plastering, and the wash bo
sound around the cracks, plaster of Paris is

the best thing to till them with, ns it hardens

quickly, does not shrink, and leaves tho stir-

lace level with the wall. If tho plaster of

Paris sets before it can bo worked, wet it

with vinegar. Tho stronger the acid, tbo

slower it will set. If cracks be filled with

putty, and tho wall lie paiuted in gloss color,

tho streaks of putty aro very apt to bo flat

(no gloss), and if paiuted in flat color, the

streaks aro quite sure to havu a gloss. These

streaks, ofcourse, will spoil tho beauty of tho

work, but do not affect Its durability. When
filled with plaster of Paris the reversion of

gloss never appears, if done as directed below.

If tho cracks be only in tho wash, the latter

is loosening from tho wall
;
and if it has not

begun to scale, it soon will, and all attempts

to fasten it ou and paint it will be total loss.

If it bo loose enough to scrape off, scrape tho

wall, taking care not to gouge into the original

wall. If not loose enough, let it alone until

it is. If tho wash be thin, solid, and even, it

can bo painted to look and wear well. When
tho surface is lumpy, rub the lumps off with

a sandstone, or a brick. After a. wall has

been prepared, as in either of above cases, or

if a wall that has never been washed is to

ho painted, sizo it with 2 coats of glue size (3
ounces glue to l gallon water). (See No.

2810.) Be sure the glue is all dissolved beforo

using any of it. Let tho first coat dry before

tho second coat is put on.
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2764. To Paint Whitewashed Walls.
When the second coat of glue -:.*>• (nee No.

2763) is dry. paint as follows: Mix the first

coat of paint iu tho proportion of 1
gallon raw

linseed oil to 13 pounds whito b ail, ground in

oil, and 1 gill of dryer. Second coat : l gal-

lon raw linseed oil. 25 pounds white lead

gromnl in oil. ami i gill dryer. (The lead

should bo tho best.) Then finish cither in

gloss or flat color, the same as if it were wood
work with ono good coat of priming. Shade

all tho coats of paint, as near as you can. to

tho color von wish to finish in. Mix the

third and fourth coats tho same as the first,

that is, about tho same thickness for a gloss

finish, and a little thinner for a flat finish.

2765. Flexible Paint for Canvas.
Dissolve 2$ pounds ckh! yellow soap, cut in

slices, in 1) gallons boiling water; grind the

solution while hot with HO pouuds good oil

paint.

2766. Duxablo Black Paint for Out-
Door Work. Grind powdered charcoal in

linseed oil, with snflicicut litharge as drier;

thin for uso with well-boiled linseed oil.

2767. Green Paint for Out-Door
Work. Add to tbo black paint, made ac-

cording to tho last receipt, sufficient yellow

ochro to mako the shadoof green required.

This is prcfcmblo for garden work, to the

bright green paint generally used, as it docs

not fade.
.

'

.

2768. Paint for Iron Work. Thero is

no production for irou work so efficacious as

well boiled linseed oil, properly laid on. The
iron should bo Gr«t well cleaned ami freed

from all rust and dirt; tho oil should bo of

tho best quality, anil well boiled, without

lithargo or any dryer being milled. The iron

should bo painted over with this, but tho oil

must be laid on as bare at possible, ami on this

fact depends in a great measure tho success

of tho application
;
for if thero bo too thick a

coat of oil put upon tho work, it will skin

over. Iw liable to blister, and scarcely ever

got hard
;
but if iron bo painted with threo

coats of oil, ami only so umoli put on each

coat as can bo mndo to cover it by hard

brushing, wo will euanuitco that tho same

will prcsorvo tho iron from tho atmosphere

for a much longer liino than any other process

of painting. If a dark coloring matter be

noccssary. wo prefer burnt umber to any
other pigment os a stain ; it is a good hard

dryer, and has many other good properties.

] mixes well with tho oil without injuring it.

2769.

Painting in Milk. In cou«e-
qucnco of tho injury which has often resulted
to sick and weakly persons from tho smell of
common paint, tho following method of paint-
ing with milk has been adopted by some
workmen, which, for tho interior of buildings,
besides being as freo as distemper from any
offensivo odor, is said to l»o nearly equal to
oil-painting in body and durability. Take *

gallon skimmed milk, 6 ounces limo newly
slacked. 4 ounces ponpy, linseed, or nut oil,

and 3 pounds Spanish white. Put tbo lime
into on earthen vessel or clean bucket, ami
having poured on it a sufficient quantity of
milk to make it about tbo thickness of cream,
add tho oil in small quantities at a time, stir-

ring tho mixture with a woodeu spatula.
Then put in tho rest of tho milk, and after-

wards tho Spanish white. It is, in general,
indifferent which of the oils above mentioned
you use

;
but. for puro white, oil of poppy is

the best. The oil in thus composition, being
dissolved by tho lime, wholly disappears;
and. uniting with tho whole of tho other in-

gredients, forms a kind of calcareous soap. In
putting in the Spanish white, l»c careful that it

is finely powdered and strewed gccUv over
the surface of tho mixture. It then, by dc-
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grccs, imbibes tho liquid and sinks to tho

bottom. Milk skimmed in summer is often

found to be curdled
;
but this is of no conse-

quence in the present preparation, as its com-

bining with the lime soon restores it to its

fluid state. But it must on no account bo

sour; because iu that caso it would, by uni-

ting with the lime, form an earthy salt, which

could not resist any degree of dampness in

thn air.

2770. To Make Paint without Oil or
Lead. Whiting, G pounds; skimmed milk,

2 quarts ;
fresh slacked lime, 2 ounces. Put

the lime into a stone-ware vessel, pour upon

it a sufficient quantity of tho milk to mako a
mixturo resembling cream; tho balnnco of

the milk is then to be added; and , lastly tho

whiting is to bo crumbled upon the surface of

the fluid, in which it gradually sinks. At
this period it must be well stirred in. or ground

as jou would other paint, and it is fit lor uso.

There may bo added any coloring matter that

suits tho i'ancy ,
to be applied in tho name man-

ner as other paints, ami in a few hours it will

Ueconio perfectly dry. A nolhur coat may then
lM) added, and so on until tho work is done.

This paint is of great tenacity, bears rubbing

with a coarse cloth, has little smell, oveu
when wet, and when dry is inodorous. It

also possesses tho merit of cheapness, tho

above quantity being sufficient for 67 voids.

2771. Paint for Old Weather-Board-
ing, or Boat Bottoms. Taka 5 gallons

boiled linseed oil, 4 gallons raw oil, 1 gallon

benzine, and N) pounds Rocky Mountain
vermilion.

2772. Fireproof Paint. Tako a quan-

tity of tho best quicklime, and slack with wa-
ter in a covered vessel

;
when tho slacking is

complete, water or skim milk, or a mixturo

of both, should bo added to tho lime, aud
mixed up to tho consistency of cream

;
then

thero must bo added, ot tho rato of 20 pouuds
alum. 13 pounds potash, anil 1 bushel salt to

every 100 gallons of creamy liquor. If tho

paint is required to ho white, G jMiunds plaster

of Paris, or tho sanio quantity of fine whito

clay, is to bo added to tho above propor-

tions of tho other ingredients. All theso

ingredients bciug mingled, tho mixturo must
then bo strained through a fino siovo, aud
afterwards grouud in a color mill. When
roofs aro to bo covered, or when crumbling
brick walls aro to bo coated, fino wbito sand
is mixed with tho paint, in tho proportion

of 1 pound sand to 10 gallons of paint; this

addition being made with a view ol giving tho

ingredients a binding or petrifying quality.

This paint should always bo applied in a hot

state, nnil in very cold' weathor precautions

aro necessary to keep it from freezing. Threo
coats of this paint aro deemed, in most cases,

sufficient. Any color may bo obtained by
adding tho usual pigments to thocomposition.

2773. To Paint an Old House. Take
3 gallons water and 1 pint flax scud

;
boil J

hour; tako it oil and add water enough to

mako 4 gallons; let it stand to soldo; pour

off the water in a pail, ami put in enough of

Spanish whito to mako it as thick as white-

wash
;

then add i pint linseed oil
;

stir it

well and apply with a brush. If tho whiting

does not mix readily, odd more water. Flax
seed, having tho nature of oil, is better than

glue, and will not wash oil’ as readily.

2774. Paint for Boilers. Tho best

paint for boilers is asphaltum dissolved in

spirits of turpeutiuo over a gentle fire. Pul-

verizo tho asphaltum and dissolvo as much
as will bo taken up by tho turpentine. If

pure it will last,

2775. To Reduco Paint Skins to Oil.

Dissolve | pound sal-soda in 1 gallon rain

water. Tho skins that dry upon the top of
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paint which has been left standing for any
length of time, may bo made fit for nse again
by covering them with tha sal-soda water and
soaking them therein for a couple of days;
then heat thum, adding oil to reduce tho mix-
ture to a proper consistence for painting, and
strain.

2776. To Remove tho Smell of New
Paint. Hay sprinkled with a littlo chloride

of lime, and left for an hour in a closed room,
will remove tho smell ofnew paint.

2777. To Kill Knots before Paintine.
A mixture of glue size and red lead ; or shel-
lac dissolved in alcohol and mixed with red
load

;
or gutta-percha dissolved in ether ; will,

cither of thorn, nmko a good coating for knots,
bnt will not stand tho sunshine, which will

draw tho pitch through tho paint. Tho best

method is to cover tho knot with oil size, and
lay a leaf of silver over it.

2778. To Kill Grease Spots Before
Painting. Wash over smoky or greasy ports
with Hultpotro, or very thin lime whitewash.
If soap-suds are used, they must be washed
olT thoroughly, as they prevent the paint from
drving hard.

2779. To Make a Sticky Painted Sur-
face Hard. Rub it well iu, with a brush,
with Japan and turpentine mixed together.
2780. To Prepare Plastered Walla for

Painting. Plastered and hard finished walls
must have a coating of glue size before paint-
ing. (See No. 2815.)

2781. To Economize Paint. Savo all

tho skins, cleanings and scrapings of tho paint
pots, and wipings out of tho brushes; these,
boiled up in oil, niako a cheap and durable
coating for outaido work. (See No. 2775.)
2782. To Romovo Smalt from Old

Signs. Spread over it, potash dissolved in

wator, and then scrapo tho smalt off. If tho
potash stands too long before scraping, it may
soak into the wood

;
and paint afterwards put

on will not dry well.

2783. To Romovo Putty from Glass.

a a small brush in nitric or muriatic non!,
with it paint over tho dry putty that ad-

heres to the broken glasses and frames of tho
windows. After nn hour's interval tho nutty-

wili have bocomo so soft as to bo easily re-

movable.

2784.

To Soften Putty In Window
FrameB. To soften putty in window frames,
to that tho glass may bo taken out without
brenkago or cutting, tako 1 pound American

Cflush, 3 pounds quick stono lime, slack tho
o in water, then odd tho peariash, and

make tho whole about tho consistence of paint.
Apply it to both sides of tho glass, and let it

roinain for 12 hours, when tho putty will bo
so softened that tho glass may be taken ontof
tho framo without being cut, and with tho
greatest facility. (See No. 2784>0

2785.

To Remove Hard Putty. This
may be effected with a paste of caustic potassa,
prepared by mixing tho caustic alkali, or even
carbonate of potash or soda, with equal parts
of freshly burnt quicklime, which has pre-

viously been sprinkled with water, so as to
cause it to fall into powder. This mixture is

then made with water to a paste, and spread
on the putty to be softened. Where ono ap-
plication is nut sufficient, it is repeated. In
order to prevent the paste from drying too
quickly, it is well to mix it with less water,
adding somo soft-soap.

2786.

For Removing Old Putty. For
removing hard putty from a window-sash,
take a square piece of iron, make tho samo
red-hot. and run it along the putty till it gets
soft. Tho putty will peel off without injuring
the wood-work. Concentrated lye made of
lime and alkali will affect the wood and make
it rot quicker. (See No. 273-1

.

)

2787.

To Remove Paint from Old
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Work. To destroy paint on old doors, etc.,

lay the mixture in receipt Xo. 2784 over
the whole body of the work which is re-
quired to be cleaned, with an old brush (as it
will spoil a new one) ; let it remain for 12 or
11 hours, when the paint con bo cosily scraped
off. These two receipts have been used by a
practical painter and glazier for years.

2788. To Remove Paint from Wood.
Where it is necessary to remove paint entire-
ly, this is generally done by scraping; an-
other way is to soften the paint by passing a
flat flame over a portion of the suzforo at a
time, and it can be scraped off easily while
hot; but the method mott recommended is

to lay on a thick coating or plaster of fresh
slacked lime mixed with soda; next day, wash
it off with water, and it will remove tho paint,
leaving thn surface clean.

2789. To Remove Paint from Stone.
A correspondent of the Ixindun Builder, hav-
ing to clean a pulpit and redilia in which tbo
carving and tracery were almost filled up with
successive coats of paint, was informed that
common washing-soda, dissolved in boiling
water, and applied hot, would romovo it. IIo
found that 3 pounds of soda to a gallon of
water, laid on with a common paint-brush,
answered tho purpose admirably, softening tbo
paint iu a short time, xo that it was easily re-
moved with a stiff scrubbing-brush

;
after-

ward. on adding a few ounces of pota h to tho
solution, it softened more readily than with
soils only. The stone in both eases was a
lino freestone.

2790. To Soften Hard Putty. Break
the putty in lumps of tho size of a hen’s egg,
add a small portion of linM-ed oil, oud water
sufficient to cover tbo putty; boil this iu on
iron vessel for about lo minutes, and stir it

when hot. Tho oil will :nix with tho putty.
Then pour tho water off, aud it will bo liko
fresh made.
2791- To Clean Old Paint Cans,

Buckets, etc. This can bo thoroughly done

with hot. strong lye.

2792. To Pencil or Point Brick Work.
Tho upright as well as tho horizontal linos

should bo drawn with a straight edge, as the

least want of uniformity spoils tho appearance

of the brick work. White lead mixed with

turpontino, and thick enough to set firm, is

the best for this purpose.

Tf alsomine and White-
Xv. wash. Tho following receipts in-

clude tho inothods of preparing and applying
whito and othor coatings on walls, etc., as

woll as tho preparatory treatment of tho nur-

faco to which they are to be appliod, and othor

useful information.
2794. To Propare Kalsomine. Kalso-

mine is composed of zinc whito mixed with
water and gluo sizing. Tho surfaco to which
it is applied must be clean and smooth. For
ceilings, mix 1 pound gluo with 15 pouuils

sine ; for walls, I pound gluo with 15 pounds
sine. Tho gluo, the night before iu uso,

should bo soaked in water, and in tho morning
liquefied on the fire. It is difficult to prepare

or apply kalsomine; few painters cau do eo
successfully. Paris white is often made use
of for it, but it is not the genuine article.

(See next receipt.) Tho kalsomining mixture
may bo colored to almost any required tint by
mixing appropriate coloring matter with it.

2795.

* To Kalsomine Walls. In caso

the wall of a large room, say 16 by 20 feet

square, is to bo kalsomined with two coats, it

will require about i pound light-colored gluo
and 5 or 6 pounds Paris white. (See last re-

ceipt.) Soak tho gluo over night, iu a tin res-
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sol containing about a quart of warm water.
If the kalsomine is to bo applied tho next day,
add a pint more of clean water to tho gluo, and
set tho tin vessel containing tlio glue iuto a
kettle of boiling wator over tho firo, and con-
tinue to stir tho gluo until it is woll dissolved
and quite thiu. If the gluo pail bo placed iu
a kettle of boiling water, tho gluo will not bo
scorched. Then, after putting tlio Paris whito
into a largo water pail, pour on hot water, and
stir it until tho liquid appears liko thick milk.
Now minglo tho gluo liquid with tho whiting,
stir it thoroughly, and apply it to the wall
with a whitewash-brush, or with a largo paint-
brush. It is of littlo consonucnco what kind
of an instrument is employed in laying on tho
kalsomine, provided tho liquid is spread
smoothly. fixpensivo brushes, made express-
ly for kalsomining, may bo obtained ut brush
factories, aud at some drug and hardware
stores. But a good whitewash-brush, having
long and thick hair, will do very well. In
caso the liquid is so thick that it will not flow
from tho brush so ns to mako smooth work,
odd a littlo more hot water. When applying
the kalsomine, stir it frequently. I)ip‘ the
brush ofton, and only so deep in tho liquid ns
to take as much ns tho hair will retain with-
out letting largo drops fall to tho floor If too
much glno bo added, tho kalsomine cannot bo
laid on smoothly, and will bo liable to creek.
Tho aim should bo to apply a thin layer of siz-

ing that cannot ho brushed off with n broom
or dry cloth. A thin coot will not crack.

2796.

Whitewash for Out-Door Uso.
Take a clean water-tight barrel, or othor mut-
able cask, and put into it i bushel lime.
Slack it by pouring boiling wator over it, uud
iu sufficient quantity to cover 5 inches deep,
stirring it briskly till thoroughly slacked.
When slacking has been effected, dissolve in
water and odd 2 pounds sulphate of sine and
1 ofcommon salt. Those will cuufo tlio wash
to harden and prevent it from cracking, which
gives an uusecmly appcarauco to tho work.
If desirable, a tu-uutilul cream color may bo
commuuicated to tlio above wash, by adding
3 pounds yellow ochre. This wash may bo* with a common whitewash-brush, and

found much superior, both iu appear-
ance and durability, to common whitewash.

2797.

Treasury Department White-
wash. This receipt for whitewashing, rent
ont by tho Lighthouso Board of tho Treasury
Department, hoi been found, by experience,
to answer on wood, brick and stono, nearly as
well as oil paint, and is much cheaper. Black
i bushel uuslackcd limn with boiling wntor,
keeping it covered during the process. Strain
it, and ndd a pock of salt, dissolved in warm
wator; 3 pounds ground rico put in boiling
wator, and boiled to a thin paste; i pound
powdored Spanish whiting, and n pound of
clear glue, dissolved in warm water; mix
those well together, and lot tho mixture stand
for soycral days. Keep tho wash thus pre-
pared iu a kettle or portablo furnaco, and,
when used, put it on as hot as possible, with
painters' or whitewash-brushes.

2798.

To Color Whitewash. Coloring
matter may bo put in and mado of any shade.
Spanish brown stirred in will make red pink,
more or less deep according to tlio quantity.
A delicate tinge of this is very pretty for in-
6ido walls. Finely pulverized common clay,
well mixed with Spanish brown, mako a red-
dish stone color. Yellow ochre stirred in
makes yellow wash, bnt chrome goos further,
and makes a color generally esteemed prettier.
In all these cases tho darkness of tho shades
of course is determined by tho quantity of
coloring used. It is difficult to make rules,
because tastes are different

;
it would be best

to try experiments on a shingle and let it dry.
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Green must not Ins mixed with lime. Tho
limo destroys tho color, mid the color has an
eirect on tlio whitewash, which makes it crack

mid peel. When walls have been badly
smoked, and you wish to have them a clean

white, it is well to squeeze indigo plentifully

through a bag into the water you use, before

it is stirred in tho whole mixture.

2799. Zinc Whitewash. Mix oxide of

nine with common size, and apply it with a
whitewash-brush to the ceiling. After this,

apply in the sumo manner a wash of chloride

of zinc, which will combine with the oxide

to form a smooth cemont with a shining sur-

face.

2800. A Fine Whitewash for Walls.
Soak } pound of glue over night in tepid wa-

ter. The next day put it into a tin vcsse«

with a quart of water, set tho vessel in *
kettle of water ovnrn fire, keep it there till

it boils, and then stir uutil the glue is dissolv-

ed. Noxt put from 6 to 8 pounds Paris whito

into another vessel, odd hot water, aiul stir

until it has the appearanco of milk of lime.

Add the sizing, stir well, and apply in the or-

dinary way, while still warm. Kxcopt on
very dark and smoky walls and ceilings, a
witiglo coat is sufficient. It is nearly equal in

brilliancy to sine-white (a far more expensive
article), aud is very highly recommended by
those who have used it. Paris whito is suJ-

S
hato of baryta, and inay bo found at any
rug nr paint store.

2801.

Firo-Froof Whitewash. Make
ordinary whitewash and odd l part silicato of

soda (or potash) to every f> purls of the white-

wash. (See i\o. 2810.)

2802.

Whitewash for Outside Work.
Take of good quicklime l a bushel, slack in

tho usual manucr and add 1 pound common
pair, 4 pound sulphate of zinc (whito vitriol),

nml 1 gallon sweet milk. The salt and tho
whito vitriol should bu dissolved before they

nro added, when the whole should bo thor-

oughly mixed with sufficient water to give the
proper consistency. The sooner tho mixture

is then applied I lie hotter.

2803.

Whitowosh for Fences or Out-
Buildings. Slack tho lime in boiling water,

and to o gallons ordinary whitewash add 1

pint molassos and I pint table salt. Stir tho

mxiturn frequently while putting it on. Two
thin coats aro sufficient.

2804.

To MLx Whitewash. Pour boil-

ing water on unpacked hmo, und stir it occa-

sionally while it. is slacking, os it will make
tho paste smoother. To 1 pock of limo add
a ipmrt of salt and 4 ouucc of indigo dis-

solved in water, or tho same quantity of

Prussian lduo liucly powdered; mid water

to make it tho proper thickness to put oa a
wall. 1 pound soap will give gloss.

2805.

To Keep Whitewash. Keen
tho lime covered with water and in a tub

which has a cover, to prevent dust or dirt

frnm falling in. If tbo water evaporates the

limn is useless, but if kept covered it will be
good os loug as any remains.

2800. To Whiten Smoked Walls. A
method of cleaning and whitening smoked
walls consists, in the first place, of nibbing
off all tho black, loose dirt upon them, by
means of a broom, and then washing them
down with a strong soda lye, which is to be

afterward removed by means of water to

which a little hydrochloric acid has been

added. When tlic wails are dr}- a thin coat-

ing of lime, with the addition of a solntion of

alum, is to bo applied. After this his be-

come perfectly dry the walls arc to be kalso-

mined or coated with a solution of gluo and

chalk.

2807.

To Color, and Prevent White-
wash Rubbing Off. Alum is one of the

best additiuns to make whitewash of lime

which wid not mb off. When powdered
chalk is used glue water is also good, but
would not do for outside work exposed to

much rain. Nothing is easier than to giro it

any dcsirc*i color by small quantities of lamp-
black. brown sienna, ochre, or other coloring

material.

2808.

To Paper Whitewashed Walls.
Tho following method is simple, sure, ar.d in-

expensive: Make flour starrn as you would
for starching calico clothes, and. with a white-

wash-brush, wet the wall yon wish to paper,
with tho starch

;
Irt it dry

;
then, when you

wish to apply tho paper, wet the wall and
paper both with tlm starch, and apply tho pa-

per. Walls have been papered in this way
that have be«-n whitewashed 10 or oven 20
years successively, and tho paper has never
failed to stick. When you wish to rc-pancr
tho wall, with the brush wet tbo paper with
clear water, and it will como off readily. (Sea

-Vo. 2811.)

2809.

Red Wash for Bricks. To rc-
movo tho green that gathers on bricks, pour
over tho bricks boiling water in which any
vegetables (not greasy) have been boiled.
Do this for a few days successively, and tbo
green will disappear. For tbo red wash melt
1 ounce of gluo in a gallou of water

;
whilo

hot, put in a picco of alum the size of an egg.

4 pound Venetian red. aud 1 pound Spanish
brown. Try a little on tho bocks. let it dry,
and if too light add more red ami brown

;
if

too dark, put in more water. This receipt
was contributed by a person who has used it

for 20 years with perfect success.

Paper Hanging, in due*
this is either n trade by itself, or is

carried on as an adjunct to the painter's trade.

In rural districts, however, tuero nro many
housekeepers who do this work for them-
selves. The following receipts aro given for

the guidance of housekeepers.

2811.

To Prepare a Wall for Poper-
ing. A new unwhitewashed wall will ab-

sorb tho paste «o rapidly that, before drying,

them will lie left too litllo body of pasto on
tho surface to hold tho paper. A coating of

good gluo size, mado by dissolving 4 pound
of glue iu a gallon of water (see A’o. 2815), or

a coating of g«>od paste, put on and allowed

to drv before tho paper is hung, will provido

for this difficulty.
‘
If tho wall bo white-

washed. it should be scratched with a stiff

brush, to remove every particle of looso limo

from the surface ; after which it should bo
thoroughly swept down with a broom, and
coated with tho glue sizo or thin paste. (Sea

-Vo. 2808.)

2812.

TJtensil3 for Paper Hanging.
A long tablo of thin boards clcated together

and placed on wooden horses, snch as are

used by carpenters, a pair of sharp shears

—

with lo'ng blades, if possible—a whitewash-
brush, a pail for paste, and a yard of cotton

cloth, aro tho implements required. The
tabic or board platform should be level on its

upper surface to facilitate the distribution of

the paste. Tho latter should bo freo from
lumps, and should bo laid on as evenly as

possible. It should bo made of good sweet
rye or wheat flour, beaten smooth in cold wa-

ter before boiling, and should not be allowed

to boil more than a miuutoor two, but should

bo raised to tho boiling point slowly, being

continually stirred till it is taken from tho

fire. (See .Vo. 2272.)

2813.

To Prepare Paper for Hang-
ing. Inexpert hands often find difficulty In

hauging tho lcng'hs of paper so as to mabo
tho patterns match. No general direction!

can bo givon for this, but a littlo study at tho

outsat will ofton save cutting to waste, and
other difficulties. In this matter, as iu others,

it i« wiso to “ first bo suro you aro right, then
go ahead.” As soon as tho proper way to cut
tho paper is decided upon, a whole roll, or

more, may bo cut at once, and tho pieces laid,

printed sido downwards, upon tho table,

weights being placod upon thoonds to prevent
curling. Tho pasto should thou bo applied

to tho back of tho uppermost piocc, as expe-

ditiously as possible, as tbo longer tho limo
employed iu this part of tho operation, tho

rnoro louder will tho paper get, and tho more
difficult it will bo to hang it properly. About
ouo-quarler of tho length should bo turned up
at tho bottom of tho strip boforo hanging

;

as, without this, tho bottom is apt to stick to

tho wall before tho upper pnrt of tho strip

can bo adjusted. If tho paper is very thick,

both ends must bo folded over, bo as to meet
iu tho middle. Besides being more convo-

uiout fur handling, this allows tho papor to

softou, without tho paste getting dry.

2814. To Apply Paper to Walla.
Tho upper end of tho piece should then lie

takou by tho corners, and tho operator, stun-

ning upon a bench or stop-ladder, should
barely stick tho picco nt tho top, and in snch

a manner that tho edgo shall coincide with

tho picco previously hung; this can Im done
by sighting down tho trimmed edge of tho

piece, whilo it is hold in tho hands. Tho
cloth should now bo held iu n looso bunch,

und tbo paper smoothed with it from ton to

bottom, enro being taken to work out nil air

from under tho papor, which, If not thorough-

ly done, will give it a very unsightly blistered

appoarenco. If aujr air remains nudur a part

or tho strip offer it bus been hung, a hole

must bo pricked through tho paper with a

pin, to allow of its cscano. A soft flat whisk

-

brush (such as is used lor brushing clothos) is

bottor for smoothing tho paper than a cloth.

After tho top is secured so that tho pattern
matches, brush onco down tbo centre of tho

strip ai fur ns tho paste is exposed. Then
carefully unfold tho bottom of tho strip, brush

down tho coiltro, and smooth tho whole by
brushing from tho centre to tho edges, right

und loft, all tho way down, finishing with one
swoop down tho trimmed edge, to unsure a

perfect join. A moist cloth should bu always
at hand to kocp tho figures clean and free

from color. I f Iho wall bo uneven or crooked,
as is often tho cauo in old houses, it will be

diffioull to avoid wrinkles, but llioy cun be

mostly got rid of by cutting tho paper and
allowing tho cut edges to lup over each other,

iu places where there would otherwiso lie a

wriuklc. By following theso directions the

most iuoxperioucod will bo nblo to do u

reasonably tidy piooo of work, but of coursa
a high dogreo of skill is only secured by
practice.

2815. To Make Glue Sizing. Break
up tho gluo into small pieces, put it in a
vossol with sufficient cold water to just cover
it; let it soak over night, and in the morning
tho gluo will bo soft enough to melt readily
with a moderate heat, or in a water-bath.
Add water to reduce to tho desired con-

sistency. This must ho applied as directed

in tho foregoing receipts.

O ollible G-Iass. This is a combi-O nation of silica with an alkali, soluble in

boiling water, yielding a fine, transparent,

scmi-elastic varnish. When mado according
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to Liemen's or Kuhlman’s method, under in-
creased pressure and heat, it is unaffected by
cold water, and tho object painted or covered
by tho samo can only be deprived of its coat-
ing byundergoing the samo heat and pressure
as was required to prepare tho original solu-
tion. Soluble glass prepared from potash is

usually called silicate of potash

;

trial from
soda being silicate of soda. Tho most ex-
tensive use which is made, at prescut, of solu-
bio glass produced after tho other methods, is

for tho adulteration of soap; in fact, such a
preparation is a kind of soap, in which the
expensive fatty acids aro replaced by tho cheap
silicic acid or sand ; but it is a bad soap, very
caustic, as tho silicic acid but vory imperfectly
neutralizes tho alkali. Another uso of water
glass is that of hardening cements, mortar,
etc., so as to render them imponneablo by
water.

2817. Fuchs’ Soluble Potash Glass.
A mixture of 15 parts pulverized quartz, or
puro quartz Band, 10 parts of well purified
potash, and 1 part powdered charcoal, may bo
conveniently employed. Those ingredients
aro to bo well mixed and exposed to a strong
heat in a fire proof melting-pot for 5 or 6
hours, until tho whole fuses uniformly and
steadily; as much heat is required us is nc-
ccanary to melt common glass. Tho melted
mass is then taken out by means of nn iron
spoon, and tho melting-pot immediately re-
filled with a fresh quantity. (At this stage
of tho process it is said by another authority,
that, by pulverizing and exposing it to the air,

it will absorb acidity, and by degrees tho for-

eign salts will, after frequent agitation and
stirring, bn completely separated, particularly
alter pouring over tho mass somo cold water,
which dissolves them, but not tho soluhlo
glass.) It is then broken up, pulverized, and
dissolved in about 5 parts of boiling water,
by introducing it insuiull portions into an iron
vessol and constantly stirring tho liquid, re-
placing tlm water ns it evaporates, by adding
hot wulor from time to time, and continuing
to boil for 3 or 4 hours, until the wholo is dis-
solved—a slimy deposit oxcepted—and until
n pellicle begins to torm on tho surfuco of tho
liquid, which indicates that tho solution is in
a state of great concentration

;
it disappears,

howovor, when tho liquid is stirred
;
nnd tho

boiling may then bo coutiuuud for a short
lime, in order to obtain tho solution in tho
proper state of concentration, when it has a
sperilio gravity of from 1.24 to 1.25 (about
SB0 Banmd). In this state it is sufficiently
liquid to bo used in many operations; in somo
instances it will bo necessary to dilute it with
more or loss water. When evaporated to a
syrupy consistence, it can bo employed with
Hilvuntngo in but few cases. Very frcquently
it is found contaminated with a little nulphido
of potassium, and it becomes necessary to add
a fittlo oxido of copper or copnor scales to-
wards tho ond of tho boiling, which liberates
a Rmall quantity of potash, lint which renders
it rather more suitable formally practical pur-
poses limn otherwise. If it is desirable, how-
ever, to havo a water-glass which ii entirely

neutral, it requires to bn boiled with freshly-
precipitated silica aa long as any silica is dis-

solved.

2818. Fuchs’ Solublo Soda Glass.
This is prepared in tho same way as tho potash
glass (see No. 2817), with tho exception that
a smaller proportion of soda is required. A
mixture of 45 parts by weight of quartz. 23
parts dry carbonate of soda, and 3 parts char-
coal, may bo employed. Tho mixture fuses
somewhat easier than potash gla^s.

2819. Buchnoris Soluble Soda Glass.
Tako 100 parts quartz, 60 parts dry sulphate
of soda, and 15 to 20 parts charcoal. This is
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said to be cheaper than that rnado with car-
bonate of soda, and is prepared in tho same
manner. By the addition of some copper
scales to the mixture tho sulphur will bo sep-
arated. Another method is proposed bv dis-
solving the fine silex in caustic soda lye.
Kuhlman employs the powdered flint, which
is dissolved in au iron caldron under a pres-
sure of 7 to 8 atmospheres of steam. Liebig
has recommended infusorial earth in placo of
sand, on account of its being readily soluble
in caustic lye; and be proposes to use 120K of the earth to 75 parts of caustic soda.

which 240 parts of silica jelly may be
obtained. His mode is to calcine tho earth so
as to become white, aud pawing it through a
weve. Tho lye he prepares from 75 ounces of
calcined soda, dissolved in 5 times tho quan-
tity of boiling water, ond then treated by 50
ounces of dry slacked limo; this lye is con-

fer* 1*1 b* bo 'bn
fi down to 480 uaum* ;

in
this boiling Ivo 120 ounces of tho prepared in-
fusonal earth are added by degrees, which
aro readily dissolved, leaving scarcely any
sediment. It has then to undergo several
operations for making it suitable for use, such
as treating again with lime-water, boiling it

and separating any precipitate, which by con-
tinuod boiling forms into balls, nnd which can
thon bo removed from the liquid. This clear

3
uid is then evaporated to tho consistency
syrup

; it form* a jelly slightly colored,
iccls dry and not sticky, and is readily soluble
in boiling water. Tho difference between
pejmb and soda soluble glass is not material

;

trm unit may bo preferred in whitewashing
With plaster of Pans, while tho soda glass is
more lluidly divisible.

2820.

To Distinguish Potash and
Soda Soluble Glass. By adding J volume
of rectified alcohol to a concentrated solution
of so ublo potash gloss, a gelatinous precSpi-
Into is formed, which, in a few days, is do-
posited at tho bottom of the vessel in a solid
mass. Tho ndditiou of alcohol to soluble soda
glass converts it into a gelatinous mass, but
affords uo nrecipitoto.

2821 To Mako Wood Incombustible.
Tho application of solublo gloss to wood rcu-
dors it almost incombustible.
2822. Doublo Solublo Glass. A mix-

ture of 3 parts by measure of concentrated
potash soluble glass, ami 2 parts concentrated
*oda glass, produco a doublo water-glass which
wiU answer all practical purposes.
Tho following preparation is also recom-

mended by Fuchs, as being much easier to
fuse. Tako 100 parts quartz, 28 parts purified
potash, 22 parts neutral dry carbonato of soda,
and G parts powdered charcoal.

2823. Solublo Glass for Stereo-Chro-
mic Painting. Soluble glass for tho uso of
stcrco-chromic painting is obtained by fusing
3 parts of puro carbonato of soda and 2 par*
of powdered quartz, from which a concentrated
.solution is prepared, 1 part of which is then
added to 4 parts of a concentrated and fully
saturated solution of potash-glass solution, by
which there is a more coudeuted amount of
silica with the alkalies; this solution has
been found to work well for paiut. Siemens’
patent for tho manufacture of soluble glass
consists in the production of a liquid quartz
by digesting the sand or quartz in a steam-
boiler tightly closed and at a temperature
corresponding to 4 or 5 atmospheres, with tbo
common caustic alkalies, which are in this

way capacitated to dissolve from 3 to 4 times
tbo weight of silica to a thin liquid. Experi-
ence has taught that the soluble glass mado
in the old way, with an excess of alkali, can-
not stand the influence of the atmosphere
when used as a paint. The soda washes out,

and leaves tho silex in a pulverized condition.
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so that it soon disappears. When, however,
a closed boiler is used, according to Kuhlmon’a
or Siemens' method, aud a pressure of 7 or 8
atmospheres, which corresponds with a tem-
perature of somo I20a above tho boiling point
of water, tho solvent qualities of iho hitter
are increased to such an extent as to enable it
to dissolve a glass containing J to i tho amount
of potash or soda.

TO Dve Wood. Dyeing wood is

mostly applied for giving color to vo-
ncors, while Flaming is more generally had re-
course to, to giro the desired color to an articlo
alter it has been manufactured. In tho ono
ease, tho color should penetrate throughout,
while in tho latter tho aurfoeo is nil that is es-
sential. A ftcr I he veuccrs aro cut, they should
he allowed to lie in a (rough of water for 4 or
5da3's before being put into tho copper; ai
Iho water brings out nhuudanco of slimy mai-
ler, which, if not thus removed, would prevent
the wood taking a good color. After thin pu-
nfying process, tho veneers should ho dried in
thu open air for at least 12 hours. They aro
then randy for llio copper. By this simplo
method, tho color will striko much quicker,
and bo of a brighter hue. It would also adii
to tho quality of tho colors, if, nflor tho ve-
neers havo boiled a few hours, they are taken
out, dried in tho air, mid again immersed in
tho coloring copper. Always dry veneers in
tho open air, for lire invariably Injures tho
colors. (See AW.2K17, etc.)

2825. Pino Black Dyo for Wood. Put
G pouuds chip logwood into tho copper, with
as ninny vom ers ns it w ill conveniently hold,
without pressing too tight

;
fill it with water,

nnd let it boil slowly lor about 3 hours; then
add & pound powdered verdigris, J pound cop-
peras, and 1 ounces bruized nut-galls; fill tho
copi»er up with vinegar ns tho water evnpo-
rates; let it boil gently 2 hours each day till

tho wood is dyed through.
2826. Fine Yellow Dyo for Wood.

Reduce 4 pounds of barberry root by sawing,
to dust, which putiu a copper or braes trough;
add 4 ounces turmorie and 4 gallons water,
thou put in as many whito holly venoors as
tho liquor will cover; boil them togothor for
3 hour*, ofton turniug thorn

; when cool, add
2 ounces aquafortis, aud tho dyo will striko
through much sooner.

2827. Bright Yollow Dyo for Wood.
To every gullon of water necessary to cover
tho veneers, odd

1 pound French berries
; boil

tho veneers till tho color has penetrated
through; odd some brightening liquid (see
next receipt) to tho iufusion o| tho Frcnoh
berries, and lot tho voncors remain for 2 or 3
hours, and the color will he very bright.
2828. Liquid For Brightening and

Setting Colors. To every pint of strong

S
uafortis. add 1 ounce grain tin, and a pieoo
sal-aiumoiiiac tho size of a walnut; sot it

by to dissolve, shako tho bottle round with
tho cork out, from timo to time: in tho course
of 2 or 3 days it will ho lit for use. This will
bo found au admirable liquid to add to any
color, as it not only brightens it, but rendors
it less likely to fade from oxnosuro to the air.
2829. Fine BIuo Dye for Wood. Into

a clean glass bottle put 1 pound oil of vitriol,
and 4 ounces host indigo pounded in a mortar
(take caro to set the bottle in a basin or earth-
en glazed pan, as it will effervesce), put tho
veneors into a copper or stono trough; fill it
rather more than l with water, aud add os
much of tho vitriol and indigo (stirring it

about) as will make a fine bluo, which you
may know by trying it with a picco of whito
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Eer or wood
;
let the veueers remain till tho

has struck through. Tho color will lie

much improved if the solution of indigo in

vitriol ho kept a few weeks before using it.

Tho color will also strike hotter if tho veneers

bo boiled in plain water till completely soaked
through, mid left for a few hours to dry par-

tiallv, previous to immersing them in the aye.

2&30. Bright Green Dye for Wood.
Proceed as in either of the previous receipts to

produce a yellow; but instead of adding
aquafortis or tho brightening liquid, add as

much vitriolated indigo (see last receipt ) as

will produco tlio desired color.

2831.

Bright Ked Dye for Wood. To
2 pounds gomiino Brazil dust, add 1 gallons

water; put in as many veneers os tho liquor

will cover; boil them lor 3 hours; then odd 2

ounces alum, uud 2 ounces aquafortis, and
keep it lukewarm until it has struck through.

2832.

Red Dyo for Wood. To every

pound of logwood chips, add 2 gallons water;
put in tho voneurs, and boil as in tho last;

then add a sufficient quantity of tho brighten-

ing liquid (sec No. 2828), till the color w of a
satisfactory tint ; keep tho whole as worm as

on can bear your linger in it, till tho color

ms siiflicumlly penetrated. The logwoud

chips should be picked from all foreign sub-

stances with which it generally abound*, us

bark, dirt, Ac.; aiul it is always boat when
fresh cut, which may lie known by its np-

pouring of a bright red color; for il stale, it

will look brown, and not yield so much color-

ing matter.

2833.

Robo Colored Dyo for Wood.
Moutor produces a lino pink or ro»o- color on
wood of cellulose, especially that of the ivory

nut, by immersing it first in ft solution of

iodide of potassium, 1J ounces per pint of

water, in which it remains for several hours,
whou it is placed iu a hath of corrosive subli-

mate, 130 grains to tho pint. When properly
dyed it is washed and varnished over. Wo
should think that leas poisonous materials
might ho found to answer tho value purpose.

2834.

Bright Purple Dyo for Wood.
Boil 2 pounds logwood, either in chips or pow-
der. in -I gallons water, with the veneers; after
boiling till the color is well struek in, add by
degrees vitriolate.il indigo (see No. 2829), till

tho purple is of tho shade required, which
may ho known by trying it with a pieco of

paper; lot it then noil for 1 hour, anil keep tho

liquid iu a inilk-wurrii slate till tho color has
penetrated tho veneer. This uiuthod, when
properly managed, will produce a brilliant

purplo.

2835.

Orange Dyo for Wood. I.et tho
Veneers ho lived by either of tho niolhods
given for a line deep yellow ( see Nos. 2826
aiul 2827), and whilu they are still wet and
saturated with tho dve. transfer them to tho
bright, red dyo (sen No. 2821), till tho color

penetrates equally throughout.

2836.

Silver-Gray Dye for Wood.
Kxposo any quantity ot old iron, or, what is

hotter, tho borings of gun-barrels, «tc., iu any
convenient vessel, anil from timo to timo
sprinkli them with muriatic acid, diluted ia

-I times its quantity of water, till they aro

very thickly covered with rust; then to every

6 pounds add 1 gallon of water iu which has

been dissolved 2 ounces salt of tartar (car-

bonato of potassa); lay tho veneers in tho

copper, and cover them with this liquid; let

it boil for 2 or 3 hours till well soaked, thou
to ever}' gallon of liquor udd 4 pound of

green copperas, and keep the whole at a

moderate temperature till the dyo has suffi-

ciently penetrated.

2837.

To Dye Veneers. Sorno manu-
facturers of Germany, who had been sup-

plied from Paris with veneers, colored through-

870

out their BUSS, were necessitated by tho lata

war to produce them themselves, ilr. Pus-
chcr states that experiments made in this

direction gave in the beginning colon.- fixed

only on the outside, whilo tho inside was un-

touched, until tho veneers were soaked for 24
hours in a solution of caustic soda containing

10 per cent, of soda, and boiled therein for 4
hour

;
after washing them with sufficient wa-

ter to remove the alkali, they may be dyed
throughout their mass. This treatment with
soda effects a general disintegration of the

wood, whereby it becomes, in tno moist state,

clastic und lcather-like. and ready to absorb

tho color ; it must then, after dyeing, be dried

between sheets of paper and subjected to pres-

sure to retain its shape.

2838.

To Dye Veneers Black. Ve-
neers treated as in last receipt and left for 24
hours in a hot decoction of logwood (1 part

logwood to 3 water), removing them after

tho lapso of that time, and, uftcr drying them
superficially, putting them into a hot solution

of copperas (1 part copperas to 30 water),

will, alter 24 hours, become beautifully and
completely dyc«l block.

2830. To Dye Veneers Yellow. A
solution of 1

part picric acid in 00 water,

with the addition of to much ammonia os to

become perceptible to the smell, dyes veneers

yellow, which color i* not in the least affected

by subsequent varnishing. Ik-fore dyeing,

tho veneers require tbo preparatory treatment

given in No. 2837.

2840. To Dyo Veneers Rose-Color.
Coralliuo dissolved in hot water, to which a

littlo caustic soda and one-tilth of its volume

of soluWo glass has been added, produces

roso-eolura of different shades, dependent on

tho amount of coralline taken. (See No.
2837.)

28*11. To Dyo Veneers Silver-Gray.
Tho only color which veneerx will take np.

without prerious treatment of soda, is Mirer-

gray, produced by soaking them for a day in a
solution of 1 part copperas to 100 parti water.

To Stain Wood, suininp
wood is altogether a different process

from dyeing it, and requires no preparation
before the stain bo applied. In preparing tho

stain, but littlo troublo is required; and,

E
morally speaking, its application differs very
tt!o from tbot of pointing. When carefully

done, and properly rarnished. staining has a

very beautiful appearance, and is much less

likely to meet with injury than japanning.

2843.

Black Stain for Immediate
Uso. Boil S ponnd chip logwood in 2 quarts
water, add 1 ounce pearlash, and apply it hot
to the work with a brush. Then take i

pound logwood, boil it as before iu 2 quarts
water, and add | ounce verdigris and i ounce
green copperas

;
strain it off. put in 4 pound

rusty steel filings; with this, go over tho

work a second timo.

2844.

To Stain Wood Like Ebony.
Tako a solution of sulphate of iron (green
copperas), and wash the wood over with it

2 or 3 times; let it dry, and apply 2 or 3 coats

of a strong hot decoction of logwood
;
wipe

the wood, when dry, with a sponge and wa-
ter, and polish with linseed oil.

2845.

To Stain Wood Light Mahog-
any Color. Brush over the surface with
diluted nitrous add, and when dry apply the

following, with a soft brush: dragon’s blood,

4 ounces; common soda, I ounce ; spirit of

wine, 3 pints. I-ct it stand in a warm place,

shake it frequently, and then strain. Repeat
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the application until tho proper color is

obtained.

2846. To Stain Dark Mahogany
Color. Boil J pound madder and 2 ounces
logwood ill 1 gallon water; then brush the

wood well over with the hot liquid. When
dry, go over the whole with a solution of 2
drachms pearlash in 1 quart water.

2847. To Stain Mahogany Color.

Pure Socotriuc aloes, 1 ounce; dragou’s

blood, J ounce; rectified spirit, 1 pint; dis-

jolvc, and apply 2 or 3 coats to the surfoeo of

tho wood; finish off with wax or oil tinged

with alkanet. Or: Wash over the wood with

strong aquafortis, and when dry, apply a coat

of tho al>ovo varnish; polish as last. Or:
Logwood, 2 ounces; madder, 8 ounces; fustic,

1 ounce
;
water. 1 gallon

;
hail 2 hours, and

apply it several times to tho wood boiling

hot; when dry, slightly brush it over with n

solution of pearlash, 1 ounce, in water, 1

quart
;
dry anil polish an betore. Ur : ijor-

wood, 1 part; wuter, 8 part*. Mako a dccoc
tion and apply il to tho wood

;
when dry

givo il 2 or 3 coats of tho following varnish

dragon’s blood, 1 part; spirits of «hio, 2

parts. Mix.
2848. Bcechwood Mahogany. Dis-

solve 2 ounces dragon's blood and 1 onneo

aloes in 1 quart rectified spirit of wine, and

apply il to tho surface of tho wood previ-

ously well polished. Or : Wash over tho sue-

face of the wood with aquafortis, and when
thoroughly dry givo it a coat of tho above
varniib. Or: Boil I pound logwood chips in

2 quarts water, und add 2 hand fills of walnut

peel ;
boil again, then strain, nml add 1 pint

good vinegar ;
apply as above.

2840. Artificial Mahogany. Tho
following method of giving any species of

wood of u closo grain tlio appearance of mu-

hnguuv in texture, density, and polish, is said

to ho practiced in Franco with success. Tho
surface is pinned smooth, and the wood id

then rubbed with a solution of nitrous acid ;

1 ounce dragon’s blood is dissolved in nearly

a pint of spirits of wine
;

this, and 4 ounco
carbonato of soda, are then to ho mixed to-

gether and filtered, and the liquid in this

thin statu is to be laid on with a soft brush.

This process is to ho repented, and in a short

interval afterwards tho wood possesses tho

external appearanco of mahogany. When
tho polish diminishes in brilliancy, it may ho

restored by tho uso of a littlo cold-drawn

linseed oil.
. „ „

2850. Fine Black 8tain. Boil 1

C
nnd logwood in \ quarts water, add a

able handful of walnut-peel or shells
;

boil

t up again, take out tho chips, add 1 pint

nest vinegar, and it will bo fit for uso; apply

it boiling hot. This will ho improved by
applving a hot solution of green copperas

dissolved in water (an ounco to a quart),

over tho first stain.

2851. To Imitate Rosewood. Boil 4

pound logwood in 3 pints water till it is of a

very dark red; odd J ounce salt of tartar

(carbonate of potassa). Whilo boiling hot,

stain tho wood with 2 or 3 coats, taking enro

that it is nearly dry between each
;

then, with

a stiff flat brush, such ns is used by tho paint-

ers Air graining, form streaks with tho black

stain above named (sec last receipt), which,

if carefully executed, will ho very nearly tho

appearance of dark rosewood; or, tho black

streaks may bn put in with a camel's huir pen-

cil. dipped in a solution of copperas and verdi-

gris in a decoction of logwood. A handy brush

for tho purpose may ho made out of a flat

brush, such as is used for varnishing; cut tho

sharp poiutsoff, and mako the edges irregular,

by cutting out a few hairs here and there, and

you will have a tool which will accurately

imitate the grain.
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2852. To Imitate Rosewood. Stain

with tho black stain (see Ao. 2850); on«l

when dry, with a brush dipped in the bright-
ening liquid (fee No. 2828), form red veins, in
imitation of the grain of rosewood, which
will produce a beautiful effect.

2853. New Stain for Wood.
_

Per-
manganate of notassa is recommended as a
rapid and excellent stain for wood. A solu-
tion of it spread upon pear or cherry wood,
for a few minutes, leaves a permanent dark
brown color, which, after careful washing,

drying, and oiling, assumes a reddish tint upon
being polished.

2854. Stolzol’s Method of Staining
Wood Brown. Dr. Stolzel adds another to

tho many receipts already givon for staining
wood of a brown color. First of all paint
over tho wood with a solution made by
boiling 1 part of catechu (Cutch or Gambier)
with :t0 parts water aud a little soda. This is

allowed to dry iu tho air, aud tho wood is

then painted over with anothor solution mode
of 1 part biohroinato of potash and 30 parts
water. By a little difforonco in tho mono of

treatment, and by varying tho strength of the
solutions, various shades of color mar bo
given with theso materials, which will bo
permanent and tend to preservo tho wood.
2855. To Darken Light Mahogany.

When furniture is ropuired, it frequently
happons that tho old wood cannot bo matched,
ami therefore tho work presents a patched ap-
pearance. To prevent this, wash tho pieces
introduced, with soap-lees, or dissolve quick-
lime in water, mid uso in tho same manner;
but bo careful not to lot oithcr bo too strong,
or it will make tho wood too dark

; it is boat,

therefore, to uso it rathor weak at first, aud,
if not dark enough, repeat tho process till tho
wood is sufficiently darkened.

2850. Black Walnut 8tain. Take 1

quart water, 14 ounces washing soda, 2J
"uncos vundyko brown, $ ouueo bichromato of

potass*. Boil for 10 minutes, aud apply with
a brush either in a hot or oold slate. This
is an oxcollont slain. (See Nos. 2853 and
V8M )

2857. To Improvo the Color of any
8tain. Mix in a bottle 1 ounce of nitric

acid, | tea-spoonful muriatic acid, $ ounco

E
nin tin, and 2 ounces rain water. Mix it at
ist 2 days before using, and keop tho bottle

well corked.

2858. To Stain Musical Instruments
and Fancy Boxes. Fancy work necessitates
tho employment of brighter colors than thoso
used fur furniture; wo therefore givo tho fol-

lowing receipts for preparing and applying
thoso most commonly employod for such pur-
poses.

2850. Fine Crimson Stain. Boil 1

pound good Brazil dust iu 3 quarts water for

au hour; strain it, aud udd 4 ounco cochineal

;

boil it again gently for 4 an hour, and it will

bo fit for uso. If required of a moro scarlet
tint, boil 4 ounco saffron in 1 quart of water
for an hour, aud pass over tho work previous
to tho red stain.

2860.

Fino Green Stain. To 3 pints
strongest vinegar, add 4 ounces best verdigris

pounded fino, 4 ouueo sap green, and 4 ounce
indigo. Distilled vinegar, or verjuice, improves
tho color.

2861.

Purple Stain. To 1 pound good
chip logwood, put 3 ouarts water; boil it well
for an hour; then add 4 ounces pearlash, and
2 ounces pounded indigo.

2862.

Fine Blue Stain. Into 1 pound
oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid) in a clean gloss
phial, put 4 ounces indigo, and proceca as

above directed in dyeing purple.

2863.

Bright Yellow Stain. Wood

no«d not be stained yellow, as a small piece
of aloes put into tho varnish will have tho de-
sired effect.

2864. Fine Black Stain. As a general
thing, when black is required iu musical in-
struments, it is produced by japanning; tho
work being well prepared with sire and lamp-
black, apply the black japan (sec No. 2322),
after which, varnish and polish. But as &
black stain is sometimes required for finger,
boards, bridges, and flutes, proceed as directed
m staining (see No. 2850); the wood, how-
ever, ought to bo either pear, apple, or box-
wood; tho latter is prefcrablo; and if it be
rubbed over, when dry, with a rag or flannel
dipped in hot oil, it will give it a gloss equal
to ebony.

2865. To Stain Boxwood Brown.
Hold tho work to tho fire, that it may receive
a gentle warmth

; then tako aquafortis, aud
with a feather pass over tho work until it
changes to a fine brown (always keeping i{

near tbo firo); then oil and polish it.

2866. C&ne Staining. By tho following
siuipla process, cauos aud similar sticks may
bo Blamed a rich brown: Dissolve a few
grains sulphate of manganese in suflicicnt
water to lake it up

;
moisten Uio aurface of

tho cano with it, and hold it over tho flarno of
a spirit lamp close enough to scorch it. By
caro, tho whole aurfaco may bo brought to a
uniform rich brown, or beautifully variegated
by beating souio parts more than others; thus
varying tho color from whito to tho deepest
black. Tho color will appear dull at first;
but, on oiling it with raw linseed oil, and rub-
binr it with a smooth piece of hard wood, it

will bo beautifully developed. Giro tbo cano
noothor finish, unless it bo another oiling some
days after the first.

amisll. Vamlabes may bo con-

V venicntly divided into two kinds, via.,

spirit and oil varuisbo*. Concentrated alcohol
U used as tho solvent iu tbo former, and fixed
or volatilu oils, or mixtures of the t wo. for (ho
latter. Tho specific gravity of alcohol for tho
purpose of making rarnishca should not bo
greater than 0.820 (that is, not below about
93 per cent). Camphor is often dissolved in
it to increaso its solvent powers. Tho oil of
turpentine, which is tho esscutial oil chiefly
employed, should bo pure and colorless. I’alo

drying linseed oil is tho fixed oil generally
used for varnishes, but poppy and nut oil aro
also occasionally employed. Amoug tho sub-
stances employed in tho manufacture of var-
nishes aro turpentine, copal, mostich, lac,

clerai, sandarach, anime, and amber, to impart
body aud lustro; benzoin to imparl scent;
gamboge, turmeric, saffron, annollo, and
Socolrino aloes, to give a yellow color; dra-
gon’s blood to givo a red tingo; asphallum to
yivo a block color and body; caoutchouc to
inpart body, toughness, and elasticity. Var-
uish constitutes n distinct branch of manufac-
ture, and many of them can bo advantageously
or safely mallo only on the largo scale on
premises adapted for tho purpose.

2868.

Preparation of Linseed Oil for
Making Oil Varnishes. In the manufacture
of oil varnishes, one of the most important

points is the use of good drying oil. Linseed
oil for this purpose should be pale, limpid,
brilliant, scarcely odorous, and mellow anil

sweet to the taste. 100 gallons of such oil

aro put into an iron or copper boiler capable
of holding 150 gallons, ami gradually heated
to a gentle simmer for 2 hours, to expel mois-
ture; the scum is then carefully removed, and
14 pounds scale litharge, 12 pounds red lead.

and 8 pounds powdered umber (all carefully
dried and free from moisture), arc gradually
sprinkled in; tho whole is then kept well
stirred, to prevent tho dryers sinking to the
bottom, and tho boiling is continued at a
gentle beat, for 3 hours longer; tho fire is

next withdrawn, and, iu 21 io 36 hours, the
scum is carefully removed, aud the clear oil

decanted from tho bottom. This forms the
best boiled or drying oil.

2869. Clarified Oil for Varnish. When
boiled oil is used for making varnish, and a
still further clarifying is deemed advisable, it

is placed in a copper pan holding from 80 to

100 gallons, and heat gradually applied till

tho scum rises, after removing which tho oil

is allowed to l>nil for about 2 hours, when it is

dosed with calcined magnesia, in the propor-

tion of an ounce to every 4 gallons of oil. but
added by degrees and with occasional stirrings.
This being completed, tho oil is again boiled
briskly for nbout an hour, anil then, tho fur-
fcaco being drawn, allowed to cool. When
tho teinpcruturo is sufficiently reduced, it is

removed to leaden cisterns, whoro it is stored
till fit for use.

2870. Clarified Linseed Oil for Var-
nishes. Heat in a copper boiler 50 gallons
of linseed oil to 280° Fahr.; add 2* pounds of
calcined white vitriol, and keep tho oil at the
above temperature for 4 hour; then remove
it from tho lire, aud in 24 hours decant tho
clear oil. which should sland lor a few weeks
before it is used for varnish.
2871. Wilks’ Refined Linseed Oil. In

236 gallons oil pour 6 pounds oil of vitriol,

and stir them together for 3 hours; then add
6 pounds fullers’ earth, well mixed with 11

Cmds hot lime, and stir for 3 hours, l’ut
oil into a copper boiler, with au onual

quantity of water, nod boil (or 3 hours; (lien
extinguish tho fire, and when tho materials
are cold draw off tho water, anti lot tho oil

stand to settle for a low weeks before using.

2872.

Boiled Oil for Varnishes. Mix
100 gallons linseed oil and 7 pounds calcined
whito vitriol (sulphate of zinc) in lino powder,
in a clean copper boiler; heat it to 285° Fuhr.,
and keep it at that temperature for at least an
hour, constantly stirring it; then allow it to
cool; in 24 hours decant tho dear portion,
and In 3 or 4 weeks rack it for use.

2873.

Cautions Respecting the Ma-
king of Varnish. As boat in many cases is

accessary to dissolve tho gums used in ma-
king varnish, tho best way, when practicable,
i« to use u sand-bath, which is simply placing
tho vessel containing tho varnish, iti another
filled with sand mid placed on tho fire. This
will generally be sufficient to prevent tho
spirits catching lire; but to avoid such nn no-
cidcnt (which not unfreqnently happens), it

will bo best to take a vessel sufficiently largo
to prevent any danger of spilling its contents

;

indeed, tho vessel should never bo moro than

two-thirds filled. However, a piece of board
sufficiently largo to cover the top of tho ves-
sel should always bo at hand in ease tho spirits
should take (ire; n. also a wet wrapper, in

case it should be spilled, as water itsell thrown
on would only iiicreuso the mischief. Tho
person who attends the varnish pot should
have his hands covered with gloves, and, if

they are made leather, and rather damp, it

will effectually prevent injury. Theso cau-
tions should be well observed, or shocking

E
ereonal injury may result from their neglect.
n tho city, it is hardly worth while to mako

varni-h, unless in largo quantities, us there
are many stores where it may be bad very
good, and at a lair price; but in tho country,
where the freight is an object, and you can-
not depend upnn the genuinenesgof the article,

it is necessary to be kaowu by tho practical
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mechanic how to make it ; when it is avail-

able, it is best to purchase it. The varnish

Srally sold for varnishing furniture is whit©

varnish.

Varnishes. These, tho most
durable and lustrous of varnishes, are

composed of a mixture of resin, oil, aud spirit

of turpentine. The oils most frequently em-
ployed arc linseed and walnut; the resins

chiefly used are copal and amber, and some
other gums. The drying power of the oil hav-

ing becu increased by litharge, red lead, or by
sulphate of lead, aud a judicious selection of

copal having been made, it is necessary, ac-

cording to Booth, to bear in mind the following

facts before proceeding to tbo manufacture of
varnish: 1. That varnish is not a solution,

but an intimate mixture of resin with boiled

oil and spirit of turpentine. 2. That the

resin must ho completely fused previous to

the addition of the boiled or prepared oil. 3.

That the oil must be heated from 250° to :5C0°.

4. That the spirit of tarpon tino must be add-

ed gradually, and in a thin stream, whilo tho

mixture of oil and resin is still hot. 5. That
tho varnish bo made in dry weather, otherwise

moisture is absorbed, and its transparency and
drying quality impaired. Of late years it has

boon practically demonstrated that not only is

there no necessity for boiling tho oil aud gum
alter incorporation, but that tho produce is

equally good if the turpentine bo added just

before tho mixture becomes too cold to permit

of a perfect amalgamation. In fact, it is now
acknowledged that thu oil need not ho raised

to a higher temperatoro than that at which
tho gum employed fuses, and that when tho

two uro mixed tho lowest possible degree of

bent which will insure their incorporation, is

sufficient to secure all the results desired. By
this method a largo quantity of tho turpentine

formerly lost in evaporation is saved, and
thcro is, moreover. Ions risk of fire. Tho beat-

ing vessel must lie of copper, of a capacity at

least otic-third more gallons than tho mixture

to bo introduced into it. with a riveted aud

not a soldered bottom. To promote tho ad-

mixture of tho copal with tho hot oil, tho co-

pal—carefully selected and of nearly uniform

fusibilitv—is separately heated with contin-

uous stirring over a moderate charcoal fir.*

kept constantly supplied with fuel, without

disturbing tho kottlo until tho completion of

tho mixture with the oil. If tho copal is melt-

ed in tho hot oil, tho resulting varnish is more
colored and loss drying. There is, however,

groat caro required * in fusing the copal by it

self; for if tho heat is too much prolonged,

tho resin becomes pitchy, and gives an inferior

varnish. Constant stirring is requisite to pre-

vent adhesion to the sides aud bottom of the

vossol, and consequent scorehiug. Tho pieces

of copal should ho of uniform fusibility ;
the

different varieties, therefore, should not be
fused together, for that which melts first is

apt to scorch before tho more refractory are

fused. 11'itis desired to mix different varie-

ties, they should lin fused separately and then

mixed in fluid state. When tho resin is thor-

oughly melted, thu hot oil is to be ladled in

gradually during constant stirring. To deter-

mine when sufficient oil has been added, a
drop must bo now aud then taken out and
roofed upon a glass plate. If, ou cooling, it is

limpid nud wax-like, pcnctrablo with the

nail without cracking, the proportion of oil is

sufficient; if, however, it is hard and brittle,

moro oil is required. Some resins absorb
moro oil than others. Tho spirits of turpeu-

tine should bo heated, and added iu a thiu

stream to tho oil aud rcsiu whilo still hot.

of turpentine must be

jc replaced over the fire

up to COO3 . limpidity

Caro must bo taken not to add tho turpentine

while the mixture is too hot, as too much of
the turpentine will be lost by evaporation;

but if the mixture gets too cool it becomes

sticky, tho addition of tnrpcutino must be

stopped, and it mast be replaced over the fire

and heated gradually up to COO3 . limpidity

is thus restored, and, upon removal from the

fire, sufficient turpentine should be added to

impart tho proper consistence
;
but this extra

heating injures tho quality of tho varnish.

2875. Common Oil Vaimish. Ilesia,

3 pounds ; drying oil, i gallon ; melt to-

gether, and add, when removed from tho fire,

2 quarts warm oil of turpentine.
2870. Oil Copal Varnish. Pale hard

copal, 2 pounds; fuse, add hot drying oil. 1

pint; boil as before directed, aud thin with

011 of turpentine, 3 pints, more or less, as

found necessary. Very pale. Dries hard in

12 to 24 hours.

2877.

Best Palo Carriage Varnish.
Palo African copal, 8 pounds; fuse, and add
clarified linseed nil, 2) gallons; boil till very
stringy, then add dried copperas ar.d litharge,

of each t pound ; boil as before directed, thin

with oil of turpentine, fil gallons; mix while

hot with the following varnish, and immedi-
ately strain tho mixture into a covered vessel

:

Gum an)mo, 8 pounds; clarified linseed oil,

21 gallons; dried sugar of lead aud litharge,

of each | pound
;
boil as before, thiu with oil

of turpentine, &1 gallon?, and mix it while

hot with the last varnish as above directed.

Dries in -1 hour, in summer and fi ill winter.

Used for tbo wheel', spring', and carriage

Cts of coaches ami other vehicles, ami by
iio painters, decorators. «tc.. who want a

strong, quick-drying, and durable varnish.

2878.

Ordinary Carriago Varnish.
Sorted gnm anime, 8 pounds ; clarified oil, 3
gallons; lithorge.fi ounces; dried and pow-

dered sugar of lead and whito copperas, of
each 4 ounces; boil as last, and thui with oil

of turpoutinc, fij gallons.

2879.

Ambor Varnish. Amber, 1

pound; polo boiled nil, 10 ounces; turpentine,

1 pint. Render the amber, placed in an iron

pot, semi-liquid by heat; then add tho oil,

mix, remove it from the fire, ami, when cooled

a little, stir in Iho turpentine. Or: To tho

amber, melted as above, add 2 ounces of

shellac, and proceed as l^fore. This varnish
is rather dark, but remarkably tough. Tho
first form is tbo best. It is nsed fur thesamo
purposes as eopol varnish, and forms an ex-

cellent article for covering wixtd, or any
other substance not of a white or very palo

color. It dries well, and is very hard and
durable.

2880.

Black Amber Varnish. Am-
ber. 1 pound; boiled oil. j pint; powdered
asphaltnm. fi ounces; oil of turpentine, 1

pint. Melt thu amber. As before described,

theu add tho asphaltnm, previously mixed
with the cohl nil, ami afterwards heated very

hot; mix well, resnove the vessel from tho

fire. and. when cooled a little, add Iho turpen-

tine, also made warm. Each of tho obovo
two varnishes should bo reduced to a proper

consistence with more turpentine if it bo
required. The last form produces the beauti-

ful black varnish used by tho cnachmakers.

Some manufacturers omit the whole or part

of tho asphaltnm. and use the tamo quantity

of clear black resin instead, in which case tho

color is brought up by lampblack reduced to

an impalpable powder, or previously ground
verv fine with a little boiled oil. The varnish

made in this way lacks, however, that rich-

ness, brilliancy, and depth of blackness im-
ported by asphaltnm.

2881.

Pale Amber Varnish. Amber,
pale and transparent, 6 pounds ;

fuse, add hot

clarified linseed oil, 2 gallons; boil till it

strings strongly, cool a little, and arid oil of

turpentine, 4 gallons. Pale as copal varnish

;

soon becomes very hard, and is tho most
durable of oil varnishes; but requires timo

before it is fit for polishing. When wanted
to dry anil harden quicker, drying oil may bo
substituted for linseed, or dryers may bo

added during the boiling.

2882. Tough Amber Varnish. Am-
ber, 1 pound; melt, add Scio turpentine, k

pound; transparent white resin, 2 ounces;

hot linseed oil, 1 pint; and afterwards suffi-

cient oil of turpentine as above. Vcry tough.
2883. Hard Amber Varnish. Melted

amber, 4 ounces
;
hot boiled oil, 1 quart

;
as

before.

2884. Very Palo Ambor Varnish.
Very pale aud transparent amber, -1 ounces

;

clarified linseed oil and oil of turpentine, of

each 1 pint; as before. Amber varnish in

suited for nil purposes where a very hard nud
durable oil varnish is required. Tho paler

kind is superior to copal varnish, and is often

mixed with tho latter to increase its lmrdncM
and durability.

2885. Varuiah for Waterproof Goods.
Let i pound of India-rubber, iu small piecos,

soften in S pound of oil of turpentine, then

add 2 pounds boiled oil, nud let tho wholo
!»->il for 2 hours over a slow coal fire. When
dissolved, add again fi pounds boiled linseed

oil and 1 pound litharge, and boll until an
oven liquid is obtained. It is applied warm,
aud forms a waterproof coating.

2880. India-Rubber Oil Varnish.
Take -I ounces India-rubber in lino shavings,

dissolve iu n covered jar by moans of a sand-

bath, in 2 pounds of crude benzole, ami thou
mix with 4 pounds hot linseed oil varnish,

and i pound oil of turpentine. Dries well.

2887. India-Rubber Oil Varnish.
Cutup I pound Inilia-rubbor into small pieces

and diffu. o in i pound sulphuric other, which
is dona by digestion in n glass flask on ft

sand-bath. Then add
1

pound pule linseed

oil varnish, previously heated, and after

settling, 1 pound oil of lurpentiuo, also

healed beforehand. Filter, whilo yot warm,
into bottles. Dries slowly.

2888. Gutta-Percha Oil Varnish.
Clean i pound gutta-percha in warm water
from adhering impurities, dry well, dissolve

in l pound of rectified resin oil, and add 2
pound i linseed oil varnish, boiling hot. Very
suitable to prevent metals from oxidation.

2880. Champa^nat's India-Rubber
Varnish. In o wide-mouthed glass bottle,

digest 2 ounces India-rubber iu fma sharings,
with 1 pound oil of turpentine, during 2 da vs,

without shakiug, then stir up with ft woudon
spatula. Add another pound oil of turpen-

tine. nud digest, with frequent agitation,

until all is dissolved. Then mix li pounds
of this solution with 2 pounds of verv white
copal oil varnish, and 1 j pounds well boiled

linseed oil; shako and digest in a sand-bath,
until they havu united m a good varnish.

For morocco leather.

2890. Flexible Varnish. Molt 1 pound
of resin, and add gradually 1 pound India-

rubber iu very lino shavings, and stir until

cold. Theu heat again, slowly, add 1 pound
linseed oil varnish, heated, and filter.

2891. Flexible Varnish. Dissolve I

pound of gum damar, and J pound India-

rubber in very small pieces, in 1 pound oil of

turpentine, by incans of a water-bath. Add
l pound hot oil varnish and filter.

2892. Hair Varnish. Dissolve 1 part

of clippings of pigs’ bristles, or of horse-hair,

in 10 parts of drying linseed oil by heat.

Fibrous materials (cotton, flax, silk, «£c.),

imbued with tho varnish and dried, arc used
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as a substitute for hair-cloth.
2893. Cabinet Varnish. Fuse? pounds

African copal, and pour on it 4 pints hot
clarified linseed oil; in 3 or 4 minutes, if it

feels stringy, take it out of tho building,
where there is no fire near, and when it has
cooled to 150° mix in 3 gallons oil of turpen-
tino of tho same temperature, or sufficient to
bring it to a duo consistence.

2894. Bessemer’s Varnish for Me-
tallic Paint. This is made with 8 pounds
copal, 2} gallons drying oil, and 25 gallons
oil of turpentine. These are mado into a
varnish nearly as directed for Cabinet Var-
nish (see No. 2893); aud ufterwards mixed
with a gallou of slacked lirno and left for 3
days to settle. Tho clear portion is then
drawn off, and 5 parts of vumish mixed with
4 parts of bronzo powder.

2895. Mahogany Varnish. Sorted

Em ftnime, 8 pounds; clarified oil, 3 gallons;
mrgo and powdered dried sugar of lead, ot

each ± pound
; boil tilt it strings well, then

cool n little, thin with oil of turpentine, 5»
gallons, and strain.

2898. Italian Varnish. Roil Scio tur.
pentino till bnltlu; powder, and dissolve in
oil of turpentino. Or: Canada balsam and
clear white resin, of each G ounces; oil of
turpentine, 1 quart, dissolvtnl. Used for prints,
engravings, Ac.

2897. Varnish for Printers’ Ink. To
overy 10 pounds clarified liuuwd oil add 5
Pounds clear black rosin, and * pound oil of
tuqicntinc. It U then ready fur mixing with
lampblack oroUier coloring matter. A twelfth
part of Canada halsum is sometimes added for
the finer parts.

2898. Varnish for Frames for Hot
Beds. Mix 1 ounces pulverized while cheese,
2 ounces slocked lime, and 4 ounces boiled lin-

seed oil. Mix, and add 4 ounces each whites
and yolks of eggs, and liquefy tho mixtaro by
boat. This curious mixture is said to pruduco
a pliable and transparent varnish.

2899. Brunswick Block. Foreign
aspholtum, 45 pound*; drying oil. G gallons;
and litharge, G pounds. Roil for 2 hours then
add dark gum-amber (fused), 8 pounds; hot
linseed oil, 2 gallons. Roil for2 hours longer,
or until a httlo of tho mass, when cooled,
may ho rolled into pills. Then withdraw tho
heat, and afterwards thin down with 25 gal-
lons oil of turpentino. Used for iron-work,
Ac.

2900. Black Varnish for Iron-Work.
Asphaltum, 48 pounds, fuso; add boiled oil.

10 gallons; red lead and litharge, of each 7
pounds

;
dried and powdered white copperas,

3 pounds. Roil for 2 hours
; then udd dark

gum amber (fused), 8 pounds; hot linseed
oil, 2 gallons; boil for two hours, proceeding
as in the last receipt, thinning down with oil

of turpentine, 30 gallons. Used for the samo
purposes as Rrunswiek black.
2901. Colored Oil Varnishes. Oil var-

nishes uro colored by grinding with them tho
most transparent colors, as distilled verdigris
for pceu, Ac. Spirit varnishes are also colored
with dragon’s blood, gamboge, Ac. (See No.
2867.)

2902. Varnish for Grates. To 2
pounds common aspbaltum, fused in an iron
pot, add 1 pint hot boiled linseed oil; mix well
and boil for somo time.

add 2 quarts oil of turpentine. If too thick,

add turpentine. Apply with an ordinary paint
brush.

at a distance from a candle or other llauir.
Respecting the gums (resins) employed, it

may be useful to mention that shellac 'is ren-
dered more soluble by being powdered and
exposed for a long time to the air (sec No.
29UG); sandarach gives hardness to varnishes;
mastich gives a gloss to a solution of other
gums; benzoin still more, but iu color is

objectionable
; animo readily dissolves, bat

renders the varnish long in drying; copal and
amber are scarcely soluble in spirit, but are
rendered partially so bv other gums, iind also
by being previously fused bv heat. (See No.
2867.) Shellac gives a durable varnish, objec-
tionable only on account of its color, which
may be rendered paler by charcoal. (Beasley.)
(See No. 1723. ,fc.) In the preparation of
spirit varnishes, care should be taken to pre-
vent tho evaporation of tho alcohol as much
as possible, aud also to preserve tho portion
that evaporates. On tho small scale, spirit
Tarnishes are best mado by maceration in
close bottles. In order to prevent tho agglu-
tination of tho rosin, it is often advantageously
mixed with clear officious sand, or pounded
glass, by which tho surface is much increased,
oud tho solvent power of the menstruum pro-
moted. Tho tendency «.f a spirit varnish to
ohill or give a rough surface may bo destroyed
by adding to tho varnish a littlo gum sanda-
rnch. oil of lavender or concentrated ammonia.

2904. To Dissolvo Copal in Spirit.
Tako tho copal and exposo it in n vessel
formed liko a cullendor to tho front of a fire,

and receive tho drops of melted gum in a
basin of cold water; then dry them well in a
temperature of about 95® Fahr. By treating
copal in this way it acquires the properly of
dissolving in alcohol.

2905. Copal Varnish. Tako I ounce

3tl and \ an ounco shellac
;

powder them
I. and put them into a bottlo or Jar con-

taining 1 quart spirit* of wine. Plica tho
mixture in a warm place, and shako it occa-
sionally, until tho gums aro completely dis-

solved
;
and, when strained, tho varnish will

bo fit for use. The abovo is tho simplest, and
therefore tho most usual method of making
common copal varnish; but it may bo pre-
pared in a variety of ways, whore particular
uses may bo required.

2906.

To Dissolvo Gum Shellac.
Everybodywho has over to deal with bleached

E
m shollao knows tho difficulties and tho
3 of limo attending its solution. To obviate

this, tho gum is broken into small piece* and
macerated in a stoppered bottlo with other;
after swelling up sufficiently, tho excess of
other is poured off, when it will dissolve quite
readily in alcohol. ( See No. 2903.)

2907.

Copal Varnish. Take 3 ounces
copal, molt by a gentlo heat, and drop it into
water (see No. 2904); then dry it and powder
it fine. Placo a bottlo containing 1 pint oil

of turpentino in a water-bath, and add the
powdered copal to tho turpentino in small por-
tions at a time; in a few days decant the
clear. Dries slowly, but is very palo and
durable, and is used for pictures, Ac. In
making this varnish, it frequently happens
that tho gum will not melt as readily as it

ought, which, in general, is owing to the
lurpontino not being sufficiently rectified;

Out. when that is good, it will always succeed.

Qpirit Varnishes
k_> employed for making spirit varnishes
should not be less than 95 per cent. In pre-
paring and using them, they should bo kept

'V hen partially coo.ed It is best also to let the turpentine bo exposed
for ^jmo iu lho sun> ,n corkcj bottle,
that the watery particles may bo gradually
dissipated. Tho bottlo should not be stopped
quite tight.

2908. Copal Varnish, according to
The spirit Professor Boeitger should be made by first dis-

solving 1 part by weight of camphor, in 12
parts ether

;
when the camphor is dissolved.

4 parts best copal resin, previously reduced

to an impalpable powder, arc added to the

ethereal camphor solution placed in a well-

stoppered bottle. As soon ns tho copal ap-

pears to bo partly dissolved, and has become
•wollen, 4 parts strong alcohol, or methylated

spirits, and i part oil of turpentine are added,
and, after shaking the mixture and letting it

stand for a few hours longer, a thoroughly
good copal varnish is obtained.

2909. Common Turpentine Vanish..
This is merely clear nalo resin dissolved i:i

oil of turpentine; usually 5 pounds resin to 7
pouuds of turpentine.

2910. Crystal Varnish. Picked mas-
tich, 4 ounces; rectified spirit,

1 pint; animal
charcoal, 1 ounce. Digost and filter.

2911. Mastich Picture Varnish. Very
pale and picked gum mastich, 5 pounds;
glass pounded a* small as barley, and well
washed and dried, 2J pounds; rectified tur-

pentino, 2 gallons
;
put them into a clean 4

gallon stone or tin bottle, buugdown securely,

ar.d keep rolling it backwards and forwards
pret ty smartly on a counter or any other solid

place, for at least 4 hours; when, if Lho gum
is all dissolved, the varnish may be decanted,
strained through muslin into another bottle,

aud allowed to settle. It should bo kept
for 6 or 9 months before use, as it thereby
gets both tougher and clearer. Vorv fine.

2912. Mastich Varnish. Munch, 8
pounds; turpentine, 4 gallons; dissolvo by a
gentle heat, and add palo turpentino varnish, 4

gallon.

2913. Best Mastich Varaiah. Gum
mastich, fi ounces; oil of turpontinu 1 quart;
dissolve. Mastich varnish is used for pictures,

Ac.; when good, it is tough, hard, brilliant,

and colorless.

2014. Varnish for Pointings. Tako
mastich, 6 ounce*; puro turpentine, 4 ounco;
camphor, 2 drachm*; spirit* of turpentine, 19

ounces; add first tho cunnhor to the turpen-

tine; the mixture is miulo inn water-bath;
when lho solution is cfleeted, add tho mastich
and tho spirits of turpentino ueur tho end of

tho operation ; filter through a cotton cloth.

2915. Tinpry’s Eascnco Varnish.
Mastich in powder, 12 ounces; puro turpen-
tine, 14 ounces; camphor, * ounco; powdered
glass, 5 ounces

;
rectified oil of turpentino, 1

quart.

2910. White Toy Varnish. Ton.lor

copal, 74 ounces; camphor, 1 ounce; alcohol

of 95 per cent., 1 quart; dissolve, then add
mastich, 2 ounces; Veuico turpentino, 1

ounce; dissolvo and strain. Very white,

drying, and capable of being polished wheu
hard. Usod for toys.

2917. White Varnish. Saudarach, 8
ounces; mastich, 2 ounce*; Canada balsam, 4

ounces; alcohol, 1 quart. Used on paper,

wood, or linen.

2918. Best Whito Hard Varnish.
Rectified spirits of wine, 1 quart; gum siuidu-

rach, 10 ounces; gum mastich, 2 ounces; gum
aniinc, 4 onnee; dissolvo these in a clean can,

or bottle, in a warm place, frequently shaking
it. When tho gum is dissolved, strain it

through a lawn sieve, and it is fit for use.

2919. Mordant, or Transfer Varnish.
Mastich in tears, G 5 ounces; resin, 124 ounces;

pale Venico turpentino (genuine) and sand-

arach, of each 25 ounces; alcohol, 5 pints;

dissolvo as before. Used for fixing cnglOV-

ings or lithographs on wood, and for giidiug,

silvering, Ac.’ (See No. 2928.)

2920. Map Varnish is prepared by
pulverizing 1 ounco saudarach, i ounco mas-

tich, 4 ounco elomi, dissolving them in j ounce
of Venico turpentine, aud adding to it a solu-

tion of 4 ounces shellac, and 3 ounces oil of

lavender, in 12 ounces alcohol. (Sec No.
2935.)
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2921. Canada Varni3h. Clear balsam

of Canada, 4 ounces; camphnne. 8 ounces;

warm gently. and shake together till dissolved.

For maps, drawings, Ac., they arc first sized

over with a solution of isingims, taking care

that every part is covered ; when dry, the

varnish is brushed over it.

2922. Collodion Varnish. The addition

of 1 part castor oil to 32 parts collodion, makes

a good varnish ; it dries rapidly and does not

ponotrato the paper. This varnish will do

very well for coating maps, lists, labels, etc.,

and it will keep for years. If, after a repeat-

ed coating, white spots should appear, moist-

en them with ether, and they will vanish in-

stantly.

2923. Varnish to Imitate the Chinese.

Put d ounces powdered guui-lai\ with a piece

of camphor about the size of a hazelnut, into

a strong bottle, with l pound good spirits of

wine. Shako the bottle from time to Uruc,

and sot it over some hot embers to mix lor 24

hours, if it bo in winter; in summer time it

may bo exposed to the sun. Paw the whole

through a fine doth, and throw away what

remains upon it. Lot it settle for 2 1 hours;

separate gently the dear part in the upper

part of the bottle, and put into another phial

;

tho remains will serve for the first layers or

coatings,
. . _

2924. Varnish tor Drawings and
Lithographs. Take of dextrine, 2 parts;

alcohol, i part; water, 2 parks. These should

ho prepared previously with 2 or 3 coats of

thin starch or rice boiled and strained through

a doth. (See No, 2927.)

2025. To Purify Dextrine. Hager

gives a method for rondoring dextrine pure, or

at least freer from foreign odor oud taste.

For this purpose ho dissolves 10 parts of good

dextrine, with • tirriug. in 18 of cold distilled

wator, allows the mixture to stand for -omc

days, decants and strains it trnm tho sediment.

Tho clear liquid is then to liu mixed with

once and a half to twice its volume of alcohol

fortius (sea So. M3!>) ; after some hours the

liquor is separated from ih<- pa sty mass, win h

is then ones! more dissolved m a small quanti-

ty of water, uud spread on gla -

1

or porcelain

to dry at a temperature not exceeding l ife3

Fahr.
2920. Lo Blond’s Varnish, keep 1

pounds balsam of copaiba warm in a Hand or

water bath, and add 10 ounces copal (previ-

ously fused and coan ely powdered), by singlo

ouncos, daily, uud stir it frequently. When
dissolves! ndil a little Chic* turpentine.

2927. De Sylvestre’s Dextrino Var-
nish. Dextrine, 2 parts; water, 0 parts:

rectified spirit. 1 part. (-See .Vo. 2921.)

2928. Transfer Varnish. For trans-

ferring and fixing engravings or lithographs

on wood, and for gilding, silvering, etc. Dis-

solve 4 ounces mastivh (in tear'), and 4 oun-

ces sandarach, in I \ pints rectified spirit ; add

4 pint puro Canada balsam. (See .Vo. 2919.)

2929. To Dissolve Amber. Thorn is

no difficulty in dissolving amber iu chloroform,

but people aro apt to think they fail, from the

circumstance that it is only partially soluble.

Toko some broken amber, rcsluco to a coarse

powder, and place in a bottle with rather moro
than enough chloroform Co cover them well;

shake often, uud in a few days, by pouring a
drop or two of the clear liquid on a gloss plate,

a varnish of good body, which gives a strong

glaze, may be obtained. Or an amber varnish

may bo mode as follows: Take of amber, 3

ounces; benzole. r>0 ounces; heat the amber
jn a closed vessel to a temperature of about

{i70° Fabr. When it begins to soften and
Well, emitting white fumes, then dissolve? in

tho benzole.

2030. Amber Varnish for Photo-

(
•

V
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graphs. Dissolve 3 to 4 grains amber iu 1

ounce chloroform. (See .Vo. 2929.)

2931. Brilliant Amber Spirit Var-
nish. Fused amber, 4 ounces ; sandarach

ami inasticb, of each 4 ounces ;
highly rectified

spirit, I quart. Expose to the heat of a .and-

bath, witli occasional agitation, till dissolved.

(The amber is fused iu a close copper vusel,

having a funnel-shaped projection, which
passes through tho bottom of tho furnace by

which tho vessel is heated.)

2932. Hare’3 Colorless Varnish for

Photographs. Dissolve shellac by heat in

8 parts of water and I of peariash. Precipi-

tate by chlorine, and dissolve in rectified

spirit. (Sec Sot. 2933 to 2935.)

2933. Bookbinders’ and Colorless

Varnish. Ur. A. Schmidt gires the follow-

ing directions for making these and several

other beautiful varnishes: For 1 ponud

good shellac take 4 ounces crystallized car

bomitc of soda, and 1 4 gallons water; put tho

whole in n clean iron or copper vessel of dou-

Ido the capacity, ami, uaderconstant stirring,

bring it to boiling over a slow fire. The shel-

lac will dissolve, and, if it i* intended to make
colorless French varnish (see .Vo. 2935). tho

solution has to be run through a woolen cloth.

For browu bookbinders' varnish, or a colorless

vami.-h for mans, photographs, etc., tho nota-

tion has to boil for about an hour longer, but

only simmering, and then to rool very slowly

without stirring ;
better let it stand over

night, and let the fire go out under tL In tho

morning a wax-like substance will be found

on tho surface of tho solution, and the other

impurities of the shellac as a deposit tin tho

bottom of tho vessel. The solution I* like-

wise to bo run through a woolen doth and

then to be filter.-.!. (See So. 2934. ) To ninkc a

transparent brown varnish—bookbinders’ var-

nish—thii filtered solution has to bo precipita-

ted with diluted sulphuric ucid (1 part acid to

20 parts water), the precipitate collected on a

coarse muslin cloth, and washed oat with cold

clear water till it runs through without taste.

(See So. 24.) Then fill a slouoor wooden ves-

>cl with boiling water, and throw tho precipi-

tate in it; it will directly soften «r.«l stick to-

-ether; this halfmass lias lobe kneaded in tho

hand*, doubled up. melted, mid drawn out till

it a*.udic* a lino rilky lu»Uc. then drawn out

to t lie desired thickness in sticks, liko candy,

and it i* then ready for tolulioa. To uinko

tho Bookbinders’ V.uixisit. dissolve 1 part

of the precipitate in 24 pari* 95 per cent, al-

cohol. To make the Colorless Varnish,

dissolve 1 part of tho precipitate in tho sauio

quantity of alcohol. Add li drachms ml of

lavender to each pint. The colorless varnish

will look like whey, but moro transparent.

2934. Filter for Shellac. To make a

filter for shellac, take a small wooden keg, re-

movo tho top and bottom, and fasten to one

side a piece «>f muslin; ou tho muslin bring

about 4 inches fine, washed sand, and on top

of tho sand a layer of clean straw; then

pour tho solution into the filter and let it

run through. Should the firrt portion run

through Ik? not perfectly clear, liko red French

wine, it has to be brought back to the filter.

When nothing more; will mu through, pour

some clean water on the filter to wash tho re-

maining solution out.

2935. French Transparent Colorless

Varnish. To make white French transpa-

rent colorless varnish for maps, the solution

(sec So. 2933) ha* to be bleached. The
bleaching fluid is made a* follows, and the

proportions are for l pound of shellac: Take 1

pound good English chloride of lime, dissolve

it in 14 pounds cold water, triturating the

tamps well
;
let it subside, and decant the clear

fluid
;
add 7 pounds of water to the residue.
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and, when subsided, add the clear liquor to

the other; precipitate this liquor with a solu-

tion of carlMHiotc of soda, let the carbonate of

lime settle, and decant tho clear chloride of

soda; wash the sediment* out with water, and

add tho clear liquid to the former, put it. in a

high stono jar, and give it a rotary motion

with a wooden stick, pouring in at the same

timo very diluted sulphuric acid, till it as-

sumes a greenish color and a smell of chlorine

is perceptible. Then add some of this liquid

to the solution to ho bleached, under constant

stirring, till all tho color is gone. French

polish wiil look liko milk. Then precipitate

with dilute sulphuric: acid, exactly ns the solu-

tion for bookbinders' varnish, and treat the

precipitate in Ihc samo manner, iu hot water.

(.See So. 2933. )
All iron must be carofullv

avoided as soon us tho chlorine liquor is add-

ed. Dissolve I pint of tho above in 3 pints of

95 per cent, alcohol, and do not add any oil

of lavender, as iu No. 2933. For photographs

this solution i* too strong; 1 part of bleached

Rhclluc to G purls alcohol will answer. For

maps the? solution should not be applied im-

mediately to the paper, but the latter should

first receive a coat of boiled and strained

itarch.

2930.

Wax Varnish, or Milk of

Wax. I'ure while wax, 1 pound; molt

with as gentle a heat as possible, and warm
spirit of wiuo (90 percent.), 1 pint; mix per-

fectly, and pour the liquid mil upon a cold

porphyry slab; next grind it with a nuillor to

a perfectly smooth paste, with tho addition

ol more spirit a* required
;
put the paste into

a marble mortar, make an emulsion with 34

pint* gradually added, mid strain through

muslin. Used as a varnish for paintings;

when dry, a hot iron is pns.sed over it, or boat

i* otherwise eveuly applied, no as to fuse it,

and render it transparent
;
when quite cold it

i* polished with a c lean linen cloth. Tho most

protective of all varnishes. Many ancient

painting* (two Ibetr freshness at tho prosont.

dav to tins varnish.

2037. Wax Varnish for Furniture.
Wax, 3 ounces; oil of turpentine, 1 quart;

dissolve? by a gentle heat. Used for furniture.

2038. Varnish for Paper Hangings,
Maps, Prints, Ac. Take of genuine palo

Canada balsam and rectified oil of turpentine,

equal parts, and mix thoroughly, (live tho

articles 2 coats of size before varnishing.

2939. Varnish for Card-Work, Bas-
kets, &c. Take black, rod, or any other
colored sealing wax. according to fancy;

break it into small pieces, and odd enough
rectified or methylated spirit to cover it; lot

tho vessel stand near the lire for 2 days until

it is quite dissolved. (live the article 2 coats

of size before varnishing. The size is made?

by dissolving parchment cutting* in boiling

water. This is a most useful varnish for fret-

work. card- work, baskets. Ac.

2940. Water Lac Varnish. Tale

shellac. 5 ounces; borax, 1 ounce; water, 1

E
’nt; d-.gest at nearly the boiling point, until

ssolvod
;

then strain. Equal to the moro
costly spiriL varnish for many purpose*

;
it i*

an excellent vehicle for water colors, inks,

Ac. ; when dry it is waterproof.

2941.

Transparent Green Varnish.
A beautifully transparent given varnish is

made by taking a small quantity of "Chinese

bine." with about twice the amount of finely

powdered c hromate of potash, and stirring

tln-so in copal varnish thinned with turpen-

tine. A thorough grinding of this mixture?

must be made for tho purpose of intimately

incorporating tho ingredients, as otherwise it

wiil nut be transparent. A preponderance of

chromate of potash gives a yellowish shade

to the green, and a deficiency increases tho

amount of blue. This varnisb, thus colored.
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produces u very striking effect in japanned
poods, paper-hangings, etc., and can be mode
very cheaply.

2942. Aniiir.o Transparent Var-
nishes. The aniline colors arc particularly
well adapted for the manufacture of transpa-

rent lac:-, which possess great intensity even
ill very thin iilius, aud arc heuee very suita-

ble for coloring glass or mica. The "process

recommended by P. Spriugmuhl is to pre-

f

nrn separately an alcoholic solution of

leached shellac or saudarach, and u concen-
trated alcoholic solution of the coloring mat-
ter, which last is added to the lac before using
it; the glass or mica to he coated l>cing slight

ly warmed. Colored films of great beaut

V

may also boobtained, according to Springtnuhl,
from colored solution, of gun cotton in ether.

th«« coloring matter living here dissolved in

alcohol ami ether. The collodion film ha* its

elasticity greatly increased by the addition of
some turpentine oil

; nml when applied cold,

can bo removed entire. The colored film*
may now ho cut into any pattern, and again
attached to transparent abject*.

2943. Anilino Black Varnish. An
aniline block varnish, of recent Parisian
production, is tho following :

Dissolve CJ
drachms avoirdupois of aniline blue, 1?

drachms of fnchsine, am! -IJ drachms of

naphthaline yellow, in I quart alcohol. Tim
whole is dissolved by ngituliiui in less than 12

hours. One application renders an object

ebony black :
the vumirli can lie filtered, and

will never deposit afterwards.

2044. Transparent Varnish for
Prints and Pictures. Dilute i pound
Venice turpentine with a gill, or thereabout*,

of spirits of wine. Tf too thick, a littlo more
of trio latter ; if not enough, a little more of
tho former

;
*<> that it is brought to tho con-

sistence of milk, bay 1 cast of this on the

right side of tlm print, and, when dry. it will

shine like glass. If it is not satisfactory, lay

on another cunt.

2945. To Mako tho Design of a
Print Appear in Gold. After haviug
laid on both side* of the print ono coat of the

vami*h described in No. 29-11, in order to

mako it transparent, let it dry a littlo while;

then, boforn it is quite dry, lay some gold In

leaves on tho wrong sido of the print, pressing

it gently on with a cotton pad. By these

means, all parts wlioro the*© leaves Itavo been
laid will appear like massive gold on tho

right side. When this i* nil thoroughly dry,

lay on tho right side of it ono coal of tlm

varnish described above, and it will then be

as good os any crown glass. A pasteboard

may bo put behind tho print, to support it

bettor in its frame.
2940. Clear Gutta-Percha Solution.

Cut gutta-percha into thin strip* and put it iu

n glass bottle, and add n.» much chloroform as

makes a thick paste. This paste is then

placed iu very hot water, and kneaded with

tho lingers. After considerable manipulation

the gutta percha loses much of its color, and
if this process is repeated, becomes very near-

ly colorloss, having only a palo straw tint.

A chloroform solution may then be made of
any strength, which is useful for many pur-

poses—when thin, as a substitute for court

plaster, and when thick, us a stopping for

decayed teeth.

2947.

Solvents for India-Rubber
and Gutta-Percha to Mako Flexible
Varnish. Rubber docs not dissolvo easily

enough to give a varnish by simply placing

it in a bottle with tho solvent. Sulphuric

ether is ono of its regular sotvents, but then

it must bo pure rectified ether, and not the

mixture of ether and alcohol which is sold for

ether in many drug stores. It also must be
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pure rubber, and not the sulphur-vulcanized
article. Tho puro rubber must be cut into
small pieces, soaked in tho ether in a warm
place for abont 24 hours until they arc swollen
up, and then it must bo kneaded in a mortar.
In such a way rubber varnishes may be made
even with common benzine. When treated
with hot benzole (from coal tar. not benzine
from petroleum), it swells to 30 limes its

former bulk
;
and if then triturated with a

pestle, and pressed through a sieve, it affords
a homogeneous varnish, which being applied

by a flat edge of metal or wood to cloth, pre-

Kres it for forming waterproof cloth. Chloro-
n» and tho bisulphuret of carbon dissolve

India-rubber aud gutta-percha in the cold.
Turpentine disintegrate* and dissolves India-

rubber and gutta-percha when hot. The
fixed oils also readily dissolvo them with the
aid of heat. When India-rubber remains
sticky after working it. it is a proof that tho
temperature was too high, or that too much
turpentine was used in the solutions or var-

nishes; turpentine rubber varnish has natu-
rally a tendency to dry sticky; benzol© or tho
fixed oils nr© better. '(See S’*. 2248.)

2948.

Flcxiblo Varnish for Balloons,
etc. Digest cold, 1) ounces India-rubber,

cat small, in 1 pint of either chloroform, sul-

phuric ethrr (wa*hed), or bitulphurct of car-
bon. Thi* dries a* soon as laid on.

2949.

India-Rubber Varnish. Digest
in a closed vessel, at a gentle heat. 1 onne©
India-rubber shaving* in I pint of rectified

mineral naphtha, or benzole; then strain it.

This dries very badly, and never gets perfect-

ly hard.

2950.

Tough India-Rubber Varnish.
Dissolvo by heat 1 bunco India-rubber in 1

quart of drying oil. This dries very tough iu
about 48 bourn.

2951.

Flexible Varnish. Boil 3 ounces
dried whit© copperas, 3 ounces sugar of lead,
and 3 ounces litharce. In 1 gallon linseed oil:
stir constantly until it strings well, then rool
slowly and decant the clear portion. If too
thick, thin with quick-drring linseed oil.

2952.

Colpin's India-Rubber Varnish.
India-rubber in small pieces, washed and
dried, arc fiual for 3 hour* in a close vessel,
on a gradually heated sand-bath. On remov-
ing from tho sand-bath, open tho vessel and
stir for 10 minutes, then clnso again, and re-

peat the fusion on tho following day, until

small globule* appear on the Kurfarc* Then
strain through a wire sieve.

2953.

Metallic Varnish, or Var-
rusher's Amalgam. Melt 4 ounces grain tin

(see Indez) wiih 1 ounce bismuth; odd 1

our.ee quicksilver, and stir till cold; then grind
it very fino with white of egg or varnish, and
apply this metallic varnish to the figuro to be
coated.

2954.

Varnish for Gun Barrels. The
varnish used for gun barrels, after they ar<

bronzed, is made by dissolving 1 ounce of

shellac and I or 2 drachma of dragon's blood
in a quart of alcohol, and filtering the solu-

tion through biotting paper into a bottle,

which must be kepi closely corked. This
varnish, being laid on the barrel, and bccomo
perfectly dry, must bo rubbed with a bur-
nisher to render it smooth and clossy.

2955.

Submarine Varafeh. Resin, 2
parts; galipot, 2 parts

;
essence of turpentine,

•10 parts. Melt the above, and add. in tho
form of very fine powder, and well mixed,
sulphide of copper. 18 parts; rcgulus of anti-

mony, 2 parts. This varnish is said to pro-
tect wood from worms, and to prevent the ad-

herence of barnacles and parasites to the bot-
tom of ships. It also preserves iron from ox-
idation.

2956.

Varnish for Iron. Tho following
is a method given by M. Wciszkcpf, of pro-
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ducing upon iron a durable black shining var-

nish: Take oil of turpentine, add to it, drop
by drop, and while stirring, strong sulphuric
acid, until a syrupy precipitate is quite formed,
and no more of it is produced on further ad-
dition of a drop of acid. The liquid is now
repeatedly washed away with water, every
time renewed after a good stirring, until tho
water docs not exhibit any raoro acid reaction
on being tested with blue litmus paper. Tho
prec ipitate is next brought upon a cloth filter,

and, after all tho water has run off, thn syrupy
mass i* fit for use. This thickish deposit is

painted over tho iron with a brush; if it hap-
pen* to be too stiff, it 13 previously diluted
with some oil of turpentine. Immediately
after tho iron baa been so pointed, the paint

is burnt in by a gentlo hoat, and, after cool-

ing, the black surfac© is rubbed over with u
piece of woolen stuff dipped in, and moistened
with linseed oil. According to Weiszkonf,
this varnish is not a simple covering of tlm
surface, but it is chemically combined with
the metal, aud does not, therefore, wear or

peel off tho iron, as is tho caso with other
paints and varnishes.

2957. Brilliant Fronch Varnish for
Boots and 8hoos. Tako J of a pint spirits

of wino; & pint* whito wino;
4
pound pow-

dered gum Senegal; G ounces loaf sugar; 2
ounces powdered galls; 4 ounces green cop-
peras. Dissolve tho sugar and gum iu the
wino. When dissolved, strain; then put it

on a slow firo, being careful not to let it boil.

In this slato put in the galls, copperas, and-
tho alcohol, stirring it well for five minutes.
Then remove from tho firo, aud, when nearly
cool, strain through flannel, and bottle for

uso. It ia applied with a pencil brush. If

not sufficiently black, a littlo sulphato of iron,

n:ul half a pint of u strong decoction of log-

wood, may bo added, with nunco pearl-

ash.

2958. Varnish for Fastening tho
Loathor on Top Rollers in Factories.
Dissolvo 2J ounces of gum-arabic iu water
and a liko amount of isinglass dissolved in

brandy, and it is fit for USO.

2959. Varnish for Engraving on
Glass. Wax, I ouuco; masticli, 4 ounce; us-

phaltum, } ounce; turpentine, 4 drachm.
2980. Etching Varnishes. White

wax, 2 ounces; asphnltum, 2 ounces. Molt
tho wax in a clean pipkin, add tho asplialtum

in powder, and boil to u proper consistonco.

I’our it iuto warm water, mid form it into
balls, which must ho kneaded, and put into

tnffota for use. Or. whito wax, 2 ounces; Bur-
gundy pilch, 4 ouuco; black pitch, 4 ounco.
Molt togothcr, and add by degrees 2 uuticos
powdered aspballum, mid boil it till a drop
cooled on a plato bccouica brittle.

2961. Etching Fluid for Copper.
Aquafortis, 2 ounces; water, 5 ounces. Mix.
2902. Callot's Exu Forto for Fine

Touches. Dissolvo 4 parts each of verdi-

gris, alum, sea salt, and sal ammoniac, iu 8
parts vinegar; add 16 parts water, boil for a
minute, and let it cool.

2903. Etching Fluid for Steel. Io-

dino, 1 ounce; iron filings, 4 drachm; water,

4 ounces. Digest till tho iron is dissolved.

Or: pyroligneous acid, 4 part* by inoasuro;
alcohol, 1 part. Mix, and add 1 part double
aquaforti3 (specific gravity 1.28). Apply it

from 14 to 15 minutes.
2964. To Make Colored Prints Re-

semble Oil Paintings. Tako of Canada
balsam, 1 ounco; spirit of turpentine, 2 oun-
ces; mix thorn together. Before this com-
position is applied, the drawing or print
should bo sized with a solution of isinglass in
water, and, when dry, tho varnish should bo
applied with a camel's-hair brush.
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2905. To Varnish Drawings, or any
Kind of Paper or Card Work. Dissolve
1 ounco best isinglass in about I piul water,
by simmering it over tho fire; strain it

through lino muslin, and keep it for use. Try
tho size on a piece of paper moderately warm.
If it glistens, it is too thick, and requires more
water; if it soaks into tho paper, it is too

thin, and needs more isinglass; it should
merely dull the surface. Then givo tho
drawing 2 or 3 coats, letting it dry between
each, being careful (particularly in the first

coat) to bear very lightly oil tho brush
(which should he a flat camcTt-hair), from
which tho sizo should flow freely ; otherwise,
tho drawing may lie damaged. Then taka tho

best mastich varnish, and with it give at least

3 coats. This is tho method used by many
eminent artists, mid is found superior to any
that has been tiied.

2000. Varnish for Shoes. Put *

pound gum shellac, broken up in small piece?,

into a quart bottle or lug, cover it with

alcohol, cork it tight, mid put it on a shelf in

a warm place; shako it well several times a
day, theu add a picco of camphor as largo ai

a hen’s egg, shako it well, und in a few hours

shako it again mid mid l muico lampblack.

If tho alcohol ia good it will nil bo dissolved iu

2 days; (hen ahnlto and use. If it gets too

thick, add alcohol, pour out 2 or 3 tea-spoon-

fuls in a saucer, and apply it with a small

paint brush. If tho materials are nil good it

will dry in about fi minute*, giving u gloss

equal fo patent leather, and will bn removed
only by wearing it off. The advantage of

this preparation over others is, it does not
strike Into tho leather and mako it hard, but
remains on tho surface, ami yet exclude * tho
water almost perfectly. The same prepara-

tion is admirable for harness, and sloes not
soil when touched, as is usually the case with

lampblack preparations.

2907. Varnish for Harness. Tuko
06 per coni, alcohol, I gallon; white pino

turpentine, 1} pounds; gum shellac, 1 |

pounds; Venice turpentine, 1 gill. I*:t thnso

stand in n Jug in tho mm or by a stove until

tho gums aro dissolved, then add sweet oil, 1

gill
;
and lampblack, 2 ounces

;
rub tho lamp-

black first with a littlo of the varnish. This
varnish is hotter than tho old style, from tho

fact Hint its polish is as good, and it does not

crack when tho humous is twisted or knocked
about.

2908. Flexible Japan Black for

Lcathor. Burnt umber, B ounces; tnio

aspballum, 3 or 1 ounces; boiled linseed oil,

1 ullon; grind tho umber with a little of tho

oi ; add it to tho nsphnltnm, previously dis-

80 ved in a small quantity of the oil by heat;

mix, add tho remainder of tho oil
;

boil, cool,

and thin with n sufficient quantity of oil of

turpentine.

2969. Inflexible Japan Black for

Leather. Shellac, l ounco ;
wood naphtha,

4 ounces; lampblack to color; dissolve.

2970. Varnish or Enamel for Coating
tho Insides of Casks. A now application

of charcoal has recently been uiodo in Eng-
land for tbo manufacture of a permanent
enamel, or varnish for coating tho insides of

casks. Tho charcoal, which is inado from tho

wood ofSalix Alba (white willow), is reduced

to u very lino powder, ami mixed with proper

proportions of shellac and methylated spirit.

When ready for uso it is laid on with a brush,

and tho inside of tho cask is fired, so us to

renjovo tho spirit and leavo only tho lining of

charcoal and shellac
;

it is then coated ngaia

and fired u second time, after which it is

allowed to stand a short timo before being

used. This composition is said to form a

perfect cuamel, and. while it prevents any

chance of leakage, it preserves the Clicks in an

extraordinary manuer. It answers admirably
for beer and acid?, and is largely adopted by
some of our principal brewers.

\Tarnishing. The art of applying
varnishes to various surfaces. This

requires experience and care, both in the

selection of appropriate varnishes, and in the

manner of applying them.

2972. To' Finish Walnut Wood for

Varnishing. Mix, with good whiliug, such

colors os will produce ax near as possible the

color of tho wood to Im; fi 11**1. This mixture
to l*n dry. Thou give the wood a good coal

of oil, and sprinkle the mixture over tho work
until it is pretty well covered

;
then, with a

soft rag or other soil substance, nib this in

well. Wipe off all superfluous material, bet

dry thoroughly, and varnish. This mode is

fur superior to siz.ng.

2973. Finishing Walnut. For filling

walnut wood, there aro many compounds in

use, several of them under patents*, that

which discolors the wood tho least, and nt the

samo timo produces a lino finish, i» tbo most
simple of them all. being nothing but tine rye

flour mixed with boiled oil, Japan am! turpen-

tine, ground fine in a paint mill, and slightly

colored with burnt umber.
2974. To Varnish Walnut Furniture.

In dressing over old furniture, tho first thing

to l>o done is to wash it over with lime, or
soda and water, to remove all effects of grease

from sweaty bamIs, which will prevent var-

nish from flowing freely **r hardening well.

If tho work requires refilling, rro flour, wheat
flour, com starch, or Paris white, ground fine

in oil and turpentine, will do; but 1 or2coots
of shullac should lio lni«l on and rubbed
smooth before applying llio varnish. Work
finished in oil, without varnish, should l>o

filled with a harder substance than starch.

Some u*o white wax reduced iu turpentino:
but wbat i.i better i» a compound of equal

parts, by weight, of whiting, plaster of Paris,

paniico stone, ami litharge, to which may l*c

added a littlo French yellow, asphaltum, Van-

dyke brown, and terra di Sienna. Mix with

1 part Japan, 2 of boiled nil, ami 3 of turpen-
tine. Or.ml (mu iu a mill. I.ay the filling

on with a brush, rub it iu well, let it set 20
minutes, then rub off clean. Let it harden 2
or3 days, then rub smooth, und. if required,

repeal the process. When the filling is satis-

factory, finish with linseed oil, put on with a

brush ; wipe off, and rub lo a polish with fine

cotton; finish with a silk handkerchief, or

nay fine fabric. When the furniture is

cleaned ami filled, proceed as direct*-*! in the
next receipt
2975. To Varnish Furniture. When

the work is quite clean, fill up all knots or

blemishes with cement of the same color.

See that the brush is dean, und free from
,00*0 hairs; then dip it in the vami.*h. stroke
it along thn wire nuacd across tho top of the

tarnish pot, aud givo tho work a thin and

regular coat. Thu must bo done as quickly

as possible : and yet not quickly enough to

cause the varnish to foam or bubble as it

leaves tho brush, always taking care not to

pass the brush twice over tbc same place, if it

can possibly be avoided. I-cl it stand to dry in

a moderately wnnn place, that tho varnish

may not chill. Varnish must always be ap-

plied in a moderately warm room, where the

air is dry ami free from dost; and care must
lw takeu never to apply a second coat until

rhe former one has become quite dry. It re-

quires practice to find ont how much varnish
to take in the brush. Enough must be left

on an upright surface to ensure a perfect
coaling; Im: ton much will sc; i In downwards
1 1

1

-fore it sets and make unsightly ridges as it

dries. On a horizontal surface, a trifle more
varnish can lie applied thau on an upright
one. but not much more; ns a too thick coat-

ing. even if it cannot run, will dry neither

haul nor smooth. After giving tho work
about 0 or 7 coats, let it. get quite hard
(which von will prove by pressing your
knuckles on it; if it leave u mark, it is not

hard enough); then, with the first tlireo

lingers of the hand, rub thn varnish until it

< k.ifes, aud proceed over that part of the work
i. i y.iean to polish, in order to take out t»U

the streaks or partial lumps made by tho
bruli; then give it another coat, nnd let it

si and a day or two to harden. Tho best

vessel for holding varnish is mid at color
•-hops, called a varnish pan. It is constructed
• •f tin, with a false bottom; thn interval be-

tween the two bottoms is filled with Piuid,

which, being heated over tho fire, keeps tho
varai-li fluid, and it flows more readily from
th*> brush. There is a tin harnllo to it, and
the false bottom slopes from ono end to the
other, which causes tho varnish to run to ono
end. It has also a wire fixed across tho top,

to wine the brush against.

297G. To Polish Varnished Surfaces.
To givo tlie highest degree of lustre to varnish
after ii is laid on, as well ns to remove tho
marks of the brush, it undergoes the operation
of polishing This is performed by first rub-

bing it "iili very finely powdered putnlco
-tone and water; afterwards, patiently, with
an oiled mg ami Tripoli until tho required
polish is produced. Tho surfaco in then
.•leaned off with soft linen cloths, cleared of

nil gro .cine-, with powdered starch, aud then
rublml bright with tho pnlm of tho hand.
2977. To Keen Brushes in Order.

Tho brushes used lor varnishing aro either

flat in tii). <>r round, tied firm to tho handle,
and : .ole either of camelV-lmii or very lino

bristles. Oil varnishes nro applied with
brushes of fine lirlxtlox; Ino varnishes nro

flowed on with camelVhnlr brushes. It is

iie. e-'arv to lie very careful in cleaning them
after being u ed

;
for, if laid by with the var-

nish in them, they nro soon spoiled. There-
fore. aftei using, wash them well in spirits of

wine or turpentine, according to tbc nature of

the v.iriii i
; after which they may bo washed

out with ln»t water and soap, when they will

he as good as new, and last, a great whilo

with cure. Tho spirits that nro ui>od lor

denning may lie used to mix with varnish for

the more common purposes, or tho hrushos

uiay be cleaned merely with boiling wntor

containing a lililo washing soda, and strong

yellow soap.

2978. To Rostoro Furniture. An
experienced cabinetmaker iuloniid us that

tho best preparation for cleaning picture

frames and restoring furniture, especially that

somewhat marred or scratched, ii a mixture
of three parts of linseed oil and one part

spirits of turpentine. It not only covers the

disfigured surface, but restores wood to its

original color, and leaves a lustre upon the

surface. Put un with a woolen cloth, and
when dry, rub with woolen.

The beauty of eabinet-

upon thn care with
Some clean off with

scraping and nibbing with glass paper. This

should he done in ull cases; hut it is not

enough, particularly where tho grain is at

all soft. A good glass-paper also is essen-

tial. (See Xo. 1933.) A polish should then

“polishing.
JL work depends
which it is finished.
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be added. But, unless the varnish for cab-
inet-work bo very clear and bright, it will
givo a dingy shade to all light-colored woods.
This should, therefore, be a previous care.
Again, some workmen polish with rotten
6touo, others with putty-powder, and others
with common whiling and water; but Tripoli
will bo fouud to answer tho best.

2980. To Polish Varnish is certainly a
tedious process, and considered by many as a
matter of difficulty. Put 2 ounces powdered
Tripoli into au caribou pot or basin, with
water sufficient to cover it ; then, with a piece
of Jino flauuel four times doubled, laid over a
pieco of cork rubber, proceed to polish the
varnish, always wetting it well with the
Tripoli and water, 1 1 will be known when the
procuu* is comploto by wiping a part of tho
work with a sponge, and observing whether
thoro is a fair and oven gloss. Cleon off with
a bit of muttoa-suot uml lino flour. Bo care-
ful uot to rub tho work too hard, or longer
than is necessary to make tho face perfectly
smooth aud oven.
2981. Tho French Method of Polish-

ing. With a pieco of lino pumicc-stouc, and
water, pass regularly over tho work with tho
grain until tho rising of tho grain is down;
limn, with powdered Tripoli and boiled lin-

seed oil, polish tho work to a bright face.

This will bo a very superior polish, but it re-

quires considerable time.
2982. To Polish Brass Ornaments

Inlaid in Wood. Tho brass-work must
lirst bn fllod very even with a smooth file;

thou, having mixed somo very finely pow-
dered Tripoli with linseed oil, polish tho work
with a ruubur mado from a pieco of old hat or
folt. as you would polish varnish, until the
desired effect is produced. If tho work be
ebony, or black rosewood, tako somo elder-

coal. powdered very fine, and apply it dry
after you have done with tho Tripoli. It will

increase th« beauty oftho polish.

2983. To Clean Soft Mahogany or
othor Poroua Wood. After scraping and
sand papering in tho usual manner, tako a
sponge and woll wet tho surface, to raise the
grain; then, with a pieco of fino pumico-
Slone, free from stony particles, and cut the
way of tho Abies, rub tho wood in tho direc-
tion of tho grain, keeping it moist with water,
bet tho work dry; then wet it again, and
tho grain will Ih« much smoother, and will not
raise so much. Uopi-nt tho process, and tho
surface will boenmo perfectly smooth, and tho
texture of tint wood much hardened. If thi*

does not succeed to satisfaction, tho surfaco

may lie improved by using the pumicr-stono
wit'll cold-urawii linseed ill!, proceeding in

the same manner ns with water. This will bo
(build t" give a most beautiful as well on a
durable face to the work, which may then bo
polished or varnished.

2984. To Clean and Finish Mahog-
any Work. Scrape ami sand-paper the work
as smooth :ss possible; go over every part with
a brush dipped in furniture oil, and let it re-

main all night; have ready the powder of tho
finest red Brick, which tie up in a cotton
stocking, and sift equally over tho work tho

next morning, and, with a leaden or iron

weight in a piece of carpet, rub it well tho

way of the grain, backward and forward, till

it has a good gloss. If not sufficient, or if tho
grain appears at all rough, repeat tho pro-

cess. Be careful not to put too much of tho
brick-dust, us it should not bo rubbed dry,

but rather as a paste upon the cloth. When
tho surfaco is perfectly smooth, clean it off

with a rubber of carpet aud fine mahogany
saw-dust. This process will give a good
gloss, ar.d make a surfaco that will improve
Gy wear.
2985. To Clean and Polish Old Fur-

877
niture. Take a quart of stale beer or vine-

gar. put a handful of couimuu salt and a
table-spoonful of muriatic acid into it, and
boil it for lo minutes; it may bo kept in a
bottle, and warmed when wanted for use.
Having previously washed tho furniture with
soft hot water, to get tho dirt off, wash it care-

fully with the above mixture; then polish,

according to the directions, with any of tho

foregoing polishes.

2980. Mixture for Cleaning Furni-
ture. Coid drawu linseed oil, 1 quart; spirit

of wine, and vinegar, * pint each; butter

(terchloridc) of antimony, 2 ouuccs; spirit of

turpentine, 1 pint. This mixture requires to

be well shaken before it is used. A little of

it is then to bo poured upon a rubber, which
must l>o well applied to tho surfaco of tho fur-

niture; several applications will bo necessary
for new furniture, or for such as ha-1 previous-

ly been Freuch polished or rubbed with bees'
wax.
2987. Furniture Polish. Dimolvo 1

ounces best shellac in 2 pints ‘Jj per cent, al-

cohol; add to this 2 pints linseed oil, and 1

pint spirit* of turpentine; when mixed, add
•I ounces sulphuric ether, and 4 ounces am-
monia water; mix thoroughly. Shako when
used, and apply with a sponge lightly. This
is an excellent article, especially where tho

varnish hat become old and tarnished.

2088. Polishing Paste. Tako 3 ounces
white wax.

J ounce Castile soap, 1 gill tur-

pentine. Shave tho wax aud soap very fine

and put tho wax to the turpentiuo; let it

stand 21 hour*; then boil tho soap in I gill

water, and odd to tho wax and turpentine.

This has been highly recommended.

2089. Furnituro Polish. Bees’ wax, i

C
und; nlkauet root, * ounro; melt together
a pipkin until tho former is well colored.

Then add linseed nil, ami .-pints of turpentine,
of each i gill; strain through a pieco of coarse
muslin.

2900. Furnituro Paste. Turpentine, 1

pint; nlkauet r<*»t. Jounce; digest until suf-

ficiently colored, then odd l«*c*’ wax, scraped
small, I ounce*; put the vessel Into hot wa-
ter and stir until dissolved. If wanted pale,

tho alkanct may bo omitted.
2991. Composition for Soft or Light

Mahogany. Coil together cold-drawn lin-

seed oil, mul u« much alkanct root as it will

cover, aud to every pint of oil odd 1 ounce of

tho best rose pink. When all the color i* ex
tracted, strain it off, and to every pint mid 1

gill spirits of turpentine. This will bo n very
superior composition fur soft and light ma-
hogany.
2992. To Wax Furniture. In waxing,

it i* of great importance to make tho coating
a* thin o* possible, in order that the veins of

tho wood may be distinctly seen. The follow-

ing preparation i* the best for performing tiu*

operation: Put 2 ounce* white aud yellow-
wax orcr a moderate fire, in a very dean ves-

nol, and. when it is quite melted, add 4 ounces
best spirits of turpentine. Stir tho whole
until it is entirely cool, and you will have a

K
mado fit for waxing farnitnre. which must
rubbed over it according to the usaal

method. The oil soon penetrates the pore3 of
tho wood, brings out the color of it. causes
tho wax to adhere better, and produces a lustre
equal to that of varnish, without being subject
to any of it* inconveniences. The polish may
bo renewed at any timo by nibbing it with "a

piece of fine cork.

“P^rench Phishing. The
JL method of varnishing furniture by means
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of rubbing it on tho surface of the wood, 13 of
comparatively modern date. To put on a
hard face, which shall not be so liublo to
ferateh as varnish, and yet appear equally
fine, the French polish was introduced, ticlow
wo give a full direction of tho process, and
also tho various preparations of tho different
composition* necessary.
2994. To French Polish. Tho varnish

being prepared (shellac), tho articlo to be
polished being finished off as smoothly as

Bisiblo with glass paper, and tho rubber
ng mado ns directed below, proceed to the

operation as follows:—Tho varnish, in a nar-
row-necked bottle, is to bo applied to the
middlo of tho flat face of tho rubber, by laying
tho rubber on tho mouth of tho bottle and
fhaking up the varnish once, n* by this incans
tho rubber will imbibo tho proper quantity to
varnish a considerable extent of surface. 'Tho
rubber is tlicu to bo enclosed in a soft linen
cloth, doubled, U10 rest of (ho cloth being
gathered up at tho back of tho rubber to form
a handle. Moisten tho faco of tho linen with
a littlo raw linsued oil, applied with tho finger
to the muUlle of it. l’lnco tho work opposite
tho light, pass tho rubber quickly and lightly
•over its surfaco uniformly in small circular

strokes, until the varnish becomes dry, or
nearly so; again charge the rubber oh before
with varnish (omitting tho oil), and repeat
tho rubbing, until three coats nrn laid on,
when a little oil may be applied to tho rubber,
and two coat* more given to it. Proceed in
thiswayuntilthovaniii.il has acquired somo
thickness; then wet the imido of tho linen
< !.>:!i. before applying the varnish, with ulco-
!"»!- «r wood naphtha, and rub quickly, lightly,
and uniformly, tho whole surface. I.indly,
wet tho linen cloth with a littlo oil mid
alcohol without varnish, and rub a* before till

dry. I'.ach coat is to bo rubbed until tho mg
appear* dry; und too much varnish must nut
bo put on the mg at 11 time. Bo ulso very
particular in lotting tho rngs bo very clean
and soft, ns the polish depends, in u great
measure, na tho core taken in keeping it

clean and lice from dust during the operation.
If tho work bo porous, or tho grain coarse, it

will bo necessary to give it a com of clear nizo
previous to commencing with tho polish: and,
when dry, gently go over it with very lino
gliUK paper. The size will fill up tho pores,
and prevent tho wasto of tho polish, by being
absorbed into the wood, and bo also a saving
of considerable timo iu the operation.

2995. To Make a French Polish
Rubber. Itoil up a strip of thick woolen
cloth which has been tom off. so a* to form o
.oil elastic edge. It should form a coil, from
1 to 3 inches in diameter, according to tho
ixo of tho work. This rubber is to bo secure-
ly bonnd with thread, to prevent it from un-
coiling when it is used.

2990. Best French Polish. Shellac,
3 parts; gam mastich, 1 part; gum sandarneh,
1 part; spirits of wine, 40 parts; tho mastich
and samlarnch must first bo dissolved in tho
spirit* of wine, and then tho shellac; tho pro-
cess may bo performed by putting them into
a bottlo loosely corked, and placing it in a
vessel of water heated to a little below 173°
l'ahr., or tho boiling point of spirit* of wine,
until tho solution bo effected; tbo elenr solu-
tion may bo poured off into another bottlo for
use. Various receipt* for tho French polish
have been published, in which ingredients are
inserted that are insolnblo in spirits of wine,
and therefore useless; and others contain in-
gredient* that are soluble in water, so ns to
render tho mixture more cosily injured.
2997. Common French Polish. A

solution of shellac in wood naphtha, (pvrox-
ilic spirit). (See No. 2999.)
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2908. Mastich French Polish. Palo
shellac, 3 pounds; nmtieh, G ounces; 00 per
••'•ill. idc'dlol, 3 «;iii r.r., (iV-r veri recap'.)

2900. Sandarach French Polish.
Shellac. 2 pounds; mastich and randarnrh
(Imlli in (Murder), of each 1 ounce; copal var-

i.i.'h. 12 ounces; alcohol,
1 gallon. All Iho

aliora arc made iu iho cold by frequently stir-

j ill;' or shaking Iho ingredients together ia a
well-closed hotilo or other vessel. French
polish is used without filtering.

3000. True French Polish. To 1 pint

spirits of wine add i onneo each gum copal
and eandaracb, and 1 onneo shellac. Let
iho gums ho well linii: ed, and silted through
:\ piece of muslin. Put tho spirits and tho
gums togntlmr iu a vessel that can ho closely

corked
;
place them near a warm stove, and

ftcquontly nhako them. In 2 or 3 days they
will hu dissolved. Strain (ho mixture through

a piece of muslin, mid keep it tight corked lor

use.

3001. French PoUah. To 1 pint spirits

of winn add 4 ounce gum shellac, tho name
quantity gum lac, and 1 mince gum sandarach;

put thuso ingredients into a atone bottle near

a lire, frequently blinking it; when tho vari-

ous gums are dissolved it is lit for use.

3002. French Polish. Take 2 ounces
wood naphtha, 4 ounce host shellac, 1 drachm
gmu benzoin: crush tho gums, mix them with

tho naphtha iu u bottle; shako them frequent-

ly (ill dissolved; it is limn ready for use. This
is tho clear polish. Take a littlo cotton wool,

apply a littlo of tho polish to it, cover It

tightly with a linen lag, to which apply o

•Imp of linseed oil, to prevent it from sticking

to the wood; uso v our rubber gently, polish-

ing from n centre m a circular manner; finish

with n drop of spirits of wino on a clean rub-

ber, which will extract iho oil.

3003. To Stahl or Color Fronch Pol-
ish. Wood muy bo btuiuud or grained any
color or design, by mixing it with Iho polish,

or dipping tho rubber in tho color (I'mnly

F

owdorod), at Iho timoyou apply tho polish.

Sea No. 3002.) To nreduce n rod, dip tho

cotton into dragon's blood (linoly powdered),
immodiulolv applying llio polish; then cover

with tho linen, and polish. For yellow, me
the host chromo yellow. For blue, ultra-

iililriuo blue, or Indigo. For black, ivory or

lampblack, Ac. Graining is produced by
touching or streaking tho wood with thee.dor,
iu abavo, in irregular lines or marks, and iu

such shopos us tho fancy may suggest, then
finishing it with u coat of clear polish.

3004.

Water-Proof Polish. Tako 1

t

int spirits of wiuo, 2 ounces gum-benzoin,

nunno gum Bttndarach, and j nunco gom
nnimo; thoso must bo put into a stoppered
bottle, and placed either In a sand-bath or in

hot water till dissolved; then strain tho mix-
ture, and, after adding ahont J gill best

cloor pappy oil, nhako it woll up, and put it

by for uso.

3005.

Bright Polish. 1 pint spirits of

wino to 2 ounccj gum benxoiu and j ounce
gum-Baudaracb, put inn glass bottlo corked,
and (tinned in a Hand-bath or hot water until

I

on tiinl all tho gum dissolved, will mako a

oautiful clear polish for Tunbridgowarc
good.i, tca-caddics, Ac. It must bo shaken
from time to time, and, when all dissolved,

strained through a lino muslin sieve, and
botllod for uso.

3000. Prepared Spirits for Finishing
Polish. This preparation b useful torfiniih-

ing after any or tho foregoing receipts, as it

odds to tho lustre and durability, as well as

removing every defect, of the other polishes

;

ami it gives tho surface a most brilliant ap-

pearance. Take i pint best rectified spirit

:

of wino, 2 drachms shellac, and 2 drachms
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gum-benzoin. Put these ingredients in a

bottle, and keep it ia a warm place till tho

gam is all dissolved, shaking it frequently

;

when cold, add 2 tea-spoonfuls of tho best

clear white poppy oil
;
shako them well to-

gether, aud it is lit for use. This preparation

Is nsed in the same manner as tho foregoing

polishes
;

bat, ia order to remove all dull

places, the pressure in rubbing may bo in-

creased.

3007. Strong Polish. To bo used in

tho carved parts *T cabiuct-work with a brush,

as in standards, pillars, claws, Ac. Dissolvo

2 minces seed lac and 2 ounces white resin in

1 pint spirits of wine. This varnish or polish

must bo laid on warm, and if tho work can bo
wanned also, it will bo so much tho better;

at any rate, moisture and dampness muit bo
avoided.
3008. How to Givo Black Walnut a

Dark Dead Smooth Surface. Tula as-

Mium, pnlvorixo it, placo it iu n jar or

e, pour over it about twice iu bulk of

turpentine or benzole, put it iu n warm placo,

and shako it from Unto to time. When dis-

solved, strain it aud apply it to tho wood with
a cloth or stiff bru.-h. If it should mako loo

dark a stain, thin it with turpantina or ben-

zole. Tbid will dry in a few hours. If it is

dcrired to bring out tho pain still more,

apply a uiixturo of I*tiled oil uud tuqicntiuo;

Ibis Is better than oil alone. I*ut no oil with
tho ospbaltnni mixture, as it will dry very
slowly. When tho oil is dry tho wood can bo
polished with Iho following : Shcllao varnish,

of tho usual consistency, 2 parts; boiled oil,

I part. Shako it well beforo using. Apply
it to tho wood by putting a fow drops on a

cloth and rubbing briskly on tho wood for u
few momenta. Thin polish works woll on old

varniahcd furniture.

3000. Polish for Turners’ Work.
Dissolve sandarudi in spirits of wino in tho

proportion of 1 ounce umdarach to 4 pint of

i-pints; next ihavo bees’ wax. 1 ounce, and
dissolvo it In a sufficient quantity of i-pirits of

turpentine to mako it into a pasta; odd tbo

funner mixturo by degree# to it; then with a
woolen cloth apply it to tho work whilo it is

in motion in the lathe, and with a soft linen

rag polish it. It will appear as if highly

varnished.
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that there will he danger of tho work becom-
ing rough uud uneven in parts. Tho white
lead should ho ground EtitTm turpentine, and
about one-fourth part of the ordinary white
load, ground in oil added to it, in order to

prevent the cuutucl crocking, which it has Q
tendency t" <lo, except there bo some littlo oil

mixed with it. A sufficient quantity of
polishing copal or best carringo varnish should
now bo added to hind it ho that, it will rub
down easily, which fact cannot ho properly
ascertained except by actual trial, inasmuch
us tho drying properties of varnishes vary,

and other causes influence tho matter. If

thcro bo too much varnish iu tho stuff the
work will bo exceedingly difficult to cut
down, aud if too little, it is apt to break up
in rubbing, ho that it in always tho safes:

plan to try tho onuinel color beforo coinnuitic

mg anything important.

3012.

To Lay tho Color on Enameled
Wood. The color, being properly mixed,
should ho laid on tho work iu the ordinary
manner, using it rather freely. It muy bo us
well to atiito IteiO Hint no lining should he

B upon now voik without tho sumo having
2 or 3 coats of ordinary oil paint, nor ou

old work without its having ono coat. This
filling.

coats of tho filling should now no laid on tho

gives a foundation for tho filling. Successive

To Enamol Wood-Work.
This is a prucott for creating an orUfi-

cial, glossy surface of any color on wood, \ cry

durablo, aud highly ornamental. It MUMSts
of three distiuct, successive operations; first,

tho colored coating or surface: next, tbo

!

reparation of tho surfaco for polishing
;
and

nally, polishing.

3011. To Propare tho Filling-up

Color for Enameling Wood. Tbo filling,

up color, which form. Uio body of Uio enamel,

\i of tho greatest important* to tho ultimate

success of iho work. Of this material there

aro several kinds manufactured—black, brown,

and yellow, for coach paiuters, japannerv. and

others ; but for uso in interior decoration it

is prcfcralilo to uso tho white lead filling. «*,

by adding tho necessary staining colors (which

do not affect tho properties of tho enamel),

a solid body of color is formed, of tho muo
tint, or nearly so, as that with which tho

work is required to ho finished, thus doing

away with tho objections which may bo urged

Ag&itisL iho l»lack or dark-colored filling. It

is evident that if work which has to bo

finished white, or with very light lints of

color, bo filled up with dark-colored filling,

tho number of coals of paint required to ob-

scure or kill tho dark color will l*o so many

work until there is a sufficient thickness to

cut down to a level surfaco. Ono (lay should
interveno between each coat, iu order to allow
it to harden iu aomo degree. When a suffi-

cient number of coats are put ou (which mini
bur will, of course, depend upon tbo Btato of
tho work to bo filled up), it should bland for

2 or 3 week#, until it is thoroughly Laid
;

it

will then bo ready for cutting down, which is

to bn dono with n felt rubber, ground pumice
atone, and water.

3013. To Prcparo tho Rubber for

Enameling Wood. Tho foil used should
Ira such u.h tho sculptor* uso for polishing
marble, which varies In thickness from

4 to $

an inch, and about 3 inches square. This
should bo fastened with roiiinous gum to

square pieces of wood of tho saino bine, but 1

inch thick, so os to givo a good hold for tho

hand in using. There pieces of wood, covered
with felt, may bo nmdo of any biro or shape
to fit molded surfaces nr other inequalities.

3014. To Prepare tho Pumico Stono
for Enamoring wood. Tho pumico slouo
to ho used should bo of different degrees of
finone.is, and should bo carefully selected, no
as to bo buro that it ii» fre.o from any gritty

substance. It is sold ready ground, but in

situations where it cannot bo conveniently
got, it may bo prepared from tho lump, by
grinding or crushing with u stono and mullcr,

and then passed through fiuo sloven or mus-
lin; by using there of different degrees of

texture tbo ground pumice mny ho produced
of different degree* of fineness. 11 ulcus rrcal

care ho exorcised iu (his matter, it. will ho
found that particles of grit will ho mixed with
it, which make deep scratches on tho work,
thus causing endless trouble and annoyance,
besides spoiling tho work. Tho greatest earn

is also required in keeping tho folt clean ami
free from grit. Many workmen arc careless

in this matter, aud, when working, EOt down
tho felt on Iho step-ladder or floor, thus allow-

ing particles of sand or grit to gel upon it.

3015. To Cut Down or Prepare thw
Surfaco for Polishing. In cutting down,
it is best to use a piece of soft lump pumico
rtoiio to tako off the rough parts. The work
should then be wet with n sponge

;
the felt

must first ho snaked in water, then dipped

into the powdered pumice, and tho work

rubbed with it, keeping it moderately wet,

and rubbing with a circular motion, not

straight up and down and across, and with a
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light touch, using only just to much urc^scro
ns will cause the pumice to bite, which will
he very clearly felt while the band is in mo-
tion. Caro and patienco aro required to do
this properly, for if the pressure l»o ton great
it forces the pumice into the body <1 the Oiling
color, and scratches it instead of cutting .-r

grinding it fairly down. No hurry will avail
in doing this work, it must have its time;
hurry only defeats the end iu view, and
often causes much unnecessary labor. A
scratch, caused by want of caro and loo much
haste, will often throw tho work back for
days, and involve tho cost and labor of refill-

ing. In practice tho purpose is best answered
by using tho pumice htoue, tho coarser kind
first, then tho medium, and finishing with tho
finest last. It will lie found ndvantngcoun to
let a day elapse between tho rubbing, for
when tho eurfneo is cut down tho filling will
iu all cases bo softer underneath, and it it bo
allowed to stand for a day, tho newly ciposed
Hurfaco gets harder, uud of course ruba down
butter. Tho pumico mono should bo well
washed off tho work occasionally, in order to
sco wlmt progress is being made, and if it ro-
quiro more rubbing or not. If, after the first
nibbing, the surface bo found not sufficiently
filled Up, it muy huvo nno or mnro additional
emits of filling boforo much labor has been
spent upon it.

3010. To Polish tho Filling:. When
sufficiently rubbed down with tbo pumico
stone—that is to nay, when it has been cut
down to a fine, level, and uniform surface.
(•eo Xo. 3016), tho work should stand fora
day or two to harden. It will now depend rn.
tiroly n non tho work, us to whether it must
bo polished upon tho filling, or whether it will
huvo to ho varnished and polished. If tho
filling 1io of tho right color, and of ono uni-
form lint, it is host to ho finished iu this Hate,
bemuse it will httvo a aurfaco ami texturo
which cannot bo got by any other means.
Finished iu this htufn it has nil tho uniformity
of stufaco and ovidcuco of finish, without
that appearance of varnish which is so ob.
jcctionnnlo. After it has stood n day or two,
tho work must ho polishod in this way

:

Take a clean felt and rotten stone, either 'in

oil or water, ami with this rub tho work ni
before, until tho polish begins to appear; then
Uko a boss (i. e. a ball of cotton wool in-

closed in fino silk), put tho rotten atone upon
thin and keep rubbing with tha circular mo-
tion until tho polish is uniform and equal all

over. The rotten i.touo must now ho carefully
cleaned off; if it bo in oil, clean off with fino
flour; if in water, with sponge and wash-
leather and water, taking care not to scratch.
A clean damp chamois or wash-leathar will

now bo required, which must bo held in tho
left baud, leaving tho right perfectly at liberty.

Now uso tho bull of tho right hand, pres*
goutly upon tho panel, and draw it forward
or towards yon. If this ho done properly, it

will bring up n clear polish unou tho work.
Tho hand should bo kept slightly damp by
drawing it across tho leather almost every
timo tho baud is drawn forward. If this b

dono effectually, a rustling sound will be pro-
duced whilo tho hand is in motion; if this be
so, tho polish will bo suro to follow. Tho

C
lish thus produced on tho filliug alono will

von beautiful soft appearance; but if the
work has to bo fini.-hed with a brilliant lustre,

and to n high degree of polish, proceed as fol-

lows :

3017. To Finish Wood with a Bril-
liant Polish. After being cut down with
tho pumico uud felt as directed in No 3013.
tho filling has to bo coated with two or more
coats of the best polishing copal varnish, hav-
ing n qua nifty ot tho best tube Haha white;
tins should bo mixed with tho vamisb in suffi-
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ciont quantity to form a creamy mixture,
with which tho work most bo coated—one,
two. or three coat% ai uiay bodesi table. This
should stand mr 3 or 4 weeks, until it becomes
hard; for tho harder it i I tho better it will pol-

ish. It must then !v cut down with felt and
tho finest ground pumico slono in water, and
polished with the rotten mono, as before de-
scribed. By this means a bright and briiliant

polish may* bo obtained, of a very enduring
nature. Tho same process will of course an-
swer for all varnished imitations of woods
and marble l, and all work which will admit
of tho application of oil varnishes.

Tapanning is a lit

U or lacqucring.praciiced
tho Japanese, whenco tho n

ir.J of varnishing
1 in perfection by

Japanese, whenco Uin name. The only
difforeuce between varnishing and japanmug
is that after the application of every coat of
oolor or varnish, tho object so varnished is

placed in an oven or chamber called a stove,

ut as high a temporaluro us can isafely ho em-
ployed without injuring tho articles or musing
tho varnish to blister or run.

3010. To Prcparo Metal for Japan-
ning. tfotal requires no other preparation
’•ban clcauing with tuqicntine, to ireo it from
greaio or oil. oulew tho latter should happen
to bo linseed oil, in which caso tho cleaning is

gonorally disused with, and tho articles aro

etool in tho storo and heated until tho oil is

kod quite hard.

3020.

To Prcparo Wood for Japan-
ning. Wood that u intended to bo twed for

tho best japanned work, requires to bo thor-

oughly dried beforo it is undo up, otherwise
it will bo subject to all tho evil* of nhriukiiig,

warping, and splitting, when exposed to tho
hout of tho Hove. To avoid tlieso evil*, the
wood, after having been well seasoned iu tho
n-iual manner, by exposure to tho air. is sawn
out nearly to tho required form*. and baked
for i overal days in tho japauuer's stove. Urn

boat of which i» gradually increased: and tho
wood it aftorwnnls worked up ial<» chairs,

tablot. trays, and similar articles, which aro

afterwards again exposed to tho heat of tho

store, and any crack i or other imperfection*,
that may be thus rendered apparent, nreenre-
fully stopped with putty or white lead beforo

tho japanning i « commenced.

3021.

To Prcparo tho Ground for
Japanning. Fur (dork japanned work, tho
ground is first prepared with a coating of
Mack, nude by mixing dress ivory black to a
proper consistence with dark colored anine
varnish, os this gives a blacker snrfaoo than
could bo produced br japan alone. If tho
surfaco is required to he polished, fivo or six

coats of japan aro necessary to givo sufficient

body to preveut tho japan from being rubbed
through in poli-hing.

3022.

To Make Black Japan Varnish.
Molt together 30 pound* Naples a>pLaltuui
and 8 pounds dark gum ar.mie, and toil for 2
hours in 12 gallons linseed oil; then melt 10
pounds dark gum amber, and boil it with 2
gallons linseed oil; add this to tho other, with
;l sufficient quantity of dryers, and Imil for 2
hours longer, or until a little of tho mass,
when cooled, may bo roikd into pills; then
withdraw tho heat, and afterwards thin down
with 30 gallons oil of tnrpentiue. This is ex-
cellent for either wood or metals.

3023.

Flexible Black Japan Varnish.
A good black japau is made of burnt umber.
4 ounces; truo aspbaltum, 2 onnecs: and
boiled oil, 2 quarts. Dissolve tha asphaltum
at first in a little oil. Using a moderate heat;
then add tho umber, ground in oil, ami lastly,

:ho rest of tho oil, and incorporate thoroughly.
Thin with turpentine. It is a flexible japan.
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and may bo used on metal work which requires
to be bent somewhat.3024.

Colored Japan. For colured
works no japau is used, hut they aro painted
with ordinary painters' colors, ground with
linseed oil or turpentine, and mixed with
amino varnish

;
and the work is- dried in tho

oven iu the tamo manner as the black japan.
To protect the color*, and give brilliancy and
durability to the surface, tbo work is after-
wards varnished with copal or animo varnish,
niado without dryers. 2 or 3 coals of varnish
.uffice for ordinary works, and 5 or <i for tho
hast works that are polished. Very nnlo
varnish is of course required for light colors.
Ornamental devices are pointed on tho ob-
jects in tho usual manner, after tho general
color of tho ground has been laid oil. Tlio
color - arc dried in tho stove, and tho work i:i

finally varnished and polished just thn same
as plain colors, but more carefully.

3025.

Transparent Japan Varnish.
0:1 turpentine, o ounces; oil lavender, 0
ounces; camphor, 1 drachm

;
bruised copal,

2 ounces; dissolve. Used for tin, Ac. Quick
drying eop.il varnish is usually substituted.
3020. To Color Japan Varnish. The

alMiyo is a transparent japan, but by tho fol-
lowing modifications any or all of tbo various
colors may be mado from it. It is indispotv
Iiblo that tho color* bo ground to nu im-
palpable powder beforo mixing with tho vur-
m.-h, and should then ho thoroughly ground
with tho varnish, otherwise it i

i preferable to
apply tho color first as a paint, ami varnish
afterwards with the above transparent japan.
Previous to varnishing a painted surface, it

should ho cut down with pulverized pumico*
slum*, Ac., as directed in No. 3013.

3027. To Color Japan Blue. Indigo
and 1'rusMun blue, both finely pulverized, of
each 4 ounco

;
spirits of turpentine, 1 pint.

Mix well mid i train. Or n o vcrdltor glazed
with 1‘nmian bluo or smalt; mix with tho
vamiji in No. 3G25.

3028. To Color Japnn Red. Ver-
milion make.a film scarlet, but it* anpenraiico
in japanned work is much improved by glazing
it with a tliui coat of lake, or oven rose pink.
Or: Tako spirit s of turpentine.

4 pint; add
cochineal, 4 ounco; let stand 13 hours, and
strain. Add to tho transparent varnish (sec
Xo. 3023) to suit tho fancy.

3020. To Color Japan Yellow.
King'* yellow, turpctli mineral (subsnlpbatu
of mercury), and Dutch pink, nil form very
bright yellows, uud thn latter iu very cheap.
Seed lac varnish assimilates witli yellow very
well; and when they aro required very bright,
an improvement may ho cilcctcd by infusing
turmeric in tho varnish which covcra the
ground. Or: Taka 1 ounco of pulverized root
of curcuma and s'.ir of it into 1 pint of tho
transparent varnish (.sec Xo. 3023) nutil the
color please:! you

;
lot stand a few hours, nud

strain.

3030 To Color Japan Green. Dis-
tilled verdigris laid on a ground of leaf gold
produces tho brightest of nil greens; other

Cns may be formed by mixing King’s ycl-
and bright Prussian blue, or turpctli

mineral and Prussian blue, or Dutch pink and
verdigris. Mix witli varnish. (Sea Xos. 3025
and 1421.)

3031. To Color Japan Oranrjc. Mix
a little red with yellow until tho desired color
is obtained; and add to transparent Japan.
(See Xo. 3025.)

3032. To Color Japan White. White
grounds aro obtained with greater difficulty
than any other. O:io of tho best is prepared
by grinding up flock- white, or zinc-white,
with £ of its weight of starch, and drying it;

it is then tempered, like the other colors.
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using tlio mastich varnish for common uses;

and (bat of (ho best copal for the lmcst.

3033. To Color Japan Pink, ilia

sufficient red (see .Vo. 2023} with transparent
varnish (sec No. :>02.r») to givo tlio desired tint

of pink.

3034. To Color Japan Purple. Mis
red and bluo together, and add to tho varnish.

(See No. 3025.)
3035. To Color Japan Violet. A

violet japan may bo obtained by mixing

Spin (see No. 3034), mid white (see No.
2), with transparent japan (see No. 3023.)

3036.

To Color Japan Brown. For
brown japanned works, tlio clear japan alono

in used ns tho ground, or umber is mixed with
tlio japan to giro thn required tint, and tho

work in afterward -i dried in tho oven, in the

fiamo manner n.i black japan.

3037.

To Japan Old Tea-Trays.
First clean them thoroughly with soap and
water and a littlo rotten-stono; then dry
them by wiping n::d exposure nt tho fire.

Now get houio good copal varnish, mix with
it houio bronzo powder, and apply with a
brush to tho denuded parts, after which set

tho tea-tray in an oven, at a heat of 212° to

300°, until tlio varnish is dry. Two coats
will malto it equal to now.

Tndia Japanning. Tho groat
JL peculiarity in tho Indian mothed is

tho embossing, or raising tho figures, Ac.,
above tho anrtaco or groui.d, ami tho metallic
or brouzc-liko huo of tho several designs; tho
grotesque anpcnrnuco of tho several orna-
ments, whether figures, landscapes, or what-
ever other designs they uro embellished with,

boing so totally different from every principle
of perspective, and do opposite to every idea
wo have of correct drawing. Nothing but
tho study of Chincso model t tlioimclve* will

cnablo tlio workmen to imitate, with any de-
gree of precision, their several characteristics.

3030. Ground for Chincso Japan.
Mix any quantity of tho finest whiting to tho
consistency of paint, with isinglass size; lay
on your wood 2 or 3 coats, observing to put it

on ovcnly and smoothly, and nut too thick

;

let it dry
;
then rub it gently with a soft rag

and water till thocurfaco ia quito level and
polished

; if a small portion of honey is added
to tlio mixture, it will render it less liable to
crack or peel off. If tlio ground is to bo
black, which is most usual, givo it a coat or
two of the black japan mentioned in the com-
mon method of japanning (sea No. 3022}, and
it is prepared for tlio figures, Ac.
3040. Plaster Ground for Chincso

Japan. Mix lino plaster of Puri3 with »ixo

not too thick, and apply it quickly, for it soon

(

eta hard. Two coats, in most iustanccs. will

o sufficient. After it is quito dry, polish it

with fine glass puper, and rub it with a wet
soft cloth

;
then givo it 2 or 3 coats of drying

linseed oil, or ns much as it will 6oak up.

When dry, it i.i ready for japanning.
3041. To Trnco Designs on tho

Ground. Having drawn tho figured on a
picco of white paper cither with ink or pencil,
rub tho back of it with fine chalk or whiting,
and shako all tlio loose powder off; lay it on
tho ground, aud traco or go over every part
of tho outline with tho end "of a blunt bodkin,
or other similar instrument; yon will then
have a sketch in faint outline on your ground.
Then proceed to put in tho figures, Ac., with
any desired color, or bronzo them.
‘3042. To Raise Figures on tho

Work. Prepare a mixture of whiting and
size (somo prefer tho whites of eggs), of a
consistency to flow freely from the pencil,

tho hairs of which must be rather long. Be-
gin with a figure, or other part—but do not

do too much at a time—and trace tho outlico

correctly, with a free hand ; then take a picco

of stick pointed ct the end, dip it into tho
composition, and fill up tho insiuo of the out-

line. Continue to put more of tho mixturo
on till it is raised sufficiently above the sur-

face. Let it get quito dry, aud then polish it

with a small cacicl's-hair pencil and clean
water, so as to mako it perfectly smooth and
level. Caro must bo taken ia this process,

that tho composition is not too thin, or it will

spread beyond the bounds of the outline, but
just so thick as to drop from tbo stick. Soxno

mix with the whiting a portion of flake-white,

or dry white-lead. This is an improvement,

and "for very particular work should bo
adopted.

3043. To Japan Work-Boxes and
Fancy Articles. Them is a very pretty

method of ornamenting boxes, cabinets, Ac,
bo that tho figures appear of tho color of tho

wood, and tho ground black or colored
;

this,

by many, i< produced by first tracing out tho

pattern, and theu pricking in thoso parts

which idiall appear 08 tho ground, either

black or nay color at fancy. This is a very

todious process, and even when finished with

tho greatest care, will not appear regular or

well defined in tho pattern. Tho following

inothod will bo found very expeditious, and
at tho ramo tiino very correct; it is but little

known, and, as men, wiil to tho practical

japanner bo tho moro acceptable. It may
also bo applied to many other purposes than
hero alluded to. Tho following preparation

is necessary, and may bo termed tho stopping

out mixture ; il is niado by dissolving tbo

bnt whito bees’ wax in spirits of turpentino

till it is of tho consistency of varnish. Keen
this mixturo in a bottle, and, when wanted
for use, mix sufficient for your present nur-

poso with whito lead in powder, or flake

white, to givo it a body—but not too thick,

only so that it will flow freely from tho brush.

Having traced the design, go over thoso

ports which aro to remain of tho color of the

wood, and let it dry; then mix ivory-black

S
' other color as may bo required), in very

o powder, with parchment or isinglass size,

and go evenly and smoothly over every part

of tho work. It will now appear wholly
black, or of whatever color that was mixed
with tho size. Let tbo wholo pet thoroughly
dry ; then, with a stiff brush dipped in plain

spirits of turpentine, rub tho wholo of tho

work well, nnd thoso parts that havo been
gono over with tho htopping-out mixturo,

will como off, leaving tho black or other color

perfoct. It will then appear as if tho work
nad l*ecn pricked in. but much sharper, and
will, if carefully done, havo a beautiful effect

Yon havo now nothing moro to do than var-

nish tho work, as usual, ami polish it as

directed in No*. 2072, Ac. To finish tho work
in tho manner of Imlian japan, givo it 8 or

10 coats of varnish, so that it will bear pol-

ishing.

3044. Sealing-Wax Varnish. For
fancy work, this has of late years been much
used, and, if well applied and tho wax good,

will bo a very good imitation of India japan.

Tho method"of making tho varnish or japan
is very easy, being simply reducing tho wax
to a coarso powder, and pouring tho best

spirits of wino on it in a bottle, and letting it

gradually dissolve without heat, shaking the

bottle occasionally till it is all uissolved. A
2 ounco 8tick of the best wax wiil bo enough
for i pint of spirits. Mach depends on the

goodness of the sealing-wax, anil tho color of

tho varnish may bo varied by using different-

ly colored wax. The finest vermilion scal-

S-wax makes tho best varnish, the other

ore not flowing qaito ns well
;
white seal-

ing-wax is very apt to clot when drying. As

this varnish dries very quickly, it should not

bo rnado until it is wanted for use.

Lacquers. Lacquers aroused upon
polished metals and wood to impart the

Scaranco of gold. As they are wanted of

areut depths and shades of color, it is best

to keep n concentrated solution of each color-

ing ingredient ready, so that it may nt any
timo bo added to produce any desired tint.

Lacquer should always stand till it is qnito

fine, before it is used.

3040. To Lacquer Brass Work. If

tho work is old, clean it first, according to tho

directions hereafter given; but if new, it will

merely require to bo freed from dust, and
rubbed with a picco of wash-leather, to mako
it as bright os possible. Put tlio work on a
hot iron plato (or npon the top of tho stove),

till it is moderately heated, but not too hot,

or it will blister tho lacquer; then, according

to tlio color desired, toko of tho following

preparations, and, making it warm, lay Hold

of thn work with a pair of pincers nr pliers,

and with a soft brush apply tlio lacquer, being

careful not to rub it on, but utroko tlio brush

geniiv ouo way, and placo tbo work on tho

hot plato again till tho varnish is hard; but

do not let it remain too long. Experience
will best tell you when it should ho removed.

Some, indeed, do nut placo it on tlio btovo or

plate a second time. I f it should not bo quito

covered, you may repeat it carefully; nnd, if

pains bo taken with tho lacquer, it will look

equal to metal gilt.

3047.

To Clean Old Brnas Work for

Lacquering. Mako a strong lyo of wood-
ashes, which maybe strengthened by nonp

lees; put in tho brass- work, mid tho locqnor

will soon como off; then havo ready a mix-
ture of aquafortis and water, sufficiently

<trong to takeoff tho dirt; wash it afterwards

in clean water, nnd lacquer it with such of

tho following compositions as may bo most
suitablo to tho work.

3048.

To Mako Gold Lacquer for

Brosn. Rectified spirits of wino, 1 pint:

mix * pound of Fced-Iac, picked clean, and

clear of all pieces (as upon that depends tbo

benulv of tho larqner) with tho spirits of

wino;’ keep them in a worm plncn. and sbuko

thorn repeatedly. When tlio need-lac is quito

dissolved, it is fit for use.

3049.

Gold Lacquer. Put into a clean

four gallon tin, 1 pound ground turmeric, 1 i

ounces powdered gamboge, 3) onne s pow-
dered gum-sandarach, i pound shellac, and 2
gallons spirits of wino. After being agitated,

dissolved, and strained, add 1 pint of lurpou-

lino varnish, well mixed.

3050.

Gold Colorod Lacquer for

Watch Keys, Etc. Sced-Iac, G ounces;

amber, 2 ounces; gamboge ,

2

ounces; extract

of red sandal wood in water, 24 grains; dra-

gon's blood, GO grains; oriental saffron, 3G

C'ns: pounded glass, 4 ounces; pure nlco-

3G ounces. Thu seed-lac, amber, gam-
boge, and dragon’s blood must bo pounded

vorv fine on porphyry or clean marble, and

mixed with tho pounded glass. Over this

mixture is poured tbo tincture formed by in-

fusing the saffron aud the extract of sandal

wood in the alcohol for 21 hours. Metal ar-

ticles that are to be covered with this varnish

arc heated, and, if they are of a kmd to admit

of it. are immersed in pockets. The tint of

the varnish may lie varied i’» any degree re-

quired. by altering tlio proportions of tho col-

oring quantities according to circumstances.

3051.

Deep Gold Lacquer. Peed I tic 3

ounces; turmeric. ! ounce; dragon’s blood, £

ounce; alcohol, 1 pint. Digest for a week,
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frofluently Blinking, decant nml filter. Deep
gold colored.

3052. Dork Gold Colored Lacquer.
Strongest alcohol, >1 ounces

; Spanish ftiuiotto,

8 grains; powdered turmeric, 2 drachms; red
suunders, 12 grains. Iufuso and add shellac,

etc., as to the palo tin laeoner (see Ko. 11058),
and when dissolved add 110 drops of spirits of

tnrpcutinc.

3063. Gold Lacquer. Ground turmeric,

1 pound; gamboge, 1| ounces; gum tand-
arach, 34 pounds; shellac* pound; all in pow-
der; rectified spirit of wine, 2 gallons. Dia-
boIvd, strain, and add turpentine varnish, 1

pint.

3054. Brass Lacquer. Take 8 ounces
Bhellttc, 2 ounces mndarach, 2 ounces annotto,
i ounce dragon's blood resin, 1 gallon o!
spirits of wine. The article to bo lacquered
should bo heated slightly, and tho lacquer
applied by means of a soft camel's-hair brush,
3055. Polo Brass Lacquer. Tako 2

gallons spirits of wine, 3 ounces capo aloes
cut small, 1 pound lino palo shellac, l ounce
gambogo cut small. Digest for a week,
shako frequently, decant ami filter.

3066. Lacquer for Bronzed Dipped
Work. A lacquer for brouxed dipped work
may ho made thus: Alcohol, 12 gallons; seed-
lac, 9 pounds; turmoric, 1 pound to tho gal-
lon ; Spunixh saffron, 4 ounces. Tho saffron
may bo omitted if tho lacquer is to bo very
light-

3067. Lacquer for Tin Plato. Dost
alcohol, 8 ounces; turmeric, 4 drachms; bay
saffron, 2 scruples ; drngou’s blood. 4 scru-
ples

;
red Saunders, 1 scruple; shellac, 1

ounco; gum sandarach, 2 drachms; gum
masticb, 2 drachms; Canada balsam, 2
drachms; when dissolved, add spirits of tur-
pentine, 80 drops.

3058. Palo Tin Lacquer. Strongest
alcohol, 4 ounces; powdered turmeric, 2
drachms; hoy saffron, 1 scruple; dragon's
blood in powder, 2 scruples; rod sauders, }

scruple. Infuse this mixture in tho cold for
48 hours, pour off the dear, nml strain tho
rost; then add powdered shellac, 4 ounco;
sandaracb, 1 dmchm; mastich, 1 drachm;
Canada bulsum, 1 drachm. Dissolvo this in
the cold by frequont agitation, laying tho
bottle on its side, to present a greater snrfoco
to tho alcohol. When dissolved, add 40 drops
of snirits of turpentine.

3059. Iron Lacquor. Tako 12 parts
nmbor, 12 partH turpentino, 2 parts resin, 2
parts asphnltum, G parts drying oil. Or, 3
pounds asphnltum,

4 pound shellac, 1 gallon
turpontino.

3060. Red Lacquer. Take 2 gallons
spirits of wine, I pound dragon's blood, 3

S
ounds Spanish uiinntto, 4 4 pounds guru sau-
nrneb, 2 pints turpentine. Undo ns palo brass

lacquer,

3001. Red Lacquer. Spanish annotto,
3 pounds; dragon’s blood, 1 pound; gum
atulamch, 3* pounds; rectified spirit, 2 gal-
Ions; turpentino varnish, 1 quart. Dissolve and
mix as the last.

3062. Lacquer for Philosophical In-
strument*. Gamboge, 14 ounces; gum san-
damch, 4 ounces; gum oleir.i, 4 ounces; best
dragon's blood, 2 ounces; terra merits, 1)
ounces; oriental saffron, 4 grains; seed-lac,
2 ounces; ponnded glass, G ounces; pure al-

cohol, forty ounces. Tho dragon’s blood, gum
olonii, seed-lac, and gamboge, are all pounded
arid mixed with tho glass. Over them is

poured tho tincture obtained by infusing tho
saffron and terra men la in tho alcohol lor 24
hours. This tincture, before being poured
over tho dragon’s blood, etc., should bo strain
cd through a piece of clean linen cloth, and
strongly squeezed. If the dragon's blood
gives too high a color, the quantity may bo

lessened according to circumstances. Tbo
samo is tho case with the other coloring mat-
ters. In choosing the terra merit*, select
that which is sound and compact. This lac-
quer has a very good effect when applied to
many cast or moulded articles used in orna-
menting furniture, the irregularity of Burface
of which would render it difficult, if not im-
possible, to polish in tho ordinary manner.
3063. To Make Lacquer of Various

Tints. Put 4 ounces best gum pambogo
into 32 ounces spirits ol turpentine

;
4 ounces

dragon’s blood into tho samo quantity of
spirits of turpentino as tho gamboge, and 1
ounco annotto into 8 ounces of tho samo
spirits. Tho 3 mixtures should bo made iu
different vessels. They should then bo kept
for about two weeks in a warm place, and os
much exposed to tho sun as possible. A t the
end of that time they will bo fit for use

;
and

any desired tints may bo obtained by making
a composition from them, with such propor-
tions of each liquor as tho nature of tho color
desired will point out.

3064. Durable and Lustrous Black
Coating for Metals. Tbo bottom of a
cylindrical iron pot, which should bo about
Irt inches in height, is covered half an inch
with powdered bituminous coal; a grata is
then put in and the pot filled with tho articles
to bo varnished. Articles of cast iron, iron
wire, brfco*, sir.e, steel, tinned iron, Ac., may
bo subjected to tho samo treatment. Tho
cover is then put on and tho pot heated over
a coko fire under a wcll-drawiug chimney.
In tho beginning iho moisture only ovaporotcK,
but soon tho coking commences, and deep
brown vapors escape, which irritato tbo throat.
When tho bottom of the pot has been heated
for 15 minutes to a dull ml heat, the coal has
been mostly converted into coko

;
tbo put is

then removed from tho fire, and after standing
10 minutes opened for evaporation, all tho
articles will bo found covered with tho abovo
described coating. This lacquer is not only
u protection against oxidation of uiclals, but
will stand also a considerable beat, ouly dis-
appearing at beginning redness, and therefore
its useful application for ovens ami furnaces.
Tho coating produced is thin, lustrous, end
cannot easily be scratched. Kino iron ware
articles, such as sictcs, are in this maimer
coated with remarkablo evenness, which can-
not bo accomplished in any other war. Ar-
ticles mado of tin, or soldered, canuot'l.o sub-
jected to this process, ns they would fuse.
Smaller articles, like hooks and eyes, receive
this coating by heating them together with
small pieces of bitnminonscoal in a cylindrical
sheet iron drum liko that used for roasting
coffeo, until they present tho desired lustrous
black appearance.

TWTethod of Marbling
Books. This is performed by

laying the color on the edges with a brush,
or by means of a wooden trongh and gum-
water At follows:—Pruvido a wooden trough,
2 inches deep, G incbc3 wide, and tho length
of a super-royal sheet; boil iu a bras3 or cop-
per pan any quantity of linseed and water
until a thick mucilage is formed; strain it

into the trough, and let it cool
; then grind

on a marble slab any of tho following colors
in small beer. For

—

Blue, Prussian blue or indigo.
Bed. rose-pink, vermilion, or drop lake.
Ycllaic, King’s yellow, yellow ocWe, Ac.
While, flake white.

Black, ivory or burnt lampblack.
Brosa. umber, burnt umber, vandyko

brown, sienna, burnt sienna; black mixed
with yellow and red, also makes brown.

Green, blue and yellow mixed.
Orange, red and yellow mixed.
i’urple, red and blue mixed.
For each color you must have two cups,

ono for Iho color after grinding, the other to
mix it with ox-gall, which must bo used to
thin tho colors at discretion. If too much

S
ill is used, the color will spread; when
icy keep their place on tbo surfaco of tho

trough, when moved with a onill, they are fit

for use. All things being in readiness, tlio

colors nro successively sprinkled on tbo sur-
faco of tho mncilago in tho trough with a
brush, and aro wared or drawn about with a
quill or slick, according to taste. When tho
design is thus formed, the book, tied tightly
between cutting-boards of tho t-nmo size, is

lightly pressed with in edge on tho surfaco of
tho liquid pattern, and then withdrawn mu!
dried; tho covers may bo marbled in tho
samo way, only letting tho liquid colors rim
over them. The film of color in tbo trough
may bo as thin as possible, and if any remains
after Iho marbling, it may bo taken off by ap-
plying paper to it before you prepare for
marbling again.

3103.

Blue Sprinkle for Bookbinders.
Strong sulohuric add, 8 ounces ; Spanish in-

digo, powdered, 2 ounco*. Mix in a liottlo

that will hold a quart, anil pluco it in a water-
bath to promote solution. For use, diluto a
little to tho required color iu a teacup.

3104.

Blue Marblo for Book3, &c.
Color the edgm with King's yellow, and when
dry tin tbo book between boards. Throw on
blue *pot« m tho gum trough, wuvo them
with tho iron pin, and apply Um edges
thoreon.

3105.

Brown Color for Marbling or
Sprinkling Books. Logwood chips, 1 purl

;

annotto, 1 part; boil in water, Opart*. If too
light* mid a piece of copperas about tho size

ora pea. Or: Umber, any quantity. Grind
it on a slab with ox-gall and a little lamp-
black. Dilute with ulo.

3106.

Gold Sprinklo for Books. Put
into a uiarblo uiortnr J ounco pure lumey and
1 book of gold leaf; rub them well together
until they nro very lino, add 4 pint of clear
water, and mix them well together. When
tho water clear*, pour it olf, nml put in more,
till tho honey is nil extracted, and nothing re-

main* but the gold. Mix 1 grain corrosive

sublimate in n Uta-*poauful spirits of wine,

aud when dissolved, put tbo same, together
with a litGo puui water, to the gold, and bot-

tle it closo lor uso. Tho edge* of tbo book
may be sprinkled or colored very dark, with
green, blue, or purple, and lastly with the

Eld liquid, in small or largo spots, very regu-

,
shaking tho liottlo before using. Dunrish

tho edges when dry, and cover them with
paper to prevent tho dust falling thereon.
This sprinklo will have a most beautiful np-
pcaranco on extra Work

;
ladiex may uso it

for ornamentiug their fancy work, by putting
it on with a pen or camel’s hair brush, and
when dry burnishing it with a dog's tooth.

3107. Marblo for Leather Book-
Covers. Wash tho cover and glair it, tako a
sponge charged with water, having the book
between wands, and drop the water from tho
apoDgo on tho different parts of the cover;

sprinklo very fine with vinegar black, then
with hrown, aud lastly with vitriol water.
Observe to sprinkle on tho colors immediately
after each other, and to wash the cover over
with a clean sponge aud water.

3108.

Chineso Edge for Books.
Color tho edge with light liquid blue and dry;
then tako a sponge charged with vermilion,
and dab on spots according to fancy; next
throw on rice, and finish tho edge with dark
liquid blue. Color light bluo on different
parts of the edge with a sponge

;
do tho same
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where there are vacancies with yellow and
Brazil red ; dry nn<l dab on a little vermilion

in spots; then throw on rice, and finish with

a hold sprinkle of dark blue. Burnish.

3109. Wax Marble for Leather
Book-Covers, &c. This marbling must be
douo on tho fore edge, before tho back of the

book is rounded, or becomes round, when in

boards, and finished on tho head and foot

Take bees’ was and dissolve it over tho fire in

an earthen vessel; tako quills stripped of

their feathers, and tio them together
;
dip the

qnill-tops in the wax, and spot tho edge, with

largo and small spots
;
tako a spongo charged

with blue, green, or red, and smear over the

edgo: wheu done, dash off tho wax, and it

will bo marbled. This will be useful for

stationery work, or for folios and quartos.

3110. Yellow Egyptian Marble for

Leather Book-Covers. Boil quercitron

hark with water and a littlo powdered alum,

over a slow fire, until it is a good strong yal-

low. Pour tho liquid into u broad vend,
sufficiently largo to contain tho cover when
extended. Before tho liquid is cool, take the

dry cover, ami lav tho grain bide fiat on tho
color; press it lightly that the whole may re-

celvothu liquid; let it souk somo time, and
then tako it from tho vessel. Tho book must
ho covered in tho usual manner, and permitted
to dry from tho Gre. Glair the book; when
dry, place it between the wands; tako a

sponge and water, ami press largo spots there-

on; dip a quill-top into tho viuegar black,

with it touch tho water on the cover in differ-

ent parts, which will have a fino effect when
managed with cure. Lot it stand a few min-
utos, then take off tho water with a clean
sponge.

3111. Groon Egyptian Marblo for
Leather Book-Covers. Color tho cover
in a largo vessel, as mentioned before, with
Scott's liquid blue; wheu done, put it into a

vessel of clear water for an hour. Take it out
and press out tho water, then cover tho book,

(iluir the cover; when dry. place it between
wands, and drop weak potash water from •

spongo thereon; dip the (mill -top into tho

strong black, mid touch tho water with it.

Tbi t must bo repented till you have a good
black. When dry, clear it with a spougc and
water.

3112. Red Egyptian Marblo for

Leather Book-Covers. Boil Brazil dust in

rain-water on a slow fire, with a little pow-
dered alum and a low drops of solution of

tin, till a good color is produced. Dtp a pieco

of calf leather into tho liquid, and you uiuy

ascertain tho color wanted. If too light, let

it boil till it is reduced Co ono half of the quan-
tity; take it from tho fire, mid a few more
drops of tho solution of tin, and pour it into a
largo vessel. Put tho dry cover on the liquid,

and let it remuiu for a quarter of an hour,

then press out tho water. Color it over with

a sponge and the aucrcitron bark water, and
cover tho book. Glair the «ovpy. nlncc it be-

tween watlds, dash on water 'with a brush,

also potash water; aud, la.dy, finish it with
tho strong vinegar black, -villi the quill top.

Observo that too much black is not put on ;

tho intention of tho marble is to show tho red

as transparently os possible.

31 lo. Green Marble for Leather
Book-Covers. Tho edgo mui '. be marbled
with a good bright green only. When the

color is prepared with tho ox-gall, and ready

for use, a few drops of sweet oil must bo
mixed therein, the color thrown on with a

brush, in largo spots, till the gum is perfectly

covered. The oil will make a light edge
round each spot, and have a good effect.

Blue, green, and brown maybo also used sep-

arately in like manner. Sheets of paper may
bo done, having a trough largo enough, and
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the sheets damped as for printing, before
marbling. Spirits of terpentine may be

sprinkled on tho colors, which will mcko
white spots.

3114. Binders’ Thread Marble. Yel-

low tho edgo ; when drv. cut pieces of thick

thread over the edge, which will foil on differ-

ent ports irregularly
;
give it a fine dark sprin-

kle, and shake off tho thread. This proauoea

a neat marbled appearance.

3115. Rico Marble, for Leather
Book-Covers. Color the cover with spirits

of wine and turmeric, then place on rico in a
regular manner; throw on a very fine sprinkle

of copperas water till tho cover is nearly
block, and let it remain till dry. Tho cover
may bo spotted with tho red liquid or potash

wator, very freely, before tho rico is tlirowu

off tho boards.

3110. Orange Color for Marbling or
Sprinkling Books. Ground Brazil wmd, IG

parts; annotto, -I parts; alum, sugar, and
gum-arabic, each 1 part ;

water, 70 parts. Boil,

train, and bottle.

3117. Tree Marble, for Loather
Book-Covers. A marble iu tho form of

trees may bo douo by bonding the boards ft

littlo on tho centre, using tho samo method
at tho common marble, having tho cover pre-

viously prepared. Tho end of a candlo may
bo rubbed on different parts of tho boards,

which will form knots.

3118. Vinegar Black for Book-
bindors. Steep trim filiugs orru.ty iron iu

good vinegar for two or three days, then
train off tho liquor.

3110. To Sprinklo Books. Tako a
•tiff brush uiado of hors’ bristles, perfectly

clean, dip it in tho color; squeeze out the

superfluous liquid; then rub a folding-stick

across tho brush, and k fino sprinklo will fall

on tho edgo of tho book, which should be

Kriously screwed tight in tho cuttiug-prcss.

>cat tho operation uulil the color is thrown
equally on ercry part of tho leaves. Tho
brush should bo held iu tho left hand, and tho

tick in tho right.

3120.

Chinoso Marblo for Lcathor
Book-Cover*. Color tho cover of tho book
dark brown, aud when dry nut it into the cut-

ting-press, with tho boards porfccUy flat;

mix whitiug and water of a thick consistence

and throw it on, iu spots or streaks, some
largo and Boras smill. which must remain till

dry. Spot or sprinklo tho cover with liquid

blue, ami lastly tiuow on largo spot* of liquid

red. Tho color* i ust bo dry before washing

off tho whiting.

3121.

Orango Sprinkle for Books.
Color tho edge with King’s yellow, mixed in

woak gum-water, then sprinklo with vermilion

mixed in tho «a:n» manner.

3122.

Purple Sprinklo for Book-
bindent. Logwood chips. 4 parti; pow-

dored alum, 1 part; soft water. 24 parts.

Boil until reduced to 1G parts, and bottle for

use. Or: Brazil dust (fine), and mix it with

potash water for use.

3123.

Soap Marble for Books. This
i* applicable for marbling stationery, book
edge.*, or sheets of paper for ladies’ fancy
work. Grind, on a marble slab, Prussian

blue, with water, and a littlo brown soap, to

a fino pliablo consilience, that it may be
thrown on with a small brush. Grind King's

yellow iu tho eamo manner, with water and
white soap. When green is intended for

tho ground color, grind it with brown soap,

and King’s yellow with white soap. Lake
may bo used for a ground color, and Prussian

bluo ground with whito soap; brown umber
for a ground color, and flako-whito ground
with whito soap. Any color of a light snb-

•tanoo may bo ground for marbling.

3124. Spotted Marblo for Books.
After tho fore-edge of tho book is cut, let it

remain in the press, aud throw on liusecds in

a regular manner; sprinkle the edge with any
dark color, till the white paper is covered,

then shako off llio seeds, v arious colors may
bo used. Tho edgo may be colored with
yellow or red before throwing on tho seeds
and sprinkling with bine. Tho seeds will

rnako a fine fancy edge when placed very

thick on different parts, with a low slightly

thrown on tho spaces between.

3125. Brown Sprinklo for Leather
Book-Covera. Pearlash or potash, 1 part;

soft water, 4 parts. Dissolve and strain.

3126. Red Sprinkle for Binders.
Brazil wood (ground), 4 pints; alum, 1 port;

vinegar, 4 parts
;

water, 4 parts. Boil until

reduced to 7 parts, then add a small quantity

of loaf-sugar and gum. Bottle for use.

3127. Black Sprinklo for L ather
Book-Covers. Green copperas, 1 part; soft

water, hot, G parts. Dissolve.

Photography is

based 'upon “the" law or principle that

sunlight decomposes certain combinations of

the salts of silver. For instance, if a picco of

paper is first dipped into a solution of ohlorido
of sodium (common table salt,) and then,

when dried, floated on a solution of nitrate of
silvor, it will, upon being brought to tho

light, begin to darken, and finally nsKumo an
absolute black. It will be Keen that if any
opaque or scmi-opaquc body is interposed bo-

tween tho light and the paper, that portion

which is ko protected from the action of tho

light remains white, and thus impresses upon
tho paper, in a uegativo condition, tho form
or figure of tho articlo so used.

The entire matter ombrncod in Nos. 3128
to 3154 is contributed by tho eminent
photographer, Mr. Geo. G. Bockwood, of
New York.
3129. To Make a Photograph With-

out a Camera. Thu art of photography
has many interesting and useful applications
other than portraiture, ono of tho simplest
aud most beautiful of which wo hero present.

It can bo applied to tho copying of laces,

drawings, leaves, or anything of a transparent
or translucent nature. 1

1

is proposed to first

describe tho manipulations, and then giro tho

formula.
3130. Papier Saxe for Photography.

Tho best is the papier xaxo, an articlo matlo
expressly for photography, aud may ho ob-

tained from any dealer in photographic ma-
terials. It is sold in sheets about 1$ by 22
inches. Tho smooth side can bo easily select-

ed, and upon that side the print should bn
made. Cut the paper into the size* most
convenient for tho stylo of picture desired,

and prepare tho salting solution os follows:

3131. Salting Solution for Photo-
graphic Paper. Mix together pure water,

1G ounces; chlorido of ammonium or of

sodium, ICO grains. Tako enough of this to

cover a shallow dish of porcelain to tho depth
of i inch or more, and then iimucrso tho

paper, ono shcot at a time. "When a half
dozen aro in, turn them all over, and taka

them oat ono by one, in tho order in which
they wore immersed, and hang them up
separately to dry.

3132. Albumenized Paper for Pho-
tography. Albumenized paper, such an is

used for ordinary portraiture in tho galleries,

is always ready prepared for silvering. It is

much tho finest and sharpest in its results,

and will usually bo adopted; but tho most
artistic effects will bo produced by tho use of
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lain papier saxo. Paper, in either oi these

nns, prepared with chloride (salt) will keep

indefinitely.
. „

3133. Silver Solution to Sensatize

Paper. The weather being propitious tor

printing (a clear, bright.sunlight is preferable),

the salted or albuuicnized paper is taken into

a darkened room to ho rendered sensitive by

the silver solution. Make about the same

quantity of this as of the salting solution, by

using, in the following proportions : Pure wa-

ter, 1 ounce
;
nitrato ol silver (in crystals), bO

grains. When thoroughly dissolved pour

tho solution into a fiat porcelain dish, und

carefully remove all bubbles, Ac.

3134. To Make tho Paper Sensitive.

Having prepared the silver solution os above

directed, take tho paper by opposite corner.',

smooth side down if plain paper, glazed side

if albumcnizcd; lower ono corner on to the

solution, and steadily lower tho rest to tho

surfaco of tho solution, so that tho air is com-

pletely driven out, and tho entire surface ex-

posed to tho action Of the silver, lie very

careful that tho solution does not get on the

back of tho paper. Plain paper (papier taxe)

should flout : minutes; albumcnucd, J

minutes. Carefully raise tho sheet from the

solution, and hang up to dry in a perfectly

dark room. It is host to proceed with the

printing as soon ns tho paper is dry. Addi-

tional brilliancy and sensitiveness is imported

to tho paper by exposing it. after it is thor-

oughly dry, to tho fume i ol ammonia. This

may bo done by hanging it uu with n clip or

pin in a close box, in which is a small dub
containing aqua ammonia I-'.F.P. This fum-

ing process may bo dispensed with, yet tho

prints uro much more uniform when treated

with tho ammonia. „ .

3135.

To Copy nn Object. Having

prepared, in a dark room, a sheet of paper as

above, lay it upon a picco of glass; place

upon tho glass a leaf as trail-decent ns can be

found, and then above it, to hold it m p ace,

nuotlier ploco of glass, mid at each comer a

dip, or n common spring clothes-pin. Now
exposo tho plates so arranged, leaf sulo up. to

tho sun’s rays. Tho paper will at once begin

to darken, and in from r. to 10 minute?, except

under the leaf, bo entirely black. If t.io

plates are now taken into a dark room am.

separated, tho imago of tho leal, with oil it;

delicate tracery and beautiful line?, will be

Annul upon tho paper, white, with black back-

ground. It would bo well to put under the

sonsitivo paper a few thick nesses of soft paper,

or black cotton velvet. It ?crvcs as a pad or

cushion, and tends to press the paper up into

a closer contact with tho inequalities ol the

leaf. lace, or object used ns a negativo or

cliehf. Small printing frames can bo pur-

chased at a mndernto awn. which will enable

tho experimenter to exauuno tho progress ot

tho work anil ascertain when tho print U
sufficiently exposed to tho action of tho light.

Tho exposure should continue until tho imago
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is much darker than intended when finished,

as tho after processes of toning and fixing

reduce or bleach the pictures very considera-

bly. As the prints are taken out of the frame,

put them away in tho dark again, until ready
tor tho toning bath.

3130. To Prepare a Picture for

Toning and Fixing. It will cow bo

necessary to tone end j*x the picture, in order

that the imago bo rendered permanent. Tho

first process is to soak tho print in a dish of

clear water for a few minutes, and thus wash
off the free nitrato of silver remaining upon

the surface of tho paper. A half hour’s soak-

ing, with one or two changes of tho water,

will effect this so that it is ready for tho ton-

ing bath.

3137. To Prepare a Toning Bath.
Chloride of gold is sold iu bottles containing

15 grains. Di solvo this in 30 drachms of

water, add a drop of hydrochloric acid, and

preserve it oj a stock solution in a bottle;

mark this gold solution. 1-takn in another

bottlo a saturated solution f washing soda,

also as ft stock solution; mark it as such:

Sotla solution. When U*< prints havo been

washed as before directed, find are ready for

toning, mix 1 dracbiu of the gold eolation

with l ounco of water, according to formula.

Pour into a tray, and drop in a small piece of

lilno litmus paper ;
it will l.ecomo red. Ben-

der tho bath alkaline by addiug from tho soda

solution, drop by drop, until the paper begins

to change bluo again. It is better to prepare

tho toning bath during tho day. whilo tho

printing is being done, as tho bath >cctns to

work with more smoothness *:k 1 uniformity.

It may bo ured. however, to soon as mixed.

3128. To Toao a Picturo. Tho print

is now taken by two corners and immersed in

tho pobl or toning bath. At first tho print

will begin to bicarb, and turn a warm red

color, which toon changes into a beautiful

warm black. Put in tuo prints ouo by one,

keeping them separated or constantly in pen-

tie motion, when tho changes already *pokca

of will **ccur. When n deep purple or warm
block is obtained, remove them to a bonn of

clean water, and rinsu them until nil nro toned,

when they nro ready for immerrianm a fixing

bath, to render them pcruiouest.

3130. To Propnro a fixing Bath.
Toko water. 6 ounces; hyposulphite of soda,

1 ounce. This solution dissolve? from the

ir all of tho chloride of rilver that has not

acted upon by the light, but docs not in-

jure tho picturo or image. Tho usual time
for leaving tho print in this lath is nbout 15

minutes. IT the print is held up to transmit-

toil light before it is placed in Ihix solution, it

will appear quito npaquo and cloudy in what
should bo tho clear part? of the picture.

After tho print has been in the bath the

proper timo this will disappear, and tho print

havo a dear, translucent effect. The print

should now bo washed in 2 or 3 waters, and
loft to soak in a dish of water all night, in
tho morning it can bo hung up to dry, and
then mounted, as tho taste of the experiment-

er may suggest- If tho saving of time is an
object, the print, after coming from the fixing

bath, can bo rinsed in water and passed
through a common clotbes-wringcr a few
time.?, each timo bciug dipped in clean water,
when tho print will bo found to be perfectly

washed. When properly fixed, as already
described, they aro to bo wxshcd. and finally

mounted on card or liristol board. Tho best

pasto for this purpose is common laundry

starch.

3140.

Precautions to be Observod in
Making a Picture. When directions are

given to prepare and keep tho sensitive paper
in a dark room, it should, of course, bo under-

stood that daylight only is to bo excluded

;
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pas or candle light will do no harm. A window
closely covered with yellow paper completely

filters tho light of nil actinic or chemical

K
wer, and consequently will do no harm.
careful that not n drop of tho fixing solu-

tion gets into tho gold or touing bath. A fter

tho final process of fixing, take tho greatest

contact with tho hyposulphite of soda. Soda
—indispensable ill its plane, but cx-

caro that tho prints do not again come into

is good—indispensable mi its p
ceodingly harmful out of its place. So kcc

all the dishes and Gagers freo from it. In a

of tho manipulations, observo tho most perfect

neatnoss. Handle the prints with the tips of

your fingers, and always with deliberation

and care. If tho silver solution grows weak
by use—a mealy look to the prints indicates

it—add a few grains of nitrate of silver. If

by uso it turns a dark wine color, and tho

paper is not whitu when dry, set the solution

in clear sunlight for a day or two and it will

clear. Kilter before using again. Tho soda

(fixing) bath should not be used more than 2
or 3 times. Where prints nro only occasion-

ally made, a fresh bath should bo mado each

timo of printing. Tho gold (toning) bath

works quicker when wanned to about blood
boat. I’rinU will then tone in from 2 to G
minutes. Print; on plain oaper will (ouo

quicker than on albumonixcd. If prints are

uudcrluncd they will present a warm brown
.'orauco; if toned tuo much, a cold steel

color. A little experience will soon indicate

tho precise amount of toning required.

3141. To Romovo Nitrato of Silver
Stains. An inevitable coiuequonco of prac-

ticing this process will bo RtaiiiH on tho bauds
and clothing from tho nitrato of cflvcr.

Moisten tho spot? with tincture of iodine, ami
thou with a saturated eolution of hyposul-

phite of soda. Cyanide of potassium acts

more energetically, but is a very dangerous
poison, ami i? not recommended.
3142. Tho Photographic Negativo

or Clich6. In number 312H wo havo sta-

ted tho general principles of tho photographio

art; lh.it :l was bawd upon tho fact that

solar light decomposes certain combinations

of tho alt? of silver; that in proportion or to

tho extent that such • ensilivo surfaco is ex-

posed to the action of light, so i-i tho depth of

tho stain or intensity of the imago upon tho

prepared paper. Now if we should cut from

.m opaquo or black piece of paper, any form

or figure—an old fashioned silnouetto would no

a familiar illustration—and place it upon tho

.silvered paper, the precise, imago or form cut

in tho paper would, upon removal, ho fouud

upon lire paper; the. paper remaining wllito

under the figure leaf or - theorem/’ whilo tho

Cm exposed to the light havo turned black.

place of this figure, science has given us

the photographic Negative or dicin'. A
negative is an image produced upon glass by
a camera (ati improved form of the old cam-
era obscure) and derives its name from tho

fiiet that the imago is reversed or negative by

transmitted light (looking through it), tho

lights appearing dark, and tho dark parts

light. Tho chemicals used to produce it aro

also combinations of tho salts of silver, bat

aro so sensitive to the action of light, that

they arc do.com posed instantaneously by ex-

posure. Tho formula! will follow a descrip-

tion of tho process.

3143.

To Make a Photographic
Negative. In a room illuminated only by a
feeble gas or candle light, or by snch daylight

as is filtered of its chemical power through

a sheet of yellow glass, a glass plato is care-

fully flowed with collodion. (Sco No. 3149.)

When the plate has been evenly covered, tho

excess is quicklv but deliberate I;/ returned to

the bottle, a=d * tho plate gently and slowly

swayed from side to side until the collodion is
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sot, or when the surface is tacky to tho touch.

It is then placed ou a dipper, aud, with a
steady, continuous motion, immersed, collo-

dion side upwards, in the silver hath. (&•
No. 3150.) If tho plate is stopped in its de-

scent into tho bath, a check or lino will show
across its face. In 3 to 5 minutes, depending
upon temperature, etc., thu plato is coated,

or, in other words, tho chemicals in tho collo-

dion have united with tho nitrate of silver,

forming thu sensitive surface or coating. If
not coated sufficiently tho surface will appear
greasy; in this case tho ulata must bo returned
to the bath until tho film appears perfectly

smooth. While this is being dono it is sup-
posed that the operator has adjusted tho
camera upon tho object to bo photographed
by focussing his lens. This is dono by turn-

ing tho lens in and out, or from and towards
tlio ground glass of tho camera, until tho

point is ascertained which gives tho sharpest

imago upon tho ground glass. All being
ready, tho operator retnms to tho dark roon)

for his seusitivo plato. This is placed in a
"holder," nud tho gronnd gloss being re-

moved, the holder is substituted in its place.

Tho slide or cover to tho holder is now with-

drawn and tho sensitive plato exposed to tho

action of tho imago of light thrown upon it by
tho Ions. After an oxposnro of 15 to 60 sec-

onds, depending ?io much upon tho intensity

of tho light that it can only bo ascertained by
experience, tho slide is replaced ia tho holder

and tho plato taken to tho dark room for de-

velopment.
3144. To Dovolop a Nogativo. This

is done) by removing tho plate irorn tho hold-

er, and, holding thu plate in a horizontal po-

sition, (lowing it with tho developing solu-

tion. (Sea No. 3151.) If properly timed or

exposed, the image begins to appear. When
tho detail t of tho drapery, if a portrait, ap-

pear and tho solution seems to have lost its

power, tlio plato is thoroughly washed under
a stream of clean water. IT the imago is suf-

ficiently strong and vigorous, it is " cleared"

by placing the plato in tho fixing bath, and
that portion of tho film no! acted upon by the

light ia dissolved away, leaving the image
upon the glass. After a thorough washing
in water, tho plate is put iu a rack to dry,

after which it is slightly warmed and vnr-

niahed.

3145. To Varnish n Negative. The
varnish (see No. 3153) is flowed on and off

precisely as with the collodion. (See No.
31-13.) ‘It should be again slightly warmed
to prevent tbo varnish from chilling or bloom-

ing. When dry. which will be in 5 to 10

minutes, tho negative is ready for use ns dc-

Fcribed in Nos. 3135, Ac., using the negative

instead of the leuf. Should the image have
evidence of full exposure by tho existeuco of
all the proper detail, and yet want vigor or

intensity, this may be imparted, before var-

nishing* by rc-develojment.
3140. To Re-develop a Negative.

This is dono by pouring upon tho plate about
1 onneo of the nyrogallic acid solution to

which has been lidded 5 or 6 drops of the sil-

ver solution designated for that purpose. (See
No. 3152.)

3147. Glass for Photography. For
portraiture aud ordinary landscape photo-

graphy, the best qualities of picturo or win-

dow glass will suffice. There is an article

sold by dealers in photographic materials,

known ns photographic or nrgativo glass,

which is selected lor tho purpose and cut into

the regular sizes used in tho art, viz., stereo-

scopic, “quarter" size, “half" size, "four-
four" Ac., tho latter being 64x3$ inches and
the other sizc3 fractional part?, as their names
suggest. For microscopic and scientific ex-

periments, plato gloss would bo preferable.
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A quality known as “three quarter white”
plate, and only of tho thickness of ordinarv
singlo thick window glass, bos all tho requf-
sites for exact photography. When it is pro-
posed to print photographs upon glass, for

magic lanterns or transparencies, plate glass is

absolutely essential.

3148.* To Prepare Glass for Photo-
graphy. All new glass should bo placed for
a few minutes in a strong solution of com-
mercial nitric acid (say 1 ounce nitric acid to

3 ounces water), and then thoroughly washed
in clean water. Wbilo wet. pour upon the
glass a solution consisting of white of egg, 1

ounce; water, 20 ounces; drain off into a
separate bottle, or clean, filter, and set up iu a
rack to dry. The albumen and water solution,
be/bro usiug. should be very thoroughly beaten
together. After the froth has subsided, filter

the solution through a clean sponge, two or

three thicknesses of linen, or, still better, fil-

tering paper. Tho solution above named will

coat more plates than an amateur would bo
likely to use. Use fresh eggs and a netrly

made solution uheneecr routing plates. Tho
plates so prepared will keep indefinitely.

3140. Collodion for Photography.
Collodion is the vehicle by which tho pnoto-
graphic i licmicnU arc united upon tho Mirfnco

of tho glum and the seusitivo coating pro-

duced. It is mailo by dissolving in equal <•!

nearly equal proportions of sulphuric ether

and alcohol, gun rotten or pymxylino together
with certain salu of pou.<*ium, cadmium,
ammonium, Ac., in proportions named in tho

formula'. Many fnrmuhe are published for

this article to which great value is attached,

sumo supposing that to its peculiar composi-

tion belong the principal causes of failuro or

success. This is only iu a degree tree. In-

ferior or carelessly prepared chemical:! used in

a staeo of tho process Impair results. Tho
;cr has fixed as a general principlo ia tho

Station of collodion the proportion of 1

n of tho exciting salts (in each ounce of

collodion), to every 10 grains of silver in tho
bath. To illustrate: If tho silver bath solu-

tion is at 50°, or, more definitely, 50 groin* of

silver to each ounce of water, wo would tuako
tbo collodion so as to contain ia each ounco
of collodion 5 grains of tho various salts of

cadmium, ammonium. Ac.; or another way of

putting it, tho hath should bo ten time* as

strong as the collodion. Tho sensitiringsnlts

should bo selected with a special reference to

the peculiarities of tho light or subjects. It

can bo inAdo under ono formula to cover
almost all emergencies

;
yet special kinds of

work for extremes of light or shadow can bo
improved by varying the combinations of tho

exciting nr sensitizing .'alts. For portraituro

in a room of evenly diffused light tho iodido

of cadmium as the principal excitant gives
softness and delicacy to tho image. Thus :

I. Take of sulphuric ether, 1 ounce; 95 per
cent, alcohol, 1 ounce; gun cotton, 6 grains;

iodide of cadmium, 4 grains; bromide of cad-

mium, 2 grains.

II. Sulphuric ether, 1 ounce
;

alcohol, 1

ounce; gun cotton, 6 grains; iodide of cad-

mium, 3J grains; bromido of potassium. 2J
grains.

These two formula! give the utmost deli-

cacy and transparency to the shadows, and
work with rapidity, when preserving tbeir

proper relations to the silver bath solution, of

which we speak in tho proper place. If more
brightness is desired to the image, instead of

the iodide of cadmium put the samo quantity

of iodide of ammonium. If still greater con-

trasts arc required, use iodide of potassium in

place of cither tho cadmium or potassium.
Tho latter is favorable for copying engravings,
maps, plans, Ac., ia which 'strong contrasts

of white and black arc desirable. It is well
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to prepare from all those formulae ami then
imxlify results by mixing them together ns

the subjects or light may demand. Farther
combinations may ho suggested; under a
feeble light, nr where there uro large masses of

shadow, reduce tbo amount of the iodide salt

one grain nud tncrteise tho bromido ono grain.

U Commxtko Till! I so itHi) Jr NTs, measure

eat tho required quantity of alcohol, nml to

It add the gun cotton and such of tho exciting

•alls as dissolve in alcohol, nml lastly live

ether. Shako until all are thoroughly dis-

solved, nml put aside over night to settle.

When clear, iterant into thu (lowing or coating

bott'.o for use. Such of the excitants ns do
not dissolvo in alcohol should bn dissolved in

a* small n quantity of water a* i
:

possible aud
added to tho alcohol, Ac., a tittle at a time, and
qnirklv shaken.

3150. Silvor Bath. Moko a solution in

tho proportion of CO grains nitrile of silver to

1 ounce water. T»st tho solution with litmus

piper, and if slightly alkaline, or neutral, add
nitric acid to produce a faint ml reaction to

the paper. Tho best method Is to mid a few
drops of chemically pure nitric add to an
ounco of water, uiid add this s olution ? > the

silver bath a mj fetv drop! at a time. Then
coat a niato with collodion nml let it remain
in tho bath all night. Tho freshly made col-

lodion can be used for this purpose, nml thus

both collodion nml silver solution or bath bo
mode ready for work at tho Kamo time.

3151. Developing1 Solution. This
may I10 undo in Block solution of tho aimplo
sulpha! 0 of iron and water, and then reduced

in strength and undo ready for uso each dny.

For tho stock solution toko water, Hi ounces;
sulphate of iron. 4 ounces. Mssolvo and fil-

ter. When wanted for use, take stuck solu-

tion. 1 ounco; water, 4 ounces; acolic neid

(No. 8). 4 ounce. Tho addition of about A

ounco alcohol to tho above formula often faci-

litates tho smooth flowing of thu .solution on
the plate. It is particularly essential when
tho bath bus been iu long uso and is “sntu-

rated" with oilier and alcohol from tlio plain.

3152. Rc-dcvcloping Solution, fur

oddiug vigor ni)d intensity to tho negative, is

mado of wator, l ounce; pyrognllio acid, I

grain; citric ocid, 1 grain. Pour into a small
tanker or cupping glass about 1 ounco of this

solution, and add, by menus of a pipette, 5 or

6 drops of a solution of 20 grains nitrate of

silrer dissolved in 1 ounco water. Imme-
diately flow this solution over Hie plate, occa-

sionally returning tlio solution to tho little

beaker glass. As noon as tho solution begins

to assume a wine color, it i 1 acting with vigor

on tho negative nr.d should bn closely watched,
that tho negatiro does not become too intense.

When sufficiently dense, throwaway tho solu-

tion and Ihoroughly wash both tbo negative

a:ul the glass. Tho latter should always lio

kept perfectly clean and free from any deposit

from tho re developing solutions.

3153. Negative Varnish of excellent

quality can always bo secured at tho dealers

in photographic materials. Iu an emergency
common shellac varnish, somewhat thinned
down with alcohol, nml filtered through cotton,

will answer the purpose. (See -Vo. 2935.)

3154. Tlio Causes of Failure would
almost requiro a chapter by themselves; a long
experience convinces us that nine out of every
ten failure! occur from a want of care, tho

prosonco of dirt, negligence. Ono cannot, lie

over-nice, careful or cleanly—the best results

alwar» rewarding the most painstaking.

3155. To Enamel Cameo Pictures.
Ordinary well polished glass plates arc Coated

with normal collodion of tho nsual descrip-

tion, and when the film has set perfectly, but
ha* not becomo completely dry, tho pictures.
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which hare previously been trimmed and
finished, arc dipped rapidly into alcohol, and
applied without delay to tho plates. Tho
prints r.rc pressed and rubbed down with
smooth writing paper, aud the operation of
mounting is proceeded with as soon as tho

backs of the pictures have become white; or,

i:i other words, us soon as the alcohol has
again evaporated. The cardboard should bo
allowed to remain in water for at least half an
linur previously to its being employed for

mounting. Tho more rapidly tho pictures aro
applied anil pressed upon the collodion sur-

face, the more beautiful will bo tho finished

result.

3156. Photographic Impressions
With Fuclisine. A piece of linen goods
colored with fuehsiue, and dried, was exposed
to tho light under a photographic negative,

when tho imago of the plate bccanio visible

on the goods, rho picture looking greyish and
faded where tho lights were strongest. Still

i ho picture was rather weak, and thn goods
worn soaked for 3 days in a bath of sulphate of
copper, when tho picture was found to bo
more developed. After several rinsings in

wutor, and two days’ exposure on the grass,
tho lost of tho goods were bleached white,
leaving the picture of a pure violet tint on a
white background.

3157. Tapioca Papor. To prepare
tapioca paper, which is very useful for copy-
ing photographs by artificial light, 200
gramme* (t>i Troy ounces) of tapioca are

soaked for 2 days in an equal weight of wa-
ter ; 10 litres (about 81 pints) of water aro
milled, nud afterwards, for every litre (quart)
of liquid, 10 grammes (154 grains) iodido of
potassium, 30 grammes (403 grains) chloride of
xitnssium, 1 gramme ( lf>* grains) bromide of
»>tn.*siuni, are dissolved, aud tho whole
idled fur 10 minutes, allowed to stand for a

day, and decanted and filtered through fino

linen. Tho paper is immersed, 1*2 or 20 sheets

At a time—or enu bo floated upon it—for 15
to 20 minutes

;
it is then hung up to dry in o

dark room. If it has assumed a dark color,
that is of no consequence, ns it disappears in

thn silver bath. This is to bo prepared in tho
proportion of 1 ounce nitrate of silver, 50 to
HO grains of citric acid in 30 ounces of water.
Tho time of exposure varies from 10 second*
to 85 minutes, according to the picture to bo
copied nud tho actinic lurcc of the light.

3158.

To Recover Gold nnd Silver
from Photographic Solutions. Tho
silver and gold waste that result from photo-
graphic operations are best collected in a
large bottlo or jar, together with anything
else that might contain either of tho two
metals. When tho bottle is nearly full, pour
a little hydrochloric acid and a solution of

green sulphate of iron (copperas) Into it,

mid let it .stand on a warm place until tho
sunenmtiUit liquid appears perfectly clear.

Add then a few drops morooftho hydrochloric

acid and iron solution, and observe whether a
fresh precipitate forms or nut. In tho latter

ease, draw tho dear liquid off !>y incans of

a syphon, anil reserve the residue. If the
brittle has become partially filled in courso of
time with insolublo chlorido of silver and
metallic gold, place the residue on a filter,

wash it with very dilute acid, and, lastly,
with water. After drying, it is to bo mixed
with several times its weight of drycarbonate
of soda, the whole conveyed to a crucible, and
tho latter heated to a bright red heat, aud
kept there for about 10 minutes. After taking
the crucible out of the fire, and allowing it In
grow cold, it is broken, the button of the
alloy of gold nud silver cleaned, and heated in
a snitobta vessel with dilute nitric acid, which
will dissolve all the silver, as nitrate of silver,
and leave the gold in a finely divided state.

This is dissolved by nitre-hydrochloric acid

(aqua regia). It is hardly necessary to say
that, for photographic purposes, both solutions
must be evaporated in A water-bath until the

excess of acid has been volatilized, when they
may be diluted with a sufficient amount of

water, and used. (Sire iW>. 3106.)

3159.

Simple Method of Copying
Drawings, Etc. Silvered albumen paper,

after being washed, may bo conveniently
used for copying negatives as well as posi-
tives. It keens for weeks, and becomes
sensitive to light only after exposure to the
vapors of aqua ammonia, technically termed
smoking with ammonia. Dr. II. Vogel has
greatly simplified the latter process by substi-

tuting for tho liquid ammonia the powder of
carlionato of ammonia, llo thoroughly im-
pregnates a niece of fell or doth with this

powder, and lays it under tho silvered sheet,
separated from it by a piece of blotting-paper.
He places the silvered paper, with tho sub-

stratum of carbonate of ammnuia and tho

drawing on tup. between two plates of glass,

and, exposing it to tho light of the window,
obtains a copy quite distinct in all iu del ails.

Tho copy obtained is, of course, in white line*

upon black ground. Such photographs re-

!

|uirc to bo treated with mdn when intended
or long preservation.

3160. Lea's Solution for Cleaning
Photographic Glasses. Water, 1 pint;

sulphuric acid, J ounce; bichromate potash,

1 ounce. Tho glass plates, varnished or
otherwise, aro left, say 10 or 12 hours*, or as

much longer as desired, iu this solution, and
then rinsed in clean water, and wiped or
rubbed dry with soft white paper. This pre-

paration is by Mr. Carry Lea, of Philadelphia,

am! is said to bo tho l»e<t in use. It quickly
removes silver stain* from the skin without
any of the attcudaut daugers of tho cyanide
of potA'sium.

3161.

Wendoroth’s Photographic
Varnish. Nearly all photographic varnishes
reduce the intensity of tho negative. Mr. F.

A. Wenderoth, of Philadelphia, slates that if

n thin Milutiun of gum-arabic i* applied to the
negative after fixing ami before drying, the

varnish will not affect tho intensity. This is

a very simple aud useful remedy. Mr. Weu-
dcnillt also stat*** that be lias loug practiced

tho covering of photographic paper prints

upon both sides with collodion varnish, nod
finds it acoii'plctc preservative of the picture.

Nearly all photograph* will fade away iu a
few venra unless thus protected.

3162.

Collodion Varnish for Photo-
graphic Prints. A very ctfcrtivc and
agreeable polish is communicated to card or

cabinet prints, etc., simply by coating them
with a glutinous plain collodion, mads as

follow* : Alcohol. Jounces; ether. 4 ounces;
pyroxylin*. -12 grain*. Dissolve and filter in

the fMial manner. The prints arc first cut
to tho proper lire aud floated on the rcvciso
side noon clean water until they lie perfectly

flat; then take one priul at a time and placo

it on a piece of glass of the *ame size as itself,

moist mlc downwards
; it easily adheres to

the gloss. Let the excels of water drain off,

and remove all moisture from tho picture

surface; Dow c«at it with the collodion and
let it drain in the usual wav. then dry it be-

fore the fire or in any manner which is uiort

convenient. This polish is not »» flagrant on
the one hand as the fo-callcd enamel surface,

nor so dead as an ordinary albumen priul that

has undergone all the operations np to tho

mounting.

3163.

Preservation of Photographs.
!I. Cooper, Jr., of England, gives the follow-

ing formula fur a preservative varnish which
is stated to be an entire protection against

fading : 1 drachm sum damar dissolved in X

ounce benzole. 1 drachm paraffine, dissolved
in 1 ounce benzole. Mix 4 parts of tho
paraffine solution with 1 part of the damar
solution. Photographic prints covered with
this varnish arc impermeable to water. A
solution of the paraffine only will do; but it

is better with the gum damar.

3164.

Everlasting Photograph a on
Enamel. First-class photographs, either
negatives or positives, may be taken on
I)uchemiu's enamel (see No. 2402) without
collodion, by using bitumen, or citrate of
iron, nr pcrchlorido of iron anil tartaric acid,
or bichromate, or any other salt. A good
solutiun for this purpose is, water, 100 part®
by weight; gam, 4 parts: honey, 1 part;
pulverized bichromate of potash, 3 part,*.

Filter the liquid, spread it over thn enamel,
and let it rest, after which, expose it to tho
camera. Develop tho image by brushing
over it the following powder: Oxido of cobalt,
ISO pari* by weight; black oxido of iron, *J0

narts; red lead, 100 parts; sand, 30 parts.

Decompose the bichromate by immersion in a
bath formed of water, 100 parts by weight;
hydrochloric acid, 5 parts. Wash it iu clean
water and dry it; anil lastly, vitro fy thn proof
on a clean piece of ca t iron, tho surface of
which ha* been previously cbnlkcd. Ono
minute will siiilico for indelibly fixing and

S
axing tho photograph, which must Im cure-
lly and slowly allowed to cool. Photo-

graphs on enamel of any sire, taken iu this
manner, uro perfectly unalterable under all

atmospheric conditions, and may consequently
and aptly be called everlasting photographs.

3165.

Searing’s Process for Photo-
graphing on Wood for Engruving.
The block on which the picture i.* to ho niuun
is first dampened with water, then whitened
with enamel rubbed from the surfuco of pood
enameled visiting cards. Hub gently, re-

moving only the enamel, after which it ia

brushed smooth with a moderately stiff brush,
from right to left and up and down, making a
smooth, even, and very thin surface. Allow
this to dry. nfter which it is flowed with a
solution of albumen, made with tho white of
1 egg and 1C ounce* of water, dried by heat

or allowed to dry spontaneously. Now coat
it with another albumen solution made as
follows: White of 1 egg: water, 4 ounce*

;

chlorido of ammonia, 40 grain.*. Heat tho
whnlo to a thick froth. Allow to subside,
then decant or filter through a lino sponge
placed in a glass funnel. Pour a sufficient
quantity on ono corner of the block to cover
it, when spread around with tho nid of a 4 or

4 rial* (u*mg tho edge). Allow tho surplus
solution to drain hack into tho bottle. Dry
thi : by n gcntlo heat. Next flow on, in the
dark room, solution No. 3, prepared a* fol-
low.;: Ether. I ounce

; alcohol, 1 ounce;
guncotton, 8 grain*; nitrate of silver, 30
grams; dissolve in ux small a quantity of wa-
ter a* passible, and allow to settle for a few
days, protected from the light. Again dry
tho block by gentle heat. 1 1. is now ready for
exposure under tho negative. A porcelain
priming-frame, or any other suitable method,
may bo used to print i:. After printing,
solution No. 3 is rumored from the surface of
the block by dissolving in other aud alcohol,
assisted by robbing gently with a reft sponge.
Tho picture can now bo Inued and fixed iu
tho ordinary way, or fixed and toned ut one
operation, by the hypo and gold hath. After
being allowed to dry, it is ready for the
engraver.

3160.

To Recover Silverfrom Photo-
graphic Waste. To obtain tho silver from
a photographic bath, or from the rejected
photographs and clippings, is a most im-
portaut measure of economy in tho art. The
oath should bo filtered, and a solution of
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common :-alt added; this precipitates chloride

of Hilver, which is to be collected ou a filter,

dried, and washed; then tho metallic silver

may bo obtained from it by tho action of
metallic zinc, a strip of which being placed in

tlio pulpy mass, will combine with the

chloride, and leave tho silver in a spongy
maw of a gray color ; after washing, this mar
bo dissolved in nitric acid and crystallized.

Another process is to mis tho chloride with

nitrato of notassa nnd fuso in a crucible—tho

silver is thus obtained in a button. The
papers must bo incinerated, tho ashes collect-

ed and treated with nitric acid and heat;
diluted with water, and filtered; it is uow
an impure solution of silver, to be treated in

tho 8atno wav as tho bath. (See No. 3154.)

3107. To Clean off Collodion Pic-
tures. A tuft of cuttun dipped in inethylic

alcohol, and rubbed over tho surface of tho

picture, will remove it entirely, whether var-
nished or not.

3168. Paper for Photography. The

Ber used for photography may bo uio finest

» post paper, ot uniform texture, free

from tho milker's mark, specks, and all im-
perfections. Tho papers must bo prepared by
Cumllo-light. and kept in tlio dark till used.

3100. Simple Nitrated Paper. This
Is merely paper brushed over with a strong
solution of nitrato of silver. In brushing
over I ho paper it must not bo crossed. Its

sousitivonoss is increased by using spirits of

wiao instead of water. This paper only
requires washing in water to fix tho drawing.

3170.

Muriatod Papor. The paper is

first Bonked in solution of common salt,

preuod with a liueu cloth or blotting-paper,

and dried. It to then brushed over on ono
lido (which Bbnutd bo marked near tho edge)
with the solution of nitrate of silver, ami
dried at tlm lire. The stronger tho solution,

tho lnoru .sensitive the paper. If tho harytio
solution (.see No. 31H1) lie u>ed instead of
common salt, richer shades of color are ob-
tained. A solution of 10 grains m! ammoniac
in 1 ounco water gives a very soiuitivo paper.
A duo proportion must lie observed m tho
silver and suit Miition.-, as follows:

fiousltlvo paper for tho camera, uso 50
grains rointnon salt to l ounco water; mid
120 grains nitrato of siIvor to I ounco water.
Or: CO grains of lliu nitrnto with 40 gruint
muriate of nmtnunia, and I ounces water.
Or: 100 grains nitrato with tho barytic sola-
lion. (See No. 3181.)

Less RCDSitiVC, for copying engraving?,
botanical mid entomological specimen?, Ac.
Tho sail solution to contain 25 grains salt to
I ounco water. Tho silver solution 00 grains
in I ounco water.

1’orcopying hire-work, feather.?, patterns, Ac.
Tho -alt solution, 20 grains; thorilver solu-
tion, 40 grains to 1 ounce. To fix tho draw-
ing ou these papers, they must bo first washed
in lukewarm water, then dipped twice in

solution or hyposulphite ofsoda (1 ounco to 1

pint), then in pure water, and dried.

3171.

Iodized Paper. Brush over tho
pnper on ono sulo (which should bo marked)
with strong solution of nitrato of silver (100
grains to I ounce); then dip it iu solution of
iodide of potussiuin (25 grains to 1 ounce);
wash it in distilled water, drain, and dry it.

3172.

Bromide Paper. Soak the paper
in solution of bromide of potassium (40 grams
to 1 ounce)

;
then brush it over with strong

solution of nitrato of silver, and dry in tho
dork.

3173.

Chromotype Paper. Simple
chromotype paper is prepared as follows:
Soak tho paper in the simple solution (.see No.
3182), and dry it at a brisk fire. To fix tho
drawing, careful immersion in warm water i?

all that is required. It is not sufficiently

886
sensitive for the camera.

For Compound Chkomattpb Paper.
Wash the paper with the compound solution
{sec No. 3182). and dry it. After the paper
has been exposed to the sun with tho urticlo
to bo copied superposed upon it, it is washed
over iu tho dark with a solution of nitrate of
silver of moderate strength. A vivid picture
make? its appearance, which is sufficiently
fixed by washiug iu pure water. Forcopying
engravings, <tc. Another method is to brush
writing paper over with a solution of 1 drachm
of snlpbatc of cooper in I ocnco or water;
and when dry. with a strong but not saturated
solution of bichromate of potash.

3174.

Cyanotypo Paper. Brash tho
paper over with a solution of auunnnio citrate

of irou. Expose tho paper m tho usual way,
then wash it over with a solution of ferro-

cyanidc of potn&dum.
’ 3175. Cryaotypo Paper. Wash tho
paper with soTntiou uf aumionio-citiato of
iron, dry it, and afterwards brush it over with
a solution of fcrroc-arjdo of potassium. Dry
it in a dark room. Tbo Imago it brought out
by brushing it over with a neutral ao.uuon of
gold or of silver.

3170. Calotyp© Paper. The paper is

saturated in ! ounce water, continuing 20
grams iodide of potassium, aud dried. Then
mndo sonsilivo by soaking iu 1 ounce distilled

water containing 20 grain? nitrate of silver

and ) drachm glacial acetic acid, and dried in

a dork room.
3177. Instantaneous Positive Paper.

Mix 6 drachma of a saturated solution of

bichloride of mercury with I pint distilled wa-

ter. Float the paper on this solution iu a

Hat dish. Dry it; take into a dark place lit

by a ranillo with a yellow glass, and i aider it

sen.Hitivo by a solution of :W grain? nitrate of

Bilver to I ounce water. To print, expose to

a perpendicular light from 2 to 10 seconds in

summer, about I minute in winter; then
immediately cover with a black cloth. The
image, at first very feeble, is developed by
this solution; sulphate of Iron. 15 grain:;;

glacial acetic acid, 25 grains; distilled water,

1 ounce. Tho deepening of lint uiu»t lie

watched, aud arrested at tho proper moment.
Then wash, nod fix with hyposulphite.
3178. Albutncnizcd Paper for Posi-

tive Printing. White of egg. and water,

ual part-; iudido of potatsinni or chiondo
sodium, 5 grain? to 1 ounce water (or bru-

midoof potassium, 20 grains). Out the paper
with til's solution. Dry. Immerse in the

dark in bath of 120 grains nitrato of silver to

1 ounco water. Dry again. This is exposed
with the uegntiveover it. for 10 to 15 minutes.

3179. Prepared Wax Paper. Make
a strong sire by digesting 25 part; gelatine.

50 of linseed, nnd 150 of rice flour, in 2000 to

3000 parts hot water. Filter through a cloth.

Take of this size, when cold, 1000 parts by
weight, aud dissolve in it sugar of milk, 50
parts; iodide of potassium, 35; bromide of
potassium, 0 parts.

3180. Artificial Ivory for Photo-
graphers. Sheets or tablets of gelatine or

S
lue are immersed in a solution of alumina.
Then entirely pcactrated by tho alumina, thn

Blabs arc to be removed, dried, and polished

like ivory. (Jlayall.)

3181.

Barytic Photographic Solution.
Dissolvo 35 grains chloride of barium in 2

ounces distilled water.

3182.

Chromate Photographic Solu-
tions. Simple eh rremote solution is a sat-

urated solution of bichromato of potash : a
little sulpbato of indigo being sometimes add
ed to vary the color.

Tho compound chromale solution consists

of 10 grains bichromate of potash, and 20
grains sulphato of copper, dissolved in 1 ounce

distilled water.

3183. Hydriodatcof Iron and Bary-
tes Photographic Solution, Ilydriodatn

of barytes, 40 grain? ;
water, 1 ounce

;
pure

sulphate of iron, 5 grams, mix, filler, add a

drop or two diluted sulphuric acid, and when
ecttlcd decaul the clear liquor for use.

3184. Hardwich’a Gold Toning Bath
for Positive Printing. Pure chloride of

gold, 1 grain; hyposulphite of soda, 1 to 3

grains; liydroelilonc acid, -1 minims; water, 4

ounces.
3185. Mayall’a Method of Cleaning

Photographic Glasses. Stiaku up together

30 parts alcohol, 10 parts stroug liquid am-
monia, 40 parts water, and 30 parts liuo Tri-

poli. The plate* are to be nibbed hard and
••vcniy with balls of cnttnii-wunl dipped in
i ho mixture. When dry, rub again with a
dean ball of cotton, and dust oil the back
and edge? with a clean ling’s-hair hrush.

IWTetaiS. Metals are elementary or
JLVJL uudcciiinnouudcd bodies, which are
ilistiugni-licd by their weight, lustre, (mibilily,
power of conducting hint, electricity, do.
{see Vos. 3340 to :t$57 inclusive), mid tho
umuentu:; compounds which they furutoh by
I ombination with ono another, and with other
Indies. When their solutioiiiaro decomposed
by a galvanic current, the metals always ap-
pear at tho clcclro-ncgnlivo surfneo, and nro

licnco termed clcctro-positiic bodies.

3187. Assaying. Tbo method of do-

termininjr the quantity of pure gold and silver

in the nibiya of there uiutnj*. This art re-

C'.* great skill and experience m its per-

mice; and, from tho costliness of tho
precious metals, u of the utmost importance.
A downward draught fuinaeo of any shapo
and : izo may bu employed, provided It will

afford a r.uflicScnt heat, and allow the intro-

duction of tbo inutile. The in uIlia is n pot
made i f clay, and furnished with an opening
at its end, to admit tlio introduction of tho

cupels, nnd to allow of inspection of the pio-

CCM. It ii placid - :i the inutile- plate, by
which ills introduced into tbo furnace. The
cupel n a sort el hallow crueilile, made of

bone ashes nr burnt bones. At the British

mint the cupels are made of tbo < olciucd cores

of ox-horus. 'flic powder i ; slightly moisten-
ed with water, and n circular f,tocl mould is

filled therewith, and after being pressed down
tight, is finished off with aramnior, having a

convex face of polished steel, which to struck
forcibly witli a mallet, until tho mass becomes
sufficiently hard and adherent. The cupel is

then carefully removed, and exposed ia tbo

air to dry, which usually takes fioin M to 21

days. The muffle, with tho cupel? properly

arranged, being placed in tho furnace, tho lat-

ter i :
tilled up with charcoal, nnd lighted nt

tho top by placing .i few pieces, healed to

whiteness, on last. When the cupels lnivo

been exposed for bail" an hour, and have be-

come white by heat, the lead is put into them
by means of a pair cf tong::, and a.? Boon as
this becomes thoroughly red and circulating,
as it is. celled, the metal to bo assayed, wrap-
ped iu a small piece of paper, is added, and
tho fire kept up strougly until the metal enter?

the lead, nod circulates well, when tho heat
may be slightly diminished, and so regulated
Ihct the assay i-ba'.l appear couvex and ardent,

while the cupel is less red— that tho undula-
tions rha’l circulate in all direction and that

the middle of the metal shall appear smooth,
surrounded with a small circle of litharge,
which being continually absorbed by tho
cupel. This treatment must bo continued

the metal becomes bright and finning,

or is said to "lighten
;

;1

after which certain
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prismatic colors, or rainbow linos, suddenly

dash across the globules, aud nndulato and

cross each other, and the latter metal soon

after appears very brillmut and clear, and at

length becomes fixed and solid. This is called

tho "brightening." and shows that thn separa-

tion is ended. Iu conducting this process, all

tho materials used must bo accurately weigh-

ed, especially tho weight of tho alloy before

cupollation, and tho resulting button of pure

metal. Tho difference gives tho quantity of

alloy. Tho preceding general description of

the process of cupellatiou will render tho fid

lowing articles intelligible, without again en-

tering into tho iniuutiro of the operation. An
ussay is thought to bo good when thn bead is

of around form, with its upper surface bril-

liant, its lower ono granular and dead-white,

and when it separates readily from tho cupel.

When the surface of tho bead is dull and flat,

it rhows that too much heat lias been cm-K ; niul if the metal bo silver, soino may
icon lost in the process, by fuming or

absorption. When tho bead is spongy, and

of various colors, and amici of litharge still

remain on tho cupel, and the metal adhere-*

ntrnuglv to tho latter, loo little heat lias been

used, and tho button still retains soino lead.

To remedy thin, tho heat should bo raised, am
u little powdered charcoal, or a few small

piccos of paper, thrown into tho cupel, until

tho metal again begins to circulato freely. It

is uccossary that tlm loud employed In the

process of cupellatiou should bo perfectly

pure. It ought, therefore, to bo procured by

reducing rotiued litharge. (Cooley.)

3188. Puncher's Solution for Coloring

Motals. This is a new method of giving

metals n durnldo colored roatiug, and can be

executed quickly and cheaply. To prepare

tho solution dissolve 1 1 ounces hyposulphite

of soda in 1
pound water, mid add 11 ouncci

ncetatn of lead dissolved in 4 pound of water.

VV lion this clear solution is heated to 190 ’ to

210° Fab i'., It decomposes slowly, and orcein

itates milphido of lend in brown flock*. If

metal is now immersed In it a part of thosuj

phido of lend is deposited thereon, and accord

(ng to tho length of timo and consequent

thickness of thn deposited sulphide of lead,

tho various and beautiful lustro colors aro pro-

duced. Ill 0 minutC3 thero may bo imparted

to brass articles a color varying from a beau

tifa! gold to a copper red : then carmine red ,

then dark, then light aniline blue, to a blue

white, liko Hulphido of lead; and at last a

reddish white, according to the length of time

they romahi in tho solution used. Tho colors

possoss tho most beautiful lustre, aud if the

articles to bo colored buvo been previously

thoroughly cleaned by means of acids and

alkalies, they odhoin so firmly that they may
bo operated upon by tho polishing steel. To

produce an oven coloring, tho articles to li
-

colored must bo evenly heated.

Iron treated with this solution takes a steel

blue color; zinc, a brown color; in the case

of copper object* tlm first gold color does not

appear; lead ami zinc arc entirely indifferent.

If, instead of thu acetate of lead, na equal

weight of sulphuric acid bo added to the hvpo-

suinhito of soda, and tho process carried on

as Wore, tho brass is covered with a veri-

beautiful red, which is followed by a green,

and changes finally to a splendid brown with

S
roononured iris-glitter; this last is a very

jrablo coating, aud may find special atten-

tion iu manufactures. (Sec .Vo. 331:5.)

Very beautiful marbleixed designs can be

produced by nsiiig a lead solution thickened
with gum tragnennth on brass which has
been heated to 210° Fubr., and afterwards
treated by the usual solution of sulphide of

lead. Tho solution may bo used several

times, and is not liable t» spontaaeous change.
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Gold. The most marked properties of
metallic gold ore its ductility, malleabil-

ity, and insolubility in all menstrua, except
aqua regia and aqueous chlorine

. and its slight

affinity for oxygen. Native gold has a spe-

cific gravity of 13.3 to 17.7
;
puro gold, about

19.3; its greatest density is 19.5. Its fu-

sing point is 2016° Fahr. It is characterised

by its yellow color, its insolubility in nitrio

acid, and ready solution ia nitromuriatic acid

(aqua regia), forming a yellow liquid that
stains the skin purple.

3190. Assay of Gold by the Uso of
Touch-Stones. Wheu it is desired to as-

certain tho fineness of small quantities of
gold, as in jewelry, Ac., touch-needles and
stones are employed. The former are mado
in sets, containing gold of different fineness

and differently alloyed with copper and sil-

ver. Pieces of black pottery form excellent

touch-stones. Tho modu of using them is to

mark the stone with the sample under exam-
ination, and to compare its appearance, hard-
ness, Ac., with that produced by ono or more
of tho needles. When tho two aro similar,

tho quality U considered to bo tho Kamo.
They ore then further examined by moisten-
ing tho stroke with aquafortis when red hot,

when tho appearances resulting from oxidn
tion, etc., differ according to the nature and
quantity of tho alloy.

3191. Assay of Gold by Cupellntion.
This process is divided iuto Gvo operation*.

Cupellutton. Either G or 12 grains of tho
alloy is tho weight nurally taken lor the assay,

to which is added 1G parts of lend for every 1

part of copper that it n presumed to contain,

though considerably mom lead may bo used
when tho sample docs uot contain any silver

;

but if thu reverse* bo the ease, an excess of

lead would tcud to tho Ion of Clio Juliet

metal, which ought not to bo separated until

the operation of parting. When silver ia

present on additional allowance of lead, equal
to of its weight, is mado on that account.
When, however, the quantity of silver is

small, or is not required to bo estimated, it

becomes of littlo consequence w hat weight of

lend is employed, so long as enough bo used
to carry oil tho baso metals, at tho same liuio

that tho quantity is not Ux* largo for tho
cupel. Tho sample is then submitted to cu-
pellation. This process does not rcqniio no

much cam for g<dd as silver, ns nono of this

metal Li absorbed by tho cupel, or lost by
evaporation, and it will safely bcor the high-

est heat of the fumaco without injury. In
other respects tho operation may l>e conduct-

ed in exactly tho ratno manner as for silver.

(See .Vo. 320G.)

QnarlaUntt. After gold has passed tho

cupel.it may still retain either of tho other

perfect metals, particularly niter. To re*

movo tho latter it undergoes tho operations

of quorlotion and parting. Quartatiou ia

performed by adding 3 parts of silver to one
of tho cupelled sample, nud fusing them to-

gether, by which the gold is reduced to one
ionrth of the mass, or even less; hcnco the

name. Iu this state nitric acid will dissolve

out tho silver, which bring* us to tho next
operation. In many crises the operation of

quartalion is performed conjointly with that

of cupcllalion.

I’artiruj. The alloy of gold aud silver

formed by quartation is next hammered or

rolled out into a thin strip or leaf, curled up
into a spiral form, and submitted to the ac-

tion of nitric acid, speciGc gravity 1.3, dilu-

ted with half its weight of water; ibis being
poured off, another quantity of acid, of about
1.26, and undiluted, may be employed. In

each ease tho acid should bo boiled upon the
alloy for about a quarter of an hour. In the

first enso the quantity of fluid should bo about

24 ounces, and in the second 1 4 ouuccs. The
second part of thu operation of pm ling is

called tho reprise. If tho nciil ho used too
strong it leaves tho gold in a stain of powder,
otherwise tho metal preserves its form
throughout tho process of parting. 1 1 is next
carefully collected, washed, and dried.

Annealing. Tho snmplo of puro gold has
now only to bo annealed, wbieli i.s dnno by
putting it into a small porous crucible, aud
healing it to redness in the muffle.

Weighing. Tho puro gold ia next accurate-

ly weighed. This weight doubled (if 12

grains hro under assay), or quadrupled (if G
grains), gives tho number of carats lino of the
alloy oxaminod, without calculation. The
loss of weight by cupcllalion gives Clio

amount of copper m tho sample; that after
parting, tho amount of silver, deducting, of
course, tho weight of silver used in tho pro-
cess, which is tailed tho witness. When
tho ramulo contains but very little gold, I he
dry method of assaying cannot ho depended
on, mid chemical analysis must bo had re-

course to. (Cooley.)

3102. Assay of Gold by Chemical
Analysis. Tho richness of gold in any null-

atnucc, whether liquid or solid, especially
where tho quantity ia Riunll. is most easily
obtained by chemical analysis. Tho gold is

thrown down from its solution by milling a
notation of protosulphuto of iron; tho precip-
itate. after being washed, dried and gently
heated, may bo weighed ns puro gold.

If 100 grains of tho aubitauco or liquid

niuler tost bo taken for examination, tho
weight in grains of thn dried piccipilato will

give the percentage of gold contained in the
i amide.
3193. To Obtain Gold Chemically

Pure. Diwolvo gold in nilrouiurintiu acid
(a mixture of 1 part nitrio acid with 2 parts
muriatic acid, nud culled oqun regia); by add
log to the cold solution a solution of proto-
ml photo of iron, tho puro gold is precipitated
in tho form of a brown powder, which ishould

bo thoroughly washed to free it from acid,

and then dried. In this form it is ready to

mix by fusion with other metals; or tho pon-
der cau bo reduced to nolid mctnlllo form by
inciting in a crucible, with a charcoal fire,

sprinkling occasionally into tho crucible a
littlo Miltpetro and potash ns a flux. Tho
gold will form a button at tho bottom.

3194. Grain Gold. Cupelled gold, l

part; silver, 3 parts; melt and pour in a small
stream into water; dissolve out tho silver

with nitric arid, aud heat tho grains to red-

ness. Used to mako preparations of gold.

3195. Liquid Gold. Agitato clher
with a solution of tcrchlorido of gold for soino

time, allow it to repose, and decant tho su-

pernatant portion. Naphtha anil essential

oils possess the some property as ether, of

tnking gold from its solutions. This liquid

was formerly held in great esteem as a cor-

dial medicine. It is now only employed for

writing on steel, gilding, Ac. As it dries,

it leaves a coating of piire gold. (See Xo.

3585.)
3190. To Make Watch Hands Red.

Mix to n pnrtc over a lamp, 1 ounce carmine,

1 ounce chloride of silver, nud t ounro tinners'

japan. Put souio of the paste on (ho hands,

and lay them face upwards on a sheet of cop-

per, holding it over a spirit lamp until tho do-

ored color appears on them.
3197. French Method for Coloring

Gold. A solution i-i mado of 2 parti nitre,

1 pint Roman alum, and 1 of sea salt. Tho
jewels or articles id gold :tro kept ill the eolu-

lioii ut a ladling point for from 15 to 25 min-
utes; and then wushed iu water. Tho snrfaco

of tho gold is dull, but perfectly uniform, and
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ready for burnishing.

3198. To Color Gold. Tako 1 part
salt, 1 part alum, ami 2 parts saltpetre; each
material to bo well pounded separately in a
mortar; put them into an iron pot with £
pint water, and beat slowly over n (ire: boil
pcntly and stir with an iron rod until it rises.

I t is then ready for the reception of the ar-
ticles to bo colored, which must he not less
limn 18 carat fine. They are suspended iu
tho color by 18 carat wire, and kept iu motion
till tho liquid begins to sink, then taken out
and dipped in aquafortis pickle. Tho color
liquid will ri.su ugain, and (lien another dip,
and sometimes two, may he necessary to givo
tho articles tho proper color. This process of
coloring is uo inoro than taking from the sur-
faco the inferior metals, leaving a thin coating
of pure gold; its application should not bo
too long continued, ns it also dissolves a
small portion of the gold.
3199. Gold Coloring Solution. Tako

1 ounco nitrate of soda, mul 4 ounce chloriilo
of sodium, and dissolve iu a slight execs* of
warm water, afterwards adding to the solu-
tion about f> drachma hydrorhlnrio arid.
Tho solution ahniild bo kept boiling whilo tho
work is in it.

3200. To Clean Gold after it is
Soldered, l’ut it through the lama process
as silver (.vcc jVb. IBM), but, instead of alum-
water. boll it in wine and fal •ammoniac.
3201. To Rcstoro tho Color of Gold

after Soldering. Boil Ibn gold, niter sol-
derinp, in diluted oil of vitriol; riuso in clean
water, polish with Tripoli mixed iu oil (sweet
oil is best), waili and gloss with c rocus on a
dean cloth.

3202. To Clean Gold. Dissolvo a
littlo muriate of ammonia in urino; boil your
dolled gold therein, and it will becomo dean
and brilliant.

3203. To Clean Gold Ornainont*.
Gold oruiuneuta moy also bo thoroughly

cleaned by immersion for a few sccouds in a

weak solution of ammonia. Thou wash with

soap and water.

3201. Polishing Powder for Gold
Articles. Dr. \V\ llofmuu has analysed a

6
dishing powder sold by gold workers in

onnany, which always commands a very

high prico, and hence, it may bo inferred, i--

well adapted fur tho purpose, lin found it to

bo a very simple composition, being a mix-

ture of about?!) per cent, scsquiiuide of iron

(Iron rust) and UO per cent, pal-ammoniac
To prepare it, proloehtorido of iron, obtained

by dissolving iron in hydrochloric acid, is

treated with liquid ammonia until a preeipl

toto is no longer formed. The precipitate is

collected on a (liter, and, without washing, is

dried at such a temperature that the adhering

sal ammoniac shall not 1m volatilized. The
protoxide of iron prccipitato at lirst becomes
charged with sosquioxidc.

Silver. This metal has a very whito
color, a high degree of lustre, is exceed-

ingly malleable and ductile, and Uio best con-

ductor of heat and electricity kuown. It is

procured from its ores chictly by amalgama-
tion uud cupollatiou. Its specific gravity is

10.471, and* molling-point 1873J Fahr.. or

bright rodnoss. It is soluble in nitric acid,

ami in sulphuric acid by the aid of heat Its

aurlaco is rapidly tarnished by sulphuretted

hydrogen, and by the fumes of sulphur.

3203. Assay of Silver by Cupellation.
The assay pound (usually 12 or 20 grains for

silver) of tho alloy for examinatiou is accu-

rately weighed, and tbcu wrapped in a small

piece of paper ready to undergo tho process

of cupellation. (See No. 3191.) Tho quan-
tity of lead used is not uniform, but depends
on tho nature of tho alloy. It should bo 1G
times tho weight of tho copper presumed to
bo present i:i the sample. * This, hnwerer,
cannot bo accurately ascertained, though on
experienced assayor is generally able to guess
very nearly tho amount. If too much lead
bo used, tho button obtained by cupellation
will bo too small, owing to some of tho silver

being absorbed by tho cupel; and if too little

be used, the button will come out too large,
from still containing some copper. The im-
portance of justly proportiouiug tho lead to
tho quantity of copper present iu tho alloy,

cannot bo loo much insisted on. (Cooley).
*

3207. Assay of Silver by Chemical
Analysis. Dissolve 10 grains of the alloy
in 100 grains of iiilric acid, specific gravity

1.28, by tho aid of Inal; tho solution being
male ia a tall stoppered glass tube, furnished
with a foot; then place it in a very delicate
balance, which must bo brought into an exact
state of equilibrium, and add the IcH solution

(see No. 3-iOS) gradually and cautiously, until

tho whole of tho silver lie thrown down; hut
thn utmost care must bo taken not to exceed
this point. Tho uumlwr of grains now re-

quired to rcituro tho equilibrium of tho scales
pirns tho exact quantity of pure silver present
m 1000 parts of tho sample. The addition of
tho lest liquor to tho solution requires the
utmost exactness. After each addition the

topper kbould bo placed in tho tube, aud the

hitter violently agitated for a short time, when
tho liquor will rapidly clear and ruablc it to

be seen when the operation w concluded. Wo
uiu -l then, ns a check, .old a small quantity

of n solution of nitrate of silver to tho liquor

in the tube, after having first carefully taken

the weight. If too much of the test liquor

has been added, this will produce a fresh pro-

dpi '.ale, ami tho assay cannot then bo de-

pended on. Instead of weighing thoquantity
of test liquor Ufctl, a lubo graciuaU-d into

luO parts, ami bolding 1000 grains, may l»o

used instead, every division of wIik-Ii required

to throw down the silver, will r»
;
rerent tho

,'4tli of a grain. The lu!»c being Idled to tho

0, is ready for use. and from briug graduated
downward the quantity jKUircd out may nt

unco be read off. Generally speaking. how-
ever, measuring docs not admit of the samo
accuracy n« weighing. The termination of

tho operation is dearly marked, when, on
adding a minute quantity of tho test liquor

to tho silver solution, no cloudiness occurs.

3208. Teat Solution for Assaying Sil-

ver. Dissolve 54 £ grains pure sea-salt (««
No. 3209) i:i 22 onnrei 320\ grains (avoirdu-
pois) distilled water. Filter aud keep iu a
stoppered buttle for use.

3209. Puro Sea-Salt. Boil together
for a few minutes, iu a glass vesiel, a solution

of salt with a little pure bicarbonate of soda;
filter; add muriatic acid until the liquor bo
neutral to litmus and turmeric paper; then
ovaporato aud crystallize.

3210. To Extract Silver from Lead.
This is easily done in a small way by melting

the mixed metals bya strong beat in tho open
air. Tho lead will bo converted into litharge,

and the silver will sink to tho bottom of tho

crucible. On a largo scale, tho silver is ex-

tracted from tho lead by tba oxidation of tho

lead into a reverberatory furnace of a particu-

lar construction. A shallow vessel, called a
cupel, is filled with ashes, well packed and
pounded down, and a carity cut out for tho
reception of the nozzle of a bellows, through
which air is forcibly driven. When the fire is

lighted and tho lead is in a state of fusion

from tho reverberation of tho Came, the blast

from the bellows ia made to play forcibly on

the surface, and m a short lime a crust of

oxide oflead or litharge is formed anil driven
off to tho sido of the cupel opposite to tho

mouth of tho bellows, where r. shallow aper-
ture is made for it to pass over; another crust
of litharge is formed and driven off, and this

is repealed until nearly all the lend lias been
scorified aud blown aside. The completo
separation of the lead is indicated by tho ap-
pearance of a brilliant lustre on tho convex
surface of (he melted mass iu the cupel, which
is occasioned by the removal of tho last crust
of litharge which covered the silver. If the
'ilvcr thus abstracted is not sufficiently pure,

it i; further refined in a reverberatory furnace,

1icing placed in a cupel lined with bone ashes
and exposed to an intense heat, so that tho

lead which escaped oxidation by tho first

process is converted into litharge, uud is

absorbed bv the ashes of the i

3211. Test for Metallic Silver. Tim
compounds of rilver, mixed with carbonate of

soda, and exposed on charcoal to tho inner

flamo of a blow-pipe, afford whito, brilliant,

and ductile metallic globule*, without any
iucrustatiou of tho charcoal. (See ulso As-
saying.)

3212. To Obtain Puro Silver, Puro
silvcr is obtained by plucing a copper rod iu n

solution of niLriiLo of silver, digesting the

prccipitato in caustic ammonia, and washing
with water; or by boiling recently precipitated

and still moist chloride of silver iiwi bright

iron vessel uloug with water. (See No. 3T>30.)

3213. Solvent for Silver. Nitre-

sulphuric arid. Dissolve 1 part uitro in 10

parts oil of vitriol. Used for dissolving tile

silver from plated goods, Sc. It dissolves

silver nt a temperature below 2C00
,

mid
scarcely act* upon copper, lead, and iron, un-

less diluted. (See No*. II? 10, 3720. ami 3721.)

Tho silver is precipitated from the solution,

after moderately diluting it, bv common rail,

anil tho chloriilo rcducod us directed i:i Nos.
3214 and 3215.

3214. To Purify and Rcduco Silver.
Silver, as used in tho arts and coinage, is al-

loyed with a portion of copper. To purify it,

di.tsolvo Uio metal in nitric acid slightly uilu-

tod, and add common rail, which throws down
tho whole of tho silver in tho form of chloride.

To rcduco it into n metallic state several

methods nro used. Tho chloride must be re-

peatedly washed with distilled water, uud
placed in azino cup

;
u little diluted sulphuric

acid being added, the chloride Is soon reduced.
Thosilver, when thoroughly washed, is quite
pure. In tho absence ot n zinc cup, a porce-

lain cup containing a zinc pinto may ho used.

Tho process is expedited by warming tho cup.

(See No. 353G.)

3215. To Purify and Reduce Silver.
Proceed a* abovo, urul digest tho washed
chlorido with puro copper aud ammonia.
Tho quantity of ammonia need not ho suili-

cient U» dissolvo tho chloride. Leave the
mixture for a day, then wadi tho silver thor-

oughly. Or: Boil tho washed and moist
chlorido in solution of pure potash, adding si

little sugar; when washed it is quite pure.

3210. Peale’s Method of Obtaining
Puro Silver from its Solutions. Bi-
adding in excess, a saturated solution of com-
mon salt to tho solution of nitrate of silver,

the metal is thrown down, as an insoluble
salt, tho chlorido of silver. Tho precipitate
must then he carefully washed until it is en-
tirely freed from tho prosecco of nitric acid.

Granulated zinc must then be added to the
chloride, aud stirred through tho mas3. The
finer the zinc has bccu granulated, tho more
rapid wiil be tho reduction. Dilutu sulphuric
acid mnst also be added, and tho whole stirred

nntil tho reduction is complete, which wiil

be known by tho entire disappearance of the
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white chloride, and its conversion into a prey

powder. A new set of affinities takes place

with great rapidity in this combination, and

tho chlorine is liberated from tho silver, which

takes its mctollio form, as above stated, in the

nppoaranco of a grey powder. Tho sine,

having been added in excess, must now be

removed by tho addition of dilute sulphuric

acid
;

after nil action has ceased, tho solution

of zinc must bo decanted, or drawn off with a
syphon, and tho silver washed until free from
acidulous matter, after which it may be dried

by pressure, or tho simple application of heat

in a pan over tho fire, when it will bn ready

for melting, with tho usual fluxes, or re-solu-

tion with nitric mid. This process is inpid

and easy; is not subject to loss; it will yield,

in the terms of trade, puro silver, of a quality

from 09-1 to 908 thousandths tine, and is thcrc-

foro well adapted to tho preparation of miro
nitrate of silver for (ho mo of photographers
and all others who need a rcliablo article.

3217. Silver Dust. Take silver, dis-

solve it in slightly diluted nitric acid, and
precipitate it with slips of Iriijiit copper;
wash tho powder in spirits, and dry it. Or:
An exceedingly lino silver dust may l»o ob-

tained by boiling recently precipitated chloride

of silver with water acidulated with sulphurio

acid, and zinc.

3218. To Frost Polished Silver. To
produco ft frosted surftco on polished silver,

uso cyanide of potassium with a brush. Tho
silver should not bo handled during the pro-

cess, but held with pliers made of lance-

wood or boxwood. Tho proportion should
bo 1 ounce dissolved in 4 pint of water. It ii

very poisonous.
3210. To Oxidize Silvor. A very

beautiful effect i t produced upon the turfoco

of silver articles, technically termed oxidising,

which gives tbo imrfnco nn appearance of pol-

ished steel. This can bo easily effected by
taking a little cblorido of platinum, prepared

an described In tho next rereipt, heating the

solution ami applying It to tho silver when nu
oxidised surface is required, ami allowing tho

solution to dry upon Ibosjlvcr. The darkness
of tho color produced varies according to tho

strength of tho platinum solution, from n
light steel gray to nearly black. Tho effect of

this process, when combined with whnt in

termed dead work, is very pretty, ami may ho
easily applied to medals, giving scope for tho

uxcrciso of taste. Tho high appreciation in

which ornaments in oxidized silver arc now
held, render a notice of tho process followed

interesting. There are two distinct shades in

use—ono produced by chloride, which has a
brownish tint, oud tho other by sulphur,

which bus a blucish-blaek tint. To produco
tho former, it ii only necessary to wash the

article with a solution of sal-ammoniac; a
much more beautiful tint may. however, bo
obtained by employing a solution composed
of equal parts ot sulphate of copper and sal-

ammoniac in vinegar. Tho fine black tiat

may bo produced by a slightly warm solution

of sulphnrct of potassium or sodium. (7>r.

Ellsner.

)

3220.

To Prepare Nitro-Muriato
(Chloride) of Platinum. Tho nitre-muriato
of platinum is easily prepared: Take I part

nitric acid, and 2 parts hydrochloric (muriatic)

acid
;
mix together aud add a little platinum

;

keep the whole at or near a boiling cent; tho

metal is then dissolved, forming tho solution

required.

3221. To Mako a Silver Tree. Dis-

solve 20 grains nitrate ol' silver in 1 fluid ouuco
of water in a phial, and add 4 drachm puro
mercury. Arrange tbo zinc as fur tho lead

tree. Very brilliant and beautiful.

3222. To Clean Silver after it is Sol-
dered. Mako it just red hot, and let it cool

;

then boil it in alum water, in an earthen
vessel, and it will be as clean as when now.

3223. Belgian Burnishing Powder.
A burnishing powder in use in Belgium is

composed of j pound finn chalk, 3 ounces
pipe clay, 2 ounces whito lead. J ounce mag-
nesia (carbonate), aud tho same quantity of

jeweler's rouge.

3224. To Protect Silvcr-Waro from
Tarnishing. The las* of silver which re-

sult* from the impregnation of our atmosphere
with sulphur compound^, especially where
ga* is burned, is very great. Silversmiths
may thank unn of their confraternity—Ur.
Strolbcrgrr, of Munich— for a happy thought,
llo seems to havn tried various plans to mvo
his silver, if possible, llo covered his goods
with a dear white varnish, but found that it

toon turned vellow in the window, and spoiled

tho look of his wares. Then he tried water-
glass (solution of silicate of potash), but this

did not answer. He tried some other solu-

tions, to no panose; hut at last he hit upon
the expedient of coaling his good* over with
a thiu coaling of collision, which ho found
to answer perfectly. No more loss of silver,

aud no longer incessant labor in keeping it

clean. Tho plau he adopt* is this : He first

warms the articles to he coaled, and then
paints them over carefully with a thinnish

collodion diluted with alcohol, using n wido
soft brush for tho purpose. Generally, lie

says, it i* not advisable to do them over more
than onCO. Silver good*, ha tells us, protected
in this way, hare been exposed in his window
morn tbau a year, ami are bright a* ever,

while others unprotected have become perfect-

ly black in a few months.
' 3225. To Prevent Coins and Small
Ornaments from Tarnishing. All omn-
moots, whether gold or silver, can be kept

from tarnishing if they are carefully covered

from tho air in box-wood sawdust, which will

also dry them after being wished. Tbo tarnish

on silver*wuro is most often due to sulphur.

A gentleman who wear* r. silver watch finds

that it is tarnished from tho sulphur fumes of

tho rubber ring which holds together his ferry

tickets. Sulphur fumes enough get into the

air to account for all ordinary eases of tar-

nishing.

3226. To Clean Silver. Immorso for

half nn hour tho silver article into a solution

made of 1 gallon water. I pound hyposulphite

of soda, 8 ounces muriate of ammonia. 4 ouu-

cos liquid ammonia, and 4 ounces cyanide of

potassium; but, as tbo latter substance is

poisoaous, it can bo dispensed with if neces-

sary. The article, being taken out of the

solution, is washed, and rubbed with a wadi
leather.

3227. To Cleon Silver Plato. Fill -a

largo saucepan with water; pul into it 1

ouuco carbonate of potash and i pound whi-

ting. Now put in all the spoons, forks, and

email plate, and boil them for 20 minutes;

after which lake the saucepan off the lire and
allow tho liquor to become cold ; then take

each pice© out and polish with soft leather.

A soft brush must be used to clean the cm-
bossed and engraved parts.

3228. Plato Boiling Powder. Mix
equal parts of cream of tartar, common salt,

and alum. A little of this powder, added to

tho water in which silver-plate is boiled, gives

to It a silvery whiteness.

3229. Plato Cleaning Powder. For

cleaning silver and plated article*, Ac. Mix £
pound jeweler’s rouge with f pound prepared

chalk. Or: i pound levigated putty powder,

4 pound burnt hartshorn. 1 pound prepared

chalk, aud I ounco msc-piak.

3230. To Clean Silver. To clean sil-

ver, mix 2 tea-spoonfuls of ammonia in a

quart of hot soap-suds. Pat in the silver-

ware and wash it. using an old nail-brush or
tooth -brush for the purpose.

3231.

To Clean Silver and Silver
Plated Articles. Boil l ounce finely pow-
dered aud calcined hartshorn in 1 quart water,

and while on the fire, insert (lie articles, us

many as the vessel will hold
;

leave them in

a short time, then take them out, and dry
them over a lire; when all the articles have
been tbo : created, put into the solution clean

woolen raps; when they are saturated, hang
them up to dry. These Will bo excellent for

polishing the silver, ns well as for cleaning
brass door-knobs. Ac.
3232. To Preserve the Polish on

Silver. Wash it twice a week (if in daily

use) with soft soap and hot water, and polish

with Canton flannel. (See next receipt.)

3233. To Clean Silver Ornaments.
Boil them iri suit soap and water for live

minutes; thou put them i:i a basin with tho
.lino hot soap and water, and scrub them
gently with a very soft brush while hot; then

nn so nad dry with a linen rag. Heat a pieco

of common unglazed earthenware, or a pieco

of biiek or tile in tho fire; tako it off, and
place tho ornaments upon it for tho purpoRO
of drying them, and canning every particle of
uioi'turu to evaporate

;
us tbo moisture,

which otherwise would remain on the silver,

will cause it to tarnish, or assumo a greenish
hue.

3234. To Clean Silver. Moisten
Mime finely powdered whiting or Paris whito
with spirits of hartshorn, rub tlm silver into

it. let it dry, then rub it off with ft soft cloth

and polish it with chamois leather. Sumo
kinds of silver soap keep silvor looking nicely,

but many of them are chemical compounds
that injure the silver.

3235. To Clean Silvor Plato. Whit-
ing finely powdered and moistened with a
little sweet oil is excellent to clean silver,

l-et the mixture dry on, then rub it off with ft

oft linen cloth ami polish with chamois
leather. This gives silver a beautiful while
appearance, aud if well done tho silvor will

keep clean a long time.

3236. To Remove Ink Stains from
Silver. The tops und other portions of

.'liver iukstauds frequently becotno deeply
discolored with ink, which is difficult to re-

move by ordinary moans. It may, howevor,
be completely eradicated by making a littlo

cblorido of litno into a pasto with water, and
rubbing it upon tbo stains.

3237. To Romovo Dork Staino from
Silver. A certain remedy fur tbo most in-

veterate stains that oro sometimes to bo seen

on ten pootiR and other silver ware, is to pour

a little sulphuric ncid into a saucer, wet with

it u eft linen rag. and rub it on thn blackened

diver till the slain disappears. Then cont

tho articles with whiting finely powdered and

billed, aud mixed with whiskey or spirits of

winr. When tho whiting ha* dried on, and
rested a quarter of an hour or more, wipe it

with r. silk handkerchief, and polish with a

soft buckskin.
3238. To Romovo Egg Stftins from

Spoons. To removo the stains on spoons,

ruused by using them for boiled eggs, take a

little common -alt moist between tho thumb
and finger, and briskly rub tho stain, which
will soon disappear. Then wash.

3239. To Clean Gold, Silver, and Cop-

E
*r Coin for Numismatic Collections.

ako a weak solution of cyanide of potassium
and batho the coin i:i it for 2 or 3 seconds, then

immediately wash it with a veryfine brush, ill

soap-suds
;
rinse i:i clean cold water, and dry

in boxwood saw dust. This receipt is partic-

ularly good for fine proof coins. Be careful

not to let tbo coins remain in the solution

longer than the time specified, otherwise they
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may havo a frosted appearance. (Sec Ao.
2167.) As the cyanide of potassium is a very

deadly poison, great care must bo taken by
tho oporator not to use it unless bis bauds arc

entirely free from scratches. This solution

may also be used lor cleaning fine copper
coius, but care must be taken not to use the
mixture that has previously been employed
for cleaning silver, or a coating of the latter

metal may he tho conscquouce. (See Aos.
3224 and 3225.)

Silver coins are often covered with a dense
green oxide. To remove this they should bo
stooped for 10 minutes iu a solution of am-
monia, theu immersed in water and wiped
with a soil towel ; if necessary, a fresh

quantity of tho solution may be applied.

Copper coin may ho cleaned by immersing in

pure sweet oil and wiping dry with a soft

rag.

OppCI*. This metal is found in the
metallic state, and in combination with

oxygen, sulphur, acids, and other minerals,

and in tho organic kingdom, in the ashes of
plunts, and iu tho blood of animal*. The
copper of commerce is principally prepared

from copper pyrites, a mixed sulpnnrct of

iron Olid copper, found iu Cornwall and other

t
irts of tho world. Cupper is oniy prepared
om its ores on tho largo scale. The copper

pyrites aro first roasted, and then smelted, by
which process coarse metal is produced; this

is again submitted to calcination and smelt-
ing, when /me metal is obtained. It after-

wards undergoes tho process of refining and
toughening. This metal is malleable ami
ductile. It has a specific gravity of 8.8 to

8.9, fuses at about 2000° Pabr., anil volatilize*

at bigbor temperatures. It is easily solublo
in nitric acid, mid Is attacked more or less

rapidly by acids in general. It form* numer-
ous compounds, nil of which arc more or let*

poisonous. Exposure to a damp atmosphere

[
roiluces on its surface a green colored oxide,
nown ns verdigris. Copper may bo readily

alloyed with other metals, except Iron anil

lead, with which it unites with dilHculty.

8241. ToBt for tho Quantity of Copper
In a Compound. The quantity of copper
present in any compound may he estimated
by throwing it down from it* solution by pure

potassn, after which it ninst bo carefully
collected, washed, drird, ignited, and weighed.
This will give tho <|iinntity of the. oxide from
which its equivalent of metallic copper may
bo calculated; every 5 jmrrs of (bo former
being nearly equal to 4 of tho latter; or, ninro

accurately, every :t9.7 parts aro equal to 31.7

of pure- metallic copper. Copper may also bo
precipitated at once in the metallic state, by
immersing a piece of polished steel into tho
solution ; hut this method will not give very
accurate results.

3242.

To Separate Lead from Cop-
per. Copper may be separated from lead by
adding sulphuric acid to the nitric solution,

and evaporating to dryness, when water
digested on the residuum will dissolve out
the sulphate of copper, but leave the siilphato

of lend behind. From this solution theoxido
of copper may bn thrown down as before.

3243.

To Separate Zinc from Copper.
Copper may lie separated from zinc by sul-

phuretted hydrogen, which will throw down a

snlphuret of copper, which may he dissolved
ill nitric acid, and treated ns in'laSt receipt.

3244.

To Separate Tin from Copper.
Digest in nitric add; the copper will be dis-

solved. hut the tin will remain in an insoluble

peroxide.

3245.

To Separate Silver from Cop-
per. Digest, in a stale of filings or powder.

in a solution of chloride of xinc, which dis-
solves the copper and leaves the silver un-
changed.
3248. To Separate Copper from its

Alloys. Copper may be sepniated in abso-
lute purity from antimony, arsenic, bismuth,
lead, iron, &c., as it exists in liel,'-metal, brass,
bronze, and other commercial alloys, by
fusing, for about half an hour, in a crucible,
10 parts of the metal with 1 part each of cop-

Kr scales (black oxide), and bottle glasp.
e pure copper is found at tho bottom of

the crucible, whilst the other metals or impuri-
ties are either volatilized or dissolved iu tho
flux.

3247. Copper in Fine Powder. A
solution of sulphate ofcopper is heated to tho
boiling-point, and precipitated with sublima-
ted *iuc. (Sec Ao. 30.) The precipitated cop-
per is then separated from the adherent rino
by diluted sulphuric acid, and dried by expo-
sure to a moderate temperature.
3248. Reduction of Copper in Fine

Powder. M. Schilf gives the following pro-
cess fur obtaining copper in a state of fino
division: A saturated solution of sulphate of
copper, together with tome crystal* of tho
salt, arc introduced into a bottle or flask, and
agitated with tome granulated xinc. The
line displace* tho copper from iu solution,
fresh sulphate dissolving ns tho action goes
on. until the whole is exhausted. Heat i*
disengaged during the operation. Tho pro-
cipitoted copper most be washed nnd dried
os rapuny as posiblc. to prerent oxidation.
3240. Feather-Shot Copper. Melted

copper, poured in a >mull stream into cold
water. It forms small pieces, with a feathered
edge, hence tho name. It is used to uiako
solution of copper.

3250.

Welding* Copper. A compound
of 358 parts phosphate o| sod* and 124 part*
boraeic acid is prejiarcd, and is usod when tho
motol is at a dull red heat

; tho heat is then
incro&icd till tho metal becomes of a cherry
rod color, aud tho latter is at once hammered.
A hammer of wood is recommended for this
purpose, os tho motnl is liable to soften at n
high heat; ami tho hammer should Ira used
cautiously. All scale nnd carbonaceous mat-
ter must bo removed from the surface ..f tho
oopner, ns tho success of tho wchliug depend*
on tho formation of an easily fusible phosphate
of copper, which would l».V reduced to a pbos-
phidc by tho presence of rarkon.

3251.

To Prevent the Corrosion of
Coppor and Othor Meto]3. The best
moau* of preventing corrosion of metals is to
dip tho articles first into a very dilute nitric
acid, immerso them afterwards in linseed oil.

aud allow tho excess of oil to drain oil'. By
this process metals are effectually prev ented
from rust or oxidation.

3252.

To Clean Coppers and Tins.
Theso aro cleaned with a mixture of roiteu
stone, soft soap, and nil of turpeutine, mixed
to tho Consistency of stiff patty. The Stone
should bo powdered very fine and sifted; and
a quantity of the mixture mav be made
sufficient to last for a long while. The
articles should first be wndicd with hot wa-
ter, to romovo grease. Then a little of tin:

abovo mixture, mixed with water, should be
rubbed over tho metal

; then mb off briskly,
with dry clcau rag or leather, and a beautiful
polish wiil beubtaiued. When tins are much
blackened by the lire they should be scoured
with soap, water, aud tine sand.

T ead. Le3d i* only prepared on the

. 1—i largo scale. Itis usually extracted from

galena, a natural aulphuret of lead, by roast-

ing the ore in a reverberatory furnace, aud
afterwards smelting it along with coal aud
lime. Its specific gravity, in a state of abso-
lute purity, is II.3d to 11.-14, but ordinary
lead seldom exceeds 11.35. It melts at about
612° Fahr., and wheu very slowly cooled,
crystallizes in octohedrous. It is malleable
and ductile, but devoid of elasticity. Load is

not dissolved by muriatic, sulphuric, or the
vegotablo acids, unless by free contact with
air, and then very slowly; but nitric acid
rapidly oxidises it. forming a solution of ni-

trate of lead. Pure water, put into a leaden
vessel, and exposed to the air, sihiu corrodes
it, and dissolves the newly-formed oxide

;
but

river and spring water exert no kucIi influ-
ence, tbo carbonates and sulphates iu such
water destroyiug its solvuut power. Lead
may bo olloyed with most mutals, except
thoso which differ greatly from it in specific
gravity and melting point. It has a strong
affinity for gold nud silver, ami is Lhoreforo
employed to separate thoso metals, by cupcl-
latiou, from other metals and minerals.
3254. Cautions on tho Uso of Lead

for Cisterns, Ac. Ordinary water, which
abounds in mineral salts, may bo ftufoly kept
in leaden cisterns; but distilled und ram
water, and water that contain* scarcely any
aolinu matter, speedily corrode, nnd dissolve
a portion of load, vrhou kept in vosscls of that

metal. When, however, leaden cisterns have
iron or zinc; fastening, or hriices, a galvanio
action is set up. the preservative power of
• aline matter l eases, ami llm water speedily
becomes contaminated with lead. Water con-
taining free carbonic add also act* on lend;
mid this is the reason why tho water of smiiu
springs, kept in lernlon cisterns, or raised by
leaden pumps, possesses unwholesome proper-
ties. Free carbonic acid is evolved during tho
fermentation or decay of vegetable matter,
and hence tbo propriety of pro venting tbo
leaves of trees failing into walor-cislonw
formed of lead.

3255. To Test the Richncsa of Lead
Ores. Lead ores, or galena, may bo tested in
different ways. Tho icrf my la ns follows
Digest. 100 grain* of tho ore in sufficient nilrio

acid diluted with a little water, apply heat ti>

expel any excess of add. and largely diluto
tho remainder with distilled water. 2foxl
add dilute hydrochloric acid, by drops, n:»

long a. it occasions a precipitutc, anil filter

the whole, ufter being moderately healed,
upon a 'in all paper filter. Treat the filter.*!

liquid with a stream of sulphuretted hydro-
gen; collect the black precipitate, wash it,

and digest it in strong nitric acid ; wheu en-
tirely dissolved, precipitate the lead with
ulphnric ncid dropped in it, evaporate tho
precipitate to dryness, the excess of sulphn-
rie add liciug expelled by a rather strong heat
applied towards tho end. The dry mass
should !>• washed, dried, and exposed to slight
ignition in a porcelain crucible. The resulting
dry sulphate is equal to .68 per cent, of ill

weight in lead.

3256. To Find the Percentage of
Lead in Lead Ores. This can be done by
applying the test in the icct tcay (see No.
3255), and multiplying the weight of the pro-
duct obtained in grains by .68.' It may also
be found in the dnj tee//, as follows: Blunge
a conical wrought iron crucible into a blast
furnace, raised to as high r. heat as possiblo

:

when the crucible has become of a dull red
beat, introduce into it 1000 grains galena
(lead ore) reduced to powder, and stir it

gently with a niece of stiff iron wire flattened
at the end. This wire must never be suffered
to get red hot. To prevent tho ore from adher-
ing, after 3 or -1 minutes, cover up the cruci-
ble; and when at a fall cherry-red heat, add 2
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or 3 spoonful.'! of reducing flux (sec No. 3464),

and bring to a full white heat; in 12 to 15

minutes, after having scraped down tho

scoria, etc., from the sides of the crucible,

into tho molted mass, tho crucible should bo
removed from tho lire, and the contents tilted

into a small brass mould, observing to rim
out tho metal free from scoria, by raking tho
latter back with a piece of green wood. Tho
scoria is then reheated in tho crucible with 4

spoonful of flux, and this second reduction

added to the first. The weight iu grama of
the metal obtained, divided by 10, gives tho

percentage of metallic lend in the sample of

ore.

3257. To Make a Lead Tree. Dissolvo

1 ounco sugar of lead (acetate of lead) iu 14

pints distilled water
;

add a few drops of

acetic acid
:
place tho liquid in a clear whito

glass bottle and suspend a pieco of zinc iu it

by means of a lino throod socurcd to tho cork.

I
rOIl. Iron m only prepared on the

large Benin. It is obtained by smelting

tho ore along with coke ami a llux (either

limestone or cloy). The crude iron thus oh-

tained is run into moulds, ami then const;

tutes cast iron or jr.g iron. By tho hub.c-

miont process of refilling, (puddling, welding.)

it is converted into noft iron or wrought iron.

Tho properties and uses of iron aro too well

known to requirn description. It* applica-

tions in almost every brunch of human indus-

try aro almost infinite. It is remarkably
ductile, and possesses great tenacity, but it is

losa iiialleabln limn many ot the other metal'.

Its Hpeeiliu gravity i* 7.7WS. nml melts at

about 2700° Fahr. It is the hardest < f nil of

tho mullcablo and dnctilo metals, and when
combiued with carbon «.r silica (>tocl), ad

m its of boing tempered to almost any degree

of hardness or elasticity. Metallic iron is

distinguished by being attracted by the mag-
net; by being dissolved by dilute muriatic

and sulphuric acids, with solution of hydro-

S
n gas, recognized by its inflammability; and
o Kolutiou exhibit* the usual reactions of

protoxide of iron. (Cooley.) Iron dues not

nlloy easily with other metals, principally on
account of it* high melting point. It n easily

attacked by acids, nml require* protection

from tho air, to prevent oxidization or rust-

3259.

To Estimate the Percentage of
Iron in Ores. Prepare a crucible of retrac-

tor/ clay by pressing into it successive layer*

of moistened powdered charcoal until lull and

aolid
;

clear out a cavity by removing the

central portion. Take 5200 grains of tho

powdered ore, aud mix it with the same
weight of dry slacked lime, and 50 grains char-

coal
;
if necessary a litte carbonate of soda

may bo used with Tory refractory ores; in-

troduce this mixture into the crucible and

lute it up. Expose the crucible to a moderate

heat until tho content* of tho crucible arc

dry, then apply, aud uiaiutnia for half an
hour the full heat of a blast furnace. Then
remove the crucible, tap it steadily on the

edgo of tho fnruaco, so as to bring tho metal

lie portion of it* content* together at the bot-

tom; and, when cool, break the crucible

open. Tho iron will be found in a clean but-

ton at tho bottom of the slag. Clean the iron

with a scratch brush, and weigh it. Itsweight,

divided by 2, will give the percentage of rich-

ness of tho ore under examination.

3260.

To Distinguish Wrought and
Cast Iron from Steel. Eisner produces a
bright surface by polishing or filing, and ap-

plies a drop of nitric acid, which is allowed

to remain there for ono or two minutes, and
is then washed off with water. Tho spot

will then look a pale cisby gray on wrought

iron, a brownish black on steel, a deep black

on east iron. It is the carbon present in va-

rious proportions which produces tho differ-

ence in appcarar.ee.

3261. To Impart to Cast Iron the
Appearanco of Bronze. The article to be

•o treated is first cleaned wiUi great care, and
then coated with a uniform film of some veg-

etable oil
;
this doO’, it is exposed in a fur-

nace to tho action of a high temperature,
which, however, must not bo strung cuough
to carbonize tho oil. In this way tho cast
iron absorb* oxygen at the moment the oil is

decomposed, amt there is formed at the sur-

face a thin coat of brown oxide, which ad-
heres very strongly to the metal, and will

admit of a high polish, giving it quite tho ap-
pearatice of the linr«t bronze.

3262. Brown Tint for Iron and Steel.
Dissolve in -I pari* of water,2 turn.-, crystal-
lize«l chloride of iron, 2 part* chloride of anti-

mony, and I part gallic arid, and apply tho
solution with a sponge or doth to the nrticlo,

and dry it iu tho air. Kcpcat thi* any number
of time* according the depth of color which
it S.s desired to produce. Wash with water,
ami dry. aud finally mb the article* over with
boiled linseed oil. The metal thus receives

a brown tint and ie»ist* moisture. Tho
chloride of autimony should bo a* little acid
a* possible.

3203. To Blue Gun Barrels. Apply
nitric acid ami let it rat into the iron a little;

then tho latter will be rovered with a thin
film of oxide. Clean tho barrel, oil, and bur-
nish.

3264. To Ornament Gun Barrels. A
vory pretty npprarsuco u given to gun bar-

rel* by treating them with dilute nilnc acid

aud vinegar, to which has Leon added sul-

phate of copper. Tbo metallic copper is do-

B
tiled irregularly over the iron surface,
ish. oil, and rub well with & hard brush.
3205. Iron Filings. The only way to

obtain them pure, it to act on a pieco of soft

iron with a file.

3266.

To Remove Rust from Iron.
Wo Lave never tceu auy iron so badly sealed

or incrustcd with oxide, that it could not bo
clcaucd with a solution of I part sulpburio
acid in 10 ports water. Paradoxical as it may
seem, strong sulphuric acid will not attack
iron with anything liko the energy of a solu-
tion of tbn same. On withdrawing the arti-

cle* from tho acid solution they should bo
dipped iu a both of hot lime water, and held
there till they become so healed that they
will dry immediately when taken out. Then,
if they are nibbed with dry bran or sawdust,
there will bo an almost chemically clean sur-

face left, to which zinc will adhere readily.

3267.

To Keep Polished Iron Work
Bright. Common resin melted with a little

gallipoli oil ami spirits of turpentine has been
found to answer very well for preserving pol-

ished iron work bright. The proportions
should be such as to form a coating which
will adhere firmly, not chip off, and yet admit
of being easily detached by cautious scra-

piug.

3268.

To Protect Iron from Oxidiza-
tion. Among the mauy processes uud pre-
parations for preserving iron from the action

of tho atmosphere, the following will bo
found tho must efficient in all case* wbero
galvanization is impracticable; and, being
unaffected by sea water, it is especially appli-
cable to the bottom* of iron ships, and marine
work generally: Sulphur, 17 pounds; enustio

potash lye of 35° Baum£, 5 pounds
;

ar.d cop-

per tilings, 1 pound. To lie hrate-1 until the
copper and sulphur dissolve. Heat, in another
vessel, tallow, 750 pounds, and turpentine,

150 pounds, until tho tallow is liquefied. Tbs

compositions ore to be mixed and stirred

together whilo hot. ar.il may bo laid on to tho

iron, in tho same way a-t paint.

3269. To Protect Iron from Rust.
A mastic or covering for thi* purpose, propos-

ed by M. Zeni, is as follows: Mix 80 part*

pounded brick, passed through a silk sieve,

with 20 porta litharge; tho wholo is then

rubbed up by tho limJIcr with linseed oil, so

as to for.n a’thick paint, which may be diluted

with spirit* of turpentine. Before it is ap-

plied tho iron should be well cleaned. From
an experience of 2 year* upon Jocks exposed

to the air, and watered daily with salt, water,

after being covered with 2 coat* of this mastic,

tho good effects of it liavo been thoroughly

proved.
3270. To Prevent the Decay of Iron

Railings. Every one must have noticed the

destructive combination of load and iron,

from railing* being fixed iu stone with the

former metal. The reason for this is, that

the oxygen of tho atmosphere keep! up a
galvanic action between tho two metals.

Thi* waito may bo prevented by substituting

tine for le.nl, iu which c ue th.« g.ilvaniu influ-

ence would ho inverted; the wholo of it!

action would fall •-:> tlm zinc; tho ona remain-

ing uninjured, the other nearly so. Faint

formed of tho oxido of zinc, lor tho flnmo

reason preserve* iron ox posed to tho ntmo-

•phero Infinitely bett er than tho ordinary paint

composed of tbo oxido of lead.

3271. To Scour Cost Iron, Zinc, or
Brass. Cast iron, iduc, and brass j urlacos

can Ixi scoured with great economy of labor,

time and material, by u dug either glycerine,

atrarmo, naphthaline, or creosote, mixed with

dilute sulphuric acid.

3272. To Clean Stool and Iron. Make
1 ounco soft soap and 2 ounce* ornery into a

paste; rub it on tho article with ivush-leather

and it will have a brilliant polish. Koroseno
oil will also clean steel.

O t.onl Tho addition nf a small quail-

k_Jtity of carboin;rcatly increases the hard-

ness and tenacity oi iron, and converts it into

Block Tho amount of carbon to be added,
should bo ju*t that which will produce tho

maximum of hardness and toughnoss, without
rendoring it brittle; ordinary Blue! contains
about 1 percent, of carbon; hard steel 1.6 to

1.7 per cent. Tho percentage of carbon in

English steel i* estimated by Borthicr to ho
1.R7. It melts at about 250(5° Fahr.
3274. To Convert Iron into Steel.

Thi* is usually done by tho process of cement-
ation, producing what is termed blistered
steel. At tho bottom of a trough about 2 feet

square and H feet long, usually formed of

fire clay, is placed a layer, about 2 inches
thick, of a coincnt composed nf 10 parts char-
coal and

1
part ashes and common salt; upon

thi* is laid n tier of thin iron bars about J
inch apart

;
between and over them, a layer

of cement is spread, then a second row of burs,
and so on, alternately, until the trough is

nearly full; lastly a layer of cement covered
with moist sand and a close cover of fire-tilos,

so as to excludo tbo air. Tho trough i! cx-
posod to tho boat of a coal lire, until a full

red heat, about 20011° Fahr.. is obtained anil
kept up steadily for about 7 days. A liolo is

jef: in tho end of the trough, to allow nf a bar
being drawn out for examination. When a
bar, on being withdrawn aud broken, has ac-
quired a crystallino texture, the metal is al-

lowed to cool down gradually, some day*
being allowed for this, and tho charge, when
cool, withdrawn from the trough. The bar*
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wfil be found covered with largo h!i.;tcrs,

hcuce the namo of the process, and increase*!

about j}o in weight. The steel i : now suffi-

ciently good fur files and coarser t»*>K but
fur finer instruments, several varictie ; of liner
steel aro required. (Ma'.iwi).

3275. To Mako Shear-Steel. Thu ix

produced by Cutting lm bars of biixlcrnl steel,

into lengths of 30 indies, and binding them
in bundles of 3 or 9 by a ring of steel, a rod
being fixed for a handle. These are brought
to a welding heat, and welded together under
a tilt hammer. The binding ring is then re-

moved ;
anil, after reheating, the mass is

forged solid, and extended into a bar. In
cases where this operation is repeated, tbo
steel i: called double-shear sled. (Alakins.)
3270. To Make Cast-Steel. Cast-steel

is t ho best variety for nil lino cutting tools.

This ii a mixture of scraps of different va-
rieties of hiislered steel, collected together iu a
good refractory clay crucible; upon this a
cover is luted, and it in exposed to an intenso
heat in a blast furnace for 3 or *1 hours. Tho
content; are then run into moulds. Alter
being subjected to tho blows of a tilt-hammer,
the cist, steel is ready for use. ( Alakinx),
3277. Steel Made from Iron Scraps.

Take iron scraps in small pieces, put 40 pounds
in a crucible, with 8 ounces charcoal, and 4
ounce; blade oxide cf manganese; expose tho
whole 1 S hours to a high heat, and run into
moulds.

3278. To BIuo Stool. Tho mode em-
ployed in blueing sioel i s merely to subject it

to bent. The dark blue is produced at a tern-

S
tratum of GOO3 , the full blue at G00«, and tho
no at 550°. The itecl must he finely polish-

od on its surface, ami then exposal t<> a uni-
form dogroo of licit. Accordingly, there nro
r lireo ways cf colnring: first, by flame pro-

ducing no soot, a; spirit Of wine
; secondly,

by a hot pinto of iron
;
and thirdly, by wood

Ai*ho*. As a very regular degreo of heal is

necessary, wood ashes for line work bear (ho
preference, Tho work must bo covered over
with them, and carefully watched; when tho
color is sufficiently heightened. I ho work ii

perfect. This color is occnslmulljr taken off
with a very dilute muriatic nr.d.

3279.

To Bluo Small Steel Articles.
Make a box of sheet iron, (ill it wliii s.uid,

ami Subject it to a great heat. The a tic!--

•

to ho blued must ho finished and well polished.

Immerse tlm articles in tho •ami, keeping
watch of them until they are of tho right

color, when they should bo taken out. and im-
mersed in oil.

3280.

To Mako Edge-Tools from
Cast-Steel and Iron. This method consist!

In lixiugaclcan piecauf wrought iron, brought
to a welding heat, in the centre of a mould,
and then pouring in melted steel, so as entirely

to envelop the iron; and then forging tho
mass into tho slmpo required.

3281.

To Removo Scalo from Steel.

Scale may he removed from steel articles by
pickling in water with a little sulphuric acid

in it, and when the scale i; luoscircd, brushing

with sand nr.d a Rtilf brush.

3282.

To Restore Burnt Cast-Steel.
Take 1 5 pounds borax, A pound sal-ammoniac,

i pound prussiato of potash. 1 ounce resin,

l’ound the aimvc fine, add ft gill each of water

and alcohol. Put i:i au iron kettle, and boil

until it becomes a paste. Do not boil too

long, or it will become hard on cooling.

3283.

ToAnneal Steel. For a small quan-
tity. lleat the steel to a cherry red in a char-
coal fire, then bury it in sawdust, in a:i iron

box, covering the sawdust with ashes. Let

it Stay until cold. For A huger quantity, and
when it is required to he very soft, pack the

steed with cast-iron (lathe or planer) chips in
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an iron box. as follows: Having at least l or

J inch in depth of chips i:i the bottom of box.
put in a layer of sted, then more chins to fill

spaces between the steel, and also the * or 5

inch space between the sides of box ami steel,

then more steel; and. lastly, at least 1 inch
in depth of chips, well rammed down on top

of the steel. Heat to and keep at a rod bent

for from 2 to 4 hours. I)o not dislurb the box
until cold.

3284. Engraving Mixture for Wri-
ting on Steel. Sulphateof copper, i ounce

;

sal-ammoniac, l ounce; pulverize separately,

adding a little vermilion to color it. and mix
with 1 ! ounces vinegar. Hub tho steel with
soft soap and write with a clean hard pen,
without a slit, dipped in the mixture.

3285. Tempering Tools. The steel is

generally first hardened by healing it to a
cherry red, and then plunging it into cokl wa-
ter. Afterward the temper is drawn by mod-
erately heating the steel again. Different de-

grees of hardness are required for different

purpose*.
For very pale straw color. 43*»°. for lancets.

A shade of darker yellow, 450~, for razors

and surgical instrument*.
Darker straw yellow, 470°, for neo-knives.

Still darker yellow, 400'-, chisel for cutting

iron.
Brown yellow. COO3

,
axes and plane-irons.

Yellow, slightly tinged with purple, SG0°,
table-knives mid watch-springs.

3280. To Temper Drills. Ileal the

beit steel to a cherry red, and hammer until

nearly odd, forming the cud into the requisite

flattened shape, then bent it again to a cherry
red. and plunge it into a lump of rc.«in or into

quicksilver. A solution of cyanide of po-

tassium in ruin water is sometimes used for tbo

tempering plunge lath, but it is not as good us

quicksilver or resin.

3287. To Temper Gravers. These
may bO tempered in llio tame mj at drills;

or tho red hot instrument may be pressed

inti* a piece of lead, in which a holo about j

an inch deep has been cut to receive tho

graver; the lead melting around and en-

closing it will give it an excellent temper.

3288. To Temper Spiral Springs.
II rat to a cherry rcif in a charcoal tire, nud
harden in oil. To temper. Wan off tho oil 3

times, tho fame as for flat iprinc*.

328©. To Temper Old Files. Grind
out tho cutting* ou ono side, until a bright

surface it obtained: iben damp tho rnrfsee

with ft liUle oil. and lay the file on n piero of

red-hot iron, bright side upward*. In about
a minute the bright surface’ will begin to turn

yellow; n:;*l when tho yellow bat deepened
to about the color of straw, plunge in cold
water.

3200. To Slake Polished Steel Straw
Color or Blue. Tho surface of polished

sled acquire* a pale straw color ot 4fi0°

Fahr.. ami a uniform deep blue at OKCN Fahr.
3291. To Temper Mill Picks. After

working the steel carefully, prepare a bath
of lead hentnl to the boiling point, which will

be indicated by a slight agitation of the sur-

face. In it place Inc cud of tlm pick to tbo

depth of I A incites, until healed to the tem-
perature of the lead, then plunge immediately
in dear cold water. The temper will be just

right, if the bath is at the temperature re-

quired. The principal requisities in making
mil! picks are: First, get good steel. Second,

work it at a low heat ; most blacksmiths in-

jure steel by overheating. Third, l:eut for

tempering without direct exposure to the fire.

The lead both acts merely as protection against

the heat, which is almost always too great to

temper well.

3292. Bath for Hardening Mill Picks.
Take 2 gallons rain water, 1 ounce corrosive
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sublimate, I of sal-ammoniac, I of inltpctre,

I J pints rock salt. Tho picks should lie heat-
ed to n cherry red. and cooled i:i the hath.

The salt gives hardness, and the other ingre-

dient; toughness •.» the steel; and they will

not break, if they are left withont drawing llio

temper.
3293. Composition for Tempering

Cast-Steel Mill Picks. To 3 gallons of

water, odd 3 ounces each nitric acid, spirits of

hartshorn, sulphate of zinc, sal-aimnouiuc,
.md alum

;
G ounces salt, with a double hand-

ful of hoof- parings; tho steel tube heated a
dark cherry red. It must bo kept corked

tight to prevent evaporation.

3294. Tempering Steel. Mr. N. P.

Ames, lato «>f Chicopee, Mass., after expend-
ing much time and money in experiments,
found that the most successful means of tem-
pering swords and cutlasses that would stand
tho United States Government test, was by
heating in :i charcoal fire, hardening in pure
spring water, and drawing tho temper iu

rliamml flame. (Sec Xo. 3285.)
3205. To Straighten Hardened Steel.

To straighten n piece of Rtenl already harden-
ed and tempered, heat il lightly, not enough
to draw the temper, and you may straighten
it on an anvil with a hummer, if really not
dead cold. Ills best, however, to straighten
it between tho centres of u lathe, if n turned
article, or on n block of wood with n mallet.
Warm, it yields readily to the blows of llio

mallet, but cold, it would break like pins*.
3200. To Rcatoro tho Power of

Horseshoe Magnets. To restore Imrseslioo

magnets that have Inst their power from din-

use, proceed as with now ones. Place tho
poles of tho magnet to ho charged, against
the poles of another, making opposite pole*

meet. Then draw a piece of sort, iron, placed
V. right angle* upon tho magnet to bo charged,
from the poles to tho bend. Do this a number
of lines ou each nido of tku magnet. If th*

magnet Is ot good steel, this produce* a max-
imum power. It is tho method of Jacobi,

and is considered ono of tho best.

3207. Case-Hardening is tho operation

of giving a surface of stool to pieces of iron,

by which they uro rendered capable of receiv-

ing great external hardness, wfiilotho interior

portion returns nil tho toughness of good
wrought-iron. This is accomplished by heat-

ing tho iron in contact with animal carbon, in

cl oso vessel*. George Hilo say*:—Tho articles

intended to ho ease- hardened nro put into tho

box with uniuial carbon, and the luix uiailo

air-tight by luting it with cluy. They are

then placed in tho fire and kept ill a light red

heat (or any length of lime, according to tile

dopth required. In half an hour lifter the

box and it-s contents have been healed quite

through, tho hardness will Rcurcely bo the

thickness of a half dime; in an hour, double;

and so forth, till tho desired depth is acquired.

Tho box is then taken from tlio fire, and tin*

con louts emptied into pure cold water. They
can then be taken out of tho water and dried

(l» keep them from rusting), by riddling them
in u sieve with Romo dry saw-ilust; and they

are then ready for polishing. Casc-hordoniug

is a superficial conversion of iron into steel.

It is not always merely for economy that iron

is case hardened, but lor ainultiluda of things

it is preferahlo to steel, and answers the pur-

C
xso better. Delicate articles, to keep irom
listoring while heating, may lie dipped into

n powder of burnt leather, or bones, or other
ooalv animal mattor.

3298. To Case-Harden with Charcoal.
Tho goods, finished in every respect but pol-

ishing, are put into an iron box, and covered
with ftnimal or vegetablo charcoal, and ce-

mented at a red heat, for a period varying
with lha size uad description of tho articles
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operated on.

3299. Moxon’s Method of Case-Hard-
ening. Cow’s horn or hoof is to bo baked
or thoroughly dried, and pulverized, in order

that more may bo got into the box with the

articlo «. Or bones reduced to dost answer the
same purpose. To this odd an equal quantity
of bay salt; mix thorn with stalo chamber-
lye. or white wine vinegar; cover tho iron

with this mixture, and bad it in tho same in
loam, or enclose it in nu iron box; lay it on
tho hearth of tho forge to dry and harden;
then pul it into tho lire, uud blow till the
lump has n blnod-ml heal, and no higher,
lust the mixture be burul loo much. Toko
the iron out, and immerse it in water.

3300. To Case-Harden. Muko a paste

witli a concentrated solution of prusaiate of
potash ami loam, and coat tho iron therewith;
thou expose it to a Mining red heat, and when
it liai fallen to a dull red, plunge tho whole
into cold water.

3301. To Caso-HArden Polished Iron.
Tho iron, previously polished and blushed, is

to bo heated to n bright rod and rubbed or

sprinkled over with prussiato of potash. As
Boon as tho pru'uea».fl appears to bodneompo*
od and dissipated, plunge the articlo into cold

water. ’When tlm process of caichardcning
has boon well conducted, tho surfaco of tho
metal proves sufficiently hard to resist a lilo.

Tho lost two plaus are a groat improvement
upon tho common molhod. By tho applico-

tlnn of tho prntiioto, as in tho last receipt,
any part of a picco of iron umy bo caso-hurd-

cued, without interfering with tbo rest.

3302. Improvod Process of Harden-
ing Stool. Article i manufactured of Heel
for tho purposes of cutting, arc, almost with-
out nn exception, taken from the forger to the
hardener without undergoing any interme-
diate process: ami such is the accustomed
routine, that tho mischief arising has escaped
observation. Tho act of forging produces u
strong scale or coating, which it spread over
tho whole of tho hlado; this sealo or coating
is nnoqiiid in substance, varying in proportion
to tho degree of heat communicated to tho
steel in forging; it is almost impenetrable to
the action of water when immersed for tho
purpose of burdening. Hence it is that dif-

lorciit degrees of hardness prevail in nearly
ovory razor manufactured

; Ibis is evidently a
positive defect; and no long as it continues to

exist, great difference of temper mubt exist
likewise. Instead, therefore, of hardening
the blade from the anvil, let it bo passed im-
mediately from tho hands of the forger to tho
grinder; a slight application of the stone will

ioiiiovo tho wholo ol tho scale or coating, and
tho razor will then bo properly prepared to

undergo tho operation ot hardening with ad-
vantage. It i« plain that steel in this stato
beats in thofiro with greater regularity, and
Unit, when immersed, becomes equally hard
from ono oxtremity to the other. To thismay
ho added, that, ns the lowest possible heat at

which steel becomes hard is indubitably tho
best, tho modo hero recommended will bo
fuuiul tho only one by which tho process of

burdening can bo effected with a less portion

of lire than is, or can be, required in any other
way. These observations nro decisive, and
will, in all probability, tend to establish in

general usa what cannot but bo regarded as a
very important improvement in tho manufac-
turing of edgo steel instruments.
3303. To Case-Harden Small Articles

of Iron. Fuse together, in an iron vessel
or crucible, 1 part prusaiato of potash and 10

parts common salt, and allow tho articlo to
remain in tho liquid 30 minutes, then put them
in cold water and they will bo case-hardened.
3304. To Clean a Shot Gun. Wrap

clean tow around tho cleaning rod; then toko

a bucket of tepid water—soap-suds if procura-

ble—and run the rod up and down the barrel

briskly until the water is quite black. Change
tho water until it runs quito clear through

the nipple; pour clean tepid water down
tho barrel, uud rub dry with fresh clean tow

;

.uu a little sweet oil on tow down tliu barrel

for use. To clean the stock, rub it with lin-

seed oil. If boiling hot water is used tho

barrel will dry sooner, and no four need bo
apprehended of its injuring tho temper of a

fine gnn. Soma sportsmen use boiling vine-

gar, but we cannot recommend thui method.

Tho reason hot water docs not injure the gun,

is that boiling water is only 2I2-* Kahr., and
tho gun was healed to 4oOa to giro it its

proper temper.
5305. Grease for Anointing Gun-

Barrels on tho Sea-Shore. It is wud that

on ointmeut made of corrosive subliinoto and

lard will prove on effectual protection against

tho rusting of gun-barrels on tho soa-ahora

3306.

To Protect Polished Steel
from Rust. Nothing is equal to pure
paraffine for preserving the polished surface

of irou amt steel from oxidation. Tho par*

affino should bo warmed, rubbed on. uud
then wiped off with a woolen rag. It will

not change tho color, whether bright nr blue,

and will protect tho irarfaro lictter than any
varnish.

3307. To Protect Polished Metal
from Rust. Take 10 pentad* gnlta-pciclm.

20 pounds imiltou suet. 30 pounds beef rami,

2 gtllon.1 111111*' fool oil, and 1 gallon rape oil.

Molt together until thoroughly dissolved and
mixed, ami color with a small portion of rose

pink ; oil »f thyme or other perfuming matter
may be added* When cold toe composition

is to bo rubbed on tho surface of bright steel,

irou, brass, or other metal, requiring protec-

tion from rust.

3308. To Removo Rust from Stcul.
Rust may be removed from steel by immers-
ing the articlo in kcroreuc oil for a few days.

The rust will become an much loosened that

it may easily be rublicd off. By this simple
method hodlj rusted knives and forks may l«c

madu to present a tolcrablo appearance, but
for new go.»ds there is no war to remove rust

from metal but by netting Mow it, or renew-
ing tho surface. Where it is not deep-seated,

emery paper will do. but if long standing the

goods must lie rrfinished.

3309. New Mode of Removing Rust.
Plunge tho articlo in u both of I pint hydro-
chloric (muriatic) acid diluted with 1 Quart
water. Leave it there 24 hoars; then take it

ont and rub well with a scrubbing-brush. Tbo
oxhln will come off like dirt under the action

of soap. Should any still remain, a* is likely,

in tho corroded ports, return tho metal to the

bath for a few hours more, and repeat the

scrubbing. The metal will present the ap-

pearance of dull lend. It must then be well

washed in plain water several limes, mid
thoroughly dried before a fire. Lastly, a
littlo nibbing with oil and fine emery powder
will restore the polish. Should oil or grease
have mingled with the rust, it will bo neces-

sary to removo it by a hot solution of soda
before submitting the metal to tho acid. This
last attacks tho rust alone, without injuring

tho steel
;
but the washing in plain water is

all-important, as, after the process, tho metal
will absorb oxygen from the atninsphe.ro freely

if any trace of the acid be allowed to remain.

ZillC. Zinc is a bloeish wbito metal,

having a specific gravity of 6.8 to 7.2

;

tough when cold, ductile aud malleable at

from 250° to 300° Falir., brittle and easily
pulverized at 500°; fuses at 773°, and sub-
limes unchanged at a wbito heat, in close
vessels. It is scarcely affected by exposure
to air and moisture; hence its general uso in
the arts for tho manufacture of vessels of
capacity, tubing, Ac., that require lightness
aud durability. Acids, even diluted, attack
sine rapidly. It is also soluble in caustic
alkalies. Heated to whiteness, 041° Falir.,
in contact with tho air, it burns with grout
brilliancy, and is converted iuto oxide,

(flowers of zinc). It is very soluble in dilnto
sulphuric and muriatic neid, with tho evolu-
tion of hydrogen pus. Tho salts of zinc are
colorless.

Commercial zinc is never pure, aud is ob-

tained front the native sulphurct (zinc blonde)
or carlionate (calamine), by roasting those

ores, and distilling them along with carbon-
aceous matter in a covered earthen cruciblo,
having its bottom connected with nn iron
tube which terminates over a vessel of water
wonted beneath the furnace. The first por-

tion that pa--.-.en over <•011101118 cadmium and
arsenic, uud is indicated by what in technically
called the f-rwr.i More; but when tliometnllio
vapor begin ! to bum with u blueish whito
flame, or tho blue blase commences, tho
volatilized metal is collected. Zinc may bo
alloyed w jth mo-t of tho metals. (Cooley.)

3311. Purification of Zinc. Grnnulato
riuc by melting, and pinning it, while very
hot, into a deep vessel tilled with wntor. Plnco
tho granulated ridO in a Qmriaii cruciblo, (n
alter:.ato Inver', with one-fourth its weight
of nitre, with nn excess of nitro at tho top.

Cover the crumble, and secure thu lid; thou
apply heat. When deflagration takes place,

remove from tho fire, separate tho dross, aud
run the zinc into an ingot mould. It is quito
free Trom arsenic.

3312. To Granulato Zinc. Granulated
zinc is obtained by pouring tho molten metal
into u warm mortar and tnturatlng vigorously,

with an iron pestle, until it solidifies. (See

A7>. 3311.)

3313. To Color Metals. Make imolu
lion of 4 ounces hyposulphite of soda in 11

pints of water, and add a solution of 1 onneo
acetate of lead in the same quantity of water.

Articles to be colored are placed in tho mix-
ture. which i.i then gradually heated to a
boiling point.. The effect of this solution is

to give iron the effect of biuo stool, zinc, be-
comes bronze, and copper or brass becomes
uvees lively yellowish ml, scarlet, deep bluo,

bluei-h white, and finally wbito with a lingo

of rose. This solution bos no effect on lead
or tin. Bv replacing tho acctato of lend in

tbo solution with sulphate of copper, brass

becomes of a lino rosy tint, then green, and
finally, i f nil iridescent brown color. Zinc
does not color in this solution, it throwsdown
a precipitate of brown snlphurct of copper

;

but if boiled in n solution containing both
lead and copper, it becomes covered with n
black crust, which may be improved by a thin

coating of wax. (SccXu. 3183.)

Till. This tnetal approaches silvor in

whiteness and lustre. When pure, it

is very malleable; is harder tkuu lead
;
melt*

at 442° Falir.. and volatilizes at a white heat.

Its specific gravity is 7.29 to 7.31. This met-
al is decomposed by nitric, sulphuric, and
muriatic acids; aud may bo combined and
alloyed with most of tho useful metals. Tin
occurs in nature in the stato of tbo oxide, and
sometimes as sulphnret (tin pvritea.) In
Cornwall, Knglnnd, it is fouud under tho name
of tin -stone, associated with copper ore, in
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tbo date ur granite rocks; and as on alluvial

deposit (stream ' ") in tlm lic<l: of river,-.

A pnm ftrlicin i I't.n ironies from ISauca. The
metal is obtained from the ore. first reduced

to powder in -I ampins mills, washed to rc-

movo cftrtliv mutter, nml then masted to

expel arsenic and sulphur; it H then deoxi-

dized or reduced by smcltiug with about £ its

weight of powdered culoi (a kind of coal

found in Wales), and a little slacked lime; it

ia next refined by liquation («r Xo. 21), fol-

lowed by iv second smelting of the purer por-

tion ; i'. i t then, while in a state of fusion,

stirred with billets of green wood, allowed to

nettle, and cast into moulds. The product is

termed refined or hhwk-liu. Tin produces a
peculiar crackling noi.-c when bout ; in tbi

manner pure I in foil may be di-tiugrishod

from tbo so-called till foil in general use,

which consists of lend with a till urface only.

3315. Testa for '-ho Purity of Tin.

It is almost entirely ili <>|vod by hydrochloric

acid, fielding n cnliirl<**s solution of muriate

(chloride) of tin. If it contains arsenic,

brownish black flocks will bo separated dur-

ing tho solution, and nnamiurettnl hydrogen

evolved. The pro turn of other metal « in tin

may bo detected by treating the muriate u«

tin solution with nitric acbl, specific gravity

1,1(1, first in tho cold, and afterwards with

Ijoat, until all tho tin i* precipitate! in an
insolublo peroxide; tho decanted acid wdn-
tion from pure tin leaves no residuum on
evaporation. If there bo n rv-ldnmn. and
dilution with water oven-ion.- a heavy white

precipitate, tho tin contained fmuiMtA. If,

after dilution, the addition of a solution of

Mulphato of ammonia or of soda produces a

whito precipitate, tho tin contained lr.nl. II

rod pruwlatuof potash gives a blue precipitate,

it. contalnod iron; nml if tho clear liquid

loaves a residuum on evaporation, it contained

TKk Grain Tin. This is made from

block tin. Tho blocks am heated until they

become brittle, and then allowed to fall from

a considerable height, by which they are bro

ken into email fragments, which constitute

grain tin, or fi'u i» tears,

3317.

Tin Powder or Filings. Melt

nin tin ( see Xo. 3310) in an iron vessel, pour

n an earthen ware mortar heated a little

abovo its molting point, nml triturate brisk-

ly ns tho metal cools; lastly, sift tho product,

and repeat tho process with what remains in

tho sieve. Powdered tin i.; alio prepared by

filing and rasping.

3318.

Powdered Tin. Take Cornish

rain tin ;
molt it, and pour it into a wooden

..x, well rubbed on the insido with whiling

or chalk ;
clo.su the cover, mid contiuue shak-

ing it violently until tho tin is reduced to

powder; then wash it in clean water, ami

drv it Immediately.

3319.

To Make Feathered Tin. The

object of feathering is to bring the tin into a

BUito of minute subdivision, which permits it

to he much moro rapidly dissolved in acids.

Procure un iron ladle having a capacity of

about 12 lluid ounces, uud a wooden "t stone,

waro vessel containing 2 or 3 gallons of cold

water. About 1 pound of pure bar tin. free

from load, is to be cut into pieces of about 2

inchon in length, and melted in the ladle.

When melted, pour tho tin in a very small

stream, from a height of about 3 foot, i:;to tbo
cold water. The Indio should be moved
around in a small circle, when pouring, for if

tho whole of the melted tin strikes the water
at otto point, it will cool in lumps, and re-

quire rollicking. Tho feathered tm is ft* bo
preserved in wooden boxes, the bottoms of
which are perforated with small holes; or,

wluvt is better, kept i:i murkizrd stoneware

G

flowerpots. Solutions of tin containing iron

or copper, or their sail ;
. arc unfit for dyeing

bright reds. (See 107. <tr.)

3320. Moire Metallique, or Crystal-
lized Tin. A meth*»l of ornamenting the*

surface of tin plate by acids. The plates am
washed with an alkaline solution, then in

water, heated, and sponged or sprinkled with
tho acid solution. The appearance varies

with the degree of heat and the nature and
strength of the acids employe*!. The plates,

after the application of the acids, arc plunged
into water, slightly acidulated, dried, am!
covered with whito or colored varnishes. Tho
following arc some of the acid mixtures used :

nitro-muriatic acid, in u fferent degrees of di-

t iition ; sulphuric acid, with 5 parts of water,

I part of sulphuric acid, 2 of muriatic acid,

and 8 of water; a strong solution of nitric

acid; 1 part nitric arid. 2 sulphuric, and 18
of water. A notation of potash U also used.

3321. Frosted Tin. A frosted appear-
ance may be given to sheet tin by a wash of
birhlorido of fin.

3322. To Make a Tin Tree. Dissolve
3 drachms muriate (chloride) of tin in

1
pint

distilled w iter, adding 10 or 15 drops nitric

arid ; nml suspend a small n*d of dean zinc iu

a phial containing the abovo rotation.

ATickel. A white, hard, malleable,

JLN magnetic metal, capable of receiving

the 1 astro of silver. Its specific gravity, when
baumicml. i« about 8.82. Nickel is very in-

fusible. Muriatic am! sulphuric acid act on
it with difficulty unless mixed with nitric

acid, but it is freely soluble in iho latter.

Nickel does not oxidize or tarnish at tho or-

dinary temperature. It alloys well with cop

e
rr. tin. zinc, etc. It is obtained as follows:

oust tbo powdered ore first by itself uud
then with charcoal powder, till nil Iho arsenic

is expelled, and a garlic odor i-coim to bn

evolved; mix the residuum with 3 parts sulphur
and I part potash

; melt in a crucible with a

gen tin heat, cool, odulonrnle with wafer, dis-

solve iu sulphuric acid mixed with a liltlo

nitric acid, precipitate with carbonate of pot-

ash, wash, dry, mix the nrccipitato with

Cderod charcoal, and reduce it by heat.

chemical purposes pure nickel is best ob-

tained by moderately beating its oxalate in

a covered crucible, lined with charcoal. Tho
salts of nickel in the anhydrous slate nro for

the most part yellow ; when hydrated, green,

and furnishing pale green solutions. Nickel

is found present in meteoric iron, and is

strongly magnetic, bat lose* this property

when heated to 3Z0° Fahr. It is chiefly

employed in tho manufacture of German sil-

ver. Sulphate of nickel is used medicinally,

with soothing and roporiGe effects.

Mercury or Quicksilver.
This is a ncavy liquid metal, possess-

ing a noorly silver-whit© color, and a brilliant

metallic lustre. Tho principal sources of this

metal at tho present time are tho mines of Idria

in Candida, and Almaden in Spain, whero it

exists under Uniform of cinnabar, from which
thu pure metal is obtained by distilling that
ore with lime or iron filiugs in iron retorts, by
which the sulphur it contains 13 seized and
retained, while the mercury rises in the state

of vapor, and is condensed in suitable receiv-

ers. Its specific gravity, when pure, is

13.5; it solidifies at —39s (39* below zero)

Fahr., and when solid is ductile, malleable,
and tenacious; boils at Fahr., but vol-

atilizes slowly at the ordinary temperature
of the atmosphere, and when mixed with
water at from 140° to H»'. it is volatilized in

considerable quantities. It unites with o\y
gen, forming two oxides; mul with chlorine,
forming calomel and corrosive sublimate;
with tho metals it forms amalgams, combin-
ing, however, with difficulty with ium, nickel,
platinum, and somo other less important
metals. IU oxides form wilts with the acids.
The only acids that act on metallic mercury
aro the sulphuric ami nitric

;
but for this pur-

pose tho funner must be heated.

3325. Test for the Purity of Mercury.
Metallic mercury may ho known by its vola-
tility; and when in a finely divided or pul-

verulent state, by tho microscope, or l»v stain-

ing a piece of copper whito when rubbed on
it, or when healed beneath it. It is totally
dissipated by beat, and dissolved by diluted
nitric acid, but is insoluble iu boiling muriatic
acid. Thu ucid poured off, and allowed to

cool, is neither colored, nor yields u precipi-

tate with sulphuretted hydrogen. A globule
moved about on n sheet of puper yields no
trail; pure sulphuric acid ugituted with it (iu

the cold) evaporates when heated, without
leaving any residuum.

3326. To Purify Mercury. Mercury,
as imported, is usually very pure. It may be
prepared for medical purposes by nutting iiC into a retort and distilling off -I parts.

whole of tbo mercury may, however, bo
safely drawn over. Tho product is to be ugi-

tuted and boiled with 2 fluid drachms hydro-
chloric ucid uud 1 fluid ounce water lor each
pound of tho metal; then washed with puru
water, and dried by heat. A strong earthen-
waro or iron rotort, with a low neck or tubo
dipping into a basin of water, muy bo used for

tins purpose.

3327.

To Purify Mercury. One of the
quickest and best iiicuiih of purifying mercury
is to agitato it with n concent rated solution of
nilralo of mercury, ul n beat of 1 04" I’ulir.,

then wash it with distilled water, and dry
by passing several times through clean, dry
chninoi* leather.

3328.

To Purify Mercury. Distill equal
part* of mercury and iron filings in mi iron

rotort, into a vessel containing water.

3329.

To Purify Mercury. Tho fol

lowing *lmp)o method of purifying quicksilver
1* by Dr. Miller: l’nt the quicksilver into n

bottle capable of containing 4 times it-s

quantity, add A liltlo powdered loaf sugar,
and stopper tho bottlo; shako it vigorously
for a few minutes, then open tho bottlo and
blow fresh air into it with a pair of hollows.
Repent this 3 or 4 times, and filter tho mix-
ture through a conn of smooth writing paper
having its apex pierced with a fino pin. Tho
sugar is left behind in tho filter with tbo
oxides of any other metals present, and a
small quantity of mercury iti u state of minute
division.

Aluminum.
base of alum:

This is tho motnllio

alumina, which is tlm plastio

principle of certain kinds of day. The color

of aluminum is whito, inclining to blue
:
it is

very malleable, and ductile. Its specific grav-
ity is only about 2.00; its melting point not
less than 1000° Fahr. It is tho most sonorous
of all metals. It is thus obtained : Mako a
thick paste of alumina, powdered charcoal,

sugar, and oil, and heat it in n covered cruci-

ble until all the organic matter is destroyed ;

then transfer tho product to u porcelain tube,

and connect the one end with another tubo
containing dried chloride of calcium, and tho
other end with a small tubulated receiver.

Then expose tbo porcelain tube to the heat of

a small oblong furnace, and, having connected
the chloride of calcium tubo with a vessel dis-
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engaging chlorine, pass tho gas through the
apparatus, at tho sain© time raising tho heat of

tho tub© to redness. In I or 2 hours, or as

soon as tho tubo becomes choked, tho whole
must bo allowed to cool, and taken to pieces,

and the sesquichlorido of aluminum thus
formed collected. Then ploco 9 or 10 pieces

of potassium, of about tbo size of pens, in a
plutina crucible, ami upon them an equal

number of similar pieces ot' the scsquichlorido

of alumina, formed ns above; tho cover is now
to bo put on and secured in its place with a
wire, and tlm heat of a spirit lump cautiously
applied, until tho spontaneous incandescence
ot the matter censes. When cold, throw tho
crucibln into a largo vessel of cold water, agi-

tate and collect tho gray powder deposited,

ami uguin wash it well and dry it. Thin gray
powder consists of kiiiiiII metallic scutes, re-

sembling plutina. It is nut acted on by cold
water, Imt is dissolved by tho alkalies and
sonio of tho aoids. Heated to redness, it

catches tiro and burns with great rapidity in
the air, and in oxygen gas, with intense bril-

liancy. Tho powder, blown upon tho llnmo
of a candle, displays an immense number of

inflamed points of great splendor.

3331. To Polish Aluminum. Tho
substances generally employed for polishing

aluminum nro of no utility. Mouray recom-
mends tho use of nn emulsion of equal parts

of rum and olive oil, made by shaking theso
liquids togother in a bottle. When the bur-

nishing stone is used, the peculiar black streaks

first appearing should not cause vexation,

sineo they do not injure tho metal in tlio least,

and may bo removed with a woolen rug. Tho
objects In question may also bo brightened in

potash lyo, in which case, however, caro must
lie taken not to mnko usu of too strong a lyo.

For cleaning purposes, lionzolo has boon found
best. Objects of Aluminum can bo electro-

plated without tho least dilhculty. and Mourn/
uucccedod in imparting to them a bright, wbito

lostrn in passing them successively through a

weak bath of hydrofluoric mud and aquafortis.

Tho offset thus obtained is said to bo really

surprising.

3332. To Froet Aluminum. The
metal is pluugcd into a solution of caustic

potash. The surface, becoming frosted, docs
not tarnish on exposure to tho air.

Platinum— also called platina— i «

tho heaviest substance but ono (ace No.

47) known, having a specific gravity of fully

21, which may bo raised to about 21.5 by
hammering. Lt is whiter than Iron, harder

than silver, infusible in the hottest furnace,

ami melts only before tho compound blow-

pipe at a heat or about 3080° Fohr. On this

account it is valuable for making capsules

Ac., intended to resist strong heat. Platinum

undergoes no chango by exposure to air and

moisture, or tho strongest heat of a smith’s

forgo, ami is not attacked by any of tho pure

acids, bnt is dissolved by chlorine and nitro-

inuriatio acid (aqua regia), though with more
difficulty than gold. Spongy and powdered

platinum possess tho remarkable property of

causing tlio union of oxygen and hydrogen

gases. It is chiefly imported from South
America, but is also found in tho Ural Moun-
tains of Russia, in Ceylon, and a few other

places. Platinum, when alloyed with silver,

is soluble in nitric acid
;
tho pure metal is dis-

solved by aqua regia, and is more or less at-

tacked by caustic alkali, nitre, phosphorus,

Ac., with heat. Platinum is precipitated from

its solutions by deoxidizing substances nadcr

the form of a black powder, which has tho

power of absorbing oxygen, and again impart-

ing it to combustible substances, and thus

causing their oxidation. In this way alcohol

and pyroxilic spirit may b© converted into
acetic and formic acids, Ac. (See No. 1741,
also Acetic Acid.) (Cooley.)

3334. To Purify Platinum. The na-

tivo alloy (crudo platinum) is acted upon, as

for as possible, with nitre-muriatic acid, con-
taining an excess of muriatic acid, and slight-

ly diluted with water. The solution is preci-

pitated by the addition of sal-ammoniac,
which throws down nearly the whole of tho

platinum in the state of an atnmonio-chloride,

which is washed with a little cold water,

dried, and heated to redness
;
tho product is

spongy metallic platinum. This is m&do into

a thin uniform paato with water, pressed in a
brass mould, to muccxo ont tlio water aud
render tho mass sufficiently solid to bear hand-
ling. It is then dried, carefully heated to

whiteness, and hammered or pressed in the
heated stato; after this treatment it may bo

relied into plates or worked into any desired

shape. (Cooley).

3335. Platinated Asbestos. Dip as
bestoi in a solution of chloride of platinum,
and heat it to redness. It causes the inflam-

mation of hydrogou in tho aame manner os

sponge platinum.
3338. Spongy Platinum. Dissolve

separately crude bichlorido of platinum, and

arochlnrate of ammonia in proof spirit;

the one solution to the other ns long as a

precipitato falls; this is collected, and, while

still moist, formed into little balls or piecoi,

which are then dried, and gradually heated to

redness.

3337. Spongy Platinum. Dissolve
platinum, by uio niJ of beat, in a mixture of

threo ports nitric aud 5 parts muriatic ncid,

avoiding great excess of add. To this solu-

tion add a strong solution of muriate of am-
monia; collect tho resulting predpitoto on n
filter, and, when nearly dn\ fonn it into a

moss of tho shopo desired for tbo sponge.

Ucat this to whiteness ou charcoal, with a
blow pipo or otherwise, and tho platinum re

mains in tho spongy state. Its characteristic

properties may bo restored, wh«*n lost, by
simply heating it to redness.

3338. Platinum-Black. PlatinaMohr.
This is platinum in a finely divided state, and
is obtained thus:—Add to o solution of bi-

chloride of platinum, an excess of carbonato
of soda, and a quantity of tapir. Boil until

tho precipitato which forms becomes, after a
lilllo whilo, perfectly block, and tho superna-

tant liquid colorless; filter tlio powder, wash,
and dry it by a gentle heat. Another method
is by meltinc platina ore with twico its weight
of tine, powdering, digesting first in dilute sul-

phuric add, and next in dilute nitric acid, to

removo tho xiuc, assisting tho action of tho

menstruum by beat; it « then digested in

potash lyo, and lastly in pare water, after

which it is carefully dried. Platinum-black
possesses tho property of condensing gases,

more especially oxygen, into ita pores, and
afterwards yielding it to varions oxidizablo

substances. If somo of it l>o mixed with al-

cohol into a paste, and spread on a watch
glass, pare acetic acid is given off, and affords
a ready means of diffusing tho odor of vinegar
in an apartment. (See No. 1741.)

Antimony. This is n bluish-white,

lustrous, semi crystalline, extremely
brittle metal, of about 6.7 specific gravity

;

imparts brittleness to alloys; iuflammable at

high temperature
;
melts just under redness,

810° Fabr., fumes, boils, and volatilizes at a
white heat, and when suddenly exposed to

the air, inflames) and is converted into teroxide

of antimony, which is deposited in beautiful

crystals. Antimony dissolves in hot hy-
drochloric acid, forming terchlorido of anti-

mony; nitrio acid converts it into antimonio
acid. This metal is obtained principally from
Franca and Germany. Gold, when exposed
to tho vapors of antimony, loses its ductility

and malleability, and becomes as us

anti moilv itself.

3340’ Testa for Antimony. An acid

solution of antimony gives, in combination
with sulphuretted hydrogen, an orange- red
precipitate, sparingly solublo in ammonia,
but readily solublo in pure potassa and alka-

lino Hulphurota. Dydrosulpnurot of ammonia
throws down from tho arid solution an
orange-red precipitato, readily solublo in ex-

cess of tho precipitant, if tho latter contain

sulphur in excess; and the liquor containing

tho re-dissolvod precipitate gives a yellow or
orangeyo) low precipitate on tho addition of

on acid. Ammonia, and potassa, and their

carbonates (excepting in solutions of tartar

emetic) giro a bulky white precipitate; that

from ammonia beiug insoluble in excess of the

precipitant; that from potassa readily so;

whilo Ihoso from the caruouutO nro only solu-

ble on tho application of hoot.

3341. To Estimate tlio Purity of
Antimony. Trent pulverized autiuiony

with nitrio ncid; this oxidizes tho antimony,

ami leaves it in nn insoluble state, whilst it

dissolves tho other metals, Collect tho oxide

on a filter, wash, dry, ignite, and weigh it.

This weight, multiplied by .843, gives tho

weight of pure metal in the sample examined.
If this has been previously weighed, tho per-

centage of pure metal is easily arrived at.

3342. To Obtain Motallic Antimony.
Mix togotlicr 16 parts Bulphuret of antimony
and G parts cream of tartar, both in powder;
put thn mixture, in small quantities at a time,

into a vessel heated to redness; when reaction

ceases, fuso tho mass, nnd, after 15 minutes,
pour it out and separate tho metal from tho

slag. Tho product is nearly pure.

Or: Kqunl parts of protoxide of antimony
and bitartrate of potassa (cream of tartar);

mix and fuso os above, ami pour tho metal

Into small conical moulds.

Or: 8 parts anlphuret of antimony, 6 parts

cream of tartar, and 3 ports nitre. Treated as

above.
Or: 2 parts aulphurot of antimony nnd 1

part iron tilitigs; calcine at u strong heat in n

covered crucible.

3343. To Obtain Commercial Anti-
mony. I'hiso together 109 parts aulphurot of

antimony, 40 parts metallic iron, and 10 parts

dry crude sulphate of soda. This produces

from GO to 65 parts of antimony, besides tlio

Bcorim or ash, which is also valuable.

Bismuth. This metal is principal-

ly prepared in Germany, and, ns im-
ported. generally contains both arsenic and
copper. It is a crystalline metal, very brittle,

of a reddish white color; melts at about 500°

Fabr., volatilizes at a strong heat, and the

fuuirs form crystalline wales (flowers of bis-

muth). It bums when strongly heated in

tho air, ami has a specific gravity of about
9.8 . Tho addition of bismuth to other metals
lowers their melting point in an extraordi-

nary manner, making it a useful ingredient ill

tho" composition of type-metal and solders.

( See No. 3499 . etc.)

3345. To Purify Bismuth. Dissolve
crude bismuth in nitric acid, and concentrate
tho solution by evaporation. Then pour the

clear solution into a largo bulk of distilled
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water, ami a white powder (sub-nitrato of bis-

muth) will bo precipitated. Collect the precip-

itate and digest it for a lime ::i a littlo caustic

potash, to dissolve away any unctuous acids

that may ho present; rest wash and dry the

sub-nitrato; neat it with about J
,i its weight

of charcoal in an earthen crucible, and the

puro bismuth will bo found nt the bottom of

the crucible, (3/afrin*.)

3340. To Separate Bismuth from
Lead. Dissolve the mixed metal in nitric

acid; odd caustic potash in exec**, and th*
oxides of bismuth anil lead will lie prccipitutod,

but tho lend oxide will bo at once re dissolved

by tho alkali. The oxidn of bismuth can thoa
bo separated by filtration, washed, and igni-

ted. (Mafuns.)

3348. Table of the Principal Alloys of Copper. This table of tho alloys of copper

b from Dr. Ore. Tho bronze for statues is tho composition used by Keller Brothers, the

celebrated brass founders.

Antimony! f >»»*!.
I

KickuL

87.000 13.000

97.000 3.000

91.400 5.530 1.700

90.000 10.000

90.000 10.000

73.000 22.000
82.257 17.481 0,233

30.000 10.500 2.500

G0.000 31.000

81.700 15.300
73.730 2C.270
75.000 25.000
50.000 50.000

84.700 15.300

70.290 29.200 0.170

6(5.000 34.000
90.300 9.G70 0 030

00.000 40.000

06.000 34.000

8.300 83.400
80.000 20.000
1.000 2.000 81.000

G0.000 17.800

50.000 13.000

50.000 25.000

Antiquo bronze sword
" springs...

.

Bronze for statues -

" for medals.
“ for cannon

.

“ for cymbals
" for gilding.

Speculam metal
Brass for sheet..

Gilding metal ...

Prince’s metal..

Dutch racial

English wire
Mosaic gold

Gun metal for bearings, stocks, Ac
Muntz's metal
Good yellow brass

Babbitt's metal for bushing
Bell metal for largo bells

Britannia metal
Nickel silver, English

/KLLOyS. Combinations of tho metalsAA with each other obtained by fusion.

When mercury is one of tho component metals,
tho compound is termed an amalgam. (Sea
Xo. 3532.) Most of the uictals unite with
each other by fusion or amalgamation, and
acquire new properties Thu i : copper alloy-

ed with zinc, bect.ncs brass, and possesses a
different density, hardness, and color to either

of its constituents. No general rules for tho

manufacture of alloys unplicablo to each can
bo given; but it may on remarked that, in

uniting metals differing greatly in their melt-

ing points, tho least fr.iblo should bo molted
first, and tho others added, ono at a time, in

their order of Risibility, tho most fusiblo
metal being tho last to bo added

;
also that,

boforo tho addition of cm h ui ceding metal,

tho temperature of tho already fused muss
should bo reduced In the lowest point ut which
it will remain fluid, »r ns near as possible to

tho fusing point of tho nu«tal to bo next intro-

duced, so that it may :
• >t ovapornto or lie

oxidised, and thus ran: o Ihu componnd to be
imperfect. This

i . a g icral rule, to bo up-

f
licd in most cast-., but the.o oro exceptions.

or instanco: gold will easily ditsolro in

molted tin
;
ami platinum in many metals.

If platinum worn first melted, and sine, for

instance, added, tho tcmpcruluro nc<-c> ary to

obtain tho fusion of plalimmi would bo luffi-

cicut to volatilize the zinc. Tho uiixluro in

usually effected under a Hr. r, or fomo material
that will prevent evaporation ami exposuro to
tho atmosphere. Thus: in melting lead and
tin together, in forming solder, rosin or tallow
is thrown upon tho burfncu; in tiusing cop-

per, tho sarfaco i i nibbed with sal ammoniac

;

and in combining porno metals, powdered
charcoal is used for tho . utno purpose. (Sec
Xo. 3470.) As wo have already nnd, most of

tho alloys arc prepared by imply fusing tho
metals together; but if t: rc| .> a cmniderablo
dificrcnco in their specific gravities, the heav-
ier very generally nib: -ider, and tho lower
part of tho mass thusdif:V:< in composition
from tho upper. This may bo in a great
measure prevented by agitating tho alloy til*

it solidifies, but this i ; not always convenient
Thus, in stereotype plates, v Inch arn east ver
tically, the upper side u-aiaily contains nioro
antimony than the other. As a general rule,

tho substances (element.-;) of nature unite
together iu fixed and definite atomic propor-
tions, thereby IbrmlugncvrcouipottDda. Met-
als uuito with non-inclnllii: bodies, and obey
thq sauio general law; but metals, when
united with metals, appear to form an excop
UOD, thoughmuchdoubtexists OO the subject.

They seem to mix iu any proportion, and aro

thereby modified, possessing thereafter prop-

erties which fit thorn for many purposes in

commerce and art. Tbeso compounds, being
considered at present non-chemical bodies, are

22.200
19.300

25.000Gorman silver

Pinchbeck... 80.200 20.000

elareftl together under the French term of al-

loy* Alloy* aro generally more fusiblo thou

the least fusiblo of the component incuts;

but aro often harder and more brittle thou the

hardest and mo*t brittle of the component
metal*. With some exception*, tho ductility

and tenacity of au alloy u Ic<m thou that of iu
metal*.

3349. Proportios of Metals. The
metal* form part of the dement* of nature,

aro undocoui pounded bodies, and distinguish-

ed from tho other element* by their lustre,

woight, Ac.

3350. Tablo Showing, In their Order,
tho Comparative) Properties of Motals.

Eire of Melle4 Ortov of tOnter of BtUUfrl

dored fluid by heat, they lieeomo pasty; inch
i* on indication of malleability. Tho follow-

ing table give* tho degree* (Fahr.)of heat at

which metali fuxo

:

442°
497°
GI2°
773°
810^

1,873°

1,990°

Bismuth

Zinc
Antimony
Silvor.....

Nickel 2,800° (about)
Manganese 3,000° (about)

3354. Malleability, or tho property of

being beaten out into thin plates without
cracking or breaking, is common to several
metals.

3355. Ductility is also a property found
in Homo metals. It ia allied to malleability,
and often confounded with it. It is tho prop-
erty nf being drawn into wire.

3350. Tenacity, or tho rnsUtaneo of

Dutuiitr

Gold.
Silver,
Platinum,

Iron,

Copper,
Zinc,

Tin,

Dead.
Nickel,

Palladium,
Cadmium,

Gold,
Silver,

Copper,
Tin.

Cadmium,
Plaliaum,
Lead,
Zinc,

Iron,

Nickel,

Palladium,

Antimony,
Arsenic,

Bismuth,
Chromium,
Cobalt, * vunvxv^ . *» tuu a omnxaut.v ii|

being polled asunder by the foreo uf tension,
varies excordini’lv in metals.

3357. Brittleness, resulting from hard-
ness. is a property nlso met with

;
and whom

the brittleness is not extreme, hardness is iu

favor where objected to compression.

3358. How to Mako Brass. This use-

ful alloy of copper nnd zinc is now generally

made l»y plunging the copper in slip* into tlui

zinc melted in the usual manner. The former
metal rapidly combines with the fluid mass,
and tho addition is continued until an alloy is

formed somewhat diflic ult of fusion, when the

romoiuder of tho copper is at once added.
The brass thus formed is broken into pieces

aod remelted under charcoal, and a proper ad-

dition of cither zinc or copper mado to bring

it up to the color and quality desired. Small
quantities of brass may bo made by melting
tho copper und zinc separately, pouring them
together and stirring vigorously. (Sec Cop-
per Flux, No. 3470.) It is ihcu poured into

moulds of granite. Before being submitted
to tho roiling press for reduction to thin

plates, it has to undergo the operation of

annealing. In the receipts which follow, it

will be seen that the larger the proportion of

copper, the darker the color, the greater the

Molybdenum,
Tellurium,
Titanium.
Tungsten,
Uranium,
Kbodium.

of Rut Ord«r of Bee-
acting Meal On^ucl-
wer. I Ing Powor.

Potassium,

Gold.
Platinum,
Silver,

Copper,
Iron,

Zinc,

Tin.

I*ad.

Copper, 550
Platinum, 491
SUver, 349
Gold, 273
Sou, 199
Tin, 03
I-iod, 50

Silver,

Zinc,

Platinum,

Iron,

Tin.

Lead.
Mercury,
Potassium. |

3351. Lustre is so characteristic as to

have formed the common expression "me-
tallic lustre.'’

3352. Weight is also a rough distinguish
ing characteristic.

3353. Fusibility is a property common
to all metals. Before some metals are ren-
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density, and, to a certain extent, the tough-
ness, of the alloy. Zinc lessens the weight
and color. Tin gives it hardness and grain,
and lead toughens it and renders it fitter for
working. An application of these principles
will serve as a guide for tho metals and
proportions to be used to produce a brass of
any description required.

3359. Fine Light Yellow Brass.
Molt together 2 parts copper and 1 part zinc.

3300. Bright Yellow Malleable
Brass. * Melt together 7 parts copper and
3 parts zinc.

3361. Deep Yellow Malleable Brass.
Melt together 4 parts copper and 1 part zinc.

3362. Brass Malleable whilst Hot.
Melt together 3 parts copper and 2 parts zinc.

3363. Red Brass. Melt together 5
parts copper and 1 port zinc. As much as 10

S
arts of coppor to 1 part zinc may bo used,

10 color boing a deeper red for every addi-
tional part of copper employed.

3364.

Brass foe Buttons. Copper, 8

(
arts, and zinc 0 parts. This is the Binning-
am plafin.

3365.

Polo Brass for Buttons, Ac.
Melt together 16 parts fiuo light yellow brass
(see No. 3350), 2 parts zinc, and 1 part tin.

3360. Common Palo Brass. Molt to-

E

;othcr 25 parts copper, 20 parts zinc, 3 parts
cad, and 2 parts tin.

3307.

Fine Pale Brass for Castings.
Melt togotlier 15 parts copper, 9 parts zinc,

and 4 parts tin. This is rather brittle.

3308.

Dark Brass for Castings. Molt
together 90 parts copper, 7 parts tine, 2 parts
tin, and 1 part load. Tho color will bo still

deoper by nsiug 2 parts lew of zinc, and 1 part
moro each of copper and tin.

3309.

Palo Brass for Gilding. Molt
togothor copper, 64 parts; 32 parts zinc, 3
parts lend, and 1 part tin.

3370.

Rod Brass for Gilding. Molt
together 82 parts copper, 18 parts zinc, 3 parts
tin, and 1 part lead.

3371.

Brass for Solder. Molt together
12 parts fine yellow brass (see No. 3359), 6
parts zinc, and 1 part tin. Used for ordinary
brazing.

3372.

Palo Brass for Turning. Melt
togothor 98 parts fine brass (see No. 3359),
and 2 ports load,

3373.

Red Brass for Turning. Melt
together 65 porta coppor, 33 parts zinc, 2 parts
lead.

3374.

Red Brass for Wiro. llolt to-

gether 72 parts coppor and 28 parts sine,
properly annealed.

3375.

Pale Brass for Wire. Melt to-
gether 64 parts copper, 34 parts zinc, and 2
part-' lead.

3370. To Make Brass which Ex-

Sda by Hoat Equally with Iron. It is

iult to make a permanent joint between
brass and iron, on account of their unequal
expansion by heat. In a recent issue of the
journal of "Applied Chemistry," a new alloy
is given, for which the inventor claims an ex-
pansion by heat so nearly similar to that of
iron, as to allow of a nnion between them,
which, for all practical purposes, is perma-
nent. This consists of a mature of 79 parts
copper. 15 parts zinc, and G parts tin.

3377.

To Harden Brass. Brass is

tempered or hardened by rolling or hammer-
ing; consequently, if any object is to be made
of tempered brass, the hardening must be
dono beforo working it into the required
shape.

3378.

To Soften Brass. Heat it to a
cherry red, and pluDge it into water.

3379.

To Cover Brass with Beautiful
Lustre Colors. Dissolve 1 ounce cream of
tartar in 1 quart boiling water; then add k

ounce protoonloride of tm dissolved in 4 oun-

ces cold water. Next heat the whole to boil-

ing, and decant the clear solution from a
trifling precipitate, and pour, under continual

stirring, into a solution of 3 ounces hyposul-
phato of soda in i pint water, then beat again
to boiling, and filter from the separated sul-

phur. This solution produces on brass the
various lustre colors, depending on tbe length
of time during which the articles are allowed

to remain in it. The colors at first will bo
light to dark gold yellow, passing through all

the tints of red to an iridescent brown. A
similar scries of colors is produced by sulphide
of copper and lead, which, however, are cot
remarkable for their stability; whether this

defect will be obviated by the use of tbe tin

solution, experience and time alone can show.
3380. To Put a Black Finish on Brass

Instruments. Moke a strong solution of

nitrate of silver in one dish, and of nitrate of

copper in another. Mix the two together,

and plungo tho brass in it. Now beat the
brass evenly till tho required degree of dead
blackness is obtained. This is the method of

producing the beautiful dead block so much
admired m optical instruments, and which
was so long kept a secret by tbe French.
3381. To Frost Watch Movement*.

Mix together 1 ouuco each muriatic ocid, ni-

tric acid, and common rail; immerse the niti-

de, as far as it is to be frosted, in tbe mixture
for a short time; then immerse it, so as just

to cover It, in sour liecr. and scour it under
the beer with a brush made of fine brass wire

(a scratch brush Y, wash it in water, and after-

wards in alcohol. The surface is then ready

to gild or silver-plate if desired.

3382. To Color Brase. Although no
alloy presents a more agreeable appearance
to the eye thau brass when it is in a high
state of polish, yet the facility with which it

tarnishes has rendered it necessary to color or

bronse it, especially in those instance* whero
its uso exposes it to tho liability of being fre-

quently handled. Tho following receipts are

from a reliable) German source, and aro said

to possess a high degree of permanence. (See

Nos. 3771, «fc.)

3383. To Give Brass an Orange Tint.
An orange tint, inclining to gold, is produced
by first polishing tho brass and then plunging
it for a tow seconds into a neutral eolation of
crystallized acetate of copper, care boing taken
that tho solution is completely destitute of
all free acid, and possesses a warm tempera-

ture.

3384. To Color Brass Grey-Green.
Dipped into s bath of copper, tho brass being
first polished, as in last receipt, tho resulting

tint is a grayish green.

3385. to Color Brass Violet. A beau-

tiful violet is obtained by immersing tho pol-

ished brass for a single instant in s solution of
chloride of antimony, and rubbing it with a
stick covered with cotton. Tho temperature
of the brass at tho time tho operation is iu

progress has a peat influence upon the beauty
and delicacy of tbe tint; in this instance it

should be heated to a degree so as just to be
tolerable to tho touch.

3386. To Give Brass a Moirfi Ap-
pearance. A moir6 appearance, vastly su-

perior to that usually seen, is produced by
boiling the object in a solution of sulphate of

copper. According to the proportions ob-

served between the zinc and tho copper in the

composition of the brass, so will the tints ob-

tained vary. In many instances it requires

the employment of a alight degree of friction,

with a resinous or waxy varnish, to bring ont
the wavy appearance characteristic of moir6,

which is also singularly enhanced by drop-
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lacquer upon tho surface of brass. Tho one
usually employed for optical and scientific

instruments consists iu first polishing tho

object with Tripoli, then washing it with u

mixture composed of 1 part nitrato of tin aud
2 parts chloride of gold, and, after allowing
this wash to remain for nearly a quarter of
an hour, wiping it off with a linen cloth.

An excoss of acid increases tho intensity of

tho tint.

By another method copper turnings aro dis-

solved in nitric acid until the acid is saturated;

the objects aro cleaned, immersed in tho solu-

tion, and subsequently heated moderately
oyer a charcoal fire. This process must bo

repeated in order to produco a black color, as
the first trial only gives a deep green, and
the finishing touch is to polish with olive oil,

3388. To Give Brass an English
Look. Much pains are taken to give brass

objects an Knglish look. For this purpose
they are first heated to redness, and then dip

pod in a weak solution of sulphuric acid.

Afterwards tboy aro immersed in dilute nitric

acid, thoroughly washed in water, and dried

in sawdust. To effect a uniformity in the
color they aro plunged into a Imth consisting

of 2 parts nitric acid ami 1 part rain water,

whore they aro suffered to remain fur several

minutes. Should tho color not bo froo from
spot* and patches, the operation must bo
repeated until tho desired effect is produced.
3389. To Clean Brass. brass u-id cop-

per aro best cleaned with Kwoetoil and Tripoli,

powdered bath-brick, rotten stone, or red
brick-dust, rubbed on with flannel and polish-

ed with leather. Vitriol and muriaUo acid

which is also

ping a few ironping a lew iron nans ini

3387.

Black L
There are two methods

larly enhanced by drop-

into the bath.

Lacquer for Brass.
Is o! procuring a black

moko brass and copper very bright, but they
very soon tarnish, and consequently require

moro frequent cleaning. A strong lyo of rocho-
olum and water will also improvo brass. A
solution of oxalio acid rubbed over tarnished
brass with a cotton rag, Boon removes tlm
tarnish, rendering tho metal bright Tho acid
must l»e washed off with water, and tho brass
rubbed with whitening in powder ami noil

leather. When acids are employed for re-

inoviug tho oxidu from brass, tho metnl must
bo thoroughly washed afterwards, or it will

tarnish in a few minutes after being exposed
to tho air.

3390. To Give a Golden Color to
Brass. A mixture of innriatio acid and
alum dissolved in water imparts a goldcu
color to brass articles that aro stooped in it for

a few seconds.

3391. Pasto to Clean Brass. Soft
soap, 2 ounces; rotten-stouo, 4 ouucos; beat
them to a paste. Or: Kottcu stouo mado
into a paste with KweetoiJ. Or: Kottcu-stono,
4 ounces; oxalic acid, 1 ounce; sweet oil, 11

ounces; turpentine enough to mako a paste.
The first aud last aro l>cst applied with a littlo

water. Tho second, with a little spirits of
turpentine, or *wect oil. Both require fric-

tion with soft leather.

3392. To Clean Brass Inlaid Work.
Mix Tripoli and linseed oil. aud dip into it a
rubber mado of a piece of an old hat, with
which polish tho work and rub off with clean
soft leather. If tho wood bo ebony or roRe-
wood, polish it with a little finely powdered
older ashes

;
or moke a paste of rotton-stone,

a little starch, sweet oil, aud oxalic ucid,
mixed with water. Tho ornaments of a French
clock are, however, best cleaned with bread-
crumb, carefully rubbed, so not to spoil
the wood-work. Ormolu candlesticks, lamps,
and branches, mav bo cleaned with p -op and
water. They will bear moro cleaning than
lacquered articles, which aro spoiled by fre-

quent rubbing, or by acids or strong alkalies.

3393. Solutions to Clean Brass.
Finely powdered sal-ammoniac; water to
moisten. Or: Roche alom, 1 part; water, 16
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parts. Mix. The articles to bo cleaned must
bo inado warm, then rubbed with either of tho
above mixtures and finished with fine Tripoli.

This process will give them the brilliancy of

gold.

3394. Solution for Cleaning Brasa
Chains. Mix together 1 ounce sulphuric

acid, 8 ounce nitric acid, 4 drachm saltpetre,

and 1 ounce rain water, and allow tbo solu-

tion to repose a few hours. Pass tho article

to bo cleaned rapidly through tho solution,

and immediately wash it thoroughly with rain

water. Dry in sawdust. This process will

raakn old and discolored chains look as good
us new.
3395. To Clean Very Dirty Braaa.

Rub Homo bichromate of potassa tine, pour
over it about twice tho bulk of sulphurio acid,

and mix this with an equal quantity of water.

Wash immediately in plenty of water, wipo

It, aud rob perfectly dry, ami polish with pow-
dered rotton-atono. By this method tho

dirtiest brass may bn made immediately
bright.

3390. To Givo Brass Ornaments a
Fino Color. Brass oruameuts, when not

gilt or lacquered, may bo cleanred, and a lino

color given to them, by two situplo processes.

Tho first is to beat sal-ammoniac into a fine

powder, then to moisten it with soil water,

rubbing it on tho ornaments, which must bo
aftorwivrds rubbed dry with bran and whiting.

Tho Bocond is to wash tho brass work with
rocho alum boiled to a strong lye, in the

proportion of 1 ounce to 1 pint; when dry,

it must bo rubbed with finoTripoli. Either o(

those processes will givo to brass tho brilliancy

of gold.

3397. Counterfeit Gold. Fuse together

8 parts platinum, 5 parts pure copper, 2 parts

puro sine, 4 parts tin, and 3 parts puru lead,

using aoltpctro, sal-ammoniac, and powdered
charcoal aa fluxes. This compound metal

strongly rcsomblcs gold in appearance, and
rocints many of tho tests used tor gold.

3398. Hard Gold. A mixturoof 7 porta

gold and I part copper appears to afford the

maximum of hardness.

3309. Coin Gold. Melt together with
saltnntro aud sol-ammoiiiac, 22 grnius pure
gold with 2 grains of puro copper. Tho later

American coin is alloyed with 2 grains of

a mixture of 1 purt silver and 2 parts copper.

Tho copper used for alloying gold must be
imrfl, otherwise the mixture will bo brittle.

3400. To Mako Eighteen Carat Gold.
Pure gold, 18 parts, is alloyed with 4 ports

puro copper and 2 parts silver. Or: 194

parts com gold, 3 parts copper, aud 14 parts

silver.

8401. To Mako Sixteen Carat Gold.
Sixteen parts puro gold are mixed with r»4

parts copper, and 24 parts silver. Or: 17

parts coin gold, 5 ports copper, and 2 parts

silver.

3402. To Mako Twelve Carat Gold.
Coin gold, 75 parts

;
further alloyed with 40

parts copper, and 22 parts silver, mako a rom
bination of good appearance, which stands
acid tests well.

3403. To Make Four Carat Gold. A
good useful metal for cheap rings, Ac., which
will not blacken tho fiDger, is made by mix-
ing 4 parts gold with 2 parts silver, and 18
parts copper.

3404. To Moke Green Gold. Puro

C
old, 19 parts, and 5 parts pure silver, corn-
inn to form an alloy of a beautiful green

shade, very effectivo for foliated designs in

jowelry.

3405.

Pivots for Artificial Teeth.
An alloy of plutiuum and silver is used for

this purpose.

3406.

Chaudet’s Springs for Arti-
ficial Teeth. Equal parts of copper, silver.

Nickel and zinc,

part* ; lead, 3

aad palladium.

3407. Hard Silver. An alloy of 5 parts
silver and 1 part copper forms tho boniest alloy
of these metals.

3408. French Coin Silver. This con-
sists of 9 part* silver and 1 part copper.

3409. German Silver. This is a well-
known alloy, tbo finer variotie* of which

nearly equal silver in whiteness and msooptl.
bility of receiving a high polish, while they
surpass it in hardness ami durability. The
mixture of the metals i* effected in tbo amt
way as is given for making alloys (See A'o.

3347.) Tbo receipts here given are from tho

highest authorities or are tho results of

actual analysis of the finest commercial sam-
ple*.

3410. German Silver for Bolling.
Nickel and xinc, each 1 part; copper, 2 part*.

Very fine. Or: nickel, 25 parts; rinc, 20
parts; copper, CO parts. Used for rolling.

3411. German Silver for Coatings,
each 20 parts; copper, 60

parts. For castings. Or, to
either of the above add 2 to 3 percent, of white
«be«t iron.

3412. Gcnuino German 8ilver. Cop-
per, 40* parts; nickel, 31 4 ports; tine, 25*
parts; iron, 2* parts. This resembles the

genuine German silver made from tbo oro
of llildburghauwu. os well aa Pakfong, as

analyzed by Dr. Fyfc, and is equal to tho best

Chinese sample.

3413.

Pelouze’a German Silver.
Equal parts of cooper and nickel. Said to be
superior to any of the alloys containing xinc.

2 parts of copper to 1 part of nickel make the

alloy more malleable, though not so white.

3414. Chincao White Copper. Thia
consist* of 30 parts copper, 36 parte nickel,

and 31 parts zinc.

3415. Pakfong, or White Copper
from China. This w composed of 41 parts

copper, 32 parts nickel, 2* parts iron, and 24*

C
rts zinc. Tho Chinese Pakfong is said to

prepared from native ore. 11 is silvery

white, takes a high polish, very conorou\
malleablo both cold and at a dull red beat,

and may l»o rolled into leaves or drawn into

wire.

3410.

Whito Spoon Metal. This is

tbo alloy sold a* Herman plate. Melt to-

gether 55 parts copper, 24 parts nickel, 16

parts zinc, 3 parts tin, and 2 parts iron. This
is a useful alloy.

3417.

Britannia Metal. Plato brass, 4

ounces; tin, 4 ounces; when fused add 4

ounces each of bismuth and antimony. Thia
composition is added at discretion to melted
tin.

3418.

To Clean Britannia Ware.
Britannia ware should bo first washed with a
woolen cloth aud sweet oil, then washed in

water and suds, and rubbed with soft leather

and whiting. Thus treated, it will retain its

beauty to the la5t. Britannia ware may also

be cleaned in tho same way as copper, in No.
3252.

3419.

Typo Metal. Lead, 3 part*; anti-

mony,
1

part; melted together. Small types
are usually mode of a harder composition than
largo ones. A good stereotype metal is said

to bo mado of lead, 9 parts ; antimony, 2 parts

;

bismuth, 1 part. This alloy expand* os it

cools, and consequently brings ont a fino im-
pression.

3420.

Bismuth and Lead. Lend, 2

E to bismuth, 1 part, gives on alloy which

* powerfully nt tho timo of cooling.

Thia property makes it extremely suitable to

all eastings in which tho greatest sbarpneso

and finish arc desirable.

8431. Tin and Zinc. Tin and xinc, of
each 1 part, u almost as tenacious os brass,

and melu at9(XP Fahrenheit.

3422. Pewter. Tin; 100 parts
;
autimony,

8 parts; copper, 4 parts ;
and bismuth, 1 part,

constitute tho compound commonly called

pewter.
3423. Alloys of Steel. Steel is success-

fully alloyed with other metals, improving its

qualities lor samo purposes. T
'

aS part of silver

odds immensely to the hardness of steel, and

yot increases its tenacity. tAj part of plati-

num, though not forming so hard an alloy as

tho silver ond steel, gives a very great degree
of tOQghncss. Rhodium, palladium, iridium,

aad osmium mako steel very hard, but their

nso, from their cost, is confined mainly to tho

©xporimental laboratory. Platinum, in its

malleablo state, may ba cut with a knife; but

with steel it forms an alloy not to bo touched

with a file.

3424. Iron, Copper, and Zinc. An al-

loy consisting of 10 parts cast iron, 10 copper,

and 80 xinc, does not adhere to tho mould in

casting, and it is of a beautiful lustre when
filed and polished. Tho least fusiblo metals

aro melted first, and tho zinc last, in making
it.

3425. Ormolu, or Mosaic Gold. Cop-

per and zinc, equal parts; mult together nt the

Iowost ponsiblo temperature at which copper
will fuse, and stir so as to produce a period
admixture of tho metals; then odd gradually,

small portions of zinc ut a timo, until tho alloy

acquire* tho proper color, which is perfectly

while, wbilo in tho melted state. It must
then bo at ouco east into figured moulds.
This alloy fhould contain from 52 to 55 per

cont. of zinc.

3420. Whito Motal. Load, 10 ounces

;

bismuth, G ounces; and antimony, 4 drachms;
or, 2 pounds antimony, 8 ounces brass, and 10

ouucos tin.

3427. French Alloy for Forks and
8poons. This is a beautiful whito metal,

very hard, and taking n fino polish. It i.i

composed of 09.8 parts of copper, 19.8 parts

nickel, 5.5 of zinc, and 4.7 of cadmium.
3428. French Silver. Tho now French

silver is apparently on improvement on tho

old-fashioned Gorman silver, and it is stated to

bo applicoblo to all tho purposes to which or-

dinary commercial siIvor is applicable. It is

composed of copper, 5G per cent., nickel, 40.G4,

tang iten, 2.0, aluminum, 0.5G. It is n white,

ductilo, malleable, tenacious, sonorous alloy ;

its specific gravity is nine-tenths that of sil-

ver, its metallic lustre superior to that of sil-

ver, and its fusibility less, probably on account
of tho tungsten it contains.

3429. Tho Alloys ofAluminum. Wo
havo to distinguish between alloys in which
tho aluminum predominates and such ones ill

which tho other metals outweigh tho latter.

Thoso impart to tho aluminum new proper-
ties. Iron and copper do not act injuriously

if tho admixture is not considerable. Ill re-

gard to toughness, tho union of 7 per cent, of
iron can scarcely bo distinguished from pure
aluminum. Both metals easily combiiio with
each other. Commercial aluminum mostly
oonlaius iron; it remains ductilo with as
much as 10 per ccut. of copper, and when
containing only half as much, it may bo
worked still earner. If alloyod with small
quantities of zinc, tin, gold, or silver, the

motal is rendered hard and more brilliant, bat
romuins ductile. Especially recommended is

tho alloy consisting of 97 per cent, of alum-

inum, aud 3 per cent of zinc. Tho alloy with

7 per cent, ol tin can bo worked well, but docs

not take a very fino polish, and cannot bo
cast, sinco a more fusiblo alloy with a largo

proportion of tin is separated. Aluminum
and lead do not unite. Tho composition with

3 percent, of silver and 97 of aluminum pos-

sesses a beautiful color, and in equal purta

they yield nn alloy of tho hardness of bronzo.
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The union of 99 per coni, of alaminum and 1
of gold is, though hard, still ductile; its color
is that of green gold. With 10 per cent, of
gold, the composition is rendered crystalline.
!n combining aluminum with copper, tho lat-
ter must bo melted first, and tho former added
gradually in small portions at a time. A com-
bination of 10 parts aluminum and 90 parts
copper produces a fino aluminum bronzo,
which, however, is brittle after the first mix-
ing; it increases in strength and tenacity only
after successive fusions, bat with tho loss,
each time, of a littlo aluminum. This bronze
muy ho forged ut a dull red heat without pre-
senting flaws or cracks. Liko copper, it is
rendered nioro ductilo by being heated and
plunged into cold water.

3430. Copper and Aluminum for
Journals. The most important alloy of
aluminum is that composed of 90 per cent, of
copper and 10 per cent, of aluminum. It pos-
sesses a pulo gold color, a hardness surpassing
that of bronze, is susceptible of taking a fino
polish, and is easier forged than soft iron.
This alloy has found a ruudy market, and, if

less costly, would rcplaco red and yellow
brass. Its hardness and tenacity rcuder it

peculiarly odupted for tho journals and bear-
ings of machinery. Christofle, of Paris, who
osos it for a journal for a polishing disk,
found that it lasted six times longer than or-
dinary journals—that is, 18 months. Thcro
wero 2200 revolutions made per minute. It
is further stated, on good authority, that a
journal of this new brouzo, which was em-
ployed for tho nxlo of a sowing maehiuc, mak-
ing 240 revolutions per minute, did excellent
Kcrvico for 1 year without indicating the least
deficiency. Journals of ordinary uronzo do
not, as is well known, last over 5 months.
When more than 10 per cent of aluminum
enters into tho composition of tho bronze, tho
alloy gradually becumos weaker and less mal-
leable, and at length so brittlo that it is easily
pounded in a mortar.

3431. Oroido, or Artificial Gold. This
material is manufactured largely in tho United
States into imitation jowelry aud other arti-
cles, scarcely distinguishable from gold, ox-
ccpt by tho inferior gravity; and it is n mat-
ter of surpriso to almost nny ono to learn that
it does not contain a singlo grain of tho pre-
cious metal. It is mude by taking 100 parU of
puro copper, 17 of puro tin, G of magnesia, 9
of tartar of commerce, 3.G of eol-amrnonioo,
and 1.0 of unlocked lime. Tho copper is finrt

melted, and tho other Bnbstanccs (excepting
tho tin) added, a littlo at a time, and the
wholo well stirred for 30 minutes, so oa to
produco o perfect mixturo, whon tho tin Is

thrown in and ntirrod round until molted.

The cruciblo is thou covorod, and tho fusiou

kept up for 25 minates, and the scum takeu

off, whon tho substance is ready for use. It

is malleublo and ductile, aud cau bo worked
In any form, even into leaves liko gold. Tho
alloy may also bo inode by substituting gran-

ulated zinc for tin, but it will not retain its

brilliaucy so long os when tin is employed.
3432. Talmi Gold. A beautiful gold-

colored alloy, sold under the above name,
givc3, on analysis: copper, 66.4; zinc, 12.2;

tin, 1.1 : iron, 0.3. The presenco of tho iron

was probably accidental.

3433. Yellow Dipping Metal. Melt
together 2 parts brass, 1 part copper, with a

ellow Dii Metal. Melt

littlo old brass, and Jounce tin to every pound
of copper. This alloy is almost of the color,

etc., of gold coin.

3434. Alloy of the Standard Mea-
sure used by Government. This is com-

C
ased of copper, 576 parts; tin, 59; yellow
rasa (22 copper to 1 of zinc), 48 parts.

3435. Dentist*’ Tin Alloys for Moulds.
Tho gold p!ate3 on which artificial teeth arc
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fastened, are fashioned to fit exactly to the
month by being hammered between a mould
and die, cast from a plaster model of the
mouth. The plaster model is obtained from
a mould of wax, pressed while soft into the
cavities of the mouth, and allowed to harden.
Duplicate moulds and dies are necessary, at
different stages of the hammering, in order to

obtain a perfectly fitting plate. The neces-
sary characteristics of the metals used for the
moulds and dies are fusibility, hardness, or
toughness, and, especially for the moulds, a
freedom from shrinkage in cooling. The
metal usually employed for the dies consists
of 8 parts tin, 1 part lead, and I part bismuth.
This componnd is much harder than tin, melts
at a lower heat, shrinks little, or practically
none, in casting; is tough and strong. It
melts at about 330° Fahr. Although gener-
ally a harder and less fusiblo metal is used
for the first swaging, this alloy is particularly
convenient for taking duplicate dies for finish-

ing. Its tenacity adapts it for cases of partial

acts representing tho teeth. The mould or
countor-die metal is made by adding to 1 part
of this mixture 6 parts of lead. Tho result is

harder than lead, and does Dot yield like it

under the blow, presenting a resistance suffi-

cient to drivo tho plato up well against the
die. Its shrinkage is but slight; it melts at
from 450° to 460°. It is designed for use
when tho dipping process is resorted to. This
consists in pooling tho melted metal into an
appropriately shaped vessel or mould, and
pressing tho plaster mode! iuto tho metal
before the moment of congelation. I f used at
tho point of congelation, tho plaster cast may
bo employed without previous baking; other-
wise it should bo baked to expel its water of
crystallization.

3438. Hard Tin Alloys for Dentist*'
Moulds. Tho following formula affords a
highly useful alloy, where toughness as well
as hardness is essential: tin, 16 parts; anti-

mony, l part; zinc, 1 part. This alloy is

ranch harder than tho preceding dio metal,
and equals it in tenacity, being suited for any
kind of dio; it requires a higher temperature
to melt it, but it melts sooner than tin, or

than tho mould-inclal mentioned in tbo pro.
ceding receipt, from a matrix of which a die
may be taken by it with safely. It affords,

in sand, a perfect dio, docs not shrink, and,
whether poured into a sand or motal mould,
comes out with a smooth, bright faco. It ia

tho best combination of there tbreo metals
for tho purpose. But when dies ore modo of
it from sand monlds. and a more fusible metal
is needed for taking counter-dies or moulds
from them, it may bo ba<l by a combination
of 5 parts lead, 2 bismuth, and 1 tin

; or, 6
parts lead, 3 to 4 bismuth, and 1 tin afford
a still more fusible compound, although harder.

3437. Copper Alloys for Dentists’
Moulds. A very hard and most valuable
alloy for general use may be had by a mixturo
of tin, 12 parts; antimony. 2 parts; copper,

1 part. It is not much inferior to zinc in
hardness, casts without sensible shrinkage,
and makes a perfect and very handsome die,

bright and smooth. It is less fusible than the
hard tin dio metal in last receipt, bnt may bo
used for taking dies from tho mould-met&l
mentioned in No. 3435; but, as it melts at
nearly the same temperature. Ibis requires

care. It will be found of value in connection
with lead moulds made by dipping. (See No.
3435.) It is rather brittle for dies for partial
sets representing tho teeth, as these are liable

to break on removing from the matrix; but it

is abundantly strong enough for swaging pur-

poses. In combining these metals (which
may be done in an ordinary charcoal furnace,
as it is by no means necessary to raise the
heat to tho melting point of copper), place

the copper in a crucible aud briug iL to a red
heat, then pour in tbo tin aud antimony,
melted, and cover the wholo with charcoal
dust, to prevent oxidation. Tho copper will

soon liquefy, or dissolve, as it wero, combining
perfectly with tho other metals, without fur-

ther elevation of temperature. To guard
better against volatilization of antimony,
which takes place at a high red beat, it 1b
well enough to add to tho copper but half tho
tin at firsthand when these are combined, add
the antimony, and then the remaining tin.

This also enables ouo to conduct tbo second
melting in a larger crucible, or, indeed, in an
iron ladle. Ilia best to let tbo melted mass
cool down tome, before pouring it from the
crucible, os, if poured out at too high a heat,
tho alloy oxidizes. A lurger proportion of
antimony and zino increases the hardnosa of
tho metal, but with a tendency to imperfect
castings. If tin ho used in larger quantity,

tho alloy is, of course, Miller, and it shrinks

when cast. Tho relative proportion of zinc

aud autiuiouy, in respect to each other, may
bo somewhat varied, without material modi-
Heat ion of tho qualities of the compound

;
but,

for tho best results, the sum of these two met-
als should hold to tho quantity of tin em-
ployed tho ratio of about 1 to8. For fluidity

,

an excess of antimony over Copper appears to

bo requisite. For non-shrinkage, tho joint
amount of antimony and copper should Go to

tho quantity of tin ns about 1 to 4
;

ns, for

example, 8 ports tin, 1 antimony, I copper;
or, 10 liu, I i untimony, 1 copper; or, 12 tin,

2 antimony, 1 copper. For taking counter-
dies or moulds from dies of tbo bust numod
alloys, a nuitablo metal, fusible at about 380°

Fahr., Is had by a mixturo of 3 parts lead, 1

C
art bismuth, mid not over Tin part tin. It

wondorful bow smull a quantity of tin

serves to improvo tho alloys of load aud bis-

muth, giving them a white, dour lustre,
•

’ .'la* Illi- I ..

preventing oxidation, promoting fusibility—in

ehort, producing almost a new motal.

3438. Cadmium Alloys for Dentists’
Moulds. By tho nso of cadmium wo may
produco still harder alloys than any of the

preceding, possessing in an equal degree every
other donirablo quality. Thus, 10 parti of tin,

1 part of antimony, 1 of copper, mid I of

cadmium, produco a compound which has

about tbo hardness of zinc
;

it casts perfectly,

and is nearly all that could bo desired, except
that, liko tho copper dio metals, it is rather
brittlo for certain castings. {See .Vo. 3137.)
Substituted for copper in theso connections,
cadmium appears to confer greater hardness
and toughness, and, up to a certain puint, pro-

motes fusibility. 9 parts of tin, 1 part of mi-motes fusibility. 9 parts of tin, 1 part of an-
timony, and 1 part cadmium, furnish a very
hard and tough metal of a compact, homo-
geneous structure, which casts without shrink-

age. forming a perfect dio with a smooth,
bright fuec. It melts ut nbout the molting
point of tin. In tho employment of cadmium,
care must bo taken not to subject it to a heat
high enough to volatilizo it. To avoid this

danger, it is best to unite tho other inetn)3

first, and then add tho cadmium ut a heat
barely sufficient to melt it. The great objec-

tion to this metal is its cxpcnsivencss.
3439. Alloy of Nickel and Coppor.

A mixture of I part nickel and 2 parts copper
produces a grayish-white motal, tenacious,

auctilo, and moderately fusible.

3440. Alloys of Platinum and Cop-
por. A compound of 1 part platinum and 4

E copper is of a yellow-pink color, hard,
le, and susceptible of a fino polish.

An alloy of 3 parts platinum and 2 parts
copper is nearly white, very hard, uml brittle.

3441.

French Bell Metal. The motal
U3ed in France for hand-bells, clock bells Ac.,
is made of 55 to GO parts copper, 30 to 40
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parts tin, and 10 to 15 parts zinc.3442.
Bed Tombac. Put into a cruci-

ble 54 pounds copper; when fused add A

E
iund zinc

;
these metals will combine, form*

g an alloy of a reddish color, but possessing

more lustre than copper, and also greater

durability.

3443.

Whito Tombac. When copper

is combined with arsenic, by melting them
together in a closo crucible, and covering the

aurfaco with common salt, to prevent oxida-

tion, a white brittle alloy is formed.

3444.

Speculum Metal for Tele-
scopes. Melt 7 pounds of copper, and when
fused udd 3 pounds zinc nnd 4 pounds tin.

Thosu metals will combine to forma beautiful

alloy of grout lustre, and of a light yellow
color, fitted to bo ntado into specula for tele-

scopes. Mr. Mudgo used only copper and
grain liu, iu tho proportion of 2 pounds of

the former to 144 ounces of tho latter.

3445.

Babbitt's Anti-Attrition Motal.
Melt 4 pounds copper, add by degrees 12

pounds best quality llama tin, 3 pounds
rogulus of antimony, and 12 pounds more tin

while tho composition is in a melted state.

After tho copper is incited or*! t or 5 pounds

of Lin have boon added, tho heat should bo
reduced to a dull red. to prevent oxidation ;

thou add the remainder of tho metal as above.

In molting tha composition, it is better to

keep a small quantity of powdered charcoal

on tho surface of tho motal. Tho abovo com-
position is called hardening. For liuiug tho

1)0X09. take l pound of this hardening nnd
molt it with 2 pounds of Bonca tin, which
produces the lining metal for use. Thus, tho

proportions for lining metal are 4 pounds
copper, 8 pounds rogulus of antimony, and 06
pounds Bulled tin.

3440. Gongs and Cymbals. Tho secret

method employed by tho Chinese for working

tho hard brittle bronze used for making gongs
and cymbals, serins to bo solved by tho fact

that tho brnruo of which these instruments are

made, consisting of copper alloyed with about

20 per cent, of tin, and almost as brittle os
glass at ordinary temperatures, becomes as

malleable as soft iron, if worked at a dull red

beat. This discovery was recently mado in

I’uris. by M.M. Julicn nnd Champion, tho

result of experiments at tho Paris Mint.

3447. Phosphorus Bronzes. A great

advance has lately been made in tho con
itruction of bronzes, by the addition of a small

percentage of phosphorus, although tho pro-

viso function of this substance has not iieon

hitherto well understood. According to Leri

and Kunzel, however, ono causo of tho In-

feriority in bronze consists iu tho constant

presence of traces of tin iu tho state of an
oxide, which acts mechanically by separating

tho molecules of the alloy, thus interposing

a substance which in itself has no tenacity.

Tho addition of phosphorus reduces this

oxide, and renders the alloy much more per

feet, improving its color, its tenacity, ami all

its physical properties. The gram of it*

fracture resembles more that of steel, its

elasticity is much augmented, and its resist-

ance to pressure sometimes more than
doubled. Its durability is greater, and. when
melted, it is of greater fluidity, aud nils tho

mould in its finest details.

3448. Fontainemorcau’s Bronzes.
There is a kind of bronze known as Fontaino-
morenu's bronze, in which zinc predominates.
It is said to auswer well for chill moulding,
that is, for pouring in metal moulds, by which
method it is rendered very homogeneous.
Tho crystalline nature of tho zinc is ontirely

changed by the addition of a small proportion
of copper, iron, Ac. Tho alloy is hard, close-

grained, and resembles steel. Moreover, it ia

easier to file than cither zinc or copper. Tho

following table presents the proportions in

use:

Zinc. Copper. Cut Iron. J**d.

90 8 1 1

91 8 0 1

92 8 0 0
92 7 1 0
97 2* * 0
97 3 0 0
09* o * 0
99 l 0 0

3440. TJso of Petroleum in Turning
Metals. A bronze composed of soven ports

of t of zinc, and 1 of tin, has boon

found to be so hard as to be difficult to work,

and yet of considerable value ia certain ways
when worked. Various methods hnvo been

attempted, aiming at effecting a readjkwork-

ing of this alloy, and M. Bechstcin has recent-

ly, by soaking the alloy in petroleum, attained

this desirable end.

3450. To Clean Bronze. It was ob-

served in Berlin that those parts of a bronxe

stat uo which were much handled by the

public retained a good surface, and this led to

tho conclusion that fat hail something to do
with it. An experiment was therefore tned

for sorno years with four bronzes. Ono, says

our authority—Chambers’ Journal—was coat-

ed every day with oil. nnd wiped with a doth

;

another was washed every day with water;

tho third was similar!/ washed, but was

oiled twieo a year; aud tho fourth was left

untouched. Tho first looked beautifully;

tho third, which had been oiled twice a year,

was passablo ; the second looked dead
;
and

tho fourth was dull and black.

3451. Engestroom Tutania. Molt

together 4 part* copper. 8 parts regulus of

antimony, and 1 part bismnth. When added

to 100 parts of tin, this compound will be
reAdv for use.

3452. Tutcnag. Melt together 8 part*

of copper, 0 parts of zinc, uud 3 parts of

nickel.

3453. Kustition'a Metal for Tinning.
To 1

pound of malleable iron, at a whito

heat, add 5 ounces regulus of antimony, and

24 pounds of tho purest Molucca tin. Thi*
alloy polishes without tho bluo tint, and is

freo from lead or arsenic.

3454. Expansion Motal. Melt together

9 parts of lead, 2 parts of antimony, und 1

part bismuth.

3455. Fluid Alloy of Sodium and
Potaasium. If 4 parts sodium arc mixed
with 2) potassium, the alloy will havo exactly

tho appearanco and consistency of mercury,

remaimog liquid at tho ordinary temperature

of the air.

3456. Fusible Alloys. Bismuth, 8
parts; lead, 5 parts; tin. 3 parts; melt to-

gether. Melts below 212° Fahr. Or: Bis-

muth, 2 parts; lead, 5 parts; tin, 3 ports.

Melts in boiling water. Or: Lead, 3 parts;

tin, 2 parts; bismuth, 5 parts; mix. Mclte

at 197° Fahr. Tbo above arc used to moke
toy-spoons, to surprise children by their

melting in hot tea or coffee
;

and to form
pencils for writing on asses' skin, or paper

prepared by rubbing burnt hartshorn iuto it.

The last may bo employed os au anatomical
injection, by adding (after removing it from

tho fire), 1 part quicksilver (warm). Liquid

at 172°; solid at 140° Fahr.

3457. Wood’s Patent Fusible Metal
melts between 150° and KXN Fahr. It con-

sists of 3 parts cadmium. 4 tin, 8 lead, and 15

bismuth. It has a brilliant metallic lustre,

and does not tarnish readily.

3458. The Most Fusible Alloy.
There i3 an alloy of bismuth, tin, and lead,

which ,from its very low mclting point, is called

fusible metal. (See No. 3457). Dr. Von Hauer
has found, however, that the addition of

cadmium to the alloys of tho above mentioned

motals reduces their melting point still lower.

An alloy of 4 volumes cadmium, with 5

volumes each tin, lead, and bi&mnth, i« qnlt*

liquid at 150° Fahr. In parts by weight, tha

abovo would bo 224 parts cadmium, 5171

lend, 295 tin. and 1050 bismuth. (Sco Ho.
52). An alloy of 3 volumes of cadmium
with 4 each of tin, lead, and bismuth, fuses at

1531° Fahr, and on alloy of 1 equivalent of

cadmium with two equivalents each of theno

three other metals, at 1551°, which is also

tho fusing point of an alloy of 1 part each of all

tho four metals. Dr. von Hauer mado thoeo

alloys by fosing their ingredients in a covorod

porcelain cruciblo nt tbo lowest practicable

temperature. They all bccomo pasty at lower
temperatures than those given abovo; tho

tempernturcs quoted are thoso at which tbo

alloys aro perfectly fluid. It should bo added
that, unfortunately, all Iheso alloys very
rapidly oxidizo when placed in water.

3459.

Table of Alloys of Tin and
Lead and their Melting Heats.

Tin. Le*L Bismuth. Fshr.

1 25 0 558“

1 10 0 541

1 5 0 511

1 3 o 4ft)

1 2 0 441

1 1 0 370

1* 1 0 334

1 0 340

3 1 0 350

4 1 0 36ft

5 1 0 378
6 1 0 381

4 4 1 320
3 3 1 310
2 2 1 292
1 1 1 204

1 2 2 230
6 3 3 202
3 5 8 197

EQX6S. This term is applied to tnb-

itances of easy fusibility, which are

to others more refractory, to promote
their fusion. Yorious Ouxcb ore given in

other portions of this work (see Soldoring and
Enamel*), but tho principal fluxes aro tho fol-

lowing:

3401. Black Flux. Crcuin of tartar, 2
parts; nitre, 1 part; powder, uiix, and defln-

grato by small aoantitles at a time, in a rod

hot crucible. Tois is merely carbonate of

potash, mixed with charcoal iu a finely-divi-

ded state. It is used for smelting nictallio

ores, and exercise* n reducing action, as well

as promoting the fusion. (See No. 11.)

3402. White, or Cornish BefLning
Flux. Cream of tartar and nitre, equal parts;

deflagrate ns last.

3463. Morveau’s Beducing Flux.
Powdered glass (freo from lead), 8 parta;

calcined borax and charcoal, each 1 part; all

in fine powder, and triturated together thor-

oughly. Used as black flux. (Sec No. 3401.)

3464. Flux for Boducing Load Ore.
Take G parts red orgnl, 4 parta nitre, 2 part*

borax, and 1 part fluorspar; pulverize wall

and mix thoroughly.

8405. Cornish Beducing Flux. Crudo

tartai, 10 parts; nitre, 4 parts; borax, 3 parts.

Mix as tho last.

3460.

Crude Flux. Samo as black flux,

(tee No. 3461). omitting Iho deflagration.
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Used for reducing. (See No. 2b.)

8467. Liebig’s Flux. Carbonate of

soda (dry, sea No. 2065), and cyanido of po-

tassium, 1 part each. Used for reducing ar-

cnioint acid.

3468. Fresonius’ Flux. Carbonate of
potassa (dry), (see No. 2065), 3 parts; cya-

nido of potassium, 1 part. For the arsenical

compounds.
3469. Christison’s Flux for Arsenic.

Carbonnto of soda, (crystallized). 8 parts;

charcoal (in lino powder), 1 part; mixture is

gradually to bo boated to redness.

3470. Flux for Copper. Sal-cnixum
(tho rofoso from aquafortis), to bo obtained
at most of tho chemical works at a trifling

cost, isstrongly recommended by Larkin as a

S
nnral flux tor copper foundings, particular-

whero largo masses of copper havo to bo
melted prior to adding tho tin and zinc.

Nothing is equal to it. This, with char-
coal. surpasses everything clso.

3471. Various Fluxes. Borax, tartar,

nitre, sal-ammoniac, common salt, limestone,
glass, fluorspar, rosin, and several other sub-
itencos are used os (luxes iu fusing metals,
and soldering. On tho large scalo crude tar-

tar is omployod. (Set No. 3472.)

Ooldering and Welding.
Soldering is the art of unitiug tho sur-

faces of metals by partial fusion, and tho in-

sertion of an alloy between tho edges, which
is called solder, it being moro fusible than tho

metals which it unites. Solders are distia-

ahed as hard and soft, according to their

mltr of fusion. Hard solders usually

melt only at a red heat, but Roft solders fuso

at lower temperatures. Iu order to join me-
tals, it is obvious that a solder must bo used
that molts at a lower temperaturo than tho
metals to bo Joined ;

but it may also bo ne-
cessary that it approach as nearly as possible
to thorn in point of hardness

;
and occasional-

ly, as is especially tho caso with jowclry,

similarity of color is an object. Tho heat
requisite for soldering small articles. f,uch at

iowclry, otc., is usually obtained by employ-
ing a common blowpipe; as by its uso a sud-

den heat may bo concentrated on a small

!

oint. Whero a larger surfaco has to bo
catcd, tho flamo of a spirit lamp ii used.

For brazing, or uniting larger objects with
hard Bolder, a furnace, or, if necessary, o forge,

may bo employed. In working tin plates,

tho Bolder is applied and fused by a heated
copper tool called a soldering-iron. Tho sur-

faces of parts to bo joined by soldering must
bo perfectly clean

;
anil in order to ensure

this, as well as to counteract tho oxidization

which most metals undergo when licntcd, a

flux is used (see No. 3479), which neutralizes
or removes these otherwise serious impedi-
ments, securing n firm joint.

3473. To Make Soldering Fluid for
Soft Solder. Into muriatic ocul put small
pieces of zinc until all bubbling ceases; some
odd 1 ounce sal-ammoniac to each pound of
tho liquid.

3474. Noutral Soldering Fluid. Dis-
solve zinc in muriatic add as abovo, then
warm tho solution and add sufficient oxide or
carbonate of tin in powder to neutralize it.

This prevents the (raid from corroding the
Reams.
3475. Soldering Liquid. Soldering

liquid is made by taking hydrochloric acid,

i pint; granulated tin, 1) oance; disaolvo
and add sbrno common solder and bydrochlo-
rate of ammonia.
3476. Flux for Soldering. For com-

mon purposes powdered resin is generally
nsed. Stearic acid, obtained from tho candle

factories, makes a good flax for fino tin work.
3477. Flux for Soldering Iron or

Steel. Dissolve chloride of zinc in alcohol.
3478. Flux for Soldering Steel. This

answers perfectly when the fracture is on old
one. To a saturated solution of zinc in I

pint muriatic acid, add 4 ounces pnlTerixed
sal-ammoniac; boil it for 10 minutes; put it,

when cold, in a well corked bottle. Tho boil-

ing must be dono in a copper vesscL
3479. 8oft Soldering. The solder is an

alloy of 2 parts tin to 1 part lead, fasiblo at
34(N Fobr.; or, for cheapness, tho proportion
is sometimes 3 to 2, fusible at 334°. This
substance is applied with a hot copper tool
called a soldering-iron, or by blowpipo flamo.
Heat, however, causes tho edges of tho meta!
to oxidizo

;
therefore tho edges are covered

with a substauco baring a strong attraction
for oxygen, and disposing tho metal to unito
to tho snider at a low temperature. Such
substances aro called fluxes, and are chiefly
borax, resin, sal-ammoniac, murioto of rintv
Venieo turpentine, tallow, or oil.

3480. Flux for Soldering Brass. For
brass or other similar alloy, resin, sal-ammo-
niac, and muriato of zinc aro tho proper flaxes.
Should tho work be heavy and thick, tho sol-

dering requires to be done orer a charcoal
firo in order to keep the tool heated withinK limits. It is as well to tin the surfaces

soldering; in soina com* simply dip-
ping into a pot of melted solder effects tho
purpose, but tho dip must bo done instantly
to lie effective.

Zinc. Zinc and tho flamo can bo directed to any point,
on accoont of its bring hinged at C V. Tho
flamocan bo extended by using several stands,
or by constructing several humors on ono
stand. Tho eat is much greater than from
charcoal, r: to regulated at pleasure, and
kopt at the .o temporaluro for any givon

of time. In t. proecs < of hard soldering, tho

. «... wftU,r boub bo driven off by gontlo boat:
3482. Flux for Soldering Tin and tho fusion of tho flux soon follows; a glossy

I*ad. Tin and lead require resin or oil ru substauco appears after tho froth, which, in

„
to turn, 1* replaced by tho alloy in red liquid

3483. Flux for Soldoring Powtor. fonn
;
the blue flamo from tho ignited sin.

fl«»x «r«l. and may, mad- info,, operator that t he snider now fuse*,
dition to the soldcnog iron process, bo Bolder- M that, n* soon a i the work is flushed with

Britannia ? T* 1 b° withdrftwn
'

*Jlow«l 10

'V,
r tux tor Soldering Britannia and cooled in water.

Metal. Britannia metol should liavo inunalo 3491 To Mnkn Rr’rlor Thumi.i.™
of zino for a flux, and bo soldered by tho affile mdUng’Sm

' m cuv « .
together in tho suino manner os for alloys

3485.

To Solder Iron. Iren requires the (see No. 3347). with tho aid of a flux. Thosurfaces to to tinned over before Iwing sol- mcUls employed ahould to pure, especially
dc^lh0 “Clb^ ,IP!0D,

;
N,

; i^
I&

-

,

** 8ilvor coin *0 Bolder uZ

3486.

To 80ft Solder Small Articles. hard.
Join together tho parte to bo soldered, tint 3492. 8older for Gold. Take 12 parte
moistening them with soldering fluid (see No. pure gold, 2 parte pure silver, and 2 parte
3473), lav a small piece of solder over the copper.
joint and apply heat, either over a spirit 3493. Solder for Silver. Tako 5 parte
flamo, or by means of the blowpipe, as the pure silver—not silver coin—6 parte brans,
caso may be. Tho neat should be withdrawn and 2 parts zinc. Or, 2 parte silver, 1 part
at tho moment of fusion, otherwise the solder common pius. This i.s iu\ easy flowing solder*
may becomo brittle. Use a pas jet to solder with.

3487.

To Soft Soldor Smooth Sur- 3494. Hard Solder. Tako 2 parte cop-toW- where two smooth surfaces are to bo per an« 1 part zinc. Or. equal parte of copper
Joined, moisten tho surfaces with soldering and zir ,. (See No. 3188.)
fluid (see No. 3473), and lay a pieco of tin foil 34f 5. Solder for 8ilver. Tako 19
betwcon them, press them together closely, parts unc silver, I part copper, and 10 parte
“id apply heat sufficient to fuso the tin foil. brass.

3488.

Hard Soldering or Brazing. 3496. Silver Solder. Melt together 34
The alloy used in hard soldering is generally parte, by weight, silver coin, and 5 parte cop-
made of equal ports of copper and zinc; much per; after cooling u little, drop into tho mix-
of tho zinc, however, is lost in the process, so tore 4 parts zinc, then heat again,
that tho real proportion is not equal parte. 3497. Fine Silver Solder. Melt in a
Tho alloy is heated over a charcoal fire, and clean crucible, 19 parts pure silver, 10 parte
broken to granulations in an iron mortar. A bras?, and 1 part copper

; add u small piece of
different proportion is used for soldering cop- borax as a (lux.
per and iron, viz. : 3 zinc to 1 copper. The 3498. Solder for Copper. Same as
commercial name is "spelter solder.

1

' bard soldering. (See No. 3488.)

3489.

Flux for Spelter Solder. The 3499. Solder for Tin. Take 4 parte
Box employed for spelter solder is borax. pewter. 1 port tin. and I part bismuth. Uso

which can cither bo used separately, or mixed,
by rubbing to a cream, or mixed with the
solder in a very little water.

3490. To Hard Soldor. When the
work is cleaned, bound, fluxed, and apcltcrod,
the whole is subjected to a clear charcoal or
coke fire; or, what is now becoming far moro
general, convenient, cleanly, and manageable,
a bellows blowpipe. Tho air passes from a
bellows propelled by tho foot through A
(See Engraving.) Tho gas passes through If,

3481. Flux for Soldcrin
is difficult to solder, from thclact that it is

apt to withdraw tho tin from tho soldering
bolt, zinc and copper having a stronger affin-
ity for each other than tin and copper. Tbo
proper flux is muriato of zinc, mado by dis-
solving small bite of rinc or zinc droj
muriatic acid mized with an equal bu
water.
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powdered resin when soldering.

3500. Fine Soft Solder. Take 2 parts

tin aud 1 part lead. Used for sohlerin g tin

plate-3, and tinning copper. Add resit, os a

flux when melting.

3501. Very Soft Solder. Kqool part*

of tin, lead, and bismuth.
3502. Solder for Pewter. Take 2

parts tin, 1 part each of lead and bismuth.

3503. Glaziers’ Solder. Take 3 part.*

lead and 1 part tin. This melts at 500° Fnhr.

3504. Solder Fusible in Boding Wa-
ter. Take 1 part tin, 1 part lead, an«1 2 parts

bismuth.
3505. Plumbers’ Solder. Take 1 part

bismuth, f» parts lead, and 3 part* tin.

3500. Solder for Lead. Take 2 parLs

lead and I part tin This is good. if. when a
small quantity is poured on a table, little

bright sqnils rise as it cools. When soldering

with this, use powdered resin.

3507. Brass Solder. Toko 12 parts

brass. <’* parts nine, and I perl tin.

3508. Strong Brass Solder. Take 3
parts brass and I part zinc.

3000. To Solder Fino Brass Work.
Wrttho parts with u strong solution of sal

ammoniac, apply tin foil between them, and
beat no more than is necessary to fuse tho

tin.

3610. To Solder Iron. Apply good

tough brass (sea No. 3358) with borax mixed

with water to the COnlistenco of cream. (Sea

No. 3188.)

3511. Solder for Joining Steel. This I*

hotter tlrnu tho usual brans solder, for uniting

oMt-stonl, Ac., an it. ruses at a lower tempera-

ture; and, being whiter in appe inm render.*

tho seams lens observable. Tnlm I'd parts, by

weight, lino silver; I part copper, and 2 parts

brass; molt thorn under a coat of charcoal

dUHt.
3512. Brass Solder for Brazing Tron

or Stool. Thin pinto* of brass nro to Is-

melted between the piaren that aro to bo Join-

mi. If tho work bo very lino—as when two

leaves of n broken saw are to be brazed

together—cover it with pulvorixed borax. du>

solved in wntor, that it may incoroorato with

Home brans powder which is added to it
;
the

piece must lio then oxposml t*» tho lira with

out touching the coals, and heated till the

brass is soon to run.

3513. To Solder Ferrule* for Tool

Handles, Ac. Take tho ferrule, lap round

tho jointing a small piern of brass wtro, then

just wet tho ferrule, scatter ground borax on

the joining, put it on tho end of a wire, ami

hold it in tho tiro till the brass fuses. It will

till up tho Joining, ami form a perfect solder

It may afterward.; bo turned ill the lathe.

3514. To Tin Iron for Soldering, Ac.
Drop zinc shavings into muriatic (hydro

chloric) acid, until it will dissolvo no more;

thou mid } its bulk of soft water. Iron, how-

over rusty, will bo cleansed by this solution,

aud receive from it a sufficient coating of

riuo for solder to ndhorn to. (See No. 3612.)

3515. To Solder Grey Caat-Iron.

First dip tbo costings in alcohol, after which,

sprinkle muriato of ammonia (sal-ummooinc)

over tho surfaco to bo soldered. Then hold

tho casting over a charcoal tiro till tho sal-

ammoniac begins to smoko, then dip it into

molted tin (not solder). This prepares the

metal for soldering, which can theu bo done

in tho ordinary way.
3510. Solder for Iron. Fuse together

67 parts copper aud 33 parts xinc. Or: 60

parts copper and 40 parts zinc.

3517. Hard Solder for Copper or
Brass. Take 13 parts copper and 1 part zinc

Or: 7 copper, 3 zinc aud 2 tin.

3518. Solder for Brass in General.
Taka 4 parts of scraps of tho metal to bo sol-

dered, and 1 part tinc.

3519. To Make Solder-Drops. Melt

the solder, and pour it in a sternly stream of

about I inch in diameter, from a height of 2

or 3 inches, ir.to cold waier; taking care that

tho solder, at tho time of pouring, is no hotter

than is jast necessary for fluidity.

3520. Aluminum Solder. Mouray

employs fivo different solders, being different

proportions of xinc, copper, and aluminum.

Tho copper is melted first, tho aluminum is

thou added in 3 or 1 portions; when tho whole

is molted, it is stirred with an iron rod. The
cmciblo is then withdrawn front tho fire, the

zinc gradually stirred into the mass, and tho

wholo poured into ingot shaped moulds, pre-

viously wiped out with lienzinc._ Tho parts

given in Uiu following proportion! aro by

1.-86 "
• psrt*

4 "
II part* slumnum
1 "

94

- 4 - " I
"

.. t •• •• • •• ••

- 1 - - 4 -

3521. To Solder Aluminum. Tho

faction of either of the above solders do-

pond » upon tho nature of the object. In
order to quirkun its fusion on the metal, •

mixture of 3 ports brlsun of copaiba and 1

part V'enico lurpentiao U undo umi of; other-

wise tho operation is performed in exactly the
same manlier as in llio brazing of other mol-
old. Tho aluminum udder is spread without

delay on Urn previously heated surfaces to bo
fastened together. In healing, tho bloo gas

flaino or tho turpentine blast lump is em-
ployed. Tho more and oftener tho soldur is

spread over Llio surface, tho letter it is.

3522. Aluminum 8older. If soft sol-

der is faked with one-half, one-fourth, or ono-

eighth of its weight of xinc smslgam (to bo
made by dissolving xinc in mercury, see No.
3539). a more or less bard ami easily-fusible

solder is obtained, which may bo used to

..older aluminum t<» itself or to other metals.

3523. Welding Powder for Iron and
Steel. For welding iron and steel n compo-

sition bas lately lieen patented in Belgium,
Consisting of iron filings, 10 ports

;
borax, 20

parts; lalum of copailu, or some other resin-

ous oil, 2; and sal ammooUc, 3 parts. They
are mixed, heated, and pulverized. Tho pro-

ce-a of welding is much tho Minn os usual.

Tho surface* to bo welded aro powdered with
llio composition, and thru brought U> a

cherry rod heat, at which llio powder melts,

when tho portions to l»o united aro taken from
tie lire and joined. If tho pieces to bo welded
arc too large to bo both introduced at tho samo
time into llio forge, ono can bo first heated
with tho welding powder to a cherry-red

heat, and tho others afterwards to a while

heat, after which llio welding may bo effected.

3524. Welding Composition for Coat
Steel. Tako borax, 10 parts; sal ammoniac,
I part

;
grind or pound them roughly together,

then fuse them in a metal potover a clear fire,

taking caro to continuo tho heat until all

spuino has disappeared from tho surface.

When tho liquid appears clear, tho composi-
tion is ready to bo poured out to cool and con-

crete
;

afterwards, being groaDd to a fino

powder, it is ready for use. To use this com-
position, tho steel to bo welded is firat

raised to a bright yellow heat, it is then dip-

ped amoug tbo welding powder, and again

placed in tho fire, until it attains tbo samo
degree of heat a; before ; it is then ready to bo
placed under the hammer.
3525. Welding Powder. For iron or

steel, or both together, calcine ar.d polveriia

together 100 parts iron or steel filings, 10 sal-

ammoniac, 6 borax, 5 balsam copaiba Ono
of tho pieces b to bo heated red, carefully

cleaned of scale, the composition is to be
spread upon it, and tho other piece applied

at a whito heat and welded with tho hammer.
3520. Welding Composition. Fuse

Iwirax with j'g its weight sal-ammoniac, cool,

pulverize, and mix with an equal weight ot

quicklime, when it is In b*» i- prink led on tho

red hot iron and tho latter replaced in tho
fire.

3527. Welding Composition. Take 15

ports borax, 2 of sal-ammoniac, and 2 of pros-
siato of potash. Being dissolved ill water, tbo
water should be gradually evaporated ululow
temperature.

3528. Welding Composition. Mix 10

ports borax with 1 part Sul-ammoniac; fuoo

tho mixture, and poor it on nn iron pinto.

When cold, pulvonzo it, uud mix it with an

equal weight of quicklime, sprinkle it on iron

boated to redness, and replace it in llio liro.

It may bo welded below tho usual heat.

3520. Compound for Welding Steel.

Tho following composition is said t<» ho su-

perior to borax lor welding BtCel. Mix
coarsely powdered borax with a thin paste of

PrassifUl bluo; then lot it dry. Thu combi-

nation Room 4 to bo a rational one.

3530. Antimonoid. A welding powder,

named antimonoid, bus been in use for Sonin

tiino past in Germany, and found to bn of

great efficiency. Tho formula for its prepara-

tion has, until lately, been kept n Meerut; •<

consist* of 1 parts iron turnings, 3 ports

borax. 2 parts lisiruto of iron, and I of wntor.

3531. Fluxes for Soldoring and Weld
ing.

tor Iron or uteri Boru or Mi-ammoniac.
•• Tlaosxl Iron Rcolnor cblorisloof olm\
•• Conpor au<l l>ra*« Ral-aiuroonlacor chlorluo
•• vjoc Cblorldoof zino. (of xinc.

•• I.pad Tallow or roalu.
•• IMil aud tin |ii|xa Ilealii and uwiMit oil.

A malgams. Substances formed

iri. by 111! X lag quicksilver with another

metal. Alloy* containing s|iilcksilvcr. Mer-

cury unites with most of tho metals by mere
contact, fanning amalgams. ThcKu uiu Cm
ployed far various purpuses in tho arts, a;

silvering, gilding, coaling mirrors, Ac.

3533. Amalgam of Gold for Gilding
Brass, Copper, Ac. I'luoo min part grain

or leaf gold in a small iron saucepan or ladle,

perfectly ch an, then mid 8 parti mercury, and

apply a gcntlo hoot, when tho gold will dim

solve; agitato tho mixture for ono minute

with a smooth iron stirrer, and pour it out on

a clean plots or Btono slab. When cold it is

ready for use.

3534. To Gild with Gold Amalgam.
For gilding brnss, copper, Ac. Tho metal to

bo gilded 19 first rubbed over with a Solution

of intrato ofcnorcury, ami then covered with

a very thin film of tho amalgam. On heat

being applied, tho mercury volatilizes, leaving

tbo gold behind. A much less proportion of

gold is often employed than tho ubove, where

a very thin and cheap gilding is required, ns,

by increasing tho quantity of tho mercury, tho

precious metal may be extended over u much
larger surface. (Sec No. 3391.)

3535. Amalgam of Silver for Silver-

ing Metals. Prepare in the same way ns

amalgam of gold, but substitute silver instead

of gold. (Sec No. 3533.)

3530. To Obtain Pure Silver in

Powder. Tbo best process to obtain pure

silver in powder, is by adding copper to a

dilute solution of silver in nitric acid, until all

action ccasca. Tho silver is precipitated in a

fine powder. Before using llio silver powder
to prepare amalgam, it must bo thoroughly

washed until tbo water ceases to have any

acid taste, or litmus paper is unchanged by

it. (See Nos, 3212, <fc.) Tho silver in this

form, besides being necessarily purer, ainal-
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Kainates more readily with the quicksilver.

3537. To Make a Solution of Silver.
Di-moivo a silver coin in slightly dilutcl nitric

acid. Mexican coin fa preferable, beconaa It

is purer. (See No. 3213.)
3538. Amalgam for Silvering the

Insides of Convex Mirrors, Glass
Globes, <ftc. Lead and tin, of each 2 ounces

;

bismuth, 2 ounces; mercury, 4 ounces. Add
the mercury to the rest in a melted statoond
remove from tho fire; mix well with an iron
rod. This amalgam melts nt a low heat, and
is employed for silvering tho insides of hollow
-'lass vessels, globes, couvex mirrors, Ac.
Tho glass, being well cleaned, Is carefully
warmed, and tho amalgam, rendered fluid by
heat, is then poured iu. and tho vessel turned
round and round, so that tho metal may bo
brought in contact with every part of tho
glass which it is desired to cover. At a cer-
tain temperature this amalgam readily ad-
here to glass. ( See Nos. 3545, and 3614.)
3530, To Muko Zinc Amalgam for

Electrical Machines. Melt 2 ounces sino
in o Indio, remove from tho firo, and stir into
it f> ounces mercury previously heated. Stir
till cold, and then powder it. Keep it in a
tightly corked bottle.

3540. Improved Electric Amalgam.
It ia well known that a deposit of moisture
greatly interferes with thn action of electrical

machines, experiments often wholly failing

l orn this cause, especially in tho winter
season. Mr. F. Diction, of KIngcnfurt, has
devised a method by which ho obviates this
dilllculty, consisting simply in a modification
of tho amalgamation of tho rubber cushion.
For this purporo ho pours petroleum over
nine tilings, and, adds an equal quantity of
mercury (though an excess or mercury facili-

tates tho process). Tho mixture is then
brought, by working together in a mortar, to
tho condition of a homogeneous pasto, and
pressed between a double cloth. A soft nuws
is thus obtained, which, however, soon hard-
ens; hut which, being finely pulverized and
mixed with a primer quantity of greaso, is

spread upon thn rubber cushion. This makes
trio surfucu qnilo glossy, anil, when tho glass
disk baa previously boon wiped with n picco
of cotton slightly impregnated with petroleum
or benzino, will develop electricity obond-
antly, even in damp localities where tho
usual arrangement fails.

3541. Boettger’s Amalgam for
Electrical Machines. Bocttgor rooom-
incnds a mixture of 2 parts (by weight) of
puro zinc, whilo melted, to bo mixed with 1

part of mercury. This should bo kopt in

1

>1000:1 iu a well-stoppered flask, and is raid to
o superior to tbo amalgam mado of 2 porta

mercury, 1 ziuc, and I tin.

3542. Tin Amalgam. Amalgam of
tin forms readily by introducing tbo solid
metal into tho mercury. Iu this way hexog
onnl crystnlllno formations bavo been ob-
served

;
there is always a decided contraction

in bulk. Tho hnrd amalgam of tin oblainM
by passing tho liquid nmalgam through lino

Jenthcr, then drying, and afterward* rubbing
under water, forma ono of tho plaotic cements
for filling teeth. (.See No. 3553). It hardens
within a few days, and ia, besides, used for

hermetically closing gloss tubes. Mixed with
a littlo silver amalgam it is a less plastic mass
and requires a littlo more mercury, but it

hardens much sooner.

8543. Copper Amalgam. Copper
amalgam ia host obtained by first precipitat-

ing metallic copper in a fine state of division

from a solution of 3 ounces of bluo vitriol in a
quart of water mixed with aa ounco of oil of
vitriol, by means of clean wrought iron;

then, after washing it thoroughly with hot
water, moistening tho powder xrith a solution

of proto-nitrate of mercury, aad finally in-

corporating it under water ia a mortar with
the required quantity of mercury. 'This
amalgam, like the hard amalgam of tin, has
tho property of being softened and rendered
plastic by mere trituration with a pestle.

Tho proportions are generally 3 parts of cop-

per to 7 of mercury.
3544. Tin and Cadmium Amalgam.

Similar properties to tin aud copper amalgams
belong to the compound amalgam of tin and
cadmium, which are fused together in the
proportion of 2 to 1 and mixed with wanned
mercury in excess, which latter it removed
by pressure when cold. (See No. 3549.)
3545. Amalgam for Silvering Glass

Ornaments. The silver coating of glass
beads and those large sized glass ornaments
now in fashion, is prodneed by shaking within
them an amalgam composed of 8 parts bis-

muth, 5 of lead, 3 of tin. and from 7 to 9
parts of mercury. (Sea No. 3538.) A mix
tore of 2 parts each tin and bismuth and 1 of
morcury, when powdered, is used for painting

as imitation irilver bronzes.

3546. Amalgams of tho Alkaline
Metals. The amalgams of the alkaline
metals are remarkablo for their hardness,
though the metals sodium and potassium
thooivelvcs are quite soft at tho ordinary
temperature. One per cent, of sodium in

'aces an amalgam which ismercury proda
liquid, but still

I
aito thick, and l per cent,

era tho mercury still

tin and

so. A very hard compound is that consisting
of 200 otrU of mereary, 10 of potassium, and
1 of sodium. By means of the alkalino amal-
gam*, most other mercurial alloys may bo
produced, by introducing them into the solu-
tion of other metals. Z«ao amalgam is like-

wise used for the purpose.

3547. Amalgam of Fusiblo Motal.
Fusible motal forms an amalgam with j*r of
its weight of mercury, which fuses fur below
tbo boiling point of water; cadmium increases
the fusibility still more. A mixed amalgam
for injecting anatomical preparations, which is

hard at ordinary temperature, but becomes
soil at 1503, and fuses at 176° Fahr., consists
of 20 parts of bismuth, 12 of lead, 7 of tin,

and 4 of mercury. (Set Nos. 3456, Ac.)
3548. Amalgam for Varnishing

Plaster Casta, Melt together 1 part each
bismuth, and stir in thoroughly 1 port

ury. When cool, pound tho amalgam
with whito of egg, forming a mctallio pamt
which may bo laid on with a brush.
3540. Evans’ Tooth Amalgam. Tako

>f puro grain tin, 2 parts; cadmium and
lees’ wax, of each

1
part ; melt them togothcr

n a porcelain cruciblo at a heat not exceedi-
ng 600° Fahr., and cast tho alloy so as to
onn a small ingot, which, when cold, must
be reduced to filings. For uso, a small
(uantity of these filings is formed into an
unalgam with quicksilver, tho excess of the

latter is sqneczed out through a pieco of
chamois leather, aud tho amalgam at once
applied to the tooth. (See No. 3550.) This
cement is recommended by Mr. Evans as very
durable and unobjectionable. Its color is

intermediate between that of silver and tin,

but it is said not to darken 60 readily as tho
simple amalgams of thoso metals. ( See No.
3544.)

3550.

Dentists' Amalgam, or Gold
Stopping. The dentists, in preparing and
using this, commonly proceed as follows : A
littlo puro grain-gold is heated in a bright
iron ladle (or capsule), and enough pure
mercury added to render it of a doughy con-
sistence at the temperature of hot water.
When it has become cold, the excess of mer-
cury, if any, is removed by pressure in a niece
of chamois leather. In using it, a little of

the amalgam, as hot as cau bo borne, is

kneaded m tho hand, aud at onco pressed
into tho cavity of tho tooth, where it gradual-
ly hardens, it is an excellent aud durablo
stopping, and is, perhaps, preferable to all

others, except the diamond tooth cement (see

Index) for filling up cracks and cavities in tho
enamel, particularly of tho front teeth, on
account of its color and tho caso of its appli-

cation.

3551. Dontiats’ Amalgam of Silver
is used in the same way as tho last

;
but its

color is less natural, and is apt to be blackened
by tho sulphur in tho secretions of tho mouth
and tho food. (See No. 3535.)
3552. Dentiata’ Amalgams of Tin

and Zinc are also employed us tooth cement,
but are inferior in color to, durkcu aooncr,

and possess loss durability, than that of
silver.

3553. Alloy for Filling Tooth. An
alloy, which is sold iu commerce in tho slmpo
of Urge, almost whito filings, shows upon
analysis tho following composition : Tin, 611

;

silver, 388; copper, I. The alloy is to bo
amalgamated before uso by warming it in a
spoou with a littlo mercury. Tho combina-
tion takes placo rapidly, und tho nmalgam,
whilo still warm, is pressed in a picco of soft

leather, whereby tho excess of mercury is re-

moved. It is now far preferable to tho cele-
brated copper amalgam, ns it retains its whilo
color in tho mouth, whilo tho other turns
dark. Tho hardness is a littlo lo ss than that
of tho coppor amalgam. (Sea No. 3542.)
3554. To Recover tho Silver Alloy

from Dentiata’ Amalgam. Tho silver
alloy may ho easily obtained from scraps of
dentists' amalgam in tho following manner:
Provido 2 crucibles of different Bizos, bo that
tho Binnllcr ono, inverted, will rest a littlo war
within tho larger. Muke a hole, about J inch
in diamotcr, in tho bottom of tbo smaller, ti>Elo a vent for tho mercurial vapors.

tho pieces of amalgam in tlm larger

cruciblo, invort tho smaller ono into it, lute
them, and fasten thorn firmly togothcr with
steel wire. Plnoo tho wbnlo, as soon as tho

luting is dry, into a blast furnace, and in a
short tiino tiio mercury will nil havo passed
off in vapor, when tho cruciblo may bo sot
asido to cool, and tho ulloy will bo found in ft

buttou nt Uio bottom. A a wuno portion of
tho tin io tho alloy has been lost in tho oporo-
tion, tho button should bo rcmollud in a clean
opon crnciblo, with tho addition of a littlo

puro tin. Thin will now bo ready to mako
again into amalgam as occasion requires.

3555.

Ruhmkorfs Amalgamating
Fluid. Dissolve by heat 2 pnrts by weight
of mercury in 1 port aqua regia; when dis-
solvod, add 10 parts bydrochlorio acid. A
worn-out xino will bo amalgamated iu a fow
seconds by immersion in this fluid.

(gilding, Silvering, &c.
V-

A

In this department wo gi vo processes for

gilding and silvoriDg wood, metals, paper, and
glaas; together with a number of receipts for

coating various metals with other metallic
doposits.

3557. Implements for Gilding on
Wood. A sufficient quantity of leal-gold,

which is of two sorts—dcop gold, and pnle, or
lomon gold. Tho formor ia tho best

;
tho lat-

ter very useful, and may occasionally bo intro-

duced for variety or effect.

A gilder’s cushion; an oblong pieco of
wood, covered with rough calf skin, stuffed
with flannel several times doubled, with a
border of parchment, about 4 inches deep at
one end, to prevent tho air blowing tho leaves
about when placed ou tho cushion.
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A gilding knife, with a straight and very

smooth edgo, sharp enough to cut tho gold,

but not sufficiently so to cut tho cushion. It

must be perfectly clean, or tho gold leaf will

adhere to it.

Several caincl'a-hair pencils ofassorted sizes;

and tips, modo of a few long camel's hairs put

between two cards, in tho samo manner a*

hairs aro put into tin cases for brushes, thus

making a Hat brush with a very few hairs.

A burnisher, which is a crooked pieco of

agate set in along wooden handle.

3558. Burnished Gilding. This style

of gilding is adapted for fine work, such as

S
icturo- frames and other fancy furniture,

fo shall endeavor to giro tho ucccssory in-

Btructions, in tho following receipts, to thoso

who wish to undertake this kind of work,

and with caro and practice they may perform

tho operation successfully.

3550. To Make Size for Preparing
Picturo Frames and Other Wood Work
for Gilding. To } pound parchment shav-

ings, or cuttings of white leather, add 3 quarts

water, and boil it in a proper veswl till re

duccd to nearly half tho quantity; then toko it

off tho Grc, and strain it through a *icve. Be
careful, in tho boiling, to keep it well stirred,

and do not let it bum.

3500.

To Proparo or Whiten Picture
Frames or Woou Work. First, with the

abovo size alone, and boiling-hot, go over the

frames in every part: then mix a sufficient

quantity of whiting with size, to tho consist-

ency of thick cream, with which go over every
part of tho framo ti or 7 times, carefully

letting each coat dry beforo proceeding with

tho next; this will produco a whito ground,

nearly or quite ^ inch in t blckncw. Tho size

must not he too thick, and, when mixed with

tho whiting, should not bo put on as hot os

tho first coat is by itself. It will bo belter

to separate tho dirty or course parts of tho

whiting by straining it through a aiovo.

3501.

To Clean and Polish Fmmee.
When the prepared frames aro quite dry,

Clean and polish them. To do this, wet a
small piece at a time, and, with a smooth, fine

pieco of cloth, dipped in water, rub tho part

till all tho inequalities nro removed , and for

thoso porta wliero tho fingers will not outer,

aa tho mouldings, Ac., wind tho wot cloth

round a picco of wood, ami by this moans
mako tho surface all equally smooth anil

oven. Where thcro is curved work, Ac., it

will sometimes bo necessary to bring tho

mouldings to thoir original sharpneas by

means of chisols, gouges, Ac., as tho prepare

tion will bo apt to till up all tho Gner part* of

tho work, which must bo thus restored. It is

sometimes tho practice, after polishing, to go

over tho work onco with lino yellow or Roman
ochre.

3502.

To Mako Gold Size for Frames.
Grind lino Hal-ammoniac woll with a muller

and stono; sernpo into it a littlo beef suet,

and grind oil well together; after which mix
in with a pallet knifo a small proportion

of parchment sizo with a donblo proportion of

water.

3503.

Gold Sizo for Picture Frames.
Grind a lump of tobacco pipe clay into a very

stiff paste with thin sizo; add a small quantity

of red ochro and lino black lead, ground very

line, and temper tho whoio with a small pieco

of tallow.

3504.

To Prepare Picture Frames for

Gilding. Take a small cop or pipkin, into

which put us much gold size as you judgo suf-

ficient for tho work in hand ; odd parchment
sizo till it will just flow from tho brush; when
quito hot, pass over your work with a very

soil brush, taking caro not to put tho first

coat too thick ; let it dry, anil repeat it two
or threo times more, and. when quito dry.

2&ft.

brush the whole with a stiff brush, to remove
any roughness. Tho work is cow ready for

tho gold. Tbo parchment aizo

Id bo of such a consistence, when cold,

as the common jelly sold in tho stores; for if

too thick it will be apt tochip, and if too thin

it will r.ot have sufficient body.

3565. To Apply Gold Leaf to Picture
Frames and Other Wood Work. This is

tho. most difficult part of the operation, and
requires some practice; but, with a littlo can-

tiou and attention, it may be easily perform-
ed. Turn tho gold out of tho book onto tho

cushion, a leaf at a rime ; then, passing tho

gilding-knife under a leaf, bring it into a con-
venient pari of tho cushion for cutting it into

the sizo of the pieces required
;
breathe gently

on tho centre of tho leaf, and it anil lay flat

on tho cushion
;
then cut it to tho proiicr sizo

by sawing it gently with tho Lnifo (ill divided.

1‘laco tho work in a position nearly horizon-

tal, ami, with a long-haired cannTehair pencil

dipped in water (or with a small quantity of

brandy in tho water), go over as mnch of it as

tho pieco of gold is to cover; then take up
tho gold from tho cushion with tho tip;

drawing it over tho forehead or check will

damp it sufficiently to adhere to tho gold,

which must then carefully bo transferred to

iu place on tho work. and. gently breathing

on it, it will adhere; hut take caro that tho

part to which it I* applied is suflieiontly wot •

indeed, it must be floating, or llio gold will

bo apt to crack. Proceed in thi* manner by a

littlo at a time, and do not attempt to cover

too much at once. Ho careful
, in proceeding

with tho work, if any flaw* or crock* appear,

to tako a corresponding pieco of gold, and ap-

ply it immediately ; sometime*, also, it will

l>o decenary, when tho gold does not appear

to odhnro aufflciootly. to draw a pencil quite

filled with water clo*o to tho edge of tho gold,

so that tho water may run underneath it.

3500. To Burnish Oold. When Uiu

work U covered with gold, set it by to dry

;

it will bo ready to Imniidi in about eight or

ton hour*; but this will depend on tho

warmth of tho room or state of tho air.

When it i.s ready, those part s which aro to lx*

burnished must bo dusted with a soil brash,

and, wiping tho burnisher with a pieco of soft

wash-leather (quite dry), begin to burnish
about an inch or two in length at a time, tak-

ing caro not to lean too bard, but with n

gontlo and quick motion apply tho tool till it

is equally bright all over.

3507. Matting, or Dead Gold. Those

C t of tho work which look dull from not

g burnished, aro now to be matted, that

is. aro to bo modo to look like deoil gold
;
for

if left in its natural state it will havo a shi-

ning appearance, which must ho thus rectified.

Grind .some vermilion, or yellow ochre, very
fine, and mix a very small portion either with

tho parchment sizo or with tho whito of an

S and with a very soft brush lay it even
smooth on tbo parts intended to look

dull ; ir well done, it will add greatly to the

beauty of tho work. Tho work muni be well

cleared of superfluous gold, by means of a soft

brush (a hat brush answers the purpose well),

previous to burnishing or matting.
3568. To Finish Gilding. It is now

only necessary to touch the parts in tho hol-

low* with a composition modo by grinding
vermilion, gamboge, and red lead, very fine,

with oil of turpentine, und applying it care-

fully with a small brush iu the parts'required,

and inserting suitable bits of gold leaf with a
camel’s-hair brush. Sometimes the finishing

is done by means of shell-gold, which is the

best method ; it should be diluted with gum-
arabic, and applied with a small brush.

3509. To Mako Shell-Gold. Take any
quantity of leaf-gold, and grind it, with a

small portion of honey, to a fine powder; odd
a littlo gum-arabic and sugar candy, with a

littlo water, and mix it well together; put it

in a shell to dry until wanted.

3570. Oil” Gilding is that which is de-

signed for out door work, to stand tho weather
and wash, and is performed with oil arid var-

nish. Where tho object is to give a high
liunh. paint tho work with a color composed
of tho finest white lead and yellow ochro, in

such proportions that tho color shall bo as
near as possible to tho color of tho gold to bo
employed, mixed with oil (not boiled), and
turpentine, till of tho consistence of thin
paint; this to be laid on evenly, and allowed
to dry thoroughly, then repent it for 5 or even
more coals, till it is perceived that the grain
or roughness of tho oltjcct to bn gilt is entire-

ly hidden. When tho last coat is dry it must
bo rubbed perfectly smooth, first with pumice
stono, and finished with n piece of woolon
cloth and finely pounded pumice; nml lastly,

with putty powder, till it is smooth as glam.
It must then bo varnished over with fine lao

varnish several times, applying a slight degree
of boat after each coat. This may bo ilono

by holding a hot iron near it till tho varnish
has flowed smooth and even over the Hurfnoo.
Whcu tho last coat of varnish i.s quito hard it

must bo polished
;
this is douo by putting on

a horso-hair glove, and rubbing the surfoco

with this first, then with Tripoli, applied with
a pieco of wot woolen cloth

;
and lastly, by

wet putty powder, first upplicil with woolen
cloth, then with tho boro band, till it is as
bright as glass. It must then bo varnished
over with a thin coat (tho thinner tho better)

of gold size, and when unfilcicntly dry tho

gold is to bo applied, beginning at tho part
that i* dryest. When gill, it is to bo allowed
to remain for two or throe days, and then
brushed over lightly with a COiuelVhair brush
to rcinovo superfluous gold. It i.s next to bo
varnished with spirit varnish, applying hoot
as before, then varnished with eopnl varnish
two or three time*, allowing it to becomo
perfectly hard between oarh coat; after tho
la-t coat of varnish it is finished by polishing,
first with Tripoli, applied with ft soft cloth and
water, and then with the bare hand and a lit-

tle oil. anil wiped dry.

3571. Oil Size for Gilding. Grind cal-

cined red ochro with the best and oldest dry-

ing oil, und mix with it a littlo oil of turpen-

tine when used. Whcu llio work is to bo
gilded, first give it a coat of parchment sizo

;

then apply tho abovo sizo whom requisite,

either hi patterns or letters, and let it remain,
till, by touching it with tho linger, it feels

just sticky; then apply the gold leaf, and dab
it on with a pieco ol cotton

;
iu about an hour

wash off tho superfluous gold with spungo
uid water, and when dry, varnish it with
copal varnish.

3572. Water Size. Water xi/.o (for

burnished gilding) is parchment sizo ground
with yellow ochre.

3573. To Prevent tho Adhesion of
Gold Loaf. Fainter* and decorators will

find tho following plan a good on© to simplify

v most troublesome part of their work ; A
small pieco of ball liquorice, dissolved in

water, applied with a flat Cftuiel’s-hair brush
Ui tho place intended to bo left uagilt, will

prevent tho leaf adhering. Tho solution must
bo weak. M ado thick and gummy, it is very
useful to protect ornamental parts of work
that is to bo repainted.

3574. To Gild the Edges of Books
and Paper. The gold applied to tho edges
of books, Ac., is in the same state as for va-

rious ornamental purposes, namely, an ex-
tremely thin leaf. Before tho easo or cover
of tho book is quito finished, tho volume is

struck forcibly against tho hack, sons to mako
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iha fore-edgo flat instead of concave. It is
then placed iu a press, with the exposed edge
uppermost. The edgo is scraped smooth
with a piece of steel, and is coated with a
mixture of red chalk and water. Tho gold is
blown out from small books, and spread on a
leather cushion, whore it is cut to tho proper
rizo by a smooth-edged knifo. A camcl's-hair
pencil is dipped into whito of egg mixed with
water, and with this tho partially dry edge of
tho book is moistened

;
the gold is then taken

np on a tip brush, and applied to tho moist-
ened edgo, to which it instantly adheres.
Whon all tho threo edges havo been gilt in
this way, and allowed to remain a very fow
minutes, tako a burnisher formed of a very
smooth pioco of hard stono (usually blood-
atone), and rub tho gold very torciblv,
winch gives the gold a high degree of polish.
3675. Gilding- on Glass. Mix powder-

ed gold (see *\o. 2617) with thick gum-arabic
and powdered borax. With this traco tho de-
sign on tho glass, and then bake it in a hot
oven. Thus tho gutn is burnt, and the borax
is vitrified, at tho some time tho gold is fixed
on tho glass.

Monograms and names may thus be gilded
on glass or china.
3576. To Gild with Dutch MetAl.

The imitation of gold or silver leaf known as
Dutch metal is much usod for common pur-
poses. Tho article to bo gilded is prepared
with a coating of oil six©, on which tho motal
is laid. Tho uixing is not allowed to dry
<|Uito so long as for gold or silver leaf; tho
motul being laid on as boou as tho size baa Ret
ramciuntly not to smear. Metal is not han-
dle* with a gilding cushion und tip; but tho
books, with tho meUil in thorn, aro cut into
ptof!«M of tho requisite nhnno, with a pair of
shears or acissorx, and the metal leaf laid on
tho sizing direct from tho portions of tho
book ; after which it is pressed close by means
of a roller covorcd with flannel, and finally
brushed over tho sumo as gold leaf, being
careful to brush with and not against the
overlap. Whito Dutch motal, nicoly managed,
and flowed over with sholluc spirit varnish
(colored with gamboge), makes a very good,
cheap, and durnblo substitute for gold leaf.
3577. Grecian Gilding-. Diwolvo equal

parts of sal-ammoniac and corrosive subli-
mate in nitric acid, and a solution of gold is
to bo made with tho above mixturo us a sol-
vout; after slight concentration, tho liquid is
apphod to tho surfico of silver, which im-
mediately becomes black, but, on being heat-
ed, exhibits a rich gilded surface.
3578. Japannera’ Gilding. Tho snr-

faco is covered with oil size thinned with
spmts of turpentine, and gold in powder
(sec No. 2ol7) is gently dubbed on with a nnff

"’a
f
h
;i
lca ' 1

i

,'r- Th,fl pvosthe appearance
of frosted gold. A coating of varnish is next
pv

~"\J"
,lowid b7 n ffontlo heat in tho stove.

3570. Leaf Gilding-. This term is
commonly applied to tho gilding of paper,
vellum, Ac., by applying leaf gold to tho
nurtaco previously prepared with a coating of

K
in water, sizo, or whito of egg. It inav be
nushed with an agate.
3580. To Make Oil Gold Size. This

is usually mado from tho sediment which
collects at tho bottom of tho pot or dish in
which painters wash their brushes, thoroughly
ground and stained.

3581. Oil Gilding. Tho surface is pre-
pared or primed with a coat of white lead
m drying oil; theii follow 2, 3, or 4 coats of
calcined whito lead ground in linseed oil and
turpentine, with an interval of at least 24
hours botween each coat, which must be
carefully smoothed off with pumice-stone or
shave grass. The gold size («« No. 3560) is
next applied. When the gold eizo coat is
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sufficiently dry. tho gold leaf is applied and
pieased on with a wad or soft brush. After
a few days for hardening, a coat of spirit var-
nish is applied,and the surface passed cautious-
ly and evenly over a chafing dish of charcoal.
For indoor work, it is finished off with a coat
of pale oil varnish.

3582. To Gild Poliahed Metal. Pol-
ished silver, copper, brass, Ac., mar bo gild-
ed by the direct application of gold leaf to
lh« surface heated U> a bluish tint, pressing
it on gently and carefully with tho burnisher.
This process is repeated until tho proper
thickness and tone is attained. Then it is
polished with the burnisher and colored at tho
stove.

3583. Gold Tracing on Motal.Wriling or any device in gold may bo made
on polished steel or iron, by tracing on the
surface with a camel-hair pencil, using an
ethereal solution of gold. The ether ovaporat-
mg leaves a coating of gold, which may then
b© polished. (Set No. 3685.)

3584. Wator Gilding. Thin process
involves several distinct operations, and can
only bo performed successfully by thoso who
have learned tho art practically.

3585. Ethereal Solution of Gold for
Gilding on Steel. This process answers
equally well for either gold or platina. Dis-
solve any quantity of gold or platina in nilro-
muriatic acid (aqua regia), until no further
effervescenco is occasioned by tho application
of heat. (Set No. 361-8.) Evaporate tho
solution of gold or platina, thus formed, to
dryness, m a gentle beat (it will then bo freed
from all excess of acid, which in essential),
ami redissolve thn dry mass in an little water
as possible; next take a separating funnel
or pinetto (see No. 3831), fi fi it about one-
fourth with tho liuuid, and tho other three
part* must bo filled with tho very best sul-
phuric ether. If this bo rightly managed, (ho
two liquid* will not mix. Then placo tho
tnbo in a horizontal position, and gently turn
it round with tho finger and thumb. Tbo
ether will very soon bo impregnated with tho
gold or platinA. which may be known by it*

changing it* color; replace it in a perpendicu-
lar position, and let it rest for 24 hoars,
having first stopped up tho upper orifice with
a cork. Tho liquid will then bo divided into
two part*—tho darkest coloring being under-
neath. To separate them, tako out tbo cork
and let the dark liquid flow out; when it has
disappeared, atop tho tubo immediately with
tho cork, and what remains in the tubo is fit
for use, and may bo called gilding liquid.
Lot it lie put into a bottle, and tightly corked.
Tho munato of gold or platina, formed by
digesting these metals in uilro-murialic aci«f,

must bo cutirely free from all excess of arid,
because it will otherwise act too forcibly on
tho steel, and causo tho coating of gold to
peel off. Pure gold must be employed

;
tho

ether mnst not bo shaken with tho muriate of
gold, as is advised by some, for it will then
bo sure to contain acid; but if tho two
liquids bo brought continually into contact by
tho motion described, tho affinity between
other and cold i* *o strong as to overcomo tho
obstacle of gravity, and it will hold the gold
m Holution. Thp ethereal solution may als«>

bo concentrated by gcntlo evaporation.

3586
. To Gild Steel. Pour some of

tho ethereal solution of gold into a wine-glass,
and dip into it tho blade of a now penknife,
lancet, or razor; withdraw the instrument
and allow tho ether to evaporate; the blade
will then bo found covered with a beautiful
coat of gold. The blado may bo moistened
with a clean rag, or a small piece of very dry
spongo dipped into the ether, and tho same
effect will bo produced. (See No. 3565.)

DICK’S
3587.

Elk ington’a Patent, or Anglo-
German Gilding. Tho articles, after being
perfectly cleaned from scalo or grease, and
receiving a proper face, aro to bo suspended
on wires, dipped into tho gilding liquid (sec

No. 3588) boiling hot, and moved about there-
in, when, in from a fow seconds to a minute,
depending on tho nowne.ss and strength of

tho liquia, tho reauisito coating of gold will

bo deposited on them. By ft little practice
tho timo to withdraw tho articles is readily
known; tho duration of the immorsiou re-

quired to produce any given effect gradually
increases as tho liquid weakens by use.

Whon properly gilded, tho articles aro with-
drawn from tho solution of gold, washed in
clean water, anil dried; after which they uu-a tho usual operation of coloring, Ac. A

appearance is produced by tho applica-
tion to tho articles of a weak solution of
nitrato of mercury previously to tho immer-
sion

;
or tho deadening may bn given by ap-

plying a solution of the nitrato to tho gilded
Kurfoco and then oxpolling tho morcury by
boat

3588.

Elkington’s Patont Gilding
Liquid. Fine gold, 5 ounces (troy); nitru-
murialio acid (aqu.i regia), 52 ounces (avoir-
dupois); dissolve by heat, and continno the
boat until red or yellow vapors ccuso to ho
evolved

;
decant tho clear liquid into a smta-

bio vessel; add distilled water, 4 gallons;
nuro bicarbonato of potato, 20 pounds

;
and

boil for 2 hours. Tho nitro-muriatio add is

mado with pure nitrio acid (specific gravity
1.46), 21 ounces; pure muriatic acid (spocifio

gravity 1.15), 17 ouncos; and distilled water,
14 ouncos.

3589.

Gilding by Imxnoraion. Dis-

solve ti-roxido or tcrchlnrido of gold in n solu-

tion of pyrophosphate of soda, and dip thn
nrticlo to bo gilt in it.

3500. Gilding and Silvering by
Amalgams. For theso processes see Nos.
11532 to 3538.

3591.

Gold Plating Powdor. Wash
thoroughly i ounco chloride of gold; thon
odd it to a solution of 2 ounces cyunido of
poUsHium in n pint of cleau rain water;
*hako well, and let it stand until tho chlorido
is dissolved. Add 1 pound prepared Spanish
whiting, cxpoKO to tho air till dry*, ami thon
put ntvny iu a tight vessel for use.

3592.

To Apply Gold Plating Pow-
dor. Mako somo gold plating powder into a

C> "ith water, ami rub it on tint mrfiu-o of
arlielo with u picco of chamois skin or

cotton flannel. Thn surface of tho article

should bo thoroughly cleansed before apply-
ing tbo plating powder.

3593.

Gilding Paste. Metallic sur-
faces are gilt by rubbing on tho following
mixturo: Tcrc-hlori.lo of gold, 36 parts; dis-
eolvo in pure water, 36 parts, aud mix with
o solution of cyanido of potassium, GO parts
in pure water. 80 part*; shako well, and set
by tor 16 minutes, then fitter. This liquid is
thickened with a powder composed of pre-
pared chalk. 100 parts; cream of tartar. 5
parts.

3594. Fire Gilding. This was oxton-
Mvoly done before tho discovery of tho art of
electroplating. Many a piece of boautiftil
workmanship has comedown tons from an-
cient Romo and Greece, gilded, and probably
in tho same way as wo do it now, under tho
narno of fire-gilding. It requires more gold,
the coating being thicker, and is therefore more
expensive: but it will last longer, and is tho
more convenient way for gilding coins and
small articles. Clean tho silver piece, by
means of a brush and a little ammonia water,
until the surfaco is evenly bright and show's

a small piece of gold andno tarnish. Tako
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dissolve it in about 4 times its volume of me-
tallic mercury, which will in a short time be
accomplished and an amalgam formed. (See
.Vos. 3533 and 3534 .

)

Put a little of this amal-
gam ou a piece of dry cloth, and rub the sil-

ver piece with it on all sides
;
then place it on

a clean stone in a furnace, and heat to the
beginning of redness. After cooling it must
bo cleaned again with a brush and a little

cream of tartar, when it will be fonnd beauti-

fully and lastingly gilded.

3595. To Remove the Gilding from
Old Chinn. The following method is recom-
mended for removing the remains of gilding

from old china: Take soft water, 8 parts by
meusuro

;
nitric acid, 8 parts ;

common salt, 4

parts; sal-ammoniac, 1 part. Lot it boil, put
tbo china into it, anil rub with a stiff brush.

3590. Wernicke's Method of Gilding
Glass. The foltowiug arc tho ingredients re-

attired : 1st. Solution of gold. Pure gold,

Ireo from silver, is dissolved in oqn.i regia, tho

solution uvaporated, and tho residuo taken up
with water, so that 120 cubic centimeters

(1 gill) contain 1 grammo (15.4 grains) of

gold. 2d. Solution of sodic bydrato (which
need not bo absolutely pure) of 1.06 specific

gravity. :id. Reducing liquid. 50 grammes
<77 1 4 grains) sulphuric acid (monohydrate),

40 grammes <617 grains) alcohol, 35 grammes
(KID grains) water, and 50 grammes powdered
manganic peroxide, arc distilled into 60
grammes of water until tho bulk of tho latter

is doubled—10 grammes (154 grains) cane-

sugar, inverted by dissolving in 70 cubic ecu-

llmotors (A gill) water, and boiling with 4

grammo, (“4 grains) nitric acid ot specific

gravity 1.31. Thu distilled liquid, tho invert-

ed sugar, and 100 cubic ccntim Hers (AV P 11 )

alcohol arc mixed together, and tho mixture
diluted to 500 cubic cent!motor* (l A pints).

In using these solutions, 1 volume of tho aodio

hydrato solution is mixed with 4 volumes of

tho gold solution, ami to this mixture is added

from 1,35 to 1.30 volume of tho reducing

liquid. Tho object to bo gilded is placed on
tho top of tho solution, having the surface in-

tended to bo Ooatcd turned downwards.
Tho temperature of tho bath should bo below
1 40° Fahr.

3597.

BocttgoriB Method of Gilding
Glass. Roettger has modified Wemickos

C00SS for throwing down gold on giMB ns

owa: Ho prepares tho soda solution by

dissolving 6 grammes (024 grains) caustic

soda in 100 cubic centimeters (Air pll) water;

tho reducing fluid, to bn mode when washed,

by dissolving 2 grammes (31 grains) common
larch-sugar (glucose) in 24 grammes (370

grains) distilled water, and adding 'll cubic

centimeters (J gill) alcohol of 80 per cent.. 24

cubic centimeters oldchvdo of .S70 specific

gravity : neutral solution of chloride of gold,

1 grammo (15.4 grains) of gold in 1,200 cubic

centimeter* (24 pints) water. Four volumes

of tho gold solution aro mixed iu a suitable

vessel with ouo volume soda solution and 1.16

volumes of tho reducing liiiuid, and tho liquid

rapidly poured into tho hollow glass globe to

be plated. Five minutes is sufficient to insure

tho deposit of a thin film of gold, but it is bet-

tor to allow more time. Flat plates of glass

cou bo laid upon the surface of tbo liquid, ns

in tho silvering process
;

tliu surfaces of the

glass should bn carefully cleaned with soda

and alcohol, and not with acids. Tho greater

part of tho gold is thrown down in flbcculi,

and can bo recovered for subsequent use—tho

amount deposited upon tho glass being very

email. Tho mirrors are to bo well washed

and dried in tho air. Where tho baths arc

heated, tho deposition of gold takes place

more rapidly, but not so fine; it is better to

keep tho temperature below 140° Fahr, and

to allow tho metal coating to form slowly.

3598. Upton's Gold Detergent.
Quicklime, 1 ounce; sprinkle with a little hot

water to slack it, then gradually add l pint

boiling water, so as to form a milk ;
dissolve 2

ounces pcarlash in 14pint) boiling water; mix
tbo two eolations, cover np, agitate occasion-

ally for an hour, allow it to settle, decant the

clear, put it into flat half-pint bottles, and

cork them down well. It is nsed to dean
gilding, Ac., either alone or diluted with
water. It is applied with a soft sponge, and
then washed off with clean water. It is es-

sentially a weak solution of potassa, and may
bo extemporaneously prepared by diluting

liquor of potassa with about 5 tiroes its volume
ol water.

3599. Gruene's Method of Gilding
and Silvering Silk. By a formula publish-

ed by G rueue, for silvering or gilding silk, the

silk is to bo soaked with a 5 per cent, solu-

tion of iodido of potassium, and dried
;
theu

(in non-actinic light, see So. 3140), dipped iu

a 5 per cent, solution of nitralo of silver, con-

taimng a few drops of nitric acid, and well

drained ;
next exposed f*>r a few minutes to

sunlight, and then dipped in a 2 per cent, so-

lution of sulphato of iron. It immediately be-

comes gray, from reduction of metallic silver,

and. after washing and drying, only require*

burnisbitig in order to acquire tho metallic

hutre. By repeating ibis treatment, varied,

however, by adding a little free iodine to the

solution of iodido of potassium, tho silver de-

posit become* stronger. By laying tho silver-

ed silk in a very weak solution of chloride of

gold, tho silvcr bccoine* chloride, and gold is

deposited ; nml by then removing tho cblorido

of silver hr a solution of bvposulpbito of soda,

washing, drying, and burnishing, tho appear-

gold, tho silver becomes chloride, and
deposited ; and by then removing tho

«

anco of gilding w produced, if the deposit of

uotal bo sufficiently thick. Tho purest chem-
icals must bo used in all gilding processes, m
order to secure satisfactory results.

3600. Silvering Powder. Employed
for silver coating dud plate?, statuettes, and
other article* of copper, and covering tho worn
part* of plated good*, previously well cleaned,

by friction. They aro mado into a paste with

a littlo water, for use.

3601. To Make Silvering Powder.
Rub together to a fino powder 20 grain# fine

silver dust (see So. 3217). 30 grains alum, 1

grains lino

drachm common salt, and 3 drachm* cream ol

tartar; 35 grain* of nitrate of silver may bo

substituted for tho silver dust. Or: Dissolve

chlorido of silver In a solution of hyposulphite
ofsoda, and nuke into a paste with levigated

burnt hartshorn nr bone dust; dry and pow-
der it. Or: mix 1 ounco silver dust, 4 ounce*
each of common salt and sal-ammouiac, and

4 ounce corrosive sublimate. In u.ring tho last,

copper utensils are previously boiled with tar-

tar and alum, aud rubbed with this paste,

then mado red-hot. afterwards polished.

Lastly: A good silvering powder may bo
mado as follows: dissolve chlorido of silver in

a solution of hyposulphite of soda, and mix
this with prepared hartshorn or other suitablo

powder.
3602. Novargent. This is said to con-

sist of a solution of fresh precipitate chlorido

of silver in hyposulphite of soda (or, accord-

ing to tho Pharmaceutical Journal, of oxido

of silver in cyanide of potassium), mixed
with prepared chalk.

3603. Silvering Paste. Nitrate of sil-

ver. 1 part; cyanide of potassium ( Liebig’s), 3
parts ; water sufficient to form a thick paste.

Apply it with a rag. A bath for tho samo
purpose is mado by dissolving 100 parts of

sulphite of soda, and 15 of nitralo of silver,

iu water, and dipping tho article to bo silvered

into it,

3604. Silvering Solution. Prepare a

solution of 1 part cyanide of potassium in 6

parts water; add it to a concentrated aqueous
solution of nitrato of silver (freo from acid)

until the precipitate is redissolvcd. Mix this

solution with lino chalk, and apply after pre-

vious cleaning of the objects.

3605. Non-poisonoua Silvering Fluid.
Nitrate of silver, SO parts; dissolve in distilled

water, 36 parts; add sal-ammoniac, 40 parts;

hyposnlphito of soda, IG0 parts; and lastly,

whiting, 160 parts. Apply in tho usual way.
3606. Silver Plating Fluid. Disco)vo

1 ounce crystals of nitrato of sil ver in 12 oun-
ces soft water. Then dissolve in tho water 2
ounces cyanide of potassium. Shako tho
whole together aud let it stand till it become*
clear. Have ready Romo half-ounco phials,

and fill them half full of Pari* white, or fino

whiting, and then fill up the bottle* with tho
liquid, and it is ready for use. Tho whiting

doc* not increase tho coating power; it oulv
helps to clean tho articles, and to snvo tho sil-

ver fluid by half filling tho bottles. Thi* is

tho preparation commonly vended by ped-

dlers.

3607. Silver Solution for Plating
Copper, Brass, and German Silver. Cut
into small piece* a twenty-livo cent piece,

and put it into nn earthen vosscl with 4 ounco
nitric acid, l’ut tho vessel into warm water,

uncovered, until it dissolves. Add 4 gill qi

water and I tea-spoonful of fino salt, and lot it

scttlo. Drain off and repeat, adding water to

tho sediment nntil tho acid tasto is all out of

tho water. Add finally about 1 pint of water

to tho Hodimnnl, and 4 ncruplos cyanide of po-

tassium. Put into tho solution a piece of

fine about 2 inches long, 1 wido, and 4 in

thickness. After cleaning, immerse thoarticlo

to bo plated in tho solution about half ft min-

ute, lotting it rest on tho zinc. Wipo oft with

n dry cloth and repent onco. Polish with

buckskin. Tho thickness of plato can bo in-

creased by repeating.

3608. Silvering Hooka and Byes. A

C
tcnt has been granted in Bavaria, for tho

lowing inothod of silvering hooks and eyes

mado of iron ware. Tho article* aro suspend-

ed in dilute sulphuric acid until tho iron

shows a clean bright surface. After rinsing

in pure water, they aro placed in ft bat h of a

mixed solution of sulphato of zinc, sulphato of

copper and oyanido of potassium, mid there

remain until they roocivo ft bright coating of

bra*?. lastly, they aro transferred to a bath

of nitrato of silver, oyanido of potassium nml

sulphato of soda, in which they quickly receive

a coating of silver.

3609.

To Plato Common Coppor
Buttons. Mix 2 ounces chlorido of silver, 1

onneo corrosivo sublimate, 3 pounds tablo salt,

and 3 pound* sulphate of zinc, with water, into

a paste. Tho buttons aro cleaned, smeared
over with tbo mixture, and exposed to a mod-
erate degree of heat, which is afterwards raised

nearly to redness, to expel tbo mercury which

ha* united with tho silver from tho corrosive

sublimate. Tbo silvered surfaco is then

cleaned and burnished.

3610.

Simplo Process for Silvoring.

Thi* is nn improved process lor silvering cop-

C, brass, and other alloys, bv means of a so-

on of silver in cymiido of potassium; the

difference from tbo usual method consists in
lution of silver in cyuu

ays, t

ido o itassium; the

tho use of zinc-filings, with which tho objects

are coated; when tho silvering solution is ap-

plied, au immediate deposition of a much
more durable character taking place. Tho
filings aro easily removed by rinsing in water,

and may bo used repeatedly for tho samo pur-

pose. Metallic iron may bo coated with cop-

per in tho samo manner, by substituting for

tho silver a solution of copper in cyanide; und

over this copner deposit a coating of silver

may bo applied.

3611.

Cold Silvoring. Mix 1 part
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chlorido of silver with 3 parts pearlash, 1J
parts common salt, and 1 part whiting, and
rub tho mixture on tho surfaco of brass or
copper (previously well cleansed), by means
of a picco of soft leather or a cork moistened
with water and dipped into tho powder. 1

part precipitated silver powder, mixed with *2

parts each cream of tartar aud common salt,

may also ho used in tho sarno way. When
properly silvered, tho metal should be well
washed in hot water slightly alkalized, and
then wiped dry.
3012. Spencer’s Method of Silvering

Wood. The first operation is to take strong
alcohol or spirits of turpentine in a glass ves-
sel. ami add to it a picco of phosphorus (a
common corked phial will answer tho pur-
pose); tho vcs.su l must now lie placed in hot
water for a fuw minutes, aud occasionally
shaken ; by this means tho alcohol will take
about 3 pur cent, of its bulk of phosphoni'.

Next procure a weak solution of nitrate of
silver, place it in a flat dish or saucer ; tho foco

of tho wood must now bo dipped in this sola-

lion, and lot it remain a few minutes to allow
capillary attraction to draw it into tho wood.
This operation being performed, a small por-

tion ot tho solution of phosphorus must bo
placed in a capsulo or watch-glass, and this
placed on asond-lmth, that it may gradually
evaporate. Tho wood must now lm held with
its surfaco over tho vapor, and an imincdiato
change takes place

;
tho nitruto of silver is de-

composed, and gives placo to metallic silver.

When tho material to bo acted ou is not very
large, fasten it to tho top of a bell-glass re-

ceiver with a bit of pitch or cement, and place
this over tho capsulo on tho sand-bath; tho
nliosphorus vapor is by this means equally
diffusod, and not dissipated. A solution of
phosphorus in sulphuric ether also answers;
ami a solution of gold (chlorido) may bo used.

This elegant process, ns applied to wood and
thoso substance® which may bo wetted with
tho solution of nitrate of silver, answer® per-

fectly
;

lint it is obviously limited in its appli-
cation to thoso substunce* which will absorb
an aqueous solution.

3613. Silvering Ginns. Two distinct

methods aro adopted for this purpose.* Tho
one falsely called silvering, consists of tho ap-

plication of a layer of an amalgam of tin, or
similar alloy, to tho surfaco of the elan® (.wo
A 3614), tho other is a coating of real sil-

ver, precipitated from a solution of that metal.
(See .Vos. 3615, 3 c.

)

3614. To Silver Looking-Glasses.
with
per-

Tliis is usually dono by contiug the glu.*s

an amalgam. For this purposo a large,
,

feetly flat stono table is provided
;
npou it ii

evenly spread a sheet of tin foil without crack
or flaw; this is covered uniformly to tho
dopth of & inch with clean mercury/ Tho
pinto of glass, perfectly cleansed from all

greaso and impunty, is floated on to tho mer-
cury carefully, so as to exclude all air bubbles.
It is then pressed down by loading it with
weights iu order to press out nil the mercury
which remains fluid, which is received in a

E
ttcr around tho stone. After al>out 24
urs it is raised gently upou its edge, and in

a few weeks it is ready to frame. It is said
to bo desirable to have tho lower end of tho
glass, from which tho mercury was drained,
at tho bottom of tho frame. To convex and
concave mirrors tho amalgamated foil is ap-
plied by means of accurately fitting plaster

moulds. Tho interior of gloli<a is silvered by
introducing a liquid amalgam, and turning
about the globo till every part is covered
With it. (See XOS. 3536 and 3545.)
3615. To Silver Glass. An easy and

economical process. Mix 90 parts by measure
of a solution of Rochelle salts at 1.50 specific
gravity, with 900 parts distilled water, and
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boil them in a flask ; drop in carefully 20 parts
of a solution of nitrite of silver specific grav-
itj- 1.13, ami boil again. This solution can
be bottled and kept fur ony length of time.
Another fluid has to be prepared by adding
ammonia to a solution of nitrate of silver
until tbe precipitate i> entire!;, dissolved; fil-

tering and diluting 1 part ot’ it with 100 parti
of water. For use, put equal parts of tho two
preparations in a suitable vessel, clean ti*

glass well (see Xo. 3621). nnd immerse it in

the mixture until sufficiently coated. Tho
coating of silver should bo protected with a

coot of lac varnish.

3616. Drayton’* Process for Silvering
Ginas. Mr. Drayton mixes 1 ounce nitrate
of silver, 3 ouuces water, 1 ounce liquid am-
monia, and 3 ounces spirit of wine, and filters

tho solution after it n&s stood 3 or 4 hours.

To overy uunco of tho solution ho adds £
ounco sugar (grapo sugar if possible), dissolv-

ed in equal quantities of water and alcohol.

Tho surface to bo silvered is covered with this

liquid at a temperature of 1C0° Fahr., main-
tained till tho deposition of silver is completo.
"When quito dry. tho coated surfaco is covered

with mastic varnish. Other substances be-

sides sugar occasion tho deposition of silver

from tho amxnoniaca! solution ; as oil of cas-

sia, oil of clove*, and other essential oils, al-

dehyde, Ac. Cnger recommend* a strong al-

coholic solution of tannin. IIo hod accident-

ally mixed in a dish a small quantity of a

thick alcoholic solution of tannin with an
equally small quantity of a strong solution of

nitrate of silver; aud iu tho course of a short
time ho found tho dish coated with a thin,

brilliant, nnd uniform layer of metallic silver.

IIo directly repeated tho experiment, ami met
with tho *nmo result again and again. Hu
next proceeded to evaporate the liquid to dry-

noos by placiug tho dish on tho surface of

warm saud. As soon as it wan completely
dry, tho coating was found to bo so last on
tho porcelain that it required tho point of a
sharp nenknifo to scrapo it off. Ho also suc-

ceeded in producing a brilliant metallic coat-

ing from a saturated solution of sulphato of

copper by the same solution of tannin.

3617. Pcttijean’a Process of Silver-
ing Olasa. Two solutions are to bo pre-
pared. Tho first is composed of 26 i drachms
nitrate of silver and 2 ounce* aqua am-
monfi, dissolved in I pint of distilled water.

After filtration this liquor is diluted with 16

times its volumo of distilled water, nnd, drop
by drop, a solution of 1 16$ grains of tartaric

acid is added.
Tho second is prepared in tho same manner,

but with a double quantity of tartaric arid.

As these solutions are rapidly reduced, pre-

pare in tho morning tho liquors to bo used
during tho day. Heforo silvering. tho glass is

perfectly cleaned, first with chalk and a fine

cloth, then with a bung and a little of tbe

first solution. It is then rubbed dry with a

picco of chamois leather. ( See Xo. 3621.)

The glass, laid horizontally upon a tablo of
cast iron, at a perfect level, is heated (by
means of a east iron water-bath beneath) to
113° Fahr., au India-rubber roller dipped in

distilled water is next passed over its surface,

and then its surface is covered with No. 1

solution. Tho deposit of silver commences
in about 10 minutes, and is completed in

about 15 minutes afterwards. Tho glass is

then tilted up so as to allow tbe liquor to run
off, and rinsed with water rather more than
lukewarm to carry away tho non-adherent
powder. It is then restored to its horizontal

K’tioa and covered with solution No. 2.

.
quarter of an hour the deposit is com-

pleted. Tho next thing is to wash the plato
as before, and dry it, after which it only re-

mains to polish and burnish tho film of silver
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deposited, in order to make it perfectly
smooth, ami give closcucsd to tho grain. To
cover a threc-fcet square of glass requires 5
pints of liquor. Tno deposit ib, therefore,
about 1 ) drachms to every" 9 square feet To
preservo tho coating of silver from sulphnra-
tion and rubbing, it is covered with a paint
mado with 1 pound of lead pigment, 1$
ounces of drying oil, and 54 ounces of spirits
of turpentine. Liebig has produced tho samo
result by depositing on tho silver u coating of
galvano-plostic copper, but tho advantages
resulting from tho greatest solidity of tho
deposit scarcely compensate for tho practical
inconveniences of tho process,

3618.

To Silver Specula and Other
Gloss Surfaces. Mako a solution of nm-
monio-nitrate of silver, of tho strength of
threo grains to tho ounco. Render it very
slightly turbid by excess of nitrate of silver,
aud then filter it. Just before using, mid to
each ounce of tho foregoing solution 24 grains
of Rochello salts. Having scrupulously
cleaned tho glass Intended to bo silvered
(see 1Vo. 3621). place it in a convenient vessel
about ono inch from tho bottom, supported
on three littlo cones of while wax. Tho
gloss platq may bn suspended; but in that
coso there is more difficulty in avoiding vibra-
tion, tho nhscnco of which is essential to
success. Kxposo to a northern light, or any
other subdued light, and in about two hours
tho deposit of silver will bo sufficiently

thick. It must now bo carefully remove*!,
washed, and dried. When tho surface next
tho glass is to be used as tho reflector, the

S
Io*s fido should bo cleaned by nitric acid if

in state of its surface, after the silvering, so
require; and tho silvered sido should receive
a protecting coating of it good tough bluek
varnish.

3619.

Liobig’a Process for Silvering
Ginas Mirrors. Tho process of silvering
glass generally rests on tho reduction of
metallic silver from a solution by means of
glucose or some other organic substance. Ily

Liebig’s method Mm deposit of silver i:t pro-

duced by tbo action of a mixture consisting of
50 parts by measure of a silver solution, and
10 parts of a reducing solution, this latter

previously diluted with 250 to 300 parts wa-
ter. Tho components of tho silver solution
are: 140 parts of a solution containing 10 nur
cent, of mtrato of silver; 100 parts of a solu-
tion of nitrate of ammonia (freo from chlorine)
of 1.115 specific gravity (or a solution of sul-
nhato of ammonia of specific gravity 1.105-

1.106 :) lastly, 750 parts of caustic soda lyo of

specific gravity 1.050. In enso eulplrato of

ammonia is used, its solution must bo added
to tbo silver solution, not a* in Mio case of
nitrate. Tho reducing solution consists of 1

pnrt by measure of sugar liquor and 1 part
of copper liquor.

Tho sugar liquor is prepared by dissolving

50 grammes (771 J
groins) whito sugar iu wa-

ter to a thin syrup, kept for 1 hour nl a boil-

ing heat with 3^ grammes (4B grains) tortmiu
acid

;
tho solution is then diluted to measure

500 cubic centimeters (1,‘„ pints).

Tho copjKr liquor consists of a solution of

'AiWo grammes (44 grains) dry tartrnto of
copper in water, by tho aid of a caustic soda

solution added by drops until tho blue salt is

dissolved; the wholo is thon diluted with
water to measure 500 cubic centimeters (l^
pints).

Tho glasses to be silvered, if for mirrors,
are placed upright on their edgo in tho silver-

ing tank and held together in pairs by clamps;
when for optical purposes, they aro held iu a
horizontal position, iust touching tho surfaco
of the flaid. In cold seasons the temperature
mast ba kept at 63° to 84° Fahr. Tho
quantity of silver necessary for a square yard
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of surface is from 10 to 54 grains.

3020. Bird's Process for Silvering
Mirrors or Specula. Tho mirror «*r specu-

lum to bo silvered is first cleaned (see .Vo.

3621), aud then suspended, face downwards,

in ft silver bath prepared thus: A large fiat

shallow vessel of glass or porcelain is provided,

to contain the solution. 750 grains nitrate of

silver aro dissolved in 6 ounces distilled wa-

ter, and to this is added pr.ro liquid ammonia,
drop by drop, until the precipitate which is

thrown down is redissolvcu. 2 ounces can die

potash are dissolved in 50 ounces, by measure,

of rain water; and 15 ounces of this solution

aro added to tho ammoniacal solution, when
a brown-black precipitate will bo produced.

Ammonia is again added, drop by drop, until

this precipitate is just redissolved ; aud 20

ounces of distilled water arc then added to

tho whole. To this mixture is again added,

drop by drop, stirring with a glass rod. a

strong solution of nitrate of silver, until a

precipitate, which docs not rcdUsolve. lo gins

to bo formed. Previous to immersing the

speculum,
1

part, by weight, of powdered

inilk sugar to 10 parts, by measure, of distilled

water, must ho prepared iti a separate vc sol,

and filtered until u clear solution is obtained.

Then, to 10 parts, by measure, of tlm silvering

solution, must bo added 1 part, by measure, of

tho milk sugar solution, and, finally, 50

ounces of tho compouud solution will bo

sufHciont to silver a speculum 9 inches in dia-

inotor. To facilitate the suspending, a circu-

lar block of wood is very firmly cemented to

tho back of tho speculum with marine gluo or

pitch, and three pins inserted at equal dis-

tances round tho margin, to which strings

may bo fastened. On lowering it into the

bath, caro must bo taken that uo air bubbles

interveno, that tho speculum bo u<>t deeper in

tho liquid than half its thickness, ami that a
depth of2 inches, at least, interveno between

tho faeo of tho speculum ami tho bottom of

tho vessel. In 10 minutes after immur-ion a
metallic film will bo seen fanning on tho

glass, and in an hour or two a compact silver

coaling will bo laid over tho whole surface.

The speculum should remain iu tho hath far

4 hours, by which time tho process is com-
doted

;
it is then carefully removed, copion •

y washed with distilled water, and placed en
ts edge to dry. It is then ready for polishing.

See So. 3022.

)

3021. To Clean tho Surface of Glass
for Silvering. As I In* •>( tin* •ilvit

ing process depends greatly on the glass i*nr-

facn being made chemically clean previous to

immersion in tho bath, the utmost pmns must

bo takoo to accomplish this object. The sur-

faco is first covered with thick whiting cream,

froo from grit, which, whoa dry, is rubbed oil

with tho purest cotton wool. Tho surface is

then wetted entirely with dilnto nitric acid,

and afterwards thoroughly washed with dis-

tilled water poured over it
; and, last of all,

tho pioco of coated glass is suspended in a
Hat vessel containing alcohol, where it re-

mains uutil tho bath is ready to receive it.

3022. To Polish a Silvered Surfaco
on Glass. To accomplish this, rub tho.sur-

face gently, first with n clean pad of fine cot-

ton wool, and afterwards with a similar pad
covered over with coltun velvet, which has

been charged with fine rouge. Tho surface

will, finder this treatment, acquire a polish of

intense brilliancy, q\iitciVccfromanyscratches.
3023. To Silver Glass for tho Reflec-

tors of Telescopes. The solutions employ-
ed arc four in number, anil they reqnirn somo
caro iu their first preparation

;
but once made

they aro always ready, and can bo used with

E
eat rapidity" and certainty for depositing a
strous, mirror-like surfaco of silver on a

piece of glass of any desired shape or curva-

ture :

—

Solution No. 1 is prepared by dissolving 1

part, by weight, of nitrate of silver, in 10 parti

of distilled water.

Solution No. 2 consists of an aqueous solu-

tion of pure ammonia, having a density of

13.3° ltauiu/-.

Solution No. 3 consists of -I parts of pure
caustic soda in 100 of distilled water.

Solution No. -t is made by dissolving 12)

Sof the best white loaf sugar in 100 parts

led water. To this add 1 part, by mea-
sure, of nitric arid, boil for 20 minutes, in

order to invert or alter the molecular arrange-

meut of the particles of the sugar, and then

add water t«> inrreasn the volume to 500 parts

by measure, and finally add M parts alcohol.

These solutions will remain unchanged for

a long time. When required for use. prepare
a silvering liquid by pouring into a ft;uk 12

parts, by measure, of the silver solution. No.

1 ;
0 parts, by measure, of th^ ammoniacal so-

lution. No. 2; then 20 ports of tho soda solu-

tion, No. 3; and. lastly, add CO parts of distill-

ed water, in order to make up tho volume to

IfiO. If tho proportions have been properly

observed, tlio liquid so prepared will bo per-

fectly clear, but will bo rendered turbid by tho
smallest addition of nitrate of silver solution.

It must bo allowed to remain without disturb-

unco Ibr 2 1 hours, to permit tho floating par-

ticles to settle. The clear liquid decanted
from tho sediment will then be ready far use.

Tho surfaco of tho glass which ban to bo
silvered must l>o well cleaned with a tuft of
cotton and a few drops of siiujc odd, and then

washed with distilled water. (See So. 3021.)

Drain it, and support it uii tho surfaco of tho
silvering bath, which i« CouilKeed of the nhovo
described silvering liquid, with tho addition of

A or its volume of tho sugar solution.

No. 4. The surface U» far silvered, should, by
preference, bo at tlio upper part of tho liquid,

so that tho silver mar fa* deposited on it from
Iwlow upward. There nro two advantages in

this—first, tho deposit i* finer and more even:

and, refund, there is do danger of floating

particles of dust settling on tho surface. It

i.. however, scarcely necessary to ny that

silver will fa- deposited upon every part of lh«

glus which u under tho surface of tho liquid,

aa well as upon the sides ami fantom of the

vowel; so that, os a matter of economy, as

little a* possible of tho back of the gloss

should bo exposed to the action of tho liquid.

Tho oction iiocm* to b« more rapid in tho

light than in darkness. Under tho influence

of diffused light tho liquid becomes yellow,

then brown, and in a few minutes tho whole
of the exposed soifaro of tho glass will lie

covered with a fitio deposit of silver. In
about n quarter of an hour the thickness of

tho metallic coating will bo sufficient to bear

tho subsequent operation* without injury; it

must then bo washed with plenty of water,

and rested by ono corner on several thick

-

news of blouing-papcr to dry spontaneously.

Tho surfaco will now bo covered with a thin

whitish veil, which may bo readily removed
by gontlo friction with" chamois leather; it

may afterward* 1h> polished with jewelers’

rouge, when a perfectly brilliant surfaco will

be produced. (See So. 3622.)

3024. To Repair the Silvering; of
Looking-GLasses. Tho repairing of the sil-

vering on tho bocks of looking-glasses has

hitherto been considered a very difficult

operation. A new and very simple method,
however, has been described before the Poly-

technic Society of Leipsic. It is as follows:

Clean tho bare*portion of the glass hy nibbing

it gently with fine cotton, taking care to re-

move any trace of dust and grease. If this

clcauing bo not done very carefully, defects

will appear around the place repaired. With

tho point of your knifo cut upon tho back of

another looking-glass around a portion of tho

silvering of the required form, but a little

larger. Upon it place a small drop of mer-
cury; a drop tho size of a pin’s head will he

sufficient for a surface equal to tho size of the

nail. Tlio mercury spreads immediately, pen-

etrates tho amalgam to where it was cut off

with tho knife, ami the require! niece may
now bo lifted ami removed to the pioco to bo
repaired. This is the most difficult part of tho

operation. Then press lightly tho renewed
portion with cotton

;
it hardens almost imme-

diately, and tho glass presents the same up-

pearanro as a now ono.

3625. To Repair a Damaged Mirror.
Pour upon a sheet of tin foil about 3 drachma
of quicksilver to tho square foot of foil. Huh
smartly with a piece of buckskin until tho foil

becomes brilliant. Lay tho glass upon a flat

table, fora dowuwnrds; place the fail upon
tho damaged portion of the glass; lay a sheet

of paper over tho foil, and place upon it a

block of wood or n piece of marhlo with a

perfectly lint surface; put upon it sufficient

weight to press it down tight; let it remain

in this position a few hours. Tho foil will

adhere to tho glass.

3020. Process for Silvering Animal,
Vegetable, or Mineral Substances. This
process is founded upon the electro-chemical

action exorcised by certain liquors in which
tho object* to ho silvered nro plunged. Tlio

method of preparing these liquors is ns fol-

lows :

l.iqnor No. 1.—Take 2 parts hv weight of

causUo lime, 5 of sugar of milk or grape

sugar. 2 of gallic mid, and nmko of them a

mixture in 050 parts of distilled water; filter,

protect from tho air as much as possible, and

put iu a closely stoppered bottle until tho
moment of using.

Liquor No. 2. -Dissolve 20 partn nitrato of
silver In 20 parts solution of ammonia, and
add to this solution C50 parts distilled water.
When it is intended to operate, tho two pre-
ceding liquors nro mixed in equal quantities,
and, after having been well agitated, filtered.

As tho solution of ammonia of commerce has
not always tho sumo degree of concentration,
it would bo better, perhaps, to dissolve tho
nitrate of silver destined for tho liquor No. 2,
first in di- tilled water, then mix tho solution
with liquor No. 1, and then mid ammonia in
quantity only just sufficient to entirely clear
tho mixture. Tho deposition of silver cun ho
accelerated by tho employment of heat; in

this case, tho temperature depends upon tho
nature of the objects to bo submitted to tho
operation. Tho method of employing tho
above liquors in .silvering tho surfueos of dif-

ferent materials is given iu tho following six
receipts:

3027. To Silver Silk, Woolen, Cotton,
Etc. When it is intended to silver silk,

woolen, cotton, etc., commence by washing
the stibstanco clean; this done, immerso it for
a moment in tho saturated solution of gallic

arid; then withdraw it to plungn it far a
second in another solution composed of 20
parts nitrate of silver to 1000 parts distilled

water. These alternate immersions aro con-
tinued, until the substance from being dark
becomes of a brilliant lint; uftcr that it is

plunged in a hath composed of a mixture of
the two liquors. Nos. I and 2. (See So. 3G26.)
When it is completely silvered, it is withdrawn
and boiled in a solution of salt of tartar (car-
bonate of potassa)iu water, ami there remains
nothing more to bo done but a lost washing
and drying.

3628. To Silver Bone, Horn, Paper,
Etc. Bone, horn, wood, paper, etc., are sil-

vered in tho simo way (see So. 3627) with
this difference, however, that, in t.ho place of
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the alternate imincrsious abovo indicated, the
objects to bo silvered are operated upon with
a brush or pencil dipped alternately in tho

gallic acid solution and in that of nitrate of
silver. Tho silvered surfaces are then washed
with distilled water, dried by free air and
heat.

3620. To Silver Leather. For leather

fanned with sumach, in the place of nitrate of
silver (see No. 3627) the chloride mixed with n
few drops of rosemary oil may be employed
with advantage. The silvered surface is

then washed and dried os directed in last re

ccipt.

3630. To Silver Stucco and Pottery.
Stucco and pottery may bo silvered by too
same process as No. 3628, but before Wing
submitted to tho operation they should bo
covered with a coat of stearino or varnish.

3631. To Silver Glass, Crystal, or
Porcelain. To silver glass, crystal, or porce-

lain, coinmcneu by washing thoroughly (see

No. 3621) the object with distilled water, and
with alcohol, mid then operate ns has been
said with the mixture. (See Vo. 3626.) Ob-
ject* with a plane surface should lie placed in

a horizontal position, and tho liquor poured
upon them. (See Not. 3613, ,fe. ) When
mirrors are to bo bilvored, tho plutca of glut*

may bo disponed in a vertical position
;
placo

thorn two ami two face against tare, in trough!

of gutto peroha, taking caro to prevent all

contact with tho sides; then fill with the li-

quid. Precipitation of silver commences in a

quarter of an hour, and at tho ond of a few

hours tho operation is finished. When dry,

coat tho silvered surfaco with varnish.

3632. To Silver tho Metals. Com-
monco by cleansing them with nitric arid;

rub thorn afterwards with a mixture of cyan-

ide of potassium and powdered ailver; then,

after washing with water, they uro plunged
alternately into tho liquors Nos. I and 2 ("•
No. 362G). until they appear sufficiently sil-

vered. It working with iron, it should be

first immorsnd in a solution of sulphato of

coppnr. Tho process which has been de-

scribed presents nbovo all others tho advan-
tage of very solid rosultn. and of employing
chemical agents of low price.

3633. To Coat Copper Platon with
Brans. Kxposo tho plates, heated sufficient

ly, to tho fumes of zinc. Zinc boils anil is

vaporized bv heating it to a white heat.

3634. To Coat tho Inside of Copper
Vessels with Brass. Dissolve 1 part zinc

amalgam (mi No. 3T>3!>) in 2 parts inuriati

acid
;
odd 1 part argol (erudo tartar), and add

nufficient water to till tho vessel ;
then boil it

in tho vessel.

3635. To Deposit Copper upon Cast
Iron. Tho pieces of cast iron are first

placed in a bath mado of 50 parts hydro
chlorio acid, specific gravity 1.105, and I

part nitric acid; next, in a second bath, com-

posed of 10 parts nitric acid, 10 parts of

chlorido of copper, dissolved in 80 parts of tho

samo hydrochloric acid as just alluded to.

Tho objects are rubbed with a woolen rag and
a soft brush, next washed with water, ami
again immersed until the desired thickness of
copper is deposited. When it is desired to

givo tho appearance of bronze, tho copper sur-

face, is rubbed with a mixture of -1 parts sal-

ammoniac aud 1 part each oxalic and acetic

acids dissolved in 30 parts water.

3636. Graeger'a Process for Coveno#
Iron and Steel with Copper without a
Battery. Tho objects uro first well cleaned,

and then painted over with a solution of

protoehlorido of tin, aud immediately after-

ward with an auimouiacal solution of sulphate
of copper. Tho layer of copper thus produced
adheres bo firmly to tho iron or steel, that the

different objects can bo rubbed and polished

909
with lino chalk without injuring the deposit.
The tin solution is prepared with 1 part
crystallized chlorido of tin, 2 parts water, and
2 parts hydrochloric acid. The cop<>cr solu-
tion, with 1 part sulphato of copper, 16 parts
water, adding ammonia sufficient to redis-
solvo tho prccipitato first thrown down bv it.

Ziuc and galvanized iron can bo treated! ac-
cording to Ilocttger, directly by tho cop[>cr
solution, without using tho tin salt. The
abovo process may bo found useful by gilders,
and for various ornamental purposes!

3637.

Weil's Process for Coating
Iron with Copper. This process yields a
coating of copper of great brightness and
•trong cohesion. Tho object, whether of
coat or wrought iron, is freed from rust by
iinuiendou for from 5 to 10 minutes iu water
containing 2 per cent, of muriatic acid, and
subsequent scrubbing for J hour with a wiro
brush and sand, then washing in water until
all trace* of acid aro removed. It is then
covered with xiuc wire in spiral turns of

alKiut 6 inchea from each other, which also
serves as a means of *u> pension. Tho bath
consists of a solution of 8 parts caustic soda
in 100 parts water, of which 11 quarts aro
mixed with 50 ounces Kochcllo sails and 12 j
ounces sulphato of cupper, making a liquid of

a density equal to iy Baumf. It retains iu
activity a* long as the copper is kept replaced,

and deposition from it proceeds with great
regularity. Tho materia! of tho vessel is

best when mado of wood, lined with gutta-

percha, and covered with a wooden lid. When
tho coating is of sufficient thickness, tho ob-
ject is removed from tho bath, first washed
with water slightly acidified with sulphuric
acid, and then with pure water uutil the dis-

appearance of all traces of arid; after this it

passes into a drying room heated to 132®

rahr. Tho bronzing, when required, is ob-

tained by a bath of sulphide of sodium, or by
means of the samo bath as above, somewhat
modified, that is, byinerea.dug tho proportion
of copper to a threefold, in which ca«o tho
bath no longer deposits copper, but, to all ap-
pearances. bronze. By reducing tho poiuts of
contact between tho 'iron nnd wire, though
retaining tho .spiral turns at uniform distances,

tho deposit gradually oxsumra a number of
colors in tho followiug series, viz.: orange,
silver-white, palo yellow, golden yellow, car-
mine, green, brown, nnd dark bronze. A a soon
a* tho desired color b attained, tho object ia

washed in warm water, and again dried at 132°.
Between each *ub<eqnentrhango of color i.s an
interval of about 5 minutes. Tho reaction is

more decided wheu tlic alkaline reaction of
tho bath is stronger. For iuduor work or
ornaments tho time of immersion may vary
from 3 to 72 hours

;
for ontdoor objects a

much longer time would be necessary.
3638. To Tin Iron Pots and other

Domestic Articles. Tho article! are clean-
ed with sand. and. if necessary, with acid, and
put then in a loth, prepared with 1 ounco
cream of tartar. I ounce tin salt (protoehlorido
of tinX 10 quarts water. This bath must bo
kept at a temperature of 19&3 Fahr., in a
stoneware or wooden tank. Bits of metallic
zinc aro put into and between the differed
pieces. When tho coat of tin is considered
thick enough, the articles aro taken ont of
tho fluid, washed with water, and dried.
3639. To Tin by the Moist Way.

Make a solution of I part protoehlorido of
tin in 10 ports water, to which add a solution
of 2 parts of caustic soda in 20 parts water;
the mixture becomes turbid, but this does not
affect tho tinning operation, which is effected
by heating tho objects to 1k> tinned in this

fluid, earn licing taken, at tho same time, to
placo in tho liqni.1 a piece of perforated block
liu plate, end to stir up tho fluid during tho
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tinning with a rod of zinc.3640.

To Tin Iron Without tho Aid
of Heat. To 105 quarts water arc added 64

S
iuud* ryo inral; this mixture is boiled for
1 minutes, and next filtered through cloth;

to tlio clear but thickish liquid aro added 233
pounds pyrophosphuto of soda, 37 J pounds

protoehlorido of tin in crystals (so-called tin

salt), 1474 pounds neutral protoehlorido of

tin, 34 to 4 ounces sulphuric acid
;

this liquid

ia placed in well mado wooden troughs, and
serves more specially for Urn tinning of irou

and steel wire (previously polished) for the

use of carding machines, when, instead of

the two salts of tin just named, cyanide of

silver and cyanide of potassium aro taken, tho

iron is perfectly silvered.

3641.

To Cleanse Iron for Tinning;.
Tho metal must bo cleansed by immersion in

an acid solution
;

for new mctul, this solution

should bo sulphuric acid and water, hut for

old metal, muriatic acid nnd water; next

scour with siuid, and clcanso well with water.

3642.

To Tin Iron. First clcanso as

above, then heat tho article just hot enough
to melt the tin, rub tho surface over with a

piece of sal-ammoniac, and sprinkle some of

tho sal ammoniac in powder over it
;
then ap-

ply tho tin and wipo it over evenly with a

pieeo of tow.

3643.

Cold Tinning. Bub pure tin-

foil aud quicksilver together until tho amal-

gam become! soft and fusible, clean tho sur-

face to bo tinned with spirits of salt (hydro
chloric acid), aud, while moist, rul» tlio amal-

gam on, aud then cvnporato tho quicksilver

by heat.

3644.

Stolba’s Method of Tinning-
Copper, Brass, and Iron in tho Cold, ana
without Apparatus. Tho object to bo

coated with tin must bo entirely freo from

oxidoor rust. It must bo carefully cleaned,

and caro bo taken that no greuxo spots aro

loft; it makes no difibreuc« whether tho ob-

ject bo cleaned mechanically or chemically,

Two preparations aro requisitofortho purposo
of Unning. /.me powder—tho best in that pre-

pared artificially by melting zinc anil pouring

it into on iron mortar. (See No. 3312.) It

can bo easily pulverized immediately after

solidification; it should lio about as lino as

writing sand. .1 solution of protochloritle of
tin. containing f» to 10 per cent., to which as

much pulverized cream of tartar must bo

added os will go on tho point of a knife.

Tho object to bo tinned is moistened with
tho tin solution, utter which it is rubbed hard
with tho zinc powder. Tho tinning appears
at ouco. The tin salt is decomposed by tho

zinc, metallic tin being deposited. When tho

object tinned i.i polished brass or copper, it

appears as beautiful ns if silvered, nnd retains

iU lustre for u long time. This method may
bo used in a laboratory to preservo iron,

steel, aud copper apparatus from rust; ond
would In-romo of great importance if tho tin-

ning could bn made as thick ns in tho dry
wav, but this has not as yet been accom-
plished.

3645. To Tin Copper Tubes. W.
Wollwcbcr recommends Ibr still-worms cop-

per tubes tinned inside in tho following man-
ner: To a .solution of Kochcllo salts a solution

of salts of tin is added ; a precipitate of stan-

nous tartrate is formed, which is washed and
then dissolved in caustic iyc. Tin: copper
tnbe, which has first been rinsed with sul-

phuric acid nnd then washed, is then filled

with tho alkaline solution, warmed a little,

and touched with a tin rod, which causes the

deposition of a coat of motallio tin.

3646. To Tin a Worn Copper Kottlo.
A thick coating maybe obtained by preparing

a tinning solution of zinc dissolved in muri-
atic acid, making the solution as thick or
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heavily charged with zinc an possible, adding
a little sal-umniuniiie. Clean tho inside of

tho kettle, plaeu it in a charcoal fire anti! ft

piece of block tin placed inside melts, then

mb tho melted tin with some of the tinning

solution, quickly on the copper surface, by
weans of a lull of oakum and a little pow-
dered resin; tho tin will reudily adhere.
Wrought iron and steel may bo tinned in the

same manner.
3C47. To Tin a Copper Vessel. Boil

thu copper vessel with a solution of stannato

of pnlassa mixed with tin borings, or boil

with tin filings and caustic alkali or cream of

tartar. In a few minutes a layer of pure tin

will be firmly attached.

3048. To Tin Cast Copper or Brass.
Make a saturated solution of oxide of tin (fin

putty), in potash lyo; add to tho solution

some tin filings nr shaving! ;
make it as hot

its possible; thou introduce the brass or cop-

per and it will lie tinned in a few seconds.

30*10. To Galvanizo Iron. The differ-

ence between galvanized plates, so-called, and
"sheet-tin." is, that tho latter is sheet-iron

covered with a thin coating of block-tin, while

the former is sheet-iron covered with a thin

coating of sine. To effect the latter result,

tlm iron plates arc first immersed in a cleans-

iiuf bath of equal parts of sulphuric or muri-

atic acid and water, used warm. (.See No.
3200.) They aro then scrubbed with emery
or sand, to clean thorn thoroughly and detach

all scales, If any aro left
;
after w hich they are

immersed in a prc/uirtu// hath of equal parts

of saturated snlutioiis of chloride of zinc and
chloride of ammonium, from which bath they

aro directly transferred to thu fluid metallic

hath, consisting id' 20 chemical equivalents of

zinc to I of mercury ; or. by weight, 040

pounds of zinc to KM) of mercury, to which

are added from f» to 0 ounces of sodium. As
soon ns the iron has attained tho temperature

of this hot fluid hath, which is only OH)0

I’ulir.
,
it may ho removed, and will then bo

found thoroughly coated with zinc, (lire

must bo taken not to lento the platen too long

immersed in this bath, ns it* affinity for

iron is mch that they may become dissolved.

This is tho case with thin iJato.i of wrought-

iron, which, oven when i inch thick, may bo
dissolved in a low seconds. It i* safe, there

fore, to let tho hath previously net on some
wroughl-iron, so that it dissolve* a portion of

it, in order to sutlzfy its inconveniently great

alDnitv for this metal.

30ft0. To Zinc or Galvnnizo Grey
Iron Castings. Ch-uiiku tho articles iu an
ordinary dialing mill, which consists of a

barrel revolving on its axis containing snnd ;

when tho sand is all removed, take them out

and heat onoby one, plunging, while hot, in a

liquid composed as follows; HI pounds hydro-
chloric acid, and Miflicicnl sheet zinc to make
a Hit united solution. I See No, 3473.) In
making this dilution, when tlm evolution of

gas has ceased, add muriate, or preferably

sulphate of ammonia, I pound, and let it

stand until dissolved. Tho castings should

bo BO hot thut when dipped into this eolutioD,

anil instantly removed, they will immediately

dry, leaving tho surface crystallized likfl

frost-work on “a window pane. .Text piungo
thorn whilo hot, but perfectly dry, into a bath

of molted zinc, previously skiuitiling tho oxide
on tho surfaco away, and throwing thereon a

small amount of powdered sal-ammoniac.
If tho articlos aro very small, inclose thorn in

a wrought-iron basket on a polo, and lower
thorn into tho metal. When this is done,

shako off tho superfluous metal, and cast them
into a vessel of water to prevent them from
adhering when tho zinc solidifies.

3051. To Zinc Copper or Bras3 Ves-
sels, Boil the vessel in a solution of chloride

of zinc, adding a quantity of zir.c turnings to

tho solution.

3652. Boettgcr’s Process for Coating
Copper and Brass with Zinc by a Wet
Process. Mace zinc in grains or powder in

a uou metallic vessel, and cover ttlo zinc with
a concentrated solution of sal-ammoniac;
warm to ebullition, and introdoco into the

mixturo tho objects of copper or of brass

which it is desired to coat, alter having pro-

perly cleansed them. Alter a few minutes,

tho object will bo covered with a brilliant,

firmly adhering deposit ofzinc. (Sir .Vo.3tl'J.)

3053. To Coat Copper with Zinc.

To granulatn tho zinc, a clean surfaco of cop-

per may bo coaled with zinc by placing the

two metals in contact in a solution of caustic

toda or potash. (See Fig. /.. No. 3665.) In

tho cold tho deposit of zinc takes place slowly,

but at 10fr> it is effected rapidly.

3654. Purcherta Method of Coating
Zinc with Iron. Dissolve 5 ounces pure
sulphato of iron, and 3 ounces sal-ammoniac,

in 5 pounds of boiling water, and immediately
iuitnerso tho objects to bo treated. After from

1 or 2 minutes tho loose block deposit is re-

moved by brushing it off with water. Tho
principal effect of this operation is a perfect

cleaning of tho surface. Tho immersion in

tho hot iron notation is then repeated, with

tho difference that tho object*, when taken out,

aro heated, without rinsing, over a pan of livo

coals as long as tho ammouiarol vapor* aro

evolved. When, after several immersions,

tho coating is considered thick enough, it is

polished by brushing, and will ever afterward

bo a perfect protection against oxidation. It

imparts a lino black bistro to tho mated aur-

faces.

3055. Process for Covering Article*
of Zinc with Copper or Bras* by Ono
Immersion. To pro zinc a coal of copper
or brass for tlm purpose of a subsequent sil-

vering or gilding, tho following solutions arc

used : For nipper alone, a solution of sulpliato

of copper, saturated at Uiu common tempera-
luro. is mixed with a solution of cyanIdo of
potassium, adding as much of tho latter ns is

necessary to redi'-olvo tho precipitate thrown
down At first. Tho pru.ssio acid disengaged
daring this nnoratiou must be carried off by
a draught or flue. When tho mixture is clear,

-fa
or j of it< volume of water of ammonia i<

added, anil then diluted with water to a den-

sity of #• Baum*. For brass, sulphato of cop-

per and sulphato of zinc nro used in equal pro-

portion. and prepared as before. 2 parts sul-

phato of zinc and 1 of sulphato of copper giro

a bright braas coating. I'rovious to their dip-

ping. tho articles of zinc &ro rubbed off thoi

.

ouglily with finely-powdered pnmlco-otona
and rinsed in water, after which they are

placed in tho bath and remain thcro for 24
hours. After that tiuio they aro again

rinsed in water and simply wiped off. The
copper or brass covering has n very bright

look, a* if polished, and adheres perfectly.

Tho thickness of tho coat may bo increased

afterwards by tho aid of a battery.

3056. Dullo's Method of Platinizing
Glass. This is recommended to prevent

fusing of tho thin end of a gloss tutio used
for a blowpipe. In drawing out tho end of

tho tube. Icavo tho diameter slightly larger

than Is necessary; then roughen tho narrow

end with a file. Dip in a solution of bi-

chloride of platinum, containing 5 per cent, of

tho metal; reraovo exc&s of tho drop, and
heat cautiously till tbc glass acquires u me-
tallic appearance. Repeal this 4 or 5 times.

3657. Boettger's Method of Platiniz-
ing Glass. Pour rosemary oil upon tho dry
chloride of platinum iu a porcelain dish, and
knead it well until all parts are moistened;
then rub this up with 5 times its weight of

lavender oil. and Icavo the liquid n short tinio

to clarify. Tho objects to be platinized aro to

l>e lb inly coated wilh tbc above preparation

and afterward* heated for a few minutes in a

muffle or over a Bunsen bonier.

3058. Platinizing Copper, Yellow
Metal, and Brass. In order to obtain a

platinizing fluid capable of platinizing copper,

yellow metal, and brass, add to a moderately
concentrated solution of chtarido of platinum,

finely powdered carbonate of soda, until effer-

vescence ceases; next some glucose, and after-

wards just so much common salt ns will cnoso

a whitish-colored precipitate. When it is de-

sired to apply this mixturo for platinizing, tho

objects to bo treated nro placed in a vessel

madnof zinc and perforated with holes; tho

vessel is then placed, with its contents, for a
few seconds in tho mixturo thus described,

which, just previous to using, should bo heat-

ed to 1403 pahr. On Ik-ihj! removed from tho

zinc vessel, tho objects nro to bo washed with

water and dried in sawdust.

3650. Stolba’s Method of Nickel
Plating. Into tho plating vessel— which
limy lie of porcelain, but preferably of copper

-i; placed a concentrated solution of chloride

of zinc, which is then diluted with from I to 2
volumes of water, and heated to boiling. If

any precipitate separata*, it is to bo rcdissolv-

ed by adding ft few drops of hydrochloric acid.

Am much powdered zinc ns can bo taken on
tho point of a knife is thrown in, by which
the vessel becomes covered internally with n

coating of zinc. Tho nickel salt—for which
purpose either tho chtarido or sulpha to may
be u <*«!—is then added until tho liquid i > di

linolly green; and tho article* to l»o plated,

previously thoroughly cleaned, aro introduced,

gotber with some zinc ftagmont*. Tbo
boiling Is cnnlimn il for 15 minutes, when tho

p of nickel i* completed* and tbo procoia

M finished. Tho article* nro well washed with

water and cleaned wilh chalk. If a thicker

coating lio desired, tho operation may bo ro-

peated Professor Stolba found that copper

vessel* thus plated woro scarcely tarnished

after several months’ use iu tho laboratory.

TT^lectrotyplng. This is a pro-
I i res* for depositing a coaling of inotal

on objects, metallic, nr otherwise, by tho

Eucy of a current of galvanic electricity.

oro ontcring into any description of the

methods employed, it will bo necessary to

give aomo indispensable preliminary direc-

tion*. in order that tbo whole matter may ho
moro clearly understood. Tho matter is main-
ly derived from tho 4th edition of Napier**

Manual of Electro-Metallurgy.

3001 . Solution of Copper for Electro-
typinif. Crash fino sulpliato of copper in

crystals, and exposo to tho air for Homo tiuio.

This oxidizes any iron thut may bo present.

Stir the sulpliato of copper into puro cold

water, until tho water will dissolvo no moro;
then let it settle, and decant the clear solu-

tion
;
add to it about one-fourth its quantity

of water, and it is ready for use.

3662. To Amalgamate Zinc. Immerse
a plato or strip of zinc of tbo required size in

diluted sulphuric acid, for a few moments;
then rub quicksilver over the .surface. When-
ever tho surfaco of tho amalgamated zinc cm-

&d in a battery begin:) to blacken and
its quicksilver coating, tho zinc must bn

taken out of tho acid cell and amalgamated
again.

3663. To Keep tho Zinc Plates of a
Smee’a Battery Constantly Amalgam-
ated. Tho trouble of renewing the coating
of amalgam on tho zinc plates may bo obvia-

ted by a very simple contrivance. Cover tho

bottom of tho cell with quicksilver, and lot

tho zinc plates be long enough to dip into it.

Tho silver plato must do a little shorter than
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tho zinc plates, so that it will not touch the
mercury. By this arangement the zix:c plates
draw up tho mercury as fast as it is worn off
by the action of tho acid.

3664. Decomposing Cell. This is a
vessel of suitublo shape and dimensions, con-
taining tho plating or electrotypiug solution

;

and is usually famished with appliances over
it for suspending and sustaining in their pro-
per position tho negative electrodes or arti-

cles to receivo tho metallic coating, and their
corresponding post fire electrodes, or plates of
metal, which servo to complete tho electric
circuit, and whoso decomposition serves to
koop up tho strength of tho solution. The
positive electrode must always be of tho tamo
metal as that which tho solution contains.
3666. The Principles of the Galvanic

Battery Explained. If a pieco of ordinary
metallic zinc l>o put into dilute sulphuric acid,
it is speedily acted upon by tho acid, and
hydrogen gas is at tho same time evolved
from its surface. If tho xino l>e taken ont,
and a little morcury bo nibbed over its sur-
face, an amalgamation takes place between tho
two metals, and tho plato becomes of n beauti-
ful bright silver appearance. If tho zinc thus
amalgamated bo again put into thodiluto acid,
thcro is no action, for tho mercury retains the
xino with sufficient forro to protect itfrom the
acid. If a pieco of copper bo immersed along
with tho xino, and tho two metals bo mado to
touch each other, a particular influence is in-
duced among tho three elements, line, copper,
and add ; and tho acid ngain nets upon tho
imui uo if no morcury was upon it, but tho
hydrogen is now eccu to escape from tho nur-

face of til8 copper; this action will go on m
long ftH tho two metals arc kept in contact.
Or if, instead of causing tho two metals to
touch, ft wiro bo attached to each, and their
opposito ends aro placed in a littlo dilate acid
in another vessel, tho tamo action will tako
place between tho xino and copper as when
they wow in contact; hut in this instance,
tho ends of tho two wires which dip into tho
VOMol containing acid will undergo a change

;

tho ono attached to tho xino will givo off

ft quantity of hydrogen gas, while tho ono
attached to tho copper, tnpporing it to be
also copper, will rapidly dissolve.

Figaro 1. Represent* tho xinc and copper,
placed in dilute sulphuric acid, brought into
contact; in this experiment, gas will bo scon
escaping from tho copper.

Figure 2. Zinc and copper, placed in dilute
acid, and wires attached, which, wheu con-
nected, will exhibit tho samo effects as in tho
fifct case.

Figured. Shows tho wires connected by
means of a liquid, such os acid and water,

sulphate of copper, etc., contained in a wine-
glass.

Tho copper and zinc, C and z, with tho acid
in tho first vessel, figure 3, constitute a battery
of ono pair. The Wine-glass in which tho
wires are placed, is termed tho decomposing
cell (sec So. 3(161), and 13 tho receptacle or
vessel in which tho process of electroplating
is effected. The abovo description will give
a tolerably clear idea of the principles of a
simple galvanic battery. Different kinds of
batteries aro only different modifications or

Sications of the same principles, and have
their special excellence; but for electro-

battery is the ono usuallyplating,

adopted
Smec’s

ho lots it stand for 2-1 hours, when it is ready
for use.

vauic
and placo

To Construct a Cheap Gal-
Battery. Tako a gallon stono jar,

ICO a Sheet-zinc cylinder therein, and
insido that a porous cup (a porous flower-pot

e porous ci

Uso a solution of

will answer
enp placo

with a cork fitted in tho
after a fashion). Insido the
a piece of sheet copper,

common salt next the ziuc, and a solution of
sulphate of copper next tho copper in the
porous cup, if a strong current 1m> desired.
Tho liquids inside and outside tho porons enp
should slansl at the same level. Dilute sul-
phuric add ( 1 part acid to 10 water) makes a
very constant, hut weaker current.
3667. Description of a Smee’a Bat-

tery. This apparatus consists of a vessel
containing a mixture of about 15 or 20 (Mur-
fit gives only 7) parts water to 1 part sul-

phuric acid, provided with a strip of baked
anil varnished woo,!, long enough lo Hand
across tho edge of tho vessel, and grooved
lengthways underneath, to receivo the edge of

a silvor plate, to which a short wire is at-

tached and connected through a bole in the
wood with a screw cap on tho upper side of
tho wood. Two plates of xinc aro arranged,
ono on each side of tho strip of wood, and
secured by a screw clamp, tho upper part of
which is also fitted with a screw cap. Th»
object of tho screw caps is to receivo and
socuro the wire* connecting with tho decom-
posing cell. Tho xinc plates must first bo
coated with amalgam (see .Vo. 3603, also .Vo.

3683)
;
and the silver plato mast be corercd

with a coating of platina. v
(See .Vo. 3670.) tho ar-

rangouiout of tho parts
will bo seen in the cut.

Whon two or moro cells

are used in combination,
forming a compound bat-
tery.. Iho silver plate of
tho first coll is connected
by a wiro with the xino
plates of tho second; tho
silver plato of Iho second
cell is connected with tho
sine of the third cell; tho
silvor of the third with
tho sine of tho fourth,

and so on through any
Tho two wires connecting
tho decomposing trough aro attached, ono to

tho xinc plates of the first cell, and tho other
to tho silver plato of the last cell. In fact,

tho xino polo of tho first, and silver polo of the
last cell, really constitute the batten-, the in-
termediate cell* each furnishing on additional
qnota, ai it were, of intensity, to the galvanic
current.

Tho w-iro connected with tho zinc (or posi-
tive) plates is called tho negative polo or
cathode; and tho wiro connected to the
silver (or negative) plate is called tho positive
polo or aruxle. The material used lor con-
necting wires is usually copper, and should bo
cloan ami bright, and in order to insure per
foctioa of contact, tho oads of tho wire may
bo amalgamated by dipping, first in a solu-

tion of uitrato of mercury, and then in metal-

lic mercury.
3668. Improved Liquid for the Gal-

vanic Battery. Mr. Victor Baijon's new
battery liquid is made by mixing a solution

of bichromato of potash with a little lime,

and with sulphuric acid. Ho puts 2 pounds
bichromate of potash into a gallon of boiling
water, and lets the solution cool down to 68°,
and adds 2 ounces of lime. After stirring, he
odds sulphuric acid until the gravity reaches
35° Baum6. Then, having stirred the whole.

number of cells,

the battery with

Electrotyping by the Singlo
Cell Process. This is an adaptation of
Daniell’s coll to tho purposes of dec trulyping,
and dispousos with any separate decomposing
cell; in fact it is a galvanic battery and a do-

nbinod incomposing coll com! ono, and is usoful,

for small objects, from its simplicity. About
} fill a largo jar (a preserve jar without auv
nook is boat), with a solution of sulphato of

3per (see No. 3661) : insert in this a small
lar porous vessel of about tho Bamo

height as the jar (thane porons tubes can bn
found at any store whoro chemical apparatus

is sold), and pour into it ft mixture of 21 parts
water and I part sulphuric acid, until tho
diluted acid in tho porous ttibo stands at tho
same level as tho sulphate of copper solution
oulsido it. To one end of ft pieco of copper
wiro fasten a strip of amalgamated xino (see

No. 3G62), which is to bo inserted in tho
porous tube; to tho other end of Iho wiro
attach tbu object to bo clcctrotypcd, proporlv
prepared (see No. 3639), and placo it in tho
copper solution, with its faco parallel to tho

xino plate, ami about i an inch from tho sido

of tho porous tube. In about 2-1 hours tho
deposit of copper will bn of about tho thick-
ness of a card, and may bo taken off. When
not in use. tho xinc should bo taken out,

washed and dried
; and wheu iu usu must on

no account touch tho bottom or any other
part of tho porous tube. It is n good plan to

£
vo tho wire ono twist round a stick of wood,
id acroM the lop of the tube, so as to sus-

pend and support the xiuc. A few crystals of
sulphate of copper, enclosed in a pieco of
lawn or net, should be hung from iho edge of
tho vessel just below the surface of tho copper
solution, lo replace the copper that deposits

on tho object being clcctrotypcd, and prevent
the solution from becoming weaker.
3070. To Coat Silver with Plutina.

This is effected by tho ono coll process, sub-
stituting for tho sulphate of copper notation,
water acidulated with sulphuric acid, and con-

silvcr is first roughened on tho surface by at

strong n:

tachod to

io xino pla

in tho n!

it were a medal to bo clcctrotypcd, until tho

(tuning a littlo chloride of platinum. Tho
silver is first roughened on tho surface by ap-

plying strong intrio arid, and washed
;

it ta

then attached to tho end of tho wiro loading
from tho xino plate ir. tho porous cell, nnd im
mersed in the platinum solution exactly as if

it were a medal to bo clcctrotypcd, until tho
surfuco is covered with a dark and granular
deposit.

3671. Electrotyping with n Battery.
For this purpose a Sineu s battery (see No,

yod.ii -
•See X

otyi
‘

copper, is substantially tho sauio as for other

his parents
npluved, in connection with

SI. (See No. 3664.) As the
retyping, or coating with

. decomposing cell

method for

metals, ft description of tho first will suffico.

Tho decomposing roll being charged with a
solution of sulphate of copper (see No. 3661),
the object, duly prepared < sec No. 3689), lo bo
clcctrotypcd, is properly secured in position,
ond connected with Iho cathode or wiro lend-
ing from tho zinc plates of tho haltory. To
Iho unodo or wiro leading from tho silver

plato, a positive electrode, consisting of a
pieco of too sumo metal ns tho solution con-
tains (iu this case, copper), is attached, and
immersed in tho solution, faco to faco with
tho object to bo clcctrotypcd

;
us tho copper

from tho solution is precipitated on tho ob-
ject, the piece of copper is dissolved, and thus
keeps up tlio strength of tho solution. Any
number of objects tnay lw clcctrotypcd in tho
same decomposing eel!, provided that each is

connected with tho zinc polo of tho battery,

and hangs facing a positive electrode. Tlio

usual arrangement for this purpose consists of

a water-tight trough of snitablo sizo and
shape (usually obloug), to contain t-ho copper
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or other metallic solution, and is provided

with metal bars, long enough to reach tho
length of tho trough and rest on tho upner
edge at each «ud; tho bars rest on dry

varnished blocks of wood, and aro laid pa-

rallel to each other at a distance of 3 or more
inches apart, according as tho space between
thorn is required. Platen of copper of nearly

tho flame length as the trough aro suspended
from tho liars, and submerged in the solution

parallel with them. Thcso bars, and conse-

quently tho cupper plates (which constitute
continuous positive electrodes) are connected
with copper wire or ribbons to tho anode, or

silver polo of tho lMattery. Alternately Iw-

twecu thus© burs, other burs aro placed, exact
ly similarly arranged, but having small pro.

C
ottons or buttons on one of their sides, to

hieh tho objects to bo olcctrotyprd aro

secured by a wire, mul suspended in tho nota-

tion, face to faco with its corresponding cop-

per plate. Thcso latter bars arc conunocted
with tho cathodo or zinc pole of the battery.

It will thus bo evident. that each contiguous
pair of bars arc mutually positive and nega
tivo electrodes, ami tho objects on the one
must closely face thu copper plate on the
other. The accompanying cut will give soiuo

idea of tho arrangement of one pair of bars.

II II is tho bar connected by tho wiro S
with tho silver polo of tho battery, and sup-
porting a plato of coppor suspended in the

trough. In tho cut, tho copper is supposed
to ho transparent, in order that tho objects to

ho oleetrntypod, suspended from tho bar A .-I,

may bo visible; they aro supposed to be be-

hind and closely facing tho copper plate.

Tho bar A d is connected by the wiro Z to

tho sino polo of tho battery.

3072. To Obtain a Copper Mould of
n Coin. A lino copper wiro must lie put
round tho edgu of tho coin and fastened by
twisting. Then cover tho bac k part, and tho

wire, upon which the deposit is not required,

with boos' wax or tallow, or, what is better,

imbed tho back of tho coin in guild pcrcha.
llavo tho fnro part or face well eleaued, and
tho flurfuro moistened with sweet oil, by a
ciimpl's-hair pencil, and then cleaned olF by a

silk cloth, till lliu surface appears dry; or, "in-

stead of oil, Uni surface may bu brushed over
with black lead, which will impart to it a
bronze uppcur&ncc. Tho use of tho oil or

black lead is to prevent thn deposit adhering
to the fuca of the coin. Thn coin is now ready
to bu subjected to tho single cell process (see

Mo. 3669), by which means a perfect counter-
part or mould of tho coin is obtained. This
mould may next be treated exactly as de-

scribed for obtaining it from tho original coin,

and tho deposit from it will be a fac-siinile

of ono aide of tho coin. With caro, any nnn-
bor of duplicates may bo taken from this

mould, if it bo properly coated.

3073. Coating for Copper Moulds.
Tako a gill of rectified spirits of turpentine,

and add to it about tho size of an ordinary

i!

912
pea of bees' wax. When this is dissolved, wet
over tho surfaco of tho mould with it, and
then allow it to dry : the mould is then ready
to put into the solution. Medals taken from
moulds so prepared retain their beautifully
bright color for a long time. But when fine
lim- engravings are to bo coated, tho littlo

wax dissolved in the turpentine may be ob-
jectionable; so also is black lead, for both
ave a tendency to fill up tho fine lines. In

this case, let the turpentine wash bo wiped
off with a silk handkerchief, instead of drying
it: but for ordinary medals this objection
will scarcely apply.
3074. Preparation of Wax forTaking

Moulds. Whether thebee*’ wax havo stcariuo
in it or not, it is best to preparo it in tho fol-

lowing manner: Put some common Tirgin
wax into an earthenware pot or pipkin, and
place it over a slow fire; and when it is nil

nu-ltcd, stir into it a little whito lead (flako
white), or block lead (plumbago), ray about I

ounco white lead to the pound of wax; this
mixture tends to prevent the mould from
cracking in the cooling, and from floating in
thu solution

;
the mixture should be re- melted

two or three limes before using it for tho first

time. Resin has been recommended as a
mixture with wax; mixtures of which, in
various proportions, have been used with suc-
cess; but when often used, decomposition or
some change take* place, which makes tlio

mixture granular and flexible, rendering it

less useful for taking moulds. When rcMn is

usi-d, tho mixture, when first melted, should
bo boiled, or nearly so. and kept at that heat
until effervescenco rrasca; it is then to bo
poured out upon a flat plate to cool, alter
which it may on used ns described.

3075. To Take Moulds in Wax. Tho
medal to be copied must bo brushed over
with a little sweet oil: a soft brash, called a
painter's sa«h tool, suit* this purpose well:

care must be taken to brush tho oil well into

all parts of the medal, after which the super-
fluomi oil must be wiped off with a pier oof
cotton or cotton wool. If tho incda! bn a
bright polished surface, very little oil is re-

quired, but if the surface bo matted or dead,
it requires more care with the oil. A slip of
card-lHMird or tin is now hound round the
odgo of the medal, the edgu of which slip

should rise about ime-fourth of an inch higher
than the highest part on tho face of tho
medal. This done, hold tho medal with its

rim a little sloping, then pour the wax in tho
lowest portion, and gcuUy bring it level, mi
that the melted wax may gradually flow over

;

this will prevent the formation of air-bubbles,
(’are must lie taken not to pour tho wax on
too hot, as that is one great enuso of failure in

getting good moulds; it should l»c poured on
just as it is Iteginr.ing to set in the dish. As
soon as the composition poured on thn medal
is Bet (becomes solid), undo tho rim, for if it

was allowed to remain on till the wax bccamo
perfectly coni, the wax would adhere to it,

and would bo liablo to crack from shrinking.

Put the modal and wax in a cool place, and
iu about an hour tho two will separate easil v.

When they adhere, tho cause is either that
too littlo oil has lieen used, or that tho wax
was poured on too hot-

3670. To Take Wax Moulds from
Plaster. If tho object from which tho mould
is to bo taken, which wo assume to bo a
medal, bo composed of plaster of Paris, and
the mould is to be taken in wax, tho first

operation is to preparo tho plaster medal.
Some boiled linseed oil, 6uch as is used by
houso painters, is to bo laid over tho surface
of tho medal with a camei’s-hair pencil, anil

continued until it is perfectly saturated, w hich
ia known by tho plaster ceasing to absorb
any more of tho oil. This operation succeeds

best when thn medal is heated a little. The
medal should now bo laid uaiilo till the oil

completely dries, when the plaster will 1ms

found to bo quite hard, and having tho ap-

pearauco of polished marble; it is, conse-
quently, fit to he used for taking tho wax
mould, which is dono in tho same manner ns

wo havo described for taking a wax mould
from a metallic medal. ( See Xo. 3675.)

Many prefer saturating tho medal with wa-
ter. This is best dono by placing the medal
bock down iu tho water, Imt not allowing it

to flow over the faco
;
tho water rises, by capil-

lary attraction, to thn surface of the medal,

rendering thn faco damp without being wet.

Tho rim being now tied on thu plaster medal,
tho mulled wax is poured upon it. This
method is equally good, but liability to fail-

ures is much greater, caused generally by the

wax lining too hot. Thn plaster medal may
bo saturated with skimmed milk nml then

dried; by repealing this twice, the plaster «si-

huuici on tho lurfaco an appearance like mar-
ble, and may bo mod for taking wax moulds.

3077. To Tako Moulds in Floater.
If a plaster of Paris mould is to bn taken from
tho metallic medal, thn preparation of tho

modal is tho. Kama us described in Xo, 3670;
and when bo prepared with tho rim of card-
board or tin, gut a basin with ns much water
in it as will be sufficient to make a proper
nixed mould (a very littlo experience will

enable tho operator to know this), then take

tho finest planter of Paris and sprinkle it into

tho water, stirring it till I ho mixture becomes
of tho consistence of thick cream

;
then pour

a small portion upon tho face of thn modal,

and, with a brush similar to that used for oil-

ing it, gontly brush thn plaster into ovory
part of tho KUrfnce, which will prevent tho

formation of air bubbles; then pour on tho
remainder of tho planter till it risen to tho
odgo of tho rim : if thn plaster is good, it will

bo ready for taking oil iu an hour. Tho
mould is thou to bo placed bcforo.a fire, or iu

an oven, until quite dry, after which it is to

bo placed, back downwards, in a shallow ves-

sel containing melted wax, nut of Kufficicut

depth to flow over tho faco of tho mould, al-

lowing tho wholo to remain over a slow fin*

until Ilia vox has penetrated the piaster, and
appears upon tho fore. Having removed it to

a cool plaeo to harden, it will noon ho ready
for oloctrolypiiig. GlyCorfu o affords an ex-

cellent coaling for the interior of planter

moulds, to prevent tho melted wax from
•dhoring to iho insido of tho mould.

3678. To Tako Moulda of Floater
from Plaster Models. When a plaster
mould i* to bo taken, the faco of the model is

prepared differently to that described, in order
to prevent tho adhesion of tho two plasters.

Tho best xubstanco fur this purpoao is a mix-
ture of soft snap and tallow, universally used
by potters for preparing their moulds, and
called by them lacquer. It is prepared iu tho
following manner: l pound soft soap is put
into 3 pints clean water, which nro net on a
clear fire, atul kept iu agitation by stirring;
when tho mixture begins to boil, aid from t

to 1} ounces tallow, and keep boiling till it is

reduced in bulk to about 2 pints, when it is

ready for use. The smrfaco of tho medal
must bo washed over with this lacquer, allow-

ing it to absorb as much ns it »v.n. when it

assumes tho appearance of polished marble

;

it is now prepared with a run of paper, ami
the mould taken ns directed for taking plaster
moulds. (.See Xo. 3677.) When hardened,
they will separate easily. Wetting tho plaster

niouci with a solution of soap before taking
tho cast will do. or, if tho plaster model has
been saturated with oil or milk, it lias only to

be moistened with sweet oil tho sarno as a

metal model.
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3079. To Take Moulds of Fusible
Alloy from Plaster Models. I f a mould
of fusible metal be required from a plaster
model, the plaster may bo saturated either
with boiled oil (see Xo. 3676). or the soap
uud tallow lacquer (see Xo. 3673), and the
mould taken in the samo manner as from a
metallic medal. (See Xo. 21777.)

3080. Copper Moulds from Plaster.
Many electro-metallurgists prefer taking a
mould in copper when the medal is of plaster
of Paris. This is dor.0 by (ho cloctrntypo
process (see Xo. 3671); the plaster model is

saturated with wax over a slow fire, a*
already detailed, and then prepared for taking
an elcotrotypo in the usual manner (See Xo.
3672, <fe.) Wo need hardly mention that tho
model in this caso is destroyed; but, not-
withstanding, in tho case of plaster models,
to tuko a copper mould is the most preferable,
as it may hi? repaired in ease of slight defect,
ami it may bo used over and over again with-
out deterioration. When an electrotype is

required of a model that is undercut, or of a
bust or figure, tho process which wo have
described will not answer, os the mould cau-
not sepurato front tho model. In Bitch cir-
cumstances tho general method of proceeding
i.i to part tho mould in separato pieces, and
then join theso together. Tho material used
for this purpose is plaster of Paris. Tho
operation, however, to ho well dono, requires
a person of considerable experience.

3081.

To Toko Mould* in Outta-
Pcrchn. Gutta-percha, as a material for
moulding, serves tho purpose most udmirnbly.
The method adopted lor taking moulds is to

heat tho gutta-nerrha in boiling water, or in a
chamber heated to t ho teinperutnro of boiling

water, which makes it soft and pliable. Tho
medal is lilted with a metallic nm, or placed
in (hu bottom of a metal sourer with a cylin-

drical rim alittln Inrgey than tho medal; tho
modal being placed buck down, n quantity of
gutta-purelirt rs pressed into tho saucer, and a*
much added as will causo it to stand abovo

tho wlgo of tho rim. Tt is now placed in a
common copying-press and kept under pres-

sure until it is quite cold and hard. Tho im-

Esions taken this way aro generally very

When tho medal is not deep cut a less

presHuro may aufllco, but when the pressure

is too little the impression will bo blunt.

Gutta-percha takes n coating of black lead

readily, nud tho deposit goes over it easily.

A mixture of gutta-percha uud marine glue

has been recommended for moulds ns superior

to gutta-percha alone. This method of mould-

ing by pressure is adopted, in principle, by

printers, for making electrotype plates from

typo and engravings, employing sheets of

prepared wax, at a temperature which gives

it thn proper consistency.

3082.

To Mould tho Faco of a Person
in Wax. Tako 1 pound new wax, J pound

resin, melt them a*, a slow lire, let them cool

till you can endure some of it on your hand

without burning it; then, having oiled thn

face with olive oil, and covered tho hair of

tho eye lids and eye-brows with paste, with a
hrnsli nimbly cover tho faco about the thick-

ness of a quarter of a dollar, being careful not

to stop tho nostrils, and that the person does

not cfoso his eyes firmly enough to wrinkle

liia face, because that will render the face de-

formed. Tako tho wax off gOatly, and
strengthen it with clay on the back, that it

may not givo way. After this manner you

may cast all sorts of faces; laughing, weeping,

or wry faces; also fruits or anything else, di-

viding tho mould into two pieces with u worm
knife

;
then fortify them with clay and join

them together.

3683.

To Mould Figures in Paste.
Take the crumbs of a new drawn whito loaf.
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mould it until it becomes as close as wax,
and very pliable

; beat it, and roll it with a
rolling-pin, as fino and as far as it will go;
then apply it to tho figure to bo moulded; dry
it in a stove, and it will bo very hard

;
and to

preserve it from vermin, you may mix a little

powder of aloes with it.

3684. Composition for TakingMoulds
of Medals, Ac. Melt together equal parts
of spermaceti, slcarino or hard tallow, and
white wax. Or: Mix together by melting, |
pound black resin, i pound hard tallow, and
b ounces bees’ wax. This last is more adapted
for coarso work, such os architectural orna-
ments, Ac., and is poured on tho object to be
copied (previously oiled) in a melted state.
Articles in plaster of Paris must bo first
soaked in water, observing that none remains
on tho surface so as to interfere with the dc-
sign.

3685. To Make and Use Elastic
Moulding. Tho process patented by Mr.
Parks for taking a mould of any kind of model
in ono piece, is excellently adapted for the
electrotypist. Tho material is composed of
gluo mid molasses. 12 pounds gluo aro steeped
for several hours in as much water aa will

moisten it thoroughly ; this is put into a me-
tallic vessel, which ts placed in a hot bath of
boiling water. When tho gluo falls into a
fluid state, 3 pounds of molasses aro added,
and tho wholo is well mixed by stirring.

Suppose, now, that tho mould of a small bust
is Wanted, a cylindrical vessel is chosen so
deep that tho bast may stand in it an inch or
so under tho edge. Tho insido of this vowel
m oiled, a piece of stoat paper is posted on
tho bottom of tbo bust to prevent tho fluid
mixture from going inside, and if it is com-
posed of plaster, sand is put insido to prevent
it from floating. It is next completely
drenched in oil and placed upright in tho ves-
sel. This dono, Iho melted mixture of gluo
and molasses is poured in till the bust is sub-
merged to tho depth of An inch. • Tho wholo
most stand for at least 24 hours, till it is per-

fectly cool throughout—after which it is taken
out by inverting tho vessel upon a table, when,
of coarse, tbo bottom of tho bust is presented
Imre. Tho mould is now cut by means of n
sharp knife, from tho bottom up tho back of
tho l>u>t to tbo front of tho head. It is noxt
held open by the operator, when an assistant
lift , out tbo bu<t and tho mould is allowed to
re close, A pieco of brown pajier is tied round
it to keep it firm. Tho operator has now a
complete mould of the bust in ono piece; but
ho caunot treat it liko wax moulds, as its sub-
stance i-i soluble in water, and would bo de-
stroyed if put into the solution. A mixture
of wax and resin, wilh occasionally a liltlo

.'•net. is melted and allowed to stand till it is

on tho point of setting, when it is poured
carefully into tho mould and left to cool. Tho
mould is then untied and opened up as before

;

tho wax bust is tuken out, and tbo mould
may bo tied up for other casts. Besides wax
and resin, there are several other mixtures
used—deer’s fat is prcferablo to common suet,
stearine, etc. The object is to get a mixture
that takes n good cost and becomes solid at a
heat less than that which would melt tho
mould.
3680. To Take Moulds of Figures.

If the model or figure bo composed of plaster
of Baris, a mould is often taken in copper by
deposition. Tho figure is saturated with wax
(sec Xo. 36t£), nud copper deposited upon it

sufficiently thick to bear handling without
damago when taken from tho model. Tho
figure with tho copper deposit 13 carefully
sawn in two, and then boiled in water, by
which tbo plaster is softened and easily sepa-
rated from tho copper, which now serves as
the mould in which the deposit is to be made.

DICK'S
It is prepared in the same way as we havo de-
scribed lor depositing in copper moulds. (Sec
Xo. 3672.) when the deposit 13 made suffi-
ciently thick, tho copper mould is peeled off,
and tho two halves of tho figure soldered to-
gether. The copper moulds which aro de-
posited upon tho wax models taken in tho
clastic moulding aro often treuted in thesamo
manner; hut more generally thexo moulds
aro used for depositing silver or gold into
them, to obtain fac similes of the object in
these metals, in which case tho copper moulds
aro dissolved off by acids.

3087. To Coat Figures with Copper.
When plaster busts or figures aro wauled in
copper, the usual way is to prepare tho figure
with wax (see Xo. 3<M6) and to coat it over
with a thin deposit of copper, lotting tho cop-

K
* remain. Souio operators, when it can ho
ae, remove tho plaster and wash over tho

insido with an alloy of tin and lead molted.
In this case the copper must previously bo
cleaned by washing first in n solution of pot-
ato, and then with chlorido of zinc. Tho rat-

ter mode will cause tho alloy to adhoro to tho
copper and give it strength. In either of

those canes tho doposit must not bo very thick,

or it will throw tho figures out of proportion,
uch as tho features of a bust, oto. Any
slight roughness of deposit may bo easily
smoothed down by means of fino oincry or
glass paper. ( .See Xo. 1935.

)

3688. To Procure a PLaator Cast for
Electrotyping. First dry tho plaster coat
in tho oven thoroughly, then get equal parts
of bocs' wax and common resin, melt them
together, and boil tho cast until it will not
absorb any more; when cold, get some good
black lead and cover tho cast entirely, not
thick, but a bright Rurface. (See Xo. 3089.)

3089. To Proparo Non-Motaliic
Moulds to Roccivo Doposit. Wore any
of tbo plaster or wax moulds, described above,
attached to tho xino and itumersud in tho cop-
per solution in tho samo manner os described
in Xo. 3G69, no deposit would bo obtained,
becauso neither tho plaster nor tho wax is a
conductor of electricity. 8omo substauco
must now be applied to tho surface in ordor
to givo it conducting power. There aro seve-
ral ways of communicating this property, but
the best aud mostaimplo for thn articles uuder
consideration is to apply common black lead

S
arburot of irou) in tuo following manner:
copper wire is put round Iho ndgo of tho

modal, or, if wax moulds aro used, a thin slip

of coppnr may bo inserted into tho edge of
tho mould—or, being slight.lv heated and bid
upon tho back, tho two will adhere. A fiuo
brush is now taken (a small hat brush is very
suitable) and dipped into fino blark lead, and
brushed over tho snrfaco of tho metal. Tho
brushing is to bo continued until all tho faco

round to tho wire upon tho edgo, or slip of

copper forming connection, has a complete
meUllio lustre. A bright polish is neces-
sary to obtain a quick aud good doposit.

In brushing on tho black lead, care should
bo taken not to allow any to go upon tho
back or beyond tho copper connection, or tho
doposit will follow it, and so causo a loss of
copper, and mako tho mould more difficult to
separata from tho deposit; being, as it were,
incased. When tho faco of tho mould is

proporly black -leaded, tho copper wire con-
nected wilh it is attached to tho zino plato in
tho porous cell, and tho mould immersed iu

tho copper solution
;
tho deposit will immedi-

ately begin upon tho copper connection, and
will 8003 spread over overy part, completely
covering tho black-lead suriuco. When tho
deposit is considered sufficiently thick for re-

moving—which, in ordinary circumstances,
will require from 1 to 3 days—tho medal is

taken out of tho solution, and washed in cold
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water, and tho connection is taken off. If

tho deposit has not gono lar over tho edgo of

tho mould, tho two may bo separated by a

C tlo pull; if otherwise, tho superfluous

asit must bo eased off, and if earn bo taken

tho wax may bo fit to uso over again; but
when tho mould is plaster of Paris, however
well it may bo saturated with war, it is sel-

dom in a condition to uso again. If the

E
laitcr mould bo largo and thick, it is odvisa-

lo to coat tho back with wax or tallow,

which is done by brushing it over with either

substance in a molted state ; tho mould, being

cold, will not absorb tho wax or tallow
;
hone®

it may bo recovered again. Tho sulphate of

copper possesses so penetrating a quality that

if tlm .slightest imperfection occurs in tho

saturation of tho mould by wax, tho solution

will ponolrato through it, and tho copper
will bo deposited upon tho faco of tho object

mlhoring to tho plaster, giving to tho metal

a rough, matted appearance, and seriously in-

juring it.

3600. To Use Metal Moulda. Tho
mould in fusiblo alloy docs not reuuiro to bo
blSrk -loaded, but tlm surfaco to bo olcctro-

typed must bo prepared with turpentine, Ac.,

(see No. 3673), and tho back and edge must
bo protected by a coating of wax or other

non-conducting material; it may be connect-

ed with tho zino polo by puttiug a wiro round
its edgo previous to laying on tho non-con-
ducting substance, such as tallow or wax.
which should also cover tho wire. Or a Blip

of copper or wiro may bo laid upon tho back,

and fiMUsuod by a drop or two of sealing-wax;
tho back is thon coated, but care must bo
taken that tho wax does not got between tho
connection and tho medal, which will prevent
deposit. Tho deposit on this mould goes on
instantaneously. When sufficiently thick, it

may ho taken off in tho umo manner as from
tho wax mould. These moulds may bo used
several times, if care bo taken not to heat

them, as they easily melt. Tho medals ob-

tained from metallic moulda prepared with
tho turpentine solution have a bright surfaco,

which is not liable to change easily, but if tho

mould hoe boon prepared with oil or composed
of wax or plaster, tho inotnl will cither bo
dark, or will very easily tarnish. For tho
means of preserving them by bronzing set

Nos. 3771, ,yc.

3601. Precautions on Putting tho
Moulda into a Solution. In putting

moulds into tho copper solution, tho operator

is often annoyed l>y small globules of air ad-

hering to tho surfaco, which either prevent

tho deposit taking placo upou theso parts, or,

when they nro very minute, permit tho de-

posit to grow over thorn—causing small
hollows in tho mould, which giro a very ugly
appearanco to tho faco of tho medal. To
obviate this, giro tho mould, when newly put

into tho solution, two or threo shakes, or givo

tho wiro attached to it, whilo tho mould id in

tho solution, a smart tap with a key or knifo,

or anything convenient; bat tho most certain

means wo navo tried, is to moisten tho sur-

face with alcohol just previous to putting it

into tho copper Bolutiau. A little practice in

these manipulations will soon ouablo tho

operator to avoid theso annoyances.

3692.

Electrotyping on Largo Ob-
jects. 'Then busts or figures, whether of

wax or plaster of Paris, aro to ho coated with
copper, with no other conducting surfaco than

black-lead, it is attended with considerable
difficulty to tho inexperienced clcctrotypcr.

Tho deposit grows over all tho prominent
parts, leaving hollow places, such as armpits,

ucck, etc., without any deposit; and when
onco missed, it requires considerable manage-
ment to get theso parts coated, as the coated
parts give a sufficient passage for tho current

of electricity. It is recommended by somo
clcctrotypists to take oat the bast, and coat

the parts deposited upon the wax. to prevent
any further deposit on them

; but this practice
is not good, especially with plaster of Paris,

for an electrotypo ought never to bo taken
out till finished. Sometimes tho resistance

of the hollow parts is occasioned by the solu-

tion becoming exhausted from its position in

regard to tho positive pole. In this cose a
change of position effects a remedy. It may
be remarked that when a bast or any largo

surface having hollow parts upon it, is to be
electrotyped, as many copper connections as

possible ought to lie made between these

parts and the zinc of the battery. Let tho
connections with tho hollow parts bo made
with tho finest wiro which cau be had,

and let tho zinc plato in tho cell havo a

large surfaco compared to tho surface of the

figure, and tho battery bo of considerable in-

tensity; if attention is paid to theso condi-

tions, tho most intricate figures and busts

may bo covered over in a few hours. Caro
has to bo observed in taking off tho connec-
tions from tho deposit, or tho operator may
tear off a portion of tho deposit

;
if tho wires

used aro fine, they should bo cut off close to

tho deposited surface.

3693. To Coat Busts and Fig-urea.
Busts and figures, and other com plicated
works of art, which cannot bo perfectly coated
with black-lead, may bo covered by a film of
silver or gold, which serves as a conducting
medium to tho copper. This is effected by a
solution of phosphorus in sulphurctof carbon.
Tho solution ot phosphorus is prepared by
adding to each pound of that substanc© 10
pounds bisulphurct of carbon, and then thor-

oughly agitating tho mixture
;

this solution

is applicablo to various uses, and, amongst
others, to obtaining deposits of motal upon
non-motallio substances, cither by combining
it with tho substances on which it is to be
deposited, as in tho case of wax, or by coating
tho surfaco thereof. Any of tho known pre-

parations of wax may bo treated in this way,
but tho ono preferred is composed of from 6

to 8 ounces of tho solution, 5 pounds wax, ami
5 pounds deer's fat, melted together at a low
heat, on account of tho iaflouinublo nature of

tho phosphorus. Tho composition thus ob-

tained is acted upon by an electrotyping solu-

tion os readily as if it wore coated with tho

black-lead.
3694. To Gild or Silver-Plate Flow-

ers, &c. If tho solution of phosphorus (see

No. 3693) is to bo applied to tho surfaco of the
article, an addition is mado to it of l pound
wax or tallow, 1 pint spirits of turpentine,

and 2 ounces puro India-rubber (dissolved

with 1 pound asphalt, in bisulphurct of car-

bon), for every pound phosphorus contained
in tho solution. Tho wax and tallow being
first melted, tho solution of India-rubber and
asphalt is stirred in; then the turpentine, and
after that tho solution of phosphorus is added.
Tho solution prepared in this manner is ap-
plied to tho surfaces of non-mctallic sub-
stances, such at wood, flowers, etc., by im-
mersion or brushing; tho articlo is then im-
mersed in a dilute solution of nitrato of silver

or chlorido of gold; in a few minutes tho sur-

faco is covered with a fine film of metal,
sufficient to ensuro a deposit of any required

thickness on the articlo Wing connected with

any of tho electrical apparatus at present em-
ployed for coating articles with metal. The
solution intended to be used is prepared by
dissolving 4 ounces silver in nitric acid, and
afterwards diluting tho same with 12 gallons

water; tho gold solution is formed by dissolv-

ing 1 ounce gold in intro-muriatic acid (aqua

regia), and then diluting it with 10 gallon*

water. Tho solutions of silver and gold, pre-

pared os above, will last for a long time, and
serve for a great many articles. When it is

convenient it is best to uso both solutions.
Tho conncctiug wire should first be attached
to thonrticlo to bo coated, before being dipped
into tho phosphorus solution, but connected
at such parts as will not hnrt the appearance
of tho object by leaving a mark when it is

taken off. Caro should bo taken not to touch
the articlo with tho bauds after it is dipped
into tho solution. Tho object supported by
the connections is immersed in tho phosphorus
solution, where it remains for two or threo
minutes. When taken out it is dipped into

tho silver solution, and, as soon as tho surfaco
becomes black, having the appearanco of a
picco of black china, it is to bo dipped several
times in distilled water, and then immersed
in tho solution of gold about threo minutes;
tho surfaco takes a bronze lingo by tha re-

duction of tho gold. It is next washed in

distilled water by merely dipping, not by
throwing water upon i:, Tho wiro connection
is now attached to tho zinc of tho battery,
and then the articlo pat into tho copper solu-
tion, and in a few minutes tho articlo is coated
over with a deposit of copper. A thin copper
surfaco may itius bo given to small busts or
figures without sensibly distorting tho features.

3695.

Electrotyping on Wood. Dip
tho wood in molted wax, then brush over
with black-lead until polished

;
insort a wiro of

copper, and SCO that it is also covered with tho
plumbago, and in contact with that already
on tho wood; now attach to tho polo of tho
battery, and immorso in tho solution of sul-

photo of copper. Tho battery should not bo
too strong.

lectroplating. Tho foregoingLj matter refers to electrotyping, that is,

copper-cooling, by galvanism. Electroplating,
or coaling with silver, is conducted in a simi-

lar manner to electrotyping ad far as general

E
rinciplcs and manipulation nro concerned,
at differs in tho solntions used, an well as in

tho preparation of tho objects to bo olcctro-

plated.

3697. To Prcparo Cyanido of Silver.
First dissolvo 1 ounce puro silver in 2 ©uncos
nitric acid and 2 ounces hot water, after
which farther dilute with 1 quart hot water.
Tho propriety of diluting tho nitrato of silver

before precipitating by tho cyanido of po-
tassium arises from tho fact that tho salts of
potash nud soda (such ns tho nitrates, chlor-

ides, and sulphates), when in strong solution,

dii-solvo small quantities of thu silver salt,

and thus causo a loss, which is prevented by
previous dilution with water. Tlio uitrio acid

used must bo freo from hydrochloric (muri-

atic) acid; to a small quantity of tho acid add
a fow drops of solution of nitrato of silver;

If it gives a milky whito precipitate, it con-

tains muriatic acid, and should bo rejoctcd.

Thou dissolve 5 ounces cyauido of potassium

in 1 quart water. Add this by degrees to tho

silver solution until tho wholn of tho silver is

precipitated, which may bo tested thus : Stir

tho mixture and allow it to settle; then drop

into tho clear liquid a very srnaN auantity of

tho second preparation, from tho end of a glass

rod
;

if tho clear liquid is rendered turbid, it

is a proof that tho wholo of tho silver is not

separated; but if tho liquid remains un-

changed, it shows that tho silver is entirely

separated. Tho clear liquid is then to bo

poured off, and tho precipitate, which is cyan-
ido of silver, washed at least 4 times in hot

water, dried and bottled for use. Tho uso

and handling of cyanido of potassium requires

great caution, as II grains of it aro sufficient

to kill a grown person. The fumes thrown
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off whilo dissolving tho silver in nitric arid

ore also highly deleterious, and mast not bo
inhaled; it is better, therefore, not to dissolve

silver in a close room.

3698. To Make SUver Solution. The
solution of silver used for plating consists of

cyanide of silver dissolved m potassinm, add-
ing a solution of cyanide of potassium to tho

cyanido of silver until it is all dissolved. The
resulting solution constitutes tho cyanido of
potassium and silver, and forms tho plating

solution. It ought to bo filtered previous to

using, as there is always formed a black sedi-

mont, composed of iron, silver, and cyanogen,

which, if left in tho solution, would fall upon
tho surfaco of tho articlo receiving tho deposit,

and make it rough. Tho sediment, however,
must not bo thrown away, as it contains sil-

ver. Tho cyanido of potassium, used to dis-

solve tho cyanido of silver, may bo so diluted

that tho plating solution, when formed, shall

contain 1 ounco of silver in tho gallon ; of

course tho proportion of silver may be larger

or smaller, nut that given is best lor plating.

In dissolving 100 ounces of silver, tho follow-

ing proportions of each ingredient aro those

which havo been found in practice to bo tho

boat. Toko 7 pounds of tho best nitric acid,

and 01 ounces of cyanido of potassium, of the

nvorago quality; this quantity will precipitate

tho 100 ounces of silver dissolved in tho acid

solution. Alter this is washed, take 62 oun-

ces moro of cyanido of potassium, tho solution

of which will dissolve tho precipitate; this

boing done, tho plating solution is then form-

ed. Of courso theso proportions will vary

according to tho diffcronco in tho quality of

tho materials; but they will servo to givo an
idea of tho cost of tho silver solution prepared

in this manner.
3099. To Dissolvo Cyanide of SUvor

In Yellow Prusaiato of Potash. Dissolvo

tho cyanido of silver by yellow prussiato of

potash (forrocyanido of potassium), 3 pounds

of which aro required to dissolvo 1 ounco of

silver. This forms nn excellent plating solu-

tion, and yields a beautiful surfaco of silver.

It must liavo n weak battery power, and con-

sequently tho silver is very soft. Tho posi-

tive oloctrodo docs not dissolvo in this solution

;

thoro is formed upon its surface a whito scaly

emit, which drops off and falls to tho bottom;

and the solution soon boconios oxhousted of

siivor, and will ucod to bo renewed.

3700. Solution Made with Oxide of
SUvor. A good silver eolation for electro-

plating whito metal and brass is mado by dis-

solving l part oxide of siivor in 8 parta cyanide
of potassium and 64 parts warm water. Ox-
ide of siivor is mado by precipitating a solu-

tion of tho nitrato by a dissolved alkali like

potossa or baryta.

3701. To Make SUver Solution by
the Battery. Tho best and cheapest

method of making up tho silver solution is by
tho battery, whicu saves all expense of acids

and tho labor of precipitation. To prepare a
silver solution which is intended to havo an
ounco of silver to tho gallon, dissolvo 123

ounces cyanide of potassium in 100 gallons

water; get one or two flat porous vessels,

submerge them in this solution to within half

an inch of tho rim, and fill them to the same
height with tho solution

;
in these porons

vessels place small plates or sheets of iron or
copper, and connect them with tho fine polo

of a battery; in tho solution outside the

shallow vessels ploco a sheet or sheets of

silver connected with the silver pole of the
battery. This arrangement being made at
night, and the power employed being a
Srncc’s battery of 6 cells, tho zincs 7 inches

square, it will bo found in tho morning
that there will bo dissolved 60 to 80 ounces
of silver from tho sheets. Tho eolation is now

915
ready for use; and by observing that tho

articles to bo plated have less surface than

the silver plate forming the positive electrode,

for tho first two days, the solution will then

have tho proper Quantity of silver in it. Oc-

casionally a little silver is fonr.d in the

porons cell; it is therefore not advisable to

throw away the eolation in them without

first testing it for silver, which is done by
adding a little mariatic acid to it. The ama-
teur electrotypist may, from this description,

makc'up a small quantity of solution for sil-

vering; his medals or figures. For example, a
half- ounco of silver to the gallon of solution

will do very well; a small quantity may bo
prepared in little more than an hoar. As tho

cyanido of potassium dissolves silver without

tho aid of a battery, a plating liquor may bo
formed by merely allowing a piece of silver to

steep in this solution for a few days; bat this

is tedious and uncertain, although for small

operations, and where porous vessels aro not
convenient, it will servo tho purpose.

3702. To Recover Silver from Solu-
tion. When a silver solution gets out of

order, and cannot bo rendered fit for use

again, tho silver may bo recovered by adding
to tho solution any acid that will neotralixo

tho alkali ; if nitric or sulphurio acid bo nsed,

tho silver precipitates as cyanide, but if hydro-

chloric acnl bo used, tho silver will bo pre-

cipitated os a chlorido; in either caio tho

solution should bo diluted, or a portion of tho

prccipitalo will bo redissolvcd. Tho precipi-

tato is allowed to deposit, tho dear liquor de-

canted, and tho vessel filled with water to

wash tho precipitate, which is afterwards col-

lected upon o filter and dried, nnd then mixed
with twice iu weight of carbonate of potash,

and fused in a Hessian crucible for 15 min-

utes, or until tho fared fluid ceases to ef-

fervesce. On removing tbe crucible, and

pouring tho wholo into an iron ladle, when
cool the silver will be found in tho metallio

stato at the bottom of the ladle. In thoso

operations, when pouring tho acid into the

cyanide solution, great care must l»o taken

not to inhalo tho fumes given off, which are

very abundant nnd poisonous. Tho operation

should bo dono in tho open air, and oven then

it is bod. Instead of throwing down the

siivor by an acid, it is better to evaporate tho

solution to dryness, and to fuse the product

as described
;
'in which cose the cyanido is an

excellent reducing flux, requiring no addition

of carbon alo of potash, and saves tho necessity

of evolving poisonous fumes.

3703. Teat for Froo Cyanide of Po-
tassium in Solutions. If wo dissolvo a

small quantity of sulphate of copper and odd

to it an excess of ammonia, there is produced

a deep blao color. Cyanido of potassium will

destroy tho blue color, in a fixed chemical

proportion. To obtain this proportion, take

ten grains of pure cyanide ot potassium and

dissolvo in water; then take a certain quan-

tity, say 100 grains, of sulphate of copper, and

convert it into anunoniuret, tho wholo mew*
uring a given quantity, and ponr from an

alkalimeter this bine liquor into tho cyanide

of potassium till it ceases to destroy tho color,

then mark the number of graduations required,

and that amount of copper solution will rep-

resent 10 grains cyanide of potassium— a
quantitative test will thus bo got for the full

cyanido of potassium in the solution, and

should be used as follows: Soy that the color

of 60 graduations of tho blue solution was de-

stroyed by the 10 grains of cyanide of potas-

sium ;
then, to test the quantity of free cyanide

of potassium in the plating solution, take 60

gr-idnations of the bine liquor in any conve-

nient vessel, and add to it worn an alkalimeter

the plating solution, till the color of the blue

liquor is destroyed, then note the quantity

which contains 10 grains free cyanide, from

which the quantity in tho whole solution may
be calculated.
3704.

Teat for the Quantity of Free
Cyanide of Potassium in Solutions. It

has been already mentioned that tho cyanido

of silver, as it forma upon tho surface of the

silver plate, is dissolved by the cyanido of

potassium. This renders it necessary to have

always in tho solution free cyanido of po-

tassium. Werewo touso tho pure crystalline

salt of cyanido of potassium and silver, dis-

solved in water, without any freo cyanido of

potassium, wo should not obtain a deposit be-

yond a momentary blush, as tho silver plate

or dcctrodo would” get an instantaneous coat-

ing of cyanido of silver, nnd this not being

dissolved, tho current would stop. Tho
quantity of freo cyanido of potassium required

in tho eolation varies according to tho

amount of eilver that is present, ami tho

rapidity of tho deposition. If there bo too

littlo of it, tho deposit will go on slowly ; if

there bo too much, tho silver nlato will bo dis-

solved in greater proportion than tho quantity

deposited, anil tho solution will consequently

got stronger. Tho proportion wo havo found

best is about half by weight of freo cyanido of

potassium to tho quantity of silver in solu-

tion
;
thus, if tho solution contains 9 ounces

of siivor to tho gallon, it should havo I ounco

of froo cyanido of potassium pur gallon. This

is known by taking some nitrate of silver,

dissolving it in distilled water and placing it

in a common ulkalimotcr (see No. 62), gradu-

ated into 100 parts. Tbo proportion of tho
nitrato of silver in tbo solution is to bo such
that every two graduations of tho solution

should contain 1 grain. A given quantity of

tho plating solution is now tnkon—say 1

ounco by measure, and tho test solution of

nitrato of silver is added to it by degrees, so

long ns tho precipitate formed is redtssolvod.

When this ceases tho number of graduations

is then noted, and tho following equation

gives tho quantity of freo cyanide. Every
175 nitrato of silver uro equal to 130 cyanido
of potassium in solution. Supposo 20 gradu-
ations were taken, equal to 10 grains nitrato

of silver, then 175 : 130 :: 10 : 7.4 grains freo

cyanido of potassium. This, multiplied by
ICO, tho number of fluid ounces nor gallon,

will make about 21 ounces. Wo novo taken

2 graduation* to 1 grain of nitrato of silver,

that tho solution may bo considerably diluto

and less liable to error. Tho following tablo

is calculated at a half grain nitrato of silver to

tho graduation, nnd will bo a guide to tho

student or workman. Tho quantity of solu-

tion tested is 1 ounco by measure.

graduations used.
EYto cyanido per gallon.

02. dwi. Hr-

1
j

0 2 13

2 0 5 3
3 0 7 16

4 0 10 6
5 0 12 19

6 0 15 9
7 0 17 22
8 1 0 13

9 1 3 1

10 1 5 12

11 1 8 5

12 1 10 19

13 1 13 8

14 1 15 22
15 1 18 11

16 2 1 2

17 2 3 14

18 2 6 2

19 2 8 11

20 2 11 0
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3705. To Clconao Articles for Electro-
plating. Articles that are to bo plated aro
lirst boiled ia an alkalino lye, to freo them from
pease, then washed from tho lye, and dipped
into diluto nitric acid, which removes any
oxiilo thatmay bo formed upon tho surface

;

they aro afterwords brushed over with a hard
brush and lino sand. (See Xo. 3331.) Tho
alkalino lyo should bo in a caustic state, which
is easily effected by boiling tho carbonated
alkali with slacked lime, until, on tho addition
of a littlo acid to a small drop of tho solution,
no effervcsccnco occurs. (SeeXo. 101.) Thu
Jimo is then allowed to settle, and tho char
liquor is fit for use. Tbo lyo should have
about j pound soda-ash, or pearl-ash. to tho
gallon of water. Tho nitric acid, into which
tho article is dipped, may bo diluted to such
an extent that it will merelv act upon tho
metal. Any old acid will do for this purpose,
lu largo factories tho acid used for dipping
before plating is generally afterwarus em-
ployed for tho above purposo of clcaniug.

3706. To Proparo Articlos for the
Decomposing Coll. Tho articlo being thor-

oughly cleaned and dried, has a copper wire

attjuihod to it, oitlinr by twisting it round tho

articlo or putting it through auy open part of

it, to maintain it in suspension. It is then

Soil into nitric acid as quickly as possible,

ivmhcd through water, and then immersed
in tho docomposing cell containing silver solu-

tion, Hiisponding it by tho wiro which con-

nocIs with tho itino polo of tho batterv. The
nitric acid generally used and found host for

dipping has ft specific gravity 1.518. and con-

tains 10 per cent, milphuric acid. Tho article

is instantaneously coated with silver, and
ought to ho taken out alter a few seconds and
well brushed. On a largo scale, brushes of

brass wiro attached to a latho aro used for this

(
urposo; but ft hard hair brush with a little

00 sand will do for small work. This brush-

ing id mod in case any particlo of forcigu

matter may bo still on thosurfaco.- It is then

replaced in tho solution, and in tho course of
A fow hours a coating of the thickness of
tissue paper is deposited on it, having tho

beautiful matted appearance of dead silver.

Any thickness of silver may be given to a
plate by continuing the operation a proper

length of timo. If to I ) ounces of silver to

the square foot of surface will give an excel-

lout plato about tho thickness of ordinary

writing paper. Wo may remark that, in de-

positing silver from tho solution, a weak
battery may bo used; though when the bat-

tery is weak tho silver deposited is soft, but if

used as strong as tho solution will allow, the

silver will bo equal in hardness to rolled or

hammered silver. If tho battery is stronger

than tho solution will stand, or tho articlo

very small compared to tho sizo of tho plato

of silver forming tho positivo electrode, tho

silver will bo deposited as a powder. Gas
should never be seen escaping from either

polo; and tho aurfaco of tnc article should

always correspond as nearly as possiblo with

that of tho positive electrode, otherwise the

deposit runs tho risk of not being good; it

requires more care, and tho solution is apt to

bo altered in strength, because if tho positive

©lootrodo bo largo compared with the negative,

the solution will become stronger in silver,

while if smaller in proportion the solution

will become exhausted of silver.

3707. To Silver-plate Large Articles
(such as those plated in factories), it is not

always sufficient to dip them in nitric acid

;

wash and immerse them in tho solution, in

order to effect a perfect adhesion of tho two
metals. To secure this, a small portion of

J
nicksilver is dissolved in nitric acid, and a
ttlo of this solution is added to water, in

eofficient quantity to enable it to givo a white
6ilvery tint to a piec© of copper when dip[*©d

into it; tho article then, whether made of
copper, brass, or German silver, after being
dipped in tho nitric arid and washed, is dip-

pod into tho uitrato of mercury solution till

the surface is white ; it is then well washed
by plunging it into two separato vessels con-

taining clean water, and finally put into the

plating solution. This secures perfect adhe-

sion of tho metals. Ono ounce of quicksilver

thus dissolved will do for a long time, though
tho liquor is used every day. When the
mercury in this solution is exhausted, it is

liable to turn tho article black upon being
dipped into it; this mast ho avoided, as in

that caso it also causes the deposited metal to
strip off.

3708. To Preaerve tho Dead, Matted
Appearance of Silver alter Electropla-
ting. If it is desired to preserve tho min aro
in this condition, the article must bo taken
out of tho electroplating solution, care bring
takcu not to touch it by the hand, and im-
mersed in boiling distilled water for a few
minutes. On being withdrawn, sulli. lent heat
has been imparted to tho mclal to dry it in-

stantly. If it is a medal, it ought to be put
in an air-tight frame immediately, or if a

Gguxc, it may bo at once placed nnder a glass

shade, as a Tery few days' exposure to tho air

tarnishes it, bv tho formation of nalphuret of

silver, especially in a room where thcro is fir®

"r

3709. To Rcmovo the Chalky Ap-
pearance of Silver after Plating. When
articles are taken out of tho electroplating

solution they are swilled in water, ami then

put into boiling water. They are afterwards

«ito hot sawdust, which dries them per*

. Their color is chalk- white. They aro

generally weighed before being scratch-

brushed; that is, brushed with fine wiro
brushes (see Xos. 3381 and 37061, and old alo.

beer, or water containing in sofntion a littlo

gum, glue, or sugar, but tho amateur may
use a hard hair brush. It may be afterwards
burnished according to the usual method of

burnishing, by rubbing the snrface with con-

siderable pressure with polished steel or tho

mineral termed bloodstone. Although thio

operation docs not displace any of tho silver,

still, in taking off tho chalky appearance,
thcro is a slight loss of weight. Tho appear-
ance after scratching ia that of bright metallic

silver.

3710.

To Increase the Brightness of
tho Deposit. A liillc sulphurcl of carbon
added to tho plating solution prevents tho
chalky appearance, and gives the dep<*'it tho
appcaranco of metallic silver; tho reaction

w'hich takes place in this mixtnro is not yet
understood. The best method of applying tho

sulphnret of carbon is to put one or two oun-

ces into a large bottle, then fill it with strong
silver solution having an cxcc&s of cyanide of

potassium, and let it repose for several days,

shaking it occasionally. A little of this sil-

ver solution is added, as required, to this pla-

ting solution. which will give the articles plutcd

tbo same appearance as if scratched. It is

also found that tho presence of sulpburct of
carbon prevents tho solution from going out
of order; indeed, we havo seen a solntion that

has been constantly working from two to

three years, while, generally, they were sub-

ject to go oat of order for a time, in less than
ono year—although, after standing n time,

they would recover—but these are curious re-

action* not yet investigated.

3711. To Insure Success in tho Elec-
troplating Process. In order to insure

success in silver-plating upon metals and mn-
tallic alloy*, two solutions of silver aro re-

quisite
;
the first, to whiten or fix tho silver

to such metals as iron, steel, britannia metal,

and German silver ;
the second, to finish tho

wort, as any amount of pur© silver can bo de-
posited from tho second solution.

3712. First, or Whitening Solution.
Dissolve 24 troy pound* cyanido of potassium,
8 ounces carbonate of soda, and 5 ounce*
cyanido of silver in 1 gallon rain or distilled

water. This eolation should bo used with n
compound battery of 3 to 10 pairs, according
to the sizo of tho work to bo plated. Tho use
of Uiid solution will iiiRiiro tho adhesion of sil-

ver to all kind* of bras*, bronze, typo metal,
Ac., without employing mercury, tho frequent
nso of which is injurious to tho health of tho
operator.

3713. Second, or Finishing Solution.
Disaolvo 44 troy ounces cyanido ot potassium,
and 1} ounces cyanido of silver, in I gallon
rain or distilled water. Thi* solution should
be used with ono largo cell of Smoo’a buttery,
observing that tho silver plato is placed ox
near the surface of tho articles to bo plated us
possible.

3714. Boottger’a Test for tho Silver
on Silver-Plated Metola. Tho tost fluid
consist* of a saturated solution of bichromate
of potassA in nitnc acid, specific gravity 1.2.

Any dirt or varnish having been removed by
strong alcohol from the metallic surface to lie

tested, a drop of tho tost fluid i 1 applied to il.

X moans of a gloss rod, and immediately
rwards washed off with aom© cold water.

If pnro ailvor is present (as regards silver

coins, those aro left in contact with tho tost

fluid for a greater length of limn), tlmro will

appear clearly a blood red colored murk
(chromate of ailvor). Upon German silver

tho lost liquid appears brown, bat after wash-
ing with water tho blood-red colored mark
dooa not appear

; tho co culled britannia- metal
is colored black

;
on platinum no action i* vis-

ible; metallic surfaces coated with an amal-
gam of morcury yiold a reddish speck, which,
however, is entirely washed off by water; on
lead and bismuth tho test liquid forma a yel-
low -colored precipitate; zinc and tin aro
both atrongiy acted upon by this teat liquid,

which, as regards tbo former metal, is en-
tirely removed by water, while, u* regard*
tho latter, tho tost liquid is colored brown-
ish, and addition of water produces a yellow
preeipitato which somewhat adhere* to tho
tin.

3715. Plating on Iron or Steel. Take
2 quarts min water, dissolve 2 pound* cyanido
of potassium, aud filter. In order to plato
steel or iron, dip it into puro sulphuric acid
for ono minute, tbc:i clean with pumice stone,
and brush

;
rinse, and hang in solution of

cyanido of potassium for three minute*, or

until it becomes white; then hang in silver

solution until plated heavy enough. (See Xo.
3608 )

3716. Taking Silver from Copper,
Etc. First by stripping or dissolving it off;

thi* is (lotto by putting into a stoneware nr

copper pan somo strong sulphuric acid (vit-

riol), to which a littlo nitrate of potasm is

added; tho articlo is laid into this solution,
which will dissolve the silver without materi-
ally affecting the copper; nit rate of potassa
is added by degree*, as occasion requires; nnd
if the action is slow a littlo heat is applied to

tho vessel. Tho silver being removed, the
articlo is well washed and then passed through
the potash solution, aud finished for plating.
\Then the sulphuric acid become* saturated
with silver it is diluted, and tho silver is pro-
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cipitated by ft solution of common salt; th«

chlorido of silver formed is collected ftnd fused

in ft cruciblo with earbonato of potash, when
tho silver is obtained in ft metallic state, a* a

kuob or button. Tho cruciblo should not bo

over two-thirds full, and should be kept in fu-

sion till effervescence ceases. Tho cruciblo is

then removed from tho fire, and. when cool, it

is broken. (See ATo. 3702.) Tho orticlo thus

stripped bv aci<ls often shows a little rough-

ness, uot from the effects of the acid, but be-

cause the copper under the silver has not
been polished; it is therefore a necessary

practice in the electroplating factories to pol-

ish tho articles beforo plating. This is dono

by means of a circular brush, more or less

hard as required, fixed upon a lathe, and a thin

pasto mode of oil and pumice-stone ground as

fine ns flour. By this process the surface of

uny article can bo smoothed and polished;

hut a littlo experience is required to ensure

success, and enable tho operator to polish tho

surface equally without leaving brush marks.

After this tho article must bo cleaned in pot-

ash beforo it is plated.

37 17. ToRecover Silver from Copper.
Instead of stripping off tho silver by mean*

of acid, M in No, 3710, it is a more common
and preferable mode to brush off the silver

by tho operation just described. In this cose

tho brushtags must bo collected, dried, and

burned; this may be dono in an iron pan,

keeping it at a red heat until all carbonaceous

matter* are consumed ; tho remainder is fused

with carbonate of soda or potash, when tho

silver is obtained, in combination with a littlo

copper.

3718. Cyanido of Silver and Potaa-
aiura, It* Decomposition During tho
Plating ProcoBB. Tho silver salt in tho

plating solution is ft true double salt, being,

as already described, a compound of 1 equi-

valent of cyanido of silver, anti 1 of cyntudo of

potassium—two distinct salt*. In tho decom-

position of tho silver solution by tho clectrio

current, tho former, cyanido of sdver, is alono

affected; tho silver is deposited, and tho

cyanogen passes to tho positivo plato or elec-

trode. Tho cyanido of potassium is thereforo

sot at liberty upon tho surfaco of tho urticlo

receiving tho silver deposit, and its solution,

being specifically lighter than tho general

mass of tho plating solution, rise* to tho top;

this causes a current to take placo along tho

face of tho article being plated. If tho orticlo

lias n flat surface, suppose that of a waiter or

tray, upon which a prominence exists, a* a
mounting round tho edge, it will causo lines

and ridges from thu bottom to tho top.

Newly formed solutions arc most subject to

produce this annoyance.
3719. Dead Silvering for Medals.

Tho perfect smoothness which a medal gene-

rally possesses on tho surface, renders it very

ditlicult to obtain a coating of deoil silver

upon it, having tbo* beautiful silky lustre

which characterizes that kind of work\ except
by giving it a very thick coating of silver,

which take* away tho sharpness of tho im-

pression. fhis dead appearonco eftn bo easily

obtained by putting tho medal, previous to

silvering, in a solution of copper, and deposit-

ing upon it, by means of a weak current, a

more blush of copper, which gives tho face of

tho medal that beautiful crystalline richness

that deposited copper is known to give. Tho

medal is then to bo washed from tho copper

solution, and immediately to bo put into tho

silver solution. A very slight coating of sil-

ver will suffice to givo tho dead frosty lustre so

much admired, and in general so difficult to

obtain.

3720. To Recover Silver from Old

Plated Goods. Oil of vitriol, together with

5 per emit, of nitrate of soda, is heated in a

cast-iron boiler, or a stoneware pan, to 212°

Fahr. Tho silver-plated clippings aro placed

in a sheet-iron bucket or cullender, which is

fastened to a pulley that it may be moved
about in tho acid. As soon as the silver is

removed, tho cullender is raised, allowed to

drain, then immersed in cold water and emp-
tied, to bo again used in the same manner.

Whoa tho acid bath is fresh, the desilvering

proceeds very rapidly, and even with heavy

plated ware takes bat a few minutes; with

tho gradaa! saturation of tho bath more time

ia required, and it is readily perceived when
tho acid must bo renewed. Tho small amount
of acid solution adhering to tho copper, pre-

cipitates its silver when brought into tho wa-

ter. To obtain its complete removal, the

_ when raised from the delivering

and beforo immersion in water, may bo

3ed into a second bath prepared in the

o manner, which is afterwards to bo used

in placo of the first. Tbo saturated bath, on
cooling, congeals to a crystalline semi-fluid

mass of sulphate of copper anil of soda. Tbo
silver is removed by chlorido of sodium (com-

mon salt) which is added in small portions at

a timo. while tho solution U yet warm. Tho
chlorido of silver separates readily, and is

washed ami reduced in tbo usual manner. Tho

acid solution contains but a very small por-

tion of copper, hardly enough to pay for re-

covering.

3721.

To Recover Silver from Cop-
per. This process is applied to recover tbo

silver from tho plated metal, which has teen

rolled down for buttons, toy*, etc., without

destroying any largo portion of tho copper.

For this purpose, a dissolving solution i* com-

posed of 3 pounds oil of vitriol. It ounce*

nitre, ami I pound water. Tho plated metal

Is boiled in it till tho silver is dissolved, and

thon tho silver is recovered by throwing com-

mon salt into tbo solution. (See A'o. 3214.)

3722.

Test Fluid for Silver-Plated
Good*. For this purposo a testing fluid u

Srcd by adding pure nitrio acid to pow-
red chromato of potash, and mixing them

in such a mouucr that a part of tho latter

remains in suspension, tho wbolo bcinp kept

well stirred during tho mixing. Equal parts

by weight of each may bo taken. Tbo nitric

must bo quite freo from hydrochloric acid, and

havo tho proper degree of concentration, be-

ing uoithcr too fuming nor too dilute; it

should havo n specific gravity between 1.20

and 1.25. When tho mixture baa teen pre-

pared for a few hour*, and l*on stirred several

times, tho reddish-colored liquid is poured off

from tho residue and kept in a stoppered

bottle.

3723.

To Toot 8ilver-Plated Good*.
Tho ordinary and very accurate method of

testing of silver is founded upon tho insolu-

bility of chloride of silver in dilate acids and

in water. This otherwise satisfactory test is,

however, difficult to carry out when an articlo

is very thinly plated. A drop of tho test

liquid (seo last receipt) is then brought in

contact with tho metal to be tested, and im-

mediately washed off again with water, ir

a visible blood-red spot remains, silver is

present. This method requires only the fol-

lowing precautions: Tho metallic surface

must have teen quite cleansed from greaso or

varnish with spirits of wine—water must bo

poured over tho treated surfaco beforo judging

of tho color, as that of tho testing fluid is

altered bv the metal, and the red precipitate

is not distinctly visible until tho colored

liquid has been washed off. The red spot can

afterwards bo very easily removed with tho

finger. By this method tbo slightest trace of

silver in an alloy may bo ascertained. When
an article is suspected to be only tbinly plated,

a very minute drop of the testing fluid should

be used. With no other inctal or alloy doe*

this red spot, to characteristic of silver, ap-

pear; in soma cases the testing fluid only

corrodes the surfaco of tho metal, whilst in

others colored precipitates are formed, which,

however, cannot be confounded with those of

silver. German silver brought into contact

with tho testing fluid affords no red spot after

being washed. Tho snot will, however, havo

been strongly corroded. Britauuia metal

yields a black spot; zinc is strongly corroded;

platinum is not attacked
;
lend gives a yelluw

C
rocipitato; tin is strongly affected by tbo

uid; when the brownish-colored testing

fluid is washed off, ft yellow precipitate is per-

ceived, which adheres tightly to tho metal

;

copper is stroDglv attacked, a tamishod enr-

fftco of this metal is brightened by tbo action

of tho acid.

XT' lectro-Gilding. Tho opera-

I
1

i turn of gilding, or covering other mot-

ols With a coating of gold by tho battery, is

performed in tbo saino manner as electro-

plating, with tho exception of a fow practical

modifications. . _ . _

3725. To Prepare Chloride of Gold-

Dissolvo l part gold in 3 parts nitro-hydrq-

chloric acid (aqua regia); evaporate until

vapors of chlorine begin to bo disengaged,

then set tbo solution asido to crystallize.

Aqua regift consists of 1 part nitric acid mid

2 part* (both by measure) muriatic (hydro-

chloric) acid.

If aqua nuuuuuia bn added to a solution of

gold iu aqua regin, it precipitate* a reddish-

yellow deposit, which may bo collected,

washed, and dried. Thin i* tho ammoninret

of gold, and must bo handled ami prepared

with great caution, it being tho Auuiiuato of

e
3720. To Prcpnro a Solution of Gold.

Add a solution of cyamdo of potassium to a

solution of chloride of gold (see Ao. J/2G)

until all tho precipitate Is redissolved
;

but

this gives chlorido of potassium in tho solu-

tion. which is not good. In tho preparation

of tho solution by this means there aro some

interesting reactions. As tho chlorido of

gold ha* always an excess of acid, tho addi-

tion of cyanido of potassium cause* violent

effervescence, and no precipitate of gold takes

placo until all tho freo acid is neutralized,

which causes a considerable loss to tho

cyanido of potassium. There is always

formed In this deposition a quantity of am-

monia and carbonic acid, from tbo deposition

of tho cyanato of potash; and if the chloride

of gold bo recently prepared, and hot, there is

often formed somo nurato of nminonin (ful-

minato of gold), which precipitates with tho

vnnido of gold. Wore this precipitate to bo

collected and dried, it would oxplodq when

slightly heated. By previously diluting tho

chloride of gold, or using it cold, this com-

pound is not formed. After tho freo acid

is neutralized by tho potash, further addition

of tho cyanido of potassium precipitates tho

cold as cyanido of gold, having a light yellow

color; but as this is slightly soluble in am-

monia and kouio of tho nlkalinn sails, it is not

advisable to wash tho precipitate, lest thorn

bo a loss of gold. Cyanido of potassium is

gouerallv added until tho precipitate is rndis-

solved ;
consequentlymuch impurity is formed

in tho solution, namely, nitrate and carbonate

of potash with chlorido of potassium and

ammonia. Notwithstanding, this solution

works very well for a short time, and it is

very good for operations on a small scale.

3727. To Prepare Cyanido of Gold.

Dissolve 1 ounce of fine gold in 28 penny-

weights nitric acid and 2 ounces muriatic

acid, and add 1 quart hot water. Precipitate
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with Iho second preparation used fororantde
of silver Xo. 3<j'J7 ), nud proceed in the

samo manner.
3728. To Prepare a Solution of Gold.

Dissolve 4 troy ounces cyanide of potassium
and 1 ounce cyanide of gold in I gallon rain
or distilled water. This solution is to bo used
at about 90° Fobr., with a battery of at least

two cells. Gold cau bo deposited, of various
shades to suit the taste, by adding to the gold
solution a .small quantity of thu cyanides of
silver, cooper, or zinc, and a few drops of
hydrosiilpunret of ammonia.
3729. To Prepare a Gold Solution

by tho Battery Process. To prepare a
gallon of gold solution, dissolve 4 ounces
cyanide of potassium in I gallon water, and
heal the mdutiim to loti • I'ahr.; now take a
small porous cell and liil it with this cyanide
solution, and place it inside the pal Ion of solu-
tion; into this cell Is put u small plate of iron
nr copper, nud attached by a wire to tho zinc
pole ot a battery. V pieeo of gold is placed
into tho largo solution, facing the plate in the

I

iorous coll, and attached to the silver <-f tho
•attory. Thu wliolo is allowed to remain in
action until tho gold, which is to bo taken out
from timo to time mid weighed, has lost the
quantity required in solution. By this means
a solution of any strength can bo made, ac-
cording to tho timo allowed. The solution in

tho porous cell, unless tho action has con-
tinued long, will have no gold, and may be
thrown away. Half an hour will aullice for n
small quantity of solution—of cnnrsn any
quantity of solution may bo made up by tho

same means. Forall tho operations of gilding
by tho cymiido solution, it must bo heated to
at least '130° Pnhr. Tho articles to bo gilt

nro cleaned in the way described for silver

(«« Xo. 3705). but are nut dipped into nitric

acid previous to being put into the gold solu-

tion. 3 or four minutes is sufficient timo to

gild any small article. After the articles aro
cleaned and dried they are weighed, and,
when gilt, they aro weighed again; thus
the quantity of gold deposited is ascer-
tained. Any convenient means may bo
adopted for healing tho solution. Tho one
generally adopted is to put a stoneware pan
containing the solution into nu iron or tin-

plate vessel tilled with water, which is kept
at the boiling point either by being ploccd
upon a hot plate or over gas. Tho hotter tho
solution the less battery power is required.

Generally a battery of 3 nr 4 cells is used for

gilding, and tho solution is kept at 130° to
160° Knhr. Hut. 1 cell will answer if thosolu-
is heated to

3730.

Process of Electro-Gilding.
The process of gilding is generally performed
upon silver articles. The method of proceed-
ing Is ns follows : When tho articles aro
cleaned as described in No, 3705, they aro
weighed, ami well scratched with wiro brush-
es, which cleanso away any tarnish from tho
surface, and prevents tho formation of air-

bubbles. They aro then kept in elean water
until it is convenient to immerse them in tho
gold solution. Ono immersion is then given,
which merely imparts a blush of gold; they
are taken out and again brushed

; they nro
then put hack into tho solution ami kept
thoro lor 3 or 4 minutes, which will bo suffi-

cient if the solution and battery aro in good
condition; but tho length of timo necessarily

depends on these two conditions, which must
be studied and regulated by tho operator.

3731.

To Electro-Gild Iron, Tin, and
Lead. Iron, tin. and lead aro verydifficolt
to gild direct; they therefore generally havo
a tliiu coating of copper deposited upon them
by tho cyanide of copper solution (set Xos.
3754 ond 37K>), and immediately put into tho
gilding solution.
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3732. Conditions Required in Electro-
Gilding. Tho gilding solution generally

contains from onc-lialf to au ounce of gold iu

the gallon, but for covering small articles,

such as medals, for tinging daguerreotypes,

gliding rings, thimbles, etc., a weaker solution
will do. Tho solution should bo sufficient

in quantity to gild the article! at once, so

that it should not bare to lio done bit by bit;

for when there U a part in the solution and a
part out, there will generally be n lino mark
at the point touching tho surfaco of tho solu-

tion. Tho rapidity with which metali aro

acted upon at tho surfuo lino of tho solution

i: remarkable. If tho pn-ativo electrode in

not wholly immersed in tho solution, it will,

in n short time. l»c eut through at tho surfaco

of the wnter, as if cut by a knife. This is

alio tho care in silver, copper, and other solu-

tions.

3733. To Maintain tho Strength of
tho Gold Solution. A* the gold solution

evaporate* by being hoi, distilled water mutt
from tiino to timo In* added. Tho water
should ulwuyj bo added when tho operation

of gilding is oror. not whon it is about to bo
commenced, or tho solution will not give so

satisfactory a result. When tho gilding opera-

tion i.t continued successively for several days,

tho water should bo added at night. To ob-

tain a deposit of a good color, much depends
upon tho stato of tho solution and battery

;
it

is therefore neeeocary that strict attention l»o

C lo those, ami tho more so ss tho gold so-

•n is very liahlu to changn if tho siio of

tho articln receiving tho dopo«it is not Uu
samo it* that of tho posilivo electrode pinto.

Tho result of a seric* of observations mid ex-

periments, continued daily throughout a
pofil'd of uiiio mouths, showed that in five

instance* only thn drnov.l was exactly equal
to tho quantity dissolved from the positive
plate. In many eases thq difference did not
oxcood 3 per rent., though occasionally it rose

to 50 per cent. Thn overage difference, how-
over, was 25 per cent. In immn cases double
tho quantity dissolved was deposited, in

othnn thn revuno occurred—both resulting

from alterations made in tho respective pm-
cower; for in there experiments, thn stato of
tho solution and tho relative sires of tho neg
ativo ami positive electrodes were varied, as

far m practicable. Tho moat simple method
of koopiug a constant register of the stato of

tho solution is to weigh tho gold electrode
before putting it into tbo solution; and, whou
taking it out. to compare tho loss with tho

amount deposited. A litllo allowance, how-
oror, must bo undo for small portions of

metal dissolved in tbo solution, from tbo arti-

cles that are gilt, which, when gilding is per-

formed daily, i» considerable in a year. A
constant control ran thus bo exorcised over
tho solution, to which there will hare to lie

added from timo to tirno a litllo cyanide of

potaiiium, a simple test of requirement being
that tho gold politico electrode should always
como out clean, for if it has a film or crust it

is a cortain indication that the solution is de-
ficient of cyanido of potassium. Care must
bo takon to distinguish this crust, which is

occasionally dark-green or black, from a black

appearance, which tho gold clcclrodo will tako
whou very small in comparison to the article

being gilt, and which is caused by tho ten-

dency to ovolvn gas. In this case an addition
of cyanido of potassium would increase the
evil. Tho black appearance from the ten-
dency to tho cscapo of gas has a slimy ap-

pearance. This generally takes place when
tbo solution b nearly exhausted of gidd. of
which fact this appearance, taken conjointly

with tho relative sizes of the electrodes, is a
sore guide.

3734.

To Regulate the Color of the

Gilding. Tho gold upon tlin gilt article, on
coming out of tho solution, should bo ofa dark
yellow color, approaching to brown ; but this,

whon scratched (see Xo. 3709). will yield a

beautifully rich deep gold. If tho color is

blockish it ought not to bo finished, for it will

novor cither brush or burnish a good cider.

If tho battery is too strong, nud gas is given
off from tho article, tho color will bo black

;

if tho solution is too cold, or tho hatlery

rather weak, tho gold will bo light-colored

;

so that every variety of shade may bn impart-

ed. A vory rich deoil gold may bn inode by
adding ammoniurot of gold (see Xo. 3725) to

tho solution just as tlio articles are being put
iu; or, what is bettor, add some aulphurct of

carbon in tho same way as for silver solutions

(see .Vo. 3710). which affects tho color anil

appcarauco of tho gold iu tho samo way as it

does tho silver.

3735.

To Improvo tho Color of Gild-
ing. A defoclivo colored gilding may bo im-
proved by tho help of tho following mixture:

3 parts nilrato of potassa (saltpetre), 1
4
parts

alum, 1) parts sulphate of zinc, and 1} parte

common salt, aro put into a small quantity of

water, to form a sort of paste, which is put
upon the articles to lio colored; these aro

then placed upon uu iron plate over a clear

fire, so that they will attain nearly to a black

heat, when they nro suddenly plunged into

cold water. Thin gives them a beautiful hiph

color. Different hues may bo hod by a varia-

tion in tho mixture.

3730. To Electro-gild with Red
Gold. Gold having thn red color of 14 carat

gold may bo deposited hy tbo battery in tho
following manner: Prepare n solution of

cyanido of copper by adding cyanido of jiotas-

mm to a solution of sulphate of copper until

tho precipitate at first thrown down is rnilig-

solved. Add to this a solution of cyanido of

gold (.vrc Xo. 372?) in sufficient quantity to

give, on trial, tho desired color of gold de-
posit. When using this solution, tho positive

electrode plate should ho of gold of thn samo
color at that desired to be deposited.

3737. Practical Suggestions in Elec-
tro-gilding. According to the amount of
gold deposited, so will bo its durability. A
few grains will serve to give a gold color to ft

very largo surface, but it will not last. This
proves, however, that tho process may bo
used for the most inferior quality of gilding.

Gold thinly laid noon silver will ho of a light

color, because of the property of gold to

transmit light. Thu solution lor gilding sil-

ver should bo made very hot, but for copper
it 6b«uld bo at its minimum heat, A
mere blush may* lm sufficient fir articles not
subjected to wear: but on watch cases, pencil

cases, chains, and tho like, a good coating
should lw given. All ordinary sized watch
case should havo from 20 grains to a penny-
weight; a mere coloring will be sufficient for

tbo iuside, but tbo outsido should havo as
much ai possible. A watch care thus gilt,

fir ordinary wear, will last fivo or six years
without becoming bare. Small silver chains
should havo 12 groins

;
pencil cases of ordin-

ary size should havo from three to five grains;

a thimble from I to 2 grains. These sugges-
tions will servo as a guide to amateur gilders,

many <if whom, having imparted only a color

to their pencil cases, feel disappointed upon
seeing them speedily become bare; heneo
arises much of the obloquy thrown upon tho
process.

3738. To Deposit Copper, Silver, or
Gold by the Battery on Paper and otner
Fibrous Material. Tim whnlo question ia

to make the puper a good conductor of olec-

tricity without coating it with a material

which may peel off. One of tho best methods

is to tako a solution of nitrate of silver, pour
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in liquid ammonia till tho precipitate at first

formed is entirely dissolved attain, and place
tho paper, silk, or muslin for ono or two hour*

In this eolation. After taking it out and dry-

ing woll, it is exposed to a current of hydrogen
gas, by which operation tho silver is reduced
to a metallic state, and tho material becomes
so good a conductor of electricity that it may
bo electroplated with copper, silver, or gold, in

tho usual manner.

3739. To Dissolve Gold from Gilt
Articles. Before regilding articles which
aro partly covered with gold, or when the

gilding is imperfect, and tho articles require

regilding, tho gold should bo removed from
them by putting them into strong nitric acid

;

iuid when tho articles have been placed in tho

acid, by adding somo common salt, not in so-

lution, but in crystals. By this method gold

may bo dissolved from any metal, even lrom
iron, without injuring it in the least. After
coining out of tho acid, tho articles must be

polished. Tho best method, however, is to

brush off tho gold as described for silver (see

No. 3706), which gives tho polish at the same
time.

374.0. To Recover Gold from its Acid
Solution. When tho acid has become satu-

rated by tho gold that has bccu dissolved in it,

or when it ceases to dissolve the gold rapidly,

it is diluted with several times Us bulk of
water, and theu soda or potash added till tho

greater portion of tho acid is neutralized. A
solution of sulphato of iron (copperas) is then
added, so long as a precipitate is formed

;

when this settles down it is carefully collected

upon a paper filter, washed and dried, and
then fused in aeruciblo with a little borax aud
common salt, when the gold ia found as a
button at tho bottom of the crucible. When
tho gold is brushed off, tho brushing! are

burned at a rod heat, and the residue fused

with carbonate of soda ami a little borax
;
in

this case, tho gold will not he pure, and will

have to bo refined.

3741. To 8epttrato Gold from Gilt
Coppor or Silvor. Take a solution of borax
in water, apply to tho gilt surface, and
sprinkln over it some finely powdered sul-

phur; mnko the nrtiele red hot, and quench it

iu water; then scrape off the gold, and re-

cover it by means of lend. (Sec .Vo. 3191.)

3742. To Recover Gold from Gilt
Articles. Gold may bo stripped from arti-

cles that havo been gilt by placing them ia

strong nitric acid, in which somo salt has
beon previously dissolved. When a number
of articles liavo been stripped in tho solution,

it begins to work slowly, and it is time then to

abandon it, and use a new one. The gold may
then bo recovered from the old solution, by
evaporating it to dryness, and fusing tho resi-

duum with a small piece of soda or potash,

tho gold being fused into a button. Tho addi-

tion of a little solcpctro will tend to make the

rofining process mnro complete. As thero is

eoiuo trouble connected with this process, it is

scarcely worth adopting whore very small

quantities of gold are concerned. In such a
coho it is a better plan to suspend the article,

from which the gold is to be removed, in the

gilding bath, in the place of tho anode, when
gilding another article.

3743. Electro-Gilding Without a
Battery. Dissolve 9 parts tcrchlorido of

gold in 1000 to 2000 parts pure water
;
then

add 3G0 parts bicarbonate of potassa, and boil

for two hours. Tho metallic article. If not
copper, is covered with a film of copper sim-

ultaneously with its being immersed into tha

boiling gilding liquor, by placing a piece of

shect-coppcr along with It. As goon as a de-

posit of copper ia observed, tho piece of cop-
ier is taken out, and the liquor continued

ling until a deep yellow color is obtained.

The article is then taken out, washed off with
water, and rubbed with a metallic brash.
When tho liquor has again become clear by
settling and decanting, it is again heated to
boiling, the article immersed, while the piece
of copper is moved about iu the fluid without
touching tho other. Tho fame operation may
be renewed ad libitum, nntiltbo desired thick-
ness of gold is obtained.

3744.

Plating and Gilding Without
a Battery. Watts gives the following very
useful solution of silver or gold for plating or

gilding without the aid of a battery : Take 1

ounce nitrate of silver, dissolved in I quart
distilled or rain water. When thoroughly
dissolved, throw in a few crystals of hypo-
sulphite of soda, which will at first form a
brown precipitate, but which eventually be-
comes rcdissulved if nutficiciit hyposulphite
has been employed. A slight excess ol this

salt must, however, bo added. The solution

thus formed may be used for coating small
articles of steel, brass, or German silver, by
simply dipping a spongo in tho solution and
rubbing it over tho surface of tho article to be
coated; tho silver becomes so firmly attached
to the steel (when tho solution has been care-
fully made) that it is removed with considera-

ble difficulty. A solution of pokl may be made
in tho same way, and applied as described.

A concentrated mdution ol either gold or sil-

ver, thus made, may bo used for coaling parts
of articles which havo stripped or blistered,

by applying it with a camel-hair pencil to tho
part, and touching the spot at the same timo
with a thin clean strip of rinc.

3743. To Distinguish Gold from its
Imitations. Tho ordinary method of test-

ing gold by the touchstone is founded upon
thu insolubility of this metal iu nitric sc id. If

a mark be made on tho touchstone with tho
article under examination, the gold is not dis

solved by this acid, whereas golden colored
alloys oi Inferior value are dissolved and dis-

appear immediately. When articles oro very
thinly gilded, the detection of tho gold in

this manner is uncertain, in which ca«o tho
following method may be used with ad van
tage. (Set No. 3190.)

3740. Test Fluid for Gilded Arti-
cles. A littlo carbonate of copper is nut into

a test-tube, aud to this is added, drop by
drop, pure hydrochloric acid, till tho blue
powder has dissolved to n clear green fluid,

occasionally warming it over a spirit lamp.
This concentrated solution of rhlondo of cop-

per is diluted for uso with from 10 to 11

times its volume of distilled water.

3747. To Test Gilded Articles. Be-
furo testing, tho metallic surface must be well

clcaucd. This can be done effectually by
brushing it fora minute or two with a littlo

spirits of wine, or, better, with absolute al-

cohol. The surface having dried, n little of

tho testing fluid (sec last receipt) is dropped
on aud alluwed to remain in contact for about

a minute. Tho fluid it then removed by
means of a small pipette, and the surface of

the metal completely dried with bibulons
paper ; if no dark spot be then visible, the ar-

ticle is coated with pure gold. If the metallic

suriaco is but lightly gilded, a very slight

blackening is sometimes remarked, which
may throw n doubt upon tho result In each
a case, to mako quite certain, a little of tho

surface may lie scraped off, and then the test-

ing fluid again applied. If a dark spot is then
perceived, the article may be considered as
very thinly gilded.

Electroplating with Va-
Jriaus Metals. The following

receipts furnish the means of coating objects

with tiu, zinc, brass, German silver, and other

metals.

3749. To Electroplato Copper, Brass,
or German Silver, with Aluminum,
take equal measures of sulphuric acid and
water, or take 1 measure each sulphuric and
hydrochloric acids mid 2 measures water; add
to tho water a small quantity of pipe-clay, in

tho proportion of 5 or 10 grains by weight to

every ounce by measure of water (or 4 ounce
to tho pint). Rub the clay with tho water until

tho two aro perfectly mixed, then add tho acid

to tho clay solution, and boil tho mixture iu a

covered glass vessel 1 hour. Allow the liquid

to Hottio, take tho clear, supernatant solution,
while hot, and immerse in it an earthen por-

ous cell, containing n mixture of ono measure
of sulphuric acid and ten measures of water,
together with a rod or plate of amalgamated
tine; tako a small Smco'it battery of 3 or -1

colls, and connect its positive polo by u wire

with tho piece of zinc iu the poroua coll.

Having perfectly cleaned tho surfaeo of the
articlo to bo coated, connect it by a wiro with
the negatiro polo of tho buttery, and immorso
it in the hot clay solution; immediately
mbnndanco of gas will bo evolved from tho

wholo of tho immersed surface of the article,

and in a few minutes, if tho sizo of tho article

is odapted to the quantity of tho current of

electricity passing through it, a lino white de-
posit of aluminum will appear all over the

surface. It may then ho taken out, washed
quickly in clean water, and wiped dry, mid
polished; but if a thicker coating is required,

it must be taken out when the deposit

becomes dull in appearanco, washed, dried,

polished, aud reimmersed
;
and thin must bo

repeated at intervals, as often as it becomes
dull, until the required thickness is obtained.
With small articlos it is not absolutely neces-
sary that a separata battery bo employed, as

tho articlo to ba coated may bo connected, as

in tho ono coll method (sea ATo. 3GC9), by a
wiro with tho pieco of zinc in tho porous coll,

and immersed in tho suiter liquid, when it will

roooivo a deposit, but more slowly than when
a battery is employed.
3750. To Eloctroplnto with Tin. Tin

is easily deposited from a solution of proto-
chloride of tin. If tho two polos or electrodes

bo kept About 2 inches apart, a most beautiful

phenomenon may bo observed. Tho decom-
position of tho solution is so rapid that it

shoots out from tho negativo eloctrodo liko

feelers, towards the poiduvo, which it roaches
in n few seconds. Tho spaco between tho
poles seems liko a mass of crystallized threads,
and tho electric current passos through them
without affecting further decomposition. 6<»

tender aro these uictnllio threads that whon
lifted out of tho solution they fall upon tho

plato liko cobweb. Seen through a glass they
exhibit a beautiful crystallino structure. Tin
may also bo deposited from ita solution in

caustic potash or soda.

3751. Galvanic Tinning. M. Mnis-
tr&sse-Dupre. it appears, bad been commis-
sioned by tho French government to apply,
by galvanic means, tiu_ upon divers objects

which bud been unulo of so-called galvanized
iron -that is, iron covered with zinc. To this

purpose ho applied galvanic elements inndo of

copper and zinc plates, the length of which ia

18 inches, tho width 28 inches, placed in a
leaden trough and separated and isolated by
means of wooden partitions. Tho coppor
sheet was immersed in a mixturo of equal
parts of ocetato of lead and common salt, and
the ziuc element was placed in weak sulphuric

acid, specific gravity 1.0G0. This battery re-

mains in constant action and working order
for 8 days, at on outlay of only 2 fnuica.

When the objects which aro galvanically
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tinned aro afterwards heated to the melting
point of tin, tho goodness and durability of
hot-tinned materials is thus obtained. Copper
thus tinned (galvanically), nud ufterwards
heated, is superficially converted into bell

uietal, while the method of tinning galvau-
icolly has tho great advantage over tho old
method, that it can be applied to objects to
which tho method of tinning in ordinary use
is not applicable.

3752. To Electroplate with Brass.
Brass can bo deposited when tho eolation is

composed of 1 part sulphate of copper iu 4
parts hot water, 8 parts sulphate of line in 16
parts of hot water, 19 parts cyanide of potas-
sium in 36 parts of hot water. Thcso aro
mixed, and 250 parts of water added. Instead
of a copper positive elcctrodo plate, ono of
brass is necessary

; tho solution is required to
bo kept nearly boiling, and a powerful battery
to bo used.

3753. To Proparo Cyanides of -Cop-
per and Zinc. For copper, dissolve l ounco
of sulphate of copper in 1 pint of hot water.
For zinc, dissolve 1 ounce of tho sulphate of
zinc in 1 pint of hot water, and proceed tho
samu nil for cyanide of silvor. (See No. 3607.)
3754. Cyonido Solution of Copper

or Zinc. Dissolve 8 ounces (troy) cyanide
of potassium, and 3 ounces cyanide of copper
or zinc iu 1 gallon of rain or distilled water.
They should bo used at about ICO® Fahr.;
with a compound battery of 3 to 12 cells.

3755. Cyonido Solution of Coppor.
To prepare copper solutions by means of
cyauido of potassium, for covering iron and
Other positive metals, there are several meth-
ods, but tho method adopted iu manufacturing
purposes is as follows: To a solution of sul-

phate of copper, add a solution of ferrocyonido
of potassium (yellow prnssinto of potassa),

so long as a prccipltato continues to bo form-
ed

;
this is allowed to settle, and. tho clear

liquor being decanted, tho vessel Li filled with

water, and when tho precipitato settles, tho

liqnor is again decanted, and thcso washings
are repeated until tho anlphnto of potash is

washed quite out. This is known by adding
o little chloride of barium to a small quantity

of tho washings; if no whito precipitate is

formed by this test, tho precipitate is suffi-

ciently washed. A solution of cyonido of

polonium is guw added to this precipitate

until it is dissolved, during which process the

solution become i warm by tho chemical reac-

tion that takes place. Tho solution is filtered,

and allowed to repose all night. If tho solu-

tion of cyauido of potassium that is used i*

strong, tho greater portion of tho ferrocyonido
of potassium rrvKliJIizes in tho solution, and
may be collected and preserved for nso again.

If tho solution of cyauido of potassium used
to dissolve tho precipitato i.i dilute, it will bo
necessary to condense tho liquor by evapora-
tion, to obtain tho yellow prossiato iu crys-

tals; tho remaining solution is tho coppering
solution. Should it not be convenient to
soparoto tho yellow pruBsiate bv crystalliza-

tion, tho proscuco of that salt in the solntion

docs not interfere with its power of depositing
copper.

3750. To Prcparo Iron for Coating
with Copper. Wncn it is required to cover
an iron article with copper, it is first steeped
in hot caustic potash or soda, to remove any
greaso or oil. Being washed from that, it

is placed for a short time in dilnto sulphuric
•Old, consisting of about 1 port of acid to 16
parts water, which removes any oxide that may
exist. It is then washed in water, and scoured
with sand till tho surface is perfectly clean,

and finally attached to the battery, and im-
mersed in tho cyanido solution. (See No.
3755.) All this must be done with dispatch,
bo as to prevent the iron combining with

Q 20
oxygen. An immersion of five minutes' dura-
tion in tho cyanido solution is sufficient to

deposit upon the iron a film of copper. Bnt
it is necessary to the complete protection of
tho iron, that it should have a tolerably thick
coating ; ami, as the cyanido process is expen-
sive, it is preferable, when tho iron has re-

ceived a film of copper by tho cyanide solu-

tion. to take it out, wash it in water, aud
attach it to a single cell or weak battery, and
put it into a solution of sulphate of copper.

If there is any part not sufficiently covered
with copper by tno cyanido solution, tho sul-

phate will make these ports of a dark color,

which a touch of tho finger will remove.
When such is tho case, the articlo most be
taken out, scoured, and put again into the

cyanide solution till perfectly covered. A
little practice will render this very easy. The
sulphate solution, when used for covering iron,

should bo prepared by adding to it by degrees
a little caustic soda, so long ns tho precipitate

formed a redissolved. This neutralizes a
great portion of tho sulphuric acid, and thus
tho iron is not so readilv acted upon.

3757. To Coat Iron witli Zinc. In
covering iron with zinc. tho precautions ne-
cessary for copper nronot required; xino being
tho positive metal, arid* have a stronger
affinity for it than for iron, nud therefi.ro an
acid solution may bo used. Tho solution gen-
erally used is tho sulphate, used in tho same
way as snlphuto of copper. (Set No. 3061.)

3758. To*t for Galvanized Iron.
When zinc is deposited on iron by gnlronio
agency, it should lom a cheink-al combination
with tho iron, and not bo merely attached
thereto. It is proposed by Mr. T. Bruce
Warren, England, to use this fact for prac-

tically testing tho efficiency of tho galvaniza-

tion. If mercury be poured over tho surface,

tho ziuc that is only locally attached will

form an amalgam with tho mercury. Mr.

Warren also uses this as u quantitative test, to

verify tho amount of ziuc in combination with
tho iron.

3759.

To Mako a Cyanido Solntion
of Braes. Dissolve 1 pound (troy) cyanido
of potassium, 2 ounces cyanido of copper, and
I ounce cyanido of zinc, in 1 gallon rain or
distilled water; then add 2 ounces muriate of
ammonia. This solution is to bo nsed at

100° Fahr. on smooth work, with a compound
battery of 3 to 12 cells.

37($0. Electroplating- with Platinum.
This metal bu never yet been successfully

deposited as a protecting coating to other
metals. A solution may bo made by dissolv-

ing it in a mixture of nitric and muriatio

acids, tho samo a* is employed in dissolving

gold
;
bnt hrnt must bo applied. Tbo solu-

tion is then evaporated to dryness, and to tbo

remaining mass is added a solution of cyanido
of potassium

;
next, it niu<t bo slightly boated

for a short lime, and then filtered. This solu-

tion, evaporated, yields beautiful crystals of

cyanide of platinum and potassium
;
bnt it is

unnecessary to crystallize the salL A very
weak battery power is required to deposit tho

metal; the solution should be heated to 100°.

Great care must bo taken to obtaiu a Guo
metallic deposit

;
indeed, the operator may

not succeed onco in twenty times in polling

more than a mere coloring of metal over tho

surface, ami that not very adhesive. Tho
causes of tho difficulty are probably these

:

the platinum used as an elcctrodo is uot acted
upon ; tho quantity of salt in solution is very
little; it requires a particular battery strength
to give a good deposit, and tho slightest

strength beyond this gives a black deposit;

so that, were tho proper relations obtained,
whenever there is any deposit, the relations

of battery and solution aro changed, and tho

black pulverulent deposit follows.
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3761. Electroplating with Palladium.

Palladium is a metal very easily deposited.
Tho eolation is prepared by dissolving tho
metal in nitro-muriatic acid, and evaporatiug
tho solntion nearly to dryness; then ndding
cyanido of potassium till tho wholo ia dis-
solved; the solution is then filtered and ready
for use. Tho cyanido of potassium holds a
large quantity of this metal in solution, and
thu electrode is acted upon while tho deposit
is proceeding. Articles covered with this
metal assume tho appearance of tho metal

;

but so far ns wo nro aware, it has not yet
been applied to any practical purpose. It
requires rather a thick deposit to protect
metals from tho action of acids, which is,

probably, the only use it can bo applied to.

3762. Electroplating with Nickel.
Nickel is very easily deposited, and may bo
prepared for this purpose by dissolving it in
nitric acid, then adding cyanido of potassium
to precipitato tho lnotal

;
after which llio pre-

cipitate is washed and dissolved by tho ad-
dition of more cyauido of potassium. Or tho
nitrate solution may bo precipitated by car-

bonate of potash
;
this should DO well washed,

and then absolved in cyanido of potassium
; a

proportion of carbonnto of potash will bo in

tho solution, which has not been found to be
detrimental. Tho motal is vorv easily depos-

ited
;

it yields a color approaching to silvor,

which is not liable to tarnish on exposure to

tho air. A coating of this motal would bo
Tory useful for covering common work, HUuh
as gasaliora, and other gas-fittings, and oven
common plate, Tho great difficulty expert-
oncod is to obtain a positive elcctrodo: thu
innlal is very difficult to fuse, and so brittle

that wo Imvo never been oblo to obtain either
n pinto or n sheet of it. Could this difficulty

bo easily overcome, tho application of nickel
to tl.o coating of other metals would bo ex-
tensive, and tho property of not lining liable

to tarnish would make it cmiucutly useful for

all con oral purposes.

3703. Nagel's Method of Electroplat-
ing with Nickel. A process deviled by Mr.
Nagel, of linmburg, for routing iron, steel,

and other uxidizablo metals with au electro
deposit of nickel or cobalt, consists iu taking
4 parts, by weight, of pure sulphate of tho
protoxido of nickel by crystallization, and 2

Cts, bv weight, of pure ammonia, so as to

n a double salt, which is then dissolved in

GO parts of distilled water, and 12 parts of ant-

moniocal solution of the specific gravity of
.902 added. Tho electro deposit is effected

E ordinary galvanic current, using a

im positive polo, tho solution being
to about 100-' Fahr. Tbo strength of

the galvanic currant is regulated according to

tho .lumber of objects to bo coated.

3764. To Protect Steel from Hunting.
It has bccu found by experiment that an elec-

tro-deposited coating ol nickel protects tho
narfaco of polished steel completely from rust
Swords, knives, and other articles of steel

liablo to exposure, may bo coated with nickel
without materially altering tho color of tho
metal.

3705. To Protect Copper and Brass.
Copper and braes arc equally well protected
by nickel (see No. 3764), but. of course, with
change of color on tho surface. Tho nickel
facing, when burnished, has a whiter color
than polished steel, but not as whito as silver,

being nearer in appearance to platinum.
3700. Nagel's Method of Electroplat-

ing Metal with Cobalt. For coating with
cobalt, 139 parts, by weight, of pure sulphate
of cobalt, aro combined with 69 parts of pure
ammonia, to form a double salt, which is then
dissolved m 100U parts of distilled water, and
120 parts of ammoniaeal solution, of the same
specific gravity as before, are added. The
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process of deposition with cobalt is tho same
as with nickel. (See jVo. 37G3.)

3707. To Electroplate with Silicium.
In tho following manner, a coating of silicium

can bo obtained direct from silica: Take the

following proportions
: f ounce, by measure,

of hydrofluoric acid, i ounce hydrochloric

acid, and 40 or 50 grains either of precipitated

silica, or of fino whito sand (the former dis-

solves most freely), and boil the whole together
for a fow minutes, until no mure silica is dis-

solved. Use this solution exactly in tho same
manner as tho clay solution (see .Vo. 3787),
and a lino whito deposit of metallic silicium
will bo obtained, provided that the sizo of tho
article is adapted to tho quantity of tho elec-
tric current. Common red sand, or, indeed,
any kind of silicious atone, finely powdered,
may bo used in place of tha whito sand, and
with equal success, if it bo previously boiled
in hydrochloric acid, to remove tho red oxido
of iron or other impurities. In depositing
both aluminum and silicium, it is necessary to
well Sat urate tho acid with tho solid ingre-

dients by boiling, otherwise very littlo deposit
of metal will bo obtained.

3708. To Proparo a Brans Solution.
For each gallon of water used to mako tho so-
lution. take 1 pound carbonate of ammonia, 1

pound cyanido of potassium, '2 ounces cyauido
of copper, mid 1 ounce cyanido of xinc. This
constitutes tho solution for the decomposing
coll. It may bo prepared, also, from tho abovo
proportions of earbouato of ammonia and
cyauido of potassium, by immersing in it n

largo sheet of brass of tho desired quality,

and making it tho anodo or positivo eloctrodo
of a powerful galvanic battery or magneto-
electric machine

;
and making a small picco of

metal tho cathode or negative electrode, from
which hydrogen must bo freely evolved. This
operation is continued till the solution has
taken up a sufficient quantity of tho broai to

produce a roguliuo deposit.

3709. To Eloctropbito with Brass.
Tho solution (see A'o. may bo used cold

;

but it is desirable, in many cases, to heat it

(according to the nature of tho articles to
bo deposited upon) to 21*2° Fahr. For
wrought or fancy work, about lo0° Fahr.
will givo excellent results. Tho galvanic bat-

tery, or magneto-electric machine, must bo
capable of evolving hydrogen freely from tho
cathodo or negative electrode, or articlo at-

tached thereto. It is preferred to havo a largo
anodo or positivo eloctrodo, as this favors tho
evolution of hydrogen. The articlo or articles

treated as before described will immediately
bccomo coated with brass. By continuing
tho process, any desired thickness may bo ob-
tained. Should tho copper havo a tendency
to coma down in a greater proportion than is

desired, which may ho known by the deposit
assuming too red an appearance, it is correct-

ed by tho addition of earbonato of ammonia,
or by a reduction of temperature, when tho
solution is heated. Should the xinc havo a
tendency to como down in too great a propor-

tion, which may bo seen by tho deposit being
too palo in its appearance, this is corrected liy

the addition of cyanide of potassium or by on
increase of temperature.
3770. To Electroplate with German

Silver. Tho alloy, German silver, is deposit-

ed by means of a solution consisting of car-

bonate of ammonia and cyanide of potassium
(in tho proportions given abovo for tho brass),

and cyanides or other compounds of nickel,

copper, and zinc, in tho reqaisito proportions
to constitute German silver. It is, however,

Kferrcd to mako tho solution by means of

galvanio battery or magneto-olectrio

machine, as abovo described for brass. Should
the copper of the German silver come down
in too peat a proportion, this is corrected by

921

adding carbonate of ammonia, which brings

down the xinc more freely
;
and should it be

necessary to bring down the copper in greater

quantity, cyanido of potassium is added

—

such treatment being similar to that of tho

brass before described.

TDrOnzing. This i* tho procc>*

J—

f

of giving u bronze-like or an antique
metallic appcoranco to the surface of copper,
brass, and other metals. This is generally
effected by the. action of some sabstauce
which combines with and changes the nature
of tho surfaro of the metal. The application

of powdered bronzing substances, inode to
adhere by sizing, Ac., to the surface of other
material than metal, such os wood, plaster,

Ac., is termed surface bronzing. (See .Vos.

33&\ -fe.)

3772. Brown Bronzes for Medals,
&c. Tako a wine-glass of water, and add to
it 4 or 5 drops nitric acid; with this solution
wet tho medal (which ought to havo been
previously well cleaned from oil or grease)
and then allow it to dry ;

when dry impart
to it a gradual and equable heat, by which
the surface will be darkened in proportion to

the heat applied.

3773. Bronzing with Crocus. Make
a thin pasto of crocus and water; lay this

paste on tho foco of tho medal, which must
then bo put Into an oven, or laid on an iron

£t« over a slow fire ;
when the paste is per-

tly reduced to powder, brash it off and lay
on another coating; at the same time quicken
tho tiro, taking earn that tho additional heat

is uniform
; at xoou as tho second application

of paste is thoroughly dried, brush it off.

The medal being now effectually secured
from grease, which often occasions failures in

bronzing coat it a third time, bnt add to the
strength of tho fire, and sustain the heat for

a considerable time; a little experience will

soon ouoblo tho operator to dreido when tho
medal may bo withdrawn

; tho third coating
being removed, the surface will present a
beautiful brown bronze. If the bronze is

deemed too light tho process can be repeated.

3774.

Bronzing with Black-Lead.
After tbo medal has been well cleaned from
wax or rreasc, by washing it ui a littlo

caustic alkali, brudi some black-lead over
the face of it. and then heat it in tbo same
way as described in No. 37711 for crocus; or a
thin pasto of block-lead may lie used, and tbo

processes already referred to be repeated until

tho desired brown tint is obtained. In this

kind of bronze a little hrmatitic iron ore,

which has an unctuous fed, may lie brushed
over tho faco of tbo bronze, bjr which a

beautiful lustre is imparted to it," and a con-
siderable variety in the tliadu may bo ob-

tained. In tho brown bronzes tho copper is

slightly oxidized on tho surface.

3775.

Plumbago Bronze. This bronze
is obtained by brushing tbo warfare of tho

medal with plumbago, then plac ing it on a

dear fire till a is made too hot to be touched,
and applying a plato brush so soon as it ceases

to bo hot enough to burn tho brash. A few
strokes of the brush will produce a dark

brown polish, approaching black, but entirely

distinct from tne well known appearance of

black-lead. If the same operation is per-

formed on a medal that has been kept sonic

days, or upon one that baa been polished, a

different, but very brilliant tint is produced.

The color is between red and brown. Tho
richness of color thus produced is by many
preferred to the true dark brown.

3770. Chinese Bronze. Take 2 ounces
each verdigris aud vermilion ; 5 ounces each
alom and sal-ammoniac, all in fine powder.
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ami sufficient vinegar to uiuko a paste; men
sprw. i it over tho surface of tbo copper, pre-
viously troll cleaned and brightened

;
uni-

formly warm the article by tho fire, and after-
wards well wash and dry it. when, if tho tint
be not deep enough, tho process may be re-

peated. The udditioa of a littlo sulphate of
copper inclines the color to a chestnut
brown; and a litllu borax to a yellowish
brown. Much employed by tho Chitieso for

copper tea-urns.
3777. Carbonate of Iron Bronze.

Beautiful tints arc produced by using plate-
powder or rouge. After moistening with wa-
ter, it is Applied and treated in precisely tbo
•**nui manner as tho plumbago. (See .Vo.

.17 1 ft.)

3778. Black Bronzes. A very dark
colored bronxo may bo obtained by using a
littlo sulphuretted alkali (sulplmrct of am-
monia is best). Tho face of tbo medul is

waslu-d over with tbo solution, which should
l*o dilute, and tho medal dried tit a guutlo
bent, nnd afterwards polished with n liurd

luiir brush. Sulphuretted hydrogen gas is

sometime* employed to givo this black bronze,
but tho effect of it is not so good, and tho gas
t* very deleterious when breathed. In tluwo
bronzes tbo Kurfaco of tho copper is converted
into u sulplmrct.

3779. German Method of Bronzing
Brass Block. There aro two methods of
iirucuriiig a black lacquer upon tho surface of
bra**. Tho ono which is that usually em-
ployed C'T optical and sciootiliu instruments,
cousi ts in lirst polishing tho object with
Tripoli, then wa lling it with n mixture com-
i'.vcd of I part nitrate of tin and 2 purls
t blonde oi gold. and. after allowing this wash
to remain on for about 12 or k* minute*,
wiping St off with a linen cloth. An excess
of acid ilicrva a-* llm intensity of tho tint. In
! bo other method, copper turning* tiro ills-

•*'Jvcd in nitric acid until tlm acid i* satura-
ted ; the objects urn immersed in tho solution,
cleaned, nnd subsequ. tuly healed moderately
over a chureonl fire. Title process must ho
repealed in order to produce u black color, an
tho first trial only give; u deep green; when
tho desired color is nltulued, tho finishing
touch is given by polishing with olive oil.

3780. Black Bronzes. Many metallic
solution*, such us weak udd solution* of
platinum, gold, palladium, utilimony, etc.,

Mill imparl n dark color to tho surlnco of
medul. when they are dipped into them. Tho
medal, after being dipped into the metallic mi-
lutiun. is to be well washed and brushed. In

‘Ut il bronzes the 1until Is Contained in tho so-

lulioti are precipitated upon the fiito of Iho
copper medal, which effect is nccompuuied
l*y u partial solution of tho copper,

3781. Green Bronzes for FigureB
and Busts. Green bronzes require a littlo

more time than thoso already described.

They dopend upon tho formation of an
acetate, carbonate, or other preen salt of cop-

!

ier upon tho surfaco of tho medal. Steeping

or sumo days in a strong solution of common
salt will givo a partial bronzing which is very

beautiful, and, it washed in water aud allowed

to dry slowly, is very permanent. Sal am-
moniac may "bo substituted for common salt.

Evon a strong solutiuu of sugar, alone, or

with a little acetic or oxalic acid, will produce

a green bronze
;
so also will exposure to the

fumes of dilute acetic acid, to weak fumes
of hydrochloric acid, and to several other

vapors. A dilute solution of ammonia al-

lowed to dry upon tho copper surfaco will

leave a green tint, but not very permanent.

3782. Bronzing with Bleaching
Powder. Electrotypes may be bronzed

C,
having tho appearance of ancient

e, by a very simple process. Tako a
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email portion of bleaching powder (chlorido of

limn), placo it in tho bottom of a dry vessel,

and suspend tho medal over it, and cover the

vossol
;
in ft short time tho medal will acquire

a green coating, the depth of which may be
regulated by tho quantity of bleaching pow-

der used, or tho time that tho medal is

suspended in its fumes ; of course, any sort of

vessel, or any means by which tho electro-

type may bo exposed to tho fumes of tho

powder, will answer tho purpose; a few

groins of the powder is all that is required.

According as tho medal is clean or tarnished,

dry or wet, when suspended, different lints,

with different degrees of adhesion, will bo ob
turned.

3783.

Fino Green Bronze. Dissolve

2 ounces verdigris and 1 ounce sal-ammoniac

In 1 pint vinegar, and dilute tho mixture

with water until it tastes but slightly metallic,

when it must ho boiled for a few minutes,

and filtered for use. Copper medals, Ac., pre-

viously thoroughly cleaned from grease and
dirt, are to bo steeped in tho liquor at the

boiling point, until tho desired effect is pro-

duoed. Caro must ho taken not to keep them
in tho solution too long. When taken out,

they should bo carefully washed in hot water,

and well dried. Gives an antique appearance.

3784.

To Bronzo Brass Orange,
Greenish Grey and Violet Tint. An
orango tint, inclining to gold, is produced by
first polishing tho brass, and then plunging it

for a few seconds into a neutral solution of

crystallized acetate of copper, core being

taken that tlm solution is completely destituto

of all free odd, and possesses a warm temper-

ature. Dipped into a bath of copper, tho

resulting tint is a greyish green, while a beau-

tiful violet is obtained by Immersing it for a

single instant in a solution of chloride of an-

timony, and rubbing it with a stick covered
with cotton. Tho temperature of tho brass

at tho timo tho operation is in progress has a

groat influence upon tho beauty and delicacy

of tho tint; in tho last instnneo it should bo
hoatod to a degreo so os just to bo tolcrablo to

tho touch.

3785.

Moiro Bronzo. A moiro appear-

onco, vastly superior to that usually seen, is

producod by boiling tho object in a solution

of sulphato of copper. According to tho pro-

portions observed botwocn tho zino and tho

copper in tho composition of tbo brass urticlo,

so will tho tints obtained vary. In many in-

stances it ronuiros tho employment of a flight

degreo of friction with a resinous or waxy
varnish, to bring out tho wavy appearance
characteristic of moire, which is also singular-

ly enhanced by dropping ft few iron noil* into

thci bath.

3780. French Bronze. An eminent
Parisian sculptor makes use of a mixture of

4 ounce sal-aniinoniac, 4 ounco common salt,

l ounce spirits of hartshorn, and 1 imperial

quart of vinegar. A good result will also bo
obtained by substituting an additional 4 ounce
sal-ammoniac, instead of tho spirits of harts-

horn. Tho pieco of metal, being well cleaned,

is to bo rubbed with onu of theso solutions,

and then dried by friction with a clean brush.

I f tho hue to found too palo at tho end of 2
or 3 days, tho operation may ho repeated. It

is found to bo more advantageous to operate

in tho sunshine than in the shade.

3787. To Bronze Copper with Sul-
phur. When objects mode of copper are

immersed in melted sulphur mixed with lamp-

black, tho objects so treated obtain tho ap-

pcaranco of bronze, and can bo polished with-

out losing that aspect.

3788. Antique Bronze. Dissolve I

ounce sal-ammoniae, 3 ounces cream of tar-

tar, and 6 ounces common salt, in I pint hot

water; then arid '2 ounces nitrate of copper.

dissolved in 4 pint water; mix well, and apply
it repeatedly to the article, placed in a damp
situation, by means of a brush moistened
therewith. This produces a very antique
effect.

3789. Antique Bronze. Rub the medal
with a eolation of sulpburet of potassium,
then dry. This produces the appcarouco of
antique bronze very exactly.

3790. Bronzing Liquids for Tin Cast-
ings. Wash them over, after being well
cleaned and wiped, with a solution of 1 part
sulphate of iron, and I part sulphato of cop-
per. in 20 parts water; afterwards with a so-
lution of 4 parts verdigris iu 11 of distilled

vinegar; leave for an hour to dry, and then
polish with a soft brush and crocus.

3791. To Bronze Iron Castings.
Iron castings may bo bronzed by thorough
cleaning (see .Vo. *36(1) and sub.-cquent im-
mersion in a solution of sulphato of copper,
when they acquire a coat of tho latter mctaL
They must Im» then washed in water.

3792. Surface Bronzing. This term is

applied to tho process of imparting to the
surfaces of figures of wood, plaster of Paris,

do., A metallic appearance. This is done by
first riving them a coot of oil or sizo varnish,

and when this is nearly dry, applying with a
dabher of cotton or a camel-hair pencil, any
of tho metallic bronzo powders; or III® pow-
der may bo placed in a little lug of muslin,
aud dusted over tho surface, and afterwards
finished off with a wail of linen. Tho mirfoco

must bo afterwards varnished.

3703. To Bronzo Paper. Paper ia

bronzed by mixing the powders up with a

liltlo gum ami water, and afterwards burnish-

ing. Tho p»|*r used should contain suXCccat
airing not to absorb tho gum.

3794. Beautiful Red Bronzo Powdor.
Mix together sulphato of copper. 1UU part*

;

carbonate of soda. CO parts ;
apply heat uutil

they unito into a moss, then cool, powder, and

add copper filings. 15 parts; well mix, and

keep them nt a white heat for 20 minutes,

then cool, powder, wash thoroughly with

water, and dry.

3795. Gold Colored Bronzo Powder.
Verdigris. 8 ounces; lutty powder, 4 ounces;

borax and nitre, each 2 onncea; bichloride ot

mercury, $ ounce; mako them into a paste

with oil, and fuse them together. I red in

japanning as a gold color. Or: Grind Dutch

foil or purorokl leaf to an impalpablo powder.

(Sec Sos. 2421 and 2517.)

3790. Silver Whito Bronzo Powder.
Melt together 1 ounco each bismuth and tin,

then add 1 ounco running quicksilver; cool

and powder.
3797. Graham’s Quick Bronzing Li-

quids. Tho following I'J receipts are prepara-

tions for bronzing bra**, copper, and zinc, bv
sitnplo immersion. Their action is imme-

diate.

3798. Black or Brown Bronzing for

Brass, Copper, or Zinc.
.
Dissolve 5

drachms nitrato of iron in I pint water. Or : 5

drachm* pcrchloride of iron in 1 pint water.

A black may also be obtained from 10 ounce*

muriate of arsenic in 2 pints permurialu of

Iron, and 1 pint water.

3799. Brown or Red Bronzing for

Brass. Dissolvo 16 drachms nitrato of iron,

and 16 drachms hyposulphite of soda, in 1 pint

water. Or : 1 drachm nitric acid may bo Rub-

rtituted for tho nitrato of iron.

3800. Red-Brown Bronzing for Brass.
Pissolvo 1 ounco nitrate of copper, and 1

ounco oxalic acid, in 1 pint water, brought

to tho boil, and then cooled. Or: 1 pint

eolation of ferrocyanido of potassium and 3
drachms nitric acid. This latter is slow iu

action, taking an hour to produce good re-

solt?.

3801. Dark Brown Bronzing for
Brass. Mix 1 ounco cyanido of potassium,
and 4 drachms nitric acid, with I pint water.

3802. Red Bronzing for Brass. Mix
30 grain* tersulphite of arsenic, fi drachms so-

lution of pcarlash, and 1 pint water.

3803. Orango Bronzing for Brass.
Mix 1 drachm potash solution of sulphur with
1 pint water.

3804. Olive Green Bronzing for
Brass. Dissolve 1 pint permuriato of iron in
2 pints water.

3805. Slato-Colored Bronzing for
Brass. Dissolvo 2 drachms sulphocyunidu
of potassium, and 5 drachms pcrchlorido of

iron, in 1 pint water.

3806. Bluo Bronzing for Brass. Mix
20 drachms hyposulphite of soda with 1 pint
water.

3807. Steel-Grey Bronzing for Brass,
or Copper. Mix 1 ounce limriuiu of arsenic
with I pint water, and uso at ft heat not less

than 18UJ Falir.

3808. Dark Drab Bronzing for Cop-
per. This i* prepared by adding 2 drachms
Kulphocyanido of potassium to tho mixture
given in’ No. 3807. Or: mix 1 ounco sulphato
of copper, 1 ounco hyposulphito of soda, 2
drachms hydrochloric acid, and 1 pint water.

3800. Bright Red Bronzing for Cop-
per. Mix 2 drochuis sulphide of antimony,
aud 1 ounco pearlash, in 1 pint water.

3810. Dark Red Bronzing for Cop-
per. Dissolvo 1 drachm sulphur, aud 1 ounco
pcarlash, in I pint water.

3811. Dark Grey Bronzing for Zinc.
Mix 1 drachm proioohlorido of tin, ami 1

drachm Kulphocyanido of notAssiuin, with 1

pint water. Or: Dissolvo I drachm each Mil-
photo of copper and muriate of iron, in 2 pints
water. A similar effect may bo obtained by
mixing muriato of lead with water to tho con-
sistency of cream.
3812. Green-Grey Bronzing for Zinc.

Dissolvo 4 drachm umriulu of iron in 1 pint
water.

3813. Red Bronzing for Zinc. Duo
garnneino (madder-red) infusion boiling lint.

3814. Copper-Colored Bronzing for
Zinc. Agitato tho articles iu a solution of 8
drachms sulpbatu of copper, and 8 drachms
hyposulphite of soda, in 1 pint water.

3815. Copper- Colored Bronzing for
Zinc Plates. Mako a solution of 4 drachms
ulphato ofcopper, and 4 drachms pcarlash, m

1 pint water. Immerse tho zinc pinto in it,

connected at ono end with a plate of copper,
as represented in Fig. 1, No. 3665. This, it

will l.e seen, induces n galvanic current, and
is electroplating on a small scale.

3810. Purplo Bronzing for Zinc. Im-
morse in a boiling infusion ol logwood.
3817. Larkin’s Bronzing Fluids for

Alloys of a Silvery-Grey Color. Mr.
I -irk i n states that, for the purpose of render-
ing alloys which are of a silvery-grey color,
perfectly suitnblo 03 substitute* for copper,
bronze, brass, and other metals, the color
proper to the metal* which they nro intended
to substitute is imparted to them by ineumi
of any solution of copper. Tho hydro-
chlorate of copper is found to answer best,
and is employed a* directed iu tho fivo follow-
ing receipt*.

3818. Directions for Using Larkin's
Bronzing Fluids. In cither of these meth-
ods of coloring, a solution of sal-ammoniao
may be substituted for tho liquid ammonia.
The quantities of each ingredient have not
l>cen stated, as these depend upon the nature
of tho alloy, the shade or hue desired, and the
durability required. The bluish-bronzy color
may he superadded to the red or copper color,

whereby a beautiful light color is produced on
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the prominent parts of thearticle bronzed, or on
the parts from which the blackish-bronze color
may havo been rubbed off. Theso new alloys
may bo used as substitutes for various metals
now in general use, such os iron, lead, tin, or
copper, in pipes and tubes; and bronze, brass,
and copper, in mnchiucry and manufactories,
as well as ior most of tho other purposes for
which more expensive metals are employed.

3819. Blackish Bronze Coloring;.
For giving 6ilvcry-groy alloys a blackish-
bronzo color, they aro treated with a solution
of hydrocblorato of copper diluted with a con-
siderable quantity of water, and a small quan-
tity of nitric acid may bo added.
3820. Load or Copper Coloring. Ta

impart a lead or copper color, add to the so-

lution of hydrochlorate of copper, liquid am-
monia and a little acetio acid.

3821. Antique Bronze Coloring. To
impart a brass or antique brouzo color, cither

of tho throe following means may bo adopt-

od A solution of copper, with some acetio

acid. Or:—Tho moons before described for

copper color, with a largo proportion of liquid

ammonia. Or Water acidulated with nitrio

acid, bv which beautiful bluish shades may
he produced. It must bo observed, however,
this last process can only be properly employ-
ed on the alloys which contain a portion of

coppor.
3822. Drab Bronzo for Broaa. Brass

obtains a very beautiful drab bronzo by lioing

worked in moulders' dump sand for a short

time and brushed up.

3823. To Mnko Bronzo Powder for

Ploator Coats, Ac. To a solution of soda-

soap in linseed oil, olenred by (draining, add
n mixture of 4 pints sulphate of copper solu-

tion, and l pint sulphate of irou solution,

which proci pi tales a motallio soap of n pecu-
liar bronze hue; wash with cold water, strain,

923

and dry to powder.3824.

To Bronze Plaster Casts, Ac.
The jmwdered soap of the last receipt is thus

applied : Boil 3 pounds pure linseed oil with
12 ounces finoly powdered litharge; strain

through a coarse canvas cloth, ana allow to

stand until clear
;

15 ounces of this soap var-

nish, mixed with 12 ounces metallic soap
powder (ns last receipt), and 5 ounces lino

white wax, are to be melted together at a

gentle heat in a porcelain basin, by means of

a water-bath, and allowed to remain for a
timo in a melted stato to oxpcl any moisture

that it may contain
; it is then applied with a

brush to the surfaco of tho plaster previously

heated to 2003 Fahr., being careful to lay it

on smoothly, and without tilling up any small
indentations of the plaster design. Plato it

for a few days in a cool placo
;

and, as soon
as the smell of tho soap varnish has gono off,

rub the surface over with cotton wool, or liuo

linen rag, and variegated with a fow streaks

of metal powder or shell gold. Small ob-

jects may bo dipped in the melted mixture,

and oxposed to the heat of a fire till thor-

oughly penetrated and evenly coated with it.

8825. To Make Bronzing for Wood.
Orind separately to a lino powder, Prussian

blue, chrome yellow, raw umber, lampblack,
and clay, and mix in such proportion* as will

produce a desired dark green huo; then mix
with moderately strong gluo size.

3826. To Bronzo Wood. Find coat

tho duan wood with a mixture of size and
lampblack ;

thon apply two coats of tho green
colored sizing in the last receipt

;
and lastly’

with bronze powder, such a* powdered Dutch
foil, mosaio gold, Ac., laid on with a brush.

Finish with a thin solution of Castile soap;

and, whon dry, rub with a soft woolou cloth.

3827. To Bronzo Porcelain, 8tono-
w&ro, and Composition Picturo Frames.
A bronzing process, applicable to porcelain,

DICK'S
stoneware, and composition picture and look-

ing-glass frames is performed as follow* : The
artioles are first done over with a thin solution

of water-glass (see Xo. iWIG) by tho aid of a

soft brush. Bronzo powder is then dusted on,

and any excess not adherent is knocked off

by a fow gontle taps. The article is noxt
hcatod, to ary tho sificato, and tho bronzo bo-

comes firmly attached. Probably, in thocoso
of porcelain, biscuit, or stoneware, some
chemical union of the silicate will take placo,

but in other coses the water-glass will ouly
tend to make tho brouzo powder adhero
to the surface. After tho heating, the bronzo

may be polished or burnished with agato
tools.

3828. Browning for Gun Barrels.
Mix 1 ounce each aqua-fortis and sweet spirits

of nitre; 4 ounces powdorod bluo vitriol
;
2

ounces tincture of irou, and water, 14 pints;

agitato until dissolved.

Or: Blue vitriol and sweet spirits of ultro,

of each 1 ounce: water, 1 pint; dissolvo an

last.

Or: Mix oqual parts of butter of antimony
and sweet oil, and apply tho mixture to tho
iron previously wanned.
3829. To Brown Gun Barrcla. Tho

gun barrel to bo browned must bo first pol-

ished and then rubbed with whiting to rornovo
all oily matter. Its two onds should bo stop-

ped with wooden rods, which servo as handles,

and tho touch hole filled with wax. Thon rub

on tho solution (sea last receipt) with a linen

rag or apougo till tho whole surface is oqually

moistened. Ivet it remain till tho noxt day.
then rub it off with it stiff brush. Tho liquid

may bo again applied until n propor color is

produced. When this is tho 0080, wash In

poarlush water, and afterwards in clean water,

ami thon polish, either with tho burnisher or

with bees' wax ; or apply u coat of shollao

varnish. (See Xo. 2054.)
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Borgamot, Essence of
Bergamot, Oil of
Bergamatte, Esprit de
Beryl, Imitation
Bessimer's Varnish
Beton Coignet
Bingham' Washing Mixture
Bird's Mode of Silvering on gl
Bismarck-Brown Aniline Dye....
Bismuth

..969

.1227

..999

.2442
,2894
.2223
, .480
.3620
,2591
3344

h. Caution against as Cosmeticllll

Babbitt's
Madigeon
Baldness
Baldness
Baldness
Baldness
Balloons
Halls,
Balls,

Metal

French Remedy
Oil for
Pomade for...
Washes for...
Varnish for .

.

Bitter, for Beer
Scouring

for

,

Balls, Soap
Balm of Thousand Flowers.
Balm, Spirit of , Compound
Balm, Water, to distill..
Balsam for Freckles

,3348,

,1279.
,1177.

,349
,574

,1071,

5093,Balsam of Honey 1121.
Balsam of Peru, oil of
Balsam of Peru, Pomade
Balsam of Peru, Tincture of
Banana Syrup
Bandoline, Rose
Bank-Note Cement
Barbers' Shampoo Mixture
Barrel, to cleanse a Foul
Barrels, Brandy, to plaster
Barrels, Cider, to cleanse
Barrels, Leaky, Wax Putty for
Barrels, to give appearance of Age.
Barrels, to make, tight 855,
Barvood Dye for Cottons
Barwood Spirit
Baryta, Sulphate of 2697,
Barytes 2697.
Barytic Photographic Solution3181

,

Bases for Artificial Gems 2141,
Baskets, Varnish for

3445
2158
1285
1251
AC.
Ac.
2948
.870
374
AC.
1327
.988
1073
1122
5231
1241
1262
1020
1413
1195
2308
1188
.054
.695
.841
.696
.693
2195
.154
.110
4231
Ac.
3183
AC.
2939

to purify,
to Separate from Lead.

3345
3346
2092
1124

Bit
Bismuth,
Bismuth.
Bistro.

.

Bitter Alsond Paste.
Bitter Almond Water, to dial 1111071 . 1073
Bitter Almonds. Essence of 943
Bitter Almonds, Extract of 1033
Bitter Almonds. Extract of, non-poison-
ous..1034
Bitter Balls for Beer B7o
Bittern, Brewers' 869
Black Aniline Dyes.
Black Bronzes

2571, Ac.
3770, 3798, 3819

Black, Brunswick 2099
Black Cement 2183, 2193
Black Cherry Essence, Artif icial . . . .1050
Black Cherrt Water to dist ill . 1071 . 1073
Black Crape, to renovate 462
Black Crape, to clean 470
Black Currant wine 728
Black Dyes for Cottons 138, Ac.
Black Dyes for Cotton and Wool mixed. 280
Black Dye for Cotton Silk and Wool mixed

291, Ac.
Black Dye for Silk 234. Ac., 304
Black Dye for Silk and Wool mixed.... 290
Black Dye for the Hair. ..1201. Ac., 6401
Black Dye for the Hair, to use 1202
Black Dyo for Wood 2825
Black Dye Tor Woolens 192. 222. 303
Black Dye for Veneers 2838
Black Enamels 2380. 2398
Black for Miniature Painters 2716
Black from Colorless Liquids 2627
Black Glazing 2410
Black Inks 2461, Ac., 6406

Black Lace Veils, to Wash
Black Lacquer for Metals 3064,
Black Lead, to Bronze with
Black Luster-Color for Paper. Ac....
Black Pepper, Extract of
Black Pigments 2716,
Black Powder for the Hair
Black Reviver
Black Sealing-Wax
Black Silks, to clean
Black Silks, to restore
Black Sprinkle for Books
Black Stain for Wood 2843,2850,
Black Varnish, Aniline
Black Varnish for Iron Work
Black. Vinogar, for Book-Binders....
Black Walnut, Suo WALNi/r
Blackberry Brandy ..,.782,
Blackberry Syrup for Soda Water
Blackberry Wine
Bleaching Liquor 104,
Blistered Steol
Block Tin
Blond Hair Dyo
Blond Powder for the Hair
Blond, White Silk, to clean
Blood Cement
Bloom of Roses
Bluo Anal ine Dyes 333,
Bluo Cement
Bluo Dye for Cottons...,
Bluo Dyo for Feathers...

2596,

iioi'Aci;

.466
3387
3774
2626
1039
2719
1103
.458
2316
.457
.459
3127
2064
294 3

2900
3110

Ac.
1404
.731
4786
3274
3314
1206
1104
.472
2172
1113
2602
2108
160

.325
Bluo Dyo for Silks.. 254, 306. 2610, 2633
Bluo Dyo for Wood 20 20
Oluo Dyo. Woolonn204, 217, 232. 259, 2609
Blue Enamel 2381
Bluo Fluid for making Ink,,,, 2486
Bluo Glazing 2409
Bluo Inks 2478, Ac.
Blue Liquid Colors. . 2615, Ac., 2620, 2641
Bluo Pigmonti 2674, 2607
Blue Sealing Wax 2322
Blue Sprinkle for Books 3103
Bluo Stain for Glass 2361
Blue Stain for Karblo 2037
Blue Stain for Wood 2862
Blue Stone 120
Blue Vat, to proparo a 119
Bluo Vorditor 2600
Blue Vitriol 120, 4096
Bluing for Clothes 2617, Ac.
Boards, to clean 426
Boards, to extract Ink from 392
Boards, to scour 427
Boat-bottoms, Paint for 2771
Buuttgcr's Electric Amalgam 3541
Boettger* Imitation Gems 2445

a Method of Cilding Glass.. 3597
b Test for Silver-plated Wore..

Boettger'
Boettqer *

3714
Bohemian Crown Glass 2344
Bohemian Tube Glass 2340
Boiled Oil 2727, Ac.
Boiled Oil for Varnish 2872
Boiled Oil for Zinc Paint 2734
Boiled Oil. to brighten 2732
Boiler Incrustations, to prevent 2329, Ac.
Boilers, Paint for 2774
Boitard's Anisette 802
Bono Fst 526
Bone Fat, to purify 534
Bone, to dye. see IVORY
Done, to silver... .....3628
Bones of Live Animals, to dye the... 2008
Bonnets, Straw, to Clean 511
Bookbinders' India-rubber Glue 2293

Marbles, Sprinkles3l02, Ac.
2933
3110

.3109, Ac.

Bookbinders'
Bookbindors' Varnish.
Bookbinders' Vinegar Black.
Book Covers, to marble
Book Edges, to gild 3574
Book Edges, to sprinkle 3102, Ac.
Book Muslin, to clear-starch 501
Boots, French Varnish for 2957
Boots, White Jean, to clean 453
Boots. White Kid, to clean 454
Borate of Manganese 2735
Borax and Myrrh Mouth Wash 1333
Borax. Glass of 2377
Borox Lotion for Sore Cums 1156
Borox Lotion. Glycerinatedl 157 . 1 162 ,5452

Botot, Eau 1324
Bottle-Green Dye for Cottons 166
Bottle-Green Dyo for Silks 279, Ac.
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llottJoe,
Bottles.
Bottles,
Doudet

•

a

Brandy,
Brandy,
Brandy,

Bottle-Green Dye for Woolens 226
Bottle Coctail 924
Dottle Wax for Sealing Corks 929
Dottles, Castor, to clean 413
Bottles, Cements for sealing 2238
Dottlos. Glass for 2341
Bottles, Gold Labels for 2493

to clean 431
to cork 930
to cut 2369
Dopilatory 1221

Douquot do Millof leurs 1065
Bouquet de Kondeletia 1066
Bouquet. Eau de 992
Doquot. Esprit do 1002
Qoquot, German, for Beer 882
Bouquet, Jockey Club 1064
Bouquet, Soap 564
Bourbon Whiskey, Imitation 683
Boxwood, to stain, brown 2865
Boylo's Lute for Retorts 2266
Braconnot’a Glue of Caseine 2294
Bran, Prepared, for the Hair 1102
Brandy, Blackberry 782. 6c,

Cherry
Filter for.
Imitation..

Brandy, Peach
Brandy, Peppermint.
Brandy Punch
Brandy Smash
Brass
Brass, Bronzing for
Brass, Dark
Brass expanding equally with Iron
Brass, Flux for solduring
Drasa for Buttons
Brass for Castings
Brans for Gilding
Brass for Solder
Brass for Turning
Brans for Wire
Braun, Inlaid, to clean
Brans, Inlaid, to polish
Brans, Lacquers for 3048, 6c.,
Brans, Malleable
Braun, Ornaments, to color
Brass, Palo 3365, 3369, 3372,
Brass, Pasto for cleaning
Brass, Bed 3363. 3370,
Brans, Shoot.,.
Brans Solder
Brass, Solder for 3507. 6c..
Brans, Solutions for cleaning
Braun, to clean.
Brass, to clean,

..784. 791

...17. 709

..676. 6c.
. .785, 813

.787

.919

.925
.3358. 6C.
3784. 3797

3368
1 ron .

.

3376
3480, 3531

1164

for lacquering.

3367
3369
3371
3372
3375
3392
2982
3387
3360
3396
3375
3391
3373
3348
3512
3517
339J
3389
3047

Branu,
Brans,

Brass
Brass

6c.

Brans,
Brans,
Brass,

3633, 6c.
3607

..3644, 3648
3651
3655

3379, 3382,

3752,

to coat Metal with
to coat, with Silver

Brass, to coat, with Tin...
Brass, to coat, with Zinc.,

to cost Zinc with. .

.

to color. 3188, 3313,
3390.

BrasB, to nloctroplate on.

.

Brass, to electroplate with
Brans, to frost.
Brass, to give an Enqlish look to.

Brass, to qive a Moire appearance.
Brass, to harden
Brans, to lacquer

to platinize
to protect
to put a Black Finish on...

BraBs, to scour
Brans, to soften
Drass Solution, to proparo
Brass, Yellow 3348
Brazing or Hard Soldering
Brewing
Browing, Important Hints on
Brewing, Utensils for
Bricks, Bed Wash for
Brickwork, to pencil or point
Bristles, to Dye
Bristles, to Stiffen
Britannia Metal 3348
Britannia Metal, Flux to solder...
Britannia Metal, to clean
Britannia Metal, to electroplate on. 3711
Brittleness of Metals, Comparative. . 3357
Brocatelle Curtains, to clean
Bromide Paper, Photographic
Bronze
Bronze-Brown Dye for Silks
Bronze, Fountalneroreau's.

3711
3769
3381
3388
3386
3377
3046
3658
3765
3380
3271
3378
3768
3359
3488
.856
.863
.057
2809
2792
.662
.661
3417
3484
3418

.450
3172
3348
.245
3348

3772,

3797,
6C..

.’2589

3798
.142

B ronze . Lacquer for 3056
Bronze, Phosphorus 3447
Bronze, to clean 3450
Bronze, to electroplate on 3711
Bronzing 3771, 6C.
Bronzing Fluids 381 7,6c. ,6c. , 3778,6c.
Bronzing for Wood 3825
Bronzing on Brass 3779. 3784, 3797
Bronzing on Copper 3772, 3780. 3787

3807. 6c.
Bronzing on Iron Castings....
Bronzing on Medals
Bronzing on Paper
Bronzing on Plaster Casts....
Bronzing on Porcelain
Bronzing on Tin Castings
Bronzing on Zinc
Bronzing Powders 3794,
Bronzing. Surface
Brown Aniline Dye
Brown Bronzes 3772,
Brown Dye for Cotton
Brown Dye for Cotton and Wool.
Brown Dye for Silks
Brown Dye for Woolens 193
Brown Enamels
Brown Glazing
Brown Hair-Dyes
Brown Harking-Ink
Brown Sealing Wax
Drown Sprinklo for Bookbinders. 3105, 31 25
Brown Stain for Boxwood 2865
Brown Stain for Class 2361
Brown Stain for Marble 2038
Brown Stain for Wood 2053, 6c.
Brown Tint for Iron and Stool 3262
Brown Windsor Soap 559
Brunswick Black 2899
Brunswick Croon 2710
Brushes for Varnishing 2977
Brushes, Hair, to clean 416
Bryant 6 Jams' Blacking 3092, 3099
Buchner's Carmino Ink 2501
Buchner's Soluble Soda Clans 2819
Ducking Beer 880
Buff Dyo for Cottons 135, 6c.
Buff Dye for Silks 269
Building Stono, Artificial 2219
Buisson's Purple of Cassius 2723
Bungs. Leaky. Wax Putty for 696
Busts, to Bronze 3701
Busts, to Electrotype 3693
Butter, to Color 2635
Buttons. Brass for 3364
Buttons, Copper, to silver-coat 3609

C

3791
6c.
3793
3824
3827
3790
3811
3823
3792
6c.

6C

.

6c.
289

241. 6c.
223, 305
...2382
...2411
. ..1211
...2513
...2321

Cassia,
Cassia,

Carmine Ink 2501
Carmine Purple Dye 2629
Carmine Rouge 1112
Carmine, to brighten 2679
Carmino, to make 2677
Carpets, to clean 444
Carpets, to renove Crease from ..358
Carpets, to remove Oil from 357
Carpets, to swoop 447
Carriage Varnishes 2877
Carthamine 2683
Cascarilla Water, to distill 1071

Case Hardening 3297, 6c.
Caseine Glue 2294
Casks. Leaky, Wax Putty for 696
Casks, to clean..... .,854
Casks, to preparo, for Cidor . . . . 839 ,

854
Casks. Varnish for Inside of 2970

Essence of

Oil of
Cassia Pomade
Cast Iron, see IRON
Cast Iron, to coat, with Copper
Cast Iron, to coat, with Zinc..
Cast steel, see STEEL
Castilian Tooth-Cream
Castings, Brass for
Castings, Cerman silver for....
Castor Bottlos, to wash
Castor Oil Pomade
Catawba Champagne
Catechu Dyes for Cottons
Catechu, to prepare, for dying.
Cathay, Cromo de..,.
Cathode of a Battery
Caustic Alkali, to tost
Caustic Lye, Soapmakors'
Caustic Lye. Tables of
Caustic Potash
Caustic Potash, to teat
Caustic Soda
Caustic Soda, to tost
Cazenavo's Lotion of Potassium Cyanide

1158

970
1227

....1262

.... 3635

.... 3650

....1311
3367

....3411
433

....1276
719

147, 181
96

....1128

.... 3667
584, 6c.
519, 500
629, 630
101. 4192

585
102
585

Cabinet Varnish
Cacao Pomade for the Lips, 6c.
Cachou Aroautlse
Cadmium Alloys, Dentists'
Cadmium Amalgam, Dentists'....
Cadmium Red
Cadmium Yellow
Calicos, to clean
California Brown Dye for Silks
California Champa igne
Cal lot ' s Eau Forte, or Etching
Calotype Paper
Cambric, to clear-starch
Camphor Black
Camphor Ice
Camphorated Chalk
Canada Varnish
Cane Seats of Chairs, to clean
Cane, Staining for
Canella Water, to distill 1071,

Cantarides, vinegar of
Canvas, Flexible Paint for

Caoutchouc Cement
Caoutchoucine
Capsicum, Extract of
Caramel 694.
Caramel, to purify
Caraway Cordial 769, 789,
Carbolic Acid Soap
Carbon Ink 2514.
Carbonate of Lead
Carbonate of Soda Solutions. Table.
Carbuncle, Imitation Gem
Cardamom. Tincture of... 1023. 4540,
Card-Work, to Varnish
Card-Work, Varnish for
Carmen. Eau des

2893
1136
1336
34 38

3544, 3549
2700

2638. 2700
440
241
720

Fluid2962
3176
501

2716
1132
1200
2921
419
2866
1073

.1178

.2765
2257
2249
1040
1368
2632
6292
.581
2530
2693
.627
2429
4568
.2965
.2939

Cazenavo's Pomade
Ceilings, Cement for
Celery, Extract of
Cements 2151
Cement, Colored 2182
Cement for Building 2173, 2181,
Cement for Soallng Bottles
Cementation, Steol made by
Cementing, see ARTICLE to be Joined
Cementing, General Directions for..
Cenette's Process for Carmino
Cerise Aniline Dye
Chalk. Camphor atod
Chalk, Precijitatcd
Chalk, Prepared
Chameleon Mineral
Chamomile Water, to distill ... 1071

,

Champagnat's India-Rubber Varnish..
Cheap 723
Home-Made
Imitation 713
Syrup for
to gas.
to prepare for Charging.

844
Imitation

Champagne,
Champagne,
Champagne,
Champagno,
Champagne,
Champagne,
Champagne-Cider.
Champagne-Cider

,

.1280

.2171

.1043

. 6c.

.
6c.
6386
.2239
. 3274

! 2151
.2678
.2570
.1290
.1291
.1292
.2637
1073
.2889
,
6c.

..730

. 6c,

..715

. .718

. .717
, 6c.
. .847
.1157
4314
.1302
.1317

Chaps, Borax Lotion for
Charcoal, Alumenized 1730,
Charcoal, Areca-nut
Charcoal for Dentifrice
Charcoal , Prepared 1294
Charcoal Tooth-Paste 1316
Chartreuse, Liqueur de la Crande806,6291
Chaudet's Springs for Artificial Teeth.

3406
Chauvet's Anisette.....
Chemie
Chemical Glasses, Corent for
Chemical Soap
Cherry Bounce
Cherry Brandy
Cherry, Currant, 6 Raspberry wine.
Cherry Essence. Artificial
Cherry Juice
Cherry Laurel Lotion
Cherry Laurel Water
Cherry Syrup
Cherry Wine
China-Crape Scarfs, to wash.
China-Ware, see PORCELAIN.
Chinese Bronze ...3776

803
.162, 2616

2237
546
793
784

..728
1049
791

» » t » « « *1161
.1071, 1073

1301
728
465
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Chinese Cement
Chinese Depilatory
Chinese Japanning
Chinese Marble for Books...
Chinese Varnish, Imitation.
Chinese White Copper
Chintz, to Clean.

.2155

.1222

.JO 38

.3120
,2923
.3-114

. . 448
Chintz, to preserve the colors of.... 487
Chintz, to Wash 492
Chloride of Cold 3725, 4075
Chloride of Iron 117, 4165
Chloride of Mercury, Lotion of 1145
Chloride of Platinum 3220. 4084, Ac.
Chloride of Silver 3214, 3216
Chocolate liye for Cottons 149
Chocolate Syrup 1409
Christ Ison* 8 flux for Arsenic 3469
Chromate Photographic Solution 3182
Chromatypo Paper 3173
Chrome Dyes for Cottons 183, Ac.

Chrome Dyes for Woolens 221. Ac.

Chrome Green 2715
Chrome Orange 2707
Chrome Rod 2706
Chrome Yellow 2705
Chromium, Oxide of 2701
Chrynol ite, Imitation 2437
Cidor, Antiforments for 763. Ac.
Cider Barrels, to eloanuo 841
Cider Champagno 844, Ac.
Cider, Rules for Making 836. Ac.
Cidor. to Bottlo 843
Cider, to can 840
Cider, to clarify 842, 853
Cider, to fine 747
Cider, to imitate 847, Ac.
Cider, to Keep, swot 852
Older, to make 812
Cidor, to prepare Casks for 839
Cider, to preserve 815
Cider Wlno 732
Cigars, Ant i -choleraic 1350
Cigars, Diiiinfocting 1350
Cinnabar 2682
Cinnamon -Drown. Dye for Cottons 144
Cinnamon, Essenco of 971
Cinnamon, Extract of 1036
Cinnamon, Oil of 1227
Cinnamon Pomade 1262
Cinnamon Soap 573
Ci sternn , Cemont for lining 2181
Clvot ,

Essence of 972
Civet, Oil of 1228
Claret Punch 921
Clarot-Red Dye for Woolens 198, 300
Claret Stains, to remove 369
Claret Syrup 1423
Claret, to flavor, with Ambergris. .. .964

Cleaning. Ac., General Receipst . 337, Ac.

Cleaning or Cleansing, see ARTICLE to
be cleaned.

Cleansing In Browing 062

Cleveland's Tooth Wash 1331

Close'

i

Cloth.
Cloth. Cotton
Cloth, Cotton,
Cloth,
Cloth,
Cloth.
Cloth,
Clothes.
Clothes,

Indestructible Ink...
Cements for joining...

to bleach
to prepare for

Printod, to clean
to cement, to Metal..,.
to paste, to Wood
to raise the Nap on....

to fold, after drying
to iron

to clean
to preserve f

Clothes, Woolen,
Clothes, Woolen

,

654
Cloves, Oil of
Coathupo's Ink
Cobalt Dluo ..

Cobalt, to electroplate with
Cochineal, Adulteration of..
Cochineal Dyes for Woolens..
Cochineal Liquid Coloring...
Cochineal Liquor
Cochineal Paste
Cocktail, Bottled
Cocoa-Nut Oil
Cocoa-Nut Oil Soap
Coffee Cream-Syrup
Coffee Flavoring for Liquors
Coffee Syrup for Soda Water.
Cognac Brandy, Imitation....
Cognac, Essence of
Cognac Oil, Test for

2528
2245
125

dying.. 124
452

2233
2275
461
502

....503
442

rom Moths.

1227
2484
2690
3766
2680

..246, Ac.

.2623. Ac.
106
106
924
527

..542, 593
1433
673
1418
679
675
677

Coins, to Clean 3239
Coins, to keep from Tarnishing 3225
Coins, to take Moulds of 3672. Ac.

Colcothar 2703, 4154
Cold Cream 1125. Ac.

Cold Silvering 3611
Col opress' s Wine 728
Collodion. Flesh Colored 1168
Collodion for the Skin 1167
Collodion, Glycerinated 1169
Collodion, Photographic 3149
Collodion, Pictures, to clean off... 3167
Collodion Plastic Material 2204
Collodion Varnish 2922
Collodion Varnish for Photography ... 3162
Cologne, Essence of 950
Cologne Tooth-Wash 1329
Cologne Water 976, Ac.
Cologne Water, Concentrated 950
Colored Amandine 1120
Colored Bronzing for Brass3783, 3797, Ac.
Colored Cements 2182, Ac.
Colored Muslins, to Wash 486
Coloring for Curacoa 80U
Coloring ror Pats 1257
Coloring for the Hair 1215
Coloring, see ARTICLE to be colored
Colors. Aniline 2552, Ac.
Colors, Effect of Acids and Alkslles.361

Colors, Improved Vehicles for 2724
Colors, Liquid 2614. Ac.
Colors of Fabrics, to preservo. .487, 491
Colors. Substantive 93
Colors, to restore, by Reagents 362
Colors used for Marbling Books 3102
Colpin's India-Rubber Varnish 2952
Combs, to clean 416
Complexion, Cosset ics for the 1116
Composite Soap 545
Composition for Moulds 3684
Composition for Ornarents 2202, 6234
Composition for Welding 3523. Ac.
Concrete 2205
Concrete for Floors and Walks 2206
Cooley's Black Ink 2464
Copal Oil Varnish 2876
Copal Picture varnish 2907
Copal Spirit Varnish 2905 , 2907
Copal, to dissolve, in Spirit 2904
Copper 3240
Copper. Alloys of 3348, 3409, Ac. , 3439, 3440
Copper. Alloys of.
Copper Aralgaa. ...
Copper Arsen ite

for Dentists.

copper

.

t for.

.3437

.3543

.2711

.2172

.3753

.2400

.2961

.3249

.3470

.3531
3672,

Copper, Cyanide of
Copper Enamel
Copper, Etching Fluid for
Copper. Feat her -Shot
Copper. Flux for Reducing
Copper, Flux for Melding
Copper, Moulds for Electrotyping

3680
Copper Moulds, to coat 3673
Copper. Solder for 3498. 3517
Copper Solution for Electrotyping. .. 3661
Copper Stains, to remove, from Marblc516
Copper, Test for. in Compounds 3241
Copper, to Bronze 3772. 3787, 3797
Copper, to clean 3252, 3389
Copper, to coat Figures with 3687

to coat Metals with.... 3635
to coat Cast Iron with

Iron with
with Brass. ..3633,
with Silver . .3607,
with Tin
with Zinc

to coat Zinc with.....
to color

Copper
Copper
Copper , to coat
Copper , to coat
Coppor, to coat
Copper . to coat
Copper , to coat
Copper

.

Copper .3188,
Copper, to platinize
Copper, to prevent Corrosion of....
Copper, to protect
Copper, to reduce, to Powder
Copper, to separate, from Alloys...
Copper,* to separate Lead from
Copper, to separate Sllvor from....
Copper, to separate Tin from
Copper, to separate Zinc from

Copper , to weld
Copper, White 3414.
Copying, sec ARTICLE to be copied
Copying Ink
Coral Dentifrice

Coralline Aniline Dye
Coralline, Innoxious
Coralline, Solvent for
Cordials, Aroma of
Cordials, Filter Bags for
Cordials, Finings for 807
Cordials, to clarify
Cordials, to make
Cordials, to make, by Dist ll lat ion

,

Coriander, Extract of
Coriander, Tincture of
Corking Bottles, Directions for....
Corks, Cement for sealing
Corks, to tie down
Cornelian, Imitation 2427
Cornices, Stuff for making
Cornish Flux 3462.
Corrosion, to prevent, in Hotals...
Cosmetic Balsam of Honey
Cosmetic Cloves
Cosmetics for the Hair. Caution on.
Cosmetics for the Skin, Ac 1116
Cotton. Aniline Dyes for 2569
Cotton, Difficulty Dying with aniln

2570
Cotton, Dyes for, see COLOR of Dye
Cotton, Remarks on Dying

Cotton, detecting in mixed fabrics.
295. AC.

Cotton, to removo Mildew from
Cotton, to Si Ivor
Cotton Cloth, to bleach
Cotton Cloth, to prepare, for Dying
Cotton Coods, Starch for
Cotton Coods, to Dye 131
Cotton Coods, to fix the Colors of.
Cotton Coods, to remove Stains.. 120
Cotton Yarn, to Bleach
Cotton Yarn, to proparo Dying
Counterfeit Gold
Cowslip Pomade
Crape, Black, to renovato
Crape, China, to wash
Cream, Cold
Cream, Glycerine
Cream, Roso Glycor Ino. . . . .

.

Cream, Shaving
Cream, Snow
Cream Syrup, imitation
Cream Syrups for Soda Water
Crome do Cathay
Creme do PietaChe
Cremo de Psycho
Cruwilti White

1125

602, 604

246
195

2347,

,
AC.
3635
3756
3634
3609
3644

, 3651
3655
3313
3658
3251
3765
3247
3246
3242
3245
3244
3243

3250
Ac.

2520
1299

Crimson Aniline Dye
Crimson Dye for Cottons..
Crimson Dye for Silks....
Crimson Dye for Woolens..
Crimson Hair Oil
Crimson Stain for Marble.
Crimson Stain for Wood...
Crockery, to mend
Crocus, or Indian Red....
Crocus Bronzing
Crown Class
Crucibles. Lute for
Crystotype Paper
Crystal Glass
Crystal Spirit Varnish...
Crystal, to Silver
Crystalline Window Glass.
Crystallized Pomade
Cullet
Culm
Cupel lat ion. Assay by....
Curacoa
Curacoa. Coloring for
Cut aeon d' Hollande
Curd Cement
Curious Essence
Curling Liquids for the Hair
Currant Wine 728
Currant. Cherry and Raspberry Wine.
Currant and Gooseberry wino
Curtains. Dam-ask. to clean
Cyanide of Brass Solution 3759.
Cyanide of Copper
Cyanide of Copper. Solution of. 3754,
Cyanide of Gold
Cyanide of Potassium. Caution
Cyanide of Potassium, Lotion of
Cyanide of Potassium, Test for Free,

Solutions. 3703
Cyanide of Silver

3191,
771, 777

2505
258B
250 7

.812

.81 1

AC.
. 704
.767
.796
1041
1014
. 930
22 Jb
.9311

Ac.
2200
3465
3251
1121
1176
1286
Ac.
Ac.

it' . . .

321

, .120
, 367 7

, .125
,.124
, .497
,
Ac.

,.491

,
127

..123
.133
.3397
.1263
..462
. . 465
,
Ac.

.1129

.1130
,
607

.1131

.1430
,1425
.1128
.1139
.1137
. 2699

2501
. .156
,

261
,

309

.1233

.
20 19

,2859
.2167
.2710
.3773
,234 3

,2260
,3175
236 2

,
2910

. 36J1
,2365
.1247
,2351
.3 114

3206
,

799
, .800
, . 776
2160
.947
1191

,
734

.728

.728

.450
3768
3753
,3755
3727
1160
1158
in

3697
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Cyanide of Silver, to dissolve 3699
Cyanide of Silver and Potassium 3698
Cyanide of Zinc*. 3753. 4115
Cyanide of Zinc, Solution of 3754
Cyanotypn Paper 3174
Cymbals 3446

Damask Curtains, to clean.
Dark Green Dyo for Cottons
Dauvergne's Tar Pomade..,.
Dawson’s Patent Soap
Day and Martin’s Blacking.
Decanters, to clean
Decayed wine, to remedy...
Decoloring, boo ARTICLE to be decolored
Decomposing Cell for Electrotyping .. 3664
Decomposition in Hines, Remedy for... 756
Decomposition in Hines, Tost for 755
Density of Syrups, to determine the. 1363

Dentifrices 1288, 6c.. 5469
Dontist's Alloys 3435, 6c.
Dent i tits' Amalgams 3549. 6c.
Deodorizing, see ARTICLE to bo deodorizai
Depilatories 1219. 6c.
Depilatories, Caution in Applying ... 1225
Depilatories, to apply 1223. 1224
Dorbynhir© Spar, Cement Tor 2218
Deschamp’a Dontifrico 1296
Do Syl ventre’ n Dextrine Varnish 2927
Detersive Dentifrice 1289
Dextrine Paste 2300
Dextrine, to purify 2925
Doxtrino Varninh 2927
Diamond Paste 2352, 2420 6c.
Diamonds. Imitation 235

2

Diamonds, Imitation, to make, brilliant.
2436, 245®

Diamonds, Parisian 2444
Dickson's Cochineal Coloring 2624
Diplomas, Wax Tor 2327
Distillation of Cordials 796
Distillation of Now England Hum. 931, 6c.
Distillation of Perfumed Waters 1073
Distillation of Whiskey 931, 6c.
Distillation with or without a boat or 9 37
Distilled Aromatic Spirits 941
Distilled Perfumed Waters 1070
Distil lod Perfumed Waters, Directions

for .1073
Distilled Perfumed Waters. Practical
Suggest ions for. 1076

Distilled Perfumed Waters, Soube Iran’s
Apparatus for. 1077

Distilled Perfumed Waters, to prevent,
from Souring. 1075

Distilled Perfumed Waters, to remove tho
Burnt Smell from. 1074

Domestic Brandy, Imitation 678
I>0ires tic Soap Receipts 54H. 6c.
Door-Plates, to clean 512
Doppel Kumrnel 769 , 6292
Doualt Wlol arid’s Paste for Gems 2425
Dove-Colored Family Dyo 311
Drab Dye for Cottons 177, 6c.
Drab Dyo for Cotton. Silk and Wool. ..293
Drab Dye for Silk 272, 310
Drab Dye for Woolens 213, 215, 230
Drawing Ink 2531
Drawings, to Copy 3159
Drawings, to Varnish 2965
Drawings, Varnish for 2924
Drayton’s Method of Silvering Class. 3616
Dresses, Black, to remove Stains 4 70
Dresses, Colored, to wash 485
Dresses, to clean 460
Drills, Lubricator for.... 2366, 6273
Drills, to Temper 3286
Drops, French, for Scouring 354
Drops, Hot, for Beer 891

Drops, Prince Rupert’s 2373
Druggists' Show Colors 2648, 6c.
Druggists' Show Colors, to keep from

freezing. 2672
Dryers for Paints 2735. 6c.
Drying Oils 2726, 6c.
Dubbing for Leather..... 3078
Duchemin’s Enamel 2402
Ductility of Metals 3355
Dullo’s Platinized Glass 3656
Durrolin's Liquid Glue 2285
Dupuytren's Pomade 1282
Durockereau' s Cologne Water 980
Dutch Metal 3348

.
.450
,.163
, 1281
, .545
,3101
, .430
,.752

Dutch Metal, to Gild with 3576
Dyes, see ARTICLE to be Dyed
Dyes. Aniline 332. 6c.. 2552. 6c.
Dyes. Aniline, Directions for using. 2563
Dyes. Aniline. Mordants for 2567
Dyes, Aniline, Test for Sugar in.... 2561
Dyes. Aniline, to Distinguish 2564
Dyes. Aniline, to Remove 2565
Dyes, Aniline, to remove Sugar from. 2562
Dye Bath 93
Dye-Woods 94
Dye-Woods, Properties of 214
Dyes, Chrome, for Cottons 183, 6c.
Dyes, Chrome, for Woolens 221, 6c.
Dyes for the Hair 1198, 6c, 6401
Dyeing, Art of 93
Dyeing. see COLOR of DYE
Dyeing. Family Receipts for 302, 6c.
Dyeing, to make Solutions for 121
Dyeing Veneers, Directions for 2817
Dyeing Wood, Directions for 2824

Eagle-Marine, Imitation 2438
Earthenware, to clean 434
East-lndia Pomade 1272
Eau Botot 324
Eau d'Ambre Royalo 994
Eau d’Ambrette
Eau de Beaute 1146
Eau de Bouquet
Eau de Cologne 976, 6c.
Eau de Cologne, Ammoniatod 1096
Eau de Cologne, Concentrated 950
Eau do Heliotrope 1003
Eau de Lavondo 989
Eau de Lavando, Ammoniacale 1097
Eau de Lavande do Millofleurs 10O0
Eau de'Marechale 993
Eau do Mel isae 988
Eau de Kiel 1006
Eau doa Carves 988
Eau Forte, for Copper Engraving 2962
Eau Royale 994
Ebony Stain for Wood 2B44
Economical Perfumes 1026
Edge-Tools, soe TOOLS
Effervescing Lceonode 906
Egg 923
Egyptian Marbles for Books 3110
Elastic Clue 2306
Elastic Moulding 1685
Elder Wine 728

3660, 6c.
Objects 3692
Silk and Fibrous

Elder -Flovet Water, to di st I 1 1 . 1072, 1D7J
Electrical Machines, Amalgam for.... 35 39
Electrical Machines. Cerent for 2170
Electricity, to improve Wines by 726. 6295
Electro-Gilding 3724, 6c.
Electro-Gilding, Conditions Required J732
Electro-Gilding on Paper, Silk and Fib-

rous Materials. 3738
Electro-Gilding, Practical Suggestions

for. 3737
Electro-Gliding, Process of J7J0
Electro-Gilding, Solutions for . 3720 . 1733
Electro-Gilding, to improve Color ii.J735
Electro-Gilding, to regulate tho Color

in. 3734
Electro-Gilding with Red Gold 3736
Electro-plating 3696. 6c.
Electro-plating on Paper. Silk and Fib-

rous Materials. 3738
Electro-plating. Solutions for 3697
Electro-plating, to improve the Deposit

in. 3710
Electro-plating, to insure Success. . 3711
Electro-plating, to prepare Articles for

.3705
Electro-plating,

face in. 3706
Electro-plating,
Surface after. 3709

Electro-plating with Aluminum.
Electro-plating with Brass.
Electro-plating with Cobalt
Electro-plating with German Silver
Electro-plating with Nickel ... 3762
Electro-plating with Palladium. . .

.

Electro-plating with Platinum
Electro-plating with Silicium
Electro-plating with Tin
Electro-plating with various Metals. 3748

6c.
Electro-plating with Zinc.

to preserve a Dead Sur-

to r the White

3752.
.
3749
3769
.3766
. 3770
3763
.3761
.3760
. 3767
.3750

3757

Electrotyping
Electrotyping on Large
Electrotyping on Paper,

Materials. 3738
Electrotyping on Wood 3695
Electrotyping. Single Cell Process. . 3669
Electrotyping, to Preparo Moulds for

3672. 6c.
Electrotyping with a Battery 3671
Electuaries, Tooth 1305, 6c.
Elixir Vegetal de la Grande Chartreuse

806, 6291
Elkington’s Gilding Liquid.

.

Elkington’s Patont eliding.
Eisner's Zinc Green
Emerald Green
Emerald, Imitation 236
Emery Wheels, Cement for...
Emulsion of Almondr.
Enamel, Photographing on
Enamel Powder for tho Skin
Enameled Wood, to Polish
Enameling on Wood
Enameling, Rubber for
Enamels
Enf leurago, oils perfumed by..
Enf leurage. Pomade perfumed by

3580
3587
2691
2712
2446
2240
1155
3164
1115
3015
6C.
3013

2378, 6c

.

1229

24 39,

.1140,

3010,

Engestroom Tutania.
Engineers' Cement.
Engraving on Glass.
Engraving on Glass,
Engravings, Sizing

Varnish
for

for.

to remove Yellow StainsEngravings,
413

Erasmus Wilson’s Hair Wash
t*P«its
Esprit d' Ambrotto

do Berganot
do Bouquet
d© Jasmin Odorant.,
de Rose

Esprit
Esprit
Esprit
Esprit
Essences
Essence, Curious..,.
Essenco for Scenting

of Almonds
of
of
of
or
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

941

Essence
E ssonco
EssenCo
Essence
Essence
Essence
E ssonco
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essenco
Essence
E s nonce
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essenco
Essence
Essence
Essence
E ssonco
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence

Por.iden

.

Allspice.

.

Ambergris,
Ambrotto.

,

.959, 963

,956,

Essenco
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essenco
Essence
Essence

Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence
Essence

Applo, Artificial. .1054,
Apricot, Artificial
Bergamot
Bitter Almonds
Block Cherry, Artificial
Cassia
CheFry. Artificial
Cinnamon
Civet
Cognac
Cologne

of Fleurs d 'Orange
of Frangipann i

of Gooseberry, Artificial,.
of Grape, Artificial
of Lavender
of Lemon
of Leron. Artificial
of Melon, Artificial
of Musk.
of Mu9k-Seed
of Myrtle, Artificial
of Neroli
of Orange...
of Orange, Artificial
of Orange-Blossoms. .

.

of Orange-Flowers. . .

.

of Orange-Peel
of orris. Artificial.
of Patchoul i

of Peach, Artificial,
of Peach Kernels. ....
of Pear, Artificial..
of Pisiento
of Pine-Apple
of Pine-Apple. Art-ific
of Pouchapat
or Raspberry, Artificial...

of Rondeletia 946,
of Roses 944
of Soap
of Spruce
of Storax or Slyrax
of Strawberry, Artificial..
of Tuberose
of Vanilla

966.

1052.

>al

.

.1263
. )461
.2225
.2376
.2959
.2647
from

.1102
,.998
. .995
. . 999
. 1002
.1004
.1001
, 6C.
.947
.1261
..943
.952

,
964

. 968
4301
1047
.909
.943
1050
.970
1049
.971
.972
.675
.950
.961
.948
1056
1055
.973
.955
1051
1059
&C,
.968
1068
.961
.950
1053
.961
.951
.951
.949
6C

.

1046
.943
4 302
.952
.953
1060
.966
1057
1062
6c.
.604

.962
1058
.954
.965
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Essence of violets, Artificial
Essence, Plum
Essence Royal
Essences of Flowers
Essences, Perfumed
Essential Oilu, Mixed
Essential Oils, to perfume Oil:
Essential Salt of Lemons
Etching Fluid for Copper
Etching Fluid for ivory
Etching Fluid for Steel
Etching on Glass
Etching on Ivory
Etching Varnishes
Etching Varnish for Glass
Etching Varnish for Ivory
Ethereal Solution of Gold
Evans' Tooth Amalgam
Excellent Dentifrice
Exchequer Ink
Expansion Metal
Extract of Almonds
Extract of Bitter Almonds
Extract of Bitter Almonds, Non-

1034

Extract of

.942,

.949
1048
.960
974
940
1243

i 1227
378

2961
2002
2963
2374
2004
2960
2959
2003
3585
3549
1297
2469
3454
1033
1033

po i aonous

Extract of

Black Pepper
Capsicum
Celery
Cinnamon

t a %Lor unuor •••••••••
Ginger
Indigo
Lemon

Nutmegs
Orange
Patchoul i

Roses
1069
1035

Extract of Soup-Herbs.
Extract of Storax or Styrax

Extract of Vanilla
Extracts, Flavoring
Extracts, to Preparo
Extraits
Extrait du Frangipannl
Kxtrait do Mtllef lours
Extrait do Patchoul l

Extrait do Hondolotia

Faco, to Mould the, in Wax....
Face- joints. Cement for
Family Soap, to make 549,
Fancy boxen, to Stain
Purina 's Eau do Cologne
Fat, to Color, for Pomades. . .

.

Fat, to Deodorize, for Soap...
Fat, to Crain

.1044
962

1042
10)0

..44. 106!

.1061, AC.
948
1063
1069

.946, 1062

Ac

..3682

..2169
, 6307

. . ..2858
982. 985

1257
530
532

Fat, to keep from
535, 1491, Ac.

getting Rancid. 531,

Fat,
Fat,
Fat,
Fawn
F awn

536
to Porfumo
to Preserve
to Purify
Dyes for Cottons....
Dye for Silks

Feather Shot Copper
Feathered Tin
Fuaathors, to Dye
Fences, Whitewash for....
Fennel Water, to Distill.
Fermentation
Fermentation, Acetous, in
Fermentation in Brewing..
Fermentation of Beer, Hints
Fermentation, to Arrest
Fermentation, to Induce
Fermontation, to prevent in Cider837,
F ig Soap
Fig Wine

1255
1516, 6309
1254, 1517

.146, 150, AC.
310

3249
107, 3319

...... 324 , AC.
2803

....1071. 1073
16, 861

Beur 867
861
866
766
765
852
601
729

on.

Files. Old, to Temper
m nFilled Soap

F 11 tor Bags for Cordials
Filter for Dr tindv • 709
Filter for Shellac 2934
Filter for Wines
Fining for Ale or Beer
Fining for Cordials 807, AC.
F ining for Gin
Fining for Spirits
Fining for Wines
Fire-Gilding

706
703

3594
F ire Lute*
Fireproof Paint
Fireproof Whitewash
Flannel, Old, to Bleach

2772

507, 6327

Flannels, to Wash and Shrink.
Flatness in Beer, to remedy.

.

Flatting for House-painting..
Flavor of Almonds
Flavoring Extracts
Flavoring for Beer
Flavorings for Liquids. .. .664
Flaxen Hair-Dye
Flesh-Color Stain for Marble.
Flesh-Colored Collodion
Fleurs d' Orange, Essence....
Flexible Oil -Varnishes
Flexible Spirit-Varnish
Flint Glass
Floating Soap
Floors, Concrete for
Floors, to Clean
Floors, to Extract Oil Stains fr
Florida Water

.493

Ac.

2753
.943
1030
.864

6294
1 206
2040
1168
961
2890

2948, Ac.
2352
568

2206
426

. J94
1011

Flowers, to Gild, on Silver-plate. .. 3694
Flowers, to preserve for Perfumery. .1349
Fluid Alloy of Sodium and Potassium. 3455
Fluxes 3460, Ac.
Flux. Black.'. 3461
Flux, Cornish refining 3462
Flux. Cornish reducing 3465
Flux. Crude 3466
Flux for Arsenic 3469
Flux for Copper 3470
Flux for reducing Lead ore 3464
Flux for soldoring Various Motals. . .3476

Ac.. 3531
. . 3489
..3531
. . 3468
3467
3463
3462

Bronzes 3448
Goms2424

3427

Flux
Flux

Flux for Spelter Solder.
Flux for Welding Metals.

Fresenius*
Liebig's

Flux. Reducing
Flux. White
Fontalnemoreau'
Fontanior's Base for Artificial
Forks. French Alloy for
Forks, to clean 421
Forks, to fasten Handles on 2221
Forks, to keep. In good order 422
Foundations, Concrete for 2205
Foxing Beer 880
Frames for Hot-beds. Varnish ror....289B
Frames, Picture, to clean 2978
Frangipanni 940
Frangipannl, Essences or Extrait of.. 940
Frangipanni Soap 562
Frear Stone 2223
Freckle Balsam 1122
Freckles. Lotions to removel 141 . 1 150. Ac
Freckles, Pomado to r

French Alloy for Forks,
French Bell-Metal
French Boot Varnish
French Brandy, Imitation
French Bronze
French Brown Dye for Cottons..
French Champagne, Imitation...
French Cherry Bounce
French Cognac Bitters
French Coin Silver
French Colorless Varnish
French Huiles
French Lip Salve
French Method of Coloring Cold
French Polish

AC.

Furniture,
Furniture,
Furni ture.
Furniture.
Furniture,
Furniture,

caste iu:
Polish for
to clean.

.

to Restore
to Varnish

. ...— _ . to Wax
Fusibility of Metals
Fusible Alloys
Fusible Alloys, Amalgam of
Fusible Alloys, Moulds of.

ronsningzvBa,
.2987.
2906,2905

2990
Ac.
6411
2978

2974, Ac.
2992
335 3

3504
3547
3679

.3456,

Calvanic
3668

Calvanic Battery,
Galvanic Battery,

plained. 3665
Galvanic Battery,

3555, 3662
Galvanic Battery,
Galvanic Battery,

3671
Calvanic Battery,
gamated. 3663

Battery, improved Liquid for.

Material for Colls2213
Principles of, Ex-

to Amalgamate Zinc for

to Construct a..,, 3666
to Electrotype with...

to keep the Zinc Am.il-

Galvanic Tinniriu 17',

I

Galvanic Troughs, Cement for.
Calvanized Iron

.2170

. 3649
Galvanized Iron, Test for....
Cants Cosmetiques .

Harrip i Ymit it
{ nr\ 2357.

2419,

, 3 758

. 1 1 76
),l til

Gauge Stuff for Plastering...
Gems, Artificial

>2200
Lr •

G^rii 2 mi t ion.

.

1 A H A A
.
y J

r
> J

Cerrs. to Cement, to Melal....
• • • • •

« • • * a .2152
Coriach'n Tables of Soda Solutions.
Cor man Douquot for Beer
German Lip Salvo

. .627

. .0B2

.1175
Gorman Plate
Gorman Silver 3348
Gorman Silver for Cautious. .

.

,
2409

|
• i i •

.3416
, AC.
. 341

1

— - — — — — — — — — -u — —

German silver tot Rolling....
Grrnjn Sil vnr - Onu ini* . ......

. 3410

. i.ii /

1163
3427
3441

• • • • , 295 7

681
3786
149

• • • • • •

795
015
3408
2935
1 244

1194
3197

2996. Ac.

French Polish, Spirits for F inishingl006
French Polish, to color or stain. ... 3003
French Polish. Waterproof 3004
French Polishing 2981, 2993. Ac.

French Polishing, Rubber for 2995
French Pomades 1262
French Process for Turkey Red 109

French Silver 3428
French-White Dye for Silks 263
French-White for the Complexion 1108
Fresnius' Flux 3468
Fretting in Wines 757
Frit for Artificial Gems 2352, 2419
Frit for Enamels 2379
Frosted Beer, to Recover 879
Fruit Acid 1401
Fruit Essences, Artificial 1045. Ac.
Fruit Stains, to Resove. . . . 364. Ac.. 370
Fuch's Soluble Potash Glass 2817
Fuch's Soluble Soda Glass 2818
Fuchsine 2553 . 2613
Fuchsine. to Dye with 2613
Fuchsine. to Photograph with 3156
Furnace-Slag, Cement from 2212

German
German
German
German
German
Cilding
Gilding.
Gilding.
Gilding,
Gilding
Gilding.
Gilding.
Gilding,
Gilding,
Gilding.
Gilding
Gilding,
Gilding,

Silver. Polouzo 1 *

Silver, to coat, with Silver,
Silver, to Electroplate on. .

,

Silver, to Electroplate wan.

3413
3607
i/ll
3770
.751

Gilding
Gilding
Gilding
Gilding
Gilding
Gilding
Gilding

3743
Gilding
Cilding

Wine, to correct Acidity in

3556. Ac
3533

3369, 3170
3558
3590

ELECTRO-GILDING
3594
3577
3579

Cleaning 3598
3348
3581
3580

on Book Edges 3574
on Flowers 3694
on Gians 3575. 3596, 3597
on ivory 2005
on Japan-ware 3578
on Metal .... 1533, Ac.. 3582, Ac.
on Metal by immersion. 3587, Ac..

Amalgam for
Brass for.

.

Burnished.

.

by Amalgams.
Electro,
Fire
Grecian. .

.

Leaf
Liquid for

Metal
Oil
Oil Size for.

Book Edges.

i 3570

,

3071,

for 3505, Ac.
3593

Size for 3562
3599
357?
35H6
Ac.

.3557

.3566

. 3568

.3567
for.

.

3557
for.

on Metal. Solutions
Paste

Gildings on Picture Frames,
Gilding on Silk
Gilding on Silver
Cilding on Steel
Gilding on Wood
Gilding on Wood. Implements
Cilding, to Burnish
Cilding. to Finish
Gilding, to Mat or Deaden
Cilding, to prepare Picture Frames

3559. Ac

•

Gilding, to Remove from Old China..
Gilding. Water
Gilding. Water Size for
Cilding with Dutch Metal
Gilding without a Battery 3743
Gilt Articles. Test Fluid for
Gilt Articles, to dissolve the Gold

3739, Ac.
Gilt Articles, to test
Gilt Back-ground for prints, Ac....
Gin, Finings for

Gin, Imitation
Gin. Stained, to Clarify

3595
3684
3572
3576
Ac.
3746
f ion

3747
2946
.7U6

.
.697

. .708
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Gin. to Blanch 70S
Gin, to Clarify
Gin, to remove Blackness from 707
Ginger Boor 893, 4c.
Ginger Beer, Ponders for 902
Ginger, Extract of 1038
Ginger Pop 096
Ginger Syrup for Soda Water 1392
Cinger Wine 736, 4c.
C irghams, to preserve the Colors of.. 437
Giramblng (Lemon Ginger Becr> 901
Glass, Various Kinds of 2339, &c.
Glass, Amalgam for Silvering. .3538, 3545
Glass, Cement6 for Joining . 2153, 2516,

2237, 2247
Glass, Coloring for 2361
Glass for Photography 3147, 3148
Glass Bottles, to clean .....431
Glass Globes, to clean 429
Glass, Ground, to imitato 2372. 6408
Glass, Load 2352
Glass, Light House 2362
Class, Mucilage to Adhere to 2309
Class of Antimony 2370
Class of Borax 2377
Glass, Staining for 2361
Glass Syrlngoa, Comont for 2166
Glass, to Clean 417, 6330
Class, to Break, in any required Shape..

2360, 2369
Class, to clean, for Silvering 3621
Glass, to cut, without a Diamond 236 7, 4c.
Glass, to Drill 2366
Glass, to Engrave on 2376
Class, to Etch on 2374
Class, to Cild on 3575, 3596, 4c.
Clans, to Join, to Metals. 2170, 2227,

2261, 2262
Glass, to Mond 2156
Class, to Plat inizo 3656, 3657
Clans, to Polish Silvered 3622
Class, to Silvor. with Amalgam 3613
Class, to Silvor, by Solutions. 3615, 4c.

3631
Clans, to Writo on 2371, 2375
Glass Tubos, to Bend 3851
Clans, Varnish for Engravings on.... 2959
Claus Vessels, Luto for Protecting. .2270
Class for China and Ear thenvare2404 . 4c.
Glaziers' Solder 3503
Glonu-F lniuh on Woolens, to restore.. 469
Gloss for tho Hair 1196
Cloves, Cosmotic 1176
Cloves, Kid. to Clean 439
Cloves, Kid, to remove Stains from. .,438
Clue 2277, 6c.
Glue. Caseine 2294
Clue, Elastic 2306

2291, 2293
2292

2284, 4c . , 2298, 2303
2291
2307

..2300

..2815

. . 2296

..2282

. .2283

..2278

Clue, India-rubber
Gluo, Isinglass.,.
Glue. Liquid
Gluo, Marine
Gluo. Mouth
Glue, Portable
Clue. Sizing, to make
Glue, to Apply
Clue, to keep Trom Souring
Glue, to prepare, for Ready Use
Glue, to prevent, from Cracking
Glue, to resist Moisture
Glue, Tungistic
Glue, Strong, to make
Glue, Waterproof
Glycerine Amandino
Glycerine, Caution about
Glycerine Composition for Leather
Glycerine Cream
Glycerine Cream, Rose
Glycerine, Deflagrating
Glycerine Ink
Glycorine Lip-Salvo
Glycerine Lotions. 1 147, 4c., 1150, 1153

4839, 4c.
Glycerine Paste 2299, 522
Glycerine Regenerative Hair-Wash. .. 1181
Glycerine Soap
Glycerine, Tests for
Glycorine, use of, in Wine.
Glycorinizcd Collodion
Gold
Cold, Alloys of...
Cold Amalgam
Gold, Amalgam, to Cild with

Gold, Assay of

2280, 2290
2281
2279
2291
1119
1152
3073
1129
1130
2137
2471
1173

..570, 574
1151, 4364

.725
1169
3189

.3398

.3190

4c.
3533
3534

4c.

929
Gold, Chemically Pure 3193
Gold. Chlorides of 3725, 4075
Gold, Coin 3399
Gold Coins, to clean 3239
Gold-color Bronzing Powder 3795
Gold-colored Dye for Silks 268
Gold-colored Sealing Wax 2318
Cold-colored Stain for Marble 2041
Cold-coloring for Brass 3390
Gold-coloring Solution 3199
Gold, Counterfeit or Imitation. 3397,

3431, 6364
Gold, Cyanide of 3727
Gold Detergent 3598
Gold. Different Degrees of Fineness of..

3400. 4c.
Gold Enamel. Black 2398
Gold, Ethereal Solution of 3585
Cold, French Method for Coloring. ... 3197
Gold, Crain 3194
Gold, Green 3404
Gold, Hard 3398
Cold Ink 2491
Cold Labels on Class Bottles 2493
Cold Lace, to clean
Cold Lacquer for Brass, 4c 3048
Gold Leaf, to apply 3565
Gold Leaf, to burnish 3566
Cold Leaf, to mat or deaden 3567
Cold Leaf, to prevent adhering 3573
Cold Leaf, to pulverize 12. 2517
Cold. Liquid 2518. 3195
Cold Luster for Pottory 2415
Gold Plating Powder 3591
Cold Plating Powder, to apply 3592
Cold, Polishing Powder for 3204
Cold, Shell 3569
Cold Size for gilding Wood, 4c.,3S62, 3580
Oold, Solder for 3492
Cold. Solution for Electro-gilding. . 3726

3728
Cold, Solution for Gilding Stool .... 3585
Oold Sprinkle for Booxbinders 3106
Cold-Stone. Imitation 2443
Cold. Talml 3432
Cold, to Clean 3202
Cold, to Clean, after soldoring 3200
Cold, to Color 3197. 4c.
Cold, to distinguish from Imitation. 3745
Cold, to recover from Gilt Art icles. 3739

3741
Cold, to recover, from its Solutions....

3158, 3740
Cold, to restore the Color of 3201
Cold Tracing on Metal 2583
Cold Watch-Hands, to color Red 3196
Golden-Brown Hair Dye 1212
Golden-Yellow Hair Dye 1208
Conge 3446
Gooseberry and Currant Wine 728
Gooseberry Essence 1056
Gooseberry Wine 728, 734, 735
Couffe's Eau de Cologne 981
Government Stamp Mucilage 2300
Cowl and Lotion 1155
Graeger's Copper- Coating for Iron. ..3636
Graham's Bronzing Liquids 3797
Crain Cold 3194
Crain of Paradise, Tincturo of 1021
Grain Tallow 532
Crain Tallow Soap 544
Crain Tin 3316
Grape Essence. Artificial 1055
Grape Syrup 1414
Crape Wine..- 728. 734. 740
Grates, Varnish for 2902
Gravel Walks. Concrete for 2207
Gravers, to Temper 3287
Crease. Bear's 1277
Crease, French Scouring Drops for.... 354
Grease, to Preserve 536. 6309
Grease, to remove, from Boards 395
Grease, to remove, from Carpets 357
Grease, to remove, from Cloth 345

Grease, to rezove, from Paper 410
Crease, to remove, from Silk.... 350, 4c.
Grease, to remove, from Velvet 351
Greas-Spots, to kill before Painting27?8
Crease-Spots, to remvc 344, 4c.
Greasy Paper, to write on 2506
Grecian Gilding on Silver 3577
Green and Crimson, to Dye 285
Green and Pink, to Dye 284
Green Aniline Dyes 2598, 4c.

DICK'S
to Distill. 1071.Creen-Aniso Water

Creen Cement
Green Dye for Cottons 161, 4c.,
Green Dye for Feathers
Creen Dye for Silks 276, &c..
Grcon Dye for Woods
Creen Dye for Woolens. 206, 4c. ,.226.
Creen Enamels
Green Glazing
Croon Hair-oil
Creen Ink
Creen Marbling for Books 3111,
Green Mould, to remove from Bricks..
Creen Pigments 2691. 2701.
Creen Sealing Wax
Green Stain for Glass
Green Stain for Marble
Creen Stain for Wood
Creen. to color Fat
Groon Varnish. Transparent
Groy Cement 21B4,
Grey Dyo for Veneers
Crey Dyo for Woods
Crosvenor'a Tooth Powder
Ground Class, to Imitate 2372,
Cruene's Gilding and Silvering on S

3599
Cuignolet
Cums, Anti-scorbutic Dentifrice for

1306, 1310
Cums, Sore. Lotion for
Cums, Washoe to harden tho
Cun-Barruln. to Blue
Cun-Barrels, to Brown
Gun-Barrels, to cloan
Cun-Barrols, to ornament
Cun-Barrels, to protect rrom Sea Air 3305
Cun-Darrein. Varnish for 2954
Cun Metal } mu

1073
2 ; 06
108
.326
317
2630
318

2383
24 J7
1235
2495
31

1

3

2809
2710
2324
2301
2042
2B60
1200
2941
2194
2841
28 36
1299
6408
Ik.

.

.795
the.

1156
1328
326 3

3U2B
1304
3264

Gutta-Percha Cement. 2247. 2256
Gutta-Percha. Comont to unite to silk,

4c. 2250
Cutta-Porcha. Cement to unite, to Lea-

ther. 2251
Gutta-Percha Moulds, to make 3681
Cutta-Porcha Moulds, to prepare, for Kl-

ect retyping. 2689
Gutta-Percha Oil -Varnish 2088
Gutta-Percha Solution, clear 2046
Cutta-Porcha, Solvents for 2947

H

Hair, Black Powder for the 1103
Hair, Blonde Powder for the 1104
Hair. Depilatories for removing 1219
Hair, Pomades for Strengthening. 1279,6c.
Hair, Prepared Bran for the 1102
Hair. Rose Bandoline for live 1195
Hair, to Bleach 1214
Hair, to Change the Color of 1215
Hair, to Dry a Lady's 1197
Hair Brushes and Combs, to Clean 416
Hair-Cleansing Liquids 1107
Hair-Coloring 1216
Hair-Cosmetics, Caution about 1206
Hair-Curling Liquids 1191
Hair-Darkoning Preparations 1183
Hair-Dyes 1198, 4c.
Hair-Dye. Black 1201. 6401
Hair -Dye. Black, to use 1202

Blonde 1206
Brown 1211, 4c.
Caution in applying 1213
Flaxen 1206
Pyroaallic 1200
Red 1204
Walnut 1199
Yellow 1208, 4c
Stains, to remove

Hair-Dye,
Hair-Dye.
Hair-Dye.
Hair-Dye,
Hair-Dye.
Hair -Dye.
Hair-Dye,
Hair-Dye,
Hair-Dye, Stains, to remove 385
Hair-Closs 1196
Hair-Oils, Cheap 1249
Hair-Oil, Colorless 1231
Hair-Oil for Strengthening the Hair. 1250

4c.
Hair-Oil, French 1244
Hair-Oil, to Color 1232
Hair-Oil, to Perfume 1230
Hair-Restorer 1217
Hair-Tonic 1180
Hair-Varnish 2892
Hair-Washes. . .

. 1177. Ac.
Hair-Wash, Cleansing 1187, 4c.
Hair-Wash, Curling 1191
Hair-Wash, Darkening 1183, &c.
Hair-Wash, Drying 1194, 1197
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Hair-Wash, Restorative 1177, 1179
Hair-Wash, Softening 1186
Hair-Wash, Strengthening 1180
Halls, Stone to clean 428
Hands. Cacao Pomade for the 1136
Hands, to remove Stains from the. 387,

2566, 31'41

Hard and Soft Soap 520
Hard Soap, to make.... 520, 6e.. 582, 6c.
Hard Soap, to pulverize 619
Hard Soldoring 3488, 6c.
llardvich’s Photographic Toning Bath. 3184
Hare's Colorless Photograph Varnish. 2932
Harness, Blacking for 3081, 6c.
Harness Blacking, to apply 3085
Harness. Cement for .loinina 2245

Harness, Jet for 3079
Harness, Polish for 3075
Harness, to clean 3074
Harness, to preserve 3074
Harness, to restore the Luster of . . . 3066
Harness, to Soften when Hard 3067
Harness . Varnish for 2966
Hartshorn, to Purify 1293
Hat-Black Dye for Silks 240
Hats, Alkali Stiffening for 336
Hats, Spirit stiffening for 335
llatu, to Dyo 334
Hausmann'B Indestructible Ink 2527
Heading for Boor 867
Heavy Spar 2697
Heliotrope. Eau de 1003
Herbs, Soup, Extract of 1044
HoraotiCsl Sealing for Bottles 2238
llouslers' Red ink 2498
Hickory-Nut flavoring for Liquors. .. .671

Higoins' Stucco 2201
Hock Syrup 1423
Hoffmann's Aniline Purple 2608
llone-Made Champagne 730. 6417
Home-Made Soap 549. 551
Home-Mado wines 727. 6c.
Honoy and Almond Paste 1134
Honey, Cosmetic Balsam or 1121
Honey Water 1006
Honuy Wine 733
Honey-Soap, Imitation 561

Honey-Soap, to make 560
Honoysucklo Pomade 1263
Hooks and Eyes, to Si Ivor 3608
Horn 2012
Horn, to Dyo 2013
Korn, to Imitate Tortoiseshell with. 2016
Horn, to Polish 2019
Horn, to Prepare 2014
Horn, to Silver 3628
Horn, to Unite 2015. 2018
Horseradish Water, to Diet ll 1 . 1071 . 1073
Hot Drops for Beer 891
HouBe-Painting 2745, 6c., 2756
Hnurto-Paint ing

,
Flatting for 2753

House-Painting, Inside Work 2751
House-Painting, Outside Work 2749
House-Paint lng, Preparing for 2746
HouBe-Painting, when to do 2755
Houses, Old, to Paint 2773
Hubbell's Cream Syrup 1428
Hucklebeet Wine 728
Hudson's Cold Cream 1126
Hullo a 1 'Actor 1240
Huilc A la Vanille 1239
Huile d'Ambergris 1240
Huile Musquee 1236
Huile Royale 1237
Huilen, French 1244
Hungarian Pomade 1287

Hydraulic Cement 2174
Hydriodate Solution for Photography. 3183
Hydrosulphate of Ammonia 1203
Hydrosulphur et of Airrronia 1203
Hyssop Water, to distill 1071, 1073

1

Ice, Camphor 1132
Imperial Peach Brandy 786
Imperial Pop 900
Impllments for Gilding on Wood 3557
Indelible Inks 2508, 6c.
Indelible Ink Stains, to remove. 129, 385
Indelible Marking Ink 2508, 6c.
Indelible Printing Ink 2546
indelible Writing Fluid 2489
Indestructible Inks 2526, 6c.
India Japanning 3038, 6c.

India-Rubber. Cement to join.
India Rubber Clue
India-Rubber Over -Shoes, to
India-Rubber, Solvents for.
India-Rubber Spirit-varnish.

...2255

...2293

...2258
2947

2949. 2952
to. join to Wood or MetalIndia-Rubber

2253
Indian or Chinese Ink
Indian Red
Indigo-Blue Dye for Yarn
Indigo Extract
Indigo, Solvents for 2619
Indigo, Sulphate of
Inexhaustible Smelling Salts
Infusion, to Perfume Oils by
Infusion, to Perfume Pomades by...
Ink 2460, 6c.
Ink. Anilino 2497,
Ink Blots, to remove 2507 , 6393
Ink, Colored, see COLOR desired
Ink, Copying....
Ink, Drawing..*.
Ink for Hand-Sta
Ink for Marking Packages.
Ink for Tombstones
Ink for Writing on Silver
Ink for writing on Zinc

.2515

.2718

..130

...99
385H
...98
.1093
.1228
.1262
6406
2511

2520
2531
2532
2521
2516
2525
2523

Ink. Indelible Marking
2532

Ink, Indelible, to r
Ink, Indestructible
Ink, Lithographic..
1 nk , Permanence of

.

Ink Powder
Ink, Printers'

Printers

2489, 2509,

38‘e Stains of..
2526. 6c.

7S47
2475
2474
2543

Ink, Printers', to Remove 404
ink. Sympathetic 2531, 6c.
Ink. to keep from Thicken inq 2476
Ink. to prevent from Moulding 2462
Ink, to remove, from Books 412
Ink. Writing 2461, 6c.
Ink-Rol lorn, Composition for. 2541

Ink-Rollers, to cloan 2524, 6337
Ink-Stains on Floors, to remove 392
Ink-Stains on Linen, 6c. to remove... 375

379. 384
Ink-Stains on Mahogany, to remove 389. 6c.
Ink-Stains on Marble, to remove. 402, 515
Ink-Stains on Silver, to resove 3236
Inlaid Brass, to polish 2982
Insects. Soap to destroy 580
Invisible-Green Dye for Woolens 227
Iodide of Potassium, Lotion of. 1143. 1144
Iodine Green Aniline Dye 2600
Iodine Lotion, Clyrerinated 1144
Iodine Lotion, for the Skin 1143
Iodine-Staina. to 371
iodized Paper for Photography 3171
Irish Whiskey. Imitation 690
Iron 3250
Iron, Brown Tint for 3262
Iron, Cast, to bronze 3261. 3791
Iron, Cset. to scour 3271
Iron, Cast, to solder 3515
Iron, Cements for 2216, 6c.
Iron, Cement to join Leather to 2259
Iron. Cevent to join Stone to. 2211, 2215
2222

Iron, Chlorides of 117, 4165, 4166
Iron. Composition for Melding 3523
Iron Filings 3265
Iron, Flux for Soldering 3477, 3531

Iron, Flux for Welding 1531
Iron, Lacquer for 3059
Iron Liquor 118
Iron Luster for Pottery 2416
Iron-Mould, to remove 375

,
6c.

Iron-Mould, to remove, from Marble... 402
iron. Nitrates of 116, 4171, 6c.
Iron Ores, Percentage of Iron in.... 3259
Iron. Polished, to case-harden 3300
Iron Railings, to preserve 3270
Iron, Solder for 3512, 3516
Iron Stains, to remove 127. 357. 6c.
Iron. Tost for Galvanized 3758
Iron, to Case-harden 3297, 6c.
Iron, to clean 3272
Iron, to coat, with Copper 3635,6c. , 3756
Iron, to coat, with Silver . 3608. 3610,

3715
Iron, to coat, with Tin 3630, 6c.
Iron, to coat, with Zinc 3649, 3757
Iron, to Color 3188, 3313
Iron, to convert, into Steel.. 3274, 3277

Iron, to Distinguish from Steel 3260
Iron, to Electro-Gild on 3731
Iron, to Electroplate on 3711
Iron, to Galvanize 3649
Iron, to keep, bright 3267
Iron, to prepare, for coating with Cop-

per . 3756
Iron, to prepare, for Tinning 3641

Iron, to prevent from Rusting 326H
Iron, to icnove Rust from 3266
Iron, to Solder 3485, 3510
Iron, to Tin, for Soldering 3514
Iron, to Weld 3523
Iron, Varnish for 2966
Iron Vessels, to Tin 36.18

Iron-Ware, White Enamel for 2403
Iron-Work, Black Varnish for 2900
Iron-Work, paint for 2768
Iron-Work. Priming for 2747
Ironing Clothes, Directions for 501
Irritation, Cazenavc's Lotion to allay..

1153, 1158, 6c.
isinglass Glue 2281, 2292
Isinglass for Fining wines 716
Isinglass, to Fine wines with 743
Italian Varnish 2U96
Ivory. Artificial 2010, 31110
Ivory Black 2719
ivory. Cement for 2247
Ivory Veneers, to glue or

J

Jacobson's Rod Aniline Dyes 2612
Jamaica Rum. Imitation 702
Japan Black Varnish for Loathor 2968, 2969
Japan Blacking for Boots 309H
Japan, Chinese, Ground for 3039
Japan, Chinese, to raise Figures on. 3042
Japan, Chinese, to trace Designs on. 3041
Japan Dryer 2741
Japan, to color. Blue 3027
Japan, to color. Brown 3036
Japan, to Color, Green 103(1

Japan, to Color, Orange 3031
Japan, to color. Pink 3033
Japan, to color, Purple 30.34

Japan, to color. Red 3028
Japan, to color, Violet 3035
Japan, to Color, White 3012
Japan, to color, Yellow 3029
Japan, to. Fancy Aticles 3043
Japan, to Gild 35711

Japan, to. Old Tes-troys 3037
Japan, to. Work Boxen 3041
Japan Varnish 3022, 6c.
Japan Varleh, to color 3026, 6c.
Japanese Cement 2159
Japanese Ink 2473
Japanned Waiters, to Clean 4011

Japanning 3018, 6c.
Japanning, India or Chinese 3018
Japanning, to prepare Metal for 3019
Japanning, to prepare Wood for .3020

Jasmin. Esprit Odorant de 1004
Jasmin Pomado 1263
Jean Boots, White, to clean 453
Jet-Black Dye for Cottons 139
Jet -Black ing for Boots 3079, 3089
Jet-Hlacking for Harness 3079
Jewelers' Cement 2152, 2229
Jockey Club Bouquet 1064
Jonquil Pomade 1263
Journals of Machinery, Alloy for.... 3430
Juniper -Berry Water 1071, 1073
Kaloomine 2793
Kal&omine, to prepare 2794

K

Kalsomining 2795
Keene *8 Harble Cement 2209
Keller's Armenian Cement 2151
Keller's Bronze 3348
Kettles, Old Copper, to Tin 3646
Kid Boots, to clean 454
Kid Gloves, to clean 439
Kid Cloves, to remove Stains from.... 438
Kid Gloves. Old. to clean Silks with.4‘>6
King's Tooth Paste 1322
Kirchoff's Vermilion 2bBl
Kirkland's Tooth Lotion 1332
Kirschenwaaser 7b0
Knives and Forks, to clean 421
Knives and Forks to keep in order.... 422
Knives, to fasten the Handleo on.... 2221
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Knots, to kill before Painting
Knots for tying down Corks....
Kuirael

,
Doppel

Kurten' a Soda Lye
Kustiticn’a Metal for Tinning.

769.

,2777
, .930
6292
,.589
.3453

Artificial.

of.

,2299,

Labels, Enamels for
Labels, Indeotructible Ink for
Labels, Mucilage for
Labels, 2inc, Ink for
Labor-Saving Soap
Lac Scarlot Dye for Woolens...,
Lac Water Varnish
Lace, Point, to wash
Lace, Silver or Gold, to clean.
Lace, Thread, to clean.
Lace, to Clear-starch
Lace, Veils. Black, to wash...,
Lace, Veils, White, to clean...
Laco, White Silk, to wash
Lacquers and Lacquorlng
Lacquer, Black, for Brass
Lacquer, to give any Tint to...
Lait Virginal
Lakes usod for Pigments
Lampblack
Lamps, Kerosene, Cement for
Lancon's Paste for Artificial Gems
Langlois' Process for Carmine
Lapis Lazuli, Imitation
Lard
Lard, to Purify
Lardner's Prepared Charcoal

2401
2526
2301
2524
.616
.200
2940
.470
.414
.473
.501
.466
.471
.472
AC.
3387
3063
1138

2683, Ac.
2717
2260
.2426
.2677
.2440
1518
.1253
.1294

Lemon Essence,
Leron Extract
Lemon Ginger Beer.
Lemon, Perfumed oil
Lemon Soda Kectar
Lemon Syrup for Soda-Water.....
Lemonade, Effervescing
Leronadc , Plain
Lemonade, Portable
Lemonade Powders
Lemon-Color Dye for Cottons....
Lemon-Juice. Imitation
Lemon-Juice, to keep
Lenses, Transparent Cement for.
Liebig's Flux
Liebig's Silvering on Glass....
Liefchild's Patent Blue
Lilac Dye for Cottons...,
Lilac Dye for Feathers
Lilac Dye for Silks
Lilac Dye for Woolens

3045,

....1051

....1031

1227
917

....1387
906. Ac.

909
915

908, 916
185

911, Ac.
914

....2236

....3467

....3619

....2617
169, 175

327
262
212

Lye, to Test
Lye. White, for Washing

M

Macassar Oil
Machinery, Alloy for Journals of

590, 621
483

to
for

Fine.
Silk or Wool.. 314

Lily of the Valley Boquet. Imitation.

Lime. Nitrate of
Lime Water 103.
Linden-Flower water 1071,
Linen, Scorched, to restore

to Bleach
to detect In Hixed Fabric#.,
to make Starch for

,525.

Linen,
Linen,
Linen,
Linen,
Linen.
Linen,

Lsrdner'e Tooth Powder
Larkin’s Bronzing Fluids...
Lavender Dye for Cottons...
Lavender Dyo for Silks
Lavender, Essence of
Lavender, Oil of
Lavender Pomade
Lavender Water 989, Ac
Lawns, Printed, to pronerve

of. 487
Lead
Lend, Alloys of
Lend and Tin Alloys,
Lead, Carbonate of..

1294
3017
174
260
973
1227
1262

. 1071, 1073
the Colors

3253
3419. 3426

Melting Point.. 3459
2693

Lend, Flux for Soldering 3482. 3531
Lend for Cisterns, Csutions about... 3254
Lead. Oxides of 2744. 4106
Lend. Solder for 3506
Lead, to electro-gild on 3731
Lend, to extract Silver from 3210
Lend, to separate Bisroth from 3346
Lead, to separate, from Copper 3242
Lead, White 2693
Lead, White, to Test .2694, Ac.
Lead Ores, Flux for Reducing 3464
Lead Ores, to test the Richness of.. 3255

3256
Lead Pipes, Flux for Soldering 3531
Lend Tree, to make a 3257
Leaf Gliding
Lea’s Solution for cleaning Photographic
Glasses. 3160

Leather, Blacking for 3086, Ac.
Cement for 2245, 2256
Cement to Join, to Gutta-percha

Varnlsh2068
....2871
... 1 1 74
... 1 1 75
...1173
...1170
...1170
...1171
...1172
...1136
...1137
... 1 1 35

767. Ac.

3086.
2614,
2648,

..2640,

..2203,

.2518,

Leather.
Leather.

2254
Leather,
Leather

,

Leather,
Leather,
Leather

,

Leather,
Leather,
Leather,
Leather,
Leather,
Leather,
Leather,
Leather,
Leather,
Leather

,

Leather,
Leather,
Leather

,

Leather

.

Dubbing for 3078
Glycorlno Composition for.. 3073
invisible Patches on 2256
Japan Black Varnish for2968,2969
Morocco, to tan 643
Patent, Polish for 3072
Preservation of 3065, Ac.
Russia, to tan 644
to Cement Metal to 2230
to clean 3076
to fasten, on Rollers 2950
to join, to Steel. Ac 2259
to rake. Waterproof 3069
to paste, on Wood 2276
to rerove Oil from 3077
to rerove Oil-stains from.... 359
to restore Softness to 3067
to restore the Luster of3066j068
to Silver 3029

prepare.
Linseed oil, Wilk's Refined.
Lip Salve, French
Lip Salve, Cerman
Lip Salve. Glycerine
Lip Salve, Peruvian
Lip Salve. Red
Lip Salve, Rose
Lip Salve. White
Lips, Cacao Pomade for
Lips, Creme de Psyche for...
Lips, Pomade Rosat for
Liqueurs
Liqueur d# la Grande Chartreuse. 806, 6291
Liquid Boot Blacking
Liquid Colors
Liquid Colors for Druggists
Liquid Colors for Maps, Ac.
Liquid Glue
Liquid Gold
Liquid, Hair-curling
Liquid Silver
Liquid Spectroscopes
Liquor, Bleaching
Liquor, Cochineal
Liquor. Iron
Liquor. Plua*>
Liquor. Red
Liquors, Flavorings for
Liquors for Shampooing
Liquors, Imitation
Liquors. White, to blanch
Lithographic Ink
Lithographic Ink. to test
Logwood Blue Dye for Cottons..
Logvood Lilac Dyes for Cottons
London Cin, Old Tom. Imitation
Looking Classes, see MIRRORS
Lorme’s Lye Tables
Lotion, Bichloride of Mercury.
Lotion, Borox.
lotion. Borax, Clycerinated
Lotion, Cherry-laurel
Lotion, Cyanide of Potassium. .1158,
Lotion, Glycerine... 1147, Ac.. 4839
Lotion, Govland's
Lotion, Iodide of Potassium
Lotion. Iodine 1143,
Lotion to remove Freckles
Loysel's Paste for Artificial

Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
AC.
3195

.1191

.2519

.2364

..104

..106

..118

..111

..100

. Ac.

.1189

..663

..70S
Ac.

....2550
160

175, Ac.
698

.2547,

Madiera wine
Magenta Dye.
Haoenta Ink.
Magic Hair Colorer
Magic Tooth-pa ate.
Hagneta, Horseshoe, to
Mahogany. Artificial..
Nahogany, Beechwood
Hahogany. Composition for Light

and Restorer

restore

1248
34 30
.743
2575
2497
1217
1315
3296
2849
2048
2991

.2845, Ac.
2905. 6411

.2223
4760
1073
..504
,.506
.296
.497

Hahogany Stain for Wood
Mahogany, to clean.
Mahogany, to Darken 2855
Mahogany, to prepare for Poliah2983. Ac.
Mahogany. Varnieh for 2093, 2895
Halleability of Metals ....3354
Halllorca d’Espagno 781. 805
Mallow Liquid Coloring 2631
Malt Liquors, Anti-ferments for 764
Malt Liquors, to Brew 856, Ac.

to rorove Fruit-stain from365,370
to remove Xnk-stains from 384
to remove Iron-mould from. 379, 384

Linseed Oil, Boiled 2727, Ac.
Linseed Oil, to clarify, for Varnish

2869
Linseed oil, to prepare, for

Malt Liquors
872

Malva Liquid Coloring
Manganese, Borate of
Maple Syrup
Maps, Colors for....
Maps, Varnish for...
Maraschino
Maraschino di Zara..
Marble Cement
Marble,
Marble,
Marble.
Marble,
Marble,

401
Marble,

402,
Marble,
Marble.

to tost, for Clarification

2631
2735
1400
2640

2920, 2935. 2930
...772, Ac., 801

804
2209

2160, 2180
2231

..396, Ac.

.2036, Ac.
from. . .394

to

Ccawnt to Join,
to cement Metal
to Clean
to Dye or stain
to Extract Oil-stains

to
514
to
to

rerove Ink ot; Iron-rould from

remove Match-stains from. 517
rerovo Stains from. 400, Ac...

514, Ac.
Marble Soap 556
Marble- Workers' Cement 2100
Marbled Sealing W»x 2319
Hnrbllng Books, Mothod of 3102
Marechal , Eau do 993
Marine Cement 2254
Marine Glue 2291
Marking-Ink for LinenAc, , 2508. Ac.. 2532
Marking-Ink for Packages 2521. Ac.
Marking-Ink, to rerovo from Linen. ... 385
Maroon Dye for Silk
Marrow oil
Martin's Depilatory 1220
Mashing for Brewing 058
Mason's Cemont 2181
Massicot 2744
Mastic Cements 2179. 2196, Ac.
Hastlch French Polish 2998
Mastlch Picture Varnish 2911
Mastich Varnish 2912, Ac.
Match Stains, to rerove from Marble.. 517
Mats, Sheepskin, to clean 420
Mats, to prepare Sheepskins for.
Matting, Straw, to cl ean.
Mauve Dye for Silk or Wool
Hay Blossom Pomade

1175,

Leather Book-covers. Marble for 3107
LeBlond's Varnish 2926
Lemery's Lute for Stills or Retorts. .2265
Leghorn Dye for Cottons 158
Lemon Beer 899
Leron, Essence of 9S5

Gems.

.

Luster for Brass
Luster, Metallic, for Pottery
Luster of Metals
Lutes for various purposes 2263,
Lye. Caustic Potash, Table of
Lye. Caustic Soda. Table of
Lye, Home-made Caustic 548.
Lye. Kurten 's Caustic Soda
Lye. Soapwkers' 519. 588,
Lye. Table of Strength of

.622
1145
1156
1162
1161
1159
Ac.
1155
1144
4851
1142
2423
3379
2414
3351
Ac.
.629
.630
550
.589
610
.623

. .647
. .418
..315
1263

Mnyball's Method of cleaning Photograph-
ic Glasses. 3185

Mayence Base for Artificial Gems. ... 2421
Mead Wine 733
Medals, to Bronze 3772, Ac.
Medals, to take Moulds of3672,3675, 3684
Medicated Soaps, Caution about 579
Medicine Bottles, to clean 432
Heerechaum, Artificial 2047
Meerschaum, to Polish 2046
Melllot Water, to Distill 1071, 1073
Meiisse. Eau de 988
Melon Essence, Artificial 1059
Mercurial Soap .577
Mercury
Mercury. Sulphuret of 2681, 2602
Mercury. Test for 3325
Mercury, to Purify 3326, Ac.
Merino, to preserve the Colors of.... 487
Metsl Expansion 3454
Metals
Metals. Assay of 3187, 3190, 3206
Metals. Black Lacquer for 3064
Metals. Cement to join 2247
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Metals,
Metals.
Metals,
Metals,

3313
Metals,
Metals,
Metals.

Cement to join, to Glass. ••• 2262
Fluxes for 3471
Properties of 3349
Solutions for Coloring. 3188, 3197

to cement Gems to 2152
to cement, to Leather 2230
to cement, to Marble, Stone or

Wood. 2231
Metals, to Gild .3582
Metals, to prepare, for Japanning..
Metals, to prevent Corrosion in....
Metals, to Silver
Metal Letters, to attach to Class..
Metallic Lusters for Pottery
Metallic Paint, Varnish for
Metallic Varnish
Metropolitan Disinfecting Fluid..,.
Mexican Tooth Wash
Mildew on Cotton, to remove
Mildew Spots, to remove......
Miel, Eau de
Milk of Wax
Milk, Painting in

Milk Punch
Milk, to keep. Sweet..
Milk, to Preserve
Mil l -Picks, to Harden.
Mill-Picks, to Temper.
Mill ef lour ,

Bouquet de
Milleflenr, Essence of

mades. 1261
Millofleur, Extrait do
Ml lief leur. Oil of. ..

.

Millofleur Pomade
HllleflOUr Water
Mills. Spice, to clean
Mineral Green
Mineral Substances, to
Mineral Waters, Syrups
Mint Water, to distill.
Mirrors, Amalgam for...
Mirror*, *o clean

to repair the

for

to Silver. . ....

Essential Oils
to dotecy
to
to

detect
detect

3613. Ac.

1243
Cotton in... 295
Linen in. . . • 296
Silk and Wool

to Dye.

Dye.

Mirrors,
Ac.

Mirrors,

Mixed
Mixed Fabrics

,

Mixed Fabrics,
Mixed Fabrics,

in. 300
Mixed Fabrics,
Mixed Scents.

.

Mixed Shampoo
Mixture, Washing...
Mohr’s Blue Ink. ...

Moire Bronze
Moire, Mctall iquo.

.

Molybdenum for Dluo
Mordants
Mordant-Brown Dye for Cottona
Mordants for Aniline Colors..
Mordant Varnish
Moreens, to Clean...
Morelia Wine
Morflt's Dentifrice
Morfit'n Hair-tonic
Morocco Leather, to restore..
Morocco Leather, to tan
Morveau's Reducing Flux
Mosaic Gold 3340,
Mother of Pearl, to Polish
Moths, to keep from Clothing
Mottled Soap Halls
Mouldings for Rooms. Stuff for....
Moulds, Composition for

Copper, Coating for..
Copper 3672
Elastic
Funible-al loy
Gutta Percha
Metal to use

‘igures, to take

Moulds,
Moulds,
Moulds,
Moulds.
Moulds.
Mould 8,
Moulds of
Moulds,
Moulds,
Moulds,
Moulds.
Moulds,

3689,
Moulds,
Moussel lne
Mousseline

lorn of. 487
Moustache Pomade.
Mouth Glue
Mouth washes

AC.
3019
3251
3632
2261
2414
2894
2953
.693
1326
128

....381, Ac.
1006
2936
2769
918
1628
1627
3292
3201
1065

Scenting Po-

1063
1227
1268
1005
423

2711
Silver 3626
for 1384

1071, 1073
3538. 3545
417, 6330

Silvering of. 3624

..283, Ac.
1243

.1188, AC.
480
2482
3785
3320
2633

..93. 2634
143

2563, 2568
2919
448
728

1298
1180
3068
643
3463

3245, 6362
2033
654
576

.2200

.3684

.3673
3680
.3685
.3679
.3681
.3690
.3686

Paste 3683
Precautions in Electrotyping3691
PreDared Wax for 3674
to coat, with Metal 3689
to prepare, for Electrotypirvg . .

.

3690
Wax 3675. 3682

de Laine Dresses, to wash. 485
de Laine. to preserve the co-

932
Mason’s Case-hardening
Mucilage for Labels
Mucilage for Office use
Mucilage for Polished Surfaces
Mucilage for Soda water Bottles....
Mucilage, Gum-arabic
Mucilage, Postage-stamp
Mucilage, Quince
Mucilage, to keep from Moulding....
MuclAge, Tragacanth
Mulberry and Apple Wine
Mulberry Wine
Mulder ’ s Colorless Drying Oil
Mulled Wine with Eggs
Muntz’s Metal
Musical Instruments, to Stain
Musk and Ambergris, Oil of
Musk. Essence of 956
Musk. Oil of 1227, 1228.
Musk Soap
Musk, Tincture of
Musk, Seed, Essence of
Muslin. Colored, to wash 486
Muslin, to coat, with Metal
Muslin, to Starch
Mustiness in Beer, to remedy
Must I ness in wine, to remove
Mutton Suet
Myrrh and Borax Houth-vash
Myrrh Tooth-wash
Myrtle Blossom Pomade
Myrtle. Esnense of. imitation

Nagel * a Cobalt Electroplating
Nagel's Nickel-tlectroplstlng
Nankeen Dye for Cottons
Nankeen Dye for Silks
Nap. to raise the, on Cloth..
Naples Yellow
Napoleon -Blue Dye for Cottons
Narcissus Pomade
Nectar Cream Syrup
Nectar Lemon Soda
Nectar Syrup
Neroll, Essence of
Nerol 1 . Oil of
New England Rum, to Distill..
New England Run. Yeast for...
Nicholson’s Blue Aniline Dye.
Nickel
Nickel . Alloys of 0410
Nickel Silver
Nickel, to coat Metal with..
Nickel, to Electroplate with
Ninon de 1'Incloe. Pomade de
Nitrate of Copper Solution..
Nitrate of Iron 116
Nitrate of Lime
Nitrate of Silver Stains, to
Nitrated Photoqraphlc Paper.
Nitroeuriate of Platinum....
Novargent
Nutmeg, Extract of
Nutmeg. Tincture of
Nutmeg, Oil of

.3299

.2301

.2299

.2309

.2302

.2304

.2300

.1154

.2305

.2310

. .728

..728

.2731

..927

.3348

.2858

.1237

. Ac.
1236
..571
.1025
..968

,
490

.3738

..500

..877

..750

..524

.1333

.1332

.1263

.1068

3766
3763
.136
.269
.461
2709

.1287

.2307

.1323

ochre

Odoriferous Water
Oil. Blacking for Boots. Ac..
Oil. Boiled, for Drying
Oil. Boiled, for Varnish
Oil-Cloths, to clean
Oil-Cloths, to keep, in order

Oil. Cocoa-nut
Oil Colors, to Mix
Oil, Drying
Oil for Incipient Baldness...

Oil Gilding
Oil of Aitfccrqris

Oil of Ambergris and Musk....
Oil of Balsam of Peru
Oil of Benzoin
Oil of Bergamot
Oil of Cassia *•

Oil of Cinnamon
Oil of Civet
Oil of Cloves
Oil of Cognac. Test for

Oil of Lavender
Oil of Lemon
Oil of Millef lour
Oil of Musk
Oil of Neroll
Oil of Nutmeg

DICK'S
Oil of Orange Flowers 1227
Oil Of Rose 1227, 1229, 4752
Oil of Storax or Styrax 1238
Oil of Turpentine for Bleaching 510
Oil of Vanilla 1239, 1247
Oil Paint Stains, to remove 339

Oil Paintings, to clean 406, Ac.

Varnish for.

Oil Paintings
from. 405

Oil Paintings
Oil. Palm
Oil. Palm, to Bleach.
Oil Size for Gilding.
Oil -Stains, to remove
Oil-Stains,
Oil-Stains,
Oil-Stains,
Oil-Stains.
Oil-Stains,
Oil Varnish
Oils, Hair

to renove the Varninh

2914.

to remove,
to rcsove,
to renove,
to renove,
to renove.

2936
.528
1509
3580
.394
.357
.126
.359
.394
.359

Ac.

132
1263
1434
917

.1419 Ac.
961
1227
931
932
2606
3323

. 3439, Ac.
3348
3659
3762
1156
97

4171, 4172
2223

remove. 3141
3169
3220
3602
1037
1015
1227

2702
.1313, 1314

1070
.*.3087, Ac.
..2726. AC.

2872
425
424
527

2761
.2726, Ac.

1251
3570, 3581
1227, 1240

1237
1241
1242
1227
1227

.1227. 1465
1228

.1227. 1465
677

.1227. 1465

.1227, 1465
1227

.1227, 1236
1227
1227

537,
3571,

from Boardn.

.

from carpets,
from Cottons,
from Leather,
from Marble.

.

from Paper . .

.

2874,
see HAIR OIL

Oils, Perfumed 1226, Ac.
Oils, Perfumed by Enfleurage 1229
Oils, Perfumed by Essences..
Oils, Porfumed by Infunion..
Oils. Scented
Old Tom Gin, Imitation
Olive-Drab Dye for Cottons..
Olive-Dye for Cottons
Olive-Dye for Silks
Olive-Dye for Woolens
01 ive-Enamels
Olive-Oil Soft-soap
Opal, imitation
Opiate Tooth-paste
Optical Glass
Opticians' Cement.....
Ormolu
Orangeade
Orange, Aniline Dye
Orange-Blonaom, Esaence of .

.

Orange-Blossom Pomade
Orange-Chrome
Orange-Color Bronzing
Orangs-Color Dye for Cottons
Orange-Color Dye for Silks..
Orange-Color Dye for Wood. ..

Orange-Color Dye for Woolens
Orange-Color Hair Oil
Orange Enamels
Orange Bssencc
Orange Eaeenco. Artificial
Orange Extract.
Orange-Flower. Oil of
Orange-Flower Pomade
Orange-Flower Soap.
Orange-Flower Syrup
Orange-Flower Water 1009. 1071.
Orange Juice. Imitation
Orange-Marble for Books 3116,
Orange-Peel, Essence of
Orange-Peel Flavoring,..
Orange Syrup
Ores. Flux for Reducing
Ores. Lead, to Tost the Richness of
Ores. Iron, to TeBt the Richness of
Orgeat Syrup
Orgeat Syrup, Imitation...
Ornaments. Composition for
Oroide
Orris, Essence of
Orris Powder
Orris Tooth-Paste
Orris-Root Flavor inq
Orris-Root Pomade..
ostrich Feathers, to clean
Ottava Root Beer
Otto of Roses
Ox-Gall for removing Spots
Ox-Gall for Hashing
Ox-Gall Soap
Ox-Gall, to refine
Oxide of Chromium
Oxide of Lead

...1227

...1228

. . .1226
698

....178
66, Ac.

281
09, 228
...2384
... .605
...2431
...1320
. . .2352
...2229
. . .3425
....910
. . . 2596
....961
...1262
...2707
. . .3784
....159
... .271
. ..2835
....203
...1234
...2385
....951
...1053
...1032
...1227
...1263
....572

1417
1073
.913
3121
.951
.667
1410
3464
3255
3259
1415
1416
2202
3431
.949
1101
1321
.669
1262
.655
.802
.975
.373
.489
.552
.441
2701
2744

1376,

Paint
Paint
Paint

Paint
Paint
Paint
Paint
Paint
Paint
Paint

. Fireproof 2772

. Flexible, for Canvas 2765

,
for Boat Bottoms 2771

for Boilers 2774

for Iron-work
for Old Houses ....2773
for Out-door Work 2766, Ac.

for the Skin H®7

for weatherboards.... 2771

,
Table for Mixing 2761. Ac.
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Paint, to Clean.
Paint Stains, to

Sc.
Paint, Sticky, to Harden
Paint, to Economize
Paint, to make, dry quickly..
Paint, to rezove from Old Nor
Paint, to remove, from Stone.
Paint, to remove, from Wood..
Paint, to remove the Smell of
Paint, Varnished, to cleap...
Paint, when to Apply
Paint, without oil or Lead...
Paint, Cans, to clean
Paint-Skins, to reduce
Painters* Putty

SizePainters'
Painting,
Painting
Painting,

2778

remove from Clothes. 339

.2779

.2781

.2743

.2787

.2789

.2788
,2776
..436
.2755
.2770
,2791
.2775
,2242
,2757

House 2745, 6c.
in Milk 2769
to kill Grease-spots before...

Painting, to kill Knots before 2777
Painting, to preparo Walla for2763, 2780
Paintings, see OIL PAINTINGS.
Pakfong 3415
Palatlno-Orange Aniline Dye 2596
Palladium. Electroplating with 3761
P«l"» Oil 528
Palm Oil. to bleach 537. 1509
Palm Oil Soap
Palm Soap 567
Palma Christi Pomade 1276
Papor. Albumen l rod Photographic3132, 3178
Paper, Bromide Photographic 3172
Paper, Calotype
Paper, Chromatype 3173
Paper, Cryaotypo
Papor, Cyanotype 3174
Papor, Fancy, Comont for 2159
Papor, Iodized Photographic 3171
Paper. Murlated Photographic 3170
Paper, Nitrated Photographic 3169
Paper, Photographic 3168, 3177
Paper. Tapioca Photographic 3157
Paper, to Bronze 3793
Paper, to Electrotype. 6c.. on 3738
Papor, to Gild on 3574. 3579, 3738
Paper, to prepare, for Photography. .3131

90 3177
Papor, to remove Groans from 411
Papor, to Silver 3628. 3738
Paper, to Varnish 2965

Paper, to write on Greasy 2506
Paper. Waxod Photographic 3179
Papor-Hangers' Paste ..2272
Paper-Hanging 2810, 6c.
Papor-Hang lng , Olue-slzlng for 2815
Paper-Hanging on Whitewashed Walls.. 2808
Paper-Hanging, Paste for 2812
Paper-Hanging, to prepare Walls for. 2811
Paper-Hanging, Utensils for 2812
Paper-Hanqing, Varnish for 2938
Paper-Hangings, to clean 409
Paper-Hangings, to ren»vo Grease from410
Paper. Wall, to apply 2814
Paper, Wall, to prepare, for Hanging2813
Papier Hache, to clean 415
Papier Saxe 3130
Parchment Size 3559
Parchment, to Gild on 3579
Parchment, to write on 2506
Parent's Method of Preserving Wines.. 761
Paris Round Soap 596
Paris Toilet Soap ..595
Parisian Diamonds 2444
Parisian Wash to darken the Hair. ...1183
Parker’s Cement 2210
Parrish's Cologne Water 983
Parrish's Sarsaparilla Syrup 1391
Parrish's Strawberry Syrup 1374
Parrish's Syrup Filter 1359
Paste, Alirond 1123
Paste, Almond and Honey 1134
Paste, Azure for the Skin 1114
Paste, Bitter Almond 1124
Paste, Depilatory 1223
Paste, Flour 2271, 6c.
Paste for Artificial Gems 2352, 2419
Paste for Cementing Leather or Cloth to
Wood. 2275

Paste for cleaning Brass 3391
Paste for Enamels 2379
Paste. Glycerine 2299, 5226
Paste for Gold-plating 3593
Paste for Paper-hanging 2272, 2812

933
Paste for Polishing Furniture. 2988, 2990
Paste for Silver-plating 3603
Paste. Shaving 1165
Paste, to make Moulds of Figures in. 3683
Pasteur's method of preserving Wines. 759
Patchouli, Essence of 966
Patchouli, Extract.of 1069
Pate d 'Amende au Hiel 1134
Pate pour fairs la Barbe 1165
P
*2422

Ba8S f°r Xrtlflcial Oema .

.

Patent Blue Ink 2481. 2488
Patent Dryer 2739
Patent Wash Mixture 480
Patsy's Orris Tooth-paste 1321
Peach Brandy 785
Peach Brandy, Imitation 813
Peach-Colored Dye for Cottons 174
Peach Essence. Artificial 1046
Peach Flavoring for Liquors* . .674, 6294
Peach-Kernels, Essence of I....943
Peach-Leaf Water 1071, 1073
Peale's Method of obtaining pure Silver

3216
Pear, Essence, Artificial
Pearl White for the Skin
Pear Syrup
Pearl Dentifrice
Pearl Powder for the Skin
Pearl Tooth Powder
Pearl White Dye for Silks
Peau d'Espagne...
Pel igot's Bohemian Tube Glass..
Pelletier's Quinine Dentifrice.
Pelletier's Odontine.
Pelouze's German Silver
Pencil, to. Brick-work
Pepper, Black. Extract of...
Peppermint Brandy
Perfumed Essences
Perfumed oils
Perfumed Oils by Enfleurage.
Perfumed Oils by Infusion.

to Distill 1073
to prevent from Sour-

for.1077
Perfumed Waters,
Perfumed Waters,

lng. 1075
Perfumed Waters, to remove the Burnt

Smell from. 1074
Porfumery. General Receipts for939. 6c.
Perfumes, Economical 1026
Permanganate of Potassa Hair Dye ... 1211
Persoz's Aniline Black 2574
Perspiration, to remove Stains of... 505
Peruvian Bark Tooth-paste 1310
Peruvian Lip-Salve 1170
Peruvian Pomade 1269
Peruvian Tooth-paste 1318
Petroleum, Cement to resist 2162
Petroleum for turning Metals 3449
Petti jean's Silvering on Glass 3617
Pew's Composition 2173
*’•'*•* 3422
Pewter, Flux for Soldering 3483
Pewter, Solder for 3502
Pfundheller's Barytes White 2698
Phenol or Phenyls 2588. 3916

DICK'S

Photographs, Fixing Bath for 3139
Photographs. Negative Gloss for3147,3148
Photograph, Negative, to Dovelop

3144. 3146
Photographs. Negative, to make 3142
Photographs, Negative, to Varnish. . .3145
Photographs. Negative, Varnish for.. 3153
Photographs on Wood .3165
Photographs, Paper for 3168
Photographs, Papier Saxo for 3130

Preservation of 3163
Tapioca Paper for 3157
to clean Glass for3160,3185
Varnish for2932, 2935, 3161

3128. 6c.
Aluminized Paper for.

432
1270

Lacquer for .

.

Phials, to Clean
Phi locoaw
Philosophical Inst

3062
Phosphine Aniline Dye 2597
Phosphorous Bronzes ..3447
Photographers. India-rubber Glue for2293
Photographic Cliches, to ,ake 3142
Photographic Impressions with Fuchs ino.

.

3156
Photographs. Cameo, to Enamel 3155
Photographs. Collodion Varnish for.. 3162
Photographs. Developing Solution for....

3151. 3152
Photographs. Enamel for 2402
Photographs. Everlasting, on Enamel. 3164

Photographs,
Photographs,
Photographs,
Photographs,
Photography.
Photography.

3132, 3178
Photography. Artificial Ivory for.
Photography. Causes of Failure in.
Photography. Collodion for
Photography, Ivory for......
Photography, Precautions in.

.1052

.1109

.1411

.1303

.1110

.1303

..263

.1355

.2340

.1304

Photography,
Photography,
Photography,

3131, 6c .

,

Photography,
Photography,

,3180
,3154
,3149
2010
3141
3150
6c.

1314
3413
2792
1039
787

..... .940
1226 , 6c.

1229
.1228

Perfumed Oils from Essential Oils.. 1227
Perfumed Powders 1099 , 6c.
Perfumed Sealing Wax 2325
Perfumed Spirits 940, 976, 998
Perfumed Waters 1070. 6c.
Perfumed Waters, Practical Hints for...

1076
Perfumed Waters, Proportions of Aromat-

ics for. 1071
Perfumed Waters, Soubeiran's Apparatus

Silver Bath for
Solutions for 3181
to prepare Paper for..
3169, 6c.
Toning Bath for.. 3137,
Wax Paper for

Photography without a Camera. . 3129,
Pickles, to Color. Green
Picric Acid
Picture Frames, to Bronze
Picture Frames, to clean
Picture Frames, to Gild 3559
Picture Varnishes.. 2907, 2911, 6c..
Pictures, to Clean
Pierre Artiflcielle
Piesse's Eau de Cologne
Pig Iron
Pile, to Raise the. on Volvet, 6c..
Pimento. Essence of
Pinchbeck
Pineapple, Essence of. Artificial

953, 1060
Pineapple Syrup
Pink and Green, to Dye Mixed Fabrics. 284
Pink Pigments 2685
Pink, to Color Fats 1258
Pink, to Dye Silks 248
Pink, to Dye Woolens 201
Pipes. Brandy, to Plaster 695
Piques, French Method of Washing 490

3184
.3179
3135
.2636
.2601
.3827
.2978
. 6C.
2944
..407
.2196
..977
.3258
..463
..952
.3340

Piques, to Starch 500
Pistachio Cream 1139
Pitch Stains, to remove 339
Plain Syrup 1370
Plaster, Depilatory 1224
Plaster Caste. Amalgam Tor Varnishing...

3548
Plaster Ground for Chinese Japannlng3040
Plaster Moulds, to Make.- 3677, 6c.
Plaster Moulds, to propare for Electro-

typing. 3688, 6c.
Plaster of Paris, to Bronze. .. 3792. 3823
Plastered Walls, to prepare for Painting

2780
Plastering Stuffs and Stucco 2197
Plastic Material 2204
Plate Glass 2349, 6c.
Plated-Ware, to clean 512, 3227, 6c.
Plated-Ware, to test 3722
Platina. see PLATINUM
Platina Mohr 3338
Platlnated Asbestos 3335
Plating, Electro 3696, 6c.
Plating Powder, Gold 3591
Plating without a Battery 3744
Platinum 3333
Platinum, Alloys of 3423, 3440
Platinum, Black
Platinum, Chlorides of 3220,
Platinum Luster for Pottery
Platinum, Nitro-Mur iate of
Platinum, Spongy
Platinum, to coat Copper with..
Platinum, to coat Class with...
Platinum, to coat Silver with..
Platinum, to Electroplate with.
Platinum, to Purify
Plum Essence, Artificial
Plum Colored Dye for Worsted,

Cotton. 320
Plumbago Bronzing
Plumbers' Cement
Plumbers' Solder

.3338
4084
.2417
.3220
.3336
.3658
.3656
.3670
.3760
3334
1048

Silk or

91 unto Spirit, for Dying.

3775
2226

. . ...3505
111 , 112
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Plush, to raise the Pile on 463
Pocket-Handkerchiefs. Silk, to wash.. 477
Pointing Brickwork 2792
Point Lace, to Wash 478
Poison in Bitter Almonds, to Neutral ire

1034
Polish for Furniture
Polish for Harness
Polish for Patent Leather
Polish for Turners’ Work
Polish, to Hake
Polish White
Pol ishing
Polishing, French 2981,
Polishing Paste
Polishing Powder for Gold
Polishing Varnished Surfaces..

2976, 2980, 6c.
Pollack’s Cement
Pomade a la Rose

a la Vanille
a la Vlolette
a la Jasmin
aux Fleurs d’Oraogo.

, Castor Oil
, Cacao, for the Lips and

Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade

1136
Pomade, Comnon
Pomade Control
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade
Pomade

2987. 4c.
3075
3072
3009

2996, 6c.
. 2760
.2979, 4c.
2993, 4c.

2988
3204

2211
1262
1262
1263
1263

.1262, .1263
1276

Hands. .

.

1265, 1266
Alopecic 1284

,
Crystallized 1274

de neaute 1164
de Hlllef 1260
de Ninon de 1'Enclon 1164
d'Or lent 1272
des Hides 1272
Devine 1275
for the Moustache 1287

, Palma Christ i 1276
Pomade, Peruvian 1269
Pomade, Plain 1265
Pomade Renat for the Lips 1115
Pomade, Rose 1267
Pomade, Tonquin 1246
Pomade, Transparent 1271
Pomade, Vanilla 1247, 1271

Pomades 1252, 4c.
Pomades, Essences for Scent lnq 1261
Pomades for Incipient llaldnono. 1279, 4c.
Pomades for Strengthening the Hair

1279, 6c.
Pomades. Mlxnd or Compound 1264

Plrnne'n Method of Scent lngl 262Pomades
Pomades
Pomades
Pomades
Pomades
Pomades
Pomades
Pomatum
Pondno

.2153

Porcelain,
Porcol a In,

Porcelain,
Porcelain.
Port Wine,
Port Wine

to color Fat for 1257
to Finish off 1256
to per film* by En f leur age. . 1 26 J

to perfume, hy Infusion .... 1 262
to perfume Fat for 1255
to purify Fat for 1253, 6c.
see POMADE

Soap 565
6c.. 2247
2404, 6c.

3827
3575

from... 3595
3631
728
369
746

...'....2308
915
870
856
747
865
2195
2300

..101, 4192
584

Porcelain, Cement n for
Porcelain, Glazes for

to Itronze.
to Gild on
to rorove Gilding
to Silver
Imitation

Stains, to restive....
Port Wine, to Fine
Portable Glue
Portable Lemonade
Porter, Bitter Halls for
Porter, to Brew
Porter, to Fine
Porter, to make Home-brewed....
Portland Cerent
Postage Stamp Mucilage
Potash, Caustic
Potash, Caustic, to Test
Potash, Caustic Lyes, Table of.
Potash Lye, Home-made
Potash Lye, Sonpmakors
Potassa , Silicate of
Potassium, Fluid Alloy of
Pottery, Metallic Luster* for.
Pottery, to Silver
Pouchapat, Essence of
Poudre a la Vanille Brune
Poudre a l’Oeillet Compose*...
Poudre, Blonde for the Hair...
Poudre d’lris
Poudre Nolr for the Hair
Poudre pour les Dents
Powder for boiling Plated-ware
Powder for cleaning Plated-vare.
Powder for Gold-plating

629
550
519

2816 , 6c.
3455
2414
3630
966
1105
1106
1104
1101
1103

1288 . 6c.
3228

Powder for Silver-plating 3600
Powder. Ink 2474
Powder, Polishing, for Gold 3204
Powder, Polishing, for Silver 3223
Powders, Anti-incrustation, for Boilers.

Rectification.
Rectifying tub. to pack
Red Bronzing Powder
Red Cement
Red Currant Wine
Red Dye. Anil inc. ... 332

,

3848
938
3794

2190, 2227
728

2575. 4c., 2617

Powders. Ginger-beer 902 " ed Dye for Cottons 153

Powders. Lemonade 908. 916
£Powers, Perfumed, for tha Skinl099 f U:

.

j

Powders. Spruce-beer 903 1

Powder* for Surface-bronzing .3794 F

Powders for Welding 3523. 6c. F

:©d Dy© for r ©at hers. .••••••«•••»•«•»
led Dye for Silks 247. 250
ed Dye for Wood 2831. 6c.
led Dye for Woolens 197
led Enamels 2388

Precious Stones, see GEMS F

Precipitated Chalk 1291 0

Preparations, Acid, of Tin 107. 6c. 0

Prepared Bran for the Hair 1102 F

Prepared Chalk. •••••••••••••••••*•• ® 1 292 H

led Hair-Dye 1204, 6c.
ed Hair-oil 1233
ed Ink 2498, 6c.
led Lacquer 3060, 6c.
ed-Lead Cement 2169

Prepared Charcoal 1294 F

Prepared Ox-gall 373 0

led Lip-sal 1170
led Liquor for Dying 100

Prepared Paper. See PAPER
Pricked Wine, to remedy 75 2 0

Priming for House-paint ing 2746 F

led Marble for Book-Covers 3112
led Pigments 2704, 2706, 2710
led Sealing-wax 2313

SniriLn for Uv i tin ................ l()tt

Princ’s Metal 3348 F

Printers’ Inks 2543, 6c. 0

Printers’ Ink, Varnish for 2897 F

Printers’ Ink Rollers, Composition for.. 0

led Sprinkle for Books 3126
led Stain for Furniture 2856
led Stain for Glass 2361
led, Turkey, French Process for Dyingl89

2541
Printers’ Ink Rollers, to clean 2542
Printing Ink. to remove 404
Prints, Colored, to look like Oil Paint-

ings. 2964
Prints, to Gild the Background of. ..2845

for 2938, 2944
for Liquors 664

2674. 6c.. 4167, 4169
Soluble 2615
to test 2479

Prints. Varnish
Prune Flavoring
Prussian Blue.
Prussian Blue,
Prussian Blue,
Prussic Acid, Action of.
Psyche, Creme de
Puce Dye for Cottons....
Puce Dye for Woolens....
Puffer’s Root Beer
Pumice Stone, to prepare
Punch. Brandy

ClsretPunch.
Punch, Milk
Punch. Regent
Punch. Rum
Punch, Whiskey
Punch. Wine
Purcher’s Iron-coating
Purple Aniline Dyes...
Purple Dye for Cottons
Purple Dye for Wood...
Purple Dye for Woolens
Purple Enarels
Purple Ink.

on Iron.... 2676
1137

169. 175
212
890

for use... 3014
919
921
910
92B
710
920

711, Ac.
for Zinc 3654
..2607. 6c., 2611

171, 6c.
2834

218. 229
2386
2494

Purple Marble for Bookbinders 3122
Purple Marking Ink 2512
Purple of Cassius 2720, tc.
Purple Stain for Glass 2361
Purple Sataln for Wood 2861
Puncher’s Solution for Coloring Metals..

3108
Putty. Hard or Old. to Remove. 2785, 2786
Putty, Hard, to soften 2784. 2790
Putty. Painters’ 2242
Putty. Ouick Hardening 2243
Putty, to remove from Glass 2783
Putty, to soften. In Window Frames. 2784
Putty. Wax. for Leaky Casks 696
Puttying In House-painting 2748
Pyroqallic Hair-dye 1200

Quicksilver
. see HERCmY

Quinco Mucilage
Quinine Dentifrice
Quinine Tooth Paste

1154
1304
1319

.3229

.3591

Rabbit Skins, to Cure 649
Raisin Flavoring for Liquors 665
Raisin Wine 729
Raspberry. Currant and Cherry Wine.. 728
Raspberry Essence. Artificial 1057
Raspberry Shrub 905
Raspberry Syrup for Cordials 1372

Raspberry Syrup for Soda Water 1403
Raspberry Syrup, Imitation. ... 1373, 1403
Raspberry wine .728
Ratafia 790
Rcade’a Blue Writing Fluid 2488
Reagents, to restore Colors destroyed by

362

Rod Wash for Bricks 2809
Red Wines, to Fine 745
Redwood’s Indelible Harking Ink 250B
Redwood’s Red Ink 2503
Regent Punch ....920
Reps, Worsted, to clean 451
Resin Soap 541
Resin Spots, to remove, from Silk.... 338
Resin, to harden Tallow with 641
Retorts, Gas, Cement for 2234
Retorts, Lutes for 2265, 6c.
Rhubarb Wine 734
Ribbons, to Clean 437
Ribbons, to restore creased 464
Rico Marble for Leather Book-covers. 31 15

2714
.735
2203
.120
1066

....2224

... .2171
BB9 i 6c.

Rlnmann’ s Green Pigment.
Ripe Gooseberry Wine
Roman Cement
Roman Vitriol
Rondelotia, Bouquet do
Rondclelia, Essence or Exlrait de.

946, 1062
Roors, Ia?aKy, Cement tor
Rooms, Cement for Coating...
Root Beer
Hopincss in Beet, to remedy.
Roplness In Wine, to remedy.
Rosani 1 ine
Rosat, Pomade for the Lips.
Roe® Bandoline
Rose, Esprit do
Rose Glycerine Cream
Rose Lip-salve.
Rose, Oil of . ..

Rose Pomade ....
Pose Soap
Rose Water
RoseWater, to d 1st ill . . 1 071

,

1073, 1079

Romo-Colored Dye for Veneers
Rose-Colored Dye for Wood...
Pose-Colored Enamels
Rose-Pink Pigment
Roses, Alcohol ate of

Poses. Attar or Otto of
Roses, Bloom of
Roses, Essence of
Rones, Extrsct of ...

Roses, Milk of
Rosewood, to Imitate...
Rouges for the Skin
Round Soap. Paris
Royal-Blue Dye for Cottons..
Royal-Blue Dye for Silks....
Royale, Sau
Royale, Essence
Puby-Colored Dyes for Silks.
Ruby, Imitation 2355, 2432, 2445
Rugs, Hearth, to clean 445

Rugs, Sheepskin, to Clean 420
RuhmXorf * a Zinc Amalgamating Fluid.. 3555
Rum, Imitation 699, 702

Rum. New England, Distillation of931. 6c.
Rum. New England, Hash for 932
Rum, New England, Yeast for 912
Rum Punch 710

Runqe’s Black Ink 2483

. . 749

.2553

.1135

.1195
1001
1130
1171

1227. 1229, 4752
1262, 1267

563
1000
1079
.2840
2033
2391
2605
1017
975
1113

..944, 4c.
1035
1140
2851

.1099, 6c.
596
131
257
994
960
253

Russia Leather.
Russian Liquid Glue.
Rust Joint Cement . .

.

, .644
,2286
,2167
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Rust, to protect Iron against 3267
Rust, to protect Steel against 3306
Rust, to remove, from Iron 3266
Rust, to remove , from Steel 3308
Rust-Spots, to remove, from Marble. . .514
Rye Whiskey. Distillation of.... 931, Sc.
Rye Whiskey, Imitation 688
Rypophagon Soap 603

Shellac Varnish 2932. 2933.
Sherbet
Sherbet Syrup
Sherry Cobbler
Shirt Bosoms, to starch
Shoes. Varnish for 2957,
Shoes. White Satin, to clean...
Shrub. Raspberry
Silicate of Potash

6e.
.904
1421
.922
.498
2966
.455
.905
2816

Saccharometer used by Brewers 858
Sachets, Vanilla Powder for 1105
Sachets, Violet Powder for 1106
Safflower-Lake pigment 2683
Safranlne Aniline Dye 2578
Sage-Green Dye for Cottons 165
Sago Water, to Distill 1071, 1073
St. John’s Bread Flavoring for Liguors..

666
Sal Enixum 3470
Salmon-Color Dye for Silks. .... .270. 313
Salt of Lemons, Essential 378
Salt Water, to Wash in 484
Salve for the Lips 1170, 6c.
Sand-soap Balls 575
Sandarach French Polish 2999
Santa Cruz Rum, Imitation 599
Santa Cruz Sour 926
Sap Green 2686
Sapphire, Imitation 2358, 2443
Sarel's Coment 2171
Sarsaparilla Syrup... 1391
Sarsaparilla Syrup for Soda-water

1389, 6c.
Sassafras Flavoring for Liguors 670
Sassafras Water, to distill... 1071, 1073
Satin Shoes, White, to clean 455
Satins, to clean
Savon au Doguot
Saws, Broken, to Solder...
Scalp. Wash to cleanse the
Scarlet Anlllno Dye
Scarlet Dye for Cottons...
Scar lut Dyo for Feathers. .

Scarlet Dye for silks
Scarlet Dyo for Woolens...
Scarlet Spirit for Dying..
Scented oils
Scents for Pomades
Sconts, Mixed
Schools’ a Green
Schiedam Gin, Imitation
Schiff’n Aniline Yellow
Schiff’s Tablo of Soda Solutions.
Scorchod Linwn, to restore
Scotch Whiskey, Imitation

460
564
3512
1187

2582, 6c.
155
330

249. 252
.196, 199, 322

199
1226
1261
1243
2711
697
2580
.628
.504
.691

Scouring Balls 349, 374
Scratch Brush for cleaning Metals

3381, 3706
Scupper nong Champagne 721
Scurvy-GrasB Water, to distill . 1071 . 1073

3209
Dottles 2238

2312, 6c.
2316

Sea-Salt, Pure
Sealing Cements for
Sealing-Wax
Sealing-Wax, Black.
Sealing-Wax. Blue
Sealing-Wax, Brown
Sealing-Wax for Bottle-Corks
Sealing-Wax for Diplomas
Sealing-Wax, Gold-colored

Green
Marbled
Perfumed
Proof Impressions in..
Rod 2313,

to Polish.

,2533,

Seal ing-WdA,
Sealing-Wax,
Sealing-Wax,
Sealing-Wax,
Sealing-Wax,
Sealing-Wax, to improve the Appearance
of . 2326

Sealing-Wax
Sealing-Wax Varnish
Sealing-Wax, Yellow
Searinq’s Photography on Wood
Secret Writing, Inks for
Shaker Soft Soap
Shampoo Mixtures
Shaving Cream
Shaving, Lotion
Shaving Paste..
Shaving Soap. .

.

Shaving Wash. .

.

Shawl b, Woolen,
Shear Steel ....
Sheepskin Mats,
Sheeting, to Bleach
Shell Gold
Shellac, Filter for
Shellac Ink
Shellac, to Dissolve in Spirit

2322
2321
.929
2327
2318
2324
2319
2325
2328
2315

after.

to wash.

to cloan.

2314
3044
2320
3165
6C.
609

. 1188 , 6c.

.. 602 , 6c.
1158, 4833

1165
..597, 603

1161
496
3275
420
509
3569
2934
2484
2906

475; 6378
3205

to recover from Amalgam. .

.

Silicate of Potassa for Strengthening
Skeletons. 2235

Silicate of Soda 2816
Siliclum. to Electroplate with 3767
Silk. Aniline Dyes for 2574. 6c.
Silk, Black, to clean.. .....457
Silk, Black, to restore Color of...,. 459
Silk. Colored, to clean 448
Silk. Family Receipts for Dying. 304. 6c.
Silk, for Trimmings, to Stiffen 476
Silk. Lsce, White, to clean 472
Silk. Pocket Handkerchiefs, to wash.. 477
Silk. Rscsipts for Dying 233. 6c.
Silk Stockings. White, to wash. ..... .467
Silk, to clean.... 437. 460. 6342
511k. to clean, with Old Kid-gloves. .456
Silk, to distinguish in mixsd Fabrics...

299, 6c.
Silk, to Elsctrogild on
Silk, to Elsctroplste on 3730
Silk, to Electrotype on

Silk, to prepare, for Dying 233
Silk, to prepare, for Washing 474
Silk, to remove Stains end Grease from..

338. 341. 350. 6c.. 6343
Solk. to Silver 3599. 3627, 3738
Silk, to wash
Silver
Silver Alloy.

3554
Sliver, Alloys of 3404. 6c.
Sliver Amalgam
Silver end Potassium. Cyanide of 3698
Silver. Assay of 3206 . 6c.
Silver Assay. Solution for 3208
Silver Beth for Photography 3150
Silver, Chloride of 3214, 3216
Silver Coins, to Clean 3239
Silver, Cyanide of 3697
Silver Duet 3536
Silver Enamel, Black 2398
Silver, French
Silver, French Coin 3408
Silver. German, see GERMAN SILVER
Silver, Hard
Silver Ink
Silver Lsce. to clean 414
Silver Leaf, to pulverize 2517
Silver. Liquid 2519
Silver Luster for Pottery 2418
Silver, Permanent Black Writing on.. 2525
Silver, Polished, to frost 3218
Silver. Powder for Burnishing 3223
Silver. Powder for cleaning 3229
Silver, Pure, to Obtain 3212, 3216
Silver, Solder for 3493, 6c.
Silver Solution 3537
Silver Solution for Electroplating. .3698
Silver Solution for Photography 3133
Silver Solutions for Silverina 3604
Silver, Solvent for
Silver Stains to remove from the Hands..

387. 3241
Silver Stalne. to remove

385. 6c.. 6339, 6c.
Silver. Test for
Silver. Teat for, on Plated-vare

3722
to clean... 3226, 3230, 6c
to clean, after Soldering
to coat, with Piatina
to dissolve
to extract, from Lead....
to Gild
to keep,
3232
to Oxidize
to Purify
to recover, from Copper

after Plating
Silver, to separate, from Copper..
Silver Tree, to make a

Silver White Bronzing Powder
Silvering on Bone
Silvering, Cold
Silvering on Cotton
Silvering, Dead, for Medals
Silvering on Flowers
Silvering on Glass by Solutions...

6c., 3651
Silvering on Glass with Amalgam...
Silvering on Horn
Silvering on Iron 3608, 3610,
Silvering on Metals3599, 6c.
Silvering on Mirrora, to repair
Silvering on Paper
Silvering on Porcelain
Silverina on Pottery
Silvering on Silk
Silvering on Steel

3632,

3599,

strengthen
1116

..1141

.557,
>510,
>574.
582.

from Linen.

3714
Silver,
Silver,
Silver.
Silver.
Silver.
Silver.
Silver.

3224,
Silver.
Silver.
Silver.

3721
Silver,

3720
Silver.

3166,
Silver,
Silver.
Silver,

from Tarnishing.

6345
.3222
.3670
.3537
.3210
.3577

.3219

.3214

.3716

to recover from old Plated Ware.

to recover, from Solutions. .3158
3702
to reduce 3214. 4079
to rew>ve Stains from 3236
to remove Chalky appearance of.

Silvering on Various Subatancea. . .

.

SilveHng on Wood
Silvering on Wool
Simple Cream-Syrup
Simple Syrup for Cordials
Singer’s Cement
Size for Engravings to be Colored..
Size for Gilding Frames, 6c...
Size for Painters
Size for proparing Wood for Gilding
Size. Glue

.

.

Size. Oil. for Gilding 3571,
Size, Parchment
Size, Water, for Gilding
Skeletons, to cement and
Skin. Cosmetics for the..
Skin, Lotions for the....
Skin. Paints, or Rouges for the.
Skin, Spanish, for perfuming
Skin, Vanilla Powdsr for tha..
Skin. Violet Powder for the... 1100

,Sky-Blue Dye for Cottons
Sky-Blue Dye for Silkn
Sky-Blue Dye for Woolens
Slag, Furnace, Cement from
Slate-Color Dy* for Family use
Slate-Color Dye for Silks
Slate-Color Dye for Woolene
Smalt, to remove from Old Signs....
Smalts for Pigment
Seme’s Battery
Smith’* Lavender Water
Snow Cream for the Complexion.
Soap, Almond
Soap, Art of Making
Soap Balls
Soap by the Cold Process
Soap, Cadmium Yellow for Coloring.
Soap, Carbolic Acid
Soap, Caution In using Medicated....
Soap. Chemical
Soap, Cinnamon
Soap, Cocoa-nut Oil 542, 593,
Soap. Composite. Patent
Soap. Domestic 549,
Soap. Essence of
Soap. Fig
Soap, Filled
Soap, Floating
Soap, Frangipanni
Soap, Glycerine
Soap. Honey
Soap, Honey. Imitation...
Soap, Labor-saving
Soap Makers’ Lye 519, 588,
Soap Harble for Book-covorn
Soap, Mercurial
Soap. Mottled
Soap, Musk
Soap. Olive Oil
Soap, Orange-flower
Soap, Ox-gall
Soap. Palm oil 543,
Soap. Poncine
Soap, Resin
Soap. Rose
Soap, Rypophagon
Soap, Sand
Soap, Shaving 602,
Soap. Soft 521, 600,
Soap, Soft, to make. Hard
Soap, Spernaccti
Soap, Sulphur
Soap. Tallow 539 , 544
Soap, Tallow Resin

3709
3245
3221

3796
3628
3611
3627
3719
3694
3615

3613
3628

>
3715
3744
.3624
. 3628
.3631
.3630
3627
.3715
.3626
.3612
.3627
.1426
.1385
.2170
.2647
.3562
.2757
.3559
.2815
3580
.3559
.3572
.2235
, 6c

.

. 6c.

.1107

.1355

.1105
1106

..131

..254

..204

.2212

..131

. .275

..216

.2762
,2687
,3667
.990
1131
592
6c.
6c 1

6c.
2630
.581
.579
.546
.573
594
.545
551
.604
.601
.538
.568
.562
.570
.560
.561
.616
6c.
3123
.577
.576
.571
.600
.572
.552
567
.565
.541
.563
.603
.575
6c.
6C.
615
566
578
547
540
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Soap, Toilet, Various Receipts. .553, 6c.

595
Soap, to Analyze 620
Soap, to clarify Fat for 529
Soap, to deodorize Fat for 530
Soap, to Marble 556
Soap, to Perfume, Sc 555
Soap, to pulverize 619

Soap, to refine, for the Toilet 554

Soap, to Teat 617, tc
Soap Tooth Paste
Soap, Transparent
Soap, Turpentine
Soap, Turpentine, to use
Soap, Mashing

1311
569
613
614

598, 599
Soap, Whale-oil, for destroying Insects.

580
Soap, White 591, 606
Soap, Windsor 558, 559
Soda, Caustic 102, 3979

Soda. Caustic, to tost 584, 6c.

Soda Lye, Analysis of 621. 6c.
Soda Lye, Caustic, Home-made. .. .548, 550
Soda Lye, Caustic, Tables of. •••623, 630
Soda Lye, Soapmakera' 519

Soda, Silicate of 2816. tc.

Soda Soluble Glass 2818, tc.

Soda Solutions, Tables of 627. 628

Soda Water, Cream Syrups for 1425
Soda Water, Syrups for 1384, tc.

Sodium, Fluid Alloy of 3455
Soft Seal lng-vax for Diplomas 2327
Soft Soap 521. 600. tc.

Soft Soap, to make. Hard 615
Soft Solder 3479. 3500
Soft Soldering, see SOLDER IMS

Solder, Aluminum
Solder, Brass
Solder, Brass for

Solder Drops
Solder for Brass
Solder for Copper
Solder for Gold
Solder for Iron
Solder for Lead
Solder for Pevter...
Solder for Silver..

.

Solder for Steel. ..

.

Solder for Tin
Solder, Fusible in Bolling Water
Solder. Glaziers'

,3487

3520, 3522
3507, 3512

3371
3519
3518

3498. 3517
3492

3512, 3515. tc.
3506
3502

3493, 3495, tc

.

3511. tc.
3499
.3504
.3503

Solder, Hard 3488. 3494, 3515
Solder, Plumbers' 3505
Solder, Soft 3479. 3500
Solder. Spelter 3480
Solder, Spelter, riux for 3489

Solder, to make ...3491

Soldering 3472. tc.

Soldering, see METAL to be eoldered
Soldering, Fluids for 3473, tc.

Soldering, Fluxes for. 3471, 3476. tc.

3480, tc.. 3531
Soldering, Hard 3488, 3490
Soldering Smooth Surfaces
Soldering. Soft 34

Soldering, to clean Gold after..
Soldering, to clean Silver aftor
Solferino Ink
Solferino Syrup..,.
Soluble
Soluble Glass, Double
Soluble Glass for Stereo-chromic Paint-

ing. 2823
Soluble Glass, Potash 2817
Soluble Glass. Potash and Soda, to dis-

tinguish . 2820
Soluble Glass, Soda 2018, 2819
Solutions for cleaning Brass 3393
Solutions for coloring Gold. .. .3197, tc.

Solutions for coloring Metals 3188
Solutions for Dying 121

Solutions for Electroplating, tc.. 3698
tc., 3726, tc.

Solutions for Photographic Paper. 31 31

3133
Solutions for Photography. 3151, 3160

3181, tc.
Solvent for India Rubber
Solvent for Gutta-percha
Solvent for Silver
Soubeiran'a Apparatus for Distilling

Perfumed Waters. 1077
Soubeiran'a Pomade
Soup Herbs. Extract of...
Sour for Dying, to make a
Sour, Santa Cruz

936
Sozodont 1330
Spanish Dentifrice 1311
Spanish Skin 1355
Specific Gravity of Syrups. Table of 1362
Spectroscopes, Liquid 2364
Speculum Metal 3340. 3344
Spelter Solder : ..3488
Spencer's Method of Silvering on Wood...

3612
Spermaceti Soap 566
Spermaceti Stains, to remove 343
Spice Mills, to clean 423
Spirit Dyes for Cottons 141
Spirit Finings 703
Spirit of Salt 365
Spirit. Scarlet 199
Spirit, Stiffening for Hats 335
Spirit Varnishes 2903, 6c.
Spirits, Barwood 110
Spirits, Distilled Aromatic 941
Spirits for finishing Fronch Polish. 3006
Spirits, Perfumed 940, 976, 998
Spirits, Plumb Ill, 112
Spirits. Red 108
Spirits, Tin, for Dying 107, tc.
Spirits, Yellov 109
Spongy Platinum 3336
Spoons, French Alloy for 3427
Spoons, White Metal for 3416
Sportsmens' Water-proofing for Boots3071
Spots, to remove, see STAINS
Spotted Marbling for Books 3124
Spring Beer, to Brew 883
Springs for Artificial Teeth 3406

to Temper. 3288
tc.
.903
.888

Springs. Spiral
Spruce Beer
Spruce Beer Powders
Spruce, Essence of
Staining, aeo ARTICLE to be stained
Staining Wood, to isprove the Color of

2857
Stains, Spots, tc.

,

to remove. .. 337, tc.
Stains, all Non-metallic, to remove.. 372
Stains, Aniline, to remove 2566
Stalna for Wood 2842
Stains. Fruit, to reeove. . . 360, 364, 369
Stains. Crease, to remove, from Paper...

410
Stains, Grease, to remove from Woolens..

345
Stains. Hair-dye. to remove. 385. 387,6339
Stains. Indelible Ink. to remove 129

385. 6339
Stains. Ink. to
Stains, Ink. to
6393

Stain, Ink, to ri

393
Stains, Ink, to remove.

3238
Stains. Iodine, to remove 371

Stains. Iron, to remove. from Cottons. .

.

127. 375. tc.
Stains. Iron-mould, to remove 375
Stains. Nitrate of Silver, to remove. 385

...375. 379.
from Books.

.

384
.412

from Mahogany. 389

,
from Sliver. 3236

3200 387.
Ci A i mm

3141, 6339
0 r m Ilfv « f (4 m 1Q1

3222
2497
1424
tc.
2822

St.i ins

»

401
Stains,
Stains.
Stains.

VII, IV

Oil. to
Oil, to
Oil. to

remove.
remove*
rr«ovc,

» rom BO'iran, ,

from Cottons.
from Leather

,

fro* Marble..

126
359
394

401
Stains,
Stains,
Stains,

Oil. to remove, from Paper... 359
Pernporation, to remove 505
Prepared Ox-gall for removing373

Stains,
Stains,
Stalna,

to r

.2947

.2947

.3213

1283
1044
.105
.926

Sour Wine, to remedy. .751, 754

Stains, to remove
Stains, to remove,

to remove,
to remove,
to move,

Stains, to remove.
403, 514, tc.

Stains. Vegetable,
Stains, Varnish, to
Stains, wine, to remove...
Stalna, Yellow, to remove,

ings.413
Stair Carpeta, to clean
Stairs, Stone, to clean
Standard Government Measures,

the. 3434
Starch for Colored Articles..
Starch for Linens and Cottons
Starch, Gum-arabic
Starch, How to use
Starch, to clear
Stearine Stains

from Black Crape.. 4 70
from Black Dresses470
from Bombazine. .. .470
from Kid Gloves... 438
from Silver 3237
from White Marble. 400

360
339

360, 364, 369
from Engrav-

445
428

Alloy of

.499

.497

.498

.497

.501

.343

DICK'S
Steel 3273
Steel, Alloys of 3423
Steel and Iron, to make Edge tools of...

3280
Steel. Blistered 3274
Steel, Brown Tint for 3262
Steel. Cast 3276
Steel, Cement to join Leather to.. ..2259
Steel, Composition for Welding 3523
Steel, Etching Fluid for 2963, 3284
Steel, Flux for Soldering 3477

Steel, Flux for Welding 3531

Steel. Shear 3275
Steel, Solder for 3511
Steel, Solution for Gilding..., 3585
Steel, to Anneal 3283
Steel, to blue 3278
Steel, to Case-harden 3297, 6c.
Steel, to cement Steel to 2152
Steel, to clean 3272
Steel, to coat, with Copper 3636
Steel, to convert Iron into 3274
Steel, to distinguish Iron from 3260
Steel, to Electro-plate on 3711
Steel, to Gild 3582
Steel, to keep, from RuBting. .3306, 3764
Steel, to make, Blue 3278, 3290
Steel, to make, from Iron Scraps .... 3277
Steel, to make, Str aw-clored . . 3285 ,

3290
Steel, to renove Rust from 3308
Steel, to remove Scale from 3281
Steel, to restore, when Burnt 3282
Steel, to Straighten 3295
Steel, to Temper 3285, tc.
Steel, to Weld 3523
Stephens' Patent Blue Ink 2481
Still for Perfumed Waters 1073. 1077
Stills. Lute for 2264
Stockings, White Silk, to wash 467
Stolba's Method of N ickel -coat i ng. . .3659
Stolba's Method of Tinning Metal .... 3644
Stolzel's Brown Stain for Wood 2854
Stone. Artificial 2196, 2219
Stone. Blue, to make 120
Stone. Cement for 2218. 2225
Stone. Cement to Join Iron to. 2211. 2215
Stone-Color Dye for Cottons 180
Stone-Color Dye Tor Silks 273
Stone-Color Dyo for Woolens 213
Stone Stairs, to clean 420
Stone, to cement Metal to. 2213 , 2222, 2231
Stone Ware, to Bronze 3827
Storax. Essence of 962
Storax, Oil of 1238
Storax Pomade 1262
Storax, Tincture of 1016
Stout. Bitter Balls for 870
Stout, to Brew 856
Stoves. Cement to fill Crack# in.... 2214
Strass for Artificial Gems. ... 2352 , 2419
Straw-Color Dye for Cottons 157, 184
Straw-Color Dye for Silks 26B

Straw-Goods, to clean 311
Straw Hatting, to clean 418
Strawberry Essence, Artificial 1058
Strawberry Syrup 1374
Strawberry Syrup for Soda Water 1390
Strawberry Syrup. Imitation 1402
Strawberry Wine 728
Stucco 2199, 2201
Stucco, to Silver 3630
Stuff, Coarse, for Plastering 2197
Stuff, Fine, for Plastering 2198
Stuff, Guage , for Mouldings 2200
Submarine Varnish 2955
Substantive Colors 93
Suet, Mutton 524
Suet, to Purify 1253
Sugar. Clarification of, for Syrups. 1357
Suqar, Degrees of Boiling, for Candies..

1368
Suqar, Proportions of. for Syrups. .. 1 360
Suqar. Test for, in Aniline 2561
Sugar, to remove, from Aniline 2062
Sulphate of Baryta 2697, 4231
Sulphate of Copper Electrotyping Solu-

tion. 3661
Sulphate of Indigo 98, 4791
Sulphur Soap ......578
Sul phuret of Ammonia 1203
Sulphuret of Mercury 2682
Sultana Cold Cream 1127
Sunburns. Borax Lotion for 1157
Surface Bronzing 3792, tc.
Sweating in wines 757
Sweet Cider 834
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Sweet Cider. Imitation 849
Synthetic Inks for Secret Writing. 2533

Syringes. Class, Cement for 2166
Syrup, Ambrosia
Syrup, Apple
Syrup, Banana
Syrup, Blackberry
Syrup, Chocolate
Syrup, Claret
Syrup, Coffee 1378. 1418
Syrup, Coffee Cream
Syrup, Cream 1425. Ac.
Syrup, Cream, Imitation
Syrup for Champagne Vines 715
Syrup, Ginger 1393
Syrup, Grape
Syrup, Hock
Syrup, Lemon 1375, 1387, 1388
Syrup, Maple
Syrup. Nectar ,420
Syrup, Nectar Cream
Syrup, orange
Syrup. Orange Flower
Syrup, orgeat 1415
Syrup. Orgeat. Imitation
Syrup. Pear
Syrup, Pineapple
Syrup, Pineapple, Imitation 1406
Syrup. Raspberry 1403
Syrup. Raspberry, Imitation. . .1373, 1403
Syrup, Sarsaparilla 1389. Ac.
Syrup, Sherbet
Syrup, Simple 1370, 1385. 1386
Syrup. Solferlno
Syrup, Strawberry 1374, 1398, Ac.
Syrup, Strawberry, Imitation 1402
Syrup. Vanilla 1394, 1395
Syrup. Vanilla Cream 1432
Syrup. Wild Cherry 1396, 1397
Syrup, Vlntergreen 1401
Syrups, Cream, for Soda Water 1425
Syrups for Soda Water 1384. Ac.

937
Tin, Crystallized
Tin, Feathered
Tin, Flux for Soldering.
Tin, Frosted
Tin, Grain
Tin in Tears
Tin, Lacquer for.

3320
.107, 3319
3476. 3482

3321
3316
3316
3057

Tablo Covers, to cloan 452
Table for Mixing Oil-Colors 2762
Table, Gorlach’s of Soda Solutions. .627
Tablo Class, to make 2345
Table, of Lorme's, of Diluted Lyes.. 622
Table of Alloys of Copper 3348
Tablo of Caustic Potash Lyes 629
Table of Caustic Soda Lyes 630
Tablo of Molting Heat of Lead end Tin

Alloys. 3459
Tablo of Proportions for Making Glass..

2352
Tablo of Properties of Metals33S0, 6143
Table of Specific Gravities of ....1362
Table. Schiff's, of Soda Solutions. .628
Tablet Soap, Paris 595
Talml Gold
Tallow. 523
Tallow Resin Soap 540
Tallow Soap, to make 539, 547
Tallow, to Grain 532
Tallow, to keep, from turning Rancid535
Tallow, to Purify 533
Tanks, to ronder, Watertight 2195
Tansy Water, to distill 1701, 1703
Tapestry, to clean 449
Tapioca Photographic Paper 3157
Taylor’s Cream Syrup 1427
Teeth, Amalgams for stopping 3549
Teeth, Artificial, Pivots for 3405
Teeth, Artificial. Springe for 3406
Teeth, Electuaries for the.... 1305, Ac.
Tooth, Pastes for the 1305, Ac.
Teeth. Powdera for Cleaning thel288,Ac.
Teeth, to cleanse the Spaces between

the. 1334
Teeth, to remove the Yellow Color from

the. 1296
Teeth. Washes for the... 1323, Ac.. 1335
Tempering Steel and Tools 3285, Ac.
Tenacity of Metals 3356, 6143
Thousand Flowers, Balm of 1327
Thread Lace, to clean 473
Thread Marble for Book Edges 3114
Tick, Bed, to clean 468

If"""’ 3314
Tin, Acid, Preparations of 107
Tin. Alloys of 3421, 3426
Tin, Alloys of, for Dentists 3435
Tin, Alloys of. Melt (no Ho»t of.... 3459
Tin Amalgam 3542, 3544, 3549, 3552
Tin Castings, Bronzing Liquid for.. .3790

Tin Pipes, Flux for Soldering 3531
Tin, Powdered
Tin, Solder for 3479 . 3499
Tin, Spirits for Dying
Tin, Testa for Pure
Tin, to coat Copper and Brass with.. 3644

Ac.
Tin, to coat Iron with 3638, Ac.
Tin, to Electro-Gild on 3731
Tin. to Electroplate with 3750
Tin. to separate from Copper 3244
Tin, Tree, to make a
Tin Vessels, to clean 3252
Tincture of Ambergris 963. 1024
Tincture of Balsam of Peru 1020
Tincture of Balsam of Tolu 1022
Tincture of Benzoin ...1019
Tincture of Cardamom 1023, 4540
Tincture of Coriander
Tincture of Grain of Paradise 1021
Tincture of Husk 1025
Tincture of Nutmeg
Tincture of Storax or Styrax 1016
Tincture of Vanilla 1018
Tlngry’s Essence Varnish 2915
Tinning. Cold
Tinning. Directions for 3638. Ac.
Tinning, Metal for
Toilrt Soap. Receipts for.. 553, Ac.. 601
Toilet Soap, to Perfume 555
Tombac. Red
Tombac, White
Tomb Stones, Ink for 2516
Tonic, Hair ueo
Tonquln Oil
Tonquin Pomade
TO

J280
***** l° °f St##1 *nd Xr°n '

Tools, to Temper 3285. Ac.
Tooth Pastes 1305. Ac.
Tooth Powders Ac.
Tooth Washes.. 1323. Ac.
Topaz. Imitation 2354. 2434
Touch Stones, for Assaying Gold 3190
Toy Varnish. White 2916
Tragacanth, Mucilage of 2310
Transfer Varnish 2919
Transparent Cement 2236. 2252
Transparent Colored Varnishes 2941
Transparent Enamels 2392
Transparent Pomade
Transparent Soap 569
Trays. Oil. to Japan 3037
Tree Marble for Book Covers 3117
Tricopherous 1250
Troughs, Acid, Cement for Coating. . .2232
Troughs, Oalvanic, Cement for 2170
Tuberose. Essence of 954
Tuberose Pomade 1263
Tubes. Class, to bend 2851
Tungstic Glue 2281
Turkey Red, French Process for Dying. 189
Turnbull's Prussian Blue 2674
Turner's Cement 2228
Turners' Work, to Polish 3009
Turning, Brass for 3372
Turning Metals, Prtroleum for 3449
Turpentine. Bleaching by 510
Turpentine Soap 613
Turpentine Varnish...., 2909
Turquoise. Imitation 3452
Twelvetree's Washing Fluid 479
Type Metal
Type Metal, to Electroplate on 3711
Unbleached Muslin, to Bleach 509
Universal Cement 2175
Upton's Gold Detergent 3598
Ore's Diamond Cement
Ure's Ink 2472
Ure's Table of Copper Alloys 3348

U
Urns, to clean
Utensils for Brewing
Utencils for Leaf-Gilding
Utencils for Paper-hanging
Uvanterin Brown Dye for Cottons.

..408

..857

.3557
2812
..145

Valerian Water, to distill. .1071. 1073

DICK'S
Vanilla Cream Syrup
Vanilla, Essence of ,,965Vanilla. Extract of
Vanilla. Flavoring for Liquors 668

Vanilla, oil of
*'

1 *47, 1262,"l271Vanilla Powder for Sachets. Ac 1105Vanilla Syrup for Soda Water 1394Vanilla. Tincture of -....1018
Vanilla Tooth Paste
Vanilla Water, to distill . 1071 . 1073, 1078
varnish, Amalgam for Casts 3540Varnish, Amber oil 2879. Ac.
Varnish, Airfeer Spirit ,2930. atVarnish, Aniline Black
Varnish, Aniline Colored .....2942
Varnish, Bookbinders' 2933
Varnish, Cabinet
Varnish, Canada..., ........2921
Varnish. Carriage 2877, Ac.
Varnish, Chinese, Imitation 2923
Varnish, Collodion 2922
Varnish, Colorsd oil
Varnish, Colored Spirit
Varnish, Copal oil 2876
Varnish. Copal Spirit 2905. Ac.
Varnish, Crystal Sporlt 2910
Varnish, Dextrins 2927
Varnish, Etching 2959, Ac.
Varnish. Flexible Spirit 2948, Ac.
Varnish, Flexible Oil 2090, 2891
Varnish for Boots and Shoes. .. 2957, 2966
Varnish for Card Ornaments. .. .2939, 2965
Varnish for Casks, Inside of 2970
Varnish for Engravings, Ac.... 2944, 2964
V
*2958

h f°r ,aBteninj L«*th®r on Rollers

Varnish for fixing Drawings 2924
Varnish for Graten 2902
Varnish for Gun-barrels
Varnish for Harnens 2967
Varnish for Hot-bed Frame 2898
Varnish for Iron Work 2900, 2956
Varnish for Leather 2967, Ac.
varnish for Metallic Paint 2094
Varnish for Paintings 2911, 2914
Varnish for Paper-hangings 2938
Varnish for Photographs. 2932, 3103. 3161
Varnish for Printers' Ink 2897
Varnish for Waterproof Goods 2885
Varnish, Green Transparent 2941
Varnish, Gutta-percha 2888
Varnish, Hair
Varnish, India-rubber oil

Ac., 2889. Ac.
Varnish, India-rubber Spirit 2948
Varnish, Italian
Varnish, Lac Water
Varnish, Mahogany 2895
Varnish, Map 2920
Varnish, Hastlch 2911, Ac.
Varnish, Metallic
Varnish, Scaling Wax
Varnish Stains, to remove
Varnish, Submarine 2955
Varnish, to. Drawings, Paper, Ac.... 2965
Varnish, to, Furniture 2972. Ac.
Varniah, to remove, from Paintings. . .405
Varnish, Transfer or Mordant. . 2919 , 2928Varnish, Transparent Colorlenn 2935
Varniah, Traneparent Colored 2942
Varnish, Turpentine Spirit 2909
Varnish, Wax
Varniah. White Spirit 2916, Ac.
Varnished Paint, to clean 436
Varnished Surfaces, to polish 2976
Varnishers' Amalqam 2953
varnishes 2867, Ac.
Varnishes, Boiled oil for ....2872
varnishes, oil 2874, Ac.
Varnishes, Oil. Cautions in making .. 2873
Varnishes. Spirit 2903, Ac.
varnishes, to clarify Oil for 2869
Varnishes, to prepare Linseed oil for...

2868
Varnishing 2971
Varnishing, Brushes for ...2977
Vat, Blue, to make up a 119
Vegetable Cement 2223
Vegetable Fiber, to detect in Mixed fab-

rics. 294
vegetable Stains, to remove 360
Vegetable Substances, to Silver 3626
Veils, Black Lace, to wash 466
Vella. White Lace, to clean 471
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Velvet, to raise the Pile on 463
Velvet, to rcnove Grease from... 351, 355
Veneers, Ivory, to glue on 2297
Veneers, to Dye 2837, Ac.
Venetian Red *2704
Venun. Pomade de 1164
Verdigris 3240
Vermillion, to make 2681
Vermillion, to preserve 2682
Vessels, Iron, to Tin 3638
Veauvine Aniline Dye 2594
Vinegar, Black, for Bookbinders 3118
Violet Aniline Dyes 2607
Violet Cement 2191
Violet Coloring for Brass 3385
Violet Coloring for Bronze 3784
Violet Dye for Cottons 190
Violet Dyo for Silks 253. 262
Violet Dye for Wooleno 211, 316
Violet Enamel 2393
Violet Glazing 2408
Violet Ink 2497
Violet Mouth Wash 1325
Violet Pomade 1263
Violet Powder 1100
Violet Tooth-paste 1312
Violet Tooth-powder 1300
Violets. Essence of 949
Virginal, Lait 1138
Vitriol, Blue 120, 4096
Vitriol, Roman 120
Vulcanite, Substitute for 2281

Wagner's Gluo of Caseine... 2295
Wahoo Beer 898
Walks, Asphalt for 2207, Ac.. 6345
Wall Paper, to Clean 409
Wall Paper, to proparo. for Hanging. 2813
Wall Paper, to remove Grease from. ...410
Walls, Cement for Inside 2171

Walls. Cement for Outside 2173
Walls, Fine Whitewash for 2795
Walls, Kal nomine for.... 2794
Walls, Smoked, to Whitewash 2806
Walla, Whitewashed, to paper 2808
Walnut, Black, to doaden 3008
Walnut, Black, to imltato 2856
Walnut Furniture, to Varnish. .2972, 2974
Walnut llair-dye 1199
Walnut Wood, to prepare, for Varnishing.

2972
Ward's Tooth Paste; 1306
Wash for Dry Stubborn Hair 1186
Wash for railing Hair and Baldness. .1177

Wash’ for Freckle 1158, 1161
Wash for Shaving 1161
Wash for the Mouth and Teeth 1323
Wash to cleanse the Hair 1187, Ac.
Wash to darken the Halrll83,Ac. . 1215.Ac.
Wash, to. in Salt Water 484
Washing ««•
Washing Fluid 479, 481, 6306
Washing Made Easy 482

Washing Mixture 480
Washing Soap 522, 598
Washing, White Lye for 483
Watch Hands, to make, Red 3196
Watch Movements, to frost 3381

Water Cement 2165
Water, Cologne 976, 6c.
Water, Cologne, Concentrated 950
Water Colors. Improved Vehicle for.. 2725
Water, Florida 1011, Ac.
Water Gliding 3584
Water Glass 2816, Ac.
Water Glass Solvent for Coral ino. ... 2587
Water, Honey 1007
Water, Honey, Imitation 1006
Water. Hungary 996
Water, Impure, to purify. 1701, 1710,

1712, 6359
Water Lac Varnish 2940
Water, Lavender 989, Ac.
Water, Lavender. Armonlacal 1098
Water, Lime, for Dying... — 103
Water, Millefleur 1005
Water, Orange Flower 1009
Water, Rose 1008. 1079
Water Size for Gilding 3572
Water. Vanilla 1078
Waterproof Blacking for Harnesses. .. 3082

Ac.
Waterproof Cesentg 2174, 2179
Waterproof French Polish 3004
Waterproof Goods, Oil Varnish for... 2885

938

Waterproof, to render Boots 3069
Waters. Perfumed by Distillationl070.Ae.
waters. Perfused, Hov to Distill .... 1073

Waters. Perfumed, from Essences 1082
Waters, Perfumed, from Essential Oils...

1080, 1081
Waters, Perfumed,

for. 1076
Waters, Perfumed,

tics for.
waters, Perfi

for. 1077
waters, Perfi

ing.1075
Waters, Perfumed, to remove the Burnt
Smell from. 1074

Wax for Sealing Bottles 929
Wax, to. Furniture 2992
Wax Marble for Book-covers 3109
Wax, Milk of 2936
fax. Moulds, to coat, for Blectrotyping.

3689
Wax, Moulds, to make 3674, Ac.

Practical Suggestions

Proportions of Aroma-
1071

Soubeiran's Apparatus

to prevent from Sour-

Lhe Face. .3682
3179
,.696
.342
.341
,2937

,2936
,2771
,3637
..265

Wax Moulds, to make, of t

Wax Paper for Photography
Wax Putty for Leaky Casks
wax Stains on Cloth, to r

Wax Stains on Silk, to reaove.
Wax Varnish for Purniture
Wax Varnish for Paintings
Weather Boards, old. Paint for
Weil's Copper Costing for Iron
Weld Yellow Dye for Silks
Welding 3250. 3472, Ac.
Welding, Fluxes for 3531
Welding Powders 3523, Ac.
Wenderoth's Photographic Varnish. ... 3161
Wernicke's Method of Gliding on Olaes...

3596
Whale Oil Soap for destroying
whiskey. Bourbon. Imitation..
Whiskoy. Distillation of
Whiskey, flavorings for.. .664
Whiskey. Irish, Imitation....
Whiskey Punch
Whiskey. Rye. Imitation
Whiskey. Scotch. Imitation...

to give s Ssoky Flavor to... 692
to ietorove. by Electricity. . 726
Mash for, to prepare 936
Yeast Tor. to prepare. .932. 934

2192
3414. 3415

In ts580
683
931

Ac., 6294
690
920

.688, AC.
691

Whiskey.
Whiskey.
Whiskey.
Whiskey.
White Cement.
White Copper.
White Currant Wine
White Dye. Trench, for Silks
White Enamel
White Enamel for Iron-Ware..
White. French, for the Skin.
White Glazing
White Jean Boots, to clean..
White Kid Boota, to clean...
White Lace Veils, to clean..
White Lead
White Lead. Tests for
White Lip Salve
White Liquors, to Blanch....
White Lye for Washing
white Metal
White, Pearl, for the Skin..
White Pigments
White Satin Shoes, to cli

.728

.263
2396
2403
1108
2405
453
454
471

2693
.2694, 2695

1172
705
483

.3416, 3426
1109

..2693, Ac.
455 .

White Silk Blond and Lace, to wash.. 472
White Silk Stockings, to wash 467
White Soap 591
White Spoon Metal 3416
White Toilet Soap, Soft 606
White Varnish 2916
White Windsor Soap 558
White Wine, to fine 744
White, Zinc 2696
Whiten, to. Tallow 639
Whiten, to, woolens 508
Whitewash 2793, Ac.
Whitewash. Fine, for Walls 2800
Whitewash. Fireproof 2801
Whitewash for Fences 2803
Whitewash for Out -door Use... 2796, 2802
Whitewash, to color 2798 . 2807
Whitewash, to keep 2805
Whitewash, to mix 2804
Whitewash, to prevent, from Rubbing off

DICK'S
Whitewashed Walls, to paper 2808
Whitewashed Walls, to prepare, for
Painting. 2763

Whortleberry wine 720
Wild-Cherry Syrup for Soda Water... 1396
Wilk's Refined Linseed oil 2871
Wilson's Hair Wash 1102
Window Class 2342
Windows, Prismatic Crystals for. ...2365
Windsor Soap 558, 559
Wine. Acidity in, to remedy 753

Wine, Acidity in, to tost 760
Wine, Antlfermenta for 764
Wine. Champagne 713, Ac.
Wine Color Dye for Silks 262
Wine Color Dye for Woolens 210
Wine. Decayed, to restore 752
Wine. Decomposition in. to teat 755
Wine. Domestic 713, Ac., 727, Ac.
Wine. Filter for 714
Wine, Fretting in 757
Wine from Fresh Fruits 728, Ac.
Wine from Dried Fruits 729
Wine, lfc>mo-made 727, Ac.
wine. Isinglass for Fining 716
Wine, Mulled, with Eggs 927
Wine. Nustiness in, to remove 758
Wino. Prickod

, to restore 752
Wine Punch 711
Wine, Sour, to remedy J51, 754
Wine Stains, to remove 360, 369
Wine, Sweating in 757
wine, to decolor 748
Wino. to fino 742, Ac.
Wine, to Improve, by Electricity726,6295
Wine, to prosorvo 759, 761
Wine, to remedy Ropinosa in 749
Wine, to Ripen 750
Wine. Use of Glycerine in 725
wire. Brass for 3348, 3374
Wood, Cement for Coating 2195
Wood. Cement to fill Cracko in 2244
Wood Dyes for, to brighten and set.. 28 28

Wood, Enameled, to polish 3015, Ac.
Wood, Cold-size for Gilding on 3562
Wood. Implements for Gilding In 3557
Wood, to bronze 37§2, Ac., 3825
Wood, to cemont Metal to 2231
Wood, to Dye 2824, Ac.
Wood, to Electrotype on 3695
Wood, to Enamel 3010, Ac.
Wood, to Gild on 3557, Ac.
Wood, to make. Incombustible 2821
Wood, to Photograph on 3165
Wood, to prepare, for Enntrml lng30il , 3015
Wood, to proparo. for Gilding 3559
Wood, to prepare for Japaning 3020
wood, to prepare, for Polishing 2983
Wood, to Silver 3612, 3627, 3628
Wood, to stain 2842, Ac.
Wood's Spruce Beer 886
Woods used for Dying 94
Wool, to distinguish in mlxod fabrics...

298, Ac.
Woolen Goods, to restore tho Gloss Fin-

ish on. 469
Woolen Hose, to Whiten 508
Woolen Flannels and Shavln, to wash... 493

Ac.
Woolens, Aniline Dyes for 2573, Ac.
Woolens, Chrome Dyes for 221
Woolens, Colored, to clean 451
Woolens, Family Receipts for Dying... 303

AC.
Woolens, General Receipts for Dying.. 191

Ac.
Woolens, to prepare, for Dying 191
Woolens, to preserve from Moths. .... .654
Woolens, to remove Spots from 493
Woolens, to Wash 493
Wormwood Water, to distill .... 1071

,
1073

Worsted Reps, to clean 451
Worsteds, to Dye 303, Ac.
Wrinkles in the Face, Wash for 1163
Writing Effaced by Chlorine, to restore

2504
Writing Fluids 2477. Ac.

Writing. New, to make appear Old..., 2505

Writing on Glass 2371, 2375
Wrought Iron, see IRON

2807
Whitewash, to. Smoky Walls . . . 2806 Yarn, Cotton, to bleach

Am A A V A 1

.123

Whitewash,
Whitewash,
Whitewash*

Treasury Department..
Zinc
d Walls, to paint

...2797

...2799

...2764

Yarn,
farn.
Yarn,

Cotton, to prepare for Dying.,
Fustic-green Dye for
Indigo-blue Dye for

• # 1 22
, .161
.130
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licit or pivot of the front pair. To the under

side of the bottom board and four inches from
the end *rew two strips i* X X 6'. with a

groove cut to receive the axle. Extending

beyond these strips fasten two brake-straps,

«' X >' X S', each provided with a groove

H' by r' by 4' t" admit the brakes (see 4 in

Fig*. A and D). Two ami 4 in the Figs. A and
D may lie made in one piece; hut remember that

the measurements here given are for 14 * wheels,

so that a change in the length of the strap and

the location of the groove would have to be

made if your wheels were of a different sice,

lamps are to be bolted in place in a similar way.

Use cans with dip tops that may be rrjdaced

after the boiling has been done. Measure-

ments for the seat can be taken from the dia-

gram The rounding top is made of a cheese

box with the front cut and straightened out.

and the sides tapered. Two sorts of brakes

are possible, but the foot-brake is to be pre-

ferred. Paint the car red. and don’t forget

the tail-number. If you wish, you can fix your

dark-lantern within the searchlight can.

/

When "off." the brake should rot one inch

from the wheels.

The hood is made of a Ir>\ i.-* X ir” X to'.

The boards are to lie removed carefully and

replaced when the box-ends base been -iuprd

as seen in Fig B Before putting the last

ltoar<i on again reach in o'"I •->!' '!> .•

light on. The scarth-lighl i 1 s «jt. ran.

Through it and through the pivot block (i* X
»’ X r*> and the top board of the In*-! burr a

hole for the bolt, which should be set ju-t tight

enough to allow the light to turn The side
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